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NOTANDA

for intending reader's.

An attempt has been made to make much of this volume

actually readable.

The Addenda and Corrigenda on pp. 435-^9 (to vols, i and ii)

are so numerous that readers of those volumes will often find it

to their advantage to refer to these lists, which for convenience

of reference have been arranged chronologically.

The Index is full, and the headings Books and Oxford are

exceptionally elaborate and are preceded by a key to the

arrangement. London and country printers are under the Place

(subdivision Printers), and not in the general alphabet ;
while

Oxford printers are not specially grouped, but see Appendix F.

The annals o{printing are grouped together after the preface :

the general Oxford annals are prefixed to each year's list of

books.

The Scope of this Work.

There are two opinions about the scope of Bibliography. The

straitcr sect say
' Furnish a complete technical description of a

book, and your work is done'. The result is such a volume as

E. G. Duff's Fifteenth Century English Books (1917,4^), flaw-less

and unreadable,
' dead perfection, no more '. This is bibliography

pure and simple. The other side extends the bibliographer's scope
to include at least a note of the human element in the book, and an

opinion of its residual worth for the time to come. This is some-

times called bibliology. With this extension I entirely agree, and

welcome the eloquent vindication of it to be found in the Memorial

volume of Sir William Osier (1926) at p. 4<Si, For once the books

come up—perhaps after a century of neglect
— for investiga-

tion, and from the preface, text, and notes, the bibliographer can

glean facts and impressions which often invest it with new signifi-

cance, and at least afford a rare opportunity of saving the time

of future researchers by a just estimate of its value.
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The first volume of Oxford Books (at first entitled The Early

Oxford Press) was issued on Feb. 2, 1895, and covered the

period '1468' to 1640. The second volume was published
on Feb. 14, 1912, covering from 1641 (but in some sense from

earlier times) to 1650, and presenting in detail the numerous

pamphlets of the Civil War, when Oxford was the head-quarters
of the Royalist Court and Army. It has taken twenty years to

carry on the work up to and including i6(So, a period which in-

cludes the literature of the Commonwealth and the Restoration,

and the establishment of the University Press in the Sheldonian

Theatre. But during the War, or, to be exact, from June 19 12

to April 1919, the writer was unable, from stress of official work,

to give any time to its compilation : and at the age of seventy-nine
he cannot continue the task any farther. On the other hand,

the chronological principle of the three volumes will, it is hoped,
enable some successor to take up the threads at the year 1681,

without much difficulty, if and when the opportunity may arrive.

It should be noted that this is a bibliography of books about

Oxford as well as of books printed at Oxford, and that in each

year there are four divisions :
—brief annals of the year ;

books

of primary importance or interest, which are fully described ;

minor pieces, including many not printed at Oxford, more

summarily treated
;
and a full register of the Oxford Press.

The long series of running numbers has been continued, from

no. 2150
^ to 3297. The Appendixes need no explanation. The

present preface is followed by the Annals of Oxford Printing,

1651-80: while the long series of corrections and additions to

vols, i and ii—which supersedes the need of consulting the

Corrigenda in those volumes by incorporating references to them
—

precedes the Index. The following account of the Press from

1650 to 1680 is based, by permission, on a paper by myself in

the Library, 4th S., vol. vi (1925), pp. 113-31.

^ The omission of nos. 2066-2149 is an attempt to recover the right numbers, after

allowing for Addenda registered in vols, i and ii, and for modifications of the bare

number by the use of asterisks and the like. Nos. 3226-3235 were accidentally omitted.
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The third quarter of the seventeenth century was the most

interesting and eventful period in the history of the Oxford

University Press, until recent times. It witnessed the change

from two printers, with a few apprentices, working in private

houses, to a staff of thirty or more, housed in a public building

and producing important works : and enough details are available

to enable us to see and estimate the failures and successes which

attended the process of evolution. It is perhaps desirable to

orientate ourselves by a sketch of the doings of the Press at

Oxford before 1650.

The Oxford Press before 1 65 1 .

Bibliographers well know that there was fifteenth-century

printing at Oxford, which introduced the first classical author and

the first woodcut border to the English Press. The number of

books produced was sixteen, and the limiting dates
'

1468
'

(i.e.

probably i478)-i486. From 151 7 to 1520 there was also

printing, eight volumes in all, with a surprising absence of

theology among them. After that there is no sign of printing

till 1585.

On August 15 in that year Convocation voted ;^too as a loan

to enable Joseph Barnes to provide himself with a press capable
of good printing. The loan was preceded on 23 December 1584
and followed on 10 January 1586 by two delegacies of seventeen

and sixteen members of Convocation respectively, the first de

libris iviprimendis and the second de impressione Ubrorum,

Nothing whatever is recorded of the deliberations of either body :

least of all was the loan repaid.

However this might be, Joseph Barnes, as his living depended
on the press, set to work, being further stimulated thereto by the

Star Chamber decree of 23 June 1586—which expressly allowed

one printer and one apprentice to each of the two Universities.

The decree also insists that every book should be 'allowed ', i.e.

licensed, but there is hardly a trace of any such restriction in

practice. For nearly thirty-two years did Barnes work, presum-

ably with one apprentice, until in 161 7 he drops off. Thereafter

two persons are '

printers to the University', one perhaps being

technically an apprentice, until Archbishop Laud secured official

leave for three printers, each with two presses and two appren-
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tices. This was in 1632 and 1633, and the privilege was con-

firmed by the Laudian Statutes of 1636 ;
and again by the

Great Charter of the University of 12 March 1637. The former

code wisely provided for thQ di'^^omXva&rxtoi din Architypographus
or Controller of the Press, who should keep up a high standard

of paper, type, and press-work—but no appointment was made
till 1658.

In view of the long controversies from 1675 to about 1705
about the right of the University to print Bibles, Books of

Common Prayer, grammars, and the like, it is worth quoting the

expressions used in the Charters of Charles I. By these the

University was given the right to print
' omnimodos libros seu

codices publice non prohibitos
'

(1632); and it might do so
'

licite et impune, aliquo statuto actu ordinacione . . . sive re-

striccione in contrarium ante hac habitis \sic\
. . . non obstante

'

(1636). The expressions, indeed, were so strong and so clear

that the Stationers' Company paid the University i^200 a year
for ceding the right to print

' Bibles and other Bookes and things

whatsoever now or heretofore used to be printed by the Kings
Maiesties Printer, and alsoe Lilies Crammers'. This payment
extended from 1637 to 1643, with modification from 1656 to

1663, and in full again from 1663 to 24 March 1673, when it

abruptly and finally stopped, as will be narrated
;
see pp. 406-8.

The gap in the customary payment was of course due to the

effect of the Civil War on Oxford, when England was divided

into two camps, with head-quarters, literary as well as military,

at London and Oxford. Royalist pamphlets and proclamations

poured in profusion from Oxford, and the average output, which

had only risen from 8^ pieces a year in 1585-90 to 25^ in 1631-

40, rose to 88 in 1642 and 134 in 1643, then subsiding to 96 in

1644 and 66 in the following year, while the average from 1651

to 1700 is only 29.

In June 1646 the city of Oxford surrendered to the Parlia-

ment, and for the rest of that year only seven small pieces are

known to have been issued in Oxford. But after this brief

weakness the Press recovered itself to some slight extent and, in

the usual imperturbable way of authors and publishers, proceeded

to bring out Commonwealth literature as if
' to the manner

born '.
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In 1 651, the year when our survey starts, the University had

no place whatever of its own in which to print. It had only two

' Printers to the University
'

(Leonard Lichfield I, who printed

in 1635-57, son of John, who succeeded Barnes in 1617 ;
and

Henry Hall, printer from 1642 and throughout our period),^

and they printed in their own houses in the city, the former in

Butcher Row (now Queen Street, the street leading west from

Carfax), the latter in High Street, a few houses east of Queen's

Lane. When the University did not call on them for academical

lists or notices (called programmas) or for official books of verses

(tears, welcomes, or thanksgivings, all equally artificial and

produced according to requirement), they printed by private

arrangement for all and sundry. Their title of Printer to the

University they used if the size or importance of their production

warranted it, or (apparently) simply if they wished to magnify
their office (see nos. 3180, 3212). The type ('

letters '),

'

flowers ',

woodcuts, and machines were their own, and so (it seems) were

even the devices bearing the Arms of the University. So in fact

the control of the University was limited to its authority to issue

orders to them, and to turn them out if unsatisfactory or dis-

obedient. It is true that Sir Henry Savile, the Warden of

Merton and Provost of Eton {d. 1622), presented to the Univer-

sity the matrixes of the '

silver type
'

with which he printed his

Chrysostom in Greek at Eton in 1610-13, and which were lent

to Cambridge in 1629 ^°'' "^e in the first Cambridge Greek New
Testament of 1632 : but the Chancellor himself bears witness in

1629 that Savile's matrixes were 'lying idly by us' {Oxford
Books, ii. 518), so they were probably stored in the Old Con-

gregation House. The University paid for work done for it by
its printers. From an incidental complaint by Henry Hall

(about 1 661) we find that each printer had only one press, till

about 1655.

No such expression as University Press or Prelum Academi-
cum occurs in imprints before the eighteenth century, though it

might have been used at any date after 1668 with entire pro-
priety.''^ The most official of all official books, the Laudian

' The only otlier University Printers since Joseph Barnes had been William Wrench
(1617), James Short (1618-24), .-ind William Turner (1624-40).2 The only .ipproach to it is

'

Typis Academicis', first used in 1656, when the
Domus Typo^raphica, see below, was estublished ; and such expressions as *

e Theatre
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'Corpus Statutorum
'

of 1634 which ruled the University for

220 years, only bears the imprint
'

Oxoniae, excudebant Johannes
Lichfield et Guilielmus Turner, celeberrimae Academiae typo-

graph i ',

There is not much promise in the situation disclosed to us, and

at Cambridge the flow of events in 1650-80 was equable and

unexciting, except that there were some brisk quarrels with the

King's printers, when Cambridge occasionally exercised its un-

doubted and ancient privilege (dating from 1534) of printing all

and every kind of book. To speak generally, the Civil War,
when it passed, left a lassitude at Oxford, in which energy and

enterprise were as it were under an anaesthetic, in printing

matters—a lassitude not entirely due to restriction or suppres-

sion by the Parliamentary Visitors.

The Oxford Press, 1651-80.

For our survey of the thirty years following 1650, the clearest

method is perhaps to study the fluctuations of output as ex-

hibited in the Chart of Oxford Printing, see my Oxf. Univ. Press

(1908), and to note their significance. If we call low production

a valley, and high production a peak or table-land, we find two

valleys and two peaks for consideration.

In 1650 the Press is rising from a deep valley: in 1649 only

eight pamphlets had been issued, for with the last days and

execution of Charles I in January a veil falls over Oxford. In

fact from October 1648 to May 1649, both inclusive, no single

piece is known to have been published in the city. Not only

has all political interest long passed from Oxford to London,
but there is no outward sign of ordinary literary activity in the

University. Gradually the effect of the King's death passed off,

and at the same time came a softening of the iron grip of the

Parliamentary Commission sitting at Oxford, Professor Montagu
Burrows first pointed out that after the Commission had once

asserted its powers, it slipped slowly into appreciation of the old

ways and discipline of the place ;
and Dr. John Owen, Vice-

Chancellor from 1652 to 1657, though a sturdy Independent, did

Sheldoniano' or the like, in English or Latin. Typographeiim Oxoniense occurs in

a preface to one of dr. John Wallis's works, Elcnchus Geometriee, Hobbianx (Oxon.

1655), as the place where the preface was written : see also p. xxviii.
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all he could to revive the Laudian system of work and study,

except, of course, that the Church of England was left out in the

cold. Under these negative and positive influences, the Press

climbed slowly out of the depths, and further aided by the

prospect and actual arrival of the Restoration, gained a peak or

table-land in 1658-60, with a production of fifty pieces a year.

In 1660 itself, it is not to be wondered at that feelings which had

been repressed under the Commonwealth burst out into jubila-

tion—which was accompanied with a comical amount of ratting

among the Vicars of Bray at that period. For instance John

Harmar, the Professor of Greek, was, in his printed utterances,

equally effusive in unqualified devotion to the forceful Cromwell,

to Richard his feeble son, and to the restored King and

Queen.
As to the actual printing in this upward climb to 1660, we

find the University as early as 1651 purchasing a quantity of

London-made Hebrew 'Letters'. And in 1652 also it took

a mild step forward. That picturesque old building abutting on

St. Mary's Church, called the Old Congregation House, the very

cradle of the University, was made use of to store Oriental type

belonging to the University, and was constituted by Convocation

(on 3 June) the Domus Typographica Universitatis Publica.

This has misled some authorities into stating that there was

a University Press House as early as this year : but no printing

whatever went on in it : it was just a storehouse for odd-

ments, such as Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, and Greek type, which

were no doubt lent to the University Printers, when need arose.

In 1653 a Delegacy of fifteen was appointed on 26 March to

draw up Statutes about Printing and superintend all matters of

the Press. This sounds imposing, but there is scarcely a trace

of the Delegates doing anything or even meeting, or of their

making the prescribed Report to Convocation. At the Restora-

tion ihey were entirely ignored, as if they had never existed, and
a new body was appointed. The Delegates of 1653 may have

given help to the climbers of the steep hill-side, but the activities

of the Parliamentary Commission lay in a quite different direc-

tion. Some tangible help came in 1656 through a purchase of
more Hebrew and Arabic type; dLnd—laudalnle diciu—£'xi^ Ts.o.d.

was paid to Nicholas Nicholls the London Letter-founder, for
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a *

font of Saxon letters', out of which 177 lbs. weight was bor-

rowed by William Hall (son and presumably apprentice of

Henry Hall) on 22 August of the following year, to be first used

in a book published in 1659, An event of 1657 did not assist

the progress of printing as a fine art. In March or April old

Leonard Lichfield died. Born in 1604 (?), he had been Printer

to the University since 1635. His son and grandson of the same

names printed at Oxford from 1657 to 1686 and 1689 to 1749

respectively, so it is a well-known name in Oxford Printing

annals. But in electing a successor the University gave way to

sentiment, and on 14 May elected as Printers to the University,

not only the son Leonard who was apparently in bad health

and inactive, but also the widow Anne Lichfield. This com-

passionate election of a third University Printer, though within

the Statute, was unfortunate. For Anne, though she had helped
her husband in printing in his later years, was inaccurate and

unbusinesslike, and knew no Latin. Her first imprint is
'

Oxonias,

excudebat Anne Lichfield Academiae typographus
'

! And worse

than this, with feminine futility, she rooted out and used again

the old
'

flowers
'

which her husband had laid aside as worn-out

and worthless. In fact the whole style of printing deteriorated

for the next ten years, and even the first Architypographus (or

Controller), Samuel Clarke, appointed in 1658, could not, or at

least did not, stem the decay. So that after the first outburst of

literature in 1658-60, which even the poor printing could not

stop, we find affairs sliding off a rather artificial peak into the

mud of our second valley.

At the peak of 1660 it might have seemed to a superficial

observer that all was going well. For not only was the output

large, but a new agreement was in making by which the London
Printers should resume payment of i^20o a year to the Univer-

sity in return for privileges in the matter of printing Bibles and

other special books. Moreover, in that year the Oxford Press

actually received its first endowment. In the excitement of the

Restoration, Convocation went so far as to vote that the Dele-

gates of the Press should receive the annual surplus of what was

called the ' Schools Money ', the money spent on the upkeep of

the Public Buildings of the University. But, after a first grant
of £2^0, an examination of the Schools accounts discloses that
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there was no available surplus at all on that fund, but only

a deficit, which continued throughout our period.'^

But strange to say, out of this unfortunate deficit came

ultimately the actual start of prosperity. This deficit was really,

though not nominally, due to the laudable anxiety of the Uni-

versity to reserve money wherewith to build a large and fine

edifice, where public ceremonies and exercises might take place,

independent of the use of St. Mary's Church, which was no

longer regarded as suitable for lay functions, such as Concerts.

We find in the Vice-Chancellor's computus for 1662-3 the

significant record ' To D'' [Christopher] Wren a present of Plate

for his pains about the Modell ^ of the Theatre. £6 lys. 6d.'

Next, in 1664, Dr. Gilbert Sheldon, formerly Warden of All

Souls, who in 1663 had become Archbishop of Canterbury, gave

;^i,ooo to help on the scheme to which I have referred, and soon

after (in 1667) splendidly took over the whole expense of erecting

the Sheldonian Theatre, amounting, with the endowment for

repairs, to at least ^15,000. Moreover, in the Deed of Founda-

tion Sheldon expressly assigned a place in the Theatre for printing.

Thus while Oxford printing was sliding down the hill into

a second undesirable valley, preparations were in hand for

a triumphant ascent of the other side.

It is allowable at this point to notice an important Act passed
in May 1662 to prevent abuses in Printing (14 Car. II, cap. 33),
under which once more all books were to be licensed, and the

licence to be printed at the beginning of the book. Law books
were to be licensed by the Lord Chancellor, History and State

affairs by the Secretary of State, and Heraldry by the Earl
Marshal : all other books (Theology, Classics, &c.), if printed in

the University, needed only the licence of the Chancellor or Vice-

Chancellor, The Act was again certainly not carried out at

' 1 he facts are as follows, in outline :—the Schools Account was throughout our
period ostensibly solvent, but except in 1660-1 the University Account was not.
Iherefore the two were practically pooled, and from 1661 to 1670 the University both
held the balance of the Schools and used it. Thus in 1664-5 the Schools balance was

^2,201,
but the University Chest held ;^i,36o of it, and the University's deficit was

£b(>7. In 1669-70 the Schools balance was +;^9i6, the University's
—

^^1,136.
1 here was no real injustice, for the Schools largely drew from degree fees, and the
University m time repaid its debt, and recovered itself. But revenue to the Press from
the .Schools surplus was illusory.* The model itself was constructed by William Bird, who received /lo for it in the
same year. I he word may mean only

'

plans'.
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Oxford, for not a quarter of the books printed bear any licence

whatever.

The building of the Sheldonian Theatre, with its special

provision for printing, was the one great opportunity for the

Oxford Press. The process of building occupied from 26 July

1664 (when the foundation stone was laid) to 9 July 1669, when

Archbishop Sheldon, by this time elected Chancellor of the

University, solemnly (but vicariously) presented the completed

building to the University. Never since then has the University
lacked a true Domus Typographica, a definite academical house

of printing.

But, as has been said, while the Sheldonian was building, the

outlook was not promising. The types and ornaments
('

letters
'

and ' flowers
')

were old and worn, and the books selected for

printing were largely haphazard. There were no ideals, no

guiding policy, no high endeavour. The question with the

University printers was not the intrinsic value of a book, or even

its style, but what and who would pay them. The well-to-do

author could run to the expense of ornaments, borders, and

engravings : the poor man could only say
* no flowers, by

request'. There was, indeed, a new body of Delegates of the

Press elected on 22 December 1662, consisting of seven Doctors,

to deal with the ;!f20o received annually from the Stationers'

Company, and to settle on a place for printing, but there is no

record of activity before 15 March 1670, except notes of grants

out of the Stationers' payment in the Vice-Chancellor's Com-

putus. Under these conditions the Oxford Press produced

chiefly books of the academical curriculum and minor literature,

largely in Latin
;
and even Robert Boyle's scientific treatises were

so ill-arranged and careless in form, and so indifferently printed,

as hardly to rank as on a higher level than the rest, from this

point of view.

In 1668, if we may choose a single year, the Hour had come.

And, as is so often the case, with the Hour came also the Man.

It has been difficult to keep out up to this point all mention of

the person who, beyond all others, saw and seized the great

opportunity, and started the Press on its upward course.

3180
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The work of Dr. John Fell.

Dr. John Fell, the tercentenary of whose birth was celebrated

in 1925, was the most noteworthy person in Oxford from 1660,

when he became Dean of Christ Church, till his death in t686.

From 1675 on he was, in addition, Bishop of Oxford. His Vice-

Chancellorship from 1666 to 1669, the year in which the Shel-

donian was opened, gave him a clear ascendancy and influence

which he never lost. It was he who suggested the idea of the

Theatre to Sheldon ;
he undertook to be treasurer of the building

accounts ;
and from him came the idea that Printing should have

a recognized place in it. It was he who reformed the University

as Vice-Chancellor, restoring much of the Laudian discipline and

studies. And of his own College he was leader and manager, as

well as Head. Wood in \\\s> AtJience Oxonienses (iv. 193-201, 869)

draws an unmistakable picture of him. He was a son of Dr.

Samuel Fell, Dean of Christ Church in 1638-48, was admitted to

a Studentship there at the age of 11, and resided at Oxford

throughout the Civil War and Commonwealth period. His

College owes to him Tom Tower (though not the old gateway
beneath it) and a great part of Tom Quad on the north side, as

well as '

Fell's Buildings
'

south of the Cathedral. The University
found him a Restorer of Learning and of all avenues leading

to it, and Wood records that ' he would constantly on several

mornings of the week take his rounds in his College, go to the

chambers of noblemen and gentlemen commoners, and examine
and see what progress they made in their studies '.

' He was also

a person of a most generous spirit, undervalued money, and
disburs"d it so freely upon learned, pious and charitable uses,

that he left sometimes for himself and his private use little or

nothing. He was a bold and resolute man, and did not value

what the generality said or thought of him, so that he could

accomplish his just and generous designs.' Add to this,
' un-

wearied diligence' and a life of celibacy, and one ceases to wonder
that Fell made a profound impression on Oxford, and was able
to bring it back from ihcfacilis descenstis Averno. In the matter
of Fruiting, our immediate subject, he was everything and ever}--

wherc, and any one else nowhere. In 1667 Fell had a hand in
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providing the University with its first Armenian, Coptic,^

Samaritan, and Slavonic type. In 1668 and 1669 his more
notable efforts began, while the whole burden of the University
was still on his shoulders as Vice-Chancellor, He induced

Dr. Thomas Marshall (the Orientalist, afterwards Rector ot

Lincoln College) to undertake more than once a typographical
mission to Amsterdam to purchase type and ornaments, and—
what was more difificult—punches and matrixes. To provide for

the times of the Act in July, and Concerts and Royal Visits,

involving use of the Theatre, the 'Little Printing House' in the

bastion of the City wall just east of the Theatre was taken over.

Robert Scott, the chief London second-hand bookseller, a man
of learning, was appointed London agent of the Press. A type-

founder (Hermansen) was secured at Amsterdam, and after diffi-

culties caused by the Dutch War settled (late in 1672) in Oxford.

David Loggan was appointed Engraver to the University

(30 March 1669). A scheme by George Edwardes for the making
of paper at Wolvercote, two miles from Oxford, in 1669, was

encouraged by Fell. Extra presses were bought for the exclusive

use of the University Press, and manned by French compositors.

Fell seems to have been wise also in his dealings with the existing

Printers to the University, though there is no documentary
evidence on the point. He appears to have allowed them still

a great measure of freedom in their private dealings with authors

and publishers, only emphasizing his right to call on their time

and work, when the Theatre compositors had too much on their

hands, or were unsuitable. But he steadily went on purchasing

type and ornaments, so as to be increasingly independent of the

private stock of the printers.

The Press Committee of Four.

His master-stroke of management was to get authorization

from the Delegates, and on 16 November 1671 from Convocation,

for a Press Committee of four persons who should carry on the

whole affair of Printing in the University. The Press had no

money of its own, and depended on the annual grant by the

University of the ^200 received for waiving the right of printing

1 A fount of Coptic type was also, about 1690, presented by Nicolas Witsen, burgo-
master of Amsterdam.

ba
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Bibles. Fell, on the other hand, was determined to exercise

that right, and willing even to surrender the subsidy from London,

though it seemed financial folly to do so. No difficulties daunted

him. The Committee of Four (Dr. John Fell, Dean of Christ

Church
;
Dr. Thomas Yate, Principal of Brasenose

;
Sir Leoline

Jenkin, Principal of Jesus ;
and Joseph Williamson, Fellow of

Queen's, soon to be knighted in 1672, and made Secretary of

State in 1674) allowed the agreement with the Stationers' Com-

pany to run out on 24 March 1672, and took the charge of paying

£100 a year to the University on itself. Fell and Yate were

fortunately possessed of substantial means, and that alone made

their enterprising and self-sacrificing schemes possible. There

were all kinds of risks—great risk (or indeed certainty) of hostile

competition in London in the matter of Bibles, risk of supplies

of type and paper being cut off through the Dutch War of 1672-4,

risk of commercial failure, risk of discontent among the foreign

compositors, risk, not so much of opposition as of apathy, on the

part of the University, risk of a provincial town faiUng to connect

itself with a public which would buy, and risk of Fell's death.

But, in Wood's phraseology, he had a positive
'

geny
'

for work.

As a fact the University nearly wrecked everything at the start,

by refusing to appoint the Committee, but it was eventually

carried, by a very small majority. The learned Dr. Thomas
Barlow was one of the chief recalcitrants, and was as difficult to
'

square
'

as if he had been a circle.

All these discouragements were courageously faced. Fell

saw that a Learned Press, if it was to make its way, must be

conducted on large and generous lines, with a clear view of its

general aims and definite proposals of valuable, attractive, and
substantial works to be undertaken. If it was to be nothing
more than a subordinate part of the University machine, it would
be a failure. And last, not least, there must be money forth-

coming to help it over its first years. Accordingly a Prospectus

(see p. 410) was drawn up early in 1672. Then Christ Church
men in various parts of the country were infected with some of

their Dean's energy, and acted as agents and advertisers of the

University Press, and friends of the Press were entreated to lend

or give money or at least to subscribe beforehand to forthcoming
works. As a fact, in 1672 the Dean and Yate paid over between
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them more than ^i,6oo, and received back from the sale of books

just ;^8l.

The Sheldoiiian Press.

We may now revert to the beginnings of the Sheldonian

Printing. The earh'est Minutes of the Delegates are of 7 Sep-
tember 1668. And so keen were all concerned that printing

began at least two months before the solemn opening of the

Theatre on 9 July 1669, Payments were made to Theatre

printers which show that early in May, at latest, they were at

work. Only two books in 1669 could be called University Press

books, and both, it must be confessed, are bare, bald, unattractive,

and poorly printed. The first {Epicedia in obitrmi Principis

HenriettcB Marice) ran to fifty-six pages, but uses only one single

ornament once, a floriated capital P. The second {Carmen
Pindaricum in Theatrnm Sheldonianuvi) in its thirty-two pages
uses no more than three ornaments. Till 1672 neither a great
book nor a fine book can be placed to the credit of the Theatre.

Among the drawbacks were (i) that the French compositors
knew none too much English (as is obvious from their division

of words at the end of a line), and (2) that Fell grafted on their

imperfections a revived style of English spelling, most noticeable

in the Oxford editions of the works of the Author of The Whole

Duty of Man, such as The Ladies Calling} When in 1670 some

new Epicedia were issued, this time not in memory of the King's

mother, Henrietta Maria, but of the King's sister, Henrietta

Anne, will it be believed that the verses officially issued by the

University bore the name of Henrietta Maria, as in the year

before, instead of Henrietta Anna, the Duchess of Orleans ? No

copy that I have seen bears marks of being corrected before

issue, whereas perhaps every copy has, for instance, (on sign. Ci^)

non ruga corrected to rugave. The blame does not rest wholly

with the compositors, for even the writers call the Duchess Maria !

There would seem to be a lack of knowledge, efficiency, and

technical art at this early stage.

The year 1672 may be taken as the real jtart of better things.

In January the new and important Prospectus was prepared, of

which a copy in Fell's hand is to be found in All Souls MS. 239
^

Examples are abridg, al, bin, meekites, shal: in 1673. I am told on the best

authority that these are a revival of Elizabethan forms.
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at fol. 641. Even if never issued in print, it shows Fell's aims.

It begins with a list of books begun to be printed, eight in

number : next follows a list of sixteen intended volumes or classes

of volumes
; and then an appeal for public assistance, that is to

say, benefactions, loans with or without interest, subscriptions for

particular books, or partnership. But throughout the spring and

summer there was difficulty in supplying the Sheldonian stafif

with work. The Printers to the University had private work for

various authors and publishers, but the French compositors had

no such resource, and the new Committee had to hurry up some

translations from the French (see the Rapins of this year), as well

as school-books. On 11 November Fell writes {Domestic State

Papers),
' We push forward our printing as fast as we can, having

constantly above 20 hands at work, that is, so many men in pay,

for to make them always attend their work is, I think, beyond

any skill.' The staff at this time was twenty compositors, press-

men, &c., a founder (Herman Hermansen, since August), David

Loggan and one or two more engravers, and some rolling-press

men. The type and matrixes in this month were valued at

;^546, printed sheets at ;^685, and paper in the Tower house

(i.e. the 'Little Printing house' in the bastion) at £^\(): and a

rent of ;{^2co was payable to the University by the Committee.

It is now, in 1672, that the Great Works begin to come out.

The very first was Beveridge's ^woIikov, sine Pandectce Canonmn
ab Ecclesia GrcBca receptortmi, a large massive folio containing
the Canons of all the Councils during the first five centuries, in

Greek, with a Latin translation and learned notes. With it was

published a volume which showed that Fell was by no means
insensible to the claims of Science, namely, the first volume, in

large folio with many plates, of Dr. Robert Morison'svvork which

became the Plantartim Historia Universalis Oxoniensis. 1673

produced little of importance, while preparing for the outburst of

the coming year. For in j 674 came out first a monumental work,

Anthony Wood's Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis Oxonien-

sis, the best advertisement of themselves (if the words may be

allowed) which the Press and the University ever produced, for

the whole literary world of Europe was interested in it, and, since

it was in Latin, could read it, while its numerous new engravings
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and ornaments at once enabled Fell's Theatre Press to take a

high rank in that kind. The same year saw Dr. Hyde's Catalogue
of the Printed Books in the Bodleian Library, which claimed to

be the largest, fullest, and most informative library catalogue yet
issued. The huge Sheet Almanac (the first of the long series

still running, and measuring 39 in. x 30 in., with its bold design
of a circular temple of stone set in the sea) showed the enterprise
of the designers and engravers. And then in 1675, the year in

which Fell celebrated his jubilee, appeared David Loggan's
Oxonia Illustrata, a splendid series of forty folio views of the

University, Colleges, and Costumes, engraved with commendable
skill and still famous for their accuracy : and these were followed

by the first English Bible, the first Book of Common Prayer, and
the first Greek Testament issued at Oxford.

These were great feats, and the interest excited by them and
other later books of varying solidity and impressiveness was a

testimony to the force and influence of Dr. John Fell. It may
be said indeed to have borne up the Press through an exhausting
struggle with the London Printers (1680—about 1705) ;

which
was followed after a time by a prolonged period of stagnation,
till a Delegate of the Press could write of ' the Oxford Press

languishing in a lazy obscurity, and barely reminding us of it's

existence, by now and then slowly bringing forth a programma,
a sermon printed by request, or at best a Bodleian catalogue

'

(1757). At no time between that decade and 1800 did the output
of books exceed fifty in the year. The recovery in the nineteenth

century, culminating in the progressive activities of the last forty

years, may be traced in Dr. R. W. Chapman's History of the

Press. At the present day the Clarendon or University Press

may claim to be the foremost in the British Empire.
The outstanding consideration which emerges from the history

of the University Press, especially in the period under review, is

that in the development of industries like printing and publishing,
no ideal machinery, such as superintendence by a learned body
like a University, can ever successfully take the place of inde-

pendence and personal enterprise. It was not machinery but

great men that built up the Press at Oxford,

i2f ovhiv eaTiv ovre -nvpyos ovre vavi

Epyj/ixos ANAPilN [11] ^vvoLKOVVTOiv eo-oj.
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The number of those men before 1900 was just four :

Archbishop Laud Sir William Blackstone

Dr. John Fell Professor Bartholomew Price {d. 1898).

And of these it was Dr. John Fell who by unwearied activity,

prudence, and unselfishness secured for that Press, once and for

all time, a commanding position.

As Leslie Stephen says of the Dictionary ofNationalBiography,
' a book of which it is the essence that every page should bristle

with facts and dates, is certain to have errors by the thousand ',

and in particular I am sorry that the Corrections and Additions

are so numerous, and that I must have missed out several books

printed in Oxford for London publishers.^ Personal notes on

the origin and development of Oxford Books will be found in

Some experiences of a Bibliographer {The Library, 4th Series,

vol. i [1920] at pp. 131-6).

Especial thanks are again due to the Delegates of the Clarendon

Press for their liberal encouragement of a wholly unremunerative

work, and to the staff of the Press for their active co-operation

in the production of the volume. Individual acknowledgements
are mentioned at their appropriate places, and are indexed.

F. M.

NOTES OF BOOKS
TOO LATE FOR THEIR PROPER PLACE.

161 2. 359. Parke's Eclogariue--. There is a complete copy in the

Holkham Library (pp. [2] + 88 + [2, blank]).
1622. 1622. 502*. B., I.: Astronomiae studiosis . . . i. B. Qua-

drantes isti . . . cum libello piostant venales apud W. W. Oxonij . . .

(Londini, excudebat G. i : 1622 : pp. [24], signn. A^ B*). A copy of
this unrecorded book was sold at Sotheby's on Apr. 20, 193 1. W. W,
is probably William Wildgoose : J. I. may be William Jaggard.

1625. 566. Pemble's Vindici^. The Clarendon Press owns a copy.
1631. 1631. 688*. Ghesal, lohn : The Rule of Health (Oxford,

printed by John Lichfield : 1631 : sm. 8^ : pp. [24], signn. A^ B* : with
two chronograms). A copy of this unrecorded book is in Christ Church
library at Oxford.

i64f. 1910. A London reprint dated 1646 is owned by the
Clarendon Press.

June 8, 1931.

^ In the case of London printir;? for outside publishers, a book is not regarded as an
Oxford one, unless the first publisher is so.
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(See the Oxf. Bibliogr. Soc. Proceedings, 1923, i. 55-64.)

1. The long running number (2150-3295), followed from 1669 onward (see p. 228)

by
*

(Sheld.)' or '

{U. P.)
'

if the book is printed at the Theatre or by a University
Printer as such.

2. The heading (in thick type), which is always the author or body of persons

responsible for the book, if known: otherwise a catch title. Before the heading
* means undated : f with no place of printing :

°
with counterfeit imprint, e. g.

no. 2397 : an extract from a larger work, e.g. no. 2735.

3. A transcript of the title, generally as the author would represent the title in

lower-case roman
;
but in guasi facsimile in important works and sometimes in Minor

Pieces, especially after 1660. Omissions are indicated by . . .

4. Details of the book :

a. The number of the imprint (referring to an unprinted chronological list) with

a shortened_form of it (in brackets), in which dj/ (in Lat. exe., i. e. excudebat) represents
the piiater : /or ( pro) the publisher: through {per) the undertaker who pays for the

printing. The imprint itself is sometimes ambiguous, and since ' are to be sold by
'

must refer to a publisher,
' for' is in some cases the undertaker, e.g. no. 2693.

b. The year of issue : if this has to be inferred, round brackets are used if it is

inferred from the book itself, square brackets if it is supplied from external considera-

tions. The year is reckoned as beginning on Jan. i, and not on March 25, from 1660

on, see pp. 1 10-12.

c. The apparent size of an ordinary uncut copy, according to the following scale :
—

for narrow sizes for broad sizes

in. in.

18-28 la(rge) folio

12-1S folio 12-18 la(rge) 4°

9-12 la(rge) 8° 9-12 4°

7-9 8° 7-9 sm(all) 4"

6-7 12°, or sm(all) S° 1
6-7 sq(uare) 12°

5-6 16° &c.

4-5 24°

The number of leaves in a gathering or quire, when differentfrom what is suggested

by the apparent size, precedes the size notation, in round brackets, e. g.
'

(eights) sm. 4° '.

d. The number of pages in a perfect copy, within square brackets when there is

no printed pagination : followed by the signatures.'^

e. The common type of the body of the work. The older type, of this period, is

about aV*-^ of an inch higher than the modern standard.

f Contents. These are given as a separate detail as far as no. 2819 (1669), but

thereafter are amalgamated, in order to save space, with the record of paL;ination, as

^ 12" when the chain lines are horizontal; sm. 8° when they are perpendicular: but
the distinction has not been uniformly preserved in this volume, by error.

- With respect to the latter Mr. R. B. McKerrow has made two good'suggestions
{Intr. to Bibliography, 1927, pp. 156, 158), that an unsigned sheet might be repre-
sented by [tt], e.g. [n-j^A-z^; and that any typical sheet might be called $ (e.g. 'no

$2 bears a signature'). I have made use of the first suggestion from no. 2242 onward.
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in no. 2820, see a Note on p. 228. In either case every page not mentioned is blank.
*

Ep. dedic.' means an Epistola dedicatoria.

5. Notes on the book—the author, subject, and the way the former deals with the

latter : with other relevant remarks, literary or bibliographical. Wood's Athenm
Oxonienses usually supersedes any biography. The mark R, RR, or RRR is added at

the end, to indicate a rare, very rare, or excessively rare work, but these are not added

in the case of proclamations, broadsides, or single sheets, for they are always rare, at

this period. Steele's tests for broadside, proclamations and the like (see his Catalogue
of the Crawford Proclamations) are (i) the last word of the first line, (2) the first word
of the last line which is shortened by the large initial letter, and (3) the last word of

the last complete line of the text.
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1651

On Jan. 24, 165^, in view of the refusal of the London Stationers to

renew the three years' Agreement/ by which the University waived its

right to print Bibles, &c., for a payment of £200 a year, and which

expired six months after the War began, on Feb. 17, 164^ (see vol. i,

pp. 285-7), the University Printers were allowed 10 exercise their privi-

leges in that respect : and on Feb. i following, Convocation approved
of this arrangement. But little or no advantage was taken of these

powers before Michaelmas 1656, when a limited agreement was made,
see under that year. Probably no. 2173 (Lily's Grammar, Oxford, 1651),
which is a reasseriion of the old rights, was begun in 1650, before the

new agreement was made, and may have been a help towards securing
the assent of the Stationers' Company.

In the Vice-Chancellor's Computus for Sept. 1650-Sept. 1652, there

is an entry, apparently of 1651, of payments to Nicholas NichoUs,^ of

London, letter-founder
; £45 8s. for casting 222 pounds of Hebrew^ letters

with pricks at 4^. per pound; and £3 2S. 6d. for 25 new punches and
matrixes at 2s. 6d. per piece ;

all in pursuance of a contract made by
Dr. Langbaine. Also £4 more was paid to him for two new moulds in

which the letter was cast, £5 for his journey from London to Oxford ;

and £1 OS. \id. was paid to Dr. Langbaine and Humphrey Robinson for

carriage of the letters.

1652

On June 3, 1652, Convocation appointed the Old Congregation House
to be the Domus Typographica Universitatis publica, where stores of type

(Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, and Greek are specially mentioned) should be

reposited : see App. D. But no printing took place in the building, as

Bigmore and Wyman {Bibliography of Printing, 1884, vol.
ii, p. 104)

seem to think.

Jan. 7, 165I. Parliament reaffirmed the clauses in the Act of Sept. 20,

1649 (against unlicensed and scandalous Books and for regulation of

Printing) which exempted the Universities from interference with their

privileges. The Act and its reaffirmation are printed in L. L. Shadwell's

Enactmenls (1912), iv. 277 and 285 (1649. cap. 60; 1652, cap. 34).

July 2-Sept. 23. Henry Hall borrowed 146 lb. of Hebrew type of the

'new font' (Oxf. Univ. Arch., South Press, pyxis D, fasciculus 4, no. i).

^ See App. D, § II (pp. 406-S) for a list of the actual payments.
^ For Nicholas Nicholls and his father Arthur Nicholls (who was a candidate for the

post of University Printer at Oxford in 1637, but did not know enough Greek), see

T. B. Reed's Old English Letter Foundries (,1887), but he knew nothing of the 1651

supply of Hebrew type to the University.
^ In 1652 between July 2 and Sept. 23 Henry Hall borrowed 146 lb. of this fount

from the University.
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In the Vice-Chancellor's Computus for two years ending Sept. 1652,
the arrears of the Stationers' Company's payments (under the agreement
about the surrender by the University of its rights of printing Bibles, &c.)
is put down as £1,600: nothing had been paid by them since the year

1642. But as the last agreement (£200 a year) expired on Feb. 17, 164I,
it is difficult to suppose that the item could stand : still, some arrangement
was probably made, for in 1657-60 the London printers (Jypographi

Londinenses) and booksellers {bibliopolae) each paid £6o-£8o to the

University. After the Restoration the whole question became an acute

and long-drawn controversy in the law-courts.

1653

On March 26 Convocation appointed fifteen delegates 'ad Statuta

Typographica condenda, lites si quae inciderint dirimendas, prselum
Academicum supervidendum et rem Typographicam in universum pro-
curandam '. These Delegates are not recorded to have transacted any
business, and at the Restoration were regarded as illegal, when a new

body was established. On Oct. 19 Leonard Lichfield, Printer to the

University, was elected Superior Bedel in Divinity by Convocation : he

had apparently been ejected from a Bedel's office by the Visitors in 1651.
In 1650 or 1651 he had been paid £1 loj. for

'

printing Edicts and
Declarations three severall times '.

1655

In the Laudian Statutes of 1636, Tit. xviii, Sectio V, provision is made
both for an Ai-cliiiypographics and a ' Publica Universiiatis Typog7'aphia,
instruenda in Domo aliqua huic usui specialiter deputata', but the Univer-

sity took no steps in the matter until 1652, and allowed two 'University
Printers

'

to carry on all the necessary work with their own presses and
in their own houses. In 1652 (see App. D, § III) the University assigned
the Old Congregation House (annexed to St. Mary's Church) to be a

Do7nus Typographica, but this was used only for the storing of type
(chiefly Oriental) which belonged to the University, and no printing was
done there. It is in the present year, 1655, that for the first time, though
University Printing had in a sense begun in 148 1, and more definitely in

1 51 7 and 1585, the expression is used Typographeiivi Oxoniense, see

no. 2285 (Wallis's Dedication dated Oct. 10, 1655). It seems probable
that Wallis was at the moment in the Domus Typographica.. No Archi-

typographus was appointed until 1658.

1656

The following notes on the purchase of Oriental and other type at this

period indicate the new interest taken in literary studies. A purchase in

165 1 of a large Hebrew fount i'rom the Nicholls family in London has
been noticed in the annals of that year: and, under 1652, the use of the

Old Congregation House for the storage of Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, Greek
and other type owned by the University.

In the V.C.'s Computus for about April 1655 occur the following
entries:—For Arabick letters, £10: for bringing them to Oxon, 2s. %d.
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In the Computus for Sept. T655-Sept. 1656 (probably in 1656) is:—
For a font of Saxon ^

letters to Mr. Nichols letter founder £23 "js. 2d.:

More to the same for Hebrew and Arabick letters, £10: More to

Mr. Nichols for the like, £12 \os.: and about this time (V.C.'s Public

Schools Computus, Sept. 1656-Sept. 1658) To Nicholas Nicholls of

London toward the payment for a font of Hebrew characters, £30. It

may be that this £30 is due to the unexpected payment of that sum by the

London Printers, referred to in App. D, no. I.

See Arabic in the indexes of vol. 2 and this volume.

1657

Leonard Lichfield I, the well-known Printer to the University, must
have died late in March or early in April 1657, for his successor as

bedel was appointed on April 17. On May 14, by desire of the Delegates
of the Press, Convocation conferred the title of Printer to the University
on Lichfield's widow Anne, and on his son Leonard Lichfield II. These
two now shared the honour with Henry Hall, who had been appointed
in 1644. The three Leonard Lichfields printed in Oxford in 1635-57,
1657-86, and 1689-1749, respectively. The effect of the death of old

Leonard on the Oxford Press seems to have been twofold. His widow
Anne ought to have given up all idea of printing, as she knew no Latin

and was very inaccurate in composing, and generally, it would seem,
unbusinesslike. But she held on, in partnership with her son (who was

apparently in poor health and inactive), and searched over the old boxes

and shelves, with the result that worn and rejected ornaments were

pressed into further service, to the general deterioration of style. Leonard
did not himself use these revived blocks, with a few exceptions. Secondly,
William Hall (the son of Henry Hall, the University Printer) appears as

a printer, and uses some ornaments which were in current use by Henry,

though some also appear to be derived from the Lichfield stores : see

no. 2320. What actual influence the Controller of the Press appointed
in May 1658 exercised on these affairs and on the efficiency of the

University Printers, is not at present known : the apparent effect was «z7.

1658

On May 14, Samuel Clarke, the orientalist, M.A. of Merton, was

elected the first Architypographus Universitatis, or (as we should say)

Controller of the University Press, and on May 29 became Superior
Bedel of Law, a post reserved for the architypographus, as soon as there

should be a vacancy, since July 24, 1649. Clarke held both offices until

his death on Dec. 27, 1669. Both office and title are contemplated in

the Laudian Statutes of 1634 : but this first occupant attended more to

his Oriental work and Bedel's duties than to the eificiency of the Press.

In the second half of the year a payment is made to Leonard Lichfield,
'

for printing severall Orders for the Vniversitie
'

of £1.

1
177 lb. of this type were borrowed by William Hall on Aug. 22, 1657 under

a bond of;^45.
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1659

Even the Domus Typographica of the University was in this year let to

a schoolmaster for six months ending at Lady Day 1660, at a rent of

2s. dd. for that period. Otherwise the year appears to be blank, from the

point of view of the Press.

The University Press, thanks to the splendid activity of dr, John Fell,

and to the use for printing purposes of the Sheldonian Theatre—which

was itself a result of Fell's suggestion to Sheldon—was the one active and

enterprising department of the University, and only after Fell's death did

it share in the general decay, which reached its climax when Sir William

Blackstone wrote in 1757: 'The Oxford Press . . . was languishing

[in 1755] in a lazy obscurity, and barely reminding us of it's existence,

by now and then slowly bringing forth a programma,^ a sermon printed

by request, or at best a Bodleian catalogue. Individuals, it is true, had
at times, very nobly contributed their quota, by learned and elegant

publications, to rescue its name from contempt : but the University in its

collective capacity, which sat idle, got little reputation by the contrast.'

The long and irritating controversies and law-suits between the Oxford
Press and the London Printers in the matter of privileges, especially those

connected with the issue of Bibles and Prayer-books, will be duly
chronicled in these annals of the Press, as they progress, and must have

contributed a share to the state of things lamented by Blackstone. But
on the whole no great convulsion, such as were the Civil War and

Commonwealth, disturbs the Press afier the Restoration, and this fact will

gradually relieve the present work from long descriptions of the smaller

publications at Oxford, until the dawn of the Nineteenth Century.

1660

1660 May 16. Within a week of the proclamation of the King in

Oxford Convocation passed a decree (on May 16) that the surplus of the

Schools Money (the money spent on the upkeep and repair of the Schools

Quadrangle, Divinity School, and Bodleian) should be employed in the
'

setting up and maintaining a learned Typographic and no otherwise '.

This is important as being the first Endowment of the Press at Oxford :

and in accordance with it £140 was granted to print Abulpharagius in

Arabic and Latin (see no. 2629) and £100 to print Johannes Malala in

Greek and Latin (published in 1691), but there was a large deficit on
the joint University and Schools account for many years to come, e. g.

£1,011 i6j. 5</. in Aug. 1660, £2,471 12^. in Aug. 1665 : see p. xv.

An agreement of July 9, 1660, by which the University farmed out its

Bible printing privileges to Henry Hills and John Field (of London, the

latter also of Cambridge : to both of whom Cromwell had given a

monopoly of printing Bibles), for four years from Mich. 1659 for £80 a

year, only lasted for two years, see the 1661 annals. The prices of
London bibles were to be 2s. 6d. (80), and 2s. (12°) 'per Booke '. The
agreement is printed in Nichols's Ilhcsiratiotis, iv. 205 : it followed on
a resolution of Convocation on July 7 that printing matters should be
taken in hand at once.

^
i. e. a broad-side University notice.
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For details of the cost of Pococke's Grotius in this year, see no. 2498.
On Oct. I, by an indenture with the Stationers' Company in London

the University surrendered its privileges of printing Bibles, Prayer-books,

grammars and almanacks from Mich. 1661 for three years for an

annual payment of £200. The former series of similar indentures came
to an end on Feb. 17, i64f, but the Company had resumed partial

payment in 1656. See, however, p. xxx. Cambridge issued a Bible

and Prayer-book in 1662, but Oxford none until 1675. The Indenture

was agreed to by Convocation on June 23, 1662, and on July 4 in that

year the Company consent that Ch. Ch. or any College or Hall should be

allowed to print forms of prayer for their own use : but see an incident

of July 1661 noted in no. 2474 (Latin Book of Common Prayer).
(3n Nov, 28 Anne Lichfield petitioned the King for payment of a debt

of £1,294 igs. ^d. due to her late husband Leonard Lichfield for printing

during the Civil War. In 1662-5 she received as much as £1,016 \is.

in payment. There is a similar (undated) petition from Henry Hall to

the University of about this time, in which he claims £90 for printing
Mercurius Auh'cus during the War, and complains of a third, un-

authorized, press set up in dr. John Owjen's Vice-Chancellorship, and of

the privilege of printing school-books being taken away. The result of

this appeal is not known, but no payments to Henry Hall on account

of it are recorded. The petition is in Bodl. MS. Ballard XLIX, fol. 250.

1662

On May 1 9 an Act was passed to prevent abuses in Printing (14 Car. II.

cap. 33). All books were to be licensed, and the licence to be printed
at the beginning of the book. For Law the licenser was the Lord

Chancellor, for History, &c., the Seer, of State, for Heraldry the Earl

Marshal, for all others (including Theology) the Archbp. of Canterbury
and the Bp. of London (or their delegates), or, for Oxford and Cambridge
books, the Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor of the University. York was

also allowed to have a Press. Three copies of every book were to be

sent to the two Universities and the Royal Library, respectively. This

was the first Act of Parliament about the supply of copies of new books
to certain libraries without payment, and hitherto the Bodleian alone, by
agreement with the Stationers' Company, had enjoyed the privilege since

16 10. The Act was renewed from time to time, but lapsed, 1679-85,
and expired in 1695.
On Dec. 22, 1662 the Proctors nominated a new Delegacy of the

Press, see Appendix D. I.

1663

Following the Licensing Act, 14 Car. II, cap. 33 (May 19, 1662) came
the appointment of Sir Roger Lestrange as Sur\'eyor of the Imprimery
(Aug. 15, 1663) for which he had paved the way in June 1663 by
Considerations and Proposals for severe control of the Press throughout

England. It is noteworthy that he nowhere uses the word publisher in

our ordinary sense, but always stationer, though the verb is used. The
noun appears in the O.E.D. first (in this sense) in 1740 in a dictionary.

In connexion with the King's visit L. Lichfield received 13J. for
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*

printing the Delegates' Orders
'

: he also received £ i 3J.
'

for printing

Programma's at several! times '.

1664
Richard Atkyns's Original afid Growth of Printins; (London, 40) was

published in this year. For its account of the first printing at Oxford by

Corsellis, see vol. i, p. 245.

1665

Richard Davis, the bookseller, rented the Old Congregation House (the

Doniiis Typographica) during the whole of this year, and apparently until

1676 inclusive. About October 'widow Lichfield' was paid £2 17^'.

for printing
'

severall Orders '. The Act for the Continuance of the

former Act for regulating the Press (17 Car. II, cap. 4: referring to

14 Car. II, cap. 33, 1662) added to the obligation of the former Act, that

every printer should reserve three copies of every book (for the King's

Library and the two Universities), a new clause specially placing

University printers under the Act, under a penalty.
In this year was printed Verkoopinge van een Oude en Welgesorteerde

Druckerie, en Lettergieterie ... 10 Augusti 1666 (Amsterdam, 1666, 40),
with many illustrations of type and ' flowers ', often indicating the source

of Fell's later purchases through 'dr. Thomas Marshall.

1666-68

In 1666 Fell began to negotiate with Amsterdam about types, punches,
and matrixes for the Oxford Press. The facts will be found in the

summary account of printing under the year 1669, when the Sheldonian

was opened, and used as a printing house.

According to Edward Rowe Mores, followed by T. B, Reed, Fell's gifts

of type extended over 1667-72. Probably with some later additions, a

list of the
'

letters
'

so acquired is appended to the Sheldonian Press

Type Specimens of 1693 and to later editions. The Coptic type

acquired at this period seems to have been from two sources, (i) a fount

designed by the rev. Maurice Wheeler under Fell's personal supervision

(T. B. Reed's English Letter Foundries, 1887, p. 149), (2) given by
Nicholas Witsen, Amsterdam {ibid., p. 153, see p. xix, above).

There is evidence of preparation for the new start of University

printing in 1669, such as the following entries in the V.C.'s Computus
for Aug. 1667-Aug. 1668:—To Mr. Nicolls for his journey and

Punchions, £10 : To Mr. Rainsford for materialls for 3 Presses £4 17^. :

To Mr. Nicolls Letter-Founder upon Bond by order of the Delegates for

Printing £50 : To Mr. Samuel Clarke upon Bond by order (as above)
£200 : More to Mr. Clerke for Hebrew Letters and a Printing-Presse
£16 8j. 6d. Also in the V.C.'s accounts for 1668-9 occur 'To
Mr. Delgardno [Dalgarno], who lived in the house, now the little Print-

house, for relinquishing his interest, for his remove, and materialls left

behind him, £15 6j. dd.' [he was tenant under Mrs. Mary Wood, who also

resigned her lease from the City: in 1670 the house had no less than
seven hearths (Wood's Life, iv. 81, 69): the agreement with Dalgarno
was on Aug. 4, 1669. (Salter's City Properties, Oxf. Hist. Soc. LXXXIIL
1926, pp. 294, 296).]
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1669

The New Sheldonian Theatre.

The opening of the first real Domus Typographica owned by the

University on July 9, 1669, is an event of such importance for the history
of Oxford printing that it is worth while to gather up in brief form the

previous history of printing in the city, and to describe in what form and
with what printers and material the new era started. If any further

excuse were needed for such a survey, it lies in the fact that the new Press

had a hard fight before it in defence of its chartered privileges, and is the

direct ancestor of the Clarendon Press, once housed in the Old Clarendon

Building, and now in the palatial structure in Walton Street. Fortunately
four great men directed lis fortunes at the critical periods

—
archbp.

William Laud, who obtained the Privileges ; dr. John Fell, who guided it

through the difficult struggle referred to
;

Sir William Blackstone, who
lifted it from torpor and possible extinction in the eighteenth century, and
Professor Bartholomew Price, whose wisdom and energy enabled it to

meet the competition of the nineteenth century with success.

The previous volumes of Oxford Books show that after two early

presses of '

1468' to i486, and 151 7 to 1520, the University Press started

in earnest in 1585, by a loan of £100 granted in 1584 to Joseph Barnes,
who was formally appointed Printer to the University. Cambridge had

started its second press in 1583. These two attempts to revive

provincial presses brought down on them the terrible Decree of Star

Chamber of June 23, 1586, which forbad all printing except in London
and {one press with printers and one apprentice) in each of the two

Universities. Cambridge had real printing privileges granted by a royal
charter of July 20, 1534, but Oxford had none whatever, and the press
was managed (in a loose sense) by a delegacy of sixteen or seventeen

doctors (Dec. 3, 1584, Jan. 10, i58f). At last, in 1632 (Nov. 12) Laud

regularized matters by obtaining a royal charter, which, as supplemented
on March 13, 163!, and March 3, 163!, allowed three Printers, each

with two Presses and two Apprentices : to which the Laudian Statutes of

the University (1636) (which had royal authority) added an Architypo-

graphus or Overseer of the Press (Tit. xviii, sect, v)
—

though no appoint-
ment was made till 1658. Charles's Charters allowed the University to

print
* omnimodos libros seu codices publice non prohibitos

'

and to sell

them anywhere, notwithstanding any previous statutes, ordinances and

the like. This very important right clearly covered Bibles, Prayer-books,

Psalters, Almanacs, Grammars and other school-books, all of which had

been the subject of special grants to the King's Printers and others.

However, the University did not at the time feel able to take up its full

powers, and from 1637 till 1672 (with certain gaps in the time of the

Civil War and the Commonwealth) leased its privilege of printing
'

Bibles and other Bookes and things whatsoever . . . used to be printed

by the Kings Maiesties Printer, and alsoe Lilies Grammers
'

to the

Stationers' Company. The last of the usual Three-year Agreements with

the Company was made on Aug. 6, 1669, and ran from Lady Day in that

year to Lady Day in 1672, when it expired (March 24, 1672).
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All this while the Printers to the University exercised their craft in one

or more ordinary hired houses in Oxford, not necessarily near the central

University buildings. In 1662 the venerable Old Congregation House

was turned into a ' domus typographica
'

for the storage of Greek and

Oriental type, but no printing took place therein.

The three Printers to the University in 1669 were:

1. Henry Hall, a veteran, appointed Nov. 21, 1644.

2. Leonard Lichfield II, appointed May 14, 1657. He was perhaps of

feeble health, for he printed nothing by himself (except sometimes

nominally) from 1659 to 1667 inclusive.

3. Anne Lichfield, appointed IVIay 14, 1657. She was the widow of

Leonard Lichfield I, and was compassionately made printer to

the University, but she knew little Latin and no Greek, and was

inaccurate and incompetent.
A fourth printer, who perhaps ranked proforma as an apprentice, was

William Hall, son of Henry, who first appears in 1657.^

Above the printers, from 1658, till his death late in 1669, was Samuel

Clarke as architypographus, Controller or Overseer : and above him

a Delegacy often, chiefly appointed in 1662, and consisting of the

Vice-Chancellor and Proctors, dr. Thomas Yate, dr. Thomas Barlow,
dr. Robert Say, dr. Edward Pococke, dr. John Fell, dr. Leoline

Jenkins, and Mr. Obadiah Walker.

It is in 1668, during his second year of Vice-Chancellorship, that

dr. Fell, Dean of Christ Church, appears prominently on the scene ; and
from then until his death in 1686 he is the protagonist of Oxford Printing.
The first Minutes of the Meetings of the Delegates of the Press are on

Sept. 7, 1668.

Among the definite preparations made by Fell for the actual printing
in the latter half of 1668, and in 1669, are the following:

—
He appointed Robert Scott, of Little Britain, London (a learned second-

hand bookseller), described by Roger North {d. 1734) as 'in his time the

greatest librarian
[i.

e. bookseller] in Europe, for, besides his stock in

England, he had warehouses at Franckfort, Paris and other places ', to be

business manager of the Press and its agent in London. Scott is in

correspondence with S. Clarke or Fell himself from Oct. 1668 to Jan. 167^,
about type, but his place as negotiator for type was taken up by dr. Thomas
Marshall (Fellow of Lincoln 1668-72, D.D. June 28, 1669, Rector of

Lincoln 1672 till his death in 1685), who was chaplain at Dort (Dordrecht)
1656-72. His knowledge of Dutch was invaluable, and he became Fell's

agent in procuring punches, matrixes, and type from Vandyke and Voskyns,
fathers and sons (the fathers both died in the winter of 1669-70).
Marshall's correspondence extends from Nov. 1668 to at least Feb. 167^
and is partly printed in H. Hart's Century of Oxford Typography, 1900.

Fell procured that the University should buy the lease of Tom Pun's

House, a little tenement made within the bastion of the City Wall just

^ Leonard Lichfield and his mother worked harmoniously, and freely shared their

ornaments, and ' flowers - and type, derived from L. Lichfield L The two Halls
shared some type, &c., but in general kept each to his own : Henry's being what he
had bought from his old master, William Turner's store in 1643, and William's being
what his father allowed him or what he bought in addition.
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east of the south front of the Theatre : fifty feet due east from the SE.
corner of the Theatre brought one to the front of the House, facino-

south. The transfer was on Dec. 23, 1667, though the tenant was not at

that time disturbed : but a meeting of the Press Delegates was held there

on Friday, Oct. 22, 1669 (Wood's Life ii. 172), and it is clearly the same
as ' The Little Printing House

',
used as an accessory to the Theatre ^

For it must be remembered that the Theatre floor, where the printinf

presses were, had to be entirely cleared for purposes of the Act and other

great ceremonies : the presses went dow-n to the cellars, the paper and

lighter material up into the space above the ceiling.^

Payments were made to Joseph Leigh (£136 7^. 6d. on Apr. 8, 1669,
for Greek, Latin, and 'Italica' founts, ordered on Oct. 17, 1668, and

supplied in the following January, see Bodl. MS. 15327, fol. 145^), and
to Nicholas Nicholls of London, letter-founders, for type : to a mr. . . .

Norman of London for a new press (£28 igs., including cases and

furniture), and to John Rainsford, Anthony Izard, and others for materials.

The foundry was about now transferred from a house hired by Fell to the

Theatre, but there was no proper founder at this time in Oxford. On
March 30 David Loggan was appointed Sculptor to the University

('
Publicus Academism Sculptor ', i. e. engraver, with a salary of 20s. a year

during residence). George Edwardes was encouraged to set up a Paper-
mill at Wolvercote.' All these facts, with Obadiah Walker's purchases
in London, indicate the energy with which the Sheldonian Press was
started. Its operations began before the Theatre itself was opened, for a

payment made on May 25 for the setting up of gathering C of Beveridge's
Canones shows that composition had begun at latest early in that

month. On May 28, 1669, the Convocation Register states that printing
is

'

already seLt at work ', in the Sheldonian
(?).

The books of 1669 show that the Sheldonian Press as such began very

tentatively, only two having to be marked as officially Sheldonian. As to

the University printers themselves. Fell wisely allowed them to carry on
with very Uttle disturbance of their accustomed habits, but he had a call

^ See under 1668. On Feb. 7, i6y§ 'the little print house' contained some type

(Minutes of the Meetings of the Delegates). Tom Pun's real surname was Ayres, and
he owned other tenements (Wood's Life, ii. 172, 244, and refif. there).

^ ' The Sellar underneath, which is divided into three parts, the south side or part is

a press room or a place to print books in, the north for the diying and gathering of

printed books, and other uses of imprimery, and the middle part for a store house for

paper.

Upon the floor of the Theatre, and under the galleries encircling it, are set the cases

for Compositors and Studies made for Correctors, as also places to contain other

matters.

The room or storage over the Theatre is a place to receive printed and gathered books.'

(Wood's History of the Univ., vol. ii, pt. ii (1796), pp. 796-7.)
There appears to have been a ' New Printing House '

erected by the University in

1672-4 near Tom Pun's House (otherwise called the 'Little Printing House' or the

Tower House, being in a bastion), perhaps just north of the latter and an adjunct to

it. See under 1672.
2 In 1643 (Nov. 20) and 164I (Feb. 26) William Legg, Master of the King's

Armoury at Oxford, was granted 2^ioo 'to be imployed in the building of a Mill at

Wolvercott for grinding of Swords' and ' for Forges at Glocester Hall', and further

sums for extension of the work {^Dom. State Papers). These Wolvercote buildings
were no doubt taken over by Edwardes.
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on their time whenever the University required them. Otherwise it seems

that they were allowed to use their own type just as before, with all

devices and flowers, woodcut alphabets and the like : while the University
was busy with importing from Holland founts of type and ornaments in

abundance, for its own use. The engraved Arms of the University were

also probably placed under the Delegates' immediate control, though
there is no direct information on the point. Of the two University books,
the Epicedia (no. 2814) and the Carrnen Pindaricum (no. 2816), the

former uses only one single flower, a capital P, and the latter only three,

the pages being 56 and 32 respectively, and apportioned to the two

Lichfields and (the Carmeti) to Henry Hall. As above mentioned, the

University purchased a new press of its own, over and above those which

belonged to the University printers. Wood's testimony shows that some

printing, if not all, was already done within the walls of the new Theatre :

but whether Hall's and Lichfield's hired rooms were given up we have no
evidence. I think that when the words ' Sheldonian Theatre

'

or ' Printer

to the University
' occur in the imprint of Oxford books, the work was

done in or near the Sheldonian and paid for by the University, but that

private ventures of the printers
'

for
'

or through certain publishers, the

printing took place in Lichfield's and Hall's private hired rooms in the

City. Increasingly from this year the University purchased its own
' devices ',

' flowers ', and
'

letters
'

(i.
e. type) from Holland, or (from late

in 1672) made use of its own founder, thereby releasing more and more
of the worn-out type of the printers above mentioned, which would pre-

sumably be removed to their private houses.

On Dec. 29 Norton Bold became Architypographus.

1670

The V.C.'s Computus (General and ' Schools
')
shows that there was

payment for ten fire-hearths in the Theatre (3) and the Little Print

House, i. e. Tom Pun's house (7) : and there are similar entries in

succeeding years. £175 was paid to Joseph Leigh and Nicholas Nicholls

for type ('
letters

')
this year : and several letters about Dutch type and

matrixes are printed in H. Hart's Century of Typography (1900), pp. 161-3,
156, chiefly from dr. Thomas Marshall to Fell. On Aug. 26 we find a

complaint that the Frenchmen at the Press brought over by the Delegates
from France were getting negligent (Bodl. MS. Rawl. 0.398, fol. 124).
£5 was paid this year to Anthony 'Izard the printer': and dr. Fell

disbursed £64 15^, ^d. for the use of the Press.

1671

The great event of the year was the assignation of the right of Printing
for the University to a Committee of four persons :

— Sir Leoline Jenkins
(principal of Jesus, judge of the Court of Admiralty and of the Prerogative
Court of Canterbury), dr. Thomas Yate (principal of Brasenose), dr. John
Fell (dean of Christ Church), and Joseph Williamson (of Queen's,
afterwards knighted, a Secretary of State and P.R.S.). This was for three

years, and they were to pay £200 a year for the privilege, being as much
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as the Stationers' Company paid for the ri,a;ht of printing Bibles and

Prayer-books. The decree was passed on Nov. 16 (not Oct. i), 1671.
The last and final agreement with the Stationers' Company was for three

years from March 25, 1669 (dated Aug. 6, 1669), and came therefore to

an end by Lady Day 1672. Since the Press had no endowment (for

there was no surplus on the ' Schools
'

account, granted to the Press on

May 16, 1660), the £200 from the Company had been an absolute

necessity for carrying on the printing business. It was at this crisis that

dr. Fell and dr. Yate, both possessed of substantial means, boldly faced

the facts, and determined not only to subscribe £200 a year between

them to the University as trustees of the Press, but also to extend the

business in every way, and not least by printing Bibles. Perhaps the

seriousness of this latter step was not fully foreseen.

Among the Domestic State Papers^ of 1671 there is a valuable series

of letters throwing light on the enterprising policy of Fell and his friends.

On July 25, 1671, Fell and Yate write to Jenkins begging him to join the

syndicate, for without exercising the Bible privileges the Press cannot

thrive. 'Things are now at a crisis.' Yate writes to Jenkins on Aug. 24
that Oxford could print at any rate correcter Bibles than the last London
octavo edition, in which one misprint among fifteen noted is that Achitophel

'put his shoulder in order, and hanged himself, instead of household

(2 Sam. xvii. 23). Jenkins joined, and was asked to engage Williamson,
if possible (Aug. 27). The plan was approved at a Delegates' Meeting,
but was to be kept secret as long as possible. By the end of the month
Williamson had assented, but he and Jenkins are to be indemnified from

any claims on account of the £200 payable to the University by the

undertakers. The draft proposal was carefully revised, and submitted to

Convocation on Oct. i, but owing to the objections of the Provost of

Queen's (dr. Thomas Barlow), who considered the £200 to be too little,

the matter was defeated, to the great chagrin of Fell (Fell to Williamson,
Oct. 22). However, on Nov. 16, the Provost having been pacified, the

agreement was passed, and the Delegacy started. The printing of Bibles

was deferred, but dr. Thomas Marshall was sent to Holland to arrange
for type and matrixes, and also for a founder, if possible, to work at

Oxford. Earlier in the year over £40 had been paid to Joseph Leigh,
and nearly £120 to Nicholas Nicholls, as London founders.

In October there was a contest for the place of Architypographus and

Superior Bedelship of Law. Norton Bold had been found quite incom-

petent, and vacated the post : but the Masters of Arts were irritated at

Fell and Yate dictating to them that Thomas Bennett, M.A. of Christ

Church, already a corrector of the Press, should be elected, and chose

Christopher Wase, formerly Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, on

Oct. 10. Wase, who died in 1690, was a schoolmaster and scholar of

some repute: see D. N. B. and Wood's Ath. Oxon iii. 884, where Wood
states that Fell would never allow Wase to act as Ciiief Printer, but only
as Bedel.

It may be noted that after ordering matrixes and type from Holland,

^ The occurrence of these letters in the P.R.O. is accounted for by sir Joseph
Williamson holding the office of Secretary of State from June 1674 till Jan. 1679.
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Fell sold off about 520 lb. of old worn type, to make room for the new-

purchases. This was on Sept. 14, 1 671, and a detailed list is at fol. 131

of Bodl. MS. Rawl. D. 397% which shows that the sum received for the

type was £55 ds. 2^d. The sale was premature, for the new type did

not arrive till August 1672, owing to the War.

Some suggestions for the development of the sale of Sheldonian books

are to be found in Bodl. MS. Rawl. D. 317 at fol. 197^ and appear to be

of this year. They are as follows :

'

Concerning vending the books printed by the Vniversity.

1. To have one or 2 Agents or factors at London who may have such

a proportion of the gain to put of[f] the books : they to stand to no

hazzard.

2. To have one to buy all, or all the Latin, another all the English

books [which] are printed ;
he to run the hazzard & give security.

3. To deale in common, but keeping an open warehouse for any to

buy that please, or 2 warehouses, one at Oxon, another at London
;

allowing also time for payment.

4. To deale with one select company or more ;
who may be obliged

to take all [which] are printed at such rates, or with one company for the

English & leave the Latin at liberty ;
or for the Latin & leave the English

at liberty.

5. To let the Oxoii-booksellers have the whole, or part of the, trade.

They who run a hazzard will have a better bargaine.
No bargain at first to be made to continue alwaies.

To taxe all the books by the Vicechancellor.

There must be allowed besides profit so much per pound. So many
books to the dozen. Time given for payment. And if books could be

taken in exchange for the publick or other libraries 'twould facilitate the

negotiation.'

1672

The year was another critical one for the Oxford Press, and if the

business in hand had been dealt with with less enterprise, vigour, and

monetary resource, it would have resulted in failure. As has been

already noted, the Agreements, begun in 1637 and renewed every three

years (except during the Civil War), by which the University resigned its

privileges of printing certain books (as Bibles, Prayer-books, Grammars,
and Almanacs) to the Stationers' Company of London in return for a sum
of money, usually £200 per annum (see Appendix D, § II), came to an end
on March 24, 1672, and were not renewed. This signified that the new
Sheldonian Press was desirous of exercising its full rights of printing
omnimodos libros, all kinds of books. But the University was unable to

supply £200 a year at this time, and the position was saved, as we have

seen, by the sagacity, courage, and pietas of Fell and Yate, who realized

that the University Printing must be conducted on large lines, as a
business concern, not as a merely delegated department of University
management. This argument produced the important Committee men-
tioned under 1671, and tliough it was not sanctioned by the University
till November 10 in that year, important developments quickly took

place.
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Early in December 167 1, Fell had persuaded Marshall to cross again
to Holland (P. R. O in the Domestic State Papers, as calendared in print,
Dec. 3), and states definitely {ibid. Dec. 21) that the printing cannot do
well until the Dutch type/ already ordered, should arrive. But, alas, the
War broke out, and on Feb. 19 {ibid.) Fell can only repeat that when the

type and founder arrive, 'we shall fall hard to work'. On March 31

{ibid.) dr. Marshall had returned, but owing to the War had had to leave

his type and founder behind. On June 26 {ibid.) there is more definite

news : four cases of type have gone from John White at Dordrecht to

George Shaw at Antwerp, and wait there. And Herman Hermansen,
a letter-founder, has started but been detained at Helvoetsluys ! On Aug. i

Fell reports that the founder has arrived, but not the type : but it will be
seen from the annals of 1673 that Hermansen was not a success. Mean-
while a large quantity of paper was imported from France and Italy

through Alexander Merreall and William Carbonnel.

To revert to January. Before Jan. 11 (D. St. P. 167 1-2, p. 76) an

important Prospectus was issued, the only copy of which at present
known to me is in All Souls MS. 239 at fol. 641, written in Fell's hand :

see Appendix D, § VI.

It begins with a list of books begun to be printed, eight in number :

next follows a list of sixteen intended volumes or classes of volumes.

Then comes the point, that as with the presses of Aldus,
' Bomber-

gus ', Froben, and Stephanus in the past, and the Louvre in the

present, public assistance is needed and the writers ask for benefactions,
loans with or without interest, subscriptions for particular books, or

partnership.
It appears that besides the small house in the bastion (Tom Pun's

house) where the Delegates met, a ' new Print-house
'

was this year built
' under the East Wall of the Theatre

'

for £104, paid by the University
to R. Frogley, as well as £125 6s. iic/. for other work on it. It seems
to be termed the httle 'Printing House', and in Wood's Aih. Oxon. iv.

168 is ascribed to 1674, instead of 1672 : it may have been completed
in 1674.

Throughout the spring and summer there was difficulty in supplying
the Sheldonian stafT with work. The University printers had private
work for various publishers, but the French Sheldonian compositors had

no such resource, and the new Committee had to hurry up some transla-

tions from the French (see Rapin, nos. 2941-3,2977, below) and school-

books : they were ashamed also of the poorness of the old type of

Lichfield and Hall, and could not get touch of their new Dutch type or

type-founder till August. Then on Nov. 1 1 (D. St, P.) Fell writes,
' We

push forward our printing as fast as we can, having constantly above

20 hands at work, that is, so many men in pay, for to make them always
attend their work is, I think, beyond any skill, printers having a peculiar

obligation to be idle, as being paid for it, holiday money being a certain

style in their bills'. The Theatre accounts show that £4 was this year

given to ten printers for attendance at the time of the Act, presumably to

move away and store the presses and printed sheets.

^ A list is in Bodl. MS. Rawl. D. 397, fol. 132, cf. 133 : printed in Hart's Cent, of

Typ; p. 159-
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To supplement the Prospectus, perhaps in October, Fell wrote an

additional paper also in his own hand (fol. 666), giving the actual state

of the Press and its work : see App. D, § VI. The Press has twenty

compositors, pressmen, &c., a founder, gravers, rolling-press men, &c.,

paper, and a paper mill within two miles : and several (named) treatises

are in hand. Lastly, written quite late in the year (for the 1673 Almanac
is already printed) is (fol. 667) a report to the Delegates giving the ex-

penditure up to date, probably from Nov. 1671 (£1,405), receipts from

books sold (£81), value of type, matri.xes, &c, (£546), printed sheets

(£685), paper in the tower house (£2 19), and rent prepaid to the Univer-

sity, not due till Easter 1673 (£225): a note states that the expected

type and founder arrived about the middle of August, but that no use had

yet been made of them. This report is not in Fell's hand.

It will be observed that the Prospectus mentions no Bible or Prayer-
book printing (for aniioialed Bibles did not come within the claims of the

King's Printers). Care was in fact taken not to avow any decision to

print Bibles/ and two proposed agreements with the Stationers' Company
for buying off the Oxford privileges apart from the Bible (March and

October (see Bodl. MS. Raw!. D. 397, foil. 134-6, and 355-6; Gutch's

Coll. Ctir. i. 280-1
;

D. St. P. Oct. 15) seem to have fallen through.
But Fell chose this time for drafting his proposals for an Oxford Annotated
Bible—which are printed in the Library (4th S., vol. vi, p. 143, 1925).
For this Bible, see no. 3081 (1675) for the only part which was published.
A specimen containing Gen. i. 1—23 on one side of a folio leaf (the notes

begin :

'

Genesis. The title of this first book of Moses
')

is to be found
in Bodl. MS. 15629, at p. 81, with a note of some short Directions by
dr. Fell in dr. Thomas Smith's hand.

In this year the Committee paid over not only the £200 for Lady Day
1672 to Lady Day 1673, but £25 also in advance. In all it paid £4,000
in 1671-9^ for equipment and for rent to the University.
A crowning proof of the vigour infused into the Sheldonian Press is to

be found in a group of papers accidentally preserved in MSS. Rawl.
D. 397-8, containing some Sheldonian Press accounts during the period

1672-9. They are bound in haphazard order, but are of considerable

interest, though imperfect as a set and pardy mutilated. They show that

during that period as many as 24 booksellers in Oxford were selling
Sheldonian books, and 35 in London. In the provinces Cambridge,
York, and Worcester provided three each, and Bristol, Hereford, and

Salisbury one each. The only foreigner who dealt with the press was
Daniel Elzevir of Amsterdam in 1676-7.
The information contained in these papers may be tabulated in the

following form. It may be noted that the existing accounts of the

University Press begin in 1690—which gives special value to these

earlier papers. In the table annexed *
indicates comparatively full

information, -f a shorter form : the numbers are necessarily jnimma, the

records being in parts wanting. Some papers in the Oxford University
Archives (S. E. P.-P. 17) are of use for 1671-80, and some account of
both sources is printed in the Library, vol. ix (1929). A note about

^ D. St. P. Mar. 3, 167I. The Oxford Press was not yet properly equipped for it.
'^ Gutch's Coll. Curiosa, i. 271.
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paper and printing costs in 1652 will be found among the Additions and
Corrections of no. 2184.

Oxford University Press Accounts, i6'j2-g.

Receipts

from Booksellers.
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securing a good type-founder : the one who did get through to Oxford
in 1672 (Hermansen) was soon found to be not competent, and Fell on

Sept. 25 asks Williamson whether any one could be obtained from

Cologne (whence the latter had recently returned) (D. St. P. : cf. ibid.

Aug. 4). Even the supply of matter for immediate printing was falling

short, while the compositors had to be paid.

On the other hand the University granted £305 i^s. towards the

expenses of the Catalogue of the Printed Books in the Bodleian published
in 1674, and the aims for the future were as high as ever. Wood's

History of the University was nearly ready, and great works adorn 1674
and 1675.

1674

The end of the War with Holland on Feb. 9 must have been eagerly

expected by Fell, as in all matters relating to type he was still partly

dependent on Amsterdam.
On 'The Little Printing House' just East of the Theatre erected in

1672 (which is quite distinct from Tom Pun's 'Tower house' situated in

the old bastion south-east of the Theatre) the sum of £20 15J. 8«/. was

expended, presumably in connexion with type-founding : and also 4^.

was paid to the City. Lichfield received 10^. for printing the Lent
' scheme '

(Per. 2), and John Hall £1 "js. od. for Orders for the Act and

other '

programma's ', see Per. 3, &c.

For the great Sheet Almanacs begun in this year and still continuing,
see Per. 5 c.

Besides the great contest with the London printers about Bible printing,
which was now looming in front, the Great Four had to contend with

a more subtle danger, namely, piracy of their productions. On August 6

Fell wrote to Williamson on the subject (Dom. St. Papers), and asserted

that both the Ladies Calling (see nos. 2960,2962, cf. 2978, 2993) and
the Govermneni ofthe Tongue (see no. 2960, below) had been reprinted and
issued in London '

clancularly ', and that a prosecution would be costly
and unremunerative, so long as half the penalty went to the King. Would
Williamson move the King to allow his share to the University Press .'*

Probably Williamson refused to move in such a delicate matter as a

curtailment of the royal revenues, for no more is heard of the proposal.
As to paper, there is a valuable and elaborate list in Bodl. MS. 15316

(Rawl. D. 398) at fol. 156, giving descriptions of 56 kinds of paper,
offered probably in 1674, with the following details : agent's name who can

deliver, either William Carbonnel or Alexander Merreall, technical name,
watermarks (designs, initials, &c.), number of sheets in a quire, height,

width, and price per ream. It has been printed by Dr. R. W. Chapman
in the Library (1927). This is followed at fol. 158 by an account
for paper sent to Yate from August 7, 1674 to March i67f, amounting
to £514 15J. 9</., from William Carbonnel of London,

1675

The great event of the year was the issue of the first Oxford Bible,

Prayer-book, and Greek New Testament—for which see pp. 323-7. The

University bought 100 copies of Wood's History of Oxford for £100,
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for future presentations, and paid £50 to the author of it. On Feb, 25
the lease of Printing to Fell, Yate, Jenkin, and Williamson was renewed
for three years, and dr. Bathurst's Latin speech recommending it is

printed in his Lt/e and Retnahts, ed. Warton (p. 93 of the Remains).
Loggan's Oxonia lUustrata was printed, not at the Theatre but in

Lichtield's house in Holywell, no doubt on a rolling press. For the first

printed Prospectus of the Press (issued in this year) see no. 3069. In

this year it appears from a paper in Bod!. MS. 153 14, fol. 166, that

Richard Davis, the Oxford publisher, had taken off Fell's hands 200
Alcinoiis (no. 2762) at dd., 400 Clemens (no. 2822) at 60^., 390 Nemeshis

(no. 2891) at 2s., with 10 more, and that Davis therefore owed £55 for

them.

1676

The first book auction in England was that of Lazarus Seaman's

Library in London, at Seaman's house, Oct. 31-Nov. 8. There were

5,639 lots : the auctioneer was William Cowper. On the Continent there

had been book auctions from at least 1604. For the first trade sale of

books, see no. 3202* (1679).
In this year, on Sept. 18, Humphrey Prideaux writes {Letters, p. 51),

' We busy ourselfes still at the Presse, but the London printers are see

industrious to obstruct the sale of our bookes, that I believe they must of

necessity breake us'—a spirit of despondency very unlike Fell's courageous
tone, in a letter to Sir Joseph Williamson, July 1 7, 1676 (Dom. St. Papers),
' We go forward as we can, and hope we may in time emerge and do

something considerable '.

In Bodl. MS. 15314 (Rawl. D. 397), at foil. 403-28, is a series of

papers of 1676-9 consisting of draft Press Accounts: see pp. xli-xlii.

For evidence that Moses Pitt was even now an accredited agent in

London of the Theatre Press, see no. 3118 (Rhetores).
A projected edition of Montaigne's Essays is evidenced by an entry in

the Accounts of Payments to Compositors at the Press (1676), 'For
a Specimen of Monntagnes Essays—6j,'

1677

Francis Junius, who died on Nov. 19, had before his death presented
a valuable set of puncheons, matrixes, and type (*

letters
')

to the Univer-

sity, chiefly Gothic, Runic, Icelandic, and Saxon. The formal presenta-
tion was on July 20, 1677, and at that time the type, &c., was '

in Windsor
Castle '. The type, however, was not received from Windsor till April 28,

1679, when thirteen boxes of them came from Isaac Vossius, a relative of

Junius, to dr. Rich. AUestree (Bodl. MS. 30248, fol. 30) : the rest
(i. e.

the puncheons and matrixes) were in dr. Marshall's hands till Oct. 24,

1 68 1 (or some later year), when Fell recalled them from his custody

(Bodl. MS. Marshall 134, fol. 18). The specimens of type in 1693,

1695, &c., issued by the Press, exhibit the extent of the gift, see also

H. Hart's Century of Oxford Typography (1900), T. B. Reed's Letter

Foundries (1887), pp. 150-1, and E. R. Mores's Typographical Founders

(1778).
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In the Vice-Chancellor's Computus for 1676-7 £25 is recorded to

have been given in 1677 to George Edwardes for 'cutting the schemes
'

of Euclid's Elements (15 books); for Dr. Bernard's projected edition, see

no. 3141.

1678

The Delegates' Committee of Four(Fell, Yate, Jenkins, and Williamson),

who were given by the University powers to print Bibles, &c., on Nov. 10,

1 67 1, took over the task when the Agreement with the London Printers

finally lapsed on March 25, 1672, and thenceforward paid the University

£200 a year as the London Printers had done. The lease to the Four

was for three years, but had been renewed for another three years in 1675,

and was now again renewed on the same terms, on April 19, as from

March 25, 1678.
But an important development took place on Sept. 26, 1678. The

' Undertakers
'

found that in spite of their arrangements with London and

provincial booksellers, it was impossible for the Press to compete with

London in the matter of sales, unless they were directly represented there.

They therefore decided to take London Partners into their business, who
should print the Bibles and Prayer-books in Oxford and sell them,

and other Sheldonian books, in London as partners in the University

Press.

A lease was accordingly granted on Sept. 26, 1678, to four London
Publishers to take over the

'

Bible Side ', as it was afterwards called, in

contradistinction to the Learned or Classical Side. The result was, to

anticipate matters, that by 1680 the price of Bibles with Prayer-book,
Psalms in verse and Apocrypha in quarto was brought down from \^s. ^d.

to 5^. ^d., and in octavo from 8j. 81^. to 4^-. 2d. (Gutch's Colleciayiea Curiosa,

1781, i. 272, a document dated Jan. 6, i6|§). Not until 1883 was the

Press free from outside partners on one or the other side.

The four London Partners in 1678 were (i) Moses Pitt, a London

publisher from 1668 to 1688, who died in 1696; (2) William Leake,
bookseller from 1678 to 1682, who died in 1691; (3) Peter Parker,

bookseller from 1665 to 1686 {d. 1703); and (4) Thomas Guy, the

famous bookseller who founded Guy's Hospital in London. He was in

trade from 1668 to 1707, but not connected with Oxford after 1691 : he

died in 1724. They undertook to print at Oxford and sell in London,
and to pay the University the accustomed £200 a year : and also,

apparently, to act as agents for the Sheldonian books, and stock and sell

them in London (see App. D, § VIII). Accordingly in an edition of

Horace (London, pr. for John Seymour, Esq. ;
and are to be sold by

Peter Parker, at the Leg and Star over against the Royal Exchange ;
and

Thomas Guy, at the Corner Shop of Little Lumbard-Street and Cornhil,

1678) we find at the end a list of ' School-Books printed at the Theatre
in Oxford; and are to be sold by Peter Parker and Thomas Guy, in

Cornhill, against the Royal Exchange '. They are ten in number, as

follows :

Pliny, 8° [1677 : no. 3156J
Homer's Iliads [8°: 1676 : no. 3109]
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Theocritus, 80 [1676: no. 3124]
Herodian, 80 [1678 : no. 3177]
Lydiat's Canones, 8^ [1676: no. 3092]
Justinus, 120 [1669: no. 2832]
Corn. Nepos, 12° [1678: no. 3185]
Sallust, 120 [1678 : no. 3195]
Quintilian, 8^ [1675 : no. 3073]
Maximus Tyrius [8° : 1677 : no. 3146].

It is stated in a paper of 1691 on the State of Printing at Oxford

(Bodl. MS. Ballard 49, foil 195-7 = Bodl. MS. 10835) that Fell from
the beginning objected to the introduction of so many partners, and
wished Pitt and Leake alone to be introduced, but that Pitt could not
raise the money required without the other two. As a fact Parker and

Guy gave a great deal of trouble after a time, and Fell may have foreseen

the disadvantages and complexities of extraneous interests—which indeed
became an incumbus on the Press for two centuries and more. The
paper even alleges that the style of printing, the kind of compositor, and
the quality of paper deteriorated under these outside influences. One
obvious and difficult question was, were the London Partners bound to

accept, print and sell any book authorized by the Delegates of the Press,
whether '

vendible
'

or not .'' The first book bearing the Sheldonian

imprint and the names of the four London Partners appears to be

no. 3207 (Gilbert Coles—a mere reissue of sheets printed in 1674 !).

1679

On Jan. 9 Sir Joseph Williamson ceased to be a Secretary of State,

being ousted for political reasons. He was of Queen's College (matr, 1650,
M.P. 1669-87, Secretary of State, 1674-9), and one of the four resusci-

tators of the Oxford Press. Through his position he was able to help
it with success, as for instance during the War with Holland, in matters

of type and a type-founder from Amsterdam : and bishop Fell was on

intimate terms with him. His correspondence, as calendared in the

Domestic State Papers Calendar, has been made use of at intervals in the

present volume.

In April the Junius type (13 boxes of Gothic, Saxon, and other

'letters') at last arrived, see p. xliii under the year 1677 : for in March
2s. 6d. was paid for a cart and two men to bring them to the Bodleian

from London; and soon after 6d. 'for carrying 13 boxes of letters

in the [Bodleian] gallery'. On April 28 a formal receipt for them was

given by dr. Allestree, who received £1 6s. 6d. in connexion with this

matter from the University, and about this date £100 was given by the

University to dr. Isaac Vossius for the '

letters
',

the picture of Junius, and

a 'mathematical instrument'. Vossius was Junius's executor. On

August 22 a Proclamation was issued forbidding the printing or sale of

any book without printer's or publisher's name (Crawford no. 3693).
In or about this year Henri Justel, in an undated letter in Bodl. MS. 1 2814

(fol. 31^) suggested that the Press should xt^xxhYi^h iht Ada et Scripta

Theologorum Wirtembergensium (Witeb. 1584), a Protestant work about
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the Confessio Augustana of 1530, with some modern Greek authorities

and notes, but the scheme was turned down by
' Messieurs Doxfordt '.

The Copyright Act expired on July 12, i67f. It had been in force

from June 10, 1662, till the 'end of the first Session of the next Parlia-

ment '. Presumably Parliament was too busy and excited to pay attention

to the matter. The result was that there w-as no obligation, from that

day, on the Stationers' Company, that any books should be sent to any

library in the Kingdom except the Bodleian, which could fall back on its

original agreement of 16 10. The Act was renewed in 1685-93, ^^en

lapsed till 1709, when it was finally established.

The struggle begins between the Sheldonian Press and the King's
Printers, the former exercising its privileges of printing Bibles, Prayer-

books, and the like, and the latter endeavouring to ruin the new departure

by underselling and by legal process. In December the King's Printers

petitioned the King and Council against the Oxford Press, but with ill

success.

The Oxford Press were fortunate in having powerful advocates in high

places at this time. Sir Joseph Williamson, one of the Delegates, was
one of the Principal Secretaries of State from Sept. 1 1, 1674 till Jan. 167I-,
and on Feb. 11, 16^ Sir Leoline Jenkins, another Delegate, obtained the

same position, which he retained till April 1684.
The first round in the contest was indecisive. In 1675 the Press

issued their quarto Bible, and the King's Printers replied by issuing
a similar one at a lower price, recouping themselves by charging a higher

price on the folio, octavo, and smaller issues, not believing that Oxford
had funds to produce Bibles ' in all volumes

',
i. e. in all sizes. The

Printers, however, lost £500, and the Oxford Bibles began to be issued

in sizes other than quarto, though doubtless it did not yet repay the Press

to issue them.

The second round began on Dec. 19, 1679, when the King's Printers

petitioned the Privy Council to stop the Oxford Press from issuing quarto
Bibles (really, they asserted, octavos), or octavo New Testaments, or (as

they stated was intended) 30,000 duodecimo New Testaments. The
Oxford case was presented on Jan. 16, i6|f ,

and on that day the petition
was dismissed.

After this the King's Printers confined their activities to printing vast

numbers of their editions, in order to
' break '

the Oxford issues—by
which the public greatly gained, for both sides lowered their prices.
The next definite move was a suit in Chancery, 1688-91, when the

plaintiffs were referred to the Common Law Courts : and the matter

drifted on till about 1705, varied by attempts at agreement, the University
in the end successfully maintaining its position.

Perhaps the best and most accessible printed accountsof these disputes
are in dr. Robert Hooke's Philosophical Experivieiits (Lond. 1726),
p. 217 [Wallis], and Gutch's Collectaiiea Curiosa (i 7 8 1),

i. 271, but the

manuscript papers about them in the Rawlinson and Tanner collections

in the Bodleian, in the Oxlord University Archives, and at the Clarendon

Press, are numerous.
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1680

The numerous botanical plates in Morison's Plajiiaruin Historia

Oxonietisis, pars 2 (no. 3271) give the names of the draftsmen and

engravers employed by the author and the Oxford Press at this time,

though some may not have been resident in Oxford. The draftsmen

were Francis Barlow and Willem Sonmans (or Sunman) : the engravers
Abraham Blootling, Michael Burghers, Will. Faithorne, David Loggan,
Hubert van Otteren of Lidge, Frederik Hendrik van den Hove, (William ?)

Vaughan, and Robert White.

There are three lists of Sheldonian Press books issued in this year :

1. 'Books Printed at the Theatre in the University of Oxford, since

1672.' This list is pp. 98—9 of R. Clavell's General Catalogue ofBooks

pri7itedin Engla7id, 1666-1680 (Lond. 1680, folio), and contains 86 books,

including several of 1680 (16 folio, 11 quarto, 32 octavo, 27 duodecimo),
as well as a note of eleven in, or prepared for, the press.

2. Books in the press, ready for the press, or making ready for the

press at the Theatre (7+14 + 27 = 48), a list at the back of an Advertise-

ment (no, 3273) issued in September 1680.

3. A short list of ten books '

lately printed at the Theatre ', and to be

sold by Richard Davis, bookseller in Oxford,
' Feb. 16, 1680 ', i. e. i6f§.
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OXFORD BOOKS
1651.

(= March 25, 1651
—March 24, 165^, and similarly in this volume until

the end of 1659.)

Charles ii had been crowned at Scone on Jan. r, 165°, and early in July invaded

England, making his way south until, at the battle of Worcester, he was defeated by
Cromwell on Sept. 3. The king himself escaped, and fled to France, where he landed
on Oct. 1 7.

From Jan. i, 165^, the Chancellor of the University was Cromwell. The Act was
resumed on July 12, after an interval of several years. The Castle was strongly forti-

fied by the Governor of the City, col. William Draper, in 1650-1, and when Charles's

progress southward made an attack on Oxford probable, a fort was built in New
College Lane (Aug. 18-21), and a tower of stone in the middle of the College, as Wood
affirms (//w/. of the Univ., vol. ii, pt. 2 (1796), p. 647). The Mound, however, in the

Garden is much older, having been begun in 1530. The '

troop of scholers
'

formed at

this time was led by capt. John Kent, fellow of New College, and had the impresa
Non arte sed Marte. After the battle of Worcester there was much defacing of royalist
arms on signs of inns, in painted glass and the like : which destruction was ignorantly
extended to anything that could be deemed superstitious in glass windows, especially at

Christ Church. The Visitors of the University, however, displayed little activity,
either in this year or the next.

The facts about the band of learned men who formed the nucleus of the Royal
Society and were connected with Oxford are clearly stated in dr. F. A. Dixey's Early
Con7iexion of the Royal Society with VVadham College (191 2). 'Certain worthy

persons inquisitive in Natural Philosophy
'

(as John Wallis terms them) met in

London in 1645, and 'the more influential of the members' migrated to Oxford about

1648 or 1649, ^"'^ "i^t i" dr. William Petty's rooms in the house of an apothecary (who
furnished the drugs needed for experiments). It was in 165 1 that the club acquired a

certain status by meeting in the house of dr. John Wilkins, Warden of Wadham, and

by framing a constitution. In MS. Ashmole 18 10 are the Rules of the Philosophical

Society of Oxford,
' order'd Octob. 23. 1651 '. In 1659 dr. Wilkins left Oxford to

become Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, and on Nov. 28, 1660, the Royal

Society may be said to have started in London. See note in vol. ii, p. 478.

2150. [Langbaine, Gerard]. The Foundation
|

of the universitie
|

OF
I OXFORD, I

With a Catalogue of the principall |

Founders and

Speciall Benefactors of all the Col-|ledges, and total number of Students,

Magistrates |

and Officers therein being. |

And how the Revenews thereof

are
|

and have been increafed from time to time, and
| by whom, with

Buildings, Books and Revenues
|

as no Univerfuie in the world can in

all points j parallel : Thefe are the nurferies of Re-pigion, and Semi-

naries of good I

Literature.
| \li71e, motto, line^

London, Printed by M.[athew] S.[immons] for Thomas Jenner, and are to be sold

at his [Jenner's] Shop, at the South-entrance of the Royal-Exchange : 1651 : sm. 4° :

PP-'[2] + i7-t-[i], signn, A-B* C2.—Contents:— p. [i] title: 1-17, the work.—This
work by the Provost of Queen's was received by Thomason on May 14, and so

was probably published on May 13, 1651. In a short preface he inclines to king

3180 B
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Alfred as the founder of the University in 872, and mentions that there are eighteen

Colleges and ' seven Hals that Students live in at their own charge, not having endow-
ment of land to maintain them '. Each College has about a page of description, of a

(to us) uninteresting kind, with little about the revenues or buildings, nothing about

great alumni, but fortunately exact statistics of the personnel at the time. The

numbers, including choirs, servants, &c., are :
—

University
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not fix the exact occasion of this speech, but there is a reference on p. 273 which

points to August 3 as the probable date.

2153, Greene, Anne. A Declaration from Oxford, of Anne Green,
a young woman that was lately . . . hanged . . .; but since . . . recovered . . .

With an excellent Prayer used by her . . . Whereunto is annexed another

strange Wonder from Ashburn in Darbishire . . . Licensed according to

Order. [Woodcut, see below.]
Imprint:

—'London Printed by J[ohn] Clowes': 1651: sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 6.—
Contents:—p. [i] title, in 261 words : 1-6, the Declaration.—A catchpenny account

by a careless printer. This ' infallible Narrative , . . sent from Oxford by an eye and
ear-witness

'

represents at best the gossip of the moment, with a supposed speech from
the gallows and a long prayer. The Ashbourne tale of a son born in a coffin after the

mother's burial is of the same type. The woodcut on the title-page presents a gallows
and woman hanging, a coffin, and a four-post bed illustrating how Anne Green was

brought to life : and is garnished with two executioners and a mourning woman. It

appears to have been made for the special occasion. The place of execution is stated

on p. [i] to be the Castle Yard, but G. V. Cox {Recollns. of Oxford, 1870, p. 22)
states that dr. M. J. Routh pointed out to dr. J. R. Bloxam on a plan the position of

the gallows-tree on which Anne Greene was hung in the Parks, and tradition is likely
to be right in such a matter. See nos. 2156-60 and especially 2151, with which the

Declaration is not unconnected. RR.

2154, M[asters], T[homas]. Mensa lubrica Montgom: illustrissimo

Domino Domino Edwardo Baroni de Cherbury, . . . [poem follows, in

two columns, signed at end '

D.T.C, then *T.M.'].
Impr. 151 c (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1651 : folio broadside : Double small pica

italic solid.—A Latin poem on the game of Shovel-board (properly Shove-board) as

played at Montgomery Castle (^Montgom: is Montgonierim or Montgomeriensis).
Edward Herbert, Lord Herbert of Cherbury {d. 1648), seems to have asked Thomas
Masters of New college to write this, about 1636. For a second edition with English
translation, see no. 2369, and for the English version, the Oxford press of 1690. The
Latin is also in Musaruin Anglicanarum Analecia (Oxon., 1699), i. 17. The game is

played by a shilling, or other metal disk, which is cast (or propelled by a blow) from
the edge of a long table towards the other end. Success is to land it close to the far

end, without it going off the table. D.T.C. may mean devotiis tibi consocius or some-

thing similar. The date 'circiter 1636' is given in the 1690 edition. The poem
begins 'Robereus longo se porrigit sequore Campus'. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 83.
The game is mentioned in no. 2221 (Rowe).

2155. Oxford—University. [Notice by the Vice -Chancellor and
Heads of Houses, Jan. 9, 1651 (i.e. 165^), that a complaint has been
made by the Council of State that riotous attacks have been made on

persons
' of godly conversation ',

and that members of the University
must abstain from such misdemeanours: beg. 'Jan. 9. 1651. By the

Vicechancellour . . . Whereas the Right Honorable ...'.]
Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1651 : folio : broadside, with University arms :

informed—crtiell—offensive (Steele's tests) : Double small pica solid. ^This proclama-
tion of Jan. 9, 165I, was due to the rioting which followed the battle of Worcester:
see annals, above.

2156. — ,

—
. [An order issued by the Vice-Chancellor and

Heads of Houses, March 22, 1651 (i.e. 165^), to the Scholars of the

University that they abstain from '

Coursing
'

in the public Schools and
disorders in the streets: beg.

' March 22. 1651. By the Vice-Chancellour

. . . Whereas by the rude carriage '.

Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : (165I) la. 8° ; broadside, with University
arms: seve University—tkat: Great Primer solid.— 'Coursing' is challenging a

B 2
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thesis in the Schools, and according to Wood (quoted in the O.E.D.) 'did commonly
end in blows': see Clark's Register of the University (O.H.S, vol. x), pp. 24, 38.
The ceremony was Responsio sub Baccalaureo in Quadragesima ; the opponents were

determining Bachelors in Arts and students of over four terms' standing. Ash Wed-
nesday in 1 65 1 was Feb. 12, and this Order was issued on the last day of the legal

Hilary term : it was reprinted on Feb. 28, 165I (no. 2220).

2157. *t{Tany), [Thomas]. Theaurauiohn High Priest to the levves,

his Dispulive challenge to the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and

the whole Hirach. of Roms Clargical Priests.

[No imprint or date, but London, March 165I] : sm. 4": pp. 8. ^Contents:—
p. I, title : 1-8, the tract.—A ranting discourse by a half-witted man, of no impor-
tance. Tany does, however, on p. 7 give a list of his mad works, and on pp. i and

7 states that they can be bought at Giles Calvert's at the Black Spread-Eagle at the

West End of St. Paul's Church, while he himself lives at Eltham. He indicates his

name as Tany in more than one place, especially on an odd elongation of p. 8 at the

foot, made in order to bear a rough engraving of a sword and his heraldic arms (three
bars on a white shield) surrounded by a sentence beginning

' Theaurau lohn tany our

High priest . . . ', all woodcut. Thomason received this piece on March 15, 165I.

Theauraujohn was Tany's name as revealed to him in 1649, ^"'^ ^^ "^^'^ i° two other

similar pieces by Tany. RR,

2158. [Watkins, Richard], Newes from the Dead. Or a true and
exact Narration of the miraculous deliverance of Anne Greene, who

being Executed at Oxford Decemb. 14. 1650. afterwards revived
;
and. ..

is now perfectly recovered, together with the manner of her Suffering, and
the particular meanes used for her Recovery. Written by a Scholler in

Oxford for the Satisfaction of a friend, . . . Whereunto are prefixed
certain Poems, casually written upon that Subject.

Impr. 295 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield [& H. Hall] for T. Robinson) : A.D. 165 1 :

sm. 4": pp. [2] + 14 + 10 + [2, not seen'], signn. A, B, B*, c* : Pica solid. —Con-
tents :

—
p. [i] title within border of ornn. : 1-14, poems : i-io, the narrative.—Anne

Greene, a servant maid of sir Thomas Read of Duns Tew, in Oxfordshire, was hung at

Oxford 01) Dec. 14, 1650, for child-murder, but recovered in a private house where
some physicians had designed dissection, and was reprieved. The doctors called in

were sir William Patty, Thomas Willis, Ralph Bathurst, and Henry Gierke. It was
not to be expected that so curious a circumstance should want versifiers to commemo-
rate it, and no less than thirty-two poems in Latin and English, with one in French,
are here printed. The authors were H[enry] B[erkhead] of AH Souls (Lat. i), H[enry]
B[eeston], fellow of New College (Engl, i, Lat. i). Hen. Perin, gent. comm. of Trinity

(Engl, i), J. Hutton, fellow of New College (Engl, i), Geo. Lee of Queen's (Lat. 2), Jos.
Williamson of Queen's (French i), John Watkins, gent. comm. of Queen's (Engl, i),

Robert Mathew of New College (Lat. i, Engl, i). Will. Fitzgerald (Engl, i, Lat. i),

Will. Willis of Ch. Ch. (Lat. i), Robert Sharrock of New College (Engl, i), Dan.

DanversofTrin.(Lat. i,Engl. 2), John Aylmer of New College (Engl, i), Peter Killi-

grew, gent. comm. of Queen's (Engl. 3), Will. Miles of New College (Lat. 1), Rich.

Glid of New College (Engl, i), Geo. Davenant of Queen's (Engl, i), H. Davenant of

Queen's (Lat. i), JohnDwight of Ch. Ch. (Engl, i), Tho. Ireland of Ch. Ch. (Engl, i),

hon. Edvv. Norreys of Queen's (Engl, i), Edwin Skrymsher of Trin. (Lat. i), Christopher

Wren, gent. comm. of Wadhani (Engl, i), hon. Charles Forster of Trin. (Engl. 2),

Kingsmill Lucy, gent. comm. of Ch. Ch. (Engl. i). This first edition is for some
reason rarer than either issue of the second. It is reprinted in J. Morgan's Phcenix
Britannicus (1732), p. 233. See also Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 103. The poem by
Christopher Wren is probably his first publication. Dr. William Derham in his

Physico-Theology (17 13, &c.) asserted erroneously that dr. Ralph Bathurst was the

author of the present pamphlet. He did, however, write verses on * The Maid who
recovered after hanging at Oxford ', printed in his Life and Remains, 1761.
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On May 4, 1658, a less fortunate Oxford woman whose surname is not preserved
was executed at Greenditch (now St. Margaret's Road) and similarly revived, but the
bailiffs brutally seized her and hung her again at Broken Hayes. The ornaments show
that the

' NeWes from the Dead' was printed by Hall, no doubt in order to save time,
and handed over to Lichfield, who printed the poems. This fact also accounts for the

signature B being repeated, see above. See no, 2152, and Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 103,
and no. 2242. R.

2160. — Newes from the Dead [&c,, exactly as no. 2158 except that

the middle rule is transferred to the end of the title and is followed by
' The Second Impression with Additions

',
and that

' added '

takes the

place of 'prefixed'. Also the date is given as '

.d. 1651
'

instead of
'
A.D. 1651 '].

Imprint as no. 2158 : sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 14+
'

5
'— ' 22

' + [2], signn. A-D*, E^ : Pica

solid. '^Contents :
—

p. [i] title within border of ornn, : 1—8, the Narrative : 9-14, 5-
32, poems.—The type of the original title-page is retained, but all the rest is a reprint
with additions, and slight re-arrangements. The new pieces are an English version by
Berkhead of his Latin poem, and poems (from p. 15 on) by Fr(ancis) Withins, gent,
comm. of St. John's (Engl.), W, Berkley of Brasenose (Engl.), Walter Pope of

Wadham (Engl,), W, Hatley of St. John's (Lat, i, Engl, i). Will. George of Ch. Ch,

(Lat. 3), Theodore Wynne, fell. comm. of Jesus (Engl., as are all that follow), Charles

Capell of New College, Henry Capell of New College, A. Spence of St. John's, Sam,

Christopher of St. John's, John Hall of Queen's, Will. Bell, T, Arthur of Ch, Ch,,
*

Anthony Wood '

(really Edward Wood, his brother, of Merton), see Wood's Life^
ed. Clark, Hearne vi. 237, i. 170, John Mainard of Magd, and Rich. Garrard, gent,
comm. of St. John's : making 51 poems in all. In some early copies (2159) Charles

Capell is credited with Henry Capell's poem as well as his own, on p. 18. For
another variation on the title-page (2161) see under no. 2162.

2162. — Newes from the Dead [&c., exactly as no. 2160, except that

in the last line of title, instead of ' with Additions', is
'

Enlarged 'J.

Impr. as no. 2l6o :
' .D. 1651'. [The rest as no. 2158, the sheets being in fact

identical.]^The correction of the Capell verses is made throughout this issue, which
shows it to be the later one. An odd circumstance is that P (capital) gave out for

some reason during the printing of no. 2160, for some copies of it (2l6l) have in the

title
' certain hysitians ', and all copies of the present issue bear on the title-page

hysitians, oenis (for Poems), and 7-inted (for Printed
!). Presumably the P's were

badly needed for another work, and actually taken out,

2163. W[hitehall], RfobertJ, Texi^T^TroXt/Aoya/xta : or, The Marriage
of Amies and Arts, July 12. 1651. Being an Accompt of the Act at

Oxon. to a Friend, By R. W, . . . [Arms of the University.]
London, Printed by J[ohn] G[rismond] for R. Royston, at the Angel in Ivie-lane :

1651 : sm. 4° : pp. [8], sign. a*.— Contents :—p. [i] title, [2] short Latin poem to the

author : [3-8] the poem, in English.—The Act, or culminating ceremony of graduation
in St. Mary's Church, was revived in 1651, and attracted much attention, but a stern

Vice-Chancellor (Dr. Daniel Greenwood, princ. of Brasenose) employed some of the

garrison to control the undergraduates, and some riotous scenes ensued. These verses

by
' the time-serving pot-poet of Christ Church ', made fellow of Merton i6.;o, are of

no value except for their topical allusions, of which the following are just noteworthy.
The ' Musick-Lecturer

'

on sign, a 3^ was Will. Finmore of Ch. Ch. (Wood); the

Oxford Carrier was — Edgerly, of the Saracen's Head, Snow hill, London (A 3^) ;

the Terrae Filii this year were Tho. Careless of Balliol and Will. Levinz of St. John's,
afterwards President (Wood) : Randall on sign. A 4^ is Tho. Randolph the poet : Nepotia
on the same page is a misprint for Repotia. Aristotle's well is referred to, and the

stocks at Headington. The piece ends with a song, and is poorly printed. Grismond

appears to be the only Latin printer working at this time whose initials are J. G, See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 177.
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Oxford Press.

2164. [Burton, Robert.] The
|

Anatomy of
|
Melancholy.

[ [&c.,

exactly as 1628, 4 = no. 605 : the engraved title being altered to
' Sixt

Edition
'].

Impr. 70 (for H. Cripps of Oxford), and as colophon, on last page biit one, impr.

294 (Oxford, by R. W. [London], through H. Cripps of Oxford, for H. Cripps and
Lodowick Lloyd, London): 1651 : (fours) fol. : pp. [10] + 78 +[6] + '

723
'

(737, for

96-7 are duplicated, 4 pp. of Synopsis after p. 21S and 4 pp. after 140 are unpaged,
575-8 are foliation) + [11],

= signn. §*, vvith engr. title inserted betw. § i and 2, A-
K, A«, B-R*, S6, T-Z, Aa-HliS Ii«, Kk-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-EeeeS Ffff^, Gggg-
Zzzz, Aaaaa* : English solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] half-title : [2]

' The Argument of the

Frontispiece' : [3] engraved title : [5] dedicn. to George Lord Rerlceley : [7-10] two

poems : 1-78, [1] long preface : [2] Latin poem : [3-6] Synopsis of partition i : 1-

'723' the work, in three partitions: [2-10] 'the Table' or index: [10] 'to the

Reader ', by Cripps the publisher.—Generally speaking a collector prizes a first edition

and the last edition issued 'in the author's lifetime, in this case 1621 and 1638 : but in

one respect this 1651 is preferable to the preceding edition, for Cripps informs us that

considerable additions in the author's handwriting are here incorporated : the amount,
however, cannot be large, since the number of pages is not increased. The whole
edition was 'printed in London, whither as a fact Cripps had migrated from Oxford
after 1642, perhaps as late as 1648 : R. W. was probably Robert White. A rare

1652 edition (2165) is occasionally mentioned in bibliographies, owing to the fact that in

a very few copies, of which one is in the Bodleian, but none in the Brasenose Collection

of College authors, nor in the P>ritish Museum, nor the University Library at Cambridge,
the engraved imprint has been altered from Oxford \

Printedfor
\ Henry Cripps. \

1651], to a crowded London
\

Printed if are to be sould by \

Hen: Cripps if Lodo

Lloyd at
I
their shop in I^opcshead ally \ 1652], while the 1651 colophon and the

entire work (otherwise) remain identical in the two issues. There are two copies of

this London issue in Trinity College Library at Cambridge, and I was indebted to

Mr. C. B. Hurry, Sub-Librarian there, for some notes of them in June 1919.
Hearne in his Diary (Oxf. Hist. Soc), xi. 297-8, cf. 299, laments in 1734 that the

Anatomy
'
is now disregarded, and a good fair perfect Copy (altho' of the 7th im-

pression) m.ay be purchased for one shilling, well bound'.
Notes if Queries (9th series, i. 42) enumerates 41 editions of the Anatomy between

1800 and 1896, of which 14 are American. An abridgement was also issued in London
in 1801, 181)5, 1868, and i88t. The first critical edition (with the references verified

and expanded) was by A. R. Shilleto (1893, 1904, 1905). The late sir William Osier

contemplated a new and final edition, with collations of the first six editions, to be

made by a committee of his friends, and annotations by himself. Henry Cripps, the

Oxford and London publisher, possessed half the copyright of this book, according to

Burton's Will : the other half went to Burton's estate after his death, in 1640.
Mr. E. G. Duff kindly allows me to print the following collation of the six Oxford

editions of this work :

pages
1621. 4''(no. 493) a-e8f^: A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Ccc8, Ddd< ... 880

1624. fol. (no. 521) a-g*, h<^ : A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Dddd* . 652
1628 fol. (no. 605) *2+2 pp. after *i, **'^, a-k : A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-

Zzz, Aaaa-Nniin*, Oooo^ ........ 762
1632. fol. (no. 716) §<+2 pp. after §1, §^ A-K: A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-

Zzz, Aaaa-Yyyy* 822

1638. fol. (no. 881 1) §6 [better, §<, §2] + 2 pp., A-K : A-R*, S«, T-Z,
Aa-Hh*, li^, Kk-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Eeee^, Ffff^, Gggg-Zzzz,
Aaaaa* ............ 843

1651 (& 1652). fol. (no. 2164) §<+ 2 pp., A-K : A«, B-RS S«, T-Z, Aa-
Hh'', li^, Kk-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Eeee^ Ffff^ Gggg-Zzzz, Aaaaa* . 843

' This is the tripartite edition, parts having been printed at Edinburgh, London,
and Oxford : see Oxf. Bibliogr. Soc. i. 194.
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The 1660 edition (7th) has 842 pages, the 1676 edition (8th) 504 pages; both

printed in London, After that, no edition appears to have been issued till i8oo (9th).
A full account of all the editions will be found in Vol. i (part 3) of the Transactions
of the Oxford Bibliographical Society (1926).

2166. Communion, Holy. Of Receiving tiie Communion in the

company of such, whom we conceive not so good, holy, and rightly

principled, as we wish they were, [verse, then device.^

Impr. 304 (Oxford, for R. Davis) [pr. by H. Hall] : 1651 : sm. 4° : pp. 8 (marked
o, o, I, 4, 5, 3, 5, 3 !) : .Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. i, title, within border of ornn. :

3-8, the treatise.—This anonymous, forlorn little tract is a plea for toleration in the

matter treated of, but declares its desire not to contravene the ' Ordinance of the Lords
and Commons, concerning suspension from the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper '. The
following passage is worth quoting, though Qu. Elizabeth's verse is well known :

*

Concerning the meaning of these words. This is my body ; Let that apophthegme of

Q. Elizabeth bee much thought-on ;
who beeing examined (in her sisters Raigne) about

the Reall presence, [p. 6 begins] and in great danger, made this Answer (which 'tis said,

saved her life) Christ tooke the bread and brake it ;
|

Hce ivas The Word, that spake
it ; I

And what that Word did make it ; \

I doe receive andtake it ; \
All Controversies

are best shut-up with such short Resolutions of faith and practise, as this is.' Thoma-
son received this tract on April 3, 1651, so it was published perhaps the day before,

2167. Flavel, John. Tractatus de Demonstratione methodicus et

polemicus, quatuor Libris absolutus : antehac In usum luventuiis in

Collegio Wadhami . , . privatis praelectionibus traditus. A Joanne Flavel

. . . Quibus adjectus est tractatus Topicorum.
Impr. 22S (Oxford, by H. Hall through \V. Webb): 1651 : (eights) 16°: pp. [10]

+ i68 + [i2]: Long Primer solid.— Contents:— p. [i] title, within border of ornn.

and lines: [3] 'Prooemium': [4-5] '...Synopsis': [7-10] 'Index capitum
'

:

1-144, the work : 145-168, the Disputatio : [1-12] 'Index rerum . . . '.^A scholastic

treatise on logical proof: see 1619 (no. 478). The only new part is the Disputatio
in five sections on the Topics of Aristotle : the rest seems to be a reprint of the 1619
or 1624 edition, omitting the prefatory matter, and adding a new '

prooemium '.

2168. Hammond, dr. Henry. Dissertationes quatuor, quibus Episco-

patus jura ex S. Scripturis & Primseva Antiquitate adstruuntur, Contra

sententiam D. Blondelli et aliorum. Quibus praemittitur dissertatio . . .,

de Antichristo . . . [&c.]. Authore Henrico Hammond. . . . [device^

Impr. 305 (London, by J. Flesher through R. Davis ' in Oxonio ')
: 1651 : sm. 4° :

pp. [24] + 294 + [2].—Contents :
—

p. [3] title, partly in red, with Arms of the Uni-

versity : [4-19] Epistola : [20-23] Prsemonitio : 1-51, Diss. 1, de Antichristo, &c. :

53-131, Diss. 2, de Ignatio : 133-179, Diss. 3, de 'Evangeliorum periochis quge ad

Regiminis Ecclesise formam pertinent
'

: 180-253, Diss. 4, de Actorum & Epistolarum

periochis (similibus) : 254-294, Diss. 5, de Clemente Romano (similiter) : [i]
'

Typo-
thetse errata'.—Most copies of this work have a purely London imprint

'

Londini,

Typis J. Flesher, impensis R. Royston in vico vulgo voc. Ivie=Lane
'

and a device with

motto '

Qui sequitur me non ambulat in tenebris
'

: a few were altered as above. The

only available copy known to me is in the old St. Mary's Vicarage library at Marl-

borough, Wilts. Wood {Ath. Oxon., ed. Bliss, iii. 495) only knew the London

imprint. The whole book was printed in London :
'
in Oxonio

' would not be used at

this time in Oxford, but only
' Oxonise '. Even the University Arms device is Royston's,

used as early as 1645, but never in Oxford. See no. 2241, RR.

2169. Hauskins, rev. Thomas. A Sermon preached at Hieworth

At the Funerall of Edmund Warneford Esq. By Thomas Hauskins

Minister of Gods Word. On the 24. of August. 1649.

Impr. 215a (Oxford, by H. Hall) : 1651 : (eights) 16° : pp. [8]+36-J-[2 ?] : Eng-
lish solid.—Contents :

—
pp. [1-2] not seen : [3] title, within border of ornn. : [5-8]
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'A Prayer' for the special occasion : 1-36, tlae sermon, on i Cor. vii. 29-31 : [1-2,
not seen, perhaps non-existent].—The sermon might have been preached over any one
who left a widow and children. Highworth is near Swindon. See no. 2241.

2170. Helvicus, Christophorus. Christophori Helvici, V.C. Thea-
trum historicum et chronologicum, . . . Cum Assignatione Imperiorum,

Regnorum, . . . Regum, . . . Prophetarum, Theologorum, lureconsulto-

rum, Medicorum, Philosophorum, . . . Poetarum, . . . Academiarum, &c.

. . . ita digestum, ut universa temporum . . . series a primo Mundi exordio

ad Annum M.DC.L. . . . videri possit. Nunc continuatum et revisum a

lohan: Balthasar. Schuppio, Eloquentiae & Historiarum Professore in

Academia Marpurgensi. . . . Editio Quinta. Accessit etiam Tractatulus.

. . . \device^
Impr. 296 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, per J. Godwin, J. Adams & E. Forrest) : 1651:

(sixes) la. 8°: pp. [22]+ 185 +[19], signn. t^,):(^^I^ A-R^, Long Primer solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title with 11. 2,3,5,8,9, 15, 17, 19, 22, 25 in red, within double border

of lines : [3-4]
'

Typographus lectoribus' : [5-20] the old prefatory matter : [21-22]
the tractatulus on chronology : 1-185, the work : [1-19] index.—Helwig (1581-1617),
a German professor, first produced his Theatnan in 1609, and there are editions of

1616, 1628, 1629, 1638 (when Schuppius first occurs), and later. The edition of 1638
calls itself the 4th, and perhaps that of 1628, which was pirated, was not counted.

The Oxford edition of 1662 calls itself the 6th. English translations came out in 1677
(London) and 1687 (London and Oxford). The work is in tabular form, with perpen-
dicular columns for the various classes, and was a useful work in its time. The Creation

is placed at 3947 B. c. The catchwords show that the tractatulus was inserted as an

afterthought. The editor, writer of the 'Typographus lectoribus' and author of the

tractatulus, was Samuel Lee, fellow of Wadham, see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 347 : and
no. 2266.

2171. Hinton, dr. Edward. The Vanity of Selfe-Boasters ... in a

Sermon Preached at the Funerall of lohn Hamnet, Gent, late of . . .

Maldon in Surrey. By Ed. Hinton DD Minister of Ishp, and late Fellow
of Merton Colledge in Oxford.

Impr. 297 (Oxford [printed in London] for T. Robinson) : 1651 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] +
52 : Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3] Latin epistle

dedicatory to John Hamnet the son, dated Maldon, June 30. 1643 : [4]
' Errata

'

: 1-52,
the sermon, on Ps. lii. i.—Hinton turned Presbyterian in the War, reverted to the

Church of England at the Restoration, and died in 1678. It is not clear why the

printing was delayed till 1651, as a copy of the sermon was given to the son and heir

eight years before. The last five pages give a character of the father, who died on

Apr. 14, 1643. This book was printed in London (as the ornaments show), though
published in Oxford. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 158.

2172. Hues, Robert. Tractatus duo Mathematici. Quorum Primus
de Globis Coelesti et Terrestri, eorum usu, a Roberto Hues Anglo, con-

scriptus. Alter Breviarium totius Orbis Terrarum, Petri Bertii, Mathe-
matici & Professoris Regii. Editio prioribus auctior & emendation

Impr. 176a! (Oxford, by L. Lichfield through E. Forrest): 1651 : (twelves) 24°:
pp. [2] 4-4-f-[22]4-292 4-[2] + 46 : Long Primer solid and (2nd part) Brevier solid,—

p. [i] title : 1-4,
' Lectori

'

: 1-6,
' Index Pro;cipuorum , . . Capitum

'

: [7-21]
'
Prse-

fatio': [22], 1-292, first treatise: [i] half-title of 2nd treatise ' Breviarium . . . Una
cum serie Romanorum Imperatorum

'
: 1-41, the 2nd treatise : 42-46, the series, from

Julius Caesar to Ferdinand ii of Austria, 1 619.—For Hues or Hughes, of Brasenose

College, see Did. Nat. Biogr., Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 535. The address to the Reader
mentions early English navigators. At the end of the De Globis is a list of the longi-
tudes and latitudes of about 3,700 places. The first edition was issued in London in

1594, and a second Oxford edition in 1663: an English translation by 'John*
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Chilmead was published in 1638. The Breviarium of Petrus Bertius (of Leiden,
d. 1629) is a concentrated general geography, first issued in 1624. The present volume
is accidentally rare, and the only copy I have access to is in Magdalen College Library
at Oxford: there is another Oxford edition, of 1663 (2640), and of Bertius in 1657
(2332) as wrell as 1663. See no. 2640 for a completer list of editions of Hues : but
no bibliographer has hitherto mentioned the 1651 edition. As a fact, the Breviarium
is printed by Hall, and not Lichfield : two ornaments occur which were Hall's

property. R.

2173. [Lily, William.] A short Inlroduction of Grammar, generally
fo be used : . . . for . . . the Latine Tongue. To which is now added

Synopsis Prosodiae Smetianae. [Arms of the University.]
Impr. 299 (Oxford, by L. L. & H. H.) : 1651 : (eights) 12°: pp. [8] + 6o + [4] +

130 + [38]: Pica english and (2nd part) roman solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, partly
in red, in a border of ornn. and lines: [3-8] 'To the Reader', &c. : 1-60, Latin

grammar in English : [1-2]
' Gulielmi Lilii . . . Ptedagogica, seu Carmen de Moribus

'

:

[3, sign. E 4]
' Brevissima Institutio . . . ', see below : [4]

' Studium Grammatices . . . ',

short Latin poem : i—130, Latin Grammar in Latin : [1-37] Latin-English vocabulary,
&c. : [38] woodcut, see below.—See 1636, 11 (= no. 831). This is the first revival

(since 1636) of the right of printing Bibles, Almanacs, Grammars, &c., established by
the Charter of 1636 (see vol. ii, p. 526). The University allowed their rights to be

purchased for ;if200 yearly by the Stationers' Company, for three years, in 1637 '^^^

1640 (see vol. i, pp. 285, 2S7), but the agreement was not renewed in 1643, and so

lapsed. The present volume reasserts the rights of the University, though Bibles were
not printed till 1675. On Oct. 19, 1649, and on July 11, 1650, Convocation had
called attention to this matter, but the Stationers' Company seems to have taken no

steps before the Restoration: see the Annals of Printing for 1651. This double

grammar is apparently a reprint of the 1636 Oxford edition, with the addition at the

end (signn. P 3''-S'') of a Supplementum Prosodise, chiefly from Smetius. The Latin

title is as in 1636, but (2174) with impr. 300 (Oxonioe, by L. Lichfield c& H. Hall).
The actual printing of this book was by Hall. The signatures connect the two parts
as forming one volume. The woodcut on the last page is identical with that of 1636,
but is more worn. For William Lily see D. N. B. and Bloxam's Magdalen College

Register, iii. 83M., iv. 19, and Ward's edition of 1732.

Masters, Thomas (Mensa lubrica) : see no. 2154.

2175. 0[ughtred], W[illiam]. The solution of all Sphaerical Tri-

angles ... By the Planisphaere : . . . Published with consent of the

Author, By Christopher Brookes Mathematique Instrument-maker, and

Manciple of Wadham Colledge in Oxford. And are to be had in the

Srand
\_sic\

at Mr Ralph Greatorex at the Adam and Eve. And in

Birchin Lane at M^ Walter Hayes London. And at Wadham Coll.

Oxford.

Impr. iSo (Oxford, by L. Lichfield): 1651 : (eights) 16°: pp. [4] + 28 : Pica

solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within line: [3-4] Dedic. epistle to Roger Williams,
dated from Wadham, May 25, 1651 : 1-28, the work.^In the epistle Brookes

explains that he had asked his friend W. O., the rev. William Oughtred, fellow of

King's college, Cambridge {d. 1660), for permission to print this piece. Williams

was a common friend. Wood (Wood's Life^ ed. Clark, ii. 237) states that Brookes

married Oughtred's daughter, and that he had already himself printed a small work on

the Quadrant ('by C. B. Maker of Mathematic Instruments in metall', Lond., 1649).

There are four steel or copper-plate diagrams, and the Oxford press already possesses
the symbols of the signs of the zodiac. From the ambiguity of the title this little

work is sometimes ascribed to Brookes. The printing is careless. See Wood's
Fasti Oxon. i. 403.

2176. Owen, dr. John. The Advantage of the Kingdome of Christ

in the Shaking of the Kingdoms of the World : . . . opened, In a Sermon
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Preached to the Parliament Octob. 24.1651. A solemne day of Thankes-

giving for the destruction of the Scots Army at Worcester ... By John
Owen, Minister of the Gospell.

Impr. 295 a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson") : 1651 : sm. 4°: pp. [4] +

34 + [2, not seen]: Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title, within one-line border;

[2] thanks of Parliament, Oct. 28, 1651 : [3-4] preface to Parliament, Nov. 7: 1-34,
the sermon, on Ezek. xvii. 24.—A sermon by the new Dean of Christ Church, Oxford,

against monarchy, prelacy, and professors, but with little that is topical : the new-

King is not mentioned. ' Returnal' (p. [4]) is a word peculiar to John Owen, not

used by any one else before or after. There is a reprint (' Imprinted at Oxford,
Anno 1651. And re-Printed at London'), probably issued in this year. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 103, and no. 2242, and after no. 2258 (1654 ed.).

Oxford—University. Notice, Jan. 9, 165^ : see no. 2155.
Do. do. Order, March 2, 165I: see no. 2156.

2177. Potter, Charles. Ilu^ayo'/jas /Acre'/Ai/^i^xos.
Sive Theses Quadra-

gesimales In Scholis Oxonii Publicis Mart: v & xxvi. Pro Forma

discussse. a.d. m.DC.XL.t: In quibus Ad Mentem Imprimis Pythago-
rseorum asseritur Quod Cceli sint Fluidi [&c.] . . . Respondente Carolo

Potter, Collectore Seniore, anno ^tatis suae decimo sexto tum primum
elapso.

Impr. 285a (Oxford, by H. H[all], through R. Davis): 1651: (twelves) 16°:

pp. [8] + 137-1- [23] : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [3] title : [5-7] Epistola dedicatoria

to Potter's step-father, dr. G. Langbaine : 1-137, the six Theses: [2-17] Index

Rerum : [17]
' Errata '.—The six Theses are astronomical, the most interesting

perhaps being the fourth in which Potter maintains the habitability of the Moon,
which he thinks has an atmosphere. He was admitted at Queen's at the age of

eleven, with a brother aged ten, while his father was Provost. The Theses were

obviously beyond a boy of sixteen, and Wood {Ath. Oxon,, ed. Bliss, iii. 648) records

that they were written by his tutor at Christ Church (to which Potter had migrated),
Thomas Severn

;
and also that Potter was made Senior Quadragesimal Collector in

Lent 1650 (see A. Clark's Register of the Univ., vol. ii, pt. i, pp. 52, 24). Pro
forma in the title means 'in order to complete the statutory requirements'. Thomason
received this book in London on March 3, 165^, so it was probably issued about

March i, and strictly belongs to 1650. See no. 2241.

2178. Prideaux, dr. John. Conciliorum Synopsis, per Johannem
Prideaux . . .

Impr. 301 (Oxford, by and through L. Lichfield, for T. Robinson) : 165 1 : sm. 4" :

pp. [2] + 67 + [5] : Pica solid.—Contents :— p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : 1-57,
the work : [i]

'

In Syntagma . . . Index . . .

'

: [2-5]
' Index Capitum in Synopsin . . . '.—A manual of more enduring interest than the following Syntagma, with which it is

colligated by the Index noted above. Each section is followed by questions. The
last division (De Colloquiis, i.e. informal Councils of Roman Catholics, Protestants,
and sectarians) is of general interest. See no. 2179 for a reissue, and no. 2261 for

an English translation.

2179. Prideaux, dr. John. Scholasticje Theologicae Syntagma
Mnemonicum. Per Johannem Prideaux . . .

Impr. 291 a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, through the same) : 165 1 : sm. 4" : pp. [2] +
36 +[2]: Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within border of oinn. : 1-36, the

work.^A useful summary of scholastic theology, i. e. theology thrown into logical

form, which at the Restoration sank out of sight at Oxford. There are seven chapters
(each followed by questions), De Deo, de Dei Operibus, de Peccato, de Redemptione,
de Gratia, de Sacramentis, de Novissimis

(i. e. the Day of Judgement, but including
mention of Gog and Magog and Antichrist). References are given to Peter Lombard,
Thomas Aquinas, and other Schoolmen. This and the preceding piece were reissued

(not reprinted) with Prideaux's Fasciculus Controversiarum in 1652, see no. 2205;
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ajid this was reprinted by itself in 1660 (no. 2524). The present two are connected
by an index to this piece being printed in the other. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 268,
and no, 2242.

2180. Reading, John. A Guide to the Holy City. Or, Directions
and Helps to an holy life : Containing Rules . .

.,
with Prayers ... By

lohn Reading B.D. and sometimes student in Magdalen Hall in

Oxford . . .

Impr. 298 (Oxforc^, [by H. Hall] tor T. Robinson & R. Davis): 1651 : sm. 4°:
pp. [12] + 456 : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within border of ornn. and lines :

[3-5] preface: [7-12] table and contents: [12] 'Errata': 1-456, the work.^
A practical treatise of doctrine, behaviour, duties, &c., with prayers for each depart-
ment of life, e. g. for rich men, for families, sickness, &c. On p. 456 is a short

licence of the book for printing by 'John Downame', dated ' March 23, 1649 ', probably
i6|§: Downham had himself printed a similar 'Guide to Godliness' in 1622. See
Wood's Atk. 0x071. iii. 797, and nos. 2241, 22^^.2.

2181. Schottus, Andreas. Adagialia Sacra Novi Testamenti, Selecta

& exposita ab Andr. Schotto. Compendifacta in gratiam studiosse

Juventutis, Opera C. B. . . .

Impr. 302 (Oxonise, exc. L. Lichfield pro T. Robinson): 1651 : (twelves) 16°:

pp. [4] + 134+ [6], signn. A-F^^ : Long primer solid.— Contents:—p. [1] title: [3-4]
Ep. dedic. to dr. D. Greenwood,

' I'rocanc. Oxon.' and dr. Paul Hood, rector of

Lincoln, by
' C. B.' : 1-134, the Adagialia: [1-5] 'Index' of chief words in the

order of occurrence.— C. B.
, who is known to be Clement Barksdale (see Wood's

Ai/t. Oxon. iv. 222), states that ten years before in the Christmas vacation he selected

from Schottus the notable sayings and expressions of the N.T., nnd Schottus's explana-
tions, reduced them in length, and laid the work aside. Then he handed it, new
found,

' Lichfieldio nostro ', to be printed, and apologizes to the dedicatees. Martinus
Delrio had issued 'Adagialia Sacra Veteris et Novi Testamenti' in 161 2-13, but had
not reached farther than the end of the Old Testament: so Schottus later (1629)
filled the gap, and Barksdale here abridges his work. Thomason received the book on

Aug. 3, 1 65 1 See nos. 2039, 2242. R.

2182. Tickell, rev. John. The Bottomles Pit Smoaking in Familisme :

As may appeare by ashort discourse on Gal. i. 9. together with some
breef notes on Ab. Copps Recantation Sermon (as 'twere) .Preached at

Burford Sept. 23. 165 1. By John Tickell Minister to the Church in

Abingdon Berks . . .

Impr. 314 (Oxford, by L. L. or A. Curteyne) : 165 1 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16] + 88 :

Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within bounding line: [3-4] epistle dedicatory
to rev. George Hughes, his spiritual 'father', of Plymouth, Oct. 3, 1651: [5-16]

preface to Christians in or near Burford, Oct. 3, 1651 : 1-23, 'a Sermon preached

immediately before M. Coppe came in to Preach at Burford Sept. 23. 1651
'

: 25-88,
'Animadversions on M"" Copps Sermon at Burford'.— Here a Presbyterian preacher
rates a Ranter. The sermon is in general terms, and does not mention the word
' familisme '. It was delivered extempore. While Tickell was '

riding by the Church-

yard' at Burford, he was told that Abiezer Copp, the Familist, who had recanted and

been released from prison, was to preach. Tickell entered the Church, found an

expectant congregation but no preacher, felt
'

prest in spirit', and delivered himself of

a discourse. When Tickell stopped, Copp began at once, and hinted that Tickell had

usurped the pulpit. Tickell replies (pp. 26-7) that he ' was called to it by God . . .

I was no Stage player, I blesse God'. Most of his criticisms are against Familism,

though Copp had 'againe and againe with dreadfuU curses, [and] execrations, profest

his assent ... to several the maine passages in mine exhortation
'

(pp. 32-3). The

piece is carelessly printed, and owing to Tickell's reiteration of the word Gospel,

capital G ran out of stock. The adjective
'
familistical

'

on p. 88 seems to be its

first recorded occurrence. Some copies have 1652 on the title-page, altered no doubt

while the piece was passing through the press. The 1651 copy in the British Museum
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has, immediately following it, *t
' Crums of bread for the Dove ... or helps to Medi-

tation . . . For a Friend, By J, T.' : pp. [4] + 76 : sm. 4° : signn. A-E*. This may
be Oxford printing and even an appendix issued with the Sermon : no date or imprint is

on the title-page. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 403, iii. 961 : and no. 2182.

2183. Vossius, Gerardus Johannes. Gerardi lohannis VossI Rheto-

rices contractae, sive Paititionum Oratoriarum. Libri V. ... in usum
Scholarum [Hollandise] . . . excusi. [device.~\

Impr. 303 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per J. Godwin) : 1651 : (twelves) 16°: pp. [16] +

559 + [i] = Pica roman and italic solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-10] Voss's dedica-

tory epistle to Benjaminiis Aubeiius Maurerius, Aug. 17, 1621 : [11-15] 'Series

Capitum': [16] complimentary poem on the work by Dan. Heinsius : 1-559, ^^^

work.^A school treatise on rhetoric, oratory, and elocution : see details in 1631, 28

(=no. 705), where add 1640 and 1651 to the list of Oxford editions. The first

edition was in 162 1. Benjamin Aiibery, of La Fontaine d'Ange, died at Maurier in 1636

(correct the Index of Vol. i under Alaurer). The only accessible copy which I know
is in Worcester College Library at Oxford : so it may be called an accidentally rare

book. R.

Watkins, Richard. (Newes from the Dead) : see nos. 2158-62.

1652.

Apr. 31. 'The Committee for the Universities was silenced and put down by the

Parliament' (Wood's Life, ed. Clark, i. 174). This had an effect on the Visitors at

Oxford, for there is no record of action on their part between April 14, 1652 and

June 19, 1653 : the stage of expulsions and changes was over. But on June 15
Parliament appointed ten new Visitors (mostly Independents), forming the Second
Commission (list in Wood's Hist., ed. Gutch, ii. 652) : and on Sept. 9 dr. John
Owen (Independent), who in 1651 succeeded dr. Edw. Reynolds (Presbyterian) as Dean
of Ch. Ch., became Vice-Chancellor. For incidents in the Vesperies preceding the

Act in July, see no. 2233 (Savage). A comet visible in December occasioned
no. 2239.

In 1652 (V. C.'s Computus, p. 276) ;!^23 17J. /[d. was paid by the University 'For
two Flagons presented to Lieutenant Collonel [Thomas] Kelzey late Governor of

Oxon, as an honorary at his departure '.

Minor Pieces.

Case of the University. A copy of this pamphlet issued in London about May 1 7,

1648 (no. 1992), occurs among the Thomason Tracts in the British Museum (E.673 [21])
as though there were a reissue of it in August 1652. The Thomason Catalogue has
an editorial note that it is a reprint, but the two issues are as a fact absolutely
identical. Either the sheets and title (unaltered) were for a second time put on the

market in 1652, or else Thomason was deceived in regarding the copy he then received

as a new reprint.

2184. Jacob, Henry. Philologi^e
^

AvaKakvirTrjpiov Oiatione celebratum

Inauguiali, Quam public^ habuit ad Oxoiiio-Mertonenses Henricus
lacobius

; Publicavit a Quindecennio H.[enricus] B.[irkhead] e Coll.

Omn. Animar. Cum Appendice luculenta. [two vioitos, then University

Arms.]
Impr. 306 (Oxford, by H. Hall): 1652: sm. 4": pp. [i2]-t-'98 + [2] : Great primer

solid, &c.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within double lines : [2] dedic. epistle to sir George
Fletcher, signed

' H. I.' : [3-8]
' Editoris Prsefatio', dated ' Oxon. Aprilis 12. 1652

'

:

[8-11] Excerpta from the Merton Statutes, but p. [11] is identical with p. [9]!:
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1-45, the Oration, Aug. 4, 1636 : 46-48, a Latin letter to Jacob's uncle, dr. John
Dumaresque, dated London, May 24, 1642: 49-63, 13 poems, Latin, Greek, and
English : 63 (' 51 ')-98, notes on his speech in Latin, followed by a note apologizing
for the abrupt conclusion, and a list of ' Errata'.— Henry Jacob, a learned classical
and oriental scholar, could not take care of himself or his property, was always in
need of money, and died on Nov. 5 in this year (1652) at Canterbury: see Wood's
Ath. Oxon., ed. Bliss, iii. 329. The editor's preface gives an interesling account of
the author and his works and of Merton college. The edition is apparently a testi-

monial from Jacob's friends to his worth, and appears to be rare. The issue described
above is carelessly produced, and the paging from 57 to 64 is pie. So a second issue
was prepared (no. 2185), with the Merton statute muddle put right, the paging
rather better, an additional annotation, and a list of contents of the oration. The
subject of the oration is Humane Studies (philologia), and Jacob calls attention to the

advantages of the Bodleian (pp. 40-3) : the occasion was his election to a praelector-
ship in Philology at Merton, there being statutory difficulties at that time about
a fellowship. Among the Opuscula (which should have been the title of the book)
are Latin poems on the Bodleian,' 1636 (p. 49), on the invention of Logarithms
(P- 54)» and on his birthday, Feb. 29 (1608: p. 56). The two English poems are on
(W)ookey Hole in Somerset and on Bath (pp. 60, 62). A copy of no. 2185 given by
the author to Selden (in the Bodleian) is corrected by the author, even to the extent of

cutting out a peccant word, and pasting paper over the place.
There is a small bibliographical point to be noticed. The signatures are a', b-o*,

P^ Signn. B3 and B4 (= pp. [9-12]) are in three states, thus:

2184
B 3' Ad quorum—aliis (quin-

que)
B 3^ quinque

—idonei {Annoi.)

B 4' Ad quorum—aliis (quin-

que)
B 4^ {blank)

\_First issue]

Bodley

2184*

Ad quorum—aliis (quin-

que)

quinque
—idonei (HENRI-)

Ad quorum—aliis (quin

que)
{blank)

iFirst issue, modified']
Brit. Mus. 731. h. i (2)

This work was owned by J. Adams and E. Forrest in 1659, see no. 2464. R. in

any form.

2185

Excerpta
—tolerantes (Ad)

Ad quorum—aliis (quin-

que)

quinque
—idonei (HENRI-)

Orationis—pag.45(HENR:)
[Stcond issue]

Bodley

2186. Du Moulin, Louis (Ludovicus Molingeus). Oratio auspicalis,
Cui subjuncta est Laudatio Clarisimi Viri Guil. Cambdeni. Dicente

Ludovico Molinaeo . . .

Impr. 151 ^ (Oxford, L. Lichfield) : 1652 : sm. 4° : pp. [16] + 27 + [i] : Pica solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-14] Dedic. epistle to dr. John
Owen, dated Oxford, Sept. 1652 : [16] Lat. poem on Camden, by J. Wallis : 1-18,
the oration in the History School, Oct. 16, 1648: 19-27, 'Oratio in laudem . . .

G. Cambdeni habita . . . ', July 10, i652.^Louis du Moulin, son of the better known
Pierre, the French Protestant, was an M.D. of Leyden, incorporated at Cambridge in

1634 and at Oxford July 14, 1649. His appointment by the Visitors as Camden
professor of Ancient History, on Sept. 14, 164S, occasioned both these orations : see

Wood's Fasti Oxon., ed. Bliss, iii. 125-8. The Laudatio was reprinted in Memorise

Philosophorum . . . Decas ii, curante M. Henningo, Francof., 1677, p. 130. See

Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 126. In Tanner 934 at the Bodleian (Joh. Bainbrigii Cani-

cularia, Oxon. 1648, no. 2002) is a manuscript note relating to an 'Orat. Inaug.'
and 'Verses' printed by Hall, and chiefly concerned with the supply and price of

paper. On the next page is
' D'' Greenwood Vice Chan^.' [1650-2]. The present

book is the only inaugural oration of this period, but was printed by Lichfield.

^ In this he ingeniously reminds us that the Library began with a letter (I), and by
its new buildings of 161 2 and 1636 became syllabic (IT, ITH).

Hortus Pallados isle Literatle,
Ft tot Litera fceta Literarum
Tollit Syllabicam novata molem.
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2187. Oxford—University. [Notice issued by the Vice-Chancellor and Heads of

Houses against disturbance of the Act by
' Humming

'

and other noises, dated ' Oxon.

luly 5*'^ i652'].~Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L, Lichfield) : 1652 : br. s. : la. 8° : Great

primer solid.

2187*. Oxford—University. [In the Vice-Chancellor's Computus for Sept. 1652-
Sept. 1653 (p. 281) is

' To Leonard Lichfeild for printinge Proclamacions for the

Market, 12s.' As the new Clerk or Clerks of the Market were appointed in October,
it is probable that the Proclamation referred to was issued soon after. I have not

met with a copy.]

2188. R.[owland], W.[illiam]. The late Act of the Convocation at

Oxford Examined : or, The Obit of Prelatique Protestancy : Occasioning
the Conversion of W. R. (Sometimes of Exeter Colledge in Oxford) to

Catholique Union, [two qiiotatio7is?\

Impr. 307 ('Printed at Roven''
,
but really wholly printed at Oxford by H. Hall) :

1652 : (twelves) 24° : pp. [8] + 141 + [i], but 65-72 are passed over in the pagination,
some matter having been omitted : signn. A^, E-c^^, D^, e-g^^ : Pica solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-8] a preface: 1-132, the treatise: 133-141, 'A cursory
Animadversion upon Henry Feme's Treatise on the Division between the English and
Romish Church': 141,

' Errata'.—William Rowland, once a bible clerk of Exeter

college (M.A. 1634), Curate of St. Margaret's, Westminster, and a versifier, seceded

to Rome and died near Paris in 1659. ^'^^^ preface (dated 'from Paris this i. of July,

1652, Stilo loci') gives an account of the author, and states that he did 'peragrate
Greece, .^Egypt and the Easterne parts to find any holy Gymnosophists, who could
embowell . . . the sacred Mysteries of Christianity '. The Act of Convocation which
induced Rowland to secede contained the Oxford reasons against the Scotch Covenant
and Presbytery, and is dated June i, 1641, but the treatise was not written (or not

revised) till 1652, see pp. 58, 120; and Feme's treatise was not published till July
1652. Tlie language is temperate and the argument reasoned. The whole Act

appears to be printed piecemeal in the course of the work. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.,
ed. Bliss, iii. 486, for a characterization of this 'lepid' and ' boon droll' who styled
himself ' Poeta Regius

'
! The present treatise appears to be rare, and has no con-

nexion with Rouen, where it professes to be printed. R.

Oxford Press.

2i8g. Almanac. For 'An Almanack for the year . . . 1652' in sheet form, see
under Periodicals at the end of this volume.

2190. Bible—Old Testament—Prophets. Musse Sacrse : seu Jonas,

Jeremiae Threni, & Daniel Graeco redditi carmine. Autore loan: Ailmer
Oxoniensi Nov. Coll. Soc.

Impr. 308 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for J. Godwin and R. Davis) : 1652 : (eights)
12° : pp. [32] + 241 + [7], signn. ** A^ A* B-Q» R^ : Bourgeois 4-to-pica leaded, Greek
and Latin.—Contents:—sign. *i'", title, within double lines: 2'"-3'", ded. epistle to
dr. John Potenger, head master of Winchester : 4''-A 8'", 15 congratulatory poems in

Greek and Latin by Will. Bell; Robt. Mathew, Rich. Osgood, Robt. Sharrock, Rich.

Glyd, Anthony Wither, all five fellows of New Coll.
; Hugh Willis, of New Coll. ;

Hen. Stubbs, of Ch. Ch.
;
Emman. Miles, a Wykehamist ;

Will. Miles, of New. Coll. ;

and Hugh Davis, of Wadham : A i'"-A 4^, three pieces by John Harmar of Magd.,
prof, of Greek : pp. 1-23, Jonah : 25-85, the Lamentations: 87-241, Daniel : [2-6]
' Threnodia Davidis super Schaulem & Jehonathanem ', all in Greek verse, with Latin

prose translation.—To a large extent a Wykehamist volume. John Ailmer or Aylmer
was a fellow of New College, and died in 1672. Harmer, as above, congratulates the
reader on the revival of classical studies at Oxford, especially Greek,, and gives the

following hexameter of the incipits of Greek poems chiefly in vogue :

M^V(i'. "TSaip. AeYw. 0e'Aw. '~n ava. 'A5v tz. 'AvSpa.
\Iliad'\ \_Pindar\ \_Lycopkroti] [Anaa-£ctt'] \_Theognis'\ l^Theocriltts] [_Odyssey'}
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He also discusses the derivation of the names of Oxford. Ailmer's Greek readings are
not up to modern standards. Two chronograms are on sign. A 2^. Harmar's con-
tribution is an addition, as one copy of this book in the Bodleian in the original
binding does not contain it. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 957, and no. 2241.

2191. Bradford, John, the martyr. The Good Old Way, or An
Excellent and Profitable Treatise of Repentance made By . . . Mr John
Bradford in the yeare 1553. Now published with two Prefaces, relating
the life of the Author, and the excellency of the Worke . . .

Impr. 1807 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield): 1652: (eights) 16°: pp. [16] + 77 + [3]:
Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within bounding line : [3-9] To the Reader,

signed 'H. \V.' : [10-16] 'To the Reader', signed
' R. H.' : 1-77, the treatise:

[2-3] not seen.—A reprint of a popular treatise composed in 1552, and first published
in 1553- Here the original preface of July 12, 1553, stating the facts about the

composition and production of this sermon, is omitted, and two others (written for
the present edition) inserted, the authors of which are believed to be dr. Henry
Wilkinson {d. 1675) and dr. Robert Hanis, pres. of Trinity college, Oxford {d. 1658) :

see the Parker Society's edition of Bradford's Works, i. (1848), p. 557, where the two
prefaces are reprinted. There are old editions of the sermon of" 1553, 1574, ^58^,
1619, 1623, 1631, &c., but only this one was printed at Oxford.

Burton, Robert. The Anatomy of Melancholy: see no. 2165 (1651), and
Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 653. R.

2192. Dale, rev. John. The Analysis of all the Epistles of the New
Testament ... By John Dale, Master of Arts, and Fellow of Magdalen
Colledge in Oxford.

Impr. iSo/^ (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1652 : (eights) 12°: pp. [10] + 216, signn.
engr. title and A*, B-o^, P* : Long primer solid.—Contents :

—
p. [2] engr. title, see

below : [3] title, within a line, partly in red : [5-9]
' To the Reader ', dated from

Magdalen college. May 11, 1652: 1-216, the Analysis.—A formal analysis. The
engraved title bears the words 'The Analysis of all the Apostolicall Epistles', a text,
Ps. cxix. 105, and an imprint (152 e)

'
Printed at Oxford, By L: Lichfeild. 1652. VOC ',

all within an architectural tablet design. See no. 2334, ^nd Wood's Ath, Oxon.
iv. 161.

2193. Do-wname, bp. George. A Briefe Summe of Divinitie, Shew-

ing The plainest way, how a man ought to examine his waies in this life,

to the attainment of Eternitie. Wherein The whole Doctrine of Christian

Libertie is briefly handled . . . Published by G. Downham : B. of D.
Minister of the word of God . . .

Impr. 309 ([Oxford, by H. Hall] for W. Webb in Oxford and W. Graves in

Cambridge) : 1652 : (eights) 12° : pp. [6] + 22 + [12] + 156 + So, signn. *, A* ^* B-L,
b* c^ aa-cc* dd* : English, &c.— Contents :

—
^i"", title, within two bounding lines:

2''-3^, 'To the Christian Reader', signed 'G. D.' : 4"'-a 6'', 'An Examitation \jic\ of

a mans Estate before God ', a sermon on self-examination from Col. iv. 8 : A 7''—S'',
' Of choice of meats and abstinence

'

: after this comes the whole of no. 807, title and

all, with the omission of the prefatory matter.—There is considerable confusion about
this little treatise, (i) The ruling party at Oxford clearly favoured reprints of ultra-

Protestant treatises, such as Bradford's (no. 2igi) and this. The present piece is

a mere reissue of the complete Oxford 1635 edition (no. 807) with a new title (and

preface, &c.), which obscures the subject-matter. As a defence of Christian Liberty,
not Sum of Divinity, it was first published in London in 1609, having been a Paul's

Cross sermon on John viii. 36 on Nov. 6, 1608. Next it was printed at Oxford in

1635 with 'second edition' on some copies (nos. 806-7). The present is therefore

the 3rd ed., the fourth being London 1836. (2) The surname is printed as Downham,
though the bishop invariably signed his name as Downame. (3) On the present
careless title he is called Bachelor of Divinity, though he was that only from 1597 to

1601 (and was made bishop in 1616). (4) The new title is a Brief Stimvie ofDivinitie,
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thus producing confusion with the Siimme of Sacred Divinitie (1630?) hy John
Downame the younger brother of George, who was B.D. from 1603 till his death in

the autumn of 1652, and was the author of the well-known Bible Concordance. It

would seem clear that the careless issuers of the present reprint actually confused the

two brothers in their haste ! The bishop had died in 1634, ^"^^ ^^'^^ o"^ ^lad succeeded

the other in 1601 at St. Margaret's, Lothbury, but the title-page of the 1635 issue

(which is in this volume) should have set them right. I have not found where the

preface and ' Examitation' come from. Both tlie Downames were Cambridge men

(though the bishop was incorporated at Oxford), and the combination of Oxford and

Cambridge on the imprint is the first which has occurred up to this date. The only

copy at present known of this 1652 edition is in the Bodleian, and escaped even the

notice of mr. J. I. Dredge, who issued a bibliography of the bishop in 1881. RR.

2194. Dugres, Gabriel. Dialogi Gallico-Anglico-Latini. Per Ga-
brielem Dugres Linguam Gallicam in . . . Oxoniensi Academia baud ita

prideni privatim Edocentem. Editio secunda, priori emendatior. Acces-

serunt huic editioni, ejusdem Aulhoris, Regulae pronunciandi ;
ut &

Verborum Gallicorum Paradigmata.
Impr. 302 a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson): 1652: (eights) 12°:

pp. [24] -I- 195 -I- [5], signn. A, A-N^ : Long primer roman and italic, solid.^
Contents:—pp. [i] title, within bounding line: [3-9] pronouncing Rules, in English:

[10-16] Paradigms: [17-20] see below: [21-24] Dedic. epistle to Charles prince of

"Wales, i. e. Charles ii of England, in French, signed
' Gabriel Dugres Saumurois '

:

1-195, the 21 Dialogues, and Forms of addressing : [1-5] index.—A corrected reprint
of no. 911 (1639), w'^^ the specified additions. Dugres had issued at Cambridge in

1636 a French grammar in Latin while a teacher in the University, having left

Saumur about 1631. In 1639 ^^ was teaching in Oxford: in the present volume he
describes himself as '

late teacher ... in Oxford '
: in i66o (no. 2490) the only altera-

tion seems to be that the hour's daily lesson costs 20i-. a month instead of los. In

1663 at latest, probably some years earlier, Henry Leighton seems to have taken

Dugres's place as teacher of French. Of Dugres nothing seems to be known except
from his books (e.g. his Life of Richelieu, 1643, pp. 4, 5, 28), and even this edition

may not have been issued by him. Two leaves ([17-20] above), one of which is blank
and the second probably a cancelled title-page, of which a fragment is left in the

Bodleian and British Museum copies, probably belong to a projected issue before the

Rules and Paradigms were inserted. The Royalist references escaped untouched

throughout, 'through minuteness, to wit'. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 184, and
no. 2242. R.

Du Moulin, Louis (Oratio) : see no. 2186.

Helvicus. The entry of a 1652 edition in the Philip Bliss Sale, 2nd part, Books
printed at Oxford (Aug. 9, 1858 : lot 274, sub anno 1651), is probably a mere blunder
for 1662, though it is possible that a few copies of the 1651 edition bore a date of the
next year.

2195. Hodges, rev. Thomas. The Hoary Head crowned. A Sermon
Preached at Brackley at the Funerall of Fran: Walbank, a Very Aged
and Religious Matron. By Thomas Hodges B.D. Rector of Souldern,
and lately one of the Sen: Fellows of S* Johns Coll. Cambridge.

Impr. 295(5 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1652: sm. 4°: pp. [2] +
34 ('32', but 21-2 are repeated): Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: 1-4, pref. to

his grandfather John Morley, dated Nov. 23, 1652 : 5-32, the sermon, on Prov. xvi. 31.—
A rather unfortunate sermon. It was written to be delivered in the presence of the

preacher's grandfather, who is roundly instructed in his duties, though over eighty
years old and with a hundred descendants : and has no reference whatever to the
' matron ', mrs. Frances Walbank, whom it is supposed to commemorate. The
sermon is a treatise on the honour due to righteous old men, and the only woman
mentioned by name (outside the Old Testament) is the Virgin Mary, once. Of any
particular death or funeral there is no hint.
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2195*. Horace and Persius. Horace. The best of Lyrick Poets.

. . . Together with Aulus Persius Flaccus his Satyres. Translated into

English By Barten Holyday Somtime Student of Christchurch in Oxford.

Impr. 315* (London, for W. Webb [of Oxford]): 1652: (eights) 16°: pp. [4] +
60 + [10] + 51 + [3], signn. A-D^, A*, B-D^ E*.— Contents :— p. [i], title within double
line: [3-4] 'To the Reader': r-60, selected Odes and Epodes : [i] title 'Aulus
Persius Flaccus his Satyres. Translated into English, By Barten Holyday . . . And
now newly by him reviewed, amended, and enlarged . . . The fifth Edition. I-ondon,
Printed for the Author. 1650.' : [3-S] complimentary verses (all but two English) by
W. Cartwright, dr. John Wall (three, English, Latin, and Greek), A. White, R.Weldon :

[9-10], 1-5T, the Satires: [1-3] English complimentary poems by W. Web (the

publisher), bp. Brian Duppa, and (to Persius) Barten Holyday.— Horace's Odes i. i. 3-6
are translated ' There are, who in their Chariots speedy flight, |

To rayse Olympique
dust, doe take delight :

|
And having with chaff'd wheeles the goale declin'd

|

For

conquest's meed, have stile of Gods assigned'. Holyday's Persius is better. The
Horace translation is a reprint of Sir Thomas Hawkins's translation (and preface) first

published in 1625, here fraudulently ascribed, by suppression of name and suggestive

wording, to Holyday. It is a singular piece of deceit, for Holyday was living at Islip
and did not die till 1661. The D. N. B. even suggests that Holyday was privy to the

deceit. That Webb was ashamed of his deed is shown by the London imprint : and

though all the small ornaments used are known at Oxford, the printing may be London
work. In fact the British Museum copy has a London imprint with no suggestion of

Webb or Oxford, 'London. Printed for W. K. and J. W., 1652' : the book being
otherwise identical. The former can hardly be other than William Roybould. The
second part is Holyday's Persius, 5th ed. 1650, the former editions being Oxf. 1616

(no. 447), Oxf, 1616 (no. 448), Lond. 1617, Lond. 1635. This may have been

issued separately in 1650, but Thomason did not receive it, nor was it entered at

Stationers' Hall. The previous and only other editions of the Horace were 1625,

1631, 1635, ^638, all at London: Hawkins died in 1640. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 423.

Jacob, Henry (Philologia) : see nos. 2184-5.

2ig6. Jones, Richard. 'Gemma Cambricum, &c. Oxon. 1652.' So Wood in

the Ath. Oxon. iii. 344, but no copy has yet been found. The book was a Welsh

abridgement of all the books of the Bible in verse, and a London edition of 1655, with

three title-pages, English ('The British Gemm . . .'), Welsh ('Perl y Cymro . . .'), and

Latin (' Gemma Cambri . . .'), is in the British Museum and Bodleian. William
Rowlands {Cambriati Bibliography, 1869, p. 168) only knows the 1655 edition, and

as the N.T. part by itself was issued (with textual variations) in London, in 1653,

apparently leading up to the complete work, Wood's ascription to Oxford and to 1652

may be an error. Howell's commendation is in the 1655 edition, as if it were the ist,

and had Wood seen the book he would have given it its right title. RRR.

2197. Lyford, rev. William. Principles of Faith and good Conscience ;

[&c., almost exactly as no. 2037 (1650, the 2nd edition), except that

this is
' The Third Edition ', and p. [8] is not blank, but states that the

present edition is only slightly altered from the 2nd.]
Impr, 310 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for J. Adams and E. Forrest): 1652 : (eights) 12" :

pp. [14] + 318 + [4] : Pica solid.—Contents:—(as no. 2037, adding 'p. [8], note to

the Reader '.—See no. 2037, Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 345 ;
Bloxam's Magd. Reg. ii

(1876), p. 76; D.N.B.

2198. Merriot, Thomas. Vulgaria sive Miscellanea Prosaica Hinc

inde decerpta ; ... In novem Classes distributa . . . Per T, M. Sual-

cliffiensem Com, Oxon.
Impr. 186a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, through the author): 1652: (eights) 12°:

pp. [8] + 3i2 : Small pica solid.—Contents :—p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-4]

the nine classes : [5-6] pref. to schoolmasters, &c., signed
' Tho, Merriot

'

: [8]

'Typographus ad Lectorem ', and Errata: 1-312, the first five classes.—Thomas

3180 C
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Merriot, a Wykehamist and fellow of New College, vicar of Swalcliffe near Banbury,

presents a set of passages and adages from his commonplace-book, often with the

author's name; divided into Senteiitiae breves, Sententiae illustres, Similitudines

potentia, Similitudines actu, and Adagia selecta. Probably the cost of printing the

first five classes induced him to '

scrap
'

the last four. Sometimes explanations are

appended. The examples are almost all from classical authors, but a few from Erasmus.

Thomason received this treatise on Oct. 30, 1652. See Wood's Ath. O.ron. iii. 590,
and no. 2507. R.

2199. Millet, John. A Sermon preached at the funeral! of that

Reverend Divine M'" Robert Collard, Batchlour in Divinity and Pastor

of Chilton-FoUiat . . . fifty yeares, on the 9 of November 1648. By
lohn Millet Master of Arts, and Minister of Alborne . . .

Impr. 215 (Oxford, by H. Hall): 1652: sm. 4°: pp. [6] + 18: Pica solid.—

Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double border of ornn. : [3-5] Epistle dedicatory to the

widow, Joane Collard, a cousin of the writer : 1-18, the sermon, on Phil. i. 23.—This

copious divine (whose dedication, though but five sentences long, contains 830 words,
to which the second sentence contributes 413) might have been still preaching, had he

not observed that ' the floud-gates are open, and the sight of your affectionate teares,

moving my sluces too, cause [sul me to . . . contract my speech '. It may be a ques-
tion whether the writer did not grant himself one degree (without the aid of any
University) in the course of his otherwise blameless life, for no John Millet is recorded

to have taken more than a bachelorship of Arts, either at Oxford or Cambridge.
Nine-tenths of the sermon would suit the funeral of anything from an archangel to an

armadillo, but much may be forgiven to this
'

|)apery monument' (p. [5]) in view of

some real facts about Robert Collard, Greek Reader at Oxford, granted on pp. 16-18.

Millet is not in Wood's AiA. Oxon. or Fasti Oxoti. [2200] A copy in the British

Museum bears an extended imprint, no. 316 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis). See

no. 2241. Chilton Foliatt and Aldbourn are both near Hungerford in Wiltshire.

2201. [Osborne, Francis.] A Perswasive to A Mutual Compliance
under the present Government. Together with a Plea for a Free State

compared with Monarchy. . . .

Impr. 319^ (Oxford [printed by L. Lichfield]) : 1652 : sm. 4" : pp. [6] -f 42 : Pica

solid.^Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-4] Epistle dedicatory to Cromwell, unsigned,
dated '

Jan. 1. 165I' : [5] 'To the Reader' : 1-10, the Perswasive : 11-41, the Piea.^
This appears to be Francis Osborne's first work : he had no university education, but

resided in Oxford from about 1650, see Wood's Ath. Oxon. i, 705-7, and D.N.B. The

authorship need not be doubted : see note on no. 2303. He explains in the dedication

that he 'absents his name' in order to do Cromwell further service as a secret agent.
The piece advises the new Independents and the old Presbyterians to live in amity under

Cromwell, and (in the second part) to have nothing to do with Kings or Popes. It

was reprinted in the Somers Tracts (vi. 153, ed. 181 1). Thomason received this

treatise on Feb. 18, 165I, so it is strictly a '

1651
'

book.

2202. [
—

,

—
.]
A Seasonable Expostulation with the Netherlands.

Declaring their Ingratitude To, and the Necessity of their Agreement
With the Common-wealth of England.

Impr. 297 (Oxford, [by L. Lichfield] for T. Robinson) : 1652 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] +
16: Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-4] 'To the Reader', unsigned: 1-16,

the tract.—Wood (^Ath. Oxon. i. 706) states that this piece is by F. Osborne, and the

style and absence of Latin tend to confirm him. It was written for home consumption :

no Dutchman could read it without gnashing his teeth. One copy I have seen has the

upper part of the 6 in the date almost broken cff, so that the date might be read 1052.
This piece was received on June 12, 1652, by Thomason. See Wood's Ath, Oxon,
i. 706, and no. 2242.

2203. Oughtred, William. Guilelmi Oughtred Aetonensis, quondam
CoUegii Regalis in Cantabrigia Socii, Clavis IMathematicse denuo limata,
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Sive potius fabricata. Cum aliis quibusdam ejusdem Commentationibus
. . . Editio tertia auctior et emendatior.

Impr. 3025 (Oxoniae, exc. L. Lichfield, pro T. Robinson) : 1652 : (eights) 12":

pp. [16] + 151 + [3] +46 + [4] + 10 + [2] + 45 ('41') including sign, d i not counted
in the pagination while 40-1 are repeated + [3], sign. A-K^, \* : a-c^ : a-d^ : Pica
solid.—Contents :

—
p. [3] title, within bounding line, sign. A 2'" : [5] list of the

eight treatises, sign. A 3"" : [7-12]
' Ad lectorem ', sign. A4-6 : [13-15] Index capitum,

sign. A 7-8'' : 1-109,
' Clavis Mathematicse ', sign, b-h

7'' : 110-51,
' De ^quationum

. . . resolutione . . .', sign. H 7^-L 4''
: [1] title,

' Elementi Decimi Euclidis declaratio.

Necnon de Solidis . . .tractatus', sign. A i"" : 1-2,
' Notae seu symbola', sign. A 2 :

3-31, the Euclid, sign. A 3-B 4'' : 23-41, De Solidis, sign. B5-C6'': 42-3, 'De
Anatocismo sive Usura composita', sign. 06^-7^: 44-5, 'Regula falsse positionis ',

sign. c8: [i] title,
' Theorematum in libris Archimedis de Sphaera & Cylindro

Declaratio . . .', sign. A i"" : [3-4]
' Rerum . . . denotationes ', symbols used, sign.

A 2 : i-io, the piece, sign. A 3-7 : title,
'

Horologiorum sciotericorum in piano . . .

modus . . .', on sun-dials, made Oughtred's 23rd year, according to the title, sign.
A 8 : 1-43 ('41 ') + PP* 3^*1 31** passed over in the pagination, the piece, including
seven plates, sign. A 8-D 7'" : [1-2], blank: [3], three figures intended to be cut

out and inserted on pp. 40 (a volvelle), 19, 14, sign. d8^.— An arithmetic and

algebra by a great Cambridge mathematician. The first edition of this work (Lond.
1631) bore the title

' Arithmeticse . . . institutio, quae quasi Clavis mathematicse est :

the 2nd (Lond. 1648) and all following 'Clavis Mathematicae
', except that the title

(only) of the 2nd has CI. M— ca. The sequence of the issues is 1631, 1648, Oxf. 1652,
Oxf. 1667, Oxf. 1693, Oxf. 1698, the 6th being a mere reissue of the 5th with new title-

page. All editions after the 1st add the Aeqti., Aiiat., Reg. and (except the 2nd) the

Horologia : all after the 2nd add the Euclid, Sol. and Arch. An English translation

was published in 1647, rna^de by Robert Wood : and another by Edmund Halley in

1694 and 1702. The present edition was edited by John Wallis, when the author had
been persuaded by prof. Seth Ward and dr. Charles Scarborough to allow its issue.

Bernard's copy in the Bodleian has a manuscript list of Errata, and Hollar's portrait
of Oughtred (1646), which does not belong to the edition. The author's preface gives
an account of the whole work and its parts. The six last pieces added to the Clavis

form two parts with separate titles, pagination, and signatures, both with impr. 302 b.

There are many engraved figures, both in the text and full-page. See F. Cajori's
William Oughtred (1916); Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 168 ; D. N. B., Sec, and nos. 2342,
2272 (1667).

2204. Owen, dr. John. A Sermon preached to The Parliament,

Octob. 13. 1652. a Day Of Solemne Humiliation. Concerning The

Kingdome of Christ, and The Power of the Civile Magistrate about the

things of the Worship of God. By John Owen.
Impr. 259 c (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1652 : sm. 4°: pp. [3] +

54 : English solid.—Contents:—p. [1] title : 1-54, the sermon, on Dan. vii. 15-16.—
The author, as an Independent, was at this time in high favour with Cromwell ;

and

Vice-Chancellor, Dean of Christ Church, and a member of the new body of Visitors.

The discourse is such as Parliament would at this time approve, and not remarkable.

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 103, and no. 2242.

Oxford,—Univ. (Notice, July 5, 1652): see no. 2187.

2205. Prideaux, dr. John. Fasciculus Controversiarum Theologi-
carum ad Juniorum . . . Captum . . . colligatus . . . Per Johannem
Prideaux . . . Editio secunda emendatior & aucuor binis Libellis pos-
thumis ... I. Theologise Scholasticse Syntagmati \sic\.

2. Conciliorum

Synopsi . . .

Impr. 311 (Oxoniae, typis L. Lichfield, pro T. Robinson) : 1652 : sm. 4": pp. [16]

+ 323 ('363') + [i9] + 36-(-[4] + 57-f-[5]: Picasolid.—Contents:—p. [i] title, within

bounding line : [3-7] Epistola dedicatoria to William Hodges, two Worcestershire

clergy, &c. : [9-10] 'Ad Lectorem': [11-15] 'Index Capitum': [16] 'Lectori

C 2
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benevolo ',
a list of Prideaux's works : 1-323, the work : [2-13]

* Index Scripturaram
'

:

[14-17] 'Index rerum' : +no. 2179 (Syntagma) +no. 2178 (Synopsis), the two latter

being reissues, not reprints.—A reprint, with a few changes, of no. 2025 (1649) ^^^
a reissue of nos. 2179 and 2178 (1651). For the 3rd edition see no. 2667 (1*^64) :

an account of the work will be found in tlie previous numbers (2025, 2178, 2179).
A blank page before the text is filled up in this (and the 3rd) edition with a list of six

other of Prideaux's works which can be bought, and one of Matthias Prideaux's—
which is the first (tentative) list of the kind in the Oxford press which I have noticed :

see nos. 2241-2. See Wood's Aih. Oxon. iii. 268.

Randolph, Thomas. The 4th ed. of his Poems (Lond. for F. Bowman, 1652)
bears a second engraved title with '

Oxford, for F. Bowman, 1652
'

: but the edition is

wholly a London one. The old engraved title of 1640 and 1643 has simply had the

date and number of edition altered on the plate. There are two issues, see W. W. Greg's
List of English Plays (1900), p. 87.

R[owland], W[illiam]. (The late Act) : see no. 2188.

2206. Simson, Edward. Chronicon Historiam Catholicam Com-

plectens, Ab Exordio Mundi Ad Nativitatem D.N. lesu Christ i, Et exinde

ad annum a Christo nato Ixxi. . . . seriem historiarum . . . Edwardus

Simson, S.T.D. . . . contexuit, in septem Parteis distributam : cum
Parasceve ad Chronicon . . . Accessere Tabulae . . . Stemmata . . . [&c.].
Additur . . . Index Alphabeticus. \Univ. Arms.] [On the engraved title is

'Chronicon Calholicum Contextum ab Edwardo Simsonio S. Th. Doct,']
Impr. 312 (Oxoniae, per L. L. & H. H. pro T. Robinson): 1652: (fours) folio:

pp. [24] + 20 + (pt. i)[4] f6o + [6] + (pt. 2) [2]+ io8 + [io] + (pt. 3) [2] + 136 + [10]
+ (pt.4) [2] + 181 (' 171;) + [9] + (pt.5) [2] + 192 + [16] + (pt.6)[2] + 94 + [12] + (pt. 7)

[2] + 79 (' 77') + [i] : signn. A* (with two leaves bearing engravings and Tl', all four

leaves inserted between a i and a 2), b-m*, (pt. 2) a-p^ q^, (pt. 3) A-s*, (pt. 4) A-z,

Aa*, (pt. 5) A-z, Aa, *, * **, (pt. 6) A-N*, o2, (pt. 7) A-H*, i«, K^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [4] engr. portraitof the author, full-faced, with book in hand, and eight complimentary
Latin verses {l>eg.

'

Agnosco vultus') signed 'T. I.', probably Israel Tonge, his son-

in-law and editor : [5] a fine full-page engraved title (see above), of the pillar type;
in the upper part architectural ornament, tablet with title, &c. ; in centre oval view
of open country, with Adam naming the animals : also four symbolic figures ; at foot

a globe between the arms of Oxford and Cambridge : [7] title, within bounding line :

with the University Arms : [9] dedn. to the two Universities by
' Ezerel Tonge', 1651 :

[11] *Ad lectorem . . . monitis' : [12] an extended form of complimentary imprimatur
by dr. Edw. Reynolds the Vice-Chancellor, July 2, 1650, while the author was still

alive : [13-17] long address to the author from Stephen Goffe of Magdalen, May 31,

1651: [18-19]
' Authoris Vita', by Thomas Jones, of Univ. coll., with a list of

Simson's works: [19-20] two complimentary poems to the author by H. B. of All

Souls and Robt. Creswell of Trinity coll. Camb. : [21, 23, 24], r-20, the 'Parasceve

ad Chronica' or preface, with a half-title (so far all is printed by Hall) : each of the

seven following parts has a separate title-leaf, pagination, and signatures, and ends

with an unpaged index (see above for details) : Pars i 'Mosaica' from the Creation

to the death of Moses, with impr. 313 (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall impensis auctoris, 1651,
the date on all these subordinate title-pages) : pars 2

' Heroica ', to the birth of David,
with impr. iS6i5 (Oxonise, exc. L. Lichfield, per auctorem) : pars 3

'

Basilica
', to

Cyrus, with impr. 306 a (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall) : pars 4
' Persica . . . Auctore E.S.

S.T.D.', to the death of Alexander the Great, with impr. 151 «: (Oxonise, exc.

L. Lichfield): pars 5
' Macedonica ... Auctore E.S. S.T.D.', to 166 B.C., with

impr. 306 a, again : pars 6 ' Romaica '

. . . Auctore E.S. S.T.D.', to the birth of

Christ, with impr. 151 c, again : pars 7 'Mantissa . . . Additur Septuaginta Hebdoma-
dnm Danielis, & Vaticinii Jacobsei Expositio', to the fall of Jerusalem, with impr.

313, again : after the index is an (incomplete) essay 'De Sibyl linis Vaticiniis', and on
the last leaf a list of emended passages and of Errata.— This large and learned work is

in literary form, not a dry chronology, and was intended to end with the birth of

Christ. The first part and the Parasceve were published at Cambridge in 1636 in

quarto, and the scheme of the first six parts had by then been sketched out. The birth
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of Christ is taken to be Dec. 25, anno mundi 4003. Edward Simson, of Westminster

school, fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge, composed this work at his various

country livings, and wrote it out for publication in a hand as clear as print, as Jones
testifies in the Life. In the accounts of him it has not been noticed that Jones supplies
data for the exact day of his death in 1651, which is of interest from the fact that the

book was passing through the press in that year. He was born, it is known, on

May 9, 1578, and lived 73 years and 28 days : he died therefore on Friday, June 6,

1651, just a week after Gotfe's address to him. The imprimatur is in the form
'

Egregium hoc opus . . . Typis Academicis imprimendum trado '. The H. B. of All

Souls who writes a Latin poem (above) may well be Henry Birkhead. The volume,
which is completely in Latin, received the honour of being reprinted at Amsterdam in

its centenary year (1752), augmented and edited by Peter Wesseling. See D. N. B.,
and no. 2242. Parasceve in the title is TlapaaKfvri, Preparation, i.e. Introduction,

2207. Stokes, William. THE
|

VAULTING'MASTER:
|
OR,

\

THE ART OF VAVLTING.
\
Reduced to a .^lethod, comprized

under certaine Rules,
|

Illustrated by Examples, And
|

Now primarily

fetforth I By Will. Stokes.
| \line\ \ [Quotation in Latiiifrom Xenophon^ \

[line].

Impr. 304* ([by Lichfield or Hall] for R. Davis in Oxon) : 1652 : (fours) obi. 12°

pp. [40] + 15 plates, see below, signn. a, A-D* : English solid. ^Contents :— sign, a i,

title: a 2 '-2", Ep. dedic. to Henry Percy, Master of the Horse to the Prince his

Highnesse, &c. : a3''-4'' 'The Epistle to the Reader': a4^-A2'" 'The Preface':

A 2''-B
4'", complimentary verses, see below : B 4^, introductory to the Passes : c i"'-

D
3^', the 15 Passes, one on each page except one page which bears the 14th and 15th.

'The first Passe': c i", 'The second Passe...': 02'', 'The third Passe': C 2^,

'The fourth Passe . . .' : C 3^ 'The fifth Passe . . .' : c 3^ 'The sixth Passe . . .' :

C4'', 'The seventh Passe' : C j^, 'The eighth Passe . . .' : D i"",
' The ninth Passe . . .' :

D i^,
' The tenth Passe . . .' : 02"",' The eleventh Passe . . .' : D 2",

' The twelfth

Passe . . .' : 03"",
' The thirteenth Passe

'

: u 3^,
' The fourteenth Passe . . .',

' The
fifteenth Passe': D4'', a conclusion.—The book is very rare and quite notable. It

claims to be the first work on the subject, with apparent reason. Stokes started about
1 61 5 and taught Henry Percy, Master of the Horse to Charles ii when Prince of Wales,
William Cartwright, and others. The vaulting school was at the North Gale close to

St. Michael's church. Stokes died on Aug. 24, 1643, so the original London 164I
edition was brought out by himself, but the present one is posthumous, and probably
edited by John Boseley, Stokes's nephew and successor. The fullest account of the

work is to be found in an admirable article on Stokes by Percy Manning in the

Oxford Magazine, Feb. 20, 1913, where he shows that Shakespeare in i Heii. IV. iv.

i. 104-9 relers to the Pegasus Pass (plate 10 of the present work). The complimen-
tary verses are by N. H. (sign, a 2^), R. W. (a 4''), Stephen Skinner (b 1'), Richard

Godfrey (B2''), Jo. Shearman (b 3''), S. G. (b 3^^). They make fun of the wooden
horse provided by Stokes, comparing it with the Trojan Horse, Balaam's Ass which
refused to move, yet gave instruction, and so on. The book teaches so well, that
'

you'll a deed of Benefactour doe,
|

To joyne your Schoole to Bodkfs Buildings too
'

(B2'). The plates and letterpress are simply a reissue of those of 1641, except the

new title-page. See nos. 2283 (1655) and 2241, where ' Sixleene brasse figures
are mentioned. The illustrations are good, steel- or copper-plates, and occur as

follows :
—

Illustrations

' The First Figure
'

mces
I.

' The Pass into the Sadie
'

,,

2
'

John O-Neale '

,,

3.
' Ouer the head of the Horse *

„
4.

' The Pomado at the Taile' „

5. 'The Millers Passe' „
6. ' The Pomado at the hind legg' „
7.

' The Hercules Leape
*

„
8. * Y Pomado at the hind bow of y Sadie

'

„

sign.



sign.
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1653.

The first sitting of the Second Commission appointed on June 15, 1652, seems not
to have taken place till June 20, 1653 (when the 'Rump' Parliament had come to an
end (April 20), and the new Parliament was about to meet). The new Independents
were more concerned with the encouragement of studies than the Presbyterians who
preceded them, but were equally desirous that their own views on religion and church
government should prevail. The building of the Oriel college

'
ball court

'

for fives
in this year was a healthy sign. It was a quiet time in Oxford, on the whole.
The hotheads in Parliament and elsewhere were anxious in 1653 and 1654 to

suppress all Universities, and some of the pamphlets relating to the question will be
found among the Minor Pieces of those years. This movement caused the well-known
lines, printed in Rump, or an exact Collection of Poems and Songs (Lond. 1662),
p. 1 5, of which one stanza is :

—
Wee'l down with all the Versifies,
Where Learning is profest.

Because they practice and maintain
The language of the Beast

;

Wee'l drive the Doctors out of doors.
And parts what ere they be ;

Wee'l cry all Arts and Learning down
And hey then up go zve.

The poem ends significantly :

Except the Gallows claim his due,
And hey then tip go we.

Minor Pieces.

The year 1653 is central for a controversy which arose as to the utility of the two
Universities. It was perhaps inevitable that Presbyterians and Independents alike,

having overthrown the Church of England and its appurtenances, should consider that
a new era had also begun for the Church's two strongholds. The contest was chiefly

waged in connexion with Cambridge, but Oxford men joined in, and fighting was

promiscuous. Anthony Wood has a good general account of the fray in his History
of the University of Oxford (ii. 657-9 = Oxford, 1 796). The attackers held that humane
learning was not a means appointed by Christ for the understanding of the Gospel, and
that the Universities corresponded, not to the Schools of tlie Prophets, but to the

idolatrous high places, in the Old Testament. In August 1653 Parliament discussed

the abolition of Universities, but stopped short of that extreme step (see no. 2249).
The chief writers and works in the controversy were the following, which are sum-

marily described in order of their issue :
—

a. Nov. 1652. 2211. B[oreman], R[obert]. Ilai8(ia-Opiaix06s. The Triumph of

Learning over Ignorance . . . Being an Answer to foure Quseries. Whether there be any
need of Universities . . . proposed . . . October 3. 1652. ... By ... R. B. ... : (London,
1653, 4°: pp. [8] + 36).

—The prefatory pages contain a list of the Universities of Europe.
The title on p. i is

' A short vindication of the Use and Necessity of Vniversities '.

The occasion and writer were connected with Cambridge, and with the custom of

propounding questions
' after the second sermon

'

in churches. See Wood's Fasti

Oxon. ii. 55 ;
Hist, of Univ. ii. 658-9 : the piece is reprinted in the Harleian

Miscellany. Thomason received the work on Nov. 13, 652. Boreman was a fellow

of Trinity college, Cambridge, deprived of his office by the Commissioners.

h. Feb. i65§. 2212. Waterhouse, Edward. An humble . . . Apologie for Learning
and Learned Men. By Edward Waterhous, Esq. (London, 1653, 8° : pp. [8] + 264).—

Chiefly an appeal on general grounds, but there is an historical section on pp. 43-72,
from which it may be gathered that in 2 100 B.C. Britain was called Samothea, that Bladud

studied in Athens and founded a school at Stamford, that
'

holy Tathajus
'

was President
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of king
' Caradoe's ' school at Winchester, and the like. On pp. 25-6 are notes of great

libraries. Received by Thomason on Feb. 2, i65§. The author was perhaps a

Cambridge man, but resided in Oxford during the Commonwealth, and about 1663
became a F.R..S.

c. April 1653. 2213. Dell, rev. William. The Stumbling-Stone . . . wherein the

University [of Cambridge] is reproved by tlie Word of God . . . (London, 1653, sm. 4° :

pp. [8] + 40).—A sermon on Matt. xi. 6, warning all Universities to repent, in opposition
to Humfry Chambers's Animadversions (Feb. 165!) on Dell's Crucified . . . Christian

(Oct. 1652). The present treatise was received by Thomason on April 20, 1653.
Dell was at this time Master of Caius college, Cambridge. See Index to vol. ii.

d. May 1653. 2214. Sedgwick, rev. Joseph. A Sermon [on i Cor. xiv. i]. Preached

at . . . Cambridge May 1st, 1653. Or, An Essay to the discovery of the Spirit . . . that

disturbs and strikes at the Universities. . . . Together with An Appendix , . . [against]

M'' Del's Stumblingstone . . .: And A fuller discourse of the use of Universities . . .

(London, 1653, sm. 4°: pp. [6] + 58).—The author was a fellow of Christ's college,

Cambridge.

e. Dec. 1653. 2215. Dell, rev. William. The Tryal of Spirits Both in Teachers &
Hearers . . . [against] Carnal and Antichristian Clergie . . . Testified ... to the Uni-

versity-Congregation in Cambridge. By William Dell. Whereunto is added A . . .

Confutation of divers Errors delivered by M'' Sydrach Simpson. In a Sermon . . ,

there, Anno 1653 . . . (London, 1653, 4° : pp. [8] + 68 + (the Confiitatioit) [i 2] + 50 +

( TestiTtiony , . . against Divinity Degrees, &c.) 30].
— An attack by the Master of Caius

on the Master of Pembroke at Cambridge. Dell opposed the Universities, though the

head of a college (Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 281 n,'). Thomason received this piece on

Dec. 4, 1653.

f. March 165I. 22l6. 5 Kendall, rev. George. A Fescue for a Home-Book, or an

Apology for University-Learning [pp. 145-67 of Kendall's Sancti Sanciti. Or, . . .

The Pet-severance of the Saints (London, 1654, fol.)].— In 1651 John Goodwin, an old

Cambridge divine, projected into the world Redemption redeemed, and in February 165I
John Home, also of Cambridge, his Infant Baptism, with a digression against Kendall
who had ponderously answered Goodwin's tome by his QtiOKparia (London, 1653, fol.).

So Kendall adds as an Appendix to his Sancti Sanciti a fescue (or pointing rod) with
the above title, which sufficiently explains the piece, and indicates a desire to teach

Home the ABC of Learning. Kendall had been a fellow of Exeter college, Oxford.
For Webster's and Seth W^ard's contributions to the discussion (1654) see nos.

2253, 2251.

g. Jan. i65f. 2217. Leigh, Edward. A Treatise of Religion and Learning , . .

(London, 1656 [Jan. 165I], folio: pp. [12] -I- 374 + [34]).
—A work of industry rather

than intellect. An account of Oxford is at pp. 92-100. Books 3-6 are an alphabetical
list of learned men of all times. Issued in Jan. 165S, but no doubt prepared in con-
nexion with the controversy then ending. He upholds the Universities. Leigh was a

M. A. of Magdalen hall, Oxford, and had been M.P. for Stafford. The book was entered

at Stationers' Hall on Dec. 24, 165I.

2218. *f Harmar, John. [A fulsome address to Cromwell (Chancellor of the

University) from the Professor of Greek, beginning
' Serenissimo . . . Olivero, Anglise,

Scotise, & Hibernice Protectori . . . 'S.v^xapi.cTiKuv Votivum', professing to be from
all Oxford (' Ego cum reliqua Academia Oxoniensi'), and signed 'Jo. Harmarus . . .']

[London] : (1653) : br. s., folio.—The point of this address, which endeavours to

bear an official form, is probably in the words which follow the signature,
'

Linguae Gr.

apud OxoniensesPr3el[ector] Pub. Quitotum jam Triennium Publico Munere defunctus,
solus inter omnes Praelectores Tuos, &c.' : in a Bodleian copy some one has expanded
the '&c.' into 'esurit'. This esurient address is, in short, a bid for the Protector's
further favours. The date is determined by the word ' triennium ', since Harmar was
appointed to his office in April 165&. Cromwell was not Protector till Dec. 16, 1653,
so the date of the petition was probably in that month. R.
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2219. Oxford—University. [Order of the Delegates de negotiis

publicis about the expenses &c. of determining Bachelors, Feb. 27, 1653,
i.e. i65|.]

[Oxford, by L. Lichfield]: (1653): br. s., 12°: answering—given—Knights.—
The Delegacy had been appointed on the preceding Oct. 19. The first words are
' At a meeting of the Delegates in D. Stauntons Lodgings '. The only known copy
is in the Oxford University Archives.

2220. —,

—
. [Order of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Heads of

Houses against coursing, &c., Feb. 28, 1653, i.e. i65f.]
Impr. no (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : (1653): br. s., folio: seve—the—upon.^h.

reprint of no. 2156 with altered date. The only known copy is in the Oxford

University Archives.

2221. Rowe, John. Tragi-Comoedia. Being a Brief Relation of

the Strange, and Wonderfull hand of God discovered at Witny, in the

Comedy Acted there February the third, where there were some Slaine,

many Hurt . . . Together with what was Preached in three Sermons on
that occasion from Rom. i. 18. Both which May serve as some Check
to . . . Atheisme ... By John Rowe of C.C.C. in Oxford, Lecturer

in the Towne of Witny . . .

Impr. 182 a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for H. Cripps) : 1653 : sm. 4° : pp. [20] +
'81' (really 79, for 49-50 are omitted in the pagination) + [1] : English solid.^
Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [3-6] dedn. to the town of Witney : [7-19] 'A briefe Narra-

tive of The Play Acted at Witny the third of February 1652 . . . with its sad and

Tragicall End' : 1-81, the substance of three sermons run into one.—On Thursday,
Feb. 3, 165!, a market day, the play of Mucedorus was acted at the White Hart inn at

W'itney by some Stanton Harcourt players, who had prepared for it by practising since

Michaelmas and had performed it at '

[North] Moore, Stanlake, South-Leigh, Cumner'.
The Town Hall had been refused them, so they took a large oblong room in the yard
of the White Hart, which had been a malting room, above a ' Shufle-board-roome '.

A rude woodcut on p. [13] shows that the floor was supported by a shorter beam,
over a foot square in section, which stretched across the room about a quarter of the

way from one end : into the middle of this ran (at right angles) one end of a longer
but weaker beam which apparently bore the whole weight of the audience, stretching
for three-quarters of the length of the room into the wall at the far end. The two
beams formed a T, and it was the stronger and shorter beam which gave way at the

point where the longer beam entered and weakened it. A drum and trumpet had

summoned the people about 7 p.m., and three hundred crowded in. After two hours

(when two-thirds of the play had been acted) the floor gave way slowly, and the

audience found themselves in a heap in the room below. Only six died, five of them

probably being stifled ; and about sixty were wounded. The players
' received no hurt '.

Rowe's long comment on this is of course a tirade against stage-plays, actors playing
women's parts in women's garments (p. 43), and the wickedness of Witney (pp. 45-8).
The preacher was, however, not able to make much material for his argument out of

the last words pronounced before the catastrophe, which were (p. [12])
' Thou shalt

be fed with Quailes, and Partridges, |

With Black-birds, Larkes, Thrushes, and

Nightingales '. The last printed edition of Mucedoms before this year was that of

1639, ^°'i t^s quotations show that the full text was used even at this rustic perform-
ance : its author is still unknown, though Malone was persuaded that he was Robert

Greene. John Rowe was a fellow of Corpus at Oxford. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii.

1 1 29. R.

Sir John Birkenhead's aiionymous T'wo centuries of FauVs Chtirchyard [London :

1653?], a reprint of two mock lists of books and pieces, issued in 1651, bears

on its title-page the arms of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, but is

otherwise very slightly concerned with either University. It is reprinted in the

Harleian Miscelhmy, and a copy of the original is in Worcester college (O.vford)

library, but it is not in the British Museum or Bodleian : which, however, both possess
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the original separate issues (' Paul's Church-yard. Libri Theologici, Politici, Historici,
Nundinis Paulinis . . . prostant venales. . • . Done into English for the Assembly of

Divines ', (Classes i-iv) : and ' Pauls Church-yard. Libri Theologici . . . [&c.]
Centuria Secunda', (Classes v-ix) : each 8 pages 4°, with 100 mock titles. A few
relate to Oxford, nos. 35. 38, 53 (All Souls), 54 (St. John's), 96 (Anne Green's

hanging, Dec. 14, 1650 c, 167-8 (dr. Joshua Hayle, master of Univ. coll.). Thomason
received these two parts on July 6, 1659, t>ut they were issued long before that date,

namely in 1651, or 1653 at latest. R.

Almanac. For a sheet Almanac of 1653, see under Periodicals.

Oxford Press.

2222. Ashwell, rev. George. Fides Apostolica or A Discourse

asserting the received Authors and Authority of the Apostles Creed. . . .

Hereunto is added a double Appendix, the First touching the Athanasian,
the Second touching the Nicene Creed. By Geo. Ashwell B.D. . . .

Impr. 317 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, for J. Godwin and R. Davis) : 1653: (eights)
12°: pp. [32] + 308 + [4] : Pica solid.— Contents:—P. [i] title, within line: [3-10]

Ep. dedic. to Thomas lord Wenman : [11-16]
' The Contents of the Chapters

'

: [17-31]
'To the . . . Reader' : 1-242, the work : 243-7, first Appendix: 248-308, second

Appendix: [i]
' Errata'.—Ashwell was a fellow of Wadham, 1635-47, who seems

to have submitted to the Visitation and was Rector of Hanwell near Banbury 1658-94.
This was his first work, based on some Wadham college lectures, and written in lord

Wenman's house, i.e. at Thame or Twyford. It is a sensible and learned defence of

an impossible position. Chapter xii deals with supplementary creeds. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 396 ;

Gardiner's Wadham Register, i. 96 ; D. N.B.; and nos. 2241,
2266.

2223. Austen, Ralph. A Treatise of Fruit-trees Shewing the manner
of Grafting, Setting, Pruning, and Ordering of them . . . With the

Alimentall and Physicall vse of fruiis. Togeather with the Spirituall vse

of an Orchard ... By Ra: Austen. Practiser in y Art of Planting [an

engraving of a Garden enclosed, and engraved imprint].
Impr. 297 a (Oxford [by L. Lichfield] for T. Robinson) : 1653 : sm. 4° : pp. [26]

+ 95 ('97'> b^'t 30-1 ^'^ omitted in the pagination) + [i] + second part, see below:

signn., one leaf of engr. title : H, HH, HIIII, a-m* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i]

engraved title-page, by I. Goddard : [3-7] Ep. dedicatory to Samuel Hartlib : [9-12]
'To the Reader': [13-21] 'The Analysis', scholastically elaborate: [23-6] 'A
Table. . .', a non-scholastical list of subjects; i-'97', the 'natural' part of the
treatise.

2224. (
—

,

—
.)

The Spirituall use of an Orchard; or Garden of

Fruit-trees. Held forth in diverse Similitudes ...
No imprint or date : sm. 4° : pp. [12] + 41 + [i], signn. **, **2, p-t^ : Pica solid.—

Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-4] Ep. dedicatory to dr. Henry Langley, master of
Pembroke coll., Oxford, signed 'Ra: Austen': [5-9] 'Preface to the Reader':

[11-12] 'Propositions Shadowed out unto us by Observations in Nature . . .' : 1-41,
the '

spiritual' part of the treatise.—Ralph Austen was a practical gardener at Oxford,
with some education, but never a member of the University. He was admitted to the

Bodleian in 1652, and was Registrary to the Visitors. Wood {Fasti Oxon. ii. 174)
considers that Austen overweighted the gardening part by the very artificial moral

addition, which was made still more prominent in the 2nd edition issued at Oxford in

1657 (nos. 2237-8). A 3rd came out at Oxford in 1665 (no. 2692). In the year of

his death (1676) Austen issued A Dialogue . . . betweett the Husbandmaji and F7-uit-

trees published at Oxford, which is practically a fourth edition. This first edition is

not common, and the Bodleian did not possess it till 19 19. The second is commoner :

the third omits the '

spiritual
'

part, substituting observations on Bacon's Natural
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History, see no. 2374, The Dialogue is a curious shorter re-casting of the natural
and spiritual parts, in which the Trees talk with the Gardener and make some very
proper arboreal remarks. The engraved title by John Goddard exhibits at top
'Profits' shaking hands with 'Pleasures', then the title, next a neat enclosed garden
with central ornamental beds, and at foot the imprint. Probably the printing of the

second part, beginning with sign. P, was begun before the first was finished—which
accounts for the absence of N and o, the place of which is taken by * and **, see

above. Thoniason received a copy in June 1653. See no. 2242. R.

2225. (Barksdale, Clement.) The Disputation at Winchcombe
Nov. 9. M DC Liii. [^quolatiofi,

then
orn.'\

Impr. 318 (Oxford, by L. L. for E. Thome) : (1653) : (eights) 12° : pp. [6] + 39 +
[3]: Long primer solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title, without author's name, within

border of ornn. : [3-4] quotations from Hammond : [5-6]
' To the Ministers his

opponents vytaivav', dated ' Oxon, Nov. 16. 1653', signed Clement Barksdale : 1-31,
the disputation : 32-3, additions : 34,

'

Queries upon the Covenant at Winchcombe
1652' : 35-9, a letter 'To Mr. A. P.', i.e. A. Palmer, Nov. 2, 1653 : [2-3] 'To his

congregation at Sudeley-Castle ', signed
' C. B.' and dated 'Scripsi 23 Novemb. die

S. dementis, natali meo 45. An. Ch. 1653'.—Clement Barksdale of Gloucester hall,

Oxford (B.A. 1629), submitted after the Civil War and was minister at Sudeley Castle

near his native place Winchcombe in Gloucestershire. On Nov. 9, 1653, at Winch-
combe he disputed with some Nonconformist ministers and laymen who denied that

a Minister ought to give the Sacraments to a mixed congregation (i.e. one in

which there are ignorant and '

profane
'

persons, as well as the professedly religious),
even of Communicants. The disputation was as unfruitful as usual, beginning with

formal method and ending with altercation. A Bodleian copy notes (in manuscript)
that in 1. 10 from foot of p. 25 for 'two or three' should be read 'church', and that

A. P. on p. 35 is a mr. A. Palmer of Bourton on the Water. The Account was
written on Nov. 11, and '

printed with license' Nov, 16. The copy notes that it was
dr. Gerard Langbaine, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, who licensed it. See Wood's At/i.

Oxon. iv. 223. A second edition was entered in the Stationers' Hall Registers on

April 12, 1654, but is not known to have been published.

2226.
[
—

,
—

.]
Noctes Hibemse. Winter-nights Exercises. The

First Night. VII. Decads of sacred Sentences put into English verse. . . .

Impr. 319 (London, by T. Warren for E. Thorn at Oxford) : 1653 : (eight) 12":

pp. 14 + [2].—^Contents :
—

p. i, title : 3,
' To the Reader' : 5-14, 'Sacred Sentences'.

—Seventy rhyming couplets, each with the Latin sentence which is paraphrased,
derived from the New Testament or later writers to Thomas a Kempis and Luther.

The preface states that these were fireside exercises set by a Master to ten Scholars

on seven occasions. This would account for the quality of the verse. Wood {AiA.
Oxon. iv. 223, and in his copy of the book) asserts that the author was Clement

Barksdale, who was master of the Hereford Grammar School 1637-46. An example

may be given :

4th decad. 2. Oratio7ti lectio, lectioni succedat oratio. Hier.[onymus]

Pray, read : read, pray. Ingenuous Scholars shou'd

Use this Religious Vicissittide. R.

Basse, William, ' The Pastorals and other workes of William Basse never before

imprinted . . . 1653. Imprinted at Oxford &ct Are to be sold &ct '. vSuch is the title

of a manuscript which was in 1893 in the possession of messrs. Ellis and Elvey of

London: it had passed through the Corser sale (1869) and Cosens sale (1890), and

has been twice printed, (i) by J. Payne Collier in his Reprints, 1870, and (2) by
R, Warwick Bond in his Poetical Works of William Basse (1893), Though intended

for the Oxford Press, it never reached the light through thji"- agency, for some unknown

reason. There are in the MS. and editions some commendatory verses by dr. R(alph)

B(athurst) written in Jan. 165I.

2227. Bogan, Zachary. Meditations of the Mirth of a Chri.stian Life.

And The Value Mirth of a Wicked Life. ... By Zach: Bogan of C.C.C.

Oxon. . , .

Impr. 316 (Oxford, by H, Hall for R. Davis) : 1653: (eights) 12°: pp. [43 + 37°
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['560'] + [2], signn. T, a-t8, v*, x-z^, Aa^ : Pica solid.—Contents : p. [i] title:

[3-4] ded. epistle to the author's Mother,
'

M'''' loane Bogan ', dated ' C.C.C. June 3.

1653' : 1-370, the treatise in four books, pp. 137, 217, 313 : [1-2] 'A Catalogue of

Books Printed for, and to be sold by Richard Davis at his shop neare Oriell Colledge
in O.xford', 25 in number.—Zachary Bogan ,

fellow of C.C.C, Oxford, died in 1659 at

the age of 3 4, a retired and studious theologian. In the preface to this and the next

work (which was issued first) he discourses on his melancholy and illness, which began
upon him when by his mother's desire he began to print the Meditations, and have
had their influence even on the signatures, for the fourth book is tacked on after

a half-sheet. In fact, wicked joy escapes with only half its proper length of castiga-
tion. Bogan was a grandson of Prothasie, sir Thomas Bodley's sister. The mirth is

painfully and seriously inculcated, with few sentences more jocose than such as

(pp. 4-5)
' To htjoyfull, 'tis life, and more : for it is the very life of life, If a life be

never so lo>ig, & high in honours and preferments; if it be not large too . . . 'tis but
to be in a prison in green fields that are a man's own '. The book is disfigured by the

number of words italicized for emphasis, as is no. 2228. The paging of sheet Aa
(361-70) is 392, 352-4, 359, 560 ! Pp. 311-12, being a blank leaf, is usually torn out.

The two-page list of Davis's books is the first which I have observed in an Oxford
book : see at end of this book, after Periodicals ;

and Advertisements in Index.

Thomason received this book on June 19, 1653.

2228. Bogan, Zachary. A View of the Threats and Punishments
Recorded in the Scriptures, Alphabetically composed. With some
briefe Observations upon severall Texts. By Zachary Bogan of C.C.C.

Oxon . . .

Impr. 316 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1653 : (eights) 12° : pp. [24] -1-629

('641 ', but pp. 513-14 and 592-601 are omitted in the pagination) -t- [3] : Pica solid.^
Contents :

—
p. [3] title, within border of oinn. and lines : [5-10] Dedic. epistle to his

father, "William Bogan, 'C.C.C. Jun. 29, 1652' : [11-18] 'To the Christian Reader':

[19-23] 'The table', an alphabetical list of the subjects of threat, in the order in

which they are dealt with in the book : i-' ^34
'

the treatise :
'

635-41 ', Appendix of

passages omitted : '641
' ' Errata'.—The Epistle refers to no. 2227, and states that

before writing the former book '

being in a Booksellers shop, and looking upon
a treatise of God's Promises ; I asked the Bookseller, whether he knew of any Treatise

of his Threats ', and finding none he resolved to supply the deficiency, and wrote the

book '
in very little more then a fortnight's time '.

2229. Jeanes, rev. Henry. The want of Church-government No
warrant for a totall omission of the Lord's Supper . . . Whereunto is now
added, A Reply unto Mr Fulhvood ... By Henry leanes Minister of

God's Word at Chedzoy in Sommerset-Shire.

Impr. 320 (Oxford, by H. Hall, for T. Robinson) : 1653 : (eights) 12° : pp. [8] +
*

336
'

[really 328] -t- [4] : the pagination must be corrected by the signatures, which
are Tl*, a-h^, i*, k^ (with additional two leaves k 2 and k 3 inserted after K i), L-x^ :

Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [2] Approbation by Robert Crosse, Luckam (Luckham in

Somerset), Nov. 16, 1650: [3] title, within bounding line : [5-6] Ep. dedicatory to

col. John Pyne : [7] Request from ten preachers at Taunton, June 13, 1649, that

Jeanes would consider the question dealt with in the book, for their next meeting on

July 4, 1650: I-' 146', the treatise : [i] title, within bounding line, 'The Examiner

Examined, or A Reply unto M"" P'ullwood ... By . . . Henry jeanes . . . ', with impr.

295a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson), 1653: [3-5, two intrusive leaves,
K 2, K 3] 'To the Reader': [5] 'Errata' for the whole book: '131 '-'336', the

Reply: [1-3] 'A Catalogue of Bookes Printed for, and to be sold by Thomas
Robinson at his shop near S. Maries Church in Oxford ', see below.—A defence of the

administration of the Holy Communion in a church not under ruling Elders or

Presbyters. The first edition was issued in 1650 in London : this second edition

contains an answer to a printed Briefe Examination of /I/'' Jeanes his Arguments by
F. Fullwood, which seems not to have reached the large libraries, but most of which is

here reprinted. It will be noted that half this book is printed by Hall and half by
Lichfield. See Wood's Ath. Oxon, iii. 591. Thomason received this book on
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Nov. 34, 1653. For the list of Robinson's publications at the end of the book,
obviously a retort to Davis's list, see after Periodicals. The word '

coccysme
' on

p. 304, meaning
' vain repetition ',

like a cuckoo's cry, seems not to be found elsewhere.

2230. [Ley, Henry.] Exceptions many and just Against two Injurious
Petitions exhibited to the Parhament. The one luly 16. The other

Aug. 4. [^bracket] 1653. . . . against Tithes . . . [and] all Forced . . .

Maintenance of Ministers, Examined ... By Theophilus Philadelphus . . .

Impr. 295 g (^Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1653 : sm. 4° : pp. [20] +

43 + [i], signn. a-b^, A^ b-f* g^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-19] 'To
the Ministers of England ', dated ' from Oxford Aug. 9, 1653': [20] Errata: 1-28,
the first petition considered : 29-43, the second considered.—The author, John Ley,
confesses himself in the Epistle dedicatory of his Acquittance or Discharge (Lond.
1654). Much of the Petitions is reprinted here. Tliomason received this book on

Sept. 9, 1653. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 576.

2231. [Master, William.] Ao'yot "EvKatpot, Essayes an"^ Observations

Theologicall & Morall. . . . with some Meditations & Prayers ... By
a Student in Theologie.

Impr. 321 (London, by R. W.[hite?] for R. Davis, Oxford) : 1653 : (eights) 16° :

pp. [16] + 107 + [9] + 27 + [i], signn. A-H, A-B^.—Contents:—p. [i] title, within

border of ornn. : [3-6] 'To. .. his ... Parents
'

: [7-13] 'To the indifferent Reader':

[15]
* A premunition . . .' : [16]

' Errata' : 1-107, the' treatise : [2-3]
' The contents

of every Observation
'

: [3-4]
' The Publisher to the Reader

'

: [6] Title,
'

Drops of

Myrrhe, or Meditations and Prayers, Fitted to divers of the preceding Arguments . . .',

impr. 321 (as above) and separate pagination and signatures : [8] 'The Arguments' :

[9] 'An Advertisement to the Reader': 1-27, the treatise.— William Master was
a fellow of Merton {d. 1684"!, and this was his first work. Since it describes shortly

types of qualities (frugality, discontent, &c.), dr. Bliss included the book in his

collection of 'Characters' (Sale Catal. 1858, p. 2, p. 163). It is a hasty youthful
book : the author confesses to a Cacoethcs scrihendi, and on the other hand to a desire

not to be 'injurious to my Genius', 'More than one Press' was made use of, for

expedition's sake (see Errata, and Publisher's note), but all parts were apparently

printed in London. The chief (London) Printer, R. W., is probably Robert White,

possibly Robert Wood. See Wood's Ath. Oxon, iv. 148, which identifies the author.

Thomason did not receive this book until Dec. i, 1654, so there may have been some

long delay in the publication.

Mayne, dr. Jasper. Certaine Sermons and Letters of Defence and Resolution, to

some of the late Controversies Of Our Times. By Jas: Mayne D.D. (London, for

R. Royston, 1653, 4°).^This consists of six parts stitched together, and does not

properly count as an Oxford book, though Davis stocked it for sale there :
—

1. Title-page and list of contents (London, 1653).
2. Sermon against Schisme (London, 1652),

3. The London (1647) reprint of no. 1903 (Sermon on Unity).

4. The London (1647) reprint of no. 1910 (Sermon against False Prophets).

5. No. 1932 (the preceding Sermon vindicated
; London, 1647).

6. No. 1941 f.the People's War; Oxford, 1647).
See Davis's Book Lists, after Periodicals.

2232. Owen, dr. John. Diatriba de Justitia divina. Seu lustitiae

Vindicatricis Vindiciae . . . Authore Johanna Owen Collegii ^dis Christi

. . . Decano . . .

Impr. 322 (Oxonise, [exc. L. Lichfield] per T. Robinson): 1653: (eights) 12°:

pp. [56] + 296, signn. V (with ** inserted after III), HH, *WX B-T^, u« : Pica solid.—

Contents :—p. [i] title, within a line : [3-9] Ep. dedicatory to the Chancellor of the

University, Cromwell, from the author as Vice-Chancellor, dated Oxford, Dec. 31,

1652, in ill health : [i 1-53]
' Ad Lectorem Prsefatio

'
: [55-6]

'

Typographus Lectori ',

with errata : 1-296, the treatise.-The preface states that the treatise is due to some
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Theses in the July Act of 1652, the treatment of which favoured Socinianism and is

here refuted. The printer (Lichfield) explains that the absence of the author in

London and the haste of printing caused the work from the printing point of view to
be a '

fatalis infaelicitas '. In the very year in which the prolific author wrote this dull

controversial treatise, he was, according to Wood {Ath, Oxon. iv. 98, cf. 104), 'going
in quirpo like a young scholar, with powdred hair, snake-bone bandstrings, lawn

band, a large set of ribbonds pointed at his knees, and Spanish leather boots, with

large lawn tops, and his hat mostly cock'd '. In the preface
' A.V.' 'E.V.' seem to

mean Amplitudo Vestra and Excellentia Vestra. On sign. TITJ i"" after apicibus for £/

place a comma. An English translation of the treatise was published at London
about 1792. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 104; and Robinson's Book List, after

Periodicals.

Oxford—Univ. : see nos. 2219-20.

[Prideaux, Mathias.] Of Politicall History (1653) : see nos. 2260 (1654).

[
—

,
—

.] Of the History of Successions (1653) : see no. 2260 (1654).

Rowe, John. (Tragi-comoedia) : see no. 2221.

2233. Savage, dr. Henry, master of Balliol coll., Oxford. Quaestiones

tres, In Novissimorum Comitiorum Vesperiis Oxon. discussae. An

\lracket'\ Psedobaptismus sit licitus ? Aff. Christus, in quern Baptiza-

mur, sit Deus? Aflf. Haeretici, qua Haeretici, sint ultimo supplicio
damnandi ? Neg. Resp. H. Savage SS.T.D. Coll. Ball. Quibus prae-

figitur Epistola . . . de ratione hujus earundem editionis. . . .

Impr. 151 a' (Oxoniee, typis L. Lichfield) : 1653 : sm. 4° : pp. [10] +'24' (but 11-

12 are omitted in the pagination) + [2], signn. A*( -(- 2 leaves inserted after Ai), B-c*,
d" + I leaf: PZnglish solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [4-5] an inserted letter of recom-

mendation from bp. Brian Duppa, March 28, 1653, see below : [7-9]
' Lectori ', the

'epistola', dated Dec. 28. 1652 : 1-9, 9-16, 16-24, the Theses: 24, Postscript : 25,
'Errata typographica '.—Henry Savage was elected Master of Balliol on Feb. 20,

165^, and took his D.D. degree on Oct. 16, 1651. The Theses were maintained in

the Vesperies preceding the Act of 1652, i.e. in July 1652. John Tombes took up
the controversy in his Refutatio Positionis . . . ab Henrico Savage . . . propositi

(Lond. 1653), which was answered by Savage in 1655 (see no. 2281). The three

works sufficiently describe the incidents cf the Vesperies in question. Thomason
received Savage's book on March i, 1655, so the strange and poorly printed insertion

of Duppa's letter can only be found in some copies, and its absence does not imply an

imperfection. The letter seems to imply that Savage wrote verses. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iii. 958.

2234. Scheiblerus, Christophorus. Christophori Scheibleri . . .

Liber Commentariorum Topicorum . . . [&c., nearly as no. 862, in vol. ii,

pp. 137, xv]. Editio nova correctior.

Impr. 296 a (Oxonige, exc. H. Hall, per J. Godwin, J. Adams, & E. Forrest) :

1653: (eights) 12°: pp. [16] + 582 + [26] : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i],
title within border of lines, and with lines 2, 4, 6, 8, 1 2 in ?-ed, as well as the first lines of

the imprint and the date : [2-16] prefatory matter and index of contents, as in 1637 :

I-5S2, the work in 31 chapters: [1-26] 'Index rerum'.—-An indigestible treatise on

Logic, deriving its name no doubt from Aristotle's Tpn-iwa, but not limited to the logic
of the probable. The first edition appears to have been issued at Giessen in 1614,
and the (Giessen) 1620 edition was 'Editio nova correctior'. The 1637 Oxford
edition (no. 862) appears to be a reprint of the 1620 edition, with slightly different

prefatory matter, and this a reprint of the 1637 edition. It is on a larger scale than

the little logics of Smith, Brerevvood, and Sanderson. See no. 2266.

2235. Sennertus, Daniel. Danielis Sennerti Uratislaviensis Epitome
Naturalis Scientise. Adjiciuntur duo Indices . . . Annectitur etiam
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Auctarium Epitomes Physices, Auctore eodem . . . Editio novissima
necnon emendatissima.

Impr. 323 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, per H. Cripps : 1653 : (eights) 12" : pp. [16] +
606 + [24] + 58 + an illustration, see below: Pica solid.— Contents :

—
pp. [1-2] 7iot

seen : [3] title : [5-9] Ep. dedicatory to Severinus Schato, dated '

Witeberg. Calend.

April . . . 1618' : [10-12]
' Lectori . . .' : [13-14] 'Index librorum et capitum

'
:

[15-16] not seen : 1-606, the work in 8 books : [1-2]
' Conclusio '

: [3-22] indexes :

[23]
' Auctarium Epitomes Fhysicse . . .' a title with impr. 324 (Oxonire, exc. H. Hall,

per H. Cripps, 1653) : [24] passage from Galen : 1-58, the Epitome, a cento.—
Apparently first published in 1618, then 1624, then (Oxford) 1632, no. 721. A third

Oxford edition was issued in 1664 (no. 2675). A woodcut illustration 'Schema
omnium ventorum

'

is between pp. 2S0 and 281, not counted in the pagination.
Sennertus died in 1637.

2236. Twisse, dr. William. The Riches of Gods Love . . . con-
sistent with His Absolute Hatred ... Of the Vessells of Wrath. Or an
Answer unto , . . Gods Love unto Mankind ... In two bookes The First

being a Refutation of the said Booke ... by M^ Hord . . . The Second

being an Examination of certain Passages inserted into ]\I. Hords Dis-

course ... by an Author supposed to be M"" INIason ... By that Great

. . . Light of Gods Church, William Twisse D.D. . . . Whereunlo are

annexed Two Tractates of the same Author in Answer unto D. H. The
one concerning Gods Decrees . . . The other about . . . Predestination.

Together with A Vindication of D. Twisse from the exceptions of

Mr John Goodwin In his Redemption Redeemed. By Henry Jeanes. . . .

Impr. 325 (Oxford, by L. L. & H. H. for T. Robinson) : 1653 : (fours) folio :

pp. [14, pr. by Lichfield] +' 295
'

(but title-leaf omitted in pagination after p. 102) +

[3] + '262' (but 171-4 and title-leaf after p. 200 are omitted in pagination) + [2],

signn. Tl^, A-z, Aa-Pp, Aaa-Xxx* Yyy^, Aaaa-Mmmm'* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [2] Approbation by dr. John Owen, Vice- Chancellor : [3] title : [5-6] Ep.
dedicatory to Michael Oldisworth by his nephew the editor, Henry Jeanes : [7-8] 'To
the Reader' by the editor: [9] title of the ist book, with impr. 295 </ (Oxford, by
L. Lichfield for T. Robinson): [11-12] list of contents: [13] title of 1st book,
1st part, with impr. 326 (Oxford, by L. L. for T. R.) : 1-102, the first part : [i] title

of 2nd part, with impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : '103 '-'295', the second

part : [i]
' Errata' : [2] title of 2nd book, with impr. 251 a (Oxford, by H. Hall for

T. Robinson) : [3] 'To the Reader' : 1-170, the second book: 175-8S, 189-99, the

two tractates: 200 'Addenda & Corrigenda' : [i] title to Jeanes's Vindication with

impr. 2973 (Oxford, [by L. Lichfield] for T. Robinson) : [2] blank, but a printed

slip of Errata is pasted on it : 201-62, the Vindication.—-This weighty and composite
folio volume against Arminianism, a posthumous work of dr. Twisse (who died in

1646), here edited by Henry Jeanes, has no fewer than six title-pages, each with

imprint and date, and is sufficiently described above. Samuel Hoard or Hord's work
was published in 1633. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 172, and Robinson's Book List,

after Periodicals.

2237. Wall, dr. John. Ranms Olivae, sive Concio 'Et/Dr/vo-Ser^TiKT;
:

habita ad Clerum in Templo Beatse Mariae Oxon. 8° lunii pro inchoando

Termino. A Johanne Wall . . .

Impr. 327 (Oxonias, exc. L. Lichfield, per R. Davis): 1653: (eights) 12°:

pp. [16] + 48: English solid.—Contents:—p. [3] title: [5-16] Ep. dedicatoria to

Cromwell :
—

1-48, the Latin sermon on Luke xxiv. 36 : 36, Errata.—This sermon

ingeminates theological and political peace, with the minimum of suggestion of means
to that end, and (in the dedication) a maximum of compliment to Cromwell. No
wonder the mild Canon of Christ Church kept his position there from 1632 till his

death in 1666. This little piece, the title of which is borrowed from Thomas

Warmstry (see nos. I131, 1628), is not common. There is a reference to the disaster

at Witney (see no. 2231) on pp. 11-13. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 735. R.
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2238. Wallis, dr. John. Johannis Wallis, Geometrise Professoris

Saviliani in celeberrima Academia Oxoniensi, Grammatica Linguae An-

glicanae. Cui prgefigitur, De Loquela sive Sonorum Formatione, Tractatus

Grammatico-Physicus.
Impr. 151 e (Oxoniae, exc. L. Lichfield) : 1653 : (eights) 12° : pp. [24] + 128 : Pica

and long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-17] 'Ad
Lectorem Prsefatio

'
: [19-21] 'Index', a list of contents: [23] Errata: 1-43, De

Loquela: 45-128, the grammar.—The first edition of an important work : the 2nd
was Oxford 1664 (no. 2677) : 3rd, Hamburg 1672 : 4th, Oxford 1674, with a Praxis

Grammatica added (no. 3028) : 5th, in Wallis's Opera, vol. iii, Oxford 1699 : 6th,
London 1765, edited by Tho, Hoilis (De Loquela, 6th ed., Lngd. Bat. 1727: 7th,

Lugd. Eat. 1740, new title-page only: 8th, London 1765). Wallis, in his auto-

biography (Hearne's Langioffs Chronick, 1725, i, p. clxv), states that he published
this grammar

'

chiefly to gratify strangers, who were willing to learn
'

the English
tongue. For his treatise on the way in which sounds are formed (de Loquela) he
claims originality. Incidentally the book teaches us much of pronunciation and uses
of words in England at the time of the Civil War. The etymological speculations are

wild. The points of the book are discussed in Leo Morel's Thesis on it (Paris, 1895).
Thomason received the book on Nov. 10, 1652, so it strictly belongs to that year.
The Preface deals with the affinities and general changes of the language : then follow
the De Loquela, on the formation of sounds; and chapters on Pronunciation, Substan-

tives, Articles, Prepositions, Adjectives, grades of Comparison, Pronouns, the Verb ;

a few pages on Syntax ; Adverbs, Conjunctions, &c. ; Etymology, and (half a page !)

de Poesi : all in Latin, and full of remarks of philological interest. See Robinson's
Book List, after Periodicals.

2239. Ward, dr. Seth. De Cometis . . . Prselectio, Oxonii Habila
a Setho Wardo, . . . Cui Subjuncta est Inquisitio in Ismaelis BuUialdi

Astronomise Philolaics fundamenta, eodem authore.

Impr. 151 <: (Oxonisc, exc. L. Lichfield) : 1653: sm. 4" : pp. [8] +44-t- [12] +47 -(-

[i], signn. A-F*, G^, n-o^, P^ (g is misprinted P, and vice versa, but is corrected in all

copies in manuscript): Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line : [3-5] Ep.
dedicatoria to sir John Trevor kt. : [7-8] 'Ad Lectorem' : 1-44, the treatise : [i] a
title

' In Ismaelis BuUialdi Astronomite Philolaicse Fundamenta Inquisitio brevis.

Authore Setho Wardo.. .' (the U in 'BuUialdi' too large), with impr. 151c (as

above) : [3-5] Ep. dedic. to dr. Jonathan Goddard, warden of Merton, dated 'Oxonii

Julii I. 1653' : [7-11] 'Ad Lectorem Prasfatio
'

: [12] a list of '

Symbola
'

: 1-47,
the work : 47, eiTata.—A comet visible from about the 6th to the 30th of Dec. 1652
attracted attention, and Seth Ward, the Savilian Professor of Astronomy, delivered this

lecture on comets in general and (from p. 37) on this in particular, mentioning the

chief observers and dates. In both this and the Inquisitio there are woodcut

diagrams : the latter treatise is independent in title and pagination, but not signatures.
Goddard is praised for being the first to have first-rate telescopes made in England. See
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 249. The whole book was reissued in 1654 as part of no. 2263.

2240. [Zouche, dr. Richard.] Specimen Qua^stionum, luris Civilis

Cum Designatione Authorum a quibus in utramqub partem Discutiuntur.

Impr. 328 (Oxonire, exc. L. Lichfield, per T. Robinson) : 1653 : sm. 4° : pp. [40],

signn. (irf, A-D*, E* . Pica solid.—Contents:—sign, (t) i^ title: (ir) 1^ '

Quae-
stiones . . .' in ten classes: (jt) 2''-2^

'

Juventuti Jurisprudcntije Studiosse' : ai'"-E2'',

the work.—A list of quaestiones of Civil Law, such as were debated in the Schools,
with lists of authorities where each is discussed. This is strictly anonymous, and even

Anthony Wood was not certain whether it was written by Zouche, but it undoubtedly
is, for his publisher states the fact, see no. 2242, the book list after Periodicals, and
Zouche himself in no. 2542.

2241. Richard Davis's Catalogue of his published books (A) : part of 2227
(Bogan's Mirth).

2242. Thomas Robinson's Catalogue (B) : part of 2229 (Jeanes).
See after Periodicals^ for the above two articles.
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In this autumn the Quakers arrived in Oxford, coming from the North of England
and according to Wood {_Life, ed. Clark, i. 191 : Hist, of Univ. ii. 667) frequented the
Lane of the Seven Deadly Sins (now New Inn Hall Street). No fewer than
32 Cambridge graduates were incorporated after the Act in July. The third set of
Visitors were appointed on Sept. 2 by an Ordinance of the Protector, twelve from
Oxford residents, thirteen from outside {Enactments, ed. Shadwell, iv. 287, 292 :

Cooper's Annals of Cambr. iii. 460 : Burrows, Visitatiott, 400 : Wood's Hist, of the
Univ. ii. 661-2). The residents were understood to be nominees of dr. Thomas
Goodwin, pres. of Magdalen ;

and dr. Owen (though an Independent, like Goodwin)
with other recalcitrants endeavoured to have the Commissioners' powers limited, but
without effect. The Chancellor (Cromwell) presented 27 MSS. (all Greek, except two

Slavonic) to the Bodleian. In Nov. Oxford and Cambridge petitioned Parliament to

encourage the study of Civil Law.

2243. Oxford—University. Yi/F.S'^i?ra/|oxoNiENSivM|'EAAIO$OPrA. |

siP'E,
I

Ob Faedera, Aufpiciis |

serenissimi
|

OLIVE RI
| Reipub. Ang.

Scot. &> Hibcr.
I

DOMINI PROTECTORis, |

Inter Rempub. Britannicam &
Ordines

\
Faedcratos Belgii Faeliciter

|
stabilita,

\

Gentis Togatge ad
vada Isidis Ceku/t7ia Melrictim.

\ [Iine^
Impr. 151 (Oxonise, exc. L. Lichfield) : 1654: sm. 4°: pp. [4] + '104', really 84,

for 69-SS are omitted in the pagination ; signn. A-L* : Pica roman.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-4] epistle dedicatory to Cromwell, in Latin, by
dr. John Owen the Vice-Chancellor : 1-58, poems in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew :

59-104, poems in English, French, Welsh, and Anglo-Saxon.
Verses by Oxford graduates addressed to the Protector, Oliver Cromwell, to

celebrate the conclusion of peace with Holland on terms advantageous to England,
April 5. The verses are even more stilted than usual : there is no spontaneity or ease

in them, and very little about Oxford. The subjects are the Peace and the Sea-fights :

a few poems are about the plot against Cromwell's life : KiKtvafxa in the title is an ill-

chosen word, for in connexion with the Vada Isidis it is the call to the rowers to keep
time, not a salutation to a superior. References to Oliver and Olive (iXaia) abound,
as in the corresponding Cambridge volume {Oliva Pads) which admitted no English
verses. There is a certain interest in noting who in Oxford cared to flatter the

Protector : John Locke contributes. £6 ^s. 6d. was paid to Lichfield for printing this

piece, and 2^. 6d. extra 'to the printers for expedition in that work' : about the same
time he was paid ;^i \os. for printing 'three Orders'. Thomason received this

volume in June 1654. See no. 2246, which is a skit on this piece.
The authors of the verses were as follows, obeli implying that the names are

mentioned in no. 2246 (Momus). Twenty-four of them also contributed to the verses

on the Restoration of Charles ii, see no. 2466 :
—

Button, Radolphus, M.A., Ch. Ch.,
Orator of the University (three,
one Hebr., one a metrical English
tr. of it, one Latin).

(^Latin Verses.')

(As always, the name is given exactly as

in the book : the rest is as there stated,
but modernized.)

fOwen, lo:, V.C.

tHoyle, Josua, publ. prof, of Divinity,
master of Univ. coll.

fWall, Johannes, D.D., preb. of Ch.
Ch. (three, one Greek : he refers to

excessive rain following the Peace).
t'H. L. M. C. P.' (i.e. dr. Henry

Langley, master of Pembr. coll.).

5 fRoberts, Michael, princ. of Jes. coll.

(two : rain again referred to).

tSavage, Hen., master of Ball. coll.

fZoucheus, Ric, prof, of Civil Law.

SI80

tSav, Rob:, prov. of Oriel.

10 fO.^ G.

tMaplet, J., M.D., Ch. Ch. (on p. 9
in 1. 7 valet is a misprint for vetet.

•iHarmaru', Jo., publ. praelector of

Greek (Greek: p. 10).

fC, S., proctor, New Coll. (Stephen

Charnock).

fLockey, Th:, B.D., Ch. Ch.

15 tTerreut, Tho., M.A., Ch. Ch.

fBathurst, Rad., Trin. coll.

tjones, T., M.A., Mert. coll., publ.

prselector of History (two).
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Latin Verses (continued) :

fEverard, Sam: Ch. Ch., M.A. (two :

he declares that if Christopher
Love [executed 1651] came back
from the dead, he would now be

Cromweliamis).
Brace, Tho., M. A., fell, of St. John's.

20 til., F.

tQuin, Jacob, M.A., Ch. Ch.

tUrian, Ric, M.A., Ch. Ch.

fBagshawe, Ed:, M.A., Ch. Ch., 'Met.

F.' (pr?elector in metaphysics at

Ch. Ch.?)
tCole, Tho., M.A., Ch. Ch.

25 tWard, J., M.A., Ch. Ch. (two: 'Ex-

pedias, bona Leida, Typos ;
Nam

carmina mittit
|

Oxonium : inso-

lito sudent sub pondere Prela
'

:

p. 20).

tCarpender, VV., M.A., Ch. Ch.

(Greek).

Henry, Phil., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Dunch, Hungerford, eldest son of an

esquire, Ch. Ch.

Miller, Humfredus, eldest son of a

knight, Ch. Ch.

30 Merry, Kichardus, son of an esq.,

Ch. Ch.

Davison, Alexander, eldest son of an

esq., Ch. Ch.

Metham, Gulielmus, eldest son of an

esq., Ch. Ch.

Worth, S., eldest son of an esq ,

Ch. Ch.

Acland, Hugo, 'Com. Gen.', i.e.

gentleman commoner, Ex.

35 Forster, S., son of a baronet, Qu.
White, B., Ch. Ch.

Crewe, Nath:, comm., Line.

Harby, Henricus, gent, comm., Wadh.

Paige, Rich:, gent, comm., St. J.

40 Johnson, Joan: M.A., New.

Mathew, Robertus, LL.B., fell, of

New.
Whitehall, R.,M. A., Mert.

Danvers, Dan., M.A., Trin.

W., R., M.A., Ch. Ch.

45 Gwynne, Rowlandus, son of an esq.,

B.A., Mert. (p. 30).

Markham, Fr., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Hodges, Nath., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Hawkins, Guih, Ch. Ch.

Moore, Geo:, Ch. Ch.

50 Mew, Math., scholar, C.C.C.

Bagshaw, Henricus, scholar, Ch. Ch.

Godolphin, Guilielmus, Ch. Ch.

Hawkins, G[ul.], Magd.
Bold, H., Ch. Ch., alumnus.

55 Meetkerk, Adolphus, B.A., Ch. Ch.

R., G., B.A., Ex. (the last line a

chronogram).
Scrope, S., Ch. Ch.

George, Guil.:, Ch. Ch., alumnus.

Lucy, R., Ch. Ch., alumnus.

60 Griffith, Jo., esq., Jes. (p. 40).

South, Robertus, Ch. Ch.

White, G[ul.], Ch. Ch., alumnus.

Stedman, Franciscus, Ch. Ch.

Roswell, Jo:, C.C.C.

65 Wilson, Grindall, commoner, Trin.

Hcring, Dan:, Magd.
Crispe, And., Ch. Ch.

Hodges, N., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Locke, J[ohn], Cli. Ch.

70 Busby, J., M.A., Ch. Ch. (two).

Vaughan, J., M.A., Jes.

Wroth, Gulielmus, Magd. (two, one

Greek).
Duncumb, Tho., C.C.C.

F., J., Ex. (a
'

Chronogramma
Triumphale').

75 Puleston, Hamlett:, M.A., Jes.

fAtterbury, L[ewis], M.A., Ch. Ch.

Forde, Jo:, M.A., fell, of C.C.C.

Russell, R., M.A.,Ch. Ch.

James, Guliel., B.A , Ch. Ch. (p. 50^
80 T., J.

Stephens, Phil., princ. of Hart hall

(Greek).

L[angbaine], G[erard], prov. of Qu.
Fettiplace, Edwardus, M.B., Ch. Ch.

(on the plot against the Pro-

tector).

Rowe, Samuel, fell, of All S. Ac-

cording to a note in Wood's hand
in his copy of H. Birkhead's Po'e-

7natia (Oxf. 1656, no. 2295 • Wood
39) this Latin poem Solstilium
Britannicnin is probably by Birk-

head, whose pupil Rowe was. It

begins
' Diva triumphal! ', and is

printed at p. 57 of the Poeniatia.

85 Wall, Johannes, D.D., preb. ol

Ch. Ch. (six, one Hebrew),
Ward, Phil., M.A., Ch. Ch. (on the

plot).

Morgan, Franc:, son of an esq,,
Wadh,

B., H. [i.e. Henry fBirkhead, of

All S. coll.]

{^English Verses, &c.)

+B., R., Trin.

90 fBrookes, Nico., princ. of St. M. hall

(p. 60).

fGorges, K., M.A., St. J. (in 1. 14 of

p. 61 perhaps in all copies streams

is corrected in ink to storms').

•I-Bagshaw, Edward, M.A., Ch. Ch.

fStanley, J., fell, commoner of Magd,
fHumbarston, E., M.A., St. J.

95 fHalley, W., M,A„ fell, of St. J.

fMathew, Robert, LL.B,, fell, of New
tHodges, N., B,A,, Ch. Ch.
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English Verses, &c. (continued) :

fPaige, Rich:, gent, comm., St. J.

(69-88 07nitted in the pagination.^
B. W., schol. of S, John's,

loof Roberts, M. , princ. of Jes. (in Welsh).
Gruchy, Joshuah, Pembr. (two, in

French :) (p. 90).

Williamson, J., B.A., Qu. (one

Anglo-Saxon, one French).
Harris, W. [Ex. ?].

Cordewell, Luke, gent. comm. of St. J.

105 Parry, Da., Jes.

Campion, Edward., Ch. Ch,

Locke, J., student of Ch. Ch.
Stretch, Jos., Ball.

Nethway, J., [Wadh.]
no Ailmer, Jo., fell, and jurista of New.

Godolphin, Will., stud, of Ch. Ch.

Bagshaw, Henry, stud, of Ch. Ch.
tForde, Jo:, M.A., fell, of C.C.C.
Beeston, H., LL.B., New (p. loi).

115 W., R., Line.

Whitehall, Ro., M.A., Merton (who
when writing knew that his was
the last poem),

f The Printer to His Plighnesse the
Lord Protector ', signed

' Leonard

Lichfield, Esquire Bedle of Di-

vinity '.

[The common terms to denote social

position are, as usual, armiger, esquire ;

eques {auratus), knight ; generostis, gen-
tleman].

[134 poems, of which 2 are Hebrew,
5 Greek, 27 English, 3 French, i Welsh,
I Anglo-Saxon : the rest are Latin.

Minor Pieces.

2244. Harmar, prof. John. Oratio Serenissimi Piotectoris Elogium
Complectens, Oxonige habita quinto Kalend. Maij, cid . io c . liv. A Joanne
Harmaro . . . Cui accesserunt ejusdem ad Piotectorem carmina de Pace
cum Belgis sancita . . .

Impr. 306 a (Oxonias, exc. H. Hall) : 1654 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] -t- 9 + [3], signn. A-B* :

Great primer solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: [3] dedicn. to dr. Owen, vice-chan-
cellor : 1-9, the Oration : [1-2] three Latin poems to the Protector.—A turgid speech,
delivered 0:1 Apr, 27, 1654, in the course of which Harmar states that it was '

oratio . . .

a prselo . . . opera tumultuosa . . . deproperata
'

: so much so indeed that his third

poem ends in the middle of a hexameter. He claims a share in obtaining an
Arcanum Opticictn from Francis Smethwick for the University, and also the Cromwell
Greek MSS. He had just returned to Oxford in bad health after an absence of some
months. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii, 919, The type changes from italic to roman in

the middle of the speech, in the transition from sheet A to sheet B.

2245. Hubberthorne, Richard. A True Testimony Of the zeal of

Oxford-professors and University-men Who for zeal persecute the servants

of the living God . , . Also the leudness of . . . two great Mothers dis-

covered. With a few words to Magistrates that persecute the Saints . . .

Richard Hubberthorne.

'London, printed for Giles Calvert, at the Black Spread-Eagle near the West-end of

Paul's': 1654: sm. 4": pp. [2] + 14, signn. A-B*.—Contents:— p. [i] title: 1-4,
the testimony: 4-6, to the magistrates: 6-S, a refusal to doff hats : 9-14, to the

Mothers.—Two Northern women,
* Elizabeth Heavens [called Elizabeth Homes in

no. 2250] and Elizabeth Fletcher', came to Oxford 'upon the 20. of the fourth

Moneth
'

(Apr. 20) and preached. Ou the '

15 day' (23rd?) they were put in ' Buc-
kerdo

'

(Bocardo), and on the next day examined by the Vice-Chancellor, Mayor, and

Justices, and sentenced to be whipped and expelled from the city the next morning,
but the Mayor (Thomas Williams) refused to sign the order. The ill treatment at

'Johns' (see no. 2250) is mentioned and that they were thrust into 'Gileses pool'

(where the War Memorial now is, near St. Giles's church). The rest of the piece is

vague moralizing against the two Mothers (Oxford and Cambridge), Priests, Magis-
trates, and People. A poorly printed piece, received by Thomason on July 31, 1654.
See W. C. Braithwaite's First Planting of Quakerism in Oxfordshire, 1908.

2246. *t[Ireland, Thomas.] Momus Elencticus Or a light Come-oif

upon that serious piece of Drollerie presented by the Vice Chancellor of

Oxon ... at Whitehall, to expell the Melancholy of the Court . . .

[London, 1654]: sm. 4°: pp. 7 + [i].—Contents :—p. i, title: 1-7, the poem iu

D 2
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51 4-line stanzas.—A rare skit on the University verses entitled Mu%arum Oxonien-
sium 'EXaiocpopia (no. 2243), tearing the writers to pieces with queer ingenuity, in

ballad style : beginning
' Strike up, my dull Muse '. Those who are mentioned here

by name are obelized in no. 2243. A favourable example is John Maplet :

In Heroical Buskins y. RIaplct appears,
In hard phrases and axioms drcst up to the ears,

As though hee'd mount over the tops of the sphears,

Lingua quo vadis.

The sight of his Doctoiship in black and white

Put all the ships* and their thunder to flight,

His Opium has wrapp'd up the wars in long niglit

Valde probatum.
The printer also comes in :

Len. Leichfield too ventures t' flame in the reare,
Yet how he turn'd poet pray hold a blow there,
But he quickly found friends, being Beadle Esquire

Platidite fat gut.

The title would mean the god of mockery in a censorious mood : a 'come-off
is a conclusion, judgement. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 200.

Kendall, George. Sancti sanciti. See no. 2216.

2247. Mead, Robert. The Combat of Love and Friendship,
A Comedy, As it hath formerly been presented by the Gentlemen of

Ch. Ch. in Oxford. By Robert Mead, sometimes of the same Colledge.
'

London, Printed for M[ercy] M[eighen], G. Bedell, and T. Collins, at the Middle

Temple Gate, Fleetstreet' : 1654 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] + 75 + [i], signn. a^, b-k*, l^.—
Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [3] 'The Stationer to the Reader': [4] 'The Actors Names':

1—75, the play, in five acts.^The author was a Royalist Captain, one of the Commii-
sioners for the surrender of Oxford in 1646, who had died on Feb. 21, 165!, ^^ London.
The play is ordinary, in prose and verse

;
and was presumably played at Clirist Church

before the Civil War, though not till now printed. Mead matriculated in 1634

(B.A. 1638, M.A. 1641, M.D. 1646). There is no local colouring or reference at all;

and the 'Stationer' gives no information of interest, but laments the extinction of the

Drama and extols the author. Thomason received this piece on Nov. 2, 1654. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 343.

2248. Oxford—University. There is some evidence ot a 1654 or 1655 edition of

the 'Reasons of the present Judgement of the University of Oxford, concerning the

Solemn League and Covenant', first issued in 1647 (see nos. 1926-30*). In the

Stationers' Hall Register, July 4, 1654, and again Oct. 23, 1655, Richard Royston,
the royalist publisher, entered a book with the above title as by D'' Robert Sanderson.

This affords presumption, but not proof, of a new edition, which may actually be one
of nos. 1929-30, with the old date left on the title-page.

2249. Parliament. A Catalogue of the Names of the Members of

the last Parliament, whereof those marked with a Starre, were for the

Godly Learned Ministry and Universities.

'London, Printed by A. M.' : 1654: br. s., folio.—A rare folio broadside, giving
the names of 144 members of the '

Little or Barebone's Parliament' which was dis-

solved on Dec. 12, 1653, of which 84 are starred. No A. M. is mentioned in Plomer's
Diet, of Booksellers atid Pi-inters, 1641-67, as having printed in London in 1654, but

Abraham Miller printed in 1653. The starred names include George Monk and
Francis Rous, and ten out of the eleven Irish members. Similar marks are found also

in the Names of the . . . [members] of the last Four Faiiiaments (London, 1656).
Thomason received this piece on June 22, 1654.

' A reference to the Dutch naval disasters.

i
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2250. *+Quakers in Oxford. Here foUoweth a true Relation of
Some of the Sufferings inflicted upon the servants of the Lord, who are
called QUAKERS By this Generation of Evil-doers, as will appear by
the fruits of the SchoUars and Proctors of the University of Oxford . . .

[London?]: [1654]: sm. 4": pp. 8, sign. A*.— Contents :—p. i, the title: 1-8,
the narrative.—There is no doubt that the Quakers, when they first reached Oxford in

this year, were grievously ragged by the undergraduates and others, and not properly
protected by the City or University.

' Two of the handmaids of the Lord '

were
driven into

^

Johns Colledge ', and there haled to a pump
' and tlie Scholars pumped

water in their necks, and into their mouths '. The men also came into the Steeple-
house meeting

'

blowing and puffing, with Tobacco-pipes in their mouths '. They
*

brought in a dog in a meeting-time . . . and bad the dog speak, and punch'd him to

make him howle '. Wood has an interesting note (printed in the Wcod's Life, ed.

Clark, i. 190) showing that the meetings were held in an old stone house, almost

opposite the gate of New Inn hall, where Rich. Betterus, a surgeon and Quaker, lived

(Frewin hall ?). The style is illiterate, and the piece poorly printed, without title-

page. Eight Quakers sign the piece, the first being Jeremiah Haward. See
no. 2245. R.

2251. [Ward, bp. SethJ (D., H.) Vindicise Academiarum containing,
Some briefe Animadversions upon M^ Webster's Book, stiled, The
Examination of Academies. Together with an Appendix concerning
what M. Hobbs, and M. Dell have published on this Argument, {device.)

Impr. 2951: (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, for T. Robinson) : 1654 : sm. 4° : pp. [2] -1-

65 +[i], signn. a-h', \'^ : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line: 1-8, letter

signed
' N. S.', i.e. johN wilkinS : 8-50, the treatise, signed

' H. D.', i.e. setH warD :

51-65, the Appendix, also signed
' IL D.'— Part of the larger discussion noted under

1653 (nos. 22H-17), but the present treatise is the special reply by an Oxford

professor. D"" John Wilkins sends Ward the treatise by Webster in order to elicit this

critique, and gives character sketches of Hobbes, Dell, and Webster (pp. 6-7). John
Webster's book (see no. 2252) was received by Thomason on Dec. 19, 1653, and
Ward's reply on May 26, 1654. The Vindicise, is vigorously written, and since

Webster was not well acquainted with the technical terms either of philosophy or

science, Ward deals with him (or tries to) much as Bentley with Boyle, and even

capers about with extravagant expressions (see p. 22), knowing that Webster cannot

understand them. On the whole the criticism is systematic, and throws light on
studies at Oxford. Hobbes's Leviathan is seriously dealt with, and Dell's Tryal of

Spirits (no. 2215) summarily. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 249 : LList. of the

Univ. ii. 657.

2252. Webster, John. Academiarum Examen, or the Examination

of Academies. Wherein is discussed . . . the Matter, Method and

Customes of Academick and Scholastic Learning, ... As also . . . the

Reforming of Schools, and the perfecting and promoting of all kind of

Science ... By Jo. Webster.
'

London, Printed for Giles Calvert, and are to be sold at the sign of the Black-

spread-Eagle at the West-end of Pauls '
: 1654 : sm. 4° : pp. [i6] + 110 + [2], signn.

A-P*, Q^.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line : [3-4] Ep. dedic. to Major Gen. John
Lambert, dated Oct. 21, 1653 : [5-13] Epistle to the reader, dated as before : [14-15]
two commendatory poems, by R. H. and J. C, the first an acrostic: [16] 'The
Contents' of the 11 chapters : i-iio, the work.—A treatise of seeming learning, bnt

really a vague invective against Aristotle and all his works, and Oxford (especially)
as his follower. There is a genuine appeal for the increase of Science, but the author

believed in astrology and natural magic. The 'Schools' (i.e. the Universities) are

'ignorant in the . . . soul-ravishing knowledge of the three great Hypostatical prin-

ciples of nature, Salt, Sulphur, and Mercury'. There is a good deal of high-sounding
rhetoric. The present work was also criticized in Thomas Mall's Ilistrio-Mastix, or

A Whip for Webster, appended to his Vindicise Literanim (Lond. 1654 and 1655).
Thomason received the piece on Dec. 19, 1653. See no. 2251 and Wood's Llist, oj

the Univ. ii. 657.
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Oxford Press.

2253. Bailey, dr. Walter. A briefe Treatise Touching The preserva-
tion of the Eye Sight, consisting partly in good order of Diet, and partly

in use of Medicine. By Walter Baley . . .

Impr. 335 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1654 '• (eights) 12° : pp. [6] + 23 +

[3], signn. A-B^ : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-5]

ep. dedic. to his cousin (really nephew) 'M'' John Bayley of new-Colledge' : 1-23,
the work : [2-3] not seen,— In the opinion of dr. D'Arcy Power this edition is

reprinted from the 15S6 edition, as it contains the original epistle dedicatory. The
author (for whom see Wood's Aik. Oxon. i. 586) died in 1593. See no. 216 (1602),
and D'Arcy Power's Dr. Walter Bayley (1907, = Medico-Chirurgical Transns., vol. xc,

=iThe Library, 2nd S., vol. viii, 1907, p. 383).

2254. Burgersdicius, Franco. Idea Philosophise. Turn Moralis,

Turn Naturalis. Sive, Epitome ... ex Aristotele excerpta ... A Mr. Franc.

Burgersdicio . . .

Impr. 329 (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall per R. Blagrave) : 1654 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [4] +

245 + [7] + 76 + [4] + 1 16 + [4] : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-4]
'Index Capitum . . .' : 1-245, '^he Moral part: [2] a title-page, sign. m6'',

' Fran-

conis Burgersdici Idea Philosophize Naturalis . . . Editio postrema', 1655, with impr.

329: [4-7] pref. and index: 1-76, the treatise: [i] a title-page, sign. Pii'', 'Idea

Oeconomiae et Politico Doctrinse ;
Auctore Franc. Burgersdicio. Opus Posthumum',

1655, with impr. 329: [3-4] preface: i—116, the treatise: [1-2] index to this third

part.-—A reprint of no. 994 (1641), with a third part added. The signatures run

through the whole volume. The third part has a preface, probably from the Leiden

1649 edition : and deals with problems of the family and of politics (forms of govern-

ment, public life, war, and the like) : the first title-page does not mention it. No
doubt (see title-pages) the book came out in 1655 : it is accidentally rare. R.

Eutychius, patriarch of Alexandria. For '

Eutychii . . . Annalium Tomus Alter'

edited by prof. Edward Pococke, and printed at Oxford in 1654, see Eutychius in 1656

(no. 2297).

2255. Eyre, rev. William. Vindicise Justificationis Gratuitge. Justifica-

tion without Conditions ; or The Free Justification of a Sinner, . . . Vindi-

cated . . . More especially from the . . . Attempts Of Mr. B. Woodbridge
. . Of Mr. Cranford . . .

,
and of ]Mr. Baxter ... By W. Eyre, Minister

of the Gospel, and Pastor of a Church in the City of New Sarum.

Impr. 330 (London, through R[obert] I[bbitson], for E. Forrest in Oxford) : 1654 :

sm. 4^* : pp. [20] + 210 + [2], signn. ( y^, a, A-z, Aa-Dd*, Ee^.— Contents:— p. [2] a
cautious commendatory note by dr. John Owen, dated Westrninster, Nov. 7, 1653 :

[3] title, within border of line and ornn. : [5-10] ep. dedic. to the House of Commons,
Sept. 4, 1653: [11—15, 16-20] two preff. to his parishioners and to the reader,

Sept. 3, 1653: 1-210, the work in 21 chapters: [i] 'The Printers Postscript',

apologizing for misprints, signed
' R. I.', who was the undertaker of the book.—A

discourse on Free Justification before Faith and without Works, caused by the con-

troversy started in a sermon by Eyre himself. Richard Baxter, John Eedes, John
Graile, Benjamin Woodbridge, and others opposed his extreme doctrine. Thomason
received this work on Nov. 10, 1653. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 886.

Harmar, John : see no. 2244.

Ireland, Thomas (Momus Elencticus) : see no. 2246.

2256. Lloyd, dr. Hugh. Phrases elegantiores Ex Csesaris Com-
mentariis. Cicerone \_Hne] aliisq; In usum Scholae Wintoniensis Collectore

Hugone Lloyd Psedagogo celeberrimo unk cum ejusdem Dictatis.

Impr. 331 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, per J. Godwin) : 1654 : (eights) 12° : pp. [4] +
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' 220 '

(but 190-1 are repeated and 218 omitted in the pagination, so the real number
is 221) + [19] + 86 ('219'!), signn. A^, b-q^ (but Q 5-6 in the Index are cancel

leaves), A-b^, f* : Pica solid.—Contents :~p. [i] title : [3-4], ep. dedic. to dr. John
Harris, warden of Winchester college, signed 'J. G.' : i-'2 2o', the Latin phrases
under 323 English headings: [1-19] Index to the headings: 1-85,

' Dictata
M"- Lloyd': 86 ['219'!] A Catalogue of J. Godwin's publications (six), see after

Periodicals.—Dr. Hugh Lloyd, head master of Winchester college, died in 1601,
and left a series of Latin expressions useful for Latin Prose exercises, and also '

fair

copies' of Latin Prose pieces, dialogues, and orations. These were edited about

1640-50 ('haut ita pridem') with the same title as the present edition, but were so
overladen with poetical and oratorical diction that J. G. undertakes a new and

improved work, still consisting of Lloyd's Phrases and Dictata. This J. G. can be
no other than Joseph Godwin, scholar of Winchester 1647 (aged 12) to 1652, sch. of
New College, 1632-4, when he became fellow (see Wood's Life, ed. Andr. Clark,
i. 199) : a son of Joseph Godwin the printer of the book. Dr. John Lamphire
{d. 1688), whom Wood {_Ath. Oxon. i. 710) mentions as editor of the Phrases, may
have been editor of the first printed edition, of which I can at present find no mention.
The pagination of the present volume is in parts unaccountably wild, and some copies are

in this respect partially corrected.

2257. Lyford, rev. William. Three Sermons preached at Sherborne
in Dorsetshire. By William Lyford B.D. Being his last Sermons. Upon
these words; 2 Cor. 2. 15, 16. . . . [device^

Impr. 332 (Oxford, by H. Hall, for E. Forrest) : 1654 : sm. 4° : pp. [4
=

sign. F2,

F3] + ii+[i] + 23 + [i], signn. F2, F3, b-e^, fi, F4: Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i]
title: [3-4] List of Forrest's books : i-ii, ist sermon on 2 Cor. ii. 15-1(1: 1-16, 16-23,
2nd and 3rd, on 2 Cor. ii. 16.^Lyford died on Oct. 3, 1653, see Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 346 and JBloxam's Magdalen College Register, Demies, ii. 76. The title and next

leaf are properly the middle part of the last sheet (f). The whole piece is carelessly

printed. Sign. F 3 is a list of Forrest's publications, see after Periodicals.

2258. Owen, dr. John, dean of Christ Church, Oxford. The Doctrine

of the Saints Perseverance, Explained and Confirmed. Or, The certain

Permanency of their [bracket] i. Acceptation with God, & 2. Sanctifica-

tion from God . . . proved ... In a Full Answer to the Discourse of

Mr John Goodwin . . . Entituled Redemption Redeemed. With some

Digressions . . . Also a Preface . . . : with a Discourse touching the

Epistles of Ignatius • . . ;
and some Animadversions on D"" H: H: . . .

By John Owen Servant of Jesus Christ . . .

Impr. 295;^ (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson): 1654: (fours) folio:

pp. [523+446, signn. TI'^, A-F, B-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Kkk*, LlP : English solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title, within double lines: [,3-4] ep. dedic. to Cromwell: [5-12]

ep. dedic, to Heads of Houses at Ox.ford : [13-52] preface: [52] 'Errata in the

Preface'!: 1-444, the work in 17 chapters: 444, 'Typographus lectori', with

a second set of errata in the Preface : 445-6, 'A Table of Scriptures explained'.^
An intolerably prolix attack on dr. John Goodwin's 'A-noKvTpcuais drrokvTpcjafaii or

Redemption redeemed (Lond. 1651), one Independent devouring another, with side-

thrusts at dr. Henry Hammond's Dissertationes qiiattior (Lond. 1651) : Hammond
replied in his Answer to the Animadversions (Lond. 1654). The Ep. dedic. to the

Heads of Houses and the long Preface to the Reader (signn. a-f") seem to be Hall's

printing. See Wood's Atk. Oxon. iv. 104,

Owen, dr. John. Wood {Ath. Oxon. iv. 103) seems *o imply the existence of an

Oxford 1654 edition of no. 2176 (Owen's Tlianksgiving sermon, 1651). But no such

edition is recorded in any catalogue which has come to my notice, and Wood's note is

simply
' Oxon. 1651 and" 54 qu.'. So either he knew of the Leith reprint of 1652 sind

made an error in the date, or (more probably) the London reprint (undated), which is

referred to in no. 2176, came out in 1654.

Oxford—Univ. (Mnsarum Oxoniensium ^EKatofopla) : see no. 2243.
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2259. [Pococke, prof. Edward] Appendix Notarnm Miscellanea. Part of Pococke's
edition of some Dissertations of Moses Maimonides issued at Oxford in 1655 with the

title Porta Mosis (no. 2277). The present appendix of notes bears an Oxford title-

page of 1654, and is sometimes found as a separate issue, extending to at least p. 180
and there ended abruptly.

2260. Prideaux, Mathias. An Easy and Compendious Introduction

For Reading all sorts of Histories : . . . out of the Papers of Mathias

Prideaux ... The Third Edition, in which is added a Synopsis of

Councels by John Prideaux . . .

Impr. 295/" (Oxford, [by L. Lichfield] through L. Lichfield, for T. Robinson) :

1654 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 35 1 (with a title-leaf unpaged after p. 256) + [37] + 58 + [4],

signn. (tt) a-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Bbb*, ccc'^, a-h* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title,

&c., exactly as no. 2038, up to p. 351, then [1-16] the Table of Successions : [17—26]
Index of persons : [27—35] Index of things : [36] Title of the Synopsis, 1654 : 1-58,
the Synopsis: [1-4] indexes.— Apparently a reprint of the 1650 edition (no. 2038),
with the addition of the Synopsis in English. The title-pages are (i) Introduction
for Histories, 1654, as above : (2) Political History (p. 157), 1653, with impr. 180 :

(3) History of Successions (after p. 25^1), 1653, with impr. 180: (4) Synopsis of

Councels, by J. Prideaux, 1654, with impr. 295 c,
= no. 2261. Some copies are dated

1655, so the edition took more than a year to pass through the press, some of the

internal titles being dated 1653. 'For' in the imprint (Oxford, Printed for Leonard
Lichfield Printer to the University, and are to be sold by Tho. Robinson') is quite

possibly a misprint for '

by ', but I have assumed that it is correct, in which case ' for
'

can only imply
' at the expense of : see no. 2668. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 199.

2261. (Prideaux, dr. John.) A Synopsis of Councels By John
Prideaux late Regius Professour of Divinity at Oxford and Bishop of

Worcester.

Impr. 295 c (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1654 : sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 58
+ [4], signn. a-h* : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
[i] title, with border of ornn. : 3-58, the

Synopsis : [1-4] Index of the chapters.— An English translation of no. 2178, which see.

Strictly this is part of no. 2260, but it is sometimes found separate. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iii. 268.

Rotheram, rev. John. A Sketch of the One Great Argument, ... for the Truth of

Christianity. By the Rev. John Rotheram, M.A. . . .

'Oxford, Printed at the Theatre for Richard Clements : and Sold by R. Baldwin in

Pater-noster-row, Lond. mdcliv.'
An error in date for 1 754

—
very careless, but perhaps not accidental on the part of

the compositor, who after shortening
' London

'

shortened the date also, to avoid the

trouble of a new line. The essay is an argument from the co-ordination of miracles
and prophecies to a determinate end.

2262. Rous, Francis, jun. Archseologiae Attica^ libri septem. Seaven
books of the Attick Antiquities ... By Francis Rous Scholler of Merton

Colledge . . . With an addition of their customes in Marriages, Burialis,

Feastings, Divinations &c. in the foure last bookes. By Zachary Bogan
Scholler of C.C.C. in Oxon. The fourth Edition corrected and enlarged
with a twofold Index Rerum & Vocabulorum . . .

Impr. 333 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield and H. Hall for J. Adams and E. Forrest) :

1654: sm. 4°: pp. [12] + 374 + [10] : Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title, within
border of ornn. ; [3-6] Ep. dedic. to sir N. Brent, warden of Merton, June 9, 1637 :

[7-8] 'To the Reader', Rous's preface: [9—12] 'Index Vocabulorum', a list of
contents : 1-374, the work : 374, [1-2], Bogan's epilogue : [2] three Greek epigrams,
now ascribed to R. Warre of C.C.C. : [3-10] index of chief words.^The three

popular dictionaries of Antiquities in the seventeenth century at Oxford were Thomas
Godwin's Rotnansz Historic Anthologia (editions 1614-96), his Synopsis Antiquitatuvi
Hebraicarutii in Latin (1616), leading to his i1/i?.f^j f/ ^/r7;'^« in English (1625-S5, &c.),
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and Rous's Archseologia Attica (1637-85). We learn first from the present edition
that books 4-7 are by Znchary Bogan, and that the three Greek epigrams are

by Richard Warre of Corpus. The list of editions runs thus :
—Oxford 1637 (ist\

London 1645 (2nd), Oxford 1649 (3rd), and 1654 (4th), and 1658 (5th), and 1662
and 1667 (both '6th'), and 1670 (7th), and 1675 (Sth), London 1685 (9th). The
two University printers comprinted this book, see above : Hall took signn. 1]*, *'^, p, q,
T-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Ebb^, and Lichfield signn. A-o, R-s. Cf. Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 476, 104.

2263. Ward, bp. Seih. Idea Trigonometriae demonstratae (In usum

Juventutis Oxoniensis.) Item Prjelectio de Cometis. Et Inquisitio in

Bullialdi Astronomioe Philolaica; Fundamenta. Authore Setho Wardo . . .

Impr. 151/" (Oxoniae, exc. L.Lichfield): 1654: sm. 4° : pp. [6] + 22 + no. 2239,
signn. A—C*, with a second A 2 + .\ 3 inserted after A i : the rest as no. 2239 : Pica

solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-6]
'
Prssfatio ad Lectorem': [6] 'Sphalmata

graviora . . .' for all three parts : i, a set of symbols used : 2—22, the Idea, with many
woodcut diagrams; then no. 2239.^An indigestible introduction in brief form to

plane and spherical Trigonometry, with the reinainders of two 1653 tracts appended.
In the second part of Richard Davis's Catalogue of Books (16S6 : p. 69) this book has

got mixed up the name of G. Isendornius, a Deveuter professor of the time. See

NVood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 249.

Ward, bp. Scth (Vindicise) : see no. 2251.

2264. Wickens, Robert. Latium & Lyceum Grseca cum Latinis

sive, Grammaticae Arlis in utraque Lingua lucidissimae cruvo^ets: . . .

Multa praeterea , . . nunc primum observata . . .

Impr. 274^ (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson): 1654: 16°.—Only known at

present from a title-page in the British Museum (463. h. 4, no. 2403). Wood i^Ath.
Oxon. iv. 61) seems to have seen a copy, for he states that it included Grammatices
Graecse Enchiridion. Presumably awofus (in Wood avr]a(p(is !)

is a misprint for

awoipfis. The author's name probably occurs at the end of the preface. The book
occurs in the 1660 list of Thomas Robinson's books (part of no. 2528), as for

sale. RR.

2265. Wilkinson, dr. Henry. Conciones tres Apud Academicos
Oxonii Nuper Habilse, Quibus Subjiingitur brevis tractatus De Jure
Divino Diei Dominici. Authore, Henrico Wilkinson S.T.D. . . .

Impr. 334 (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield, per T. Robinson) : 1654 : (eights) 16° :

pp. [8] + 141 + [3]: Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of omn. :

[3-7] Ep. dedic. to William lord '

Gray' of Warke, dated from Magdalen hall, June 28,

1654: [8]
'

Typographus Lectori', 'Errata Corrigenda' with apology: 1-141, the

three sermons (pp. 1, 43, 79) and treatise (p. ii7).^The epistle states that this is

Wilkinson's first essay in print. Lord Grey had shepherded him in the Civil War and
made him minister at Epping, as a Presbyterian. The sermons are (i) o" P^- cxix. 9,

March 3, 165I, (2) on Ecclesiastes xii. i, Feb. 8, 165I, (3) on i Pet. iv. 11,

Jan. 13, 165I: the dissertation is a thesis discussed in Vesperies in the Act, July 9,

1653. Dr. Thomas Barlow received the Bodleian copy from the author on July 13,

1654. ^-s Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 285, and no, 2420 (1658).

Robert Vilvain's Compend of Chronogmphy (London 1654) bears opposite the title-

page Royston's London block of the Arms of the University with SAPI|EN1TIA||H:T|

FELllCITjATE. Vilvain was an Exeter college man, see Vood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 632.

2266. Joseph GodwMs Catalogue (pt. of 2256 (Lloyd)). See after Periodicals.

2267. 'S'^K'a'''/^(?^^ej/'^ Catalogue (pt. of 2257 (Lyford)). Do.
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1655.

In March 165I there was apprehension due to a royalist rising in Wiltshire, and

a University troop was raised, headed by the Vice-Chancellor (dr. John Owen) and

Philip Stephens, princ. of Hart hall : the V,-C.'s computus shows a payment of

:^i 17J. od. to Edward Wyse, gunsmith, for pistols supplied. The University raised

^384 by July for a Brief for relief of Protestants in Savoy. On Oct. 17 half of the

south transept of Merton chapel fell in.

The Visitors did little or nothing this year. The Vice-Chancellor (dr. Owen) was

engaged in trying to persuade the University to abolish both academical costume and

the Act itself, but in April 1656 these proposals were rejected.

In this year on May 6 the University is supposed to have conferred the degree of

M.D. and Ph.D. on one Samuel son of Manasseh ben Israel ! The diploma was

printed as genuine in Koenen's Geschiedenis der Joden in Aederlatid {\?>^i"), p. 440,
but exposed by dr. Adolf Neubauer, with the help of dr. John Griffiths, Keeper of

the Archives, in the Israelitische Letterbode, i, no. 8 (Apr. 5, 1876), and in the Jewish
Chronicle, Sept. 3, 1886. At the latter reference the text of the forged diploma is

given, and Griffiths' letter (Feb. 25, 1S76), in which eighteen marks of forgery are put
forward ; to which Neubauer adds one, that when tlie diploma professed to be given

personally to the recipient of the honour, Samuel was not in England. Griffiths

discovered that the long formal document was based on the one in use at Padua.

Minor Pieces.

2268. *tBiddle, Hester. [An Address to Oxford, bitterly inveighing against the

sins of the City and University, especially in their treatment of the Quakers. The
terms are very general, the word Quaker not being used, but ' the just

'

: the piece is

a mere tirade, lacking both grammar and sobriety.]—[No place or date, but London,
1655] : br. s., folio.—A long piece of 2,300 words on one side of a folio sheet, received

by 'I'homason on May 24, 1655. It begins
' Wo to thee City of Oxford, thy wicked-

ness', and ends '
all left without excuse. Hester Biddle', and has no title. There are

83 lines of type. RR.

2268.* Oxford—University. [Notice by the Vice-Chancellor (dr. John Owen)
against turbulent conduct of Members of the University in public : beg.

'

Quandoquidem
compertum est': dated Jan. 29, 1655.]

— Impr. (nearly all torn off, but Oxford, by
L. Lichfield) : 1655 : sm. folio broadside : tests, liiiti-, grammate, Modes/iai.—The
only known copy of this broadside is in the Oxford University Archives. It was

reprinted in 1658 (no. 2366) and i6|| (no. 2426) : and is here surmounted by the

University Arms.

2269. Strode, dr. William. The Floating Island : a tragi-comedy,
Acted before his Majesty at Oxford, Aug. 29. 1636. By the Students of

Christ-Church. Written by William Strode, late Orator of the University
of Oxford. The Aires and Songs set by Mr. Henry Lawes [Lavves],
servant to his late Majesty in his publick and private Musick.

'London, Printed by T[homas?] C[ollins?] for H[enry] Twiford in Vine-court

Middle-Temple, N[athaniel] Brooke at the Angel in Cornhill, and J[ohn] Place at

Furnivals-Inne-gate
'

: 1655 = sm. 4°: pp. [48], signn. A-F^.— Contents :
—

sign. A i"",

title : A 2'',
' To the Reader '

: A 2', a poetical dedicn. to Sir Henry Hele, knight : A 3''
' Authori illustri', a Latin poem by J. D., 1655 : A3', A 4'', two poetical prologues :

A 4^, 'The Persons': bi''-F4*, the play, in double columns.—The comedy was

played before the King, Queen, and Court at Christ Church on Monday, Aug. 29,

1636, the first day of the royal visit to Oxford. Wood's J/isi. of the Univ. ii. 408-9
gives a full account of the 'artificial island, with Churches and Houses waving up and
down and floating', and quotes the title as 'Passions calmed, or tlie Selling of the

floating Island '. The machinery and properties seem to have marked a step forward

in English play-production. There is no music nor anything to show Lawes's co-opera-
tion. The

J
ublication of the play (for the first time) in this particular year seems to
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be a piece of royalist propaganda, a little too early. The moral is, as the Prolof,'ue
says (sign. A 3'),

' Yet in these Tumults you shall onely see
|

A tottring Throne held
firm by Majestie'. On sign. D T Fancy says,

' No other rarities these many Ages |
But

Powder, Printing, Seaman Card, and Watches'. The double-column printing in
a small quarto size is unusual. In my own copy, on the lower margin of sign, A 4^, is

pasted a slip,
' You may be Furnish'd with most Sorts of Plays, at the White Lion

near Chancery-lane end in Fleet-street [London], by Thomas Dring', in whose Will

John Place is mentioned. See Wood's Aih. Oxon. iii. 151.

Wilde, bp. George. Loves Hospitale, a comedy acted in St. John's College Hall
at Oxford on Tuesday Aug. 30. 1636 before King, Queen, and Court : see Wood's
Hist, of the Utiiv. ii. 411, Ath. Oxon. iii. 720, and my Oxford Books, ii. 131. The
play exists in manuscript in Brit. Mus. MS. Add. 14047, and was entered at Stationers'
Hall as 'Lovers Hospitall' by John Grismond, the London printer, on Nov. 17, 1655,
but was apparently never printed. It was probably intended to be acted on Aug. 29,

1636, but put off till the afternoon of the 30th. Strode's Floating Island, acted on

Aug. 29, the day before Wilde's play, was printed in 1655 (see no. 2269), but was
not entered at Stationers' Hall.

Oxford Press.

2270. Aesop. iEsopi Phrygis Fabulse Jam recenter ex collatione

optimorum exemplarium emendatius excusae. Una cum nonnuUis vario-

rum authorum Fabulis adjectis, Et indice correctiori praefixo.

Impr. 341* (Oxonije, exc. L. Lichfield and H, Hall) : 1655 : I2°.^A title-page

only, in the British Museum. No other trace of this Oxford edition has been found :

there is a Cambridge edition of this date, with similar title, which perhaps anticipated
and stopped a projected Oxford one. RRl^

Burgersdicius, Franco. Idea Oeconomicse et Politicae Doctrinae. Opus post-
humum (Oxon. 1655) : see no. 2254.

—
,
—

. Idea Philosophise Naturalis. Editio postrema (Oxon. 1655) : see no. 2254.

2271. Burton, W. An Almanack for the yeare 1655. Being the

third since Leap Yeare. Wherein is contained the severall Lunations,

Quarterly Ingresse of the Sun, and severall Tables of necessary use.

With Moderne transactions, a discriplion of Highwayes, and principal!
faires in England and Wales. By VV. Burton.

Impr. 2151^ (Oxford, by H. Hall) : 1655 '• (^ig^O i6°= PP- [16], sign, a": English ;

long primer solid, &c.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, in black and red, within border of

ornn. : [2] 'Vulgar Notes', 1655, and figure: [3] 'A Tide Table', with explanation
and example : [4]

' An explanation of the Calender', and the four Terms : [5—16] the

Calendar by months, giving lunations and seven columns (day of month and week,
festivals, sunrise, moon's age and sign, and weather).—The University had the right
of printing all kinds of books conferred on it by its Magna Charta of March 3, i63§
(vol. ii, p. 526), and the Stationers' Company paid ;i^20o a year from March 163!
(vol. i, p. 285) to the University for the rights of the latter to print Bibles, Almanacs,
and the like. This payment ceased after March 1643, see App. D, and the present
book is part of the challenge of the University after the Civil War. The Stationers'

Company after a time gave in, and from Sept. 1655 onwards made a payment. The
Burton Almanac was apparently suppressed, and every copy mutilated, and used only
in bindings. There are three such copies in C.C.C. (Oxford) and probably more in

other colleges. The Bodleian has one (mutilated) copy : none are at present known
outside Oxford. If the second part of the 16" Burton Almanac (about highways,

fairs, &c.) was ever printed, no copy is at present known. See also nos. 2060, 2063.
As for the larger sheet almanacs of 1652-5, since they too are only found in

bindings, it would seem that the Company privately arranged for their suppression

(presumably by payment to the author and printers), but allowed the binders to use

them as waste paper : see Per. 5 a for details of them. RR.
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2272. Calvinus, Johannes.
'

Joan. Calvini Compendium Christianse Religionis
—

Oxon. 1655.'—So ^" Calalogi Varioriim Libroriiiii . . . Richardi Davis Bibliopolx

[Oxoniensis] Pars qttarta (Lond., 1692, 4**), lot 212. I find nothing corresponding to

this title or date in the catalogues of the Bodleian or British Museum. The nearest

approaches I have found are (i) in the Catalogue of Mngdalen college (Oxford)

library, under the name of Edmund Bunny :
—Institutionis Christianje Religionis a

Joanne Calvino conscripts Compendium, simul ac methodi enarratio per Edmundum
Bunnium (Lond. 1676, 8^), and (2) a Geneva 1602 edition in the Bibliotheque
Nationale at Paris. The only Calvin book hitherto printed at Oxford is no. 664
{Aphorismi, Oxon., 1630). In Davis's Catal.

, part 3 (1688), p. 10, the date appears
as 1665, which may be right, see no. 2696.

2273. Crosse, rev. Robert. Ao'yoi; AAoyta, seu, Exercitatio Theo-

logica de Insipientia rationis humanse, gratia Christi destitutse, in rebus

Fidei. Authore R. Crosse S.Th.B. Coll. Line, quondam Socio. \device?^

Impr. 336 (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall, per T. Robinson) : 1655 '• sm. 4" : pp. [4] + 23
+ [i]: Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-4] 'Editor Lectori': 1-23, the

exercise, on i Cor. ii. 14.—The editor excuses himself for printing this discourse

without the knowledge of the author and indeed after the latter had wished to destroy
it. Robert Crosse was at this time rector of Chew Magna, in Somerset, and never

willingly published anything. His editor friend thought that this discourse, delivered

about fifteen years before, would serve as an antidote to Socinianism and Arminianism,
and in particular to John Goodwin's Redemption Redeemed {\6-^i) ;

and perhaps also

to the new opposition of science and religion, as shown later in the disputes between

Crosse and Joseph Glanvill. See Wood's Ath, Oxon. iv. 123.

2274. Dickinson, dr. Edmund. Delphi Phoenicizantes, sive, Tractatus,

in quo Gra^cos, quicquid apud Delphos celebre erat . . . e Josuse historia,

scriptisque sacris effinxisse . . . ostenditur . , . Appenditur Diatriba de

Noae in Italiam adventu . . . necnon de Origine Druidum, His accessit

Oratiuncula pro Philosophia liberanda. Authore Edmundo Dickinsono

Art: Magist: & Mertonensis Collegii Socio.

Impr. 337 (Oxoniee, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis): 1655: (eights) 12°: pp. [38]
+ 142 + [18] + 40 + [10], signn. **, a', a* (of which a 4 is torn off or bent round to

form the title), B-0^, P^ : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within border of ornn. :

[3-10] ep. nuncupatoria to dr. Jonathan Goddard : [n—31] Latin dissertation by
Z, Bogan on Job xxv. 8 and on Typho : [32] Errata : 1-142, the work, in

12 chapters : [1-17] three indexes : 1-32, De No&, &c. : 32-40, De Origine Druidum :

[1-9] the Oratiuncula, 'habita in Collegio Mertonensi 10. die Julii . . . 1653'.^
Dr. Dickinson is only known as a classic and a medical man, or chemist, and Wood
(^At!i, Oxon. iii. 331, cf. iv. 477) positively affirms that this book is substantially
a work by Henry Jacob (fellow of Merton, d. 1652), found among his effects. But
Wood grants to Dickinson some knowledge of Oriental languages, and Hebrew and
Arabic is freely quoted. It would seem that Dickinson took Jacob's MS. and made it

his own by changes and even by references to the Arabic text of Eutychius (see after

no. 2254), but it is impossible at present to ascertain the exact truth. The wildness

of the main theory (in which Joshua is identified with Apollo, Hercules, and other

deities, as well as in an obscure way with ' Phoenician ')
is equalled by the etymologies

suggested. At p. 86 an account of one Fannmg, a ventriloquist, known as ' The
King's Whisperer ', who came to Oxford in 1643, is given. Only the Epistola and the

Oratiuncula are certainly by Dickinson. Tlie title means ' The Delphic Oracle in

Hebrew garb '. The treatise is reprinted by Thomas Crenius in his Fasciculus Disser-

tationum (Rotterodami, 1691).

2275. Godwin, Thomas. Romanse Historiae Anthologia recognita
et aucta. An English Exposition of the Roman Antiquities. . . . For the

use of Abingdon School. Newly revised and inlarged by the Author.

Impr. 338 (London, by J. M. (John Macocke or Joseph Moxon, jun.) for H. Cripps
of Oxford) : 1655: sm. 4°: pp. [8] + 277 + [23].— Contents :—p. [i] title, within
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large woodcut border : [3-4] ep. dedic. to dr. John Young, signed
' Tho. Goodwin

',

Abingdon, Nov. 18, 1622: [5] 'Benevolo Lectori': [7] Table of contents : 1-277,
the work, in 4 books : [1-23] index.—This is not really an Oxford-published book,
for Cripps had left Oxford for London not later than 1651. It is the eleventh edition,
see no. 411 : Godwin died in 1643, so 'newly revised by the Author' can only mean
that this edition is reprinted from that of 1642 (no. 1286) or London 1648. Cripps
owned the copyriglit of this work. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii, 52.

Hammond, dr, Henry. A Second Defence Of the Learned Hugo Grotius . . .

By H. Hammond, D D.—This bears the imprint 'London, Printed by J[ames]
Plesher, for Richard Royston at the Angel in Ivy lane, and for Richard Davis Book-
seller in Oxford, 1655 '.

When a book is printed and primarily published otherwhere than at Oxford, it is

not counted as an Oxford publication, even if the second or other publisher IJe an
Oxford bookseller. The present work is the first instance of this exclusion. To count
it as an Oxford book would in succeeding years present a large fictitious output from
the Oxford Press. The second and following publishers are in short, not unreason-

ably, counted as agencies only, though no doubt the expense of producing the volume

was, or might be, shared by all the ' undertakers '. In the present case, neither the

original defence (part of his Vindication concerning Episcopacie (Lond. 1658)) nor the

Continuation of the Defence . . . (Lond. 1657) mentions Oxford in any way in the

imprint. In the case of W. Lyford's Plain mans Senses (Lond. 1655) there is an
issue

'
for Richard Royston

' and another for him ' and Edward Fori'est Bookseller in

Oxford ', differing only in the imprint and showing how superficial the connexion of

the second publisher may be.

2276. Lyford, William. Principles of Faith & Good Conscience;

digested Into a Calecheticall Form : . . . with an Appendix ... By W.

Lyford, Batchelour of Divinity, and Minister of Gods Word at Sherborne

in Dorsetshire. The Fourth Edition . . .

Impr. 310 (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Adams and E. Forrest) : 1655 : (eights) 12° :

pp. [14] + 318: Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : &c.

exactly as no. 2197 throughout, except that 'fourth edition' is printed for 'third

edition' on p. [8].— See no. 2037, Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 345, &c., as in third edition,
of which this seems to be a lineatim reprint.

2277. Maimonides, Moses. ""Din 3N2 Porta Mosis sive Disserta-

tiones aliquot a R. Mose IMaimonide, suis in varias Mishnaioth, sive

textus Talmudici partes, Commentariis prsemissae , . . Nunc primum
Arabice prout ab ipso Autore conscriptae sunt, & Laiinb editse. Una
cum Appendice Notarum Miscellanea, opera & studio Edvardi Pocockii . . .

\_devKe.^

Impr. 337 a (Oxoni.-e, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis) : sm. 4° : pp. [24] + 355 (but

pp. 65-72 are misprinted 57-64, and there are other perturbations, e.g. three pages are

numbered 2S8
;

see first'page of index) + [5] +(Notas) 436 + [28], signn. *,**,***,

A-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-zzz, Aaaa-zzzz, Aaaaa-Kkkkk*, lUU^: Hebr. unpointed, great primer ;

Latin, pica; Notse, English; all solid.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within double line :

[3-23] 'Prseatio ad Lectorem' : [25] list of the six dissertations, and equivalence of

Arabic and Hebrew letters
'

in typographia nostra' : 1-355, the work, Hebrew and

Latin in parallel columns : [2] title
'

Appendix Notarum Miscellanea . . .', device, and

impr. 337 a, with 1654, = sign. Yy 3'' : [4-5] to fill a blank leaf, various versions of

three texts : 1-436, the Notes : [1-26] six indexes : [27-8] Errata.—This is the first

work in Hebrew type from the Oxford Press, though Hebrew, usually unpointed^ (as

in the present woik), had been sporadically used since 1596 (see Index to vols, i, ii,

sub voce Hebrew). In the Porta Mosis the treatise is Arabic, but in Hebrew

characters, though the University possessed matrices of Arabic type, see nos. 2002,

2007. The Notes were printed in 1654, see no. 2259. The rise of the study of

Oriental literature in Oxford may be ascribed to the great donations of archbp. Laud

in 1635-41, and to prof. Edward Pococke's influence. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 320,

and especially Twells's Life of Pococke, prefixed to his edition of Pococke's Works
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(Lond. 1740), vol. i, pp. 44-5, where it is stated that it was Gerard Langbaine who
induced the University to purchase a sufficient quantity of Hebrew type for Pococke's
use (see sign. ***

2''), though in the University Accounts we find payment for a

large Hebrew fount in 1651. Langbaine no doubt suggested the payment for additional

Hebrew type in 1655 and 1656 : see the facts put together under the annals of the

latter year. Twells also states that Henry Chapman (M.A., of Magdalen hall) made
the Index to the text of Maimonides, and probably also to the Notes.

2278. [Osborne, Francis.] Advice to a Son, first edition. The title-page is

dated 1656, though the book was issued in 1635 : and for convenience the account of

it will be found next after no. 2301, retaining the number 2278.

2279. Owen, dr. John. Vindicise Evangelicae or The Mystery of

the Gospel! vindicated, and Socinianisme Examined, In the . . . confuta-

tion of ... A Scripture Catechisme, ... by J. Biddle M.A. And the

Catechisme of Valentinus Smalcius, commonly called The Racovian

Catechisme. With The Vindication of . . . Scripture . . . from the

Perverse Expositions ... of Hugo Grotius . . . Also an Appendix, in

Vindication of some things . . . from the Animadversions of Mr R[ichard]

B[axter]. By John Owen D.D. . . .

Impr. 295 />> (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson): 1655 : sm. 4°: pp. [16] +
70 + [2] + 683 (' 667

'

really 673, for 489-98 are omitted in the pagination, and 507-8,
but 554-5 are repeated) + [3] +44, signn. TJ, A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-zzz, Aaaa-Qqqq*, Rrrr'^,

Aaaaa-Eeeee*, Fffff^ : Pica solid.—^Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3] dedn. to the Council of

State: [5-16] Ep. dedicatory to the Oxford Heads of Houses, &c., dated Ch. Ch.

April 1 : 1-70, the Preface : 1—683, the answer to Biddle, Smalcius, and Grotius in

35 chapters and a mock catechism : [1-3] Index of places of Scripture : [3] Errata

in what precedes and follows : 1-44, the answer to Baxter.— Dr. Owen, Vice-

Chancellor and dean of Christ Church, explains that the Council bid him write this

work, tired and occupied though he was. There is no list of chapters or contents.

Thomason received the book on May 9, 1655. Hall seems to have taken the printing
of the Preface (1-70) and the Answer to Baxter (1-44) off Lichfield's hands:

probably the latter was hustled by the author. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 105.

2280. Prideaux, Matthias. An Easy and Compendious Introduction

For Reading all sorts of Histories [&c., precisely as no. 2260, with the

first title altered in date from 1654 to 1655, but 'Third Edition'

retained].
This is a reissue of the whole of the sheets ol no. 2260 ; which see, and Wood's

Ath. Oxon, iii. 199.

2281. Savage, dr. Henry. Thesis Doctoris Savage Collegii Balio-

lensis Magistri, nempe Paedobaptismum esse licitum, Confirmatio, Contra
Refutationem m"- Tombes nuper Editam . . . ; in qua Argumenta
M. Tombes contra Vossium . . . Refelluntur . . .

Impr. 339 (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield, pro T. Allam) : J655 : sm. 4'': pp. [8] + 103
+ [i]: English solid.— Contents :

—
p. [1] title, within bounding line: [3-4] ep.

dedicatory to Congregation, signed H. S., May 22, 1655 : [5-7] 'Syllabus Rerum
Praecipuarum' : 1-103, the work: 103, Errata.-This quarrel, arising out of an
incident of the Vesperies at Oxford in 1652, is described in no. 2233, the Master of
Balliol supporting infant baptism, and Tombes rejecting it. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 958. Lichfield allowed ' Accademias '

in the imprint ! It is odd too that Thomas
Allam, Oxford bookseller in 1636-9, should now reappear in an Oxford imprint,
after lying low for sixteen years.

2282. South, Robert. Musica Incantans, sive poema. Exprimens
Musicse vires. Per illam, luvene in Insaniam Acto, et Music! inde Peri-

culum. Authore Roberto South Art. Bac. Ex .^de Christi.

Impr. 334^ (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield, per T, Robinson) : 1655 : sm. 4"^ : pp. [2] +
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i3 + [i]: English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within bounding line: 1-13, the

poem.—A hexameter poem, regarded at the time as correct and elegant, which describes
the story of a lutanist, who has driven a youth to insanity and death by his celestial

harmony. He was indicted for homicide, and here triumphantly vindicates himself :

the accuser's speech is also given. Tlie poem begins
'

Non, ego, Caesareas Acies; non
Arma virumque', and extends to about 370 lines. It was reprinted more than once, as
in South's Opera poslhuma (1717) and Musse Biitannicx (171 1). See no. 2786 (1667)
and Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 637. The comma after illavi in the title obscures the sense.

2283. Stokes, William. The Vaulting Master, Oxon. 1655. No copy of this

edition (the 3rd, see no. 2207) seems to be in the great libraries, but an imperfect
copy was in the Bindley sale, 3rd part (1819), lot 19S9, sold for ^8 \os. to Robert

Triphook, the bookseller; returned as imperfect, and sold again in the4lh part (1820),
lot 147, for £2 \\s. to Thomas Rodd, the bookseller: it had no portrait and wanted
two plates : bound in russia. In Bray's edition (1850) of Evelyn's Diary (vol. i, p. 1 1 «.)
1665 is probably an error for 1655,

2284. Vossius, Gerardus Johannes. Gerardi lohannis VossI Rhe-
torices contractse . . . Libri V ... [as no. 2183].

Impr. 331 rt' (Oxoniffi, exc. H. Hall, per J. Godwin): 1655: (twelves) 16"

pp. [14] +417 ('491 ') + [!]: Long primer solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-9]
Voss's dedicatory epistle : [10-13]

' Series capitum': [14] Heinsius's poem : 1-417,
the work.—A reprint of no. 2183, which see.

Wallis, prof. John. Eclipsis Solaris . . . Observatio: see no. 2316 (1656), o
which this forms a part.

2285. Wallis, dr. John. Johannis WalHsii . . . Elenchus Geometriae
Hobbianse. Sive, Geometricorum, quae in ipsius Elementis Philosophiae,
a Thoma Hobbes Malmesburiensi proferuntur, Refutatio.

Impr. 340 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, per J. Crook, Londini) : 1655: 8°: pp. [8] +
136, sign. A— i^, K*

; also two sheets of diagrams : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-6] Ep. dedic. to dr. John Owen,
' Dabam e Typographeo Oxoniensi,

Octob. 10. 1655': [7] 'Index', a list of contents: [8] Errata.—On May 31, 1655
Thomason received a copy of Hobbes's Elemeiitorum Philosophise, sectio prima, de

Corpore, treating of logic, elementary philosophy, geometry, and natural phenomena,
with diagrams. The geometrical part Wallis set himself to criticize and refute,

finishing his refutation on Aug. 27, 1655, see p. 136 of the treatise and date of dedica-

tion, above. So Thomason (or his editor) was wrong in placing it in March 165I,
instead of about November 1655. The considerable controversy between Wallis and
Hobbes may be traced in the D.N.B., and in some subsequent books in the present
volume. Hobbes attempted to instruct the two Savilian professors (Seth Ward and

Wallis), but the latter at any rate proved easily superior. The dating of the Dedi-
cation of the present volume is especially interesting as exhibiting the first occurrence

of the expression
' Oxford (^University) Press ',

in the form ' Dabam e Typographeo
Oxoniensi

'

: see the Annals of Printing, 1655, above, and no. 2316. Wallis probably

penned it in Henry Hall's private printing-house.

2286. W[ard], S[eth]. A Philosophical! Essay Towards an Eviction

of The \bracket\ Being and Attributes of God. Immortality . . . Truth . . .

of Scripture Together With an Index ... By S. W. The second Im-

pression with some Addition.

Impr. 160 (5 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for E. Forrest) : 1655: (eights) 12°: pp. [i6]-f

167 -f[i], English solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within bounding line: [3-8] 'To
the Reader', unsigned: [9-15] 'The Contents': 1-167, the work, in three paits.—
See no. 22og, of which this is a reprint with some additions. The book was received

by Thomason on May 28, 1655.

2287. W(ickens), R(obert). A Compleat & Perfect Concordance

of the English Bible, Composed after a new, and most Compendious
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method, . . . Very usefull for all Students in Divinity ;
and All private

Christians . . . By R. W. M.A. Minister of the Gospell.

Impr. 320 (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1655 '• S'' = PP- [840], sign. A*, B-z,

Aa-zz, Aaa-Ggg* : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

sign. A 1^, notice by the Council,

May 3, 1654, see below: A 2'', title, within bounding line: A3'"-A4'', ep. dedic. to

dr. John Owen, signed
' Robert Wickens

'

: A 4^,
' To the Christian Re.ader': B i''-

Ggg 8^, the work, in triple columns.—The author's name is both in the Council note

and at the end of the dedication. The Concordance includes proper names, and claims

to be an advance on former ones in size, lowness of price, and labour-saving devices,
such as omission of context in the less common words, grouping forms of the same

verb, &c. The Council at White-Hall on May 3, 1654, see above, allowed Thomas
Robinson ' of the Vniversity of Oxford bookseller' to print and publish the book, with

privilege against reprints. The book was to be entered in tlie Stationers' Company
Register : but it appears not to have been entered, at any rate not before Thomason
received a copy on Jan. 3, 1655. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 62.

2288. WoUebius, Joannes. Compendium Theologise Christianas,

Accurata methodo sic adornatum, Ut sit Ad SS. Scripturas legendas,
Ad Locos Communes digerendos, Ad Controversias intelligendas, Manu-
ductio. Autore Joanne Wollebio SS.Th.D. & in Acad. Basil. Profess.

Ord. Editio novissima, Prioribus omnibus tum auctior . . . tum emacu-
latior . . .

Impr. 341 (Oxoni^, exc. H. Hall, per R. Blagrave et J. Forrest) : 1655 : (twelves)
16"; pp. [6] + 331 + [22] : Brevier solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [2]

* Salutis

catena', a pious conceit: [3-4] Prsefatio : [5-6] 2 Latin poems to Wollebius by
Joan. Grossius and Joan. Jac. Grasserus : 1-331, (he work in 2 books: [1—3] 'Series

Capitum
'

: [4-13] Index: [15-21]
' Anatome Corporis Theologici," il scholastic

tables.—Johann Wolleb was a Swiss theologian of Bale {d. 1629) : the Compendium
was printed in his lifetime abroad, at Cambridge in 1648, at Oxford in 1655, 1657,
and 1661, and in English in London in 1650, 1656, and 1660, being found useful at

Universities. The present volume is not a reprint of the Amsterdam 1655 edition,
but of some earlier one : and no. 2360 (1657) is a reissue of the sheets of the present

edition, while no. 2577 (1661) is a reprint.

2289. Royston, Richard. [His list of books published by him, issued in 1655

aspartof Spotswood's Church of Scotland {l^onA. 1655), contains some Oxford books:
see after Periodicals.']

1656.

On April 10 Convocation passed various Orders of the Visitors relating to Examina-
tions and Degrees, which are printed in abstract in Wood's Life, i. 206-7, from the full

text in the Register of Convocation : but most of the year was occupied with long
and ineffective disagreements between the Vice-Chancellor (dr. Jolm Owen) and
Convocation about reforms, dealt with fully in Wood's Hist, of the Univ. ii. 668-75.

Interesting notes by Wood concerning Music in the University at this period are printed
in his Life, i. 204-6, 212, 256-7 :

' What by Musick and rare books that he found in

the Public Library his life, at this time, was a perfect Elysium' {ibid. i. 209). There
was no Act this year, by decree of Convocation on June 16. The Visitors ordered on

Jan. 26, i65y, that Corpus should have its ordinary position on the cycle of colleges
for the election of Proctors, in spite of their Statute against it. The reason given was
that the original causes of their abstention (dangers of turbulence and unfairness in the

election) had been removed by the Laudian cycle. It appears, however, that Samuel

Byfield of C.C.C., Proctor in 1657-8, was not the first Corpus Proctor, Nicolas Baylie

having preceded him in 1621, and Thomas Whyte in 1633.
On Sept. 7 the third Cromwellian Parliament met, when dr. Owen preached the

sermon.
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2290. Goffe, Thomas. Three Excellent Tragoedies, Viz. The
Raging Turk, or, Bajazet the Second. The Courageous Turk, or,
Amurath the First. And The Tragoedie of Orestes. Written, By Tho.
Goff, Master of Arts, and Student of Christ-Church in Oxford; and
Acted by the Students of the same House. The second Edition, care-

fully corrected by a friend of the Authors.

Impr. :—London, Printed for G. Bedell and T. Collins, at the Middle Temple
Gate Fleet-street : 1656 : (eights) 1 2° : pp. [2] + 263 + [9], signn. title-page, A-R^—
Contents :

—
p. [i] general title : i, The Raging Turk, 2nd ed., title-page with impr,

as above : 3, dedn. as in no. 670 : 4,
' The Names of the Actors ', i. e. characters :

5-1 13, the text : 115, The Courageous Turk, 2nd ed., title-page with impr. as above :

117-24, prefatory matter as no. 713; 125-S5, the text : 187, Orestes, 2nd ed., title-page
with impr. as no. 733: 189-90, prefatory matter: 191-263, the text: [2-6] Books
pr. for Ga. Bedell and Tho. Collins, 1656 : [8-9] not 5^«2.— Reprints of nos. 670,
713* 733> ^'1 posthumous plays, with general title-page. Richard Meighen, the

original publisher of the plays in 1631, 1632, 1633, died in 1641 or 1642, and his

widow Mercy in 1654, leaving her two partners Bedell and Collins in possession of
the copyrights. See Wood's Alh. Oxon. ii. 464.

Leigh, Edward. For an account of Oxford in his Treatise ofReligion and Learnings
London, 1656, see no. 2217.

2291. Oxford—All Souls College. William Powell alias Hinson Esq;
Plaintiife; The Warden and Fellows of All-soules Colledge in Oxford
Defendants. In the Chancellors Court of the University of Oxford in

a pretended Cause of Dammage.
[London] : (1656) : sm. 4° : pp. 8.— Contents :

—
p. i, title: 1-8, the pleadings.^

A matter of a renewed lease to George Heme of a messuage and lands in
'

Whatley
'

(Wheatley) in Oxfordshire, which lease became complicated by a succession of sub-

leases and mortgages of them, under the old lease of 1634. The renewal in question
was stated to be against the interest of Sir Edward Powell's executor, William Powell,
and damages are claimed. All Souls is described on p. 5 as

' a body without a soule

(although it be All-soules)'. The three pleaders in this paper (which is the case on
behalf of the college) are Charles HoUoway, Sept. 26, 1656 (p. i), Tymothy
Tourneur, Nov. 8, 1656 (p. 5), and George Starkey, Nov. 10, 1656. The last-named

argues that the Court has no jurisdiction in the matter. R.

2292. Oxford—University
—Ashmolean Museum. Tradescant, John,

the younger. Musaeum Tradescantianum : or, a Collection of Rarities.

Preserved at South-Lambeth neer London By John Tradescant.

\large orn?\

Impr. :
—London, Printed by John Grismond, and are to be sold by Nathanael Brooke

at the Angel in Cornhill : 1656: (eights) 12°: pp. [20] + 179 + [5], signn. (Tr)^, a*,

a*, B-M^ N^— Contents :
—

p. "[4] Arms of Tradescant : [5] title : [8] Engraving of

John Tradescant the elder, by Hollar : [9-1 1] six anagram? and two Latin poems and

one English to J. T. the elder : [14] Engraving of John Tradescant the younger, from

the life, by Hollar: [15] Anagram and English poem to J. T. the younger by
Walter Stonehouse : [i 7]"Dedicn. to the College of Physicians in London by

'

J. T.' :

[19-26]
' To the . . . Reader

'

by John Tradescant the younger : [27-8]
' A view of the

whole', list of contents: 1-178, the Catalogue: 179, [1-4] 'Principal Benefactors to

the precedent Collection '.—An important Catalogue of the earliest English collection

of objects of Natural History, the nucleus of "the present Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford. For the Tradescants, an English family, see the Diet, of Aat. Biogr. The

SI80 E
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elder John formed the original collection, and exhibited it in his house in South

Lambeth, known as Tradescant's Ark. After his death early in 1638 his son John
inherited it, and finally in 1659 2'^^^ i' '° Elias Ashmole, but the latter after the

donor's death in 1662 had difficulty in obtaining it from the widow, and as a fact only
received it, diminished by losses, in 1674 : in 1683 it was received at the new
Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, as a gift from the founder.

The preface explains that about 1653 the younger John Tradescant began the

Catalogue, aided by
' two worthy friends

',
known to be dr. Thomas Wharton and

Elias Ashmole, but the Hollar plates delayed publication. In the library of Magdalen
college, Oxford, is a very rare earlier Catalogue, entitled

' Plantarum in horto Joh.
Tradescanti nascentium Catalogus' (8°, n. pi., 1634), apparently unknown to biblio-

graphers. The new Catalogue contains Animals (shells, fossils). Minerals, 'out-

landish fruits ', &c., paintings, instruments of war, costumes, utensils, coins and medals,
and (pp. 73-178) 'Catalogus Plantarum in Horto Johannis Tredescanti, nascentium' in

alphabetical order. The list of benefactors includes king Charles i and Henrietta

Maria, archbp. Laud, lord Falkland, sir Kenelm Digby, Elias Ashmole, and others,

109 in number. Among the curiosities of the Catalogue are a Dodar (Dodo) of

which part is still preserved at the University Museum (p. 4), the horn of a Unicorn

(p. 7), 'folia Thee', tea-leaves (p. 30), examples of fine carving (p. 36), 'two figures

carved in stone by Hans Holben
'

(p. 38), copies of the glass windows of S. Sophia at

Constantinople (p. 41),
' An Umbrella' (p. 54). The arms of Tradescant as engraved

are :
—Or on a bend azure three fleurs-de-lis of the first, with a fleur-de-lis between

wings as a crest. The blank leaf preceding the arms may be wanting without the

book being imperfect. There is a bibliographical point about the first sheet (a*)

which has perturbed the order of the prefatory matter. A 2 + A 7 contain the portrait
of the elder Tradescant and the dedication. Both of these ought to follow the title,

the dedication first. So in some copies these two do follow the title, in others one of the

two is relegated to the 7th place, usually the dedication. An edition of 1660 (no. 2473)
is only a reissue with new date, title, and dedication. This work was entered at

Stationers' Hall on March 17, 165!, and was received by Thomason on May i, 1656.

2293. D England—Parliament. The Names of the Lords and

Commons of the Parlament assembled at Oxford, January 1643.
Pp. 20-5 of ' A Catalogue of the Names of the . . . [members] in the last Four

Parlaments . . .' of Nov. 3, 1640, July 4, 1653, Sept. 3, 1654, and Sept. 17, 1656.
'

London, pr. by Tho. Newcombe, dwelling in Thames Street, over against Baynards
Castle', 1656 : (eights) i2'*.^The official records of the Oxford Parliament which met
on Jan. 22, 164!, were burnt in June 1646 (see the annals of those months in Oxford-

Books, ii. 307, 418). The present list shows that, of the House of Lords, 45 attended

on the first day, 5 came later, 22 were absent with leave, 9 were abroad, and 2 were
confined in Westminster (83 in alii : of the Commons, 118 attended, 23 came later, and

34 were ill or absent with leave (175 in all). Only the names are here given.
Thomason received the Catalogue on Nov. 21, 1656—the Oxford part is probably
a reprint of no. 1915.

2294. Parnassus Biceps. Parnassus Biceps. Or Severall Choice
Pieces of Poetry, Composed by the best Wits that were in both the

Universities before their Dissolution. With an Epistle . . .

Impr. :
—London : Printed for George Eversden at the Signe of the Maidenhead in

St. Pauls Church-yard : 1656: (eights) 12°: pp. [8] + 163 + [5], signn. a-l^, M*.—
Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within double line : [3-8]

' To the . . . Reader, an Epistle,'

signed by the editor, Ab:r(aham) Wright: 1-163, the poems: [2—5] not seen.^
A collection of ninety-five poems of the pre-Civil-War period, chiefly Oxonian and
amorous. Few are local; two are on the Fairford Windows (pp. 81, 84), two on
St. John's college, 1635-6 (pp. 121, 123), one on the Cathedral (p. 3): one is on
a copy of the TSIkoiv BaaiKticr] with a binding stained with Charles i's blood (p. 54) : at

p. 83 are some Jesuitical Verses {beg.
'
I hold as faith '). The gilt labels over the

Schools' doors in the Bodleian Quadrangle are referred to in the preface (sign. A 7'').

The book was entered at Stationers' Hall on March 12, 165I. See Wood's At/i.

Oxon. iv. 277.
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2295. Birkhead, Henry. Poematia in Elegiaca, lambica, Polymetra,
Antitechnemata et Metaphrases, membratim quadripertita.

Impr. 342 (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield per E. Forrest) : 1656 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16]
+ 121 + [13]: Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within border of ornn.: [5-7]

'Lectori lecto', pref. signed
' H. Birchedus', Jan. 31, 165I: [9-1 1]

'
Relectiones ',

a list of misprints, with apology: [13] 'Imprimatur. Joannes Ouenus, Academise
Oxoniensis Pro-Cancellarius' : [15], 1-121, the poems: [2-12]

'

Lemmatum, &
Scholiorum Sylloge', an index.— An enlarged reissue of no. 1841 (1645), which was

anonymous. The poems are chiefly Latin, but also Greek, English, and (one, p. 77)
Hebrew, Antitechnemata means '

competitive verses '. Some of the poems are

topical, such as 'In I. R. Monastic! Anglicani Editorem', i.e. on John Rushworth's
connexion with the work (p. 52), one on Hugo Grotius's imprisonment (p. 1 13), and one
on Anne Green's recovery (p. 117): it is amusing to note that the dithyramb in praise of

Laud in 1645 is now addressed, with a few changes, to Thomas Cranmer! Perhaps
owing to Leonard Lichfield's age and approaching end, the printing is careless, and
the errata many. The letterpress of p. 95 is on p. 96, and vice versa. The author is

more ingenious than convincing in his excuses for publication. He repeats from the

1645 edition (which see) his reason for so doing, and calmly apologizes for the

misprints in these words :
—'

Plerumque non recta tendimus, nisi cum erraverimus.'

The Imprimatur is in our modern form, but without date : the book was received by
Thomason on June 10, 1656. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1072, iv. 574. I see no
evidence of a 1656 Otium literatiim (see no. 2377), except a probably mistaken date

in ink in Anthony Wood's copy.

2296. Capell, hon. Charles. Aftectuum Decidua, or Due Expressions
in honour of the truly noble Charles Capell Esq. (Sonne to the right

honourable Arthur Capell \J^ Capell Baron of Hadham) deceased on

Christmas Day 1656. [mo/Zo.]

Impr. 227 a (Oxford [by H. Hall]) : 1656 : sm. 4° : pp. f 2] + 28 + [2], signn. A-D* :

English solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title : 1-28, the poems.—Thirteen English poems on

the death of the hon. Charles Capell, Dec. 25, 1656. The writers are perhaps all

Wykehamists, and nearly all New College men :
—

Turner, Francis, ofNew College, March 2,

i65f. An editorial poem, dedicating
the volume to Henry Capell, brother of

Charles.

Sharrock, R.[obert, fellow of New Col-

lege].

Husey, Tho:, gent. comm. of Trin. coll.

Thistlethwayte, Gabriell, fell, of New
coll., student of Civil Law.

Howell, Tho. [of New Coll.].

Miles, Will:, B.A. New Coll.

Lowe, Edw:, fell, of New Coll. (with

chronogram).
Flatman, Tho., fell, of New CoU.

Musprat, Tho:, fell, of New Coll.

Oldyss, Will., fell, of New Coll.

Ken. Tho:, commoner of Hart Hall.

Turner, Franc, scholarofNewColl. (two)

Charles Capell, 2nd son of the ist lord Capell {d. 1649), was at Winchester School,

and succumbed to small-pox in London. He was never a member of the University,

and died at the age of eighteen, about to be married. It is just possible that the

piece was issued before March 25, 165!, when '1656' ended, but probably the

publication was a little later. R.

2297. Eutychius, patr. of Alexandria. [Arak'c title]
Contextio

Gemmarum, sive, Eutychii Patriarchge Alexandrini Annales. Illustriss:

lohanne Seldeno, rov ixaKapiTov, Chorago. Interprete Edwardo Po-

cockio . . .

Impr. 306 (Oxonice, exc. H. Hall): 1656: 4": pp. [132] + 552 + [2nd vol.] 533
+ [3], signn. II, lit, mmil, t, §, a-t\ m\ A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-zzz*, and [2nd vol.] Aaaa-

zzzz, Aaaaa-zzzzz, Aaaaaa-zzzzzz* : Great primer (Latin) solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i]

title, within double line: [2-132] Pococke's Preface, Life of Eutychius, part of

E 2
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Selden's Preface of 1642, Errata and Collations : Eutychian chronology, and four

indexes: all in Latin, except the Arabic Life: 1-55 1, the first volume of text:

552 'Ad Lectorem' : i, title
'

Eutychii . , . Annalium Tomus Alter . . . ', with device

and impr. 343 (Oxoniis, exc. H. Hall) ; 1654 : 4-533, the text, which in both volumes
contains throughout a page of Arabic opposite the page of Latin translation.—The

Eutychius has a history. Eutychius, Patriarch of Alexandria 933-8, wrote Arabic

annals from the Creation to about A. D. 936, here edited, with Latin translation, by
Pococke. Selden, who in 1642 edited another work of Eutychius, had the use of two^
MSS. of the Annals, and aided by dr. Gerard Langbaine persuaded Pococke in 1652
to make a Latin translation of the whole, which was nearly finished at Selden's death

on Nov. 30, 1654. It seems that Selden, who was paying the cost of printing at the

Oxford Press, desired to see some fruit of his expenditure before he died, for at least one

copy of pp. 1-244 of vol. 2 is found, separate, with the regular title of vol. 2 (1654).
At any rate Selden saw enough of the issue to enable him to use it agaitist Episcopacy,
and in consequence Pococke was far from keen to go on with and produce the work.

However, when Selden died he was found to have left (by a codicil dated June 11,

1653) to Pococke and Langbaine the whole edition (500 copies) printed or to be

printed, and it came out in 1656 as two volumes : but Pococke had also found out

meanwhile that Eutychius was not a historian to be depended on. There is no
evidence that vol. 2 (* 1654') was issued as a whole before 1656. The work is the

second substantial Arabic treatise in Arabic type issued at Oxford, see no. 2034
(1650). Pococke was so careful about the Arabic type that he had one letter recast.

These two volumes were reissued, with two new title-pages only, in 1658 at Oxford,
see no. 2385. See Twells's Life of Pococke ;

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 372, iv. 320.

2298. Gerhardus, Johannes. loh: Gerhardi Meditationes Sacrse.

Editio postrema, prioribus emendation.

Impr. 344 (Oxonise, [exc. H. Hall] pro H. Hall per R. Blagrave) : 1656 :

(twelves) 16° : pp. [2] + 221 -(- [17], signn. a-k'^ : Long primer solid.— Contents :—
p. [i] title, within line : 1-221, the Meditations: [2-3] Index: [4-17] 'Series . . .

parricidii in . . . Regem Regniimque Britanniae cogitati & instruct!
',

an account of

Gunpowder Plot.—-A reprint, even to the words 'postrema editio', of the Oxford
edition of 1633 (no. 749). The little treatise on the Plot of 1605 is inserted to fill

a blank space in sign. K : it begins
' Dubitatum jam olim

'

and ends with a Latin

poem beginning 'O scelus ! 6 veterum' : both are markedly Royalist. It was fairly

safe even now to print such pieces at Oxford. The late Edw. Gordon Duff possessed
a copy of this work bound in silver.

2299. Jeanes, rev. Henry. A Mixture of Scholasticall Divinity,
with Practical], in severall tractates : Wherein Some of the most difficult

knots in Divinity are untied ... By Henry leanes. Minister of God's

Word at Chedzoy in Sommerset-shire. SjJyiiversity Arms.^
Impr. 320a (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1656 : sm.. 4° : pp. [48] + 172

+ 396 + [4], signn. A, a-e, E-Y*, Y^; Aa-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-oddd^ : Pica solid.—Con-
tents:—p. [1] title: [3] dedicn. to Francis RoUe, son of Henry Rolle, L.C.J. : [5-33]
a long 'Table of the Contents', [34-45] 'a Table of the Scriptures' cited: [46]

f
Scholasticall]

* Addenda & corrigenda
'

: [47] title-label,
' leanes. of & •

Divinity
'

( Practicall J

(usually torn off: its absence does not make the copy imperfect) : 1-64, 'Of the

sinfuU feare of man', and the immortality of the soul: 65-133, of Christ's Incarna-

tion : 134-72, of the Resurrection of Christ : i, a title-page
' A treatise of the Fulnesse

of Christ . . .', with impr. 345 (Oxford, by H. H. for T. Robinson) : 3, dedicn. to

col. Henry Henly : 5-396, the treatise : [1-4] a list of ' Bookes Printed for, and to

be sold by Thomas Robinson in Oxford
',

see no. 2242.—A '

painful
'

and clear work,
which aroused a dim controversy for five years, in which Henry Hammond, William

• Selden owned one MS. (Gage's) and borrowed the other from Corderoy (see pref.

to Selden's 1642 book). The difficulty in NicoU and Pusey's Catal. of Oriental MSS.
in Bodley (ii. 47 «.) is solved by the fact that MS. Poc. 351 is this Corderoy MS., but

bears Selden's motto!
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Creed, and Jeanes belaboured each other : see no. 2343. A list of contents of this
volume on signn. Dddd 4' ends,

' To which may be added a Treatise formerly Publisht

by the same Author, Of the excellency of prayse and thanksgiving, on Ps. 92. i . . .' :

but the reference is to a publication of Jeanes in 1649 (London). A second part of
the Mixture is no. 2501 (1660). On sign, di'' occurs 'figuring' in the sense of
'

pagination ', which latter word is quite modern. See Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 591.
Thomason received this work on March 31, 165!, though Robinson's List appended
to it records several volumes which were actually published later in 1656.

2300. Ley, rev. William. 'Yirepaa-Tna-Trj^ or A Buckler for the Church
of England Against Certaine Queries Propounded by M^ Pendarvis (late
Lecturer of Wanting) called Arrowes Against Babylon . . . and an
addition of severall Anti-Queries in the Close. By William Ley Minister

of the Gospell at Wanting [Wantage] in Barkshire . . .

Impr. 295 i> (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1656 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] + 24
+ [4], signn. A-D*: Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [1] title, within border of ornn. :

[3] Dedic. epistle to col. Sidenham (Will. Sydenham, d. 1661) : [4], 1-24, the treatise :

24, two errata : [25-8] Koi seen. This is a Wantage dispute. Pendarves, a Baptist,
let fly his arrows (Lond., i6-;6) at the Church of Rome, the English Church, and the

Quakers with admirable impartiality. Ley, an Independent, stands up for Church
and Commonwealth and irrelevantly proves Rome to be the Beast, or rather no. 666,

by Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and English numeration (p. 2). The ' Church of England
'

he defends : the Quakers are left alone. The Anti-Queries occupy the last page and
a half. Thomason received this tract on June 12, 1656. See Wood's Fasli Oxon,
ii. 108.

2301. Maccovius, Johannes. Johannis Maccovii SS. Theol D. &
Professoris. Distinctiones et Regulse Theologicas ac Philosophicae. Editae

Opera ac Studio Nicolai Arnoldi SS. Theol. D. & Professoris in Aca-
demia Franekerna.

Impr. 346 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Blagrave) : 1656: (twelves) 16°: pp.

[16] + 198 + [2], sign. *8, A-H12, i< : Long primer solid.—^Contents:—p. [i] title:

[3-12] ep. dedic. of N. Arnold to four young Polish nobles; dated at Franeker,

Apr. 16, 1652: [13-14] 'Ad Lectorem': [15-16] 'Index Capitum': 1-198, the

Distinctiones, in 22 chapters and a ' Centuria '.^Johannes Maccovius (Makowsky)
was a Pole, professor at the University of Franeker in Holland, and died in 1644.
This short manual of the principles of Theology, with explanations of each, is in

scholastic style, and was apparently printed first at Franeker in 1652. The circum-

stances of its introduction to Oxford are not known. The author, editor, and
dedicatees were all Poles connected with Franeker.

2278. [Osborne, Francis.] Advice to a Son
;

or Directions For

your better Conduct Through the various and most important Encounters
of this Life. Under these Generall Heads L Studies &c. IL Love and

Marriage. IIL Travel!. IV. Government. V. Religion. Conclusion.

Impr. 3203 (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1656 : (eights) 16° : pp. [16]
+ '5' +[i]) signn. a-k*, l* : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-6] 'To the

Reader' : [7-15]
' To his Son' : [15] errata : 1-151, the book, in which each division

is preceded by a list of the sections in it. The Advice to a Son was for a time very

popular, as the succession of editions shows, but it soon brought the author into

trouble, for he argued against marriage and women gene -ally, against large libraries,

and against a monarchy. On July 27, 1658, the Vice-Chancellor suppressed the book,
and after the Restoration it was brought before the House of Lords (on March 13,

1676) as a seditious and treasonable publication. The Advice is written in a lively

and readable style, and reveals an arm-chair critic of life, grown tolerant and giving

warnings which November can never expect May to observe. Like Chesterfield's

more famous Letters, and Major Pendennis, he was read for his toleration and

the graver parts were passed over. Samuel Johnson had nothing to say for Osborne.

For a second part see no. 2398. Osborne, who affixed his name to the sixth and

1
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following editions, was never at any University, but resided at Oxford at least in 1658,
and died on Feb, 4, i65§. Thomason received the book on Oct. 18, 1655, if we may
believe his ascription of date, so that the work strictly belongs to 1655. The biblio-

graphy of the first three editions has not hitherto been worked out. That this is the

first is clear (i) from the number of woodcut ornaments and style of printing,

compared with the simpler and cheaper reprints ; (2) from the occurrence of the section

on ' Meere Scholars', beginning 'Let not an over-passionate prosecution', after and
not (as in all other editions by an obvious improvement) before the section on

Collegiate Discipline. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. i. 706 ;
Hist, of Univ. ii. 684. The

Oxford editions are of 1656, 1657?, 1658: others are 189C, and in Osborne's Works,

1673, 1682, 1701, 1722, &c. Its success induced one John Heydon to perpetrate
Advice to a Daughter in opposition to the Advice to a Son (1658 and 1659), which
itself produced a counterblast. B. D. H. in the Preface of the first three editions are

Buckingham, Donne, and (Samuel Butler, the author of) Hudihras,

2302. [Osborne, Francis.] Advice to a Son
; or, Directions . . . [&c.,

as no. 2278, next above\ [2nd ed.].

Impr. 320 rt (Oxford, by H. Hall, for T. Robinson) : 1656 : (eights) 16° : pp. [8]
+ 136, signn. A-i^ : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-4J 'To the Reader':

[5-8] 'To his Son' : 1-136, the work : 136, errata.—No doubt the 2nd ed., since it

preserves the 'Studies &c.' of the ist ed., whereas all others have 'Studies, &c.',

inserting a comma. It is a reprint throughout. On p. [4] is added ' Publish't of late

by the author of this Advice, A perswasive to a Mutnall Compliance . . .', see

no. 2201 (1652). In the preface
' B. D. H. &c. Who are not unable' is altered to

' B D H &c. Men not unable
', as in all subsequent editions, and other alterations

are made.

2303. — ,

—
. Advice to a Son

; or, Directions . . . [&c., as no. 2278]
[3rd ed.].

Impr. 320 a (Oxford, by H. Hall, for T. Robinson) : 1656 : (eights) 16" : pp. [8]
+ 136, signn. A-i' : Pica solid.— Contents :—exactly as the 2nd ed.—Again a reprint

throughout, not a reissue, of the 2nd ed. On the title-page a comma is inserted

between the ' Studies
' and ' &c.' The first erratum is

' Reader. Mend Pag, i 1. 20.

r[ead]. Thrift.\ not as in 2nd ed. 'Reader mend, p. 4, 1. 21. r. perfect in.''

2304. — ,

—
. Advice to a Son. Or Directions . . . The Fourih Edition,

much enlarged by the Author.

Impr. 32o« (Oxford, by H. Hall, for T, Robinson): 1656: 12": pp. [8] + 188
-t- pp.

'

32
'-' 33

' + [6], signn. A-H^*, jB : pica solid.—Contents :— p. [1] title : [3-4]
' To the Reader '

: [5-8]
' To his Son '

: 1-188, the work : 188, errata :

'

32
'-'

33 ',

'This (*) which now serves to fill a blanke leafe [sign. 13], should have come in

pag. 33, before § 40, and may be removed thither', beg.
'
*. Tis generally said

'

: [1-6]
'An Index', in which the additions to this edition are noted.^An enlarged edition,
also slightly increased in format : in the index the old sections are in italics, the new
in roman, and where part only is new Osborne is clever enough to print the heading
(in the index) partly in roman, partly in italic. The changes are by no means a
recantation. Bp. Barlow characterizes the author in his copy of this edition (8° C.

313 Line, in the Bodleian) as a 'Lay-Gentleman and an old atheistical Courtier'.

The preface of the present edition is a new one (discarded in the 6th edition), and
tells us that the first three editions were sold off in nine months. He also refers to

his Politicall Reflections (no. 2305) as already published.

2304.* —
,
—

. Advice to a Son. Or Directions . . . The Fift Edition.

Impr. 320a (Oxford, by II. Hall, for T. Robinson) : 1656 : 12°: pp. [8] -f 188

+ [8], signn. A-H^'^, I* : Pica solid. ^Contents :
—

pp. 1-188 as no. 2304, omitting the

errata : [1-6]
' An Index , . .' : [7] A list of books '

Newly Published by tlie author of
this Advice, Politicall Reflections . . .'—Apparently a reprint of the 4th edition, with
such small changes as on p. [3]

'

Concerning the fourth Edition
'

instead of ' Con-

cerning this fourth Edition '.
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2305. [Osborne, Francis.] Politicall Reflections upon the Govern-
ment ol the Turks. Nicholas Machiavel. The King of Sweden's Descent
into Germany. The Conspiracy of Piso and Vindex against Nero. The
Greatness and Corruption of the Court of Rome. The Election of

Pope Leo the XI. The Defection from the Church of Rome. Martin
Luther Vindicated. By the Author of the late Advice to a Son.

Impr. 347 (London by J. G[risniond] for T. Robinson) : 1656: 12°: pp. [12] + 228,

signn. A^, b-k", l^: Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within bounding line : [3-9]
'To the Reader': [10] errata: [11], 1-22S, the essays, each with title-page at

pp. [11] (Turks: with index at p. 117), 125, 149, 163, 177 (Court of Rome), 195, 205,
217.—A book of essays in a rambling style : a sentence on pp. 40-1 contains

316 words. It is certainly remarkable that, as the Bodleian Catalogue points out, the

discourse on Machiavelli is a mere paraphrase, with carefully varied terms, of a Civil
War pamphlet of November 1642 entitled 'The Atheistical Politician, or a briefe

discourse concerning Ni. Machiavell '. Possibly Osborne did not wish to be known
as the author of the pamphlet, but old Barlow found him out, see no. 2304. Each
title has a London imprint, one of which gives Grismond's full surname. Thomason
received this piece on June 17, 1656. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. i. 706. A British

Museum copy has the expanded imprint :
—London, printed by J. G. for Richard

Royston, and are to be sold by Thomas Robinson, Bookseller in Oxford (impr. 348).
For other editions see nos. 2454 (1659), 2603 (1662),

2306. [Osborne, Francis?] The Private Christians Non Vltra,

or, A Plea For the Lay-Man's Interpreting the Scriptures. Written by
Pliilolaoclerus . . .

Impr. 320 c (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1656 : sm. 4° : pp. [4]-f 28 :

Pica solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [2] Dr. John Owen's recommendation of the book, though
he differs in principles : [3] title : 1-28, the work.^A short treatise in favour of the

right of private interpretation of Scripture, but hedged about with conditions such as

orderly weekly meetings for the purpose, and 'meddle not with those places of

Scripture which are darke and obscure
'

! Dr. Owen states that he does not know who
the author was, and Wood can only say {Ath. Oxon. i. 706) that the pamphlet was

'strongly reported' to be Osborne's. It is not reprinted among his works, and

impresses one as too scholastical in form and too academical in style for Osborne, who
is less learned nnd more lively and striking. I have seen a list of books in the library
of Thomas Hall at King's Norton which ascribes the work to — Woodward, on the

authority of W. Salt Brassington. This must be the rev. Hezekiah Woodward, vicar

of Bray {d. 1675 : see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1034).

2307. Owen, dr. John. God's Work in Founding Zion, and His

Peoples Duty thereupon. A Sermon preached in the Abby Church at

Westminster, at the opening of the Parliament Septemb. 17*'' 1656.

By John Owen : a Servant of Jesus Christ in the Work of the Gospell . . .

Impr. 295 b (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1656 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 48 :

English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [2] The Parliament's Order for printing the Sermon,

Sept. 17, 1656 : [3] title, within bounding line: [5-7] 'To his Highnesse the Lord

Protector', an epistle dedicatory: 1-48, the sermon, on Is. xiv. 32.—Observe in the

title the humility of the D.D., Dean of Christ Church, and Vice-Chancellor of the

University, when addressing his great patron. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 103.

2308. — ,

—
. Of The Mortification of Sinne in Believers : The

\hracket\ i. Necessity, 2. Nature, and 3. Meanes of it. With a Resolu-

tion of sundry cases of Conscience ... By John Owen D.D. . . .

Impr. 295^°- (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson): 1656 : (eights) 16°: pp. [8]

-I- 222 + [2]", signn. A*, B-p8 : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-7] preface :

[8] list of five
' Bookes Publish't of late by D. Owen, and Printed at Oxford' : 1-222,

the work in thirteen chapters.
—A treatise against extreme mortification and self-

penance, pointing out their proper limits. The five books of dr. Owen lately published
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(see above) are the De justitia, Saints Perseve^-ance, SocinianismExamined, Sermon

before the Parliament, and Review of ike Annotations of Hugo Grotius. Thomason
received the piece on July 23, 1656. For the 2nd ed. (1658), see no. 2405 : the 3rd
ed. was published at London in 1668.

2308. Owen, dr. John. A Review of the Annotations of Hugo
Grotius, In Reference unto the Doctrine of the Deity, and Satisfaction

of Christ. Wiih A Defence of the Charge formerly laid against them.

By lohn Owen D.D. \_U71iversiiy Arms.'\
Impr. 320(/ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1656 : sni. 4° : pp. [2] + 22 :

Pica solid. ^Contents :— p. [i] title: 1-21, the tract: 21-2, two then unpublished
letters of Grotius to Johannes Crellius, May 10, 1626, and Jan. 1632.—The present
treatise is part of a controversy. Not less than three Defences of Grotius did dr. Henry
Hammond issue. After Owen's Vindicim Evangelic^, 1655 (no. 2279), came the

Defence : then an Epistle from Owen : next the Second Defence : then the present

Review^ and finally Hammond's Continuation of the Defence (1657). Thomason
received the Review on May 3, 1656. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 105 and (for

Hammond) iii. 497.

2310. Pinke, William. The Triall of a Christians sincere Love unto

Christ. By M^ William Pinke Mr of Arts, late Fellow of Magdalen
Colledge in Oxford. . . .

Impr. 349* (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for E. Forrest sen. & E. Forrest jun.) :
'

1657 ',

see below : (twelves) 16° : pp. [14] + 274, signn. A-M^^ : English solid.— Contents :—
p. [i] title: [3-10] Ep. dedic. to lord George Digby, signed 'William Lyford

'

'Shirburn. July. 7. 1630.': [11-14] 'To the Reader', signed
' W. Lyford': 1-274,

the four sermons, on i Cor. xvi. 22
; Eph. vi. 34 (p. 62) ;

do. (p. 137) ;
Luke xiv. 26

(p. 2o6).^Pinke was a Fellow of Magdalen and one of lord George Digby's
• Readers

'

there, according to the dedication, and both he and Lyford enjoyed Digby's

patronage. Though dated 1657, the sermons were received by Thomason on Dec. 19,

1656, and the date is accordingly altered to 1656 in his own hand. The editions (all

published at Oxford) are 1630 (no. 663 : 2 sermons), 1631 (no. 696 : 2 sermons),

1634 (and ed. : no. 786 : 4 sermons, as always after this), 1636 (3rd ed. : no. 837),
'

1657' (4th ed.: no. 2310), 1659 (5th ed. : no. 2357). The author died in 1629.
See Wood's Ath. Oxon, ii. 475.

2311. Queckfeldt,Benedictus,sonofGustavus. Prsestbsit S.S. Trinitas,

Disputatio juridica inauguralis de Obligationibus ex Contractibus ... In

Illustrissima Anglorum Universitate, quae Oxonian est. Cum consensu . , .

Magistratu'* Academici, & ex Approbatione . . . Facultatis Juridic^e. Pro

Gradu Doctoratus ejusq; Privilegiis in jure . . . Publicje disquisitioni, ad

diem Dec. Ann. 1655. modeste exhibita. A Benedicto Gustavi Queck-
feldt Sudremania Sueco.

Impr. 151 ^ (Oxonise, exc. L. Lichfield) :
' M. cu. LVI

'

(=1456 !) for M . DC. LVI
= 1656: sm. 4": pp. [3] + 21 : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i], title: [2-3] Ep.

dedicatory to baron Sevidus Baat, signed
' Benedictus Queckfeldt' : 1-21, the disser-

tation, in 105 theses: 21, note about errata: all in Latin.—On Feb. 12, 1655, ^^°
Swedish brothers of noble birth, Benedict and Gustav Queckfeldt, were created D.C.L.
at Oxford. A son of the latter, also nam.ed Benedict, of SiJdermannland in Sweden,
must have stayed in or revisited Oxford, and submitted this dissertation for a degree
which he did not obtain. Lichfield's printing is very poor at this last period of his

life : and the date is carelessly misprinted. See Wood's Fasti Oxon, ii. 191.

2312. Smith, Thomas. Aditus ad Logicam. In usum eorum qui

primb Academiam Salutant. Autore Samuele Smith, Artium Magistro.
Editio Septima.

Impr. 285 h (Oxoniffi, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis) : 1656 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [6]

+ 300 + [3] + I table, signn. A-H^^, i* + table : Long primer solid.— Contents :—p. [i]
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title : [3-6]
' De nupera Londinensi Editione . . .' : 1-200, the work, with a small

oblong Table 'T Series Qualitatis' between pp. 42 and 43, itself marked 42 and indicated

by the previous catchword : [201]
* Lectoribus . . .'—A reprint of no. 2027, omitting

the Errata. Probably there should be a table after p. 32, which is wanting in the

Biasenose college copy. The edition is accidentally rare, the only other known copy
being at Newburgh Priory. See no. 79a* (in the corrigenda of this volume.). R.

2313. *tStubbe, Henry. [Letter and Poems addressed to Henry Vane.]
[No imprint or date, but Oxford, by L. Lichfield] : (1656) : folio br. s. : English

solid.— Contents :
—the upper part is a Latin Epistle dedicatory to Henry Vane (son

of Sir Henry Vane who died in 1634), beginning
'

Illustrissimo, summseque spei

juveni . . . Cogitanti mihi ssepenumero ',
dated ' Henricum Stubbe

'

Ch. Ch., Oxford,
June 13, 1656 : the lower part is occupied by nine poems, six of which are Greek.^
The Italian poet Jacopo Sannazar (d. 1530) wrote three Latin elegiac couplets in

praise of Venice : Birkhead wrote a similar poem in praise of Rome, and the two

reprints are followed here by another, *Laus Romse prse Venetiis', by Stubbe. Of each
of these three poems Stubbe provides two elegiac Greek translations. These Elogia
were reprinted in 1658, see no. 2414. It is clear that Stubbe, after the elder sir Henry
Vane's death in 1654, felt that he might be forgotten by the son and heir, and takes

this means to recall himself to the second sir Harry Vane's notice. The printing is

clearly Oxonian. See Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 1072. R, as are all broadsides of this

period.

2314. Tickell, John. Church-rules Proposed to the Church in

Abingdon and approved by them. To the Rules are added the Testi-

monies of Severall Eminent . . . Men : An Essay . . . [on] some stumbling
blocks laid by Anabap. Spirits . . . And ... a few Antiquseries to

Mr Pendarve's his . . . Pamphlet called Arrowes against Babylon.
Published for the use of Abingdon, and for the preventing of false

reports ... By John Tickell M.A. . . .

Impr. 1807 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield): sm. 4°: pp. [2] + 18 4 [4], signn. A-C* :

Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : 1-8, the Rules : 8-14, the Testimonies : 14-17,
the Essay : 17-18, the Antiquseries : [1-4] not seen.—T\c\it\Vs pastorate at Abingdon
was clearly not without its detractors. The preface shows that he desired to leave,
and that some friends begged him to stay, but also that on this being known, as

Tickell narrates,
'

suddainly such a storme i^ell upon mee . . . that my affections and

Spirits were exceedingly dampt'. At one hostile meeting he was 'sadly present'.
These proposed Rules (quite impossible of execution in this world) were accepted at

a private meeting by all except
' three or foure Women '. The Anabaptists seem to

have demanded real marks of grace before admission to the Church. See Wood's
Atk. Oxon. iv. 403 : and compare no. 2336 (Chipping Norton).

2315. Wallis, prof. John. Due Correction for M^ Hobbes. Or
Schoole Discipline, for not saying his Lessons right. In Answer to

His Six Lessons, directed to the Professors of Mathematicks.
'

By the

Professor of Geometry [i.
e. J. Wallis]. . . .

Impr. 295 a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1656 : 8" : pp. [12] + 130
+ [2], signn. A^, B-i*, k'^ : Long primer solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within

bounding line : [3-11] Ep. dedicatory to the marquis of Dorchester, dated 'Oxford.

Oct. 15. 1656' : 1-130, the work : [i]
'

Errata'. At the end should be an engraved

page of fourteen figures, headed 'Sect. IV' and 'Sect. V.—A close piece of reasoning,

part of a long dispute. Hobbes, whatever his attainments in other lines, was no

match for Wallis in a matter of Mathematics. The present treatise is an answer to

Plobbes's Six Lessons (1656), which was a reply to strictures on his De Corpore (1655),
and led up to Hobbes's Marks of the absurd Geometry ofDr. Wallis (1657), to which

Wallis replied, see no. 2325. The other Savilian professor attacked was Seth Ward,
who also replied, see no. 2317 below. Thomason received this book on Sept, 26,

1656, so Wallis's date above (October 15) must have been prospective, and overshot

the mark.
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2316. Wallis, prof. John. Johannis Wallisii, SS.Th.D. GeomeLriae

Professoris Saviliani in Celeberrima Academia Oxoniensi, Operum
Mathematicorum Pars Altera : Qua Continentur [brackei] De Angulo
Contactus & Semicirculi, Disquisitio Geometrica. De Sectionibus Conicis

Tractatus. Arithmetica Infinitorum . . . Ecclipseos Solaris Observatio.

Impr. 349 (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield per T. Robinson) : 1656 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] +
51 + [13] + 108 + [16] + 198 + [8] + 9 + [i] + diagram, signn. A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-odd,
A-B* + one plate after the 2nd B3: Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within

bounding line : [3-4]
' Ad Lectorem ', with errata ; [5] title of the De Angulo, 1656 :

[7-8] ep. dedic. to dr. Benj. Whichcote, dr. Tho. Horton, and dr. Anthony Burgess,
all of Cambridge, written in 1655: 1-51, the treatise: [2-3] index of it : [4] title

of the De Sectt. Conicis, 1655 : [6-10], ep. dedic. to dr. Seth Ward and Lawrence
Rook: [12-13] Index: 1-108, the treatise : [i] title of the Arithmetica Infinitorum,

1656 : [3-14] ep. dedic. to "Will. Oughtred, dated ' Oxoniae Julii 19. 1655
'

: [15] note

to Oughtred, Apr. 16, 1655, see below : [16] diagram : 1-198, the treatise : i98-[2]
Index: [3] title,

'

Eclipsis Solaris Oxonii visae Anno . . . 1654 2° Die Mensis

Augusti, stilo veteri, Observatio. Observatore Johanne Wallisio . . .', 1655, with impr.

349 a (all the other titles having no. 349) : [5-7] ep. dedic. to Joh. Ilevelius 01

Dantzig, dated from Oxford, Jan. i, 165^ : 1-9, the account, with inserted diagram after

p. 8.— Wallis explains in several of his prefaces that the printers found this and the first

part heavy and unusual work, that there were many diagrams, that the type sometimes
ran out, and had to be supplemented from London

;
and that his own avocations caused

delay. This second part was begun after the first, but finished first and issued first. For the

Arithmetica Infinitorum, a new method of squaring curved figures, he claims originality
and traces his progress in it from 1650. The words in brackets on sign. Aa 4''

'

(quod
aliqui se fecisse somniarunt)

'

are deleted in ink in all copies. This Arithmetica is

stated to be the most stimulating mathematical work so far published in England, and

to contain the germs of the differential calculus. The note to Oughtred of Apr. 16,

1655, on sign. Bb4'' is interesting : he formulates a method of squaring the circle, and
states that he has written out for the press a dissertation on it, adding

' Dabam e

Typographeo Oxoniensi postridie Paschatis Anno Dom. 1655', i.e. Apr. 16. The

typographeum is probably the University printer's office, see no. 2285 and App. D.
As to the Eclipse of 1654, Wallis's account is independent in pagination and signatures,
but is covered by the general title : the plate of the eclipse

' Ri: Rawlinson cselavit'.

The whole of this little treatise of the eclipse shows well the limitations of

astronomers' apparntus and powers, even when a horologium ambulatorium was used.

The symbol 00 for infinity is used on sign. K^^. For Part I see no. 2357 (1657).

2317. Ward, bp. Seth. In Thomae Hobbii Philosophiam Exercitatio

epistolica. Ad . . . D. lohannem Wilkinsium . . . Autore Setho Wardo
. . , Professore Saviliano. Cui subjicitur Appendicula, Ad Calumnias ab

eodem Hobbio (in sex Documentis nuperrime editis) in Authorem

congestas, Responsoria.
Impr. 337 c (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1656 : 8° : pp. [16] + 359 + [i],

signn. A-Y^ z*, Aa* : Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [2] title-label: [3] title: [5-14,
called signn. A 2-6] ep. dedic. to the marquis of Dorchester : [15-16] Index Capitiim :

1-343, the treatise in the form of a letter to dr. Wilkins, warden of Wadham college,
Oxford : 344, Errata : 345—59, the Appendicula.—A long diatribe against Hobbes.
The controversy is too long and intricate to be set forth here, but its main lines can
be followed in the Diet. Nat. Biop'., and partly in no. 2315.

2318. Whiddon, Francis. A Golden Topaze, or, Heart-jewel).

Namely, A Conscience purified and pacified by the Blood and Spirit of

Christ. Written by Francis Whiddon Pastor of Morton-Hampsted in

Devon, . . ,

Impr. 2:5 (Oxford, by H. Hall) : 1656 : (eights) 16° : pp. [28] + 140, signn. A*, f^,

B-K*, L^: Pica solid.^Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-23] ep. dedic. 'to my flock':

[25-8] 'To the Reader': [28] the imprimatur, see below: 1-140, a sermon on
Heb. xiii. 1 8.—Whiddon died on Jan. 5, 165^. The imprimatur is the first that I
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have noticed in the ordinary modem phraseology 'June ii. 1656. Imprimatur
Gerard Langbaine Pro-Vice-can. Oxon.' See Wood's Fasli Oxon, i. 409.

2319. Wood, Edward. rvojo-Tov tov ©eov, /cat yvwcTTov tou Xpto-roC,

or, That which may be known of God by the Book of Nature; And the

excellent Knowledge of Jesus Christ by the Book of Scripture. Delivered

at St Mary's in Oxford. By Edward Wood M.A. . . . Published since

his death by his brother A. W. M.A. . . . [Greek text].

Impr. 345* (Oxford, by H. H[all] for J. Godwin & E. Forrest) : 1656 : sm. 8° :

pp. [12] + 240,signn. [ttJ^, a*, b-f^, 'gh'^, l-Q* : Pica solid.— Contents :— p. [2] title-

label 'Mr. Wood's Sermons': [4] title, on the verso of a leaf: [5-6] Latin dedn. by
'Antonius Wood' to dr. Jonathan Goddard, warden of Mtrton : [7-1 1] 'The
Publisher to the Courteous Reader', signed A. W. : i-'24o', the five sermons, at

pp. I, f,3, 113, 153, 195, the last delivered on Tuesday, March 20, 165!: p. 152 is

blank.— Edward Wood died on May 22, 1655, ^g^^ 28, and in 'March' 165I his

brother Anthony Wood, the antiquary, published this little memorial of him out of

pietas, the texts being Rom. i. 19-20, ibid. 20, 2 Tim. iii. 16-17 (twice), Phil. iii. 8.

The sermons were recovered from papers in the preacher's study. Apparently a
sermon was cut out which had occupied pp. 93-112, and in order to cover up this

excision (i) sheet G was reduced to six leaves, instead of eight, (2) 91-110 were
omitted in the pagination between signn. G 5 and g6, (3) the whole sheet was called

GH instead of G, and all the original sheet H cut out : and moreover, to disguise the

gap still further, pp. 91, 92 were renumbered in, 112. The title-label is often torn

off, and then the title can be made to occupy its usual position. The sheets of this

volume were reissued in 1674 at Oxford with a new title-page, as a second edition.

All the prefatory matter except the title and dedication was omitted, and a note

shows that (1) that sermons i and 2 are on the Book of Nature, and 3 and 4 on the

Book of Scripture, the 5th being independent ;
and (2) that sermon 4 should precede

sermon 3. See Wood's Ath. Oxon, iii. 397 ; Life, ed. Clark, i. 200.

1657.

During this year the Visitors were chiefly engaged in attempting to regulate order and

discipline in the colleges, and in investigating alleged cases of corrupt elections to

fellowships. An attempt to supersede the constant interference of a resident Board of

Visitors by restoring the old order of non-resident Visitors special to each college
reached Parliament, but had no result, Parliament continuing the existing Board for

six months (after a debate) on April 28. Parliament adjourned on June 26, and sat

again from Jan. 20 to Feb. 4, 165^, when it was dissolved. On Jan. 22, 165^, a Bill

against non-residence of Heads of Houses at Oxford and Cambridge was brought in

and discussed, but nothing came of it.

On May 15 a patent was passed to erect a third University at Durham, but opposition
from the two old Universities sufficed to stop the project, on Apr, 22, 1659 : and even

the '

College of Durham '

only lasted till the Restoration.

The Universities were still much spoken against as ' dens of formal droanes
' and

the like, especially at All Saints Church in Oxford on Wednesday July 15 by
Vavasour Powell.

Letters from Oliver Cromwell dated July 3, in which he resigned the office of

Chancellor, were read in Convocation on July iS ; and Richard Cromwell his son was
elected to succeed him on that day. The proceedings at Whitehall, where a Con-
vocation extra Universitatem was duly held on July 29 f r the purpose of admitting
the new Chancellor, are fully described in the University Register, and cost ;^55 i \s. 8d.

for joumeyings to London. This is stated to be the first public honour bestowed on

Richard Cromwell. Dr. John Conant was by him appointed Vice-Chancellor, and
admitted to office on Oct. 9, vice dr. John Owen.

For the disputed election of a Keeper of the Archives in the place of dr. Gerard

Langbaine, who died on Feb. 10, 165I, see nos. 2325 (Wallis) and 2371 (Stubbe).
In this year the painting or staining of marble was invented by

' William Bird ot

Holywell in the suburbs of Oxford' (Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 213).
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Minor Pieces.

2320. Baron, James. Qusestiones Theologicse in usum Coll. Mag.
Oxon. per Jacobum Baronium Publicum Theol.[ogi8e] Praslect.[orem] in

eodem Coll.

Impr. 350 (Oxonii, exc. W. H. [William Hall] per J. Forrest) : 1657 : br. s., folio :

Pica (?) leaded.—A folio single sheet bearing a title and (in double columns) 86 Latin

subjects for theological discussion in Magdalen college. The first two are ' An
Scriptura sit norma fidei, & morum? A.[ffirmatur]

'

and 'An Auctoritas scripturae

dependeat ab auctoritate ecclesiae? N.[egatur]'. These were no doubt useful for

lectures preparatory to the University Qusestiones, and are interesting as reflecting the

theology of the period. The whole is within a border of ornaments, quintuplicated
at the top. The print is the first appearance of William Hall, whose uncle William
was distanced by Henry Hall in competition for the post of Printer to the University in

1634. It is probable from the ornaments used that Lichfield when he fell ill allowed
William Hall to come and help him, and that the latter fished out some old ornaments
not used by Lichfield since the Civil War, for his own use. The only copy known was

given to Hearne in 1720, and is now in the Bodleian. For James Baron see the

Magdalen Register, N.S., vol. iv, p. 58-60, and Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 147. RR.

2321. Burton, William, of Queen's and Gloucester coll., Oxford.

Graecse Linguae Historia : sive Oratio de ejusdem Linguae Origine,

progressu, atque . . . incremento : De latissimo denique ipsius . . . Usu :

Habita olim Oxoniis in Aula Glevocestrensi, ante xx & "1 Annos.
A Guilielmo Burtono Londiniensi, in LL.L. Hodie autem Scholae, quae
est Regiovici ad Thamesim in Regnis, Praefectus . . .

Impr.
' Nunc demum Typis excusa Londinii, Augustce Trinobantum. Apud Thomam

Roycroft, Prostat autem venalis apud Jo. Martin, & Ja. Allestrye, sub signo Cam-
panse in coemiterio D. Pauli': 1657: (eights) 12": pp. [8] + 104 + [8], signn. A*,

B-H*.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3] dedn. to Thomas Thynne : [5-8] Complimentary
letter to the author from dr. Gerard Langbaine, dated from Queen's coll., Oxford,
Nov. 28, 1656 : 1-60, the oration : 61, a title

' Veteris Linguas Persica; Ad^ava Fere
omnia . . . Ad Doctissimum Juvenem Thomam Hide Pentateuchi Persici Restaura-

torem diligentissimum. Londini. Excudebat T. R. An. Dom. M . DC . LVii
'

: 63-102,
the Persian part, with no Oriental type: 103-4

' Interserenda pag. 5, 1. 4
'

: [1-4]
'Syllabus materiarum in ista Oratione'; [5] ^2(pa\fiaTa. . .'—The book is on the

border-line between ' Oxford Books
'

and books too remotely connected with the

place to be included in that title, though of some importance. The Oration was
delivered in Gloucester college in 1631, dr. Thomas Allen having taken up this

William Burton, see Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 438-9. There are some signs of care-

lessness in the editing. Oxoniis in the title is difficult to parse (was Oxonia or

Oxonias taken as a plural ?).
' LL.L.' again appears to be Legum Licentiatus. The

author took the degree of B.C.L. (LL.B.) in 1630 : from about 1635 to 1655 he was
head master of the school at Kingston-on-Thames, which he calls

'

Regiovicum ad
Thamesim in Regnis', which means 'in the territory of the Regni', a tribe which

occupied parts of Surrey and Sussex. Again, the Errata on sign. H
7'' includes

two on sign. H 6^ The running head-line of the Persian part (' Persicae Linguse
Historia ') is quite incorrect. Lastly, it is not certain that Burton wrote the Persian

part, or knew any Persian. In a note in Bliss's edition of \Nood's At/i. Oxon.
iii. 439 it is suggested that this part is by Langbaine. (It is pathetic that Langbaine's
letter ends ' jEternitatem Cogita', for while Burton died on Dec. 28, 1657, Langbaine
followed him within three months.) But on the whole, Burton appears to be the
author of the Persian part, which was perhaps inserted by his friends when he himself
was too ill to attend to the edition. Persian type is only in two words on p, 91, and
the author complains that he has not access to works which Langbaine must have had
access to. The piece was reprinted as his in 1720 by I. H. von Seelen at Lubeck,
and Wood can hardly have failed to know of a work by Gerard Langbaine. Little,
if any, knowledge of the Persian language was really needed, as almost all the material

is derived from classical authors. There are clues enough, see pp. 63, 77-8, 93, and
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the author being nearly drowned in the Arrow in 1636 (pp. 99-100). A woodcut of
Persian letters occurs on p. 91. On p. 50 Burton says that he remembers Christophorus
Angelus at Oxford, see vol. i, p. 107 (nos. 452-3, &c.). The Greek treatise was
reprinted in the 4th Fasciculus of the A^ova librorum rariorum Conleciio (Halle,
1715)5 P- 597-

2322. "-^tGreenway, Margret. A Lamentation against the Pro-

fessing Priest and People of Oxford ; And to all in the Cages of unclean

birds, called Colleges, \_signed atfoot :
—

] Margret Greenway.
[No place or date, but London, about 1657] : br. s., folio.— Rant against Oxford

by a Quakeress, beginning
' Woe be to the Deceived and Deceivers', and confined to

generalities. The only accusation at all definite is that ' some of your Priests have told

me, I could not be freed from sin in this life '. Wood has noted on his copy, the only
one known, 'An. 1657. or therabouts'. RR.

2323. Harmar, prof. John. Oratio gratulatoria Inaugurationi Nobi-

Hssimi, Honoratissimique Domini, D"i Richardi Cromwelli Serenissimi

Protectoris Filii Natu Maximi, in Antiquissimae & Inclytse Oxoniensis
Academiae Cancellariatum Consecrati, Celebrandse, ab Autore Desti-

nata. . . .

Impr. 351 (Oxonias, exc. A. Lichfield): 1657: (eight) 12°: pp. [''4] + 6 + [4l,

signn. A*, B* : English 4-to-pica leaded. ^Contents :
—

p. [i] 'A' between ornn. :

[3] title, within border of ornn. : [5-7] ed. dedic. to Richard Cromwell, signed
*

Jo:
Harmarus', Balliol, Aug. 10, 1657 • [9~'3] ep. dedic. to lord Sandys de Vyne, signed
as before, Balliol, Aug. 1 1, 1657 = '-^ [' 5 '], the Latin Oration, July 28, 1657 : [i]

' Ad
Libellum suum ', 2 lines.—When a great man had to be flattered Harmar was always
ready with an Oration, with little substance in it. In this case the ' Oratio inaugura-
tioni destinata' was not actually delivered (for Harmar was not one of the delegates
who went to London), but it was submitted to the new Chancellor in manuscript and

approved by him. Though Richard is called '
filius natu maximus ', he was third son

of Oliver. The dedicatory epistle to William Sandys, lord Sandys de Vyne, Is

remarkable in its reference to an unpublished work by Haimar on the island of

Jamaica, then nearly ready. It is difficult to know what he can have known about the

subject. This book must have been issued after May 14, 1657, but Anne Lichfield did

not venture on '

typographa ', carrying on the masculine appellation.

2324. Parliament. A Collection of Several Acts of Parliament,

Ordinances, Orders, &c. For providing Maintenance for Ministers,
Heads of Colledges and Halls, in the Universities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge : And other Pious Uses . . .

Impr. 'London, Printed Anno Dom. 1657': sm. 4°: pp. [2] + 371 + [5], signn.

[7r]\ B-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Bbb*.—Contents:—p. [i] title: 1-371, the collection: [2-5]
•A Table . . .' of contents.—Twenty-eight Acts, &c., are here reprinted, dated from

1646 to 1657, but most are about the sale of Church lands : the pertinent ones are of

June 8, 1649, Feb. 4, 165! ; see Shadwell's Eftactments in Parliament (Oxf. Hist. Soc,
vol. Ixi), iv. 276-7, for the first, about ;^2,ooo for increase of the salary of Heads of

Colleges : the second is a short Resolution transferring the power of a Committee for

the Universities to the Committee for Plundered Ministers.

2325. *+[Wallis, dr. John.] Reasons shewing the consistency of

the place of Custos Archivorum with that of a Savilian Professor.

[No place or date, but Oxford 1657] : br. s., folio : English solid.—On Feb. 17,

165I, an election was held of a Keeper of the Archives in place of dr. Gerard

Langbaine deceased. The candidates before Convocation were dr. Wallis, Savilian

professor, and dr. Richard Zouche, the eminent lawyer. It is stated that the Vice-

Chancellor found Zouche to have the majority of votes, but delayed to announce the

result till Wallis's friends had rushed out and haled in some voters who turned the

scale (105 to 98). A violent scene took place, and the proceedings were finished by
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candle-light, an unprecedented occurrence. In the present paper, issued, according to

Wood,
' some houres before the election time ', Wallis, then a candidate, endeavours

to prove that black is white and that the words 'nullum acceptet in Vniversitate

publicum officium' in the Savilian Statute were consistent with a Savilian professor

holding the Keepership. See also no. 2371 (Stubbe), and for the scene Wood's Hist,

of the Univ. ii, pt. 2, p. 682, and especially Tanner's account printed in Wood's Ath.

Oxon., ed. Bliss, iii. 1073.

2326. tWhitehall, Robert. \U7nv. Arms] Illustrissimo Domino
Dno Richardo Cromwel, in honoratissimum Cancellarii Oxoniensis

Officium & Dignitatem foeliciter electo Anno m d c lvii. Carmen Ono-
niasticon Gratulatorium.

[No place, but London] ; (1657) : br. s. folio.—An elegiac acrostic poem of

14 stanzas, the first letters of the lines forming
' Richard" Cromwell Cancellarius '.

Their value is discounted when we observe that mr. Robert Whitehall addressed an

equally fulsome poem at the Restoration to sir Edward Hyde (lord Clarendon), see

after no. 2466. The poem begins
* Redde diem optatis' : the author's name is at the

foot. See Wood's At/i. Oxon. iv. 177.

Oxford Press.

2327. Austen, Ralpli. A Treatise of Fruit-trees, Shewing The
manner of Grafting, Planting, Pruning and Ordering of them . . . With
the Alimentall, and Physical! use of Fruits . . . To which may be

annexed the second part, viz. The spirituall use of an Orchard . . . The
second Edition

;
with addition of many new Experiments, and Observa-

tions . . . [For engraved title see below.]
Impr. 320 if (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson") : 1657 : sm. 4° : pp. [26] + 140,

signn, [tt]', a-c, A-R^, s^ : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] engraved title-page, see

below : [3] printed title-page as above described : [5-26] prefatory matter, very much
as no. 2223 with expanded analysis : 1-140, the treatise.

2328.
—

,

—
. The Spirituall use of an Orchard, or Garden of Fruit

trees. Set forth in divers Similitudes . . . The second Impression ;
with

the Addition of many Similitudes. By Ra: Austen, Author of the first

part . . .

Impr. 320/ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1657 : sm. 4° : pp. [20] + 208,

signn. t, ft*, ttf^ : A-z, Aa-cc*: Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title : [2] 'Aug. 2.

1656, Imprimatur; Johan: Owen, Vice-Can: Oxon:': [3-8] 'A Preface to the

Reader' :
' To my deare Friend . . . M"" R. Austine . . . ', signed

^
J. F. A Minister of

the Gospell', Dec. 24, 1656: [9-11] 'To the Reader', signed 'Stephen Ford,
Pastor ... in Chippin-Norton

'

: [12-17] 'Propositions Shadowed out . . .' : 1-208, the

treatise.—The printing has now, for this second edition (see nos. 2223-4)) been

transferred from L. Lichfield (no doubt owing to illness) to H. Hall ; the first part is

supplied with a printed, as well as engraved, title—which, however, does not bear the

author's name—and the two parts are distinct, though the second '

may be
' annexed to

the first. The engraved title is the old one of 1653, with the addition of 'The second

Edition with many additions.', and the date altered from 1653 to 1657. There are

changes and additions in many jmrts ; for instance, the Propositions or Observations

in the second part are enlarged from twenty to a hundred : Tliomason received both

parts on June 27, 1657. See Wood's Fasti Oxon, ii. 174.

Barlow, bp. Thomas. ' Barlow. Exercitationes metaphysicse de Deo, Oxon. 1657.
This notice is in R. Davis's Catalogue, pt. 4 (1692), p. 6, among the quarto books.

It is either a misprint for 1658, or some early copies of the 1658 edition have 1657 on
the title-page. I have found no trace of a copy as yet, and single entries in book-

sellers' catalogues are not to be depended on.
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2329. Brerewood, Edward. Elementa Logicse. In gratiam Studiosse

juventutis in Academia Oxoniensi. Authore Edovardo Brerewood, dim
Collegii ^neanasensis alumno dignissimo. SjJiiiversity Arms.~\

Impr. 337 <5 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1657 : (twelves) 16°: pp. [12]
+ 108, signn, A^, b-e12, f* : Long primer solid. ^Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-9]

preface, signed
' Guilielmus Baker': [lo-ii] 'Index', a list of the twenty-nine

sections: 1-108, the work.—This is the only Oxford edition of Brerewood's Ele-

mentary Logic, see Table in no. 792* {Corrigenda). It is a reprint of the 1638
(London) edition without change. The editor, William Baker ('Oxon. Academiae

alumnus'), can hardly be other than the student of the Middle Temple, of St. Alban

hall, who matriculated in 1604, and edited the first edition in 1614. Had it been
W. B. of University college, he would have described himself as M.A. Brerewood
died in 1613. See Wood's A/k. Oxon, ii. 139 for him, but this edition is not there

mentioned. It is accidentally rare, the only copy I know being in Brasenose college

library at Oxford. R.

Buxtorf, Johannes. 'A short Introduction to the Hebrew Tongue; translated by
John Davis. Oxon. 1657, i2mo.' This erroneous entry in Bohn's _Lowndes' Biblio-

graphers Mamial, p. 337 (1862 or 1870), is a perpetuation of an error in the old

British Museum Catalogue printed in 1813. There never was an Oxford edition of

Buxtorf, and the reference is to the 1656 London edition, which is not rare. Mr. H. J.

Mathews, of Brighton, pointed this out to me in 1884.

2330. Castanaeus, Henricus Ludovicus. Celebriorum Distinctionum

Philosophicarum Synopsis. Authore Henr. Ludov. Castanseo. Accedunt

&, Georgii Reeb, Soc. Jesu, Distinctiones Philosophicae. Editio nova ex

prioribus emendatissima. \University Arms,^
Impr. 352 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, per J. Godwin & E. Forrest) : 1657 : (eights)

16°: pp. [8] + 323 + [15] : Long primer solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-5]
'Lectori': [6-8]

'

Catalogus Authorum', 1149-1600 : 1-234, ^^^ Castanseus : 235
a bastard title

' Distinctiones philosophicas, quarum frequentior usus, Anno MDC xxiv.
in Dilingana Academia explicatte.a Georgio Reeb...': 237-8, 'Ad Lectorem '

:

239-323, the Reeb : [1-15] Indexes to Reeb's part.^A Distinctio is properly

merely a division or part of a work, and the present work is a condensed manual
of the terms of scholastic philosophy and theology, and being alphabetically

arranged forms a convenient book of reference (even still) for such terms as

Catisa, Finis, Forma, Quidditas, and the like, including Distinctio itself. Reeb's

contribution covers the same ground in a rather less formal way. Henry Louis

Chasteigner de la Roche-Pozay {d. 1651) was bishop of Poitiers, and previous editions

of the Distinctiones were 1612, 1614, 1617 (Lond.), 1619, 1623, 1645, 1653 (with
Reeb: Leiden). Georg Reeb {d. 1662) was a professor of Dillingen University, and

published his work in 1624, 1629, 1631, 1637, 1642, &c. The present book is an

example of the growing fashion of printing title-pages almost entirely in capitals.
Before the Civil War this title would have been chiefly in lower-case, and titles

completely in capitals are exceptional.

2331. [Ball, John ?] A short Catechisme to prepare Young ignorant

People for the Sacranaent.

Impr. 353 (Oxford, by L. L. for
' Edward' Thome) : 1657 : br. s., folio : English

solid.—The catechism seems to be based on John Ball's Short Catechism containing
the Principles of Religion, the sixty-fifth edition of which was reached in 1678, having
been first issued about 1620 or so (fourteenth edition, 16^" 2). Ball was born al Cas-

sington near Oxford. There are at least coincidences of expression, such as that Baptism
is a ' Seal of the Covenant of Grace ' and that it is a ' Sacrament of our ingrafting into

Christ and entrance into his Church ', but of course some other compiler may have

borrowed these terms from Ball. The first question and answer (out of thirty) are :
—

'

Q. How doe you hope to be saved ? A. By Jesus Christ. Act. 4. 12.' The order

of subjects is, general, Belief, Commandments, Sacraments, Lord's Prayer : the
^Sacra-

ment '

of the title is the Holy Communion. The only two copies known are at Lichfield

and in the Bodleian. The present writer found two copies in the Chapter Library at
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Lichfield in 1883, both in the binding of Bacon's Sylva Sylvarum (1664) : and the

Bodleian obtained one of the two, slightly imperfect, by exchange in 1884. A row of

ornaments surrounds the letterpress, and the row at the top is wanting (cut off) in the

Oxford copy. It is a proof of L. Lichfield's illness that the Christian name of the

publisher is printed as
' Edward '

instead of ' Edmund ' Thome. RR.

Baron, James. Qusestiones. See no. 2320.

2332. Cluverius, Philippus. Philippi Cluverii Introductionis in Vni-

versam Geographiam, tarn Veterem quam Novam, Libii VL Accessit

P. Bertij Breviarium orbis terrarum. [engraved?^
Impr. 354 (Oxonise, [exc. H. Hall] per R. Blagrave) : 1657: (twelves) 16°:

pp. [2] + 349 + [i] + 61 + [9] + 2 plates, signn. A-R*^, S^ + engr. title + plate: Long
primer solid.— Contents :

—
p. i, engraved title, inserted: 3-8, preface by Josephus

Vorstius [1624] : 9-349, the treatise in six books, with plates inserted facing p. 29
and p. 34 : [i] bastard title of Bertius's BreviariHm : 1-56, the work : 57-61,

' Series

Romanorum Imperatorum' to Ferdinand ii of Austria, 1619: [1-8] 'Series Capitum*
operis Cluverii.— Cluverius died in 1623 at Leyden, and his work had the advantage
of being posthumous and not subject to alteration. Editions previous to the present
one are, 1624 (Leiden, with Vorstius's preface), 1627 and 1629 (Leiden), 1629
(Amsterdam), 1630 (Amst. : with Bertius, as often from then), 1630 (Paris), 1631

(Paris), 1635 (Paris, two editions), 1641 (Leiden), 1642 (Caen), 1651 (Amst.); and
several were after 1657. A French translation was issued at Paris in 1642 and 1648,
but no English one till no. 2333. The engraved title-page is poor, exhibiting a
classical portico with two globes and two figures: the plates are (i) the Winds in

Latin ; a scheme of the equator, tropics, &c.
; Compass-points in Dutch ; and the

Winds in Italian : (2) measures of length in nine countries. For Bertius see no. 2172,
and for Lichfield's parallel volume, a translation into English, see no. 2333. The
omission of Hall's name as printer on the title is probably due to the limited space
available on the engraving. The geography is bald and poor : antiquaries will be
interested to know that the Zocni (Iceni ?) used of old to inhabit Nortfolck, and the

Ancalitse Oxfordshire. For Cluverius, who was more than once a sojourner in Oxford,
see Wood's Ath. Oxen. ii. 335.

2333. —,
—

. An Introduction into Geograpliy, both Ancient and

Moderne, comprised in Sixe bookes by Philip Cluverius, together with

severall incidental! remarques, newly added.

Impr. 355 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield [& H. Hall] for R. Blagrave) : 1657 : (eights)
12 °

: pp. [4] + 341 (but 161-92 are duplicated, so really 373) + [i] + 2 plates, signn.

A^, B-M,
'

[m] ', M-XY*, z^+ 2 plates : Long primer solid.—Contents :
—

p. [1] title :

[3-4] Ep. dedic. to Henry Chester of Litlington, co. Bucks., signed *H. S.', Oxford,

Apr. 28, 1657 : I-' 341 ', the work, in English.— The full name of H. S. seems not to

be recorded, but the catalogue of the Bliss sale suggests that it was Henry Stubbe

{d, 1676). The same two plates occur in the English as in the Latin edition, but it

is clear that they are really one plate cut in two. P. 341 has a queer addition printed

upside down, and intended to be cut off and placed at the end of p. 192 (not the

reduplicated 192
—which should be referred to as 192*), containing parts xi-xv of

Italy. Two printers' compositors were employed on the book, H. Hall beginning at

sheet M, p. i6i*, but Lichfield, working from sheet K, failed to get liis material into

bis space, and so boldly went on for 32 pages more, thus having an ' M ' and '

[m]
'

sheet of his own : even so, he was short of the parts xi-xv referred to above, which
had to be added by Hall on a later page, inverted. The 'Zocni' of the Latin are

here softened down to ' Zoeni'. The 'added' remarks are not obvious. On March 26,

1657, ^ similar English Cluverius was entered at Stationers' Hall by Thomas Locke,
but it seems not to have been issued.

2334. Dale, rev. John. The Analysis of all the Epistles of the New
Testament. Wherein the chiefe things . . . are reduced to heads, . . .

and many hard places explained, ... By John Dale, Master of Arts, and
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Fellow of Magdalen Colledge in Oxford, \engraved title :—The Analysis
of all the Apostolicall Epistles.]

Impr. 356 (Oxford, by L. L. for E. Forrest and R. Blagrave) : 1657 = (eights) iC :

pp. [10] + 216, signn. (tt)!, a*, b-o*, p» : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i]
engraved title: [3] title, within bounding line: [5-8]

' To the Reader' : [9-10] «o/
seen: 1-216, the work.— See no. 2192, of which this is a reissue of the sheets,

including the engraved title, but excepting the printed title and prefatory matter,
which are reprinted, practically without alteration. It is a very rare edition, and the

only copy I have seen was in mr. Alfred Eugene De la Penha's possession at Oxford
in 1910. It is not mentioned in Wood nor in the Magdalen College Register or

Library Catalogue. RR.

2335. *+Dalgarno, George. Tables of the Universal Character . . .

[No imprint or date, but Oxford, printed by Leonard Lichfield : probably early in

1657] s.sh., obi. folio : Long primer solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] Tables, as above : [2]

Ep. dedicatory to dr. John Wilkins, warden of Wadham, and dr. Seth Ward, prof, of

Astronomy at Oxford, signed
' Geo. Dalgarno

'

: followed by
' Grammatical Observa-

tions' which fill three-fourths of the page with close print, explaining the system.—
The first form of George Dalt;aino's scheme for a Universal Writing, based on the idea
of a thousand or more classified substantives, adjectives, and verbs, with grammatical
and syntactical modifications of each, so that a sentence can be formed. Only
numbers and letters are used. The present sheet, which is in four columns (except the

title and dedicn. which run over two columns), is an inchoative and indigestible form
of what was published in 1661 at London in 12", with a large plate, as Ars Signoruni.
The date must be between 1649 and 1659, from the titles of the dedicatees, and the

interest taken in the scheme in April 1657 (see Diet, of Nat. Biogr.) points to that

year as the probable date of issue. The occurrence of a frame for letters or factotum,
worn down in a particular way, seems to prove Oxford printing. The size of the

(uncut) sheet appears to be I4"xi9". The only copy known is in the Bodleian.

Dalgarno lived chiefly in Oxford, as a schoolmaster, from about this year till his death

in 1687. RR.

2336. Ford, rev. Stephen. An Epistle To the Church of Christ in

Chippin-Norton, As Also certaine Scripture Rules . . . approved of . . .

by the said Church . . . Published ... by Stephen Ford Pastor . . .

Impr. 357 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1657 : sm. 4°: pp. [2] +46
+ [2]: Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title: i-3i,the Epistle, signed S. F. : 32,

preface to the Rules: 33-46, the fifty Rules : 46,
' Erratas

' !—The author gives an

account of his being selected as pastor of Chipping Norton, and his attempts to
'

bring the said Converts into Gospell order '. The Rules are somewhat similar to those

printed in no. 2314 for Abingdon. The Epistle must have been issued after May 14,

when Anne Lichfield became printer to the University.

2337. Gardiner, dr. Richard. Richardi Gardiner Herefordensis,

iEdis Christi Oxon. baud ita pridem Canonici, Subdecani, Specimen
Oratorium. [Editio altera.] Recusum, & Declamationibus quorundam
tunc temporis ibidem Art. Bac. Necnon Additamentis Studentium

Heterogeniis adornatum. \University Arms?\
Impr. 337,: (O-xoniae, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis): 1657: 12°: pp. [63 + 174,

signn. a-g1=, h* + 2 leaves, after Ai : English solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title: [5]

dedn.i ' Scholse Publicje Herefordensi
'

: 1-33, six orations: 35, 'Art.[ium] Bac-

[calaureorum] ex /Ede Christi Oxon. Progymnasmata ',
with impr. 337^ (Oxonice,

exc. H. H. pro R. Davis) : 37-135, eleven short exercises, the Inst two also'm English :

136, errata : 137, 'Epistolse nonnullae e cumulo excerptse nomini Subdecani inscriptse',

with impr. 285 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis): 139-51, the Letters: 153,

1 This dedication and the preceding blank leaf are absent from some copies,

without making them imperfect.

3180
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' Alumnorum Ver.siculi perpauci longiusculum mane obdormiendi spatium efflagitantes,

Typographi Impiilsu hisce adjecti, ut Paginse non Laborent Chasmate & diducto

hiatu', with impr. 285 as above : 155-61, the verses: 163, 'Lector candide, Coronidis
loco exhibeo tibi Porci Encomium . . . e^wOfv mihi missum', with impr. 2S5 : 165-74,
the Latin poem, with notes: 174, errata.—An entertaining little volume, published
when dr. Gardiner was lying low at Oxford, deprived of all his offices. The six ora-

tions were delivered on May 29, 1620 (to the King, when he gave his Works to the

Bodleian, and to Convocation on the same occasion), June 7, 1620 (on dr. John
Sudden's death), Nov. 11, 1640 (when he presented dean Rich. Stuart as Prolocutor
to Convocation at Westminster), Oct. 29, 1642 (to the King on returning from

Edgehill), and an undelivered speech ending the Comitia of 1632 : the first edition of

this book (Lond. 1653) contained nothing but the first five orations. Then follow

slight essays by B.A.s of Ch.Ch.
;
two with English translation in a fine double pica

italic type. The Progymnasmata are customary epistles to the sub-dean of Ch.Ch.
from intending B.A.s. The versiculi explain themselves : in the second line of the

first read Torpescant and in the last line corpo-ra. The last piece accompanied a

present of bacon, and is in rhythmical verse. All these Latin exercises fis (iriSei^iv,

which involve familiar use of Latin, broke gradually down after the Civil War : Latin

conversation, for instance, was no longer required in college halls. See Wood's Ai/i.

Oxon. iii. 922. Other Oxford edd. were issued in 1662, 1668, 1675.

Harraar, John. Oralio. See no. 2323.

2338. Hinckley, rev. John. Two Sermons Preached before the

Judges of Assize, i. At Reading, on Cant: 7. 4. 2. At Abingdon, on
Ps. 82. I. With Two other Sermons, Preached at S*. Maries in O.Kford.

I. On, I Cor. 15. 10. 2. On, Psalm 58. 11. To which are added
Matrimonial Instructions to Persons of Honour. By John Hinckley, M.A.
Minister of the Gospell at Colleshill Berks. . . .

Impr. 316 a (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1657 : 12" : pp. [16] + 292 + [10]

(betw. 88 and 89) + 22 + [10], signn. A^, b-n^-, o^^, p'^, p*, but after E 8 is inserted f"
im paged : Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. [3] title: [5-15] ep. dedic. to Lord Chief

Justice John Glyn : [16] apology for no list of errata! 1-41, sermon i : 42-88,
sermon 2 : [1] title

' Two Sermons ... by John Hinckley . . .' with impr. 316 a, as

above : [3-9] ep. dedic. to dr. R. Zouche, with catchword ' Cant
'

as if it were to

precede p. i: 89-154, sermon 3: 155-292, sermon 4 : 1-22, the Instructions : 3-8
' A Catalogue of Books Printed for, and to be sold by Richard Davis at his shop near
Oriell Colledge in Oxford', see no. 2241.—The two epistles dedicatory afford more
information about dr. Hinckley's early life than are noticed in Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv.

431 or the Diet, of Nat. Biogr. The Instructions were for ' G. P.', i.e. George Purefoy
of Wadley (Hinckley's patron), and ' K. B.', Lady Katherine Bellingham, who were
married by Hinckley : the date is given in a burst of prosaic poesy

' Thus every day
i'th year shall be to yon |

The last of February
—

fifty two
*

! The full names of the

bride and bridegroom are given in the Bodleian copy of this book.

2339. Holyday, dr. Barten. Motives to A Good Life
;

in ten

sermons. By Barten Holyday, Doctor of Divinity.
Impr. 358 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for E. P'orrest and R. Blagrave) : 1657 : sm. 4" :

pp. [10] + 270, signn. A-z, Aa-Ll*, Mm^ : English solid.— Coi tents :
—

p. [1] title:

[3-5] ep. dedic. to sir William Button of Tockenham Court, co. Wilts. : [6] titles of
the l^ermons: [7] 'Emendations', i.e. Errata : [9], 1-270, the ten sermons, each with
a separate title-page and impr. 152 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) and date, on i Cor. ii.

31-2, Jer. ix. I, 1 Cor. ix. 25, i Cor. iii. 9, i Cor. vii. i, Matth. v. 22, Matth. x. 16,
Gal. iii. 27, John vi. 34, i Cor. xvi. 22.—The dates or occasions of the sermons are

not given. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 522.

2340-1. H(ughes), Wfilliam]. Munster and Abingdon Or the

Open Rebellion there, \bracket\ and \brackef\ Unhappy Tumult here . . .

That from Sleidans Comm. L. 10. \brackets\ This from eye and eare
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witnesses. With Marginal Notes of Muncer and Mahomet. Faithfully
communicated to English Readers ... By W. H. . . .

Impr. 359 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Blagrave) : 1657 : (eights) 12° : pp. [14] +
iio + [4], signn. A-H* : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [2] 'The Books

Request', two lines: [s-13] 'The Translator's Preface': 1-61, 'The History of

John a-Leyden, The Anabaptist King in Munster': 63-110, 'The Postscript, Of the
Tumnlt late at Abingdon ', dated at end ' Hinton [Waldrist], Berks. December 26.

1656. W. Hughes.' : 1 10, errata.— William Hughes, rector of Hinton, an inconstant

Presbyterian, chaplain of New College, Oxford, adduces the Anabaptist riots at

Munster in Westphalia under John of l.eyden as 'King', in 1535, as a 'seasonable
caution to the Brittish Nation, and a serious check to rash and giddy spirits', especially
in connexion with riots at Abingdon. The account is translated by Hughes from
Christianus Sleidanus's Commentarii de Statu Keligionis et Keipublicx, Liber X. The
note on Mahomet by Hughes is at pp. 44-5. The whole of this first part was

prepared some years before publication. As to Abingdon, there was a tumult on
Oct. 3, i6^'>, in connexion with an Anabaptist meeting which was held there on the

occision of the funeral of John Pendarves and was dissolved by a military force.

A diffuse account 1^^ given of the proceedin<:s. Most copies have the misprints on

p. 1 of Muncer for Muns/er in 1. 3, and Munster for Muncer in 1. 5, by a confusion of

the place with Thomas Muncer mentioned in the narrative 2340) ; some later copies
are corrected (2341). .See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 543.

2342. Hyde, dr. Edward. A Christian Legacy ; Consisting of two

Parts : I [brackets'] A Preparation for Death. II [brackets] A Consola-

tion against Death ... By Edward Hyde, Dr. of Divinity, and late

Rector Resident of Brightwell in Berks.

Impr. 365* ([Loudon] by R.[obert?] W.[hite ?] for R. Davis in Oxford) : 1657 :

12'': pp. [8] + 381 +[3], signn. A*, k-r'* : Pica solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [1] title,

within double bounding lines: [2-8] 'To the Reader': [8] errata: 1-97, part i :

9S-243, part 2 : 244-355,
' A sick mans Cordial . . . L Contemplations. II. Ejacu-

lations. HI. Devotions': 356-81, 'A sick mans Resignation': [2-3] not seen.—
Dr. Hyde was a kinsman of the great lord Clarendon, but himself a Cambridge man
who lived in Oxford during the Commonwealth and died in 1659. See V\ ood's Ath.

Oxon. iv. 8 34.

2343. Jeanes, rev. Henry. Doctor Hammond his 'EKTcvcWcpov, or

A greater Ardency in Christ's love of God at one time, than another

proved to be utterly irreconcileable With i. His fulnesse of habituall

grace. 2. The perpetuall happinesse, and 3. The impeccability of his

soule. By Henry leanes, Minister of Gods Word at Chedzoy in Somerset-

-shire.

Impr. 320 J (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1657: sm.4'' : pp. [2] +40 +

[2], signn A-K<, F^ : English (and pica) solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: 1-40, the

treatise.—Jeanes here takes Hammond's criticism of one doctrine in the former's

Mixture (no. 22gg), and deals with it piecemeal. The treatise by Hammond came
out in London in 1656 and 1657. T^^ ball thus set rolling was carried on by Creed

(1660) and Jeanes (1661 \ but was fortunately caught in the whirl of the Restoration

and lost to sight. In some copies of the treatise (2343*) a printed piece is pasted over

the large ornament on p. 40 stating that Hammond had, since the completion of the

treatise, put out his Evaxvt^'^^'^^ . . . or . . . Uniformity (Lond. 1657) also against

Jeanes, but the latter reser\'es bis inevitable Reply till hi. can publish
' another volume

of I'racts', which formed the Second part of the Mixture (Oxford, 1660). The

pasted-on piece also contains some errata. Thomason received the present treatise

on Sept. 5, 1656. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 591.

2344. Kendall, George. Fur pro Tribunali. Examen dialogismi

cui inscribitur Fur Prsedestinatus. Accesserunt, Oratio de Doctrina

Neo-Pelagiana habita Oxonii in Comitiis Julii ix. m. dc. mv. Cl.fari]

F 2
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V.[iri] G.[ul.] Tuissii vita, & Vindicige a Calumniis . . . Francisci Annati

Jesuitse. Et Disseitatiuncula de novis actibus immanentibus sintne Deo
ascribendi. Authore Georgio Kendallo S.T.D.

Impr. 336 « (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson) : 1657 : (eights) 12° : pp. [24]
+ 269 + 219 (really 222, for 3 is repeated and there is an unpaged leaf after 140) + [i],

signn. ^'*, A*, B-x*, y'^, z, Aa-ii^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-9] ep.
dedic. to junior members of the University of Oxford,

' ex tuguriolo meo Coftoniensi

April 13. 1657': [11-21] commendatory letter from dr. John Owen to the author,

Apr. 1, 1657, in Latin : [23] Errata : 1-266, the treatise : 267-9, three Latin poems
on Neo-Pelagianisra : 1-60, the Oration : 61, a title-page 'Tuissii Vita & Victoria.

De Scientia . . . dissertatio . . .' with impr. 3.^6 a, as above : 63-140, the Life and
dissertation : [i] after p. 140, title of the Dissertatiuncula, with impr. 336a again:

141-219, the disputation.—The Fur pro Tribiinali (the Thief before the Judgement
Seat) is an answer to a much-discussed Dutch work entitled Fur Praedcslinatiis (the

predestined '1 hief, i. e. fore-condemned to the gallows), a satire against Calvinists, in

a dialogue between a Calvinist minister and the thief aforesaid. This was first issued

in 1619 in Dutch {den ghepi-edestineerden dief, or as in 1642 de7i reuckeloosen die/), and
is by Heiiricus Slatius (d. 1623). It seems most probable, if not certain, that archbp.
Sancroft translated the work into Latin, and published it anonymously in 165 1 in

London {Fur prxdeslinatus sive Dialogismus inter . . . Calvinistam if Furem . . .

Londini, impensis F. G.^], typis G.[ulielmi?] D,[ugard?], reprinted London, 1813").

Kendall, with vague ideas of the author, as Dutch or Italian (for he noticed the list of

Doctors quoted), but not excluding 'nomen Episcopale Anglicum', defends Calvinism.

In the following Oration the '

neo-Pelagiani
'

John Goodwin and Henry Hammond
are belaboured. Next follows a Life of dr. William Twisse, a Calvinist {d. 1646), and
a defence of him against Franciscus Annatus, S.J. {Scientia Media defeusa, 1645).
The last treatise is a scholastic dissertation against Goodwin. To use Kend.iU's own
words (second p. 187),

' Abeat jam profundus hie Doctor, & quantum velit sibi gratu-
letur curiosulas hasce subtilitatulas'. Thomason received the book on Sept. 30, 1657.
See Wood's At/t. Oxou. iii. 639.

2345. [Lily, William.]
' Brevissima Institutio, H. Hall et A. Lichfield,

1657-'
So in Bliss's Sale Catalogue (1858), pt. ii, p. 26, no. 328, but no copy has yet been

found. It is usually a second part attached to Lily's Short Introduction of Grammar,
of which it is a Latin counterpart, but it is sometimes, as here, issued separately
The fuller title is

' Brevissima Institutio seu Ratio Grammatices cognoscendae ', and
a list of the Oxford editions is given in no. 831 (1636), to which list the edition of

1657-9 should now be added, see no. 2449. As before, the printing of a Grammar
was a challenge to the London Printers, who had ceased to pay the University for

surrendering their rights in the matter until the year i6i;6, when they resumed partial

payment, see the Annals of Printing, 1652. Probably this edition and the English
counterpart of 1659 were in consequence taken off the market, and are therefore now
rare. R.

2346. [Osborne, Francis.] Advice to a son, 5th edition.

This was at one time assumed to be 1657, but is 1656, and now numbered 2304*.

2347. Owen, dr. John. Of Communion with God . . .; in Love,

Grace, and Consolation : or the Saints Fellowship , . . unfolded. By
John Owen D.D. . . .

Impr. 360 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield for Philemon Stevens [London]) : 1657 : sm. 4" :

pp. [4] -1-320, signn. A^ B-z, Aa-ss^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-4]

preface, dated ' Oxon. Ch.Ch. Coll. Jul. 10. 1657' : 1-320, the treatise in three parts

(pp. I, 41, 2.s7).^The preface explains that this was planned six years before, and now
resumed and improved. Thomason received this work on July 4, 1657. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 105, where Owen is accused of '

strangely affecting in ambiguous and

* F. G. describes himself in Articuli Lambethani (Lond. 1651) as 'Ecclesire

S" Nicolai apud Trinobantes [London] Minister '.
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uncouth words, canting, mystical and unintelligible plirases, lo obscuie sometimes the

plainest and most ol)vious truths: And at other times lie endeavouis by such a nist
and cloud of sensless terms to draw a kind of vail over the most erroneous doctrines'
in this treatise : but except for some looseness of diction and argument and a love of

hyperbole, the book seems ordinary. Dr. William Sherlock, however, pounced upon
it in 1674, and a controversy ensued.

2348. Owen, dr. John. Of Schisme The True Nature of it Dis-
covered and Considered, With Reference to the present Differences in

ReH^ion. By John Owen D.D.

Impr. 361 (Oxford, by L. L. for T. Robinson) : (1657) : (eights) 12°: pp. [4] + 280
+ [2], signn. A^, B-s*, T^ : Pica solid.— Contents :— p. [3] title, within bounding line:

1-280, the work : 28i-[i] a plentiful crop of errata, due to
'

the authors absence'.—
A treatise which could say (p. 73)

'

Separation of any man or men from a true Church,
or of one Church from others, is not Schisme', or anything written at this tiiue on the

subject, was bound to be acutely controversial, and Daniel Cawdrey answered it in

Independencie a great Schism (Loud. 1657). Then Owen replied in his Review

(no. 2349), while Giles Firmin's Of Schism (Lond. 1658) supported Owen. Cawdrey
again answered in Independency further proved lo be a Schism (Lond. 1658). Owen
delivered a final blow m his Defence ofJohn Cotton (no. 2403 below) by prefixing
a discourse of 'schism'. There is a ditticulty about the date of issue : Owen in the

preface to his Review, dated July 9, 1657, declares that he published his Of Schisme
'about a yeare agoe', while Thomason received it as late as June 17, 1657. Tlie

chief error seems to be in Thomason's date. The date of issue must have been very

early in 1657. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 105.

2349.
—

,
—

. A Review of the true Nature of Schisme, wiili A Vin-

dication of tiie Congregationall Churches in England, from the imputa-
tion thereof Unjustly charged on them by M"" D. Cawdrey ... By John
Owen D.D. . . .

Impr. 320 £ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1657 : (eights) 12" : pp. [8] +
181 + [3], signn. A*, B-M*, N*: English solid.— Contents :

—
p. [3] title: [5-8] preface,

dated ' Ch: Ch: Coll: Oxon: July: 9. 1657' : 1-181, the Review.—For the controversy
see no. 2348. The preface states that a Vindication of John Cotton of New England
from Cawdrey's aspersions, written by Cotton before his death in 1652, reached him
when 'the ensuing sheets were almost wrought of[f] at the presse', and will shortly

be printed : see no. 2403. It may be noted that the Dean of Christ Church calls his

institution Ch. Ch. College, see above. Thomason received this book on Sept. 25, 1657,
See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 105.

Pinke, W'illiam. (Triall), 1657 : see no. 231O (1656).

2350. Prideaux, dr. John. Manuduclio Ad Theologiam polemicam.
A R.[everendo] Patre, Et Doctissimo praesule Johanne Prideaux . . .

Impr. 302 c (Oxoni?e, exc. L. Lichfield, pro T. Robinson): 1657: (eights) 12°:

pp. [14] + 253 + [i], signn. A-R* : English solid.—Contents :
—

p. [3] title: [5-10]

'Typographi Trpoar]fjifiwais\ signed 'Explicit Prsefatio Leonardi Lichfield Academia.-

Tipographi. Oxon. ex /Edibus nostris Typographicis 6. Calend. Febr. Anjto 1656',

i.e. Jan. 27, i6sf : [11-14] Index capitum : [15] Errata, on a leaf usually found alter

p. [10], strictly pp. 15-16 of the full sheet, pp. 1-2 (its fellow-leaf) being torn off as

blank : in fact the first sheet only contains pp. 3-16 of the sheet, the signatures being

accommodated to this arrangement. 1-253, the work divided into 33 Loci com-

munes.—A scholastic treatment of the whole groun,' of Theology, practical and

theoretical, a kind of handbook to Peter Lombard's Sentences without its reasoning,

each locus containing a series of dogmas, followed by qusestiones or problems, with

references to specific books for their solution. The scholar who supplied Lichfield

the printer with his Latin preface had a sense of humour, and introduced some mis-

quotations, false concords, and infelicities. The printer claims the merit of producing
this posthumous work, which at the time was interesting and useful. See Wood's

Ath. Oxon. iii. 268, where it is stated that the preface-writer was no less a person than

dr. Thomas Barlow, at this time Bodley's Librarian.
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2351. Sanderson, dr. Robert. Logicae artis compendium. Ediiio

Qiiinta. Authore Rob. Sanderson, Coll. Lincoln . . . quondam Socio . . .

Impr. 366 (Oxonife, exc. L. Lichfield, per R. & N. Davis) : \6^'] : 12" : pp. [8] +

400, signn. %*, a-q'^, R^ : Pica solid.^Contents :—p. [i] title, within bounding line :

[3-6] 'Index Capitum' of the three parts and two appendixes: [8] title-label

'Sanderson! Logica
'

and, upside down, 'Smith Adit, ed Logicam. Et Breerwoodi
Elementa Log.' : 1-400, the text (267-400, the appendixes).—No doubt a reprint ot

the fourth ed. issued in 1640 (no. 955), see 1615 (no. 438), and list of edd. below in

no. 792* among the Addenda. The title-label shows that while Sanderson was generally
sold alone, Smith and Brerewood were often sold together. This is one of the acci-

dentally rare books, like some of the other edd. of Sanderson's Logic. Sanderson did

not die till 1662, but during the Commonwealth he 'lived obscurely' away from
Oxford (Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 624). and this edition may well have been issued

without his supervision. It is in Queen's and C.C.C. libraries at Oxford. R.

2352. Scheiblerus, Christophorus. Philosophia compendiosa. Ex-
hibens i Logicae 2 Metaphysicse 3 PhYsicse 4 Geometriae 5 Astronomiae

6 Opucse 7 Eihicae 8 Poliiicse. & 9 Oeconomicse. Compendium
Metbodicum. Aulhore Christophoro Scheiblero . . . Ediiio Octava

prioribus correctior, & variis in locis, praecipue in Logica, aliquanlulum
auctior. Huic Editioni i Praefigitur Technologia Procemialis. 2 An-
nectitur Arithmetica plenior quam fuit ilia Heizonis Buscheri prius
annexa.

Impr. 329 « (Oxonise, exc. II. Hall, per R. Blagrave) : 1657: Teights) 12°:

[2] + 198, signn. A-M^, N* : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [2] Latin

preface: 1-198, the work : 19S,
' Index' to the eleven parts.—A close reprint of the

7th edition issued at Oxford ten years before. The known editions are Giessen 1623,
Oxf. 1628 (4th), Oxf. 1631 (c,th), Marburg 1634 ih^^)> O^f- '^39 (6th), Oxf. 1647 (7th),
Oxf. 1657 (Sth), Lond. 1685 (loth). The grades of Philosojihy are (i) Superior
(Metaphysics, Natural (Physica), Moral) ; (2) Inferior (i. Liberal Arts. 2. Servile and

Mechanic). The liberal arts are described in the well-known distich, beginning
Gram loquiliir : and the two kinds together thus, on p. 8 :

'

Lingua, tropus, ratio, numerus, tonus, angulus, astra :

Rus, nemus ijiitnting), arma, ratis, vuhiera {surgery), lana, faber.'

The Technologia is a general introduction describing the relations of the Arts and
Sciences.

3353. [Sprigge, William]. Philosophicall Essaye^ with Brief Adviso's.

Accommodated to tiie Capacity of the Ladyes and Gentlemen^ sometime
Students of the English Academy, lately Erected at London . . .

Impr. 362 (London, by J. S. for R. Hlaggnve at Oxon.) : 1657 : (twelves) 16'':

pp. [12] + 105 + [3], signn. a", b-e^^^ f*.—Contents :
—

p. [3] title: [5-10] List of

contents in five parts. [11] Errata: [12] Latin moito.— Short -characterizations of

many subjects, i. logical, 2. physical, 3.
'

Essayes or Characters', 4. Miscellaneous,

5. (p. 68) appendix of pieces of advice, closing with an appendix of Death (p. 100).
These are superficial, but readable, being brief. The reference to an English Academy
in London is noteworthy : no such institution under the Commonwealth is in T. W.
Jackson's account of such Academies in Oxf. Hist. See. Collectanea, vol. i, p. 283.

Sprigge was highly favoured by Cromwell, and was one of the first fellows of the

University of Durham, which was in existence from 1657 to 1659.

2354. (Tanner, Thomas, fellow of New College, Oxford.) The
Entiance of Mazzarini. Or; Some Memorials of the State of France,
between the death of the Cardinall of Richelieu and the beginning of the

late Regency. Collected and digested out of Forraign Writers. By an

indifterent hand.

Impr. 363 (Oxford, by H. H. for T. Robinson) : 1657 : 12° : pp. [12] + 114 + [6],

signn. a', e f^': English solid.— Contents :— p. [3] title: [5-8] Ep. dedic. to Philip
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lord Lisle, signed
'

1 ho: Tanner': [9-11] 'To the ingenuous reader': 1-114, the
work : 114, errata.—A well-written but euphuistic and amateurish sketch of the life

of cardinal Mazarin from Dec. 1642 to Apr. 1643. '1 here is little or no original work
in the book, as the author explains in no 2415, except the style : he re.id foreign
accounts, and digested them. At p. 15 the head -line changes from The Entrance of
Mazzarini to Residues of Lewis xiii. Yox a continuation see no 2415. Thomason
received this book on Oct. 19, 1657. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 60.

2355. Wallis, dr. John. Hobbiani Puncti Dispunctio. Or The
Vndoiiig of Mr Hobs's Points : In Answer to M. Hobs's iTiyfxai, Id est,

Stigmata Hobbii. By John Wallis, Professor in Geometry.
Impr. 295a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Robinson"): 1657: (eights) 12^:

pp. [4] +4''^ + [2], signn. A^, b-d^ : Long primer solid.^Contents :- p. [r] title:

[3-4] ep. dedic. to the marquess of Dorchester : 1-46, the work, in English.
— A heavy

blow at Hoblies's knowledge of Geometry, both Latin and Greek : in ail wliich

Hobbes was no match for Wallis. Among nther things Hobbes had (in the title of

his book ^Tiyfial 'AypoiKias . . ., Lond., 1657, which Wallis is here answering)
confused aTtynrj, a mathematical point, punctum, with (Trtyfia, a mark of branding.
This controversy (for which see index, and the D. N. B). is hardly literature at all,

and exhibits great men at their worst. Thomason received the book on Oct. 27, 1657,
more than six months after Lichfield's death.

2356. — ,

—
. Mens Sobria Senb Commendata : Concione ad Bacca-

laureos Artium Determinaturos, Latine habita Oxoniae
;

in Die Cinerum

dicto; Febr. 20. 1655, Stilo Angliae: A Joh. Wallis. SS.Th.D. Accedunt,

Ejusdem, E.xercitaiiones bin^ . . .

Impr. 328^ (Oxonise, exc. L. Lichfield, per T. Robinson): 1657: (eights) 12":

pp. [4] +
'

158', but 67-96 are repeated, and four unnumbered pages follow no, so

tiie total is really 192, signn. A^, B-N* : English solid.— Contents : —p. [i] title: [3]
list of the three parts: [4] errata: 1-57,

' Mens Sobria ', 'Febr. 20 1656. Sti.[lo]

Vet.[eri]' : 59, a title
'

Epistol^e, Pauli Apostoli ad Titum Expositio : tribus prse-
lectionibus publicis ; Oxoniae. pro Gradu, habitis

;
l~radita. Maij 24, 25, 26. Anno

1654. Praelegente lohanne Wallis.' with impr. 349^ (Oxonii, e.xc. L.Lichfield per
'1'. Robinson) 1656 : 61-96, 67*-96*, 97-109, the exposition : [i], a title

'

Qugestiones

Theologicae, In Vesperiis Comitiorum agitata;; Oxonii, Julii 8. i6.;4. An Electio

Divina . . . An potestas Ministri . . . An ficjelium Infantes . . . Kespondente Joh.

Wallis', with impr. 328 a (Oxnniae. exc. L. Lichfield, per T. Robinson) : 1657 : [3-4],
1 1 1-58, the two first theses, with preliminary verses.—Opuscula academica of

dr. Wallis, perhaps issued to show that he was not only a mathematician and scientist,

for his contest with Zouche in 165J (see 2325) cannot well have been foreseen. It

is to be noted that in the date Wallis calls Feb. 20, 165!,
'

1655 stilo Anglico
'

and
'

1656 stilo Veteri'.

2357.
—

,

—
• Johannis VVallisii, SS.Th.D., Geometriae Professoris

Saviliani in Celeberrima Academia Oxoniensi; Operum Mathematicorum

Pars Prima. Qua Continentur, [brackei'\ Oratio Inauguralis. Mathesis

Universalis
; sive, Arithmelicum opus Integrum, turn Nuraerosam Arith-

meticam turn Speciosam complectens. Adversus Meibomii, de Propor-
tionibus Dialogum, Tractatus Elencticus.

Impr. 349 (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield, per T. Robinson) : 1657 : sm. 4" : pp. [40]

+ 398, but 1 20-1 are omitted in the pagination + [2] + ^o + 62 + [2], signn. a-e, A-z,

Aa-zz, Aaa-Kkk, a-h^ : Pica solid.— Contents :— p. i title, within bounding line:

[3] dedn. to the University of Oxford : [5-6] List of Contents of both parts of the

Opera : [7] title-page of the Oratio inauguralis delivered in the Geometry School,

Oct. 31, 1649, when Wallis became professor, with impr. 349 (= [9-28] the oration,

in Latin : [29] title of the Mathesis, within bounding line, with impr. 349 : [3 '-8] ep.

dedic. to drs. G. Langbaine, H. Wilkinson, J. Wilkins, J. (ioddard, 'Oxonii Dec. 20.

1656': [39-40] errata : 1-398, the Mathesis, with diagrams in the text : [i] title of
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the treatise against Meibomius, with impr. 349 c : 1-50, ep. dedic. to sir William

Brouncker, lord Brouncker, on cubic Paraboloids and cubic equations,
' Oxonii

Dec. 5. 1656', in Latin : 1-62, the treatise : [1-2]
'

M.[arini] Mersenni locus notatur',
a criticism.— VVallis's prefaces explain that much of the Mathesis had been delivered

as lectures, that printing was delayed on some occasions by the necessity of obtaining
extra type from London (sign. e3'') and by' Hobbius bis castigandus ', '& quidem
tertio'. The Maihesis has a chapter on Logarithms, and at p. 271 a long passage
about chess in Persian and Latin. A peculiar algebraic notation is on p. 72. I'or the

Fars altera see no. 2316 (1656).

Wallis, dr. John. Reasons. See no. 2325.

2358. Warner, John. Diatriba Fidei Justificantis, qua Justificantis.

Or a Discourse Of the Object and Office of Faith as Justifying ... By
John Warner, M.A, someiimes of Magd: Hall: Oxon. And now Pastor

of the Church of Christ At Christ-Church in Hant-Shire . . .

Impr. 364 (Oxford, by H. H. for E. & J. Forrest) : 1657 : (eights) 12° : pp. [48] +

'465', but 61-4 are repeated, and 269-70 omitted + [13], signn. *, f, A-z, Aa-Hh^ :

English solid.^Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-17] ep. dedic. to John lord Lisle,

Sept. 10, 1657
*

[i9~2o] George Kendall's approval of the book: [21-42] preface:

[43-6], list of contents, 19 chapters : [48]
' Warner of the Office and Object of

Faith
',
meant to be turned up to form a leaf preceding the title, describing the work

to the binder, a 'title label': i-'zd^'', the work in English: [2-1 1] another list of

contents: [12] 'erratas', 'the Author being absent till the booke was almost wrought
off the presse'.—A 'Lutheran and Protestant' treatise against the 'Pontificians

[i.e. Roman Catholics], Sor.inians, Arminians, and others'. A temperate and mild

discourse en the Presbyterian side by an author of no great note. See Wood's Ath.

Oxon. iii. 450.

2359. Wilkinson, dr. Henry. The hope of Glory or Christs In-

dwelhng in true Believers ... set forth in a Sermon at Hasely in the

County of Oxford March 5. 1656. At the Funerall of . . . M"s Margaret
Corbet ... By Henry ^Yilkinson D.D., Principall of Magdalen Hall

Oxon. . . .

Impr. 365 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield) : 1657: (eights) 12": pp. [8]+87 + [i]:

signn. A*, B-F*, G* : English solid.^Contents :
—

[i] title: [3-7] ep. dedic. to the

rev. Edw. Corbet, pastor of Hasely, 'Magdalen Hall Oxon. Jun. 5. 16.57' '• 1-60, the

sermon, on Col. i. 27: 61-77, a life and character of the deceased : 79-87, four

English poems on Mrs. Corbet by J. Wallis, D.D. (with two Latin anagrams) :

W. Daveiiant, M.A., H. Wilkinson, D.D., and the rev. Edw. Corbet (unsigned).—
Mrs. Corbet, wife of the Rector of Great Hasely, was daughter of sir Nathaniel Brent,
warden of Merton college, and died on March 5, i65f. Dr. Corbet her husband,
D.D. of Merton college, was one of the Parliamentary Visitors, and died on Jan. 5,

165^. This sermon was reprinted at Oxford in 1660, see no. 2538. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 285.

2360. Wollebius, Joannes. Compendium Theologian Christianae

[&c., exactly as no. 2288].
A reissue of the sheets of the 1655 edition, no. 2288, with the last line of the

imprint on the title-page altered

from & John Forrest m. dc. lv.

to & Joh: Forrest M. DC. Lvn. (Impr. 341 «.)
In every other respect the two issues are identical.

2361. [Zouche, dr. Richard.] Eruditionis ingenuse Specimina, scil.

Artium Logicse Dialecticse & Rhetoricae, Necnon Moralis Philosophiae
M.T. Ciceronis Definitionibus, Pra^ceptis & Sententiis illustratae.

Impr. 336;^ (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall, per T. Robinson): 1657: (twelves) 16°:

PP- [4] + 13S) signn. A-F^^: Long primer solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: [3] 'Lectori
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Benevolo',
' Dat: ex Musxo Wicchamico-Albano Septembris lo. 1656' : i, a general

note: 2-36, Logica & Dialectica : 37-72, Rhetorica : 73-130, Moralis Pl.ilosoj.hia,
illustrated from Cicero: 131-4, quotation from Calvin: 135-8,3 Latin postscript:
138, Errata.— Ei-uditio itigemta is explained to mean the knowledge by which
educated men excel in the exercise of intellectual powers. The little manual is

intended for students who are not deeply studying ; and to some extent for their tutors.

The postscript is a continuation of the preface, and refers to the points in which
Zouche's treatise differs from its predecessors. The author was no doubt Zouche, who
was a Wykehamist and principal of St. Alban hall, see above : and a contemporary
manuscript note in the Bodleian exemplar assigns it to him, as does Wood's Ath.
Oxon. iii. 512. The 'M. nc. LVil' in the title-page, compared with '

1657' in a

similar volume (no. 2362), shows how indifferently both forms were used at lliis time.

2362. Zouche, dr. Richard. Solutio QuKStionis veteris et novae.

Sive, De Legati delinquentis Judice competente dissertatio. in qua, Hug:
Grotii, de ea re Senlentia Explicatur, expenditur, & asseritur. Auihore
Richardo Zoucheo, Juris Civilis Professore Oxoniae.

Impr. 336 « (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson): 1657: (twelves) 16":

pp. [12] + 168, signn. a-h12 : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-6] dr. John
Owen's approbation of the treatise, in Latin, a lengthy imprimatur,

' 10 Martii 1656',
i.e. 165! : [7] dedicn. to the marquess of Dorchester, in Latin, from 'Lasouchius' :

[9-12] the preface, in Latin : 1-168, the treatise, in fourteen chapters. —Un Nov. 22,

1653 (see preface), an Englishman was killed in the New Exchange in London by
members of the family of the Portuguese Ambassador. Cromwell, as Protector, con-

sulted the chief authorities on international law and the rights of Ambassadors ns to

the competency of a Judge to try an Ambassador. When the experts were found to

disagree, he formed a Court of three judges, three nobles, and three Doctors of Civil

Law, who tried the case and condemned the Ambassador's brother (don Pantaleon de

Saa) and his servant, an Englishman, to death. Zouche was one of the doctors, but

agreed with the opinion of Grotius that an Ambassador, though not his family and

embassy, was inviolable. There is a London edition of the work, 171 7, in Latin and

English. Owing to the frequency of the word '

Legalus' the type i^or Roman capital L
gives out in some sheets, and italic is used. An index capitum was planned to precede
the treatise, as a catchword shows. Thomason received this book on Sept. 4, 1657.
See Wood's A//i. Oxon. iii. 512.

1658.

A rising of Anabaptists was expected about May 8, and troops of horse under major
Unton Croke paraded the streets. The University and colleges were the objects of

Anabaptist enmity. July 30, a proposal wns made in Convocation to abolish the

Terrae Filii, who delivered speeches on Act Saturday and Act Monday every year,
and whose extravagancies and improprieties gave great offence to the autliorities

;
but

nothing was done, see no. 2365. In this year it seems that Oliver Cromwell drafted

a scheme of a new theological college at Oxford to be located in St. Mary hall (see
Brit. Mus. MS. Add. 32093, fol. 399) : but it came to nothing. Eor early in August
he fell ill, and died on Sept. 3, at Whitehall. To deplore the Protector's death and

acclaim his son and successor, Richard, the University of Cambridge produced
Musartivi Canlabrigie7isium Lucius et Grattdatio (1658), but no corresponding
volume was issued at Oxford. However, after the nroclamation of Richard as

Protector in Oxford on Sept. 6, the University sent formal congratulation to him,
dated Sept. 17.

Under this year Anthony Wood says much about his weekly Music Meetings at

Oxford, and states that soon after the Kestoration they were given up. Minor matters

of this year are the foundation of Nixon's School (first opened on April 19), when

forty boys attended ; a contest between the University and City about the widening of

Smith Gate (where the new Porter's Lodge of Hertford College now standsi, which

widening the University successfully opposed, April-May ; the great violinist, Thomas
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Balthasar, visited Oxford, July 24; in Feb. 165I petitions were sent up to Parliament

for and against resident Visitors, with no effect. The Visitors, however, kept quiet
this year, and there were signs throughout the country that with Cromwell's death tlie

Commonwealth was passing away. Parliament was sitting Jan. 20-l'eb. 4, i6s|,

Jan, 27, 1651-April 22, 1659.

Minor Pieces.

2363. [Austin, Samuel.] Naps upon Parnassus. A sleepy Muse

nipt and pincht, though not awakened Puch Voluntary and Jovial

Copies of Verses, as were lately receiv'd from some of the Wits of the

Universities, in a Frolick . . . Whereunto is added . . . the authors . . .

Epistle to one of the Universities, with the Answer
; together with two

Satyrical Characters of his Own, of a Temporizer, and an Antiquary,
with Marginal Notes . . .

'London, I'rinted by express Order from the Wits, for N. Brook, at the Angel in

Cornhill': 1658: (eights) 12": pp. [112], signn. a-e^, f*, g*, h*.— Contents:—
sign. A i"", title, within border of ornn. : A 2'', 'An Advertisement to the Reader',

signed
' Adoniram Banstittle, alias Tinderbox". Dated May 30, 165S from 'the Apollo in

Jlcetstreet' : A 3''-C 5^, twenty-three satirical poems on the author, see below: c6''-8^,
a satirical

*

hpistle Dedicatory made by the Authour ... to his now adopted Mother,
the University of Cambridge ', signed

' K. Q.', with the Answer also signed
' K. Q.' :

D i"", a bastard title
' Ihe Authours own Verse and Prose. With Marginall Illustra-

tions [i.e. notes] by a Friend': D2''-e6'", the pieces: E
7'',

a bastard title 'Two
exact Characters, One of a Temporizer. The other of an Antiquarian' : e8''-K4'',
the Characters : Gi'-Hj^,

' Books printed for Nath. Brook, And are to be sold at his

Shop at the Angel in Cornhill'.—A diverting little book, holding up to ridicule one

Samuel Austin of Wadham college, a rough and rude poetaster possessed by all

accounts of much vanity. His persecutors got hold of some pieces by him in bom-
bastic or (at best) euphuistic style, and here dress them up with notes, satirical poems
and prefaces. Austin matriculated Oct. 2, 1652, at Wadham, became B.A. Oct. 13,

1656, On Dec. 21, 1657, his college caution money was returned to him, and this

probably dates his gliding away to a more peaceful Hie at Cambridge. As Austin

chiefly wrote obscurely worded satires, and is here himself satirized, the whole book is

a frolic. The signed poems which precede Austin's are chiefly by Wadham men, and
in English, when not stated to be other :

—
W. P. A.M. W.C. [i.e. Walter Pope, M.A., Fellow of Wadham].
S. T. A.M. W.C. [i.e. Silvanus Taylor, M.A., of Wadham].
V. M.
G. C. M.A. S.O.A.C. [i.e. George Castle, M.A., Fellow of All Souls].
Alexandro Amidei Fiorentino [a Jew of Florence who taught Hebrew, &c., in

Oxford, who here writes eight Italian lines].
G. I. M.A. W.C. [i. e. Gilbert Ironside, M.A., Fellow of Wadham, afterwards

Warden].
T. F. nuper N.C. Oxon. Soc. [i.e. Thomas Flatman, Fellow of New College:

a Latin poem beginning
' O decus Angloium ! Yates famose tuorum, | Cujus pars

nona facit Oxen-ford Helecona'].
T. F., lately F.N.C. [the same : he refers to the Devil's Handwriting in Queen's

College Library and to Tradescant's Museum :
' ThusJohn Tradeskin starves our

greedy eyes, | iiy boxing up his new found Rarities
'].

H. L. W.C C. [i.e. Henry Langley?: commoner of Wadham: one of his two

poems is in French].
T. C. of Q.K.C.
S. W. W.C.C. [i.e. .Samuel Woodford, commoner of Wadham : two poemsl.
N. F, C.W.K. [i.e. Nicholas Floyd or Lloyd, Fellow of Wadham].
Adoniram Bitefig of Utopia.
H. W. W^C.C.
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D6n John Puntaeus. uefxirvpucdi. (i.e. the charlatan : see Wood's /ax// (?;rw2 ii 122')
R. F.

Timothy Tinderbox of Jamaica.
W. G. C.W.C.

J. D. W.C.C.
T. S. W.C.F. [i.e. Thomas Spratt, Fellow of Wadham].
Perhaps the most valuable part of the book is the elaborate list of Nathaniel Brook's

books. It is the first list which I have noticed which has a title-page or in which the

(116) books are classified and numbered, and to some extent characterized.

2364. *t(Bispham, Thomas.) Iter Australe, a Reginensibus Oxon.
Anno 1658. Expeditum.

. [n. pi. or d., but London, i6;8] : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 24, signn. A-b*.— Contents :
—

p. [3] title, within border of ornn. : [5-6] Ep. dedic. to dr. Thomas Harlow, provost
of Queen's, in J.atin, signed 'Tho: Hispham

'

: [8]
'
Iiineris Ratio', a list of places

visited : 1-24, the journey, in Latin hexameters, with a few English marginal notes.—
A poetical account of a Queen's college progress made by the provost and some of

the fellows, with Bispham a gentleman commoner of the college, to view some of
the college property. The custom is still kept up annually or less frequently at some
colleges, Domus bearing the expense. The new provost, dr. I'arlow, laid the burden
of describing the journey on Bi^phim, who had matriculated on July 23, 1656, and

subsequently became a barrister, but took no degree. The route was by Abingdon,
Newbury, Andover, Salisbury, Wilton, Gissing, (South)Hampton, Winchester, and
Sherborne. The market at Abingdon, the cathedral at Salisbury, the house, pictures
and grounds of Wilton, a court leet at Gissing, Winchester college, are all described in

flowing verse, but unfortunately in general terms. Most of the journey appears to

have been made on foot. The title is imitated in
* Itur

{_s2c]
Mediteranium ', by John

Lineall (1658), 'Iter Boreale', by Robert Wilde (1660), 'Iter Carolinum
'

(1660).

Bp. Rich. Corbet wrote an //er Boreale about 1620.

2365. Harmar, John. Oratio steliteutica Oxoniae habita Octobris 14°
. . . ciJiocLvii; sive Siricturse in Hujus sevi Delatores & Pasquillos, & in

Terirae Filios, (quos vocant) . . . elisse; qui in Comitiis Oxoniensibus

mense lulio annuaiim celebrari solitis, Oraiionibus suis public^ habitis,

Priinores Academiae . . . incessere consuevenint. Autore Jo. Harmaro . . .

'

Londini, Excudebat Rogerus Laniel' : 1658 : (eights) 12^' : pp. 32. signn. A-B^—
Contents:—p. [i] title: [3] dedicn. to the University: 5-30, the oration : 31, 'Ad
Lectorem'.—The title means a speech by way of invective, and this oration is directed

against the licence and improprieties of the .Speeches of the two Terrae Filii at the

annual Act. These curious characters were privileged to represent the lower elements

of University society by guaranteed freedom of speech at the Act once a year. It is

strange that two incepting Masters of Arts, chosen each by a Proctor, could not be

kept within bounds, hut it is clear that they could not, though expulsion often

followed their intemperate orations. Harmar confines himself to general complaii.ts,
and no doubt approved of the proposal to abolish the office, see the annals of 165S,

the year after this speech. He gives no names and no quotations, but at least ten

Terrae Filius speeches (164S-1733) are preserved, wholly or in part, from which their

character can be gathered. It is noticeable that Harmar now finds it desirable to

append Latin translations of Greek passages in his oration. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.

iii. 920, where it is stated that this oration ' was published purposely to flatter the I'res-

byterian and Independent heads of the University, for which (the author) was langhcd
at by the Masters and juniors '.

2366. Oxford—University. [The Vice-Chancellor, dr. John Conant's,

notice to members of the University to abstain from unseemly tumult and

noise, in Latin : beg.
'

Quandoquidem compertum est
'

: ends
' docu-

mento sit': dated Feb. 22, 1658, i.e. i65f.]
[Impr. 367 (Oxon.. exc. L. Lichfield) : (1658) : br. s., folio.—A warning repeated

from 1655 (no. 2268*). An offender 'ipso facto foras ejicietur', &c. : the poor man

must have been considered a neuroplast.
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2367. t(Poole, Matthew.) A Model For the maintaining of Students

Of choice abihties at the University, and principally in order to the

Ministry. Together Wiih a Preface before it, and after it a Recom-
mendation from the University [of Cambridge] ;

and two serious Exhorta-

tions . . .

' Printed Anno Domini. 1658.', at London ? : sm. 4" : pp. [6] + 21 + [i], signn. A-c^,
1)2.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [3-5] Preface, signed

' Mat. Poole
'

: 1-7, the Model, in

eighteen sections : 7, a testimonial from six Cambridge men : 8-ti, an exhortation by
Richard Baxter, Feb. 26, '1658', i.e. 165^: another by

' Matthew Poole': 15-18,
'An Answer to some Objections' : 19, note that Oxford agrees with the Cambridge
testimonial: 20, 'The Names of the Trustees', fifty in number: 21, notes about

trustees and subscribers.—A pious design of Matthew Poole, author of the Synopsis

Criticoruin, for the selection and education of promising students, especially at

Cambridge. He is stated to have obtained ;^9oo a year for his project, but the

Restoration put an end to it. See Wood's Fasti Oxott, ii. 206. This edition

provoked
' A brief Answer unto the Cambridge Moddel, ... By E. M.', a Quaker

(Lend. 1658).

2368. (
—

,

—
.)

A Model For the maintaining of Students Of choice

Abilities at the University, and Principally in order to the Ministry. Widi

Epistles & Recommendations ... As also with Answers to . . . Objections
. . . And with the Names of the Trustees . . .

'

London, Printed by J. H. for J. Rothwell at the Fountain in Goldsmiths Row in

Cheapsidc':
'

1648', i.e. 1658 : sm. 4°: pp. [io] + 23 + [i], signn. (7r)\ A-D*.—Con-
tents :

—
p. [i] title within bounding line : [3-6] Preface, signed

' Mat. Poole' : [7-10],
Baxter's Exhortation, Feb. 26, '1658', i.e. 165^: 1-8, the Model, in ten chapters :

9,
' The Names of the [60] Trustees' : 10-12, Poole's Exhortation : 13-16, Answer to

Objections : 17-18, a testimonial from eight Oxford men : 19-20, a new Cambridge
testimonial, with nine names: 21-3, notes on the trustees, trust, and 'Scholars

already chosen', twenty-two in each University, but no names are given.—A second

enlarged, rearranged, and partly rewritten edition, when the plan had advanced

farther, and applied more definitely to Oxford as well as to Cambridge, though neither

name is mentioned in either edition. See no. 2008 (1648). The trustees, sixty in

number, are to be resident within five miles of London, and the Exhibitioners are not

to be absent from their colleges for more than six weeks in the year without leave.

The value of exhibitions is not stated, and seems to have been meant to be varied.

Among the Oxford promoters are John Wallis, Seth Ward, and Thomas Barlow, and

among the Cambridge names are Lazarus Seaman and Ralph Cudworth.

2369. Savile, sir Henry. D. Henrici Savilii rov fiaKupLTov, Oratio,

Coram Regina Elizabetha Oxoniae habita
; Aliaeque Doctiss: Virorum

Opellae posthumae, ex ipsis Authorum Autographis desumptse . . .

Impr. 367 (Oxoni?e, exc. [L.] Lichfield) : 1658 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 34 + [2], signn.

(a)-e*, f^ : English solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-6] 'Typographus Lectori':

[7] 'Authorum, Opellarumque Syllabus': 1-34, the several pieces, see below.—A
medley of literary titbits, which the printer in a well-written Latin preface (quite

beyond his own powers of composition) explains is his own deliberate attempt to raise

the character of his press, which in the opinion of ' Viri docti & cordati ', among
whom possibly the new Archi-typographus (Clarke) may be included, was at a low
level. This can only be the new broom of Leonard Lichfield II, or rather the energy
of dr. Thomas Barlow, who, according to Wood's Aik. Oxon. ii. 314, and Life, ii. 239,
edited the volume, and who no doubt contributed the preface. The pieces are :

—
a. (p. i) Savile's Oration, delivered on Sept. 23, i.'i92, in St. Mary's church, but on

theses differing from those mentioned in Stringer's Narrative {^Elizabethan Oxford, ed.

C. Plummer, 1887, p. 252) ;
the MS. is now Bodl. MS. 3516, and the speech has been

several times reprinted (1681, 1711, 1887) and begins 'Corpus humanum ': b. (p. 18)
the Latin letter of the University addressed to sir Thomas Bodley in his last illness,

Jan. 17, i6i§ : c. (p. 19) Three Latin poems by Gerard Langbaine on the Quzestiones
in the Vesperies of 1651 : d. (p. 21,

'

23') T(homns) M(asters') Mcnsa Lubrica (see
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no. 2154), with an English verse translation entitled 'The Shovel-board Table turn'd '

beginning
' The rough Oak Plain'd

'

: e. (p. 28) A Greek Ode on the Crucifixion

(beginning "AAu 'KvOiov <p\vapov) by Thomas Masters, Apr. 19, 163.^, with Latin and
English translations, the former by H. I., i.e. Henry Jacob of Merton, the latter

(beginning
'

Enough, my Muse ') by Abraham Cowley.

2370. Stephens, dr. Philip, and William Browne. Catalogus Hoiii
Botanici Oxoniensis Alphabelice digestus . . . Priore duplo auctior, idem-

que eliniatior; nee non Etymologiis . . . enucleaiior : in quo Nomina
Latina ... & Grceca Vernaculis; & in ejus sequiore parte, Vernacula

Latini.s, praeponuntur. Cui accessere Plantse minimum Se.xaginta suis

nominibus insignitae, quae nullibi nisi in hoc opusculo memorantur. Cura
& opera socia Philippi Stephani M.D. et Gulielmi Brounei A.M. Ad-
hibitis etiam in consilium D. Boberto Patre, Hortulano Academico

ejusque Filio . . .

Impr. .^68 (Oxonii, exc. Gul. Hal!) : 1658 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16] + '

214' (really

216, for three unpaged leaves, instead of two, occur between p. 188 and p. 193), signn.

^, A-n', o* : Pica solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-6]
Praefatio signed 'P: S: G: B:' : [7], Greek motto: [8-9] six complimentary poems
(three Latin, three Greek), by John Harmar: [10-13, 15] three similar Pnglish poems,
by R. L, Capell Wiseman, and Will. Hawkins: [14] seven plants not in the Catalogue,
but in the Garden : 1-187, the list, with Latin first : (189) a title, 'The Second part
of the Catalogue of The Trees and Plants of The Physick Garden . . . ', with impr. 369
(Oxford, by W. Hall) : 191-2 + [1-2], Preface signed P. S. W. B., a translation of the

Latin one: 193-214, the list, with English first.— For the first edition, which was

merely a double list of Latin and English names, see no. 2003 (1648), which contains

1,600 plants, and is ascribed to Jacob Bobart, though more than one (nameless) editor

supplied the preface. This second edition contains over 2,000 plants, though it omits

the numerous species of tulips and carnations : it also eives page references to Gerard,

Parkinson, &c., and some notes and etymologies. The sixty 'non descripts' (the
earliest known use of the word), only found in this catalogue, are marked with an

asterisk, and are accounted for by the '

many new plants come to us from both the

Indies, and other parts yearly '. The prefaces note that the Catalogue came out (with
the flowers in the Spring, and the book is found entered in the Stationers' Hall

Register on May 17, 1658. See Wood's Fasii Oxon. ii. 189, 282.

2371. Stubbe, Henry. The Savilian Professours Case stated. Together
with the severall reasons urged against his capacity of standing for the

publique Office of Antiquary in the University of Oxford, which are

enlarged and vindicated against the exceptions of Dr. John Wallis . . .

admitted to the Office of Antiquary ... By Henry Stubbe M.A. and

Student in Ch. Ch. [/^aV.?.]

Impr. 370 (London, by J. T. through A. Crook for R. Davis in Oxon): 1658:
sm. 4°: pp. [4] + 22 +[2], signn. A-C*, D^.— Contents :—p. [i] title: [3-4] ep.

dedic. to the Savile trustees, dated ' Ch. Ch. in Oxon. March to. 1657', ^•^- ^^I'i'

1-22, the Case stated.—At no. 2325 an account is given, with references, of this

shady election. The present Case quotes and refutes Wallis's Reasons, quite irre-

fragably. In Wood's copy the part of the imprint relating to R. Davis and Oxford is

carefully cut out : perhaps Davis desired to have nothing to do with the piece, after

consideration. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1073, Hist, of Univ. ii. 682-3.

2372. t(V[aux], F[rancis].) Detur Pulchriori: or, a Poem in the

Praise of the Vniversity of Oxford. . . .

Impr. 209/* ([Oxford : by L. Lichfield]) : 1658: sm. 4" : pp. [4] + 4- "o signn. :

English solid.— Contents :—p. [1] title : [3] Latin poem to the author's father I. V.,

and English poem to his schoolmaster: [4] 'An Apology', in verse : four lines by
' W. C. G^' 'to his ingenious Friend F. V.,' the author : 1-4, the poem : 4, compli-

mentary poem by
' T. S., Oxon.'—An inferior piece, full of conceits, beginning

' Hum !
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Hum! What is't, that cloth impede my note'. The University is beset by hostile

pamphlets, but is the source of all educational and literary excellence. Wood writes

on his copy of the piece
'

by one of Queens coll.', and had good opportunities of

knowing the fact. The only F, V. of Queen's at this time was Francis Vaux, pleb.
fil., a servitor of Queen's (matr. July 25, 1655), who never took a degree, and is only
otherwise known as the author of no. 2418 and of twelve lines of no merit or interest

(2373), 'In the praise of Typography' (beginning
' Blush not to see'), printed on

a small quarto leaf (no place or date, but Lichfield's printing at Oxford about this

date), signed
' F. Vaux'. The style of the two pieces is similar. Francis Vernon, to

wliom this poem on Oxford has been ascribed, was of Christ Church, and wrote

Oxonhim, poema in 1667 (no. 2760). See Wood's Fasti Oxoii. i. 499. The title of
course refers to the Judgement of Paris.

It may be just noted that in E(dward) P(hillips)'s Akiu World of English IVoids,

or, a General Dictionary (London, 1658, folio) the engraved title bears fanciful

engravings of 'Oxford' and of 'A Scholer of Oxford' : this plate is also found in

some subsequent editions. Also John Gadlmrv's Yipo'^vdjariKov or an astrological

prediction . . . 1658 (the issue printed by W. Godbid, London, 1658) is
'

Respecting
the Meridian of . . . Oxford '. but is to the very slightest degree Oxonian, even in the

second part with the same title as above, printed by E. Brudenell, which has a Figura
Mundi calculated for that meridian.

Oxford Press.

2374. Austen, Ralph. Observations upon some part of S"" Francis

Bacon's Natural! History as it concernes, Fruit-trees, Fruits, and Flowers :

especially the Fifth, Sixth, and Seaventh Centuries ... By Ra: Austen

Practiser in the Art of Plantin":. . . .

Impr. 2e;i /' (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson): 1658: sm. 4": pp. [8] +48,
signn.A-G*: Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to the hon. Robert

Boyle : [5-6]
' To the Reader' : [7-8] testimony to the book by

' R. Sharrock L.B.
novi Coll: Soc:': 1-46, the Observations : 46, errata: 47-8 'A Table', or index.^
The author apologizes for seeming disrespect to Bacon in venturing to criticize his

work. Bacon's Experiments, arranged in centuries, are quoted when an Observation

or criticism is required. For instance. Bacon believed in the descent of sap, as well

as its ascent, and Austen corrects him (p. 9). The treatise is practical as well as

critical, and affords advice of various kinds: it is reprinted in no. 2692 (1665). See
Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 174 n.

2375. Barlow, bp. Thomas. Exercitationes aliquot metaphysicse,
De Deo: . . . Per Thomam Barlow, Artinm Magistrum, & Collegii

Reginas Oxon. Sociuni. Ediiio Secunda.

Impr. 371 (OxonijE, exc. A. Lichfield per J. Godwin & T. Robinson): 165,8:
sm. 4" : pp, [12] + 329+ [i], signn. a*, **-, B-Z, Aa-Tt*, W^, but probably ** and Vv
were printed as one sheet : Pica solid. ^Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within arched frame :

[3-6]
' Lectori' : [7-12]

' Exercitationum . . . Sy Inbus' : '-329, the six essays. —This
is a publisher's reprint of the 1637 edition (no. 861, cf 898), and not even the title-

page is brought up to date, for Barlow is still described as M.A., Fellow of Queen's,

though now B.D. and Provost of his College ! The essays aie in scliolastic style, but

full of matter : the subjects are the value of a life of misery compared with death ; the

nature of Evil
; whether the inquiry about God is metaphysics or theology ; the exis-

tence of God
; Eterni'y ; Space. Some woodcut diagrams occur in the sixth essay.

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 336 : some copies may bear the date 1657, see after

no. 2328.

2376. Baron, prof. Robert. Disputatio theologica de Vero discrimine

peccaii mortalis & venialis . . . cui Annexa est Appendix de possibililate
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praestandi legem [Dei] consideratam secundum eTrtetKeiav
[sic'\ Euangelicam.

Authore, Roberto Baronio, Ecclesiae [see below] Abredonensi, S.S. Theo-

logias Doctore, & ejusdem in Academia Marescallana Professoie . . .

Impr. 372 ^Oxonii, exc. Gill. Hall, per R. Blagrave) : 1658: 12": pp. 148 + [8],

signn. a-f'2, g** : Long primer solid.— Contents :— i, title : 3-5, ep. dedic. to ' Paulus
Menezius a Kynniundie

' and the other authorities of Aberdeen University, dated

Aberdeen, June 17, 1633: 6, '. . . ad Lectorem': 7-14S, the essay, in three parts with
an appendix and digression : [1-6] Index.^The original edition was published in

Aberdeen in 1633, and its title explains the grammatical error of the present tille, in

which Etclesise stands for Ecclcsiaste ' a member of the church
'

of Aberdeen. It is

a cheap and poorly executed reprint.

2377. *Birkhead, Henry, and Henry Stubbe. Oiium Literatum.

Sive Miscellanea qusedam Poemata ab H. Birchead e Collegio O. A. ICH
et H. Stubbe ex /Ede Christi Oxen : hactenus seorsim ediia, nunc in

unum volumen redacta
; Quibus accedunt Deliciae Poetarum Anglicanorum

in Graecum translate : Authore eodem Henrico Stubbe A.M. ex JFAe
Christi

Impr. 373 i^Oxonise, exc. H. Hall pro E. Forrest) : [1658?] : (eights) 12" : pp. and

signn. see below : Long primer and pica solid.^Contents and Notes :
—There seems

to be little doubt that the proper composition of this volume is as follows, though
owing to the looseness of its texture, and the removal of title-pages to secure an

appearance of uniformity, differences occur in different copies.
A. Horse Subsecivse: seu Prophetise Jonae et Historic Susannse Paraphrasis Grscca

\'er3ibus Heroicis. Authore H. Stul)bs . .. (Londini, Typis Du-Gardianis, if>5i:

pp. [8] + 39 + [i]). This seems to come first, because of its date, in spite of the terms

of the general title : and is dedicated to dr. Richard Busby, head master of Westminster
school.

B. Birkhead's Poematia (Oxford, 1656 : no. 22g5\ with the title-page removed.

C. Stubbe's Delicix Poetarum (Oxford, 1658 : no. 2414 below), with the title-page
removed.

Wood's copy of the Otiutn is dated in manuscript
'

MDCLVj', but this appears to be

incorrect, since the Delicix is included. *
( >. A. IC"" in the title is 'Omnium

Anin'arum, Jurisconsulto '. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 574.

2378. Bogan, Zachary. Homerus e^pai^w : sive, Comparatio Homeri

cum Scripioribus Saciis quoad normam loquendi. Subnectitur Hesiodus

'O/xrjpi^fov. Autore Zach, B^gan. e Coll. C.C. Oxon. , . .

Impr. 2746- (Oxoniae, e.xc. H. Hall, per T. Robinson) : 1658: 8°: pp. [32] +439 +

[27], signn. *, **, B-z, Aa-Ff*, Gg* : Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-i 1]
'

Epistola ad Lectorem ', dated ' Dabam ruri apud Patrem meum Devoniensem,
XI Cal. Octob. 1657', i.e. Sept. 2T : [13-31]

' Index Scripturaium' : 1-319, Homerus

fppat^wv: 321-78 'N.T.', a similar comparison for the New Testament: 379-40^',

'Quae speclant ad Deum' : 409-36, 'Hesiodus 'OiJ.rjpiC'^v' 437-9i 'Homerus &
Hesiodus quo tempore vixerint

' from Lilius Gyraldus : [3] a title label, often torn off,

'Bogani
j ^'^"^"r^^J

= [4-26] three indexes, Hebrew, Greek, Latin: [27] "Corre-

ctiones'and'Erjata', with 'Vade Liber, verb sque meisloca grata saluta'.—Dickinson's

Delphi Phcenicizantes (1655, no. 2274) seems to have -et scholars on similar com-

parisons of classical and sacred texts with similar titles : perhaps the last is Isaac

Williams's Christian Scholar (1849). The comparisons in the present bonk are in the

order of Homer, and the O.T. is quoted in Latin, occasionally in unpointed Hebrew.

The N.T. and Hesiod are also compared with Homeric phrases. Bogan explains that

this work is a ndpfpyov, while he was ill, and could not continue his treatise on Greek

particles. So he took up this work which he had completed in 1654, and put it

through the press. He died in 1659, and his portrait is in the Oxford Town Hall, he

having been a benefactor to the City. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 476.
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2379. Bradshaw, William. Dissertatio de Justificationis doctrina , . .

Autiiore Gulielmo Bradshaw, Theologo Anglo.
Impr. 372 (Oxonii, exc. W. Hall per R. Blagrave) : 1658: 12°: pp. 77 + [7],

signn. A-c'^, D^ : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title: 3-7, 'Lectori': 9-73
(misprinted '4^' !) the dissertation, in twenty-six chapters: 7.5-7, 'Hujus Dissertationis

siimmula'; [-^-4] 'Index capitum'.— An eiprjviKov which endeavours to satisfy both
sides of the dispute on Justification, temperately worded and gathered up into ten

short theses and five conclusions. Some words removed on p. 60 are compensated for

by spacing between the words, and not spacing between the lines : this shows clearly,
what is in other ways obvious, that solid type was almost universal in the text of a

book, at this time, in Oxford. The author was a Puritan divine of Cambridge
(d. 1618), and the work first appeared in English (London, 1615), but was paraphrased
in Latin as early as 1615, when it was published at Leyden : of this paraphrase the

present issue is a mere reprint, with a fresh index of chapters. The expression

Theologtis Anglus in the title would alone show a foreign source.

Cotton, John : see no. 2403 (Owen's Defence of Cotton).

2380. Commercium Epistolicum. Commercium Epistolicum, de

Quaesiionibus quibusdam Mathematicis nuper habitum. Inter Nobilis-

simos Viros D. Gulielmum Vicecomitem Brouncker . . . ;
D. Kenelmum

Digby . . .
; D. Fermatium . . .

;
D. Freniclum . . . Una cum D. Job.

Wallis ... D. Franc: a Schooten . . .
; Aliisque. Edidit Johannes

Wallis, S.Th.D. . . . Geometriae Professor Savilianus.

Impr. 375 (Oxonii, exc. A. Lichfield, per T. Robinson) : 165S : sm. 4" : pp. [4] +
190, signn. A^, B-z, Aa-Bb* : Pica solid.^Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [3-4] Ep. dedic.

of Wallis to sir Kenelm Digby : 1-181, fifty-three ('47') letters in Latin, English, and

French, with diagrams : 182, errata: 183-9, Appendix, containing three letters : ^9°>
further errata.—A correspondence between some savants, propounding and solving arith-

metical and geometrical problems. There is much complimentary writing, but a solid

core of ingenious mathematics, redounding on the whole very greatly to Wallis's credit.

The letters are from the following, and dated between March 165^ and January 165I :

Brouncker, lord (11).

Digby, sir Kenelm, at Paris (8),

Fermat, Pierre de, of Toulouse (7).

Frenicle de Bressy, B. de, of Paris (5).

Hudden, Johann (i), in no. 33.

Huygens, Christian (i), in no. 33.

The date of the last letter shows that the volume was issued about the close of

Jan. 165I.

Mylon (i), in no. 33.

Schooten, Francis van (i).

Wallis, dr. John (17, some at great length).

White, Thomas (i).

(6 are enclosures, in other letters.)

2380.* Some copies want the Appendix.

2381. Du Moulin, Pierre, the elder. An account of the last hours

Of Dr- Peter du Moulin, Minister of Gods Word, and Professor of

Divinity at Sedan. Who dyed in the said Town March 10. 1658.

Stylo novo. Translated into English Out of the French Copy printed
at Sedan. . . .

Impr. 376 (Oxford, by A. L. for R. Davis) : 165S : (eights) 16" : pp. [2] + 28 + [2],

signn. A-B* : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i], title : 1-28, the Account.—Nothing
seems to be known of the author or translator of this liitle piece, but ii is obviously
authentic. Ihe original Recti des dernicres Heurcs de Alonsietn- du Motilin (Petrus

Molinaeus, the French Protestant Divine) was issued in this year at Sedan.

2382. +[Ellis, Clement.] Pias Juventuti Sacrum, An Elegie on The
Death of ttie most vertuous and hopefull young Gentleman George
Pilt Esq: . . .

[ University Arins?\
Impr. 209 ([Oxford, by H. Hall]) : 1658 : sm. 4" : pp. [8] + 21 + [3], sigim. a-d* :

English, 2-to-pica leaded ?— Contents :
—

p. i, title: 3-8, poetical ep. dedic. to

mrs, Alice Pitt : 9-19, the elegy, in English verse: 20-1, two epitaphs, in English
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verse.—Clement Ellis's first literary effort was this laboured verse on the death of
a young friend who died of a wasting disease at Harrow at the age of 17. He does
not seem to have been at the School, but his mother owned a house on the hill-top
(p. [5]). He was her only son and 'the last heir male of the family' (p. ai). See
Wood's AtJi. Oxon. iv. 517. R,

2383. E[llis, or Elys], E[dmund]. Divine poems. With A Short

Description of Christian Magnanimity. By E. E. . . .

Impr. 377 (Oxon., by H. Hall for R. Blagrave) : 1658: (eights) 12": pp. [16] +
45 + [11], signn. *, A-C^, D<: English solid.— Contents :—p. [3] title: [5-8] Ep.
dedic. to Walter Williams : [9-14] Congratulatory poem by

' Robertus Euro-Fortell-
Ostiensis. L.L.D.', Aug. 18, 1657 (Eastgate?): [16] a distich to 'M.H.N.': 1-45,

[1-2], poems, in English, except a few in Latin : [4-8] the description : [9] errata.—
Edmund Elys, fellow of Balliol college, Oxford, wrote four volumes of verse or

essays, Dia Poemata (nineteen poems and sixty-one epigrams, in English") [Lond.] 1655,
Divine Poems (O-xford, 1658), Miscellanea (Oxf. 1658, and 1662, nos. 2384, 2591),
and Poemata (Oxf. 1660, no. 2496), but they are all of inferior merit, poor echoes
of George Herbert ;

nor is the Character of Magnanimity better. See Wood's Ath.
Oxon. iv. 470. No Robert Eastgate was ever a member of either University.

' Oxon.'
in the imprint is very rare, in the place of the usual Oxoniae or Oxonii. Thomason
received the present volume in April 1658 {Catalogue, ii. 441).

2384. t— ,

—
. Miscellanea : Sive Meditationes, Orationes &c.

Auihore Edmundo Elis
;
A.M. Coll: Bal: apud Oxonienses, socio.

Impr. 209/ ('Anno Domini, 1658' : really printed by H. Hall at Oxford) : (twelves)
16°: pp. [24] + 59+ [i], signn. *, A-B^^, c^ : English solid.— Contents :

—
pp. ['-2],

not seen : [3] title : [5-16]
'

Lectori', a preface : [17-18]
'

Authori', a note of appro-
bation by

' Guilielmus Hayter. Exon. 4" Cal. Quint. -57', = June 28, 1657 : [19-21]
two Greek and Latin poems, signed 'Tho: Priceus, A.M. C.B.S.' = Coll. Ball, socins:

[23] Errata : 1-59, the work.—A companion volume in Greek and Latin to no. 2383,
which is wholly English, though it is not clear why the ordinary imprint is omitted,

for it was certainly printed in Oxford. All the eleven pieces are in prose, and of

small merit : one is a reply to the ridicule with which his Divine Poems were received

in Balliol hall. An Arabic word occurs on p. 20. Thomason received the book in

August 1658. The 1662 edition (no. 2591) inserts a dedication, some Latin and

English verses, and seven more essays, but omits the note by W. Hayter which, while

approving, counsels a little delay and revision. Sign. * i may bear a portrait. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 470.

2385. Eutychius, patr. of Alexandria. [Arabic liile']
Contextio

Gemmarum . . . [&c., as no. 2297 (1656)].
Impr. 378 (' Oxonite : Impensis Humphredi Robinson, in Cameterio Divi Pauli

[Londinii], ad insigne trium Columbarum' [printed by H. Hall]") : 1658: 4°, &c.,

exactly as no. 2297, with the addition of a portrait, see below.—This is a reissue of

the sheets of no. 2297, errata and nil, except (i) the first title is cut off, and a new

sheet of two leaves is pasted in, the first leaf being an engraved portrait of ' loannes

Seldenus', with engraved letterpress, and ' G. L. p.'; the second being a new title

with new imprint and date : so too, (2) the second title-page (which is similar to the

new first title, in imprint and date) is a substituted one, the old second title being torn

off. The collation is the same, vith two pages (portrait) prefixed. In spite of the

imprint, the new matter is printed in London. The history of this book and issue is

given in the account of the 1656 edition. Some copies seem to bear the date 1659,

see no. 2340.

2386. Getsius, [John] Daniel. Tears shed In the behalf of his dear

Mother the Church of England, And her sad Distractions : gathered . . .

for the Use of the . . . Common people ... By her adopted Son, Daniel

Getsius Minister of the word at Stoke-Gabriell in Devon. . . .

Impr. 379 (Oxford, by A. L.[ichfield] for T. Robinson): 1658 : (eights)
16°^:

pp. [8] +' 144' (146, for 63-4 are repeated in the pagination) + [2], signn. A*, B-K
,

SI80 G
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l'^ : English solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to Francis Rous,
Arthur Upton, and John Hale, J.P.s of Devon : [5-6]

' To the . . . Reader' : [7-8J
' The Contents' of the eleven chapters : 1-144, the work.—Johann Daniel Goetz was
born about 1592 in Germany, and went to Cambridge in 1619 ;

and afterwards under

high patronage to Oxford (incorporated B.A. 1628). In the time of the Common-
wealth he was considerably rattled, and nearly deported. This little treatise was

perhaps written to prove that he was harmless, for its language is cautious and general,
with no reference to episcojiacy. In chapter 10 there is some account of the affair of

Munster in 1532-5. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 975.

2387. (Godwin, Thomas.) Romanas Historiae Anthologia recognita
et aucta. An English Exposition of the Roman Antiquities . . . [&c.,
almost exactly as no. 2275 (1655), as far as to the imprint].

Impr. 380 (London, printed for Henry Cripps of Oxford) : 1658 : sm. 4" : pp. [8] +

277 + [23]. ^Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of small ornn. : [.^-4] ep. dedic.

to John Voung, signed 'Tho: Godwin': [&c., exactly as no. 2275].—A reprint,
verbatim but not paginatim or literatim, of the 1655 edition (no. 2275). Henry
Cripps had long left Oxford, but no doubt retained property in this book. For the

succession of editions see no. 411 (1614) : this is the thirteenth edition, and the last

Oxford one. It was entered at Stationers' Hall by Cripps on July 26, 1658. Cf.

Wood's Ath. Oxen. iii. 52.

2388. Hickman, Henry. (naTpo-cr;i^o\acrTi/co-8tKai'ojo-i5, or a Justifica-
tion of the Fathers and Schoolmen ... By Hen. Hickman . . . : Oxford,

1658, 120.)
See Wood's .,4/A. Oxon. iv. 369. Of this first edition there is no copy in the British

Museum, Bodleian, or Magdalen college, Oxford, of which Hickman was a fellow,
nor have I come across a reference to an actual copy. The Epistle Dedicatory is no
doubt dated Nov. 22, 1658. The second edition was issued in 1659 ('^o* 2443), and
is not uncommon. R.

2389. Hodges, rev. Thomas. A Scripture-Catechisme, Towards the

conluialion of Sundry Errours; Some of them of the present times, By
Thomas Hodges B.D. Rector of Soulderne in Oxford-shire . . .

Impr. 320^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1658 : (eights) 12° : pp. [62] +
280 +[2], signn. B*, b*, c-\* : English solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-16] ep.

dedic. to John Norton of Cotherstock : [17-21] 'To the Reader': [22-3] 'Books

lately printed for Tho: Robinson', eight books : [25-61] 'A Preface to those of the

Church of Rome' : 1-280, the work, in twenty-nine chapters : [1-2]
' A Table ... of

the. . . Chapters . . .' : [2] errata.—A manual of Theology for young persons, in

catechetical form, and keeping close to Scripture texts, by a Presbyterian who follows

drs. John Owen and Robert Baillie (see the epistle dedicatory), but is fair and tolerant.

He was a Cambridge man, born at
' Cotherstock' (Cotterstock near Oundle, Northants),

see ep. dedic. : and Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 53, where ' Lond. 1658' is an error for

'Oxford 1658'. On sign. D5'' the word plerophorize is used, which is not yet in the

O.E.D., meaning to convince fully. Robinson's list of eight books lately published
shows that nos. 2374 (Austen), 2401 (Osborne), 2405 (Owen), and 2409 (Pownoll),
all of this year, were published before the present work.

2390. Hyde, rev. Edward. Christ and his Church : or, Christianity

Explained, Vnder seven . . . Heads . . . With A Justification of the

Church of England ... By Ed. Hyde, Dr. of Divinity, sometimes Fellow

of Trinity CoUedge in Cambridge, and late Rector Resident at Brightwell
in Berks.

Impr. 365* a (Oxford, by R. W. [in London] for R. Davis): 1658: sm. 4":

PP- [36] + 723 + [i], signn. A, a-c*, d', A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-zzz, Aaaa-Yyyy^, Zzzi}.—

Contents:—p. [i] title, within double lines: [3-8] preface: [8] a prayer: [9-34]
' A short Scheme of the whole', an analysis, including the Justification : [35] errata :

1-319,. the work : 321, a title, 'The Justification of the Ciiurch of England . . .

'
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('London, Printed, Anno Domini 1658 ') : 523-4, preface: 525-723, the treatise.—
A temperate defence of the proscriiaed Church of England, and generally of her
ceremonies, observation of days and seasons, and liturgy. The author was at this time
resident in Oxford, but died in the next year : he was a first cousin of the great
earl of Clarendon. Thomason received the book on Jan. 7, 165I. The London
printer was probably Robert White. See Wood's Ath, Oxon. iv. 834.

2391. Isendoorn, Gisbertus ab, Cursus Logicus systematicus &
agonibticus, In Quo Praeter Tlieoremata, Qusestiones . . . proponuntur . . .

& solvuntur. A Gisberto ab Isendoorn ... in Academia . . . Comitatus

Zuiphanige Philosophise Professore primario. Accesserunt ad calccm
Indices tres . . .

Impr. 372 a (Oxonii, exc. W. Hall, per R. Blagrave) : 1658 : li" : pp. [8] + 720 -i-

[16], signn. A-z, Aa-Ggi'^ : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border
of ornn. : [3-7] ep. dedic. to four members of the family of Pauw, dated Harderwyk,
July 24, 1654: 1-722, the work, in three books: [1-15] 'Index Capitum & Quse-
stionum', only.— Gisbertus Guilielmus ab Isendoorn was professor at Deventer, and

published the work at Harderwyk (Hardevicum) in 1654. As if students of logic
were not sufficiently burdened with Brerewood, Sanderson, and Smitli, this reprint of

Isendoorn (omitting the third index, in spite of the title) was dumped on Oxford by
Blagrave. It is the dullest and longest of the four, but is surpassed liy the

Smiglecius of the same year, in which the same publisher participated. It was time
for the ^lerry Monarch to supervene.

2392. *tK.[empl, A.[nne]. A Contemplation on Bassets down-Hill

by the most Sacred adorer of the Muses Mr^. A. K.

Impr. 209 s [No imprint or date, but Oxford, by H. Hall, about 1658]: br. s.,

obi. 12° : English italic solid.— Poor verses on a hill described by Anthony Wood in

his copy of the little poem as 'near Meysey-IIampton or Down-Ampney in Glouster-

shire', but the only Basset Down now in ordinary maps is four miles SW. of Swindon,
on the edge of the Marlborough Downs. Wood identifies the authoress, and adds

'printed 1658 or thereabouts'. In 1660 W'ood visited the rev. Henry Jackson, rector

of Meysey Hampton, and perhaps then obtained the verses and the information : see

Wood's Life, i. 323. The (36) verses begin
'

If that exact Appelles now did live',

and a specimen is
' Here are no smoaking streets, nor howling cryes, | Deafning the

eares, nor blinding of the eyes ;

'

and so on. R.

2393. Lloyd, Richard. ' A Latin Grammar : or, a Compendious

Way to obtain a sufficient Knowledge of the Latin Tongue, and the Use

of it, both in Prose and Verse. Oxon. 1658. Oct.[avo] third edition.'

So in W^ood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 472, cf. Fasti Oxon. i. 441 : but there is no copy of

any edition of this school-book in the British Museum or Bodleian. The Wood
Collection lost many pieces before it was transferred to the latter. It is probably the

same as one part of Lloyd's The Schoole-Masters Auxiliaries, of which London
editions of 1654 and 1659 are in the British Museum. The author was of Oriel and

Jesus colleges, suffered in the Ci\al War, and was at this time holding a private

school in Oxford, where he died in 1659. ^^•

2394. Lyford, rev. William. Principles of Faith & Good Con-

science; digested ... By VV. Lyford . . . The Fifih Edition . . .

Impr. 387 "(Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Adams & E. Forrest): 1658 : (eights) 16° :

pp. f '41 + 317 + [i], signn. A-x« : Pica solid.— Contents .—p. [i] title, within border

of ornn. : [3-7] 'Advertisements ... to my People' : [8] a note of small changes in

this edition : [9-14]
' The Contents' : 1-317, the work.— See no. 2037.

2395. M.[ayne], J.[asper]. TwoPlaies the City Match. A Comcedy.
And the Amorous Warre a tragy-comoedv. Both long since written.

By J. M. of Ch. Ch. in O.xon.

Impr. 381 (Oxford, repr. by H. Hall for R. Davis^ : 1658 : sm. 4" : pp. [6] +68 +

G 2
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[4] + 84 + [2], signn. [tt]!, a-i*, [2 ir] », A-L< : Pica solid.— Contents :—[i] title : [3]
' To the Reader' : [4]

' The Prologue to the King and Queen ', [5]
' The Prologue At

Black-friers' : [6] 'The Persons of the Play' : 1-67, the play, entitled The City
Match: 68, 'The Epilogue at White-hall': [i] 'The Epilogue at Black friers' :

[3] title-page 'The Amorous Warre. A Tragi-Comoedy, By J. M. St. of Ch. Ch. in

Oxon. . . . ', impr. 335 b (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis), 1659 : 1-84, the play:
[1-2] perhaps blank, but in the copy seen filled with a 1662 list entitled * A Catalogue
of Books Printed for, and to be sold by Richard Davis at his shop near Oriell Colledge
in Oxford', see no. 2447.—For the first play see no. 924, of which this is a reprint,

except that the title-page is not reproduced, being unnecessary. The new general

title-page and the second Epilogue may be one double leaf or half-sheet. The second

play is also a reprint, but of a London (?) 1648 edition, and is here dated i6^g, with

the addition of a Davis Catalogue. The 1659 date may indicate that the Two
Plates was not issued till that year. Bibliographers, even of recent years, have been

puzzled about the facts of the three editions of the two plays, so a statement is here

appended. The plays themselves seem never to have been actually performed at

Oxford (see vol. ii, p. 131), and are of a usual type. In one, two city merchants test

the characters of nephews by disguising themselves : in the other. Love and War are

equally concerned, and when the Lovers' troubles are over the Armies are also recon-

ciled to each other, and all is harmony and happiness. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 972, and W. W. Greg's valuable List 0/ (early) English Plays, 1900.
The succession of issues of the City Match and Amorous Warre seems to be as

follows :
—

City Match.
1st edition :

—Oxford, 1639, folio : no. 924 : pp. [6] + 64-1- [2].
2nd edition :—Oxford, 1658, sm. 4'' : part of Two Plaies : no. 2325 : pp. [4] +

68-1- [2]. A reprint of the first edition, but no title-page has yet been found,
and it perphaps never existed, being unnecessary. Catchword of p. i Friends.

3rd edition :
—Oxford, 1659, (eights) 12° : pp. [4] + 'J2 + [4] : a rearrangement of

the type of the quarto, so as to reduce the size, there being now 35 lines in

a page instead of 38. The only pages reprinted are the '

Prologue to the

King', p. [4], and the '

Prologue at Black-Friers', p. [5] (signn. A 1" and a 2'').

Catchword of p. i Vintners. No. 2453.
Amorous Warre.

1st edition :
—[London ?], 1648, sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 84 + [2] : anonymous : the first

line on p. 84 has ' Lov"d with Loved '. Some (surplus ?) copies of this edition

are found as part of the Two Plaies (1659).
2nd edition : —Oxford, 1659, sm. 4° : part of Two Plaies, 1658 : no. 2451 : pp. [2]

+ 84 -I- [2] :

'

By J. M*. . . .' : the first line on p. 84 has ' lov'd with lov'd '.

A reprint lineatim of the first edition, adding a list of Davis's publications.
Catchword of p. i Present. A copy in Quaritch's Catal. 369 (1922), no. 697,
has a slip,

'

Oxford, Printed for Ric. Davis, 1658
'

(impr. 304 a), pasted over the

original
' Printed in the Yeare 1648'.

3rd edition :
—Oxford, 1659, (eights) 12" : pp. [2] +93 + [i] : a rearrangement of

the type of the second edition to reduce the size, as with the City Match, above.
Catchword of p. i Every. No, 2452.

2396. Osborne, Francis. Advice to a Son. Or Directions . . .

[&c., nearly as 2278] By Francis Osborn. The Sixt Edition.

Impr. 345 a (Oxford, by H. H. for T. Robinson) : 1658 : (twelves) 16" : pp. [8] +
188 -I- [8], signn. a-h'^, l": Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-4] 'To the

Reader' : [5-8] 'To his Son': 1-188, the work : [1-6]
' Index . . .',

a list of con-
tents : [7] note of the 'Political Reflections' (no. 2454)

'

Newly Published'.— 1658
was a critical year for this book, since the University authorities decided that it was
atheistical, and on July 27 ordered that no bookseller in Oxford should sell any copy ;

it

was in short suppressed. This of course immensely increased the interest in it, and this

sixth editi' n was reprinted verbatim et lineatim in London, imprint and all (see
no. 2397). I' can be distinguished at once from the Oxford one by the eighth line of

the title having Vnder (not Under) and by Tho. in the imprint, (not Tho:), and in

many other small points. The author died on Feb 11, 165!. This Oxford edition is

less common than the London reprint. On p. [4] at the end of the preface to the
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Reader is a reference to explain why Osborne at last disclosed his name : the reference
is apparently to the end of his preface to the second part, where he states that he
could not any longer conceal it.

2397.
"
Osborne, Francis. [Almost exactly as no. 2396, imprint and all: see

no. 2396.] This London reprint is the commoner, and presents superficially a similar

appearance : but some of the ornaments used are not known at Oxford.

2398. — ,
—

. Advice to a Son. The Second Part. By Francis
Osborn,

Impr. 3S2 (Lond., for T. Robinson, Oxford) : 1658 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [12] + 199
+ [5J-—Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-5]

' The Stationer To the
Reader . . .

'

: [6-8] Epistle dedicatory to the author's brothtr-in-law William Draper
ol Nether Worton : [9-12] 'To the Readers' : 1-199, the work: 196, Errata, five lines :

1-5,
'

index', i.e. list of contents.—As is usual with continuations, this second part was
not as popular as the first, though it appears to be equally well written. As the

preface (by Thomas Robnison) explains, the essays are lewer and longer, and miscel-

laneous in their order. The last (55th) pamgraph is ag:iinst Atheism, and as it came
out before the condemnation of the first part (being entered by Richard Royston at

Stationers' Hall on April 7, and received by Thomason in June), perhaps it induced the
authorities to substitute banning for burning. It was genuinely printed in London, and
was reprinted there twice, once to accompany the surreptitious reprint of the first part,
see nos. 2397, 2399, and 2400. The three issues are perhaps about equally
uncommon, and to acquire a set would be difficult.

2399. — ,

—
. [Almost exactly as no. 2398, imprint and all, but pp. [12] +

189 + L3], and with no errata.]^Tliis reprint ot the second part is by the printer of the

original edition, who followed the first edition through the prefatory part and p. i, but

in p. 2 begins to print closer together and gets twenty-five lines into his page (instead of

twenty-four), thus reducing the number of pages and getting rid of sign. K* at the end.

Probably this reprint was to satisfy a legitimate demand, before the condemnation
of part I.

2400.
"—

,
—. [Almost exactly as no. 2399, imprint and all.]— This London

reprint can be easily distinguished by the title bearing two engraved ornaments

paleways, instead of four forming a square, and was clearly made (i) directly from
no. 2399, not no. 2398, and (2) to accompany the reprint of the first part. Royston
may have been the London publisher of the two reprints (2399, 2400), but in that

case he used a different printer and slightly different type for each, so the probal)iIity is

that he kept on good terms with the Oxford authorities, and left it to some bolder man
to reproduce nos. 2398 and 2400, while himself responsible for nos. 3397 and 2399.
The three editions of Part 2 can be distinguished thus :—
On title, 2398 has square ornament, and no colon inserted to space out the base

line of ornaments.

2399 has square ornament, and three colons so used.

2400 has narrow ornament, and one colon.

2401. [
—

,

—
.]

Historical Memoires on the reigns of Queen Elizabeth,

and King James.
Impr. 383 (London, by J. Grismond, for T. Robinson, Oxford): 1658: 12":

pp. [24] + 108-I- [20] + 14S, signn. A-M>^ n6.— Contents :
—

p. [2] engraved portrait
of 'Elizabetha D. G. Regina : Ang. Fran: et Hib:': [3] title: [5-10] anonymous
'

Epistle' to Lucilius, a dedication : [i i] title,
' Traditio.al Memoires on the reign of

Queen Elizabeth
', with impr. 384 (London, for T. Robinson in Oxon) : [13-18] 'To

the Reader', anonymous: [19-23]
' The Principal Heads . . .', a list of contents of

part I : 1-108, the ' Memorialls' of the queen : [i] title,
' Traditionall Memojres on

the raigne of King lames', with impr. tsSs (for T. Robinson): [3-12] 'To the

Reader', anonymous : [13-20] 'The principall Heads . . .' : 1-148, the ' Memorialls'

of the king : 148, nine lines of errata to the two parts.
—An interesting, brief, non-

documented survey or description of the characters and reigns of the two monarchs,
with anecdotes. Thus at p. 65 of the James is an account of the daily meetings of
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courtiers and gentry in the middle aisle of St. Paul's Cathedral. Osborne felt age and
disease a|iproaching, and at last writes,

' But here my pen is stopped through indis-

position ; wherefore I must conclude this under the notion at least of a first part'. No
more was written. An engraved portrait of qu. Elizabeth should precede the first

title, but in one copy seen the leal is blank, no. 2401*. The corresponding portrait
of 'Jacobus D. G. Kex. Ang: bco: Fran: et Hib:' is sometimes found as an insertion

before the second part, facing the James title-page, but is not necessary to the volume,
and is often not found. This volume was entered at Stationers' Hall by Royston on

Jan. 26, 165^, so it preceded the second part of the Advice (no. 2398) by some
months.

2402. Ovid. Ovid's Invective or Curse ao:ainst Ibis, Faithfully and

familiarly Translated into English Verse. And the Histories therein . . .

briefly explained . . . With Natural, Moral, Poetical, Political, Mathe-

matical, and some few Theological Applications. Whereunto is prefixed
a double Index : One of the Proper Names . . . ;

Another of the Common
Heads . . . Both pleasant and profitable for each sort. Sex and Age,
and very useful for Grammar Schools. By John Jones M.A. Teacher
of a private School in the City of Hereford. [^Iwo moUos.]

Impr. 386 ([London] by J.[ohn] G.[rismond] for R. Davis) : 1658 : (eights) 12° :

pp. [28] + 164, signn. A^, B-M**, N^ : Long primer solid.—Contents :
—

[i] title : [3-5]
five poems (four English, one Latin) by the translator: [6-11]

' To the Reader '

:

[i2-i6] four English poems to the translator, by Silas Taylor, Reece Morrys, Jo. Hill,
and Ed. Bosworth : [i7-2<S] the two indexes : 1-164, the translation and commentary
interwoven.'^John Jones was by his own account a Master of Arts and a tired-out

private schoolmaster at Hereford, who had taught nearly forty years, and was of

Welsh descent : but it is ditificult to find any account of him. The task he essayed
was one of well-known difficulty, the /h's of Ovid being a sustained invective of 644
lines, full of recondite references to mythology, for which see Robinson Ellis's edition

of 1881. An earlier translator is found in Thomas Underdown (1569 and 1577).

Jones's effort was rewarded by a second edition at Oxford in 1667 (no. 2773), to which
the Latin text was prefixed, remedying a great defect in the present issue. Jones's
translation and commentary, the latter intended for school use and stuffed with moral

reflections, have of course no critical or, indeed, other value, and are not even mentioned

by Ellis. The book reached Thomason on Jan. 3, 165!. ^^ ^^^ ^'^ doubt printed by
John Grismond in London, and is not rare, though curious.

2403. Owen, dr. John. A Defence of Mr. John Cotton From the

imputation of Selfe Contradiction, charged on him by Mr. Dan: Cavvdrey
Written by himselfe not long before his death. Whereunto is prefixed,
an Answer to a late Treatise of the said Mr. Cavvdrey about the nature

of Schisme. By John Owen : D:D: ...

Impr. 251 c (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1658 : (eights) 12° : pp. 100 +
83 + [i], signn. a-f*, g*, b-f', g* : English roman solid. ^Contents :

—
p. j, title:

3-100, 'Of Schisme' : 1-83, Cotton's Defence.—This littl<^ work, since it is strictly
Owen's edition of Cotton's Defence, should properly be under Cotton's name, but the

Defence is so overlaid by Owen's longer preface and dissertation, and the title is so

ambiguously arranged, that nine persons out of ten would look for it under Owen's
name. The sequence of the controversy can be gathered from dos. 2348-9, above.

John Cotton, the well-known Nonconformist divine, of Cambridge and New England,
died in Boston (U.S.A.) in 1652, and his Defence, here first printed, is a reply to

Daniel Cawdrey's Inconsistence of the Independent Way (Lond. 165 1) : but the

question of Schism had so far advanced since 1652 that dr. Owen felt called upon to

enlarge once more on the subject, in the present volume : the preface of which shows
that it was written in Feb. 165J. In the course of the preface dr. Owen says,

' For the

title of Reverend ... I have very little valued it, ever since I have considered the

saying of Luther ; Nunquavi ptriclitutur Religio nisi inter Reverendissimos. . . .

And for that of Doctor, it was conferred on me by the University in my absence, and
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against my consent' (pp. 97-S). Dr. Owen's voluminous writing in tbis year and
1659 i^ partly accounted for by his having been relieved of the office of Vice-Chancellor.
See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 106.

2404.
—

,

—
. Of Temptation, The nature and Power of it. The

Danger of eniring into it. And The meanes of preventing the danger.
With A Resolution of sundry cases thereunto belonging, By John
Owen. D.D. . . .

Impr. 320^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1658 : (eights) 12" : pp. [8] +
184, signn. A*, B-M*, N* : English solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title, within a line : [3-8]
' To the Reader' : [8] Errata : 1-184, ^^^ work, in nine chapters.—Having discovered
the prevalence of temptation in the world, dr. Owen employed his facile pen in writing
an essay on it in its origins, kinds, and prevention, not forgetting admonition against

falling into it : with what haste it was done may be gathered from the Errata,
where body is corrected to bowels, turfe to trifle, killd to skild, sanctity \.o facility, and
so forth. In sheet E -w gave out, and vv had to be used, see pp. 49, 53. Thomason
received the book in June 1658 : and it was reprinted in 1772 at Paisley and in 1805
in London, as well as in Owen's Works and Select Works. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iv. 406.

2405. — ,

—
. Of the Mortification of Sinne in Believers : The

\bracket\ i. Necessity, 2. Nature, and 3. Meanes of it. With a Resolu-

tion ... [as no. 2308J By John Owen, D.D. ... [as no. 2308, with
' work

'J
The second Edition enlarged.

Impr. 120 h (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1658 : (eights) 16°: pp. [6] +

'258'+ [2], but nos. 91-100 are omitted in pagination: signn. A*, B-Q* : English
solid.—Contents :

—
p. [1] title, within line: [2-6] preface: 1-258, the treatise, in

thirteen chapters.
—The alterations from the first edition of 1656 (no. 2308) are matters

of detail, not affecting the plan. Dr. Owen has changed his publisher, probably not

regarding the widow and son of Leonard Lichfield I as adequate printers. Thomason
received this piece on May 1658 {Catalogue ii. 441).

—
,

—
. Pro Sacris Scripturis (by J. O.), 1658. This is part of no. 2455 (1659),

which see.

2406. Owen, Mathew. Carol o gyngor, yn galennig ir Cymru.

1658. [at end :
—

]
' Mathew Owen ai Cant'

Impr. 388 ([pr. by L. or A. Lichfield] 'yn Rhydychen ', Oxford) : (1658): (two,

or one) la. 8°: pp. 4, or 2 : English solid.— Contents:—pp. i and 3, or i only, the

title and stanzas 1-9: pp. 2 and 4, or 2 only, stanzas 10-18, author's name, and

imprint.
—The title means 'A carol of Counsel as a gift to the Welsh': ' Mathew

Owen has sung (it) '. This appears to be the second Welsh printing at Oxford, see

no. 158 (1.-9-;), and for a dubious entry no. 199 (1600^ : and is religious advice thrown

into eighteeii 4-line stanzas, the first beginning
' Y cymro cariadus pen henwaed yr

jTiys
'

: lines 2 and 4 rhyme. No Matthew Owen came to the University in the seven-

teenth century. The piece was printed in double, that is to say on two folio leaves

forming one piece of paper, but no doubt usually the two leaves were torn apart and

each contained the song complete. The type was not set up twice for the purpose.

In 1907 Richard Ellis, of Jesus college, Oxford, issued fifteen copies of a photographic

reproduction of this song with covers, but with no preface or notes. The unique

original is in the Bodleian. RRR.

Oxford—Univ. V.-C.'s order : see no. 2366.

Pemble, William. For some of his works bearing 1658 on the title-pages see

no. 2456.

2407. Perreaud, Fran9ois. The Devill of Mascon. Or, A true

Relation of the chiefe things which an Vncleane Spirit did, and said at
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Mascon in Burgundy, in the House of Mi" Francis Perreand Minister of

the Reformed Church in the same Towne. Published in French lately

by himself: And now made English by one that hath a particular know-

ledge of the truth of this Story.

Impr. 335 a (Oxford, by H- Hall for R. Davis): 1658: (eights) 12°: pp. [14] +

46 + [4], signn. A-D^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-5] Letter to dr. Peter

Du Moulin, the son, signed 'Robert Boyle': [7-13] Epistle dedicatory to Robert

Boyle, signed
' Peter Du-Moulin' : 1-42, the Relation : [43-6]

' An Appendix of the

Translatour' : [1-3] Approbation of the author by the Synod of Burgundy, Oct. 29,

1651.— Francois Perreaud was a Protestant divine, born in 1572, chiefly known for

his Demonopaphie, on traitd des dhnons . . . ; ensemble FAnti-dirnoti de Mascon . . .

(Geneva, 1653 and 1656). In this he describes a troublesome fiend who in 1612

(41 years before !)
used to upset Perreaud's house and family at Mdcon in Burgundy.

It is the usual story of a maid and her accomplices, but was embellished into a fine

narrative calculated to have much moral effect, though all the marks of imposture are

plain, including (p. 23) a false prophecy. The hon. Robert Boyle (who had settled

in Oxford in 1654, but here first appears in Oxford annals) had met Perreaud at

Geneva and been presented with the Demonologie. In his letter here printed he asks

Petrus MolinKus the younger to translate the Macon part, and the latter consents,

having heard of the affair from his father, who himself knew Perreaud. In the

'Appendix' the translator adds two more freaks of the demon, from liis father's

recollections. The compositor never settled whether the name was Perreand or

Perreaud, but preferred the former : the usual form is Perrault. This narrative seems
to have 'caught on' at Oxford: the 2nd ed. is no. 2408, the 3rd c. 1665 (no. 2713*), 4th

1669 ("O- 284i\ 5th 1679 ('^o- )• I*^ '^^^s translated also into Welsh (Lond. 1681).

2408. — ,

—
. The Devill of Mascon. Or, A true Relation of the

chief things [&c., as no. 2407, with Perremid\. The second Edition,
with some Addition.

Impr. 335 b (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1658 : (eights) 12° : pp. 32 + [4],

signn. A-K*, c^ : Long primer solid.^Contents :
—

p. i, title: 3-4, Boyle's Letter:

5-8, Du Moulin's dedicn. : 9-32, [i] the work : [3-4] the Approbation.^This is

a hasty reprint, in smaller type, of the first edition: the only addition is on pp. 32,

[i], where a new story is contributed by Lord Broghill through Richard Baxter about

a ' Pot of Biefe' and ' the Hugonots fish dinner'.

2409. P,[ownoll], N.[athaniel]. The Young Divine's Apology For
his Continuance in the University. With His Serious Meditation On the

Sacred calling of the Ministery. By N. P. ]\I.A.

Impr. 297(5 (Oxford, [by H. Hall] for T. Robinson) : 1658: (eights) 12° : pp. [8] +
68 + [4], signn. a-e* : English solid.— Contents:—p. [1] title: [3-7] 'To the

Reader': 1-52, the Apology : 53-68, the Meditation,—A semi-fra.udulent reissue of

no. 346 (161 2), which see. The publisher suppresses the full name, omits the epistle

dedicatory by Giles Fletcher, removes the G. F. which signed the preface, and omits
the last two of the three original meditations. He thereby suggests that it is a new
book. PownoU or Pownall, of Broadgates hall and Christ Church, died in 1610. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 85.

2410. Rous, Francis. Archseologiae Atticge libri septem. Seven

books . . . [&c., nearly as no. 2262, substituting
'

Fifth Edition
'

for
'
fourth Edition ', and with slight varieties of spelling, and '

their Yeare
'

for
'

the Yeare '

: Bogan's Addition is of course here
j.

Impr. 389 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield & H. Hall for J. Adams & E. Forrest) : 1658 :

sm. 4°: pp. [8] +374 + [14], signn. *, A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Bbb*, [ccc]^ : Pica solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-6] Kous's Epistle dedicatory, dated June 9, 1637 : [7-S]
'To the Reader', signed F. R. : 1-374, [i], the work, with Bogan's epilogue:
[2] complimentary Greek epigrams by R. Warre: [3-10] 'Index vocabulorum

'

:

[11-14] 'Index Vocabulorum', a list of contents, with wrong catchword ' Archreo-
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logise', from the fourth edition.— A reprint, not too careful, of the fourth edition 1654,
no. 2262, made chiefly by Henry Hall. The only change 1 have noted is the trans-

ference of the list of contents to the end, occasioning an error in the last page, as the

transference made a catchword useless, see above. Sheets Mm-Bbb (pp. 273-374,
[i-io]) are printed by Anne Lichfield, not Hall : but the corresponding sheet's in

no. 2411 are independent, i.e. again reprinted.

2411.
—

,

—
. Archaeologiae Atticae libri septeni. Seven books . . .

[&c., nearly as no. 2410, but with '

the Yeare
',

as it should be, and
a transference of the index, wiih no false catchword].

Impr. 389 (as no. 2410) : 165S: sm. 4": &c., as no. 2410, except that the signa-
tures are H, A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Bbb*, ccc^.—-Each of these issues seems to be an amicable
concomitant separate reprint of the fourth edition, the former by Henry Hall

throughout, and this latter by Anne Lichfield. The reprint is in neither case from the

other. Anne makes hideous errors (in the Epistle alone, 'infinitely' for 'unfitly',
'drut' for '

dirt'). It is to be supposed that a great deniand was anticipated for the

book. Had the issues been successive, it is unlikely that the later would have been

printed from the fourth edition, and not from the fifth.

Savile, sir Henry. Oratio : see no. 2369.

2412. S.[heppard], W.[illiam]. Sincerity and Hypocricy. Or, The
Sincere Christian, and Hypocrite in their lively Colours ... By W. S.

Serjeant at Law. Together with a Tract annexed to prove ;
That true

Grace doih not lye so much in the Degree, as in the Nature of it . . .

Impr. 390 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield for R. Blagrave) : 1658 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16]

-1-416: Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-6] To the

Reader: [7-15] alphabetical index of contents: [16] Errata: 1-416, the work, in

sixteen chapters.^ An analysis of Sincerity and Hypocrisy, with very many references

to Scripture peppered in : the last chapter (on common and saving grace, against

Baxter, pp. 321-416) is an addition to the fourth (see p. 6) and is by bp. Barlow,

according to the following note in a Bodleian copy of the book,
' This which follows

was written (at the request of a friend) by M"" Barlow, then fellow of Q. Coll. : and

afterwards (without and against his consent printed': Barlow was a fellow from

1633 to 1660. Richard Baxter published a reply to Barlow (^Of Saving Faith, 1658)
without much delay, for Thomason received Sheppard's treatise in April and the

answer on May 5. See Wood's Alh, Oxon. iv. 339-40.

2413. Smiglecius, Martinus. Logica Martini Smiglecii ... in duos

Tomos distributa . . . Cum Indice Rerum copioso. . . .

Impr. 391 (Oxonii, exc. A. Lichfield, per H. Cripps, J. Godwin & R. Blagrave,
'Cum Privilegie'): 1658: (eights) sm. 4": pp. [I6]^-'76I' (see below) -f [35],

signn. , A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-ccc*, Ddd* : Long primer solid.— Contents :— exactly as

no. 791 : the half-title is on p. 433*: pp. 432-5 are doubled, and the second series

may be referred to by stars (432*-435*) : the half-title is
'

Logicas Martini Smiglecii,

Societatis Jesu. Pars altera ... Oxonii Typis Gulielmi Hall, Anno Dom. i6.f8',

impr. 368.—A reprint of no. 791 (not 899), fairly close and without intentional

variation. The exact value of poor mrs. Lichfield's 'Cum Privilegie', which is here

reinserted (with a grammatical error), having been dropped in 1638, might be difticult

to discover. Smiglecki died in 1618, and the Oxford editions are of the dates 1(^134

(no. 791), 1638 (no. 899), and 1658, all published by Henry Cripps. On the whole

this is the dullest book issued from the Oxford press . p to the present point. The

comprinting of the two parts shows that Anne, the widow of Leonard Lichfield I, \vas

on good terms with William Hall, and nos. 2410-II, being apparently not competitive

but amicably arranged co-issues, show that Anne was friendly also with Henry Hall (both

were printers to the University), but it may be doubted whether the two brothers had

at this time any printing connexion between themselves. The change of printer takes

place, as a fact, before the first part is ended, between pp. 400 and 401 (signn. Bb 8

and Cc i), but no reason is known (except the roundness of the number 400I for the

sudden change, or the point at which it occurs.
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2414. Stubbe, Henry. Deliciae Poetarum Anglicanorum in Grsecum
versae. Quibus accedunt Elogia Romae & Venetiarum. Authore
H. Stubbe A.M. ex sede Christi.

Impr. 374 (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall per E. Forrest) : 1658 : (eights) 12° : pp. '50',
really 52, for a blank leaf between p. 46 and p. 47 is not in the pagination, and
is perhaps always torn off: signn. a-c* (but c 8 is perhaps never foxind), D^ : Pica
solid.— Contents :

—
p. i, title : 2, dedicn. to dr. Thomas Baiiow (D. D. D. L. M. Q.=

'

Dat, dicat, dedicat lubens meritoque'): 4-45, the pieces, see below: 47-50, the

Elogia.^This collection was issued separately, and also as part of the Otium
Literatum (no. 2377, cf. 3313). The separate pieces selected for a Greek trans-

lation are :
—

page
4. Michael Drayton's (?) Letter of Hen. ii to Rosamund {beg. 'When first the Post').

18. Julia weeping {beg.
'

Fairest, when thine eyes'). By John Hall, of Durham.
20. Of Beauty (deg.

' What do I here?'). By the same.

24. Responsum {beg.
'

Considera, Tydide, & retrocede').
28, Home-Travell {btg.

' What need I travcll '). By John Hall.

30. The Chrystall {beg.
' This Chrystall here'). By the same.

32. Poem against Cromwell by F. F. {beg.
' O Mars, Mars').

33. Do. {beg. 'Quid igitur hie intonuit?').

34. A valediction forbidding mourning {beg.
' As vertuous men').

38. Hero and Leander {beg.
' Both rob'd of aire ').

40. A Licentious person (beg.
'

Thy sins and haires').

40. On William and John Rainold {beg.
' Bella inter geminos '). By dr. Will.

Alabaster.

42. On Flavia {beg.
' Come Eagles here').

44. A poem {beg.
' In Celia a question did arise').

For the Elogia on Rome and Venice see no. 2313. On pp. 32-3, 40-1 there is

printing to be read across both pages of an opening ! .See Wood's ,4t^. Oxo/i.

iii. 1072.

—
,
—

. Savilian Professor. See no. 2371.

2415. [Tanner, Thomas.] The Entrance of Mazzarini, continued

Through the first years Regency, of Anna Maria of Austria, Qu. Dowager
of France, and Mother of the present Monarch. Louis xiv. Wherein
the principal! causes of those Revolutions, that have since happened in

that Kingdoine, may be discovered. [On p. i :
— ' The Second Part of

the Entrance of Mazzarini
'.]

Impr. 365 a (Oxford, by A. Lichfield') : 1658 : (eights and twelves) 12**: pp. [8] +
'

141
'

(but 69-80 are repeated in the pagination, and sheet H is all wrong [117-31,
132, 113, 134, 153, 118, 139, 138, 139, 138], so the real total is iss) + 5, signn. [a]*,

B-c^, D-H>2, 1*: English solid.— Contents :—p. [3] title: [5-7] 'To the Reader ':

I-' 141 ', the work : [1-2]
'

Postscript' : [3]
' Errata '.^A continuation of no. 2354,

from May 1643 to April 1644, in the same style, but with a promise that he 'will give

up historical study '. A presentation copy in the Bodleian, bearing the author's name,
contains corrections in his own hand : in preface after /iirnish any one he adds ' that

would be too ready to accept of it
'

: p. 43 after pttsketh through
' the wood, repulsing

only a few' : p. 139 (the second) in 1. 8 of te.xt he adds after And now,
'

hauing
brought my Readers into a direct road'. Mistress Anne Lichfield cannot be con-

gratulated on the printing or pagination. The author has changed his printer for this

continuation, and in the absence of a publisher seems to have issued it at his own

expense. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 60.

2416. Tozer, rev. Henry. Directions for a godly life : Especially for

Communicaiing at the Lords Table ... By Henry Tozer, Mr. of Arts,
and Fellow of Exceter Colledge in Oxford. The sixth Edition. . . .

Impr. 392 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield) : (twelves) 16°: [10] + 195 + [11], signn. A-i^*:

Pica solid.—Contents :—p. [i] title, within double line: [3-9] Ep. dedic. to Lorenzo
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Gary, son of lord Falkland : 1-195, the book, each page within a line which is double
at top and out-side : [2-4] Contents of the twelve chapters : [10- 1 1] not seen, a blank
leaf, the last of three.— i'he known editions, all of wliich were printed at Uxford, are
the 1st (1628, no. 622), 5th (1640, no. 958), 6th (here described), 7th (/. 1665),
8th (1671), loth (1680), nth (1690), 13th (1706). All these issues are rare:
the work is exactly of the kind which escapes the meshes of the great libraries, which

very few collectors care for, and which tends to perish, being small and in some ways
valueless. In this (1685) case, the only copy known is in the Bodleian, presented in

1920. R.

2417. Ussher, archbp. James. Examen quotidianum Ymholiad

beunyddiol. Neu, Gyhyddiad pechod ar orseddfarn cydwybod, a dynn-
wyd allan o biegt-th y gwtr barchedig dad, Archescob Armach, Primat y
Werddon : yx hon y draethodd ef, yn Lincolns /nn y trydydd dydd
o ragfyr. 1648. Ac a gyfieythwyd yn gymraeg, er mwyn cyfarvvyddo,
ac hyfforddi fyn ghydwladwyr o Gymru yn y gwasanaeth hwnnw. . . .

Impr. 393 (Rhydychen, by L. Lichfield, for J. Adams, S. S. & M. R. : in Welsh) :

1658: (twelve and six) 16°: pp. 36, signn. A*^, B*: English solid.— Contents:—p. i,

title, within line : 3-5, quotations from Ps. iv. 4 in Hebr. and Welsh, Pythagoras in

Greek, and Seneca in Latin and Welsh : 6, Welsh names of books of the Bible which
differ much from the English: 7-29, the sermon epitomized: 31-6, 'Hymn neu

Emyn
'

{beg.
' O Arglwydd arnat i mae 'mhvvys ') signed

' M. E.' : 36, a colophon
'Printiedig yn Rhydychen ar draul (neu gost) S. S. a Maur. R. 1658' (impr. 394).—
A very rare, if not unique tract. Archbp. Ussher preached a sermon at Lincoln's Inn,

London, on Dec. 3, 1648, which was epitomized four years later in a single folio sheet,

bearing the title :
— ' The dailie Examination and Arraignment of Sins ; gathered out

of . . . the Primate of Ireland's Sermon at Lincohi's Inn, Dec. 3. 1648
'

(London, s. sh.

folio, ascribed in the British Museum Catalogue to 1652).
The present little tract appears to be a Welsh translation of this fly-sheet, and must

have reached the Bodleian at the time of issue, I do not find any note of another

copy. The title means '

Daily Self-Examination, or the Impeachment of Sin at the

Judgement-seat of Conscience, extracted from the Sermon of the . . . Archbishop . . .

delivered ... 3 Dec. 1648 : and was translated into Welsh for the direction and

instruction of my fellow countrymen of Wales in that Service. Printed in Oxford by
Leonard Lichfield, and to be sold by John Adams near the entrance of the Turl and

hard by Jesus College
'

: the second imprint means :
— '

I'rinted in Oxford at the expense
of S. S. 4 Maur. R. 1658', the latter words meaning 'S. S., and Maur. R. 1658', the

names of the two persons who undertook the edition. A London edition of 1672

appears in William Rowlands' Cambrian Bibliography (1869), p. 200, but this is an

error, the reference being in fact to the London 1670 edition, which formed pan of the

third part of Rhys Prichard's Works. The first line of the hymn means ' O Lord, on

Thee my weight I lean '. For help in the description thanks are due to the late

rev. canon T. W. Trevor, rector of Llanfaelog, and to mr. John Ballinger, Librarian

of the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth. RR.

2418. *+[Vaux, Francis.] An Elegy upon the Death of the most

Excellent Poet Mr lohn Cleaveland.

Impr. 2092 [No place or date, but Oxford, by L. Lichfield, May 1658] : br. s.,

folio: English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] double row of ornn., title, Elegy and
'

Epigraphe'.—John Cleveland, a Cambridge Royalist poet, is here lamented (as

Wood informs us) by
' Fra: Vaux e Coll: Reg. Oxon. 1658' (MS. note on Wood's

copy, see Wood's Fasti Oxon. i. 499). Cleveland died on Apr. 29, 1658 : the elegy

contains sixty-five Xvafs, {beg.
' Glow-wormes may peep', or ' Immortall Cleaveland'),

followed by an epigraph of four Latin verses, and ' Hsec inter suspiria & lachrymas

Scripsit Philomusus Philoponus'. A copy is in the Bodleian. A defect in the ornaments

which stand sixth to eighth from the right in the second row of ornaments seems to

show that the printing is Oxonian—with which the whole style agrees. R.

—
,
— Detur Pulchriori. See no. 2373.

*t—,
—

. In Praise of Typography. See no. 2373.
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2419. Wall, dr. John. Christian Reconcilement, or God at peace
with man in Ciirist, Delivered in a Sermon at St. Mary's in Oxford. By
John Wall, D'" in Divinity, and Praebendary of Christ-Church in Oxford . . .

Impr, 316 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1658 : (eights) 12°: pp. [8] +48,

signn. A*, B-D*: English solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title : [3-8] Ep. dedic to 'lady
Saiah Hoghton

'

: 1-48, the sermon, on Rom. v. ir. The dedicatee was a daughter of

Philip Stanhope, earl of Chesterfield {d. 1656), and Wall was perhaps at one time

chaplain at Shelford. Thomason received this piece in August 1658 {Catalog'itc, ii.

442). See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 735.

2420. Wilkinson, dr. Henry. Condones sex ad Academicos

Oxonienses Latin^ habitce. Accedunt tractaius duo : Quorum Unus est,

De Jure Divino Diei Dominicse : Alter, De Impoteniia Liberi Arbitrii

ad bcmum spirituale. Claudunt Volumen, Epistolarum decas, Nee non

Oratio jamdudum habita in Schola Moralis Philosophise. Auihore Henrico

Wilkmson SS.Th.D. & Aulse Magdalense Princip. . . .

Impr. 375a (Oxonii, exc. A. Lichfield, per T. Robinson): 1658: (eights) 12°:

pp. [8] + 200 + ' 210' (but really 212. pp. 65-6 being omitted in the second pagination),

signn. A*, B-o, Aa-Nn': English solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title, within double line :

[3] dedn. to William, lord Gray de Warke : [4-7] 'Lectori benevolo', May 17, 1658:

[8] Errata, preceded by a pitiful apology from the printer : 1-200, the six discourses,

Mar. 3, i6ci, Feb. 8, 165I, Jan. 13, 165!, June 3, 1656, Jan. 13, 165!, Jan. 13, 165I :

1-94, 95-147, the two theses, for D.D. July 9, 1653, and as Professor of Moral Philo-

sophy July 12, 1651 : 148-96, the Oration, Apr. 10, 1649.
—The first three discourses

and the first thesis were printed in no. 2265 (1654). VNilkinson was principal of

Magdalen hall 1648-62, Professor of Moral Philosophy 1649-54. The preface com-

plains bitterly of the typographical errors (mrs. Lichfield is not mentioned by name,
but as knowing no Latin was an impossible printer for such a book as this), and

prophesies great improvement now Samuel Clarke is appointed Architypographus.
The ten letters, 1653-8, are to theological friends^ and not interesting, except that at

p. 175 the writer enumerates some worthies of Magdalen hall. The signatures show
that two compositors set up the book, but both make bad mistakes. Thomason
received this book in June 1658. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 285.

2421.
-—

,
—

. The Gospel-Embassy: or, Reconciliation to God,

Opened and Applyed in a Sermon Preached at S*. Maries, Oxon,

July iit^'. 1658. By Henry Wilkinson, D.D. Principal! of Magdalen-
Hall . . .

Impr. 357 rt' (Oxford, by A. Lichfield, for T. Robinson) : 1658: sm. 4": pp. [4] +

56, signn. A^, B-H^ : English solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of omn. :

[3] dedicn.
' Almse Matri Ac?id. Oxon,' dat, dicat, dedicatque, lubens meritoque

H. Wilkinsonus: 1-56, the Act Sermon, on 2 Cor. v. 2o.^The reconciliation here

preached to men is not a truce with Episcopacy, though Papacy and Socinianism are

considered (p. 43), but with each other and with God. The banished Church of

England is not mentioned. For the writer see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 284 : and
no. 2539.

1659.

The public history of this year is taken up with the decay of the Commonwealth
and the growth of the monarchical sentiment. Richard Cromwell, nicknamed '

Queen
Dick' in derision (see Thomason, Catalogue, under July 15, 1659, and Oct. 21, 1659

1 Dr. John Bastwick, 1653; rev. Daniel Cawdrey, 1653; dr. John Wilkinson

(brother), 1653; rev. John Harper, i6,-^3 ; Edw. Leigh, 1653; dr. George Kendal,

1654 ;
rev. Barnham Holmes, 1658 ;

Robert Harrison (uterine brother), 1654 ;

William Taylor, 1658 ; rev. Thomas Jackson, 1658.
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('One and thirty new Orders', p. 5,
' The Parliament's Ghost')), was too weak to hold

together the Army and Parliament. The successive stages may be succinctly put. In
accordance with protests from the Army, Parliament was dissolved on April 22, and
Richard's real power ceased at once (in INIay he resigned the Protectorship, in 1660 he
retired to the Continent, and died, in England, in 1712). A Council of State was
formed on May 13 ;

and a new Parliament of little authority, formed out of the remnant
of the Long Parliament (May 7), was chiefly occupied in quarrels with the Army.
The royalist rising in Cheshira (in August) under sir George Booth was, however,

premature, and failed. At last the fateful march of General George Monck from Scot-

land, threatened in October and November, began early in December, and culminated
with his entry into London on Feb. 3, i6f§. The Parliament which met on Feb. 2 1 was
favourable to the restoration of Monarchy, and on May 8, 1660, proclaimed Charles II

to be king.
The University was gradually turning in the same direction, but took no public step

whatever. In March and April 1659 the elected Proctors were found to be in neither

case within the prescribed limits of standing for their office, but were nevertheless

approved by Convocation on April 13. The College of Durham, founded in 1657 by
Cromwell, aspired to be a University, but petitions from Oxfoid and Cambridge
against it in April of 1659 finally prevailed. There was a recrudescence of antagonism
to University learning (see 1653, nos. 22II sqq.), represented by W. Sprigge's 3!oJest

flea for a Commonwealth and Fox's Primer (no. 2424) ;
countered by A Modest

Reply to the Plea, by Daniel Bartoius's treatise translated by Thomas Salusbury under

the title The Learned Man defended, by Henry 'i'hurman's Defence of Humane
Learning (no. 2531), and by a clause in A Declaration of the County of Oxon to . . ,

General Monck, signed by over 5,000 persons, presented to him on Feb. 13, i6|§,
and printed as a broadside in London in i6|f : but greater events prevented any

development.
An interesting account is given by Anthony Wood {Life, ed. A. Clark, vol. i, p. 290)

of the chemical and other scientific work carried on by Robert Boyle (who brought
Peter Sthael, a German, to Oxford). At pp. 291-301 is also a general account of the

University from 1648 to the Restoration.

The tension of life at Oxford was decidedly relaxed in September by the apparition
of a London merchant named Kynaston, of venerable and almost wild aspect, who
was induced by William Lloyd of Wadham (afterwards bishop of Lichfield) to assume

the character of a Greek patriarch. He bestowed his benediction on prominent

persons like Gilbert Ironside the Younger and dr. John Harmar, the Greek Professor,

till the disclosure came.
One of the last events of the year shows clearly the decisive trend of events : on

March 13, 16^, dr. John Owen, dean of Christ Church, was ejected (even thus soon)

from his office.

British Museum MS. Sloane 749 is 'Academise Oxoniensis Privilegia in unum

corpus coUecta a Domino Richardo Zouch, X Cal. Jul. [= June 22] mdclix'.

Minor Pieces.

2422. Barksdale, Clement. ' An Oxford Conference of two young

Scholars, touchino: their Studies. Lond. 1659. in one sh.[eet]
in oct.[Hvo].'

So in Wood's Aih. Oxon., ed. Bliss, iv. 223. I have not come across a copy, and

know nothing about it. It is odd that even Thomason did not obtain a copy.

2423. Chylinski, Samuel Boguslau?. An Account of the Transla-

tion of the Bible into the Lithuanian tongue, Into which Language the

Scriptures were as yet never Translated : with a Copy of the Testimoniall

Given to the Translator, And of the Approbation of his undertaking, by

several Reverend Doctors of Divinity, with the Professors of the same,

and other Persons of Note, in the University of Oxford, November 15,

1659.
Impr. 249 (J (Oxford, by H. Hall): 1659: sm. 4°: pp. [2] + 8, signn. M^, A :

English solid.—Contents :—[i] title: 1-6, the accoimt, unsigned: 7-8, the teiti-
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monial, unf^ated.—The interest of this piece consists chiefly in the history of the

Lithuanian Bible. Chylinski, whose name only occurs in the testimonial, states that

hitherto the Lithuanians have had in their own language only
' the Lord's prayer/ the

Apostles Creed, the Tea Commandments, some few Catecheticall tracts, fragments of

Gospells and Epistles and a late book in Quarto, set out in the yeare 1653
'

(Psalms,

hymns, &c.), and that he has ' adventured upon
'

the task of translating the Bible, but

he nowhere states that he has finished it, as the testimonial declares. The following
short annals will show what is ascertained about the Bible :

—
1657. Chylinski came to Oxford to make the translation.

1659. Nov. 15. His manifesto and testimonial.

1661. July 12. A Brief ordered, to help the work. The only known copy is in the

British Museum. About one-half of the work had been printed already,

according to the brief : and this implies that the printed portion e.vtended to

about the Psalms : no more than this is known.
-—- Dec. 19. Paper was handed over to Evan Tyler, the printer (hitherto in Edin-

burgh, but apparently now in London), presumably to carry on the impression.
1662. May 21. Chylinski was ordered by the Privy Council to submit all that he had

printed (being to the end of the 40lh Psalm) and the rest of his MS. to the

Lithuanian Churches,

June 6. The Council authorized payment to Tyler of £^6 is. ^d., in addition

to £^0 paid on Feb. 14, 166^, and £20 paid on Feb. 28 of the same year.——
July 10. 2,980 copies of each of twenty-six sheets (octavo, making 416 pages)
were handed over for safe keeping to the London Dutch Church. At this

point it appears that all printing ceased. Chylinski died in 1668, and not

until 1680 was the project again seriously taken up. The unfinished Bible

may therefore be described as printed at London in 1661.

Only three copies are known to exist, one at Berlin (once at Stettin), one at

St. Petersburg (once at Wilna), and one in the British Museum, acquired in 1893.
The two first extend to Ps. xl (416 pages), with gaps, the thiid to Joshua xv. 63

(i 76 pages) : none of the three has any title-page. The first complete Lithuanian N. T.
was printed in 1701 ; the first Bible in 1734-5, both at Konigsberg.
The chief English authorities for the tangled history of this affair are : the present

Account (1659): tire Academy, May-June 1891, July 8, 1S93, Feb. 29, 1896:
R. Steele in the Library, 2nd S. viii. .17-62, Jan. 1907 : Darlow's Catalogue of Printed
Bibles (Bible Society), p. 1012. A specimen of the version of Chylinski, compared
with that of 1735, is printed in M. Stankiewicz's Wiada'iiosc Biblii LitewskiSj

(Krakow, 1886, pp. 21-3) : but Heinrich Reinhold's article in the Mitteilungen der

Lit. litt. Gestllschaft (Bd. iv. 2, 1895) is the most exhaustive essay (see Academy,
Nov. 30, 1895).
The testimonial is signed by the Vice-Chancellor (dr. John Conant, rector of Exeter,

Reg. prof, of Divinity), the heads of Magd., C.C.C, N.LH., Queen's, Ch.Ch., Pembr.,

Univ., Trin., Or., St. John's, Ball., the Marg. professor of Divinity, the Keeper of the

Archives, and the rector of St. Aldate's (Hen. Hickman). Chylinski's Account is in

fairly good English : probably an English friend rather hastily revised a faulty

original.
In MS. Tanner 51 at fol. 40 is a long letter from 'Samuel Boguslaus CHylinski,

Interpres Lith., animo et corpore seger', Feb. 7, 1659 (i(if§), to dr. Henry Wilkinson,
the Margaret professor of Divinity, asking for pecuniary help, with his seal, a kind of

merchant's mark with S.B.

2424. Fox, George. A Primer for the Schollers and Doctors of

Europe, But especially to them in and about the (called) Two famous
Universities in England, Oxford and Cambridge, To them, and every
of them . . . that hath sprung from these the two, so called, well heads
of Divinity . . . Being a brief rehearsal of some of the words and terms

which have for several ages been used, and now are used . . . contained

^ This statement seems to solve all difficulties about the occurrence of the Lord's

Prayer with doxology in bp. John Wilkins's Essay (1668).
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in their seven Liberal Arts . . . t02;ether with that you call Geographic,
Ethicks, Physicks, Metaphisicks, Theologie and Medicine. By George
Fox.

London, Printed for Thomas Simmons at the Bull and Mouth near Aldersfatc :

i6.f9: sm. 4": pp. 55 + [i], signn. a-g*.—Contents :— p. i, title: 3-4, 'To the
Reader

'

: 5-55. the numbered Queries, in fourteen divisions.

This singular essay, in many ways a disordered and illiterate production, must be
attributed to George Fox, the founder of the Society of Friends. Just at this time
a common way of attracting attention in print was to throw the subject into a series of

Queries {XXV Qiiencs to the People of England, Certain Queries upon the dissolving

of Parliameiit, Tzvelve Queries huvibly proposed. Eighteen new Court-Qit^ries,
Quseries on the Proposalls of the Army, Twenty-four Queries touching the Parliament,
Twenty seven Queries, Endlesse Queries, Loyal Queries, A Baker s-Dozen of plain
downright queries, A copie of Quseries, Ten considerable Qu:eries, Eight aful Thirty
Queries) were all issued in Jan.-June 1659, ^^ ^^''^s no. 2430, below. This had its

disadvantages, for the answers had often to be inserted by hook or by crook, by
suggestion or statement, into the questions. Here George Fox displays all tiie

worst qualities of his early style, and his apologists can only point to the steady moral
motive of the treatise as a whole. Having had no university education, he yet felt

bound to write as if he understood the technical terms of the Schools, but not only
does the style bewray him, but he flounders among the Greek and Latin expressions.
He was helped, no doubt, but leaves many such words as Gimini, Sepheus, Pagasus,
Hiades in Astronomy : Simular (for Similar), in Metaphysics : Cyncope, Paranomisia,
in Rhetoric : Aphiscy, Priscy, Xett-rosty, in Geography. A fair example of the style
is on p. 21 :

' What are all your Northern signes, Drago, Sepheus . . . Bootes, Arcturus
. . . [&c.] ? from whence comes all these words, from what ground and root, and who
was the first Author of them, and what be the words, and are the words, and who was
the lirst that gave forth all these names, and what was his name, and who was the

first that learned them and of whom ? and was he in the transgression, or out of the

transgression, and did the Holy Ghost teach these words, and are the thmgs of God
to be spoken in these words, yea or nay ?

'

Incredible as it may seem, this form and

style, with endless iterntions and variations, are carried on throughout the whole

treatise, the effect of which to an educated man can only have been disgust. The
treatise is rare, but to be found in the British Museum and Bodleian. R.

2425. [Lushington, dr. Thomas.] The Resurrection Rescued from

the Soldiers Calumnies, In Two Sermons Preached at St. Maries in Oxon.

By Robert Jones D.D.
London, Printed for Richard Lowndes, at the White Lion in Pauls Church-yard,

near the little North door : 1659 : (twelves) 16" : pp. [8] + 100, signn. a*, b-e^^ f^.—
Contents :

—
p. [3] title, within line : 5-8, 'The Stationer to the Reader', signed R. L. :

1-67, 'The Repetition Sermon', on Matt, x.wiii. 13: 68-100, 'The Recantation

Sermon ', on Acts ii. i.—John Lushington, M.A., of Pembroke (as briefly noticed in the

Annals of 1624, see vol. ii, p. 96), delivered an Easter Monday University sermon at

0-\ford on March 29, 1624. This was the third of the four Easter sermons (see
Wood's Life, ed. Clark, vol. v, p. 120, col. i), and fell to be repeated memoriter by
a graduate on the next Sunday, April 4. The sermon treats the story of the Resur-

rection successively from the points of view of the soldiers, the Disciples, and Christ.

The style was youthful, injudicious, and flippant, e.g. (p. 4) 'The Christian current

[
=
Coranto?] goes, News from Mount Calvary', and so on, and the soldiers' account

is outspoken,
' This Jesus of Nazareth was a very Jugler, a neat Compiler of Impos-

tures ', and the like. These and some offhand expressions about Parliament and King,
created together a scandal, and the author had to recant, while the repeater was told

to omit certain passages. Lushington accordingly prenclied a Recantation Sermon on

a set text on Monday, April 5, and both sermons are here printed in full. The earl of

Clarendon was present at the original sermon, then aged 15. A London stationer or

publisher, Richard Lowndes, seems to have come across the two sermons (which are

certainly ingenious and ingenuous) in manuscript, and, for his own reasons, invents

a 'D' Robert Jones (a man sufficiently eminent for his extraordinary parts)', recites

the facts of the sermons as Jones's, without a date (there has never been a dr. Robert

Jones at Oxford !), and prints both. The '

Repetition Sermon ' of p. i is a misnomer :
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perhaps 'Resurrection Sermon' was intended. The recantation is done with a good
grace. The reprint was received by Tliomason in Feb. 165!, ^^^ became popular,
since it was reproduced in the Phenix (1708), ii. 476, and in London editions of 1710
(n. d. : pr. by J. How); 171 1 (n. d. : pr. by T. Warner: with Clarendon's note); and

1741 (with Clarendon's note) : there is also a Dublin edition of 1768. For the whole
affair see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 257-9.

2426. Oxford—University. [Arms of the University^ Mart. 20. 1660.

QuandoquiHem compertum est . . .

Impr. 367 (Oxon,, exc. [L.] Lichfield) : [i66f] : br. s.
,
folio : Pica leaded.—The

usual notice against disorderly persons (factiosi et turbones), see no. 2268*. The
Steele tests are linti-, adhtic, ant re-. The V.-C.'s Computus 1660-1 contains 'To
M'" Lichfield for printing Programmas against disorders in Lent, &c. £\ 45.' The

present entry falls between three stools : its printed date is March 20, i6^§, so by
the new system, see p. iii, it should rather follow no. 2513, or indeed (since Paul

Hood, who signs the notice, was not Vice-Chancellor till Aug. 1660) 2566.

2427. Parliament. A List Of the Names of the Long Parliament,
Anno 1640. Likewise of the Parliament holden at Oxford . . . [also
lists of the Parliaments of 1653, 1654, 1656, 1659, and of the House of

Lords Jan. 27, 165!].
London: Printed in the Year 1659: 8°: pp. 70 + [2], signn. A-E^^Contents :

—
p. I, title, within line : 3, Proclamation summoning the Long Parliament, 3 Nov.

1640: 4-20, the list: 20-5, list of the Oxford Parliament: 26-8, 29-41, 41-55,
58-70, 57-8, lists as above, 1653-9: [1-2] not seen, probably blank.—The Oxford
Parliament met on Jan. 22, 164I : the present list enumerates 44 Lords and 118 of the

Commons as present : 5 Lords subsequently attended : 33 Lords and 57 of the

Commons were absent from good causes : the total is 257. See no. 2293. Thomason
received these lists on May 3, 1659. There is a close reprint of this (^2427*) which
can be distinguished by the last line on p. 3, which begins in the original edition of our,
but in the reprint Charles,

2428. [Stubbe, Henry]. A Light Shining out of Darknes : or

Occasional Queries submitted To the Judgment of such as would enquire
into the True State of things in our Times. . . .

London, Printed in the Year mdclix : sm. 4" : pp. [8] + 37 + [3], signn. a-f*.—
Contents :

—
p [i] title: [3-8]

' To the Reader' : 1-37, the text, [2-3] not seen, no
doubt blank.— A peculiar book, directed against Ministers and Universities, un-

doubtedly by Henry Stubbe, writing in this case probably for his patron sir Henry
Vane. The Queries and notes are so worded as to be provocative, but not to indicate

the writer's own views clearly : a late seventeenth-century hand writes in a Bodleian copy,
'

By a very suMile Jesuit, in Masquerade' ! Stubbe was from T657 ^'^ '^59 Under-Keeper
of the Bodleian, put in by John Owen, and, for writing this book, was ejected by
dr. John Reynolds, Owen's successor as Dean of Christ Church (in March i6§§). The
chief passages against the Universities are on pp. 14, 18, 22, 26 (the reference is to

Brasenose, see Query 31 in 2nd ed.), 26-34. Thomason received this pamphlet on

June 17, 1659, I^"' o" Nov. 8 he received a fuller second edition [2429], with fifty-

three instead of forty-four Queries, and notes more than doubled in extent. The title

is nearly identical, but instead of the texts in the first edition we find ' The whole
Work is revised by the Authour, the Proofs Englished ;

and augmented with sundry
material Discourses concerning the Ministry, Tythes, &c. with a brief Apologie for the

Quakers, that they are not inconsistent with a Magistracy' (imprint and date the

same : sm. 4" : pp. [4] +
'

186', but 57-66 are omitted in the pagination, signn. a'^,

B-z^. The new preface strongly suggests that the former edition was founded by
Stubbe on material supplied by sir Henry Vane, and that the latter, who here refers for

an omitted Query about Toleration to the treatment of the subject in Stubbe's Defence

of the good old Cause (Sept, 1659), which is recommended, now takes on himself the

new issue. This may indicate that Stubbe was already getting into trouble over the

book, and that an aegis is being held over him in vain. But both issues are still

anonymous. The chief passages against Universities are now on pp. 47-50, 105,
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'39-49> '6r. The Quakers are dealt with on pp. 81-92, 165-9, and Milton, Chaucer,
and Spenser are quoted at pp. 175-6—a rare occurrence. See Wood's Alh. Oxon.
iii. 1076.

2430. Sundry things. Sundry things from Geverall hands Con-

cerning the University of Oxford : viz. I. A Petition from some Well-
aflfected therein. II. A Modell for a Colledge Reformation. III. Queries

concerning the said University, and severall persons therein.

London, Printed by Thomas Creake : 1659 • s"^- 4° • PP- [2] + 10, signn. a*, m'^.—

Contents:—p. [i] title: 1-3, the Petition: 4-S, tlie Model : S-io, the Queries.—The
Petition to Parliament is for a Commonwealth, not Monarchy, but is probably satirical,

since it only professes to represent
' a remnant ', even in June 1659 (Thomason received

the tract on June 29): the latest kind of Visitor is much objected to. The Model or

new College scheme is remarkable. Christ Church is selected : the Dean and Canons
are to be suppressed, and sixty Fellows made, of whom twenty should study Theology
and Ecclesiastical History (partly in London), twenty prepare students to be divines,
and twenty study Medicine, Politics, History, &c., but all act as tutors. All on the

foundation are to be from Westminster, and the Governors of that School are to rule

the College through a Vice-Principal and the Fellows, admitting some Commoners.
There are to be College Professors of Divinity, Civil Law with Politics, Descartes's

Philosophy, Geography, Medicine, Anatomy, and Logic with Rhetoric : each with

Assistants. The Dean is declared to be *

ready to desert his station '. The twenty-five

Queries are satirical and often personal, and chiefly relate to Christ Church. It is

asserted that the Organs of the Cathedral were given to O. P. (Oliver Protector), that

dr. Langley took part of a College bowling green, and so on : see also Wood's Fasti

Oxon. ii, 220. The whole publication was attributed to John Wagstaffe of Oriel, but

Wood considers that it was rather written by a member of the House : see Ath. Oxon.
iii. 1 114.

University Queries, In a Gentle Touch by the By (Cambridge, 1659, sm. 4°,

pp. [2] +6) is chiefly political, and has only one single query (no. xvi) relating to

either University, and that one is a reference to the supposed devotion of Brasenose

college, Oxford, to Oliver Cromwell. Thomason received the piece on June 6, 1659.

In Thomas Violet's True Narrative of the Proceedings in the Court of Adinif-altie

against the Ship Sampson, &c. (Lond. 1659, sm. 4°, pp. [16] + 148 + engraving),
there is an account of the author being appointed Master-worker of the Oxford Mint
in 1643, and his imprisonment for carrying up to London a letter from the King to

the City of London (dated Dec. 26, 1643, and printed in full at pp. 33-4), and of his

subsequent services to the Commonwealth, especially in staying some silver in certain

ships in 1652. See my Annals, Dec. 1643, in vol. ii, p. 304.

O.XF0RD Press.

2431. Ames, William. Guilielmi Amesii, De Conscientia. Et ejus

Jure, vel Casibus, libri quinque. Editio Nova. . . .

Impr. 395 (Oxonii, exc. Gul. Hall, per J. Adams) : 1659: (twelves) 16°: pp. [10]
+ 450 + [20], signn. A-v": Bourgeois solid.—Contents:—p. [2] title-label,

' Amesius

de Conscientia' : [3] title, within treble line, the centre one consisting of ornn. : [5-6]
ded. epistle to the authorities of Zeeland : [7-10]

' Ad lectorem' : 1-450, the work :

[1-14] 'Paraenesis . . . habita Franekerse, Aug. 22 . . . 1623
'

: [15-19]
' I"t^ex Capi-

turn'.—A scholastic treatment of Conscience and Cas-nstry, ranging over the whole

of theology. Ames (d. 1633) was a Cambridge Puritan divine, and professor at

Franeker. The work was first published at Amsterdam in 1630, and again there in

1634, 1635, 1643, and 1654, also at Franeker in 1635 (twice), and in English in

London in 1639.

2432. [Bagshawe, Edward, the elder, of Brasenose.] De Monarchia

Absoluta Dissertatio Politica, sive, Brevis Discussio istius Qusestionis,

3180 JJ
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An Monarchia Absoluta Sit optima Imperii Forma. Cui Adjicitur

Appendix de Monarchia Mixta. [^University Arms.'\
Impr. 336 a (Oxonire, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson) : 1659 • sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 16

+ [2]: signn. A-B*, c^ : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: 1-12, the disser-

tation : 13-16, Appendix.— Absolute monarchy is maintained to be necessarily short-

lived, a wrong to the human race, a hindrance to a republic, and forbidden by
Christianity : nor is a mixed or limited monarchy regarded as much better. Thomason
received Bagshawe's pamphlet on May i, and even by then it was a dangerous ex-

pression of views. It was bold also of Henry Hall to put the University Arms on the

title-page of this tract, as though issued by authority. The sedate divine who wrote
it must be carefully distinguished from his heady son, who wrote the work which
follows : Wood in his jU/i. Oxon. iii. 946 has confused the two. The father's sedate-

ness did not prevent the book being pilloried in Roger L'Estrange's Considerations . , .

in order to the Regulation of the Press (1663), ^^ P- 10, as treasonous and seditious.

2433. Bagshawe, Edward, the younger, of Ch. Ch. A Practicall

Discourse concerning Gods Decrees. In Two parts. The First con-

cerning mans unfitnesse . . . The Second tending to Assert . . . Gods
Absolute Election ... By Edward Bagshawe St. of Ch. Ch. [University

Arnis.^
Impr. 320/ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1659 : sm. 4° : pp. [S] + 17 +

[3] + 20, signn. A-F* : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-7] Ep. decJic. to

'lord Bradshawe ', lord chief justice of Chester,
' Dec. 20', 165S : 1-17, part i, on

Rom. ix. 20 : [2] a title-page,
' Gods Absolute Election of A certaine and limited

Number unto Eternall Life. . .' (impr. 215a:: Oxford by H. Hall, 1659): 1-20,

part 2, on Acts xiii. 48.
—The author, a Calvinist, pretends not to be countering

dr. Thomas Pierce's Azotes concerning God's Decrees (Lond. 1655 and 1657), but in

fact a tangled controversy went on in which Bagshawe, Baxter, Pierce, Womock, and
even Richard Busby, the head master of Westminster school, were engaged. And
Bagshawe showed himself all through life a quarrelsome and hot-headed person,

suffering for it at the Restoration. His doctiine in this controversy was the narrow
Calvinistic one of Absolute Election ; and it is criticized in the last few pages ot

L. Womock's Arcana Dogmatum, 1659. The dedicatee is John Bradshaw the

regicide, who died in this year. Thomason received this piece on Jan. 12, 165!. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 946.

2434. *Breech. The Breech Wash'd By a Friend to the Rump.
Impr. 396 (Oxford, for C. Gnstavus) : [i6fg] : br. s., folio : English solid.—-Verses

in defence of the Long Parliament, which sat from Nov. 3, 1640, to Apr. 20, 1653, and
was reinstated May 7, 1659, sitting until March 16, i652. As only about fifty members
were reinstated, the Parliament was regarded as merely the fag-end of the true Long
Parliament. The present verses are eight 8-line stanzas, with a refrain of four lines :

the first lines are,
' In an humor of late I was

| Ycleped a dolefull dump'. They
have no merit, and are a subdued apology for the existing Parliament. Why Charles

Gustavus, a little-known London publisher of broadsides, had this piece printed at

Oxford is not known : there are no distinctive features to prove or disprove that it is

Oxford printing. Dated by Wood 'January: 1659', and received by Thomason on

Jan. 19, i6|9.

2435. Brerewood, Edward. Tractatus quidam logici de Prsedi-

cabilibus et Prsedicamentis Ab . . . Edvardo Brerewood . . . olim con-

scripti, nunc verb . . . editi per T. S. . . . \Jiuc usque sicut no. 849 : Jeinde^
Editio postrema. In qua accesterunt duo ejusdem Authoris insignes

Tractatus, prior de Meteoris, posterior de Oculo : lima, luceque donati :

Per eundeni T. S. . . .

Impr. 397 (Oxonije, exc. H. Hall per J. Adams): 1659: (eights) 12°: pp. 32 +
431 +[3] + 104 + [4] + 26-1- [2], signn. A-z, Aa-Ff, a-h^, i^ : Long primer solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title: [3—6] Ep. dedic. to sir Richaid Brook, signed 'Thomas
Sixesmith

'

and dated as no. 849: [7-12] 'Erudito lectori': [13-32] 'Index Sec-
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tionum Qurestionumque', a list of contents, and Analysis: 1-431, the work: [2] title-

page of the Tractatus duo, almost, exactly as no. 849 (1637 '• with '

Phylosophos' [!]
for 'Philosophus'), with impr. 306 « (OxoniK, exc. H. Hall, 1659) '• [4] dedn. by
Thomas Sixesmith to Brasenose college : 1-S3, the two books, De Meteorologicis and
de Cometis : 84-104, de Mari : [2-3] two woodcut diagrams of the eye : [4] Index:
1-26, De Oculo.—A reprint of no. 849 (1637), ^ fourth edition. Woodcuts occur ia
the treatises de Cometis, de Mari [in which the tides are dealt with), and in the
De Oculo.

2436. Burt, William. Concio Oxonise Habita postridie Comitiorum

July 13. 1658. Pro Gradu Doctoris, a Gulielmo Burt Collegii Win-
toniensis Custode. . . .

Impr. 274c (Oxonije, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson): 1659: (twelves) 16°:

pp. [8] + 75 + [i], signn. A*, b-d'^, e^: English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [3] title:

[5-8] Ep. dedic. to Richard Cromwell the Protector, dated Wintonise Nov. 13, 1628:

1-75, the sermon, on Ps. Ixxii. 17, ending with a Latin prayer.
—A scholastic sermon

on the Name of God. The dedication (in Latin) to Richard Cromwell professes
humble admiration : but Burt, though not allowed to continue warden of Winchester

college, was not further degraded at the Restoration. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 217.

Chylinski, Samuel Boguslaus : see no. 2423.

2437. Claget, Nicholas. The Abuse of Gods Grace : discovered in

its Kinds, Causes . . . [&c.]. Proposed as a seasonable check to the

wanton Libertinisme of the present Age. By Nicholas Claget, Minister

of the Gospel at Edmundsbury . . ., M.A. of Magdalen Hall, Oxon, . . .

Impr. 398 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield, for T. Robinson and S. Pocock) : 1659 :

sm. 4" : pp. [32] + 284, signn. A, b-d, B-z, Aa-Nn*, Co*: Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double line : [3-8] Ep, dedic. to his cousins, William Claget and
his wife ' the Lady Southcoate', dated March 18, 165I : [9-1 1] letter commendatory
by Henry Wilkinson, March 28, 1659: [13-23] Preface, March 18, 165I: [25-32]
Contents of the nineteen chapters : [32] Errata : 1-284, ^^e work.—This '

painful
*

treatise is based on sermons at Bury St. Edmunds. Wilkinson's letter gives the names
of twenty-two

' learned Orthodox Writers
'
of Magdalen hall. Thomason received the

piece on April 25, 1659. The printing is inferior, like so much of Anne Lichfield's,

both in style and accuracy. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 640.

2438. [David Antiochenus, or Da'fld ibn 'Umar al-Antakt, called

al-Basir.] The Nature of the drink Kauhi, or Coffe, and the Berry of

which it is made, Described by an Arabian Phisitian . . .

Impr. 215 (Oxford, by H. Hall): 1659: (four) 12°: pp. [8], sign. A*: English
solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [4, 7] English translation of [5-6], which are in

Arabic—A short extract from the Arab doctor, named above (David Antiochenus,
d. c. 1595), with an English translation almost certainly by Edward Pococke. The
translation begins

* Bun is a plant in Yaman ', and ends (rather singularly)
' Some

drink it with milk, but it is an error, and such as may bring in danger of the leprosy'.
The Bodleian copy may be the only one preserved, of what seems to be the earliest

separate treatise on coffee. It may be noted that in W\ Rumsey's On^anon Salutis

(Lond. 1657) James Howell states definitely that 'that worthy Gentleman, M"" Mudi-

ford', first introduced the practice of drinking coffee to London. The Bodleian

catalogue states that the translation is by dr. Edward Pococke, which is on general

grounds very probable, but Wood did not know it. There are two various readings
in the Arabic text which no doubt he contributed. 1 ae MSS, concerned seem to be

MSS. Huntingdon 427, 455 ; Hyde 37, all Arabic. RR,

2439. Ellis, or Elys, Edmund. The Quiet Soule or The Peace,

and Tranquillity of a Christians estate Set Forth in two Sermons. By
Edmund Elys Master of Arts, and Fellow of Balliol-Colledg in Oxford . . .

Impr. 345a (Oxford, by II, H. for T. Robinson): 1659; sm. 4°: pp. [8] + 39

H 2
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[' 29 'J + [i] ; but 23-9 are repeated in the pagination ; signn. A-F* : English solid.—

Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-6] Ep. dedic. to mrs. Hester Noye : [7-S]
' To the

Reader' ; 1-18, 19-39, the two sermons on Matt. xi. 29 : 39, 'Errata'.—The author

was at this time of East AUington in Devonshire, and succeeded his father as rector at

the close of the year. See Wood's Aili. Oxon. iv. 470.

2440. Eutychius.
Some copies of no. 2385 appear to bear the date 1659, instead of the usual 165R,

see Wood's Ath. Oxon.'w. 320 : a copy is stated to be in the Public Library at Maiden
in Essex, but there is none in the British Museum or Bodleian.

2441. t[Fiennes, William, lord Saye and Sele.] Folly and Madnesse
made Manifest. Or, Some things Written to shew how contrary to the

word of God and practise of the Saints . . .
;
the Doctrines and Practises

of the Quakers lately risen up amongst us, are A Rayling and Reviling
Answer made thereunto, full of Falsehood. . . . This Discovered and

made Manifest. . . .

Impr. 209 ('Printed in the Yeare 1659' only, but printed at Oxford by Henry Hall) :

sm. 4" : pp. [4] + 122 (' 140', but 57-64, 89-98 are omitted in the pagination) + [2],

signn. A^ B-Q^ R^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

[3] title, within border of ornn. : 1-23,
' An Account of the Devils changing his device from Ranting to Quaking . . .' :

25-' 65 ',
' The Quaker's darkness avoiding the scripture light . . . : published that all

men may see their spirit . . .', the Quaker's reply to the Account which precedes,
addressed to

' William Fiennes
'

: [67] a title-page,
' The Quakers Reply manifested

to be railing . . .', with impr. 209 ('Printed in the yeare 1660'): 69 ['61 ']-* 140',
criticism of the Reply addressed to mr. Bray Doyly.—The noble author and exposer
of the Quakers was unable to make his first title grammatical. For the rest, it would
seem that the part of this treatise printed in 1659 (at Oxford) consisted of [4] + 57 +

[3] pages, Fiennes's first letter, and the reply to it. The letter, beginning
' The seduced

People whom they call Quakers', had clearly reached the Quakers in some written or

printed form (of at least forty-three pages, see p. 54 here), and is here reprinted after

the Reply (which begins
' The Lord having appeared by his power ') had been received.

Then in 1660, it would seem, the last two leaves of the 1659 part were torn off, and
the few printed lines on them were reprinted on the first leaf of the new part, a new
title (1660) followed, and Fiennes's Answer occupied all the "rest; the two parts (with
two titles and two dates) being issued together. Unluckily the printer of the second

part was told to begin at signature l, and thought that p.
'

65
' was appropriate

(instead of 57), forgetting that sign. A was usually reserved at Oxford for prefatory
matter unpaged. The pagination, after an inebriated wobble through sign. I, and
a little omission often in the numeration on its own account, settles down, and offends

no more. Whether the 1659 part was ever actually issued is doubtful. I have never

seen a copy. The present piece provoked John Whitehead to reply in his Manifes-
tation of Truth, 1662. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 549, and Joseph Smith's Bihlio-

theca Anti-Qiiakeriana, p. 183. R.

2442. Guild, dr. William. The Throne of David, or an Exposition
of the Second [Book] of Samuell wherein is set downe the Pattern of

a Pious . . . Prince, and a clear Type of . . . Christ lesus ... By William

Guild D.D. and Minister of Gods word at King Edward in Scotland.

Impr. 399 (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Blagrave) : 1659: sm. 4° : pp. [4] +339 +

[i], signn. [ ]', A-z, Aa-w*, Xx'^ : Pica solid.—Contents :—p. [i] the title, within

border of ornn. : [3-4]
' To the Reader', signed

'

John Owen '

: 1-339, the Commen-
tary.—The latest work of this well-known divine of Aberdeen, who died in August
1657. The widow sent the Commentary to dr. John Owen, who suppressed the

intended preface or dedication to himself, as not really representing his (dr. Owen's)

opinions. In this Commentary Guild takes passages of several verses, paraphrases
them at length, and subjoins observations on specific points. He is plain and straight-

forward, but exhibits no knowledge of Hebrew. Owen felt able to recommend the

book. Thomason received it on May 28, 1659. The form 'Anno Salutis 1659' of

the imprint is an innovation (in Oxford printing) by W^illiam Hall.
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2443. Hickman, Henry. naTpo-o-;(oXao-T6Ko-8iKata)o-i5, or a Justifica-
tion of tiie Fathers and Schoolmen : Shewing That they are not Selfe-

condemned for denying the Positivity of Sin. Being an Answer to so
much of Mr. Tho. Pierce's . . . 'AuTOKaraAcptcrts, as doth relate to the

foresaid Opinion. By Hen. Hickman, Fellow of Magdalene Colledge,
Oxon. The second Edition, Corrected and Enlarged. . , .

Impr. 3S7 a (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Adams and E. Forrest) : 1659: (eights)
12°: pp. [68] i-iio + [i4], signn. A, a-c, u-i': Pica {preface English) solid.—Con-
tents :

—
p. [i] title, within double line : [3-13] Ep. ded'ic. to the '

weekly Lecturers at

Brackley', dated '

Magd. Colledg. Nov. 22th. 1658.': [15-68] 'A Preface to the

Reader': i-iio, the work: [i-i2]'An Advertisement to the Reader, concerning
A clause in D'' Heylins Examen. Historicum': [12] Errata: [13-14] list of books

printed for J. Adams and E. Forrest, see after Periodicals.—The author was vicar of

Brackley, Northants,—which accounts for the dedication. The long preface is largely
about Arminianism, and the whole of the condemnation and recantation of Gabriel

Bridges, M.A., of C.C.C. (Oxford), in Feb. i62§, at sign. b4, is incidentally quoted
from the University Registers. Wood {Aih. Oxon. iv. 369, cf. Fasti Oxon. ii. 267)
asserts that this controversial treatise on Sin is largely plagiarized from works which
he mentions. The second part of Heylin's Certamen Episiolare is a criticism of the

present work. The controversy is also outlined at these references. But the speci.1l

interest of the book is in the Advertisement to the Reader at the end, where is to be
found a first-hand account of the action of Magdalen college (Oxford) in the matter of

the discovered hoard of gold spur-royals, the division of which ' as is said did hinder

M'' John Selden from bestowing his Library on the University' (see Macray's Annals

cf the Bodleian., 2nd ed. [1S90], pp. iiS-20: much of the library in question did come
from Selden's executors, in this year 1659). 1° J^^X 1649 ^^ newly intruded

President and Fellows came on a reserve fund of _;^i,400, hitherto preserved intact,

and proceeded to divide it, the President taking ;i^ioo, and the Fellows about ;^30 each,
while even the demies, of which Hickman was at that time one, received something.
The best apology Hickman can make for this appropriation, 'gross as a mountain,

open, palpable', is that the new officers of the college did not know the Statutes (which
mention the fund), that they found the college ;^r,6oo in debt (as if that did not

aggravate the offence), and that 'if any offence was committed, 'twas out of ignorance
invincible '. Some of the recipients returned the money, after Parliament had taken

note of the affair and called them to account. This second edition is not uncommon :

see no. 2388 for the first.

2444.
—

,
—

. rio'^ev lilavia. Sive, Concio de Hseresium Origine

Latine habita ad Academicos Oxonienses, 12 Aprilis pro inchoando

Termino. Adjicitur brevis refutatio Tileni. Per Henricum Hickman,
S. Th. Bacc. & Collegii Magd. Socium. . . .

Impr. 400 (OxonicE, exc. A. Lichfield per E. Forrest) : 1659 : (eights) 12° : pp. [4]

+ 52, signn. [a]2, b-c*, d^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within double lines:

[3] dedn. to Pembroke college, Oxford (the author had been vicar of St. Aldate's,

Oxford), in M-hich O.D.D. seems to be '

offert, dicat, dedicat', or is a misprint for the

usual D.D.D.: 1-33, the sermon, on Matt. xiii. 27, Apr. 12, 1659 : 33, Errata: 35-52,
a criticism of Tilenus.—This Tilenus is Daniel Tilenus, professor at Sedan, who died

in 1633, but had been resuscitated for controversial purposes by dr. Laurence Womock
in his anonymous Examination of Tikjiiis (1658) and his (also anonymous) Arcana

Dogmatum (issued in June 1659), in which latter HhckrasinsJustification (no. 2443)
had been attacked, and which is now answered ;

see Wood's Aih. Oxon. iv. 369,

where the Concio :inA Justification are confused. Clea.ly ihe Justification was issued

some months before the Concio, since the latter contains an answer to a criticism on

the former. On p. 33 (sign, d i''J
is an Erratum of importance {Hyperaspistes lor

Hieraspistes) which corrects sign, n 2''1 Anne Lichfield was too lazy to make the

correction in the type close by.

2445. [_, _.] A Review of the Certamen Epistolare Betwixt Pel.

Heylin D.D. And Hen. Hickman B.D Also a Reply to Mr. Pierce
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his late virulent Letter to the aforesaid Dr. By Theophilus Church-
man, . . .

Impr. 401 (London, Printed for lohn Adams Bookseller in Oxford) : 1659 : (eights)
12": pp. [i6] + i82 + [2].—Contents:—p. [3] title: [5-15] Ep. dedic. to Presby-
terians, dated

'

luly 22. 1659. T. C.
'

: 1-160, the work, entitled
'

Joco-seria or a reveiw
of the Counterscufile . . .' : 161-75, the criticism of Pierce, addressed to dr. Heylin,
D.D., 'at Lacy Court *in Abingdon', and dated ' Oxon July 25th. 1659': 177-82,
' Literas testimoniales Universitalis Oxoniensis in favorem doctrinse et vitse Johannis
Wicklyff', Oct. 5, 1406, with a note not throwing any doubt on its genuineness,
[i] Errata, and an apology for plagiarism without acknowledgement, 'the Author

being not used to the Presse, and being sometimes absent from the University'.—
Hickman's pseudonymous defence of himself against Heylyn's Certamen Episiolare,

part 2 (Lond., April 1659), was received by Thomason on Aug. 31, 1659, and was
answered by Ftatres in malo, by M. O. (Sept. 1660). Pierce had issued his Netv
Discoverer Discover d in July, 1659 (though it was apparently not received by
Thomason till the next January), and it is here criticized. The sub-title Joco-seria
well describes the style. Among other points in the book are, a device for spelling
the name of Abingdon (p. 13), something about the Magdalen spur-royals (p. 22),
a Civil War incident in Magdalen (p, 35), and a plain confession from Hickman that
he wrote this book (p. 175). See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 370.

2446. Hodges, rev. Thomas. A Cordiall against the Feare of Death.
Delivered in a Sermon before the Vniversity of Oxford, May 28. 1654.

By Thomas Hodges B.D. Rector of Souldern in Oxfordshire. \U71iversity

Impr. 345^ (Oxford, by H. H. for T. Robinson) : 1659 : sm. 4" : pp. [10] + 30,

signn. A-E* : English sohd.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-10] Ep. dedic. to Walter
Pell of Aldermanbury in London, Merchant, dated 'Souldern, Decemb. 23. 1658':
1-30, the sermon, on Heb. ii. 15.—The author states that this sermon was delivered
before the University of Cambridge as well as of Oxford, but gives no reason for

specially issuing it in 1659, except the seasonableness of it in 'these sickly times'.
He was B.D. and fellow of St. John's college, Cambridge, and at this time chaplain
of All Souls, but never took an Oxford degree, nor was incorporated. See Wood's
/''as^i Oxon. ii. 53.

2447. Hurst, Henry. 'Ayvoia rov ^vxiKov 'AvOpwirov. Or, the In-

ability of the Highest Improved Naturall Man to attaine a . . . Right

Knowledge of indwelling Sinne. Discovered in three Sermons Preached
at S*- Marie's in Oxford, By Henry Hurst M.A. and Fellow of Merton Coll.

in Oxon. . . .

Impr. 335 f (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1659: (eights) 12°: pp. [16] +
200 + [8], signn. A-o*, see below : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [3-6] Ep.

dedic. to the rev. Henry Hurst, the author's father, dated ' From Merton Coll. July 6.

1659': [7-12] 'An Epistle to the Reader' by
'

Henry Wilkinson ', dated 'Oxford
From Magdalen Hall July 6. 1659' : [13-16] pp. 201-4 of the work, signn. o 5-06 :

1-64, 65-131, 133-300, with 201-4 ^s above, the three sermons, on Rom. vii. 7 :

[1-8]
' A Catalogue of Bookes printed for, and to be sold by Richard Davis at his

shop neer Oriell Colledge in Oxford ', see after Periodicals.— Dt. Henry Wilkinson

persuaded his pupil the author to publish (against his will) these three sermons on

Original Sin, his first work. The running title is
' The Natural Man's Blindnesse '.

The last four pages of the third sermon were for convenience printed as the last two
leaves of sheet A (signn. A 4 + A 5), but as they retain their originally intended signa-
ture-marks (05+06) confusion has been caused in the Bodleian copy in sheet A by
a wrong folding of that sheet. See Wood's Ai/z. Oxon.iv. 274 : and no. 2500 (1660).

2447*. Hyde, dr. Edward. A Christian Vindication of Truth Against
Errour, Concerning these Seven Controversies: \_dracke/]

i. Of Sinners

Prayers. 2. Of Priests Marriage. 3. Of Purgatory. 4. Of the second
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Commandment; and Images. 5. Of praying to Saints and Angels.
6. Of Justification by Faith. 7. Of Ciirists New Testament or Covenant."

By Edw. Hide, D.D., sometimes Fellow of T. C. in Cambridge, and late
Rector (Resident) of Brightwell in Berks. . . .

Impr. 397* (London, by R. White for R. Davis of Oxford) : 1659 : 12" : pp. [12] +
540.— Contents :—p. [i] title, within double line: [2] 'General Contents': [3-11]
preface : [12] long list of Errata : 1-540, the work, in eight chapters.—A temperate
argument against certain Roman Catholic doctrines.

Jeanes, Henry. A treatise concerning the Indifferencie of humane actions, 1659.
This is the first treatise of the second part of Jeanes's Mixture of Scholasticall Divinity,

1660 (no. 2501). The sign. B 2 on the second leaf shows that it is not an independent
issue in 1659.

2448. Leighton, Henry. Linguae Gallicae Addiscendce Regulse.
Collectse Opera & Industria H. Leighton A.M. Hanc linguam in ccle-

berrima Academia Oxoniensi edocentis . . .

Impr. 402 (Oxonise, exc. H. H. per Authorem) : 1659: (twelve) 16°: pp. 24,
sign, a" : Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. i, title : 3-4, ep. "dedic. in French,

' A Mon-
seigneur, Monseigneur Henry O'Brien, Baron d'lbreckan . . .' : 4, prefatory note, in

French : 5-24, the rules, in Latin.—A short grammar, without syntax, but with rules
for pronunciation. He recognizes a French ablative, identical in form with the

genitive. An enlarged edition came out in 1662, see no. 2601. The author was
a Scotchman, an ex-officer of the Royalist army, who was allowed a chamber in

St. John's college, where he died from a fall down some stairs, Jan. 2S, i66|: see
Wood's Fasii Oxon. ii. 29, where it is stated that Leighton obtained his M.A. degree
on Nov. I, 1642, by waiting till it was too dark to see who was being created M.A.,
and then '

obtruding himsell '
!

2449. [Lily, William.]
' Short Introduction of Grammar, A. L. aiid

H. H. 1659.'
An entry in the Auction Sale Catalogue of dr. Philip Bliss's books printed at Oxford

(1858), pt. ii, p. 26. No copy has yet been found
;
see an explanation under no. 2345

(1657), cf. no. 831 (1636). RR.

2450. Lovell, Robert. nafif^oTavoXoyia. Sive Enchiridion Botani-

cum. Or a compleat Herball Containing the Summe of what hath

hitherto been pubHshed . . . touching Trees, Shrubs, Plants, Fruits,

Flowers, &c. In an Alphabeticall order : wherein all that are not in the

Physick Garden in Oxford are noted with asterisks . . . Together with

An
[^l>racke^'j

Introduction to Herbarisme, &c. Appendix of Exoticks.

Universal Index of plants : shewing what grow wild in England. By
Robert Lovell St. C. C. [Student of Christ Church] Ox. ^iXoOeoXoyLarpo-

vofxo<;.

Impr. 403 (Oxford, by W. Hall for R.Davis): 1659: 12°: pp. [84] +671 + [i],

signn. *, **, ***!', *****, A-Z, Aa-Ee^^ : Long primer solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title,

within border of ornn. : [3-79]
'

Isagoge phytologica. Or An Introduction to Her-
barisme

'

: [80-4] List of authors cited : [84] Abbreviations used : 1-514, the work :

515-49, An appendix of East and West Indian trees, \.c. : 551-85, An index of Latin

names: 587-671, An alphabetical catalogue of diseases and their remedies: [i]
' Faults escaped in some few copies'.—An omnium gatherum of herbalist instruction,

abounding in detail and information
;
a mixture of botany and medicine, full of strange

names of plants and diseases. Thomason received the book in May 1650. See

Wood's A^L 0x071. iv. 296. For a second edition with additions, see no. 2706.

[Lushington, Thomas.] Resurrection Rescued. See no. 2425.
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2451. M.[ayne], J.[asper]. The Amorous Warre. A Tragi-Comoedy.

By J. M. St. of Ch. Ch. in Oxon
Impr. 336 b (Oxford, by H. Hall, for R. Davis) : 1659 : sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 84 + [2],

signn. A-L^ : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: 1-84, the play: [1-2] Catalogue
of Davis's books, see after Periodicals. ^^\\e. second edition of the play, see no. 2395,
of which this is strictly a part : see also ne.xt number, an octavo form of this quarto
issue. See Wood's Ath, Oxon. iii. 972.

2452. — ,

—
. The Amorous Warre . . . [&c., precisely as no. 2451,

imprint and all].

1659: (eights) 12°: pp. [2] + 93 + [i],signn. a-f' : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i]

title : 1-93, the play.
—A re-setting of the type of the preceding issue, to reduce the

size to an octavo, thus forming the third edition. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 972.

2453. —,
—

. The City Match. A Comoedy presented to the King
and Queene at White-hall. Acted since at Black-friers by his Maiesties

Servants. ... By J. M. St: of Ch: Ch: in Oxon.

Impr. 335 d (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1659 : (eights) 12° : pp. [6] + 72 +

[4], signn. [ ]*, A-E^, or more probably simply a-e^, see below: Pica solid.—

Contents:—p. [i] title: [3] 'To the Reader': [4] 'The Prologue to the King and

Queen': [5] 'The Prologue At Blackfriers
'

: [6]
' The Persons of the Play

'

: 1-72,
the play: [i] 'The Epilogue at White-hall' : [2] 'The Epilogue at Black-friers

'

: [3-4]
not seen, but probably =» the title-leaf.—A re-setting of the type of no. 2395, as in

the case of no. 2452, to make the form octavo : see no. 2395. The preface is the

1639 one, as reprinted in 1658. The edition is the third. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 973.

2454. *Osborne, Francis. Political Reflections upon the Turks.
The 1st ed. of this was issued in 1656 (no. 2305\ the 3rd in 1662 (no. 2603), so

the 2nd must have been issued about 1659, ^"*^ ^ have not found a note of any known

copy. It is not likely to be a really rare edition. [Probably 1658, see no. 2396.]

2455. Owen, dr. John. Of the Divine Originall, Authority, self-

evidencing Light, and Power of the Scriptures. . . . Also A Vindication

of the Purity and Integrity of the Hebrew and Greek Texts of the Old
and New Testament; in some Considerations on the Prolegomena, &
Appendix to the late Biblia Polyglotta. Whereunto are subjoyned some
Exercitalions about the . . . Scripture . . . &c. By lohn Owen : D.D. . . .

Impr. 320 z (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1659 : (eights) 12° : pp. [32] +
349 + [9] + 118 + [2], signn. *, A-Z**, A*, B-H^, i^ : English and {Exercitationes) pica
solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-32] Ep. dedic. to Christ Church theologians,

'From my study, Septemb. 22. 1658': 1-142, the work: 143, a title, 'Of the

Integrity ... of the . . . Text of the Scripture, with Considerations on the . . . Biblia

Polyglotta.', with University Arms and impr. 345 a (Oxford, by H. H. for T. Robinson) :

T45-349, the Vindication : [i] Errata: [2-3, not seen, probably blank] : [4] a title,
' Pro Sacris Scripturis Adversus hujus temporis Fanaticos Excercitationes Apologeticje
Quatuor. Authore J. O. S.T.D. . . .', with impr. 375 b (' Oxonii, exc. A. Lichfield per
T. Robinson. Anno cio loc i.viii

'

: 1658 : [6-8]
' Ad lectorem Admonitio' : i-i 18,

the work : ii8-[i] Errata.— Dr. Owen was one of those of whom it could be said

that he never used one word when two would do, and the present work is in his usual

style, but there is also serious labour in it. The preface and the 1658 part are con-
cerned with the Hebrew points and the question whether they can be used with

certainty : the first part of the text gives the general, and the second part (pp. 143-
349) the particular grounds of confidence in the texts of the Old and New Testaments,
v/ith special reference to Walton's Polyglot. He acknowledges the care of their text

displayed by the Jews, and is inclined to view the Textus Receptus of the Greek New
Testament as a sufficient standard (p. 19S). Bp. Brian Walton replied in The Con-
sideraior Considered {Lond. 1659). The Latin Exercitationcs Pro Sacris Scripturis
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was given to Anne Lichfield to print, she knowing little Latin and no Greek : so we
get errata such as htimmana, Ethnicissimo (for Ethnicismo), 8cc. The blame is laid
on the absence of the author, and the carelessness of a hurrying press : but the work is

dated the year before it was published, and Owen was not yet ejected. At p. 277
Owen refers to dr. John Wilkins's quest for a ' Universall Character '

for writing and
transliterating.

2455*. tParr, Susanna. Susanna's Apologie against the Elders. Or
A Vindication of Susanna Parr; one of those two Women lately Ex-
communicated by Mr Lewis Stucley, and his Church in Exeter. Composed
and Published by her selfe, . . .

Impr. 209 [Oxford, printed by Henry Hall for T. Robinson, but the title-page only
bears :

—
]

' Printed in the Year, 1659' : 8° : pp. [10] + 114 [really 116, but the paging
of sign. F is wild, and misses two pages] + [2], signn. A-H*: English solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title : [3-10] preface : 1-47, 'Narrative' : 47-' 114', 'The Vindi-
cation '.—A squabble between Congregationalists at Exeter in 1654 : about that year.

Parr, a weak and good woman, preferred the ministrations of a Mr. Forde to those of

Messrs. Stukeley and Stoneham, and was punished accordingly : she is voluble and

assertive, but the style is respectable, without rant. A mrs. Toby Allein got drawn
into the vortex (with others) and is the deuteragonist, but her only offence was that

she left the Church, because it would not proceed more promptly against Parr.

Mr. Stoneham publicly bewailed (p. 97)
' that the serpent was gotten into the garden ',

referring to Parr. Both ladies were formally 'delivered over to Satan' in 1657:
'

Upon pronouncing of which Sentence the Church made a hideous howling cry' (Toby
Allein's Truths manifest (1657, p. 20), Truths manifest revived (1659, p. 28). There
are other pamphlets on the affair. In a Catalogue of his books in no. 2501 (1660)
T. Robinson claims this book as printed for him—which is no doubt the fact.

Thomason received the book in May 1659.

Oxford—Univ. Latin Order : see no. 2426.

2456. Pemble, William. The VVorkes of that late learned minister

of God's Holy Word, M' William Pemble Master of Arts, and sometimes

of Magdalen Hall in Oxford. Containing sundry Treatises and Exposi-

tions, before extant in severall Tracts, and now gathered into one inlire

Volume. The Fourth Edition. \_Arfns of the Untversiiy^
Impr. 404 (Oxford, by H. Hall [part by W. Hall] for J. Adams, E. & J. Forrest) :

1659: (sixes) fol. : pp. [28] +
'

590' (but 277-So are repeated in the pagination) + 28 +

48 + [4] + 49 + [3], signn. A®, aa^", B-z®, Aa*, Bb-zz, Aaa-rpp^: Pica solid.—Contents:—
p. [i] title, within double line : [3] title of first treatise : [5-10] Dedn. and preface to

the treatise, by Rich. Capel and George Walker respectively : [11-27] Three tables or

indexes to the whole volume as far as p. 590: the rest as noted below.—A reprint of

the Workes of William Pemble, 'The third Edition' (Lond. 1635, folio), page for

page. The London edition had no connexion with Oxford, except that all the volume
after p. 590 (except the De Fortnarjim Origine) was for Edward Forrest, the Oxford

bookseller, who with John Adams and John Forrest undertook the fourth edition now
dealt with. It is noteworthy that the Works of Pemble, who died in 1623 (see Wood's
Ath. Oxon. ii. 331), should be one of the few substantial books in folio issued under

the Commonwealth at Oxford, but he was a zealous Calvinist. The separate treatises

are as follows :
—

i. Vindicise Gratise (on the Nature of Grace and Fait'-, in English) with title
' The

fourth Edition', impr. 405 (^Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Adams, E. & J. Forrest,

1659), dedn., pref ,
and pp. 1-141. Formerly issued Lond. 1627, 1629, and

(as all the rest) in the 1635 Worhs.
ii. Vindici£E Fidei (on Justification by Faith, in English), with title, impr. 219^

(Oxford, 1658), dedn., pref., and pp. 149-257- Formerly issued at Oxford

1625, 1629.
iii. A treatise of the Providence of God, with title, impr. 404a (Oxford, as i above

165S), pref., and pp. 263-79 (' 271 ')• Formerly issued in Latin, Lond. 1631.
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iv. Salomon's Recantation (comm. on Ecclesiastes), with title, Univ. Arms, and impr.

249 rt! (Oxford, by H. Hall, 1658), pref. and pp. 281-344. Formerly issued

Lond. 1627, 1628.

V, The Period of the Persian Monarchie, enlarged since the author's death by
Richard Capel, with title, Univ. Arms, and impr. 215 a (Oxford, by H. Hall,

1658), and pp. 347-83. Formerly issued Lond. 1631.
vi. A short Exposition of Zecharie, i-ix, with title, Univ. Arras, and impr. 215

(Oxford, by H. Hall, 1658), dedicn. and pp. 389-472. Formerly issued

Lond. 1629.
vii. Sermon on i Cor. xv. 19, 20, with title, Univ. Arms, and impr. 215 a (as above,

1658), pref. and pp. 477-84. Formerly issued Lond. 1629.

So far the printing has been done by Henry Hall.

viii. An Introduction to the worthy receiving the Sacrament of the Lords Supper, with

title (p. 485), impr. 406 (Oxford, by W. Hall for J. Adams, E. and J. Forest,

1658), dedicn., pref., and pp. 491-534. Formerly issued Lond. 1628, 1629.
ix. Five Godly Sermons. The Fourth Edition (on John viii. 34, Hos. iv. 6, Heb. iii.

12-13, Ex. xxxiv. 23-4, Cant. ii. r6), with title, impr. 406 (as above), 1658,

pref., and pp. 539-90. Formerly issued Oxford 1628, 1629.

So far the pagination has been continuous and the matter covered by the

indexes, and all has been theological.

X, A briefe Introduction to Geography, with title, impr. 406 (as above) 1658, pref.,

and pp. 5-28 : with woodcut diagrams. Formerly issued at Oxford in 1630
(also later, in 1669, 1675, 1685).

xi. De Formarum Origine, in Latin, with title, impr. 407 (Oxonise, exc. Gul. Hall

per J. Adams, E. & J. Forrest, 1658), dedicn., index, and pp. 7-26. Formerly
issued Lond. 1629, Cambr. n.d. (1650?).

xii. De Sensibus Internis, in Latin, with title (p. 27), impr. 407 (as above) 1658,

pref., and pp. 31-48. Formerly issued Oxford 1629, 1647.
xiii. A Summe of Morall Philosophy, with title (p. i), impr. 406 a (as 406 above)

1658, pref. (p. 3), a scholastic division of Disciplines (p. 4), and pp. 1-49,
with Index (p. [i]). Formerly issued Oxford 1632.

I am convinced that there is no such book as the First or Second Edition of Pemble's

Works. The word ' Third '

slipped from the title-page of the first treatise to the

general title in 1635, ^""^1 ^^^ Third edition is really the First, and the present volume
the Second. Of seven of the treatises included in the folio collected editions there had
been hvo previous editions in separate form, though not in collected form. The British

Museum, Bodleian, and Dublin (Trinity College) libraries have the Third and Fourth

editions onlj', and no bibliography seems to know of any other, except AUibone's

fictitious 1649 issue. Henry Hall seems to have been overwhelmed with this work
in 165S, and gave over the latter part to his brother William, which shows that they
were on good terms,

2457. Pinke, William. The Triall of a Christians Sincere Love unto

Christ. By Mr. William Pinke Mr. of Arts, late Fellow of Magdalen
CoUedge in Oxford. . . . The fifth Edition.

Impr. 40S (Oxford, by W. Hall for J. Forrest): 1659: (twelves) 16°: pp. [12] +

228, signn. A-K^^ : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-9]

Ep. dedic. by William Lyford to lord George Digby, dated ' Shirburn. July 7. 1630.' :

[10-12] 'To the Reader', a preface by Lyford; 1-228, the four sermons, on
I Cor. xvi. 22, Eph. vi. 24 (pp. 52, 113; two), and Luke xiv. 26 (p. 170).—See
nos. 663 (Oxford, 1630), 2310, and Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 475.

2458. Somner, William. Dictionarium Saxonico-Latino-Anglicum

voces, phrasesque prsecipuas Anglo-Saxonicas, . . . complectens. Adjectis

. . . Observationibus. Opera & studio Guliel. Somneri Cantuariensis.

Accesserunt ^Ifrici abbatis Grammatica Latino-Saxonica, cum Glossario

suo ejusdem generis . . .

Impr. 409 (Oxonii, exc. Gul. Hall per Authorem pro D. White Londinensi): 1659 '•
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(fours) folio: pp. [366] + 80 + [6], signn. [a], b ( + one leaf), A-z, Aa-Vv^ Xx< (but
XX 3 (blank ?) is cut to form a guard on which the new xx 3, yElfric title, is pasted : xx 4
is the first leaf of the Grammar), vy-zz, Aaa-Tlt^: Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title,

as above, within double line, under-dotted words being in red : [3] Dedicn. to students
of the Saxon tongue : [5-6] Ep. dedic. to Roger Spelman : [7-1 1] 'Ad Lectorem '

:

[11-12] 'Regulse Saxonicse', some grammar rules: so far all in Latin : [13-14] an
inserted leaf, see below: [15-18] three congratulatory P^nglish poems, see below:

[ig-364] the Dictionary, in pages with three columns : [365] a title, '.(Elfrici . . . Gram-
matica Latino-Saxonica : una cum ejusdem . . . Glossario . . . Utrumque . . . nunc

primum in Incem edidit Guliel. Somnerus, Cantuarien. . . .', with impr. 410 (Oxonii,
exc. Gul. Hall) : r-52, the grammar : 53, pref. to Glossary : 55-80, the glossary, in

order of subject : [1-2] Addenda to the dictionary : [3-4] Errata in the whole volume :

[5-6] List of subscribers.—This considerable work marks a great step forward in the

study of Old English. The whole subject is fully discussed in miss Eleanor M. Adams's
Old English Scholarship in England (Newhaven, U.S.A., 191 7), who traces the

former attempts to provide a Dictionary of Old English (pp. 55-S), and shows how
with Somner all activity in Old English study passed from Cambridge (where sir John
Spelman \d. 1643] had in 1639 founded a Saxon Lecture) to Oxford (p. 55). The list

of subscribers (the first Oxford one which 1 have noticed) contains the names of the

Protobibliothecarii at Oxford and Cambridge (Thomas Barlow and Thomas Smith),
sir Thomas Cotton, Elias Ashmole, sir William Dugdale, fourteen Cambridge colleges

(no Oxford libraries!), and seventy-eight others. The complimentary verses are by
Henry Hugford (English) ; Joshua Childrey (Latin) : and by William Jacob (English) ;

and ' loannes de Bosco, Hodiensis' (John Boyes, of Hode Court, Kent : two, English
and Latin, on an inserted leaf). The preface gives an historical account of Old

English Studies. Interest attaches to the fact that this book is the first example of

Oxford printing in Anglo-Saxon, except a few words in 1634 ("^o- 7^9) and 1646(1879):
the earliest use in England was by John Day in London in 1566 (Adams, p. 157), and

Cambridge used it in 1643. Amsterdam in Holland had a fount in 1655, when
Francis Junius's Caedvion was printed there.^ As early as May 8, 1654, Junius wrote

to Selden from Amsterdam (Adams, p. 165), 'In the meane while have I here Anglo-
Saxonick types (I know not whether you call them Puncheons) a cutting, and hope
they will be matriculated and cast within the space of seven or eight weeks at the

furthest. As soon as they come to my hands, I will send you some little specimen of

them.* Selden's connexion with Oxford (though he died on Nov. 30, 1654) may have

led to the Junian type being used by Nicholas Nicholls as model for his Oxford

Anglo-Saxon pica type, which is similar in kind to the Junian (Dutch) founts. In

1656 (see Printing Annals of that year, above) Nicholls received ^2-i, *is.
2d. for

* a font of Saxon letters ', pica size, then supplied to the University, and no doubt

stored in the Domus Typographica (the old Congregation House) till it was now first

used. See also T. B. Reed's Old English Letter Founders (1887), p. 74. In the

preface on p. [7] of Somner, in the margin, 'Blero Die of Trent*, is an error for
' Blew Dick of Thanet

'

: in some copies the whole note is covered with a corrected

reprint slip. The MS. of the work is in the Cathedral Library at Canterbury. The
.^Ifric is printed from Junius's copy (Bodl. MS. 5182) of an old MS. in the possession
of Peter Paul Rubens of Brussels, the painter {d. 1640). The title-page e-xhibits an

error,
' Glossario Latino-Saxonica

'

for
'
-co '.

2459. Staunton, dr. Edmund. A Sermon preacht at Great Milton

in the County of Oxford: Decemb: 9. 1654. At the Funerall of . . .

Mris Elizabeth Wilkinson late Wife to Dr Henry Wilkinson Principall of

Magdalen Hall : Whereunto is added a Narrative of her Godly Life and

Death. By Edmund Staunton D.D., Prsesident of C.C.C. . . .

Impr. 32o/(Oxford, H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1659: sm. 4": pp. [4] + '42' +

[2] (but 8 pp., sheet D, are inserted after p. 20 without pagination), signn. A-G*: English
solid.—Contents :—p. [i] title : [3-4]

' To the Reader '
: 1-20, the sermon, on i Thess,

iv. 14: [i] 'To the Christian Reader', signed H. W\[ilkinson] : [2-8] 'An Epistle

written by D'' Harris foure yeares before his death. Concerning this Godly Gentle-

woman whom he greatly honourd', signed 'Robert Harris' (pres. of Trinity, died

1 The type then used was presented to the University of Oxford in 1677.
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Dec. 12, 1658), introductory to what follows: 21-36, the Life, including an auto-

biography: 37-42, three poems by dr. John Wallis, W.[illiam] C.[arpender], M.A.,
Ch. Ch., and E.[mund] H.[all], M.A., Pemb. col. : 43-4, f20t seen, perhaps containing
a poem by Wilkinson, see Wood.—The sermon is by Staunton, who ingenuously
confesses that it was made and used at the funeral of ' The Lady Mary Pye ', not

mrs. Wilkinson : the Epistle by Harris : the Narrative by Henry Wilkinson. There
is little of biographical fact except that mrs. Wilkinson's parents were Anthony Gifford

and Elizabeth {nee Cottle) of Devonshire, and that she died on Dec. 8, 1654, after ten

years' illness. Carpender's poem, however, clearly states that she died in child-birth, as

did the child, but that she left three children living. See Wood's Aih. Oxon. iii. 932.

2460. Ravisius, Johannes, Textor. Epistolse loan. Ravisii Textoris.

Non vulgaris eruditionis : Nunc recbns, in gratiam studiosge juventutis,
multb quam antehac unquam emendatiores in lucem editse. . . .

Impr. 412 (Oxonire, exc. H. Hall, pro Societate Stationariorum) : 1659: 12**.—

Only known from a title-page in the British Museum (463. h. 4). Jean seigneur de

Ravisi, known as Textor, was rector of the University of Paris, and died in 1524. The
Epistolae, which contain moral advice to his pupils, were first printed in 1522, and
often after fas, at Cambridge, in 1635 and 1672), but this is the only Oxford edition

known. The imprint is most noteworthy, being the first indication of co-operation
with the Society of Stationers of London, whose payments to the University had ceased

in 1643 and who had been recently excused their arrears, estimated at;i^i,6oo. The
London 1647 edition of the Epistolae Textoris was also printed 'sumptibus Societatis

Stationariorum', who clearly owned the edition. Probably Hall had printed part of

this edition before the Stationers' Company intervened, and under advice allowed the

Company to take it over as a School book, though at the time there was no formal

agreement of any kind with the Company. RR.

2461. Wallis, dr. John. Johannis Wallisii SS.Th.D. Geometrise

Professoris Saviliani Oxonice, Tractatus Duo. Prior, De Cycloide . . .

Posterior Epistolaris . . . De Cissoide . . . : et De Curvarum, Turn
Linearum Ei^wcrct, turn Superficierum nAaTvo-/>iw . . .

Impr. 367 a (Oxonire, exc. Lichfield) : 1659 • sm. 4° : pp. [12] + 123 + [i] + 3 plates
with 38 geometrical diagrams ; signn. A^, a, B-R*, with three plates : Pica solid.—

Contents:—p. [1] title, within bounding line: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to Robert Boyle:

[5-12] 'Prffifatio': 1-74, de Cycloide, in two parts: 75-121, de Cissoide, a Latin

letter to Christian Huyghens (Hugenius) : 122-3, Addenda: 123, Errata, &c. :

three plates stilted so as to be drawn out clear of the text.^The dissertations are the

result of three prize problems received by Wallis, from sir Kenelm Digby in Paris, on

Aug. 10, 1658, as explained in the Preface : see also pp. 16, 91-2 (William Neale).

2462. "Wilkinson, dr. Henr}'. Conciones duse apud Academicos
Oxonii nuper habitse, Per Henricum Wilkinsonum, S.Th:D. & Aulas

Magdalenae Principalem. . . .

Impr. 336 (- (Oxonire, exc. H.Hall per T.Robinson): 1659: pp. [i2] + 59 + [i],

signn. %'', A-D^, E^: English solid.—Contents:—p. [1] title : [3-9]
*

Epistola Nuncu-

patoria
'

to dr. Edw. Reynolds, dated from Magd. hall,
' Martii 8. 1658': [11-12]

blank leaf, to be turned up in front of the title: 1-23, the first sermon, on i Cor. xvi. 22

June 8, 1658, pro inchoatione Termini (Anathema Maran-atha) : 24-59, the second,
on the same text, Feb. 16, 165!, on Ash Wednesday (Amor Christiani).^ Wilkinson

dedicates the book to his friend, reminding him that ten years before he gave two
votes to Wilkinson for the office of Whyte's I'rofessor of Moral Philosophy (1649-54).
The fine italic double pica is used in the dedication. See Wood's Atli. Oxon. iv. 2 85.

2463. Wren, Matthew. Monarchy asserted or the state of monarchi-

cal! & popular Government in Vindication of the Considerations Upon
Mr Harrington's Oceana. By M. Wren. . . .

Impr. 411 (Oxford, by W. Hall for F. Bowman) : 1659 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16] +

lS9 + [3], signn. A-N^ : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within bounding line:
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[3-7] Ep. ciedic. to dr. Wilkins, warden of Wadham : [9-16] 'To the Reader':

1-176, the work, in 12 chapters: 177-85, Appendix: 187 (' 288')-i8g, specimens of

Harrington's objurgations, with a note.^Part of a controversy about James Harring-
ton's Oceana (Lond. 1656), which plans a Commonwealth in the form of a moderate

aristocracy. Wren, a Cambridge man (first cousin of sir Christopher and a F.R.S.),
criticized it anonymously in Considerations on M''' Harrington^s Oceana (Lond, 1657),

Harrington's reply to which was entitled The Prerogative of Popular Goverttnient

(Lond. 1657). Next comes the present work (which was entered at Stationers' Hall
on Jan. 21, 165!), answered by Harrington in his rare book Politicaster (Lond. 1659).
For the 2nd edition oi Monarchy asserted (1660) see no. 2541, which is a reprint of

this first issue. Harrington had ridiculed the Royal Society, and there are some

interesting details about its early microscopical work at Oxford, in the preface of the

present work. In view of the coming Restoration it was opportune to contest one of

Harrington's theses
' that a Commonwealth was never conquered by any Monarch

from the beginning of the world unto this Day' (p. iii).

2464. John Adams's and Edward Forrest's joint Catalogue of Books, 1659 (part of

no. 2443). See after Periodicals.

2465. Richard Davis's 2nd Catalogue of Books, 1659 (P^'"' of "o^. 2447, 2500).
See after Periodicals.
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THE OXFORD PRESS AND
THE RESTORATION.

The Restoration definitely ended the medieval period of Oxford. The old classical

training, corresponding to Classical Moderations and Literae Humaniores of the

present day, was doomed, and in spite of personal and sporadic exceptions both it and
the dross of scholasticism very gradually dropped off until the revival of the former
about 1 800, partly due to the efforts of reformers like Napleton and to the institution

of a proper kind of Examination. Though the Laudian Statutes ruled the University
as an immutable code from 1636 to 1856, yet the impossible parts of its iron scheme
were modified from the first by dispensations, and it may be stated that no one ever

took his degree since the Restoration without some relaxation from its requirements.
The Latin required to be spoken in College halls up to the Civil War was required no

more, and though the framework of the Statutes and of public business was still Latin,
both the style and the knowledge of that tongue were, to use general terms, on the

decline : Latin was no longer a '

living language '.

1660.

This was a wild year in Oxford, the Royalists indulging in outbursts of delight, and
the Cromwellians in deep gloom, while the attitude of the trimmers was excitingly
comic to all beholders: see Wood's Life, ed. Clark, i, 357-70, for details. Exit, for

instance, the Vice-Chancellor, dr. John Conant, on August i. He had accepted the

Puritan rule and the Vice-Chancellorship from 1657, while also Rector of Exeter

college and Regius Professor of Divinity. But, as was said of him, Conanti nihil

difficile, and he began the Royalist Verse book (no. 2466 below) with

'

Accipe pacato (Princeps celsissime) vultu,

QuK tibi dat tremula Musa togata manu.'

After this attempt to placate the monarch he seems, though deprived of his Vice-

Cliancellorship and Professorship, to have been allowed to retain his position as

Rector of Exeter college till 1662.

[Charles ii, king till i68f.J

Feb. 3. General Monck enters London, and from that moment the return of

Royalty was certain. The first mention of Charles ii as king on a published title-page
is perhaps in an anonymous pamphlet KAeis npo(f>rjT(ia?, received by Thomason on

Jan. 28, 13th, great rejoicings at Oxford over the prospect of a 'Free Parliament',
but on the 22nd Parliament appoints a Council of State favourable to Monarchy.
March. As early as the 13th Parliament repudiates the Engagement of Feb. 13,

and three days after dissolves itself! On the 13th out went dr. John Owen from the

Deanery of Christ Church, to admit the former dean, dr. Edward Reynolds, who only
ruled till July 18, when he was made Warden of Merton and gave place to dr. George
Morley (July 27). He in turn was appointed Bishop of Worcester in October, and

finally dr. John Fell was made dean on Nov. 30. Christ Church thus had four

deans in one year, but after that no change for more than a quarter of a century.

Apr. Early in the month Common Prayer was publicly recited, first in St. Mary
Magdalen parish church : the first college to take it up was New College : surplices
and organ were not used in the Cathedral till Nov. 11. On the 5th the City, and on
the 12th the University, elected burgesses to the new Parliament : the latter returned

dr. John Clayton and dr. John Milles, canon of Christ Churcli, rejecting Speaker
Lenthall, who had been recommended by general Monck, see nos. 2509-IO. 25th,
Parliament met. All tokens of royalty were restored.
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May I. The King's letter of April 4 reached Parliament, and he was invited to

return. In Oxford a special Maypole was set up, to irritate the Presbyterians and
Independents, and the Vice-Chancellor was prevented from removinfj it. On the 8th
the King was proclaimed in London, and on the loth by the University and City in

Oxford: see Merciiriiis Fublicus, May 10-17, 1660, no. 20, p. 305. The King landed
at Dover on the 25th and entered London on the 29th, the day on wliich he became
de facto King. Richard Cromwell in a letter of May 8 from Hursley resigned his

Chancellorship, and Convocation received it on the i6th. The official celebration of
the restored ^Ionarchy was on the 29th, but at Oxford there was also a special
Musical performance on the 24th,

June 6. By order of the House of Lords the marquess of Hertford was restored by
Convocation to the Chancellorship, but the marquess died on Oct. 25. On the i6th

Milton's books were taken out of the Bodleian and (presumably) burnt: others

were hastily removed to the '

study in the Gallery
'

(Wood's Life, ed. Clark, at this

date).

Jtdy. The Act was omitted, owing to the general commotion. On the 27,rd

Parliament appointed a full Commission of twenty-two members (after a preliminary
one of June 14) to settle affairs in Oxford, which it performed in ten weeks, ending in

the middle of October.

Attg. I. To avoid technical difficulties, on Conant's resignation of the Vice-

Chancellorship, dr. Paul Hood, Rector of Lincoln 1620-68, the only Head of a House
who had been in office throughout the troublous times, succeeded Conant, though
76 years old.

Sept. 22. The only desperate resistance to ejection in Oxford was in the case ot

George Hitchcock, fellow of Lincoln, who was with difficulty arrested on this day.
He was afterwards released, but had his revenge, for when the old Rector (and Vice-

Chancellor) was in London in the autumn, Hitchcock had him arrested for false

imprisonment, and caused the University much trouble and expense in the law courts.

The University actually had to give 2s.
' to the Sargeant that arrested the Vice-

Chancellor in London '.

Oct. 9-13. The trial of twenty-nine Regicides in London, of whom ten were forth-

with executed. On the 27th Edward Hyde, the great earl of Clarendon, was elected

Chancellor. He was at the time also High Steward of the town of Cambridge. The
actual conferment of the Chancellorship was on Nov. 15 in London,

Nov. 28. The Royal Society was founded in London, but its desire to be enabled

to confer degrees was unpopular at Oxford, and was opposed by Henry Stubbe and

others with success.

Dec. In the debate on the Bill for erecting a Post Office, Parliament could not

agree which University should have precedence. The Act (12 Car. 2, cap. 35)

contains a clause (18) preserving the privileges of the two Universities in the matter

of letter carrying, and this was expressly renewed in the Act 9 Anne, cap. 11. It was

presumably under this latter Act that College stamps were introduced in 1870. By
Christmas all intruded ministers had to vacate their incumbencies.

Wood's History of the University, in Latin and English, ends at this year, and he

takes the occasion to give a long account of the state of the University at the time of

the Restoration : see also his Life, ed. Clark, i. 353-70. His Fasti, wliich by no

means take the place of the History, are concerned with persons only, and continue

to 1690.
It may be here noted also that Henry Jones, 'an old Ballad-singer of Oxford', as

Wood says, had a ballad by himself, entitled ' The Royal Patient Traveller ', printed
for him this year in London. It relates in doggerel the fortunes of Charles ii after the

Battle of Worcester, in 160 lines beginning 'God hath preserved our Royal King\
See Wood's Life, i, p. 352. The ballad is reprinted as 'unique' in A. M. Broadley's

Royal Miracle (Lond. 1912), p. 93.

For the purposes of this chronological Bibliography, the year is from now taken to

begin on Jan. i, and not on March 25. The tendency throughout the seventeenth centuiy

and until 1752 was for the people and private writers to adopt this course, but the

authorities, both King, Parliament, and Officials, clung as long as they could to the

medieval way. Whenever confusion might arise, a cross-reference is inserted in
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the list, and in the general descriptions the double designation (such as i6f§ for

Jan. i-March 24, 1660) is continued.

2466. Oxford—University. BRITANNIA
|

rediviva
| [//«^] | [^/v^j-

of ihe University\ \ \line\

Impr. 413 (Oxonios, excudebat \sic\ A. & L. Lichfield): M, DC. LX, : sm. 4°:

pp. [156], signn. A, a, B*. b", c-i.*, m'^, Aa-Ff* : Pica leaded.

Contents:—sign. A
i"", title: A 1^, Royal Arms with C. R., not used till now since

1645 : A 2''-M 2^, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and French poems : Aa i''-Ff 4^, English verses.

The official outburst of joy at the Return of the Monarchy is interesting in several

ways. Is the expression of feeling more spontaneous, and the versification more

flowing, than in the tribute to Cromwell in 1654 (no. 2243) ? Are the good wishes

without reservation, or is some of the old leaven present? How many writers are

identical with Cromwell's admirers of six years before ?

Great must have been the heart-searching of the Vice-Chancellor (who had to

contribute, and was ejected from office within a month of publication), of the weak
Harmars, and of the would-be Vicars of Bray. Each met the requirements of the

moment in his own way, some frigidly, some ambiguously, some with a gush of

contrition, some by using initials only, some by writing nothing at all. Old Paul
Hood is there, the sole available Head of a House who had been in the same position
in the pre-war days, though Robert Newlin was in the same relation to Corpus. On
the whole there is no change of style, but the English part is composed of poems
longer than was formerly usual. The general hope of rewards ought to have raised

the quality of the verse, but all is still rhetorical and artificial. There is no sign of

the possibility of reaction : all is depicted as harmony. Those who might have
hinted otherwise abstained from writing. Among the noticeable points about the

poems are that the King is not greeted in terms applicable only to a divinity, that his

name Carolus appears as Carolus, Carolus, and even Car'lus, and in a Greek form as

Car5lus, while references are made to Carols and to Charles's Wain finding its Driver

again. The poets praise the bloodlessness of the victory. Monck is sometimes men-
tioned (even with such an unfortunate vocative as * militite gloria, Moncke, tute

'—
which can hardly have been agreeable to its subject), and occasionally the two, or

three, brothers, Charles, James, (Henry) ; and Boscobel and the battle of Worcester,
and Cromwell. Many of the poems were evidently written before the King left

Holland (May 26).

Twenty-four poets changed their minds, let us say, after writing adulatory verse to

Cromwell in 1654, among whom are Thomas Lockey (Bodley's Librarian), Seth Ward,
Robert South, Nathaniel Crewe, and John Locke the philosopher.

This book reached Thomason on July 7, three days before the Cambridge ^waj^a.,
which have no English verses ; and there are the usual signs of haste in its make-up,
sheets a, b being additions during printing, and the two parts being concomitantly set

up in type. Some misprints and corrections may be noted : they mark not so much
an early or late issue, as corrections made in particular sheets while the book was

passing through the press :
—

sign. A 4'', 6 11. from foot, par for fer in all copies : a 3*,
2 11. from foot, lervitio for Servitio is in most copies : H 2^, 1. 5, candidida is some-
times corrected in ink : K i', 5 11. from foot, CROLE for CAROLE is always either

corrected in ink or (usually) set right in type: M 2% 1. i and 7 11. from foot, Dei for

Ttii, and Firtna for Tenia are sometimes corrected in ink, sometimes corrected in

type, but the latter correction has always turned the Di of the next line upside down.
Siieet b is missing in two copies out of eight which I have seen,—which indicates an

early issue (2466*).
Mrs. Lichfield was paid ;^2o for 'printing the Verses' and for some occasional

losses (not to form a precedent); and 2j. dd. was given to the 'printers', i.e.

compositors. But the printing and paper are equally poor. If the two parts were

printed separately, one by Anne and one by Leonard Lichfield, then part i is by Anne,
who roots out an old Royal Arms not used since 1645. Leonard seems to have been

ill throughout 1659, and it may be doubted whether he did any printing at all.

The writers were as follows, those who also contributed to the welcome of Cromwell
in 1654 having an asterisk before their names. As usual, the name is given exactly
as in the original, and the rest of the information completely, but in a modernized
form :

—
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Latin Verses.

Conantjjoh.,Vice-Chance] lor (two :

sign. a).

Hood, Paulus, rector of Lincoln.

*Wall, Joh., D.D., preb. of Ch. Ch.

(five : one Greek, one Hebrew).
*Zouchius, Rich., reg. prof, of Civil

Law.

5 Staunton, Edmundns, pres. of

Corpus.
Wilkinson, Hen., D.D., princ. of

Magd. hall.

Roberts, Michael, D.D.

Ward, Sethus, prof, of Astronomy,
D.U., pres. of Trin. (sign. a).

Bosvile, Guil., LL.D., Wadham.
10 Molinseus, Ludovicus, M.D., prof,

of History.

*Bathurst,Rad.,M.D., fellow ofTrin.

Tanner, Tho., Senior Proctor (two :

one French).

Dod, Johan., alumnus of Ch. Ch.,

Junior Proctor.

Blandford, Gualt., warden of Wad-
ham.

15 *Say, Rob., provost of Oriel.

Tullie, T., princ. of St. Edm. hall

(four : one addressed to the

Jesuits : sign. b).

Pococke, Edw., prof, of Hebrew
and Arabic (two : Arabic, and
a Latin verse translation).

*Button,Rodol., prebendary ofCh.Ch.,

PublicOrator(two : one Hebrew).
*Lockey, Th., B.D., Ch. Ch.

20 Kerswell, Johannes, B.D., erst

fellow of Corpus.
Sheppard, Tho., fellow of Oriel.

Littleton, Edw., All Souls.

Davenant, Geo., M.A., Oriel.

J., Th. (i.e. Thomas Jeanes), M.D.,
Magd. (sign. b). This and the

following poem fill sign, b,

clearly a late addition while the

book was at the press.

25 Sharrock, Rob., LL.B., fellow of

New College.
Vincent, Joh., M.A., Ch. Ch.

(sign. c).

*Carpender, Guliel., Ch. Ch., prof,
of Moral Philosophy (two : one
to general Monck, in the last line

of which the Professor experienced
the schoolboy's difficulty in com-

posing the second half of the last

pentameter : domum appearing to

be inappropriate, and no other

word suggesting itself).

*Vaughan, J.[ames], M.A., Jesus.

Field, Rob., M.A., Trin.

30 Brett, A.[rthur], M.A., Ch. Ch.

3180

Radcliffe, Anto., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Maund, Clinton, M.A., fellow of
Merton.

Dean, Hen., LL.B., fellow of New
College.

Floyd, Nic, M.A., fellow of Wad-
ham (sign. D).

35 Wagstaffe, Joh.. M.A., (fellow)
commoner of Oriel (two : one
Greek : with chronogram in the
Latin part).

*Hodges, N.[athaniel, d. 1700],
M.A., Ch. Ch.

^"gg. Tho., M.A., fellow ofTrin.

Thurman, Hen., M.A., alumnus of
Ch. Ch. (the poem states that

Cromwell himself, if alive, would
hail Charles's return !).

Franckland, Tho., M.A., fellow of
Brasen.

40 Williamson, Jos., fellow of Queen's,

Willoughby, Car., M.A., fellow of
Merton (on the point of going
abroad he thinks it best to say—
nothing!),

Whitehall, Rob., M.B., fellow of

Merton (who states that the

mackerel, eels, herrings (haleca,
but he writes halec), goldfish,
and wood-lice, but not the turbot

or sea-calves, vie in offering
obedience to the king when
crossing to England ; also that

the optic nerve of Oxford is

strained to a spasm by looking
for his return. This from a Rat !).

Fortescu, Edmundus, esq., son of

sir Edmund Fortescu, of Balliol.

Knightley, Rich., M.A., fellow of

Lincoln (sign. E).

45 Willis, G,[ul.], fellow of Trinity,

(Elys, Edmund), 'EAM0TNA02
o EAI2I02' (in Greek).

Modyford, Jo,, eldest son of an

esq., Ch. Ch.

Fitz-William, Joh., M.A., Magd.
(Ireland becomes '

Jerna').

Goumey, T., M.A., fellow of

Brasen.

^o Broderwicke, Joh., RLA., fellow

of Or.

Glyd, Richardus, LL.B., fellow of

New College.

*Fettiplace, Edw., M.A., Ch, Ch.

Waldei.. Rob., commoner, Qu.

(' C.R.'
= coll. Reg. : but the

man was Richard, not Robert,

according to Foster's Alumni').

Horsman, N., M.A., fell, of C.CC.

(two : one Greek : sign. f).

55 *Moore, Geo., M.A., fell, of Or.

(two : one Greek).
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Laiigharne, Rolandus, Trin., comm.
Boun, Rad., fell, of New (two : one

Greek : Boone).
Ashton, E., esq., St. Edm. hall.

Westrow, T., gent, comm., Ch. Ch.

(sign. g).
60 Palmer, Percy, Ch. Ch.

Parsons, Rich., fell, ofNew (chrono-

gram and double acrostic).

Bowyer, Johannes, son of a knight,
Wadh.

Godolphin, Fran., son of an esq.,

Ch. Ch.

Prideaux, Ric, Ch. Ch., eldest son

of a knight.

65 Skinner, Gul., fell, of New, jurista.

Freke, Jo., B.A., Wadh. (two, with

anagram).
J., G., Wadh.

*Hawkins, Guil., M.A., Ch. Ch.

(sign. h).

Smith, Jo., son of an esq., Or.,
fellow-comm.

70 *Ward, J., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Stringer, G ,
Ch. Ch.

Nurse, G., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Salwey, A., Ch. Ch., M.A.
Roberts,Geor., B. A.,fell. of Merton.

75 Percivall, Geo
, B.A., Ch. Ch.

Hammond, Joh., St. Edm. hall,
B.A. (two: one Greek).

Hoskins, J., Ch. Ch., gent. comm.
Palmer, J., son of a knight, Ch. Ch.

(sign i).

Taylor, J., B.A., fell, of St. John's
(the poem ends with animated

expectancy of benefits to come).
80 Fenwicke, R., B.A., Ch. Ch.

B., G., fell, of Magd.
Farrars, Ed., eldest son of a knight,

Ch. Ch. (Ferrers).

Chamberlaine, Joh., eldest son of

an esq., Trin., comm.
Mooiehead, Gulielm., fell, of New.

85 Coxe, Tho., Ch. Ch., comm.
Champion, John, M.A., medical

student, Or., (fellow) comm.
James, Carolus, Ch. Ch., alumnus.

Smith, H., B.A., Ch. Ch.

L., S , B.A., Magd. (sign. k).

90 Whitbie, Dan., M.A., Trin.

ThelMall, Gul., Jes.

Hooper, Geo., Ch. Ch., alumnus.
Howell, G., Trin., scholar.

Croke, Hen., Wadh.
95 *Everard, S., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Packer, Mat., fell, of St. J.

Scott, P., fellow-comm.. Or.

*Crispe, Andr., M.A., C.C.C.

Phillips, Ambr., fell, of New.
100 Cawton, Thomas, B.A., Mert.

(Hebrew : sign. l).

Thackham, Thomas, New (Greek,
name and all : QaKxafi : with

Greek anagram).
Martin, Tho., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Grenvile, Dionysius,son of sir Bevil,
fellow-comm. of Ex.

Blake, Nico., fell, of New, civilista.

105 Woodroffe, Ben., B.A., Ch. Ch.

(four).

H., R., B.A., fell, of Mert. (Greek).

Stratford, Nich., M.A., fell, of

Trin.

*Markham,Fr., M.A., late ofCh. Ch.

Brasier, Johannes, M.A., fell, of

St. J. (sign. M).
no Squire, Gulielmus, M.A., Univ.

B., T., M.A., fell, of Ex. (Thomas
Jkancker).

*Bagshaw, Henricus, M.A., Ch. Ch.

Davenant, Hugo, M.A., Hart hall.

*South, Rob., M.A., Ch. Ch.

English Verses.

115 'Rochester. Wadh. Coll.' John
Wilmot, earl of Rochester {d.

1680), was 12 years old when
he wrote this poem, and had
been admitted fellow-commoner
at Wadham on Jan. 18, i6f§,

though not matriculated till

Dec. 1 1 following. The verses be-

gin
' Vertues triumphant Shrine I

'

(sign. An).

Portman, W., baronet, All S.

Tanner, Tho., Senior Proctor.

Littleton, Edw. (sign. Bb).

*Vaughan, Ja., M.A., Jes.
120 *Ailmer, Jo., fell, of New.

Uvedale, Will., All S. (sign. Cc).

Smith, Tho., Qu., gent. comm.
Dolling, Edm., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Roberts, George, B.A., Mert.

125 Gellibrand, Henry, B.A., student
ofCh. Ch.

Towerson, G., M.A., All S.

Topping, T., M.A., Ch. Ch.

(sign. Dd).
*Williamson, J., fell, of Qu.
*C., N., M.A., fell, of Lincoln

(Nathaniel Crewe).
130 Hodges, N., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Singleton, Johannes, M.A., student
of Ch. Ch.

Clarke, William, gent.-comm.,
Wadh. (sign. Ee).

Fitz-William, Joh., M.A., Magd.
Stnbbes, R., M.A., fell, of Wadh.

135 G., T., B.A., Wadh. (sign. Ff).

v., G., B.A., Ex. (George Verman).
*Locke, J.[ohn], M.A., Ch. Ch.

Whitehall, Rob., B.M., fell, of
Mert.
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139 Lichfield, Leonard, 'The Printer

to his Majesty', 10 lines, in

which Lichfield declares that his

'Stamps', i.e. types, which before

would not join for printing rebel-

(The ntimber of poems is 158,

3 Hebrew, i Arabic, i French.)

lious books,
' Doe Now leap into

order, and true feet, |

And of their

own accord in measures meet'.
The verses were of course written
for him by some scholar.

of which 119 are Latin, 25 English, 9 Greek,

2467. Oxford—Univ. EPICEDIA
|

Academic Oxoniensis,
]

in Obitum
Celfifbimi Principis |

HENRICI
|

ducis glocestrensis.
| [device: then

line.^

Impr. 414 (Oxonise, exc. [L. ?] Lichfield) : M DCLX : sm. 4°: pp. [72], signn. A-c,
d, D-H* : Pica leaded.

Contents :
—

sign. A
i"", title, within a line : A 2''-H 4^, the poems.

The 'trias Fratrum' oi Britannia Eediviva (no. 2466) was soon broken up by the

death of the youngest, Henry (born July 8, 1640), on Sept. 13, 1660, at Whitehall in

London from small-pox : he had been created duke of Gloucester and earl of Cambridge
in the year before. The verses are uninteresting, because so little was known of the

prince's character and special fortunes, or even of the strong measures taken by
the queen in an attempt to convert him to Roman Catholicism.^ The Vice-Chancellor,
who was Conant in May, is now Paul Hood, and many new versifiers have returned

to Oxford to take the place of the ejected, and seem to make the verses fresher.

The following misprints are always corrected in ink :
—

sign. A 3'', 1. 4, comma to be
deleted after auro : B 3^, 1. 5 from foot, evanidas for invalidas : D i"", 1. 5, patrum for

patruitm.
Leonard Lichfield was given £^ \s. Sd. ' for Paper to print the Verses'

;
and 5J.

'
to

the printers'.
The writers (see note in no. 2466) are :

—
Latin Verses.

Hood, Paulus, rector of Line, Vice-

Chancellor (sign. a).

Wall, Joh., D.D., preb. of Ch. Ch.

(three : one Greek, one Hebrew).
Potter, Hannibal, D.D., pres. of

Trin., who writes the following

hexameter,
' Primiim Jacobo Henri-

cum primogenitum aufers '.

Pelham, Herbertus, LL.D., fell, of

Magd.
5 Walker, Thom., D.D., master of Univ.

coll.

Newlin, R., D.D., pres. of C.C.C.

Wilkinson, Henr., D.D., princ. of

Magd. hall (sign. b).

Stoughton, Nicholaus, esq., LL.D.

Mayne, Jasper, D.D., Ch. Ch.
10 Reynolds, Ed., D.D., warden of

Merton.

Lluelyn,Martinns,M.D., sworn King's
Physician, princ. of St. Mary hall,

fell, of the London college (of

Physicians). The poem begins
' O iniquissimos lethi Ministros '.

Pocock, Edv., D.D., prof, of Hebr.

and Arabic (two : one Arabic :

sign. c).

Gardiner, Richardus, D.D., canon of

Ch. Ch.

Fell, Johann., D.D., sub-dean of

Ch. Ch. (Even Fell thinks that

the a in Stator is long, and allows

a short syllable before the word.)

15 AUestree, Rich., D.D., preb. ofCh. Ch.

Dolben, John, D.D., preb. of Ch. Ch.

Bathurst, Rad., M.D., fell, of Trin.

(sign. d).

Tanner, Tho., proctor (two : one to

the duke ot York, prince James).
Dod, Joh., of Ch. Ch., M.A., proctor.

20 TuUie, T., princ. of St. Edm. hall,

Lockey, The, B.D., Ch. Ch., head

librarian of the University.

South, Robertus, Orator of the Uni-

versity.

Puleston, Hamlettus, M.A., fell, of

Jes. (sign. d).

Stringer, G., Ch. Ch., commoner.

25 Fell, Philippus, M.A., Ch. Ch.

Bagshaw, Hen., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Gwinne, Nath., Trin., commoner.

Willis, GuL, M.A., fell, of Trin.

Cox, G., fell, of Magd.
30 Wiat, Gulielmus.

Feild, Rob., M.A., Trin. (sign. e).

Penn, GuL, eldest son of a baronet,

Ch. Ch.,
'

superioris ordinis Com-
mensalis ', i. e. Gentleman-Com-
moner.

Hammond, Joh.

James, Carol., Ch. Ch.

35 Hooper, Geo., Ch. Ch.

• Francis Turner, no. 56, does seem to refer to this, but only he.

I 2
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Goodere, Tho., eldest son of an esq.,
Trin.

Glynne, Tho., esq., Jes.

Fitz-William, Joh., M.A., Magd.
40 Eede, Fran., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Ellis, Tho., M.A., fell, of Jes.

Fenn, Jacob, Ch. Ch., ahimniis.

Floyd, Nic, ^t A., fell, of Wadh.
(sign. F).

_

Jackson, Guil., P>,A.

Markham, Robeitus, son of a knight,
Wadh.

45 Meryfield, Geo., B.A., fell, of St. J.

Eldied, J., B.A., fell, of St. J.

Crosse, Ch., of St. J.

Danvers, D., fell, of Trin.

Vincent, Johan., M.A., Ch. Ch.

50 Williams. Jo., baronet, St. J.

Neale, Edm., son of an esq., St. J.

Speed, yoh., M.A., fell, ol St. J.

Adland", Ch., St. J.

Bonn, Rad., fell, of New (Boone :

sign. g).

55 Winnard, Tho., B.D., fell, of St. J.

Turner, Francis, fell, of New.
Skinner, Gul., fell, of New, jurista.

Reade, Ro., New, scholar.

Waferer, Gul., fell, of New.
60 Penton, Steph.,New, scholar (sign. h).

Colley, Ed., fell, of New.

Sterry, N., fell, of Merton.

Moore, Geo., M.A., Merton.

Trumball, Guil., LL.H., fell, of All S.

65 Bold, Hen., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Whitehall, Rob., M.B., fell, of Mert.

67 Lichfield, Leon., Typographus Aca-
demiae (he states that the types
refuse to be put in the Press under

their weight of grief, and that the

blackness of the ink is mourning
enough, without the aid of the

Muses).

(70 poems, of which 67 are Latir, and one each Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic.)

Minor Pieces.

2468. Bible—O.T.—Psalms. Psalmi aliquot [

Davidici
|
In Melrum

Lalinum
|

Traducti.
|

Cum adjectione |

Decem Psalmorum ad notas suas
|

lVIusicas(ut in Anglicana |
versione) composi-|torum. |

In Usum Academtae.
\

Cum conciones habeantur
|

ad Cleriim.
\ [orn?i.'\

Impr. 415 (Oxonije, exc. W. Hall pro R. Davis) : 1660 : (twelve & six) 16" : pp.

[36], signn. A^2, B® : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

sign. A i"", title : A 2''-B 5', the psalms.—
The first University Psalm- (or Hymn-) book, but I have not met with any copy itoi

bound with the Christ Church Cathedral Prayers (no. 2474, below). In the first

edition of the latter (161 5, no. 423) there were six metrical psalms added, perhaps
printed in London, as the Stationers' Company had the monopoly : in the 163Q edition

(no. 906) there were no metrical psalms, for the same reason : here the University

printer boldly prints these metrical rhyming psalms, since the Agreement with the

London Company lapsed in 164I and was not formally renewed till Oct. i, 1661.

The Psalms here are i (two versions, beginning Beatus vir non ambulans, Beatus vir

consilia), xiii, xlii, xliii, Ixvii, Ixx, xciii, c, cxii (two versions, begg. Beatus Domini,
Beatus quisquis'),c\\\\, cxiv, cxvii, cxix(part), cxxii, cxxiii, cxxviii, cxxxi, cxxxiii (two
versions), cxxxvii, cxlviii, cl,

* Lamentatio ', beg. In te confido Doinine. There is no
trace of the ten other psalms promised on the title, unless they are among the twenty-
four printed. These Psabni aliquot were reprinted at Oxford in 1670. R.

2469. Bishop, George, Quaker. A Tender
|

Visitation of Love,
|

To
both the

I

Universities
( Oxford and Cambridge, \

and
|

To the Inns of

Court and Chancery
\

Even to the Seed oi God in j'ou All, ...
|

...
j

From
the movings of the Lord, in your Friend

| George Bishop. |

. . .

'London Printed for Robert Wilson, and are to be sold at his Shop at the Black-

spread Eagle and Windmill in Martins le Grand and also by Richard Moon Book-
Seller in Wine-Street in Bristol': 1660: sm. 4°: pp. i9 + [i], signn. a-b*, c^.—
Contents:—p. i, title: 3-19, the text, dated 'Bristol the 27th. 2d. Moneth 1660':

19, Errata.—A well-meaning Quaker's attempt to convert his addressees to a right way
of thinking. His competence and quality in mundane matters may be gauged by the

translation on p. 9 of Sed tanien [hac Synteresis] quantum ad actum potest ad tempus
itnpedire.

' But nevertheless, [this Synteresis] as to act, and time, may be said to be

hindred
', &c. The Latin it.seif is not above suspicion, for impedire is a misprint or
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mistake for tinpediri. Wood wrote in his copy,
' This tender visitation of Love

following I once communicated to D"" Thomas Barlow who, upon his perusal of it,
told me by the quotations, & various readings therein, it could not be written by
a mechanical Qual:er, but rather by a popish seducer, or a Jesuit '. No doubt some
more learned person than Bishop helped him.

2470. Goodaire, Thomas. A Cry [

of the just against | oppression. |

\texlfollows^^

Impr. [colophon']
'

London, Printed for Thomas Simmons at the signe of the Bull
and Mouth near Aldersgate, 1660' : sm. 4°: pp. 8, sign. a*.—Contents:—p. i, title,
and 10 lines of italic + 26 of roman, part of the text : 1-8, the appeal : 8, the date,

signature, and colophon.
—The appeal of a Quaker to the Rulers of the Church against

the imprisonment and ill-treatment of the writer in the Oxford Gaol, he having been
arrested at Chadlington, and having refused to take any oath of allegiance to the King.
He was brought to Oxford on Sept. 15, 1660, having been committed at Chipping
Norton by 'one which is called Sir William Waller'. Signed at end 'Thomas
Goodaire'. ' Written in the Common Goal at Oxford, the 20th day of the 7lh Month,
1660.' The jailer's name was '

Henry Tharpe '. R.

2471.
—

,

—
. A

I
True Relation

j
what sentence

|

Was passed upon
the Servants of the Lord, | by one . . .

|

called by the world Sir William

Waller,
|

. . .
|

. . . ; Also something in Answer to
|

it . . .
|

. . . With
a warning to them

|

to repent . . .

Impr. \colophoii\
'

London, Printed for Thomas Simmons, at the Bull and Mouth
near Aldersgate. 1660' : sm. 4° : pp. 8, sign. A*.— Contents :

—
p. I, title, and 7 lines

of text: 1-8, the text: 8, date, signature and colophon.—This is a sequel to no. 2470,
after the Quarter Sessions had on Oct. 2, 1660, pronounced a sentence of forfeiture of

goods and chattels and imprisonment duiing the King's pleasure on Goodaire and his

fellow-Quaker, Benjamin Staples, in whose house he stayed at Chadlington (see
no. 2470) and who was arrested at the same time. The language is comparatively

temperate in both pamphlets. The present one is
' From the County Goal at Oxford,

this 7. day of the 8. Month', and is signed
' Thomas Goodaire'. R.

2472. J.(essey), H.[enry]. The
|

Lords
|

Loud Call
|

to
| England :

|

Being a True Relation of some late ...[... Judgments, or Handy-works
of God,

I

... I
Published by H. J. a Servant of Jesus the Christ . . .

|

. . .

Impr.
*

London, Printed for L. Chapman in Popes-head Alley, and for Fr. Smith,
at the Elephant and Castle neer Temple-Bar. 1660': sm. 4°: pp. [4] +44, signn.
A-F*.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic, s-igned

' H. Jessey' in the 'sixth

Month. Aug. 13. 1660': 1-44, the occurrences.—On pp. 1-2 is a relation 'Of the

Lords strange hand at Oxford, by sudden death of several persons. Actors in a Play

against Puritans; and others'. The story told is that the first man that read Prayers
in the University (after the Restoration) died, that the same happened at Wadham and

Merton, that the chief actors in an Anti-Puritan Play on July 30 died, and so on. All

this is entirely upset by Wood's detailed refutation at pp. 703-8 of his Hist, of the

Uttiv., vol. ii, and in Wood's Life, ed. A. Clark, i. 322. The Guardian, a comedy
by Abraham Cowley (probably in its second form. Cutter of Coleman Street, though
that was not printed till 1663), was acted in Newman's Dancing School '.against

[i.e. adjoining] St. Michael's Church' on July 19, but nothing exceptional occurred to

the actors who took part in it. The incidents were also disproved, or shown to be

much exaggerated, in John Gadbury's Bi'ief Examination of that Nest of Sedition , . .

Published by Ai'>' H. Jessey (Lond., 1661, 4°, pp. 4-10), with less detailed knowledge
than Wood. Jessey was a Fihh Monarchy man, and the calibre of his book may be

judged by his solemn narration of the death of ' above 20. or 30. Dogs at Graves-end

on the King's Proclamation day there' (p. 43). At pp. 27-8 is some further narrative

of proceedings at Oxford up to Aug. 2, in connexion with the Restoration. A similar

set of rigmaroles is found in ENIATT05 TEPA2TI02 Mirahilis Annus, 1661, such as

an apparition of the Devil in the likeness of a Bishop at Magdalen college about

Nov. 10, 1660 (p. 46), a storm at Oxford on Dec. 18 (p. 49 : really Dec. 8, see Wood's
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Life), and accidents to the Bishop of Oxford (dr. Robert Skinner) and archdn. Barten

Holiday at an Ordination service in the Cathedral at Oxford on March 31, i66r

(p. 84), see Wood's Life, The Loud Call reached Thomason on Aug. 14 (published
'
in the middle of August', Wood—which shows his accuracy).

2472*. t*Oxford—City— St. Clement's. The
|

Oxford wonder:
|

giving I

A True and strange Relation of Mr. Henny [«V-] |
Watts, Minister

of St. Clement's Parish, |

in the City of Oxford, who lay in a Trance
|

Forty-eight Hours and Six Minutes.
|

To which is added, |

A Sermon

preached at the intended Funeral,
|

. . .
|
also

|
A Sermon which he

preached himself the
| Sunday after ... to

|

those that were invited to his

Funeral, . . .
| \woodcut portrait\ \

Licensed and enter'd according to

Order.
|

[No imprint or date, but London? about 1660 or shortly before?] (four) 8° (qu.) :

pp. 8, sign, [tt]*.—A presumably half fictitious catchpenny tract about a Non-
conformist minister of St. Clement's during the Parliamentary regime for twelve years

(p. 2), who fainted on 'the firk of August last', was put in his coffin, and did not
recover till the rev. dr. Wilkinson had preached a Sermon on him on 2 Tim. iv. 7, the

substance of which is given. The mention of his 'godly performances' seems to have
roused mr. Watts, who (in short) recovered, and delivered himself of some dreams and

political prophecies. When ' M" Watts (being his own Sister')' asked for some

proof of his experiences, he was unkind enough to remind her of '

many secret sins

which she had been guilty of—which confounded the poor lady, who was perhaps no
better than she should be. The next Sunday he preached (on John xi. 25) to those

who had been invited to his Funeral, and, though it is clear that he had left all his

grammar and most of his wits in his coffin, endeavoured to convert his congregation to

good ways. The story is in the style of street oratory, but there may have been some
basis for the incident, and if Watts had been twelve years in St. Clement's the event

must have occurred in or shortly before 1660, with which date the printing and
woodcut (which had obviously been used for several years before) sufficiently agree.
There were two well-known dr. Henry Wilkinsons in Oxford who would suit the

compiler's turn—'Long Harry', canon of Ch. Ch. (d. 1675), and ' Dean Henry', princ.
of Magd. h.all {d. 1690), both ejected in 1662. The only known copy of this little

piece is in the Bodleian. RR.

2473. Oxford—University
—Ashmolean Museum. ' Musseum Trade-

scaniianum': 1660.
A reissue of the 1656 edition (no. 2292) 'with a new title and Dedication to

Charles H added '. The only copy known of this issue was lot 2708 in the Beckford

Sale, Third Portion, on July 14, 1S83, at Sotheby's, from which tlie above facts are

gathered. There appears to be no copy in Oxford, or in the other great libraries. RR.

2474. Oxford—University
—Christ Church. Libkr

|

PRECVM
|

PVBLICARVM
I

lu usum Ecclesiae
|

Cathedralis Christi
\

Oxon.
j

\lme\ I \University Arms] \ [line.]

Impr. 285 c (Oxouiffi, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis) : 1660: (twelves) 16°: pp. [48]
+ 277 + [ii], signn. A-o'2 : Pica.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within line : [.V47] Matu-

tinse Preces, VespeitiniE Preces, Letania (cum precibus) : [48], 1-277 "Liber Psal-

morum': [1-9] Latin prayers.—A new edition of no. 423 (1615), see table below.
The issue of the book must have raised some points of dispute with the Stationers'

Company, with whom there was no formal agreement until July 7, 1660, nnd then

only in connexion with Bibles. On July 4, 1662, the Stationers agreed to allow any
College or Hall to print private Forms of Prayer for their own use : so that thence-
forth no difficulty could arise, until all agreements with the Stationers were determined
in 1675. The metrical Psalms (no. 2468) are perhaps only found bound up with this

book. Sign, o 6^-end was set up by Leonard, or Anne, Lichfield (as the ornaments

show) : probably by the latter, since on sign, o 10^ the word admiiiiculis is omitted

^ She would be called
'
mistress ', even if unmarried.
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between qtianim and adjufa, and on on'' salve fac Regem is for salvii. For the
reprint of this edition, with date '

1660', see no. 2847 ('670). The varieties of issue in
these Christ Church Service Books will be seen in the following table :

[B, P, = Bidding Prayer. c. = cum. Cat. = Catechismus. Cana Dom. = The
Office or Order of the Lord's Supper, + Gospels and Epistles. Gr. =

Gratise, +
2 collects. Let. or Lit. = Litania, + prayers. Lib. Prec. Publ. = Liber Precum
Publicarum. Mat. & Vesp. = Morning and Evening Prayer, + prayers. Pr. spec. =
Special prayers, Psalt. = Pss. 1-150. Pss. metr. = Psalms in Latin rhyming metre.]

A. 1615

B. 1639

c. 1660

0.(1670)

E. 1676

F. 1689

G. 1726

Title.

Lib. Prec.

Publ.

Lib. Psalm &
Prec,

Lib. Prec.

Publ.

Lib. Prec.

Publ.

Lib. Prec.

Lib. Prec.

Lib. Prec,
Lit., Ordo
Ccenae

Dom.

Mat. &
Vesp.

Psalt.

Mat. &
Vesp.

Mat. &
Vesp.

Mat. &
Vesp.

Mat. &
Vesp.
mi.xtae

Mat. &
Vesp.
nii.xlse

Let.

Pr. spec.

c. Gr.

Let.

Let.

Lit.

Lit.

Psalt.

Psalt.

Psalt.

Psalt.

Coena Dom.
(pars tantum),
c.Gr.&Ps.cxvii

Coena Dom. c.

Gr., Ps. cxvii,
B. P.

Lit.

Pr. spec. c.

Gr.

Pr. spec. c.

Gr.

Pr. spec, c,

Gr,

Psalt.

Psalt.i &
Cantica.

Coena Dom.
c. Ps. cxvii

Pss. metr. (6)

Pss. metr.

(25)
Pss. metr.

(25)
Cat.

Cat.

Cat. c. Gr.

The Versicle and Response peculiar to Christ Church Cathedral, which now follow
after the Anthem and are found in another place as early as 1615, are only given in

A, B, C, D, but continue to the present time.

Mr. T. R. Gambier-Parry favours me with the following notes :
—

Opening sentences

of Mat. : A-D have many, e-g two only. The '

Dearly Beloved' : a-d have it in

full, E-G print the end only, ist ratio Dominica: a-d have no 'Quia tuum est

regnum, &c.', E-G have it.

In the Calendar of Domestic State Papers, 1661-3, p, 44, under date July 25, 1661,
it is related that major John (?) Bill had seized in London forty-seven copies of the Book
of Common Prayer

'

lawfully printed at Oxford
'

from Richard Royston, the King's
Stationer, The King orders Bill to restore them to Royston. This can only refer to

the present work, but the paper is only a dralt, so it is not ceitain what was done. R.

2475. Oxford—University. Reasons
|
Of the present judgment of

the
I University of Oxford,

| concerning | \bracket\ the Solemne League
and Covenant.

|

The Negative Oaih.
]

The Ordinances concerning

Discipline |

and Worship. | Approved by generall consent in a full

Convo-|calion, i Jun. 1647. |

Then Published for their own Justification;
and

I

now Re-printed for the satisfaction of others.
[ {University Arms,

as used by Royston.]
Impr. 'London, Printed for R. Royston, at the Angel in Ivie-lane. 1660': sm. 4°:

PP- [8]+.^5 + [i], signn. A-t*, F^.— Contents :—p. [i] title: [3-6] The Solemn

League: [7] The Oath : 1-35, the Reasons.—A repriil, apparently of the A type

(no. 1926) of 1647, issued at an auspicious moment, and either the cause or (more

probably) the effect of some small works about the re-establishment of Episcopacy
and the meanings which the Solemn League might be made to bear. Such were (on
the side of Episcopacy) dr. John Gauden's ANAAT2I2, The Loosing of St. Peter's

Bands (written in two days and dated June 12, 1660); dr. Daniel Featley's League

* '

Juxta versionem Tigurinam', in the Zurich version.
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illegal written about 1644-5 and dated Ang. 4; dr. Laurence Womock's Solemn

League . . . Arraigned (written about 1648). Against these came Zachary Crofton's

two treatises, (i) ANAAH^IS, or Si. Peters Bonds abide, against Gauden (Lend, 1660,
I St and 2nd editions), (2) ANAAH^IS ANEAH*0H, The Fastning of St. Peters

Fetters, against the Reasons, Gauden and Featley, The former reached Thomason on

Aug. 6 = Stationers' Register July 18, and the latter on Nov. 23 = Stat. Reg. Nov. 21.

See nos. 1926-30*. The counterblast to the second of these two was Thomas
Tomkins's Short Strictures on Animadvej-sions (Lond., Dec. 1661). There is a

(probably pirated) reprint of the present piece (no. 2475*) in the Bodleian, with the

imprint 'London, Re-printed for R, Pavvley at the Rainbow in Fleetstreet, 1660',
sm. 4° : pp. [6] + 34 (' 32 ')

: 9-10 are duplicated in the pagination. The reprint has

June (not /««.) in the title-page, and other slight differences. As Robert Pawley is

not otherwise known to have printed before 1661, this reprint may be of that date.

2476. Wilson, dr. John. Cheerfull Ayres |

or
|

Ballads
|

First com-

posed for one single Voice and
|

since set for three Voices
| by | John

Wilson D'" in Musick
|

Professor of the same in the
|
University of Oxford.

|

Impr, 403 rt (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis): M DC LX : (fours) obi. 12°:

3p. [»] + 147 + [i] +
'

87
'

(but 33-40 are omitted in the pagination) + [i] +
'

87
'

(but

jp. 25-32 are omitted) + [i], signn. [a], b-t*, u*
; b-l*; b-l* : Pica.— Contents:—

1] title, within border of ornn. : [3]
' Preface ',

and Errata : [4]
' The Table' of the

sixty-nine pieces, arranged in order of keys : [5-8] complimentary English poems :

1-147, the ' Cantus Primus': 1-87, the ' Cantus Secundus': 1-87, the ' Bassus '.—
An interesting and important work. Dr. John Wilson was appointed Musician to the

King in 1635, created Mus. Doc. at Oxford, March 10, 1647 (appointed Professor of

Music there in 1656). In 1661 he resumed the King's service, and died at the age
of 78 in 1674. Tlie present volume contains sixty-nine pieces, and seems to have been

chiefly quarried out of Bodl. MS. 2885 (= MS. Mus. b. i), a large volume of Wilson's

Airs. AH the pieces (except two Shakespearian songs by R. Johnson and one by
N. Lamere, all 'new set' by Wilson) are set to music by Wilson: the two

Shakespearian are ' Full fathom five ', and ' Where the bee sucks
'

: and Lovelace's

'When Love with unconfined wings' is here. One is a singular drinking song to

celebrate the coming of ' Kawasha's crew ', apparently some roystering devotees of an
American-Indian god named Kawasha, and of tobacco-smcking (' Wee'le make this

great Potan
|

Drinke off Silsenus Cann)
'

: the song begins
' Kawasha comes in

Majestee
'

: potan may be an Indian word. The complimentary poems are by
' E. D.'

of Ch. Ch.,
' A. C, ' N. M.',

'

J. H.' of Oriel,
' R. R.', and three anonymous.

This book exhibits the first real Music Printing in Oxford. In 1609 and 1634 (both
Butler's Feminine Monarchy, nos. 642, 780) there are sporadic attempts, the first

exhibiting engraved notes, and the second some type apparently borrowed for the

purpose by Turner from John Haviland of London. Now there is a proper full

fount, the history of which is not clear. It is, however, identical with that of John
Playford the elder's Court-Ayres (London, 1655), and was therefore presumably once
in the possession of Thomas Harper, the London royalist music printer {d. 1656), or

William Godbid. The fount, being unlike Peter Walpergen's, puzzled Horace Hart,
who gives specimens of 'Ancient Music Types (source unknown)' at p. 142 of his

Century of Typography (1900). His specimens are larger, but of the same shape and
kind as the present fount. It may be assumed that at the Restoration W illiam Hall

(not the University printer, Henry) was enterprising enough to purchase this fount in

London. Dr. Wilson only says (in his preface)
' This being the first Essay (for ought

we understand) of printing Musick that ever was in Oxford, and the Printers being

unacquainted with such Work, hath occasioned the faults hereafter mentioned
',
and

explains that the Cantus Primus, which '

is a compleate Book of it selfe, carrying the

principall Ayre to Sing alone with a through Base ', is the most faulty in printing, the

other two parts (which are often found separate) being more correct. The errors in

pagination in the second and third parts seem to indicate that the third (Bassus) began
to be printed before the Cantus Secundus, which altered its pagination to suit the

error in the former, and one of the Bodleian copies is significantly bound up with
the third part second. 'J'he set of three parts is not very rare, but is now much sought
after, and commands high prices. Thomason received this book as early as Sept. 20,

1659. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 72, and no. 2654 (1663). R.
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In 'A Curious New Plaine and Exact Mapp of England, Ireland, Scotland, and
Wales . . . described by I. S. and others, inlarged by G. H. and engraven byW: Hollar' (London, pr. for & by Ro: Walton: [1660?]) one of the insets is a

bird's-eye view or plan of 'Oxforde' reduced from Hollar's of 1643 (no. 1369),
measuring 2|" x 3^". This Map was apparently called the Piain Mail's Mapp, and
issued with Thomas Porter's Alphabetical Tables of all the Towns in that . . . Map,
by Robert Walton.

Mention may also be made of Robert Whitehall's broadside, a Carmen Gratula-
torium to sir Edward Hyde ('Hide'), the new Chancellor, elected Oct. 27, j66o.
This is a Latin acrostic poem in elegiacs (24 lines, beg. 'Erige depressam', the
acrostic forming

' Edvardvs Hide Cancellarjus'), with an English verse translation

{peg.
' Erect thy Ciest ') : there is a reference to the Bodleian. The piece is without

place or date, but was printed in London (and bears the London device of the

University Arms) soon after Oct. 27, 1660, for Hyde was made lord Clarendon
on Nov. 3.

Oxford Press.

2477. A.[iray], C.[hristopher]. Fasciculus Praeceptorum Logicorum :

in Gratiam juventutis Academise compositus & typis donatus. Editio

altera limatior opera secunda. C. A.

Impr. 416 (Oxoniae, exc. H. H., per J. Godw.) : 1660 : (eights) 12° : pp. [8] + 224,
signn. *^ A-O** : Long primer solid.—Contents :

—
p. [3] title, within arched border :

[5-6]
'

Typographus . . . Lectori . . .', signed G. T. : [8]
' Arbor Porphyriana ', a

logical table: 1-224, the logic, in six books, preceded by a general introduction.—
The author, who died in 1670, seems to have had nothing to do with any edition of
his Logic. It is not so much an elementary treatise, as successive essays on parts of

logic, for more advanced students. The four editions of 1628, 1633, 1637, 1660

(nos. 603, 735, 845, 2477: A, B, C, D) exhibit these points.
A has no indication of the author, and the preface is signed G. T., i. e. William

Turner, the printer of the first three editions ;

' Academicse
'

is right on the title : there

is a list of '

sphalmata '.

B ('editio altera') is an improved edition, but nearly corresponding page for page:
' C. A.', the author's initials, are on the title-page, and ' Academicse

'

: the preface is

signed
' W. T.', and there is a new set of '

sphalmata'.
C ('

editio tertia ') is a reprint of B, omitting
' C. A.' on the title

;
but the misprint

* Academise
'

is on the title-page : the preface is signed
' G. T.'.

D ('editio altera' !) is a corrected reprint of the second edition (B), restoring the
' C. A.', but yet agreeing with the third edition in the mistake ' Academire ',

and in

using the same expression in the ' G. T.' preface,
'

typis mandari jam tertio curavi '.

On the whole it is clear that the editor of the i66o edition was not aware of the

existence of the 3rd edition of 1637, ^°^ ^^^ careless in allowing
' altera' to remain

on the title of his own issue. The arched border enclosing the title is identical in

B, C, and D, and clearly passed from William Turner the printer to Henry Hall. See

Wood's Ath. 0x071. iii. 907.
The book makes a bibliographer gasp. It calls itself the 2nd edition on the title-

page, and the 3rd edition in the preface, while being in reality the 4th ! R.

2478. Bacon, rev. James. A plaine & profitable Catechisme Where-
unto is Added a Sermon Preached upon Exod. 23. 2. By . . . James
Bacon, late Minister of Burgate in Suffolke. Now first Published by his

Son in Law H. W. . . .

Impr. 403^ (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis): i6>;o: (eights) 12°: pp. [8] +
'

145
'

(but 49-58 are omitted in the pagination) + [3] +' 85
'

(but 70-9 are omitted)
+ [3]. signn. *«, A-N^, o*: Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title, within Ime: [3-7]

pref. signed H. W., Oxon., May 2, 1660 : 1-145, the catechism : [i] a title, 'The
Sinfulness of Compliance With a Multitude in Sinning. Or a Sermon . . . by . . .

James Bacon . . .', with impr. 369 a (Oxford, by W. Hall) : 1-85, the sermon, on

Ex. xxiii. 2 : [1-3] 'A Catalog'ue of Books lately printed for Richard Davis at his

shop nere Oriel Coiledge in Oxon.'— The Catechism is for students, not children, and
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is a theological treatise in connexion with William- Perkins's works. The preface

gives a life of James Bacon, of Emman. coll., Cambridge, a son of sir James Bacon,
but no clue to H. \V., who might perhaps be Henry Wilkinson, princ. of Magdalen
hall, whose second wife was Anne (surname not known). Thomason received the

piece in July 1660, and the list of Davis's books (see above) shows that nos. 2513
(Oughtred), 2500 (Hurst), 2498 (Grotius), 2531 (Thurman), and 2532 (Ussher)
had already been issued.

2479. Bagshaw, Edward, the younger, of Ch. Ch., d. 1671. Saint-

ship No ground of Soveraighnty : or a treatise Tending to prove, That
the Saints, barely considered as such, ought not to Govern. By Edw:

Bagshaw, Student of Ch: Ch: \_Univ. Arms.^
Impr. 320^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1660: (eights) 12°: pp. [8] +

56, signn. A*, B-D^ E*: English solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-7] dedic. to

John Dormer, M.P., dated 'Ch. Ch. Jan. 26. 1659', i.e. i6f§: 1-56, the treatise.^A

plain argument from the Bible and from general considerations that the 'Godly*
ought not necessarily to rule. Events were moving so fast in 1660 that the piece must
liave fallen very flat, but nothing would keep quiet this restless author. There is no

anticipation of monarchy, except in the preface, and even there no attempt to trim

sails in accordance with the approaching change. See Wood's At/i. Oxon. iii. 947.

2480. t*LBall, John. A short treatise containing all the principal

grounds of the Christian Religion, translated into Turkish by William

Seaman (?).]

[A^o hiipnnt\ [1660?]: (eights) 12°: pp. (104), signn. a-f^, g*: Double pica
Arabic— Contents :

—
pp. (2-104) the Catechism in 'I'urkish.—The first Turkish

treatise issued in Oxford
; printed in Arabic characters. The date, author, and trans-

lator are not certainly known. Seaman was becoming the chief Turkish scholar in

England, and had begun the translation of the New Testament into Turkish at Robert

Boyle's instigation some years before, having in 1659 issued in London a specimen
of it, consisting of the Three General Epistles of St. John. In 1666 his New Testament
was published, and in 1670 his Turkish Grammar, both at Oxford, see nos. 2727,
2863. The Oxford tradition is that this Catechism was produced about 1660, also

at Boyle's suggestion, but the book itself bears no imprint or date. The treatise is

a Catechism, stated to be John Ball's
(<«'. 1640), which was first issued in 1631 : and

is rare. The Bodleian copy was not referenced till 1664 at earliest (which proves

little), but was then put under the letter B (8° B. 33 Th. BS.), as though Ball was

recognized as the author. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 671 ; and no. 2498. R.

2481. Bentall, Edward. Bao-iXeii? Bao-tXeW, or the Regality of Jesus
Christ King of Zion, Opened, Vindicated, Advanced, in a Sermon
Preached at St. Maries, Oxon : Jun. 26. 1659. By Ed\yard Bentall, M.A.
of Q. C. C. Minister of the Gospell, at Baghurst in Hant-shire . . .

Impr. 365 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield): 1660: (eights) 12°: pp. [8] +38 + [2],

signn. A*, B-C^, D* : Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title: [3] dedn. to dr. John Conant,
Vice-Chancellor: [5-7J preface by' H. Wilkinson', the princ. of Magdalen hall at

Oxford, dated March 13, 'i6|§': 1-38, the sermon, on Ps. ii. 6.—The author

matriculated at Queen's college, Cambridge, in 1624, and was persuaded by dr. Wilkinson,
who had known him for 'at least 17. years', to publish the sermon—which is a plain,

non-controversial, and able exposition.

Bible- O.T.—Psalmi : see no. 2468.

2482. *Bloody Bede-Roll. The Bloody Bed-Roil: Or, Treason

displayed in its Scarlet colours. Being a Discovery of the most notorious

Plotters, and Grand Conspirators . . . And the Sentence of Terrour
Pronounced against them . . .

Imprint, 'Printed at Oxford by L. Lichfield
;
And re-printed at London, for general
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satisfaction
'

: [1660] : br. s., folio).—Tlie Oxford original of this ballad is not known,
and the above description is from the reprint. There are eighteen lo-line stanzas, each
with a refrain of five lines. The first is

* Old Olivers gon to the dogs,
Oh ! No I do mistake
He 's gone in a Wherry
Over the Ferry,

Is cal'd the Stygian Lake.

But Cerberus that Great Porter,
Did read him sucii a Lecture,

That made him to roar

When he came a shoar
For being Lord Protector.

News, news, news,
Brave Cavaliers be merr}',
Chear up your sad souls,
With Bacchus bowls.
Of Claret, White, and Sherry.'

Bed-Roll is no doubt Bede-roll or Bead-roll, a list of names to be prayed for or
called over. R.

2483. Bogan, Zachary. A Help to Prayer, Both Extempore, And
by a set Forme : As also to Meditation. Being Scriptures containing

expressions, and matter of Thansgiving, Confession, and Request.

Together with A . . . Preface . . . Designed for the publique ere his death

by Mr. Zachary Bogan late fellow of C.C.C. in Oxford. . . .

Impr. 417 (Oxford by W. H. for T. Robinson): 1660: (twelves) 16°: pp. [60] +
337 1,' ^^1 ') + [11]) signn. a-b'^, c^ d

(' a ')-r'2, s^ : Pica solid.—Contents :—p. [i]

title, within line : [3-10] Ep. dedic. to William Bogan esq. at Gatcombe-Hoiise in

Devonshire, signed
' Daniel Agas', and dated from C.C.C. Oxford, Aug. 12, i66d:

[11-24] 'The Epistle to the Reader' by Agas: [25-60] preface by Bogan: 1-337,
book: [2-9] 'A Table', list of heads: [10] Errata.—-A posthumous publication
edited by Daniel Agas, who matriculated as a servitor at Lincoln in 1653, but took his

degree from Corpus, where Z. Bogan perhaps procured him a fellowship, as Agas
implies, in his dedication to Zachary's brother. Bogan died on Sept. i, 1659. The
book is a collection of apt texts under various heads. The preface is a treatise on

extempore prayer, with some autobiographical information, such as a statement that

the book was completed in 1651, Thomason received the book in Sept. 1660. See
Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 476.

2484. Boyle, hon. Robert. New Experiments Physico-lMechanicall,

Touching The Spring of the Air, and its Effects, (Made, for the most

part, in a New Pneumatical Engine) Written by way of Letter To . . .

Charles Lord Vicount of Dungarvan ... By the Honorable Robert

Boyle Esq; \or7iP\

Impr. 320 c (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1660 : (eights) 1 2° : pp. [32] +
399 + [3] + plate, signn. a, a, b-z, Aa-Bb^ cc*, + plate : English solid.—^Contents :

—
p. [i] half-title: [3] title, within double line : [5-1.<;]

' To the Reader' : [17-22] a second

pref. signed
' R: Sh.' : [23-32] 'A Summary of the chief Matters' : 1-399, ^he forty-

three experiments, dated from Beaconsfield, Dec. 20, 1659: [i] errata—The first

results of Boyle's laboratory work at Oxford, and of a series of scientific experiments,
see 1659 ^"«- He resided at Oxford from 1654 to 1668 at Deep hall adjoining

University college on the west, where he employed Peter Sthael. His air-pump, the

new '

pneumatical engine', was completed in 1659. -^ weakness of the eyes is men-

tioned, which forced him to dictate his account, and net even read over what he had

dictated. ' R. Sh.', i.e. Robert Sharrock, announces that a Latin translation is in

preparation, see no. 2547. The dedicatee was Boyle's nephew. The plate (ufx
1\ in ) should face p. i, and contains sixteen numbered figures, fig. i being the engine
or air-pump. The 2nd edition (Oxford 1602, no. 2586) appears to be a reprint in

quarto form : the 3rd is London 1682
;

a first Continuation came out in 1669 at

Oxford (no. 2820), and a second in London in 1680. Thomason received this book in

Aug. 1660.
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2485. Brett, Arthur. Threnodia. On the Death of the High born
Prince Henry, Duke of Glocester. By Arthur Brett, Student of Christ-

Church . . . [Ar?ns 0/ the Ufiiversiiy.^

Impr. 3.^5^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1660: sm. 4°: pp. 21 +[3],
signn. A-C* : Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. i, title, within broad black bands: 3-21,

ninety-three 6-line stanzas, rhyming aaabbb: [2-3] not seen.— A. frigid and long-drawn
elegy, displaying some imagination. The orthography is peculiar, for where a vowel
is hurried over in the verse it is represented by a comma, as if elided, e. g. Sfrits,
Gtiard'an, A)t7iial. For the Duke of Gloucester's death, on Sept. 13, 1660, see

no. 2467. There is a reference on p. 14 to the Queen's endeavour to convert the

prince. The mourning border on the title-page is not common. The Bodleian did

not possess this book till 1861, nor was it in the Bliss sale, so it appears to be rare.

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1144. R.

2486. Busbequius, Augerius Gislenius. A. Gislenii Busbequii Omnia

quse extant Cum Privilegio. Quibus accedunt Epistolae aliquot insignium

quorundam virorum . . .

Impr. 418 (Oxoniae, exc. W. H. per T. Robinson & S. Pocock) : 1660 : (twelves)
16°: pp. [12] + 402 + [20] + 41 + [i], signn. A*, B-vi2, x* : Bourgeois solid.—Con-
tents:—p. [i] title, within line: [3-4]

'

Typographi ... Lectori ', (1633): [5]
* Contenta . . .' : [6-7] Latin letter of the editor L. Carrio, Feb. i, 1581 : [8-12]
Busbequi Vita, et epitaphium : 1-402, Pusbequius's works in four divisions, the first

three concerned with the Turks, the fourth letters of Busbequius while Austrian
ambassador in France, 1582-5: 402, [1-18] Lidex : [19], 1-41

' Bmrhi Impetus
juveniles . . .', letters chiefly from sir John Borough to Philip Bacon.—No fewer than
three editions of Busbequius's Works were issued in 1660, though that diplomat and
writer died in 1592, and an edition had been produced at Leiden in 1633. Presumably
the Amsterdam 1660 edition was the first of the reprints; the two English ones were

independent, the Oxford issue being a reprint of the 1633 edition, the London of the

1660 Amsterdam edition. The latter omits the original printer's note, and adds ' De
Turcarum Moribus', which includes a Turkish dialogue in roman type. It was entered

in the Stationers' Register by John Redmayne (though printed by Roger Daniel) on
Nov. 14, 1659. In the Oxford edition a reprint of no. 1495 is added after the Index,
with no special relevance. At pp. 218-20 is a Turkish vocabulary in roman type.
Some copies preserve two independent leaves, one page bearing a title-label

' Bus-

bequii Epist.'

2487. *tChocolate and Coffee. The vertues of Chocolate East-

India Drink. The properties of Cavee Egipt Drink.

[No imprint or date, but Oxford, printed by William Hall, 1660] : sm. 4°, br. s. : Pica
solid.—A tradesman's notice in two columns, headed respectively by the titles given
above, claiming impossible advantages from drinking Chocolate or Coffee. The first

column begins
'

By this pleasing drink ', the account of coffee
'
It perfectly cureth the

Consumption'. At the foot is printed 'These drinks are to be sold by James Gough at

M. Sury's neare East gate', and Wood adds in his copy 'December: 1660': both
drinks were known in London eight or ten years before.

' Cavee
'

is a rare form of the

word coffee. See nexi article, and no. 2348. RR.

2488. *tCofFee. The vertue of the Coffee Drink.

[No imprint or date, but Oxford, printed by William Hall, 1660] : narr. fob, br. s. :

Pica solid—A tradesman's notice in one column, witli title as above, within border
of ornaments : text begins

' The Grain or Berry Called Coffee'. The virtues of this
'

simple. Innocent thing ', especially when drunk very hot, are extolled at greater

length than in the preceding article and in quite independent language. The Coffee

berry is stated to be only Arabian, while the Cavee of no. 2487 is Egyptian. At foot

is
'
It is to be sold ', filled in in Wood's copy with his note '

by James Gough at

m'' Sury'es a taylor by Queens Coll Corner Oxon : December: a : 1660'. RR.
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2489. Condones. Condones et Orationes ex Historicis Latinis.

excerptae. Argumenta singulis prsefixa sunt . . . opus recognitum re-

sensitumque in usum Scholarum Hollandiae & West-Frisiae. . . .

Impr. 419 (Oxonii, [exc. Gul. Hall] per Gul. Hall pro F. Oxlad) : 1660 : (twelves)
16° : pp. 373 + [i i], signn. A-q" : Bourgeois solid.— Contents :

—
p. i, title, within line :

3, 'Ad Lectorem' : 4-7, 'Johns Veratius . . . Lectori . . ,' : 8,
'

Typographus . . .

Lectori . . .' : 9-373, the Orationes : 373, [i-n] 'Index', a list of the orations.— 333
Latin speeches, 13 from Sallust, 158 from Livy, 33 from Tacitus, 29 from Q. Cnrtius.

Specimens of Roman oratory, based on the first edition of Concio7tes sive Orationes ex
Grxcis Latinisque historicis excerptx (Paris, Henr. Stephanus, 1570, fol.), variously
emended, with the Greek speeches and late Latin ones omitted and a few added.
Several editions were printed abroad before this, the first English and first Oxford
issue. Later editions printed at Oxford were 1663, 1667, 1672, 1805, 1806, 1820,
1822

;
and printed in London 1662, 1713, 1727, 1770 ;

at Eton 1819 : no doubt there

were others. There are no notes or helps except the Argumenta. The arrangement
is by authors. The authors of the first and third prefaces I have not found : they are

perhaps first found in the 1645 (Amsterdam) edition.

Cowell, dr. John. Institutiones Juris Anglicani.
There appears to be no Oxford edition of this year, though some bibliographers

mention it, such as Watt. The error of 1660 for 1664 (see no. 2657) seems to have

originated from a Bodleian copy in Jur. BS., in which the lower margin of the imprint
is so close cut that the numerals 166 alone can be seen. In the 1674 Bodleian

Catalogue the date of this copy is given (owing to a manuscript stroke over the

missing integer) as 1661, and from 1738 up to the present time as 1660. I have no

doubt that 1664 is the right date, and that the supposed 1660 Oxford edition has no
existence.

2490. Dugres, Gabriel. Dialogi Gallico-Anglico-Latini. Per Ga-
brielem Dugres, Linguae Gallicae in . . . Oxoniensi Academia baud ita

pridem privato munere Praelectorem. Editio Tertia, priori emendatior.

Accesserunt huic editioni . . . Regulse pronunciandi ;
ut & Verborum

Gallicorum paradigmata.
Impr. 420 (OxoniK, exc. A.Lichfield) : 1660: (eights) 12"': pp. [6] + 178 + [8] +1,

signn. A-M^ + l: Long primer solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title, within double line:

[3-5] Ep. dedic. to Charles Prince of Wales (i.e. Charles ii
!),

in French: 1-178,

twenty-one Dialogues and forms of addressing : [1-6] table of dialogues.—Reprint ot

no. 2194 (1652), which see : but in spite of the title, the Rules and Paradigms are

not here to be found. The pages are rather larger than in 1652. The issue may have

been by now in H. Leighton's hands, see no. 2606 (1662). For the first edition see

no. 911 (1639). See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 184.

2491. *+Du Moulin, Louis. Amplissimo Senatui Academico, necnon

Reverendis Inspectoribus, & Delegatis ab illustrissimo Cancellario Uni-

versitatis Oxoniensis . . . supplicat Ludovicus Molinseus . . .

[No imprint or date, but Oxford, about August 1660]: folio broadside : Great primer
italic solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title, followed by text.— The Camden Professorship

of Ancient History was bestowed on Ludovicus Molinseus (M.D., incorporated from

Leipzig) in 1648. He now begs to be treated kindly by the coming Visitors, on the

grounds of poverty, age, harmlessness, foreign origin, and so on. The Visitors turned

him out of his office, and he retired to London, where he died in 16S0. For an

account of him see Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 125, and D.N.B. (s.v. MoulinV A
misprint oipatimini ior patiamitti is corrected in manuscript in perhaps all copies.

2492. (E.[llis or Elys], C.[lement].) The Gentile Sinner, or, England's

Brave Gentleman : Characterized Jn a Letter to a Friend, Both As he is,

and as he should be. . . .

Impr. 421 (Oxford, by H. Hall for E. & J. Forrest): 1660: (eights) 12°:
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pp. [i6] + 26i +[3], signn. A-r^, s': Pica solid.—Contents:— p, [i] title, within
double line : [3-6] Ep. dedic to sir Philip Musgrave and sir George Bennyon, signed
'C. E.': [7-14] 'To the Reader': [15-16] 'The Contents

'
in four sections : 1-261,

the work : [1]
' The Errata'.—Clement Ellis (whose initials, only, occur in this book)

was a Royalist of quiet disposition, who must have submitted to the Visitors during
the Commonwealth, for he took his degree from Queen's in 1654, and become fellow
of that college in 1657. Tlie preface refers to the Gentlematt's Calling (1660) and to

the Whole Dtity ofMan (1657). The genteel sinners are described in sectt. 1-2, the

true gentlemen in sect. 3, while a wail and an appeal iill the last part. This book is

one of the books of Characters. The book was popular enough to run through seven
editions before the death of the writer in 1700, all printed at Oxford, in 1660, 1661,

1664, 1668, 1672, 1679, 1690. The name of King is not mentioned, so probably the
whole of the work was guardedly written under the Commonwealth. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 516.

2493. fEllis, Edmund. Anglia Rediviva. Or The Miraculous Return
of The Breath of our Nostrils. A poem. By Edmund Ehs, Master of

Arts. \ormi.'\

Impr. 209 ('Printed in the Year, 1660', by Henry Hall at Oxford, about June) :

sm. 4°: pp. [4] + 10+ [2], signn. a-b<: Great primer leaded.— Contents :
—

p. [i]
title: [3] Dedn. to Charles ii: 1-7, the poem : 9-10, poem 'To his Excellency the

Lord General Monck. April 18. 1660'.— Royalist verses tinged with great admiration
for general Monck. The two pieces begin

' No Voice, more soft then Thunder, can

expresse ', 'Goe on, Wise Sir, and make Your Selfe The Great'. The ornament on

p. 9 fixes the place of printing. In the first line of p. 3 before ' on
'

the word * one
'

is

omitted. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 470.

2494. —)
—

• The Opinion of Mr. Perkins and Mr. Bolton, and

others, concerning the Sport of Cockfighting: Published formerly in

their Works, and now set forth to shew, That it is not a Recreation meet
for Christians, though so commonly used by those who own that Name.

By Edmund Ellis, Master of Arts, and some Time Fellow of Baliol

College in Oxford . . .

Impr. 392 1 (Oxford, by A. L.[ichfield]) : 1660: sm. 4" : pp ao, signn. A-B*, c'.—
I have not come across a record of the copy of the original, but only the reprint in the

Harleian Miscellany (1745) vi. 110, and (1810) vi. 122 : see also Wood's Ath, Oxon.
iv. 470. The Contents are title ; Ep, dedic. to Edm. Fortescue and Dennis Grenvile

;

a commendatory letter from Fortescue, March 29, ]6-;9; and an essay by Ellis,

incorporating quotations from the works of William Perkins and Robert Bolton : the

essay begins
'

Though it be my Opinion '. RR.

[Fiennes, William, lord Saye and Sele.] The Quaker's Reply
manifested to be railing.

See no. 2441.

2495. Gregory, Francis. David's Returne from his banishment.
Set forth in a Thanks-giving Sermon for the Returne of his Sacred

Majesty Charles the II. And Preached at S'' Maries in Oxon. May 27.
1660. By Francis Gregory Master of Arts, and Schoolmaster at Wood-
stock . . .

Impr. 249 (Oxford, by H. Hall) : 1660 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 35 + [i], signn. A-E*, f'^:

Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [3] title, within border of omn. : [5-6] Ep. dedic. to

sir Thomas Spencer and Edward Atkins : [7-8]
' To the Reader' : 1-35, the Sermon,

on 2 Sam. xix. 30.—This is the writer's first printed sermon, but he had issued several

school books. He was a Westminster and Cambridge man, but became a D.D. of

St. Mary hall, Oxford, in 1661. Woodstock was his native place, and the two dedi-

catees were the two M.P.s for the town. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 258 : and
no. 2540 (Votivnm), below.
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2496. Gregory, Francis. Teares and Bloud, or, A Discourse of the

Persecution of Ministers ... Set forth in Two Sermons, both lately
Preached at Saint Mary's in Oxford. By Francis Gregory, Master of

Arts, and School-master of Woodstock . . .

Impr. 422 (Oxford, by A. and L. Lichfield) : 1660: sm. 4° : pp. [S] +43 + [i], signn.
A-F*, G^ : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within line : [3-4] Ep. dedic. to lady

Atkyns : [5-7] preface: 1-43, the discourse, on Acts xxi. 13.
—A discourse made out

of two sermons, which are not here divided in any way. The author's two sermons
were written for use at Woodstock, and when delivered at Oxford were criticized for

expressions (near the end) about Church government. See Woods Fasti Oxon,
ii. 259.

2497. Grotius, Hugo. Hugo Grotius de Veritate Religionis
Christianae. Editio decima additis annotationibus, in quibus testimonia.

Impr. 423 (Oxonii, [exc. Gul. Hall] per J. Web & E. Forrest) : 1660 : (eights)
12°: pp. [8] + 180 + [9] +

'

i86'-"'4i6' : signn. a* (with ** after A 2, * i being a
mutilated 1650 title), B-c, d-m, N-z, Aa-Dd^ : Pica solid.—Contents:— p. [i] title-

label,
' Grotius de Veritate Relig. j^j'T-,': [3] title, within double line: [5-8], i,

'

Typographus Lectori', signed
' Oxon. 13. Kal. Decemb. [

= Nov. 19] 1650': 3-5,
' Ad Lectorem

'

: 7-180, the text, in six books : [1-7]
'

Anacephalscosis eoi um qua; . . .

tractantur
'

: [11] half-title,
'

Hugonis Grotii Annotationes . . .' : 'i86'-'4i2', the

notes: '413-16', an index to (bp. Jewel's) 'Apologia Ecclesire Anglicans, editio

postrema', 1639.—The present 'editio decima' appears to be a reissue of the sheets

of the 1650 edition (no. 2032 : itself partly a reissue of the 1639 sheets (no. 918),

except that the first two and last two leaves of sheet A, and also all sheets ]!-c, liave

been reprinted, and the title of 1650 (sign. * i) has been torn off. See no. 2498 for

the relation of the two editions.

2498. —,
—

. Hugo Grotius de Veritate Religionis Christianse.

Editio Nova cum Annotationibus, Cui accessit versio Arabica.

Impr. 410 « (Oxonii, exc. Gul. Hall) : 1660: (eights) 12": pp. [2] + 180 + [to] +

227 + [.=i] + (372 + [2]), signn. A-c, d-m^; A-o*, P-Q^; a-z^, aa*; Pica (text), long

primer (notes) solid
; double pica (?) leaded (Arabic).

— Contents :
—

p. [i] title-label,

' Grotius de Veritate Relig. )^^- >: i, title, within double lines : 3-5, Ep. dedic. to

Robt. Boyle, signed
' E. P.', i.e. Edward Pococke : 6, note (beginning 'Monendusest

Lector, si pauca qusedam de libri sexto ', for
'

quadam libri sexto ')
that any alterations

in the Arabic text are in order to bring it into strict accordance with Mohammedan
authorities: 7-180, the Latin text: [1-7]

'

Anacephalaeosis eorum, quae . . . tractan-

tur' : I, half-title of the Notes: 2-227, the Latin notes: [2-3] 'Sphalmata pauca, in

exemplaribus quibusdam . . .', errata in text and notes, and a note of a few passages
not in the first Paris edition: (1-372) the Arabic text.—Of this book the Arabic

version is the important part. It was undertaken and with encouragement carried out

by dr. Edward Pococke, the hon. Robert Boyle paying the expense of printing. Boyle

hoped thereby to promote missionary work among the Arabs : he did not foresee that

Grotius would in consequence be accused of having plagiarized his Latin work from

an Arabic treatise (see P. A. Lehmann's Grotii Maiies vindicati {\']2'j),Y'S.ts 2, p. 817) !

This complex book, compared with no. 2497, is made up of (i) a new title-label,

title, and prefatory matter: (2) a reprint of the text, as .ar as p. 46 : (3) the sheets

d-m (pp. 47-end) of no. 2497 : (4) a reprint of the Annotations : (5) two leaves, the

first of which contains 'Sphalmata pauca', and a note of certain passages deliberately

omitted in the earlier Paris edition by the author himself: the second is blank : (6) the

new Arabic version with pagination and signatures. The Epistle dedicatory to Boyle
refers almost exclusively to the Arabic version, but the Latin text and notes are covered

by the title. In some copies Seaman's Turkish Catechism (no. 2480) is bound in,

before the Arabic.
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and Edward Forrest). After the first sixteen pages (which contain title-label,

title, dedn. to Robert Boyle, and pref. 3 [beg.
' Monendus est'] and pp. 7-14 of

the text) which are new printing, Pococke, the editor, borrowed the actual sheets
of the 1660 a edition, to the end of the text and anacephalaeosis : and reprinted the
Notes of that edition, substituting Errata for the Jewel index: thus exactly revers-

ing what the editor of the 1660a edition did in relation to the 1650 work. The
signn. are A^, B-c, d-m* : A-0*, p-q^. The Arabic follows. R.

5. No. 2596 (1662) : ed. novissima. A re-formation of the former editions, entirely new
printing. The Notes are here amalgamated with the text, each section having its

notes subjoined. The text is preceded by the title, (Grotius's) dedn. to Hieronymus
Bignonius (1639), the anacephalaeosis and Errata. The rest is reprinted from the

1660 b (not 1660 a) edition, and the signn. are A* : A*, B-z, Aa-cc*. R.

The list of Latin separate editions from 1627 to 1700 are:—
Editio

9
10

15. 1 660 London (very dotibtfut)
16. 1660 O.xford (lo"-^)

17. 1660 Oxford (Pococke's: nova)
18. 1662 Amsterdam (ist Elzevir)

19. 1662 Oxford
20. 1663 Amsterdam {doubtful)
21. 1666 Amsterdam {(fonbt/iil)
22. 1669 Amsterdam ;3nd Elz.)

23. 1674 Amsterdam (3rd Klz.)

24. 1675 Amsterdam (.(th Elz.)

25. 1675 Oxford
26. 1680 Amsterdam (5th Elz.)

27. 1684 Amsterdam (novissima)
28. 1694 Amsterdam

29. 1696 Amsterdam

30. 1700 Oxford

1. 1627 Leiden (Maire)
2. 1627 Paris (Cramoisy)
3. 1629 Leiden (2*^* : Maire)
4. 1633 Leiden (3"*: Maire)
5. 1637 Leiden (4''?)
6. 1639 (Leiden: title-page only, pr. at

Oxford)

7. 1639 Oxford (5*)
8. 16 fo Leiden (Maire)

1640 Paris (nova)

1641 Amsterdam [doubtful)

{Gratius died in 1645)
11. 1647 Leiden (doubtful)
12. 1650 Paris (novissima)

13. 1650 Oxford (10"^)

14. 1654 Amsterdam (doubtful)

In vol. ii, p. 487, no. 2032,
' Paris 1643

'
is an error for

' Paris 1640 '.

2499. Highmore, Kathanael. Exercitationes duK. Quarum prior

De Passione Hysterica : Altera De Affectione Hypochondriaca. Authore

Nathanaele Highmore, Artium & Medicinoe Doctore.
[<?/-«. ]

Impr. 424 (Oxon. exc. A. Lichfield, per R.Davis): 1660: 12°: pp. [12] + 184,

signn. aS ";2^ a-h1^ i^ : Pica solid.—Contents :—p. [2] title-label : [3] title: [5-7]
'Index capitum' : [9] dedn. to the University and to dr. Barlow and dr. Bathurst :

[11-12] 'Lectori candido
'

: 1-80, Exerc. i, in seven chapters: 81-184, Exerc. 2 in

nine chapters.—The author was a Dorset man (Trin. coll., Oxford, matr. 1631 from

Queen's, D.Med. 1643, d. 1685), and practised at Sherborne in Dorset. Wood i^Ath.

Oxon. iv. 165) implies that the book was reprinted at Amsterdam in 1660: 3rd ed.

Jena 1677. He defended the work in 1670 (London). Thomason received the book
in Sept. 1660. On p. 9, 1. 4, tanies should be deleted.

2500. Hurst, Henry. 'Ayvoia tov '^vyiKov 'AvOpu)Trov. Or, The

Inability of the Highest Improved naturall Man . . .

Impr. 335c (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1660.—A reissue of the sheets of

1659 (no. '2447), with the date altered to 1660. The catalogue of Davis's books is

unaltered, and so are signn. o j-6.

2501. Jeanes, rev. Henry. A Second Pa.-t of the Mixture of

Schola^ticall Divinity, with Practical, in several tractates : ... By Henry

Jeanes, Minister of Gods Word at Chedzoy in Somersetshire. Whereunto

are annexed, Several Letters of the same Author, and D^ Jeremy Taylor,

concerning Original Sin. Together with a Reply unto Dr. Hammonds

Vindication of his Grounds of Uniformity from i Cor. 14. 40.

Impr. 320a (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson}: 1660: sm. 4°: pp. [20] +

3180 K
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'360' (but 277-80 are duplicated, and between *278 and *
279 are two unpaged

leaves [*i-*4]) + [4] +
'

48
'

(really 40) +
' 88

'

(really 90) + [8]
—which is 530 pages in

all, signn. a, b, B-V*, z, Aa^ Bb-zz, Aaa-nhh*, a, b + c, d-n* (but
' L 3

'

is an inserted

leaf, = pp. *77, *78) : Pica solid.— Contents :— p. [i] title, within double line : [3-4]

preface: [5-12, 13-15] 'A Table of the Contents . . .' and of the 'Scriptures expli-
cated' : [16] 'Addenda & Corrigenda' : [17] a title-page (' . . . Indifference of Humane
Actions') with impr. 320/, as above: [19] Ep. dedic. to sir Will. Wyndham : 1-61,
the treatise: 63, title-page (' . . . Abstinence from all appearance of Evil . . .'), with

impr. 32oy, as above: 65, Ep. dedic. to Tho. Moore and Robert Hunt : 67-168, the

treatise : 169, title-page (Three Assize Sermons on the Last Judgement, as one

treatise): 171,
' The Stationer to the Reader' : 173-252, the treatise : 253, title-page

('. . . Thangsgiving
'

I, with impr. 320/": 255, dedn. to the city of Chichester: 256,

preface: 257-*278, the treatise in revised form : [i] title-page ('. . . Righteousness'),
with impr. 320/": [3-4] Ep. dedic. to sir Will. Wyndham, Francis Luttrell, George
Trevelyan, and Charles Steynings : *279-36o, the treatise: [i] title-page (' Certaine

Letters ...'), with impr. 32oy: [2] quotation : [4] preface : 1-48, the correspondence,

partly addressed to mr. T. C. of Bridgewater, as a go-between, 1657 : [i] title-page

(' Uniformity . . ., a Reply . . .'), with impr. 357 a (Oxford, by A. Lichfield for

T. Robinson): 1-88, the treatise: 88 'Escapes of the Printer' in the Letters and

Reply: [1-3] some notes by Jeanes: [4-8] 'A Catalogue of Books Printed for, and

Sold by Tho: Robinson '

; chiefly divided by authors.—For the First Part of this

Mixture see no. 2299 (1656). In the treatise on Uniformity sign. B is entirely

omitted, sign. C following after sign. A : but in some (2501*) copies
' C

'

is erased (on
the first leaf of sheet c) and ' B

'

is printed in by hand. H. Hall printed all except the

Unifonitify, which was printed by Anne Lichfield. A special little woodcut of the

labarum is at p. 45 of the Uniformity. Thomason received this dull collection on

March 26, 1660. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 591-2, 790,

2502 Jones, dr. Thomas, of Merton col!. Prolusiones Academicse,
ill duas partes distribulse. Quaium Prior continet Recitationes Solennes

in Tit. De Judiciis, . . . Posterior Theses . . . de Origine Dominii &
Servitutis coinplecliiur. Hisce prcemitlitur Oratio InauguraHs. A Thoma

Jones, LL.Dre. & Soc. ColL Mert. . . .

Impr. 425 (OxoniK,exc. H. Hall per R. Davis): 'Ann. .Erre Christians cidioclx':
12°: pp. [26] + 303-l-[9] + 52+[2J-l-52^-[I4],' signn. [ttji, A-^J^^ o^, **, b-f'^ :

English solid.— Contents:— p. [i] engr. title : [3] title : [5-11] Ep. dedic. to bp. Brian

Duppa,
' Dabam ex Coll. Merton. 4to Kalend. Septemb. 1660 ', i.e. Aug. 29 : [13-24]

the Oratio inauguralis : [25] half-title 'Recitationes ... in Titulum De ludiciis . . .

De Persona & Officio Judicis apud Ebrreos, Grrecos, & Romanos . . .': 1-303, [i]
De Judice, in ten chapters : [2] title

' De Origine . .
.',

as above, with author's name
and impr. 426 (Oxonire, exc. H. H. per R. Davis): [4-7] preface : [8-9] Elegiac Latin

verses by
*

J. Jones Armig.' a brother, 'Raptim dabam ex .Edibus nostris in regioue
Ceretica 4to Calend. Aprilis. 1660', i.e. March 29: 1-52, De Dominio Acquirendo,
seventeen theses : [i] half-title,

' De Origine Servitutum
'

: 1-52,- nineteen theses : [1-7]
' Elenchus Thesium '

for both parts : [8-14] an ' Oratiuncula
'

de Dominio, inserted by
the printer to fill up, ])erhaps by T. Jones.—A bundle of juridical exercises (of 1659?)

by a Welsh Fellow of Merton, who submitted to the Visitors and was appointed by them
Fellow of Jesus. This fact is not mentioned, since Jones was reappointed Fellow of

Merton at the Restoration. Since the second part of the volume could, as far as title,

pagination, and signatures go, be regarded as a separate work (pp. [a] + 52 + [2] + 52 +

[14]), it is given a separate number (,2503). The J. Jones of Cardiganshire (regio Cere-

tica), who lauds his brother in Latin, was not a member of the University. The engraved
title (' Jo Dickson, sculp.'), found in one of the Bodleian copies, is a failure in design
and detail, and its absence does not make the book imperfect. Above the title

(' Prolusiones Academicse . . .') stands Justice with the King on her right and the

University of Oxford on her left : beneath the King is a Judge, supporting Justice ;

beneath Oxford is a theologian perverting the balance of Justice: the imprint (no. 427)
is

' Oxonii : Typis : H H:': the size of the plate is Syf x 2^%". Arabic type is on

pp. 1 20-1. In Aug. 1664 there were 415 copies of this book in stock, valued at

\s. i,d. each, owned by Richard D.ivis (Bodl. MS. 15376, fol. 165^), See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iii. 70S, and for the author ibid, and D.N.B.
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2504. Lluelyn, dr. IMartin. An Elegie On the Death of the most
Illustrious Prince, Henry Duke of Glocester. By IMartin LLuelyn D>' in

Ph. Sworn Phy: to His Majesty: Principall of S. M. Hall Oxon. and
Fellow of the Coll. of Phy. Lond. \^Umv. An)is.~\

Impr. 335 (^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1660 : folio: pp. 8, signn. a-b* :

Double (small) pica leaded.— Contents:—p. i, title, within broad black mourning
border, see below : 3-S, the poem.—Prince Henry, brother of the King, died on

Sept. 13, 1660. The poem begins
' Some Princes Lives, such cold affections bred

', and

praises the Prince for linguistic powers, Latin, French, Italian, Dutch. The mourning
border consists of black bands |" and J" broad : two of the latter stretch across the

title-page. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 43.

2505. M.(artin), J.(ohn). Hosannah : a Thanksgiving Sermon,

June 28tii, 1660. By J. M. Presb. Anglic. . . . [Univ. Arms.']
Impr. 316 15 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): sm. 4": pp. [41 + 32, signn. a^,

n-E*: Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to bp. Duppa, signed
'
lo. Martin*: 1-32, the sermon, on Ps. cxviii. 22-5.^A sermon printed, but never

preached, owing to the lack of a pulpit, see preface. The word 0a<TicdvTt0oi in that

preface is for ^aaKavTiKoi, and is intended to mean '

wandering conjuror folk '.

Wood {Ath. Oxon. iv. 390) seems to describe another edition of this sermon (2506),
for his words are ' Hosanna : a Thanksgiving Sermon intended to have been preached
28 June, 1660, Ifc. . . . Oxon. 1660. qu[arto]. It is dedicated to Will. marq. of

Hertford, and Lady A. P. meaning, I suppose, Arundella Penruddock mother to

col. Joh. Penruddock'. None of the three copies I have noted has any words corre-

sponding to this description : and Wood was perhaps depending on an inaccurate

informant. Sir John Penruddock had in 1645 given Martin the living of Compton
Chamberlaine in Wilts.

2507. M.[erriott],T.[homasJ. Grammaticall Miscellanies. Wherein,
The Truth of many Rules, both in the English Rudiments, and Latine

Grammar is examined. Some whereof are nuU'd
\
others newly made :

Many Quaeres and Doubts proposed . . . &c. Necessary for Learners

of the Latine tongue . . . Containing cxxxvi Members [= sections].

Together with an Alphabetical Index of the Varice Construct, pag. 56

[-100]. By T. M
Impr. 392 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield) : 1660 : (eights) 12" : pp. [16] + 175 (' 185 ') -t-

[5]j signn. a-m8,n2: Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title : [3-16] Preface : i-'iSs',
the work : [2-3] the Index : [4] Errata.—A rare work by a Fellow of New College,
educated at Winchester, containing the outpoured notes of a grammarian, chiefly on

those parts of Latin syntax where mechanical rules are too rigid, as in the case of
' Sum governs a nominative ',

' Urbem quam statuo vestra est '. Member 86 is a long
one on certain constructions. To get Anne Lichfield to print such a book was asking
for trouble, so avfirjKTjTa occurs in the preface (for avimKX-qra or avimXr^-ma) : and see

the Errata. There is an onslaught on '

pseudography
'

(opposed to orthography)
on pp. 4-7. For the author see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 589 and D. N. B. : and

no. 2198. R.

2508. Monck, gen. George. For his Excellency Gen: Monck. [text

follows.']

Impr. 428 ('Printed at Oxford for N. O.') : 1660: br. s., folio: Great primer
solid.—An open letter to General Monck, unsigned, beseechinij him, in guarded

terms, not to allow himself to be Protector, but to restore the monarchy. Neither

term is used, but the trend is clear. The practical steps proposed are Religious

Toleration, an Act of Oblivion, and a Free Parliament to settle the form of govern-

ment. The date would therefore seem to be March or early April, 1660. The first

words are ' My Lord, You are too Wise '. Monck was in Cromwell's House of Lords.

K 2
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2509. *tMonck, gen. George. To the Reverend and Honourable,
the Vice-Chancelour And the . . . Convocation In the University of

Oxford, [textfollows.']
[Oxford?: April 1660]: br. s., folio: Great primer leaded.—On April 5, 1660,

when the tide was beginning to flow strongly towards monarchy, general Monck was
bold enough to solicit the votes of Convocation (in the election of Burgesses for the

new Convention on April 25) for Speaker Lenthall. His name is not mentioned,

except as 'the Master of the Rolls', an office held by him from Nov. 10, 1659, to

June I, 1660. This was read in Convocation on April 7, but in the election on the

12th that body did not oblige their 'very humble Servant G. Monke', but elected

prof. Thomas Clayton and canon John Milles. Wood notes, in manuscript,
' This

letter was read in Convocation 7. Ap. 1660. And because the presbyterians &
fanaticall partie were eager for Will. Lenthall, therefore they caused this letter to be

printed & dispersed about the uniuersity '. This seems to imply that the piece was

printed at Oxford. The absence of any date or place on the first issue seems to be

the cause of a reissue (2510) with no change except the addition in the lower left

corner of the sheet of the words 'S. Jameses. | Apr. 5. 1660'.

2511. New Year's Gift. A New-years-gift |
for the

| Rump. . . .

[lext/oUotvs.]
Impr. 429 (Oxford, for G. H.) : br. s., fol. : English solid.—Twenty-two rhyming

triplets, each with the refrain
' Which no body can deny

'
: the first two lines are

' You may have heard of the Politique Snout, |

Or a Tale of a Tub, with the bottom
out

'

: a coarse satire on the Rump Parliament. Thomason received it on Jan. 5, i6|§.

2512. O., J. Bradshaws Ultimum Vale, Being the Last Words That
are ever intended to be Spoke of him. As they were delivered in

a Sermon Preach'd at his Interrment. By J. O. D.D. Time-Server

general of England.
Impr. 2i9^('Oxon.', but really London printing) : 1660 : sm. 4° : pp. 15 + [i], signn.

A-B* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title, within broad mourning lines: 3— 15, the sham
Sermon. —Bradshaw's Last Farewell is a sham satirical sermon on the death (Oct. 31,

1659) of John Bradshaw the Regicide. It is a general rant, with no biographical
detail, and apparently foisted on John Owen, the dean of Christ Church. The text

is the words '
written round about the Dyall of Pancridge Church '

(i.
e. St. Pancras in

London), apparently 'We must all die'. This is represented by 'Wee must', and
a rude engraving of a dial (die-all), cf. vol. i, pp. 289-90, devices D and G : but this

one is 3f
"
in diameter, and bears the words '

Speed well thy time. Fly swifte from
sinne'. The 'sermon' begins 'Beloved, they say', and may be compared in style to

the New Sermon of the neivest Fashion (1643?) printed at the Daniel Press in 1877.
Twelve kinds of death are described on pp. 8-9. The small woodcut ornaments on

p. 3 show that this book was not printed at Oxford. Thomason received the piece
on Dec. 30, 1659, according to his own note, but the date Nov. 30, 1659, i^ ^l^o

given in the Brit. Mus. Catal. of Prints and Drawings—Satires, i. 518: and Nov. 2 2

in the printed Thomason Catalogue.

O., M Fratres in Malo.
This violent attack (in English) on Edw. Bagshaw and Henry Hickman by an

Oxford B.A. who calls himself ' M. O.', was not printed at Oxford, but by
' R. Wilks ',

probably a fictitious name,
' and are to be sold by the Booksellers of London and

Oxford, 1660'. This is the first occurrence of the latter phrase which I have noticed,
but since London precedes Oxford as the first place of publication, the book is not
counted as an Oxford one.

2513. Oughtred, W.[illiam]. The Circles of Proportion And The
Horizontall Instrument &c. Both invented, and the uses of both written

in Latine by W. Oughtred ^tonens. Translated into English and set

forth for the publique benefit by W.[illiam] F.[orster] And now by the
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Authors consent, Revised, Corrected, and Freed from all mistakes in

the former Editition: and also much Amplifyed and Explained, by
A.[rthur?J H.[aughton ?]

Gent.

Impr. 403^ (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis): 1660: (eights) 12°: pp. [4] +
254 [' 144'] +[2] + 8 plates : signn. A^, B-R^ : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title,

within double line: [3-4] 'To the Reader', signed 'A. H.' : 1-122, Part i, in

fourteen chapters : 1 23, a title,
' An Addition unto the use of the instrument, Called The

Circles of Proportion, For the working of Nauticall Questions . . . with . . . Considera-
tions . . . touching Navigation . . . Hereunto is also annexed the . . . Use of two Rulers
for Calculation', with impr. 430 (Oxford, by W. H. for R. D.) : 125-85, Of Naviga-
tion, in seven chapters: 185-93, Gunter's Table of the division of the Meridian line

for Mercator's projection : 195-239, a description and use of the instrument, and on

Dialling: 241-54, the use of the two Rulers.— Oughtred's Latin treatise on his new
horizontal instrument used for calculations and dialling was published first in the

English translation by his pupil, William Forster, in 1632, for Elias Allen, the

London instrument-maker, without plates. In the 1633 and present editions the Naviga-
tion part and Gunter's Tables occur, with some plates ; but in 1660 for the first time

the two Rulers are added, and in all eight plates are found.

The editor, A. H., may be Arthur Haughton, mentioned in the D. N. B. as a pupil
of Oughtred, who died on June 30, 1660. The plates are (i) an unnumbered engraving
often concentric circles, the Instrument (opp. p. i) : (2) plate I (5 figures :

'
I. Goddard

delin:
'

opp. p. 90) : (3) plate 11 (46 triangles, by Goddard, opp. p. 113) : (4) plate III

(3 figures, by Goddard, opp. p. 185) : (5) an unnumbered dial (opp. p. 238): (6) an

unnumbered dial, with separate side scale on one side (opp. p. 238) : (7) plate IIII,

5 figiTres, by Goddard (opp. p. 239) : (8) plate V, 6 figures, by Goddard (opp. p. 239) :

all the plates are on guards enabling them to unfold clear of the text : one engraving
is in the text, p. 217. The numbered plates (I-V) occur both with and without the

page reference. The book is a remarkable one to have been projected about 1600, as

the author states it to have been, in the former editions : it suggests the Slide Rule.

Thomason received the book in Sept. 1660.

Oxford, University: Britannia Rediviva: see no. 2466.

—
,

—
: Epicedia : see no 2467.

—
,
—

: Christ Church Prayers : see no. 2474.

—
,

—
. (Notice against disorderly persons, 'March 20, 1660'.) See no. 2426,

which should be neither there nor here, but after no. 2566.

2514. *tOxford, University. [Latin form of licence to eat flesh in

Lent.]
[Printed in Oxford ?, about 1660] : folio : pp. [4] : Great primer law-type leaded.—

A form by which the Vice-Chancellor allows a person to eat flesh privily in the

ensuing Lent, for his health's sake. It begins
' Sacra: Theologise Professor,

necnon Almse Universitatis Oxon. Vice-Cancellarius ', and ends ' millesimo sex-

centesimo sexagesimo '. The law-script type used has not previously occurred

at Oxford, so the piece may have been printed in London. The printing is on p. i

of a folio sheet doubled, and is printed sideways, as if oblong 8", see no. 2519 : in

fifteen lines.

2515. *t— ,

—
. [A general appeal from Marischall College in the

University of Aberdeen ('New-Aberdeen') for pecuniary help, dated

'Feb. 7. 1660', with a resolution of the Delej,ates of the University of

Oxford, May 23, 1660, recommending the same to Colleges and Halls.]

[No place or date, but Oxford, May 1660] : folio, br. s. : Pica solid.—The appeal
is signed by William Moir, Principal, and six others, and was originally taken round

'the most eminent places of this Hand' by the rev. Alexander White: the present

form as above dated was in the charge of Laurence Mercer, merchant of London. The

resolution is appended, signed by the Registrar. The terms of the appeal are general,

not specialized to Oxford : and refer to recent fires and '

scurvy and ruinous Edifices '.
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2516. *tOxford, University. [Peremptory order by the Vice-

Chancellor that academical costume be worn in public by all members
of the University, especially at Sermons and other Scholastic Exercises.

[Printed at Oxford by Anne Lichfield, 1660] : folio: br. s. : English leaded.^The
V.-C. (dr. Paul Hood) states that there has been for several years an almost total

neglect of this requirement of the Statutes. The notice is headed by the Arms of the

University, and dated Oct. 8, 1660.]

2517. *t— ,

—
. [Latin form of appointing an Administrator in

Intestacy.]
[Printed at Oxford?, about 1660]: folio: pp. 4: Pica italic leaded.—The form is

general, not localized to Oxford, but is probably an Oxford reprint of a London form.

The first words are 'Salutem in Domino Cum diet. sic (ut prDemittitur) defunct.',

and end 'sub sigillo Officii nostri prsedict. Die Mensis Anno Domini,
'

:

sixteen lines. The date is conjectural but probable. The printing is on p. i of

a doubled sheet, and done sideways, as no. 2514.

2518. *t—
,

—
. [Form of apprenticeship.]

[Oxford, printed by W. Hall; probably in 1660] : sm. 4" : br. s. : Pica italic solid.—
A form of indenture binding an apprentice to a member of the University. Various

tradesmen were '

privilegiati ', as members of the University and under the protection
of its courts. The form begins, 'This Indenture made, Witnesseth that

I

Son of
| ',

and end 'An: Dom: 166 '. The apprentice among other things is not allowed to

marry, and receives 'double Apparell
'

at the end of his term. There are thirty lines,

counting T as line 3.

2519. *t— ,

—
, Magdalen college. [Form of Commemoration of the

Founder and Benefactors used by Magdalen college.]
[Printed at Oxford?, 1660?]: la. 8": br. s. : English black-letter leaded.—An

English form of commemoration, consisting of two Versicles and Responses, and one

Prayer mentioning 'our Founder William Wainflet and all other our Benefactors'.

This is followed by 'Mag. Coll. Oxon,' in large type, and 'Proper Psalms, 145, 146,

147. Lesson Ecclesiasticus, chap. 44'. At the head is a large device of the Royal
Arms crowned (with

' C. R.'), with two supporters (Lion and Unicorn) and two mottoes

(^Honi soil . . . and Dien et laon droit), with slight flower-work. This is a fairly close

imitation of a London wood-engraving, no. 68 in Steele's List (vol.'2 of lord Craw-
ford's Proclamations), which was used by Barker and Bill in London, in the months of

Sept. and Oct. 1660 only. The ornament beneath ET is slightly different, and the

horn of the Unicorn in the Oxford engraving touches the R.

2520. *t—
,

—
,
Merton college. [Form of Commemoration of Founder

and Benefactors.]
[Oxford, printed about 1660] : la. 8°, br. s. : Great primer solid.—The Commemora-

tion prayers of Merton, consisting of two Versicles (M = Minister) and Responses,
Prayer (so far in Latin : the rest in English), two more Versicles and Responses, and
two Prayers: thirty-seven lines. In the two last prayers both the Founder (Walter of

Merton) and alternatively one Benefactor (Thomas Jessop) are mentioned, and the

prayers were perhaps only used on special Commemorations, whereas the rest was
used daily and contains the name of the Founder only. The first words are ' M. In

meinoria ccterna erit Justus
'

: and the last
' Christ our Lord. Amen '.

2521. *t— ,
—

, University College. [A prayer commemorating the

Founder and Benefactors of the college.]
[No impr. or date : but Oxford printing; b) Henry Hall about 1660] : 8° broadside :

Great primer solid.— Like the preceding formj the present leaflet was probably issued at

the Restoration, for college use. It consists of a prayer {Ing. 'Alfred the Great, the
first Founder of this House

;
William of Durham, the Restorer of it', and four others),

and a list of ' Set Communion-Days', eight in number. The prayer takes twenty lines.
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2522. Parry, bp. Edward. David Restored. Or An Antidote

against the Prosperity of the Wicked and the Afflictions of the lust, '.". .

In a . . . discourse upon the Seventy third Psalme, by . . . Edward

Parry Late L. Bishop of Killaloe. Opus Posthumum. \quotalion from
the EiKwv BacrtA.t/c>^.]

Impr. 4.^1 (Oxford [by W. Hall] for J. Godwin): Anno Recreationis 1660:
(eights) 12°: pp. [48] +31 1 +[3] + 20 + [2], signn. A«, b-c^, d^, a-x» : Pica solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-12] Ep. dedic. to James marqu.
of Ormonde, signed 'loh: Parry,' 'Jesus Colledge, Oxon. July 1660' : [13-24] preface,
by John Parry, dated July 1660: [25-30] Ps. Ixxiii : [31-41] Contents of the ten

chapters : [42] Errata : [44] Title-label,
'

Bp. Parry On the Lxxiii. Psalme.' : [45-8]
Index : 1-311, the treatise, [2] a title, 'A Resolution of a seasonable Case of Con-
science . . .', with impr. 432 (Oxford, by W. Hall for J. Godwin) : 1-20, the piece,

signed at end 'John Parry, Oxon. Jes. Col. 1660' : [1-2] 'Books Printed for, and to
be sold by Joseph Godwin Bookseller in Oxford '.—iThe preface contains a short
character of bp. Parry, sent to John Parry, the editor and son of the bishop. The
Resolution is bound by the printed signatures to the preceding treatise, and is on the

question whether warrant from Scripture is needed for everything we do : negatur.
The Index (sign, d 1-2) is really part of sign, a (namely a 7-8), and intended to be
cut off, and placed after sign. c. Similarly sign, c 8 (title-label) is intended to

be turned back so as to precede A i.

In the Catalogue of Godwin's books, there are three points to be noticed. The
elusive edition of Longinus De siiblimitate (see nos. 832-4, 2036) is referred to as

printed for Godwin, which is one step forward. ' Ferrari i Orationes, 12°' seems to

refer to the London 1657 edition, which only bears '

Londini, ex officina Rogeri
Danielis '. The last books in the Catalogue are Lovell's Animals and Minerals,
referred to as if already published, i.e. issued in or before July 1660 at earliest, for

though Thomason is stated to have received the Parry in Jan. i6f§, this must be an

error, since both dedication and preface are dated July 1660, and the actual issue may
have been in August or later, for the Lovell volumes bear 1661 on their title-pages

(see nos. 2561-2).

2523. Pliny the younger. C. Plinii Caiciiii Secundi Epistolaj et

Panegyricus, editio nova. Marcus Zuerius Boxhornius recensuit, &

passim emendavit. . . .

Impr. 433 (O.xonice, exc. Gul. Hall per E. & J. Forrest) : 1660 : 12° : pp. [24] +

380 -I- [24], signn. A-s'^ : Long primer solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-4] Box-

horn's dedn. to Martin Tancke, Saxon ambassador to Belgium, in Latin, 1660: 5-6,

editor's preface : [7-1 1] editor's Judicium de Plinio : [13-18] Plinii Vita ex Epistolis

coUecta : [19-21] excerpt from Onuphrius Panvinius : [22-4] Index of names of

addressees, for the Epistles : 1-297, the Epistolse, in ten books : 298-372, the Pane-

gyricus : 373-80, 'Variantes Lectiones aliquot', see below: [1-22] Index rerum et

verborum : [24] title-label, 'Plinii Epistolce'.
— Marcus Zuerius (called after his

mother's name, Boxhornius) first edited the two works of Pliny the younger at Leyden,
where he was Professor, in 1640, for the Elzevirs. They, however, took the whole

credit of the edition to themselves. In the second edition Boxhorn's name occurs,

with a new dedication and slight changes : this was issued again in 1653, the year in

which the editor died, and the dedication is dated 1653.
' Festinantibus typographis

'

there is no time for the editor to explain his principles of emendation. Next follows

the Amsterdam (ex Officina Elzeviriana) edition in 1659, a reprint throughout of the

former one, with the same expression about the printers' hurry, nnd the dedication

dated 1653. So far all was honest work, though the twc last editions are both called

'second' in the preface. But the present edition exhibits more questionable features.

Not only does William Hall, printer to the University, alter the date of the dedication

from 1653 to 1660 (though Boxhorn had died seven years before the latter year), but

he actually alters the first clause of the preface, from ' Amice Lector, Cum secundam

hanc Pliniararum Epistolarum editionem Elzevirii nostri adornarent
'

to ' Amice Lector,

Cum secundam hanc . . . editionem Gtiil: Hall ttostei- adornaret
'

! ! Otherwise the

whole 0.xford edition is a close reprint of the 1659 Amsterdam, and the printers are
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still represented as being in a hurry. There can be little doubt that, as soon as this

barefaced proceeding was noticed, the edition was suppressed ;
and it is perhaps to be

called rare, for it is not mentioned in Zedler, Jocher, Vander Aa, Briiggeman, Brunet,
Graesse or Ebert : it is still not in the British Museum, and was not in the Bodleian
till 1885. There are subsequent Oxford editions in 1677, 1686, and 1703. The
' Variantes Lectiones aliquot

'

are no doubt from old printed editions, for Boxhorn
states that he had no MSS. of which he could make use. I do not remember any

attempt at an Apparatus Criticus in any earlier Oxford book. R.

2524. Prideaux, dr. John. Scholastic^e Theologiae Syntagma, 1660.
In spite of separate title, pagination, and signatures, this piece and the Concilionim

Synopsis, i66r, were probably not issued separately, but are genuinely parts of the

Fascicithis Controversiaritiii Theologicariim by Prideaux, 1664 (no. 2667). The
reasons are (i) that the pieces have not been noticed as occurring separately in

catalogues : (2) that these two parts at least are connected by an index attached to the

Synopsis which embraces the Syntagma : (3) that the gross errors in the imprints
could not have been allowed to pass m a chief title-page, but only in subordinate ones.

The Syntagma has '

Typis Lichfieldianis, Academic Typographus' (!), and the

Synopsis 'Typis Lichfieldianis Academic Typographis', which is a shade better,

though still absurd : the main title of the Fasciculus just saves itself by
'

Typis Lich-

fieldianis, Acad. Typog.', which kindly scholars might interpret as ' Academiae Typo-
graphorum'. The text of both Syntagma and Synopsis is a mere reprint of the

editions of 1651 (nos. 2179, 2178): probably the work was laid aside in 1662
and 1663.

2525. Rhodocanakis, Constantinus. Carmina Giajca Rythmica
Gratulatoria De Reditu Serenissimi, Saciatissimi & ©co^vAaKTou Principis
Caroli II, Magnse Britannise, Galliae & Hiberniae Regis. Composita
a Constantino Rodocanacide Chiensi, tunc commorante in Celeberrinia

Academia Oxoniensi.

Lnpr. 434 (exc. A. & L, Lichlield) : 1660 : (eight and two) 12° : pp. [6] + 12 {a-iff)
+ [2], signn. A*, B^ : Pica Greek solid.—Contents :

—
[i] title, within border of ornn. :

[3—6] Ep. dedic. to the Chancellor lord Seymour, signed \\.(uvaravjlvos It PoSoKavaKis
6 Xios : (i— 12) three Greek poems: (12) five

'

J(pd\fiaTa'.— Prince Constantine
Rhodocanakis (1635-89) landed in England in August 1654, and studied medicine
at Dublin and Cambiidge, transferring himself to Oxford in August 1659. The
present volume contains a prologue, the chief poem, and a shorter poem on an anagram
of the King's name and title (they begin respectively "Evt'ene, Movaa, Tpuwovs : "Ava^
6 npthros K6.po\os, and 'AjyeXos to irpwrov Ovaov, and are elegiac, political verse and
trochaic verse; the last two rhyming also). They are in literary Greek, or nearly so,
and were so well received by the King that he commanded them to be printed at the

Oxford University Press and to be distributed gratis. The prose dedication is in

general terms : the main poem gives a narrative of the King's death and the Common-
wealth, and gives praise to 6 Muynos, as enabled by Zeus, Pallas, and others to save
the country. The preface explains that part of the writer's aim was to enlighten his

fellow-countrymen on the course of events. The whole piece was reprinted, with
a preface, by Emile Legrand with the title Ae Retour de Charles it . . . poeme grec dti

Prince Constantin Rhodocanakis (Athens and Paris, 1873), where it is slated that the

princely title was not used in the book because the profession of medicine was not

regarded as consistent with it: and that there was a second edition in 1668 (not

printed at Oxford). See also B/os koI Ivyjpafj.fxaTa tov K. 'Po5o«ai'd«i5oj (Athens,
1872, folio). In Legrand's Bibliographie Jiellenique (seventeenth cent. ii. [1894], p. 1 26,
where the whole preface is reprinted) the book is described as ' Livre de la plus
insigne raietd ', and as bearing on the verso of the last leaf of all (described as blank
in the above description) a vignette of a cannon and crown, with H and B (2525*).
The only copies known to Legrand were those in the British Museum and Bodleian : the

latter was ' Liber T. Barlow ex dono Authoris' (note in Barlow's hand) : the former
bears the vignette in question (lyf" square). Dr. Philip Bliss and before him James
Eoswell possessed copies. These two copies are on thick paper, but I have seen one
in private hands (1923) on ordinary paper without the vignette. RR.
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2526 [Robinson, Hugh.] Antiquse Historic Synopsis. Cui accedit

Geographiae & Rhetorices compendium. In usum Sciiolae Collegialis
Wintonite ...

Impr. 435 (Oxonire, exc. Gul. Hall, per J. Godwin): 1660 : twelves) 16":

pp. [4] + 68 + i55 + [i], signn. ( )i, *i, a-b12, c^, d^, a-e'^ pi^ g^ : Long primer
solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to Henry Beeston, head master of

Winchester school, signed
' H. S.' the editor, dated 'Oxon. 4 Calend. Feb. 1659', i-^-

Jan. 29, i6|§ : 1-68, the history in forty-seven chapters, plus two leaves of miscellanea :

1-118, 'De qualitate et indole prjecipuorum in Orbe locorum '
: 121-55,

' Totius
Rhetorics aditmbratio'.— One of the school-books which seem to be almost worn out
of existence. The only copy available is one in the library of St. Mary's Church at

Marlborough, in poor condition, seen in 1903 : a titie-page is in the British Museum.
The editor states that he found the book (presumably referring to a copy of no. 449,
Oxon. 1616), and thought it worth reprinting : but there are omissions and large
additions. RR.

2527. Schonaeus, Cornelius. Terentius Christianus, sive Comcediae
duse Terentiano stylo conscripts : Ad usum Scholarum seorsum e.xcusse.

Tobseus. Juditha. His accessit Pseudostratiotes, fabula jocosa ac ludri-

cra
\^stc\.

Autore Corn. Schonso.
Impr. 443 (Oxoniae, exc. ['apud'] A. L. per Soc. Stationariorum) : 1660: 12°.—

Only known from a title-page in the British Museum (463. h. 4, no. 2899), bearing on
the verso a Lalin preface by an English editor, explaining why Schonseus chose to

imitate Terence and the limits within which such levity can be permitted. The
'Actorum Nomina' for Tobseus follow, a list of the characters. The ornaments which
form a border round the title show that the actual printer was Anne Lichfield, and

probably
'

apud
'

means no more than that Anne knew no Latin. A copy was in the

(Richard) Heber Sale, pt. iii, lot 1096. Former editions were printed at Antwerp in

1570 and Amsterdam in 1629 and 1646 : Schonaeus of Haarlem died in 1611. RR.

2528. Sharrock, Robert. The History of the Propagation & Improve-
ment of Vegetables By the concurrence of Art and Nature : Shewing the

several ways for the Propagation of Plants usually cultivated in England . . .

Written according to Observations ... By Robert Sharrock, Fellow of

New Colledge.
Impr. 357« (Oxford, by A. Lichfield for T. Robinson): 1660: (eights) 12°:

pp. [18] + 150 -I- [6] : signn. A, a*, b^, E-K^, L* -i-two leaves between p. 70 and p. 71 :

Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within double line: [3-9] Ep. dedic. to the

hon. Robt. Boyle: [11-12] two poems to the author, by 'Will: Parker
,
Scholl: of

New Coll.', and 'Ed: Spencer Fell, of N.C: [13-18] Contents of the eight chapters:

[18] Errata: 1-150, the work: [2-3] a metal plate of operations on a vegetable

stem, with an 'Exemplification' of the figure on the preceding verso of a leaf: and
' Adde this at the 60th [for 70th] Page

'

: [5-6] the last leaf of the book,
' A Catalogue

of Some Books Printed for, and sold by Tho. Robinson'.—The author came up to

New College from Winchester in 1650, and declares that the book is entirely due to

the encouragement of Robert Boyle. At p. 136 is a reference to an artificial arrange-
ment for boggy plants in the Physic Garden at Oxford. The Oxford 1672 edition of

the work is a reprint with additions. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 147. Thomason
received the book in Dec. 1659. The bibliography of sheets b^, b^ is curious. A* is

all right, but, instead of making sheet b consist of b i the surplus matter and b 2 blank,

the printers made b i as above, but b 2 the first leaf of sheet B ! In fact they shifted

the type of B i (signature mark and all !) to form b 2. T^^en they made the new B i

a blank (?) leaf to be torn off! Perhaps one reason for this was in order to link

together the text and prefatory matter, since the occurrence of two 1 2° works by the

same author in the same year from the same press might otherwise produce mistakes

when the prefatory matter and text were joined together.

2529. —,

—
. 'Y7ro^eo-ts r]6iK-q de Officiis secundum Nature Jus, seu

De Moribus ad Rationis normam conformandis Doctrina. Unde Casus
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omnes Conscientise . . . judicari possint . . . Principia item & rationes

Hobbesii Malmesburiensis ... in examen veniunt. In usum Theologise,

LL. & vitse honestati studentium. Authore Roberto Sharrockj Novi

Collegii Soc.

Impr. 436 (Oxoniee, exc. [A.] Lichfield, per T. Robinson): 1660: (eights) 12°:

pp. [54] + '

364' (but 353-6 are omitted in the pagination), signn. A, a, TI^, ^*^*, B-z*,
Aa* : Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. [3] title, within double bounding lines : [5-10] Ep.

dedic. to the hon. Robert Boyle and Robert Langford (a relative of Sharrock, of

Gray's Inn) : [11-2S] 'Ad Lectorem . . .' : [29-31] letter to Sharrock on his book,
signed 'Jo: Aylmerus ',

in Latin: [32, 33-53] lists of contents: [54] Errata:
I-' 364 ', the work in sixteen chapters.

—A moral, theological, and quasi-legal disserta-

tion on conscience nnd duty, partly against Hobbes. A greatly enlarged edition was
issued in 16S2 at Oxford (no. ). Exactly the same difficulty was experienced in

the sheet {j^*.:^) preceding the text as in no. 2528, and was met in the same way,
probably for the same reason. See Wood's Ath. Oxoti. iv. 147. The Hypothesis
was printed earlier in the year than the History of Vegetables (no. 2528), for the
former occurs as published in Robinson's list of books in the latter. There are large

paper copies of this work, on thick paper, not otherwise differing in any detail. The
under-dotted lines in the title are in red.

2530. South, dr. Robert. Interest deposed, and Truth restored.

Or, A Word in Season, delivered in Two Sermons : The First at

St. Maryes in Oxford, on the 24th of July, 1659 being the time of the

Assizes . . . The other Preached lately before the Honourable Societie of

Lincolns-Inn. By Robert South, Mr. of Arts, and Student of Christ-

Church.

Impr. 437 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield, for T. Robinson): 1660: sm. 4°:

pp. [12] + 20+ [2] + 24 + [2], signn. A*, a^, B-G^ : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i]

title, within border of ornn. : [3-6] Ep. dedic. to justice Edw. Atkins, dated ' Ch. Ch.
the 25th. of May, 1660': [7-12] preface: 1-20, the first sermon, on Matt. x. 33:
[i] a title, within border of ornn.,

'

Ecclesiasticall Policy the best policy ... By
Ro. South', with impr. 437, as above: 1-24, the sermon on i Kings xiii. 33-4:
[1-2] {not seen ; a blank leaf?).^T)x. South was in this year, though only twenty-six,
elected Public Orator at Oxford, but had submitted under the Commonwealth, and was

regarded as a time-server. These two sermons were his first theological publications,
and are described by Wood in Ath. Oxon. iv. 633, 638 : a second edition of the

second sermon came out at Oxford in 166S (no. 2810). His style is clear and forcible,
and he acquired considerable reputation before his death in 1716. The signatures
connect the two sermons, but they occur separate, occasionally.

2531. Th.(urman), tl.(enry). A Defence of Humane Learning in

the Ministry : or, a Treatise Proving That it is necessary a Minister (or

Preacher) should be skill'd in Humane Learning ... By H. Th. St. Ch. Ch.

Impr. 438 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield for R. Davis) : 1660 : (eights) 12° : [8] + [66] +

[6], signn. A^, b-e^ f ('e';^ : Pica solid.— Contenis :—p. [3] title ; [5-8] Ep. dedic. to

dr. John Wall, dated ' Ch. Church Oxon. July 14. 1659' 'Hen. Thurman': 1-66 ('50')
the Defence : [i-S]

' A Catalogue of Bookes printed for, and to be sold by Richard
Davis at his shop neer Oriell Colledge in Oxford'.—Written during a second attack

on the Universities (see 1659, annals), the treatise was delayed till it became almost

superfluous, but dr. Wall, a canon of Christ Church, encouraged Thurman, then

a Student of the House (matr. 1648, M.A. 1654), to print it. The writer considers

a learned and well managed Tongue to he ' the sole Paramont and Emperour of the

Vniverse
'

(p. 6) : the subject of learning is dealt with in an interesting way, but there

is little or nothing special to Oxford. At p. 22 he writes,
' As to the Greek language

in particular, he that is ignorant of it, must be also of the new Testament, the

Septuagint . . . and in short the Greek Fathers : And truly he that willfully will

neglect these, may as well kick Divinity out of doores'. The running head-line is

'The Necessity of a Learned Ministry'. The pagination is in pp. 36-end wild, in

some copies.
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2532. Ussher, archbp. James. Jacobi Vsserii Arniachani Chronologia
Sacra. Seu Annorum & TraiSoTroi/as Patriarcharum, TrapotKtas Israelitarum
in ^gypto, Annorum eiiam Judicum, Regum Judce & Israelis 'ATrdSci^ts

chronologica. Opus Posthumum hucusque di-eVSorov. Editionem ac-

curante Thoma Barlow Coll. Reg. Prseposito, & B.B.P.
[i.e. Bibliothecce

Bodleiange Protobibliothecario].
Impr. 439 (Oxonise, exc. W. Hall, per R. Davis, E. & J. Forrest) : 1660 : sm. 4° :

pp. [8] +[[8]] + 213 + [11], signn. A, n, a-z, Aa-Ee*: Pica solid.—Contents :—p. [i]
title, within border of ornn. : [3-8] Barlow's Ep. dedic. to Timothy Tyrrell,

' Dabam
Oxoni?e, e Bibl. Bodl. xii. Cal. Maj. [i.e. Apr. 20] cio . loc . LX '

:
[fi-.n]] 'Lectori' :

[[7]] List of Ussher's Latin and English works : [[8]J
' Lectori

',
a note, and Errata :

1-213, the work: 213, note that the work is imperfect at end: [2-9] List of Bible

passages referred to: [lo-ii] List of writers mentioned. All in Latin.—Archbp.
Ussher left all his MSS. to his son-in-law Timothy Tyrrell, who had married Ussher's

only daughter. This unfinished Chronology was his last work, and is a supplement
or corrected Summary of the Ajinales (1650-4), being indeed promised in the Preface
to the second volume of the Annals. Ussher died in March, 1656, and inquiries were
made about the MS. by Georgius Hornius, the Leyden professor. Sir Matthew Hale,
and others. So Barlow, though the MS. was difficult and he himself overworked,
undertook the task, and did his best to present it in proper form : but as a fact there

are signs of haste : pp. 1-43 are the second part (Israel and Judah) : and the '

pars
altera' (pp. 43-213) is the first part: both are imperfect. The note on p. [[8]]

=
sign. 84^ excuses the preposterous arrangement, on two grounds: (i) the order in

Ussher's MS.; (2) that booksellers said that an acephalous beginning would deter

purchasers ! On pp. 44-5 is the calculation resulting in 4004 B. c, as the date of the

Creation. Some copies omit the preface : other edd. are Paris 1673, Geneva 1722, &c.
Thomason received the book on May 16, 1660.

2533. — ,

—
. Jacobi Usserii Armachani de Romanae Ecclesiae

Symbolo Apostolico vetere Aliisque Fidei formulis, turn ab Occidentalibus

turn ab Orientalibus, in prima Chatechesi & Baptismo proponi solitis,

Diatriba. Asserunt
[sic, pro Accesserunt'\ I. Athanasii Symbolum . . . [&c.].

Impr. 440 (Oxonii, exc. Gnl. Hall, per J. S., pro R. Davis, E. Forrest, & J. Forrest) :

1660 : sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 38, signn. a-e* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [1-3]
Latin letter from Ussher to Ger. Joh. Vossius, London

' 6 Id. Feb.' [= Feb. 8] 1646 =

Belgian '12 Kal. Mart.' [= Feb. iS] 1647: 5-26, the dissertation: 26-38, the

Athanasian Creed, Gr.-Lat. : a shorter creed attiibuted to the same, in Latin : the

"tfjLvoi "EojOivos and "EaTTtpivo?, Gr.-Lat. : Hildeberti Cenomanensis hymni duo (incc.

Alpha £/ n, Extra porlam), all with notes.—This appears to be wholly a reprint of

the London 1647 edition (except for the engraved portrait of 1647), and, as the

signatures show, is intended as an Appendix to no. 2532, though wholly independent
in form : Thomason received it on the same day as the Chronologia, and it is usually
found bound with it. Ussher reminds Vossius that the substance of his dissertation

was contained in a former dissertation and in a sermon before the king at least

fourteen years before Vossius's on the same subject : and states that he wrote this

enlarged account in Latin to submit it to Vossius's judgement. Who J. S. was who

paid for this reprint, I do not find. The misprint on the title-page shows that the

Architypographus was caught napping.

2534. Valentinus, Basilius. The Triumphant Chariot of Antimony,

being a Conscientious Discovery of the many . . . E.'cellencies ... in that

Mineral], written By Basil Valentine A Benedictine Monke. Faithfully

Englished and published for the Common Good. By I. H. O.xon.

Impr. 441 ([Oxford, by A. Lichfield] for T. Bruster of London) : 1660: (eights)

I2»: pp. [8] + i75 + [i], signn. [a]^ b-m^ : Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [3] title:

[5-7] preface signed 'J. H.' : [8] 'Errata's': 1-175 (p. 156 blank), the work.—

Basilius Valentinus, a German Benedictine, lived in the fifteenth century, and wrote

among other medical works Der Triumph IFagen Antimonii (Leipz. 1604 and 1624)
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or Currits Triumphalis Antiuionii (Tolosoe, 1646), here translated by dr. John
Harding of Magdalen, a Presbyterian. The Bodleian copy bears ' Ex dono interpretis
D: Jo: Harding'. The treatise is chemical, medicinal, and alchemical, with a tendency
to moral discourse. At p. 1 54 is a short appendix, an acrostic, and an extra chapter
on 'the Stone of Fire', i.e. stibnite (stibium, sulphide of antimony). A small wood
engraving of a bottle is in the margin of p. 119. Another translation of Valentine,
with notes, was printed in London in 1678. The present volume was undoubtedly
printed at Oxford by Anne Lichfield : and clearly Harding did not wish to be known
as the translator.

2535. Wagstaff, John. Historical Reflections on the Bishop of

Rome ; chiefly discovering Those Events . . . which most advanced the

Papal Usurpation. By John Wagstaff", M.A. O.C.

Impr. 316 « (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1660 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] + 38 + [2],

signn. A^, B-F^ : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double lines: [3-4]
'The Prreface', dated 'July the 20. 1660': [4] 'Postcript': 1-38, the treatise, in

four chapters: [i] 'The Method and Contents' of the work.—A brief essay on the

growth of Papal claims, with no authorities quoted, but chiefly, as the Postscript

states, from Blondus, Baronius, and Platina. It is original work, but not profound.
Thomason received it on Aug. i, 1660. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1114, where it is

stated that the book was laughed at,
' because that he [Wagstaff], being a little

crooked man, and of a despicable presence, should adventure to encounter with so

great a person as the Pope '.
' O.C on the title represents Oriel College, as it does

on St. Bartholomew's Chapel at Oxford, though statements have been made that it

there refers to a supposed restoration by O(liver) Cvromwell) !

2536. Wall, dr. John. Solomon in Solio : Christus in Ecclesia.

Sive Concio Latine habita ad Clerum, termino a Deo solenniter auspi-

cante, in Templo B. Mariae Oxon. Maij lo. 1660. A Johanne Wall,
S.T.D. & Ecclesise Chrisii Oxon, Praebendario. . . .

Impr. 337 a (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1660 : (eights) 12" : pp. [16] +
51 + [i], signn. A-D^, E^: English solid.— Contents:—p. [3] title : [.1^-15] Ep. dedic.

to George lord Berkeley : 1-51, the sermon, on Song of Songs iii. 9-10.
—A flowery

sermon with many quotations and plays of fancy, as well as learning. The subject of

the dedication is stated to be of the family which founded Bristol cathedral, and to

have been abroad with Wall, who was tutor to his father of the same names.
Thomason received this book on May i, 1660. See Wood's AtJi. Oxon. iii. 735.

2537. [White, rev. William.] Via ad Pacem Ecclesiasticam. Mon-
stratore, B. Paulo, 3*" capitis ad Philippenses vv. 15*° & i6<^o . . . Accessit,

De Hereticis . . . Grotii Judicium, cum Annotatis. \then an inforTtial

Imprimaturfrom bp. Brian Diippa^
Impr. 442 (Londini, exc. R. White pro R. Davis Oxon.) :

' Anno Reparatse salutis,

per Jesum Christum, 1660. Restitutae vero Libertatis & Pacis Anglias per CaroUim II'3"°''

Anno I™"-' : sm. 4": pp. [4] + 30 + [2], signn. A*, b-e*.— Contents:—p. [i] title,

within double lines : [4] Errata : 1-30, the treatise, signed at end ' Gulielmus Phalerius,

pauperculaj Attrebatiorum Peseice Rector perquam indignus', i.e. Will. White, rector

of Pusey, (/. 1678.—A reasoned plea for unity in the Church : the Grotius part is on

pp. 13-2S. For Gulielmus Phalerius, see Wood's ^/Z^. Oxon. iii. 1167 and no. 2209"'.
It is interesting to note that whereas Thomason received the tract on Aug. 16, 1660,
it was not registered at the Stationers' Company till Aug. 23.

2538. Wilkinson, dr. Henry. The hope of Glory ... a Sermon at

Haseley . , . March 5. 1656. At the Funerall of I\I"« Margaret Corbet . . .

By Henry Wilkinson, D.D. . . . Tne Second Edition Corrected.

Impr. 365 (Oxford, by A. Lichfield) : 1660 : sm. 4° : pp. [6] + 38 + [4], signn. A-F* :

Pica solid.-Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line: [3-6] Ep. dedic. to dr. Edw.
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Corbet; June 5, 1657 ' 1-3S, the sermon, on Col. i. 27 : [1-4] two anagrams, and
four memorial poems.—A reprint of no. 2359, with differences of form and type : the
fourth poem is signed

' E. C
2539. Wilkinson, dr. Henry. Three Decads of Sermons Lately

Preached to the Vniversity at S* Mary's Church in Oxford : by Henry
Wilkinson D.D. Principall of Magdalen Hall . . . \_U7iiverstiy Arms.^

Impr. 345 a (Oxford, by H. H. for T. Robinson) : 1660 : sm. 4° : pp. [20] + 242 +
[18] + 195 + [9] + 198 + [2], signn. A, a^ b^ b-z, a-hK*, li^ : a, aaa, Bbb-zzz, Aaaa-

Bbbb*, cccc^ : *, Aaaaa-zzzzz, Aaaaaa-Bbbbbb* : Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title,
within double lines: [3] dedn. to the University: [5-11] Preface, dated 'Magdalen-
Hall Oxon, April 9. 1660' : [13-14]

' To the Reader', a commendation by dr. Edward
Reynolds, Apr, 4, 1660: [15-18] Contents of ist decad : [18] Errata: [19-20: jioi

seen]: 1-242, the ist decad: [1-2: not seen]: [3] title 'A Second Decad . . . ',

within line, with impr. 357 a (Oxford, by A. Lichfield for T. Robinson), 1660:

[5-S] preface: [9-17] Contents of 2nd decad: [18] Errata: 1-19S, the 2nd decad:

[2] title 'A Third Decad . . .', within border of ornn.; with impr. 417 (Oxford, by
W. H. for T. Robinson) : [4-5] preface : [6-9] Contents of 3rd decad : [9] Errata :

1-198, the 3rd decad : [i] title-label, 'D"" Wilkinsons {3. decads of sermons'.—The
author, dr. Henry Wilkinson (known as

' Dear Harry
'

to distinguish him from
dr. Henry Wilkinson, canon of Ch. Ch.,

'

Long Harry', chose an unfortunate time for

this publication, namely August 1660 (Thomason received it on Aug. 14), when
everything Presbyterian was out of fashion, and the reference to the Solemn League
and Covenant in the first preface particularly displeasing. In spite of the interesting

preface, which is full of autobiographical ]and academical notices, and the quality of

the sermons, it must have fallen flat. Wilkinson seems to have done his best to get
the book out quickly, for all three printers (Leonard Lichfield II did nothing this year)
were engaged on it, each taking a decad simultaneously, and being told to begin the

text at sign. A, Aaa or Aaaaa. See W^ood's At/i. Oxon. iv. 285.
The sermons are :

1642 Aug. 8.

„ Oct. 18.

1648 Apr. 16.

„ June 20.

„ Dec. 24.

164I Jan. 31.

,, Mar. I.

1649 May 17.

M July IS-

i6|f Mar. 10.

I Cor. ii. 2

Jer. xlv. 5
Prov. xi. 30
Matt. xiii. 45-6
Phil. i. 29
Hab. ii. 3
Amos v. 15
Zech. xiii. i

Prov. iii. 17
Mark viii. 36

II

1650 June 25. Job xiii. 26

165^ Jan. 12. Gen. vi. 3

„ Jan. 19. „
1 65 1 July 27. 2 Pet. iii. 11

1654 Aug. 14. John iii. 10

1654 Nov. 5.

1655 Dec. 9.

1656 Apr. 13.

1657 Oct. 21.
XTNov. I.

Esther ix. 27-8
Rom. ii. 16

Mark x. 1 7
Mai. i. 14

III

1658 July II. 2 Cor. V. 20 (a second

ed. : see no. 2421)
,, Oct. 3. Heb. i. 14

,, Oct. 12. 2 Chron. xvi. 9

165I Jan. 7. Isa. Ixvi. 6-7
,, Feb. 13. Gal. v. 24

,, Mar. 20. Rom. v. 8

1659 J"b' 24. 2 Tim. ii. 19
Nov. 27. John viii. 24

i6f§ Jan. 8.

,,
Feb. 5.

Hab. iii. 18

Rom. xii. 2

Wilson, dr. John : Cheerful Ayres : see no. 2476.

3540. tWoodstock. "Votivum Carolo, or a Welcome to his Sacred

Majesty Charles the II. From the Master and Scnolars of Woodstock-

School in the County of 0.\ford. ...

Impr. 209 (no place or printer, but printed at Oxford by H. Hall) :
' Printed in the

Year 1660': sm. 4": pp. [8] + 20, signn. A-C^ D^ : Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [i]

title, within border of ornn. : [3-4] Ep. dedic. to general Monck i.i English, signed
'Francis Gregory', the head master: [5-6] 'The Scholars to the Reader': [7-8]

English poem to general Monck by the Master: 1-20, the verses.—The royal
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borough of Woodstock contained a free Grammar School, founded in 1585, and at

this time presided over by Francis Gregory, a native of the town and educated

at Westminster and Cambridge. He had already issued several school-books, and

according to Wood {Fasti Oxon. ii. 258)
' did much good by his sedulous instruction'.

Anyway he induced his scholars to weep over Charles i in correct style, and to rejoice
in the new King to order, he himself showing them how to do it, by example. Any
sincerity there might have been was disturbed by the unfortunate doubt whether

Charles after all would not be sent off, bag and baggage, to Holland again (p. [7]).

In fact the poems were a little
'

previous ', when written. The verses are fairly correct,

and dictionaries and grammars produced -qvi (lo !), SepKere, 'H 4>WV ajaO-^ eiTTore, dvTr)

trj, a pentameter,
' Gaudia quot populo fers tu fortissime Regum? |

Cum desis, Populo
nil nisi m?eror adest ', and the like. The writers are :

English.

Gregory, Fran:

D'Ewes, Willoughbeus, Baronetta [!]

Gregory, Abrahamus, Gen. filius

Fleetwood, Georgius, Baronis filius (p. 5)

Fleetwood, Bertius, Equitis aurati filius

Cocks, Carolus, Armigeri filius

Cope, Henry, Heroinse filius

Goodman, Georgius, Gen. filius

Stratford, Henricus, Armigeri filius

Cocks, Johannes, Armig. fi[l]ius

Chauncy, Tobias, Armig. filius

Blincowe, Johannes, Gen. filius

Ixogers, Johannes, Ministri filius (' Shall /?

What /? poor school-boy undertake I

A verse on such a subject for to make 1
'

&c.)
Wild, Robert, Ministri filius (p. 10)

Wilde, John, Ministri filius

Latin.

Gregorius, Franciscus

Gregorius, Abrahamus, Gen. filius

Dewes, Willoughby, Baronetta

Cocks, Carolus, Armigeri filius

Cocks, Johannes, Armigeri filius

Woodward, Richardus, Gen. filius

Greek.

Cocks, Carolus, Armig. filius (p. 15)

Rogers, Johannes, Ministri filius

Woodward, Richardus, Gen. filius

English.

Gregory, F. (on the Et/cwj/ 'RaaiKiKr] \beg.
' Uread Sir !

|

Couldst thou before thy

death...'].
' Printed in 1648 ')

Gregory, F. (on the Martyrdom of

Charles i \beg.
'

Come, come, lets

Mourn ...']. Printed in 1648 ')

Tlie volume seems to have been issued after no. 2466, which is referred to in the

preface, that is to say, not before the middle of July.

2541. Wren, Matthew. Monarchy asserted . . . [&c., ahnost exactly
as no. 2463]. The Second Edition. . . .

Impr. 444 (London, by T. R. for F. Bowman of Oxford, and to be sold in London

by J. Martin, J. Allestry & T. Dicas) : 1660: (eights) 12": pp. [16] + 189 + [3].—
Contents:—p. i, title : [3-8] Ep. dedic. as in no. 2463 : [9-16] preface : i-iy.j;, the

work : 177-89, Appendix, with specimens of style.—A reprint of no. 2463, which see.
' T. R.' is Thomas Roycroft, who printed largely for Allestry. Thomason received

this book on March 28, 1660.

2542. Zouche, dr. Richard. Qujestionum Juris CiviHs Centuria.

In decern classes distributa. . . . Opera, Richardi Zouchei, Juris Civilis

Professoris Publici Oxoniae.

Impr. 445 (Oxonise, exc. Gul. Hall per T. Robinson) : 1660 : (twelves) 16° :

pp. [12] + 511 + [1], signn. A*', B-Y^^, z* : Bourgeois solid.— Contents:—[i] title:

[3] Dedn. '

Juris-prudentise Studiosis praesertim. B. Wicchami . . . alumnis '
: [5-6]

'Ad Lectorem', a preface
' Dat. ex Aula Alban : 3. Calend. Augusti 1659' : [7-11]

list of contents, in ten classes, each with ten qusestiones: [12] Errata: 1-511, the

work.—The last of dr. Zouche's law books, for he died on March i, 166^. The

preface is dated July 30, 1659, ""^^d Thomason received a copy in December in that

year. Each qucestio is posed, pro and con, with opinions of the great jurists of

ambiguity, and definite references are given. The third edition is a reprint in 1682

(see no. ), but, as no second edition has been (apparently) recorded, it is fair to

assume that the present volume was taken to be a second edition of no. 2240 (Speci-

mina), of which Zouche here declares himself to be the author. The dedication is to
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law students, especially of Winchester and New College. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 512. It is probable that the title and prefatory matter are, in spite of the printed
signatures, the second part of sheet z, in which case two blank leaves (z 5-6) must be
added to the collation given above.

I661.

Jan. 14, i66f. The Heads of Houses institute a Night Watch for the safety and
defence of the University, consisting of forty men with horses and arms, ten being on

duty each night. The colleges were assessed according to their capacity, Ch. Ch.

providing ten horses, Balliol half a horse, and others intermediately. Feb. 12. Con-
vocation had begged the Chancellor to be less liberal in his conferment of degrees.
His reply of Jan. 24 was read this day, and indicated agreement, at the same time

recommending five more ! On March 15 a petition was sent to the King by Convoca-

tion, asking that the City sliould be held to its old obligations to the University ; it

was granted on Apr. 27. March 26, 1661, the election of sir Thomas Clayton as

Warden of Merton, about which Wood writes at great length {Life, ed. Clark, i. 383,

385, 389-98). On Apr. 23 was the King's Coronation, when Nicholson's Conduit at

Carfax ran with claret. Parliament met in London on May 8, and lasted till July 12,

1679, having earned the title of the ' Pension
'

Parliament. The University burgesses,
elected on April i, were Laurence Hyde and sir Heneage Finch. On May 20

Parliament ordered the Solemn League and Covenant of 1643 to be publicly burnt.

June 9-1 1, Prince John Maurice ot Nassau visited O.xford, staying at the Mitre.

July 3-13, Plays were acted at the King's Arms in Holywell, with women taking
the female parts. Aug. 6, The Convocation Register gives in full the apology of the

Terras Filius (Robert Field, of Trinity) for scandalous behaviour at the Act. Aug. 9,

The new Vice-Chancellor is dr. Richard Baylie, pres. of St. John's, who had similarly
served in 1636—8. In October the first Common Room (for the use of Fellows) was

instituted, at Meiton : at Trinity college, Cambridge, there seems to have been one as

early as 1650.
The Bj-itaiinia Magna of Rutgerus Hermannides, a professor at Harderwick in

Holland (Amsterdam, 1661), contains a short account of Oxford on pp. 243-6, of no
value. The little plan therein is based on Hollar's of 1643.
A ballad or lampoon issued in 166 1 and mentioned by Wood {Life, ed. Clark,

i. 358-9), beginning
' Have pity on us all, good Lairds', may not have been printed.

It was about an incident at Christ Church, and entitled Lowe's Lamentation : the

author was reported to be Thomas Smith, B.A., of the House {d. 1664).
In 1 66 1-2 a brief was issued (printed no doubt in London) for the parish of

St. Mary Magdalene, after a fire, and a second collection was made in 1663-4 (Bewes'
Church Briefs, 1896, pp. 273, 277).

2543. Oxford—University, epicedia
|

AcADEMiiE Oxoniexsis,
j

in

Obitum Serenifsimae
|

MARI^
| principis Arausionensis.

| \U71iv. Anns,

4-c.-\ I [line] \.

Impr. 446 (Oxonise, excudebat \_sic']
A. & L. Lichfield per R. Davis) : 1661 : sm. 4° :

pp. [76], signn. A-B, c*, C-E^, F'''^, F-i* : Pica leaded.— Contents :
—

sign, a i"", title :

A 2"^—F4'', Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic poems : G i'"-l4^, English poems.
The princess Mary, daughter of Charles i, was bom on Nov. 4, 1631, and married

William of Nassau, afterwards prince of Orange (princeps Arausionensis). He died

in 1650, and the princess on Dec. 24, 1660, at Whitehall, of small-pox. Their only

child, born in 1650, became King William III of England. The poems are of

a general type, bewailing the princess's beauty, her premature fate after only a few

months in England, the ravages of small-pox, and the short time elapsed since her

brother's death. The time of publication must have been early in the year 1661, for

the usual signs of haste appear, inserted sheets, and misprints (partly, no doubt, due to

the printers' ignorance ol Latin). The University paid to
' AF Lichfield' £6. los. for

printing this book (see Wood's Life, iv. 65) and 55. to the printers. Cambridge
seems on this occasion to have restrained her poetic fervour and to have printed

nothing.
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The writers are :

Latin, ^c.

Hood, Paulus, rector of Lino., V.-C.

Johan. Comes Roffen. (John earl of

Rochester), Wadh.

Hyde, Edv., Ch. Ch., superior (
i. e.

gentleman) commoner, third son of

Edward lord Henden [Hindon], most
honoured Chancellor of England and
of the University.

Williams, Jo., baronet, St. J.

Wall, Johannes, D.D., preb. of Ch. Ch.

(three, Latin, Greek, Hebrew).
Potter, Hannibal, pres. of Trin.

Woodward, Mich:, D.D., warden of New
College (sign. b).

Wilkinson, Henr., D.D., princ. of Magd.
hall.

Fell, Johan., D.D., dean of Ch. Ch.

Blandford, Gualt., D.D., warden of

Wadh.
Dolben, Jos. (i. e. Johannes), D.D., preb.
ofCh. Ch.

Lockey, Tho., D.D., head librarian of

the University.

Lluellin, Martinus, 'M.D. Med. Reg. jurat
A.B.M. Princip. Col. Lond. Socius '

(see in English part : two, one Greek :

sign C*).

Millington, Tho., M.D., 'CO. A.' (= of

All S.).

Lamphire, Joh., M.D., prof of History,
fellow of New College.

Tanner, Tho., proctor of the University,
New College.

South, Rob., Orator of the University.

Owen, Hugo, kt., eldest son of a baronet,
Ch. Ch.

Carteret, P., Ch. Ch.,
'

inter Doctores

commens[alis] '.

Palmer, Fr., M.A., Ch. Ch., prof, of
Moral Philosophy (sign. c).

How, Jos., B.D., Trin.

Y., J., B.A., Magd. This must be John
Younger.

M., T., M.A.
Whitfordus, David, M.A., Ch. Ch.

Hooper, Geo., B.A., Ch. Ch. (sign. d).

Bret, Ar., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Trumbull, R., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Wyat, W., Ch. Ch., commoner.

Fell, Philippus, M.A., Ch. Ch.

Martin, Tho., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Wigan, [William], Ch. Ch., alumnus.

Littleton, Edvardus, eldest son of a kt.,

superior commoner, Ch. Ch.

•i>\oi5ios, NtwoAaos o (Nicholas Lloyd),
M.A., fellow of Wadh. (in Greek:

sign. e).

Taylor, Jos., B.A., fellow of St. J.

Foster, John, commoner, St. J.

Eldred, Joh., fellow of St. J., B.A.

Cressey, Ed:, B.A., fellow of St. J.

Ashburnham, Bert., superior commoner,
Ch. Ch.

Davies, Hen., St. J.

Bernard, E., B.A., fellow of St. J. (in
Arabic : sign. F*).

Smith, Thomas, of Qu. (two : one in

Hebrew).
Stringar, G., commoner of Ch. Ch.

Parker, Gulielmus, scholar of New Col-

lege (sign. f).

Trapps, Edvardus, superior commoner,
Ch. Ch.

Proast, Jonas, Qu.
Drope, Fran., M.A., Magd.
Coventree, Jo., Qu., gentleman.
Carteret, Jacob, de, Ch. Ch.,

'
inter

Doctores Commensalis'.

Eede, Fran., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Lee, Johan., Qu.
Fell, Robertus, Ch. Ch.

Glynne, Thomas, esq., Jes.

Savage, Thomas, Ch. Ch., superior com-
moner.

Moreton, Gul., Ch. Ch.

Musgrave, Tho., Qu., B.A., son of a

baronet.

Whitehall, R., B.M., Mert.

English.

Rochester (earl of), Wadh. (to the Queen
dowager, Henrietta Maria : sign. G"i.

Hyde, E., 'Canon-Commoner', Ch. Ch.

Lluellyn, Martin, 'D. in Ph., sworne Ph.
to his Majesty ; Princip. of S. M. Hall ;

and Fellow of the Coll. of London '

(sign. H),

Tanner, Tho., proctor.

Winnard, Tho., B.D., fellow of St. J.

Coventree, T., gentleman commoner,
Ch. Ch.

Towerson, G., M.A., of All S. (sign. l).

Speed, Sam., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Uuedale, W., M.A., fellow of All S.

Fitz-William, John, M.A., Magd.
Lichfield, L., Printer to the University

(with technical terms of printing, an

apology for
' disorder'd . . . Proofs ' as

a sign of grief).

Among the misprints are sign. B
i'', 1. 3

(primos), B 2'', 1. ult. (facili reddita),

B4% 1. 9 (Joh., not Jos.), C4% 1. 13

(lassavimus), D 1^, 1. penult, (ingratas),
E 3*', 1. 9 (simulata\ F 3'", 1. 7 (dolor),
1. 8 (invenit), G 1", 1. 13 (Basilisks).

(54 Latin, 1 1 English, 3 Greek, 2 Hebrew,
I Arabic : 63 writers.)
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Minor Pieces.

2544. *tGayton, Edmund. Epul.e Oxonienses.
\

Or a Jocular
Relation of a

j

banquet
|

Presented to the Best of Kings, by the best of

Prelates, in the Year 1636, |

In the Mathematick Library at Si. Johi
Baptists Colledge. \ \Tlie SongfoUoivs^
[No pi. or d., but printed at Oxford by W. Hall, probably in 1661] : folio : pp. [4],

sign. [a]2 : Pica and Great primer leaded.— Contents :
—

p. [i] the title, and song
(nine 6-line stanzas, with Chorus of 8 lines), signed

' Ed. Gayton
'

: [2-3] the first stanza

and chorus with larger type and musical notes.— During the King and Queen's visit

to Oxford, on Tuesday, August 30, 1636, archbp. Laud, the Chancellor of the

University, gave a great dinner to them in his college, see 1636 annals at p. 131 of

Oxford Books, vol. ii. It is described in \V. H. Hutton's History of the college

(1898) at pp. 129-39, where the present piece is reprinted without the music, as well

as another poem on the same occasion by Abraham Wright : he also explains that

the
' Mathematick Library

'
is the library over the cloisters on the east side of Laud's

new Quadrangle then just finished. The song (which begins
'
It was (my Staff

upon 't) in Thirty Six') shows that there were many small figures in marchpane on
the tables, and describes the scene. The song is set for two voices, the chorus for

three. The use of musical notes (see no. 2476) suggests that the date is about 1661,
or not before 1660. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 756, and his Hist, of the Univ.
sub anno 1636.

Here may be mentioned Robert Whitehall's Latin Carmen Gratulatoriuni to the

Chancellor of the University, Sir Edward Hyde, afterwards earl of Clarendon. It is

rhetorical, and perhajjs four lines of the English verse translation (the Latin .ind

English are in parallel columns) will be enough :
— ' Hear Our requests. May Oxfurd

sprout and grow, | (Oxford, Your Mother once. Your Daughter now) |

Live Our

Mecrenas, pile on Books to th' height, |

Untill Sir Thomas Bodley groan with

weight I

'

: the two pieces begin
'

Erige depressam
' and ' Erect thy crest '. The first

letters of the lines of the twelve Latin elegiac stanzas form an acrostic 'Edvardus

Hide Cancellarius '. This folio broadside was printed in London, the University
Arms at head being the London variety, used by Richard Royston : but no place of

printing is on the sheet. This undated piece must have been composed after Oct. 27,

1660, when Hyde became Chancellor, and before Nov. 3, 1660, when he was made
baron Hyde of Hindon, and probably issued early in 1661, if not late in 1660.

2545- Wilkinson, dr. Flenry. catalogvs
\

librorvm
|

in
\

biblio-

THECA
I

Aulae Magdalense. | \lme, Univ. anus, li7ie.'\

Impr. 306 (Oxonige, exc. H. Hall): 1661 : (eights) 12° : pp. [48], signn. A-c* :

English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-8] Epistle dedicatory to membeis of

Magdalen hall, signed 'Hen: V\'ilkinson. Oxonii Dabam e Musxolo meo intra

AuLie Magdalense Bibliotheculam, Aprilis 4. 1661': [9-47] the Catalogue: [47]
a Latin note promising a future list of benefactors (if they come along) and an

appendix of books.—The first catalogue of the library of a college or hall, and
a very rare booklet : it was rare even in Hearne's time : see his Diary (Oxf. Hist.

Soc"), X. 108 (1729^ The hall was of course just west of Magdalen college, where
St. Swithin's quadrangle now is. Dr. Henry Wilkinson succeeded his uncle John
Wilkinson as Principal in 1648, and carried out his uncle's intention by building for

the hall a small library, to which he transferred his own books. His reasons for

printing a catalogue were to allure his students to further study, and to give old

members of the hall an opportunity of filling the gaps. The folio books were all

chained, but all the books were placed in haphazard order, under the three divisions

of Folio, Quarto, Octavo.
As the volume is probably the only record of this library, which was built on the

west side of the quadrangle of old Magdalen hall, some details may be interesting.

The library completed the quadrangle by closing it on the city side, and the follow-

ing plan (p. 146) would satisfy the arrangement as indicated in the catalogue and

suggested by old views of the hall.

A-c, for instance, was a bookcase in three divisions, an upper shelf for quartos or

octavos (ri in. high?), and two shelves below for folios (17-18 in. high), and nearly

4 ft. long : beween each bookcase there was probably a window of three lights. In

3180 T.
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spite of the Bodleian example before his eyes, dr. Wilkinson did not attempt to

arrange the books by the first letter of the author's name (Augustine in a, Calvin in c,
and so on), but placed the 646 books in haphazard order, not even dividing by
Faculties: so Josephus jostles Cicero in E, and Crakanthorp's Logic lay by Scheiner's

Optics in 4° Q. AA-cc perhaps contained the latest comers, and bb being twice the

size of AA or cc probably occupied most of the south wall, leaving a space for the

E
A^
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2548. [Carpenter, William.] Jura Cleri : or an Apology For the

Rights of the long-Despised Clergy ... By Philo-basileus Philo-clerus. . . .

Impr. 437 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield for T. Robinson) : 1661 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] +
96, signn. A-M* : Pica solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within border line: [3-6] Ep.

dedic. to the King : [7-8] preface : 1-96, the treatise : 96, Note to Reader.—A well-

written treatise to show that it is in accordance with Scripture and History to confer

on the clergy revenues (p. i), honours (p. 341, titles (p. 59), privileges (p. 57*), and

jurisdiction (p. 79) : the author professes himself ready to die for the Church (see

preface), and states that after many months waiting he was trying to fill a gap by thus

supplementing the ' late happy Revolution *. But the facts are that William Carpenter,
or Carpender, of Christ Church, owed all his preferments to the Commonwealth, and

accepted not only a studentship, but also a proctorship and White's professorship of

Moral Philosophy (1657-60) from the Parliamentary Visitors. It will be observed
that he places revenues first in his scheme of clerical rights, and that in his final note

he states that he hurried out the treatise
'

against the Session of Pari.' (it met on May 8).
Wood {Fasti Oxon. ii. 171) has no doubt as to the author. The book must have
come out about the beginning of May. Among the signs of haste are the omission of

pp. 25-32 and the duplication of pp. 57-62 to put things right in the paging. The
recantation had its effect, and the author enjoyed the revenues, honours, &c. of

a church living.

2549. Clarke, Samuel. \Arabic iitle.~\
Scieniia Metrica & Rhyth-

mica, Seu Tractatus de Prosodia Arabica, ex Authoribus probatissimis

eruta. Opera Samuelis Clerici, inclytse Academiae Oxoniensis Archi-

typographi.
Impr. 447 (Oxonii, exc. H. H.) : 1 66 1 : (eights) 1 2° : pp. [4] + 1 70 + [2], signn. [ir]^,

A-K*, L^ (see below) : English solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to

dr. Edward Pococke : i-i 70, the work, in twenty-two chapters : [1-2] Index capitum.—
Samuel Clarke was a Merton man who matriculated in 1640, and kept a boarding
school at Islington. In 1658 he was made Architypographus of the University (to
which office the place of Superior Bedel of Civil Law had been attached), and great

things were expected of his Oriental learning, of which the present work is the first-

fruits. He owed everything to Pococke, his patron, as he allows in the preface, and
mentions that Golius was expected shortly to issue a masterly treatise on the same

subject. The Bodl. MS. 15376 is a ledger of Clarke, showing many of his expenses
and receipts in the University Press. In the present book Arabic metres are freely
illustrated with Arabic type. The first four pages are strictly sign. L 3 and 6, and

sheet I. is therefore composed of eight leaves, like the rest. Page 10 is a metal engraved

plate with five circular diagrams with explanations, to illustrate a matter of metres.

The treatise occurs separately, but is properly part of Pococke's Tograi, see no. 2576,
and is covered by the title-page of the latter. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 883.

2550. Collier, Giles. The taking Away of Righteous & Merciful

Persons must be taken to Heart, applied in a Sermon at the Funeralls of

Mris Anne-Mary Child wife of Thomas Child Esq. of North-wick in the

Parish of Blockley. Worcester-shire, [black band.] By Giles Collier M.A.

Minister of Gods Word at Blockley. [d/ack bajid.]

Impr. 369 (Oxford, by W. Hall) : 1661 : sm. 4°: pp. [8] ( i5 + [i], signn. A-c*:

Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title, within black band: [3-|] Ep. dedic. to Anne,
eldest daughter of Thomas Child of Northwick : [5-7] preface to the parishioners of

Blockley : 1-15, the sermon, on Isa. Ivii. i.— General wash of the ordinary kind : not

a single peculiar fact about the deceased lady is afrord'='d, except that she provided
medicine gratis for the poor : nor the date of the death or sermon. The writer was

Royalist, Commonwealth man, and Royalist again. See Wood's ^////. Oxon. iii. 11 72.

2551. *+Devil incarnate. The Deviil incarnate, or a Satyr upon
a Satyr; Being a Display of the Hairy Deviil, Countess of Bedlam.

[No imprint or date, but perhaps printed at Oxford : Feb. or March 166?] : sm. 4":

L 2
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pp. 8, sign. A^ : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i], title: i-S, the satire.—

A very coarse lampoon in prose on a mrs. Joan Fisher at Oxford, beginning
' She 's

a thing at first sprung up out of the bottomless Pit '. Wood's note is
' This pamphlett

that was made one Joane Fisher, wife of Henry Fisher somtimes manciple & Butler

of Queens Coll: Oxon. & who now sells Ale oner against the said Coll: came out in

February or the beginning of March a. D. 1660'. Later he added,
' Tho. Hyde

2'^ libr.-keeper was supposed to be the author, but false — '. Widow Fisher survived

the attack, and was visited by Wood and his friends in 1661 and 1662. The only
ornament used is known at Oxford as William Hall's, but was probably used by
London printers as well. R.

2552. Drexelius, Hieremias. Ystyiiaethau Drexelius ar Dragywydd-
oldeb. Gwedi eu cyfieithu yngyntaf yn Saeson-aeg gan D^ R. Winterton,
ac yr awrhon yn Gymraeg gan Elis Lewis or Llwyn-gwern yn sir Feirion

Wr-bonheddig.
Impr. 448 (Rhydychen, gan Hen. Hall tros Rich. Davis): 1661 : (twelves) 16":

pp. [?)6] + 377 + [17], signn. A^, B-rI'^, S^ : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title,

within border of ornn. : [.3-16] Ep. dedic. to mrs. Catherine Anwyl, only daughter of

sir John Owen, signed 'Elis Lewis': [17-21] preface, signed
' E. L.' : [23-9]

Welsh verses, see below: [30-6] list of contents: 1-377, ^^^ work, in nine parts:

[^> 3-7: 2 is blank!]
' Boreuol Weddi', morning prayers: [8-15]

'

Prydn-hawnol
weddi', evening prayers.—A Welsh translation from dr. Ralph Winterton's English
translation of Drexelius's De JEternitate coiisiderationes (Monachii, 1620, and often

reissued) : quite different from his /Eternitatis Prodroinus, Mortis Ntintius (1628, &c.).
Winterton's version was printed in 1632, 1636, 1650, 1658. Elis Lewis lived at

Oxford, but was not a member of the University, though he seems to have received

there as a pupil a son of the dedicatee, Owen Anwyl, who appears to have been

unsatisfactory at this time, but matriculated at Oriel in 1669. The Verses are compli-

mentary effusions by John Vaughan, Elis Anwyl, William Phylipp, Gruffydd Phylip,
and Edward Morris. This rare book is in M. Wiliam's Cofrestr (1717) and Rowlands'
Welsh bibliography. In Bodley 8° C. 119 Line, are fly-leaves containing part of sheet

A of this book, with different set-up of the title and some other pages (2552*). R.

2553. Edmundson, Henry. Sw 0€w. Homonyma et Synonyma
linguae Latinse conjuncta & distincta. Quorum pars haec prior de Homon :

Jocoseria nunc in Lucem prodit ;
Ordine justo disposita, & Carmine

facile composita ;
in lyrunculorum usus Monosticho, in provecliorum

gratiam Epigrammate. Ex Otio & Opera Henrici Edmundi ab Ed-
mundo. . . .

Impr. 449 (Oxonire, exc. W. H. per R. Davis): 1661 : (eights) 12°: pp. [8] +

109 + [3], signu. A*, B-H* : Pica solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title, within border of

ornn. : [3-7]
' Lectori . . . ', signed

' Henricus Edmundson '
: 1-109, "^'f Homonyms,

la seven chapters : [3] title-label,
' Edmunsoni Synonima ling: Latin: ', quite incorrect,

for the Synonyma are not included !
—An attempt to be interesting, in a dull subject.

Henry Edmundson, Fellow of Queen's college, Oxford (matr. 1622), was an under-
master at Tunbridge school, and from 1655 till his death in 1659 head master of the

grammar school at Northleach : so this is a posthumous work. The plan is to take

two words which sound the same (homonyma) and show their difference by a single
verse or longer epigram, e.g.

' Dico Patronum, cui mea scripta dico\ &c. This is

done cleverly, and might interest a sharp youth. The Synonyma were never printed.
In 1655 Edmundson had printed Lingua Linguantm, a Latin vocabulary. See
Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 475; D.N.B. (Edmondson).

2554. Ellis, Clement. The Gentile Sinner . . . [&c., exactly as

no. 2492, as iar as should be. : then] By Clem. Ellis, M.A. Fellow of

Qu. Coll. Oxon. The Second Edition. . . .

Impr. 450 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield, for E. & J. Forrest) : 1661 : (eights) 12' :

pp. [16] + 261 + [3], signn. A-R^, S" : Pica solid.— Contents:—as no. 2492, except
that the title has a single bounding line, and there are no errata.—A close reprint of
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the first edition (2492), with the author's name on the title-page. The Bodleian copy
has a second (mutilated) title showing that at first the old tille-page was exactly
reprinted, with only a new imprint: the author must have decided later to affix his
name. Strictly, the torn title is sign, a i, and the ordinary title a single inserted leaf
which takes the place of the first title.

2555. Ellis, Clement. A Sermon Preached on the 29th of May 1661.
The day of His Majestie's Birth, and happy Restauration . . . Before His

Excellency William L^^ Marquis of Newcastle, at his House of Welbeck.

By Clement Ellis M.A. Houshold Chaplain to his Excellency.
Impr. 249 (Oxford, by H. Hall): 1661 : pp. [12] +40, signn. a-f*, g^ : Great

primer solid.— Contents:—p. [1] title: [3-1 1] Ep. dedic. to lord Newcastle: 1-40,
the sermon, on Ps. cxviii. 22-4.—A good man's ordinary sermon with a rather
fulsome dedication. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 516 (Bliss's own copy in the Bodleiaa
has a valuable note on Ellis's personal history).

2556. Florus, Lucius Annseus. L. Julii Flori rerum a Romania

gestarum libri IV. A Johanne Stadio emendati. Editio nova . . . [&c.,
almost exactly as no. 886 (1638), but in black, and in no part red, ink].

Impr. 274^/ (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson): 1661 : (twelves) 16°:

PP- 137 + [i] + 319 + [11.^] + 3O) signn. A-z, Aa-Eb^^ .

Long primer solid.— Con-
tents :

—
p. I, title, within bounding line : 3-4,

'

Typographus Lectori
'

: 5-6, three Latin

complimentary pieces on Stadius: 7-137, the Florus: i, title to Stadius's Com-
mentary, nearly as no. 886, with impr. 250;^ (Oxonije, exc. H. Hall) : 3-16, preface:

17-319, the Commentary: [2-28] indexes: [30-61] Excerptiones chronologicse :

[62-105] Varise Lectiones : [106-13], 1-30, Ampelius, with preface.—A close

reprint of no. 2035**, 1650 (in the Corrigenda of this volume) : see no. 687 (1631).

2557. Hammond, dr. Henry. De Confirmatione, . . . Commentarius,
ex Sententia Ecclesise Anglicanae. Authore H. Hammond. S.Th. Prof.

Oxoniensi. Huic accessit Diatriba Prgeliminaris . . . Humphredi Episcopi
Sarisburiensis.

Impr. 451 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Royston Lond. & R. Davis Oxon.) :

1661 : (eights) 12°: pp. [16] + 174+ [2] + (Diatr. Praelim., pr. in London) [36],

signn. A, C-N*, [tt]^, a-b* ; Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of

ornn.: [3-16] preface : i—174, the work in six chapters: [2] title-label,' D''- Hammond,
De Confirmatione' : [4] Imprimatur, see below: [5] title-page, 'De Confirmatione

. . . Commentarius . . . Cui accessit Diatriba Prgeliminaris. Authore H. Ham-
mond . . . ', with imprint 'Prostant apud R. Royston S. Regire Majestatis Biblio-

polam', but no date : [7-31] the Diatriba, signed
' H. S.', i.e. Humphredus Sarum :

[32] Errata.—A posthumous publication of a work of dr. Hammond (who died on

Apr. 25, 1660), suggested by Johannes Dallseus's (Jean Daille, d. 1660) De Confir»ia-

tione, published in 1659. Hammond sent his treatise on Jan. 26, 1660, to dr. Humphrey
Henchman, bp. of Salisbury, who returned it with some suggestions to the author,
who received it back on April 10, but was so near his end that he could do nothing.
Henchman was Hammond's executor, and sent the piece to be printed, but after the

printing kept it back for six months. This is all explained in the Diatriba, where
also the suggested additions are printed. Probably the bishop's essay was originally

intended to form sheet B of the treatise by Hammond : but it was too long and was

eventually printed in London, with a second (unnecessary) title, and an imprimatur
dated June 29, 1661, from dr. Robert Pory, domestic chaplain to the archbp. of

Canterbury. The London part precedes the whole of the Oxford printing when the

two are bound in one volume.

2558. Holyday, dr. Barten. A Survey of the World. In ten books

by Barten Holvdav D.D. And Archdeacon of Oxford. . . .

Impr. 452 (Oxford^ by W. Hall for author): 1661 : (eights) 12°: pp. [8] + ii8-;-

[2], signn. aS b-h«, 1^ : Long primer solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title, within border

of ornn. : [3-4] Ep. dedic. to sir Richard Brown, Clerk of the Privy Council : [5-6]
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' To the Studious Reader ',
in verse : [7]

* Tlie Arguments Of The Several Books
'

:

[8], 1-118, a thousand distichs, in ten books: [i] 'Emendations', i.e. errata.—
A singular and not successful attempt to put universal instruction into a thousand
artificial distichs. The ten books (each containing two hundred lines) are of

Inanimate Creatures, Living Creatures, Nations, Languages and Arts, Philosophers
and Historians, Physicians, Lawyers, Kings and other Worthies, Politicians, Divines.

The author terms the work ' the Long View of a Searching Mind '. Favourable

specimens are ' Some New Astronomers in the Sunne find Spots :
|

Heav'n was nere

Curs'd : The Sunne's Light knows no Blots ', i. 20 :
' Italie's Church is Rome ;

Naples the Court :
|

Bononia the Great Schoole ; Venice the Port
', iii. 208 :

'

Sharpe
Jerom 1,

to whose Critique Skill all seeke, |

Tutor'd th' Old Church in Latin, Hebrew,
Greek', x. 953. Usually the facts are moralized. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 522-3,
where it is noted that this poor piece came out just before the author's death, which
was on Oct. 2, 1661.

2559. Holyday, dr. Barten. Against Disloyalty, fower Sermons

preach'd in the times Of the Late Troubles. By Barten Holyday D.D.
Arch-deacon of Oxford, and Chaplain to . . . Charles the First . . .

Impr. 453 (Oxford, by W. H. for S. Pocock) : 1661 : (eights) I2» : pp. [8] + 129
(but the 2nd and 3rd sermons' title-leaves are omitted in the pagination) + [3], signn.

A*, B-I^, K^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-8] ep.
dedic. to Charles ii : 1-129, the four sermons, each with a separate title-page and impr.

453 «, see below : [i] 'Emendations', i. e. errata : [2-3] not scen.—'Y\\& four sermons
are (i) Of Obedience, a Whitehall sermon before the King, March 22, i6|§, on
Exod. XX. 12, p. I : (2) Of Unity, a Christ Church sermon before the King, May 21,

1643, on Eph. iv. 3, after p. 34 : (3) Of Rebellion, before the Oxford Parliament at

St. Mary's, May 19, 1644, on i Sam. xv. 23, after p. 60 : (4) Of Absalom's Ambition,
a Christ Church sermon before the Prince (Charles ii), Nov. 10, 1644, on 2 Sam. xv. 4,

p. 95. The sermons appear to be printed only in this collection, and must have
reminded the archdeacon's enemies that he accepted a living under the Commonwealth.
See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 522.

2560. Keckermannus, Bartholomsus. Systema compendiosa totius

Mathematices, hoc est Geometrise, Opticas, Astronomiae, et Geographiae
Publicis Praelectionibus Anno 1605 in . . . Gymnasio Dantiscano pro-

positum. A Bartholomajo S.S. Theolog. Licentiato & Philosophise
Professore. accessit brevis Commentatio Nautica, ab eodem Autore ibidem

proposita Anno 1603. Adjecto Indice . . . Demum, . . . Accessit . . .

brevissima in Geographiam Manuductio. Item Methodus . . , Arith-

meticse Practicse Per Gemmam Frisium.

Impr. 454 (Oxonii, exc. Gul. Hall pro F. Oxlad) : 1661 : (eights) 12°: pp. [12] +
'510' (but 430-1 are repeated) + [4] + 14 + 81 + [i] and six tables, signn. A*, [A*P, B-Z,

Aa-Qq^, Rr^ + the tables : Pica and Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [3] title, within

border of ornn. : [5-12] Ep. dedic. to the Justiciaries of Danzig, by Petrus Janichius,
dated June 8, i6ii, in Latin: 1-36, Prolegomena: 37-106, Elementa Geometrioe :

107-31, Introductio ad Scientiam Oplicam, with title-page dated 1660, and impr. 454 a :

133-339, Systematis Astronomici libri duo, with title-page dated 1660, impr. 454 a,

and preface : 341-466, Systematis Geographic! libri duo, with title-page dated 1660,

impr. 454 «, and preface: 467-510, Commentatio Nautica, with preface dated

May 4, 1603, impr. 454a and preface : 510, [1-4] Index to all that precedes : 1-14,

Geographia, in bourgeois type, with no author's name: 1-81, Methodus facilis

Arithmetics Practice, per Gemmam Frisium, with title-page dated 1661, and

impr. 455 (Oxonii, pro F. Oxlad): [i] Errata.—Keckermann of Danzig, who wrote
on economics, ethics, Hebrew, history, logic, philosophy, politics, rhetoric, and

theology, as well as science, died at the age of thirty-eight in 1609. His works were
issued together in 1614 at Geneva, but the Systema was perhaps not printed as such till

1617 at Hanau. The editor, according to the Catalogue of the Bibliotheque Nationale

at Paris, was P. Janichius. It is astonishing that a treatise in which no fact later than

1615 appears to be taken into account should be reprinted for Oxford students half
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a century later. Perhaps its completeness was a recommendation, when manuals
of science were scarce. Even the German words which occur at intervals are reprinted
as on p. 328. The six tables are after pp. 72, 94, 246, 278, 444, 466 : there are also
several woodcut diagrams in the text, and weird brackets on pp. 36-7 of the Arithmetic :

at the end of this last-named treatise are the only pages guilty of levity,
'

lucunda;

aliquot qusestiunculse ', pp. 70-5. 'S. S.' in the title-page is of course Saiictissimx.

Signn.
' A 2 ',

' A 3
'

are placed on ' A 3 ',

' A 4
'

respectively by error : perhaps a, [a*],
Rr are one sheet of 16 pages. All after the Index are additions to Janichius's edition
of the Systema. The whole volume was printed by William Hall, and was begun, as
the subordinate title-pages show, in 1660.

2561. Lovell, Robert. HavopvKToXoyLa. Sive Pammineialogicon.
Or An Universal History of Mineralls Containing the summe of all

Authors . . . touching Earths, Mettals, Semimettals . . . Salts, Sulphurs,
and Stones ... By Robert Lovell. St. C.C. Ox. ^lAo^eoAoyiarpoVo/xos.

Impr. 432 a (Oxford, by W, Hall for J. Godwin) : 166 1 : 8° : pp. [8, see below] +

152, signn. [ttj^, a-f*, g*, Aaa-ccc* : Long primer solid.— Contents:—p. [3] title,

within border of ornn. : [5-6] part of the Index after p. 112, see below: 1-103,
the work : 105-14, Index of Latin names both of Animals, see no. 2562, and

Minerals, with a blank leaf (usually torn off) and a printed leaf after p. 112:

ii5~52) 'An Alphabetical Catalogue of . . . Diseases . . . with . . . Remedies . . . '.—
This is strictly part of the next number, but having independent title, pagination,

signatures, and printer, might occur alone. The compositor when setting up the

indexes saw that they would overrun a sheet by two pages, and arranged that the

title-page sheet should have four leaves instead of two and should contain his extra

two pages. So the true sheet [tt]* is pp. [1-2] blank, [3] title-page, [4] blank,

[5-6] blank, [7-8] part of index after p. 112. Thomason received the book in Feb.

i66f . St. C.C. = Student of Christ Church. See Wood's Ath. Oxen. iv. 296.

2562. —,
—

. Ilav^ojopu/cToAoyta. Sive Panzoologicomineralogia.
Or a Compleat History of Animals and Minerals, Containing the Summe
of all Authors . . . touching Animals . . . With the Anatomy of Man, his

Diseases . . . : and use of the London Dispensatory ... As also a History
of IVIinerals . . . Also an Introduction . . . and . . . Index ... By Robert

Lovell. St. C.C. Oxon. ^tAo^coAoyiarpdj'o/xo?.

Impr. 456 (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Godwin) : 1661 : 8": pp. [96] +5I9-f[i] +
no. 2561, signn. *, b-f, a-z, Aa—li*, Kk* : Long primer solid.— Contents:—p. [i]

title, within border of ornn. : [3-5] Ep. dedic. to Charles ii, dated from Christ Church,
Oxford : [7-88]

'

Isagoge Zoologicomineralogica, or An Introduction . . .

'

: [89—96]
'A Catalogue Of Authors . . . cited . . .' : 1-5 19, the treatise on Animals : for the

treatise on Minerals, see no. 2561.—Robert Lovell, Student of Ch. Ch., Oxford, here

completes his trilogy of Animals, Vegetables (see no. 2450, 1659), and Minerals,

with unwearied industry and profusion of detail. In this part he deals in turn with

beasts, birds (p. 131), fishes (p. 185), serpents (p. 243), insects (p. 261), man (p. 294).
Then at p. 461 comes the Dynamilogia Pharmaceutica, or the whole use of the

London Dispensatory. The whole forms a small encyclopaedia of its subjects, overladen

with detail. At p. 125 one finds the habitat of the Unicom, its colour, weight,

appearance, way of fighting, love of strange beasts, and so on. For indexes see

no. 2561. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 296.

2563. L.[owe], E.[dward]. A Short Direction for the performance
of Cathedrall Service. Published for the infomation of such Persons,

as . . . shall be call'd to officiate in Cathedrall, or Collegiate Churches,

where it hath formerly been in use. By E. L.

Impr. 403 f (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis) : 1661 : (eights) obi. 16°: pp. '64'

(really 48, for 16-31 are omitted in the pagination), signn. A, C-D* (see below' :

Long primer (English and Roman) solid.— Contents :—p. i, title : 3-4, prefaces, not

signed : 5-59', the parts of Morning Prayer which are sung, including the Litany,

but excluding Psalms and Canticles, though giving the Te Dettm according to the
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'Christ Church tune' : '60', directions for the Communion Service, here called the
'second Service': '61 '-'64', the Veni Creator, in English, with music—An
interesting manual for the conduct of the musical part of cathedral and collegiate
services in the morning; there is no mention of Evening service. The author,
Edward Lowe, soon to be the new professor of Music at Oxford, was organist of
Christ Church, and found that the old ways of carrying on the service were nearly
forgotten. Though the standard Book of Common Prayer was not in use till May
1662, the present volume could be used until the second edition came out (with
adaptations and additions, and in a more convenient shape for binding) in 1664 (see
no. 2662). Wood bought his copy on Jan. i, i66f, but Thomason did not receive

it till Jan. 17. The preface to the second edition (which incidentally shows that

sheet ' b' = pp. 17-32 in the present edition, never existed) states that Lowe produced
the work in 'obedience to the Commands of some Reverend Persons'. The recent

introduction of music type at Oxford may have helped the project. A facsimile

by photolithography was produced in Oxford in 1882 by Jules Guggenheim, a local

photographer, partly to advertise the process. There is also a reprint of the 2nd

edition, Oxf. 1664 (no. 2662), in Tke Order of Chanting the Cathedral Service . . . as

published by Edivard Lowe . . . a.d. 1664. Edited by E. E. Riinbault (Lond. 1843),
with a valuable introduction about the two editions showing the connexion of John
Marbeck with the original setting. The odd omission of sheet ' B ', referred to above,
was perhaps due to p. 16 being inadvertently misprinted 32. See Wood's /a^// Oxon.
i. 325. The book is rare : and is unusual in that it has no catchwords, no doubt

owing to the free use of music type. R.

2564. M,, T. Blood for Blood : or INIurthers revenged. Briefly, yet

Lively set forth In Thirty Tragicall Histories. To which are added

Five more . . . viz. K. Ctiarles the Martyr . . . [&c.] With a short

Apendix . . . [rnotioes : then] Faithfully digested for the benefit of Pos-

terity. By T. M. Esq;

Impr. 457 (Oxford [by W. Hall ?] for the Author, sold by the booksellers of

London): 1661: (eights) 12°: pp. [10] + 363 + [5], signn. a*, A-z* + engr. title:

Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] engraved title, see below : [3] title: [5-7] Ep. dedic. to

Margnret countess of Newcastle : [S-io] Preface : 1-308, the thirty histories in six

books: 309-62, the five additional histories: 362-3, 'An Appendix Dehortatory
'

:

[1-2] 'A Poscript': [4] a title-label, 'Blood for Blood '.—John Reynolds, of

Exeter, issued in several editions from 16 21 on his Triumphs of God''s Revenge against
Miirther, {expressed) in Thirty Tragicall Historyes, the most recent of which (in i66j)
was London 1657. The present book is an abridgement and paraphrase by T. M.,
but Reynolds's name is nowhere mentioned. A seventh book also is here added,
containing the death of Charles i, Montrose, George Sonds, Overbury, and John Knight
a London apprentice. The postscript refers to some brawls in London on Twelfth

Night, Jan. 5, i66f. The printing is very poor and careless, and the book was
attacked for a piracy by the editor of the 1662 edition of the Tritunphs as 'a false

copie lately patched and pilfered '. The engraved title bears ' Blood for Blood . . .

An". 1661
'

within a heart, round which are five scenes of murder (Montrose, Charles i,

Sonds, Overbury, Buller). The book is not quite certainly printed in Oxford, but

all the nine small ornaments found there are used by W. Hall. The underdotted
words and Oxford in the imprint are in red ink. See A. Esdaile's English Tales

(1912), p. 119.

2565. Master, Thomas. Monarchia Britannica sub Elizabetha

lacobo : In Oratione, quam pro more habuit cio loc xlii. Thomas
Master Nov. Coll. Soc. In Capella vi. Kal. Aprilis.

Impr. 458 (Oxonii, exc W. Hall, per J. Godwin) : 1661 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] +
'

15
' +

[i], but pp. 5-9 are omitted in the pagination : signn. a-b*.— Contents :
—

p. [i]

title, within border of ornn. : 'Lector. Sal.', i.e. Lectoribus salutem, a preface signed

by dr. John Lamphire, fellow of New College: i-'i5', the oration, headed A0701
TTavrjyvpmoi in capitals (the 11 and T's being rude woodcuts, and the A a V upside

down), and dated ' Martii 17. 1642 '.^A short historical survey of the reigns of
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Elizabeth and James i, ending with a eulogy of Charles i. The word el is omitted in

the title before '

lacobo', and there are other signs of haste, the paginaiion being i, 2,

3, 4, 4, 10, II,
—

, I, 14, i.^! The writer delivered the lecture in New College
chapel on Sunday, March 27, 1642 (6 Kal. Apr.) : the date at end, March 17 (16 Kal.

Apr.), is another careless mistake of William Hall : who also in the latter part of

p. '11' prints consistit for constitit and occiirebat for occurrebat . It was delivered on
the foundation of Lettice Williams, who prescribed the subject. Master died in 1643,
and his friend professor John Lamphire decided to have the oration printed. Bp. Barlow
received his copy from the editor on April 22, 1661. It was reprinted with two other

orations at Oxford in 1681, see no. . See Wood's Aih. Oxon. iii. 85.

2566. 0"wen, dr. John. Q^oXoyovixiva TravToSaTra. Sive de natura,

ortu, progressu, et studio Verse Theologiae Libri Sex . . . Accedunt

Digressiones . . . Autore . Johanna Oweno. . . .

Impr. 336 a (O.xoniae, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson) : 1661 : sm. 4°: pp. [24] +
'534' (t>ut 337-5° are omitted in the pagination) + [24], signn. *, **, ***, b-z,

Aa-Vv, Aaa-zzz, Aaaa-cccc* : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within double

bounding line: [3-22] preface: [23-4] Latin verses on the volume, describing its

contents, signed T. G. : 1-534, the work, in six books: [1-13, 15-21] Two indexes
of places cited from the Bible, and from other sources: [22-4] Errata.^Not even
the Restoration, when Owen was turned out of his Deanery at Christ Church, could
reduce that copious and '

painful
'

divine to silence. On the contrary, with the help
of confessed digressions, he covers a wide theological field in the present volume. In

the first 281 pages he does not take theology beyond the time of Abraham, nor till

p. 455 is the New Testament reached. The six books are on Theology in general,

Adam, Noah, Abraham and Moses, Post-Mosaic times, Christianity. The digressions
include Grace, Science, Hebrew, Versions, &c. Chaucer is quoted on p. 96 : an

engraving of supposed old Hebrew letters from Mount Horeb on p. 321. A portentous
list of Errata is headed by a note of the ' crassissima Operarum inscitia, & Correctorum,
quos quam potuerunt minimo (quamvis nimium magno) conduxerunt Typographi,
immanis negligentia & anaOia '. Owen veil knew that the Latin was unintelligible
to the compositors even when setting up their own condemnation. He had been
unable to correct the proofs himself. Owen's wit shows itself in the two quotations
on the title-page,

'

KarafiaWvuevoi aW ovn dnoWvutvoi. 2 Cor. 4. 9. Deus
nobis hsec otia fecit,' Virg. £cl. i. 6. See Wood's A^A. Oxon. iv. 107.

Oxford—Univ. (Epicedia.) See no. 2543.

—
,

—
. (Notice against rioting, dated 'March 20. 1660', i.e. i66f : (/n's is the

proper place for the entry, now numbered 2426.) A similar proclamation dated
Feb. 18, 1661, belongs to 1662, see no. 2604.

2567. — ,
—

. [Proclamation by the Vice-Chancellor and INIayor

('Major') that no carcases of animals are to be carried out of the city

and left uncovered, but properly buried : beginning
' The Vice-Chan-

cellour and Major, Respectively '.

At head after a woodcut orn. is 'August 24, 1661 ': signed at foot by dr. Rich.

Baylie and Sampson White] : (1661) : br. s., folio : Double small pica solid : Steele

test, Major—name— liveth.^T\it only known copy is in the Oxford University
Archives.

2568. — ,

—
. Statuta Selecta e Corpora Statutorum Universitatis

Oxon, . . . Excusa cum Licencia.

Impr. 459 (Exc. [A.] Litchfield, pro R. Da\as, assignato J[oannae] Webb): 1661 :

12° : pp. [20] -I- 167 + [13], signn. A^, b-h'^^ jB
. pj^a solid.— Contents :— p. [l] title,

within line : [3-5]
' Admonitio . . . de veteri Calendario omisso ', with table of ' Dies

non Dis.', days when no Disputations took place: [6-7]
' Indiculus Statutomm . . .',

list of statutes which bear on the qualifications for the various degrees: [8-11]
'

Speculum Academicum : Quadratura Circuli', here printed in pages, not as a circular

sheet : [i 2-20]
' Elenchus Materiarum ', a list of the selected statutes : i-i 56, Excerpts

from Titt. ii-xxi : 157-67, [2-9] 'Appendix Statutorum': [10] Errata: [13] Title-
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label,
' Statuta Universit. Oxon.'^This is the first issue of Excerpts from the Laudian

Statutes for the use of undergraduates since 1638 (no. 873), and the large plate of the

Speculum (no. 877) or Encyclopaedia (no. 875) is here reduced to page form. The

Appendix contains the Bodleian Statutes of 1620, the Epinomis or explanation of the

Oath to observe the Statutes, and the Cycle of Proctors, 1629-1720, with the statute

of 1628 on it. An early incorrect issue (2569) has on sign, i 2'' in the last line

sexcentesimo noiio, omitting vicesimo, and on 16'' no title-label. So i 1-2, 5-6 were

corrected, partly reset (e. g. new title on sign. 1 2"), and ordinary copies have only the

corrected issue.

2570. Oxford—Univ. Bodleian Library. In this year the Bodleian Accounts
show that Lichfield (i. e. Anne Lichfield) printed some '

letters and figures
'

for the

Library—no doubt small labels to affix to shelves or books.

—
,
—

. Magdalen hall. (Catalogus librorum.) See Wilkinson, dr. Henry,
no. 2545, above.

2571. Price, John. Four Sermons Preached in Oxford. I. . . . upon
Mat. 5. 47. II. ... upon Gal. 4. 16. III. . . . Eccles. 10. 17. IV. . . .

upon Heb. 13. 16. By John Price Master in Arts, and Minister of

Hollowell Parish in the said famous University.

Impr. 219 /; (Oxford [by W, Hall]): (eights) 12°: pp. [8] +47 + [i] + 40+ 22 +

34 + [2], signn. A*, B-K* + one leaf: Pica solid.— Contents :
—

pp. [1-2] not seen:

[3] title, within line : [5-6] Ep, dedic. to bp. Henry King, 'A3': [7-S] preface :

1-47; 1-40; 1-21; 22, 1-34, the four sermons: [i]
' Errata '.—The rev. John

Price, of University college, matriculated in 1652 (B.A. 1656, M,A. 1658), and

according to Wood {Fasti Oxon. ii. 214) was Curate of St. Cross (or Holywell)
Church in Oxford for a short time only, dying not long after his appointment. The
third sermon is about the restored monarchy. One appears from the preface to have

been intended to be delivered on July 7, i6rii, at St. Mary's, but Price was 'un-

expectedly put by ', and the sermon printed though not preached. The first three

leaves which bear printing seem to be single leaves, for some reason : possibly the leaf

which preceded the title is the Errata leaf, printed to be torn off.

2572. Prldeaux, dr. John. Conciliorum Synopsis, 166 1.

Probably part of no. 2667 {Fasciculus, 1664), see notes on no. 2524 {Syntagma,

1660).

2573. — ,

—
. A Synopsis of Councels, 1661.

Probably part of no. 2668 {Introduction for reading Histories, by Mathias

Prideaiix, 1664), which see.

2574. Prideaux, Mathias. Of the History of Successions, 1661.
Part of no. 2668, as next above.

2575. Suetonius Tranquillus, Gaius. Caius Suetonius Tranquillus
Cum Annotationibus diversorum.

Impr. 372 5 (Oxonii, exc. Gul. Hall pro R. Blagrave) : 1661 : 12° ; pp. 369 + [15],

signn. a-q12 : Bourgeois solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title, within border of omn. : 3-4,
' Collectanea de vita et scriptis Suetonii ', chiefly from Politian : 5-343, the Lives of

the twelve Caesars : 344-57,
' De illustribus Grammaticis liber' : 358-62,

' De claris

Rhetoribus liber' : 363-9, five Lives of Latin authors, with preface : [1-13], Index. •^

The Oxford editions of Suetonius in 1661, 1676, and 1690 appear to be the first

English editions of this author. The present volume is a reprint of the Amsterdam

1650 edition from beginning to end, except that the latter has only two Lives of Latin

authors (Horace and Pliny the elder), whereas the 1661 edition adds Juvenal, Persius,
and Lucan, with a short preface, in v^'hich atque in the last line should precede

amplectantes in the line before. It is quite possible that this book is the first of

Dean Fell's New Year Books, though there is no trace of an English editor except
the well-written preface and the choice of Lives in the last part, as stated above. If
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it be so, the preface is by Fell, but his scheme of engaging the services of a member
of the House had not yet developed, for this is little but a modest reprint. The other
two later Oxford editions also differ in the short Lives at end, and introduce copies of

Inscriptions, The present volume may have been issued for New Year's Day, i66J.

Strange to relate, the signatures are at the foot of the text, above the notes ! This or
no. 2556 is the first classic printed since the Restoration, for no. 2523 does not

fairly count.

2576. Tograi. [Arabic title] Lamiato '1 Ajam, Carmen Tograi,
Poetce Arabis Doctissimi ; Una Cum versione Latina, & notis . . . : Opera
Edvardi Pocockii, LL. Hebr. & Arab. Profess. Accessit Tractatus de
Prosodia Arabica.

Impr. 460 (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall typis Arabicis Acad, pro R. Davis): 1661 :

(eights) 12°: pp. [24] + 2i + [i] + 233 + [93] + i7o + [2], signn. t^ *^ **^ A-X^, *,

**^) H"> A-K*. L® : English solid : the Arabic, Great primer (?).—Contents :
—

p. [i]
title : [3-4] preface by S. Clarke ('Samuel Clericus') : [5-22]

' Oratio in Auditorio
Arabico habita, cum Praelectiones hasce in Poema Tograi auspicaretur Author ',1

i.e. Edward Pococke : 2-21, the poem, alternate leaves being Arabic (pp. 2, 5-6,

9-10, «&c.) and Latin : 1-233,
' Notse . . .' : [i] Excerpt from another oration of

Aug. 10, 1636, about the honour paid to Arabic poets : [2-72, 74-8], two indexes, of

(i) Words, (2! Persons and Subjects, with a Latin note on p. [73]: [79-80]
' Sententiae & Proverbia ' mentioned in the notes, in Latin : [81] two additional notes :

[S2-9] Index vocum Hebraicarum, Chaldaicarum, & Syriacarum quce in . . . notis

adducuntur . . .
'

: [90 to end] Clarke's Treatise de Prosodia Arabica, see no. 2549.—
The first English edition of ' Carmen Abu-Ismaelis Tograi, cui titulus Lamiato'1-Ajam ',

as given at the head of the text and of the notes. The text is edited by Pococke, by
whom all the notes were written, as is explained by Clarke in the preface, his part

being to carry the work through the press and probably to compile the indexes. The
author, whose fuller name is Husain ibn 'Ali, called al-Tughrai, died in 1121, at

Mosul in Mesopotamia. The ' Poem in Lam '
is in fifty-nine stanzas, and derives its

name from each stanza ending in L (Lam). It preaches Virtue, Contentment,

Equanimity, Moderation. The Arabic text had been edited in 1629 by Golius at

Leyden, and there are many editions since 1661, as well as three English translations.

Pococke's erudition is apparent on every page. Vowelled great primer Arabic is

freely used, and [)ointed great primer Hebrew also occurs. The first appearance of

Syriac type at Oxford is here, a double pica fount : hitherto Syriac at Oxford had
been written in (1597), or printed in Roman characters (1612). Clarke announces
that the Historia Dynasliantm of Gregorius Abul-Farajius in Arabic is about to

appear under the editorship of Pococke, but it did not come out till 1 663. He also

states that the object of the present publication is to provide an interesting and

comparatively easy piece for students learning Arabic. LL. in the title = Linguarum.
See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 320.

Wilkinson, dr. Henry. See no. 2545 above.

2577. Wollebius, Joannes, Compendium Theologiae Christianse . . .

Autore Joanne WoUebio SS.Th.D. & in Acad. Basil. Profess. Ord. Editio

novissima . . .

Impr. 341a (O.xonise, exc. H. Hall, per R. Blagrove & J. Forrest) : 1661 : 12° :

pp. [6] + 288 + [18], signn. a-n^^ : Bourgeois solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [2]

'Salntis catena', seven lines beginning 'Deus ordinavit
|

Verbum promittit
'

: [3-4]
'
Prjefatio ad Lectorem '

: [5-6] two complimentary poems, as in former editions :

1-2S8, the work, consisting of Prsecognita and two books : [1-2] List of chapters :

[3-10] Index: [11-17]
' Anatome Corporis Theologici in xi. Tabulas distributa ',

a scholastic analysis.
—A reprint of no. 2360, imprint and all. This is one of the

books which are accidentally rare, because school books become worn out and are

thrown away, and escape the nets of the large libraries. The only copy I know is in

Worcester college library. See no. 2288, the first Oxford edition. K.

1 At the end of the oration
' Nos in illis

'

should precede
' evolvendis ', and

'
ut non

'

would be better Latin than ' ne '.
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1662.

Parliament sat from Jan. 7 to May 19, and on the latter date the important Act of

Uniformity (14 Car. ii, cap. 4) became law, though not carried into effect until Aug. 24.

By it the use of the revised Book of Common Prayer was made compulsory, and no
other form allowed. About 1,500 ministers resigned their offices, and Roman Catholics,

Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, Quakers, and others were affected. On May 20

the King married Catherine of Braganza, a Roman Catholic, daughter of the King of

Portugal. She died in 1 705 without issue,

A great storm of wind on Feb. 18 did damage at Oxford, which is described by
Wood in his Life ; he says that the wind ' blew the water out of the river near

Magdalen Bridge, and that four pinnacles at the West end of the Selden Library were
blown on to the roof. March 22, a dispute about Proctorships, due to an interruption
of the Cycle after 164S, is settled by the Chancellor, and the normal course of the

Cycle re-established. May 1 1
,
a meeting of Quakers in Oxford, which refused to

disperse even when personally addressed by the Vice-Chancellor. The Act in July
was intermitted, from a lack of inceptors. July 16, a grant of ;^io was made to two

poor Hungarians studying in Oxford. In this month Anthony Wood began a valuable

survey of the Parish of St. John the Baptist at Oxford. Aug. 26, three Heads of

Houses vacated their position under the Act of Uniformity, John Conant (Ex.),

Henry Wilkinson (Magd. hall), and Christopher Rogers (N. I. Hall). Sept. 18,

a new Vice-Chancellor entered on office, dr. Walter Blandford, warden of Wadham.
Sept. 26-7, King Christian V of Denmark (1670-99) came to Oxford, but without

a formal reception.
The Charity Organization Society in Oxford may perhaps date its earliest efforts as

in 1662, when (as dr. Andrew Clark points out, IVood's Life, i. 466) the colleges are

known to have made an annual allowance to the Workmaster and Marshall of the

Beggars at the rate of \os. 6d. for every ;^ioo of the supposed revenue of each

college : it ranged from ten guineas to half a guinea : the allowance was paid at least

in 1662 and 1663.

2578. Oxford—University. DOMIDUCA
|

oxoniensis :
[

Sive
|

Mufse

Academicae
|

gratulatio
|

Ob AufpicatilTimum |

Serenifsimse Principis |

CATHARINyE
|
lusitan^,

| Regi fuo Defponfatae, |

In Angliam appulfum. |

\_Umve?'sity Arms.'\
Impr. 413 (Oxonise, exc. A. & L. Lichfield) : Anno Dom. m.dc.ix. ii : sm. 4° :

pp. [144] + I leaf, sigiin. A, B, a-c, C-M, A-c* + 1 leaf : Pica leaded.

Contents :
—

sign. A i"", title within bounding line : [a 2''-m 4^] Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
and Arabic verses : [a i''-C4''] English poems : sign. B V is blank.

Domiduca was an epithet of Juno, as the leader of a bride to the home of her

husband. Catherine of Braganza (see the Annals) landed at Portsmouth on May 19,

1662, and was married to the King on the following day. The whole of the verses

were written before the 19th, since they were ready for presentation soon after the

15th (Bodl. MS. 10165, fol. 135). It was almost impossible that the verses should

be interesting, for little was known of the Portuguese princess and she made no

pretence of being a Protestant. The ponderous attempts to be amorous are sometimes

amusing. A few had heard, or guessed, that the voyage was stormy : it was left for

one (Howel) to suggest that the winds were stormy from excess of joyful perturbation.
' M"" Lichfield

' was paid ^18. i6j. od. for printing these Verses : but it may be assumed
that his mother Anne was really the sole printer. A large paper copy was lot 3755
in the Wellesley sale in 1S66, and one is in the Bodleian.

The writers are :

Latin, Ifc.

Baylie, Ricardus, Vice-Chancellor of

Oxford (two).

Bowyer, Jac, baronet, scholar of New
College.

Wall, Johannes, D.D., preb. of Ch. Ch.

(three, Latin, Greek, Hebrew).
Annesley, Jacobus, Ch. Ch., eldest ron Smith, Sebast:, D.D., canon of Ch. Ch.

of the earl of Anglesey. \
Roberts, Michael (sign. B).
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Wallis, Jo., D.D., chaplain to the King,
Savilian prof, of Geometr}'. (Clreek,

14 hexameters deftly printed on four

outlined squares (engraved), so formed
and modified as to afford a continuous

strip of about 50 inches : within the

figure is a Latin title by Wallis stating
that the 1 4 sides and verses allude to 1 66 2

,

the fourteenth year of the King's reign.
This is on a special 4" leaf folded and
inserted between sign. B r and B 2, or

occasionally placed as a frontispiece.)

Savage, Hen., D.D., master of Balliol (the

expression
' Hie Caterina

'

in 1. 3 refers

in a dark way to Hecate).

Woodward, Mich., D.D., warden of New
College ( Tingis is Tangier, which was

part of the Queen's dowry).
Say, Ro:, D:D., prov. of Oriel.

Tullie, T., princ. of Edm. hall I'A. E. Pr').

Bathurst, Rad., M.D., fell, of Trin. (long:

sign. a).

Jones, T., of Merton, deputy reg. prof, of

Civil Law (two).

Blandford, Gualt:, D.D., warden of

Wadham.
Lamphire, Johan:, M.D., prof, of History,

fell, of New College, (sign. b).

Millington, Tho., M.D., of All S.

('CO. A.').

Alworth, Hen:, LL.D.

Pope, Gualt., M.D., fell, of Wadh.,
Gresham prof, of Astronomy.

Wren, Christ., LL.D., Savilian prof, of

Astronomy.
Franckland, Tho., Sen. Proctor of the

Univ., fell, of Brasen., (sign. c).

Bold, Hen., Ch. Ch., proctor of the Univ.

Low, Edv., Bach, of Law, New College.

Lockey, Th., D.D. ' Proto-bibliothecarius

Academije Oxon:'.

Willis, Tho., M.D., prof, of Nat. Philo-

sophy.
Barksdale, CL, of Glouc. hall.

Pudsey, A:, M.A., Magd.
Howel, Geo., All S.

Martyn, Tho., M.A., Ch. Ch. (in 11. 3, 5,
1 3 read sibi, cselum, et yove).

Smith, Thomas, B.A., Qu. (Hebrew).
Fisher, Ed., son of an esq., comm. of Qu.
Hyde, Thomas, M.A., Qu. (Persian).
H., J., fell, of Trin. (sign. c).

Moore, Geo:, M.A., fell, of Or.

Penton, Stephen, fell, of New College.

CoUey, Ed., fell, of New College
('N.C.S.').

Crisp, Nic, St. J., eldest son of an esquire.

Allanson, Jo., New College (sign. D).

Coxe, Will., fell, of Magd.
Hill, J., fell, of Alls.

Bohun, Rad., fell, of New College.
Fenn, J., Ch. Ch.

S., J., M.A., St. J.

Bentley, Edv:, St. J., gent.

Kerswel, Joh., B.D. (two : sign. e).

Floyd, Nic, M.A., fell, of Wadh.
Dethick, G., Ch. Ch.

Edds, R., B.A., Jes.

Stringer, G., Ch. Ch., commoner.
Eldred, J., M.A., fell, of St. J.

Mews, N.
, M.A. , C.C.C. (Greek : sign. f).

D'Avers, Pope, Trin., only son of a Kt.
& Bart.

Fell, R., Ch. Ch.

Parker, Gulielmus, fell, of New College.
Young, E., New College, scholar.

Bradburie, Geo:, St.Edm. hall, commoner.
Lawrence, Tho:, son of Kt., St. J.

Richards, Jo:, Ch. Ch.

Danvers, Dan., fell, of Trin. (sign. g).

Machon, Tho:, B.A.,of Hart hall (Greek).
Roane, Guli:, New College, scholar.

Aldworth, Ric:, St. J., gent.

Bayly, Tho., Magd.
Asburnham, Bert:, Ch. Ch. superior
commoner (i. e. student commoner).

Trumbull, Rad., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Coxe, Tho., Ch. Ch., commoner.
Parsons, Rich., fell, of New College, jurist

(with double acrostic and chronogram).
Woodrofe, B., B.A., Ch. Ch. (Greek:

sign. H).

Conduit, Sam., B.A., commoner of Line.

('C.L.C.').

Jessop, Constant, Wadh.

Packington, Johannes, Ch. Ch., son of

aKt.

Oneiy, N., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Littleton, Edvardus, eldest son of a Bart.,

Ch. Ch., gentleman commoner (' Gene-
rosus Commensalis').

Philips, Steph., fell, of Brasen.

G., G., B.A., fell, of Ex.

Whitford, Dav., M.A., Ch. Ch.(sign. l).

Horsman, N., M.A., fell, of C.C.C.

Culler, Thomas, esq., superior commoner
ofCh. Ch.

Grove, Rob
, M.A., fell, of New College.

Champion, Ca:, scholar of New College.

Bickley ,
Tho.

,
fellow-commoner of Brasen .

('Socio-Com:').

Page, Ed., fell, of St. J.

Guillym, Jos., M.A., fell, of Brasen.

(sign. k).

Minshull, Christo., B.A., fell, of New
College.

Fitzwilliam, joh., M.A., Magd.
Laugharne, Rolandus.

Glynne, J., Ch. Ch., superior commoner.

White, Rich:, M.A., fell, of St. J.

Castle, Geo., fell, of All S. (sign. l).

Tvumbul, Gulielmus, LL.B., fell, of All S.

Savage, Tho., Ch. Ch., superior com-
moner.
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Newport, Richard, eldest son of lord

Newport, Ch. Ch.

Shirly, Seymour, Bart., Ch. Ch.

Seabright, Edward, Bart., St. J.

Williams,John, Bart., M. A.,St. J. (sign. B).

Crisp, Nic, son of an esq., St. J.

Mew, P., LL.D.,St. J.

Locke, John, M.A., Stud, of Ch. Ch.

Speed, Jo., St. J.

Henshaw, T.,M.A.,fell. of All S. (sign.c).

Croome, Valentine, fellow commoner,
St. J.

Turner, Fran., fell, of New College.
Ken, Tho., fell, of New College.

Norman, Rob:, B.A., Brasen.

Whitehall, Rob., fell, of Mert.

Lichfield, Leon., Printer to the University

(a poem no doubt, as usual, written

for him by some scholar, but containing
the word '

stamps
'

as equivalent to
'

types
'—a very rare use).

Owen, Hugo, Ch. Ch., eldest son of a

Baronet.

Smith, H., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Finch, Matthjeus, fell, of New College.

Cook, Jonath., scholar of New College.

Price, Jo., St. J., fellow commoner.

Friend, W.,B.A.,Ch.Ch.
Rowe, J., Ex. (with chronogram : sign. m).

A., T., fell, of Ball.

Acworth, T., Ch. Ch. alumnus.

Thomason, Geo., M.A., commoner of Qu.
Foster, Robertus, commoner of Wadh.
Whitehal, Rob., M.B., fell, of Mert.

Pengry, Moses, B.A., Brasen. (with two

chronograms) .

Fell, Philippus, M.A., All S.

English.

Annesley, James, eldest son of the earl of

Anglesey, Ch. Ch. (sign. a).

Berkeley, Charles, Kt. of the Bath, eldest

son of lord Berkeley, Ch. Ch.

(126 poems, all Latin, except 5 Greek, 17 English, 2 Hebrew, i Persian.)

Minor Pieces.

2579. *t[Gayton, Edmund
.?]

A Ballad on the Gyants in the

Physick Garden in oxford, who have been breeding feet as long as

Gargantua was Teeth.
|

To the Tune of the Counter Scuffle.
|

[No place or date, but Oxford, pr. by William Hall, 1662] : broadside folio :

Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, and ballad.—The first Keeper of the Physic
Garden (or Botanic Garden, founded in 1622-33) ^^^^ Jacob Bobart, a German, who
died in Feb. i6|§ aged 80.

'

Among Bobart's triumphs were the yew-trees which he

had clipt, according to the taste of the day, into the form of giants, and which had
called forth several copies of verses' (Wood's Life and Times, ed. A. Clark, ii. 164).
The present broadside contains forty-six 4-line stanzas (beginning

' What is our Oxford
Africa ? ')

on the two Giants, which had lately been given feet. A favourable specimen
of the verses is :

' But how I wonder came their Feet
|

So greene, so great, so thick,
so neat

|

A hundred come for them to greet |

From Colledge.' The author of this

ballad is probably Gayton, who wrote no. 2580, but W^ood was not certain {Ath.
Oxon. iii. 757). The Ime of ornaments at tlie head of the ballad betray the printer,
and Wood's copies bear a date in his handwriting.

2580. *+[Gayton, Edmund.] Upon Mr bobard's Yeiv-men of the

Guards to the
;
physick garden

|

To the Time of The Counter-Scuffle. \

[No place or date, but Oxford, July 1662] : broadside folio : Pica solid.—Contents:—
p. [i] title, and ballad.—See foregoing article. This ballad of thirty-four 4-line
stanzas on the fantastic yew-trees at the Botanic Garden in Oxford {beg.

' No more let

Statues') was certainly by Edmund Gayton and issued in July 1662, as Wood notes

on his copies. One verse may be taken as a specimen :
' With mighty Thighes, and

Armes, and Golls, |

And Noses redder than old Noll's, |
Faces as broad as Moon,

or Soil's
I

down going.' A reference to Gargantua is common to both ballads, and

Gayton was quite capable of writing the two (nos. 2579 and 2580). See Wood's

Life and Times, ed. A. Clark, ii. 164; Atli. Oxon. iii. 757 : and no. 2658.

2581. Harmar, dr. John. Vindicise
j

ACADEML^i o.xomensis, |

sive

ORATio apologetica,
|
Qua

I

Exerciliorum Academicorum in
|

Trimestre
VACATIO

I

A crimine vindicatur
;

nee non
|

Academiae fama, &, Iv
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Trapo'So), 'ETTto-KOTTT/ I asseritur; habiia
|

oxonim
\
Postridie Iduum Octo-

bris in
| pleno Termino,

| \Iine\ \

A joanne harmaro
\ Lingue Gr.

apud OxGtiietises Proelectore
] Regio, & M. L.

] [line, motto, line] \

Impr. 461 (OxoniK, exc. A. & L. Lichfield, per J. Nixon): 1662 : (eights) 12°:

pp. [8] + 58 + [2], signn. A*, B-D^ E^ .

English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [3] title : 5-8,

ep. dedic. to lord Clarendon, dated Oxford, Oct. 6, 1662: 1-58, the oration:

58, Errata.^This Vicar of Bray has come before us several times already, and now
in his dedication is not obscurely pleading for mercy : but he was rightly ejected, and
died in 1670.

' M. L.' on the title is difficult to explain : if not an error for M. B., it

may be Magdalenensis Ludimagister. The oration was delivered ' a few years before',
but enabled the writer to call himself the Professor of Greek : as a fact, dr. Joseph
Crowther had succeeded him in his office in 1660. The discourse is on the value of

the Long Vacation as a time of rest from literary labour : then after inveighing against

luxury, laziness, and lack of learning at Oxford, Harmar praises the Latin and Greek

tongues, extols the University, and ascribes any shortcomings it may have to the

incursion of foreigners such as the two Molin:euses. See Wood's Aih. Oxoti. iii. 720.

2582. *tOxfordshire. [Arms of the Univ. mid City of Oxford] \

Oxford-Shire. 1662.]
[No imprint or date, but London, for Richard Royston, 1662] : br. s., 4°.

—The
earliest notice known to me of the (Oxford and) Oxfordshire annual feast in London,
for natives of that county. It is an invitation to a sermon (at St. Michael's, Cornhill)
and a dinner (in the Grocers' Hall) on Thursday, Nov. 20, 1662, from 9 a.m. The letter

(beginning
'

Sir, For the Continuance') is printed in full with the names of the twelve

Stewards for the year in Wood's Life and Times, ed. Clark, i. 462-3, and bears six

seals. The Society may have been founded in 1661. The Oxford University Arms
are from the woodcut belonging to Richard Royston in London. The price of the

ticket was 2S. 6d. The feast at Oxford, for notable natives of Oxford, was first held

in 1669 (see generally the references in Wood's Life, ut supra, v. 109, 126, 131).
The sermons on these occasions were sometimes printed.

Walden, Richard : see 2620*.

2583. Mention may be made of A brief Accottnt of tlie iieiu Sect of Latitude-men

TogetJier wit/i some reflections upon the Avfw Philosophy. By S. P. of Cambridge.
Ln answer to a Letter from his Friend at Oxford, {motto.) ('London, Printed and
are to be sold in .St. Pauls Churchyard, and in Westminster-Hall and Oxford and

Cambridge': 1662: sm. 4°: pp. 24.) G. B. had written from Oxford on May 15,

1662, to say that Oxford was full of conversation and criticism of a new philosophy
started at Cambridge by 'Latitude-Men' : S. P. replies at length on June 12. It is

the first pamphlet in which Latitudinarian (p. 7) and Latitude-men in the common
sense occur; the rare word kelter also occurs (p. 14). There is an interesting allegory

introducing curious facts about clocks and clock-making (pp. 14-19). The piece was

reprinted in the Phcenix (1708), ii. 499, and separately about 1820-40, and is not rare.

Oxford Press.

2584. Barbon, rev. John. A€iToi;pyia Ouorepa ipyia : or, Liturgie
a most Divine Service : In Answer to a late Pamphlet Sliled, Common-
Prayer-Book no Divine Service. ... By John Barbon, M.A. and Vicar of

Dallington neer Northampton. . . .

Impr. 422a (Oxford, by A. & L, Lichfield): 1662 : sm, 4°: pp. [20]+' 193'
(really 188, owing to confusion in sheet Q) + [i], signn. A-z, Aa-cc^ : Pica solid.—

Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double line : [3-6] Ep. dedic. to sir Richard Kainsford,

JSergeant at Law, June 24, 1661 : [7-20] preface: 1-148, the main work: 149-93,
'A Defence of Episcopacy

'

: 193, a quotation from Herbert's Church-porch: [i]
'Errata' and ' Addenda'.-The full title is long and diffuse, but the author had to

answer a man who discovered twenty-seven reasons against all Liturgies, and sixty-nine

against the Book of Common Prayer. Vavasor Powell's Common Prayer Book no
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Divine Service was published in 1660 and i66i. Barbon's diction teems with odd

words, such as affectuotisnesse, asomatist, ejiiration, faiiUable, modahle, pertend. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 239, where 1663 appears to be an error for 1662, due to

the Bodleian copy being obviously altered in ink to 1663. The book may therefore

have been actually published early in 1663.

2585. Barksdale, Cl[ement]. Memorials of Worthy Persons. The
Third Decad. By CI. Barksdale. . . .

Impr. 462 (Oxford, by A. & L. ' Liechfield ',
for the Editor) : 1662 : (eights) 12° :

pp. [8] + 104, signn. [a*], b-g^, h* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line :

[3] dedicn. to Edward Hyde son of Id. Clarendon, with short Latin poem: [5] 'To
the Ingenuous Readers', dated 'Oxon. Apr. 23. Die Coron. R. Car. 2. 1662':

[6] 'The Persons', and a Latin distich: [7] an addition, sectt. 16-17 ('pag. 77') to

the account of bp. Brownrig : i-ioi, the Memorials : 102-4, ^ translation of the

letter from Cambridge to Oxford, Oct. 7, 1603, in nos. 232-5.— Barksdale {d. 1687)
formed the idea of putting together rejirints of short accounts of deceased worthies,
clerical and lay, and arranging them in Decades or groups of ten. His first essay was
in 1640, in Momtmcnta Litteraria. Of the present work the first two decades were

printed together in London in i6mo in 1661 : the third at Oxford (i2mo) in 1662 :

the fourth (i2mo) at Oxford in i'i63 : the fifth (not so called, but merely entitled

A Remembrancer of Excellent Men^ was published in London in 1670, and reissued

with a new title, 7he Lives of Ten Excellent Men, in 1677, but even in 1681 Barksdale
issued four more Lives (^Memorials . . .), mentioning only four precedent Decades,
but intending seven in all. The fifth may therefore be regarded as an independent

publication. The source of the Life is given in each case. Some early copies have too

small an R in the second line of the Dedication. See Wood's At/i. Oxon. iv. 224.
The subjects of the Third Decade are subjoined :

l>j>

K. Edward vi Heylin
Lady Jane Grey Do.
Sir John Cheke G. Langbaine
Archbp. John Whitgift Sir G. Paul

Richard Hooker Bp. John Gauden

by

Bp. Lancelot Andrewes

Bp. John Buckeridge
Bp. Ralph Brownrig Bp. John Gauden
Thomas Gataker Anon.
Dr. H. Hammond Bp. John Fell

Bp. Miles Smith Anon., and Prior

In the first Decade Sir Thomas Bodley's Autobiography is reprinted.
It is not possible that even Ann Lichfield should print her name on the title-page in

the form Liechfield, as here. Elsewhere it is a proof of London printing, and in this

case also we may conclude that A i (the title) and A 4 (the awkward addition to

p. 77) are London work.

2586. Boyle, hon. Robert. New Experiments physico-mechanical.
Touching The Spring of the Air, and its Effects ... By the Honorable
Robert Boyle Esq; {Arms of the Umversity.'\

Impr. 320t- (Oxford, by II. Hall for T. Robinson): 1662: sm. 4".: pp. (pt. l)

[16] + 207 + I +plate + (pt. 2: Defence) [12] + 122 + plate + (pt. 3, Exainen) [8] +
98 + [2], signn. A, a, B-Z, Aa-Dd^ : [ttJ^, *, aa-qq : a-m'*, with 2 plates: English
solid.—Contents:—[1] half-title, 'New Experiments . . . The Second Edition.

Whereunto is added A Defence . . .' : [3] title, within double line : [5-10]
' To the

Reader': [11-12] a preface by the editor, R. Sh(arrock) : [13-16] A Summary:
1-207, The experiments, dated Dec. 20, 1659, with author's name : [i] title,

' A Defence
. . . touching the Spring ... Of the Air . . . Against . . . Franciscus Linus ... By the
Author of those Experiments', with impr. 347a (London, by J. G[rismond] for

T. Robinson in Oxon. 1662
'

: [3-4] Ro. Sh(arrock's) preface, referring to parts 2 and

3: [5-12] 'The Author's Preface .,.' : i-i 22, the Defence : 122, Errata: [i]atitle,
'An Examen of M"' T. Hobbes his Dialogus Physicus De Natura Aeris . . . By the

Author of . . . (the) Experiments ', with impr. 347 a as above : [3—8] Boyle's preface :

1-98, the Examen, with a Summary: 98, Errata.— Part i is a close reprint of
no. 2484 : parts 2 and 3 are new. The plate to part i is folio with sixteen figures :

that to part 2 small 4° with six figures. The new parts were printed in London, but
the half-title of the first part covers the other two parts.

J
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2587. [Brancker], Tjhomas]. Doctrinse Sphsericag adumbratio;
una cum usu Globorum artificialium.

Impr. 463 (Oxoni^e, exc. H. Hall, per J. Adams) : 1662 : folio br. s. : Long
primer solid.— After the title comes a preface signed

' T. B.', and then a scholastic

scheme of Cosmography and especially of the doctrine of the Spheres or Globes. The
only novelty, as the author states, is the method of laying out the subject by sub-

divisions, with a free use of brackets. Brancker was a mathematician, fellow of

Exeter college 1655-62, when he refused to conform. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii.

1086-7.

2587". Cavendish, sir William, duke of Newcastle. [Articles or

regulations for racing on his new Course near Welbeck and Sparton Hill,

on July 31, 1662, with some general remarks, received and issued by
'lo: Rolleston'.]
[No imprint or date, but probably Oxford, 1662] : br. s. folio : Double pica roman

and italic : Steele's tests follow-, Lord, //w.—The course was five miles, and there

were to be three heats, on parts of it. The first prize was a £^ cup, and the races were
to be generally on the last day of each month from April to Septem.ber. It is not

certain that this large sheet was printed at Oxford or in 1662, but there is a note on
the (unique ?) Bodleian copy

' 26 May 1662. Giuen to me by Hen: Hall the Vniuersity
Printer. A. Woode'. RR.

2588. Combachius, Johannes. Joh. Combachii, Metaphysicorum,
libri duo . . . Editio quarta Prioribus editionibus auctior & castigatior.

Additus est cuilibet libro . . . Index . . .

Impr. 464 (Oxonii, exc. W. Hall, per R. Davis) : 1662 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [16] +

378 + [14], signn. A*, b-r12, s' : Bourgeois solid.^Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within

line: [3-6] ep. dedic. to the Univ. of Oxford, dated Marburg, Mar. i. 1620 (162^ ?) :

[7-9] ep. dedic. to dr. John Prideaux, dated Marburg, Mar. 15. 1613 (i6i| ?) : [10-14]
Four complimentary sets of Latin verses, the third being addressed to the Governing
Body of Exeter coll., Oxford, by Henricus Petrceus of Marburg : [15-16] Index

capitum, &c. : 1-296, book i : 297-378, book 2, with a leaf of preface : [1-13] Index

qusestionum, &c., for each book.—Johannes Combachius was born in 1585 [d. 1651),
and a professor at Marburg and Cassel. In 1609 he was at Oxford, and delivered

in the Divinity School four lectures De mentibns separatis : the sum of which forms

book 2 of the present work. He lodged in Exeter college, see Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii.

329, and in his prefaces mentions several members of the college and university. The
Bodleian is commended in both his epistles dedicatory. The editions of the Meta-

physica were Marburg 1613, Marburg 1620 (2nd), Frankfurt 1630 (3rd), reprinted at

Oxford in 1633 (no. 744, see vol. i. 166, ii. 125) : and now the 4th. It is remarkable

that of this work neither the British Museum nor the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris

possesses any copy of any edition, nor did the Bodleian until 1921 possess this

particular edition, though printed at Oxford. Corpus Christi college, Oxford,

possesses a copy dated 1663, but otherwise identical.

2589. Du Trieu, Philippus. Manuductio ad Logicam, Sive Dia-

lectica . . . Conscriptae {sic\ a Rfeverendo] P[atre ] Philippo Du Trieu

e Societate Jesu In Collegio Aquicinctino Duaci Philosophise Professore

primario. Nunc denub cum Annotationibus . . . recusa. Cui annectitur

Tractatus . . . de Demonstratione. Accessit insuper cl[ari Petri] Gassendi

. . . Dissertatiuncula De natura Demonstrationis, annotationibus , . .

illustrata.

Impr. 465 (Oxonii, exc. Guil. Hall, per Guil. Hall, pro F. Oxlad & S. Pocock) :

1662 : (eights) 12°: pp. [12] + 160 + 30 + [2], signn. A^ B-N* : Pica and long primer
solid.— Contents :

—
[i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-6] preface of 1614: [7-12]

list of contents: 1-160, the work, ending with 'Finis': 1-24, 'Logica apodictica,

Sive Tractatus brevis de Demonstratione', see below: 25-30, Gassendus.—Not
content with Brerewood, Sanderson, and Smith, some one seems to have thought it

3180 M
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desirable to bring up another logic, first issued in 1 615 by a Belgian professor (who
died in 1645), and often reprinted. It i? clear and methodical, but the mixture of two

types, often in the same line, must have been troublesome to the compositors. The

Logica apodictica above was by dr. Thomns TuUy, see Wood's Ath. Oxon, iii. 1056.

Aquicinctum (Anchin) is a monastery two miles from Douai.

2590. Ellis or Elys, Edmund. Anglia Rediviva. Poema. Authore

Edmundo Elisio, A.M. Col. Bal. apud Oxonienses quondam Socio.

[moUo, then Arms of the Univ.]
Impr. 250 r (Oxon., exc. H. Hall) : 1662: folio: pp. [8], sign, a*: Double pica

italic solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-7] the poem.—The poem is in no way
remarkable, but the author probably desired his loyalty to be above suspicion, since

he had been a fellow of Balliol under the Commonwealth. The type is the fine

double pica italic, but is unfortunately not spaced. See Wood's Atk. Oxon, iv. 470.

2591.
—

,

—
. Miscellanea Authore Edmundo Elisio, A.M. Coll:

Bal: apud Oxonienses quondam socio, [two ?notioes, then Arms of the

Univ.]
Impr. 336 a (Oxonije, exc. H. Hall, per T, Robinson) : 1662 : sm. 4° : pp. [i 2] + 58 +

[2], signn. A-l* : English solid.^Contents :
—

p. [1-2, not seeti], [3] title-page: [5-6]

Ep. dedic. to sir Edmund Foitescue: [7-1 1]
' Lectori': [i 1-12] two (Greek and Latin)

poems to Ellis by Thomas Price, fellow of Balliol : 1-58, the Miscellanea, of which
one piece entitled Amicitia, a short Latin essay, has a special title-page (p. 39) with

impr, 336^, and preface.
—A new edition of no. 2384, adding a dedication and some

more verses and essays, see notice of the first edition. To Fortescue Ellis owed his

rectory of East Allington, Devon. The ' Prselectiuncula
' on Friendship, which has

a title-page to itself, was a Balliol discourse to freshmen (tyrones), as the preface to

it explains. One of the additions is an address to himself while suffering from a fever,

from which his father and sister had died, 1660 (p. 52). None of the pieces is in any
way important. Sign. A i may bear a portrait. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 470.

2592. t— ,

—
. Omnes qui audiunt Evangelium, Idque verum agnoscunt

sunt Gratioe, & Salutis Capaces. Thesis In Celeberrima Academia Oxoni-

ensi Explicata, Junii 130. Anno Domini 1662. Per Edmundum Elisium

Evangelii Ministrum. \motto, &c.]
Impr. 209/ [date only): 1662: sm. 4°: pp. [2] + 8 + [2], signn. a*, b^ : English

solid.— Contents :
—

[i] title: [2] an informal recommendation of the piece, signed
' Gu: H: October 24', vouching for the Latinity but not the theology of the piece:

[1-8] the disputation : [1-2, not seen\— The author claims that his argument is

entirely original, and the result of his own study. The piece was again issued,

anonymously, with a large addition, in London in 1677. The present edition was

certainly printed by William Hall at Oxford, as the final large ornament shows, by
its defects: but it is impossible that the printer should be the 'Gu: H:' mentioned

above: the impudence would have been too great. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 471.

2593. Felix, Marcus Minucius
;
&c. Marci Minucii Felicis Equitis

Romani Octavius : Caecilius Cyprianus De Idolorum Vanitate, cum
Observationibus Nicolai Rigahii & Julius Firmicus De profana ac vera

Religione ; cum notis Joan, a Wower Vna cum novo Indice.

Impr. 464 a (Oxonire, exc. W. Hall per R. Davis) : 1662 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [40] +

i04 + [3o] + (/i>w;V«5)[2] + 73 + [7], signn. {one leaf)-¥K-v^'^: Bourgeois solid.^
Contents:— p. [2] Imprimatur, see below: [3] title, within line: [5] Preface {beg.

'Cum bonorum exemplo'), mentioning the addition of Firmicus: [6-S] Rigaltius's

preface: [9-10]
' Testimonia '

: [11-39] preface by Franciscus Balduinus: 1-43, the

Octavius: 44-50, Cyprianus de Idolorum Vanitate: 51-2, 'Auctores a Minucio
citati': i:i3-io4, Rigaltius's Notes on the Octavius: [1-20] Index: [i] title 'Jidii
Firmici Materni . . . de Religionum profanarum errore ... ex recensione loan,

a Wower' with impr. 464 3 nearly as above: 1-56, Firmicus: 57-73, [il Wouwer's
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notes on Firmicus : [2-5] Indexes : [7] title-labei,
' M. Fcclicis Octavius . . . Cum

Notis'.— Franciscus Balduinus (in 1560) was the first who printed the Octavius as by
Felix, and not as the eighth book of Arnobius Adversiis Geiites (1542 on)— both
treatises being Apologies for Christianity. In 1 603 Wouwer edited it with Cyprian's
little work : his edition was improved in 1643 by Rigaltius. Wouwer had also edited
Firmicus in 1603, and iu 1645 the three works were issued as here, together. Oxford
editions of Felix were in 1627 (no. 592), 1631 (no. 686), 1636 (no. 824) : see also

1678 (no. 3172). The first two were the earliest English editions of Felix, and the

present one the first English edition of Firmicus. Some copies want the single leaf of

Imprimatur, required by the Act of May 19. The form is
'

Imprimatur hie liber . . .

Ric. Baylie Vicecan. Oxon.' In the present edition the signatures weld the three parts

together : all are reprints.

2594. oFuUer, dr. Thomas. The Life and Death of That Reverend

Divine, and Excellent Historian, Doctor Thomas Fuller.
[?)iofto.\

Impr. 466 (Oxford : printed, and are to be sold [in London]): 1662 : (eights) 12°:

pp. [8] + 106 + [6], A*, B-H*.— Contents :
—

p. [3] title, within broad mourning band :

[5-8]
' To the Reader': 1-106, the Life: [1-6] 'Catalogue' of thirty-one works by

Fuller.—A London book, here issued with an Oxford title-page. The original issue

bears the imprint 'London, Printed for J. W., H. B. and H. M., 1661'. All the

initials are indeterminate, but the fact that the Oxford title states that the book was
to be sold ' at the Royall Exchange and Westminster-Hall

'

points to John White and

Henry Mortlock, while Henry Bell is the only H. B. whose address is unknown. In

the Oxford edition of the next year the old title-page is torn off, and the new one, also

with broad mourning bands round it, inserted : also sign. B is in the Oxford edition

marked ' a
',

not ' b '. This one original Life of Fuller is still without a known
author, though the name must have been easily ascertainable at the time, and the

style is not ordinary, and has supplied at least two new words to the O.E.D.
{Iticidation sxidfsuaciotis).

2595. Gardiner, dr. Richard. Richardi Gardiner . . . Specimen
Oratorium . . . [the whole title exactly as no. 2337 (1657), except that

between adorfia/um and the U7iiv. Arms is added a line 'Editio tenia

Multb Auctior & Longe Emendatior'J.
Impr. 337 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1662 : (eights) 12° : pp. [4] +

176 (but the paging is wild in sign, h), signn. a-l^, m^ : English solid.— Contents :—
p. [i] title : [3] dedn. to Hereford school : 1-27, six orations : 29-108, Progymnasmata,
as the 2nd ed., with title-page, and impr. 337 a^: 109-18, Epistolje, as before, with

title, and impr. 285 (like 337) : 1 19-23, Versiculi, as before, with title, and impr. 285 :

125-36, Porci Encomium, as before, with title, and impr. 285: 137-76, 'Quae

Sequuntur priori editione desunt ', three orations, ten letters to the Subdean of Ch. Ch.

(who had charge of discipline), all in Latin : with other short pieces, one relating to

Pisly (p. 167) and one to Easton Neston (in English: p. 172).
—A new edition of

no. 2337 (1657), with considerable additions. Among the misprints are: p. 113, 1. 4,

sum for siw; p. 136, 1. 13, read Candidas; p. 140, 1. 6 from foot, read iuclusa;

p. 148, 1. 4 from foot, for sisyphi read cyathi; p. 167, 1. ult., for vivis read viuris;

p. 173, 1. 12, for course read coarse; p. 176, 1. penult., read laudant, 1. ult., read

caveis, &c.

[Gayton, Edmund ?] Ballad on the Gyants : see no. 2579.

[
—

,
—

] Upon Bobart's Yevvmen : see no. 2580.

2596. Grotius, Hugo. Hugo Grotius De Veritate Religionis

Christianae. Editio novissima, in qua ejusdem Annotationes suis quseq;

Paragraphis ad faciliorem usum subjectae sunt. [onin. ]

Impr. 467 (Oxonii, exc. W. H., per R. Davis, assignatum J. Webb) : 1662 :

(eights) 12°: pp. [16] + 400, signn. A, a-z, Aa-Cc* : Small pica and (notes) long

primer solid.— Contents :— p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic. of Grotius to Hieronymus

Bignonius, Aug. 27, 1639, not signed: [5-1 1]
'

Anacephaljeosis . . . ',
list of contents:

31 2
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[13-14]
'

Sphalmata' = Errata : [15-16] blank leaf usually torn off: i(' 7')-40o, the

treatise, in six books, with notes.— In this edition for the first time in England the

annotations are suffixed, chapter by chapter, to the text : so it is probably a reprint
of the Paris 1640 edition, which was the first to exhibit that arrangement ; or of some
later foreign issue. The previous Oxford editions (no. 918 (1639), 2032 (1650),
and even 2497-8 (1660)) have not printed the 1639 preface (Paris, 1640). On
Apr. 23, 1669, there were 368 copies of this book remaining unsold in Davis's hands

(Bodl. MS. 15376, fol. 165^). The book belonged in 1639 ^^^ ^^b^ to William

Webb, then passed to his widow Joan in 1652, who assigned it to Richard Davis.

2597. Hammond, dr. Henry. A Practical Catechism. By H.

Hammond, D.D. The Seventh Edition, [two 7nottoes.^ Whereunto is

added the Reasonableness of Christian Religion. By the same Author.

Impr. 469 (London, by J[ames] F[letcher] for R. Davis, Oxford): 1662: 12":

pp. .^Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double line.—Only known
at present from a title-page in the Ames Collection in the British Museum. L. W.
Briiggemann must have seen a copj', for he notes {View of the English Editions of . . .

{classical) Authors, Stettin, 1797, p. 412) that at p. 179 of this Hammond is a prayer
of St. Basil in Greek from Bodl. RIvS. Barocc. 8,

2598. Harmar, John. Marci Tullii Ciceronis Vita
;
Hinc inde ex

optimis quibusque Scriptoribus delibata, & in compendium redacta;

Opera & studio Joannis Harmari, Linguae Gr. nuper apud Oxonienses

Praelectoris Regii. In usum Scholarum.

Impr. 461 a (Oxonice, exc. A. & L. Lichfield, per J. Nixon) : 1662 : (eights) 12" :

pp. [8]+3i+[t], signn. (a)^, B-C^ : Small pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [3] title:

[5-7] Ep. dedic. to Robert Hide, son of dean Alexander Hide, dated '

Stephantoniae in

Agro Hamptoniensi Novembris 6. 1662
'

: 1-31, the Life : [i] an eight-line hexameter

poem on Cicero by Cornelius Severus, beginning 'Quid favor'.—A short account of

Cicero, inaccurately printed. Harmar, made Greek professor under Cromwell, now

attempts to curry favour with the dean of Winchester by calling himself late Regius
professor. Robert Hyde was about eleven years old when the compliment was paid
to him by Harmar of writing this Life primarily for his use. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 920.

—
,
—

. Vindicise Academicae : see no. 2581.

2599. Helvicus, Christophorus. Christophori Helvici Theatrum
Historicum . . . [&c., exactly as no. 2170 (1651), altering 'Editio Quinta'
to 'Edilio Sexta ', and with the same ten lines in red, and same imprint].

Impr. 296 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, per J. Godwin, J. Adams, & E. Forrest) : 1662 :

(sixes) la. 8° : pp. [22] + 193 + [19], signn. *^ ) : {^, A-Q®, q*, R^ : Long primer solid.

—Contents :
—

[i] title, exactly as no. 2170, see above : [3-4]
'

Typographus
Lectoribus . . .

',
as in 165 1 : [5-6]

' De Antiquitate Academiae Oxoniensis Dissertatio ',

dated
'

Jun. 23. 1662. Stylo Veteri': [7-22] The old 1638 prefatory matter, as in

1651, with the last leaf there made the first leaf here : 1-193, the work : [1-19] index.

—A close reprint of no. 2170 (1651) brought up to 1661 at the end, but with the

index unaltered, and a little dissertation on the antiquity of the University prefixed.
The author maintains that the original University was earlier than Alfred, and was to

the north of the city about St. Giles's church. He does not depend on the discredited

passage in Asser, but cites William of Malmesbury and other post-Conquest chroniclers.

Of the Bodleian he says,
' Bibliotheca totius orbis, uti censeo, amplissima : quae,

coacervata jam Seldeni librari^, supellectili vel ipsi Vaticanse forsan prsecellat '.

2600. [Horsman, Nicholas.] The Spiritual Bee, or a Miscellaney
Of Scriptural, Historical, Natural Observations, and Occasional occur-

rencyes, Applyed in Divine Meditations. By an University Pen. [/ifjf/.]

Impr. 468 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield, for E. & J. Forrest : 1662 : (twelves) 16° :

pp. [12] -H 120 + 135 + [9], signn. A^ B-E^^, F^; A-F^^^ : Small pica solid.—Contents :
—
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p. [i] title, within double line : [3-5] Ep. dedic. to sir Copleston Bampfield, High
Sheriff for the County of Devon, dated ' Oxon. Aug. 2d. 1661': [6-12] preface:
1-120, the first part: 1-135, 'The Second Part': [2-9] 'The Souls Valediction to
the World', a poem beginning 'Come, Death, and antedate thy blow', inserted to fill

a blank space.—An entertaining little book in which incidents of all kinds furnish

subject for meditation. He tells, for instance, how cardinal Campeggio's twenty richly
covered sumpter-horses being overturned in Cheapside displayed only a '

Trumpery
of old Boolts and Shoes and Marrow-bones' on their backs (p. 87), and how young
lapwings run about with half their egg-shells on their backs, like the Rationalistic

Chicken (p. 88). The first part is sometimes found separate. The edition of 1667
(no. 2769) is a reprint without alteration. In 1 750 John Wesley printed part of the

work, altering and rewriting it as seemed requisite : in 1823 L(uke) H(oward) also

made selections and published them in similar style. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 616.
There seems to be no reason, unless the expression

'

By an University Pen ' be

regarded as one, for ascribing this book to William Penn, the Quaker and founder of

Pennsylvania. It was a suggestion by Luke Howard (who did not know of any
edition earlier than 1667, nor of Wood's statement), and this was repeated in Joseph
Smith's Catalogue of Friends' Books (1867). Penn, who matriculated at Ch. Ch. in

1660, was only eighteen years old in 1662, and given to '

mystical pietism' (D.N.B.),
of which there is no trace here. Before his conversion Penn was in no sense learned

(he was in fact sent down in Oct. 1661, before taking a degree, for non-conformity), nor

could he have described himself as living a '

contemplative life' at Oxford (see preface).
On the other hand Wood, who had good opportunities of knowing, assigns it without

hesitation to Horsman (a fellow of Corpus, M.A., aged about thirty!, and does not

mention any other name : and Horsman was a Devonshire man, so it was natural that

he should dedicate his work to the High Sheriff of that county. Penn's first publica-
tion seems to have been in 1668. There is careless printing, such as Agelliiis (p. 33,
1st series) for A. Gellius, tin-\py for iin-\happy (p. 78, ist series), hug-\gd (p. 99,
2nd series), &c., due to Anne Lichfield.

2601. Leighton, Henry. Linguae Gallic^e Addiscendae Regulse.
Collectse Opera & Industria H. Leighton A.M. Hanc linguam in cele-

berrima Academia Oxoniensi edocentis.

Impr. 402 (Oxoniae, exc. H. H. per Authorem) : 1659: (twelve) 16°: pp. 24,

sign, a'^ : Small pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. i, title : 3-4, Ep. dedic. to
'

Monseigneur
Henry 6 Brien, Baron d'Ibreckan . . . ',

in French : 4-24, the Rules of French

Grammar, in Latin.—An enlarged edition of no. 2448, cf. 2490 : see Wood's Fasti

Oxon. ii. 29.

2602. Marten, col. Henry. Coll. Henry Marten's Familiar Letters

to his Lady of Delight. Also Her kinde Returnes. With His Rival!

R. Pettingalls Heroicall Epistles. Printed by Edmundus De Speciosa
Villa.

Impr. 470 (' Bellositi Dobunorum' (= Oxford), [by A. Lichfield] for R. Davis):
1662 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 95 (' 94 ') -1- [i], signn. a-n^ : Small pica solid.— Contents :—
p. [i] title : [3-4] Ep. dedic. to 'Mary Ward, alias Marten ',

the lady in question :

[5-6] do. to col. H. Marten : [7-8] do. 'To the high Inamoretto of the Lady Mary
Marten ', i. e. Richard Pettingall : all three dedications are signed

' De Speciosa Vill^ ',

i.e. Edmund Gayton: 1-79, ninety letters of Marten, all except the first to Mary
Ward: 81-9, 'Mr. Richard Pettingall his Heroical Epistles to The same vertuous

Lady', twelve letters: 89-90, three letters from 'Mary Marten': 91-5, [i] 'An
Answer to a Letter, called a Copy of Henry Marten's Letter, in Vindication of the

Murther of the late King Charles', i.e. Marten's first letter above : with a postscript,

unsigned, but no doubt by Gayton, by whom the Answer was probably \yritten.
—

A bundle of entertaining love-letters, filched or bought from Mary Ward, with whom
col. Henry Marten, a coarse, violent, dissipated but notable Parliamentarian and

Regicide, and Richard Pettingall, were in love. The letters bear every mark of being

genuine, and nearly all Marten's are written from the Tower of London (where he was

imprisoned from 1660 to 1662), throwing light on the conditions of life of a prisoner

there. Pettingall's few letters are stilted and formal by comparison. The Editor,
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Gayton, published them partly (no doubt) because they were amusing, and partly to

show up the morals of the would-be heroes of the Commonwealth regime. Most of

the copies are dated 1663 (see no. 2643), but in 1663 the fanciful ' Bellositi Dobuno-
rum' (for 'at Oxford', borrowed from Camden or from no. 623 [1628, Vossius])
has given place to ' Oxford

'

on the tille-page, on which there are other changes in the

1663 reissue. The Dobuni were a British tribe inhabiting roughly Gloucestershire,
with extensions, as in this case. Bellositum was applied (i) to the site of Beaumont

Palace, (2) to Oxford as a whole, owing to the '
fine position

'

of each. The London
edition entitled ^ The Familiar Epistles of Coll. Henry Martin, found in his Misses

Cabinet. The Second Edition
' was issued in 1685, and contains only Letters 2-90 of

col. Marten, numbered 1-89, with a new savage satirical epistle dedicatory, by the

publisher John Hindmarsh. On p. 2 is a reference to Shakespeare ('having acted

Pyramus and T/iisbe, the Lion and the Moon-shine
'),

not in Munro's Ingleby.

2603. Osborne, Francis. Politicall Reflections upon the Government
of the Turks (&c., as no. 2305 (1656), connecting the titles of the seven

last parts by colons, and omitting
' Vindicated

'

after
' Luther

'

: then]

By Francis Osborn. The third Edition.

Impr. 320/ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson): 1662: 12": pp. [8] + 194,

signn. A-H^2, 1^ : Small pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double lines :

[3-8] preface: 1-164, the eight essays: the first, on the Turks, having a list of

contents on pp. 115-20.—Presumably a reprint of no. 2454 : the preface is unaltered

from the first edition (no. 2305 : 1656, which see), and apparently the contents also.

Oughtred, William. Elementi Decimi Euclidis Declaratio, &c., 1662. See no. 2772.

[Owen, dr. John.]
' Animadversions on . . . Fiat Lux : or, A Guide in Differences

of Religion ... By a Protestant
'

(i. e. dr. John Owen) bears an imprint
' London

;

Printed by E. Cotes, for Henry Cripps in Popes-head-alley, and George West in

Oxford, 1662 ', 12° : but since not even the first publisher is Oxonian, I do not count
it an Oxford book. But it is worth mention, partly because it shows that Henry
Cripps was alive in this year ('death took place about 1661

',
PL R. Plomer's

Dictionary), and to show that no ejection could silence Owen, who here hammers the

claims of the Papacy. Vincent Canes, a Franciscan {d. 1672), published Fiat Lux
(by

'

J. V. C) in 1661, in defence of Roman Catholicism: a second edition came
out in 1662. Owen answers these two editions, and when J. V. C, replied in an

Epistle (no imprint, 1663), Owen countered with a long Vindication in 1664, under
his own name.

Oxford—University. Domiduca Oxoniensis : see no. 2578.

2604. — ,

—
. [Proclamation by the Vice-Chancellor against riotous

behaviour, beginning
'

Quandoquidem compertum est ', exactly as

no. 2426, reprinted, with the Arms of the University and the date
'Feb. 18. 1 661', i.e. 166^, at the head, and at foot only

' Ricardus

Baylie Vice-Can. Oxon.'
|

[Oxford] (1662): br. s,, folio: Steele's tests, Acadonise,—eamus —reliquis.
—A

reprint of the usual form. 245. were given to
' mr. L. Lichfield

'

for printing this notice.

Oxfordshire (Annual Feast) : see no. 2582.

P., S. Latitude-men : see no. 2583.

2605. Pliny the younger. C. Plinl Caecill Secundi Panegyricus, . . .

& ad eum Justi Lipsii Commentarius P.P. Cum ejusdem Dissertatiun-

cula . . .

Impr. 471 (Oxonii, ex. Guil. Hall, per .S. Pococke) : 1662: (twelves) 16°:

pp. 263 + [i], signn. a-l" . Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title, within border
of ornn. : 3-4, dedn. to Gerardus de Rheede, de Renswoude, dominus de Bornewal,

I
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by Gisbertus a Zyll & Theodorus ab Ackersdijck (Utrecht printers, 1652) : 5-17 'Ad
Lectorem meum . . .', dated Lovanii, Feb. 14, 1600, and other preliminary maiter :

18-252, the Oration and Commentary: 253-63, a dissertation, on a passage of

Seneca, delivered as a speech at Louvain on Nov. 25 or 26, 1599.— P.P. in the title

means perpetuus. The first separate edition of Lipsius's Panegyriciis of Pliny the

Younger was Antwerp 1600, the next Utrecht 1652 ; it is from the latter that this

third edition was reprinted: for other Oxford editions, see 1677, 16S6, 1703. There
is no sign that this is one of Fell's New Year books, and it is probably not one of that

series. The signatures are placed irrationally between the text and commentary, on
each page.

2606. Ridley, sir Tiiomas. A View of the Civile and Ecclesiasticall

Law . . . Written by S'' Tliomas Ridley Knight, and Doctor of the Civile

Law. The Third Edition, by J. G. IMr of Arts

Impr. 40S (Oxford, by W. Hall for J. Forrest): 1662 : 8°: pp. [12] + 397 + [33],

signn. A-z, Aa-Dd* : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. i, title, within border of ornn. :

[3-5] preface, signed 'J. G.', i.e. John Gregory : [7-9] Ridley's Ep. dedic. to James i :

[11-12] Ridley's preface to the Reader : 1-397, ^^^ treatise : 397, note about errata :

[2-31] Index : [32] title-label.—A reprint of no. 789 (1634 • 2nd ed.), Gregory's notes

and all. The treatise is on the relation of the two kinds of Law, and was again

reprinted in 1675-6 at Oxford. Gregory died in 1647. Red printing occurs in six

lines of the title-page, black-letter in sign. Q, &c., and Anglo-Saxon type in signn.

Q, R, &c. See Wood's Ath. Oxoti. iii. 205.

2607. Riland, archdn, John. Elias the Second his Coming to

Restore All Things : or Gods way of Reforming by Restoring. And
Moses the Peace-maker ... In two Sermons : The Former preacht in

Warwick . . . August 19, 1661. The Other in Coventry . . . (Nov. i.

1 661). By John Riland, Arch -Deacon of Coventry, and sometimes

Fellow of St M: Magdalene Coll: in Oxon: [two 7}wttoes.\

Impr. 2493 (Oxford, by II. Hall): 1662: sm. 4°: pp. [10] + 54 + [4] +53 + [i],

signn. A-P* : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3] dedn. to Warwick-
shire worthies : [5-7] preface, dated Dec. 26, 1661 : [9] title-page to first piece, an

Assize sermon on Isa. i. 26, with impr. 2j^()b, as above : 1-54, the sermon : [i] title

to second piece, a Mayor's Feast sermon, on Acts vii. 26, with impr. 249/' : [3] dedn.

to Coventry worthies : 1-53, the sermon.—The sermons are direct and forceful, and

the preface naive and refreshing : at the second p. 34 he addresses the Mayor personally
from the pulpit—which was bold. See Wood's Aik. Oxon. iii. 983 (Riland or

Ryland).

2608. Roe, William. 'EXeii^fpta 'ETrto-ra/xeVoji/ koll 'Kvoxi] aaOivovvrtav

or Christian Liberty rightly Stated and Enlarged. Being a briefe Vindica-

tion of the LawfuUness of eating things Strangled . . . : wherein those

Texts in Act. 15. 20, 28, 29 are cleared ... By William Roe. [two iexts.]

Impr. 472 (Oxford, by W. H. for R. Davis; : 1662 : (eights) 12" : pp. [26] + 167 +

[i], signn. [i leaf, perhaps = a^, see below], **, A-L^ M* : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3] cancelled title: [5-12] Ep. dedic. to Sir Richard Leveson : [13-16]
'To the Reader': [17-19] 'Things observable in the several chapters . . .': [20]

'Texts . . . explained': [21-4] Contents: [25-6, not seett]: 1-167, the treatise, in

twenty-one chapters and a Conclusion.—An odd and rare treatise by an unknown

author to prove, as the running title says, that 'AH Meats are Lawful', and that

Acts XV. 20, 28, 29 do not imply the opposite. The book is poorly printed, and cannot

have been issued in the ordinary way, being quite rare : or possibly it had no sale.

Sir Richard Lewson or Leveson, of Trcntham, co. Staff., and Kent, was made

a knight of the Bath on Feb. i, i62|. One of the Bodleian copies has two title-pages,

and the history of sheets **, A^ seems to be :—the title and dedication filled ** and A i,

and the preface a 2-7, leaving A 8 unoccupied before the text of the treatise, which

begins on B i. This blank leaf, A«, was perhaps used for an improved title-page—

which, however, introduced an error in 'thansgiving',
—and the leaf was meant to be
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bent back to form a leaf preceding * i. Then the original title was intended to be torn

or (as in one Bodleian copy) half-torn, for cancellation. But in the other Bodleian

copy, which wants A i and A 8, there is no catchword {This) on * S". R.

2609. Rous, Francis. Archseologie Atticse libri septem. The Sixth

Edition . . . Enlarged.
Impr. 387 a (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Adams 8c E. Forrest) : [&c., exactly as

no. 2410, except that in the preliminary matter ** occurs instead of ^*, and the Index
Vocabulorum (really Index Rerum) is bound before sign, a 1, instead of at the extreme
end of the volume]. A reprint of the 1658 (5th) edition (no. 2410), with Z. Bogan's
additions as before, and no intentional variation.

2610. Sharrock, dr. Robert. Judicia, (seu Legum Censurse) de

Variis Incontinentia Speciebus . . . Addita insuper explicatione qui . . .

Delicta hsec inhonesta . . . esse arguantur. Solennibus in Acad: pro
Gradu Lectionibus publice exposita. Per Robertum Sharrock, LL.D.

[
Greek text.l^

Impr. 335(r' (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall per T. Robinson) : 1662 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16] +

112, signn. A-H* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-10] Ep. dedic. to

bp. Humphrey Henchman: [11-15] 'Index Capitum & Rerum': [16] Errata:

1-112, the treatise, in a preface and seven chapters.^The tables of Kindred and Affinity
are given and commented on at pp. 84, 86 : they are attributed to archbp. Matthew
Parker. Dr. Sharrock took the degree of B.C.L. on Oct. 12, 1654, and of D.C.L.

May 24, 1661 : the latter is presumably the occasion of this dissertation. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 147 ; Fasti, ii. 250.

2611. Sherley, rev. WilHam. The Excellence Of the Order of the

Church of England, under episcopal government. Set forth in a Sermon
at the Visitation at Blandford, Anno 1640. By William Sherley, B.D.

Impr. 473 ([London?] for T. Robinson of Oxford) : 1662 : sm. 4°: pp. [6] + 37 +

[i], signn. A-E'', F^ : English solid.—Contents :
—

pp. [1-2, not seen']: [3] title:

[5-6] Ep. dedic. to bp. George Morley, signed 'Ri: Harris', dated 'From the Inner

Temple, June 25, 1662' : 1-37, the Sermon, on i Cor. xi. 34.
—The editor states that

both he and the bishop were relations of the deceased author, and that no other

writing of the author had survived the Civil War. Sir Richard Harris was the son of

dr. John Harris, warden of Winchester college. The dedication cannot have been

pleasant to the bishop, who always had Calvinistic tendencies : but the sermon itself

is in a readable style. The book is perhaps, as Wood states {Fasti Oxon. ii. 461), and
as the form of imprint suggests, printed in London, though I cannot decisively affirm

that it is not Henry Hall's type and ornaments used at Oxford.

2612. Skinner, dr. Robert, bp. of Oxford. Articles of Visitation

and Enquiry Concerning Matters Ecclesiasticall : exhibited ... In the

first Episcopal Visitation . . . of . . . Robert . . . Lord Bishop of Oxon.

Impr. 369 (Oxford, by W. Hall) : 1662: sm. 4°: pp. [2]h-I3 + [i], signn. a-b* :

English pica solid. ^Contents :—p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [2] the Oath of

Churchwardens and Sidemen : 1-13, the Articles, under seven titles.— Visitation

articles of this time differ considerably in content and detail from the standard form,
but all are very inquisitorial, and concern the Church fabric; Church property;
Ministers; Parishioners; Church officers; Hospitals, doctors and schools.

2613. S.(mith), dr. T.(homas). Diatriba de Chaldaicis Paraphrastis,

eoriimque Versionibus, ex utroque Talmude, ac Scriptis Rabbinorum
Concinnata. Authore T. S. A.B. e Coll: Reginge.

Impr. 474 (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall, pro T. Robinson) : 1662 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16] +

120, signn. A-H^, I*: Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-9] Ep. dedic. to

dr. Thomas Barlow: [11-14] preface, dated from Queen's college, Sept. 5, 1661 :

[16] S<pd\fxaTa : 1-120, the treatise, in eight chapters.—The first publication (as the
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preface states) of dr. Thomas Smith, afterwards fellow of Magdalen, and known as

a scholar and writer on the Greek Church \^d. 1 710), at this time a B.A. It deals with

Onkelos, Jonathan, Hillel, and other Talmudists. Unpointed Hebrew is freely used.

The full name of the writer is given in the dedication. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 598.

2614. Spirit of Supplication. The Spirit of Supplication, or the

Prayers of the late Ministers of the Honourable City of London, before

and after Sermon, Viz. Dr. Anesley's, Dr. Bates, Dr. Jacombe, Dr. Manton,
Mr. Calamy, Mr. Nalton, Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Cradackot, Mr. Watson,
Mr. Lye, Mr. Caryl, INIr. Venning. Delivered in their Respective Con-

gregations. [/^.vA]

Impr. 219^ (Oxford): 1662: (twelves) 24": pp. [24] + 228, signn. A-K^^, L^ :

English solid.—Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within border of ornn. : [3-23]
' To the Pious

Auditors, the Inhabitants of the Honoured City of London', signed
' K. B.' : 1-205,

fourteen prayers: 207-17, 218-25, two pra)'ers before and after the Sacrament:

227-8, 'The table' of the sixteen prayers.—A set of Prayers collected by R. B.,

privately printed (because all or nearly all the writers were ejected ministers, chiefly

put out in 1662)—which will account for its rarity, the only copy known being in the

library of Corpus Christi college, Oxford. Several are dated 1662, and the name of

the parish is usually given. The size of the pages in the bound and rather closely cut

copy seen is 4I" x ig". RR.

2615. Strada, Famianus, R. P. Famiani Sirada^ Romani e Societate

Jesu Eloqiientia bipartita. Pars Prior Prolusiones academicas, Sive

Prolixiores exhibet Oraliones . . . : altera Paradigmata Eloquentige . . .

proponit . . . Excerpta ex Decade Prima & Secunda Historise de Bello

Belgico ejusdem Auctoris.

Impr. 464 c (Oxonise, exc. W. Hall, per R. Davis) : 1662 : (twelves) 16" : pp. [36] +

564, signn. A*, B_z, Aa-Bb^2, cc^ : Bourgeois solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-8]

preface, Ep. dedicatoria to cardinal Ursinus, with four Jesuit imprimaturs of 161 7 for

the Prolusiones : [9-35] Indexes : 1-454, I^^^^ prior : 455-564, pars altera, with title-

page for second part, with impr. 368 a (Oxonise, exc. W. Hall).— Part i contains

fifteen orations in three books : part 2, seventy-four orations. The first edition was
issued in 1638 (Prolusiones first in 161 7), then also in 1654, 1655, 1658 (of which the

present edition is apparently a reprint), and 1684. The Prolusiones were issued in

Oxford in 1631 and 1745. At pp. 326-8 and 351 is a sort of anticipation of the

telegraph and telephone, and at p. 358 a petition of the Societas Typographornm
addressed to Poets. Strada died in 1649. R. P. is of course Reverendi Patris.

2616. Vaughan, Robert, of Hengwrt. British Antiquities revived :

or A friendly Contest touching the soveraignty of the three Princes of

Wales in ancient times ... By Robert Vaughan Esq. To which is

added the Pedegree of the . . . Earl of Carbery . . . with A Short account

of the five Royall Tribes of Cambria, by the same Author. [moUo.]
Impr. 320/ (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson) : 1662 : sm. 4" : pp. [4] +44,

signn. A^ B-F*, G^: Small pica solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to

sir Richard Wynne of Gwedir, dated '

Hengwrt May the 9th. 1662
'

: 1-40, the work :

40-3, the Pedigree, with notes : 43-4, the Tribes.—The epistle dedicatory states that

in Caradoc of Lancarvan's History of Wales (in English, 1584) the prince of North

Wales is given sovereignty over the princes of South Wiles and Powys : to which
' some gentlemen of South Wales

'

objected, and delivered their protest forty years

before to sir John Lloyd, who handed it at that time to Vaughan to answer--which

he does here, in a learned treatise. Reprinted at Bala in 1S34. See Wood's AiA.

Oxon. iii. 728.

Wake, Isaac. Oratio funebris . . .

This is part of Wake's Rex Platoniais, 1663 (no. 2628) ;
which see.
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2617. Wall, dr. John. A divine Theater, Or, A Stage for Christians :

Delivered In a Sermon at Christ-Church in Oxford. By John Wall,
Doctor in Divinity, and Prgebendary of Christ-Church,

[/^jt:/.]

Impr. 316 c (Oxford, by H, Hall for R. Davis) : 1662 : (eights) 12° : pp. [20] + 84,

signn. [ttY, a-f^, g^ : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3] dedn. to

bp. George Morley : [5-19] Ep. dedic. to the same : 1-84, the sermon, on Luke iii. 6.

—The divine Theatre, or Great Sight, is Christ saving humanity. The sermon is

well written, and dedicated to an old pupil of the writer at Christ Church. See
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 735.

2618. Wallis, dr. John. Hobbius Heauton-timorumenos. Or a

Consideration of M^ Hobbes his Dialogues In an Epistolary Discourse . . .

To the Honourable Robert Boyle, Esq. By John Wallis, D.D. . . .

Impr. 475 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield for S. Thomson, London) : 1662 : (eights)
12°: pp. [4] +160: Small pica solid.—Contents :—p. [i] title, within double line:

[3-4] list of contents : [4] Errata : 1-160, the work, signed, and dated at end ' Oxon.
Febr. 20. 166^'.—-A sustained, technical, acrid criticism of Hobbes's Examinatio . . .

Mathematicse, Hodiernse. Qttalis explicaUir in librisJohannis Wallisii . . . Disiribnta
in sex Dialogos (Lond., 1660) and his Dialogns Physiciis (Lond. 1661). A reflection

by Wallis on Hobbes's loyalty was answered by the latter in Considerations upon . . .

Thomas Hobbes (1662 and 1680). There are woodcut diagrams in the text.

2619. Whear, Degory. Relectiones Hyemales, de ratione et methodo

Legendi utrasq ; Historias, Civiles & Ecclesiasticas. [&c., almost as in

3rd ed., no. 868 (= 1637 W), but the word singidoruvi is here correctly

printed ;
and after indicahir follows :

—
] a Deg. Wheare Priselect. Camden,

primo. Edilio quarta. Quibus jam appenditur Mantissa de Historicis

Gentium Particularium . . .
; cum aliis additamentis . . . per N.[icolaum]

H.[orsman] e C.C.C.

Impr. 433rt (Oxonige, exc. W. Hall per E. & J. Forrest): 1662: (eights) 12°:

pp. [32] + 342 + 15 + [7], signn. a, b, A-Y*: Small pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i]

title, within line : [3]
' Monitiuncula . . .

'

: [4-7]
' Carmen . . . ', a precis of the

contents in Latin verse : [9-13] Whear's ep. dedicatoria to the Heads of Houses, 'ab

Aula Glocestrensi Kal. Jul. 1637' : [15-32]
' Relectionum Conspectus': [32] six-line

Latin poem to the editor, by Clement Barksdale, whose tutor Whear (' Hilarius

Varus') had been : 1-342, the work, in three parts and fifty-five sections, the Mantissa

of Horsman occupying pp. 151-97: 1-15, [i]
' Oratio auspicalis habita in Scholis

publicis ciim primiim L. Annsei Flori interpretationem aggrederetur Author ', i. e.

D. Whear in 1622 : [5] title-label : [7] alternative title-page omitting John Forrest's

name, but otherwise identical with the other title (no. 2620) : the imprint being 476.
—A survey of historical literature and historians. The ancient portion occupies

part I, §§ 1-25: the British §§ 27-31: the Mantissa (which the bookseller asked

Horsman to contribute) adds national or regional literature: and §§ 32-end, eccle-

siastical history. Parts 2 and 3 are more general. This is the fourth edition, for

besides the Oxford editions of 1625 and 1637, thc^e was a first London (1623) edition.

The Cambridge
'

1634' edition in Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 217 is an error for 1684:
see also Ath. Oxon. iv. 617. A copy cannot be regarded as imperfect if it wants the

title-label and alternative title-page : with respect to the latter it may be presumed
that John Forrest withdrew from the venture of publishing the book.

2620*. tW.(alden), R.(ichard). lo ruminans : or the Repercussion
of a Triumph celebrated in the Palace of Diana Ardenna. By the

Rustick Muse of R. W. npoi/co-<^iAo-/xao-Tt^.
' Printed [probably in London] Anno Virginis parturientis 1662 '

: sm. 8° : pp. 21

(1-2, lost: 3, title: 5-6, dedn., see below: 7-21, the poem, in heroic couplets, ten

cantos with prologue and epilogue) + [3 (1-3, blank)\ sign. A*, B* : Pica solid.—The
dedication is to mrs. Anne Gibbs, an actress who took six parts in certain plays acted

at the King's Arms, Holywell, Oxford, July 3-8, 1661. Clearly Richard Walden of

I
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Queen's college (matr. Mar. 21, 165I : no degree : perhaps of the Inner Temple,
London), who signs the dedication, was one of the youthful students referred to in

Wood's Life (i. 405-6) as being demoralized by the play-acting. On Aug. 10, 1661,
he dates the dedication ' from his grotto at the foot of [Hebr. letters = Har El, the

mount of God] in Arden ', possibly Harely or Arley, near Nuneaton. The six plays
and mrs. Gibbs's six parts are named, and as the whole of Walden's programme can
be made out, with some difficulty, it is worth while to combine the facts derived from

Walden, Wood, and other sources, in the following scheme :
—

Plays acted at Oxford, July 3-12, 1661.
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The two pieces next above seem to be one octavo sheet. The former is a sorrowful

complaint that mrs. Gibbs was no better than she should be, and the latter a palinode
confessing that the writer was mistaken in accusing the actress, who is now rtstored to

favour. Walden seems to have been removed by his tutor or family to a safer distance

even than the Forest of Arden, since he writes from Laugharne near Carmarthen, on
the se.T. The attempts to form Greek titles are deplorable.
A fourth (or third) piece entitled Paritassiis ahoriens (London, 1664, sm. 8°,

32 pages) is in a different style of printing, and contains various English poems. The
Gibbs incident is past and over, and probably our hero was married in 1662 to

a miss Barbara Leighton of Beoley, co. Wore.
The only copy known of these four pieces is the Huth copy nov/ in the British

Museum. As to the place of printing of the lo and Panaletha, it appears to be

London, and not Oxford. Only the latter bears any 'flowers' (ornaments), and they
are all of a common type from Holland, found not only at Oxford, but also in London.

They are four in number, and the commonest is at Oxford only used by Anne Lichfield

and Henry Hall, whereas two others are only used by William Hall. The fourth, an

acorn, is used by both the Halls, but in a slightly different form, and may be pro-
nounced to be, in the form here used, unknown at Oxford.
The last point about these intrinsically unimportant pieces is that many euphuistic

words occur, such as toliitation, depltDuation, fortlct, eqiiilibrity, formose, quincuncial.,
decepiibility, and a few not elsewhere found, as philonntsy and ihirononicr. In the lo
he uses Oitzonian maids = Oxonian. Strictly these pieces should be 2582* -2582***,
as being probably not printed at Oxford : or after no. 2616.

1663.

The first definite sign of the coming erection of the Sheldonian is apparently early
in 1663 (V.-C.'s computus Sept. 1662-Sept. 1663 :

' To [William] Bird for the Modell
of the New Theatre to be erected estimated [i. e. according to a scale estimated] by
D'' Wren. ;^io", and late in the year 'To D'' Wren a present of Plate for his pains
about the Modell of the Theatre. ^6 i is. 6d.^ The University started the building
with the help of;,^ i,oco contributed by archbp. Gilbert Sheldon, who had been warden
of All Souls (1636-4S, 1660-1) and became archbp. of Canterbury in June 1663.
But on Sept. 12, 1667, Sheldon nobly took over the whole building costs: all was
finished in 1669.
For the triangular quarrels of dr. Thomas Pierce, pres. of Magdalen, John Dobson,

and Henry Yerbury, see nos. 2624-6, below.

The ceremonies connected with the burial of archbp. Juxon were most elaborate and

occupied three days, July 7-9, the first being marked by a prodigious downpour of

rain, the floods even delaying the arrival of the corpse. On the 8th the coffin lay in

the Divinity School, and on the 9th was buried at St. John's college. On July 24 the

body of archbp. Laud privately followed it to the same chapel.. Full details are in

Wood's Life and Times, ed. A. Clark, vol. i.

The event of the year was the visit of the King, Queen, and duke and duchess of

York, Sept. 23-30. The arrangements and visit are fully described by Wood (as

above), pp. 167-72, 490-501, 508-9. Lord Clarendon, the Chancellor, was with

them, and stayed at All Souls. The royal party made Christ Church their head-

quarters, and on the 24th formally received the University at All Souls. On the 28th

(the King was at Cornbury again on the 25th-26th) the Bodleian was visited, and
a banquet was given at the Selden End. On the 29th Magdalen was visited, and the

sights of Christ Church, All Souls, St. John's, Wadham, New College, and finally

Queen's, where ' the divell's hand
' was inspected (a facsimile of the Devil's Autograph

is given at p. 498 of Wood's Life and Times, vol. i), and beer was drunk from the

ancient College Horn. The next day the visitors left for London. The King touched

many folk for the King's Evil, and listened to many speeches. In December a laughable
incident occurred. There was a scare about supposed conventicles held by non-

conformists, and a party of roysterers passing the Old Congregation House late at

night saw a light therein, and heard a voice * O the Bible ! I had almost forgot the
Bible'. This was so exceedingly suspicious that they called a Proctor and burst in,
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only to find Richard Davis, the bookseller, with his wife, selecting some of his books
for exchange in London. He had hired tlie House to store his books in it.

The Company of Framework Knitters of London, incorporated in 1663, bears as one
of the supporters of the Arms 'a student of the University of Oxford vested proper'.
Appended to a funeral sermon by Ezekiel Hopkins of Magdalen (afterwards bp. of

Derry") on the hon. Algernon Greville, who died in Magdalen college on July 21, 1662

{London, 1663, 4°), are six poems in English on Greville, by Oxford friends. For
Monconys's visit to Oxford in June 1663, see no. 2735 (1666).

2621. [Ireland, Thomas.] speeches
|

spoken to the
| King and

Queen,
|

duke and duchesse of Vork,
|

In christ-church Hall,
|

OXFORD, Sept. 29. 1663. I [wreath orn.'\
' London : Printed [by John Grismond] for Richai-d Royston, Bookseller to His

most Sacred Majesty' : 1663 : sm. 4° : pp. 8, sign. A^.^Contents :
—

p. i, title, within
double line : 3-4, 32 lines of verse to the King : 4-6, 66 to the Queen : 7, 16 to

the duke, and 2 to the duchess : 8,
'

Spoken to the King and Qtieeti in SaintJohiis
Library.', twelve verses, see no. 2623.

2622. — ,

—
. VERSES

I
SPOKEN AT THE

| Appearance of the
| King and

Queene, |

duke and Dutchesse of York,
\

In christ-church Hall,

OXFORD, Sept: 29. 1663. I By Th: Ireland St. Ch: Ch:
\ [Univ. Arms.

Impr. 3161? (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1663 : sm. 4° : pp. 7 + [i], sign, a* :

Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title, within double line: 3-4, 44 lines to

the King : 5-6, 54 to the Queen : 7, 10 to the King and Queen concerning the

duke of York : 7, 8 to the duke.^Tuesday, Sept. 29, was a busy day for the royal
visitors

;
see the Annals, above. It is odd that no one more distinguished than

Thomas Ireland was selected to deliver the Verses : he delivered them on his knees

(see Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 199). The verses are fair, but it was hardly tactful to ask
the King, even rhetorically, what '

Wolf, or . . . Wild beast
' had reared him.

The imprint states that this Oxford edition is
'

according to the Authors own
Copies, being more Correct then those printed at London, without his consent, or

knowledge ', i. e. no. 2621.
The differences of the two editions are (1) the division of the poems, the London

division being wrong in assigning for the Queen the twelve lines, Let ffie not live . . .

to her Divinity, as well as the ten. But to remove ... to defended so : but it gracefully

assigns the last two lines as ' To the Duchesse'. (2) The differences in text are, 1. 14
* //^^/r Walls '

for the author's '
//i^i't? Walls

'

: 'when you die' in the Queen's verses,
for the more polite and politic

' when you can die ',
and ' Heavens design'd

'

for the

author's 'Heaven's design'd', i.e. Heaven has designed. There are signs that the

author (who by command gave the King a copy of the verses) reprinted from this

London edition, making corrections. The printer in London is identified by the

ornament on the title, for it is identical with Grismond's used in the first edition of

Butler's Htidibras (entered in the Stationers' Register on Nov. 11, 1662). See Wood's
Fasti Oxon. ii. 199.

2623. *t[Laurence, Thomas ?] verses Spoken to the
[
king, qveen, |

and DUTCHESSE of YoRKE
j

in S* John's Library in Oxford, [a row of

ornn. precedes and follows this half-title.]

[No imprint, place, or date, but printed at Oxford, probably by H. Hall, 1663] :

sm. 4": pp. [2] + 2, sign. *2 . Great primer solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] half-title, as

above : i, 20 lines of verse,
'

Spoken to the King and Queen . . .' : 2, 16 lines of

verse spoken
' To her Highness the Dutchesse of York .« the same place\—Wood

states that these verses were spoken by Thomas Laurence, at that time an under-

graduate and gentleman commoner of St. John's, aged 18, afterwards fellow of

University college : they are rather elegant. The title (without any imprint) and the

sign. * on the title and * 2 on p. i, show that this piece was intended to go with

no. 2622, being printed at Oxford : the second leaf is sometimes found as a separate

piece. That Laurence was the actual writer of the poems is not certain. See Wood's
Fasti Oxon. ii. 302.
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Minor Pieces.

2624. *tOxford— University
—Magdaleii College. [Dobson, John.]

Dr. Pierce his preaching Confuted by his practice. Sent in a Letter by
N. G. to a Friend in London.

[No imprint, place, or date: but perhaps London]: [1663]: sm. 4°: pp. 4,

sign. A^.^Contents :
—

p. i, half-title, as above: 1-2, 'N. G.'s letter to 'George':
3-4, a 14-stanza ballad, the first stanza 10 lines, the rest 4 lines each.

2625.
—

. [Pierce, dr. Thomas.] Dr. Pierce his preaching

Exemplified in his practice. Or, An Antidote to the poison of a surrilous

\^sic]
and Libellous Pamphlet Sent by N. G. to a Friend in London, and

Printed without License. In a Letter from a Friend of Truth and

Justice unto a worthy Divine of Cambrige.
Impr. 209 [no place: perhaps London]: 1663: sm. 4° : pp. [4] +9+ [3], signn.

A-B''.— Contents:—p. [3] title, within double lines: 1-9, the piece, signed 'J. F.'

and including the ballad in no. 2624, reprinted on pp. 3-6.

2626. . [Pierce, dr. Thomas.] A true Accompt of the

proceedings (and of the Grounds of the proceedings) of the President and
Officers of St. Mary Magdalen College in Oxford, against Dr. Yerburie

lately a Fellow of the same . . .

[No imprint or date of any kind ; but London : 1663] : folio : pp. 11 + [i], signn.
A-c^.— Contents:—p. i, half-title, as above: i-ii, the Account, including the

Statute under which Yerbury was on April 29, 1663, deprived of his Fellowship.
The three pieces above described are connected with internal disturbances in

Magdalen. Dr. Thomas Pierce (President 1661-72) was a good preacher and learned

man, but Draconian as an administrator or governor of a college : Henry Yerbury
(Fellow 1647-8, 1660-86: D.Med, of Padua 1654, of Oxford 1659) ^^^^ a trouble-

some and cross-grained Fellow: John Dobson (M.A., Fellow 1661-71) was an ally
of the President, convicted of libelling Yerbury, and expelled the University (Sept. 10,

1663) for a time. The sequence of events was as follows :

Pierce preached a sermon before the King on Feb. i, i66§, which was printed at

Oxford under the title The Prhnitive Rule of Reformation . . . against the A^oveliies

of Rome (see no. 2646), in which he several times reiterated his text 'But from the

beginning it was not so '. Dobson formed the idea of using this expression as

a refrain in a pretended
*

lampoon upon the President of Maudlins
'

which he wrote
and as ' N. G.' published. The form is a lampoon, but really the President is praised
for his doings, including the expulsion of Yerbury : one stanza, for example, is :

—
'

Ajiiongst the other modern Fashions,
All meti are brought to Disputations,
Both great and small, from Top to Toe :

But from the Beginning it was not So.'

Allusions in the verses are explained in Bodleian copies by Wood and Dobson. The
first piece was issued at Oxford on Aug. 28, 1663; the second, which contains a reprint
of it, 'came from London to Oxon. 8 Sept. 1663', as Wood notes: the unfortunate

Dobson was expelled the University on Sept. 10. This second piece was really
written by the President himself, and emphasizes the lampoon while reprinting it :

he states that, turned into Latin, it afforded material for the Terrse Filii at the Act as

early as July 4, 1663. Yerbury is again libelled. It may be remembered that Pierce

was no stranger to the style, for he wrote several parts of Pegasus in 1648, see

nos. 1988, 1997 : but Dobson at the last took on himself the authorship, to screen

the President, and suffered expulsion, as stated above, on Sept. 10 : he incorporated at

Cambridge at once, but as the decree of expulsion was pronounced illegal by the King
in Council, Nov. 26, 1663, he returned as fellow after a short time. In all copies of

the second piece on p. 9 Perjuries is altered by hand to
' Breaches of Oath '. The
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expulsion of Sept. 10 was extended to the discommoning of Edmimd Thome, book-
seller, living near the East Gate, as having had to do with the above second libel.

The third piece was perhaps printed last, as it is not referred to in the two former,
but its contents refer to nothing later than April 29, 1663, when Yerbury was expelled
from the college.

Full accounts of the whole affair can be read in Bloxam's Magdalen Register, i.

73-7 (Dobson : the whole set of verses is reprinted), v. 163-4 (Pierce), 181-94
(Yerbury) ;

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 2, 3, 304, and Wood's Life, i. 473, 487-9.

2627.
*

t[Shenton, Francis.] A True Relation of a Notorious Cheater

one
I

Robert Bullock, | Lately done in Oxford, to prevent the like.
|
To

the tune of, Andfor my Offence I shall die, or, For the losse of my goods. \

[at end '

By one of Oxford
'.]

[No place or date, but London, Nov. 1663] : folio : pp. [4].— Contents :
—

p. [2] title

and seven stanzas : [3] ten more stanzas : at end '

By one of Oxford' : the ballad is in

two columns, with three rude woodcuts (man on globe,
' Oh fine Cheat

'

: fat rich man :

fine lady).—A ballad of 119 lines, in seventeen 7-line stanzas, each with the refrain

'And for mine offence I did flie', relating the adventures of a clever thief and

persuasive rogue. Wood notes (in Wood 401, fol. 198) that the writer was 'Francis

Shenton a drunken and broken apothecary living in the parish of S. Pet.-in-the-

Baylie. This cheat was committed in Nov. 1663 & in the same month this ballad

was published.' The ballad begins 'Come listen all good people'. The interest is

in the local references, with Wood's notes, and the rev. dr. Andrew Clark has printed
and indexed the whole ballad and Wood's notes (from Wood 401, fol. 198 and 402,
fol. 91) in his Wood's Life, i. 504-6.

2628. Wake, Isaac. Rex platonicvs : sive de . . . Jacobi . . . regis,

Ad . . . Academiam Oxoniensem, adventu, Aug. 27. Anno m. dc. v.

narratio Ab isaaco wake . . . tunc temporis conscripta, nunc iterum in

lucem edita, multis in locis auctior, & multb emendatior. ediiio sexta.

Impr. 477 (Oxoniae, exc. W. Hall, per G. West) : 1663 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [S] 4

239 + [17], signn. A-L^2 : Long primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-7] the

original dedication to prince Henry, June 19 [1607] : 1-236, the work: 237-9, ^^^

Chancellor's letter with Wake's preface: [2, 4-16] Wake's funeral oration on

dr. John Rainolds, 1607, with title as in 1635, ^nd imprint 477 « (Oxonice, exc.

W. Hall per G. West, 1662).
—A verbatim but not lineatiin reprint of the 1635

edition (no. 800) : it was thought worth while to print one post-Restoration edition,

see no. 288 (vol. i, p. 68 : vol. ii, p. 57, where the last date '

1663
'

should read ' and

sub anno 1663'). The running title is 'Rex Platonicus, sive Musse regnantes' : this

edition was as a fact printed from W'ood's copy of a previous edition, probably the

fifth, lent to William Hall on Aug. 5, 1662 (see Wood's Life, ed Clark, i. 452}.

Oxford Press.

2629. Abul'Farajius, Gregorius. [Arabic title^^ \
historia com-

PENDIOSA
I
DYNASTIARVM,

|

authore
| Gregorio Abul-Pharajio, |

Malatiensi Aledico,
\

Historiam complectens universalem, a mun-!do

condito, usque ad Tempora Authoris, res
j

Orientalium accuratissime

describens.
|

Arabice edita, Sf Latine versa,
|

ab Edvardo Pocockio . . .
|

[Arms of the University.^
Impr. 337 £ (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis): sm. 4°: (A) pp. [123 + 368 +

[80, Index, &c.] + (B) [io]+66 + (C) [2]+565 + [i], signn. (A) **, *S A-z, Aa-zz,

Aaa-Kkk< : (B) A^ B-i*, K^ : (C) [ir]i, A-Z, Aa-zz, Aaa-zzz, AaaaS Bbbb» : English
solid.—Contents:—[1] title: [3-6] Ep. ded. to Charles ii : [7-n] Prsefatio ad

Lectorem: 1-368, the Latin translation: [1-64] indexes: [65-79] Notes and Corri-

genda for A, B : [i] title 'Supplementnm Historire ... ad nostra usque tempora . . ,

Ab Edvvardo Pocockio . . .', with impr. 337/ see above: [3-5] Ep. ded. to
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bp. Gilbert Sheldon : [7-8] Pr^efatio : [9-10] Authorum nomina : 1-66, the Supple-
ment, from six authors : [i, at end'\ repetition of the general title above : 1-565, from
end backward, the Arabic text.— Convocation of May 16, 1660, confirmed a decree

of the Delegates of the Press that;^i40 of the surplus of the Schools money (all of

which was nominally assigned for the purposes of the Press) should be granted for this

edition of Abul-Farajius. The book falls into three separate parts :
—A. the Latin

translation, with a preface which gives some account of the author, and attributes any
accuracy of the book to the personal attention of the architypographtis ,

Samuel Clarke :

B. a Latin Supplement, by Pococke : C. the original Arabic text, with various readings
and Latin marginal headings. The Ten Dynasties begin with Adam and end with
A.D. 1284, the Supplement continuing the history to 1648. A specimen of this work
was issued in 1650 (see no. 2034), ^"^ the complete edition was not superseded till

1789, if then. The author, Gregorius Abu-'l-Faraj, or Barhebrreus), bishop of Aleppo,
died in 1286. The system of transliteration employed is given after the index. The
order of binding the three parts (A-C), described above, has the advantage of bringing
the dedication and preface to the front, while the Arabic part is naturally read from
the other end. On August 11, 1664, Davis had in stock 616 copies of this book,

selling at \\s. 6d. (Bodl MS. 15376, fol. 165^). See no. 2918 (1672), and Wood's
Ath. 0x011. iv. 320.

2630. Ashwell, rev. George. Gestus Eucharisticus or A Discourse

concerning the Gesture At the receiving of the Holy Eucharist ... By
George Ashwell B.D. Rector of Hanwell, [2 mottoes.^

Impr. 478 (Oxford, by W. H. for J. Godwin & R. Davis) : 1663 : (eights) 16" :

pp. [16] + 174 + [2], signn. A-M^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line:

[3-13] Ep. ded. to sir Anthony Cope, of Hanwell: [14-16] List of contents: [16]
Errata : 1-174, the work : [2] a title-label.—An interesting, sober, learned, and plain
discourse on the proper position for receiving the Communion, whether reclining,

sitting, standing, or kneeling—which last
'

gesture
'

is preferred by the writer. Ancient
testimonies and modern customs in foreign countries are freely adduced.

2631. Barksdale, Cl[ement]. Memorials of Worthy Persons.

(Lights and Ornaments of the Church of England.) The Fourth Decad.

By CI: Barksdale. \motto.^

Impr. 479 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield) : 1663 '• (eights) 16" : pp. [8] + 135 + [i],

signn. A"*, B-i^, ic* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-5] Ep. ded. to Thomas
Savage and Thomas Williams: [7] List of the Ten: 1-135, the ten Lives.^See
no. 2585.
The list of persons commemorated is :

—
by

Dr. John Colet Thomas Smith

John Langley Edw, Reynolds
Bp. Tho. Morton John Barwick

George Herbert

Bp. Joseph Hall himself

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 224.

by
Sir Thomas More J. H[oddesdon]
Sir Henry Wotton Iz. Walton

Bp. Will. Bedell Iz, Walton, &c.
Antonio de Dominis John Barwick
Abraham Wheelock Tho. Hvde

2632. Blaeu, Willem Janszoon. Guilielmi Blaeu Institutio Astro-

nomica de usu Globorum & Sphserarum Caelestium ac Terrestrium . , .

Latine reddita a M. Hortensio . . .

Impr. 4S0? (Oxoniae, exc. W, Hall per J. Forrest) : 1651 : 12°?: 'pp. [20] +364'.
—The above title is from the Amsterdam 1652 edition. The only copy of this once
common book known to me is in the Bibliotheque Rationale at Paris, but five copies
were sold, for instance, in the fourth part of the R. Davis sale in 1692. The British

Museum has the title-page only, in the Ames collection. The book has one part for

believers in the Ptolemaic system, and a second for those who hold Copernican views !

The book was written in Dutch, but the Latin translation seems to have come out first,

in 1634 at Amsterdam. See no. 2694. ^'
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2633. Boethius. Anicii Manlii Torquati Seveiini Boethii de con-
solatione philosophise libri v.

Impr. 368 1) (Oxonii, exc. W. Hall) : 1663 : (eights) squ. 24" : pp. 192, signn. a-m* :

Bourgeois solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title, within border of ornn. : 3-176, the treatise :

177-8,
' Locornm . . . Grxcorum . . . Interpretatio' : 179-92, Boethii Vita,

'
lul.

Martiano Rota Scriptore'.—A little group of miniature books distinguishes this year,
Boethius, Lipsius, More

;
all printed by William Hall. This Boethius is the only one

square in appearance, and is a neat pocket edition. It appears to be rather rare. R.

2634. [Boyle, hon. Roberi.] Some Considerations touching the

Usefuhiesse Of Experimental Naturall Philosophy, ... in Familiar Dis-

courses to a Friend . . .

Impr. 335(5 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1663: sm. 4°: pp. [20] + 127 +
[9] + 417 + [19], signn. *, ***, [a]2, b-S'', a-z, aa-zz, aaa-ggg"*, hhh^ : English solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] half-title, [3] title, within double line: [5-12] 'The Publisher to

the Reader', signed 'Ro: Sharrock '

: [13-16] 'The Author's Advertisement . . .' :

[19] half-title of lirst part, with preceding leaf often torn off as blank : i-i 27, part i :

[2-7] Index & Errata : [8] title to second part, within double line, with impr. 3351^,
see above: i, half-title of part 2, sect, i : 3-304, part 2, sect, i : 306, half-title of

Appendix : 307-404, the Appendix : 405-1 7,
' The Citations English't

'

: [2-1 7] Index :

[18] Errata.—The author's name nowhere occurs, but is obvious from the first: his

preface points out the composite nature of the treatise, parts having been written (and
even published) some years before. The first part, in five Essays, demonstrates the

usefulness of science for the improvement of man's knowledge and understanding: tiie

second part (section i, also in five Essays) its usefulness in practical medicine.

The Appendix consists of recipes. The second section of part 2 was not published
till 1671 (see no. 2882), and deals with agriculture, building, and other practical arts.

The second edition of the present work, which states that the first was published in

June 1663, (no. 2655), bears the author's name, and appears to be a reprint of the

first, adding useful marginal headings : its issue in 1664 may indicate that the first

edition was not expected to be so popular, and that not many copies had been

printed. The fact was, however, that the pursuit of experimental science was

becoming more and more attractive.

2634*. [Bussieres, Joannes de.] Flosculi Historici delibati nunc
delibatiores redditi. Sive Historia universalis . . . usque ad annum
M. DC. Lvi. Accessit Editioni huic Chronologia Principum . . . cui anne-

ctuntur de Summis Pontificibus S. Malachise Prophetia, SS. Ecclesise

Concilia, & Schismata. Editio Quinta. Cum appendice de rebus

Britannicis, & Indice . . . nunc primum editis.

Impr. 458 rt (Oxonise, exc. W. Hall per J. Godwin) : 1663 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [4] +

346 + 59 + [27], signn. *2, A-s^2 : Bourgeois solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within

line : [3-4]
' Ordo Epocharum . . . ', a list of the chapters : 1-339, ^''^ work, in two

parts: 339-46, the Appendicula : 1-59, the Chronologia, with a half-title: [1-26]
index: [27] Errata.—A useful manual of universal history in summary form, by
a French Jesuit. Two notes in the Bodleian copy (one by bp. Barlow) state that

William Wyatt of St. John's recommended the book to dr. Richard Baylie, president
of St. John's college and Vice-Chancellor, who licensed the book without reading it ;

whereas parts were popish : and that William Levinz, afterwards president of St. John's,

wrote the Appendicula. These notes show that books were duly licensed without the

licence being printed in the book, as the Act of 1662 provided that it should be, and

accounts for the rather rare occurrence of the printed licence .at this time. The first

part (to the death of Christ) was printed at Lyons in 1649 and 1651, the second part
in 1651, and the two together in 1655, 1656 (the one reprinted here with additions),

1659," 1660, and 1662 (chiefly at LyonsV Editions were also printed till as late as

1735, and an Oxford one in 166S (no. 2796), which is a reprint, with the author's

name. There are also translations into French, Spanish, and German. See Wood's
Fasti Oxon. ii. 291.

3180 N
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2635. Calamy, Edmund, the elder. A Sermon preached at Alderman-

berry-Church, Dec. 28. 1662. In the Fore-noon. By jM^" Edm. Calamy,
Late Pastor of the same Congregation.

Impr. 219^ (Oxford): 1663: sm. 4°: pp. [2] + 25 + [i], signn. A-c*, D^ : English
solid.— Contents :

—
p. [1], title, within double line : 1-25, the sermon, on 1 Sam. iv.

13.— Reprinted in Farewell SerDions (Lond. 1663), p. 365. This sermon got Calamy
into trouble, see O. Udall's Pei-ez Uzza, or a seriozis Letter . . . to . . . Edtniuui

Calamy, January the i']th i66j, toiichiug his sermon . . . (Lond. 1663) ;
and Master

Edmund Calamies Leading Case (Lond. 1663), the latter a fictitious (?) debate about

the sermon, quoting the Warrant of arrest. It is one of the farewell sermons of Non-
conformist divines, rather too outspoken. Calamy was imprisoned, but released

shortly after by royal command: he died in 1666. See Clark's IFood^s Life, i. 468,
note 4.

2636. Chelmsford. Bloody News from Chelmsford : Or, A Proper
New Ballad, containing A true and perfect Relation of a most barbarous

Murder committed upon the Body of a Country Curate ... by a most
Cruel Country-fellow, for being too familiar with his Wife. To the

Tune of Chevy Chase. [The text follows, in four columns.]
Impr. 219 ^ (Oxford): 1663: br. s. folio: Pica solid.^A ballad in fifty-one four-

line stanzas, beginning
' Give o'er, ye rhiming Cavaliers '. Butler's LLudibras was

only issued in 1662, but already we find in stanza 3
' But come Droll-rampant

Hudibras
|
Laureat of Garden-Paris'. Other ballads on the same subject are:—

The Fanaticks Barber (1662 : beg. 'O Women, you that can so well') and The Care-

less Curate and the Bloudy Btiteher {1Q62 : in two parts: beg. 'Black Murther and

Adultery'). R (as are all such fly-sheets of this period).

Combachius, Johannes. Metaphysica. See no. 2588.

2637. Condones. Conciones et Orationes ex Historicis Latinis.

excerptse. . . . [&c., exactly as no. 2489 (1660), size, pagination, signa-

tures, type and
all].

Impr. 419 a (Oxonii, per W. Hall pro F. Oxlad) : 1663.^A paginatim reprint of

the whole of no. 2489, with a slight variety in the imprint. The printer was
William Hall.

Constitutiones LegatinEe: see no. 2670.

D., F. Reason and Judgement (bp. Sanderson^. See nos. 2648-50, below.

For 2637* ([J. Dobson's] Queries upon Qtieries), see the Corrigenda of this volume.

2638. Erasmus. Des. Erasmi Rot. IMorias Encomium, Cum
Gerardi Listrii Commentariis. Epistolae aliquot in fine additse. Una
cum Erasmi responsione adversiis ^lartini Lutheri Epistolam.

Impr. 481 (Oxonise, exc. W. Hall, per F. O.xlad sen. & F. Oxlad jun.) :
'

1633',
i.e. 1663: (twelves) iG**: pp. 3S1 +[3], signn. a-q^^: Bourgeois solid.— Contents :

—
p. I, title, within a line and with false date 1633, corrected by ink to 1663: 3-4,
Gerardus Listrius's ep. dedic. to Joannes Paludanus, Public Orator in the University of

Louvain : 5-237, the work, with commentary below the text : 238-334, two Latin

letters from Erasmus to Martinus Dorpius, and to sir Thomas More : and one from
sir T. More to Dorpius: 335, a title 'Des Erasmi Roterodami Purgatio adyersus

Epistolam non sobriam Maitini Luteri
'

with same imprint as above, but date '

1663' :

337-81, the treatise : pp. [2-3] not seen.— Since its first publication at Strasbourg in

1 51 1 the Alorix Encomium or Laus Stulliti^ has been through many editions, but at

Oxford only in 1663 and in 166S, no. 2799, which edition is a paginatim reprint of

the former. Editions with the Commentary of Listrius date from 1515, and the

Purgatio from 1534- The first edition in the present form, with the Letters and

Purgatio, seems to be Amst. 1629. English versions are first in 1549: one was

published at Oxford in 1683.

F., D. : see Sanderson, no. 2648.
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Flosculi historici. See Bussieres, Jean de, above.

2639. Harmar, John. Oratio panegyrica In Honorem Caroli Secundi
Britanniarum Csesaris semper Augusti, In Angliam . . . Remigrantis ;

Habita Oxonige Maii 23. 1660. A Joanne Harmaro Lin. Gr. apud
Oxonienses Prselect. Publ. & M. L. [mof/o.'] Editio repetita. Cui

Accesseie Poemata Ejusdem Autoris Gr. & Lat, de Rege & Regina & in

Nuptias Regias.
Impr. 482 (^Oxonire, exc. W. Hall per Autorem) : 1663: (eights) 12°: pp. [6] +

24 +[2], signn. A-B**: Pica solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [3-5] Ep. dedic. to

sir Thomas Spencer : 1-' 19', the oration, but 2-3 are omitted in the pagination, so

'19' is really 17: [19-24] six poems, see below.^The last time that this weak
scholar troubled the Oxford press. After slimy adulation of the two Cromwells, he
conferred the same mark of affection on Charles ii, but was deservedly turned out of

office, and lived in seclusion at Steventon on his wife's money. The present is an

effort to get reinstated in the favour of the ' Ter-illustris Carolns '. The fulsome

dedication is dated Dec. 11, 1662, at Oxford. Three of the poems are in Greek, the

rest in Latin, one being a paraphrase of the Song of Solomon ii. 1 1-13. M. L. on the

title way be Magdalen ensis Ludimagister, for Harmar had been an usher in Magdalen
school : usually it means Merito Lubens. See Wood's A(/i. Oxon. iii. 920.

2640. Hues, Robert. Tractatus de Globis coelesti at terrestri eorum-

que usu. Primum Conscriptus & editus a Roberto Hues Anglo, semelq,

atq; iterum a Judoco Hondio excusus, & nunc . . . Iconibus & figuris

locupletatus: ac de novo recognitus multisq; Observationibus . . . illustratus

ac passim auctus, opera . . . Johannis Isacii Pontani . . . Professoris . . .

Adjicitur Previa rium totius Orbis Terrarum Petri Bertii . . .

Impr. 483 (Oxonia;, exc. \V. H. per E. Forrest) : 1663 ; (eights) 12" : pp. [36] +
231 + [3], signn. a-b*, c^, A-P^, o' + four plates: Long primer solid. ^Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within line : [3-10] Ep. dedic. by Pontanus to Fredericus Sandius, Aug. r.

1617: [12-13] 'Lectori , . .' (by Hues), representing the original dedication to

sir W, Raleigh: [14-19] Index capitum : [20-35]
' Prjefatio

'

(by Hues, with an

addition by Pontanus) : 1-156, the treatise, in five parts : 157-92, list of places, with

their longitude and latitude, but 183-92 are repeated in the pagination, and 193-4 are

omitted: 195-231, the Breviarium : [1-3] Roman Emperors from Cresar to 1658.—
The best account of the work and its author is in the Hakluyt Society's reprint of the

English translation by 'John' Chilmead, 1638 (vol. Ixxix : 1889) : see also Wood's
Ai/i, Oxon. ii. 535, D.N.B.: the two latter ascribe Bertius's Breviarium to Hues.

The treatise first came out in 1594 in Latin, and the author died in 1632. The special

globes described are still in the Middle Temple, London, and were made by Emery
Molyneux. The successive Latin editions have been Lond. 1594 ; Amst. 1611 (ed. by

J. I. Pontanus); Heidelb. (1613?: with the list of places); Amst. 1617 and 1624;
Frankf. 1627; Oxf. 1651; Lond. 1659; Oxf. 1663. There are Dutch editions of

1597 (Antw.) and 1613 (Amst.), a French 1618 (Paris: by D. Henrion) and English
Lond. 1638 or '39, 1659, 1^89- The four plates are metal, apparently copies of

woodcuts.

[Ireland, Thomas.] Speeches to the King, &c. : see no. 2621.

„ ,, Verses to the King, &c. : see no. 2622.

Jones, Thomas. Prolusiones Academicse, 1663. Au entry of this book as of

1663 in Richard Davis's Sale Catalogue, part 2 (i686), p. 48, is doubtless an error for

1660 : see no. 2502.

Journal of the War. A Journal of the War with Holland (Oxford, at the Theatre,

1663, 12"). The date is an error for 1673, which see <,no. 2977).

[Laurence, Thomas.] Verses to the King: see no. 2623.

N 2
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2641. Lipsius, Justus. Justi Lipsii de Constantia. Libri duo . . .

Editio ultima, & optimb correcta.

Impr. 368(5 (Oxonii, exc. \V. Hall): 1663: (twelves) 24": pp. [14I + 162 + [iS],

signn. a-h''^: Bourgeois solid.—Contents:—p. [1] title, within line: [3-7, 10-14] 'Ad
lectorem . . .', two prefaces: [8-9] ep. ded. to Antwerp: 1-162, the work: [1-18,
a prayer by the author when ill, 1579, in verse

;
translations of Greek passages, notes ;

and poems to Lipsius].—Another of the miniature books of this year, see nos. 2633
(Boethius), 2638 (Erasmus), 2643* (More). Possibly Fell instigated the issue of

them, while his design of annual books from members of the House was preparing.
The treatise was first published at Antwerp in 15S4, and often after. The present
edition omits the Index capitum and some of the complimentary poems.

2642. Lucian. Part of Lucian made English from the Originall.

Jn the Yeare 1638. By lasper Mayne then Master of Arts ... To
which are adjoyned those other Dialogues of Lucian as they were

formerly translated by M^ Francis Hicks. [Arms of the University^
Impr. 316 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1663 : (fours) folio : pp. [16] +

398 + [2] + (Z^/(r/'j')Li6] + 20o, signn. a*, b-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Eee* + A-z, Aa-Dd* : Great

primer solid.— Contents :—p. [i] title, within double line: [3-16] Ep. dedic. to

William marquis of Newcastle, signed 'Jasper Mayne. Christ Church. Aug. 10.

1663': 1-398, fifty Dialogues of Lucian : [1-2] 'The Table', a list of titles : [the
second part, by Hickes, printed in London] [p. i] a title, within double lines,
' Certain select Dialogues of Lucian : together with his True History, Translated from
the Greek into English. By M''- Francis Hickes. Whereunto is added the life of

Lucian . . . with brief Notes . . . upon each Dialogue and Book, by T. H. Mr. of Arts

of Christ-Church in Oxford ', with impr. 484 ([London], for R. Davis of Oxford, 1663) :

[3-4] Ep. dedic. to dr. Brian Duppa by 'Th. Hickes': [5-7]
' To the . . . Reader',

signed 'T. H.', with Lucian's Epigram on his own book, in Greek and English:
[8] 'The Contents': [9-15] 'The Life of Lucian . . .': 1-200, nine pieces of

Lucian.— In 1638 dr. Jasper Mayne {d. 1672) translated these fifty Dialogues into

English for the 'private Entertainment' of Sir William Cavendish, duke of Newcastle

{d. 1676), see the dedication, and now for the first time allows them to be published,
not without encountering criticism on the propriety of so doing. This translation was

probably put into print before Mayne found that Francis Hickes's Select Dialogues of
Liician . . . [and] /lis True History^ translated, with a Life of Lucian by Hickes's son

Thomas (Oxford, 1634, "°' 7^4) ^^^^ ^^*o being reprinted in London. Hickes had
died in 1631, and his son in 1634. Some arrangement seems to have been made to

issue the two works together in 1663, as they did not in any way overlap, but the

second part seems to have been delayed till 1664. The two parts are entirely

unconnected, even by references to each other, except by the words on the title of the

first part, as given above. The whole of Mayne was printed at Oxford, and the whole
of Hickes reprinted in London, title-page and all : though Richard Davis, the

jmbiisher of both, was in time to place his name on the title of the London part.

Copies of the Oxford part bear the dates 1663 or 1664 (no. 2664 1, but the latter issue

is much the commoner: in fact the form.er is rare, and I have not yet seen any 1663
copy witJi the Hickes part, but only as separately published ;

in spite of the title.

The fine engraved portrait (with Greek title, and ten verses at foot, with ' W. Faithorne

sculpsit') is perhaps only found in 1664 copies, and so is omitted in the collation

above. Between the two sets about three-quarters of Lucian's numerous treatises are

here translated, for the first time in English, with the exception of one or two single

dialogues and the nine printed in 1634. R.

2643. Marten, col, Henry. Coll. Henry Marten's Familiar Letters

. . . [&c. exactly as no. 2602 (1662) as far as
'

Epistles
'

: then] Published

by Edm: Gayton, according to the Original Papers under their own
hands : With an Answer to that Letter, intituled, A Copy of H. Marten's
Letter in justification of the Murther of the late King Charles.

Impr. 304 (Oxford, [by A. Lichfield] for R. Davis) : 1663 : sm. 4° [&c., exactly as
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no. 2602, of the sheets of which this is simply a reissue with alterations on the title-page
to allow addition, and a new imprint. The text is not altered or added to, except
that faults of pagination on the last sheet of the 1662 issue are set right].

Maximus, Tyrius.
'

302. Maximi Tyrii Dissertationes Gr. Lat. Oxonia& 1663.'
The above entry is at p. 15 of the Appendix to the Catalogi Lihrorwn Richardi
Davis Bibliopolx, Pars Scciinda (Lond., 16S6, 4°), among the 12° books: but the

date seems to be an error, perhaps for 1677
—w-hich date immediately precedes in

the Catalogue.

2643*. More, sir Thomas. Thomae Mori Utopia, a mendis vindicata.

Impr. 485 (Oxonii, exc. W. Hall per F. Oxlad) : 1663: (twelves) 24°: pp. 264,

signn. A-L^^ : Bourgeois solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title, within line; 3-11, More's

preface : 12-44, Latin Letters of Erasmus (Aug. 25, 1517), Guil. Budacus (July 31),
Hier. Buslidius (1516), Petrus Aegidius (Nov. i, 1516), Joh. Paludanus (Dec. i), and
four Latin poems : 45-264, Utopia in two books.—One of the miniature books of this

year, convenient but not attractive in form, having practically no notes nor division

into chapters or paragraphs, nor index. A common edition of a work too well

known to need description in the present volume. The first edition was in Latin

(Louvain, 151 6) and many followed : there were at least two diminutive editions before

the present one (Colonioe, 1629 and Amst. 1631). See Wood's Ath. Oxon. i. 84.

Othonis et Oitoboni Constitutiones Legatinae,
As the signatures {a, b, c, &c., instead of A, B, c) and the Epistle dedicatory show,

this canon law treatise is part of Sharrock's edition of Lyndwood's Provinciale Veins

(Oxford, 1664: ncs. 2669-70), which see.

Oughtred, William. Horologiorum Sciotericorum delineandorum Modus. 1663.
See no. 2772.
—

,
—

. Theorematum Archimedis Declaratio, 1663. See no. 2772.

2644. *Oxford— University. Advertisements from the Delegates of

Convocation for his Majesties Reception, for the Heads of Houses to

deHver Avith great charge unto their Companies.
[No imprint or date, but Oxford, Sept. 1663]: folio broadside: English solid.—

The King was in Oxford, off and on, Sept. 23-30, see the Annals. The present paper
was issued (as Wood notes on his copy) on Sept. 22, 1663, and contains directions for

marshalling the undergraduates (' schollars') on ceremonial occasions, and a list of

tw^enty-seven Masters of Arts given proctorial power during the royal visit. For this

and perhaps some other Orders L. Lichfield was paid 13J., but it may be doubted

whether he touched the press this year, his mother Anne usually taking his place.
The expulsion of John Dobson, M.A., and discommoning of Edmund Thorne on

Sept. 10, 1663 (see nos. 2624-6, above), referred to by Wood {Ath. Oxou. iv. 3) as
' stuck up in public places in the university' may not have been printed : at least no

printed copy is known to exist.

Oxford— University
—Magdalen. (Dobson, Pierce & Yerbury) : see nos. 2624-6.

2645. P., G. A Word of Exhortation to our Separating Brethren of

whatever denomination, especially those commonly called Anabaptists . . .

Impr. 369 (Oxford, by W. Hall) : 1663: sm. 4°: pp. [2] + 12 +[2], signn. a-b'* :

Bourgeois solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within line: 1-12, the Exhortation.—An

argument about twenty deflexions from Gospel truth. Obedience to authority. Infant

baptism, and set Forms of Prayer : as stated on the long title : signed at the end ' G. P.

Saturday Octob. the 4. 1G62 '.

2646. Pierce, dr. Thomas. The Primitive Rule of Reformation:

Delivered in a Sermon before His Maiesty at Whitehall, Feb. i. 1662.

In Vindication of Our Church Against the Novelties of Rome. By
Tho: Pierce, D.D. Chaplain in Ordinary to his Majesty, and President
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of Magdalen College in Oxon. Published by His Majesties special

Command, The Sixth Edition, more Correct then the London Impres-
sions : by the consent of the Author.

Impr. 486 (Oxford, by H. H. for R. Royston [London] and R. Davis in Oxon.) :

1663: sm. 4": pp. [8] + 37 + [i], signn. A-F* : Great primer solid.—Contents:—
p. [i] title, within double line : [3-8] Ep. dedic. to the King: 1-37, the Sermon, on
Matt. xix. 8.—For the use made of this rather striking sermon see nos. 2624-6 :

Hugh Cressy attempted a more serious refutation of it in his Roman Catholic

Doctrines, 1663. The first edition was issued in London by T. Garthwait, and has

a metal engraving of the Royal Arms before the title-page. For notice of the seventh

and eighth editions (nos. 2646*, 2646**), see the Corrigenda of this volume.

2647. Prise, sir John. A Description of Wales by S'' John Prise

Knight.
Impr. 369 (Oxford, by \V. Hall): 1663: sm. 4°: pp. [2] + 15 + [3] + 128 : signn.

% 1:T*, 111111^, A-Q"* : Small pica?— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within border of ornn. :

1-15,
' A short description of Cambria, now called Wales, drawne by Sir John Prise

Knight, and perused by Humphrey Lloyd Gentleman.' : 15, 'An Advertisement to the

Reader', some Corrigenda to British Antiquities Revived (no. 2616: Vaughan) :

[2-3] 'The Printer to the Reader', signed
' W: H.': 1-128, British Annals by

Caradoc, David Powell, and Robert Vaughan, from Cadwallader (A. D. 680) to

Blethyn, nth cent., ending imperfect. —The design of this odd volume was clearly to

provide a new and improved edition of the History of Wales by Caradoc, as translated

by Humphrey Lloyd, edited by David Powell, and printed in London in 1584. What
the volume actually contains is a short topography of Wales, altered and abbreviated

from the similar description (by Prise and Lloyd) printed in 1584, and the early part
of the British Annals of Caradoc, Caradoc's part being in black-letter, Powell's

additions in italic, and Robert Vaughan's additions in roman. The printing ends

abruptly in Powell's note on Blethyn, for that Lordship, and, with catchword made.

Anthony Wood had a copy of the Prise only (*T^ 2 being a blank leaf) ; with a note

by himself in writing,
' This edit, was published by Tho. Ellis of Jes. Coll.' Ellis

stopped at p. 12S on finding that Percy Enderbie in his Cajubria triiimphans (Lond.
166 1

)
had covered the same ground and used the same materials. So the sheets of

this unfinished issue were sold as waste paper: see Wood's Ath. Oxon, i. 217 ;
iii. 710,

729* 993-4- R-

2648. Sanderson, bp. Robert. Reason and Judgement : or, Special

Remarques Of the Life Of the Renowned Dr. Sanderson, Late Lord

Bishop of Lincoln. Together with his Judgement for selling the Church
;

In exact Resolutions Of sundry grand Cases very seasonable at This

Time. \Fwieral hafchvuni of the see 0/Lmcoln^
Impr. 487 ('Oxford: Printed by J. W. for Will. Thome', a fictitious imprint) :

1663 : sm. 4° : pp. [6] + 92, signn. [a*, with extra London title-leaf inserted after A i],

B-M*.—Contents :
—

p. [2] 'Testimonies concerning . . . Dr. Sanderson' : [3] title-page
as above, but with imprint

' London : Printed by J. C. for H. Marsh, at the Princes

Arms in Chancery Lane. 1663', an inserted leaf: [4] an 'Imprimatur' of dr. George
Stradling, domestic chaplain to the bp. of London, 'Ex Md\i. Sab.[aud3eis] Feb. 24.
1662' : [5] the Oxford title-page: 1-2, an extract from Sanderson's second Sermon
Ad Popuhim : 3-44, the Remarques, addressed to

'_/.
IV. D.D. P.L.', signed 'D. F.',

followed by two sentences: 45-92, the Judgement.— There is some fraud or mystery
about this book, in spite of it being duly registered with the Stationers' Company by
H. Marsh, on March 31, i66§ (Sanderson died on Jan. 29 preceding). The first sheet

(4 leaves, with no signature) originally contained the Testimonies, the Oxford title-

page (with entirely fictitious imprint), the Extract, and the first leaf of Reason and

Judgement. The London title-page with Imprimatur is a cancel leaf intended to take

the place of the Oxford title-page, when occasion required : so that London buyers

might think the book an Oxford one, and vice versa. The reason for this crooked
course seems not to be known, nor the name of the writer. The addressee may have
been a Presbyter Lincolniensis (' P. L.'). The Life is an able and considered account,
but is in general terms with few details : written no doubt, as is stated, immediately
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after the death of the bishop. But the Judgement which follows is again in some
sense fraudulent, professing to be a treatise, but being in reality a cento from
Sanderson's works, arranged as question and answer (signn. g-m). The printing
throughout is inferior, and done in London, probably by James Cottrell. As for

the Oxford imprint, there was at this lime neither a printer named J. W. nor a pub-
lisher named William Thome, though an Edmund Thorne was an Oxford bookseller.

Lastly, there are at least three varieties of the book which I have seen :—
2648 : with both title-pages, but the hatchment only in the London one. finis on

p. 92 in a line by itself.

2649 : with London title-page onh', FINIS in the same line as the last words of
the treatise, and a catchword MucJi, as if part of the cento had been omitted.

2650 : with Oxford title-page only and hatchment (but no imprimatur) : finis in

a line by itself.

The quality of the carelessly printed text may be judged by the following misprints
(which occur chiefly in the Judgement) : p. 3 remarqufs :

' for their refusal of cere-

monies' omitted on p. 47, 1. 12, after livelyhood : p. 63, 1. 9, or for to: p. 64, 1. 10

from foot, the Nation for N'attire : pp. 72, 73, controversides, Goliiiess : p. 81, 1. 16,

experiency for expediejuy : p. 81, 1. 4 from foot, withstanding for ivith, &c., &c. See
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 628, 630.

2651. South, dr. Robert. A Sermon preached At the Cathedral

Church of St. Paul, Novemb. 9. 1662. By Robert South, M.A. Publick

Oratour to the University of Oxford, and Chaplain to the Lord high
Chancellour.

Impr. 488 (London, by J. G. for T. Robinson, Oxford) : 1663 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] +

38 -f- [2], signn. A-F*.—Contents ;
—

p. [2] order of the Court of the Lord Mayor of

London for printing, Nov. 11, 1662, and Imprimatur of dr. George Stradling, Nov. 17,
1662 : [3] title, within double line : [5-8] Ep. dedic. to the Lord Mayor and Alder-

men of the City of London, dated from '

Worcester-house, Nov. 24. 1662
'

: 1-3S, the

sermon, on Gen. i. 17.—Wood's diverting biography of South in Ath. Oxon. iv. 631-8,
even if exaggerated, accounts for such expressions as

' Adam came into the World a

Philosopher' (pp. 11-12), 'An Aristotle was but the rubbish of an Adam' (p. 14)
—

which Wood would have described as wit backed by impudence. South's flattery

must have pleased his London readers :

' from the School we go to the University, but

from the Universities to London '

(p. 2 of the Ep. dedic). The sermon was one of

several stolen from him in the King's Chapel—presumably he had another copy of it

{Ep. dedic). The printer was no doubt John Grismond.

2652. Stahl, Daniel. Regulse Philosophicae ... a ]\I[agistro] Daniele

Stahlio . . . Accessere ejusdem Authoris Disputationes II . . . Item, Doc-
trina Propositionum (impr. 489 (Oxonii, per J. Web), 1663).
No copy of this edition is in the great libraries, but the title-page preserved in the

Ames collection in the British Museum, compared with the London editions of 1658
and 1672 (Stahl died in 1654), shows that this Oxford edition consisted of about 700
12° pages, that it was printed

'

impensis J. Web' (i.e. Joan the widow of William

Webb), and that the Dcctrina had a separate title-page with similar imprint, acciden-

tally reprinted in the 1672 edition, showing that it was reprinted from the Oxford one,
as was the Lond. 1658 one (edited by R. D.) from a Jena issue. It was an intolerable

school book '
feliciter deperditus ', but a copy will some day turn up. The seventh

rule of the first title will indicate the quality of what we have for the present lost :
—

it is headed Non entis milla est scientia, and begins
'
I. Videtur id I adversari lis

quae diximus . . . Nam prcxdicata denominantia extrinsece ab actu intellectus quo-
minus non enti competant, nihil prohibet. Sed aliquid sciri, est hujusmodi denomi-

natio. II. Infinitum & vacuum sunt non entia ; nihilominus tamen quaedam eorum
est scientia. Agit enim de iis Aristoteles . . ., & Theologi de purgatorio tractant.'

The Regulse are philosophical, the Doctrina logic. R.

2653. [Towerson, Gabriel.] A Briefe account of some Expressions
in Saint At^anasius his Creed . . . {Arms of the University '.\

Impr. 320 z (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Robinson): 1663: sm. 4": pp. [2] + 9-)-
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[1], signn. A^j B^: Great primer solid. i— Contents:— p. [i] title, within border of

ornn. : 1-9, the account.—An anonymous attempt to take the edge off the damnatory
clauses of the Athanasian Creed, in the interest of Toleration. But it is necessarily a

piece of special pleading. Wood has no doubt as to the authorship {Ath. Oxon. iv.

582), and Towerson was an easy-going man, having studied at Oxford under the

Commonwealth and conformed at the Restoration.

Wake, Isaac : Rex Platonicus : see no. 2628.

2654. Wilson, John.
'

169. Wilson's (John) Cheerful Ayres or Ballads, best

Edition Oxf. 1663'. So among the Miscellanies, English Quarto, in the Appendix
to Richard Davis's Auction Catalogue (Nov. 1686: 40 pages without title, 4°,

beginning
'

Theologici Folio, i. Biblia sacra lat. scholiis . . . Hanoviae 1624.'). No
copy of this edition is known to me, the 1660 issue (nc. 2476) being the only one
described. Possibly the entry is an error for John Playford's Select Ayres, composed
^y J- li'ilson and others (Lond, 1653, folio), to which the words 'best edition'

might appl)'. The addition '

best edition' is so unusual in a 1686 catalogue that the

entry cannot be quite ignored as a casual error : a newly dated title-page may have
been printed for unsold copies of the older edition, RR.

1664.

Parliament passed an Act to suppress and prevent seditious Conventicles—a sup-

plement to the Act of Uniformity. Quakers were liable to transportation, if they
refused to take an oath (16 Car. II. cap. 4).
Wood notes that dean Fell encouraged play-acting in the University, especially at

Christ Church, where on Jan. 8 (i66|) Richard Rhodes's Tricks, or Floraes Vagaries
was acted by undergraduates before several Heads of Houses and their wives, among
others. Un the day before Henry Glapthome's IVit in a Constable (printed in 1670)
had been played at University college, where also James Shirley's Wedding was acted

on Jan. 13, 1665. June 23. A new Charter was granted to the city, in which the dates

of all known previous charters are recited, with confirmation, and all city officers are

bound to take the oaths of Obedience and Su^Dremacy. June 27. The University
returned thanks to archbp. Sheldon for _;^i,ooo towards building the Sheldonian

Theatre—the actual work was begun (according to the Accounts in MS. Bodl. 898
(= Bodl. 27S76) on July 7, 1664, ^'^^ payments ended on May 8, 1670. In the end,
after the archbishop had taken the whole expense on himself, he expended ^12,240 on
the building. The indentures for the purchase from the city of houses and ground on
the site to be occupied bear date Sept. 14, 1664, July 19-25. The bishop of

Winchester (dr. George Morley) visited his four colleges. New College, Magdalen,
Corpus, and Trinity. Aug. 9-1 1. The Terrce Filii as usual gave offence, one of them

calling dr. Fell a jack (or pike, as being long and lean), dr. John Dolben a chubb

(fat and round), and dr. Richard Allestree a red-herring (lean and red-faced). The
Proctors were (wrongly) accused of abetting this. Sept. i. Dr. Richard Say, prov. of

Oriel, became Vice-Chancellor. Edward Littleton's Oration at the Act, as deputy
' Professor of Rhetoric ', was published in London in this year, with the title De
^uventtite, and reprinted in 1689 • ^^^ Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 575.

Oxford Press.

Boethius. Summum Bonum (an English translation of parts of the

De Consolalione Phtlosophtde). 1664.
This work appears under 1664 in dr. Bliss's Sale Catalogue of Books printed in

Oxford, but has no real existence. His copy (no. 382 in the second part of the Sale)
must have had 1674 altered into 1664. The very letter of Hallywell quoted is of

1672, and the imprimatur is March 6. 167I : probably no imprimatur would have
been needed for a reprint.
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2655. Boyle, hon. Robert. Some Considerations Touching the Use-
fulnesse Of Experimental Natural Philosophy ... in a Familiar Discourse

to a Friend ... By the Honourable Robert Boyle Esq; Fellow of the

Royal Society. A Second Edition [since the first Published June 1663].
Impr. 335_/' (Oxford, by H. Hall for I\.. Davis): 1664: sin. 4": pp. [16] +

' 126'

(but 121-2 are omitted in the pagination) + [4] +'416' (but pp. 185-192, 377-S6 are

omitted in the pagination) + [iS], signn. *, A-R, a-z, Aa-zz, aaa-ddd, fff-ggg^ :

English solid.^Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double line : [3-10] Sharrock's preface :

[11-14] 'The Author's Advertisement': [15] half-title of first part: i-' 126', the

text : [1-4] index : i, 3-299, half-title and text of second part, first section: 301,

303-404, half-title and text of Appendix to part 2, § i : 405-16, 'The Citations

Englisht' : [i] title-label: [3-17] Index to part 2, § i : [18] note about the printing,
see below.—A reprint of no. 2634, "o longer anonymous, and with marginal

headings. The last page gives the interesting information that '
for Expedition sake

this second Impression was committed to severall Presses', with some consequent false

references to pages of the first edition : accordingly Hall begins, but Lichfield printed

pp. 3-184 of part 2, Hall 193-376, Lichfield 387-end : but the scantiness of ornaments
makes this not quite certain : and see no. 2655*. See nos. 2634 ^'^'^ 2882.

2655*. —,
—

. Some Considerations Touching the Usefulnesse . . .

[&c., exactly as no. 2655, except that it has '

it,', not '

it.', and ' Honor-
able ', not ' Honourable

'

: and in the imprint it has ' Ric:
'

and '

Dom.',
not 'Ri.' and 'Dom:

'J.

Impr. 335 b (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1664 : sm. 4'' : pp. [16] +
' 126

'

(but X21-2 are omitted in the pagination) + [4] -i- '416' (but 185-92 and 377-86 are

omitted in the pagination; -f [18], signn. *, **, B-R, a-z, Aa-zz, aaa-ddd, fff-ggg* :

English solid.— Contents :
—

exactly as no. 2655.—This i^ ^ fairly close reprint of

no. 2655, but the ornaments used show that Henry Hall reprinted the whole of the

first part, and that the whole of the second part (from sign, a i on) is London printing.
In order not to disturb the references in the indexes, the reprint leaves the faulty

pagination in both parts, and the little engraving on p. .^13 of the second part is re-cut

for London use. The only copy I have seen is in private hands (1925). R.

2656. Burgersdicius, Franco. Collegium Physicum disputationibus

32. absolutum. Autore M. Francone Burgersdicio, Philosophic Pro-

fessore.

[Oxonii (?), exc. W. Hall (?)] : 1664: i2°(?).
— This was a common book, but is

not in the great libraries, except that the title-page is among Bagford's in the British

Museum. It was a work on Natural Philosophy, printed at Leyden in 1637 and

1642, and perhaps earlier. The author died in 1629. R.

2657. Cowell, John. Institutiones Juris Anglicani, ad methodum et

seriem Institutionum Imperialium compositse . . . Opus non solum Juris

Anglicani Romanique in hoc Regno studiosis, sed omnibus qui . . . con-

suetudines . . . nostri Imperii penit[i]us scire cupiunt, utile . . . Authore

Johanne Cowello . . . Cum duplici Indice . . .

Impr. 490 (exc. W. Hall per W. Hall pro E. Forrest in Oxon.) : 1664: (twelves)
16": pp. [24] + 273 -I- [39], signn. A-6^- : Bourgeois solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title,

within line: [3-13] Ep. dedic. to Henry Howard, earl of Northampton: [14-21]
*
Prsefatio', [22]

' Prooemium '

that a King must have Arms and Laws : [24] a title-

label, 'Cowell
I j"^^ \,[y\\

' intended to be torn out : 1-273, the work in four books :

[2-9] alphabetical Index of titles, and [10-38] of obscure words.—A verbatim reprint
of the first (Cambridge) edition of 1605, in which Cowell, a professor at Cambridge,
gallantly endeavoured to anticipate Blackstone and epitomize English Law. There
are numerous references to Bracton, f/e/a, Fitzherbert, Littleton, Coke, and the like,

but to nothing since the first edition ! It was again reprinted at Oxford in 1676, see
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no. 3100. There is no list of contents showing the order of the work. Cowell is still

remembered for his Law Dictionary or Interpreter (,1607, &c.). The book must have
been issued early in 1664, for a Bodleian copy was owned in '

i66|'.

2658. t[Drope, John.] Upon the most Hopefull and ever-flourishing

sprouts of Valour, the indefatigable Centrys of the Physick-Garden. \The
112 versesfoUoiv in hvo columns^

Impr. 209 i (' Printed 1664
'

[by W. Hall at Oxford] : br. s., folio : Pica solid.^
Here we find a fellow of Magdalen making fun of the fantastic yew trees in front of

the gate of the Botanical Garden by Magdalen Bridge, cut and clipped into the shape
of Giants, Yeomen, or Sentries. See Wood''s Life, ed. Clark, ii. 164-5 «., and nos.

2579, 2580 (Drope was a friend of Gayton), and Wood's Fasti Oxojt. ii. 228 (where
the author's name is supplied), and Bloxam's Magd. Coll. Reg. v. 176. The verses

are poor, with frigid conceits : they begin
'

Although no brandish't Cherubins are

here', and end 'So farewell Heroes
;
Who shall Sing of you, |

when as Heroick is

Georgick tool' Reprinted in 1666 (no. 2740) and i(i?>2, set iht Bagford Ballads,
ii. 814.

2659. Ellis, Clement. The Gentile Sinner . . . [&c., exactly as

no. 2554, with the spelling in 1. 6 'Character'd ',
and 'The Third Edition

'

instead of ' The Second Edition
'].

Impr. 450 (as no. 2554; : 1664; (eights) 12°: collation and type as no. 2554.—
Contents, as no. 2554.—A verbatim and generally paginatim reprint of no. 2554
(1661).

2660. Gigas, Johannes. Enchiridion Sph^ericum id est, systema

cosmographicum, compendiosum, continens utriusque Globi . . . descri-

ptionem . . . libris duobus adornatum Authore Johanne Gigante Medicinse

Doctore, & Matheniatum in illustri Schola Steinfurtensi Professore.

Impr. 4QI (Oxonife, per W. Hall, pro F. Oxlad sen. & F. Oxlad jun.) : 1664 •

(eights) 16°: pp. [32] + 191 + [i] + plate, signn. A-o^ + plate : Long primer solid.^
Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-1 1] Ep. dedic. to William Lewis

count of Nassau and his chief subjects, Aug. 30, 1613: [12-28] Index capitum, pre-
ceded by an epigram: [29-30] 'Methodus Cosmographica ', a scholastic division of

the subject: [32] title-label: 1-190, the work in two books. Astronomy and Geo-

graphy, ending with latitudes and longitudes of places: 191, a Latin apology for

misprints
'

quia liber hie procul a nobis excusus ', with
'

B. V.' which is probably Bene

vale, but might be the initials of the editor.—The folding plate, about lo" x 12", gives
the dates of movable feasts from 1582 to 1700 and for the Julian Calendar for all time:

it should be between pp. 116 and 117. Some words are missing at the foot of p. 63.
The Epistle dedicatory gives five reasons why Cosmography is the most exalted {pne-

stantissiiiia) of all sciences : from its antiquity, its votaries, the excellence of its

subject, its certitude, and its utility. This work of Johann Michael Riese of Steinfurt,

the geographer {b. 1580), seems to be rare in any edition : the first was in 1614. R.

2661. (Hall, Edmund.) A Sermon Preached at Stanton-Harcourt

Church, ... At the Funerall Of the Honourable the Lady Ann Harcourt,

Who Deceased Aug. 23. 1664 Together with Her Funerall Speech.
Impr. 422 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield) : 1664: pp. [6] + 64 + [2], signn. a-d^,

E* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line : [3-5] Ep. dedic. to sir Philip

Harcourt, signed
' E. Hall

'

: 1-46, the sermon, on Ezek. xxiv. 16 : 47-64,
' A Funeral

speech', also by Hall : 64, Errata.—Edmund Hall, who had been a Parliamentarian

and fellow of Pembroke college, Oxford, subsequently wrote against Cromwell and

became a Royalist. The sermon was preached by him at the request of lady Ann's

husband, sir Philip Harcourt, and testifies to a pious lady. The funeral speech,

perhaps delivered after the sermon, is much more personal, stating that lady Ann

{nee Waller) died under the age of 20, on Tuesday, Aug. 23, 1664, and giving an

extract from her devotional diary, with other details. Her son Simon became Lord
Chancellor and first viscount Harcourt {d. 1727). See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 214.
The book is probably rare. R.
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Hammond, dr. Henry. Of Hell Torments.
A date of 1664 is assigned to this book in Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 498, but it is

probably a mere mistake for 1665. The imprimatur is dated Aug. i, 1664, ^"^ "^^y
have caught Wood's eye, being on the page opposite the title. The error is in the
1 691 and 1721 editions, and Wood's rather jumbled paragraph suggests that there was
a 12" edition in 1664, ^s well as an 8" edition in 1665 : but the 1665 edition is 12°,
and no 8° edition is known, in either year.

2662. L.(o"we), E.(dward). A Review of some short directions

Formerly Printed, for performance of Cathedral Service with many usefull

Additions according to the Common Prayer Book, as it is now Estab-

lished. Published for . . . such as . . . shall be called to Officiate in

Cathedrall or Collegiate Churches . . . The Second Edition with many
usefull Additions relating to the new Service-Booke & purposely printed
so as to be bound with it. By E. L.

Impr. 403 (/(Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis) : 1664 : 12° : pp. [8] + 72, signn. A*,
B-D^^ : Long primer roman and black-letter solid.—Contents :

—
p. [1] title : [3-4] Ep.

dedic. to dr. Walter Jones, sub-dean of the Chapel Royal, signed 'Ed: Lowe': [5-7]
preface : 1-44, Morning Prayer, incl. the Litany and the first part of the Communion
Service, with music throughout: 45-64, a ' Buriall Song', prose from the Burial

Service set to music, four separate parts {beg.
' I am the Resurrection ', ends * from their

labours'), John Parsons' setting: 65-8, the I'evi Creator- in four parts, in English:
('Come Holy Ghost our Soules inspire') : 69-72, the Veni Creator, another version

and (Thomas Ravenscroft's) setting in four parts (' Come Holy Ghost, Eternall God '),

for the Ordination of Priests, reprinted from the 1661 edition.—An adaptation of the

first edition (no. 2563) for use with the finally revised Book of Common Prayer

(1662), with some additions. See the account of no. 2563. It affords definite

evidence of the link between Elizabethan and Restoration Church music. The present
edition is narrow, not (like the first) oblong. R.

2663. There is another issue with a much better arranged title-page (a |

review
|

of some short
|

directions
|

. .
.,

instead of A |

Review of some short direc-

tions
I

. . .), in which the words 'are Ignorant in the performance of that Service

and' are omitted before 'shall be called', and other changes are made, such as

'Additions relating to the Common Prayer-Book as it is now Established'. All the

rest of this second issue is absolutely identical with the first, and as neither title

appears to be a cancel, the alteration was probably made during the printing. The
word Review in the title seems to mean ' an improved edition '. R.

2664. Lucian. Part of Lucian made English from the Originall . . ."

By Jasper Mayne . . . To which are adjoyned . . . other Dialogues of

Lucian . . . translated by F. Hicks. Oxford, 1664, folio.

The greater number of copies of this work is dated 1664, but it is identical with the

1663 issue (see no. 2642), except in date, and in the Faithorne engraved portrait of

Lucian, which is a frontispiece in the 1664 issue. It includes Hickes's Life of Lucian,

2665. Oxford— Univ. [A notice by the Vice-Chancellor, issued

under the seal of the Chancellorship, that no Mercers, Booksellers, or

other tradesmen are to allow credit to
'

undergraduates
'

or minors beyond
five shillings, without the approbation of their

'

tutor or governour respec-

tively '. This is stated to be the ancient usage, and is under pain of
'

Dispriviledging, Discommoning, Imprisonment, &c. according to the

Quality of the Person.' : Dated Jan. 26. 1663, i.e. i66|. The first words

are :— ' Walter Blandford, Doctor in Divinity ', and the Steele test Divinity—of our. The large device of the University Arms heads the notice.]

[Oxford, by Anne (?) Lichfield] : (1664) : broadside, la. 8" : English solid.—Leonard

Lichfield (probably as representing Anne) was paid 12s. 6d. late in 1664 for printing
'

programma's '.
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2666. P.(owell), G.(iiffith). Analysis libri Aristotelis de Sophisticis

Elenchis, In qua Singula Capita per Qugestiones & Responsiones . . .

exponuntur : Adhibitis Quibusdam scholiis . . . [de Fallaciis], Nee non

Exemplis . . . [de Fallaciis
J. Opera & Studio G. P. Oxoniensis confecta,

& edita in usum Juniorum.
Impr. 306^5 (Oxonite, H. Hall): 1664: (eights) 12°: pp. [16] + 375 + [l], signn.

A-z, Aa-Bb®: Pica italic and long primer roman, solid.— Contents:— [1] title : [2] im-

primatur by dr. R. Baylie, V.-C, June 23, 1662 : [3-16] Ep. dedic, dated Apr. 3, 1598,

by 'Griffinus Powell, Maridimensis', i.e. of Carmarthen; preface; poem; prolegomena;
as in 1598 : 1-375, the work.—A reprint of the original Oxford 1598 Analysis (no. 186)
of Aristotle's treatise on Fallacies. In the first sentence itnitariis is emended to

i7nitaUiriis, and in the title-page the LIB. of 1598 is wrongly expanded into libri

instead of libronim (the treatise is in two books), but no other change is apparent.
That this book should be called for is a sign of Fell's influence in restoring the

old ways.

2667. Prideaux, bp. John. Fasciculus Controversiarum theologi-
carum . . . Per Johannem Prideaux . . . Editio Tertia emendatior &
auclior binis Libellis . . . ejusdem . . . Prjesulis, i. Theologise Schola-

sticje Syntagmati \sic\.
2. Conciliorum Synopsi . . .

Impr. 493 (Oxonije, exc. Lichfield, pro J. Crosley & J. Wilmot) : 1664 : sm. 4° :

pp. [16] + 323 + [19] +36 + [2] + 57 + [7], "sigiin. "ff, 11% A-Z, Aa-Tt<, vv^, a-eS'
A-H* : Pica solid—Contents :

—
exactly as no. 2205, with Tertia for Scamda on the

first (general) title-page : the two added treatises are nos. 2524 and 2572, which

perhaps first appeared in this volume, though printed some years before, in 1660-1.

—The Fasiiciiljis itself is a paginatim and verbatim reprint of no. 2205 (1652
edition), with Tertia on the title-page in place of Secunda : for the first edition, see

no. 2025 (1649). The printing and ungrammatical imprint are probably by Anne
Lichfield, as Leonard Lichfield ii is not known to have done any printing at this time.

2668. Prideaux, IMathias. An Easy and Compendious Introduction

For Reading all sorts of Histories [&c., exactly as nos. 2260 or 2280,
with the words ' Third Edition

'

altered to
' Fourth Edition

'].

Impr. 494 (Oxford, [by A. Lichfield] through A. & L. Lichfield for J. Wilmot &
J. Crosley) : 1664 : [all other details as no. 2260, except that the Synopsis of Cotmceh

by John Prideaux is no. 2573, with the imprint 422 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield)
and date 1 661.— Contents:—as no. 2260 throughout.-A rather careless reprint
of no. 2260 or 2280, with tiie alteration noted above, and an English translation of
the Synopsis, dated 1661 : of the latter this may be the first issue, as it has not been
found separate. The ' for' in the imprint of the Introduction may again (see note on
no. 2260) be an error for 'by', the form being impr. 494 ('Oxford, Printed for

A. & L. Lichfield, Printers to the University, and are to be sold by Joh. Wilmot, &c

Joh. Crosley') : but I have assumed as before that it is correct. For the first edition

of the English Introduction, see no. 2001 (1648).

2669. Provinciale ecclesise Anglicanae. Provinciale Vetus provinciae

Cantuariensis, Cum selectioribus Lindwodi Annotationibus. Revisa

omnia, & cum veteribus comparata Per Ro: Sharrock: LLD. Novi Coll.

Soc.

Impr. zng (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis): 1664: 12°: pp. [843 + 514 +
[4] + 135 + [7]) signn. il, §, §§, a-y'2, z^, a-J"^"^: Pica and long primer, solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title: [2] imprimatur, Oct. i. 1663: [3-9] Ep. dedic. to archbp.
Sheldon : [11-15] 'Editor Lectori

'

: [17-21, 23-6] Epp. dedic. by William Liudwood
and (Sept. 13, 1506) Jodocus Badius Ascensius, the Paris printer: [27-S4] Index of

titles, Syllabus of Contents, and list of authors quoted : 1-514, the work : [3] a title,
' Constitutiones Legatinae Regionis Anglicanre D. Othonis, et D. Othoboni, Cardina-

lium, & sedis Romanse in Anglia Legatcrum ', with date 1663 and imp. 306 (Oxoniae,
exc. H. Hall) : 1-135, the Constitutions : [1-7] Syllabus and Index of the Constitu-

I
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tions.—An edition of the synodal Constitutions of the province of Canterbury, 1222-

1415. These were first edited by William Lyndvvood, and printed at Oxford in 14S3
(? : no. 14) with many notes. Here the text is reprinted, but the notes abridged, by
Sharrock, who makes express mention of Lyndwood, but appears to reprint the Paris

1506 edition : with the addition of the Constitutions of the two cardinal Legates, 1236
and 126S. The Oxford edition of 1679 is not an abridgement, but complete, and is

the standard edition of the principal authority for English Canon Law. The signatures
show that the Legatine Constitutions, though not mentioned in the title-page, are part
of the book. In most copies a fine engraving of archbp. Sheldon's Arms, on a

separate leaf, precedes the title-page or dedication, but a copy without the plate (2670)
cannot be considered imperfect. See Wood's Al/i. Oxoii. iv. 147.

2671. Puleston, H[atnlet]. [Royal Arms] Historical Essaies & Ob-
servations proving Gods especial providence over the English Monarchy,
and more particularly Over that Family which enjoys the same. By
H. Puleston M.A.

Jmpr. 495 (For the Author, sold by R. Davis in Oxon [pr. in London]) : 1664 :

sm. 4°: pp. [4] +41 + [i], signn. [a]^, b-f*+i leaf.— Contents:—p. [i] title: [3-4]
' A Catalogue of some Books Printed for, and to be sold by Richard Davis in Oxon ',

102 items: r-41, the work.—Hamlet Puleston, of Wadhani, then fellow (1656) of

Jesus coll., Oxford, is stated by Wood {Ath. Oxon. iii. 544, iv. 721) to have died in

London in 1662, but this book was printed
' for the Author', according to the imprint.

Wood is undoubtedly right : and this book is a rare reissue of sheets B—F (pp. 1-40)
of Puleston's Monarchicx Brilannicx singularis Protedio. A hj-iefhisto7-ical essay . . .,

Lond. 1661, 4°. The changes are that the London pages [1-4] 41-60 (i. e. signn. [a],

G-i) are torn off, their place being taken by a new title and Davis's list, and by a new
abrupt termination (10 lines and ' FINIS 'j on a single leaf ([g] i), «// printed, I think, in

London. The Royal Arms on the new title are Steele's London no. 68. The essay
(not 'Essaies') is a feeble performance, apparently designed to curry favour, for

Puleston had received his fellowship from the Parliamentarians : it certainly does not

prove its point. Davis's Catalogue shows that the present book was published later

than nos. 2664 (Lucian) and 2669-70 (^Provinciale). R.

2672. Randolph, Thomas. Poems By Tho: Randolph. The s.tb-

Edition much Enlarged.
Impr. 196 (Oxford, For F. Bowman): 12°.—An engraved title-page, which after

first use in 1640 for the second edition of Randolph's Poems (no. 953\ was altered to

suit the third (Lond. 1643) and fourth (Lond. 1652) editions. It was once more
altered in the fourth line and Imprint for the fifth edition issued in London in 1664.

Throughout, the word Oxford occurs in the engraving (and
' much Enlarged '),

but the

1643, 1652, and 1664 editions were not printed there. Cleaily there is no real Oxford
edition of 1664. The 166S Oxford edition in both its issues calls itself the fifth

edition ! See W. W. Greg's List of English Plays (1900), pp. 86-S.

2673. Sanderson, dr. Robert. Logicae artis compendium. Editio

Se.xta. Authore Rob. Sanderson, Coll. Lincoln. . . . quondam Socio . . .

Impr. 496 (Oxonia?, exc. L. L. & H. H., per R. & N. Davis) : 1664 : (eights) 12° :

pp. [6] + 35i + [i], signn. [tt]*, a-y^ : Pica solid.— Contents:—pp. [1-2] not seen,

probably blank : [3] title, within double line: [5-S] Elenchus capitum : 1-233, the

work in three parts : 234-316, Appendix i : 317-5T, Appendix 2.—The three parts are

De Simplicibus Terminis, De Propositionibus, De Discursu (i. e. syllogisms; ; App. i is

De usu Logics?, App. 2 Miscella, among which is a short Histoiia Logicce, in which
at p. 34S is a list of the titles of the Scholastic Doctors and Masters (Doctor Subtilis,

Magister Summularum, &c.) : the fourth chapter of App. 2 has been abbreviated.

Sanderson's Logic held its place at Oxford, with its rivals (Smith and lirerewood),

through the seventeenth century, and was the only one of them used in the eighteenth
and nineteenth, the last separate edition being as late as 1841. The sixth edition

appears to be a reprint of the fifth. Leonard (really Anne?) Lichfield's printing

appears to be the first four leaves and sheets P-v, while Hall undertook sheets A-o.
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2674. [Scudamore, James.] Homer A la INIode. A mock Poem
upon the First, and Second Books of Homer's Iliads. [2 mo/ioes.^

Impr. 497 (Oxford, by H. H. for R. Davis): 1664: (eights) 16° or perhaps 12" :

pp. [8] + 120, signn. A^, B-H*, 1* : English leaded.—Contents :
—

p. [i] a title-label :

[3] title : [5-6] 'To the Reader' : [7] Errata : 'Some faults have slipped the Presse,
and would have done, had Homer himselfe been Corrector': 1-68, 69-120, the two
books.^An anonymous Hudibrastic rendering of Homer's Iliad 1-2, by an under-

graduate of Christ Church named James Scudamore (matr. 1661, B.A. 1665, drowned
at Hereford 1666). Butler's Hudibras came out in 1663, but the fashion of travesty
in Hudibrastic style seems to have begun (in England) in 1664 with this Oxford book
and the London issue of Charles Cotton's Scarronides, travestying Virgil. Paul
Scarron's Le Virgile travesty (Paris, 1648) started tlie vogue of burlesque of this kind
in France. The first lines of the present booklet are ' Come on, strike up thou riming
Goddess, |

And sing me, in some blyth Rhapsody's, |
Achilles his unlucky fury ;

|

Which, as the sequell may assure ye', &c. Some copies bear the date 1665, see

no. 2718, but are otherwise identical. When these were sold out, another issue was
called for, and is an exact reprint also dated 1665, see no. 2719, but with no title-

label. A so-called ' second part' containing Iliad, bk. 9, was published in London in

1681 : the author is unknown. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 727.

2675. Sennertus, Daniel. Danielis Sennerti D. Vratislaviensis Epi-
tome Natiiralis Scienti;^. Editio Ultima.

Impr. 477 b (Oxonire, exc. W. Hall per G. West) : 1664 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [12] -i-

560 + [20] + 76-1- [2], signn. A-z, Aa-Ee'^ : Bourgeois solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [i] title,

within a line: [3-11] Dedn. and pref. as no. 2235, the preface now dated 1618:

[12]
' Index . . . capitum

'

: I-560, the work in eight books : [1-17] Index : [19] title

of the Auctarinni, nearly as no. 2235, with '

1664
'

and impr. 498 (Oxonii, exc. W. H.

per G. W,): [20] two excerpts: 1-76, the Auctarium in three chapters: [2] title-

label.—A reprint in smaller type of the 1653 edition (no. 2235), with slight changes.
The 'schema omnium Ventorum' is re-cut, and now between pp. 200 and 201 : the

leaf is not counted in the pagination. For the first Oxford edition see no. 721 (1632).

2676. Vossius, Gerardus Johannes. Rhetoiices contractee . . .

libri V . . .

Impr. 458 (^i (Oxonire, exc. W. Hall per J. Godwin) : 1664: (twelves) 16° : (colla-

tion, type, and contents exactly as no. 2284"). A paginatim reprint of no. 2284
(1655), except that on the t\\.\Q Johannis J'ossii takes the place oi lohannis VossI, and

Ilolandise, excussi are new errors for IloUatidiae, and cxciisi : the use of U and V also

varies. For the first Oxford edition see no. 705 (1631).

2677. Wallis, dr. John. Johannis Wallis, S.T.D. . . . Grammatica

Linguae Anglicange. Cui prsefigitur, De loquela . . . Ediiio Secunda,
Priore Auctior.

Impr. 492 a (Oxoniae, typis Lichfieldianis) : 1664 : sm. 8° : pp. [:J4 (i, title : 3-17,
preface: 19-21, list of Contents : 21, Errata)] -M28 (1-43, De loquela : 45-128, the

work), signn. a^, Aa^ B-i* : Pica solid.—At the end of the preface to the fourth
edition (1674 : no. 3028) Wallis describes each previous edition, and of this second says
'

Adjeci nonnulla, nee tamen multa '. It is nearly a reprint of the first (1653 : no. 2238,
which see).

1665.

The two great events of the year were the Plague in London (serious from late in

April for nearly a year), and the consequent presence of the King, Queen, Court,
Parliament, and Law Courts in Oxford. War against the Dutch was declared on
Feb. 22, and the navy under the Duke of York (afterwards James ii) obtained a

victory on June 3. About 12,000 persons died of the Plague in London in one week
in September, and about 100,000 in all between Dec. 1664 and Feb. 1666. The

4

I
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disease may have been increased by the intense heat of the end of May and beginning
of June, which prevailed especially at Oxford, though not recorded by Wood. Corbet
Owen then at Christ Church wrote a poem entitled '

Upon the intolerable Heat in the
latter end of May and the begining of June, 1665' {beg. 'Fire, fire'), printed in John
Bulteel's iVezu Collection of New Songs and Poems (Lond. 1674, S") at pp. 121-56.
The references to the Cherwell on pp. 130, 136-9, 141-2 show that the verses were
written at Oxford, but the whole country was suffering.

Feb. 15 or 16. Wood records that there was a fight in the ' New Parks' between

Queen's (the North) and Exeter (the South or West). His editor Andrew Clark

suggests that this was possibly after football—a forbidden game, for participating in

which one Robert Duke of All Souls was punished in 1666 (Black Book of the

Proctors). The Act in July was intermitted in consequence of the Plague in London :

and as early as July i a night watch was set at the Gates to prevent infected persons

entering the city. The great quad of Christ Church was completed (on the north

side) in this year, except for the upper part of Tom Tower.

The Court and Parliament at Oxford.
On Sept. 25 the King came from Salisbury, and was housed in Christ Church : the

Dukes of Monmouth and York arrived on the same day; the Queen on Sept. 26

lodged at Merton : the Duchess of York on Oct. 5. As the visit was a prolonged one

(the King did not leave till Jan. 27, nor the Queen till Feb. 16) there was less cere-

mony (after the first welcome) than was usual at Royal visits. The Parliament met
in Oxford on Oct. 9, and continued in session till the 31st. Its chief Act was the

Five-Mile Act (17 Car. 2, cap. 4), which prevented Clergy who refused the Oath of

Non-resistance from being within five miles of a corporate town or keeping a school.

The Lords sat in the Geometry School (north of the Schools Tower on the first floor)
and the Commons in the Convocation House, but the King's opening speech was
delivered to the whole Parliament in Christ Church hall on Oct. 10. Wood gives

interesting details of the use made of the various Schools, and how coffee and ale were
served out in the Proscholium (see WooiVs Life and Times, ii. 60-5, with plans).
The Law Courts were accommodated from Oct. 18 in the various Schools, as Wood
specifies {ibid.). Except for the Five-Mile Act, the Parliament's proceedings were
uneventful. On Oct. 2 1 John Deely, Master of the King's Head Inn, was brought to

the Bar of the House of Lords for having detained a wagon belonging to the Earl of

Oxford, and was punished. On Nov. 7 the Thanks of Parliament to the University
for its loyalty were read out in Convocation.

Among the by-products of the presence of the Court at Oxford were (i) the

establishment of The Oxford Gazette on Nov. 15. The first twenty-three numbers bore
the above title, but this was altered after that to The London Gazette, which is con-

tinued to the present day, and is perhaps the oldest English newspaper still in

existence : for details see Penodicals, no. 13, later on in the present volume. The
year 1665 witnessed the start not only of this, the first Government newspaper in

England, but also of the first scientific periodical in Europe, the Philosophical Trans-

actions of the Royal Society, and oi theJournal des Savants at Paris. (2) A series of

thirteen Proclamations were issued at Oxford and bear an Oxford imprint, as in the

Civil War : see nos. 268O-8, 2728-34. It is remarkable that Oxford was entirely
free from the Plague throughout, though Cambridge was badly affected by it.

Minor Pieces.

2678. Charles ii, king, his majesties |
Gracious

j

speech
|

to
[

BOTH houses
I

OF
|
PARLIAMENT,

| Together with the
|

lord chan-

cellor's
I
DeUvered

|

In Christ Church Hall in oxford,
\

The loth of

October, 1665.
Impr. 499 (Oxford by L. Lichfield, for J. Bill & C. Barker [of London] : 1665 :

folio: pp. [4]+i9 + [i], signn. a-f^ : Great primer reman and italic leaded.—
Contents :

—
p. [2] Royal Arms with C. R. : [3] title : 1-3, the King's Speech : 4-19-

the Chancellor's Speech.—The first speech is an appeal for money for the War against
the Dutch and for the King's subsidy j:iven to the bishop of Munster, also a warning
that France may take the field against England. The Chancellor's statement is
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anthentic and detailed, on the same subjects. Both speeches were on Oct. lo, see the

Annals, above. The Royal Arms facing the title are peculiar in their surroundings
and were perhaps specially engraved for Lichfield (Device V, 4I x 3|^ in., with outer

border bearing portcullises, roses, &c.). There is also a London official reprint of

these two Oxford speeches in twelve folio pages 'Cum Privilegio', issued by the

King's printers, with Royal Arms on the title-page, quite different from the larger
Oxford device, being Steele no. 66.

Proclamations.

2680. Charles ii, king. By the King. A Proclamation Concerning
the Prorogation of the Parliament.

London, J. Bill and C. Barker : 1665 : folio br. s. : black-letter: Steele tests:—by—And—fx/^-.-^Dated from Salisbury, Aug. 30, 1665. Parliament, prorogued to

Oct. 3 at Westminster, is further prorogued to Oct. 9 at Oxford, on account of the

increase of the Plague. Only four copies are known, and only one (at Queen's
college) in Oxford. Steele no. 3433. The original manuscripts of this and several

of the following Proclamations are in the Public Record Office.t>

2681. — ,

—
. (An Oxford edition of no. 2680, with the imprint of Leonard

Lichfield, probably really Anne Lichfield, at Oxford) : folio br. s. : roman type :

Steele tests:—by
—the—Coitrl.—ThQ only copy known of this edition is in the Public

Record Office. One cannot be certain which of nos. 2680-I is the earlier. The
details are from Steele's Proclamations, no. 3434.

The Oxford Proclamations of 1665-6 which follow are generally in great primer
roman type, set solid, and are all rare. Those which profess to be printed in Oxford
for the King's Printers are different in style, and sometimes are in black-letter. Pre-

sumably the King's Printers (John Bill and Christopher Barker) supplied a press and

compositors for use in Oxford, and the name of the University Printer (Leonard
Lichfield) is merely assumed, for official purposes. This is made probable by the

different style (the words ' A Proclamation
'

being in large capitals), and by the name

Lichfield at one stage being always spelt Lichfcild, and so on.

2682. —
,

—
. By the King. A Proclamation Prohibiting the keep-

ing of the Faire of Wanting or Wantage, in the County of Berks.

Impr. 180 f (Oxford, by L.Lichfield): 1665: folio br. s. : roman lype.^Dated
from Salisbury, Sept. 2r, 1665. Only two copies are known, one of which is at

Queen's college, Oxford, and one in the Public Record Office. Steele no. 3436, with
the tests :

—
care,
—

ally
—

Reign. There is a London edition of this, which may be the

original, and this a reprint. The cause of this proclamation was of course the Plague,

Wantage being only fourteen miles from Oxford.

2683. — ,

—
. By the King. A Proclamation Appointing the General

Fast, which according to former Order falleth out to be on Wednesday
the First of November, being All-Saints day, to be kept on the Wednes-

day following, being the Eighth of that Month.

Impr. 499* (Oxford, for J. Bill and C. Barker [of London]) : 1665 : folio br. s. :

roman type.—Dated from Oxford, Sept. 26, 1665 : Steele no. 3438, with tests :—Pro-—heavy— 1 'ear : three copies known, two of which are at Queen's college, Oxford,
one in the Public Record C3ffice.

2684. —-,
—

. By the King. A Proclamation Concerning the adjourn-
ment of Michaelmas Term.

Lnpr. 499 b (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for J. Bill & C. Barker of London) : 1 665 :

folio, pp. [4] : roman type—Dated from Oxford, Sept. 26, 1665 : Steele no. 3440,
with tests :

—which— West/ninster, (second leaf) and— Twen-. The Law Courts and
Law Term are postponed on account of the Plague from Oct. 23 or 24 in London to

Nov. 18 at Oxford. All payments are to be made to Nonsuch palace in Surrey.
Five copies are known, one at Queen's college, Oxford. There is a London edition,

probably a reprint from this (Steele 3439).
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2685. Charles ii, king, in Council. [Royal Artns] \

at the court at
OXFORD, I

The Sixt of October 1665. | [List of the King and eleven Privy
Councillors present : then a royal declaration that every stranger must
have a Certificate (i) the University from the Vice-Chancellor, (2) trades-

men and Gentlemen from the Mayor, (3) the Court and its retinue from
the Board of Green Cloth or the Knight INIarshal : and that after a general
search and inquiry all unnecessary persons shall be sent away.]

Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1665 : folio br. s. : Great primer solid. ^Dated
Oct. 6, 1665, as above : Steele's tests :

—the—gratiously—thought. Prince Rupert was

present. The only known copy is in the Bodleian. Steele 3441. The Royal Arms seem
to have been cut for Lichfield : and are Steele's no. 76, with ' C. R.' See no. 2713. RR.

2686. —
,

—
. By the King. A Proclamation Prohibiting the keeping

of the Mart at Boston, in the County of Lincoln.

Impr. 449(5 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, for J. Bill & C. Barker of London) : 1665 :

folio br. s. : roman type : Steele's tests:—his—is—seventeenth.—'TizX^A from Oxford,
Nov. 10, 1665. The Fair at Boston is not to be held, in consequence of the Plague:
and no Londoners are to repair to any Fair. Five copies are known, of which two
are in Oxford, at Queen's college. Steele no. 344 J.

2687.
—

,

—
. By the King. A Proclamation For the prevention of

frauds and abuses in the payment of Excise for Beer and Ale.

Impr. 449(5 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, for J. Bill &c C. Barker of London): 1665 :

two folio br. ss. : roman type : Steele's tests:—Rates—cerned: (second sheet) have—
Reign.--YizXtA from Oxford, Nov. 25, 1665. A repetition of a Proclamation of

Dec. 17, 1662, denouncing private brewing when hindrance is given to the gangers
sent by the farmers of the Excise, and forbidding Sunday brewing. There is a

London edition presumably a reprint of this : the London issue was reprinted in 1671.
Three copies are known, one in Oxford (at Queen's college). Steele no. 3^44,
cf. 3443, 3445-

2688. —
,

—
. By the King. A Proclamation, Prohibiting the keeping

of the Fair at Bristol, commonly called St. Paul's Fair.

Impr. 499 (by L. Lichfield, for J. Bill (& C. Barker, of London) : 1665 : folio

br. s. : roman type : Steele's tests :
—of—in—<?/!— Dated from Oxford, Dec. 21, 1665.

St. Paul's Fair at Bristol is not to be held. Tlie proclamation proceeds, with some

inconsequence, to forbid citizens of London and others to resort to the fair ! On
June 23 the holding of St. James's Fair on July 25 had been similarly forbidden

(Steele, no. 3424) : both, of course, on account of the Plague. Five copies are

known, two being at Oxford (Queen's college). Steele no. 3446.

2690. [Fulman, William.] academic
|

oxoniensis
|

notitia.
| \Arms

of the University. '^

Impr. 449 a (Oxonias, exc. W. H[all], per R. Davis : 1665 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 56,

signn. [a], b-h* : Pica leaded.— Contents:—p. [3] title: [5] Dedn. to Antonio

Messia, count of Molina, Spanish Ambassador; [7-8] list of chapters: 1-56, the

work.^A Handbook to the University, by a learned Fellow of Corpus, William

Fulman, who conceals his name. A general account of the University is followed by
a description of its Officers, Institutions, and Professorships, with the names of the staff

at the time. Then for each college and hall is given a succinct description of its

history, numbers, and distinguished alumni, and finally a list of great men who have

passeii through the University. The book suffers in importance from its brevity ; for

a fuller account we have to wait for Wood's works, from which the extended edition of

the present work in 1675 (no. 3036 1 partly derives its size. The account of the

Bodleian ;pp. 17-19' adds nothing to our knowledge. Gerard Langbaine's somewhat
similar work in 1651 (no. 2150 confines itself almost entirely to the colleges. Some,

presumably early, copies 'no. 26891 b^^'e a different setting of pp. 3, 5-6 of the

prefatory matter : thus in the earlier form the '

Appendix, De Viris Illustribus' is in one

3180 O
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line : in the common form in two lines. I have seen a statement that the dedication

was withdrawn, but I have not found a copy without it. The Spanish Ambassador
was in Oxford in September 1665 Bom. State Papers, 1664-5, ?• 58i> See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv, 240. The leaf before the title is blank.

Johnson, Ra[lph], schoolmaster: The Scholars Guide from the Accidence to the

University (London, 1665, sm. 4°;, is a set of Rules for orthography, parsing, writing

essays, themes, hymns, &c., for use in Grammar schools, before a boy goes to the

University.

2691. Turner, sir Edward, the
|

speech
[

of
|

S»' Edw. Tumor, K'^-
1

Speaker of the Honourable House of commons, |
to the

|

kings
|

Most
Excellent majesty, |

And both Houses of
] parliament, |

Delivered at

Oxford, on Tuesday the One
\

and Thirtieth day (t/ October, 1665, at
\

the

Prorogation of the Parliament.
\

Impr. 499 a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, for J. Bill & C. Barker [of London] :

1665 : folio : pp. [8], signn. [a], b^ : Great primer italic solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title

within line: 3 ^numbered i j-8, the speech. —Quite a readable speech, in the most
humble terms: 'The English Man useth to speak, as he writes; and the English
Parliament, to speak, as they think ',

' Tacitus hath a Saying, Such as are false in

their love, are true in their hate', and so on. There is a London edition of the same

year, in folio. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. ic6o.

Oxford Press.

2691*. [Anderton, Thomas.] Concordia Scientice cum Fide . . . Au-
thore Thoma Bonarte Nordtano Anglo.
The above title is from the Cologne 1659 edition. Thomas Anderton, of whom

little seems to be known, travelled abroad, and was for eighteen or nineteen years at

St. Omer, then in Portugal and Flanders. He took the name of Barton, and anagram-
matized 'Thoma Bonarte Nordtano' out of 'Thoma Barton Anderton'. In R. Davis's

second Auction Catalogue (1686), p. 14, an Oxford 1665 edition is mentioned, lot 282:

but I have found no other reference to it, whereas there is a Cologne 1665 edition.

The Davis entry would be rejected at once as an error (a single mention in one book-
seller's catalogue is never sufficient proof of the existence of a book^, but in Barlow's

copy of the 1659 edition (now in the Bodleian) is a note by him that a personal friend

of Anderton (C. Willoughby, of Merton college, Oxford) wrote to him on May 30,

1664, about the man and the book, which (as Barlow notes) was placed on the Roman
Index in 1664. So Barlow may have planned to issue an Oxford edition, in view of

the interest of the subject.

2692. Austen, Ra[lph]. A treatise of Fruit-Trees, shewing The
manner of Planting, Grafting, Pruning, and ordering of them . . . accord-

ing to Rules of Experience. Gathered in . . . Thirtyseven Years. Where-
unto is Annexed, Observations upon Si"- Fran. Bacons Natural History . . .

Also, Directions for Planting of Wood . . . The Third Impression,

Revised, with Additions, By Ra. Austen, Practiser in the Art of Planting.

\texts?^
Impr. 500 (Oxford, by W. Hall for A. Curteyne): 1665: (eights) 12°: pp. [48] +

260+ [10] + 82, signn. A, a, b, a-y* : Pica solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [2] a title-label
' Austen of Fruit-Trees ',

intended to be folded back to come on the outside of the last

leaf: [3] title, within border of ornn. : [4] 'Imprimatur iste liber Rober. Say, Vice-

Cancel. Oxon. June the 9"' 1665
'

: [5-14] Ep. dedic. to Robert Boyle : [15-22]
• To

the Reader' : [23-35]
' The Analysis' of the work : [36-45] 'A table' of the chief

subjects: [46-8] do. of the Observations : 1-260, the work : [i] a special title-page,
' Observations Upon some part of Sr. Francis Bacons Natural History . . .', with

impr. 501 (Oxford, by W. H. for A. Curteyne) : [3-6] preface by R. Sharrock : [7-10]
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preface by R. Austen : 1-82, the Obsenations, and Directions interspersed.—For
former editions see nos. 2223 1653), 2327, 2374 (1657-8): the present handy
revised issue is in 12°, instead of 4°. The Author does not hesitate in his Dedication to

urge the Royal Society to get the planting of Trees to be compulsory by law, and
some such book as this to be favoured. The '

Spiritual Use of an Orchard
'

is now
dropped, and Planting is the main subject, with Boyle and Sharrock as fresh patrons.
The Observations on Bacon (no. 2374^ are also now made part of the new edition.
For Austen, see Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 174, and D.N.B., but neither records this

edition, which is, I suppose, rare. R.

2693. Bernhard vcn Galen, Chiistoph., bp. of IMiinster. A Letter

Sent by His Highness the Bishop & Prince of Munster to the Lords the

States General of the United Netherlands.

Impr. 502 , Oxford, by W. Hall for T. Bowman through F. B., by command) : 1665 :

sm, 4": pp. [2] + i3 + [i], signn. a-b^ : Great primer leaded.— Contents :—p. [i]
title: 1-7, the Letter, signed Christofer Bernard, Sept. 14. 1665 at St. Leutgersburg.
—This mitred brigand—as Sismondi is stated to have called Christopher Bernhard
von Galen, bp. of Munster the capital of Westphalia) and prince of the Holy Roman
Empire—had a convenient army of 20,000 men and a militant disposition, and was

consequently much sought after by royal adventurers. At this time he was in alliance

with Charles ii against the Dutch. The Letter comprises a threat of armed revenge
on the Dutch, and was presumably printed in this English form to show the
Parliament at Oxford what a desirable ally he was. ' F. B.' in the imprint is presum-
ably Francis Bowman, the bookseller.

2694. Blaeu, Guilielmus, Institutio Astronomica de usu Globorum
& Sphrerarum Cselestium ac Terrestrium . . .

This Oxford edition of 1665 has accidentally not been caught up by the great
libraries, but occurs twice in the Richard Davis Sale, part 2, Appendix 1686

, p. 12,
and once in the Thomas Bowman Sale ;^i687j, sign, o i. For an Oxford 1663 edition,
see no. 2632.

2695. Boyle, hon. Robert. Roberti Boyle Nobilis Angli Cogitationes
de S. Scripturse stylo : ex Anglico in Latinum Traductas.

Impr. 449 Oxoniee, exc. W. H. per R. Davis, : 1665 : twelves) 16" : pp. [48] +

146 + [2], signn. a, b, r.-o''^, H^ : Bourgeois solid.—-Contents:— [2] Imprimatur of

the Vice- Chancellor, Oct. 21, 1664: [3] title, within line: [5-26] Ep. dedicatory to

the author's brother, lord Orrery : [27-44]
' Lectori . . .': [45-7]

' Editor Lectori':

1-146, the work : [1] title-label.—A most unreadable book on the subject of the

objections that might be made to the style of Scripture language. It was composed
about 1651-2, partly abroad or on board ship, in English, and as here presented is in

small type, without list of subjects, clue to the thread of argument, or index of any
kind : nor is there any division into numbered chapters. Boyle undertook it at the

instigation of a friend of the brother to whom he dedicates the work. The editor

is disguised as ' Dominus P. P. A. G. F. I. cujus modestire datum ne apertius indigi-

tetur'), sign. b2'". The eight objections considered are:—Obscurity p. 17, irregu-

larity of method, want of logical coherence, irrelevant matter introduced, levity,

uncertainty of text, sparseness of direct teaching, and (p. 87) want of rhetorical force.

The essay was part of a larger work. The original English was published in London in

1661, 1663, i658, 1675, &c., and is equally lacking in divisions or index. There is no
Editor's preface in the English form. '

P. P. A. G. F. I.' is known to be sir
' Peter Pett,

Advocate General For Ireland
',
a letter to whom forms Beyle's preface to the work : in

it he complains of his weak eyesight.

2696. Calvinus, Johannes.
'

Compendium Calvini Institutionum

Christ. Religion.', in the Auction Sale Catalogue of Richard Davis, part 3

(1688), p. 10.

I have not found a copy of this edition, and it appears to be the same as no. 2272
(1655) : so that it is doubtful which is the right date, 1655 '^^ 1665.

O 2
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2697. C.[asa], I. [Giovanni della]. I. C, De Moribus et Enchiridion

Ethicum. Seu Epitome Philosophiae Moralis. Prsecepta breviter . . .

explicata exhibens. Pro angusta tyronum memoria. Per Casp. Bartho-

linum & alios.

Impr. 503 (Oxoniae, exc. W. H. per J. Forrest): 1665: 12°: pp. [4] + 129 + 91

('2'-' 92') + [4], signn. [a]2, b-f^^ g*, b ('h' i+B2-12)-e": Pica solid.—Con-

tents:—p. [1-2] blank, usually torn off: [3] title, within border of ornn. : 1-139,
'Galateus' De Moribus, in the Latin translation of N[athan] C[hytr3eus] from the

Italian :
' 2 '-'92 ',

' Ethica Juvenihs', the Enchiridion : pp. [1-2]
' Index Capitum

'

to the two parts of the Ethica : [3-4] blank.—Stt nos. 608 (1628) and 659 (1630).
The Galateus is by Casa, but the Enchiridion by Caspar Bartholinus, see no. 738
(1633). Only the text of tlie two treatises is here, not the prefaces or notes. Pp. i-i 28

are, as a fact, reissues of the sheets of no. 608 : p. 129 and the new pp.
' 2 '-'92

'

are

reprints of no. 738 : the rest is new.

Charles ii, king (for Speech and Proclamations at Oxford, see nos. 2678-88,
above).

2698. England.—Parliament. Anno Regni Caroli II. Regis . . . Decimo

Septimo. At the Parliament begun at Westminster the Eighth of May . . .

1661 . . . And thence, by several Prorogations held at Oxford, on the 9th
of October then next following, and there continued till the last Day of

the said Month. [Rojal Arms.^
Impr. 499a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for J. Bill & C. Barker [of London]. Cum

Privilegioi: 1665: folio: pp. [6] +
'

239 '-' 254' + [4] +
'

255 '-' 274' + [4] + '

275 '-

'296': signn. [o]2, ppp-Zzz, Aaaa-Hhhh^ : Great primer solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [i]

title, within double line : [3-4] Table of the Acts, ten chapters, public and private :

[5] Similar title, but ending with the date Oct. 9, and with impr. 499a (as above) :

'239 '-'296' with unpaged titles as printed above, after pp. 254, 274 (both with

impr. 499 rt and ' Lichfeild '), and one title as printed above, but paged as a single

leaf, with impr. 499 a and '

Lichfieild
'

! : blank pp. are 266, 270, 274, 278, 282, as

well as those indicated above. Colophon imprints are on pp. 374 ino. 499*5 ,
a8i

(no. 4995, 296 (no. 499".—The Acts of Parliament passed in the Oxford Parliament,

officially issued. The titles and colophons indicate that the set of Acts was issued at

intervals or in parts, and the spelling of Lichfield's name (see above) would seem to

show that the subordinate titles were printed in London. For the Parliament at

Oxford see the Annals of 1665.

2699. Ford, dr. Simon. ©avfxdaLa Kvpiov iv BvOw. Or the Lords
Wonders in the Deep. Being a Sermon Preached at the time of the

Publique Assises at AUhallows in Northampton July 4. 1665. Being the

day appointed for Solemne Thanksgiving for the late . . . Victory obtained

against the Dutch, by the Roy all Navy under ... his Royall Highnesse.
... By Simon Ford D.D. Chaplaine to his Majesty and Minister there.

Impr. 504 (Oxford, by W. Hall for S. Pocock) : 1665 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] + 28, signn.

*°, A-C*, d' : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

[i] title, within line : [2] an Imprima-
tur, July 13, 1665: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to prince James, duke of York: 1-28, the

sermon, on Ps. cvii. 24.—An ordinary discourse: two misprints are 'Person' for
' Patron' on p. [3], and '

recasting' for '

relating' on p. 10. See Wood's Atk. Oxon.
iv. 759.

Fulman, William. Acad. Oxon. Notitia
;
see nos. 2689-90, above.

2700. Gerbier, sir Balthazar. Subsidium Peregrinantibus. Or An
Assistance to a Traveller in His Convers with i. Hollanders. 2. Germans.

3. Venetians. 4. Italians. 5. Spaniards. 6. French. Directing him,
after the latest Mode, to the greatest Honour, Pleasure, Security, and
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Advantage in his Travells. Written To a Princely Traveller for a Vade
Mecum. By Balthazar Gerbier K* Master of the Ceremonies to King
Charles the First.

Impr. 505 (Oxford [by W. Hall] for R. Gascoigne' : 1665 : eights) 16° : pp. [22]
+ 120 +[2], signn. A-l^ : Pica solid.— Contents:—p. [5] title, within border of ornn. :

[7-9] Ep. dedic. to James, duke of Monmonth : [11-16] preface: [17-22] List of

contents of the nine sections: 1-120, the work, in English.— Gerbier was known in

Charles i's time for having actually founded in 1648 a short-lived Academy for the

education of the aristocracy. He made several ventures on his own behalf, and here

writes quite an interesting little book, the variety and oddity of which can be gauged
by the subjects of the sections, i. p. i ) the advantage of Christian qualities to a

Princely Traveller : 2. p. 13 Characteristics of European countries, with advice to

begin a tour with Holland and Germany: 3, (p. 21) the use of heraldry, with notes,
ibr instance, that Moses was the first Duke, and that David's arms were, a Sling azure,
field argent, for crest a Lion's head : 4. p. 24) principles of good fortification, although
he quotes a proverb that an Ass loaden with Gold will enter any Fortress

; 5, (p. 34)
the fifty-two various Orders of Knighthood, abroad and in England, with their arms
and badges : 6. (p. 69) the importance of Geometry and other arts and sciences :

7. (p. 76) the history, character, and manners of the French; thus 'Its not the cus-

tome when a Prince doth Sneese. to say . . . £>ieu votis ayde, but only to make a Low
reverence' : S. (p. 88) 'Now for Italy' : 9. (p. 105) Spain. The book in fact acts as

a guide, not so much to places as manners, and is a bid for the favour of the duke of

Monmouth, who was believed to be about to travel. The catchword (^A) of sign, a 8'

shows that the table of contents, though most necessary, was an afterthought. The
first two leaves are entirely blank, and usually destroyed in binding. Of the three

copies of the book in the Bodleian, only Wood's and the one received from Stationers'

Hall under the Agreement, in sheets, preserve both the two leaves : the Bodleian

binders were no doubt instructed to destroy nothing, and this tends to give books thus

received the attributes of a Standard Copy. This book is priced at £l "js.
in Pickering

and Chatto's Catal. 203 (1922), no. 12930.

2701. Graunt, capt. John. Natural and Political Observations JMen,-

tioned in a following Index, and made upon the Bills of Mortality. By
Capt. John Graunt, Fellow of the Royal Society. With reference to the

Government, Religion, Trade, Growth, Air, Diseases, and the several

Changes of the said City [sic] . . . The Fourth Impression.
Impr. 506 (Oxford, by \V. Hall for J. Martyn and J. AUestry [London]) : 1665 :

(eights) 12°: pp. [32] -I- 205 + [3] + 2 folded tables at pp. 173, 201: signn. A, a,

B-o^ : English leaded.—Contents :
—

p. [2] Order of the Royal Society, June 20, 1665,
for Martyn and AUestry to print the book : [3] title : [5-12, 13-18] Epp. dedic. to

John lord Truro from '

Birchen-lane', 25 Jan. 166^, and sir Robert Murray : [19-30]
Index of subjects, in the order of the book : 1-205, the work in a preface, twelve

chapters, conclusion, appendix, tables, and two folded sheets of tables at pp. 173 and
201.^An interesting study of the London Bills of Mortality, 1603-61 : out of them

emerge various facts and inferences about the health, growth, and social conditions of

London, compared in many cases with the country at large. The first edition was
issued late in February i6(-|, and dated 1662, as was the second : the third was London

1663 : the fourth is the present book : the fifth, Lond. 1676 : the sixth, the same year :

the seventh in 1759. The changes seem to be small, but the second folded sheet in the

present book is brought up to date. The author was made a F.R.S. in consequence
of this work, which he dedicates to the P.R.S. (Murray) : the first dedicatee was only
a patron. The Plague in London in 1665 gave special vogue to a book good in itself,

and no doubt was the cause of the present edition. The work was the first of its kind,
and founded the science of the subject {D. N. B.). It has been attributed to sir

William Petty. See Wood's Atk. Oxon. i. 711, iv. 218 (Bliss's MS. note in his copy).
The 'said City' on the title, when London has not been mentioned, is due to former

editions in which it was mentioned.

2702. Hammond, dr. Henry. 'A^ta 0eov k/dio-is. ludgment worthy
of God. Or An assertion of the Existence and Duration of Hell Tor-
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ments, in Two occasional Letters, written several years since, by . . .

D^ Henry Hammond. To which is added An Accordance of S* Paul

with S*^ James, in the great point of Faith and Works, By the same
Author. . .

Impr. 507 (Oxford, by H. H. for R. Royston [London] and R. Davis) : 1665 : 12":

pp. [34] + 155 + [i], signn. A-G^^ H* : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [2] Imprimatur,
Aug. I, 1664: [3] title, within line : [5-24] preface by the editor: 1-69, the work,
first part: 71-137, second part: 139, title of ' An Accordance', with impr. 508:
141-55, the piece.—The argument is not against the modern view of a possible end
of Hell torments and amelioration of the sinner, but a,gainst any annihilation of him
which should terminate the sufferings. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 498 (where 1664
seems to be an error for 1665, repeated from the 1691 and 1721 editions: see after

no. a66l). Hammond died in 1660.

2703. Heereboord, Adrianus. Adriani Heereboord Professoris . . .

Philosophia Naturalis, cum Commentariis . . . nunc vero Hac posthuma
Editione mediam Partem aucta, & novis Commentariis . . . explicata.

Impr. 509 (Oxonire, exc. Guil. H.all, pro J. Crosley) : 1665 : (eights) 12° : pp. [8]
+ 256 + [8], signn. [o]*, A-Q**, R* : Bourgeois solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within

border of ornn. : [3] Ep. dedic. to Johannes Wourdanus and Jacobus Hosingius, by
C. Driehuysen, the editor: [4-8]

'

Typographus Lectori': 1-3, Ileerebord's ' Prce-

cognita ', a preface : 3-256, the work : [1-6]
'

Ejusdem Authoris Consilium de ratione

studendi Philosophije
'

: inserted because of blank pages left over (in the Leiden

edition, not the Oxford one) : [7]
' Index capitum

' xv.— Adriaan Heereboort was
a professor at Leiden, and died in 1659. Three years before his death, according to

the Dutch 'Typographus', his friends begged him to explain his Philosophia Natu-
ralis not only in terms of Aristotle and the Peripatetics but also of Descartes and other

moderns. He assented, did it, and died before publication. This edition appears to

be a reprint of the Leiden 1663 one. The first, fourth, eighth, and last lines of the title

are in red : and the first and third (Oxoniae a«./ Joh. Crosley) in the imprint. Some
copies have '

Joh. Wilmot', for 'Joh. Crosley', impr. 510 (no. 2704 ,
with no other

change : and even this only concerned the printing in red. This edition was reprinted
in 1668 (no. 2803). The 1676 Oxford edition, issued by the same two booksellers,
is a reprint of the present one without change, except that it omits the prefatory matter

(not the PrKcognita), and the added treatise (Consilium). Perhaps Robert Boyle's
influence caused the present edition.

2705. [Jeamson or Jameson, dr. Thomas.] Artificiall Embellishments.

Or Arts best directions How to Preserve Beauty or Procure it. [viotlo.'\

Impr. 369 (Oxford, by W, Hall) : 1665 : (eights) 12" : pp. [16] + 192, signn. A-N^ :

Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, [3-4] Ep. dedic. to A. E.
, signed M. S. : [5-12]

' To the Ladies ', a preface, unsigned : [13-16]
' Index

',
a list of the chapters : 1-192,

the book in four parts, fifty-two chapters.—A manual of cosmetics, interspersed with

highfalutin' talk, such as
'
to secure your faces flowry Elysium from such wasteful

insects' (p. 85). There is a modicum of scientific practical medicine, and much
humbug, such as a recipe to get plump (p. 67), namely to take twelve or thirteen
' lizards or cuts', boil them &c., feed a hen with them, then 'kil her and eat her'. All
this was written for ladies by a fellow of Wadham, who tried in vain to conceal the

authorship, and was much laughed at : he was at the time a B.Med. See Wood's
Fasti Oxon. ii. 382, for the author and book; R. B. Gardiner's Wadham Register,
i. 205. R.

2706. Lovell, Robert. ITa/x^SoTavoAoyia. Sive Enchiridion Botani-

cum. Or, a compleat Herball, . . . [&c., nearly as no. 2450, but after
* wild in England

'

it goes on :
—

]
The Second Edition, with many Addi-

tions mentioned at the end of the Preface. By Robert Lovell, $tAo-

OioXoyiaTpovojw;.
Impr. 472a (Oxford, by W. H. for R. Davis): 1665: 12°: pp. [4] + 84 (but

pp. 1-2 are always torn off) + 675 + [7], signn. [ir]*, a'- (but A i is torn off), b-c^'*, d*,
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A-z, Aa-Ee", Ffs : Long primer solid.—Contents :—p. [i] title-label,
' Lovel's

Herball' : [3] title, within border of ornn. : 1-2, title-page torn off: 3-80, Isagoge,
as no. 2450: 80, Errata in the preface : 81-4, lists of authors and abbreviations:
1-481, the herbal, A-z : 482-513, Appendi.x : 514-75, Index of Latin names: 576-
672, Alphabetical Catalogue of diseases : 675, Errata in the Herbal : [2-7]

' A Cata-
logue of Some Books, Printed for, and to be sold by Richard Davis in 0.xon', arranged
by sizes.—A second edition of no. 2450, which see. The chief changes are additions
about vegetables, pagination of the preface, and insertion of many useful cross-
references : the preface is much altered. The title seems to have been printed twice,
once with the title-label and once with the first sheet (a) ; the latter is perhaps always
torn off. See Wood's Atli. Oxon. iv. 296 n. Davis's List of Books contains 115 works
(folio 8, 4° 30, 8° 40, 12° 35, 16° 2 .

2707. Lovell, Robert. nav^wopuKToXoyt'a (History of Animals and

Minerals): Oxford: 1665.
This occurs tzvice in the Rich. Davis Auction Sale Catalogues (Part 2, 1686, p. 146,

lot 604: and Part 3, 1688, p. 132, lot 1822), but I doubt its existence. I find no copy
in the great libraries or anywhere, and the long Greek title of this and 2706 might
be confused. The edition of 166 r no. 2562) is well known, and I have found a copy
of no. 2705 altered in manuscript to 1663 : this may be a similar case.

2708. Macrobius, Aurelius. 'Aur. Theodosii Macrobii Opera,
I. Isaac Pontanus recensuit. Accedunt lo. Meursii breviores notae.

Oxoniae 1665. 8
[i.e. 80].'

So in L. W. Briiggeman's Vieiu of the English Edidoits . . . of the . . . Greek and
Latin Aiithors (Stettin, 1797), p. 760. I have found no trace of any copy, except
that Graesse says

' on cite . . .

'
this edition, deriving his information no doubt from

Briiggeman. I am not sure of the existence of the Oxford edition. Pontanus's first

edition was in 1597, the second in 1628. The London edition of 1694 is supposed to
be the first English one.

2710. [Mayne, dr. Jasper.] To His Royal Highnesse The Duke of
Yorke. On our late Sea-fight.

Impr. Car, colophon 1 316 a? Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1665 : folio : pp. 8,

signn. a-k'^ : Double pica leaded.—Contents:—p. i, title: 1-8, the verses.—A Con-
gratulation on the sea-fight of June 3 : but hardly a detail of the action can be elicited

from the verses—which are turgid. They begin
'

Warre, the Supreme Decider of
a Cause

|

Where wrongs are grown too bold, and strong for Lawes', and number 178.
Another issue *t no. 2709) with no imprint or date, also anonymous, is no. 652 in

P. J. Dobell's Catalogue of The Literature of the Restoration 19:8), p. 48, priced
six guineas, and is presumably earlier. This may be the piece entered with a longer
tentative (?) title at Stationers' Hall on Jime 16, 1665: in one Bodleian copy is

'pretium 3'': 7'*': "j^"^ 1665. Jos: Rawson'. The authorship is undoubted, though
Wood [Ath. Oxon. iii. 971 1 did not know it.

2711. *tOxford—City. [A glass-blower's Advertisement.]
In the British Museum MS. Harleian 5995, at fol. 61, is a printed Advertisement of

an itinerant Glass-blower ' over against the Red Lyon in Oxford
',

a single sheet,
without imprint and undated : placed tentatively at this date because Robert Boyle's
Experiments were exciting interest in Oxford; see no. 2738. It may or may not be

printed at Oxford. The Red Lion was opposite the old Gild Hall in St. Aldate's.

2712. Oxford— City. Civitas [Arms of ^he City] Oxon. Civitas

Oxon. ss. The Oath of every Free-man of the City of Oxford.

Impr. 3691^ I Oxon. by W. Halli : 1665 : folio broadside : Great primer.—The Oath
and imprint are within a border of ornaments. The form is a certificate of admission
to the Liberties of the City witnessed by John Paynton

' Clerk of tlie Com.[mission] ',

i. e. Town Clerk. The Freeman must be true to King and City, take no apprentice
for less than seven years, know no foreign merchant in the City, steal no muniments,
not consent to the decrease of the Northern or Haberfield Coffers or the Coffer of the
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Five Locks without authority, give the Mayor wine and spice when asked, &c. The
signature of the Freeman seems not to be necessary. The device of the City Arms
(circular; no letttringj f.ppears for the first time, a rough engraving, 'ss' represents
the ordinary legal paragraph mark .'often §§ .

2713. tOxford—University. Rules and Orders made by the Vice-

Chancellor of the Vniversity of Oxford, and Justices of Peace, for the

Good and Safely of the Vniversity, City, and County of Oxford.

(No imprint or date, but Oxford, 1665): la. 4°, broadside: Pica solid.—A long
notice, dated Aug. 23, 17 Charles II, 1665, and issued (as Wood notes) on Aug. 25,

providing that no inn-keeper may take in any person without a certificate of freedom
from infection of the Plague, and then only for one night : nor may private house-
owners take in friends, without a certificate : in either case, under pain of their houses

being put in quarantine as we should call it) : no possibly infected person may go to

Church, fair, or market. No Wakes or Meetings for games are permitted, nor pedlars
or vagabonds, and so on. These orders were effective : the Plague never reached

Oxford, though Henley and Wallingford were already infected. See no. 2685. The
Justices of the Peace referred to in the title are J.P.s of the County.

Oxford Gazette. For the Oxford Gazette, now the London Gazette, see Feriodicah
at end of this volume.

2713*. Perreaud, Fran9ois.
The third edition of The Devil of Masccn may be about this year. See no. 2407.

2714. Plague. Certain Necessary Directions, As well For the Cure
of the Plague As for preventing ihe Infection : M'ith INIany Easie Medicines

. . . Set down by the Colledge of Physicians. By the Kings Majesties

special Command.
Impr. 511 Oxford, repr. by W. Hall for R. Davis : 1665 : sm. 4" : pp. [8] + 24,

signn. [a], B-b* : Pica English solid. ^Contents :
—

p. [i] Royal Arms: [2] Request
of the Privy Council to the London College of Physicians that they revise and reissue

a former book of Rules concerning the Plague, May 13, 1665 • [3] title: [5-8] Ep.
dedic. by the College to the Privy Council, May 25, 1665 : 1-24,

' An Advice set down
by the College of Physicians . . .\— A. reprint of a London edition in black-letter

type, but smaller : chiefly recipes. Former books of the kind issued by the College
were in 1630 {The Ki>ig's Medicines for the Plague) and 1636 [Certain Necessary
Directions) : these are here revised and augmented.

2715. P.[rice], 0.[wen]. The Vocal Organ, Or A new Art of teach-

ing the English Orthographic . . . Compiled by O. P. Master of Arts, and
Professor of the Art of Pedagogic. \Greek ?noUo.^

Impr. 500 (Oxford, by W. Hall for A. Curteyne) : 1665 : sm. 8° : pp. [8
'

i, title :

3-8
' To the ingenious Student . . . ', signed

' O. P.') -1-3 engraved plates + 76 ( 1-39,
the work : 41-46, 'An entrance into Arithmetick

'

: 47-76, rhyming verses on words

differing in sense, not sound, with a second preface, signed as before) + [4 {not seen)'],

signn. A*, B-F^ : Pica solid.—A rare and curious practical guide, or Primer and

Praxis, as the author styles it, based on the organs (lips, teeth, tongue, palate, and
throat) which form the voice. The three engraved plates are i. Kinds of writing

(Italian, Secretary, Chancery, &c.,i : 2. Common abbreviations, such as Xtian, p<l (paid):

3. Two figures of the throat and mouth. Oddly, he places / before i and v before u in

his alphabet. The book is quite different from Price's English Orthographie 'no.

2860, 1670), which is largely vocabularies: and professes to be a means 'whereby
any Outlandish or meer English Man, Woman, or Child, may speedily attain to the

exact spelling, reading, writing, or pronouncing of any word in the English tongue,
without the advantage of its Fountains, the Greek and Latine.' Owen Price was
Master of Magdalen College School from 1657, ^ut ejected at the Restoration: see

Blcxam's Magdalen College Register, iii. 177-81 ; Wood's Ath. Cxon. iii. 942-3. R.
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3716. Ryff, Petrus. Qusestiones Geometricae in Euclidis & P. Rami

Sroixetwcriv In usum Scholse Mathematicae Collectje. A Doctore Petio

R}iT, Basil. Mathematum Professore. Quibus Geodaesiam adjecimus . . .

Postremb Accessit Commenlatio Optica, sive . . . de Perspectiva . . .

Impr. 512 (Oxonise, exc. W. H. per F. Oxlad; : 1665: (eights) 12°: pp. 316 +

[4] +4 engraved plates: signn. A-v^ : Pica solid.— Contents :— p. i, title: 2, Latin

poem to P. Ryff from a pupil Ludovicus Lucius : 3-4, Ep. dedic. to Andreas Kyff,
March l,

' 1600' : 5-8, scholastic subdivisions of Geometry : 9-57, part I : 59-157,

part 2: 158-84, Geodaesia : 185-316, Perspectiva communis: [i] list of eight books
sold by F. Oxlad : and Errata : [3-4, not j£g«].^Not an edition of Euclid or Ramus,
but a set of Quaestiones, proceeding from lines and angles to triangles, circles, &c.,
and solid bodies. The author was a Professor at Bale d. 1629) : the first edition was
issued in 1600, without any treatise on Perspective. The number of rough-cut

diagrams and other illustrations is large, and attempts are made to represent solid

bodies in perspective. Nearly half the book is the Geodesy and Perspective, treating

respectively of applied geometry, and of the eye, and light, reflected or refracted ;
both

fully illustrated with figures. There are also four folded plates illustrating geodesy :

but telescopes and microscopes are not within the scope of the work. The Geodresia

and Perspectiva are not stated to be by Ryff. The reference in Rich. Davis's Auction

Catalogue of books, part 3 ijune 1688), lot. 323, p. 44, to an ' Oxon. 1668' edition

of this book appears to be a mere misprint for 1665.

2717. Scheiblerus, Christophorus. Christophori Scheibleri . . . Meta-

physica . . . (nearly as no. 861, 1637) cum indicibus duobus . . . Editio

ultima et emendata. \^Ar?ns 0/ the Utiiversiiy.^

Impr. 513 (Oxonire, exc. H. Hall per J. Godwin : 1665 : sm. 4° : pp. [60] + 832 +

[44], signn. a-g'*, h^, A-z, &c. to rrrh*, sssss^ : Long primer solid.— Contents:—
p. [i] title: [3-6] Ep. dedic. as in no. 861 : [7-9] Summaria Methodus : [10-34] index

or list of contents: [35-60] Prooemium de usu PhilosophicC in Theologia : 1-414,
book 1 : 415-S32, book 2 : [1-44] a double Index rerum alphabeticus.—Apparently
a reprint of the 1637 = 163S/ edition nos. 861, 898 , omitting Barlow's preface
and Exercitationes, the second dedication, &c. Nothing more need be said about it.

In the British Museum 463. h. 4, no. 521 is a title-page with '

Joh. Forrest' in the

imprint, instead of '

Jos. Godwin ', but with no other change ; impr. 513* : no. 2717*).

2718. [Scudamore, James.] Homer A la Mode. . . . [&c., precisely
as no. 2674, 1664].

Imprint and every detail exactly as no. 2674, except that the date is altered from

1664 to 1665. See notes on the former issue, and on no. 2719 : in the Bodleian copy
the title-label before the title is torn off.

2719. [
—

,

—
.]

Homer A la Mode . . . [&c., as no. 2718].
Imprint and every detail as no. 2718, except that the Errata are not reprinted.—

A close reprint of no. 2718, made, no doubt, when the first two issues had run out, by
the same printer. This reprint can be distinguished in a moment by line 5 of the text

of the Preface ending
' Latine Trasla-

',
instead of ' Latine Transla- '

: the misprints of

the earlier issues are corrected, so that sign, a 4 is blank, and in the Bodleian copy
almost completely torn out. Sign, a i is also blank, instead of bearing a title-label.

See notes on nos. 2674, 2718. The reprinter was more fond of capital letters than the

original printer : thus p. 2,1. 8,
' rooks' is here 'Rooks'; p. 67, 1. 4, 'can' is 'Cr.nn'.

2720. South, dr. Robert. A Sermon Preached before the Court at

Christ-church Chappel in Oxford. By Robert South, D.D. Publick

Orator to the University of Oxford, and Chaplain to the Lord High
Chancellor of England.o

Impr. 514 Oxford, by T. Newcomb [of London] through W. Nott for R. Davis^ :

1665: sm, 4": pp. [4]+39 + [i], signn. A^ B-i ^— Contents:—p. [i] title, within

double line : [2]
'

Imprimatur Robertus Say, Vice-Cancellarius Oxon.' : [3-4] Ep.
dedic. to lord Clarendon : 1-30, the sermon, on Prov. iii. 17.

— See next entries. R.
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2721. South, dr. Robert. A Sermon . . . (exactly as above, except

COVRT, not COURT : Christchurch, not Christ-church).

Impr. 515 (Oxford, by W. H[all] through W. Nott for R. Davis, : 1665 : sm. 4° :

pp. [4] + 39 + [i], signn. A^ B-F* : Great primer solid.— Contents exactly as no. 2720.—
See next entry.

2722.
—

,

—
. A Sermon ... (a reissue of no. 2721, title, description,

and Contents, except that on p. [2] the Imprimatur is followed by 6

'Faults escaped the Press', and slight alterations, e.g. two on p. 17).
These three editions or issues can only be correlated by internal evidence and

inference. But it is pretty clear that no. 2720 was entered in the Stationers' Register
on Dec. 22, 1665 (the first entry there since Oct. n-, by Thomas Newcombe as the

printer of it. The edition seems to have run out quickly : for no. 2721 is a careless

reprint by William Hall, evidently made in a hurry at Oxford : in fact so gross were

the blunders that one Bodleian copy no. 2722 contains a list of six errata beneath

the Imprimatur. Among the errors are, in the Dedication, proness for proneness,

p. 3 boitome for bosotn, p. 12 Labourer for Labour, p. 13 Bankrapt for Bankrupt,

p. 28 Appetiets for Appetites. All the issues were undertaken, as the expression was,

by William Nott, a London bookseller
;
and all were '

to be sold by
' Richard Davis

in Oxford : but neither Newcombe, who printed no. 2720, nor Nott, is ever known to

have been in Oxford, in spite of the imprints of the three issues. The first appears
to be rare, the second common, the third not common. The subject of the sermon

was no doubt welcome to the Court audience, being the pleasure, or pleasantness,
which accompanies godliness.

Stokes, William. The Vaulting Master.
A reference to a 1665 edition is probably a misprint for 1655 : see no. 2283, where

details are given.t>'

2723. [Tickell, rev. John.] A sober Enquiry About the New Oath

Enjoyned on Non-Conformists According to Act of Parliament.

Impr. (a colophon, 304/' Oxford [by W. Hall] for R.Davis : 1665: sm. 4°:

pp. 8, sign. A* : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title, with following text and

no imprint : 1-8, the essay.—An interesting pamphlet, for we have here a Non-
conformist urging that on the whole the new Oath : see Annals of this year) could be

taken by him and those who agree with him, just as Hearne wrote (and his enemies

printed at a later date (1731). The tract had to be strictly anonymous, and the form

(no title-page, nor imprint, except as colophon; shows that Tickell did not even have

proofs sent to him. Light is thrown on this and the author by two interesting manu-

script contemporary notes in the Bodleian copy,
' These Queries fram'd in Deuonshire

and sent to Oxon by M'' Tickell Non-Conformist) Dec. 16. 1665': then at end
'Decern: 20th [i.e. date of publication] The Queries were sent to Oxford (inclosed in

a letter to
'

: then some carefully concealed words which I read as ' Dr. Barlow at

Q. Coll.' It is known that Tickell gave up his Nonconformity. The printer printed
the piece received just as it stood, assuming that there would be a title-page in

addition, but as the 'copy' just filled 7| pages, he gave up the idea of a title-page,
and put his imprint as a colophon. Even the references, which were probably
intended to be foot-notes, are printed just as sent in. The paper was received on

Dec. 16 and issued on Dec. 20, 1665
—which accounts for the hasty and careless style

of printing. See Wood's yi//^. Cjr(?«. iv. 403. R.

Tumor, sir Edw. : Speech. See no. 2691, above.

2723*. Tozer, rev. Henry. Directions for a Godly Life. The
Seventh Edition.

No copy of this has been found in the great libraries, but as the sixth edition bears

date 1658 and the eighth 1671, the present issue is conjecturally placed here. It was
no doubt a 16°, resembling the two editions mentioned. The first edition is no. 622

(1628), and a list of them is to be found in no. 2416, above. R.
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2724. Ulugh Beg ibn Shahrukh. [Persian iifle] sive Tabulae long,
ac lat. Stellarum Fixarum, ex observatione Ulugh Beighi . . . Principis

potentissimi. Ex tribus invicem collatis MSS Persicis jam primiim Luce
ac Latio donavit, & Commentariis illustravit, Thomas Hyde A.M. e Coll.

Reginse Oxon, In Cake Libri accesserunt Mohammedis Tizini Tabulae

Declinationum & Rectarum Ascensionum. Additur demum Elenchus

Nominum Stellarum.

Impr. 516 (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall, per Authorem pro R. Davis: : 1665 : 4" : pp. [32]
+ 151 + [i] + 88 + [8], signn. [rr], *, **, ***, B-z, Aa-ii'* : Pica (Latin , Great primer
(?, Persian solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title, partly in red : [2] undated imprimatur,

mentioning Hyde as the editor : [3-7] Ep. dedic. to lord Clarendon, dated '

Oxonii,
Dat. ex liibliotheca Bodlejan^, xiv Calendas Maji, 1665. Thomas Hyde' : [8] engr.
of a Persian seal : [9-32] preface : [32]

' Addenda et Emendanda' : 1-151, the Tables,
in Latin and Persian : 1-72, a Latin Commentary, by Hyde : 73-S8, Tizinus's Tables,

1533) iri Latin and Persian : [1-8] Greek index of Stars in the Commentary, and
Persian index of Stars in Ulugh Beg's text.—This edition of Ulugh Beg's Astronomical

tables, which were made at Samarcand in 1437, is an important one, for Greaves's work
in 164S (no. 2002) included only extracts. The present treatise was reprinted in 1767

among Hyde's Works. The latest edition is that of E. B. Knobel Washington,
U.S.A., 191 7 ,

who supplies the shelfmarks of the three MSS. used by Hyde, namely
Pococke 226, Savile 46, and St. John's college, Oxford, 151. The preface fully

acknowledges the previous researches of John Greaves, and the help of Seth Ward
(for whom Hyde originally made the Latin translation

,
Edw. Pococke, John Wallis,

and Christopher Wren. Red printing occurs in seven lines of the title, and two of

the imprint. Two copies given by Hyde to the Bodleian, of which he was then

the Librarian, bear corrections in his own hand. There is Syriac printing in the

Commentary.

1666.

Jan. 19 (i66| ,
there was an earthquake shock felt along a line from Bletchingdon

to Brill and Wheatley, but slight at C3xford, see P/nlos. Trans, i. 166-9 Wallis), and

179-81 ;Boyle .

The King left Oxford on Jan. 27, and the Queen on Feb. 16. Wood deplores the

effect of the presence of the Court. The Courtiers seem to have treated the Academics,
as well as the citizens, de haiit en has, and to have demoralized the place. On
August 3, see below, came the counterblast. On March 2 1 Convocation granted two
terms to all who had lost time during the Court's residence in Oxford, and on June 2

again intermitted the Act in consequence of the Plague. Though the latter hardly
touched Oxford, Cambridge suffered from it through all the summer and autumn,
public meetings being prohibited.
On Aug. 3 dr. John Fell, Dean of Christ Church, was elected Vice-Chancellor and

continued in the office till Sept. 25, 1669. He made his rule memorable by his

persistent and successful revival of the old ways. The Laudian statutes were made

effective, and discipline and order, especially in the House, revived. The matters

which at this time specially needed reformation are openly stated by Anthony Wood
under 1666-7 {}VoO(Vs Life, ed. Clark, ii. 95-6, 125), Before Ae month was out

(Aug. 27) Convocation issued Orders about academical dress, of which there were

already Models or Patterns 'exposed for recourse to be had to them '
: see no. 2750

below. On Oct. 31 Delegates were appointed to revise the statutes of the Crom-
wellian time; who ended by deleting everything betv.'een 1648 and 1660—which

produced much doubt about the validity of degrees conferred, but these were by tacit

consent allowed to stand.

The Great Fire of London (Sept. 2-6), which destroyed Stationers' Hall and about

;^3O0,ooo worth (equal to a million now) of books, stored in the vaults of St. Paul's

Cathedral and elsewhere, had its effect on Oxford, for prices of books went up and

their quality quoad printing) down, according to Wood. On Sept. 3-4 the whole

sky was darkened with smoke, the wind being east : and the whole city (like many
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others) was in a nervous condition owing to supposed threats to cause fires everywhere.
When a cattle-driver, passing Carfax Church on Sept. 5 during a service, shouted to

his drove '

Hiup, hiup !

'

the congregation took it to be '

Fire, fire ! ', and acted

accordingly, being frightened out of their senses.

A pasquinade entitled 'A Catalogue of books printed att Oxford in the Year 1666',
with eighty-four entries, exists in manuscript, e.g. Bodl. MS. 36193: a fictitious list,

partly political, partly about Court affairs, partly social scandal. Examples are :
—

'

65. The hue and cry after 6co,ooo lib. new Coin. Written by M'' Slingsby master
of the Mint, with a desire it may be stopt going after the gold . . . into France . • . ',
'

73. An excellent Romance
;
written by my Lady Mordant and dedicated to her Lord ;

to which she hath added a positive Law, that Skin and bones must indure what flesh

and blood cannot'. Another form is in Bodl. MS. 35579, called 'The Century [of]
bookes printed at Oxford' with 100 titles, in which the above examples are nos. 62

and 70 : it pretends to be a copy certified by William Weedon and John Pepys,
Sept. 19, 1667. The purpose clearly was to amuse the Court at Oxford.

Minor Pieces.

2725. Becket, Thomas, archbp., d. 1 170. the
]

PROPHECIE
|

of
|

Thomas Becket,
|

• . .
| CoTtcerning the Wars ...

|

...
| Lately found in

an ancient Manuscript at Abitigtoti, by |

D*" Ailsworth; and by him sent

as a Rarity to
|

the University of oxford.
\
With the Interpretation aiid

Judg-\ment of . . . Masters, Presidetits, and
\ Principals 0/ Colledges, j

. . .

London, Printed for G. Freeman: 1666: sm. 4°: pp. [2] +6, sign, [ttj*.—Con-
tents:—p. [i] title: 1-2, preface signed

' W. Littleton, Minister of the Gospel':
3-6, the prophecy in Latin and English.—A catchpenny publication of a pretended
prophecy, which is of the usual vague kind about a Lily (France), Lion (Holland),
and Eagle (Germany) : the ' Son of Man '

represents the King of England ! Dr. Henry
Aylworth of New College {d, 1699) merely found a MS. copy in Abingdon. The
editor was according to Wood {Atk. Oxon. iii. 1056) W. Tinker (possibly William

Tinker, of St. Alban hall and Balliol). He asserted that dr. Tully, princ. of

St. Edmund hall, sent a copy of the prophecy to
' Mr. Yates B.D. my Neighbour,

from wliom I transcribed this verbatim', on 'Jan. 26. last', confirming the interpreta-
tions above. There was no Yates B.D. of Oxford in 1665, but the reference may be
to dr. Thomas Yate (B.D. 1636-60, D.D. 1660 till his death in 168 1), who was
rector of Middleton Cheney and principal of Brasenose. The introduction of

dr. Thomas Tully's name called forth a reply from that worthy, entitled A Letter . . .

iipon occasion of a late Ridiculous Pamphlet . . . (London, printed by R. D., 1666:
no. 2726), in which Tully indignantly declares that he merely sent the prophecy and
the vulgar interpretation of it to amuse his friend. The Letter is signed

' T. T.' and is

addressed to T(homas) G(ore) of A(lderton in Wilts). It appears that both the name
of * Littleton

'

and of the publisher
' G. Freeman' in the Prophecy are fictitious.

2727. Bible—New Testament^Turkish. domini nostri
|

iesv
|

CHRISTI
I

TiiSTAWENTVM
j
NovvM.

|

TURCiCE REDDiTVM.
\ Opera Gu:

Seaman.
\ \_An}is 0/ University.^

Impr. 306 (Oxoniffi, exc. H. Hall) : 1666 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] + 160 + 600, in Turkish

numerals, signn. [tt]^, a-v, a-z, aa-zz, aaa-zzz, aaaa-ffff* : Double pica (not double
Small pica) solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title in Latin : [3] title in Turkish : [4] preface (?)

in Turkish: 1-160, 1—600, the work: 600, Turkish imprint, with date.—A notice-

able volume, as being the first New Testament printed at Oxford. The King's Printers

seem to have passed this book over as not conflicting with their interests. It is

a translation by William Seaman, of Balliol college {d. 1680 : to be distinguished
from dr. Lazarus Seaman, master of Peterhouse, Cambridge : d. 1675) : see no. 2480.
It is stated that the hon. Robert Boyle gave_;^6o to the Levant company, which there-

upon undertook the expense of this work, for missionary purposes, and the use of

Englishmen in Turkey : it is in the Nogai dialect, see Darlow's Bibles. The Gospels
of St. Matthew and St. Mark may Lave been issued separately, since the signatures
and pagination begin again after them. There are some marginal notes in Turkish.
Arabic characters are used throughout, perhaps with some special additions. The
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title-page is of course at the ' end ' of the book, as it presents itself to us, and the

pagination and signatures run 'backward'. In Bodl. MS. 15376 at foil. 25^-28* are
some details about the printing of this work, which was paid for through Samuel
Clarke, the bedell and Oriental scholar. Henry Hall was paid about i8j. a sheet of

eight pages, each sheet taking a week or ten days to compose. He was paid on

Jan. 6, i66|, 20s.
*
w*^*^ makes in all received ten pounds'. The signature p was

finished by July 29, 1665, and there was then ' i8j. allowed by the Hon. M"" Boyle for

metall
'

: gg svas finished on Sept. 16, and ^os. received from Boyle 'for casting of

letter' : ggg was finished on Dec. 30, 1665 : and the last sheet by March 24, i66|.
Seaman gave Hall 24J. on Apr. 21, 1666, and the title sheet cost 181. on May 31.
Proofs of a few pages are in Bodl. MS. 3924, between foil. 12 and 31.

2728. Charles ii, king. By the King. A Proclamation, For removing
the Receipt of His Majesties Exchequer from Non-such to Westminster.

Impr. 499 (Oxford, by L. Lichfeild for J. Bill & C. Barker of London) :
'

1665
'

:

folio br. s. : roman type : Steele's tests, thought— concern—^—Dated Jan. 5, i66f : the

Exchequer Oftice is to open again on Jan. 20. Four copies are known, of which two
are in Oxford, at Queen's college. Steele, no. 3447.

2729. —,

—
. B}^ the King. A Proclamation, For recalling Private

Commissions, or Letters of Marque.
Impr. 499 (Oxford, by L. Lichfeild for J. Bill & C. Barker of London) :

'

1665
'

:

folio br. s. : Roman type ; Steele's tests, pri— of-
—Oxford.—Daiedi Jan. 5, i66§ : the

Commissions are to cease by F"eb. 14. Five copies are known, of which two are in

Oxford, at Queen's college. Steele, no. 3448.

2730.
—

,

—
. By the King. A Proclamation, Commanding all Sea-

men and Mariners to return to their Service in His Majesties Navy, by
the 2o'h Day of February next.

Impr. 499 (Oxford, by L, Lichfeild for J. Bill & C. Barker) :

'

1665
'

: folio br. s. :

Roman type: Steele's tests. His—doth—deserve.— T)3.itdi Jan. 8, i66|. Four copies

known, of which two are in Oxford, at the Bodleian and Queen's college. Steele,
no. 3449.

2731.
—

,

—
. By the King. A Proclamation Concerning the Adjourn-

ment of Hillary Term.
Impr. 517* (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfeild for J. Bill & C. Barker, London) :

'

1665
'

:

folio, 2 br. ss. : roman: Steele's tests, IVest- —and, "^Declare— J'ear.— Dated

Jan. 12, i66|. Term is adjourned to Feb. 3 at Windsor, on account of the Plague.
There is a London edition. Three copies are known, of which one is in Oxford, at

Queen's college. Steele, no. 3451. Leonard Lichfield seems to have fallen ill, and
his mother Anne's name is added. But as the spelling Lichfeild always occurs, which
even Anne could not have used, it seems likely that the King's Printers printed these

Proclamations, perhaps at Oxford on a press sent down from London.
On Jan. 15 the King issued at Oxford a Proclamation (no. 273a) prohibiting the

transportation of Frames for knitting and making of Silk Stockings, &c. : but it was

printed in London. There is a reference to an incorporated Society of Frame-work
Knitters.

2733. —,

—
. By the King. |

A Proclamation,
|

For further Pro-

roguing the Parliament.

Impr. 517* (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfeild for J. Bill & C. Barker, London) :
'

1665
'

:

folio br. s. : roman type: Steele's tests are Fro Three— Court.—Dated Jan. 17,

i66f . Parliament is prorogued from Feb. 20 to Apr. 23, 1666. Six copies are known,
of which two are in Oxford, at the Bodleian and Queen's college. Steele, no. 3453.

2734.
—

,

—
. By the King. |

A Proclamation,
|

For Prizing of

Wines.

Impr. 517* (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfeild for J. Bill & C. Barker, London):
'

1665
'

: folio, 2 br. ss. : roman type : Steele's tests are King— Twenty—^sold—in.—
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Dated Jan. 20, i66f. Seven kinds of wine are mentioned, with their prices. This

proclamation was at this time annually issued in January. The wines are Canary,

AUegant (Alicante), Muscadel; Sack, Malago; Frencii; and Rhenish. Five copies
are known, of which two are in Oxford, at the Bodleian and Queen's college. Steele,

no. 3454. ,

2734^^. London's Complaint. London's Complaint against Oxford :

Wherein the City of London elegantly commends Oxford's felicity, in

the happy enjoyment of His Sacred Majesty ;
and bemoans her self for

the absence of His Royal Person . . .

London : 1666 : folio br. s.—A ballad described in The Bagford Ballads, ed. J. W,
Ebsworth, part III (1877), p. S14. The verses begin 'High thundering Jove cannot
withstand thy charms '. RR.

2735- 3Monconys, Balthasar de. Pp. 48-55 of the lournal des

Voyages de JSIonsieur de Mo?ico}iys, . . . puhlie'par le Sieur de Liergues son

fils. Seconde Fariie. (Lyon, chez Horace Boissat, & George Remeus,
1666, 40.)

Monconys lived at Lyon, and travelled both in the East and throughout Europe,
and was especially interested in Natural Science. The first part oi \htJournal (1665)
describes Portugal, Italy, Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor, including Constantinople :

the second part, England, Holland, Germany, and Italy : the third (1666), Spain.
His son (or nephew) edited \\\& Journal ixoxxi Monconys's notes, written each evening.

Monconys visited Oxford June 9-12, 1663, and was taken about by dr. John Wallis
and dr. Edward Pococke. The Bodleian is described at p. 52, and its two chief

benefactors are given the names of Caldenius (Selden) and 'le Chevalier d'Igby'.
M"" Renes (Sir Christopher Wren) interested Monconys. He considered Oxford not

so large as Jerusalem. There is a plate of Wallis's finely constructed flat wooden

ceiling in the Sheldonian Theatre. There is also a 1695 Paris edition of this

Journal; and a reprint of the original (ist) edition, ed. by C. Henry (Paris, 1887); and
a German translation of 1697. Monconys died in 1685.

Oxford Press.

2736. Allestree, dr. Richard. A sermon preach'd before the King
Decemb. 31. 1665. at Christ-Church in Oxford. By R. Allestree, D.D.
one of the Canons of that Chmxh. Publish'd by His Majesties Command.

Impr. 517 (Oxford, by W. Hall for J. Allestree \^Lottdon'\ and R. Davis) : 1666:
sm. 4*^ : pp. [4] + 39+[i], signn. A^, B-F* : Great primer solid.— Contents :

—
[2] 'Imprimatur', by the Vice-Chancellor (Say): [3] title, within double line:

1-39, the sermon, on Luke ii. 34: each page within lines.—The sermon is sound and

ordinary, but has one notable expression. In condemning extravagant Christmas

feasting he says (p. 3),
' Because God became man, roust men therefore become beasts]

'

James Allestree was a London publisher from 1652 to 1670, and a kinsman, perhaps
brother, of dr. Richard Allestree : he was father of a writer of the same names. It is

not always remembered that the Plague of 1665 affected the book-trade almost as

much as the Fire of 1666 : and tlie preacher was helping a kinsman in allowing him
to publish, as in this case, his sermons, before the Fire had taken place.

Becket, archbp. Thomas : see no. 2725.

Bible—New Testament—Turkish : see no. 2726.

2737. Blandford, Walter, bp. of Oxford. Articles of Visitation &

Enquiry Concerning matters ecclesiastical exhibited . . . Li the first

Episcopal Visitation of . . . Walter . . . Lord Bishop of Oxon.

Impr. 369 (Oxford, by W. Hall) : 1666 : sm. 4" : pp. [2] + 10, signn. A*, b^ : Pica

black-letter solid.— Contents:—p. [i], title, within double line : [2] Cliurch-wardens'
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oath : i-io, the articles, in 7 tituli : 10, the Bishop's notes.—Visitation Articles are

rightly catalogued under the personal name of the Bishop, for inquisitorial as they all

are, the form varies greatly with the Bishop issuing them ; though there is a customary
order and treatment of each subject.

2738. Boyle, hon. Robert. Hjdrostatical Paradoxes, Made out by
New Experiments, (For the most part Physical and Easie.) By the
Honourable Robert Boyle, Fellow of the Royall Society.

Impr. 403 c (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis : 1666 : 8° : pp. [36] + 247 + [1] + 3
folded plates: signn. A, a*, F', B-q«, R^+ plates: Great primer solid.— Contents :—
p. [2] an Imprimatur by the Vice-Chancellor ^Say) = sign, b i : [3] title, within double
line: [5-8] Publisher's preface : [9-34] author's preface : [35-6] Contents : 1-247, the
treatise.—An expansion, by request of the Royal Society, of a paper read before them
in May 1664 which criticizes Pascal's £qui!ibre dcs Liqueurs. The publisher explains
that Boyle had in mind to make this book longer, as an appendix to his Physico-
mechanical Experiments (1660: no. 2484, above', but the Plague so dispersed his

glass- makers in London that he could not carry out the necessary experiments. What
is left in this volume is eleven '

paradoxes' connected with water and the behaviour of

light and heavy bodies in it. Lines 2, 4, part of 6, and S, in the title, are in red ink,
and part of the imprint. For a Latin translation see no. 2821 (1669). A copy
I have seen in private hands shows that the bnprimatur leaf and sign, b i are

conjugate.

2739-
—

,

—
• The Origine of Formes and Qualities . . . Illustrated by

Considerations and Experiments, ... By the Honourable Robert Boyle,
Fellow of the Royal Society ...

Impr. 335 f (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1666: (eights) 12°: pp. [50] +
433 + [4> between pp. 270 and 271] + [i], signn. a-b^, A^, b-z, Aa-Ff » + 2 leaves as
above : English solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within line : [2] 'Imprimatur' by the
Vice-Chancellor (Say), Nov. 2, 1665: [3-9] Publisher's preface: [11-36] 'The
Author to the Reader': [37-50] Author's preface: 1-433, the work, see below:
[i] Errata.—What with the author's prolixity and his absence when the work was
printing, this book is in poor condition. It was written some years before as ' Notes
upon an Essay about Nitre

'

: its proper order is the '
Considerations and Experiments,

Theorical part' (pp. 1-104), 'Of the origin of Forms' (pp. 141-98), 'Considerations
and Experiments. The Historical part', section I (pp. 105-40, 199-270), section II

(pp. 271-433). Moreover two unpaged leaves containing 'Advertisements' about
section II should be after p. 270. The treatise has no list of contents and is difficult

to follow, but is in favour of the Corpuscular or Atomic theory of matter. The
second edition (1667 : no. 2764) differs only in having the right order of the parts,
and adding some ' Free Considerations . . .

'

at the end, which had only been formerly
omitted because the bookseller wanted the first edition to be '

published at the beginning
of the Term', i.e. presumably in Jan. i66|.

2740. [Drope, John.] Upon the most Hopeful and Ever-ttourishing

Sprouts of Valour, the Indefatigable Centrys of the Phy sick-Garden.

\The verses/ollow.']
Impr. 209 i ('Printed, 1666.'): folio br. s. : Pica solid.—This is a rather more

ornamental verbatim reprint of no. 2658, with different date : there is a border of
ornaments all round, ns well as a central column.

2741. Erasmus, Desiderius. Adagiorum. D. Erasmi Roterodami

Epitome. Editio novissima . . . Cum triplici Indice . . .

Impr. 518 (Oxoniae, by W. Hall, for T. Bowman & A. Curteyne) : 1666 : (twelves)
16°: pp. [24] +622 + [74], signn. *, A-Z, Aa-Ff" : Bourgeois solid.—Contents:—
p. [1] title: [3-9]

'

Typographus Philologige studiosis
'

: [10-20] prefatory Latin

poems and notes: [21-2] 'Auctorum prsecipuorum Catologus' \_sii\
: [24] a title-

label, intended to be turned right under, to come up in front of the title-page : 1-622,
the work : [1-72] three Indexes.—A close reprint of the 1663 Elzevir (Amsterdam)
edition of this well-known work on Latin proverbs and phrases, which are grouped
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under wide subject-headings. The original Adagia first appeared in 1500, the earliest

Epitome in 15 21, the fourth form of Epitome (by Th. Cortehoevius) in 1530, and the

revised edition of it by E. Tappius and C. Brussenius (here reprinted) in 1542. The
'

typographus
'

is not the Oxford repriiiter. The Elzevir printing is of course much

superior at this time to the Oxford effort : both have red printing in 11. 2 and 4 of the

title, and in the imprint.

2742. Gallus, Ewaldus, and W.[illiam] J.[ackson]. IlaiSoAoyt'at.

7} IlaiSoXoytSta. Pueriles Confabulatiunculce. Grseco-Latinse ... In

Usum Scholse Northlechiensis, Studio, atqud Opera W. J. . . .

Impr. 519 (Oxoniae, per [Leonardum ?] Lichfield, pro R. Davis) : 1666 : (eights) 12° :

pp. [10] + 88 + [56], signn. [tt]* + i leaf + A-l^ : Pica Greek and Latin solid.^Con-
tents :

—
p. [i] title, within line : [3-4] Ep. dedic. to sir Edw. Poole of Oaksey, Wilts.,

signed 'W.J. E Musseo meo Northlechije ', May 31, 1666 : [5-8] prefaces, in Latin

and Greek: [9-10] two Greek poems by LB. and J. H. : [10] Errata: 1-88, the

thirty-five Conversations in double columns, (jreek and Latin : 1-55, two indexes.—
William Jackson, of Magdalen and Biasenose colleges at Oxford (matr. 1638), at this

time (1666) Master of Northleach Grammar School in Gloucestershire, must have
come across the sixteenth-century Dialogi of Ewald Gallus (Colloquies for boys in

Latin), and fitted Greek to Gallus's Latin, so that both languages might be pleasantly
learnt together. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 400, Fasti Oxon. i. 514. The Bodleian

copy was presented by the author to dr. Barlow, Provost of Queen's college, Oxford,
to which college Jackson owed his position at Northleach. An edition of this work,
dated Oxford 1672, is mentioned in Watt's Bibliotheca Britannica, but is doubtful.

Gawen, Nicholas. Christ's Preeminence, 1666. Error_por 1668, which see.

2743. *tG.[ayton], E.[dmund]. Diegerticon ad Britanniam.

[No place or date, but probably Oxford : 1666] : folio, br. s. : Great primer italic

leaded.— An 'awakening' Latin poem to Britain, instigating it to take up the war
with France, formally declared by Louis xiv on Jan. 16, i66g. The first line is
*

Expergiscere Britannia, pra; foribus Gallus canit ', thirty-one lines. Wood {^Ath.
Oxon. iii. 757) ascribes this to the Oxford press, with the (accidentally) wrong date

1662 : and he probably knew- the facts. The large P seems to be Henry Hall's.

2744.
—

,

—
. The Glorious and Living Cinque-Ports of our fortunate

Island Thrice happy in the Persons of His Sacred Majestic . . . Prince . . .

James . . . Prince Rupert, and George Duke of Albermarle
\sic\

. . . To
whom the Author . . . presents this . , . Epinikeon \sic\.

Edm. Gayton.
Impr. 247 a (Oxon., by H. H.) : 1666: sm. 4": pp. [2] + 11 +[3], signn. a-b^ :

Great primer solid.^Contents:—p. [i] title : 1-2, verses to the king : 3-4, to prince
James : 5-6, to Rupert and Albemarle : 7-8, to the sailors : 9-11-, to the soldiers in

the navy: [2-3] «o^ j-f««.^Congratulations on the naval victories on July 25, 1666,
and at Schelling soon after, in poor verse. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 758 (additions).

2745. *tG.[ayton], E.[dmund]. To Mr Robert Whitehall at the

Wels at Astrop.
[No place or date, but probably Oxford by Henry Hall : 1666] : folio, s. sh. :

Double small pica italic.—A single sheet bearing title and twenty-eight lines of verse

on the recto, and fourteen on the verso, with 'E. G.' at the end. The piece is feeble

Hudibrastic stuff, beginning
'

Prorogued tenne prolongs our meeting' : Robert White-
hall, of Ch. Ch. and Merton, a small poet, was drinking the waters at Astrop (near

King's Sutton ; Northants), where Gayton designed to join him. Wood's note (in his

copy of the ballad) is 'Edm. Gayton Esq; Bedle of Physicke a" 1666 in the time of

Long-Vacation ', indicating who E. G. was. Whitehall's Reply in verse (a manuscript)
follows Wood's copy of Gayton's Verses. Gayton died on Dec. 12, 1666, and Wood
declares {Life, ii. 94) that some verses of his came out only a week before. As
no. 2743 probably belongs to the early part of the year, and no. 2744 to the autumn,
the present piece may have come out on Dec. 5. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 757.
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Georgius, Diaconus : see Pachymeres, below.

J.[ackson], W.[illiam] : see Gallas, Ewaldus, above.

2746. Killigrew, sir William. Four new Playes, viz. : [bracket] The
Seege of Urbin. Selindra. Love and Friendship, [bracket] Tragy-
Comedies. Pandora. A Comedy. Written by S'' William Killigrew,
Vice-Chamberlaine to Her Majesty. [Arms 0/ Utiiv.]

Impr. 335*^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1666: (fours) folio: pp. [18] +
52 + [4] + 54 + [2] + 54 + [4] + 48, signn. *, *^

; A^, a-g*, h^
;
a-g* ; b-h*

; a-f*, g^ :

English solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double line: [3-12] laudatory poems,
see below : [13] Author's preface : [14-15] Actors' names, i.e. list of characters, and

prologue, for first play : [17] title of first play, like the main title: 1-52, the play:
[i] Epilogue : [3] title of second play as main title : [4] characters : 1-54, the play :

[i] title of third play, but with impr. 495^2 (Oxford, 'for the author', for K. Davis) :

[2] characters: 1-54, the play: [i] title of fourth play, as first: [3] characters:

[4] prologue: 1-48, the play: 48, Epilogue.
—Sir William Killigrew of St. John's

college, Oxford (</. 1695), is to be distinguished from Thomas Killigrew, father and

son, also dramatists. He issued Selindra, Pandora and Ormasdes (= Love and Friend-

ship) in octavo in 1664-5 and 1674, •" London. Each play is so printed in the

Oxford edition that it could be issued separately. The laudatory poems are by T. P.

(Tho. Porter?), R. T., Lodowick Carlisle, T. L. (Latin, as well as English), Edmund
Waller, R. Stapyllon (two), S. T., M. C, E. F. (the last three ate not in the earlier

edition). Selindra was certainly printed in Oxford by H. Hall, as the rest. Ormasdes
occurs in the running title of the third play.

2747. Myngs, sir Christopher. Vpon the Death of ... S' Christoph:
Minns wounded at sea . . .

Impr. 431 « (Oxford, for J. Godwin): 1666: folio, br. s. : Great primer solid.—
A broadside elegy of no merit, enclosed in a black border : forty-four lines, beginning
' Time break thy Glass ! Why should we longer stay ?

'

Myngs was wounded on

June 4 in the engagement with the Dutch off the North Foreland, and was buried in

London on June 13.

2748. Oldisworth, rev. Giles. The Race set before us ... a Sermon
Preached in London, May 11. 1665. at Mercers-Chappel, Unto . . . the

Company of the INIercers. ... By Giles Oldisworth, Master of Arts, and
Rector of Burton on the Hill, in Gloucester-shire.

Impr. 422 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield): 1666: sm. 4° : pp. [4] +42 +[2],
sign. A-F*, G^ + two leaves, the first signed ^a 2

',
inserted after a i : English solid.—

Contents:— p. [i] title, within double line: [3]-!, Ep. dedic. to bp. Herbert Croft,
dated Nov. 7, 1665 : 2, a full imprimatur, see below : 3-42, the sermon, on i Cor. ix. 24.
—The Mercers are referred to on p. 18, and called the 'chief and most eminent' of

the City Companies. The word 'ugliness' is omitted on p. 33 after the word
'

Vinegar'. Tlie imprimatur is in a full form '

Perlegi banc Concionem cui Titulus . . .

in qua nihil reperio, quominus summa cum utilitate imprimatur. Rob. Say, S.Th.D.
Vice-Can. Oxon.'. Oldisworth had been a Fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge, and
died in 1678. See Wood's Fasti Oxofi. ii. 95.

2749. *tOxford—Univ. [Arms of Uiiiv?^ [Notice by the Vice-

Chancellor calling on every Graduate to '

appear in his Formalities, at

Sermons, and elsewhere
'

and ' Under-Graduales
'

in their proper aca-

demical costumes : for .some months these requirements had been

neglected. Dated 13 Feb. i66-|.]
[No impr., but Oxford, by A. or L. Lichfield] : (1666) : la. 8°, br. s. : Steele tests :—

Oriel—his—day : English leaded.— Begins
' Robert Say, Doctor of Divinity'.

2750. *Oxford—Univ. [Anns of Univ.'] [Ordinationes de Vestitu

academico, Aug. 27. 1666.]
Impr. 306.: (Oxon: exc. H. Hall): (1666): la. folio, br. s. : Steele's tests :^
3180 p
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imprimis
—datum—affingen

—or ilia : Double sm. pica solid.—One of the first mani-
fesiatioas of the new Vice-Chancellor, dr. John Fell's, determination to restore the

University to its pre-war efficiency and dignity. The Laudian Statutes of 1635

(Tit. xiv, De vestitu et habitu scholastico) laid down the rules affecting costumes, and

required that models of the various kinds should be made, as standards : these rules

are here carried farther. The Orders are what had been agreed upon by the Heb-
domadal meeting of Heads of Houses, and are now pronounced by the authority of

the Vice-Chancellor, who adds warnings of penalties. An English form of these

orders is entered in the Register of Convocation, for the information of tradesmen, and
is printed in Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 84-5. All Fell's notices are in good Latin.

The Vice-Chancellor's accounts for Aug. 1666-Aug. 1667 note 'To the Tayler for

publique Patternes for Govvnes ;^io 145-.'.

2751. *tOxford—Univ. Orders concerning the Rates, and demands
of Carriers, and their Porters, for Goods brought, and conveyed betwixt

the University of Oxford, and City of London,

[No imprint, but Oxford, by Henry Hall] : (1666) : folio br. s. : Steele's tests :
—

the—what—a : Great primer solid.^Orders by dr. Fell as Vice-Chancellor, dated

Sept. I, 1666. The four regulations are interesting: for i cwt., 2>^., but Nov. i-
Mar. 25, 3^. ^d. : for parcels, under J cwt., \od. at most : for delivery from unlading
place, z^. to id.: letters for members of the University, if not with a package, one
half-penny loaf,

'

as was accustomed '.

2752. *tOxford—Univ. [Latin
'

programma
'

or notice by dr. Fell

as Vice-Chancellor, dated Oct. 25, 1666, requiring all Bachelors of Arts

who intended to determine in Lent, to be present at the Festum Ovorum

(Egg Saturday, the Saturday before Ash Wednesday) to be placed in

various classes for Quadragesimal exercises
;

in spite of all dispensations,
which had deprived the exercises of their proper dignity.]

[No imprint, but Oxford, by H. Hall] : (1666) : folio br. s. ; Steele's tests :
—Aca-,

simd, 25 : Double sm. pica italic.

2753. tPachymeres, Georgius. Vewpyiov . . . tov Uaxv/xepov? 'Ein-

T0//7) Trj'i 'Apto-TOTcAous AoyiKT^s. Georgii diaconi . . . Pachymerii, Epitome
Logices Aristotelis. \Arms of Lhti'v.']

Impr. 520 (exc. H. Hall) : 1666 : (eights) 12° : pp. [2] + 221 -i- [9], signn. A-o^, P* :

Long primer solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title: 2-221, the text in Greek and Latin:

[r-S] Index.—An Epitome of the Organon of Aristotle, in eleven Divisions {lirXoi,

Tituli), by Georgius Pachymeres, the thirteenth-century Byzantine historian and philo-

sopher. The Greek text may be from the Paris edition of 1548 : the Latin translation

is that of Philippus Bechms. There are no notes of any kind, but the name of

dr. Edward Bernard, who was a young M.A. of St. John's at this time, is attached to

the volume in the ordinary books of reference (Bruggemann, Ebert, 13runet), though
I have failed to find the ground for this in Wood's J/A. Oxon. or dr. Thomas Smith's
Latin Life of Bernard. Bernard was well known to Fell, who may have commissioned
him to take the book through the press. But there is no doubt that the

'

only
begetter' of this little volume was Fell himself, who in the (unsigned) preface to

Alcinoiis in 1667 (no. 2762) states that he caused this Pachymeres to be printed :

Bernard may have been employed, as suggested. This is in fact the first of Fell's

annual volumes. The Greek and Latin are printed on alternate leaves. Bp. Barlow's

copy, now in the Bodleian, is one presented to him by Fell. Briiggeman's title

appears to be a description, not a transcript (Georgii . . . Pachymerae de sex philo-

sophise definitionibus . . . [c&c] cura Eduardi Bernardi), from Psellus's Introductio.

2754. Parker, bp. Samuel. A free and impartial Censure Of The
Platonick Philosophic ... a Letter . . . to . . . M^ N. B. By Sam.

Parker, A.M.
Impr. 403 d (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis) : 1666 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 115 + [1],

signn. A-P*, q'^ : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [2] imprimatur by dr. Say:
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[3] title, withiu double lines : [5-S] Ep. dedic. to dr. Ralph Batliurst, pres. of Trinity
coll., Oxford : 1-115, the work : 115, Errata.— X(athaniel) B(isbie) of Christ Church,
Oxford, had invited his kinsman Parker to explain two passages of his Teniamina

Physico-Theologica (Lond. 1665), and Parker here deals with the first passage, and in

no. 2755 with the second. A second edition was issued in 1667, see no. 2779. At
this time Parker was becoming a defender of the Churcli of England, having been
a Puritan. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 229. This is the same Parker who while

Bishop was foisted on Magdalen college as President in 16S7, being then more than
half a Roman Catholic. He died in 16S8.

2755. Parker, bp. S. An Account of the Nature and Extent of the

Divine Dominion & Goodnesse, Especially . . . Concernino^ the Preexistence

of Souls, ... a second Letter . . . to . . . Mr, Nath. Bisbie. By Sam.

Parker, A.M.C.T. And Fellow of the Royal Society,

Impr. 40.', 3 (Oxford, by W, Hall for R. Davis): 1666: sm, 4°: pp, [4] + 112,

signn, A^, P.-P^ : Great primer solid.—Contents :
—

p. [2] imprimatur by dr. Say :

[3-4] i-i 1 2, the letter : 112, Errata.—The second letter, see no. 2754 (the Dominion,
1-25; the Goodness, 25-43; Preexistence of Souls, 44-112). The piece is dated at

end ' From Trin, Coll. Oxon. May 1 '. For a second edition in 1667, see no, 2779.
The treatise evoked two replies, one by Henry Hallivvell {Deus justificatus, Lond.

166S, anonymous), another by G. W. {No Prxexislence, Lond. 1667). Parker states

that he wrote in a hurry, being about to leave Oxford, which he did not do till the

year following, soon after which he was made chaplain to archbp, Sheldon. A.M.C.T.
is Artium Magister CoUegii Trinitatis.

2756. Poole, Matthew. The Nullity of the Romish Faith. Or
a Blow At the Root of the Romish Church, . . , concerning the Churches

Infallibility , . . with an Appendix . . [on] the Solidity of the Protestant

Faith. By Matthew Poole late Minister of the Gospell in London,
Impr, 335 3 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R, Davis): 1666: S° : pp, [24] + 244+ ico,

signn. A*, a*, B-Y*, z^ : Pica solid.—Contents :
—

p. [2] imprimatur by dr. Say,

July 20, 1665 : [3] title: [5-11] Ep. dedic. to the earl of Donegal, dated Sept, i,

1665: [12-14] 'To the Reader': [16] title-label: [17-22] 'Index', i.e. list of

contents of the seven chapters and Appendix : [23] Postscript of Errata : 1-244, the

work : i-ioo,
' An appendix by way of reflection upon Captain Robert Everard's

Epistle . . . and M'' Cressy's Exo>noIogesis\ referring to two converts to the Church of

Rome,—A treatise on the infallibility of the Pope and Councils, and on oral tradition

and the evidence for miracles. The last hundred pages are on the same subjects, but

more personal. Hugh Cressey's Exomologesis was printed in 1647 ^'^^ '653, and his

Non est inventus (on Infallibility) in 1662. Everard's Epistle to Nonconformists
appeared in 1664, There is another issue of this book (no. 2757) in which the

author is described on the title-page simply as 'Minister of the Gospell': otherwise

the two are identical. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th editions (Oxford 1667, 1667, 1671)
follow no. 2757 : so it is probably the later of the two issues : there is also a 1679
edition. The writer's excuse for Errata is naive : since the Chuich is not infallible,
how can an individual be ? See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii, 206,

2758. Stubbe, Henry. The Miraculous Conformist : or An account

of severall Marvailous Cures performed by the stroaking of the Hands of

Mr Valentine Greatarick; with A Physicall Discourse thereupon. In

a Letter to the Honourable Robert Boyle Esq ;
With a Letter Relating

some other of His Miraculous Cures, attested by E, Foxcroft M.A, and
Fellow of Kings-Colledge in Cambr: By Henry Stubbe, Physician at

Stratford upon Avon in the County of Warwick, \Latin motto.
^

Impr. 335^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1666 : sm. 4° : pp. [6] +44 + [2],

signn. A-F*, but 35-8 are omitted in the pagination : English solid.— Contents :—
p. [i] title, within double line : [3-6] Ep, dedic. to dr, Thomas Willis, dated from

'Stra[t]ford upon Avon Febr: 17. 1665
'

: 1-27, the Letter or Account, dated Feb. 18 :

P 2
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2S-9, additional cases : 31-44, an anon3'mous accoxint of more cases, Feb. 1-16, i66|,
attested by Foxcroft : [1-2, not seen, probably blank].—The second account of the

Stroking Cure of Greatrakes, an Irishman, who came over to England in Jan. i66|.
Stubbe explains that he calls him Conformist, because his powers came to him afier

the Restoration, and the Restitution of the English Church. Greatrakes himself issued

a Brief Account (^Lond. i666), but not before I^aniel Lloyd had anonymously attacked

his character and performances, in IVouiers no Miracles, an answer to Stubbe, and
also to Wonders if not Miracles (Lond. 1665). Greatrakes and Stubbe ]irove the

former's powers in healing, whatever their source. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1077;
Life of IVood, ii. 73 (the present book bought on March 9. i66f for 6^.).

2759. Whitby, rev. Daniel. Aos ttov ctt^. Or, An Answer to Sure

Footing, . . . Wherein the Rule and Guide of Faith . . . [&c.] are . . .

vindicated from the Exceptions of Mr. Serjeant, and Petty Flirts of Fiat

Lux. . . . With an Answer to Five Questions ... by a Roman Catholick.

By Daniel Whiiby, M.A. Coll. Trin. Oxon. Soc. [motto?^

Impr. 403^ (Oxford, by W. Kail for R. Davis): 1666: pp. [4] + 73 + [1] + S6,

signn. A^, B-L^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title: [2] Imprimatur, by dr. Say:
[3-4] preface : 1-73, the first Answer : i, title-page,

' An Answer to Five Questions . . . ',

with impr. 403 b, as above : 3-S6, the second Answer : 86, errata.— Part of an inter-

minable dispute about the Rule of Faith in which J. S[erjeant] {Sttre Footing in

Christianity ,
Lond. 1665), Jfohn] V[incent] CTane] {Fiat Lnx ,

or Religion tn F^iglattd,

3rd ed., Lond. 1663), dr. Thomas Pierce, Tillotson, Stillingfleet, and others joined :

see Wood's Ath. Oxon, iv. 672, and D.N.B. A learned, small, dull work, with

some amusing misprints (see p. 86)
—
-compleat y^r Complute[nsian], patrimony ybr

patronage, Pharaoh's_/(7r Pharos ('he had no Pharaoh's to guide him'), Oeconomical

for Oecumenical, Catholics yi)r Galatians ! The signatures of F run F, F^,
—

, F^, but

the text is right.

1667.

From this year onwards something of the nature of an Annual Register of England,
or Directory of Officials, can be found. Edward Charaberlayne's Anglix Notitia was

produced from 1667 to 1707, John Chamberlayne's Magnse Britannix Notitia from

1708 to 1755 : tbe Annual Register began in 1758, and is still issued. Chamberlayne
each year gives lists of University Ofificers, Professors, Heads of Houses, &c., and

(from 1671) an account of Oxford.
After the London Plague of 1665 ^^^ ^^ ^'y[& of 1666 came the terror of the Dutch

fleet in the Thames, in 1667. In June it sailed up as far as Sheerness (nth), Chatham

(13th), and nearly to Gravesend on the 29th : where its progress was checked: peace
was concluded on July 21. To that month, presumably, belongs the payment by the

University of ;^66 8j. 8(/. in '

preparation for publique defence upon expectation of

invasion', indicating a movement for University volunteers (?).

The Act was again intermitted, Fell desiring to wait for the opening of the Theatre

(1669). In Jul}' Penniless Bench was set up at Carfax. The summer was distinguished

by great heat and drought. The Fall of Clarendon came at the end of August, the

Great Seal being taken from him on the 31st. On Nov. 12 he was impeached in the

House of Commons, in his absence through illness. The charges were venality, too

drastic government, and betrayal of State secrets (19 & 20 Car. 2, cap. 2) : on Nov. 29
he retired to the Continent, and from Calais, on Dec.

-^^, wrote to resign his Chancellor-

ship (see Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 296). The valuable Arundel Marbles^ and Inscrip-
tions began to arrive in this year (see Wood's Life, ed. Clark, iv. 69 ;

Wood's Annals,
ii. 804-12). The thanks of Convocation were given to lord Henry Howard for the

gift, and to John Evelyn for help in the matter, on Oct. 17. On Dec. 20 Clarendon's

resignation was accepted, and arrhbp. Sheldon elected in his place. But Sheldon

* The Selden collection had come in 1660 : the Pomfret Marbles were presented
in 1755-
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never actually and formally took up the Chancellorship, and by this fact an anomalous

position was created, for Dr. Fell as Vice-Chancellor possessed statutably all the

powers of the Chancellor until a new Chancellor was duly admitted to office. Yet he
could hardly nominate himself Vice-Chancellor for a further period, and this was done
for him by Convocation on Oct. 5, 1668. The position lasted until the death of

archbishop Sheldon on Nov. 9, 1677, and nobody and nothing seem to have suffered

from it.

2760. V.[ernon], F.[rancis]. OXONIVM |

POE^IA.
|j [Ime] \

Authore
F. V. Ex ^de Chrisli.

| [Ime, orn., line?\

Impr. 4641/ (Oxon : exc. \\ . Hall per Ric. Davis): 1667: sm. 4": pp. [2] + 26,

signn. A-c*, D- : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title : 1-26, the Latin poem, with

English marginal notes.—A fluent description of Uxlord, its colleges, and the neigh-

bourhood, with many accidentally interesting facts. Erancis Vernon matriculated ia

1654, but did not take a degree till 165S (M.A. 1660); he was a born traveller,

ultimately, as Wood says,
' hack'd to pieces in Persia', about 1677. ^Vood {^Ath.

Oxon. iii. 1133) states that he was absent when the poem was printed (and written —
which accounts lor minor misprints. It begins

' Die mihi, sic Sacris ',
and two lines

on p. I show the style,
' Et Shotoverini longe de culmine Montis

Aspiciam lastas ex imo assurgere Tunes '.

By hook or by crook he manages all the local names (Yarnton is Gazentona, Garsington
Gaza, New Parks Nova Vivaiia, and so on), with the exception of University college

(p. ]3, 'Sunt .^des alia:, & jam lingua edixerat Vni-
\

Sed carmen negat, & mnsaj

vetuere volentem'). Fortunately Vernon is descriptive, and not merely rhetorical.

Among the intertsiing features of the poem are :
—the Botanic (' Physick ') Garden

(pp. 3-5), Fair Rosamond's tomb at Godstow (7), a long description of Old Mother
Louse and Louse Hall,' a broken-down tenement near the 'Northampton' Road,
where beer, cldcken, and ham could be obtained (S-io), the Bodleian (10-11), the

Anatomy School (with its exhibition of dried specimens, 11), the New Parks (used
for games [cf. p. 24] or for walks and philosophical talk, wiih many names of authors)

(14—16), Liullingdon Green, where stow-ball, a rudimentary golf, was played (20), and

swimming in Mcrton Pool and Scholar's Pool (24). In all copies the word pererrat

(p. 12, I. 15) is imperfectly printed, owing to the type being compressed. The first

issue of this poem has no errata on p. 26, and apjiears to be raie. The second issue,

no. 2761 (which is not uncommon), diflers only m having two errata (one being the

omission of via in 1. 13 of p. 8) on p. 26. \'ernon admires drs. Fell, Allestree, \Villis,

and Seth Ward, and mentions his brother James, a B.A. of the House. The Oxoniani

Quare room at Merton still had both lines (p. 21), and debtors were in Bocardo

(^'obolum, si forte tenes, da dives egenis', p. 18). On Se{)t. 27, 1667, Wood bought
a copy for i^d. It is singular that perhaps in all copies, in the imprint, Ric: (which is

right) is altered in ink to Rio: (which is wrong).

Oxford Press.

2762. AlcinoliS. 'AAkivoov eis to. tov nXdrwi'DS EiVayojy*/. Alcinoi

in Platonicam Philosophiam Iniroductio. [Anus of the Univ.\
Impr. 492 a (Oxonise, exc. Lichfield): 1667: 6°: pp. [SJ-f- ill + [i], signn. A*,

B-H^ : (Greek) sm. pica (?) solid: (Latin) long primer,?) leaded, &c.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double line : [3-4] Latin preface : [5-7] list of chapters in Greek
and Latin: 1-93, the work: 95-6, i^atin preface to the Syllabus: 97-111, alpha-
betical syllabus or lists of Greek and Latin Platonists, with notes of Bodleian M.SS. of

them, &c.—'Fell's second Annual Volume, the first being, as is made clear by the

preface, no. 2753 (Georgius Pachymeres). Fell's preface, which is anonymous but

' This poem corrects an old error about the position of Louse Hall. It was not,

as William Huddesford stated, at the foot of Headington Hill, but some five miles out

of Oxford near Gosford Bridge, on what we call the Bicester Road : see W'ood's

Life, ed. by Clark, i. 302 k. : also W. Huddesford's Life of Wocd ^v'tl-^i 254 «.;
A^. (f Q., 2nd S., vii. 275. R (ist issue).
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certainly by him, apologizes for these two Epitomes or Summaries, but believes they
will be useful. The Syllabus was suggested to Gerald Langbaine

" 'O xaXiciVTipos"

by archbp. Ussher, and aiter Langbaine's death in 1657 was found among his papers :

more than a hundred authors are mentioned. The Greek work and Latin version are

in parallel columns : the thin Latin long primer type may be a Dutch one newly
bought by Fell. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 447.

[Allestree, dr. Richard] The Government of the Tongue. The
fifth Impression, m. dc. lxvii.

An error for 1677 (no. 3133). The itiiprimatiir is dated 1675. The mistake
threw out the ni'Lmbering of editions, so that the 4th edition 1675 '^ followed in 1693
by the 5th, the present true 5th being ignored. The dates are 1674 (ist and 2nd),

1675 (3id and 4th), 1677 (5th), 1693 (5th}, &c. For the x omitted in the date, see

no. I (the Oxford Jerome of '

1468 'j.

2763. Berachoth. \_Hebreiv iitle\
Masseceth Beracoth. Titulus

Talmudicus, In quo agitur de Benedictionibus, Precibus & Gratiarum

actionibus. Adjecta versione Ladna. In Usum Studiosorum literarum

Talmudicarum In ^de Christi. \Arms of the Univ^
Impr. 306 (OxoniK, exc. H. Hall) : 1667 : (fours) 12° : pp. 32, signn. A-D^ : Great

primer solid (pointed Hebrew) ; Pica roman (Latin .—Contents:—p. i, title : 2-31, the

work, the Hebrew and Latin on alternate leaves.— I do not doubt that dr. Fell

instigated Samuel Clarke, the oriental scholar and architypographus, who is known to

be the editor of this little volume, to undertake it, for the encouragement of Hebrew
studies at the House. Whether the Latin translation is by Clarke or Pococke is

doubtful, Wood asserting the former at the first leference below, and the latter at the

second : it may be taken irom some earlier edition of the Mishna. The title is duly
at the end, and the paging backwards with si;^natures on the verso, as we should say.
The treatise deals with the times and methods of blessing, and the opinions of rabbis

on various details, and is part of the Mishna on which the Talmud is based. Clarke

helps out the sense (in the translation) by adding words in brackets : on p. 24, third

line from foot, for idololatris read icolo. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 883, iv. 320.
Clarke certainly translated into Latin a Chaldean paraphrase of the two books of

Chronicles (no. 2763*;, ending it on Nov. 15, 1662 (Bodl. MS. 3926-7 = MSS.
S. Clarke 8-9 = Neubauer, Hebr. MSS. 183-4), ^""^ ^ specimen of a few pages of this

m proof was printed at O.xford, with the Hebrew text, and sewn into Bodl. MS. 3926,
but the date of printing is unknown : perhaps about 1663, or at the time of the present
volume (Berachoth).

Bible—Gospels, &c.
The Four Gospels and Acts in Malayan, attributed by an error in a bookseller's

catalogue to 1667, belongs to 1677, wliich see.

2764. Boyle, lion. Robert. The Origine of Formes and Qualities . . .

[&c., as no. 2739] The Second Edition, Augmented by a Discourse of

Subordinate tormes. By the Honourable Robert Boyle . . . [&c., as

no. 2739.]
Impr. 335^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1667: 8°: pp. [32] + 363 + [i],

signn. [title-leaf], a^, b, B-Z, Aa*, Bb- : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within

line: [2] dr. Say's Imprimatur, Nov. 2, 1665: [3-22] Publisher's and Author's

prefaces: [23-32] 'The Preface': 1-68, Considerations and Experiments, Theorical

Part : 69-152,
' An Examen of the origine . . . of . . . formes . . .

'

: 153-76,
' Con-

siderations . . . Historical Part', Sect, i : 177-81, note about the next Section: 183-
289, the 2nd Section: 291-363, 'hree Considerations about Subordinate Formes',

preceded by two unpaged leaves of notes about the Free Considerations : 363, Errata.—
See no. 2739, the first edition : this issue is in proper order, and adds one essay. The
condition of Boyle's eyesight prevented him from properly correcting proofs, and
caused apparent untidiness and incompleteness in his printed books, but he was
a practical experimenter after Roger Bacon's heart. Some copies (no. 2765J omit the
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imprimatur, but a copy given by the author to the Bodleian has it. The two-leaf
sheet following the title has a 2 on its first leaf. For a Latin translation see
no. 2819 (1669).

2766. Burgersdicius, Franco. Idea Philosophiae turn Moralis, turn

Naturalis. Sive, Epitome compendiosa utriusque ex Aristotele excerpta,
& IMethodice disposita. A Mr.

\_s^c^^
Franc. Burgersdicio . . . (&c. as

no. 994) [item ejusdem Idea Oeconomica5 et Politics DoctrinceJ.
Impr. 521 (Oxonii, exc. W. H., per J. Godwin & R. Davis) : 1667 : (twelves) 16° :

pp. [4] + 245 + [7] + 70 + [4] + 110 + [4], signn. A-s", T«: Long primer solid.—
Contents:—p. [i] title, within border of ornn. : [3-4] list of chapters: 1-245, idea
Phil. Mor. : [2] title-page of Idea Phil. Nat. ' Editio postrema ', with impr. 521, 1667 :

[4-5] preface : [6-7] list of chapters : 1-70, the work : [i] title-page of Idea Oec. et

Pol. Doctrinje 'Opus Posthumum', with impr. 521, 1667 : [3-4] a Leiden preface by
the '

Typographus' : i-iio, the work: [1-2] list of chapters of the two parts:
[3-4] not seen, probably blank.—A reprint of no. 994 (1641), see nos. 680-I (1631 :

to be corrected), with the addition of the posthumous Idea CEconotnicai If Politicse,

Dociriiise, probably reprinted from the Leiden 1649 edition.

2767. Condones. Conciones et Orationes ex Historicis Latinis.

excerpts. . . . [&c., exactly as no. 2637, ^^^l^ size, pagination, signatures,

type and
all.]

Impr. 522 (Oxonii, exc. W. Hall, pro F. Oxlad sen. & jun.) : 1667.
—A paginatim,

perhaps lineatim, reprint of no. 2637, cf. 2489 (i66o), with variety in the imprint.
Not even the silly full stop after Latinis in the title is removed, nor did the printers
understand even what venales prostant means in their own imprint.

Du Hamel, J. B. De Consensu Veteris et Novs Philosophiae.
The reference to an Oxford 1667 edition of this work in the Bibliotheca Selectissima

(auction catalogue, Lond. 1687, p. 28) is a mere error for 1669 (no. 2826).

2768. Gore, Thomas. Nomenclator Geographicus, Latino-Anglicus
& Angjico-Latinus Alphabeticb digestus, Complectens . . . omnium
M, Britanniae & Hiberniae Regionum . . . &c. Nomina & Appellationes,
. . . e Libris qua MSS. qua Typis excusis . . . coUectas. Per Tho. Gore

armigerum.
Impr. 36SC (OxoniK, exc, Gul. Hall): 1667: 8°: pp. [16] + 314 + [4] + leaf of

Errata, signn. A, A-V'* + leaf: Pica roman & black-letter (= English).— Contents :—
p. [3] thle, within double line : [5] Dedn. to dr. Thomas Tully, in Latin : [7-9] preface,
dated ' Dabam Aldringtonre, alias Aldertonas in Agro Wiltoniensi, 7 Kalend Aprilis . . .

1667', i.e. March 26: [11-12] complimentary poem by J. March, M.A., .St. Edm.
hall, in Latin: [i.3-i.^]

' Elenchus Authorum . . .' citatorum : 1-314 (with one

unpaged title-leaf after p. 160), the work, in three parts: sm. br. s. with eight errata,
a smaller leaf than the rest.—The author was a pupil of dr. Tully, to whom he
dedicates the book, at Tetbury, before matriculating as a gentleman commoner at

Magdalen in 1647 (matr. 1650: no degree). He devoted himself to heraldry and

antiquities at Alderton, and died in 16S4. The first part is a Latin-English geo-
graphical dictionary of the British Isles, including bishoprics, &c, : the second an

English-Latin one : the third a Latin-English one of Family names with the title

'Series alphabetica . . . nominum gentilitorum [_sic']
sive Cognominum . , . Per T.G.'

The three titles bear imprr. 36S (T, 369, 4101^. The book cannot be called imperfect
if it lacks the leaf of Errata : some copies never had it. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv.

132; D.N.B.

2769. [Horsman, Nicholas.] The Spiritual Bee . . . [&c., precisely as

no. 2600, except that there is no full stop after Bleditations, and Vniversity
for

University^.
Impr. 532* (Oxford, by W. H. for J, Crosley) : 1667: (twelves) 16°: pp.' 257'

(but 121-2 are omitted in the paging) + [9], signn. A^, b-f, a-f": Sm. pica solid.—
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Contents:—almost exactly as no. 2600, allowing for the alteration of pagination.—
A fairly close reprint of no. 2600, not indicating that it is a second edition. Pp. 121-2
were no doubt intended for a title-page to the second part.

2770. Laud, archbp. William. A Summarie of Devotions, Compiled
and Used by Dr William Laud . . . Now Published according to the Copy
written with his own hand, and reserved in the Archives of St. John
Baptist's Colledge Library in Oxon.

Impr. 369 (Oxford, by W. Hall): 1667: (eights) 12°: pp. [4] + 333 + [i],

signn. [a]'', b-x*, y^ : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [2] two Imprimaturs,
Dec. 12, 1666, by archbp. Sheldon at Lambeth, and Dec. 28, 1666, by dr. Fell at

Oxford : [3] title, within double line : 1-333, the work-.— Archbishop Laud's private

prayers and meditations. The first edition was entitled Officium Quoiidianum (Lond.
1650, issued in Oct. 1649, and followed by another London edition in 1650 and
a 'second edition', Lond. 1663 >,

and contains the same as pp. 1-140 of the present
work, that is, the Lord's Prayer, Apostles' Creed, Daily Office (' Officium Quotidia-
num', p. 5), special prayers for each day of the week, and for occasions : here, more

prayers follow (including one 'Pro Duce Buckinghamige', p. 219) : additional prayers
since Nov. 6, 1644, when the manuscript was restored, after being taken away by
Prynne on May 31, 1643 (p. 249), partly in Latin. At p. 378 is a prayer at the laying
of the first stone of Hammersmith Chapel, 'March 11. 1629', and at p. 310 Land's

Speech and Prayer on the Scaffold, Jan. 10, 164!. ^^e Gloucester Cathedral Library
has a copy which bears the following inscription (partly erased), supplying the name
of the Editor and the date of issue :

— ' Guilielmus Robinson. Ex dono Viri Reverendis-
simi D. Doctoris [Ricardi] Baylie, Coll. S. Joan. Bapt. Proesidis, cuius auspicijs
edebatur hie liber, Apr. 2". 1667 ' Dr. Baylie was Chaplain to Laud, who was Dean
of Gloucester 1616-21. The smaller poorly printed London issue of this work

('London, Printed, Anno Dom. 1667') is probably a piracy, reprinted from the

Oxford issue, for no properly edited issue would tolerate '

Expidere . . . morbam hunc
'

(p. 167) or ' omninum' (p. 167). The Oxford book is therefore to be counted as the
second edition of this enlarged Summarie, and the London the third. The latter omits
the Oxford imprimatur. The fourth bears the title

' The Daily Office of a Christian
'

(Lond. 1683), and so the fifth (Lond. 1687); also 'The Fifth Edition' (Lond. 16S8)
and sixth (Lond. 1705) : there are also editions of 1829, 1838, 1855, 1864, and 1905.

2771. Mulerius, Carolus. Linguae Italicae, compendiosa Instiiutio,

Authore Carolo Mulerio. Ad . . . Ludovicum de Nassau . . .

Impr. 523 (Oxonii, per J. Crosley) : 1667: (fours, &c.) 12'' : pp. 47 + [i], signn. A^,

B*, C-D* : Bourgeois solid.^Contents :^p. i, title : 2, Ep. dedic. to Louis of Nassau,
dated from The Hague, June 13, 1631 : 3-41, the work : 42-7, an Ital.-Lat. dialogue
for travellers.—A short Italian-Latin grammar. Carolus Mulerius was living at The
Hague, and issued this grammar at Leiden in 1631 and 1641 : also a Spanisti one at

the same place in 1630 and 1636, and in Dutch at Amsterdam in 164S : also for

French in 1634 at Leiden. The make-up is odd : the whole of sheet C follows

sign. B 4, showing incidentally that the book is a reprint of an Elzevir edition, where
such an occurrence (a half-sheet in the middle of a whole sheet) is not infrequent, as

Mr. E. G. Duff informs me. All Mulerius's Leiden books were issued by the

Elzevirs. R.

Oughtred, William. Guilelmi Oughtred . . . Clavis Mathematicae . . .

[exactly as no. 2203 (3rd ed., 1652), except 'iEtonensis' and 'Editio

quarta auctior & emendatior '.

Impr. 524 (Oxoniae, exc. Lichfield pro J. Crosley & A. Curteyne) : 1667 : (eights)
12° : pp. [16] + 15,1 -(-[3] 4-46-1- [4] -I- 10 -I- [2] -(-'41

'

(but signn. D 5, D 7 are omiited

in the pagination) + [1], signn. A-K*, L* : A-C* : A-D* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

exactly as no. 2203 except that the second D 7 and 8 are in inverted order. But the

three subordinate title-pages, instead of repeating the main imprint, bear impr. 492 a

(OxoniK, exc. Lichfield), with ' 1662
'

(Euclid), and '

1663' (Archimedes, Horologia',

showing that the edition was six years in making.—A close reprint of no. 2203
(which see), plates and all.
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2773. Ovid. P. Ovid. Nas. In Ibin. Ovid's Inveciive Against Ibis.

Translated into English Verse : And the Histories therein conteined

Briefly explained and Illustrated ... By John Jones, M.A., late Teacher

of a private School in the City of Hereford. The Second Edition.

Impr. 335 (J (Oxford, by H. Hall for R.Davis) : 1667: (eights) 12°: pp. 39('3i') +

[29] + 140, signn. t, tt^, ttt*, A-K*, L* : Long primer solid.— Contents :—p. i, title :

2-39, the Latin text and (on opposite page 1 English translation of the Ibis : [2] a title-

page, exactly as no. 2402 1,1658) throughout, except that it now has impr. 316 a

(Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : [3-29] verses and indexes as no. 2402 : 1-140, the

commentary.—The body of this is simply a reprint of the 165S edition, which see

(no. 24021, but Jones has placed before it, with a new title-page bearing 'Second

Edition', the much-needed text of the Ibis. By closer printing the commentary
occupies fewer pages than before : it is clear that the author had retired from keeping
his school, but I do not observe any changes from the first edition other than those

noted above. The second part i the commentary; is sometimes found alone (no. 2773*).

2774. tOxford—County. [Notice from the Charity Commissioners

appointed Aug. 19, 1667, that the Oxfordshire members will meet at the

Bear Inn (Ralph Flexney, Innholder) at Oxford on Thursday, Oct. 3, at

9 a.m.]
[No impr. or date, but Oxford printing of 1667] : folio br. s. : English solid.—The

notice was sent to fifty-seven of the nobility, gentry, and (thirteen) academics of the

county. The Commissioners (who are named) are to 'redresse the misimployment'
of Charities, under the Act of 43 Eliz. cap. 4 (1601). The paper begins 'May it

please you Sir '.

2775. tOxford—Univ. [A Latin programma, headed by the University

Arms, about Academical Exercises ('Exercitia Academica'), that they
are to be strictly and gravely carried out, without tumult,

' insanus ulu-

latus ', or bribery, according to the Statutes : signed by dr. Fell as Vice-

Chancellor, Feb. 16,
' 1666' = i66f.]

[No impr. or date, but printed at Oxford by Henry Hall : 1667] : folio br. s. :

Steele's tests, sancita—ipsis
—ut : English solid.—One of Fell's determined efforts to

reinstate the Laudian Statutes in full force. It begins
'

Quanquam Statuta '. This

paper was reprinted frequently, probably every year, a little before Lent, till at least

1678, see Wood's Lt/e, ed. A. Clark, ii. 100, )!o(e.

2776. tOxford—University. Octob: 21. 1667. Prizes of Wines Set

and Appointed by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Oxford . . .

[No impr. or date, but printed at Oxford by William Hall in 1667] : folio br. s. :

Steele's tests, i/ie— Vice-Cha7icellor—the: Great primer leaded.—The control of the

University over wine and bread dates from 13.^5, and the rights of the Universities were

expressly confirmed in 1660 and 1663, as well as later. The prices here allowed are,

per quart :
—

Canary, Allegant (Alicante), and Muscadels \s. Sd. : Sack and Mallagoes

(Malaga) is. 6d. : French wines gd. : Rhenish wines is. 2d. Dr. Fell signs the noiice.

The size of the letterpress is only S-j^^g"x4|", but the paper just exceeds 12" in height.

2777. *tOxford—University
—Christ Church. The Case truly stated

betwixt the Dean and Chapter of Christs Church in Oxford, And William

Adkins Butcher, concerning Frideswides Medow near Oxford.

[No imprint or date, but presumably printed at Oxford in 1667] : folio broadside :

Pica solid.— Christ Church Meadow was much interfered with during the Civil War,
with fortifications and flooding, and became marsh-land, according to Adkins who
writes the present petition. To get it improved again, the House let the W'estern part,

St. Frideswide's meadow, previously rented at ^^lo 65-. per annum, to Adkins on

Feb, 20, i6f§, at;^35 with a fine of^^joo, for twenty-one years. On March 10, 165!,
the lease was renewed for twenty- one years, with ;^300 fine. But at the Restoration

the House endeavoured to eject Adkins in favour of Thomas Hudson, who had
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obtained a lease from the House fur five years; but at the Assizes Adkins secured
a verdict in his favour. Now Adkins endeavours to stop a proposed Proviso to be
added to the Act of 1660 for confirming College Leases, namely that all leases not
made at least eleven years before '

1640' (1660?) be outside the Act. A MS. note in

the Bodleian copy rims 'Circa 1667 tried at Gildhall at an Assize'. The Proviso
seems never to have been inserted. Mention may also here be made of a dispute
between Merton college and the City about Holywell Manor in this year : see Wood's
Life, ii. 107, 125 : City, i. 379-81. RR.

2778. [Palmer, Edward.] An Elegy On ihe death of Mr. James
Bristow, Late Fellow of All-souls, ...

Impr. 525 (Oxford, by W. H[all] for F. Oxlad jun.) : 1667 : sm. 4°: pp. 10 + [2],

signn. A*, v!^ : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. i, title : 3-10, the poem, anonymous.—
James Bristow of Corpus (matr. 1662), Fellow of All Souls 1666, died Dec. 16, 1667,
and was buried in his college. The present poem, which is in form and style an
inferior Lycidas, was by Edward Palmer of Queen's, a school-fellow of Bristow at

Eton. See Wood's note in his copy; Wood's Life, ii. 122, 123; Fasti, ii. 281, and
(for Palmer) 301 ;

Hearne's Diary, i. 87. Wood bought a copy of the poem on
Dec. 28, 1667, for 2d. from Oxlad.

2779. Parker, Samuel. A Free and Impartial Censure of the

Platonick Philosophic; with An Account of the Origenian Hypothesis,

concerning the Preexislence of Souls. In Two Letters, Written to

IVIr. Nath: Bisbie. By Sam: Parker A.M.C.T. And Fellow of the

Royal Society. The Second Edition.

Impr. 335^5 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1667 : (eights) 12°: pp. [14] +

242, signn. A-Q*, R* : English solid.— Contents :
—

p. [2] Errata: [3] title-label:

[5] title as above: [6] Imprimatur as in 2754, but dated 1666 : [7] title, nearly as

no. 2754, but with Bisbie's name and ''ihe Second Edition', and impr. 335;^:

[9-14J Ep. dcdic. : 1-120, the Censure: 121, title verbatim but not literatim as

no. 2755 (Divine Dominion), with impr. 335/, but no note of 2nd ed. : 122-242, as

no. 2755, i. e. imprimatur, pref., and work, but no Errata.-A second edition of

nos. 2754-5 (1666) as one work in handier form, the mention of Divine Dominion
and Goodness only occurring in a secondary title. I have not observed any change
between the two editions. I'he first half of the first sheet was intended to be doubled
under the back and to come "up last, or be lorn off for the same use. See Wood's
Ath, Oxoti. iv. 229.

2780. [Peers, Richard.] Four small copies of Verses upon sundry
occasions, \7n0tt0, ^r.]

Impr. 526 (Oxford, by W. H[all] for T. Bowman) : 1667 : sm. 4" : pp. [6]+ iS,

signn. A-C* : Great primer leaded.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title: [3-6] preface, unsigned :

1-18, the verses.—Richard Peers was a true Irishman, alternately' the delight and the

despair of his friends. He managed to get sent to Westminster and Oxford, and even
to get a degree (B.A. 1668, &c.), after running away from home to avoid being made
a tanner. He attracted Fell's notice, and became Esquire Bedell of Arts (in 1675)
and later of Physics, but then married and turned idle and luxurious. The fervid,

inconsequential Irishness comes out in his preface, where he declares that his reason

for printing is that he has already perpetrated some verses,
'

my former notorious

Criminals ',
' those extravagant impertinencies ',

and desires to show that he can do
better (!) and exhibit repentance and amendment. And the verses have some merit.

They are addressed to Fell on his return from the Westminster Election, May 1666,
and two Epitaphs and an Elegy on Abraham Cowley {d. 1667) are added. See
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 290, and D. N. B.

2781. *t— ,

—
. Poems By R. P. Student of Ch. Ch. Oxon. [motlo?^

[No imprint, but printed at Oxford by W. Hall, 1667?]: sm. 4°: pp. [2] +8 +

[4] + iS (' 20')], signn. leaf +•!]*, A* (wanting Ai), B-C* : Great primer leaded.—
A private reissue of the sheets of no. 2780, with the title-page torn off and a new one,
followed by four new leaves, prefixed. The new leaves contain verses to dr. Richard
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Busby, head master of Westminster School,
' occasion'd ... by his late Mnnilicence to

Christ Church'. The donation from Busby was on June 9, 1667, so this reissue is

probably of the same year.

2782. Poole, IMatthew. The Nullity of the Romish Faith . . . [&c.,
verbatim, but not literatim, as no. 2757J By Mathew Poole Minister of
the Gospell, The second Edition.

Impr. 3355 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1667 : [&c., as no. 2757, except
that the Errata are new, and are preceded by a short '

Postscript
'

about the Author's
distance from the Press].—^ Contents:—as no. 2757.—A close reprint of no. 2757
(1666).

2783. —,
—

. The Nullity . . . [&c. as no. 2782] By Mathew Poole
Minister of the Gospell. The third Edition.

Impr. 527 (Oxford, by H. H[all] for R. Davis and are to be sold by G. West &
A. Cnrteyn), 1667: [&c., nearly as no. 2782, see below: with no Errata or Post-

script].
— Contents :— nearly as no. 2782.—A close reprint of no. 2782, with the

Errata corrected, and the Index placed at the end and constituting Z 2-4, the signatures
now being simply a-Y«, Z*. This edition probably had alternative title-pages, "differing

only in the imprmt, for the Bodleian copy shows traces of a title-pnge (probably by
H. Hall for R. Davis), torn off to allow the substitution of a new one adding two
booksellers' names.

2784. Rous, Francis. Archseologias Atticse librl septem. Seven
books of the Attick Antiquities ... By Francis Rous Scholar of Merton

Colledge in Oxon. With an Addition of their Customes . . . By Zachary
Bogan . . . The Sixt Edition Corrected and Enlarged, with a twofold
Index . . .

Impr. 53S (Oxford, by W. Hall for J. Adams & E. Forrest): 1667: sm. 4°!
PP- ['2] + 374+ [10], signn. **, [7rj2, A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Bbb* : Pica solid.— Contents :

—
exactly as no. 2410 (.1658) except that the last Index (a list' of Contents) here

precedes tlie te.xt of the work, as it used to do.—A reprint of no. 2410. In 1667 and
166S the three popular classical encyclopaedias (Rous's Attic Anliqiiities, Godwin's
Roman History, and his Moses and Aaron) were all reprinted lor post-Restoration use,
but only Rous's work at Oxiord. All three are English books, in spite of the Latin
titles of two of them.

2785. Smith, Samuel. 'Aditus ad Lcgicam in usum Juventutis
Academicae per Sam. Smith Oxon. 1667.'

This entry occurs twice hi the Thomas Bowman sale, Feb. i6Sf, at Oxford (nos. loS,
787-83 at signn. D 2^, Q 2'' : so this is probably the bth edition of this little logic

—
which has escaped the large libraries. R.

2786. South, dr. Robert. IMusica Incantans . . . [&c., as no. 2282,
except that the Latinity is improved by the 7th line, now 6th line, running
'

Juvenem in Insaniam adigentis 'j.

Impr. 49S (Oxonii, exc. W. H.[all] per G. West) : 1667 : sm. 4°: pp. [4] + i9-(-

[i], signn. A-C* : Great primer leaded.— Contents :
—

p. [3] title : 1-19, the poem.—A second edition of no. 2282 (1655). with no indication of a previous issue. It is

commonly found cut down to about 7"x5|-", whereas iis size when uncut is S|" x 6|-".A comparison of the two editions shows how printing changed at the Restoration,
e.g. we i\nd Juvemtvique instead oijuvemimq;, enixe for enixe, &c.

2787. Stierius, Johannes. Prsecepta Doctrinse Logicse, Ethicce,

PhysicK, jNIetaphysicoe, Sphsericceque, Brevibus TabuHs compacta : una
cum Quaestionibus Physicce controversis. A M. Joanne Stierio. Editio

Sexta.

Impr. 529 (Oxonii, exc. Gul. Hall per J. Williams, Lond.) : 1667 : (eights) sm. 4°:
pp. [i2] + 4i (Log.) + [3] + 2 1 (Eth.) + [3] + 62 (Phys.) + [2]+94 (Qucestt.j + [6] + 24
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(Przecepta Metaph.) + [2] + 25 (Prgec. Doctr, Sphser.) + [i], signn. A-o*, p, q*, r-t*, v* :

Long primer and Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double lines, five lines

in red, with ' Oxonii
'

also in red: [3-4] Ep. dedic. to Erfurt, Sept. 18, 1628:

[5-1 1] List of contents : the rest as above, each part having a title-page not in the

pagination ('[2]') and a blank page preceding it
'

[3]' in the list of pages above:
see also below.—Johann Stier died in 1648, having digested the parts of Philosophy
into tables, and added two extra pieces, the Quaestiones being ordinary form, but the

Sphere thrown into tables. The Preecepta became popular on the Continent, but

the 4th ed. (Lond. 1652), 6lh (Oxf. 1667), 7th (Lond. 1671) were printed in England.
This is a puzzling book, for in spite of the title-page there are five additional title-

pages connecting it with London printing : yet both the two distinctive ornaments on
the six title-pages of the book are Oxford ones, and moreover all the title-pages are not

separate but embedded in the sheets, in spite of their bearing dates of 1666 and 1667
in irregular order. The five subordinate title-pages bear imprmts (abbreviated) as

follows :
— I. (Ethic : sign. D

4'') Londini, typis J. R. impensis J oh. Williams sub signo
Anchorge Carulese . . . Little Brittaine, 1666 : 2. (Physic: sign. E 8"^) as no. i, 1666 :

3. (Quaestiones: sign. 18'') Londini, Venales prostant apud Johan. Williams, 1667,
with 'Finis' at end: 4. (Metaphysic : sign. Q4'') Londini, typis L R., &c., as no. i,

1666 : 5. (Sphaera : sign. S 7''), as no. 4, 1666. AH bear ' Editio Sexta '. I can only
account for the facts by supposing that the well-known London printer, John Redmayne
(who Ijrought out the seventh edition in 1671), printed most of the work in 1666 for

Williams, but that much of the stock was lost or disorganized by the Fire of London,
and that Williams after an attempt to patch it up in 1667 (title-page no. 3) turned

over a copy of the work as printed to William Hall to reprint for him—which was so

faithfully carried out that the very imprints were copied. Sheets P and Q are half

sheets, presumably owing to some error in marking sign. R.

2788. Stokes, dr. David. Two Ancient Patternes of true Goodnesse,
and Cliariiy. One of Job . . . The oilier of the Widow of Sarepta . . .

Both now Published together, . . . And Both Dedicated to the Living
Patterne . . . Gilbert L^ Archbishop of Canterbury . . . By David
Stoke.s D.D. and Fellow of Eaton College . . .

Impr. 335^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1667 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] + 35 + [3] +

39 + [i]> signn. A-D^, E^^, a leaf with title, A-E^ F^ : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

[i] general title: [3] title of 1st sermon, on Job, with impr. 403c (Oxford, by
W. Hall for R. Davis) : 1-35, the sermon, on Job xxix. 15, see no. 2789 : [2] title

of 2nd sermon, with impr. 316 rt similar to 335^: 1-39, the sermon, on i Kings xvii.

15.— Stokes (see Wood's Fasti, ii. 81) was a Cambridge man, incorporated at Oxford
in 1645, and died in 1669. The second sermon is on the Great Fire of London, and

preached at Eton on Oct. 10, 1666: the first, l>eing wholly seffarate in form, and
sometimes found separate, is described as no. 2789. The sermon on the Fire adds

nothing to our knowledge, and is entirely an incentive to charity for the sufferers. In

the two copies 1 have seen, the second sermon preceded the first, as bound.

2789. — ,

—
. A Sernnon upon Job 29. 15. Preached before the

Judges, at a General Assise in Hertford, when . . . Rowland Hales Esquire
was High-Sheriff ... By David Stokes, D.D.

Impr. 403 c (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis) : 1667 : sm. 4° : pp. [2] + 35 -(- [i],

signn. A-D*, E^ : Great primer solid.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title : 1-35, the sermon, on

Job sxix. 15.— Strictly part of no. 2788, but found also separate. The subject is Job
as 'eyes to the blind', quaintly and characteristically treated. Richard Davis seems
to have used the services of both the printer Henry (the University Printer) and
William Hall his son, perhaps to save time in printing the book.

2790. W.[ard, bp.] S.[eth]. A Philosophical! Essay Towards an
Eviction of The Being and .\ttributes of God . . . [&c.] Together With
an Index . . . The Fourth Edition. By S. W.

Impr. 530 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfiehl, for J. Crosley & A. Curteyne) : 1667 :

(eights) 12°: pp. [16] + 167 -)- [i], signn. A-L*, M^ : English solid.— Contents:—p. [i]

title, within line: [3-7] preface: [9-15] list of contents: 1-36, part i, Attributes of
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God : 37-81, part 2, Immortality of the Soul: 82-167, part 3, Tnith and Authority
of Scripture.

—
Apparently a reprint of the second or third edition, see nos. 22og.

2286: I do not readily find anything about the third edition, its date or place of

printing. The autlior's full name does not occur.

2791. [Wells, Jeremiah.] Poems upon divers occasions. With a
Character of a London Scrivener . . .

Impr. 531 (London, for J. Crosley, Oxford): 1667: 8°: pp. [8] + 128 + [4] +
'

129'—'138
' + [18], signn. aS B-K, H^.— Contents :—p. [i] title: [3-5] preface:

[7] list of contents : 1-12S, the poems: [3] half-title of the character: '

129'-' 137',
the Character :

'

138', note about the next poem : [^i-2,7tot seen]: [3-18]
' The Garden',

see below. P. 74 is blank.—These poems are chiefly collegiate exercises made as

penalties for misconduct, in English and Latin. Jeremiah Wells was Scholar of
St. John's college, Oxford (1664-7) : see the preface and Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii.

T 198-9. Some of the poems had been surreptitiously printed by friends six months
before, so now he issues the whole set. The poems are on the Plague and Fire of

London, the Innocents' Day, Christmas; Epigrams, Echo verses (pp. 60-1), verses to
welcome the Queen at St. John's, Christmas 1665 (p. 53), but she never came

;
and

the like. The two most considerable are (i) on a picture of Charles i at St. John's,
made of writing (p. i), reprinted in W. H. Button's St.Johns College, and (2) 'Iter

Orientale, a Journey from Oxford to London', April 1666, inflicted as a penance on
Wells. He rode by Shotover Hill, Wheatley, Tetsworth,

' Chalk-hill
',

' Low '

Wycombe, Beaconsfield (where a night was passed), Uxbridge, and Acton : the next

day he returned the same way. The Character is in prose and, like the verse, smart
and readable, but of inferior quality.
One odd point remains. The 'Stationer', i.e. Crosley, came across a poem called

'The Garden', signed
' A. C, and took on himself to get it printed in London and

affix it to the Character, with the signature '\\ though being in verse it was out of

place after the prose, and clumsy : moreover it turned out to be a poem of Abraham
Cowley which had often been printed. So Wells's friends wouldn't have it, and some
copies (no. 2792 i

entirely want the verses, and end on p.
'

138
'

very lamely, with the
Stationer's note about them.

2793. Willis, dr. Thomas. Pathologige Cerebri, et nervosi generis
specimen. In quo agitur De morbis Convulsivis, et de Scorbuto, Studio
Thomae Willis, Ex ^Ede Christi Oxon. M.D. . . . FSedleian Professor,
F.R.C.P., F.R.S.]

Impr. 532 (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall per J. Allestry, Lond.) : 1667 : sm. 4° : pp. [34] +
202 -(-[2] + '203'-' 316', signn. [leaf], a, a-c, B-z, Aa-Qq<, Rr^ + leaf after bd i :

English solid.— Contents :— [2] Engr. of Willis by D. Loggan : [3] title: [4] Im-
primatur by Fell, Sept. 25, 1667 : [5-8] Ep. dedic. to archbp. Sheldon : [9-12] preface :

[13-31]
' Elenchus rerum . . . ', list of contents : [32] Errata : 1-202, the first treatise :

[i] half-title :

'

203 '-' 316 ', the second treatise, de Scorbuto.—A treatise on Epilepsy,
Convulsions. Scurvy, &c., with special reference to an outbreak in 1660-1. The
portrait by Loggan bears no name, but ' ^tatis sus, 45 ',

' D: Loggan delin: et sculp: '.

Willis was born in Jan. 162^. Willis had married dr. John Fell's sister, had kept up
Church of England services throughout the Civil War, in his house opposite Merton,
and specialized on the subject of the Brain {Cerebri Anatome, 1664, &c.). Allestry
issued a smaller reprint of this work in 1668 in London, with an inferior reversed

portrait. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1051.

1668.

There were disputes in this year with the City. Daniel Prince, one of the City
sergeants, arrested Solodell Lichfield, a bedel of the University: and other privileges
of the University were infringed. April t. Convocation decided that Rich. White of

St. Mary hall was Proctor : Balliol had the turn for election, but having no M.A.
duly qualified had allowed Benjamin Woodroffe of Christ Church (M.A. 1662) to be
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entered at Balliol a few days before their election, and chose him, but the election was
disallowed in favour of White. June 5, Henry Howard, afterwards duke of Norfolk,
was made a D.C.L. in acknowledgement of his gift of the Arundel Marbles. June 16,

Convocation decided to omit the Act for yet another year. Oct. 5, dr. John Fell

was continued in his office of Vice-Chancellor by Convocation, see annals of 1667.
In December, according to Wood {Life, ii. 147), 'the X' Ch. men, yong men, set

a library in Short's coffee hous in the study ther, viz. Rab[e]lais, poems, plaies, etc.

One scholar gave a booke of i.r. and chaine lod.^ The coffee-house was in Cat
street.

The first Lottery of Books in England was in this year instituted by John Ogilby in

London. The Lojidon Gazette of May iS announces that the shares were ^.s., the

value of books ;^ 1 3,700, and the number of lots 3,368. The first prize was _2^5i-worth,
the second £:,\^, and so on. The first English book auction was not till Oct. 31, 1676 :

the first foreign book auction known was on July 6, 1599, at Leyden.
In this year begin the Term Catalogues, a serious attempt to catalogue current

English literature: they lasted till 1709, and lists of the same kind have never since

then failed.

2794. Savage, Henry. BALLIOFERGVS,| or a
|
COMMENTARY I

UPON THE
I

Foundation, Founders and Affaires,
|

of
[

Balliol Colledge, [

Gathered out of the records thereof,
|

and other antiquities.
|

With

a brief Defcription of
|

eminent persons
|

Who have been formerly of the

fame Houfe.
|

Whereunto is added,
|

An exact Catalogue of all the Heads
of the fame Colledge, never yet exhibited by any. |

Together with
|

TWO
TABLES, I

One of e^^dowments, the other
|

of miscellanies.
\ \line\ \

By HENRY SAVAGE, Mafler of the faid Colledge. | \li7ie\

Impr. 422 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield): 1668: sm. 4°: pp. [8] + 129 + [7] +

leaf-pedigree between pp. 6 and 7, signn. A-S* + leaf : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i]

title, within double line : [3-4] Latin Ep. dedic. to archbp. Sheldon : [5-6] Latin Ep.
dedic. to bp. Barlow, Visitor of the College: [7-8] List of 120 distinguished living
members of the College: [8] Errata: 1-129, the work, including (pp. 89-97)
* Natalitia CoUegii Pembrochiani O.xonii

'

: [2-7] tables and indexes : a folded

pedigree of John de Balliol and Dervorguilla is opposite p. 6.^The first College History,

by the Master of the College. In the dedication to the archbishop he represents the

College as ' labascens & anhelans corpusculum, non minus infortunio quam senio

confectum ', and not obscurely beseeches the builder of the Sheldonian to extend his

aid to Balliol. The history is in thirty-nine sections, in chronological order, but not

clearly arranged and with insufficient indexes. It is, however, interesting, well docu-

mented, and with personal touches throughout : it has been fully used in H. W^ C.

Davis's Balliol College (1899), see p. 224 of it. Interesting points are:—(pp. 4, 19,

31, &c.) philological remarks on the pronunciation of the g in Dervorguilla and k in

St. Katerine, on the word talisman^ &c. : (p. 4) the explanation of the term * Ballio-

fergus', Fergus the first prince of Galloway being great-grandfathfer of Dervorguilla,
the wife of John de Balliol : (pp. 15, 40) the Statutes of Dervorguilla and Somervile :

(pp. 68-72) a valuable description of the old windows in Balliol Library : (pp. 85-99)
a full account of the intended benefaction of William Tesdale to Balliol which was in

1624 diverted to the new Pembroke college, and of the four speeches made on

August 5, 1624, at the 'Natalitia Collegii Pembrochiani Oxonii', a half-title on

p. 89. Up to this point the 'history' has been largely concerned with statutes and

benefactions, especially of property, but in § 39 (pp. 99-129) Savage gives short

biographies of notabilities connected with Balliol, with personal notes of those whom
he himself knew : among others are Wycliffe (p. 100), archbishop George Neville

(p. 104), Metrophanes Critopoulos and Nathaniel Conopios (pp. 119, 120: a note

about Greek Church Music is at p. 121). A list of Principals and Masters is at the

end. It must be confessed that Savage's documentary texts are often incorrect in

detail. The imprint shows that the book was not published, but printed for the

author. There is Arabic on p. 31, and music printing on p. 121.

Some copies (no. 2795) have an added Latin Epistle dedicatory to John (Maitland)
lord Lauderdale {d. 1682), asking for help, since the College is Forttinx Itidihrium.

This leaf is inserted in the middle of the first sheet, between the two other dedications.
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A copy of the first issue was given by Savage to Anthony Wood (who had given
him some help) on May 21,

'

mdclxiix', i.e. 166S. Bodl. MS. 29202 is a complete
index to this book, made in iSSi.

Oxford Press.

Brerewood, Edw., or S. Smith. In the Bowman sale catalogue, Oxford 1687,
lot 969 is

'

Logicas Elementa ab Edv. Breerwood & Aditus ad Log. per S. Smith.
Ox. 166s', which may be an error for 1667 or 161S Smith) or for Lond. 1638
(Brerewood\ or conceivably represents the unrecorded eighth edition of Smith. It is

not safe to depend on a single entry in one bookseller's catalogue. See no. 2785.

2796. Bussieres, Johannes de. Flosculi Historici . . . [&c., nearly
as no. 2634* (1663), even to the 'nunc primum', but inserting after

M. DC. Lvi. 'Auctore Joanne de Bussieres, Societatis Jesu Sacerdote ', and

altering 'Editio Quinta
'

to 'Editio Sexta, Auctior & emendatior',]
Impr. 458 a (Oxonije, [exc] W. Hall per J. Godwin): 166S : (twelves) 16°:

pp. [4] + 351 + [i] +59 + [29], signn. *2, A-s^'^, 1* : Bourgeois solid.—Contents :
—as

no. 2634*, allowing for the augmented text : the imperfect sentence at the end of

sign. P
9''

is here put right the 1663 edition having omitted a line), and there are no
errata.—A reprint of no. 2634* 1663) with some additions to the text, and with the

author's name. The word excudchat is omitted accidentally in the imprint.

Cowley, Abraham : Poems. See no. 2805.

2797. Cross, Francis. Disputatio INIedica inauguralis de Febre Inter-

mittente, Publice habita in Alma Lugd. Bat. Academia pro Gradu
Doctoratus ... in INIedicina . . . Mali 19. 1664 a Francisco Cross Anglo-
Britanno, A.M. Ox. & Coll. Wadh: olim Socio. Cui subiungitur . . .

Dissertatio Epistolica. . . . De Hysterica Passione; . . . [et] de Ouro-
manteias Impostura.

Impr. 533 lOxoiiire, exc. II. Hall per R. Davis): 1668: (twelves) 16": pp. [6]
45 + ['] +43 + [i]i signn. A-D^2 : English solid.—Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [3-5] lauda-

tory Latin poem by Joseph Hill: 1-45, the disputation: 1-43, the Dissertatio

Epistolica : 43, Errata.—A reprint of the more formal issue of the disputation at

Leyden in 1664, which contains a second Latin poem by John Allen (' Aleyn '). Here
is added a dissertation in more familiar style. See Wood's Fasti Oxon, ii. 187.

2798. Ellis, Clement. The Gentile Sinner, or England's Brave
Gentleman Character'd ... By Clem: Ellis . . • The Fourth Edition. . . .

Impr. 421 (Oxford, by H. Hall for E. & J. Forrest) : 1668 : (eights) 12° : pp. [16] +
261 + [3], signn. A-R^, s^ : Pica solid.— Contents, as no. 2492, e.xcept that the title

has no bounding line, and there are no errata on p. [i] : pp. [2-3] have not been
seen.—A reprint, paginatim and verbatim, not literatim, of no. 2659 (1664): the

Forrests have gone back to their original printer, Henry Hall, forsaking A. & L.

Lichfield.

2799. Erasmus, Desiderius. Des. Erasmi Rot. Moriae Encomium,
Cum Gerardi Listrii Commentariis. Epistolae aliquot in fine additae.

Una cum Erasmi responsione adversus Martini Lutheri Epistolam.
Impr. 534 (Oxonise, exc. W. Hall for S. Bolton) : 1668 : (twelves') 16° : pp. 381 +

[3], signn. a-q1^ : Bourgeois solid.— Contents :
—

exactly as no. 2638 (1663), with

pp. [2-3] not seen.— kx\. exact reprint of no. 2638, with no intentional variation,

except that the title of the Responsio bears impr. 535 (Oxonii, exc. W. Hall, per
S. Bolton, 1669). The issues can be easily distinguished by the capital E on p. 3

having a double frame of ornaments, and in 1663 a single frame. The book was

probably not issued till early in 1669, to judge by the second title.
'

Rot.' in the title

is of course ' Roterodamensis '.
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Ferrarius, Joh. Bapt, '. . . Orationes. Oxon. 1668.'

This entry in the Auction Sale catalogue of Thomas Bowman's books at Oxford in

16S7 (lot 1295) is probably an error for London, 1668.

2800. Gardiner, dr. Richard. Richardi Gardiner . . . Specimen
oratorium, Quarta Editione impressum, cum Supplemento Novissimo.

Impr. 536a (Oxoniffi, exc. H. H. per R. Davis") : 1668: (eights) 12°: pp. [4] +

190+ [2], signn. A-Q* : English, &c., solid.—Contents-.—p. [i] title: 3-176, as no.

2595 with four title-pages, with imprr. 5.^6,536, 337*5, 536: 177-207, 'Juniorum
Ex /Ede Christi Prolusiones', with title-page and impr. 536: 209-23,

'

Epistolae
Petentes Gratiam, & Favorem', with title-page and impr. 536: 225, 227-9,

'

Appro-
batio Davidis Jenkins', May 2, 1656, and the reply, May 22, 1656: 231-43,

' Strense

circiter Calendas Januarias', with title-page and impr. 536: 245-51,
' Carmina

Dormitoria', with title-page and impr. 536: pp. 177-251 bear '

Supplementum
Novissimum '

on their title-pages.—A reprint of no. 2595 (1662), with a new supple-
ment. See no. 2337 and Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 922.

2801, Gawen, rev. Nicholas. 'Efox^ tov Xpio-rov. Christ's Pre-

eminence
; ... By Nicolas Gawen Minister, and Preacher ... at

Bister . . .

Impr. 249 a (Oxford, by H. Hall) : 1668 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] + 47 + [i], signn. A-G< :

English solid.— Contents :—p. [1] title : [3-8] Ep. dedic. to dr. Thomas Lamplugh,
then princ. of St. Alban hall, Oxford: 1-47, the treatise.—-A short treatise on the

pre-eminence of Christ's humanity, in that He was the first that ' with Flesh and Blood '

entered heaven. The imprint shows that the book was not published, but printed for

the author, and probably rare. See Wood's Alk. Oxon. iv. 49. R.

2802. Gore, Thomas. Catalogus Alphabetice digestus . . . Authorum
. . . Qui de Re Heraldica Latine, Gallice, Italice. Hispanice, Germanice,

Anglicb, scripserunt ... A Thoma Gore, De Aldringtona, alias Aldertona
in Agro Wiltoniensi Armigero . . .

Impr. 427 « (Oxon., exc. H. H.[all]) : 1668 : sm. 4° : pp. [8] -t- 27 -I- [i],"signn. A-D^
e'^: English italic solid.— Contents:—p. [i] title, within double lines: [3] dedn. to

William Jordan of Whitley [the last line means ' Lubens Meritoque dat dicat dedicat

consecratque'] : [5-8] 'Ad Lectorem Prsefatio', dated March 25, 1668: 1-27, the

work.— Perhaps the first bibliography proper printed at Oxford. The motto on the

title-page, '^lo^iiiiaOa.i paSiov, applies to Heraldry and Bibliography. For the subject
and date it is creditable, comprising about 185 works, but it includes many works with

only a heraldic section or bearing, and the descriptions are not methodical or full in

a modern sense. The earliest printed book of which the date is given is
' Simon

Simonius. De Nobilitate,vi\ 4°. Printed Leipsig. 1572 ',
the next ' Hierome de Bara.

Le Blason des Armories, fol., A Lyon. 1581 ', the first English work John Feme's
Blazon of Gentry, 1586, cf. p. 27. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 132, and no. 3011
(1674), a much-enlarged edition.

Grotius, Hugo.
The reference to an Oxford 1668 octavo edition of the De Veritate Christianx

Religionis, in P. A. Lehmann's Manes Grotii Vindicati (1727) and therefrom in Joh.
Heinr. Zedler's Universal Lexicon, xi. (1735), col. 1090, is probably a confusion with
the Oxford editions of i66o or 1662.

2803, Heereboord, Adrianus. Adriani Heereboord . . . Philosophia

Naturalis, Cum Commentariis Peripateticis antehac edita. Nunc vero

Hac Posthuma Editione mediam Partem aucta, «& novis Commentariis . . .

explicata.

Impr. 5iOrt (Oxonise, exc. Guil. Hall pro J. Wilmot) : 166S: (eights) 12°: pp- [8] +

256-)- [8], signn. [tt]', a-q*, r* : Bourgeois solid.—A close verbatim reprint of the
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whole of no. 2704 (1665'', witli no intentional change, except that there is no printing
in red on ihe title-page. The British Museum (463. h. 4) has the name of John
Crosley in the imprint, in place of J. W'ilmot, with no other change (impr. 509 :

no. 2803*.

2804. Holland, R.[ichardJ. Notes Shewing how lo get the Angle
of Parallax of a Comet, Or other Pha^noinenon At Two Observations,
To be taken in any One Station, . . . and thereby the distance from the

Earth. By. R. Holland.

Impr. 537 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for R. Davis) : 166S : (eight and four) 12":

pp. [4] + 20, signn. A*, B* : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within double line :

[3-4] 'To the Reader' : 1-20, the work.—A method of taking the altitude and
azimuth of an object and deducing the distance from the earth, with five wood-
cut diagrams, one showing how to make a clinometer, as we should call it. Holland

taught mathematics in Oxford for about fifty years before his death in 1677, aged 8t.

See Wood's Ath. Oxon, iii. 1109. Leonard Lichfield II seems to have waked up:
he printed nothing alone in 1659-64 or 1667.

2805. King, William. Poems of Mi"- Cowley and others. Composed
into Songs and Ayres with a Thorough Basse to the Theorbo, Harpsecon,
or Base-violl; By William King Organist of New-Colledge In the Uni-

versity of Oxon:
Impr. 452a (Oxford, by W. Hall for the Author): 1668 : (twos) la. 8°: pp. [4]

+ .55 + [Oj signn. A-P^ : Great primer solid, &c.—Contents :
—

p. [1] title, within

line : [3] preface : [4] note about errata : 1-55, words and music.— Stated to be a

rare book, and priced in a 191,5 bookseller's catalogue (Ellis) at ^68 (well bound).
Of the twenty-four pieces fourteen are certainly from Cowley's Mistress (1656 edition):
of the rest,

'

Awake, awake, my Lyre
'

(p. 4) is David's song to Michal, from Cowley's
Davideis: Love's Field (p. 18 : beg. 'Men of Warr') was composed by George King,
the author's father : Age (p. 42 : beg.

' Oft am I') was composed by E. Y., perhaps
Edw. Young, of New College, father of the poet) : one (p. 50) is 'Sands' translation'

of Ps. cxxxiii, with a Latin Gloria : the others are, Art and Nature, Cupid's Complaint,
Alexis Singing. Name on a Tree, Love's Lure, Love's Fuel. On pp. 54-5 part of the

Latin Gloria for three voices is printed upside down (as in no. 780), so that all three

could sing off one book. For the composer see the Magd. Coll. Register, 1st ser.,

ii. 66. The Music type is as in no. 2476. R.

Mayow, John. Tractatus duo. See no. 2834 (1669).

Oxford—University. In this year the series of Degree Lists and Encaenia Papers
may be said to begin. Hitherto only Quazstiones have been issued, which may be

called literary, see Oxford Books, vol.
i, pp. 225 (no. 963*), 230 (no. 174), ii, pp. 3^

(no. 174), 41 (no. 214). These sheets (occasionally issued in book form) are known
from 1597 to 1693. Fell's organizing power is shown in the ' Ordo Baccalaureorum
determinantium in Acad: Oxon: per Quadragesimam. An. i66|-'now first issued in

a large sheet, divided into twelve schools, with the names and colleges of all the

determinants, and the dates and places of their final disputations during Lent. This

was so formal that the determinants are already called ' D*
'

(Dominus) on the sheet.

An example is :
—D* Middleton of New College was to dispute in the Law School on

Feb. 13 and March 3, 166^: there are 144 determinants in all.
'

Printing the Lent

Programma's
'

cost 1 2S. this year.
The developments of these papers is as follows :

—' Ordo Bacc. determ.' from 1668
;

' Encaenia celebrata . . .' from 1674 ;
Class Lists from 1802 ;

' Ordo Examinandorum
'

from 180S; 'Ordo Respondentium' from 1809. In 1854 the lists become more

complicated. See Periodicals, at end of this volume.

2806. Pavonius, Franciscus. Summa Ethica.
In Richnrd Davis's auction sale catalogue (Oxford, Apr. 1686), part 1, p. 95 (lot 154),

we find 'Pavonii (Fran.) Summa Ethica. Oxon. 1668 'and in part 2 (June 1686),

p. 77 (lot 278}, the same entry. In Francis Bowman's similar catalogue (Oxford,
Feb. i68f) Libri Miscellanei in Duodecimo, lot 140, is

' Pavonii (Fran.) Introductio in

SI80 n
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moral. Philosoph. Oxon. i66S'. I have not come across any copy of the Stimnia
Ethical, of Francesco Favone, an Italian Jesuit, printed at Oxford. It was first printed
at Naples in 1617.

2807. [Price, Owen.] English Orthographic or The Art of right

spelling, reading, pronouncing, and writing all sorts of English Words . . .

Also Some Rules for the points, and pronunciation, and the using of the

great letters. Together with The difference between words of like

sound . . .

Imp. 538 (Oxford, by H. Hall for F. Titon [London]) : 166S : sm. 4° : pp. [S]
+ 67 + [i], signn. A-1*, K^ : Pica and Great primer solid.— Contents :

—
pp. [1-2] not

seen: [3] title: [5-7] preface: [8] index for Rules: 1-67, the v.ork.—Price was
master of the Mar^'dalen College School from 1657 till the Restoration, and died in

Oxford in 1671, the 3'ear after a second edition of the present work was issued (see
no. 2860, and no. 2715 (1665"). The title describes the order of contents: '

points'
mean punctuation. The interest of the book is in the differences of usage and pro-
nunciation between 1668 and the present time. Thus (p. 29) old, cold, and gold were

pronounced as if owld, cowld, gowld. For the author of tliis anonymous work, see

Wood's At/i. Oxon. iii. 942 ; Magd. Coll. Register, 1st sen, iii. 177.

2808. Randolph, Thomas. Poems With the IMuses Looking-glass,
and Amyntas : Whereunto is added, The Jealous Lovers. By Tho.

Randolph, M.A. late Fellow of Trinity Colledge in Cambridge. The
Fifth Edition, with several Additions, Corrected and Amended.

Impr. 539 (Oxford, [by a London printer & H. Hall] through F. Bowman for

J. Crosley): 1668: (eights) 12°: pp. [28] + 436, signn. A-Z, Aa-Ff* : Long primer
solid.—Contents :—p. [i] half-title '

Randolphs Poems' : [3I title-page, within double
line: [4-28] prefatory poems, as in the first edition, no. 896 (1638): 1-118, the

poems : 119,3 title-page
' The Muses Looking Glass. By T. K.', with impr.

'

London,
Printed Anno Dom. 1668

'

: 121—95, the play : 197, title-page
'

Amyntas ... A Pastoral

. . . By T. R. . . .', with impr. 247 (Oxford, by H. H.), 1668 : 198-290, the play : 291,

title-page 'Aristippus . . . [and] The Conceited Pedler . . .',
with impr. as above :

293-322, 323-35, Amyntas and 'The Pedler': 337, title-page
' Tlie Jealous Lovers

... by Thomas Randolph . . .', with impr. 215^ (Oxford, by H. Hall), 1668 : 339-49,

prefatory poems: .^51-436, the comedy.—^A reprint by Henry Hall of Oxford of the

London J 664 Fifth Edition; even the word 'Fifth' is not altered to 'Sixth'.

Pp. [1-28], 1-196 were printed in London, as part of it professes to be, and can be

distinguished by one of the London compositors' use of an inverted comma instead of

an apostrophe (in many cases), such as liv^d. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. i. 565.

2809. — ,
—

. Poems : With the Muses Looking-glass, and Amyntas :

Whereunto is added, The Jealous Lovers. By Tho. Randolph, M.A. late

Fellow of Trinity Colledge in Cambridge. The Fifth Edition with

several Additions Corrected and Amended.
Impr. 539 (as 2808) : 166S : sm. 4° : pp., signn., and type as 2808.— Contents:—

p. [2] engraved title of 1664 (no. 2672) unaltered : [3] title, nearly as no. 2808 :

the rest as no. 2808, even to the London imprint on p. 119, but on p. 357 is impr.

247.—A careful Oxford reprint of no. 2808, the stock of which seems to have run

out quickly. Tiie two issues can be at once distinguished by the colon after ' Poems '

in the title. That these two issues are one from the other is shown by the misprint
iniriat'ds in both (p. 28) for the vmiads of the 1664 (A) edition and Pomana for

Pomona in both (p. 55) : that this issue (C) is from no. 2808 (B), and not vice versa,
is shown by the diaeresis in A and B at p. 7 Deotda, wanting in C : compare (p. 41)
dews kisse A, dewes kisse B, dews kiss C : (p. 41) nmtuall . . . Nuptiall K, mutuall . . .

nuptial B, mutual . . . ttitptial C : (p. 104) Aulico-politiiO-Academico A. Aiilico

politics-Acadetnico 1', Aula poUtia-Academico C : (p. 197') Amyntas : A, B, Amyntas^
C: {^^.'i^'^) Long dead round K, learned round V>, learned round Q,: (p. 2,^<)) fualesanus

aquas A, B, malesanus aqtiis C. The whole of C is apparently printed at Oxford : I

do not feel sure.
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2809'*'. Sanderson, bp. Robert. (Logicae Arlis Compendium. Edido

Septima. Authore Rob. Sanderson.)
The 6th edition is dated 1664 and the Sth 1672 : the 7th was therefore probably

about 166S, but no copy has been at present met with. As the 6th and Sth do not

differ in contents, the 7th was no doubt a reprint of the 6th. R.

2810. South, dr. Robert. Interest deposed, and Truth restored . . .

delivered in two Sermons . . . [&c., nearly as no. 2530 (1660)] By Robert

South, Master of Arts . . . The second Edition.

Impr. 540 (Oxford, by W. Hall for G. West) : 1668 : sm. 4" : pp. [12] + 76, signn.
A-L* : Great primer solid.— Contents :

—
p. [i] title, within double border of ornn. :

[3-12] dedn. and preface, as no. 2530 : [13-16] 1-33, the first sermon : 35, title-

page, 'Ecclesiastical Policy the best Policy ... By Ro. South', impr. 541 (.Oxford, by
VV. H. for G. West) : 37-76, the second sermon.—A reprint of the 1660 Oxford

edition (no. 2530). The second part is sometimes found separate, in spite of the

pagination and signatures (the second title-page being sign. F4).

Savage, Henry : Balliofergus. See nos. 2794-5.

2811. Spelman, sir Henry. De non temerandis Ecclesiis, Churches
not to be violated. . . . Written by Sir Henry Spelman Knight. The
fourth Edition.

Impr. 542 (Oxford, by H. Hall for A. Cnrteyn) : 166S : sm. S° : pp. [16] + 128, signn.
A-l*: Pica solid.—Contents:—p. [i] title-label: [3] title: [5-15] 'To the Reader',
Letter 1613, Account: 1-52, 'To the Reader', signed

' Clm: Spelman', the editor:

53-103, the treatise: 104-6, Epilogue: 107-14, a Sermon of St. Augustine on
Luke xviii, with editor's notes: 114-28, Appendix by the author.—A reprint of

no. 1858 (16461, which see : but the address of the Printer to the Reader is omitted.

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 8.

2812. Stokes, David. Verus Christianus, Or, Directions For Private

Devotions, And Retirements. Dedicated to . . . Gilbert L*^ Arch-Bishop
of Canterbury ... By David Stokes, D.D. and Fellow of Eaton Colledge . . .

Impr. 335// (Oxford, by H. Hall for R.Davis): 166S : 12°: pp. [2] + 221 + [sj,

signn. A^, b-k'*, l*, m^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within double line:

1-221, the Directions: [1-5] 'A Table . . .' or list of chapters.—A practical
manual of considerations and directions about private and public prayers and medita-

tions, in fifty-one chapters, written in a quiet and thoughtful style. This is the first

Oxford boolc mentioned in the Term Catalogues, which began in Mich. T. 1668
;

it

occurs as published in Hilary T. 166^, i.e. before the middle of February. The entry
shows that it is, as a fact, the revised form (no. 2813) which is referred to, but no
details of publishers or printers are given : the price was \s. 6r/. bound.

2813.
—

,

—
. Verus Christianus . . . [&c., exactly as no, 2812 as far

as
'

Colledge
'

: then] To which is added ... an Appendi.x, Containing
in it some Private Devotions of . . . Bishop Andrewes never before

extant.

Impr. 543 (Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield, for R. Davis) : 1668 : 12° : pp. [12] +
221 + [7] +65 ['64'] + [9], signn. [a]*, B-n'^, o", [p]i : Pica solid.—Contents:—
pp. [1-2] not seen : [3] title, within double line : [5-9] Prefsce : [9-11]

' A Transi-

tion . . .' from preface to text: I-221, the Directions: [1-4] 'A Transition' to the

Appendix: [6] title 'An Appendix...' with impr. as above: 1-65, Prayers and
Meditations of Bishop Andrewes in English, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew : [8] Errata.^
The Prayers and Meditations in the Appendix are from the bishop's Hebrew Bible,
'Greek Papers', and other manuscript sources, interspersed with Stokes's notes.

Stokes was a jnipil of that 'walking Library' (p. 3) the bishop. Owing to the
' author's absence ' the Errata are many, and careless. For date of issue see no. 2812.
The changes in this revised and augmented issue are :

—the title is reprinted, and a

Q 2
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preface and ' transition
'

added. Then came sheets b-k of the former edition, re-

issued : but sheet L and all that follows (i.e. p. 217 on) are reprinted or new matter.
And this second issue (reprinting and jeissue) is undertaken by A. & L. Lichfield,
not Hall—who was perhaps too busy with other books. See Wood's Fasti Oxon.
ii. 81 : Stokes died in 1669.

2813*. Tully, dr. Thomas. Prsecipuoium Theologise Capitum En-
chiridion . . . Cum Appendicula Practica de Coena Domini. Ediiio

altera multo auctior . . .

Impr. 543* (Londini, exc. J- Cotterell, per F. Oxlad sen. Oxon.) : 1668: sm. 8" :

pp. [16 (4, London imprimatur of 1664 : 5, title : 7-16, Ad Lectorem)] + 152 (£-142,
Enchiridion: 143-52, Appendicula: 152, errata) + [8 (1-5, Elenchus Capitum: 6-7
.Snffragia (Ecclesise)], signn. [tt]', A-L*.^An extended second edition of the first

edition published in London in 1665: see 1673 (no. 2990), 1683, 1700, 1713. As
far as the ornaments are concerned, this book might have been printed at Oxford, and

perhaps it was.

Tully, Thomas. 'Enchiridion Didacticum—Oxon. 1668.'
This entry in the Auction Sale Catalogue of Richard Davis's books at Oxford, part i,

in 1686 (p. 48, lot 349) is probably an error for London, 2nd ed. 1668. See no. 2990
(1673).

[Waring, Robert.]
' Amoris Effigies. Oxon., ed. 4ta, 1668.'

This entry in the Auction Sale Catalogue of Richard Davis's books at Oxford, part 3,

in 16S8 (p. 61, lot 1197) is probably an error for London, 1668.

1669.

The First Year of the Sheldonian Press.

Note.

From this point, books are described, more nearly than before, according to the

scheme proposed in vol. i of the Proceedings of the Oxford Bibliographical Society

(1923), pp. 55-64; but the changes from previous practice are slight.

There are still three classes in each year :

A. Important works.

B. Interesting works, entitled Minor Pieces.

C. Ordinary works, entitled Oxford Press.

In the third class the contents of A and B (if printed at Oxford) are entered in the

form of cross-references, and whenever the imprint is the official one {e Theatro

Sheldoniano. e Prelo Academico ; or their equivalent)
' Sheld.' is prefixed, im-

mediately after the long running number : and when the printer styles himself
' Printer to the University' but the Sheldonian, &c., is not mentioned,

'
u. p.' is placed

after the number. Also the Contents are, in the description of a book, amalga-
mated with the collation, by which a saving of space is effected. The first example
is no. 2820.

A mials.

March i?-ig, an ineffective heraldic Visitation of Oxfordshire took place at the

Crown Inn before sir Edward Bysshe, Clarencieux King-of-Arms, hut the University
did not put in an appearance, and but few of the gentry, pai tly, as Wood remarks,
because a Brackley Race Meeting was on. April witnessed the first 'flying coach',
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which took passengers to London within the day (from Apr. 5), and the first Annual
Oxfordshire feast (tor natives of the county) at Oxford (Apr. 15 : but see no. 2582
above), instituted chiefly through John Paynton, the Town Clerk. From May 3 to 5
the city was en fete to receive Cosmo iii de' Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany, who
had visited Cambridge on May 1-2. In Wood's Life, ed. A. Clark, are full accounts

of his reception by the University; see also L. Magalotti's account, printed in Italian,

French, and English. A view of Oxford taken by the Duke's command is preserved at

Florence, and a photographic reproduction is in the Bodleian (Bodl. MS. Top. Oxon.
a. 25). May 20, the formal transference of the Vesperies, Comitia, and other academi-
cal ceremonies from St. Mary's to the new Sheldonian Theatre was approved by
Convocation. July 9-12, a 'great and splendid Act' took place in the Theatre,

accompanied by music and recitals. Some of the former is in Bodl. MS. 26385,
and speeches are in MSS. 13S52, 29619. The present North door of the Divinity
School had just been made, and an organ borrowed and put in place for the occasion.

The fullest account of the ceremony is in Wood's Hist, of the Univ., vol. ii, pt. 2

(1796). See also nos. 2836-7 below.

It may be noted that the Act proper (which consisted of disputations called Vesperies,

disputations called Comitia, and certain speeches and sermons) extended over three

days in July, Act Saturday, Act Sunday, and Act Monday.^ At it Masters and Doctors,

previously qualified, actually took their degrees, and at it (only) play-acting by profes-
sionals was allowed at Oxford. The Encaenia (the word Commemoration does not occur
at this period, nor perhaps until the middle of the eighteenth century) was a literary and
musical performance, made first at this opening of the Sheldonian Theatre, and in 1670
ordered to be carried out annually on the Friday preceding Act Saturday : in practice,
when the Act was omitted, there was no Encaenia, e.g. 16S5-92. The word is a plural
from the Greek 'E-y/catVia, a feast of Renovation, renewing or commemorating the

past, especially by the Commemoratio Benefactorum. There were similar lesser

Encaenia on special occasions, such as Royal Visits, Coronation Days, &c.

Archbishop Gilbert Sheldon, to whom the erection of the Theatre, which cost in

all about ;^i 2,500, was entirely due, wrote on Aug. 4 to say that he was unable to

take up the office of Chancellor (see p. 212 above). Evelyn's Diary si&te.i that he
never saw the Theatre ! To the office of Chancellor James I3utler, duke of Ormonde,
was elected on Aug. 4, and his installation (at which Anthony Wood was especially
honoured, as the author of the History of the University, ]u%i completed) took place
in London on the 36th. The memorable Vice-Chancellorship of dr. John Fell came
to an end in this autumn, dr. Peter Mews succeeding him on Sept. 25.

Nov. 19, there was a fire at Christ Church near the Chapterhouse, on the site where
' Fell's Buildings' were subsequently erected and in 1863 removed. Dec. 27, Samuel

Clarke, the learned Oriental scholar, superior bedell of Law, and first architypo-

graphus, died, and on the 29th Norton Bold, who had no pretensions to scholarship,
was elected into Clarke's place as bedell, against Fell's candidate, Thomas Bennett of

Christ Church, and became (an inefficient) Architypographus.

2814 {Sheld.). Oxford, university. EPICEDIA
|

universitatis I

OXONIENSIS, I
IN

I

OBITUM
|

augustissimjs principis
\

HEN-
RIETTAE MARIAE

|

reginm matris.
\\ [iwo lines] ||

Impr. 544 (Oxonii, e typ. Sheld. [per L. & A. Lichfield?]): Anno Domini.
M. DC. LXix. : folio: pp. [56], signn. a-d, d, e-n^ : English spaced.—Contents :

—
signn. Ai'', title : A2''-N2^, the poems, chiefly in Latin.

Under Oct. 1669 Wood notes : 'The Verses in folio that came out about the begin-

ning of this month, made by the University on the death of the Queen mother, was the

first book that was printed in the Theatre, the first that was compleatly finished.' The
qualification of the expression

'
first book '

is due to the fact that the printing of

Beveridge's Councils (1672 : no. 2916) was begun early in May. Henrietta Maria,
widow of Charles i, died on Aug. 31, 1669, at Colombes, near Paris, where she had
lived since 1665 ; and was buried at St. Denis. As a Roman Catholic she had not
been popular in England, and the enthusiasm of the writers is more subdued than usual

^
Always the uext Monday after the 7th of July, under the Laudian Statutes. The

Latin for the Act is Actus {gen. Actus).
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in these Verses. Tlie printer was Anne, or Leonard and Anne, Lichfield : and £iS 6s.

was paid by the University for 5C0 copies : as well as £^ Sj. to binders, and ;!^S 45. for
'

velvett, sarsenett and strings ',
for special copies. There are large paper copies.

The general printing is not good. The Threni Canlabrigienses was later in coming
out, and has on sign. K4^ a poem explaining that the cause of the delay was the sin-

cerity of the grief ! The writers are as follows, all the poems being in Latin, unless
noted to be otherwise :

—
Mews, P., LL.D., pres. of St. J.,

V.C.

Fell, Jo:, D.D., dean of Ch. Ch. (To
the King, showing incidentally that

he was in Hampshire when the

news of the Queen Mother's death

arrived).

Annesley, Altham, Magd., 2nd son of

the earl of Anglesey (alterwards lord

Altham: matr. Sept. 15, 1669,

aged 17).

Annesley, Rich., Magd., 3rd son of
the above (afterwards lord Altham :

niatr. Sept. 15, 1669, aged 14).

5 Asshelon, Kadolphus, baronet, Brasen.

Savage, H., D.D., master of Ball.

Tullie, T., princ. of St. Edm. hall

(sign. C : the rare words lessiis and
inedioxurnus are used).

Pierce, Thomas, D.D., pres. of Magd.
(two : one Greek).

Stonehouse, Bluettus, baronet, Ch. Ch.,
M.A.

10 James, Thomas, warden of All S.

South, R., D.D., Public Orator.

AUestree, Rich., regius prof, of Theol.,
canon of Ch. Ch. (sign. d).

Lamplugh, Tho., D.D., princ. of

Alban hall.

Lockey, Tli., D.D,, sub-dean of

Ch. Ch.

15 Lamphire, Johannes, princ. of Hart

hall, D.M., prof, of Histo;y.

Levinz, Gul., D.M., fell, of St. J., prof
of Greek (in Greek).

Alsop, Nath., sen. proc, fell, of

Brasen.

Davenant, Jacob,, jun. proc, fell, of

Oriel (sign. d).

Hyde, Thomas, M.A., Qu.,
' Proto-

bibliothecarius Bodleianus' (in
Persian ?),

20 March, Johan., M.A., St. Edm. hall.

Guillym, Jos., M.A., fell, of Brasen.

Lane, Jac:, knight and son of a baro-

net, Ch. Ch.

Leigh, Fran:, St. J., fellow com-
moner.

Fouke, T., B.D., Glouc. hall (sign. E).

25 Young, Ed., fell, of New Coll., LL.B.

Mewe, N., M.A., fell, of C.C.C.

Heylyn, T., Ch. Ch.

Morley, Carolus, Ch. Ch., gent. comm.

Alvey, Th., B.M., fell, of Merton.

30 Dugard, Sam., fell, of Trin.

Russell, Sa., B.A., Magd. (sign. F).

Russell, Guli:, B.A., Magd.
Trumbull, Car., B.A., Ch. Ch.

(sign. G).

Levett, Gul:, M.A.

35 Holt, Carolus, Magd., B.A., son of a

baronet.

P., R., B.A.,Ch. Ch.

Dawtrey, Tho:, St. J., fell. comm.
White, Gilbert, Magd. (a smoothly
. written diatribe against France for

allowing the Queen to die there).

Bayly, T.,'' M.A., fell, of Magd.
40 Waple, Ed., B.A., St. J. (sign. h).

Wells, Jer., B.A., St. J.

Smythe, Lucius, son of a knight, gent,
comm. of Ch. Ch.

Rotheram, J., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Pierce, Robertus, Magd.
45 Clifford, Thomas, eldest son of a

knight, fell. comm. of Qu. (sign. i).

Lake, Lan., New Coll., son of a

knight.

Wooley, J., M.A., Trin.

Trevor, Jo., gent., comm. of Merton.

Benson, S., B.A., Ch. Ch. (sign. k).

50 Penny, la., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Stanley, Jos., B.A., St. J.

Clarke, Sam., B.A., Magd.
Codrington, Jo:, fell. comm. of Merton

(sign. L).

Jones, Nath., Ch. Ch.

55 Mill, Johan., B.A., Qu. (Greek),
Harris, Guil., fell, of New Coll.

Tyrril, Rob., St. J.

Kingsley, Tho., Magd.
Hellier, Geo., B A., Magd. hall.

60 Clutterbucke, Jo. , Magd, hall (sign. m).
Mundy, Tho., New Coll.

Baron, Jo., gent. comm. of St. J.

Ov/en, Guil., Ch, Ch.

Elwes, Johan., son of a knight, Hart

hall, gent, comm,
65 Taylor, Jos., Ch. Ch.

Whitley, Tho., Ch. Ch., gent. comm.
(sign, N),

Williams, Joh., Jes., comm,
Paul, Rob., B.A., Wadh.
Smith, Josias, M.A., fell, of St. J.

70 Pengry, Moses, M.A., fell, of Brasen.

Brasier, Joan., D.D., fell, of St. J.

(72 poems, all Latin, except 3 Greek,
I Persian.)
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Minor Pieces.

2815. Hickes, capt. William.
' Oxford Jests ; being a Collection

of Witty Jests, merry Tales, and pleasant Joques. Collected by Captain
William Hickes, Native of Oxford. In Twelves. Price, bound, \s.

Printed for S. Miller at the Star at the West end of S. Paul's.'

So in the Term Catalogues, ed. Arber, i. 21 (Mich. 1669). No copy of this is at

present known. Wood testifies that the book came out in November 1669 {Life, ii.

i']6n.). For the author see Wood's Aih. Oxon. iii. 490, and Life, ii. 176. He was
a native of Oxford, of low birth, and at this time a clerk in Deptford. The book can-

not be described till 1684, the date of the earliest available copy. The title is mis-

leading in the sense that the stories are not necessarily concerning (Oxford or in any
way learned or refined, but simply adapted to amuse the ordinary Oxford man of that

time. It started a whole series of London Jests, Cambridge Jests, England's Jests,

and the like, and as Hickes himself produced an Oxford Drollery (in verse : see

no. 2872, 1 671) and Coffee HouseJests, he may be looked on as the parent of a kind

of literature, or at least of a series of new titles. He obtained his military title Irom

having trained some lads at Deptford at the Restoration.

There are two poems referring to the 3669 edition of the Oxford Jests, in Merry
Drollery, Complete (London, 1670 : two parts : issued in Mich. T. 1669 S^Term Cata-

logues, i. 22]). The first (p. 287) is 'On Captain Hick his Oxford Jeasts', strongly

recommending it with its
'

Eight Hundred or more' tales, and referring them all to

the wits of the University: the second (p. 317) 'On the Printing of the Oxford Jests'

begins
'
I tell thee Kit, where I have been

|

Where I the rarest Jests have zeen '
: the

writer had seen a copy before it was published (a fact explained by Simon Miller being
the publisher both of \\\q Jests and Drollery'). The reference to 800 jests shows that

an imperfect copy in the Bodleian, which implies 723 at least, is an early edition, for

the 5th to the 12th editions (1684-17 20) have only 583. All 'Drolleries' appear to

be in verse: and 'Jest' books in prose. For the earliest Oxford Jest-book see

no. 872 (Gratis Ludentes, 163S).
The editions at present known are as follows (B.M. = Brit. Mus., T.C. = Term

Catalogues) :

[ist]. About 1640, according to W^ood {Life, ii. 176), but, until some more definite

information is found, it cannot be regarded as certain.

[2nd]. 1669. Lotidon (T.C. i. 21).

[3rd]. 1671. London (T.C. i. 83: Book Prices Current, 1910).

[4th]. 1675. London (T.C. i. 200: Wood owned a copy, now lost).

[5th]. 1684. L.07idon (B.M., Bodl.).

6th. 1690. L^ondon (T.C. ii. 316).

7th. 1694. London (T.C. ii. 514).
8th. 1698. London for J. Back (in my possession).

9th. 1702. London (T.C. iii. 302).
loth. 1706. Z(7Wi?« (in my possession),
nth.
12th. 1720. Lotuion {fio(l\.).

13 th.

14th. [c. 1740]. [n.d.] London (mentioned in Bohn's Lowndes, s.v. Jests; Book
Prices Current, 1913).
The 8th edition was reprinted about 1750-60 for C. Hitch and five others publishers

(Bodl.).

2816 {Sheld). Owen, Corbet, carmen] PINDARICUM |

in
|

thea-

TRVM
I

SHELDONiANVM
|

IN
|

Soknnibus Magnifici Operis \

ENC^mis
\

Recitatum Julii die 90 Anno 1669 |
a

|

corbetto owen
|

A.B. ^d. Chr.

Ahimno, Authore.
| [mollo from Pindar]. | [line] \

Impr. 545 (Oxonii, e typ. Sheld., exc. H. Hall per J. Crosley) : 1669: sm. 4":

pp. [4] +28, signn. A^, B-D*, e'^ : English spaced
—Contents :

—
p. [i] title : [2] V.C.'s

Imprimatur, Oct. 14, 1669 : [3] dedn. to archbp Gilbert Sheldon : 1-28, the poem.—
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A long, very nrtificial and rather confused poem in I-atin verse, chief!}' in irregular
metres imitating Pindar's Odes. Strange words and phrases are employed, with

a weird nse of italics, which make the poem difficult. Johnson m his Life of Abraham

Cowley denounces ' Pindarism
'

with its
' lax and lawless versification

',
and mentions

this poem 'in which all kinds of verse are shaken together'. Owen was a strange

genius, a Westminster Student at Christ Church and Bachelor of Arts, who died in

Jan. 167^. He begins with admiration of the edifice with its wonderful flat ceiling

(designed by dr. John Wallis, and adapted by Wren), and praises Wren as the restorer

of Architecture (§ 5).

Then he turns to Sheldon (§§ 8, 13), to Robert Streater and his ceiling picture (§ 10),

and to Fell (§ 15"). In § 16 he reverts to the Theatre as a victory of Art over the

rude buildings wiiich it supplanted, and a temple-monument to Sheldon. The Theatre

as a printing ofhce is duly celebrated (§ 19), as a source of future books:
' At vos Oxonii proles doctissima matris

Edite perpetuis mansura volumina sjeclis,

Sheldoniis mandanda typis, nostioque relicto

Mox immensum orbis late impletura theatrum.'

The new Marmora Arundeliana are last praised (§ 20) :

'

Cingnnt Theatrum quam bene splendidnm
Obscura fusel rudera marmoris.'

The poem is partly printed in Matthew Wren's Parentalia, and entirely in Miism

AnglicatiiB (1692, &c.) : an expression on p. 19 seems to show that parts wtx^ added
after Henrietta Maria's death on August 31 : it seems too long to have been entirely
recited on July 9, see no. 2836 below. The time of publication must have been

after that of no. 2814, in fact in the last quarter of the year. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 924, Hist, of Univ. ii. 801.

2817. D Prynne, William. Brief Animadversions on ... the Fourth

Part ot the Institutes of the Lawes of England, concernin.s; the Jurisdic-

tion of Courts, compiled by . . . Sir Edward Cooke ... By William Prynne
(London, 1669, folio).

This learned volume contains much printed material for the constitutional history
of Oxford at pp. 155-74, 222-31, 346-76, 414-15, &c., see the Index under Oxford
and list of records on p. 159. Many records are printed at full length, such as the

Act of Incorporation, 1571 (p. 156); the ordinance of archbp. Chicheley for the

promotion of Graduates, 1421 (p. 168): Bulls of Popes, T378, i&c. (p. 222): Charters

of Privileges, 1334-77, &c. (p. 346) : the Agreement between Oriel and the University
about the Old Congregation House, March 17, I4^§ (p. 369).

2818. Whitehall, Ro.[bert]. URANIA,
|

or
|

a description
|

of

THE
1
PAINTING

|

Of the TOP of the
|

Theater at oxon, |

As the artist

lay'd his Design. | \li7ie\ \ By ro. Whitehall, Fellow of Merion

Colledge. I [line, viotlo, Inie] Licensed and Entred according to Order.

line, Royal A rms, Ihie
\

Impr. :
—London, Prmted by Thomas Ratcliffe and Thomas Daniell, and are to be

sold by them at their House in Newstreet betwixt Shooe-lane and Fetter-lane : 1669 :

folio: pp. [2] + 9 + [i], signn. a-C^.— Contents :—p. [i] title: 1-7, the description,
in verse : 8-9, a poem, or poetical dedication, to the new Chancellor, the duke of

Ormonde.— Entered in Stat. Hall Register on August 30, 1669, Ormonde having been
elected Chancellor on Aug. 4. The idea of the painting is that various Genii prepare
for the advent of the Arts and Sciences

; Truth, Honour, and Pleasure aiding and

abetting : Envy, Rapine, and Ignorance naturally vacate the vicinity, not without

propulsion. The verse is very poor, but interesting as contemporary evidence of the

meaning of Streater's Painting. Printing (with type, in forme, and sheets hung up to

dry) is depicted, and described at p. 6. The reference in
'

Rapine . . . L'nseen 'till now
(except in 48)', p. 7, is to the V'isitors' activity in Oxford in 1648. For another

description of the painting see no. 2956. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 177. Streater's

work was in place before the Act, see Wood's Life, ii. 164 : it was repaired in 1762,
and again in 1802, 1826, and about 1900.
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Oxford Press.

2819. Boyle, hon. Richard. Considerationes & Experimenta de

Origine Formarum & Qualitatum. Oxon. 1669, 12°.

So in the Bibliotheca Atigkseiana (a sale catalogue, i6S6\ p. 63, no. 239 : cf. the

Davis Catal., pt. 3, p. 52, pt. 4, pp. 44 and 47, and Bowman Catal., p. 63. These
Latin translations of Boyle's treatises were printed for the foreign market, and do not

often occur in English libraries. The present example is not in the British Museum
or Bodleian or even m the Radcliffe Library in the Museum at Oxford. It is a transla-

tion of no. 2764. R.

2820 {li. p.).
—

,

—
. A Continuation of New Experiments, Physico-

Mechanical, Touching the . . . Air . . . The i. part. . . . [with a] Dis-

course Of the Atmosphere of Consistent Bodies. By . . . Robert Boyle. . . .

Impr. 335^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1669: sm. 4°: pp. [22: title,

preface, 'Advertisements touching the Engine', Errata, half-title] + 198 (1-176, the

work: 177-98, of the Atmosphere) + [I2 (i-io, Contents : 11, title-label;], signn. *,

**, A-Z, Aa-Dd^, e'^ : with eight plates, cut in metal : English solid.—This Essay is in

the form of a letter to lord ' Clifford and Dungarvan ', dated Oxford, March 24, i66g,
and deals with experiments in which the air had only to be exhausted for a short

period, part 2 being intended for the rest. The 'Engine' is an air-pump (figg. 1-2).
For the former New Experiments see nos. 2484 (1660), 2586 (1662).

2821 («. p.).
—

,

—
. Paradoxa Hydrostatica, Novis Experimentis

(maximam partem Physicis ac Facihbus) evicta. Authore Nobihssimo
Roberto Boyle, E Societate Regia. Nuper ex Anglico sermone in Latinum
versa.

Impr. 425*2 (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis) : 1669: 12°: pp. [48] -t- 209 -t-

[7]' + 3 folded plates : signn. *, **, A-K^'^.— Contents :
—

p. [l] title : [3-5] Ad
lectorem, by the editor : [7-38] Prsefatio : [39-40] Latin list of Boyle's works :

[41-8] Catalogue of some books printed for and to be sold by Richard Davis in

t.)xford, but few are dated : 1-163, the Paradoxa : 164-9, two Appendixes : [2-5] Index

Capitnm : [6] title-label
;
and three folded plates.

—For the original treatise in English,
see no. 2738 1 1666) : this is a translation for the convenience of foreign students.

In the T£?m Catalogtie for Trin. T. 1669 (i. 15), price, bound, 2s.

^%22 {u. p.). Clemens, Romanus. . . . KAi//xcj/tos IIpo? KopivOiovi

'EtticttoAt;. S. Patris & Martyris Clementis Ad Corinthios Epistola.
Impr. 413 a lOxonise, exc. A. & L. Lichfield) : 1669 : 12°: pp. [24 (3, title : 5, text :

7-24, preface)] +133 (i, half-title: 2-133, text, Greek on versos, Latin on rectos) -H

[71 (2-10, Veterum Testimonia : 12-65, Latin notes: 66-9, Jnnius's conjectural

restorations, where the MS. was imperfect)], signn. A-i^'^, K* : Pica (Greek and Latin)
solid.—Oxford had the honour of issuing the first two editions of the Greek of the

First Epistle of Clement of Rome to the Corinthians: see Junius's edition of 1633
(no. 742) : both are of course from the Codex Alexandrinus, then in the Royal
Library, and now in the British Museum. Junius's text is here precisely reproduced,
with his Latin translation slightly revised and with notes. The words and letters

supplied by Junius where the MS. was defective are here noted in an appendix, so

that the precise text of the MS. may be recognizable.
The interest of this edition lies in the preface

—which shows that dr. John Fell was
the editor. He explains the whole cause and theory of his New Year Books. He
was ashamed that the young Academics of Christ Church should greet him on the

First of January with good wishes and congratulations, and he make no return or

acknowledgement : so he provides (' pro recepto apud me more') a book every year.
In this case he has not revised the text by collation, not so much in order to spare
himself labour as because he could entirely trust Junius's work : he has, however, added
notes and criticisms at some length. This is the first statement that I have seen of the

raison d'etre of Fell's New Year Books. The edition of 1677 is little more than
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a reprint of this, with a few changes and additions : it omits parts of the preface and
adds the Second Epistle of Clement, with notes on it. The imprint of the present
edition shows that it was not published, but printed for Fell for presentation.

2824 {u. p.). Conant, Malachi. Urim and Thummim
;

or the

Clergies Dignity and Duty Recommended in a Visitauon Sermon
Preached at Lewes . . ., April 27. 1669. By Malachi Conant B.D.

[two 7nottoes\.

Impr. 546 (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Collins, London): 1669: sm.4°: pp. [4 (i, title,

within double lines : 2, V.C.'s imprimatur, Aug. 2. 1669 ; 3, dedn. to bp. Henry King]
+ 26 (the sermon, on Matt. v. 16) + [2 {tiot secn)\, signn. a-d* : English solid.—See
Wood's Fasti, ii. 282. It will be observed that the itjiprimatm- is dated Aug. 2, 1669 :

the copy described was given to Wood by the author on Sept. 6, 1669, but there is

a second copy in the Bodleian (no. °2823) given (also by the author) to dr. Thomas
l^arlow, then archdeacon of Oxford, on August 3, which has an earlier title-leaf, giving
the author's name as ' M. Conant', with other small changes, and bearing the purely
London imprint

'

London, Printed for James Collins at the Sign of the King's Head
in Westminster-Hall', with no iinpritnatur. The rest of the issue is identical with

the ordinary issue. It may be the copy submitted to the Vice-Chancellor for his

licence, since the imprimatur is not there. Closer inspection shows also that even in

Wood's copy only the title-page and imprimatur on the back of it are Oxford

printing, the rest being London work : the N on p. i is quite unlike any Oxford

alphabet. Probably Fell insisted on at least an Oxford title-page, before giving his

licence as Vice-Chancellor. So no. 2823 has no Oxford prmting at all, and no. 2824
only two leaves of it.

2825. Culverwell, Nathanael. An Elegant And Learned Discotirse

of the Light of Nature, With severall other Treatises : ... By Nathanael

Culverwel, Master of Arts, and lately Fellow of Emanuel CoUedge in

Cambridge.
Impr. 547 (Oxford, through T. Williams [London] for H. Dimock) : 1669 : sm. 4° :

pp. [16 (1, title, within border of ornn. : 3-5, Ep. dedic. to Emmanuel coll., Cambridge,
signed by the editor ' William Dillingham ', Aug. 10, 1652 : 7-10, preface, same date :

II, list of the eighteen chapters of the Light of Nature : 13-15, preface signed by the

author's brother '
Ri. Culverwel ')] -1- 175 {Light of N^ature) + [I] + 212 (eight treatises,

see below), signn. A, a, B-Z, A-Z, Aa-Cc*, Dd^ : Pica solid.—A reprint of the London
edition of 1661 : previous editions (all posthumous) were London 1652 and 1654.
The ' other treatises

'

are Schismc, Act of OblivioJi, Childs Returne, Panting Soul,
Mount Ebal, White Stone, Spiritual Opticks (first published in 1651 at Cambridge),
and Worth of Souls. The Spiritual Opticks has a special title-page, with impr. 548
(Oxf. by H. Hall lor H. Dimmock, 1668), and a preface by the general editor

' W. D.',

dated Dec. 24, 1651. The flight of Nature is a vindication of the place of Reason in

religion, and is the best work of one of the earliest of the Cambridge Platonists. The
reason of this Oxford edition is not known, but it may well be that Boyle procured
the printing of the Spiritual Opticks in 1668, and was encouraged to enlarge the

scheme : Culverwell had studied science as well as theology. The preface states that

the Light was written before 1647, and that the other pieces were earlier still, and
delivered as 'Scholastick Exercises' in Emmanuel college chapel. The Light was
edited in 1857 by dr. John Brown, and by E. T. Campagnac in 1901. The printer of

the book seems to be William Hall, except the 1668 part.

2826. Du Hamel, Jean Baptiste. De Consensu Veteris et Novas

Philosophise libri duo. . . . Authore Joan. Bapt. Du Hamel.
Impr. 549 (Oxonise, exc. W. Hall per J. Crosley & A. Curteyne") : 1669: 8°:

pp. [16 (i, title, within line: 3-6, Ep. dedic. to Hardouin de Perefixe, archbp.

designate of Paris: 7-12, 'Ratio operis' : 13-16, 'Index et summaria Capitum')] +

431 (the treatise in two books, pp. 1-272, 273-431) -(- [l], signn. *, A-Z, Aa-od* :

English solid.—Du Flamel was prior of St. Lambert's in 1663, when the first edition

came out at Paris. He was a friend of Robert Boyle and with kindred tastes : they
met in England in 1668. The proofs of this edition were so faulty that the author
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sent the printers 'an Errata of a whole sheet of paper', see H. Hart's Century of
Typography (1900), p. 155. On p. 240 is an engraving of the Vortices of Descartes,
as in all editions.

2827. (Erasmus, Desideiius.) Julius Secundus. Dialogus Viri cujus-

[ Julius

piam Eruditissimi . . . Interlocutores • Genius . . . Editio altera ali-

[D. Petrus.

quantulum auctior, multoque emendatior. Novum Dialogo prasfixum
est Colloquium DialogistDs . . . Exploratorium, quem IMagnum ilium

fuisse Erasmum . . . efficitur.

Impr. 550 (Oxoniee, exc. H. Hall per T. Gilbert) : 1669 : sm. 8": pp. [24 (2, anti-

papal extracts : 3, title : 5-8, Latin poems on the dialogue : 9-24, the Colloquium)]
+ 64 (1-60, the Dialogus: 60-2, three Latin poems), signn. f*, A-E* : Pica solid.—
A diatribe against pope Julius ii (1503-13), in the form of a conference at the gates
of Heaven between the pope and st. Peter, with interjections by Genius, a minor deity

condemning Julius. The pope is finally sent down to the demons below. In the

Colloquy on authorship (written by the editor, the rev. Thomas Gilbert, father of the

publisher), the pasquinade is assigned to Erasmus on evidence of style, sentiment,
and external probability, and it is now known to be by him. The edition is printed
on bad paper and in poor style. The first edition was issued at Paris in 1515 (?) and
others followed, and there are translations into English (1535) and French : it was

reprinted with a slight addition at Oxford in 16S0. Formerly it was incorrectly
attributed to Ulric von Hutten, Publius Faustus Andrelinus, or bp. Girolamo Balbi.

The occasion which prompted the publication in Oxford of this odd and rare book
is only partly revealed by a letter in the Rawlinson MSS. {^Letters, vol. 50 =
Bodl. MS. 14932, fol. 30) from the rev. Thomas Gilbert to Philip lord Wharton,

Apr. 7, 1669, presenting a copy to lord Wharton's two sons, in which it is described
as '

the first Fruits of my Son's Printing Worke, a little (but notable) Dialogue which
Sir James Langham [kt.] sent down by D'' Crosse to gett printed in Oxford'. For
the writer see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 408, Bloxham's Magd. Coll. Reg. ii. 159, and
Diet, of Nat. Biogr. R.

2828. Florus, Lucius Annaeus. L. Julii Floii rerum a Romanis

gestaium libri IV. A Johanna Stadio emendati. Editio nova ... In

eos Commentaiius Johan: Stadii . , . Chronologicae ... CI. Salmasii

excerptiones . . . L. Ampelii Liber Memorialis . . . Cum Indice . . .

Impr. 551 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per G. West) : 1669: (twelves) 16°: pp. 137 +

[i] + 319 + [11.^] + 30 (contents exactly as no. 2556, 1661), signn. A-Z, Aa-Bb^^ :

Long primer solid.—A close reprint of no. 2556 (i66r), adding on the last page
some '

Sphalmata '. The Commentary has, as before, a separate title-page (with

impr. 2!^oh [Oxonise, exc. H. Hall]), and the Ampelius a half-title. See nos. 687
(1631), 886 (1638), 2556 (1661).

2829. Frommenius, Andreas. Synopsis Metaphysica Andreae From-
menii . . . Editio ultima . . . auctior, si non & . . . limatior. \Arms of

University.^
Impr. 550a (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall, per T. Gilbert): 1669: (twelves) sm. 8°:

pp. [8 (3, title: 5-7, Ep. dedic. to Petrus Claussonius, signed 'T. G.[ilbert], &c.)]
+ 383 (the Synopsis, in two books), signn. a*, B-R^'^ : Pica solid.—One of the crack-

jaw books designed to bring out the latent powers of the Restoration student. There
is no list of contents, or index. The Prooemium deals with the nature of Metaphysic :

Book I with the study of Being in the abstract (pp. 21-54), Book 2 with Being as

invested with attributes C55-327) [' 226'], and as divided into Substance and Accident

(328-84). Andreas Fromman was a professor of Logic at Coburg {d. 1666). Peder

Claussen, a Dane, had friends in Oxford, and knew Robert Boyle. Clanssen in some

way helped the publisher to produce this book, as the dedication—which is in good
Latin and written by the publisher's father, the rev. Thomas Gilbert, B.D.—clearly
shows. The great libraries seem to have no previous editions of this book, which
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was reprinted at Oxford in 1704 and c 1720. The two Thomas Gilberts of Oxford
should not be confused : the rev. Thomas Gilbert, B.D., was a Nonconformist
minister who lived in Oxford after the Restoration, d. 1694: his son Thomas was

privilegiatus Apr. 3, 1669, aged 21, and was an Oxford bookseller and publisher,
d. 1673. Signn. B 2-5 are misprinted A 2-5.

2830. G.[ale], T.[heophilus]. The Court of the Gentiles : or

A Discourse touching the Original of Human Literature . . . from the

Scriptures, and Jewish Church . . . Part i. Of Philologie. By T. G.

I moito7\

Impr. 552 (Oxon: by H. Hall for T. Gilbert): 1669: sm. 4°: pp. [32 (i, title

within double lines: 2, Fell's 'Imprimatur', Feb. i, i66f : 8, preface: 9-17, a Latin

and an English complimentary poem: 18-27, Synopsis: 28-9, Texts explained:
30, Memorandum of Errata, &c. : 31-2, not seen)\ + 398 (the work, in three books) +

[2], signn. *, **, ***, A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Eee*, Kff^ : English solid.—Theophilus Gale,
fellow of Magdalen, 1650-60, a Nonconformist minister \d. 1678), wrote this learned

and curious work to show that all literature was derived from the Jews, i.e. all

languages, theogonies, poetry, history, laws, philosophies, &c. The first part deals

with philology (Oxf. 1669, 2nd ed. Oxf. 1672. no. 2928) : the second with philosophy
(Oxf. 1670, no. 2854, O-'^f- 1671, no. 2887, Lond. 1676) : the third with pagan
philosophy (Lond. 1677) :i the fourth (bks. 1-2) with reformed philosophy (Lond.

1677) : the fifth = pt. 4. bk. 3, with the same (Lond. 1678, Lond. 1682). See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iii. 1149, Bloxam's I\/agd. Coll. Reg.\. 204. The price, bound, was 4J.

{Term Catal. i. 14: June 28, 1669). For the rev. T. Gilbert see preceding article.

The English poem, beginning 'If with attentive eye', seems to me to be possibly
a posthumously printed ode by Abraham Cowley, wlio would not set his name to any

depreciation of Greek originality. It contains his fnY^esiAon sle7ider-li7)ib^d Mediter-

ranean (Pindarique Ode to Mr. Hobs), and is worthy of him.

2831. G.[ale], T.[heophilus]. The true Idea of Jansenisme, both

Historick and Dogmatick. By T. G.

Impr. 553 (London, for T. Gilbert in Oxon.): 1669: sm. S" : pp. [32 (i, title

within double lines: 3-29, ])ref. signed 'John Owen': 30-2, the author's 'Premoni-
tion ')] + 166 (the work in two parts : p. 100 blank) + [2(2, Errata)], signn. A, a, b-l*,
M*.—A sober and sympathetic attempt to estimate the history and dogmatic position
of the Jansenists, who may be said to be the Modernists of their time, and met with

the same treatment from the Roman Church. The issue was well-timed, for 1669-79
was a period of rest for the Jansenists. The author was undoubtedly Gale, though in

the Catalogiis librortim G. Voetii, 1678 (Engl. p. 38), it is ascribed to Thomas
Glanville (of Exeter college, Oxford?). Dr. John Owen provides a Protestant preface,
and the author states that the book was at first a letter to some friends, here enlarged :

and that he is entirely disinterested. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1150, Term Catall.

i. 21 (Nov. 22, 1665); Stationers' Reg., Aug. 18, 1669. For the rev. T. Gilbert see

no. 2S29. It is difficult to say whether the father financed nos. 2827-31 for his son,
or his son nominally undertook them.

2832. Justinus. lustini historiarum E.x Trogo Pompeio Lib. xliv.

cum notis Isaaci Vossii.

Impr. 554 (Oxonii [exc. Gul. Hall] per F. Oxlad sen. & jun.) : 1669: (twelves)
16": pp. [12 ( I, engr. title in place of first leaf : 3-4, Prsefatio Justini : 5-12, fragments
of Trogus Pompeius, &c.)]+333 ('130': 1-285, the work: 286-99, '^e Prologi :

300-33, Isaac Vossius's Notes on the work and Prologi)] + [59 : index], signn. *',

K-c^"^, r' : Bourgeois solid.—A reprint of the Amsterdam 1664 edition, or some
other containing Voss's notes, first issued in 1640. It is still doubtful whether Justinus

simply made extracts from the Historian Pliilippic^ of Trogus Pompeius (as his

preface implies) or whether (as is more likely) he wove the extracts into a continuous

history. This is the first English edition since 1592. Other Oxford editions were

issued in 1674, 1684, 1705. The engraved title has involved the destruction of the

original sign. *i : the title, imprint, and date are cut within two pillars surmounted

by a massive pediment and broken arch. The printer was William Hall.
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2833. (Kornmannus, Henricus.) Sibylla Trig-andriana, Seu de

Virginitate, Virginum Statu Et Jure Tractatus . . . Cui accedunt ejusdem
Author. \^sic\

Tractatus duo de Linea Amoris, & de Anulo . . .

Impr. 555 (Pro E. Forrest, Oxon.) : 1669 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [24 (i, title : 3-5, ep.

dedic. to Georgius ab Hatzfeld, signed
' Henricus Kornmannus '

: 6-9, prelace :

10-15, authors quoted: 16-24, index)] + 214 (ihe work) + II7 (3-117, de Linea

Amoris, with preface) + [3 (authors quoted)] +' 3'-' 69
'

(de Annulo, with lists of

contents) + [3 (authors quoted)], signn. *, A-i, A-E, A-C^^, but the second and third

A sheets want sign. A i, see below.

A fraud : the edition printed at The Hague in 1654 is here reissued with an Oxford

title-page bearing a clumsily worded imprint which avoids an actual misstatement,
and without the three title-pages (all sign. A i) of the original

—a discreditable device

of Edward Forrest. The first issue by Kornmann (Trib-ander, rather than the

meaningless Trig-ander) was in 1610 at Frankfort (the first two treatises only): the

1654 edition bears ' Editio ultima . . .

'

: this fraud must have been sold privately, or

dr. Fell would have suppressed it and discommoned the bookseller. It, is, however

recorded in the Term Catalogue of May 19 as printed for Edw. Forrest, without the

author's name :
'

price, bound, js. 6d.' The Linea Amoris is the old juristic

hexameter, Visits, CoHoqiiium, Convictiis, Oscula, Factum. R ?

2834. Mayow, John. Tractatus duo Quorum prior agit de Respira-
tione : Alter De Rachitide. A joh: Mayow, Coll: Omn: An: Socio.

Impr. 285^? (Oxon : exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1669: sm. 8°: pp. [2 (i, title)]

+ 108 (1-61, first treatise: 63, title of second treatise, dated 1668, with impr. 285 </,

as above : 65-108, the second treatise) + [2] + two metal engraved folding-plates,

signn. A-G^.— Dr. John Mayow's first published works. He was one of the great
scientists of the Restoration, and the first treatise, on Breathing, is of primary impor-
tance, though issued barely eleven years after his matriculation at Wadham at the

age of 16. In all copies the first title-page is a cancel, the original title-page (no
doubt dated 1668) being cut out. Some advance copies must have been out by Nov. 16,

1668, for ihe Philosophical Transaclio?t5 of that date give an (inadequate) ?hume of

the work : then probably there was some delay, and a new title found to be desirable.

These two tracts were reprinted at Leyden in 1671, and at Oxford with three more in

1674 (no. 3015) : and at other dates in Latin, Dutch, German, and French. The
De Rachitide was issued in English at Oxford in the year 1685. The two Taltilm

contain 4+ 11 illustrations of the first treatise. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1199,

D.Af.B., Term Catall. i. 6, Feb. 1665 ('price, bound, u.').

Owen, Corbet. See no. 2818 (Urania).

2835. Oxford—Univ. (carriers). [The Vice-Chancellor's Orders and
Rules regulating the University Carriers between Oxford and London.
The two licensed University Carriers, Thomas Moore and Robert

Stonehill, shall start at 6 a.m., between Apr. 26 and Sept. 29, from

(Moore's house) over against All Souls on Mo. Wed. Fri. and from the

Greyhound in Holborn on Tu. Th. Sat., charging 1 2s. to each passenger
Avith luggage not over 6 lb. weight. These rules do not affect coaches

taking part of two days. Dated April 5. 1669.]
[Oxford, L. Lichfield ?] : (1669) : la. 8° br. s. : Steele's tests. Govern-, ivith—their :

Great primer solid.—These were the first 'flying coaches' (Wood's Life,\\. 153),
which performed the journey to London in one day. The notice was reissued on

Apr. I, 167^, with slight aUerations : it begins
' Whereas the Appointment', and the

V.C. claims authority over all carriers in Oxford, see no. 2857 (1670).

Oxford—Univ. Epicedia. See no. 2814.

2836 {u. p.). Oxford—Univ.—Sheldonian Theatre. [Orders and
Rules for the ceremony of the conveyance of the new Sheldonian Theatre

to the University, and its dedication on Friday (July 9, 1669).]
Impr. 2-)9 a (' Oxoford', by H. Hall) : 1669 : la. 4° br. s. ; Steele's tests, in-, and,
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shall : Double small pica italic solid.—An important notification of details, addressed

to the Heads of Houses. The Act began on Saturday : the ceremonies of conveyance
and dedication on the day preceding. In the morning a meeting of Convocation was
held whereat the Chancellor's farchbp. Gilbert Sheldon's) deed of gift was accepted :

the rising Semicircle was for Doctors and Noblemen, the whole Area for M.A.s. In

the afternoon was the ' Encaenia or Dedication of the House '
: at which and throughout

the Act (i) the rising Semicircle was for Doctors, Noblem.en, and Inceptors in superior
faculties : (2) Enclosure within the rail, Inceptors in Arts : Gallery in circular part,
Masters: Side Gallery W., Cambridge men: Do. E., Strangers: Front Galleries,

Ladies : Upper Gallery in circular part, Gentlemen Commoners and Bachelors : Side

do.. Commoners: Front do., performance of Music: Area, persons of promiscuous

quality. Drs. Yates and Ironside (of Wadham), Curators, with seventeen special

proctors, kept order. This programma bears the arms of the University at top, and

begins
' To the right Worshipful the Heads . . . '. It was unusual, since the Restora-

tion, to affix an imprint to
'

programmas
'

,
but this bears Hall's imprint with

' OXOFORU '
: it was called in and another form (no. 2837) without imprint was issued,

identical in type.

2838. Pearson, bp. John. An Exposition of the Creed. By John
Pearson D.D. and Margaret Professor in Cambridge, And Chaplain to

His Majestic. The Third Edition, Revised and now more Enlarged.

[ci Crown.^
Impr. 556 (London, by J. F[letcher] through J. Williams for R. Davis of Oxford) :

1669: (fours) folio: pp. [8 (i, title: 3-4, ep. dedic. to St. Clement's Eastcheap :

5-7, preface : 8, the Apostles' Creed)] + 398 (^the Exposition, in twelve articles) + [2].
—

The first two editions of this well-known work were issued in 1659 and 1662, and

many succeeded: it was translated into Latin in 1691. The first edition printed in

Oxford is that of 1797.
'

Price, bound, los,' m the Term Catalogue of June 28, 1669.

2839. Pemble, William. (A briefe Introduction to Geography . . .

by . . . Mr William Pemble . .
.)

Oxford, 1669, sm. 4''.^Only known at present from a note of William Cole's

quoted in Bliss's Wood's A/k. Oxon. ii. 331 (' at Oxford, 4to. 1669, penes me'). The

sequence of editions is : (ist) 1630, no. 662 : (2nd) Lond. 1635 ft)l
> P''^'"'^

of Pemble's

IVorks : (3rd) 1638 or 1659, no. 2456, part of JVorks : (4th) 1669, the present book :

(5th) 1675, no. 3071 : (6th) 16S5. Edd. 2-4 are in folio : the rest quarto. R.

2840. —,

—
.

' Tractatus Tres : De Formarum Origine, De Sensibus

Internis, De Creatione and
[sic'\

Providentia Dei. Authore Guil. Pembelo

Anglo. In Twelves. Price, bound, is. Printed for Edw. and J. Forrest

at Oxford.'
So in the Term Catalogues, i. ii, T»Iay 19, 1669. I have not met with a copy, but

see no. 640 (1629), 1965 (1647), and the Richard Davis Auction Catalogues 2,

p. 91 [bis) : 3, pp. 58, 60 : 4, p. 47.

2841 {u. p.). Perreaud, Francois. The Divell of Mascon. Or, A true

Relation . . . [&c., nearly as no. 2407, except
' one Mr Francis Pereaud

'

(instead of ' M^" Francis Perreand'), and ' The fourth Edition' added].
Impr. 557 (Oxford, by H. H. for R. Davis): 1669: sm. 8": pp. 30 (i, litle :

2-6, letter and epistle as no. 2407: 7-29, the work: 29-32, appendix, as before) +

[2 (' Addition ',
as no. 2408 : and '

Approbation ',
as no. 2407)] : Long primer

solid.^See nos. 2407-8 (165S).

Prideaux, Mathias. Of political history : with impr. 180 (Oxford, by
L. Lichfield), 1669.

This is part of no. 2939 (1672), which see. The date is possible, since the reprint

(here pp. 157-256) was paginatim from the previous edition, and so the composition
could be begun at any point, \\ ithout fear of error or overlapping.
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2842 {ii.p.). Wallis, dr. John. Thomae Hobbes Quadratura Circuli,

Cubatio Sphserse, Duplicatio Cubi
;
Confutata. Aulhore Johanne Wallis,

S.T.D. . . . [Arms of the Univ.']
Impr. 558 (Oxonife, exc. Lichfield, per T. Gilbert) : i66g : sm. 4° : pp. [2 (i, title)]

+ 22 (the work: 22, the V.C.'s imprimatur, June 3, 1669) + folded ^^^f with two

diagrams, signn. A-C*, but A in some copies misprinted B : Pica and Long primer
solid.—Part of a brief and decisive controversy between the Oxford Professor of

Geometry and Hobbes. The latter began to publish mathematical treatises as early
as 1655. But in this year 1669 he issued Quadratura Circuli, Cubatio SphxrsR,

Duplicatio Cndi, Breviier demonstrata (London), and Wallis set on him in the

present treatise with mucli cogency, proving Hobbes's falsity, reprinting his so-called

proof, and giving a summary (pp. 20-2) of the controversies from 1655. Vv'allis

received Hobbes's Quadratura in the evening of June 2, 1669, ^"^ ^^^^ his answer to

the press on June 3. See Wood's Atli. Oxon. iii. 121 2 (Hobbes) and D.N.B.

2843 [u. p.).
—

,

—
. Thomce Hobbes Quadratura Circuli, Cubatio

Sphaerag, Duplicatio Cubi
; (Secundb Edita,) Denuo Refutata. Ad

Honoratissimuni Dominum, D. Guilielmum Vicecomitem Brouncker.

Authore johanne Wallis S.T.D. . . .

Impr. 55S (as above") : 1669 : sm. 4° : pp. [8 (i, title : 3-8, the work : 8, the V.C.'s

imprimatur, Dec. 21, 1669)]+ leaf, folded, with two diagrams; sign. D* : Pica solid.—
The curtain fell on the dispute with this reply to Hobbes's reissue of his Quadratura
Circuli, &c. [Lond. 1669 : with added words ' Una cum Responsione ad objectiones
Professoris Saviliani ...']. Hobbes modified slightly one proposition, and maintained

the rest without refuting Wallis's disproof. He also indulges in a taunt against
Wallis for having disclosed the Royalist Letters in cipher to Cromwell, and boasts

of his own independence of Theologians and ordinary Geometricians. It may be

noted that Hobbes anticipated Goldsmith's well-known saying, in the Vicar of

Wakefield {J. cannot) 'furnish you with argument and intellects too'), by writing in

his Quadratura . . . cum Kesponsione 'Sed Lectori neque intellectum neque patientiam

prsestare debeo'—which Wallis quotes with a characteristic addition. The signature
shows that Wallis intended this Reply to be tacked on to his first reply. The plate
of diagrams in nos. 2842-3 has '

Figura. i*',
'

Figura. 2*' : but in no. 2843 there are

some dotted lines on fig. i, added.

1670.

Parliament met in this year from Feb. 14 to April 11, and Oct. 24 to Dec. 20. For
Verses commemorating General Monck's death on Jan. 3, and the duchess of Orleans'

on June 20, see nos. 2844, 2845.
In Feb. the Broad Walk (called the White Walk from the colour of the stones

transferred from Tom Quad, then Wide Walk, then Broad Walk) was in making.
Fell set seventy-two elms on each side, and a copse at the Cherwell end. June 28,

Convocation decided that there should be no Act, in consequence of the death of the

King's sister, the duchess of Orleans, on June 20 or 22. Aug. 25, the first Oxfordshire

Feast held at Oxford (not in London) was instituted : in a few years this and the

Oxford City Feast (May 26) were amalgamated. William Henry, prince of Orange,
afterwards King William III of England, in the course of his first visit to England, at

the age of 20, was expected on Dec. 8, but he came not, till Dec. 19: he was made
D.C.L. and feted (Dec. 20) and left the same day : see a full account in Wood's Life
and Fasti Oxon. The University paid £,^ ids. for torches 'to attend the Prince of

Orange at his coming '. Both Isaac Vossius and Jacobus Gronovius were in Oxford in

this year.

2844 {Sheld.). Oxford—University. EPICEDIA
|

universitatis
|

OXONIENSIS
I

IN
I

OBITUM
|

invictissimi herois
\

GEORGII
[

Ducis ALBEMARLivE, &c.
| \line |||||

line
I).

Impr. 559 (O.'conii, e Th. Sheld. [pr. by H. Hall]) : Anno Doin. m. dc. lxx. : folio:

pp. [80], signn. A-u^ : English leaded.—Contents:—sign. Ai"", title: A2'"-U2^, the

poems.
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B.D., fell, of Ex.

of Konigs-
of Leipzig,

On Jan. 3, i6f§, died general George Monck, duke of Albemarle, the instrument of

the King's Restoration : and the flood of official tears was let loose. The verse

writers found exceptionally little of interest to say, and when they had exhausted
Monck's help in the Restoration and his triumphs on land and sea, were thrown back
on classical forms of lamentation. They would have grieved still more, for themselves,
if they had foreseen that the mot cfordre would be sent round again in the same year,
to commemorate the death of a Roman Catholic sister of the King. The printer was

Henry Hall, who was paid ^2 loj'. ^d. for
'

printing, &c.', and (John) Barnes was paid
;^io i8j. for binding copies of these Verses. One single ornament occurs (a V on

sign. A 2), but that suffices to identify the printer. The blank space on the title-page
calls for a device.

The writers were :
—

Mews, P., LL.D., pres. of St. J.,

Vice-Chancellor (Ad Regem : a

preface : as a fact he was a D.C.L.,
not LL.D. : sign. A2).

Annesley, Altham, 2nd son of the earl

of Anglesey, Magd. (sign. c).

Annesley, Rich., 3rd son of the earl of

Anglesey, Magd.
Stonehouse, Bluettus, baronet, M.A.,

Ch. Ch.

5 Cullen, Jo., baronet, Ch. Ch.

Ashton, Radolphus, baronet, M.A.,
Brasen.

Floyd, Joannes, baronet, M.A., Jes.
coll.

Nevvlin, Rob., D.D., pres. of C.C.C.

Fell, Jo., D.D., dean of Ch. Ch.

(sign. D).
10 Savage, H., D.D., master of Ball.

Allestree, Rich., canon of Ch. Ch.
and reg. prof, of Theology.

Lamplugh, The, D.D., princ. of Alb.

hall.

James, Tho., D.D., warden of All S.

(sign. E).

Lamphire, Johan., princ. of Hart hall,

M.D., and Camd. prof, of History.

15 Alsop, Nath., sen, proctor and fell,

of Brasen.

Davenant, Jac, jun. proctor and fell.

of Or.

Levins, Bapt., M.A., fell, of Magd.
Clifford, Thom., eldest son of a knight,

fellow-commoner of Qu. (in the

17th line tot is omitted before jz!'/'^-

lia, corrected perhaps in all copies
in manuscript : sign. f).

Pudsey, Alex., M.A., fell, of Magd.
20 Lane, Jac, Ch, Ch., B.A., eldest son

of a baronet.

Clarke, Joh., eldest son of a knight,

B.A., superior comm, of Ch. Ch.

(sign. G),

Bash, Edvardus, only son of a knight
of the Bath, Gentleman Commoner
of St. J.

Woodroffe. Benj., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Gooddall, G., M.A., fell, of Ex.

25 Hyde, Thomas, M.A., Qu., Bodley's
Librarian (in Persian).

Procter, Jo.,

(sign. H).

Bredelo, Bartholomseus,

berg in Prussia, M.A.
student at Oxford.

Mewe, N., B.D., fell, of C.C.C.

Bruton, Geo., M.A., fell, of Ex.

30 Eitz-William, Jo., B.D., fell, of Magd.
(long, occupying signn. I i"' to K \^).

Bateman, Joh., M.A., fell, of Mert.

Curie, Jo., M.A., Magd.
Hole, Maith., M.A., fell, of Ex.

Dugard, Sam., M.A., fell, of Trin.

35 Morehead, Guil., M.A., fell, of New
Coll. (sign. l).

Cox, Joseph,
'

LL.B.', New Coll.

Elwes, J., son of a knight. Hart hall.

Duke, Rich., eldest son of a gentle-

man, iell.-comm. of Ex.

Aubry, Jo., only son of a baronet,
fell. -comm. of Jes.

40 Lake, Lan., son of a knight, New
Coll.

Ashburnham, Johan., eldest son of a

baronet, St. Mary hall.

Wenman, Ferd., of Magd., eldest son
of a baronet (sign. m).

Croft, Herbertus, Magd., comm.

Monck, Ileuricus, comm. of Magd.
hall.

45 Peers, R., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Russell, Sam., B.A., Magd.
Russell, Guil., B.A., Magd. (sign.

Jones, N., Ch. Ch., alumnus.

Dawtrey, Tho., gent. comm. of

John's.

Jones, Johan., B. A., Ch. Ch.

Waplej Edw., B.A., fell, of St. John's
(bign. o).

Wall, Guil. B.A., Qu.
Warren, R., fell, of St. John's.

Morley, Carolus, Ch. Ch., gent, comin.

Hill, Dan., Ch. Ch., ahinmus.

Robotham, Carolus, B.A., Magd. (in
Greek : sign. r).

Gold, Rob., Ch. Ch., alummts,
Aldworth, Car., Magd.
Sandys, Tho., B.A., Ch. Ch.

60 Baron, Jo., gent, comm., St. John's

(sign. Q).

N).

St.

50

00
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Pikard, Nicolaus. B.A., C.C.C.

Owen, G., Ch. Ch., alumnus.

Tyrill, R., fell, of St. John's (sign. r).

Walls, Geor., B.A., Ch. Ch.

65 Layfield, G., fell, of St. John's.
Randull, Morgan, eldest son of a

gentleman, fell. comm. of Wadham.
Clarke, Sam., B.A., Magd.
Sowton, Guil., B.A., St. Edm. hall

(sign. s).

Burd, Rob., comm., St. John's.

(The number of writers and poems is 75 ;

set is Persian and one Greek.)

70 Nutt, Len., son of a knight, Ch. Ch.,

gent. comm.

Jeames, Jo., Ch. Ch., alwnnus.

Thistlevvayte, Peregrinus, New Coll.,
scholar.

Brasier, Joan., B.D., fell, of St.

John's.

Denton, Hen., M.A., fell, of Qu.
(sign. t).

75 Fell, Ph., B.A., fell, of All S. (long :

from sign. Ti^ to U2^).

the verses are all Latin, except that one

2845 {SheldX Oxford—Univ. EPICEDIA
i

univeksitatis
[

0X0-
NIENSrS

I in'I OBITUM |

iLLUSTRissiMM principis
I
HENRIET-

TAE MARIAE Sjic^ \

duciss.^ aurelianensis
| \line ||||

liyie
|].

Impr. 559 (0.xoini, e Th. Sheld. [pr. by L. & A. Lichfield & H. Hall]) : m.dc. lxx. :

folio: pp. [60], signn. a, aa, aaa, A-M^ : English leaded.— Contents:—sign, ai"",

title: a2'"-Mi'', the poems.
Henriette Anne (not Marie), daughter of Charles i {b. at Exeter June 16, 1644), was

brought up as a Roman Catholic in France, and became an intermediary between
Charles ii and Louis xiv after the Restoration. She lived partly in England, and was

popular. In 1661 she married the French king's brother, Philip duke of Orleans,
who was believed to have connived at her being poisoned on June 20, 1670, a month
after she had obtained Charles's consent to the secret Treaty of Dover by which the

Roman Catholic religion and absolute monarchy were to be dominant in England.
Her death has been ascertained in modern times to have been from natural causes.

None of the writers knows, or at any rate dares to speak of, the Treaty. In fact the

verses are particularly jejune, for want of content. The V.C.'s Public Schools Com-
putus shows that £}, is. dd. were paid to (John) Barnes for (binding)

' books on
Madam '

; 45. to (Rich.) Nixon for stitching twenty-four Books of Verses ; 5^. to the

Printers for their
'

Expedition in printing the Verses on the Dc^ath of Madam'. Most
of the book was printed by Lichfield, but 135. was paid to Henry Hall 'for printing
two sheets of the said Verses', presumably signn. aa and aaa, the material for which
must have arrived late, and was too aristocratic to be packed in at the end.

The writers ^ are :
—

10

15

P. Mews* (Ad regem : sign, a) : A.

Annesley* (sign, aa): R. Annesley'".

Eerklev, Georgius, son of George lord

Berkley. Ch. Ch.

Lauder, Rich., Scoto-British, eldest

son of lord (Lauderdale) of Haltoun

(Hatton), St. John's (sign. aaa).
B. Stonehouse* : J. CuUen* : dr. John

Fell* (who mentions, as others,
that the death resulted from a bath,
but adds that it was poisoned. He
rWows possis in one line): R. Alles-

tree*.

Hyde, Jacobus, princ. of Magd. hall,

reg. prof of ^Iedicine (sign. a).

J. Lamphire*, T. Lamplugh*, A.

Pudsey*.
Smith, Hen., jun. proctor, Ch. Ch.
T. Clifford*.

Smith, Henrici^s, M.A., Qu.

Pitfield, Hen., gent, commoner, St. J.
(sign. B).

F. Wenman*, L. Lake* (who excuses

himself from writing good verse,
because all beauty and grace ex-

pired with Henrietta !).

20 Weston, Jo., gent, commoner, Ch. Ch.

Berkley, Rob., gent, commoner,
Ch. Ch.

Cholmondeley, Rob., gent, comm.,
Ch. Ch.

Jennens, Guil., gent, comm., Ch. Ch.

Baber, Jo., son of a knight, gent,

comm., Ch. Ch. (sign. c).

25 Trevor, Jo., eldest son of a knight, Mer-
ton (in 1. 6 }i07i Rtt^a is always [?]

corrected by hand to Kugave).
C. Morley*.
Guise, Chr. (corrected in some copies

to Joh. or Johan. : John of 1670

^ Writers whose names occur in the Epicedia of the duke of Albemarle (no. 2844)
with substantially the same title are here only indicated by their names and an asterisk.

3180 R
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was son of sir Christopher), son of

a baronet, Ch. Ch.

Codrington, Jo., son of a gentleman,
Mert.

Pelham. Tho., eldest son of a baronet,
Ch. Ch.

30 Horsman, Nic, E.D., fell, of C.C.C.

(sign. D).

Everard, Sam., M.A., Ch. Ch.

Stafford, Guil., gent, comm., St. J.

(he compares Henrietta to a Fish

and a Comet).
T. Hyde*, in Persian (sign. e").

Hartford, Dan., M. A., fell, of Magd.
35 Fen, Jac, M.A., Ch. Ch. (two: he

suggests that heaven will change its

name to Carolina damns, now that

so many of the King's relations

have reached it\

Hilton, Johan.. Qu.
Fowkes, Tho., B.D., Glouc. hall (two,

one in very bad Greek).

Hodges, Tho., M.A., fell, of Ball.

(sign. F).

Long, Barn., M. A., fell, of Magd.
40 Hopkins, Guil., M.A., St. Mary hall.

Mill, Jo., M.A.,Qu.
Guil. Owen* (sign. g).

Benson, Sam., B.A., Ch. Ch.

Dixon, Tho., B.A., Qu.
45 N. Jones*.

(68 writers : 70 poems, all Latin,

Cooper, Rich., commoner, Magd. hall

(sign. h).
Perkinson, N., B.A., Hart hall.

Gwillym, Jo., scholar, Magd.
Lesley, Tho., scholar, Wadh.

.50 Rogers, Joh.. Magd.
Kingsley, Tho.. scholar, Magd.

(sign. I).

Baylie, Gabriel, fell, of St. J.

Taylor, Joh., Ch. Ch.

Lasher, Jo., jun., B.A., St. J. (all or-

dinary copies have, in sign. 12'', 1. 20,

novata corrected l)y hand to re-

novaia : the thick paper copies have
the restored reading : which shows
that the latter were printed last).

55 Gibbons, Guil., St. J.

Gardner, Tho., gent, comm., Qu.
Altham, Roger, Ch. Ch., ahiuinus

(sign. k\
Pudsey, Will., gent, comm., Line.

Russel, Rich., Magd.
60 Addenbrooke, Edvard., Magd. hall.

Wrigglysworth, Edv., M.A., St. J.

H. Croft* (sign. l).

Benson, Hen., St. J.
T. Dawtiey*.

65 Trist, Guliel., comm.. Ch. Ch.

Maris, Rich., fell, of St. J.

J. Brasier* (sign. M).
68 Pengry, Moses, M.A., fell, of Brasen.

except one Greek and one Persian.)

It is truly remarkable that the error of calling the duchess of Orleans Henrietta

Maria (instead of Henrietta Anna) should have been allowed on the title-page and
next leaf and on every head-line. The former name was familiar in the previous year
on the occasion of the death of the King's Mother. The writers of tlie Latin poems
use Henrietta or Henretta only (once Heneretta, sign. E2').

Minor Pieces.

2846. Bible—O.T.—Psalms, psalmi aliquot
|

DAVIDICI
[

In

Metrum Latinum
|

Traducti.
|

cum adjectione |

Decern Psalmorum ad

no-ltas suas Musicas (ut in An-|glicana versione) [ Compositorum, |

\line\ I

In usuni Academide.
\ \line\ \

Cum Conciones habeantur
|

ad
Cleruni.

| \Ji71e, orn7t., line'\ \

Impr. 560 (Oxoniffi, exc. H. H. pro R. Davis): 1670: (twelve and six) 16°:

pp. [36], signn. a'^, k* : Long primer solid.— Contents :—signn. A i"", title : a 2'"-B 5',

the Psalms : b6 {itot seen, probably blank or title-label').—K reprint of no. 2468, the

1660 edition: perhaps not found except as bound with no. 2847, which see. There
are again no traces of the musical notes referred to in the title. U.

Hardy, George, pseud. : Wahrsager . . . Prognosticon, 1670.

2870-1).

See in 1671 (nos.

\line,
Univ. arms,

2847. Oxford—Univ.—Ch. Ch.—LIBER
|

PRECVM
|

pvblicarvm
In usum Ecclesiae

[
cathedralis christi

]

oxon.

line\ I

Impr. 2S5 c (Oxonire, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis) :
* 1660 ', i. e. 1670 ? : pp. [4S] +

295 + [i], signn. a-b, A-m'^, n*: (twelves) 16": Long primer solid.—Contents :
—
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p. [1] title, within line : [3-47] Matutinns et Vespertinse Pieces, cum Letania et

precibus : 1-2, a page torn out, presumably a title for what follows: 3-2S3,
' Liber

Psalmorum '

: 285-95, Lfitin prayers and graces.^A close re];rint of no. 2474, even
the date being reprinted, but the type is smaller, and the columns narrower. The idea
was apparently to issue the book in two parts, the Psalter having a separate title and

signatures, but the plan was altered, and the title-leaf of the Psalter torn off. The
book is perhaps always bound v^^ith no. 2846 (metrical Psalms) dated 1670—a fact

which suggests 1670 as the date of issue of this Prayer-book. There was no good
reason for reprinting the date 1660, as the issue of these private college or cathedral

prayers was allowed by the Company of Stationers (see note in no. 2474) : but this

may have been forgotten. The Liber Psalmorum, to judge by the ornaments used in

the last part, was printed by William Hall, son and perhaps an 'apprentice
'

to Henry
Hall. R.

Oxford Press.

2848. [Assheton, rev. William.] Toleration Disapprov'd and Con-
demn'd by . . . King James [1604] . . . The Honourable Commons . . .

1662 .. . Presbyterian Ministers . . . 1645 . . . Twenty eminent Divines

. . . Faithfully Collected By a very Moderate Hand . . .

Impr. 561 (Oxford, by W. Hall for F. Oxlad sen.) : 1670 : sm. 4": pp. [2 (i, title:

2, names of twenty Divines)] +78 (1-12, preface : 14-58, testimonies of the Divines :

59, 61-9, do. of Presbyterians: 71— .3, do. of King James: 75-8, do. of House of

Commons, part) + '

71
'
-'

78
'

(71-2, 2nd part of the Commons' testimony: 73-8,
the author's epilogue) + [4 (2, the V.C.'s 'Imprimntur' Feb. 26, 16^ : 3-4, Contents:

4. Errata : this half-sheet M was intended to be prefixed to the title)], signn. A-L*, m'^ .

English solid.—William Assheton's first work, hastily printed (see sheet M,
'

Sydoni-
cally' for 'Synodically ', p. 73 : sign. Li"" given the same page-number as sign. Ki'', &c. :

names of the Divines printed twice), and with only one note by the editor in the text,
at p. 57. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 607.

2849. [
—

,

—
:
—

] [Another edition, with slight differences in setting

up, such as * Council
',
not * Councill

'

in seventh line of title, which is

within a bounding line, pagination corrected, &c.l
Impr. 562 (London, through F. Oxlad sen. [of Oxford] for J. Williams) : 1670 :

sm. 4° : pp. [6] -(-86.—A rare and, according to Wood, secret verbatim reprint of
no. 2848, for London use. This I have not seen, but I owe a description of a copy
in the Plume library at Maldon to the late rev. dr. Andrew Clark. R,

2850. — ,

—
:
—

(with author's name). Exactly as ro. 2848 as far

as ' Collected ', and then *

by William Assheton, Master in Arts, and
Fellow of Brazennose Colledge in Oxford. The Second Edition,
Corrected and Enlarged, with an Additional Preface . . . '.

Impr. 452 b (Oxford, by W. Hall for the Author) : 1670: sm. 4°: pp. [4 (2, impri-
matur: 3, title)] 4-26 (preface) -f- [2 (2, Advertisement about previous anonymity)] -f-

86 (the work) -I- [2 (i, Contents)], signn. [a]^ a-c*, d^, b-m* : English solid.—The
chief change in this second edition is the considerable preface, in which the now-
avowed author adds to his Testimonies a 'prudent well-regulated endeavour' to

moderate the raging controversy about religious Toleration and the Act of Uniformity.
The changes in the text are just corrections, but the new title has the second and fourth

lines in large capitals (DISAPPROV'D |

AND
| CONDEMNED) instead of lower

case. The whole edition is reprinted, not reissued. There are copies on larger and
thicker paper. The third edition (no. 2880) though dated 1671 came out at latest in

Nov. 1670, as the Term Catalogue (i. 60) shows.

Bible—O.T.—Psalms : see no. 2846.

2851. Boyle, hon. Robert. Tracts written By the Honourable Robert

Boyle. About [brackel^ The Cosmicall Qualities of things . . . [&c.].
To which is Prsefixt, An Introduction to . . . Particular Qualities.

Impr. 472 a (Oxford, by W. H. for R.Davis): 1670: 8°: pp. [6 (1, title: 3-4

R 2
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inserted leaf, 'Advertisement' signed H. O.. the publisher: 5, errata)] +42 (Par-
ticular Qualities, with Imprimatur, Nov. 3, 1669) + [2, half-title and imprimatur] +27
(Cosmical Qualities) f [l, blank] + 24 (' 28

'

: Cosmical Suspitions) + [8 (4, title-label

to Particular Qualities :
f,, title

' Three tracts . . .
', impr. 472 a, as above, dated 1671 :

7, Advertisement)] + 42 (Subterraneal Regions) + [2] + 21 (Submarine Regions) + [3
(2, half-title)] -)- 16 (Bottom of the Sea)-)-[4], signn. [A^-t-leaf], b-E*, f^, G-H^,
l-nf: (Subt. R.) a-b8, c«: (Subm. R.) A-B« (b 2-3 cancels), c^: English solid.—A
collection of essays thrown off by Boyle in the course of his scientific studies. They
are full of ingenuity and based on experiments, and range from variable stars to the

Cafuera ohsaira. The latter three are concerned with temperature beneath the surface

of land and sea, and the unevenness of the sea-floor. The advertisement by H(enry)
0(ldenburg?) explains that Boyle reluctantly allowed these essays to be printed, when
illness made him fear that his greater designs might never be carried out. The Term
Catalogue of Nov. 22, 1670, contains this book (i. 58, 'bound, 2J.'). The sheets

were reissued in 1671, see nos. 2883-4).

2852 [u.p.). Crakanthorp, Richard. Logicae libri quinque . . .

Hue accessit Introductio in Metaphysicam, et tractatus de Providentia

Dei. Authore Ri. Crackanihorpo, SS. Theologiae Doctore, Et Collegii

Reginae Oxon. Socio. Editio Teitia priori auctior & ernendalior.

Impr. 563 (Oxonire, exc. Lichfield, per J. Williams [Londinensem]) : 1670:
sm. 4° : pp. [12 (i, title : 3-5, ep. ded. to Rich. Leveson, dated 'Ex tuS. inter Trino-
bantes Notlea nigrS.', Aug. i, 1622: 7-10, indexes: n-12 ' Procemium . . .')] +

439 (i-357) ^bs tieatise in five books, with Appendix and Epilogus : 359, title of the

Introd. in Metaph., with impr. 492 <^ [Oxonipe, exc. Lichfield], 1670 : 361-405, the

treatise, edited by Will. Richardson, 1619 : 407, title of the De Prov. Dei, ed. 3, with

impr. 492*^, as above, 167c: 409-11, 413-39, the treatise, with ep. ded. to dr. John
Young, dean of Winchester, 1622) -(- [l], signn. A*, a*, B-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Kkk* : Long
primer solid.— Dr. Richard Crakanthorp of Queen's, rector of Black Notley in Essex,
died in 1624. The Logic was first issued in 1622 in London (2nd ed. Loud. 1641,

4th ed. Oxon. 1677), the Metaphysic in 1619 at Oxford (no. 477), the De Providentia

in 1623 at Cambridge : these pieces were added to the second edition of the Logic in

1 64 1. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 362, D.N.B.

England—Church of England. Liber Precum Pnblicarum. See no. 2846, above.

2853 {Sheld.). Epictetus, Cebes, Theophrastus. "Ettlkt^tov

'Ey;)(€(p(,'Stov
. . . Epicteti Enchiridion, Cebetis Tabula : et Theophrasti

Characteres Ethici. Cum versione Latina. Denuo recognita & Notis

illustrata.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld. [exc. (A. & L.) Lichfield]) ; 1670 : sm. 8" :

pp. [16 (i, title : 3-10, preface: 11-15, testimonia)] + 143 (1-79, Epictetus: 81-143,
Cebes) -I- [l] -(- 95 (Theophrastus) -I- [9 (2-9. notes], signn. a-q*^, r* : English, Greek
and Latin, the former slightly leaded.—The first Oxford edition of these three works,
see 1680 (no. 3264), 1702, 1707, 1715, 1723, 1739, 1S04. No less than three other

editions of the Epictetus and Cebes came out in 1670, two at Amsterdam and one at

Cambridge. The present edition claims to have a corrected and augmented text

through the aid of Bodleian and New College MSS. (perhaps the excerpts in

Bodl. MSS. Barocc. 76 & 143, and the paraphrase in Laud Gr. 21 : with New Coll.

MS. 247). The notes are brief. It can hardly be doubted that the editor was
dr. Fell and that this is his little volume for 1670—a young student (probably of the

House) helped him in pruning the notes of former scholars, such as Meric Casaubon's,
whose Latin Version of the Epictetus and Cebes is apparently here printed, with Isaac

Casaubon's of Theophrasius. The error videi-a (for videre) in sign. A 4^, 1. 10, is

perhaps in all copies corrected by hand. The preface condemns pointless and wordy
notes with severity.

2853*. Fromondus, Libertus.

An edition of his Meteorologica, London, 1670, bears the following imprint [562*],
'

Londini, Typis & Impensis J. Redmayne, pro Georgio West, apud quem prostant

Oxonii, 1670'. The title-page only is in the British Museum [463. h. 4, no. 3469].
For the work see no. 915 (Oxon. 1639).
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2854. Gale,Theopliilus. The Court of the Gentiles : ... [as no. 2830].
Part II. Of Philosophie. By Theoph. Gale, iM.A. late Fellow of Magd.
Coll. Oxon. . . .

Impr. 564 (Oxford, by W. Hall for T. Gilbert) : 1670: sm. 4°: pp. [40 (i, title,

within double lines: 3-12, preface: 13-28, two Latin poems by Tho. Ciilbert and
Owen Price, and three English : 29-40, Synopsis of Contents, and Scripture index]) +

448 (the work in four books, p. 210 blank: 448, Errata), signn. a-e, B-Z, Aa-Zz,
Aaa-Lll* : Pica solid.—A continuation of no. 2830, dealing with non-Christian

philosophies, as derived from Judaic. This first edition was reissued in 1671 (no. 2887J,
with slight differences and new date on the title-page, but not even with the Errata

corrected. The second edition enlarged was printed in London in 1676. The Term

Catalogue of Nov. 22, 1670, shows that this first edition was issued by that date, priced
6.r. bound (T. C. i. 56).

2855. Heylyn, dr. Peter. Aerius Redivivus : or, the History of the

Presbyterians. From . . . 1536, to . . . 1647. By Peter Heylyn D.D.
And Chaplain to Charles the First, and Charles the Second . . .

Impr. 565 (Oxford, through J. Crosley for (in London) T. Basset and C. Wilkinson):

1670 : (fours) folio : pp. [14 (i, title, within double lines : 3-4, ep. dedic. to Parlia-

ment, an inserted leaf: 5-10, preface : 13-14, contents: 14, two advertisements)] -i-

482 (the work, in thirteen books, pp. 261, 300, 328, 432 blank, and the pagination of

261-30S is repeated) + [2 (i. Catalogue of five books pr. for Basset)], signn. A* ( -)- one
added leaf), B-Z, Aa-qq*, Rr-, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Eeee*.—Aerius was a fourth-century
heretic who assailed Episcopacy. Heylyn's three learned works, the History of the

Reformation (Ecclesia Kestaurata), Life of Laud (Cyprianus Anglicanus), and the

present work, form a connected trio. Few references are given, but documents are

quoted. No part of the book W'as printed in Oxford, but it employed two London

printers, one to the end of the seventh book (p. 308) and one who started with p.
' 261

'

instead of '

309'. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 567, D.N. B. Red printing occurs in

the title. The Term Catalogue for Nov. 22, 1669 (T. C. i. 20), shows that this book
was issued before then, bound, for \qs. A second edition was published in London
in 1672.

Leigh, Edward & Henry. Select and Choice Observations Con-

cerning all the Roman and Greek Emperors . . . Also . . . Choice French

Proverbs . . . Third Edition . . , , 1670.
This was printed in London for John Williams sen. and ' to be sold by Amos

Curteyne Bookseller in Oxford ', but cannot count as an Oxford book, according to

the limitations already stated. The ist edition was London 1657, the 2nd 1663, the

4th '1664': see no. 8l2 (1635: 2nd ed. Lond. 1647), ^"'^ Wood's Aih. Oxon.
iii. 927.

Lloyd, Nicholas. See Stephanus, Carolus (no. 2865), below.

2856. Oxford—City.
'

Civitas Oxon. This Indenture . . . '. Br. s.

40, with dale '

167 '.

The earliest date at which this Indenture of Apprenticeship at Oxford can have been

printed, perhaps not at Oxford but London. A copy seen in private hands m 1916
was filled in with the date June i, 1674, and the name ' William Hill '.

2857. Oxford—University. [A progranivia issued by the Vice-Chan-
cellor forbidding all members of the University to make use of Edward
Bartlet's Flying Coach to London, he having no licence from the Vice-

Chancellor : beg.
' Whereas Edward Barllet hath without Licence from

Me': dated 'Oxon. July 20. 1670'.]
[No imprint, but Oxford printing] : (1670) : 8° broadside: Great primer leaded.—

See no. 2835 above.
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2858. *tOxford—University. Orders for the Reception of his Royal
Highness the Prince of Orange agreed upon by the Vice-Chancellor &
Delegats . . .

[No imprint or date, but Oxford printing of Dec. 1670] : folio broadside : (lireat

primer leaded.— Elaborate regulations for the disposition and behaviour of the

Academics during the expected visit of the Prince of Orantje, nephew of the Kint; and
afterwards William iii : on pain of being entered in the ' lilack-Book '

of the Proctors.

Twenty-nine M.A.'s are named who are given temporary proctorial authority. Wood
notes on iiis copy,

' A copie of this paper was stuck up in the common Refectory of

every Coll. and Hall Dec. 8 in the morn. 1670, in expectation of the said prince in the

evening, but he came not'. His visit was delayed till Dec. 19-21, and no doubt this

notice, which bears no date, was again issued.

2859 (//. p.). P.[arry], [dr.] J.[ohn]. Nehemiah, or, the E.xcellent

Governour. Being a Discourse delivered at the Cathedrall of the Holy
Trinity, Dublin, Aug. 1669. Before the . . . Earle of Ossory Then Lord

Deputy of Ireland. By J. P. D.D. and Dean of the said Church.

Impr. 335 <; (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1670 : sm. 4*" : pp. [4 (i, title :

2, Imprimatur Jan. 2, if^yf : 3-4, ep. dedic. to the earl of Ossory by
' B. P.')] + 35

(1-35, the sermon on Neh. xiii. i4) + [l] : Great primer solid.— In this sermon the

future bishop of Ossory compares the conduct of Nehemiah, as a kind of Deputy of

Artaxerxes, with that of the Lord Deputy before whom he was preaching, with many
complimentary references to the latter. ¥ox some reason the preacher's younger
brother Benjamin Parry, then prebendary of York, afterwards the successor of John
Parry in his see, edits the sermon. Both were members of Jesus college, Oxford,
The Term Catalogue shows that this sermon was issued in or shortly before May 1670,
for f)d. (T. C. i. 34). See Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 1143.

Prayer, book of Common : see no. 2846, above.

2860. [Price, Owen.] English Orthography: teaching i. The Letters

of every Sort of Print. 2. All Syllables made of Letters. 3. Short

Rules by Way of Question and Answer for Spelling, Reading, Pro-

nouncing, Using the great Letters and tiieir Points. 4. Examples of

all Words of like Sound, &c. Oxon., 1670, 80.

The above title is from W^ood's Atk. Oxo)t. iii. 943, and P.loxam's J\Iagd. Coll.

Register, ist ser., i. 177. I have not met with a copy, but one was sold in the Bliss

sale (1858), pt. 2, lot 440. A second edition of no. 2807 (1668). R.

Prideaux, Mathias. Of the History of Successions.
This is part of no. 2939 (1672), which see.

2861. Rous, Francis. Archseologise Atticje libri septem. . . . By
Francis Rous . . . With an Addition of their Customes ... By Zachary
Bogan . . . The Seventh Edition Corrected and Enlarged, with a two-
fold Index . . .

Impr. 387^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Adams and E. Forrest) : 1670 : sm. 4° :

pp. [12 (i, title within double lines: 3-6, the ep. dedic. of 1637 : 7-8, preface: 9-12,
'index vocabulorum', a list of contents)] + 375 (1-149, bks. 1-3, Rous's part:
150-375, bks. 4-7, Zachary Bogan's part, with his epilogue and name) + [9 (epigram
and index)], signn. **. *'^, A-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Bbb* : Pica solid.-A repiint of the
6th ed. (no. 2784), see no. 860 (1637), ^""-^ '"-o- 2262 (4th ed., in which Bogan's
addition first appeared).

2862 («. /.). (Sanderson, bp. Robert.) Ad Clerum. A Sermon
Preached at a Visitation holden at Grantham ... 8 Octob. 1641. By
a late Learned Prelate. Now Published by his own Copy. . . .

Impr. 335^ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1670: sm. 4": pp. [4 (2,

Imprimatur, Aug. 9, 1669: 3, title)] +38 (the sermon, on Matt. xv. 9] + [2],
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signn. [a]2, b-F* : English solid.—A detailed note by bp. Barlow in his copy of the

book (in the Bodleian) gives the occasion of this violation of bp. Sanderson's order

that none of his papers sliould be printed after his death (in 1663). The rev. John
Rosewell, B.D., of C.C.C., Oxford, found in 1669 that certain Presbyterians in the

north of England had spread a rumour that bp. Sanderson had become a Presbyterian
before his death, and persuaded the bishop's son to allow this, the latest sermon
found written in the bishop's own hand, to be published (without the bishop's name),
to confute the rumour. See Wood, Ath. Oxon. iii. 626, where the whole note is printed.
It is odd that a sermon of 1641 was the /asi written out in the bishop's own hand:

perhaps he only wrote out such as were intended for publication in his lifetime, and
made use of a clerk for the rest.

2863 {u. p.). Seaman, William. Grammatica Linguae Turcicas, In

Quinque partes distributa. Authore Gulielmo Seaman. \_Arms of the

University ^1^

Impr. 566 (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall, pro E. Millington [Londinensi]) : 1670: sm. 4°;

pp. [8 (i, title : 3, ep. dedic. to Robert Boyle : 4-8, preface)] + 183 (the work) + [i],

signn. A-Z, Aa* : English, usually leaded, because ranged with double pica (?)

Turkish.— William Seaman, of Balliol, had lived in Constantinople in earlier life, and
had issued the first New Testament in Turkish in 1666 (no. 2727), aided by a subsidy
from Robert Boyle. He now issues by far the earliest Turkish grammar piinted in

England (the next is 1709). Boyle again helped him with;;^20 in books, and Pococke
in corrections of his Latin. The parts are :

—letters and pronouncing, nouns and

pronouns, verbs, adverbs, &c., syntax. The composition had occupied Seaman in his

distant village of Upton Scudamore in Wiltshire (where he was rector from 1628 till

his death in 1680) for over three years, and the printing had begun before May 29,

1669, on which date and on Oct. 22 Hall received, in all, ;^S on account of printing
the book (Bodl. MS. 15376, foil. 35'-

^-
", cf. Br. Mus. Add. 22905, ioll. gi"', 92'', 93'').

The Term Catalogue shows that it was issued, bound, at y. 6d. before May 17, 1670
(T. C. i. 31, 36). The pages run backward, even in the Latin preface. The Bodleian

also owns another issue of this book, no. 2863*, in which Seaman inserted in print on

p. 183, betw-een the two rows of ornaments, a Latin note that both this Grammar and
the New Testament in Arabic by Seaman (1666: no. 2727) can be bought at

Millington's (see imprint of the present volume), and adds ' Venales etiam habentur

hi Libri in /Edibus Authoris in Angiporta dicta Whitecrosse Alley in Moore fields.

Londini ', thus giving Seaman's private address.

2864. tSheldon, archbp. Gilbert. (A Letter to the Bishop of

Lincoln, exhorting him, and through him the diocese, to carry out the

Act of Uniformity and especially the recent Act against Conventicles, in

order to promote order and unity in the Church : dated May 7, 1670.)
(No place or imprint, but printed at Oxford by W. Hall): (May or June 1670) :

folio: pp. [4, (1-3, the letter: 4, a covering letter, see below)], no signn. t Great

primer solid.—This ciicular letter was sent in writing to every bishop of the Province

of Canterbury, but it appears that in the diocese of Lincoln only it was printed, as

here (with a covering letter from dr. John Cawley, archdn. of Lincoln, dated

June 7, 1670, addressed to all incumbents in the diocese). A note by bp. Barlow in

the Bodleian copy explains the circumstances. This rather formal letter, and a single
sermon in 1660, are the only publications of archbp. Sheldon, and though the Letter

was reprinted with animadversions (Lond. 1670), neither of the two issues of it was
authorized by the writer ! R.

2865. Stephanus, Carolus. Dictionarium Historicum, Geographi-
cum, Poeticum, Authore Carolo Stephano . . . Editio novissima

;
. . .

Recensuit, supplevit, locisque pene infinitis emaculavit Nicolaus Lloydius,

CoUegii Wadhami . . . Socius. [niotto, then Crowti.^
Impr. 567 (Oxonii, exc. Gull. Hall, per ipsum et Guil. Downing) : 1670 : (twos

and fours) folio : pp. 8(1, title, within line : 3-4, Lloyd's ep. dedic. to Walter bp. of

Oxford; 5-8, preface, dated ' Crastino Barptolemrei
'

[_sic\, i.e. Aug. 25, 1670) +830
(the work, A-z) + [2 (blank)], signn. a, b, a-Z-, Aa-Zzzzz*, Aaaaa^ : Long primer
solid.—A general dictionary of Classical and Biblical proper names, with the
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geographical part extended over medieval times, with many quotations from classical

poetry, chiefly Lalin. Under Oxonia is perhaps the first definite announcement of

Wood's History of the University, as soon to be published. This volume is often

called Lloyd's work, and he u^es the first person frequently, as if author. Nicholas

Lloyd or Floyd was a Fellow of Wadham, and owed the inception of this work to his

dedicatee who had been Warden of Wadham. As a fact, Lloyd has so overlaid the

original dictionary of Stephanus (Paris, I66[, &c. &c.) that his claim to authorship
is not unwarranted. On the other hand the original book formed a very substantial

basis. The 1671 edition (no. 2909) is a reissue of this one with new title-page :

but the London 1686 edition is diflerently arranged : there is also an edition issued in

1693 abroad. ^60 was advanced on Oct. 22, 1669, to W. Hall to help him to print
the book, by the Delegates of the Press, to whom the impression was assigned as

security. The work was issued in July 1670 (Wood's Life, ii. 197), and is the largest
book hitherto issued by the Oxford Press ('B^ x 9 >< 2^ in.). See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 1259.

2866. (Stubbe, Henry.) A Censure upon certaine Passages Contained
in the History of the Royal Society, As being Destructive to the . . .

Church of Ens land. \motto.'\

Impr. 304^ (Oxford, [by W. Hall] for R. Davis) : 1670: sm. 4°: pp. [4 (r, title:

3-4, ep. dedic. to dr. John F"ell, dated 'Warwick, Feb. 16. 1669', i.e. lOfg, and

signed
'

Henry Stubbe")] +64 (the work), signn. [Aj^, B-1* : English solid.— In 1663
dr. Thomas Sprat published a History of the Royal Society, a book which caused a

considerable controversy on its supposed unsettling tendencies in
'

morality, religion
and civil policy'. The interest really is, as sir Walter Raleigh has recently (1923)
pointed out, that it indirectly raises the question of Ancients versus Moderns. The
first writer was the rev. Joseph Glanville, who in his Plus ultra (1668) called attention

to the advance in Natural Science or Knowledge beyond the Ancients. Then Stubbe
broke in with his Censure as above, in which religion was the chief subject. Next
came .Stubbe's Legends no Histories or, a Specimen of Animadversions on the History
of the Koyal Society, together xvith the Phis Ultra j educed to a Non-plus (1670 : two

separate parts). Several answers followed : A Letter [by a Virtuoso] to M'' Henry
Stubs concertiing his Censure (1670); A brief Vindication of the Royal Societyfrom
M^ Henry Stubbe (1670) ; Campanella Revived (1670 : partly a postscript by
Stubbe) ; A short Reply to the Postscript, Vc, of H. S., by Christopher Merrett

(1670); . . . A Check given to the insolent garriility of Henry Stubbe; A prefatory
Answer to Mr. Henty Stubbe

; Philosophia L'ia, or a Discourse of the Royal Society :

for others in 1671, see no. 2911. On p. S in 1. 4 the author of the Histoiy of the

Royal Society was for once mentioned as 'Mr. Sprat', which was first altered to

'Dr. Sprat' (for Sprat took his D.D. degree on July 3, 1669: 2866*) and then in

nearly all copies erased with ink and ' our Author '

placed in the margin in manu-

script : a few copies (^2866**) have this second correction in the text, the author's

name being removed. Out of six copies seen, four had 'Mr.', one 'Dr.', one 'our

Author'. The Censta-e was published not later than May 17, 1670 (Term Catal.

i 32, 38 : stitched, u.). See Wood's Life, cd. Clark, i. 354 (where the opposition of

the University to the Royal Society is referred to). For the second edition (1671)
see no. 2911.

2867 {Sheld.). Xenophon.
'

Xenophon graece E Theat. Oxon. 1670 ',

'

Xenophontis de Cyri Institutione. E Theatro Oxon. 1670'.
So in the Auction Catalogue of Richard Davis's books, part 4 (1692), Misc. Oct.

lot 329 (p. 39) and 342 (p. 40). These entries may be both errors for 1679, or traces

of a small school edition, of which I have found no copy, and which is not in

Bn'iggemann. The Oxford editions of 1674 and 1676 are equally mysterious: no
Oxford edition of the Cyropaedia has been seen before the 1679 one. See next no. R.

2868 {Sheld.). Zosimus. ' Zosimi Historise Novse libri sex, gr. lat,

cum Notis. Theatro Oxon. 1670.'
So in R. Davis's Auction Catal., pt, i (t686), fol. 71"'*, lot 525, and (with slight

variation) pt. 4 (1692), p. 35, lots 117, 137. Here as is no. 2867 the entries may be

errors for 1679, or traces of an otherwise unrecorded edition. Not in Briiggemann. R.
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1671.

Parliament sat from Jan. 3 to April 22, but not again till Feb. 4, 167!, an interval

of two years. On March 31 died Anne duchess of York, daughter of the earl of

Clarendon and mother of Queens Mary and Anne : she was a Roman Catholic. The
burial was on April iS. See no. 2869.

Feb. Plans were made lor converting the space between Magdalen and the City
Wall into a street (now Long Wall street) by filling up the ditch and building houses.

Apr. 25, a great fire in St. Aldate's (east side) which began at a smith's forge, and in

which seventeen houses were burnt : on Sept. 25 there was another fire west of the Turl

gate: the University granted ;^io for relief and reward in connexion with the former

fire. May 1-3, a dispute about the qualifications of a Proctor. May 18, a new organ
was placed in the Sheldonian at a cost of;^ii7 \^s. 6(/.

2869 (Ske/d.). Oxford— University. epicedia
|

universitatis
|

OXONIENSIS
I

IN
I
OBITUM

|

tllustrissim^ principis
\

ANN^
|

Duciflse Eboracenfis.
|| [line \ line] \\\

Impr. 559 i^Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : Anno Dom. m. dc. lxxi : (twos) folio: pp. [52],

signn. A-F, H-o^: English roman spaced.—Contents : p. [1] title: [3-52] the

Verses.

The death of Charles ii's sister-in-law (wife of James duke of York, afterwards

James ii), which took place on March 31, set the exhausted verse writers of the

University to their task again. The task was not very easy, for the duchess had

privately become a Roman Catholic in 1670, and according to the gossip which Wood
picked up (Wood's Life, ii. 219)

' She died with eating and drinking; died fast and
fustic ',

but as these things could not be referred to, even in a dead language, no
wonder 'The Verses [were] laughed and slighted' {ibid., p. 221). The writers could
not foresee that she was the mother of two Queens of England, and confined their

attention to such topics as the King's grief, the number of recent royal deaths, com-

parisons with Venus, and the like. 'Phe first line of .Salter's poem exactly expresses
the situation, 'Cogitur infelix iterare Camoena querelas'. The hurry with which these

volumes of verse were issued is shown by the omission of sheet G. The catchword of

sheet F carries on to sheet i, and sheet h lacks a catchword and begins with a Syriac

poem : we may suppose that the material for G never came in, or was rejected for

inanity, or if printed had a weird Syriac catchword which failed to hook on to its proper
correlative. In any case posterity has not lost much. Thomas Bennet's bill, and (John)
Barnes's, for printing (these verses?) were £2,1 U., and for binding, £^ 135-. (V.C.'s

Computus 1670-1) : and ' M'' Davis's expences in presenting the Verses [to the King?]
in a specially bound copy ', including the cost of binding {£^ is.), were £10 l^s. {ibid.).
The writers are :

—
Mews, Pet., LL.D., pres. of St. J. and

V.C. of the University (sign. A2).

Digby, Rob., baron de Geashil, Magd.
(sign. B).

Annesley, Altham, M.A., 2nd son of

the earl of Anglesey, Magd.
Annesley, Rich., M.A., 3rd son, as

above, Magd.
Gerard, Carolus, eldest son of Charles

lord Gerard of Brandon, Ch. Ch.

Stonehouse, Bluettus, baronet, Ch. Ch.

(sign. c).

EUys, Guilielm., baronet, M.A., Line.

Fell, Jo., D.D., dean of Ch. Ch.

Lowe, Ed., LL.D., New Coll.

10 Lockey, Tho., D.D., preb. of Ch. Ch.

Hyde, Jacobus, princ. of St. M. hall,

reg. prof, of Medicine (sign. I)).

Lamphire, Johan., M.D., princ. of

Hart hall, Camden prof, ol History.

Pudsey, Alex., sen. Proctor, fell, of

Magd.
Smith, Hen., jun. Proctor of the Uni-

versity, Ch. Ch.

March, Johan., M.A., St. Edm. hall.

Hyde, Thomas, M.A., Qu., Head
Librarian of the Bodleian (in

Arabic).
Mew, N., B.D., C.C.C. (refers to

Waller's Gloriana : sign. E).

How, J., B.D., Trin.

Bennett, Pet., M.A., Magd. (with
remarkable simile).

20 Cndworth, Jo., M.A., Trin.

Pelham, Tho., eldest son of a knight,
Ch. Ch.

Hickes, George, M.A., fellow of Line.

(sign. F).

WooUey, J., M.A., fellow of Trin.

Gise, Guilielmus, commoner of Oriel
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(in Syriac : sign. H, sign. G being
omitted, see above).

Gierke, Pliilippus, Magd., scholar.

Salter, Ja., Magd.
Latton, W., Wadh.
Machell, T., Qu.
Rook, G., Qu. (in Greek: sign. i).

30 Kingsley, Thom., B.A., Magd.
Lasher, Josh., jun., St. J.

Batchell, S., B.A., C.C.C.

Theyer, Joliannes, B.A., Magd. hall.

Aldworth, Car., B. A., Magd. (sign. K).

Pierce, Robertas, Magd., commoner.

Powys, E., B.A., Magd. hall.

Selleck, Nat., B.A., Hart hall.

Dobrey, Guil., B.A., Trin.

Russell, Rich., Magd., scholar.

40 Sclater, F., C.C.C. (sign. I,).

White, Gilb., Magd., scholar.

Oakeley, Jer., R.A., Trin.

Mannyngham, T., New (sign. m).
Bampton, Jacobus, New, scholar.

Isham, J., Ch. Ch.

Beaumont, Geor., New.
James, Jo., St. J-

Wharton, Philip, son of a K.C.B.,
gent, comm., St. Edm. hall.

Heather, Tho., New.
50 Trumbull, C, LL.B., fellow elect of

All S. (sign. N).
Russel, Gulielm., M.A., Magd.
Curie, J., M.A., Magd. (sign. o).

Chowne, Ed., B.A., Magd.
W^oodroffe, Benj., M.A., Ch. Ch.,

chaplain to the duke of York (in

1. 17 for dejiere read_/?f>-«).

(54 poems, all Latin except one Greek,
one Arabic, one Syriac.)

Minor Pieces.

2871. +Hardy, George, pseud. Der auffrichtige unverfalschte
|

Engelandische | VVahrsager / |

Das ist / |

Ein Prognosticon iiber das

Jahr I

I 6 7 I.
I

Welches gestellet |

Von D. George Hardy / bertihmten

Profes-|sore der Astrologie, auff der Academie zu Oxfort
|

in Engeland :

[

Aus dessen Sprache es zu erst in die
|

Niederlandische / und dann in die

Hochdeutsche
|

durch einen Liebhaber iibersetzet /
|

Und
|
Erstlich ab-

gedruckt nach der Copia von
|
Oxfort :

|
m. DC. lxxi.

|

No place, but ? Amsterdam] : 1671 : sm. 4°: pp. [8 : p. [i] title: [2-3] Erkla-

rung: [3-8] the Almanac : [8] Beschluss an den Leser], sign, ooc*.—Needless to say
no George Hardy was ever a Professor of Astrology at Oxford : nor is the name found
in the University Registers, or in the exhaustive index of persons known to Anthony
Wood at this time. This 'genuine true English Fortune-teller' or Prognostication
for 1671 is entirely fabricated, and it may be doubted whetiier the Dutch 'version'

exists. The ridiculous prophecies for each month are helped out by a Mastiff repre-

senting England, a Dragon Spain, a Fox Sweden, three Frogs or Lilies France, and so

on. These animals and objects play about in the twelve months. The beginning of

the Almanac is
'

Januarius. Gantz nachdencklich nimmet dieses Jahr seinen Anlang
, . . Der Low [the Low Countries] schlaffet nicht'. The explanations give a list of

the animals &c. and their meaning, and the dates of Easter (N. S. March 29, O. S.

Apr. 23) and other holy days. The British Museum owns an earlier form of this

piece (no. 2870), dated 1670, and varying in the wording of the title (geschriebenyiir

gestellet ;
zuerst aus dem Engelandischen in die Niederlandische und nachmals in die

Hochteutsche Sprache durch . . ., &c.). No such almanac was in either case

produced at Oxford. RR.

2872. oH.(ickes), capt. W.[illiam]. Oxford Drollery ; | Being New |

POEMS
I

and
|

songs.
| [//;?^] |

The first Part composed by W. H.
| \l{ne\ j

The Second and third Parts being upon several
| occasions, made by the

most Eminent and
| Ingenious Wits of the said University. |

And Collected

by the same
|

Author.
| \line\ \

The like never before published. | \lme\
Impr. 568 ('Oxford', really London: through J. G. for T. Palmer [London]):

1671 : (eights) 12°: pp. [4] + i72, signn. [7r]2, a-K*, L^— Contents:—p. [i] title:

[3] 'To the Reader ', verse preface, signed
' W. Hickes

'

: [4] list of four 'Books
sold by Thomas Palmer . . .' : 1-71, part i : 72-3, a leaf not seen, probably blank :

75-128, part 2: 129-72, part 3.— The rare first edition of the Oxford Drollery.
It has been noted under no. 2815 that Hickes actually started a whole series,
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for in 1671 we find also a Westminster Drollery, in 1672 a Covent Garden Drollery,
a Windsor Droller}', in 1673 a London Drollery (by Hickes), a Holborn Drollery,
a Norlolk Drollery, in 1674 a British Drollery, and so on : these have very little

of local colouring. Of the Oxford book part i contains Hickes's own verses (with

only one set which can be called topical, an elegy on John Seamore drowned at

Halton near Oxford (p. 15)) : part 2 is various : pare 3 is
' Old Songs made at Oxford,

many years since', including (p. 132) another form of no. IOO4 about a fire at

Oxford in 1641 ;
also Suckling's 'Out upon it, I have lov'd

'

(p. 139), 'On the

burning of the Grammar School at Oxford' (p. 129: beg. 'What heat of learning'),
' The Oxford Scholars going to see the King at Woodstock' (p. 154 : beg.

' The King
and the Court'), and Cartwright's poem on a great Frost in 1634 (p. 165 : beg. 'Shew
me those flames

').
Most of the poems are very coarse. The preface is dated

July 25, 1670 ('the very day on which so loud it thundred'), from Shipton on
Cherwell near Oxford, and begins 'Reader, I now appear a second time in Print',

referring to his OxfordJests as his first publication. The 1679 edition of the Drollery
differs only in havmg a new title-page : the sheets are a reissue of the present edition.

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 490, Tervi Catall. i. 66 (Feb. 13, id'j^), Bagford Ballads,
i. 185, ii. 546. The title as above is in minute detail not quite certain, the Bodleian

title-page being mutilated : the restoration is from the printed British Museum
Catalogue, the Term Catalogues, Heber and Hr.zlitt. R.

2873. Hickes, W. Oxford Jests refined and enlarged ; being a Collec-

tion of witty jests and merry Tales, etc. Composed by Capt. W. Hickes.

Printed for Simon INIiller at the West end of St. Paul's [London]. Price,

bound, IS. [3rd ed.].
So in the Terjn Catalogues, i. 83 (July 10. 1671), but no copy is available for further

description. See no. 28:5. Acopy wassold in i9ioin a Sotheby sale on March lo-it

(lot 370 : 42^. : the title adds 'Pleasant Joques
'

after
'

Tales'), and an imperfect one
in Catal. 20 (1907) of T. Thorp of London, art. 97 {"js. 6d.). R.

2874. Oxford—University, judicium |

universitatis
\

oxoxiensis,
|

DE
i [bracket^ Solenni Liga & Fcedere. [&c., nearly as no, 1999 (1648)

as far as promulgation : then] A Roberto Sandersono,
j
S. Theologids

ibidem Professore Regio, |

postea
| Episcopo Li7Kohiiensi,

\

Impr. :
—Londini, Typis R. N.[orton] Impensis R. Royslon, in Coeraeterio D. Pauli:

1671: 8°: pp. [16] -I- 64, signn. a-d^.—Contents :—p. [1-2], not seen: [3] title:

[5-S] preface, June 10, 1648 : 1-64, the text, as no. iggg.—A reprint of the 1648
edition, adding the name of the author (and translator). 1* or the importance, occasion,
and editions of this Judgement see nos. 1926-30*.

2875 {S/ie/d). Oxford—University, parecbol^
|

sive
[

excerpta
|

e Corpora Statutorum
|

Universitatis
|
Oxoniensis.

| [//«^] |

Accedunt
j

Articuli Religionis xxxix.
|

in Ecclesia Anglicana recepti. |

nec non
j

juramenta I

Fidelitaiis & Supremattis | yine'\ \

In usum
\ Juventutis

Academicde.
| \Jifie'\

Impr. 559a (Oxonise, e Th. Sheld. [pr. by L. Lichfield]): 1671 : (eights) 12°:

pp. [20] + 227 -(- [9], signn. [ttJ^, a-N, M (without pagination), p*, Q^ : Long primer
solid.—Contents:—p. [3] title: [5-19] Elenchus, a list of contents: 1-1S8, the

excerpts: 189 (th.e 9 inverted)-207, 'Appendix Statutorum (Bodleian Statute 1620,
De Praslectore Botanices, 'EnivofA-is, seu Explanatio Juramenti (by dr. Robert Sanderson,
see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 631), Ordo electionis Procuratorum 1629- 1720, Statuta

Carolina de Cyclo Procuratorum 1628 : p. 202 is blank) : 209, 211-27, '^'^^ Articles:

[2-9] Juramenta duo (p. [7] blank).—The matter of the 1661 edition (no. 2568 : see

873 (.16,^8)) slightly increased, and the introductory matter (calendar, speculum, &c.)
omitted. Perhaps 2,000 of the present edition were printed, for in 1671 (apparently in

the first half of the yenr) Thomas Bennet was paid .11^14 for binding that number, and

John Hall in 1672 ^^ii i.f. for binding 700 or 800 more, and printing an order. It

now became standard under the title of Parecbolse, for a list of which see vol. i,

p. 209, and vol. ii, p. 140 (no. 873), to which 1849 may be added : it was in fact
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reprinted whenever needed until tlie First Commission, the octavo series beginning in

1857. The contents were such parts of the statutes as concerned undergraduates.

jQio was paid in 1669-70' to mrs. Webb for her interest in the book, and on
March 15, i6^§, the Delegates decided that it should be forthwith printed. The first

two leaves of the present edition may be the last two of sheet q, cut off for separate

arrangement. There are large paper copies.

2876.
*
tSzildgyi, Georgius. ACROSTICHON

J

Hoc
|

Laudi &
Honori

|

Universitatis Oxoniensis . . .
|

. . .
]

. . . Sincere
j

canebam
animo Georgius Szilagyi Ungarus Anno 1671. die Julii 5.

| [//;;<'] |

[No place or date : London ? : 1671] : folio br. s., in two colunms.—A glorification
of the Universit)' in general terms, which might be used of Paris or any other university
which taught Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, and possessed Chapels, Halls, Theatres, and
Schools. The acrostic is

' Universitas Oxoniensis, alma Mater, tt decus Academi-
arum ', from the first lines of 248 elegiac verses, which begin

' Unde tuas laudes

exordiar, 6 pia Mater !

' The second half of the second column is occupied with nine

more elegiac stanzas, beginning
' Noscere si cupias '. The Latin is not better than in

the ordinary Oxford official verses (om.niim, nil nisi splendor, &c.). Of the writer

nothing seems to be known : he may have been a Hungarian on tour who came down
to Oxford lor the Act, (ir a needy scholar.

Oxford Press.

2877 (''• P-)- Abu Jaafar. Philosophus autodidactus sive Epistola
Abi Jaafar, Ebn Tophail de Hai Ebn Yokdhan. ... Ex Arabica in

Linguam Latinam versa Ab Edvardo Pocockio A.M. ^dis Christi

Alumno. \_Ufizv. Ar?/is.^

Impr. 306 (? (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall): 1671 : sm. 4" : pp. [20 : i, title : 3-6, Ep.
dedic. to archbp. Sheldon: 7-16, preface: 16, Errata: 17-20, Elenchus auctorum

citatorum] + 200 (i, hall-title: 2-200, the text and translation on alternate leaves),

signn. %*, A*, a'^, B-Z, Aa-cc^ : Double pica (Arabic), English (Latin), solid.—This is

the Arabic woik of a twelfth- century Arabic philosoplier, Abu Bakr ibn al-Tufail

(Abu Ja'far), written in 1303-4 (Bodl. MS. Pococke 263 = Uri cod. Arab. Moham.
133, and at the time in dr. Edward Pococke's possession and the only copy known).
The subject is how Human Reason can ascend from lower to higher Knowledge. The
Latin translation is by Edv/ard Pococke the younger, but superintended by his father.

The younger Pococke wrote the Dedication (in which he speculates on the future

expansion of the Press), and the elder the Preface. The paging, signatures, and
catchwords of course run backwards : some corrected proof-sheets are in the Bodleian,
which are of interest as showing the method of setting up these bilingual books. See
Wood's ^t/i. Ojcoii. iv. 651, cf. 397 (Ashwell's English translation), Fasti Oxon.
ii. 299. The Oxford edition issued in 1700 is a reissue of these sheets with a new

title-page. See also C. ¥. de Schnurrer's Bibl. Arab, (1811), p. 470.

2878 {S/ie/d.). Addison, dr. Lancelot. West Barbary, or, A short

Narrative Of the Revolutions of . . . Fez and Morocco. With . . . the

present Customs ... By Lancelot Addison, Chaplain to His Majesty
in Ordinary.

Impr. 569 (pr. at the Theater in Oxford [by H. Hall] for J. Wilmot) : 1671 : sm.
8°: pp. [24 (I, title-label, 'West Barbary': 3, title: 5-9, Ep. dedic. to Joseph
Williamson: 1 1-23, preface)] -F 226 (1-7 1, the Revolutions : 73-' 226' [but 81-90 are

missed out in the pagination], the Customs) + [8 ( Index of Moorish words, in Arabic)],

signn. A*, a, B-P* : English solid.— Lancelot Addison {d. 1632, i/. 1703 when dean ot

Lichfield: father of Joseph Addison) was chaplain at Tangier about 1662-70, and
had been at Queen's college (Oxford) with the dedicatee of the present work. The

history extends from about 1508 to about 1670, and contains several documents, trans-

lated : the second part is a well-written and honest account of life among the Moors.
Addison gives few references to authorities, but explains in the preface his opportu-
nities for research, and mentions an Arabic MS. of the first part of the ' Mustadarif

'
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by
' Alfachi Mahumed Ebn Ahmed Alchab', copied in A.D. 1627 = a. ii. 1005, and

owned in 167 1 by archbp. Sheldon. In 16S1 he issued an account of Tangier,
entitled The Moors Baffled {2nd ed. 1688). In Term Catal. i. 79 (July 10, 1671).

2879. (A[probert], J.) The Younger Brother his Apologia, or

a Fathers free power disputed, for the disposition of his Lands [&c.,

nearly as no. 772 (1634)].
Impr. 570 (Oxford, by H. Hall for E. Forrest & T. Gilbert) : 1671 : sm. 4" :

pp. [6(1, title, within double lines: 3-6, dedn. to all fathers and sons, signed
'

J. A.")]
+ 37 (the work) + [I (the Mantissa from Salvianus, without the figure)], signn. A-E*,
F^ : Pica solid.—A reprint of the 1634 Oxford edition (no. 77^ : see note on it in

vol. ii). It is a plea for a full portion of goods for younger children. Nothing
seems to be known of J. Aprobert : a presentation copy of the 1634 edition exists which
had a manuscript dedication to dr. John Hales of Eton

(</. 1656).

2880. Assheton, William. Toleration disapprov'd and condemn'd
. . . Collected by William Assheton . . . The Third Edition, Corrected

and Enlarged, with an Additional Preface , . .

Impr. 571 (Oxford, by W. Hall through the Author for R. Royston [London]) :

1671 : [&c. , exactly as no. 2850, except as noted below].—A reissue of the sheets of

the second edition of 1670 (no. 2850), except that the fiist two leaves of that edition

are torn off, and two new leaves take their place, in which pp. [i and 4] are blank,

p. [2] is the Imprimatur, p. [3] is the new title, within double lines, with ' The Third
Edition

', but otherwise very slightly altered. Sign. M^ is a List of Contents, with the

verso blank. In the Tertn Catal. i. 82 (July 10, 1671)
'

stitcht, i.f.'

2881. Bohun, R[alph]. A Discourse Concerning the Origine and

Properties of Wind. ... By R. Bohun Fellow of New Coll: in Oxon.
Impr. 572 (Oxford, by W. Hall for T. Bowman) : 1671 : sm. 8°: pp. [22 (i, 'A' :

5, title: 7-13, Preface: 15-20, 'The Contents')] +302 (the work, but pp. 17-18
[sign. A 8] are duplicated in the pagination) + [2], signn. ["•]«, *<, [tt*]*, a-t*, see

below: Great primer solid.^ An interesting but not valuable treatise. The author

was stationed at a seaport, and gathered information from sea-captains and other

voyagers. He gives an account of previous writers, and was helped in experiments by
Boyle, but failed to connect Winds with the rotation of the Earth. There are

engraved metal-plate illustrations on pp. iS, 19, and 24. There was confusion in the

prefatory matter, owing to miscalculation of its extents. The compositor began
sheet A with p. 3 : and in the end the prefator}' matter with pp. 1-2 is thus arranged:

—
the first two and last two leaves are a half-sheet, and sewn in the middle of it are

(a) a quarter-sheet (= title + last leaf of Contents), {b) a half-sheet with sign. *,

{c)following ihe last half-sheet and with a thread of its own, a quarter-sheet unsigned!
The pagination was set right, to square with the signatures, by duplicating pp. 17-18.
See Wood's ^tk. Oxon. iv. 549, Fasti Oxon. ii. 397. The issue may have been

delayed, for it is not registered in the Term Catall. (i. 112) till June 24, 1672.
Errors on pp. [15], 59 are corrected in ink in all copies.

2882 («./.). Boyle, hon. Robert. Some Considerations Touching
the Vsefulnesse Of Experimental Naturall Philosophy . . . The Second

Tome, Containing the later Section Of the Second Part. Bv the

Honorable Robert Boyle Esq; Fellow of the Royal Society.

Impr. 335 ? (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1671: sm. 4°: pp. [26 (2,

Imprimatur, Oct. 24, 1670: 3, title : 5-S, publisher's preface : 9-24, author's Preamble:

25, half-title)], signn. ^, *, ***-i-six separate parts, see below.—An example of

Boyle's careless and unconsidered ways of writing and editing. Habes (onfitetitevi

retim, for both the prefaces confess the jumble, and apparently maintain that to

explain a tangle is to justify it. To begin v/ith, the Second Part of these Considerations

was written in 1658 (Preamble) and nevertheless refers to treatises printed since that

date (explained by Boyle having transferred parts of Part 2 to essays which he did

publish) ;
the List of Contents is the last leaf of Essay 4, but before the Appendix

paged in continuation of that essay ;
the Sixth and last essay is headed Essay X in
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two places : and this essay ends with the catchword '

Essay XI '

!, But no Bentley
arose to smite this Boyle, and Experimental Method undoubtedly benefited by his

works. The First Part (5 Essays) and Second Part, section i (5 Essays), were issued

in 1663 (no. 2634) ^n*^ ^ second edition of them in 1664 (no. 2655) : the present
volume is section 2 of Part 2 (6 Essays), but each part is separately paginated (for

separate issue?). As a fact, Part i deals with Experimental Natural Philosophy in

relation to Man's Mind
;

Part 2 with the same in relation to practical science ; thus,

Section i takes Medicine, Section 2 takes arts (e. g. Mathematics) and trades, both

mechanical and manual. The six parts in the present volume are : i. General con-

siderations [pp. 2 (i, half-title)] + 47 (the essay) + [3 {blank)], signn. A-F*, g'^ :

2. Mathematics [pp. 2 (1, half-title)] + 20 (the essay) + [2 (2, title-label for the whole

volume)], signn. A-C* : 3. Skill in Mechanics [pp. 2 (i, half-title)] + 14 (the essay),

signn. A-B'': 4. Trades [pp. 2 (i, half-title)] + 28 (the essay) + [2 (i, contents of the

whole volume!)] + '

29'-'3i
'

(Appendix) + [1], signn. A-D*, E^, but D 4 is marked ***:

5. Manual skill [pp. 2 (i, half-title)] + 26 (the essay), signn. A-C^, D^ : 6. PZssay X.
Men's Ignorance [pp. 2 (i, half-title)] + 50 (the essay, ending with a catchword, but

complete). Of course, the title-label and list of contents are intended to be torn off

and put in their proper place, but binders have wisely left them alone. There may
have been delay in the issue of the book, as it does not appear in the Term Catalogues
till May 30, 1673 (i, 72 : price, bound, 45.).

2883. Boyle, R. Tracts . . . About \bracket\ The Cosmicall Qualities
of things . . . [&c., exactly as no. 2851 (1670) : imprint, contents and all,

except that the date is 1671, and that in the copy seen the inserted leaf

of * Advertisement
'

sign, [a] is misplaced : sheet c of the Subterraneal

part is also disarranged and misprinted.
Since no. 2851 was (apparently) issued in November 1670, or at any rate late in that

year, the later copies may have been altered to 1671, for, with this change, the present
book is a reissue of the 1670 sheets. The cancel leaves in tlie Submarine part

(pp. 19-21) are in this reissue, as in 1670. See next number.

2884. — ,
—

. Tracts . . . [as in no. 2883 in every particular, im-

print, contents and all, except as noted below].
Another reissue of the sheets of 1670 seems to have been called for, and some slight

embellishment of the title-page was arranged, the title being within a line, and an
ornament being introduced above the imprint, in the place of two lines. The word

'praefixit' is also altered to 'prefixt' : and the date is in arabic, not roman, numerals:
also the contents are stated in a wrong order. It happens, however, thnt the original

(faulty) two leaves in the Submarine part are left uncancelled, so that the first line of

p. 20 ends 'Experiment we', and not, as it should, 'the lower'; a paragraph had
been cut out, for no. 2883, but here reappears. In sheet B of the Submarine part the

first leaf is now correctly signed B, and not C : and the Errata are omitted though not

corrected. Small errors of arrangement and binding of sub-titles, &c., are common \\\

these two issues, indicating the despair of all concerned with their make-up.

2885. '"tCatechism. (The Catechism of the Church of England,
translated into Arabic by dr. Edward Pococke.)
[No imprint or date, but Oxford, 1671] : (fours) sm. 8°: pp. [20], signn, A-B^,

c'.— By far the earliest Arabic version of the Church Catechism : it was not included

in Pococke's Arabic Prayer Book of the Church of England (Oxf. 1674: no. 3000).
The history of the present volume is given in Twells's Life of Pococke under 1671.
Robert Huntington, who in 1670 had gone out to be chaplain at Aleppo, asked

Pococke for copies of his Arabic Grotitis (1660 : no. 2498 above), and thirty of them,
with twelve copies of Seaman's Turkish Grammar (1670 : no. 2863), were supplied.
To go witli them Pococke sent thirty-six copies of the present booklet, which he had

very lately printed. He had borrowed the version of the Ten Commandments from
Walton's Polyglot, and added the Te Daim and some passages of Scripture ; but the

printers' haste to have it ready by the date of sending the other books prevented
further additions. The whole book is in Arabic type, without title. In the copy seen

(in the Bodleian) c 2 is a leaf folded back lo precede and protect p. i. R,
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2886. Edwards, Charles. Y Ffydd Ddi-ffuant. . . . The unfeigned
Faith. Containing a briefe History of the Christian Religion from the

beginning of the World to this present Age . . . [2nd edition].

Impr. 573 (Rhydychen, by H. Hall, sold in Wrexham, Llanfyllin, &c.) : 1671 :

sm. S° : pp. [8 (i, title : 2-8, prefatory matter, including a short grammatical piece,
dated 'Rhydychen, Rhagfyr [Dec] 31. 1670'. signed 'Charles Edvvardes')] + 240
(1-92, general history: 92-160, the Faith in Wales: 161-201, on the excellency of

Christianity: 201-40, on overcoming Sin), signn. A*, B-R* : Pica solid.—Edwards (or

Edwardes) was a Welsh preacher, who when at All Souls college, Oxford, was

expelled by the Visitors in 164S, and when at Jesus college by the Royalists in 1660,
and generally persecuted (see the Diet, of Nat. Biogr.). This brief history was first

published in 1666 (a copy is at Cardiff), reached a second edition in the present year, a

third in 1676-7 (Oxford), a fourth in 1722 (Shrewsbury), and others subsequently. In

the present edition the running head-line of the general history is
' Hanes y Ffydd'.

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. i. 462, and W. Rowlands's Cainbrian Bibliography. R.

2887. Gale, Theophilus. The Court of the Gentiles . . . Part II. Of

Philosophic. By Theophilus Gale, M.A. . . . [&c., precisely as no. 2854,

except as below noted].
A reissue of the sheets of no. 2854, ^^'i^^ the date 1671 (not 1670), and with the

omission of a line ' late Pillow of Magd. Coll. Oxon '

after the author's name. Even
the Errata are not corrected.

Hickes, capt. Will. : Oxford Drollery. See no. 2872.

2888. Hymns. Memorare Novissima. . . . Editio Tertia.

Impr. 574 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for W, Smart) : 1671 : fol. br. s. : Pica roman
and italic solid.—The Latin Hymn Dies Irae (eighteen three-line stanzas, with one line

added to the last: and eighteen corresponding stanzas in English (fifty-five lines of

each). The first two English stanzas are :
— '

Day of Doom that dreadful day |

Shall
the World in Synders lay, |

David and Sibylla say. ||
What a fear will all surprise |

When the Judge aloft in Skies
|

Comes to hold the Great Assize.' The two sets are

in parallel columns, and followed closely by the imprint and date. The words ' Editio
Tertia' are prefixed to the imprint instead of suffixed to the title. I know nothing of

previous editions. R.

2889. Jewel, bp. John, & bp. Richard Davies. Dad Seiniad

Meibion y Daran. Sef ail-printiad o lyfr Escob Juel . . . ac o Epistol

yr Escob Dafies . . . An Eccho of the Sons of Thunder Being a second

impression of Bishop Juel's Apologie, and of Bishop Davies his Epistle,
in the British tongue.

Impr. 575 (Rhydychen, H. H[all], sold at Wrexham, Llanfyllin, &c.) : 1671 :

sm. 8°: pp. [20 [i, title: 2-4, preface dated 'Rhydychen Mis Rbagfur [Dec] 31.

1670', signed 'Charles Edwardes' : 4-20, glossary, ep. dedic. to William Meredydd
by M. Kyffin, and pref by the latter, dated "Lunden, ym-Mis Hydref [Oct.] 1594') -H

250 (1-207, tl'ie Apology: 208-50, Davies' Epistle) + [2 (a kind of Welsh Criss-

cross row, for children)], signn. **, a', B-q", R^ : Pica roman and english solid.—A
Welsh translation, and edition, of two theological works, bp. John Jewel's Apologia
Ecdesiss, Anglicanse, (1562, &c.), translated by M. Kyffin in 1594: and bp. Richard
Davies' Epistle to the Welsh (in Welsh), as prefixed to William Salesbury's New
Testament in Welsh, 1567 : here preceded by a citation from Chrysostom : both
edited by C. Edwards, for whom see no. 2886, with which this volume is connected,
at least in date. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. i. 462 (Davies), D. N. B. R.

2890. Littleton, dr. Adam. A Sermon Preached in Lent-Assizes,
. . . at Alesbury. JMarch St'i 167^ being Ash-Wednesday. By Ad.

Littleton, D.D. Chaplain in Ordinary to His Blajesty.

Impr. 576 (London, bv J. Macock for R. Davis of Oxon.): 1671 : sm. 4°: pp. [8

(2, London Imprimatur, June 26, 167 1 : 3, title: 5-7, ep. dedic. to
'

my honoured . .
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Parishioner, Joseph Alston the elder, Esq; at Bradwell in . . . Bucks', dated '

Chelsey,

June 24. 1671': 8, Errata)] + 32 (the sermon, on i Sam. vii. 15-16), signn. [a],
E-E^.—The author was at the time rector of Chelsea. The dedication refers to the
' domestick Grief of Alston, probably thereby dating the death of his first wife: the

sermon was composed in Alston's house at Chelsea. The publication was rapid.
The Imprimatur is dated June 26, 1671, the Term Catalogue of July 10 contains it

(i. 7S :
'

price stitcht 6d.), and the Stationers' Hall Register under date July 16. See
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 403.

«

2891 {Sheld.). NemesiUS. Ne^eo-tou . . . TTepl <E>i'(jcws 'Ai'^pcuTTOU

Bi/Skiov €v. Nemesii . . . De Natura Hominis Liber unus, denuo re-

cognitus, & Manuscriptorum Codicum coUatione in integrum restitutus,

Annotationibusque insuper illustratus.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1671 : 8°: pp. [16 (i, title : 3-16, preface)] +

345 (the treatise in Greek and Latin on alternate pages) + [5 (t-4, list of the forty-four

chapters, in Gr. and Lat.) : 5, Latin note about Errata)] + 50 (1-4S, Latin notes:

4Q-50 [' 42 '], list of the old divisions of '

Gregorius de Philosophia', or, De opificio

Hominis, as some called it, into eight books and sixty-two chapters) : signn. A-Z, Aa-
Cc^: Great primer Greek, and English (Latin).

—One of the ' Fell Books', the fifth of

the known books of the annual series (see Index to this volume under iv'//). Nemesius
was a Christian philosopher of about A. D. 400, stated to be a bishop of Emesa. The
treatise was first issued in Greek in 1565, but the present edition is the first and only

Flnglish edition of the Greek text. Fell points out the singular passages in which
Nemesius seems to anticipate the discovery of the Circulation of the Blood and the

use of the Bile. The two MSS. used by Fell were no doubt MSS. Barocci 82 and
Greek Misc. 69 (Bodl. MSS. 82 and 2524), but the critical work is inadequate, and Fell

confesses that he could not give proper time to it. The preface and notes are learned

and useful. The Latin version by Nicasius Ellebodius, found in the early editions,
was revised by Fell. He excuses the absence of a list of Errata on the ground that

the Latin version will help to correct them and vice versa ! The attribution of the book
to Gregorius Nyssenus is merely due to titles somewhat similar. On Aug. 26, 1670,
Fell was inquiring about the early editions of the work (MS. Rawl. D. 39S [

= 15316],
fol. 124). On Jan. 3, 167^, Fell sends a copy to Williamson (Dom St. Papers, 1671,

p. 4). The Latin version is so arranged as always to be opposite to the corresponding
Greek. The copies I have seen are on thick paper. No 'flowers' or ornaments occur:

all is severely plain.

Oxford—University. Epicedia. See no. 2869.

—
,

—
. Parecbolae. See no. 2875.

2892. — ,
—

. [Notice by the Vice-Chancellor, issued on Jan. 27,

I67-S-, for the proper observance of Jan. 30, the date of the execution of

Charles i. No copy is known, but Wood testifies to its issue, see no. 2932.
Some copies (no. 2893), he says, were not, as the present one, signed
' P. Mews Vice-Chancell.', but left unsigned for the I^Iayor to insert his

name.]

2894. t— ,
—

. [Notice by the Vice-Chancellor, dated '

April i.

1670' for 1671, that Thomas Moore, licensed Carrier, intends a One-

day Coach to London (Saracen's Head without Newgate) from Oxford

(opposite All Souls) on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and back on
the other week-days, Apr. 1 7

—Michaelmas : and that seven regulations
must be observed as here printed : such as that the fare be 1 2s. Two-

day coaches are not interfered with. The first words are ' Whereas the

Appointment '.]

[Oxford: 1671]: obi. 4°. br. s. : Steele's tests:—trading
—to—shall: Great primer

leaded.— See Life of Wood, ii. 219-20.
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2895. Oxford—University. [Vice-Chancelloi's notice, quashing the

project of an unlicensed Coach between London and Oxford (see
no. 2910 below): similar in form to no. 2897.]
No copy is known to have survived, but it must have been printed on or just before

April 15, 1671.

2896. t— , University (& City). [Notice of the Vice-Chancellor and

Deputy Mayor with reference to the fire in St. Aldate's (see the Annals)
that all property removed during the fire be placed in the Guildhall to be

claimed: dated 'April 26. 1671'. The first words are 'By Order

from'.]
[Oxford: 1671] : folio br. s. : Steele's tests:—what soever—any. Double pica

leaded.—The Deputy Mayor was Roger Griffin.

2897. "^
—

>
—

• [Notice by the Vice-Chancellor that, whereas Thomas

Dye and John Fosset, unlicensed Carriers, presumed to set up a Flying
Coach from Oxford to London, no member of the University is to make
use of it,

even for letters or goods: it is dated Apr. 27, 1671.]
[Oxford: April 167 1] : la. 8°, br. s. : Steele's tests :

—whereas—out—whatsoever'.

Great primer solid.—The first words are '

By Order from '. See the Life of IVooc/, ii.

221 ft.: this Coach may be widow Stonehill's, see no. 2giO below : see also nos. 2934,
2936 (1672).

2898. *t—,
—

. To London Every Day. [A notice that there will be

a One-day Coach from Thomas Moor's house opposite All Souls to the

Saracen's Head on Snow-hill, London, every week-day, and one back,
from May 1 5 to Michaelmas

;
the first words are

' These are to give
notice that every day 'J.

[Oxford, May 167 1]: obi. 16°, br. s, : Steele's tests:—there—zoiJl—this. Great

primer leaded.— It would seem that the licensed one-day coach was such a success

that it was soon made a daily one each way. See Wood^s Life, ii. 223, where this

notice is reprinted.

2899. *t—, University (& City). Orders and Directions Agreed
upon by His Majesties Justices of the Peace Of the University and City
of Oxford . . . [Apr. 27. 1671] for the Prevention of the Danger of Fire.

[Oxford, June 1671]: folio br. s. : Great primer leaded.— Full arrangements for

locking the stable door after the mare is stolen. Every house is to be tiled or slated, not
thatched : every church is to have a ladder and twenty-four buckets. In case of fire

each householder is to hang out a light (,if at night), and place vessels full of water
before his door (!), and so on. For the St. Aldate's fire, see Wood''s Life, ii. 221-2,
and the Annals of this year. Sixteen Inns (above the rank of Tavern) are mentioned

by name. Wood notes on one of his copies in the Bodleian ' These orders were stuck

up on euery corner & enery Inn dore June 9. 1671.' See no. 290I.

2900. *t—,
—

. [Notice of the Vice-Chancellor July 6, 1671, that

whereas the Practical Music performed in
'

this
'

(Music) school on Act

Saturday and at other times has been disturbed by persons
'

pressing in

within the Rail', this disturbance is forbidden in the future: the first

words are ' Whereas formerly '.]

[Oxford : July 1671] : folio br. s. : Steele's tests :
—iMusick—performed—the—as.

Double pica leaded.—This is what may be called a departmental notice to be placed
in the Music School, where exercises were still conducted on the first day of the Act
in July. The general Orders regulating the Comitia or Encaenia or Act are to be
found in Per. 3, later on.

SI80 S
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2901. *tOxford—University. Orders agreed upon by the Heads of

Houses for the preventing and quenching of Fire.

[Oxford: Oct. 1671]: folio broadside: Steele's tests:—which—signijie
—stick or

from : Great primer leaded.—Elaborate rules, based on no. 2899 but specially

adapted for Colleges and Halls, which were to keep a framed copy of this notice in

the halls. Laddtrs and buckets are to be provided, bed-head candles to be forbidden,
and no lease to be renewed to tenants in Oxford who have thatched houses. The
Orders are dated Oct. 23, 1671, and are signed by the Vice- Chancellor.

2902. — ,
—

, New College.
There is a New College book-plate used in the College Library (e. g. in Auct. T.

9. 1-2), which I was told by R. G. C. Proctor on Nov. 30, 1891, was printed
' in or

about 1 67 1, not earlier
'

)

2903. Phillpott, Nicholas. Reasons & Proposalls for a Registry
or Remembrancer of all Deeds and Incumbrances of Real Estates ... in

every Couniy . . . By Nicholas Phillpott of New-Inne.

Impr. 403 a (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis) : 1671 : sm. 4° : pp. [2 (i, title)] -F

ID (the work), signn. A*, B^ : English solid.—The author has no difficulty in proving
the ailvantages of a Registry of Deeds. He proposes for every county a tabulated

form to be filled up and filed as an official record of each transaction. The book was
how ever at once countered by The Reforming Registry by Fabian Philipps, published
not liter than May 30, 1671 : and in 167S two anonymous pamphlets for and against
the plan came out, entitled Reasons for a RegisUy and Reasons against a Registiy.
New Inn, in W3'ch Street, London, was an appendage to the Middle Temple.

2904. Pierce, dr. Thomas. A Collection of Sermons upon Several

Occasions. By Thomas Pierce D.D., Praesident of St. Marie Magdalen
College in Oxford.

Impr. 577 (by W. Hall for R. Royston and R. Davis) : 1671 : sm. 4° : pp. [12 (i,

title, within double lines: 3-7, Preface : 9-10, Contents : 11, title of ist sermon)] +

496 (1-494, the sermons, &c. : 495-6, Latin and Greek epitaphs on Edward Peyto,
d. i65S)-(-[8 (1-6, index)], signn. a^, A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Sss* : Great primer solid-
Ten of Dr. Pierce's sermons preached in 1659-65, with a Para.nesis or Vindication

following the ninth. The texts are :
— i. Rom. xiii. 12 (Restoration, 1660) : 2. Deut.

vi. 12 (^Restoration, 1661) : 3. Amos iv. ['6'] 12 (Humiliation, 1661): 4. Micah vi. 9

(Plague, 1665): 5. Acts XV. 28 (Concio ad Clerum, with Latin bidding prayer used

by Convocation, 1661) : 6. i Pet. ii. 13 (Concio Academica Oxon., 1664) : 7. Luke li.

22 (1661) : 8. Acts ii. 4 (Oxford Univ. sermon, 1664): 9. Matth. ix. 8 (Primitive
Rule of Reformation, see no. 2646, 9th ed., 1662) : 10. Parsenesis : 11. Job xiv. I

(funeral sermon on Edw. Peyto, 1659, ded. to the widow Elizabeth, nee Verney).

Sign, ai is the title conjugate with a2 (the Contents) : between the two is all sign. A,
the first leaf of which ( Ai ) was intended to be turned back so as to precede the sermon
of which it is the title : in the collation above I have assumed it to be so turned. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 304: Term Catal. i. 70 (May 30, 1671 : price bound, 65.).

2905. — ,
—

. A Correct Copy of some Notes Concerning Gods

Decrees, Especially Of Reprobation. Written for . . . private Vse . . .

And alterwards published . . . 1654. By T. Pierce Rector of Brington . . .

Impr. I'll a (Oxford, by W. Hall lor R. Royi.ton and R. D.avis) : 1671 : sm. 4":

pp. [12 (i, title, within double lines: 3-6. preface dated Brington, 'Jan. 20. 1654'

(165^) : 7-1 1, Par^enesis to the Reader)] -(- 85 the notes) -I- [3 (2-3 not seen, presum-

ably blank)], signn. A-M*, [n]^ : English solid.— Dr. Pierce, afterwards Dean of

Salisbury, had maintained in a private conference in 1654 '^^^^t all the good in man
was God's work, and all the evil was Man's fault. This savoured of Pelagianism,
and when spread abroad in unauthorized forms was brought up against its author—who
here in a fourth edition defends himself from heresy. The former editions are

(i) Lond. 1655, signed as by
' T. P.' : (2) Lond. 1657, issued as 'by Thomas Peirce' :

(3) Lond. 1658, issued as no. 2. His chief opponents were Henry Whitfield, William
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Barlee, and Henry Hickman, whom he controverted in several treatises, 1657-8. See

Wood's Aik. Oxon. iv. 302, Term Catalogues, i. 82 (July 10, 1671 :
'

price stitcht is.').

Every page, margin, and bead-line is enclosed within lines. See no. 2938.

2906 («. /.). Poole, Mathew. The Nullity of the Romish Faith. . . .

[&c., almost exactly as no. 2783]. The fourth Edition.

Impr. 335/ (Oxford, by H. Hall tor R. Davis) : 167 1 : 8° : [&c. as no. 2783].—
A pajjinatim reprint of no. 2783, identical in pagination and signatures. In the

copy seen (in the Bodleian) the original reprinted title is torn out, and a cancel title

inserted.

Prideaux, dr. John. Synopsis of Councells. Part of no. 2939, which see.

2907. Sanderson, bp. Robeit. Physicoe Scientise Compendium.
A Roberto Sanderson . . . nupero Lincoln. Episc: ante multos annos
lucis usurse destinatum nunc vero ex authentico manuscripto primb
impressum.

Impr. 285 (f (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis): 1671 : sm. 8" : pp. [4 (i, title:

3-4, list of chapters')] + 116 (the work, in four books), signn. A^, b-h*, i^ : Pica

solid.—A small scholastic treatise by bishop Sanderson, very clear and well ordered.

Book I deals with philosophy ; 2 with the universe, its parts and elements ; 3 with

mixtures of elements without life
; 4 with the vegetable and animal kingdoms,

including man and his powers. Each chapter has Quxstiones after it, that is, subjects

suggested by it. A second edition issued in 1690 at Oxford, although
' multo cor-

rectior', appears to be a reprint. Ihe author died in 1663. In the Ter?n Catalogue
for May 30, 167 1 (i. 74 : price bound, is.). See no. 2946.

2908. Scheibler, Christopher. Philosophia compendiosa . . . [&c.
literatim as the 8th ed., Oxon. 1657, no. 2352 above, except, instead of
'

Ediiio Octava prioribus correctior
' we now find

'

Editio Nona prioribus
multb correctior

'].

Impr. 285 c (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1671 : sm. 8° : pp. [2 (r, title :

2, the old Latin preface)] : + 174 (1-7, Technologia prooemialis : S-103, the work in

nine books : 103-74, Arithmetica : 174, index of the eleven parts), signn. a-l* : Long
primer solid.—A reprint on a larger page of the 1657 edition, no. 2352. The many
corrections promised on the title-page are matters of detail {qns& for quf, use of

capitals, &c.). The Tenii Catalogue (i. 62) shows that the book was issued before

Nov. 22, 1670, and cost, bound, is. td.

2909. Stephanus, Carolus. Dictionarium Historicum, Geographi-
cum, Poelicum . . . [&c., as no. 2865 (see below), of which this volume
is a simple reissue of the sheets from beginning to end, except that the

title-page is new].
Impr. 57S (Oxonii, exec. G. H. and G. D. per J. Williams [Londinensem], G. West,

A. Curteyne, and J. Crosley).—See no. 2865. ^^ ™^y ^^ supposed that William

Downing, the publisher of the 1670 edition, could not carry so large a work, and trans-

ferred it to John Williams (of .London), George West, Amos Curteyne, and John
Crosley, who appear on the new title. Moreover, whereas ' Gulielmus Hall

' was the

printer of the 1670 issue, now ' G. H. and G. D.' are the printers ;
in other words,

William Downing claims to have co-printed with William Hall. Downing may be

identical with the William Downing who printed in London from 1675 to 1720, and
have begun printing at Oxford in 1671. The new title puts the author's name in

larger type than the editor, reversing the style of the 1670 issue : the crown ornament
is omitted, and the setting in general is different. The Term Catalogue (i. 62) shows
that this issue was published before Nov. 22, 21670,

'

price, bound, 15J.'

2910. *tStonehill, —,
& John Fosset. Oxford One day Stage-

Coach. [Notice by widow Stonehill and John Fosset to Londoners

s 2
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travelling to Oxford that a coach will set out from the Greyhound in

Holborn for Oxford at 6 a.m. on Mo. Wed. & Fri. : and from the Mitre

to London on the other week-days at the same hour (from April 17 on)].
[No place or date, but probably Oxford, April 1671] : br. s. 8°: Steele's tests :

—
Persons— Coach—Saturday. Double small pica solid.— "This coach was silenced by
the Vicechanc: Order stuck up on euery corner in Oxen Apr. i_f. 1671, because it was
set up without his leaue

',
Wood's note on the Bodleian copy. No copy of the Order

(no. 2895)—which was no doubt printed
—is known, but the form was probably

similar to no. 2897 above.

2911. Stubbe, Henry. A Censure upon certain passages contained
in the History of the Royall Society . . . [&c., as no. 2866. Then is

added, after 'England'] The second Edition corrected & enlarged.
Whereunto is added The Letter [to M^. Henry Stubs] of a Virtuoso . . .

A Reply unto the Letter aforesaid, and a Reply unto . . . Ecebolius

Glanvill . . . Also an Answer to the Letter of D'' Henry More . . .

Impr. 304 (Oxford, [by L. Lichfield] for R. Davis) : 1671 : 4": pp. 47 (i, title:

3-4, ep. dedic. exactly as no. 2866 : 5-47, the Censure) + [l (blank)] + 79 (i, a title
' A Reply unto the Letter . . . [&c., with impr. 304 as above] : 3-r i

, the Letter of the

Virtuoso : 13-32, Stubbe's Reply : 33-79, Stubbe's Reply to dr. More, with separate
title 'A Reply to a Letter . . .' with impr. 304 as above: consisting of a preface 35
[' 34']-6i, and the Reply dated Warwick, Nov. 30, 1670, 63-79) + [l (^ postscript)],

signn. A-F, a-k*, P : Long primer and Pica and English solid.—An enlarged edition of
the Censure, a Reply to the Virtuoso, and a Reply to dr. More, in Long Primer, Pica,
and English type respectively

—a curious instance of double increase of the size of the

type as the book progresses, instead of vice versa. The two Replies seem to have been
issued separately, see the Term Catalogue (i. 67 : Feb. 13, 167^) for \s. 'stitcht'.

At p. 32 of the second part, 1. 8, the words ' a Bishop or
'

are m every copy erased in

ink. At the end of the Censure the fourteen lines quoted from Cowley's poems with

disapproval ;ire enlarged by thirty-four more. The Royal Society controversy statted by
the Censure (see no. 2866) was continued in 167 1 by the present treatise, published
probably in February 167^, ?nd by A Further Discovery of M. Stubbe, in a Reply to

his last paniphlet against Joseph Glonville ( Term Catalogue, i. 73 : May 30), Stubbe's
own Reply to George Thonnon and Glanvill ( Term Catalogue, i. 79, July 10), and

J. Glanvill's Prxfatory Answer to Henry Stubbe : Stubbe also drifted into other
altercations on medical subjects in this year.

2912 (k. P). Torbuck, rev. John. 'H/xe'pat irap 'H/xc/oa?. Extra-

ordinary Dayes. Or Sermons On . . . Feasts and Fasts . . . [with] two
other Sermons. By John Torbuck, M.A, Rector of Ludgershal in

Wilt-shier. . . .

Impr. 180/ (Oxford, by L.Lichfield): 1671 : sm. 8°: pp. [24 (3, title: 5-9, ep.
dedic. to col. William Ashburnham : 11-19, preface : 21-2, titles and texts of the eight
sermons : 23, Errata)] + II5 (six sermons, on Luke i. 16, Matt. xvii. 21, xxvi. 39, Luke
xxiv. 34, Eph. iv. 10, Acts viii. 20) + [l (blank)] +47 (two sermons, on Acts vii. 27
(Assizes at Abingdon, 1669), Rom. ii, 14 (by J. T.) + [l (^blank)], signn. 1j*, a^, b-h*,
l'* ; A*, B*

; A*, B* : Pica solid—These sermons are
'

the substance only
'

of Torbuck's

discourses, which were too simple, as delivered, to be printed : the dedicatee was M.P.
for Ludgershall. The two added sermons bear separate title-pages and signatures,
but continuous pagination (1-47), and as the first (Abingdon : Moses Mis-us'd) is

anonymous and dated 1672, it might occur separately : the imprints of the two

secondary title-pages are 180/, 1807', respectively. Presumably the first six sermons
were ready in 1671, but the addition of two more delayed the issue till 1672. The
form of imprint shows that the book was not published in the ordinary way.

2913. Tozer, rev. Henry. Directions for a Godly Life . . . [&c.,
verbatim as no. 2416 (1658): then, after 'in Oxford'] The Eight
Edition [instead of sixth\.
Impr. 579 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for R. Davis): 1671 : (twelves) 16°: pp. [10
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(t, title, within line : 3-9, ep. dedic, as in all editions)] +193 (' i-;3' : the work in

twelve chapters) + [l (list of contents)], signn. A-h''^, 1^ : Pica solid.— See no. 2416,
of which this is another edition, apparently unaltered. The Term Catalogue (i. 82)
shows that the book was issued before July 10, 1671 :

'

price, bound, 1 j.'

2914 (S/ield.). Whitby, dr. Daniel. Aoyos t^s ITtcrTetos or An
Endeavour to evince The Certainty of Christian Faith . . . and of the

Resurrection ... in Pariicular. By Daniel Whitbie Chaplain to the . . .

Bishop of Sarutn, And Fellow of Trin. Coll. Oxon.
Impr. 580 (Pr. at the Theater in Oxford [by H. Hall] for G. West) : 167 1 : 8° :

pp. [42 (i, title: 2, imprimatur, Apr. 8, 1671 : 3-8, ep. dedic. to bp. Seth Ward:
9-30, preface : 33-40, contents of the eleven chapters, each with numbered annotations
at end, and of the conclusion)] +411 (the work) + 5 (i. Addenda: 2, Errata: 5, title-

label), signn. a-b^, c^ A, B, C, c, D-Z, Aa-Cc* : English solid.—One of dr. Whitby's
numerous theological works : see Wood's AlA. Oxon. iv. 674. The imprimatur is

dated April 8, and the 7'er/>i Catalogue of May 30, 1671 (i. 70), contains it, 'price,

bound, 2S. 6d.' There is some interest in the infelicities in printing, as perhaps
showing institutional work without individual competition. The ornaments ('flowers')
are reduced to one (owned by Henry Hall), the annotations are in the same size of

type as the text (but italic), there are too many blank pages, the marginal notes are in

many cases indented in the text (pp. 15, 175, &c.) or run awkwardly across the whole

page (pp. 311, 344, 390, &c.) : the signatures are queer (see above, C, c., and 33 (mis-

printed * 2 I). This and the solecism on the title-page
' to sold

'

may be reasonably
laid to the account of the French compositors, who were complained of (see the Printing
Annals). The Greek is not badly set up, and appears to be a new Dutch fount.

1672.

On March 1 5 Charles ii suspended the penal laws against Nonconformity, and for

one year (till public opinion forced him to re-enact them, on March 8, 1673) entire reli-

gious toleration existed, even for Roman Catholics. In Oxford only six of the latter

applied for licences under the Act : their names are in the Calendar of Domestic State

Papers, 167 2-3. On March 17 England, and on April 6 France, declared war against

Holland, a war which lasted till Feb. 9, 1674. A naval action off .Southwold on

May 28-30 was indecisive. On Aug. 4 William of Orange (afterwards king William iii

of England) became Stadtholder of Holland.
Feb. 12-14. The Mayor of Oxford and some Councillors were the victims of a hoax.

On receipt of a supposed summons from their High Steward (the Duke of Buckingham)
they went up to London to oppose some proposals of the University. The Duke

'looking on them as mad, dismist them. . . . Thereupon they hush'd up and came

home, after they had spent;^30 or;^4o' (Wood : who also narrates a ridiculous punish-
ment inflicted by the University on three townsmen on July 17).

July 5 at the Act some verses on Music by dr. Fell were sung, to music composed
by his successor in the deanery, dr. Henry Aldrich : see no. 2927.

Aug, 19 (Monday). A great fall of rain and hail. 'The streets were all over-

flowed . . . the cloisters at Magd. Coll. full of water—All soules quadrangle, hall and

buttery full, the kitchin, and dripping pans at the fire carried away . . . the water run

like a stream through Mert. Coll. Church—the water was so high in the bachelors'

quadrangle that . . . M'' Workman and 2 bachelors were carried from their chambers
to dinner . . . upon the sexton's back' (Wood).

In 1672 one Jorevin de Kocheford printed his Travels, in French (Paris, 3 vols., 12°),
a translation of which is in the Antiquatian Repertory, vol. iv (1809) at p. 549. The
description of Oxford (pp. 576-8) is curious rather than instructive, as may be seen

from the following extracts :
— '

Christdchoidh, which is the handsomest of the four

[University, Magdalen, and St. John's are the other three], for it is more like some
fine castle, or great palace, than a college; it is built with great hewn stone, and has
a large court, surrounded by great buildings, with a terrace on the top, and a fine walk

encompassed with balustrades '. However, this is an improvement on Stephen Perlin
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{Travels, Paris 1558, translated ilnd., p. 505) :

* In this kingdom of England are two

Universities, that is to say, Cabruches and Auxonne, called in Latin Auxonia ; Cam-
bruche, in Latin, is called Cambrusium.'

Minor Pieces.

2915 (//. p.). *+(Benlowes), [Edward]. OXONII
||
encomium.

Lnpr. (as colophon) 3o6rt'(Oxonii, exc. H. Hall) : (1672): folio: pp. [2o],signn. [tt^],

A-D^ : Double sm. pica italic solid.— Contents :
—

p. [3] title: [5] introduction '
in

. . . Oxonii Academiam': [6-20] fonr poems on Oxford, the last in English [20,
author's name and colophon].— Edward Benlowes was 'a man of good family, fair

estate, and scholarly tastes, who brought himself to want by lack of ordinary

prudence'. He was a Cambridge (St. John's) man, who at the age of 60 found
himself in the debtors' prison at Oxford : after his release he settled in obscure

lodgings in Oxford, studying and issuing at his own expense occasional pieces, such
as these florid praises of Oxford. The first poem begins

' Bellositum ! Quam dulce'

(hexameters^ the second ' Forsan ab Alterna' (elegiacs), the third ' Versibus hand

habilis', the fourth '

Leave, bashfuU Muse '. There is a flow of ideas and versification,

but neiher genius nor solidity. The author's name only occurs as'BENEVOLVS
123865479

(Olim Collegii S^' lohannis Evangelistje Socio-Commensalis),' at the end : his

generosity gained him the anagram Benevolus. On p. [5] is a palindrome
' Te nam,

an jurares, sera ruina maneT
').

His imprisonment at Oxford gives point to his

reference to chained Bodleian books on the same page (cf. [17]). In all copies on

p. [12]
' Decinnia '

is altered in writing to ' Decennia '. Issued on July 27, according
to a note on a large paper copy in the Bodleian. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 359,
and for Benlowes the D. N. B. and especially the Essex Reviezv, vol. xviii, no. 69,

p. 13 (Jan. J 909).

2916 {Sheld.). Canons of the Greek Church. 2YN0AIK0N
]

sive
|

PANDECTiE
I

CANONUM
1

SS. APOSTOLORUM,
|

ET
j

CONCILIORUM
|

AB
|

Ecclcsia

GR^CA receptorum ;
j

kec non
|

Canonicarum S.S. Patrum Epistolarum :
j

Una cum scholiis .. .\Ei scriptis aliis . . .
|
quorum plurima

|

e
\

biblio-

THECiE BODLEIAN^
| Aliarumquc MSS. Codicibus nunc primum edita . . .

|

Touim ijpus in iluos tomos divisum
|

gulielmus beveregius Ecclesise

A.nghcante Presbyter, | Recensuit, Prolegomenis munivit, & Annotationibus

auxit.

Impr. 581 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld. per G. Wells & R. Scott, Lond.) : 1672 : (fours
and twos) folio: pp. [4] + xxiv + [4] + 727 + [i] + (vol. 2) [4] + 188 + [32] + (vol. 2,

pt. 2) [26] + 340 + (Annotations) [2J + 235 + [i] -v r plate, signn. [a], *, **, ***, *4-7,
B^, c-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-zzz, A4-R*4, s^ (p. 677)-Z4, Ag-Gg^ : (vol. 2) a^, b-z, Aa-Ee*, one
leaf-title to vol. 2, pt. 2, a-z, aa-uu*, xx-zz, aaa-eee'', one-leaf title to Annotations, a^

(misprinted aaa)-Z4, ag-Zg, ag-n^^^, + one plate : English Greek (leaded slightly) and
Latin

;
and Pica (do.). The Arabic is = Double Pica, but in later Specimens of type

called English Arabic: all solid.—Contents :
—Vol. i. Pp. [i] title: [3-4] Ep. dedic.

to archbp. Slieldon by R. Scott : [5-28] Editor's Prolegomena : [29-31] Contents of

both volumes: 1-682, the Apostolical Canons and the Canons of sixteen Councils, in

Greek and Latin, with scholia : 683-727, Josephus ^Egyptius's Arabic paraphrase
* of

the Canons of the first four General Councils, with Latin transl. : Vol. 2. Pp. [1] title :

[3-4] Contents of vol. 2 : i-iSS, Canonical Epistles of certain Greek bishops and

synods, and cognate treatises, in Greek and Latin, with scholia: [1—32] Alexii Aristeni

Epistolarum Canonicarum Synopsis : Part 2, [r-26], 1-272, Matthsei Blastaris Syn-
tagma Alphabeticum

* sive Nomocanon, in Greek and Latin with half-title, preface, and
contents : 273-92, De Concilio, quod Photium Patriarcham restituit* (a. 1). 879?), in

Greek and Latin : 293-307, Acta Concilii CEcuinenici octavi a. D. 869, as given by the

Patriarch Joh. Beccus or Veccus*, in Greek and Latin: 309-40, Index to both

volumes : [i] half-title : 1-230, Beveridge's .\nnotationes : 231-5, index to the notes :

235, De Erratis Topographicis. The treatises marked with an asterisk are printed for

the first time and from Bodleian MSS. Underdotted words are printed in red.
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This is the first of the Great Books of the Oxford University Press, confnining
IE,8S pages in Greek, Latin, and Arabic, in a large folio with double columns. It was
a real effort, and contained the Canons of all the Councils Universal and Particular

received by the Greek Church, including several Anecdota, as the list of contents

declares. Unfortunately Labbe and Cossart's great edition of the Councils in seven-

teen volumes came out at Paris in 1671-2, but that has a wider scope, and Beveridge's
work remains a great achievement, and an ample monument of learning. Whether
his judgement was as sound as his reading was wide may perhaps be doubted. He
believed the Apostolical Canons to be the work of the Apostles, and w hen an ' Obser-

vator anonymus' (Matthieu de Larroque) attacked his notes, endeavoured to defend

them in his Codex Canonum vindicatus (Lond. 1678). He was of St. John's College,

Cambridge, and Vicar of Ealing from 1661, where he had leisure for preparing this

work. On May n, 1669, he was incorporated M.A. at Oxford, his Christian name

being inadvertently entered as John in the Oxford Register. The first recorded

minutes of the Delegates of the Press, on Sept, 7, 1668, testify that they granted type,

presses, and all printing utensils on loan to Robert Scott, the London bookseller, he

engaging to print the book at Oxford at his own cost : but he found the task too great,
and on March 13, i66|, he asks the University to take it off his hands, and print it lor

him, on the security of the whole impression ;
and the request was granted. Robert

Scott, who occurs with William Wells in the imprint of the finished work, was in

1672 in partnership with the latter, who was his brother-in-law : both were London

publishers. This work is actually the first to be ]irinted in the Sheldonian, for the

composing was begun as early as May 1669, before the Theatre was formally opened.
Each sheet of 8 pages (Greek and Latin) cost _^i iSx. od. to set up, as is shown in

Eodl. MS. 15376, fol. 33 (reduced to^i 85. od. in July, when the second volume was

begun") : the work had reached signn. Q and H respectively by Oct. 9 : and was

published in May or June 1672 {Term. Catal. i. 112. June 24 : price ^^3 105. o^). The

money was paid out by Samuel Clarke to Anthony Izard, but the compositor was

(according to Bagford {Hearne's Diary., iii. 2t6))
— Dell ('Dele'), a Frenchman

brought from Paris by Robert Scott. About Oct. 1669 ;,^ioo was granted from the

Schools Fund towards the book, and the University gave ;^200 more on or before

Jan. 18. i6f§. We learn from Bodl. MS. i.'i3i6, fol. 124, that on Aug. 26, 1670,
Scott had hopes that it would all be at least in proof by the next spring, and tiiat

Thomas Bennett, ^^A. of Ch. Ch., was translating the Blr.stares into Latin: and on
fol. 125 Beveiidge gives an account of the Bale MS. readings.
As to details, the red printing in the title of both volumes (and in all the imprint

except Oxonii, E, Sumptibus, &, Bibliop. Lond.) is the first colour printing at the

Sheldonian : the second volume's title is identical with the first, except for the substitu-

tion of ' Tomus Secundus' for
' Totum Opus . . . auxit

'

: there are few ornaments, and

the H-ornament in the dedication is in early copies upside down : the actual size of

bound copies is about I7|^x ii^" over all. Pages i. 682, ii [2, the verso of the half-

title to blastares], besides those which can be inferred from the Contents above,
are blank. The composers' work alone must have cost about ^300. In vol. 2 after

p. 70 of the Annotations is a metal plate (full page) 'Ichnographia Templorum
Veterum ', a basilica church: verso blank: also on p. 22 are iour small woodcut

engravings.
A full list of contents, with notes and references, will be foitnd in J. A. Fabricii

Bibliotheca Grxca, ed. Harless, xii. 217-223. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 310.
A prospectus on a broadside quarto (25 lines in all), issued about 1670 but not

mentioning Beveridge's name, is in Bodl. MS. Junius 7 : it states that the book is

printed 'Oxonias, Typis Universitatis in Theatro Sheldoniano : Prostabunt apud
Robertum Scott, Londini' (impr. .'567*).

The work is still of importance, and a good copy is worth
_;,^10-^1 5-

^giT {Skeld.). Morison, Robert. plantarumIUMBELLIFERARUMj
Distributio nova,

|

per tabulas
| cngnationis et affinitatis

|

ex
|
libro na-

TURiE
I

Observata & detecta.
|

authore
|

roberto morison Medico Sf

Professore Bolaiiico Regio, \
nee non . . . Universitatis Oxo?iiensis P. B.

j

ejusdemqiie Hort. Botanici Praefecfo primo. \ \_motto\ |

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th.Sheld.) : 1672: folio: pp. [10] + 91 + [i] + [16 = 8 plates
of relationships, with letterpress on the versos, except the last verso] + [6] + [24 =12
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' icon '

plates, with blank versos], signn. [w]', [tt*], o, a-z* + leaves without signatures :

Great primer leaded.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-4] author's dedn. to James duke
of Ormond, the chancellor : [5-51 do. to the University : [7-9] preface, dated from
Univ. coll., Jan. 18, 167^ : 1-49 Sectio IX in nine chapters : 49-61, Pseudo-umbellse,
in six chapters: 62-72 undesciibed Umbellae, and notes: 73-91,

' Hallucinationes

Gaspari Bauhini, aliorumque ', different and longer than the Hallucinationes in the

Prxludia, see below : 91, errata : then eight plates, as above : one page of letterpress

explaining icon-pl. i, with blank verso : icon-pl. i : three pages of description of icon-

pU. 2-12, and list of authors quoted: the icon-pU. 2-12.^Robert Morison, a Scotch

Royalist, prosecuted botanical study in France, but accompanied Charles ii at the

Restoration and became the King's Botanist. He formed the idea of arranging Botany
on a scheme of relationships based on seeds (and fruits), and after his Prxliidia

Bolanica (1669 = Hortiis Blesensis) produced the present volume as a specimen of a

work thirty times as large (' ex ungue leonem ', as the preface expresses it), which in

its final form was to be a Historia Plantarum Oxoniensis (part i. Trees : part 2, Her-
baceous plants). Of this scheme there were printed (i) the present volume, containing
Section ix of Part 2 : (2) Part 2, Sectt. i-v (Oxon. 1680) ; (3) Part 2, Sectt. vi-xv,
end (Oxon. 1699: in this, Sect, ix, UmbelliferK, is recast). Part i was never written,
and this stray section is therefore often counted as Part i, for convenience and sym-
metry. Umbellre are grouped florescences shaped like umbrellas, as with ivy, carrot,

or parsley. This volume indicates the wide scope and purpose of the new Oxford

energies, giving Science a place by the side of Theology ;
and like Beveridge's Synodicon

it surpassed greatly any previous production of the kind at Oxford. The twelve icon-

plates were presented to the Press, and each bears a donor's name with his office and
heraldic arms, all no doubt engraved by Loggan : the names are drs. Peter Mews,^

John Fell,^ Thomas Yates.^ Richard Allestree, Ralph Bathurst, Henry Compton,
Thomas Willis, Gilbert Ironside, John Lamphire, Sebastian Smith, Robert South, and
Peter Eliot. The P. B. of the title is of course Professor or Prcelector Botanices, but

the exact Latin title had not yet been fixed. There are no ornaments in the volume.
The first icon-plate and its letterpress of description properly form one large double
folio broadside, variously treated by the binders, since the letterpress is almost too

wide for the single page. The symbols used for genera, species, whether annual or

lasting, &c., are chiefly from astronomical signs : two addorsed G's indicate extra

mtrnerittn. The Plantae umbelliferre were arranged in the Physic Garden exactly as

in this volume. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 315.

Oxford Press.

2918. Abul-Farajius, Gregorius. Historia Orientalis . . .

Brunet {Manuel du Libraire') states that some copies of the second (Latin) volume
of no. 2629 (1663) have a new title-page with date 1672 and title as above, and a

preface of five pages wanting in other copies : and he even gives prices of copies sold.

Bibliographers like Ebert, Graesse, and Bohn's Lowndes have followed Brunet, but I

have not met with a copy. There are two points worth noting, that MDCI.XIII might
be read as MDCLXXii, or altered into it ; and that the five-page preface is in all copies
of the 1663 issue.

2919 {Shtld^. AratUS. 'Aparou ^oXews $atvo/u,eva koX ALoarjixela.

©twvos 2;)(dAia. Eparocr^tVovs Karao-TepKr/xot' . . . [&c.] Aiovvctlov "U/avoi.
Accesserunt Annotationes in Eratosthenem et Hymnos Dionysii.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1672: (fours) 8°: pp. [10 (i, engr. title: 3,
title: 6-10, Lat. pref. and Grk. Life of Aratus, &c.)] + I47 (1-89, Phzenomena :

90-147, Diosemia, both with Theon's Greek scholia) + [13 (1-3, an interpolation in the

Phsenomena : 4, half-title to the Eratosthenes : 6-13, Lat. pref.)] + 69 (i-i.i, the Grk.
text of the Asterismi : 16-32, Lat. notes : 33-48, fragments of Eratosthenes, with notes :

49-55, Dionysius, with notes by Edm. Chilmead, found among archbp. Usslier's

papers : 56-68, De Musica antiquS. Grjeca, including a setting of the three Odes : 69,
a setting of a fragment of Pindrr from a MS. at Messina, +two double-page

'

Delegates of the Press.
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engraved celestial hemispheres^ signn. *, A-z, Aa-rf* + five engr. pages.^Oiie of
' Fell's books

'

or ' New Year presents ', though liis name nowhere occurs : a scholarly

production, but severe in style, without Latin translation even on the title, and no
ornaments or ' flowers '. P'rom a letter from dr. Yates to sir L. Jenkins in the

Domestic State Papers, we learn that the printing was finished by Jan. 2, 1675, ^"^
that Yates regarded the book as a specimen ot what the Press aimed at. The

engraved title-page is the first of a kind which became common in Sheldonian books,
whether folio, quarto, or octavo. Not that it was without precedent (as in Burton's

Anatomy), but its precursors were sporadic. The University had now a regular chal-

cographus, David Loggan, and he and his successor Michael Burghers with their

assistants produced a large number of pictorial frontispieces of books, embodying the

title and (often) the date. In the present case, a woman holds the Aratus and

Eratosthenes, while a female companion illustrates them with compasses on a celestial

globe: an old man behind points out the stars in the sky. At foot is impr. 5591^

('Oxonij,' E Theatro Sheldoniano. 1672', and ' D.L. sc' : besides the two engrav-

ings of constellations noted above (which are not signed), there are a few wood-

engraved diagrams in the text. The music-type on the last leaves is the smaller of the

two kinds first used in 1660.

The whole book consists of the two astronomical treatises of Aratus with Theon's
scholia ; the Asterismi of Eratosthenes

;
five smaller pieces attributed to the latter

(Circumference, duplication of cube. Sieve, source of Nile, section of the Canon or

monochordj ;
and the Odes of Dionysius set to music, with notes and essay by Edm.

Chilmead. It is worth noting that the apparent reference to music type on p. 47 of

the Eratosthenes really refers to the representation of notes by Greek letters. For the

Phenomena of Aratus Fell no doubt used MSS. Barocci 78 and 109.

(Benlowes), [Edward] : Oxonii Encomium : see no. 2915.

2920. B.[lount], T.[homas]. Animadversions upon Sr Richard

Baker's Chronicle, and It's Continiiaiion. ... By T. B. Esq. . . .

Impr. 497 (Oxon., by II. H. for K. Davis) : 1672 : sm. 8° : pp. [8 (i, title within

double lines : 3-7, preface : 8, errata)] + III (the work) + [i], signn. aS B-H^ : English
solid.—Sir Richard Baker, the author of Chronicles of the Kings of England [idi^i,

1653, i6''io, 1665, 1670, 1674, &c.), died in 1645, a debtor in the Fleet prison since

1635. His history, \vhich he claimed to be a sufficient history, if all other records

were destroyed, ended with 1625, but the third edition was continued by Edward Phillips,
Milton's nephew, to 165S, and to later years in subsequent editions, also by Phillips.
In the present volume Thomas Blount, a barrister, has little difficulty in convicting
both Baker's and ' the Contmuator's' work of considerable inaccuracies, which exposure
the critic says might have been trebled in extent. At p. 68 is a Latin letter from

Queen Elizabeth, 'Feb. 10. 1579', i.e. 15^, recommending Thomas Arundel. Wood's
note in his own copy states that '

It was first published at Oxford on Nov. 27, 1671 ',

and it is noted in the Tervt Catalogues, i. 97 (Feb. 7, 167I), as '

price, bound, 15.'

Because there is an assertion on p. 30 that conventicles were as old as Wycliff's time,

the book was 'called in and silenc'd' at Oxford by the Vice-Chancellor early in

January 167^ (Wood's Z?/e, ed. Clark, ii. 236, 241): it is not, however, rare. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 150, and D. N.B.

2920*. Boyle, hon. RoberL Tracts Written By the Honourable
Robert Boyle, containing New Experiments, touching . . . Flame and Air.

And . . . Explosions. An Hydrostatical Discourse occasion'd by . . .

Dr. Henry More . . . New Experiments, of . . . Levity . . . Air's Spring . . .

Pressure of . . . Solids and Fluids.

Impr. 593* (London, for R. Davis, Oxford): 1672 : 8°: pp. [8 (3, title: 4, note

for binder : 5, half-title for New Experiments : 7-8, Publisher to Reader;] -t- 142 (1-130,
New Experiments touching Flame and Air : 131-42, an insertion about life in vacuo)
-I- [2 (i, half-title for Explosions)] -I-17 (about explosions) -(- [13 (2-3,pref. to Hydrost.

Discourse)] -(- 176 (the Discourse) + [6 (5, half-title to Levity)] + 19 (Levity) + [3 (2,

* The termination -ij shows Loggan's Dutch training.
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half-title to Air's Spring)] +l6 (Air's Spring) + [2 (i, half-title to Pressure)] + 39
(Pressure) + [l (note about loss of part of the 'copy' of the Pressure)], signn. [a],
B-I^ K I

, *, **, k-x^, K 2-8, I.-O*, P^.—A good example of Boyle's untidy work. His
weak eyes and preoccupation with scientific experiments seriously affected his prepara-
tion of books for the pre=s. In this case (1) lie notes that several of the pieces have
been 'misplaced in the printing', so the binder is besought to arrange them in the
order of the title! (2) two new experiments 'fell into the hands of the Author' (!)
after much of the volume had been printed, and so about 200 pages are pitchforked in

after sign. K i : (3) eleven pages of the '

copy
'

got lost by the Printer, and the author
cpnnot 'charge his memory' witli them: (4) to complete the exasperation of all

concerned, the book was printed in one place and published in another. But the

experimental tfijKcuprjaLS is as usual original, instructive, and illuminating.

2921 {Sheld.). Brevint, dr. Daniel. IMissale Romanum, or the Depth
and Mystery of Roman Masse. ... By Dan. Brevint, D.D.

Impr. 582 (Oxford, at the Theater): 1672: Tfours) 8° : pp. [I2 (i, title: 3-10,
preface: 11-12, list of the fourteen chapters)] -M8g (the work, but 103-12 are

repeated, and 123-36 are omitted in the pagination) + [3^, signn. [*]'^, **, B-Q*, R-,

S-Z, Aa* : English solid.^A vigorous attack on the Roman Mass, not liturgical but

doctrinal, chiefly against Transubstantiation. Roman Catholic authorities are copiously
quoted. The printing is still poor, and there are no ornaments. The reduction of
sheet R to two leaves must be due to a second printer having been directed to begin
sheet s with chap, xii and p. 137, by miscnlculation.
On Jan. 29, 1675, Brevint offered the book to the Press, to be ready in a month

(Dom. St. Papers of that date), with a hope that it would be accurately printed; but
it was not finished till May 23 {ibid.). It was published before Nov. 21, 1672,
and to be had of H. Brome in St. Paul's Churchyard, London {Term Catal. i. 115).
It was answered by R(obert) F(uller) in 1674 {Missale Romanum Viiidicatum), to

whom Brevint replied in his Saul and Samuel at Endor in the same year (no. 3006).
All three books are in English.

Tlie second edition (1673) is a close reprint of this, but is in smaller type and size

and crowded after p. 15S of that (second) edition. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 427.
The treatise was reprinted at Oxford in 1847.

Canons of the Greek Church, ed. by W. Beveridge : see no. 2916.

2922. Conciones. Condones et Orationes ex Historicis Latinis.

excerptaj . . . [&c., exactly as no. 2767 (1667). size, pagination, signatures,

type and all, except that the italics in the speeches are turned into roman,
and W (= Willelmi) in the imprint is now G (=: Gulielmi)].

Impr. 522 a (Oxonii, exc. G. Hall pro F. Oxlad sen. & jun.) : 1672.
— A close

reprint of the whole of no. 2767.

2923. Curtius Rufus, Quintus. Q. Curtii Rufi De rebus gestis
Alexandri INIagni Historiarum quotquot supersunt Libri, Johannis Loccenii

Indice Philologico Illustrati. Editio novissima correctior & auctior.

Impr. 583 (Oxonii, exc. G. Plall, per J. Forrest) : 1672 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [14 (r,

engraved title : 3, printed title : 5-9, preface: 10—12, testimonia : 13— 14 (blank?, torn

off)] + 364 ('264': 1-17, the shorter Supplementa for bks. 1-2: iS-7,33, Curtius,
bks. 3-10, with Breviaria, but p. 75 is blank : 334-8, Rutgersii Emendationes, &c. :

339—64, Loccenii Index, a glossary) + [20 (index)] + folded map ; signn. (one leaf),

**, A-q'^, one folded leaf: Bourgeois solid.—The first English edition of Curtius in

the original Latin, though there had been two precedent English translations (Brende's,
Lond. 1553, &c., and Codrington's, Lond. 1652, &c.). From the Loccenius it would
seem to be reprinted from the 1668 edition issued at Brieg in Silesia (Brega 1 : in that

case the preface also is from that source. The only notes are some Emendations by
Rutgersius and one by J.J. Scaliger ;

and the Index of Loccenius is added. The edition

was issued by two publishers. Forrest's is described above, and is embellished with
an engraved title-page, in addition to the printed one, but the engraving is so fatuously

designed and executed (observe Alexander's face, the twenty-foot king under the

horse's feet, and the tobacco-pipe trumpet) that the second publisher (the rev. Thomas
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Gilbert, B.D.) clearly insisted on an entirely new one for his issue (the same scene,
rather better delineated, with the opposing forces on each side : no. 2924). Except
for the engraving the two issues are identical, but with * Tho. Gilbert' (= impr. 5S4)
in the place of '

Joh. Forrest' on the title. The engraved titles bear respectively

(2923 I

'

Q: Cnrti'i Rufi Historiarum libri . accuratissime editi [Me last two words

awkwardly placet.!] Oxon 1672' = impr. 585, and (2924) 'Q: Curtius Indice Philo-

logico lohannis Loccenij Illustratus O.xonij Impensis Thomse Gilbert '= impr. 586.
The book was a venture of Forrest and Gilbert, and had no connexion with Fell, or

the University Press as such. The blank page (p. 53, sign. D 2^) is simply due to

some faulty laying out of the pages on a i2mo scheme or forme : even the page-number
is omitted. The folded leaf is a map entitled

' Alexandri Magni Macedonis Expeditio ',

and is inserted immediately before the text of Curtius.

2925. Drope, Francis. A Short and Sure Guide in the Practice Of

Raising and Ordering of Fruit-Trees, Being the many years Recreation

and Experience of Francis Drope, Bachelour in Divinity, late fellow of

Magdalen Colledge in Oxford.

Impr. 304 a lOxfo'rd, [by W. Hall] for R. Davis) : 1672 : sm. 8° : pp. [16 (4, im-

primatur by the V.C. ' teb. 9. 1671
' = 167I : 5, title, within a line : 7-9, ep. dedic.

to Philip lord Wenman signed 'Edward Drope' : ii-t6, pref. dated ' Comner March.

1672.')] +120 (the treatise in six chapters), signn. A-H*, I* : Great primer solid.—The
author, Francis Drope, son of Thomas Drope, having 'lately' died (on Sept. 26.

1671), his brother Edward issues this, Francis's only book, contributing a preface, in

which he praises cider. In the margin of p. 73 is a small woodcut. The Imprimatur
is dated Feb. 9, 1672, the preface March, and the publication was before May 13,

since it occurs (' bound, \s.') in the Term Catal. i. 104. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 941.

2926 {u. p.). Ellis, Clement. The Gentile Sinner ... By Clem:

Ellis . . . The Fifth Edition . . .

Impr. 587 (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Gilbert) : 1672: (eights) 12°: pp. [16 (i,

title within double line : dedn. and pref. as no. 2798)] +261 (the work) + [3 (2, title-

label 'The Gentile Sinner.')], signn. A-R^, s* : Pica solid.—A close reprint of

no. 279S, altering the number of the edition.

2927 (Sheld.). *t[Fell, dr. John.] In Laudem Musices Carmen

Sapphicum. [iext/oUoivs.^
[No place or date, but printed at the Sheldonian Press : 1672] : folio br. s.: Great

primer leaded.— An anonymous Latin Ode in Sapphics, in praise of Music, written by
dr. John Fell and set to music by his successor in the Christ Church Deanery, Henry
Aldrich. There are nineteen stanzas, beginning

' Musa quae sacro super astra cantu ',

of which twelve are wholly or chiefly printed in italic. There are musical directions,

such as 'Basso solo', 'Toccata',
' Modo Frigio'. Notes by Wood in his two copies

(one of which is reprinted in Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 248) explain that this paper
was distributed at the ' Encaenia' July 5, 1672, and the contents recited by

' one John
Penkherst (commonly called Penker; a commoner of Ch. Church ' and then the italic

part was sung by
'

several masters of Musick, scholars, and choiristers in divers parts
'

with pleasing effect. John Hall was paid £1 2s. 6d. for printing 'programma's and

the Ode for the Act '.

2928. Gale, Theophilus. The Court of the Gentiles . . . Part i. Of

Philologie. The second Edition revised, and enlarged. By Theophilus
Gale . . .

Impr. 5.^2 a (O.xon, by H. Hall for T. Gilbert) : 1672 : sm. 4" : pp. [36 (i, title

within double line: 3-22, prefaces and poems: 23-34, Synopsis, &c. : 35i
' M^^O'

randnms' and <

Errata.')] + 85 (bk. i) + [3]+I52 (bk. 2) +'115 fbk. 3) + [l], signn. *-

%%*, V**^ B-z, Aa-YyS zz2 : Pica solid.— .\ new edition of no. 2830 (1669) in smaller

type, with the text revised and settled, and the author's name in full. At least two

compositors were at work, A marking the third leaf of each sheet with a signature

(bk. 1, B-M : bk. 2, Ii to end), B omitting it (bk. 2, N-Hh).
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2929 (Sheld.). (Lily, William). Brevissima Institutio seu Ratio

Grammatices cognoscendae, Ad omnium Puerorum utilitatem praescripta ;

Quam solam Regia Majestas in omnibus Scholis docendam praecipit.
Additis subinde Observationibus . . . ex . . . quotquot nuper scripsere,
Grammalicis Latinis . . .

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1672: 12°: pp. [2 (i, title: 2, Latin verses')

+ 206 (1-98, parts of speech, with the author's name on p. 12: 99-194, syntax:

195-206, prosody)] + [2 (i, engraving of boys and apple tree)], signn. A-H^^. I* +
I leaf: Long primer and Brevier solid.—The well-known Latin grammar by William

Lily {d. 1522) was first issued in Latin in 1513, and in English not later than 1527 :

from 1540 both had royal sanction. The significance of this new edition is that it is

perhaps the first definite sign that the privileges of the King's printers were to be

assailed under the Oxford Printing Charter of 1632, all agreements with London to

the contrary having come to an end on March 35, 1672. There had been only two
editions of Lily's Grammar printed at Oxford since 1636 (no. 831), when both the

English and Latin forms were issued : and the 1651 and 1657—9 issues referred to were
not such serious challenges as the present one. In the Domestic State Papers under

date Aug. 11, 1672, is a letter from sir Leoline Jenkin stating that '

They [the Oxford

printers] have printed several schoolbooks, and are going on with more', referring no
doubt to this grammar and nos. 2976, &c. Usually the English and Latin issues

are in one volume, but the present Latin issue is entirely (in form) independent of the

English issue of 1673 (no. 2982), though the notes in both are by the same person,
Thomas Bennett, M.A. of Christ Church, who has by them endeavoured to bring the

original Lily up to date. Possibly some copies of the English form (no. 2982) have
the date 1672 on the title-page, but I do not know of one. The engraving (45" x 3f",

not counting four Latin verses {Ecce Fucrfructiis . .
.) signed T. \V., is an unusual

form of the common picture, with three boys in the tree handing down the apples : it

was probably intended to form a frontispiece. See no. 3063 (1675) for a second

edition.

Morison, Robert : Plantse. See no. 2917.

2930 («. p.). Otho, Johannes Henricus, of ,Berne. Joh Henrici

Othoiiis Hel.[vetici] Bernatis. \_Hebrew tiile\
HistoriaDoctorum Misnico-

rum Qua opera etiam Synedri [aliered in some copies in manuscript to

-edrii] Magni Hierosolimitani. Praesides & Vice-praesides recensentur.

In gratiam Hebraismi & antiquitatis sludiosorum.

Impr. 306^ (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall): 1672 : (twelves) 24°: pp. [6 (i, title: 2.

imprimatur of the V.C. Nov. 14, 1672: 3-6, dedn. to 7 Bernese, and preface)] + 139
(i—125, the work : 125-39, the Talmudic doctrine of mourning {hicttis) : 139, errata)

-)- [3 (i . continuation of errata)], signn. A-f'^, g^ : Long primer solid.— Short accounts

of the Rabbis whose sayings formed the body of oral tradition codified as the Mishnah,
the first part of the Talmud. The present appears to be the first edition of the

Historia, which was also issued at Amsterdam in 1669 and 1706, and was reprinted in

Ugolini's Thesaurus in 1758. The author {Ik 1651. d. 1719) at one time visited

Oxford. Unpointed Hebrew is used, as well as Arabic. Of the Errata it is declared

'citius Jovi fulmen, aut Herculi clavum extorseris quam Typographo mendas'. The

printing is poor in quality. The book is entered in the Term Catalogue (i. 128,

covering Nov. 21, 1672, to Feb. 7, 1673) as ' Printed for Richard Chiswell at the Rose
and Crown in S. Paul's Churchyard ', price 15. : there cannot have been two separate
editions : so the book was published in London.

2931. *tOverbury, sir Thomas. (The Illustrious Wife : Viz. That
Excellent Poem, Sir Thomas Overbuiie's Wife Illustrated By Giles

Oldisworth, Nephew to the same Sir T. O. . .
.)

[Printed at Oxford by L. Lichfield in 1672] : (twelves) l6» : pp. [54 (i, title? : 2,

text?: 3-50, the poem in forty-eight stanzas : 51, Overbury's Epitaph, by himself : 52,
G. O. to the Reader, eight verses: 53, two texts : 54, Imprimatur?)], signn. \_a]-'b^'^,

[c]* : English solid.—Some such book as the above was printed at Oxford in 1672, for
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on May 19, 1672, dr. John Fell writes to sir Joseph Williamson, Clerk of the Council,
in London :

' Sir Thomas Overbiiry s Wife was printed before your direction for slop-

ping it came, but the Vice-Chancellor has stayed the publishing of the impression.'
It was however issued in London in 1673 with a new title-page as described above, the

imprimatur being dated 'Ex /Ed. Lambethanis Martii i6. 1672 [i.e. 167I] Imprimatur.
Tho. Tomkins', then chaplain to the archbishop of Canterbury. The original Oxford
title was perhaps

' Sir Thomas Overbury's Wife unvail'd
',

see Wood's Fasti Oxon.
ii. 95. In the numerous editions of The Wife after the extremely rare first, issued in

1614, certain Characters are added, which are of greater merit and fame than the Wife
itself, which is described in the D. A'. B. as ' a sensible little poem on marriage, of

slender poetic merit'. We do not know the circumstances of the reprinting of this

poem without the Characters by L. Lichfield, who no doubt produced it at his private
office. One would have expected Fell rather than Williamson to have been the

suppressor, on the ground that the poem could only serve to distract the attention

of students from their proper work. The whole impression, except the leaf bearing
the title and (on the verso) a text (,Prov. xii. 4), was printed by L. Lichfield at Oxford
in 1672 (and poorly printed too), and even the imprimatur vciz.)^ have been added by
the Oxford printer before the sheets were sent to London. The true Oxford 1672

suppressed edition has never been seen, and of the London 1673 issue only the

Bodleian copy is known. The form of the book is curious : the letterpress on every

page is turned 90° to the left, so as only to be read lengthways on the page and not

across the breadth, cf. no. 781 (Cosin). And this queer arrangement must have puzzled
the binders, for nearly all the leaves are single. The only signature is on the eleventh

leaf (p. 21), for leaf 5 [a 5] of the first sheet of twelve leaves is cut off, between
stanzas 6 and 7, with no gap of words or sense : and the only conjugate leaves I can
be sure of are A 4 + remains ofA.S, a6 + A7,A9 + A10, CI+C2, C3 + C4. One of the

singular features of the book is that the binder has overcast the whole in two parts, see

the threads between B i and B 2 and at beginning and end, so that there is no ordinary

binding of the sheets at all. It is fourth in a volume bound at Oxford with four books
of 1676. Every page alter the title-leaf bears a row of ornaments above the text : and
the London title is enclosed in a line. The imprint on the last line of the London

title-page is simply
' London Printed : Ann. Dom. 1672.' RRR.

2932 (ShelcL). tOxford—University. [V.C.'s notice that Jan. 30,

167^, is to be observed as a day of Fasting for the martyrdom of

Charles i. No shops are to be open, no children or servants are to

loiter about, no tippling or drinking to be allowed in taverns, &c.

Dated 'Jan. 27. 1671 ': begins 'Whereas Tuesday next'.]
[Oxford, at the Sheldonian Theatre] : 1672 : br. s., fol. : Double pica leaded.—A

reprint of nos. 2892-3 : Wood's note in his copy seems to imply a similar double

issue, one with (no. 2892) and one without (no. 2933) the Vice-Chancellor's name.
It was ' stuck up on all common places of the city '. See Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii.

2 1 5 n., where Wood's note is printed.

2934 {S/u'/d.). t—,

—
. [V.C.'s order discommoning Thomas Dye

and John Fosset, who set up a London coach without his licence. No
member of the University is to have dealings with it. Dated 'Feb. 22.

1671', i.e. 167^: begins 'By Order from Mr Vice-Chancellor. These
are to give notice

'.]

[Oxford, at the Sheldonian Theatre] : 1672 : fol. br. s. : Double pica leaded.—See
no. 2897 (Apr. 27, 1671) and 2936 for a similar notice. This dispute about the

coaches was transferred to London {Dom. Si. Papers, Dec. 6, 1672, Jan. 8, 167I), but
no action seems to have been taken in the matter.

2935 (Sheld.). t— ,

—
. [V.C.'s Order about Thomas Moore and

Edward Bartlet junior's one-day coach to and from London. Dated

April 19. 1672 : begins 'Whereas the Appointment'.]
[Oxford, at the Sheldonian Theatre] : 1672 : obi. 4° br. s. : Great primer leaded.^

- I

I
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A modification of no, 2894 (April i, 167 1) : the price is 10s. : the dates Apr. 29-
Michaelmas : and there is a postscript that Thomas Moor ' hath a Hearse, and all

things belonging to it ... '. bee Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 245.

2936 {Sheld.). tOxford—University. [V.C.'s order discommoning
Thomas Dye and John Fosset, as no. 2934, with slight varieties. Dated

'April 22. 1672': begins 'By Order . . . Whereas'.
[Oxford, at the Sheldonian Theatre] : 1672 : 8° br. s. : Double pica leaded.^A

repetition of no. 2934.

2937 {Sheld.). t— , University and City. Orders and Directions For
the Cleansing of the Ways, Streets and Passages, in and about the

University and City of Oxford . . . 1672.
[Oxford, at the Sheldonian Theatre] : 1672 : la. fol. br. s. : Great primer leaded.—

Orders, &c., approved by the V.C. and Heads of Houses, also by 'Mr. Major and his

Brethren', and '

lastly agreed upon' by the Justices of the Peace of the University and
City at the General City Sessions, April 11, 1672. Once a week, on certain days
appointed for each of four quarters, the whole City shall be cleansed by the public
Scavenger of the University and City and his underlings, supervised by the two
Marshals. The householders and tradespeople must co-operate to avoid all nuisances,
as is enjoined with much detail. At end is 'Per Curiam Paignton'. About mid-

summer, as is shown by the V.C.'s Computus, John Hall was paidp^6 11^. for binding
500 copies of the Statutes (no. 2875) and printing these ' Orders for the Scavenger'.
Later in 1672 he was also paid 155. for printing several 'Programma's*.

2938. Pierce, dr. Thomas. A Correct Copy of some Notes Con-

cerning God's Decrees [&c., precisely as no. 2905].
[As no. 2905].—A reissue of no. 2905 (1671), with the single alteration of

' M. ric. Lxxii '
for ' m. do. lxxi '.

2939 («• /•)• Prideaux, Mathias. An Easy and Compendious Intro-

duction For Reading . . . Histories . . . The Fifth Edition, Corrected and

Augmented, and three usefull Indixes added. To which is added a

Synopsis of Councels. By John Prideaux . . . [nearly as no. 2668 (1664),

substituting
'

Fifth
'

for
' Fourth

'].

Impr. 589 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for J. Good) : 1672 : sm. 4° : pp. [8 (i, title

within a line: 3, dedu. as in previous edd. : 5—7, preface: 8, Heads especially

treated)] +351 (1-155, ecclesiastical history: 157, i-:,9—256, .political history with

title-page dated 1669, impr. 180, Oxf. by L. Lichfield) + [2 (title of the history of

Successions, dated 1670 : impr. 180, with verso blank)] + 257-351 (successive dynasties)
+ [35 (tables of successions, and two indexes)] + [2 (title of the Councils, dated

1671, impr. 422, Oxford, by A. & L. Lichfield, verso blank)] + 59 (Councils, with

index) + [3 (a second index)], signn. [jt], a-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Bbb*, Ccc', A-H* : Pica
solid.—A reprint with corrections of no. 2668 : the indexes now first mentioned on
the title-page are not new. Early issues have, as above, 'Indixes', and in the motto
on the title-page

' accidere
',

'Peurum': corrected in later copies (no. 2940) to

'Indexes',
' accideret

'

(should be acciderit), 'Puerum'. The first edition of the

Histories was in 1648. On the title of no. 2939 (Bodleian copy) is written '
ai 300*,

and of no. 2940
'

770 Moore ', perhaps indicating printers and the numbers printed.

2941 (Sheld.). [Rapin, Rene.
]
Reflections Upon the use of the Elo-

quence (Jf these Times. Translated out of French.

Impr. 2192 (Oxford [at the Sheld. Press]) : 1672 : sm. S° : pp. [2 (i, title)] + 152
(the work), signn, [a]', b-k*, l* : English solid.
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2942 (Sheld.). [Rapin, Rend.] Reflections . . . [&c., exactly as no. 2941,

description and all, except that the imprint is 590a (Oxford, as no. 590,

omitting
' are to be

')].

2943 [Sheld.). [
—

]
A Comparison Between the Eloquence of Demo-

sthenes and Cicero. Translated out of French.

Impr. 590 (Oxford [at the Sheld. Press] for the booksellers there) : 1672 : sm. 8° :

pp. [2 (I, title)] + 210 (the work), + [2 (2-4, blank)], signn. [ajI, U-o*, i"^ : English
solid,

2944 {Sheld.). [
—

J
Reflections Upon the use of the Eloquence of

these times. Together with a Comparison Between the Eloquence of

Cicero and Demosthenes. Translated out of French.

Impr. 590 (Oxford [at the Sheld. Press] for the booksellers there) : 1672 : sm. S" :

pp. [2 (I, title)] +152 (as above) + [2 (as above)], signn. B-o*, P^ : English solid.

'I'hese four titles and two booklets are connected, and serve well to exemplify the

troubles, aims, and perhaps weakness of the University Press at this time. The French
Sheldonian compositors were in need of material (see the Annals of printing), and the

idea was started that some translations from the French might relieve the situation :

so two treatises of Rapin were hurriedly taken in hand, and issued without preface or

even the autlior's name. 'I hey were in fact what are called 'pot-boilers'. Rene

Rapin {d. 1687) had issued in 1670 La Coinparaison de Demosthene et de Ciceron and
in 1 67 1 Reflexions stir Tusage de rEloquence de ce temps en gdnh-al. The latter of

these two was first selected. Fell wrote to sir Leoline Jenkins on Jan. 7, 167^ (Dom.
St. Papers) :

' We have choice of men who understand French perfectly, and it will be
better to empUiy some of them to translate than one in London, because as soon as

the first page is printed we can put it to press'. On Feb. 19 he writes to the same

(Dom. St. Papers) :
' You will receive by the bearer some few copies of the Reflections

upon the Use of Eloquence of these times, . . . You have reason to think they have
been too long in our hands, but I cannot blame the workmen. It stuck too long in

the translators' hands. The fiist that undertook it was forced to leave before he
finished two sheets, and his successors altered so much of what was done, that it was the

cause of its coming cut so slowly. We hope it may be with you before the London
one [see below], or at least that it may not fall short of that translation. We have in

hand another thing done in France of the same nature, A Comparison between the

Eloquence of Demosthenes and Cicero, of which you shall have copies when done.'

First then came the Eloquence (no. 2941) in three paits, Eloquence in general, of the

Bar, and of the Pulpit (pp. 1-46, 47-68, 69-152.) The translation is, to modern

judgement, paraphrastic and none too accurate. Traces of haste are discernible (for
instance on p. 151 there is an omission and an infehcity of expression, corrected in the

reissue), and there are no 'flowers' or other printer's ornament. It was published
about Feb. 19 (see above) : but Fell was unaware that the London translation (printed
for Rich. Preston, and different from the Oxford one) had come out before Feb. 7

( Term Catal. i. 97). Next, the Oxford Press undertook Rapin's Demosthenes and
Cicero^ the imprint showing that the booksellers at Oxford consented to be agents for

its sale—which is an indication that they were on friendly terms with the Sheldonian
Press. This piece is mentioned in the Term Catalogtte for May 13 (i. 104). Finally,
the Press issued the two together, tearing off (usually) both title-pages : and trans-

posing (by carelessness) the order of the two orators in the new title, but not printing

an) thing anew except that title,^ Possibly Fell suppressed the author's name because

Rapin was a Jesuit, but there is nothing theological in either treatise. It may be
doubted whether this venture was a success, for the works do not exhibit much origi-

^ Dr. Yates wrote on Jan. 2, 167^ (Dom. St. Papers) :
'
I hope we shall bring with

us [in a week or two] another little thing translated out of French, for we have fallen

on such things to keep our people employed.'
2

Strictly, as a matter of printing, the combined title-page is sign. [a]i of no. 2943,
the first sheet of which is really [aj*, the second leaf being the special title of the

Coviparisoti. But as no. 2943 is sometimes found separate and with its own title-

page only, I have not confused the collations.
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nality or penetration, the author withholds any decision between his two orators, and
the presentation of the whole is not attractive in form, for there is no introduction, list

of contents, or index. Moreover, the London publisher, Jonathan Edwin, issued in

London in 1672 Rapin's Homer and Virgil and Alexander and desar, &c., and in

1673 F/ato and Aristotle, all translated from the French and all anonymous.

2945. Sanderson, bp. Robert. Logicse Artis Compendium. Editio

Octava. Authore Rob. Sanderson . . .

Impr. 2%-^d (Oxonige, exc. H. Hall per R, Davis) : 1672: sm. 8": pp. [8 (i, title

of no. 2946, within double lines : 3, the present title : 5-8, Elenchus Capitum)] + 334
(1-222, the Logic: 223-301, 302-334, two appendixes) + [2] {not seen), signn. §',

A-Y^ : Pica solid.—A reprint (presumably) of the seventh edition, at any rate not

differing from the sixth. A woodcut diagram is on p. 139, illustrating Barbara,
celarent, &c. See next article.

2946. — ,

—
. Logicse et pliysicse Artis Compendium. Autliore Rob.

Sanderson . . .

Impr. 285 d (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1672 : 12°.—The above title is

intended for such as had bought Sanderson's Fh^sicaR Sciential Compendium (no. 2907)
in 167 1, and wished to bind that and the Logic of 1672 together.

2947. Sharrock, dr. Robert. The History of the Propagation &
Improvement of Vegetables . . , The Second Edition much Enlarged.

By Robert Sharrock, Fellow of New-College.
Impr. 403^ (Oxford, by W. Hall for R. Davis): 1672: sm. 8°: pp. [16 (i, title,

within double lines : 2, imprimatur, May 22, 1671 : 3-9, Ep. dedic. as in first edition :

10-16, Contents)] + 255 (the work)+two leaves between pp. 118 and 119 + leaf of

errata + (in some copies) an 8-page Catalogue of Davis's books, signn. a-r', three

leaves, ** (catalogue) : Pica solid.—A second edition of no. 2528 (1660), with a new

imprimatur and additions. The copperplate, with leaf of description, is as in the first

edition, and the two leaves should be between pp. 118 and 119. See Wood's Ath. Oxoti.

iv. 147. Davis's Catalogue of his books is not necessary to complete the present work,
and some copies (no. 2947*) have it not. The book was issued late in 167 1, for it

occurs in the Term Catalogue (i. 91) for Nov. 20, 1671, 'price, bound, 2J.'

2948 {u. p.). Smith, dr. Thomas. Epistolse Duae, Quarum altera

de Moiibus ac Institutis Turcarum agit : Altera Septem Asiae Ecclesiarum

notitiam continet. Authore Tho: Smith Coll. D. Mariae Magdalense
Oxon: Socio.

Impr. 337 (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall per R: Davis) : 1672 : (eights and fours) sm. 8° :

pp. [6 (2, imprimatur Apr. 11, 1672 : 3, title, an inserted leaf: 6, title-label)] + 171

(1-99, first letter: 101-71, second letter, ending with catchword Index) + \l (blank)],

signn. [a]'' + leaf, B-H*, l-r*, q'' : English solid.—A work of some permanent value.

Dr. Thomas Smith, fellow of Magdalen, was Chaplain to the British Ambassador at

Constantinople from June 1668 to Dec. 1671, and these letters are the first-fruits of his

residence in Turkey. He was distinguished for Oriental learning from about 1660,
and was called Rabbi or Tograi Smith. The Letters are written to some one

high in Court circles who had recommended Smith to the Aml:)assador, but is not

named: but no. 3026 (1674) shows that it was sir Joseph Williamson. The first

letter is dated March 25, 1672, from Magdalen: the second from the same place

Apr. 8, 1672. Many Greek and Latin inscriptions are given in the second. The
second edition is no. 3026 (1674). ^^^ Ter7n. Catal. i. 113 (June 24, 1672 :

'

price,

bound 'ts. 6d.').

2949. Tarczali, Paulus. Brevis Dissertatio. De Vocatione Gentium,
et Conversione Judaeorum ... A Paulo Tarczali, Ung. S. Sanctae Theo-

logiae studioso, in Illustri Anglorum Academia Oxoniensi . . . [device].

Impr. 151 k (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield) : 1672 : sm. 4° : pp. [4 (i, title : 3, dedn.

to the V.C. and University of Oxford: and to Jacobus Harsanyi)] -i-ig (1-9, first
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thesis : 11-19 ['16'] second thesis) + [1 '{blank)'], signn. A-C* : Pica solid.— I cannot

supply the background of this solitary Hungarian student in Oxford. Wood seems

not to know hini, nor is the name found in the registers of the University. The
dedication states that Harsanyi travelled with his (Tarczali's) father in England some

time before. No degree was taken off these two theses. See 2989 for a reissue of

this dissertation in 1673 with a publisher's name added.

2950 {u.p^. [Torbuck, rev. John.] Moses mis-us'd ... a sermon . . .

Impr. 180/ i^Oxford, by L. Lichiield) : 1872.—This is really part of no. 2912

(167 1
), which see.

2951. Vossius, Gerardus Johannes. Rhetorices contractse . . .

libri V . . .

Impr. 591 (Oxonia?,exc. H.Hall per T.Gilbert): 1672: 12°: pp. [14] +417 + [l],

signn. *, a-rI^: Long primer solid.—A nearly paginatim rejirint of no. 2676 (1664)
with the same errors {Ho/andiiv. and excussi) in the title, which has a bounding line.

There is a title-page 2951*) in the British Museum (463. h. 4, 3667, cf. 3671) which
substitutes Edw. Foirtsi's name for that of Gilbert in the imprint, and bears an

ornament on the same page. Possibly Gilbert, who died in 1673, was failing in health,

and his former master, Edward Forrest, took the book over (see no. 2923) : for the

whole title-page is set up afresh with slight differences, besides the 'Edw. Forrest'

(impr. 591*).

2952. tWickham wakened. Wickham wakened, or, The Quaker's

Madngall In Rime Dogrell.

Impr. 209 (no place [but Oxford, by William Hall ?]) :
• Printed in the Yeare 1672.':

sm. 4°: pp. 8 (i, title: 3-8, the ballad), sign. *• : Great primer solid.—^ A spiteful
ballad on the (Quakers of High Wycombe. At one time Wood believed that the

author of it was Martin Lluellyn, M.D., the Oxford poet, physician at High Wycombe
and Mayor of it in 1671—2, and that the mayor's practice had been injured by a Quaker
doctor there: but later he was told that Lluellyn was not the author: see Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 44 and manuscript note in Wood's copy of the ballad. There are nine

lo-line stanzas (rhyming aabbccdeed) with a 6-line chorus : the first verse begins
' The

Quaker and his Brats
|

Are born with their Hats'. Lluellyn may have inspired it,

fiir the rhymes and verses are a little above the average ballad-writer : but officially
he could not avow authorship. The 'flowers' seem to show that the printing is

William Hall's at Oxford. R.

2953 {Sheld.). "Willis, dr. Thomas. De Anima Brutorum Qua?
Hommis Vitalis ac Sensitiva est, Exercitationes duse. Prior Physio-

logica . . . Altera Pathologica . . . Studio Thomse Willis M.D. Philosophise
Natural. Profess. Sidleian. Oxon. Nee Non . . . IMed. Coll. Lond. & Societ.

Reg. Socii.

Impr. 592 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld., per R. Davis) : 1672 : sm. 4° : pp. [56 (2, V.-C.'s

imprimatur, Dec. 12, 1671 : 3, title : 5-8, ep. dedic. to archbp. Sheldon : 9-1 1, do.

to the University of Oxford: 13-21, preface: 23-51
' Elenchus rerum' : 54, title-

label: 55, half-title to part i)]+563 ('565': 1-255, P^-rt i: 257, half-title:

259-563, part 2) + [l3 (i-ii, index rerum et verborum : 12, Errata : 13 see below) -)-8

'tabulae' (at pp. 68, 86, and 126, copperplates, chiefly folded)] : signn. [t]', a, b-f^,

g"^, A-Z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Yyy^, zzz^, Aaaa*, Bbbb^ : English solid.^This is a great work by
a distinguished man, a brother-in-law of dr. John Fell, and grandfather of Browne
Willis the antiquary. The title hardly discloses that the work is Willis's mature

judgement on the htiman brain and nerves (pt. 2), as well as studies of animal

physiology and the senses. It is the first considerable medical work from the Shel-
donian Press. The eight copperplate engravings are accompanied by paged letterpress,
and nos. I-IIII are at p. 68, V-VII at p. 86, VIII at p. 126. An odd difficulty,

oddly met, occurred at the end of the text. All went well to the end of p. 562
(
=

sign. Zzz i) with the catchword morbi-. Then was printed the second leaf of Zzz,

with (on the recto) the remaining part of the text with 'Finis' and (on the verso)

3180 T
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Errata. But the publisher had forgotten the Index, which took eleven pages and
was bound to precede the Errata : and he also wanted to add his own Catalogue of

published books (five pages). So the printer (i) tore off Zzz 2, (2) printed a new
Zzz 2 bearing on the recto the end of the text as before, and on the verso, the first page
of the Index, paging the new leaf on the recto 565 (for 563), with sign, 'zzzz Aaaa'(!),

(3) the rest of the index occupied ten pages (signn. Aaaa 2-4, Bbbb 1-2"), (4) he

reversed the page he had torn off, and inserted it after the Index, so that the Errata

faced the last page of Index, and finally the publisher, Davis, (5) pasted the first

(blank) page of his own Catalogue on the back of the Errata, obliterating the printed

page : and then * carried on
'

with his list—which has no paging or signatures and is

not included in the above collation. Dr. Yates wrote to sir L. Jenkins on Jan. 2,

1671,
' The Dean [Fell] has finished his book [no. 2919] . . . Now that is out of the

workmen's hands, and Dr. Willis's book will in a week or two more be also finished,

we must find them somewhat to do, not to keep them on play wages' (Dom. St.

Papers). The volume occurs in the Term Catalogue for May 13, 1672 (i. 105) : and
was issued in 8° both in London (no. 2954) and at Amsterdam by J. Blaeu, in the

same year.

2954. Willis, dr. Thomas. De Anima Bmtorum . . . [&c.. nearly as

no. 2953, adding the words ' cum Figuris .^neis.' after inslittiit\

Impr. 593 (Lond., exc. E. F[letcber?] per R. Davis) : 1672 : sm. 8° : pp. [48 (2,

imprimatur of archbp. Sheldon : 3, title : 5-45, dedns., pref. and ' Elenchus Rerum '
:

47, half-title to part i]) +400 (the work, p. 177 being a half-title, with the next page
blank) + [16 (index)] + eight folding plates, signn. A, a, b, B-Z, Aa-Dd', with eight
leaves: Brevier solid.^ A London reprint, for the same Oxford stationer (Davis), of

no. 2593, with the Errata corrected and smaller type. The same plates occur,
nos. l-ll at p. 33 : III-IIII at p. 36 : V at p. 49 : VI at p. 50 : VII at p. 51 : VIII
at p. 80. This 8" edition occurs in the Term Catalogue of Nov. 21, 1672 (i. 123 :

price, bound, 55.) The printer
' E. F.' in London may be, as Plomer suggests,

widow of the James Fletcher or Flesher who died in 1670: she was a daughter of

Cornelius Bee.

1673.

Parliament sat Feb. 4-Mar. 29, Oct. 20-Nov. 4. On March 8, the King under

pressure withdrew his arbitrary suspension of the laws against Nonconformists of
March 15, 167I. The important Test Act (25 Car. II, c. 2\ not repealed till 1828)
was passed on March 29, under which all who bore any place of trust under the Crown
were bound to take the Oaths of allegiance and supremacy, abjure transubstantiation,
and receive the Sacrament. In the Dutch naval war there were English victories on
May 28 and June 4, and a Dutch victory on Aug. j i.

The Chancellor wrote on May 3 that the Cambridge regulations for degrees were
much easier than at Oxford, and that therefore he was the more ready to grant dis-

pensations at Oxford. This especially applied to the M.A, degree. June 21-3, a

great flood at Oxford. Aug. and Sept., the way in Canditch (the Broad) was paved
and made a causeway, and then carried on as far north as to St. John's college, and
at last in 1674-5 to St. Giles's Church. Oct. 3, dr. Ralph Bathurst, pres. of Trinity,
became Vice-Chancellor in the place of dr. Peter Mews. In Nov. and Dec. the new
Vice-Chancellor and dr. Fell were at loggerheads, the latter insisting that all Univer-

sity sermons by the dean and canons of Christ Church should be delivered in the
Cathedral : the affair was settled by a compromise.
Anthony Egan, an Irish Franciscan friar converted to the Reformed religion, came

to Oxford in June 1673, was admitted to read in the Bodleian on July 5, and on

Aug. 29 obtained letters testimonial signed by prominent members of the University,
as to behaviour : which are printed in Egan's Book of Rates now used in the Sin
Custom-house of the Cku}xh of Rome (Lond. 1673 ^"d 1674), at the end.
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Minor Pieces.

2955. *tHue and Cry. A HUE and CRY
|
after Good Friday, |

LOST IN THE OXFORD ALMANACK.
| [iex/follows].

[No place, printer, or date, but London (?), 1672] : br. s., folio.—A satirical ballad

of 118 lines in heroic conplets, rhyming, in two columns of 59 lines each: the first

line is
' How now Oxonians, what i'st yon mean ? ', the last is

'

Upon Good Friday,
and all say ^/wer« '. Maurice Wheeler in his Oxford Almanackfor 16"]^ (no. 2957)
allowed a very narrow column for notes of holy days and weather, and filled it up lor

the three days before March 30 (Easter Day) thus :
— ' Maund Thurs-|day. Dropping |

weather
| ', and then in the column for saints only puts for March 28 '

Dorothy
V[irgin] ', omitting all mention of Good Friday ! This is coarsely satirized in the

ballad before us. Other points seized on are variations in the solstitial dates, and the

distance of Oxford from London as 47 miles, but of Abingdon 54. Oddly enough
the writer seems to know of the mysterious sheet almanack issued for 1673 fsee under
no. 2958) and regards the two as one ('yourselves in Folio to proclaim for fools').
The piece is rare, like the Almanack : perhaps its issue made the writer of the

Almanack all the more ready to allow the London booksellers to buy off the future

prodnction of it. See Bagford Ballads, ii. 814 ;
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 786. R.

2956 (u. p.). Oxford—University
—Sheldonian. A Discription of the

PALNTING of the
|

THEATER
j

in
|

oxford.
|

Impr. 180/ (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1673 : folio broadside.—Contents :
—

p. [i],
the description in two columns, each with the equivalent of fifty-seven lines, headed by
the title : Great primer italic solid.-^A vivid description of the remarkable painted

ceiling (on canvas?) of the Sheldonian Theatre : first 'in Gross' and then in detail :

beginning 'In Imitation of the Antient Theaters', ending 'with her Caduceus'. Genii

are described as making way for the descent of the Arts and Sciences, led by Truth
and triumphing over the Vices with 'Snaky hairs',

'

Riveling skin', daggers and
' Flambos'. The imprint is part of the second column. This was reprinted in 1674,
in a corrected and improved form (no. 3020), in which the last line of the first column
ends in with, not ^c. Printing is represented 'with a Box of Letters by on[e] hand,
and a Form ready set in the other, & by her, several Sheets hanging as a drying',
'Box' being altered to 'Case' in 1674. 'Published at the Act time. At the same
time also in 1674', W'ood's note in his copy. No doubt both were printed at Lich-

field's ofifice in the Ciiy. There are also editions of 1742, 1756, and 1780. R.

2957 {Sheld.). [Wheeler, rev. Maurice.] the oxford
|

ALMANACK
I

For the Year of our Lord God
| 1673. |

being from
|

The Creation 0/ the

World. 5622 I [&c.] I
Calculated for the Meridian of\ oxford,

|

Where

the Pole is Elevated ^i3. 42***.

Impr. 594 (at the Theater) : 1673 (in red,
'

MDCLXXlll.') : (twelves) 16° : pp. [48],

signn. [a]", b'^ : Long primer and brevier solid.—Contents :
—

p. [i] title, with three

lines and date in red, and within double line : [2-23] the almanack, each opening
giving two pages to the month: [24-48] Miscellaneous information: [48] 'An
Advertisement' of the coaches to and from London.—A remarkable volume, for

Wood, who had opportunities of knowing, testifies (in the At/i. Oxon. iv. 786 j that
' There were near thirty thousand of them printed, besides a sheet almanac of two-

pence (see no. 2958) that was then and there printed for that year : And because of it

being a great hindrance to the sale of other almanacs, the society of booksellers in

London bought off the copy for the future
;
so only a sheet almanac wrought off from

a copper cut was afterwards by the curators of Sheldon's press printed, which con-

tinues yearly to this day'. (The 30,000 is attested in Wood's own hand in 1676 in

W'ood 660, Ho. 8 .

' Several things in the said Almanac relating to the University were
taken from [my] History if Antiq. Univ. Oxon., then almost finished at the press
in the theater.' The monthly tables give Saints and festivals, probable weather, the

moon's progress in or near the Ecliptic, parts of the body affected by the moon,
sunrise, Roman classical calendar and feasts, and Latin verses about the month (Jan.

begins
'

Tempus | Jam gruibus pedicas, & retia ponere cervis ') : also the moon's

T 2
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changes. The second part gives tables of the Kings of England, of interest and

leases, of chronology (including the two Universities , bishoprics, post-roads, eclipses,
and fairs (a long li^t). Parts of the Calendar are printed in red. Copies were issued

interleaved, and with blank leaves at beginning and end : but there are no ' hiero-

glyphical figures' as Gough states in his British Topography (1780) ii. 140. No
doubt the book was, or would have been, popular with Oxford men all over England.
Fortunately some fragmentary papers in the Oxford University Archives give definite

information which establish the real facts of production. The actual number of

Almanacs printed was 20,500 and of the Sheet Almanac which accompanied it 15,000.
The costs of production were ^32 3^-. gd. and ,^17 95-. respectively, and both were

bought off by the Stationers of London—which accounts for their rarity, if they were

promptly destroyed. The volume is, as a fact, very rare. The common almanacs printed
for the Company of Stationers every year, twenty or thirty in number, ^ were filled with

astrological predictions, astronomical tables in obscure lorm, advice about gnrdens
and the like, while the present volume is more practical and sensible in its choice of

matter. The author was a minor canon of Christ Church and rector of St. Ebbe's in

Oxford. Of the sheet almanac for 1673, mentioned by Wood, no trace or evidence

has ever been found : nor was the present little volume reissued for future years. See

no. 2955. KR.

2958. [Wheeler, rev. Maurice.] Oxford sheet Almanack. There can be no
doubt that, as Wood states {Ath. Oxon. iv. 786) and as no. 2955 implies, there

was issued with, and indeed as part of it, a folio sheet almanack, of which no copy, if

any survives, has been recognized. Wheeler himself no doubt wrote it. Whatever it

was, it was merged in the much more adventurous shret which was issued for 1674,
and still continues : see Per. 5 , and no. 2957. RRR.

Oxford Press.

2959 {11. p.), Abu-1-Ola Maarrensis.
Five copies of a 4-page quarto sheet (signnture a) bearing 'Carmen Abul' Ola;

Maarrensis',
' Proverbia qu;edam ',

'

Epigramma in gemitum columbae' (each with

Arabic text), signed on the fourth page at foot
' Oxonii a.d. 1673' (impr. 108**), are

in the Bodleinn Library, the only copies known. They show that these three short

pieces were intended to be issued, perhaps by dr. Edward Pococke or his homonymous
son : the first two had been issued at least once before. The author's name is more

correctly Ahmad ibn Abd Allah (Abu al-Ala) al Maarri. The sheet a appears to be

complete in itself, with titles and colophon, as above. Professor D. S. Margoliouth
informs me that the first piece is one complete poem by Ahmad, the proverbs are from
the common stock, and that the Epigramma is on a common subject, and may be

regarded as anonymous. Possibly the four leaves were a little New Year's gift, or

something of the kind, prepared by the elder Pococke. RRR.

2960 (^Sheld.). [Allestree, dr. Richard] The Ladies Calling. In

two parts. By the Author of the Whole Duty of Man, The Causes of

the Decay of Christian Piety, and the Genllemans Calling. \^lexi]

Impr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1673 : (fours) 8° : pp. [24 (i, title : 3-6, The
Editor to the Reader : 7-24, The Preface)] + 141 (first part) + [3(2, half-title)] + 95
(second part) + [l, the contents] : signn. a-c, A-S, Aa-Nn'' : English solid.—The first

Oxford edition of any part of the works of the author of the Whole Duty of Man,
who C. E. Doble has given good reason to believe is dr. Richard Allestree (see the

Academy, 1882, xxii. 348, 364, 382, cf. E. Solly in the Bibliographer 1882, pp. 73-9).
The Whole Duty was first published in 1657 or 1658, and all editions before 1750
were printed in London^ (except one in 1730, printed at Oxford) : the Gentleman's

^ Such as Dove, Swallow, Pont, Poor Robin, Panterpe, Fly, Perkins, Dade, White,

Apollo Anglicanus, &c. The Stationers' Company and the two Universities (as they
maintained) had a monopoly of Almanacs.

* The early editions were printed for Timothy Garthwaite, who died in 1669: he

was at one time associated with James Allestree [d. 1670), a relative of dr. Richard

Allestree. This is a fresh argument for Richard Allestree's authorship of the books.
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Calling \/a.i first publislied in 1660, and all editions in London: and the Causes

of the Decay of Christian Piety was first published in 1667, and all editions in

London. On the other hand the present volume, and the Government if the Tongue
(1674), Art of Contentment (1675), and Lively Oracles (1678) are entirely Oxlord
books. This was no doubt due to dr. Fell, who personally edited and superintended
the Oxford issues, and had much to do with the London ones, until Garthwaite's
death. Throughout this series of works there is a peculiar style of spelling, which
C. E. Doble {^Academy, I. c, pp. 348-9) ascribes to Fell, and of which examples are

abridg, al, atteint, bin, divels, don (= done), fift, meeknes, shal and wil, "'tis, wholy.
All these are trom the first edition of the Whole Duty, and are characteristic of Fell's

attempt to reform orthography at the Oxford Press (see the Oxford Bible of 1675, &c.).

They appear also in the present work, and it is practically certain that all the series was

printed irom copies made by Fell (or under his immediate supervision) to conceal the

real author. The editor in the present insiance distinctly stales the fact, and tlie

Bodleian possesses a manuscript of the Causes of the Decay believed to be in Fell's

hand (Bodl. MS. 27608 = MS. Bodl. 21). Some peculiarities of spelling one would

naturally attribute to the French compositors at the Sheldonian (such as faileurs,

reproch, vertu) : many peculiarities were gradually eliminated in later issues. There
is one unedifying misprint on p. 81, 1. 2, 'conscious of the incongruity, that holy
Persons should be admitted to sacred things

'

: all other editions, except no. 2962,
have '

unholy '. The first part takes five feminine virtues, the second Virgins,
Wives, and Widows. The literary style of the whole series is justly admired. As to

the sequence of editions, the octavo one here described is probably the first, for in the
duodecimo lineatirn reprint the words are too close to each other to be normal com-

posiiion. It is clear that the treatise had a good sale, for in Bodl. MS. 15316
(,

= Rawl. D. 398), foil. 154-.=;, we have apparently a list of additional binding beyond
the number at first supplied to meet the expected requirements, and in it are, July 7

[1673] 24 Ladies Calling 12^.; July 12, 26, 13J. ; July 16, 16, S^. ; July 19, 24, I2J. ;

July 26, 24, 125.; Aug. 20, 13, 65. ()d. ; Sept. 16, 24, 12s. In the Tertn Catalogues
the book occurs in the issue of Nov. 24 (i. 153), but only as 'sold by li. Brome at

the West end of St. Paul's', price, bound, 2s. dd. As a counterleit edition is known,
it is possible that Brome issued no. 2962 piratically. The Domestic State Papers
Calendar under date Aug, 6, 1674, contains a complaint from Fell to Williamson that

this book and the Government of the Tongue had been pirated, and that a prosecution
was under consideration. Further details of this matter will be found in the 9th Report
of the Historical MSS. Commission (1S83), Appendix, p. 77 (House of Lords MSS.).
It appears that the printer was Robert Battersby, and that Samuel Mearne, the official

searcher for unlicensed works, had shielded him: see Dotn. St. Papers 1674, Aug. 16

(pp. 324-5), and 1674 Feb. (p. J46).
The succession of editions is as follows :

•

^

1673 (ist : no. 2960)
i<i73 (1st* : no. 2961
1673 (ist**

= no. 2962)
1673 (2nd : no. 2963)
1673 (' 2nd

'

: no. 2964)
1675 (3rd : no. 3048)
1676 (4th : no. 3094)
1677 (5th : no. 3134-35)

(6th)

1700 (7th)

1705 (8th)

1713 (9th)

1717 (loth)

1720 (11th)

1727 (i2th)
and in the author's Works 1684, 16S7,

1695, 1704, 1723, 1726.
All published at Oxford.

At least two compositors were at work : by which some of the peculiarities of

pagination (see below) are accounted for.

2961 {Sheld.). [Allestree, dr. R.] The Ladies Calling. [&c., nearly
as no. 2960, but wiih 'whole Duty' for 'Whole Duty', '31.33'
wrongly tor

'

31.30 ', &c.]
Impr. 595 (as above) : 1673 : (sixes) 12°, not sm. 8°: pp. [18 (2, engr. title: 3,

printed title: 5-6, The Editor to theReader: 7-17, preface)] + 245 (1-141, first

part : 143-245, second part) + [3 (i, 'The Contents')], signn. one leaf, a'-, b, A-V^,
X'' : Small pica solid.—A close reprint of no. 2960, in smaller type and paged
through both paits continuously. A consideration, for instance, of p. 210 with p. 6S
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(second part) of the former issue will show that the attempt to reproduce liueatim the

first edition resulted in overcrowding the lines, in a way whicli could only occur in a

reprint made under difficulties. Tiiis was presumably a popular issue, and is embel-
lished with a metal engraving of a lady seated, despising a ciown, sceptres, a purse,
jewel, chain, and pieces of money, and with eyes uplifted to a celestial crown in the

skies. A ribbon in the spectator's right top corner bears ' The Ladies calling '. This
is probably Loggan's work, and measures 4J" x 2'^' . The sheets are in sixes, with the

chain lines horizontal, as in quartos : how the small octavo size is produced, as in this

case, I do not see. The marks are usually such as E, E2, E3 (sometimes E4 also),
but sign. A is A, A 2, A 5, -, A 7, -. Leaf M 6, the first of part 2, is marked M. The
spelling is generally the same as in the former issue.

2962 (Sheld.). [Allestree, dr. R.] The Ladies Calling, [&c., nearly
as no. 2960, but with Whole Duty, &c.]

Impr. 595 a (Oxford, at the Theatre) : 1673 : (fours) 8" : pp. [24 (as no. 2960)] +
141 (do.) + 3 (do.) + 95 (do.) + I (do.), signn. as no. 2960 : English solid.—A reprint
of the first issue (no. 2960), still retaining the terrible misprint of holy for unholy on

p. 81 of the first part, and with more correction of abnormal spelling than no. 2g6l.
The printing is inferior. In part i, p. 83, 1. i is the misprint

' a Woman in General'
for ' Women in General'. This issue may be the counterfeit edition, referred to above.

2963 (S/ield.). [
—

,

—
]

The Ladies Calling . . . The second Impres-
sion . . . [engr. Arms of University].

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1673: (fours) 8": pp. [26 (i or 2, engr.

plate : 3, title, with Univ. arms, see below : 5-8, Editor to Reader : 9-26, preface)] +
141 (Part i) + [3 (2, half-title)] +95 (Part 2) + [l (list of contents)], signn. (leaf),

[a]-f, A-S, Aa-Nn* : English solid.^A reprint of no. 2960 (not 2962), in good
type and well-printed: the peculiar spellings of the first issue are nearly unaltered.

There are two points of interest. The engraving of a woman found in no. 2961 is

here entirely re-cut on a larger scale, and to the objects of contempt are added a fan

and looking-glass: and other details differ. The size is now 6"x3j", and the style

(still Loggan's) improved: the label bears 'THE ladies calling'. One piece of

money touches the earthly crown : see next no. Secondly, there is a new and

interesting copper plate of the University Arms with a unique feature. The shield

bears a Cherub above the arms and a female face below ; round all is an oval band of

seventeen roses and leaves, and in each corner of the plate the arms (not heraldically

correct) of i. Jenkins, 2. Williamson, 3. Fell, 4. Yate, the four Undertakers or

Committee of the Press, arranged
'

. The size of the engraving is 2|" x 2^":
3 • 4

2964 {Sheld.). [
—

,

—
]

The Ladies Calling . . . The second Impres-
sion . . . [engr. Arms of the University].

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1673 : pp. [26] + 141 (both as no. 2963) +
[3 (i, half-title)] -1- 96 (1-95, part 2 : 96, list of Contents) : English solid.—Apparently
a reprint of no. 2963, but inferior printing and less accurate text (e.g. in the second

page of the Editor to the Reader precence for pretence, ingenious for ingenuous^ ; but
the spelling is nearer the normal forms, and the engraving is improved (notice the

hands, hair, and foot : and the crown freed from the piece of money touching it in the

earlier state), and the rhisprint on p. 81 of part i, here corrected.

The issues above can be easily distinguished by the following clues from the title:

A. no. 2960 (ist impression) Whole Duty
B. no. 2961 (Do., 2nd form : repr. from A) whole Duty
C. no. 2962 (Do., 3rd form: repr. from A) Whole Duty
D. no, 2963 (2nd impression : ist form : repr. from A) Whole Duty
E. no. 2964 (Do,, 2nd form: repr. from D?) Whole Duty

A, D use the new Dutch bloomer capitals at the beginning of a part, and were

undoubtedly printed at the Theatre : B, C, E may have been printed by the University

printers at their own press houses.

A table of the pagination of each edition will show (i) how careless the printers
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were, (2) how slavishly they followed some of the obvious mistakes of earlier issues.

Not one (except B) carried the pagination of part 2 to its proper number (104),
because the first issue did not. The signatures are in round brackets.

A. 1-64, 73-80 (I), 73-96, 73-80 (N), 105-41 : part 2, 1-96, S9-95 (Nn).
B. 1-142 : part 2, 143-245.
C. 1-64, 73-So (I), 73-So, 73-141 (K-s) : part 2, 1-96, 89-95 (Nn.).
D. 1-96, 73-So (n), 105-41 : part 2, 1-96, 89-95 (Nn). I have seen a copy with

part I paged correctly (no. 2963*^
E. 1-56, 61-8 (h), 65-SS, 105-12 (m), 97-141 (n-s): part 2, 1-96, 89-95 (Nn).

2965 {Sheld.). Allestree, dr. Richard, The Divine Autority and
Usefulness of the Holy Scripture asserted in a Sermon On the 2 Timothy
3. 15. By R, Allestree, D.D. and Chaplain in Ordinary to his Majesty.

Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1673 : sm. 4° : pp. [4 (3, title) + 52 (1-52,
the sermon) : signn. [a]'^, B-G*, H^: Great primer leaded.^There is no clue to the

occasion of this sermon, but it affords a good subject of comparison in style with the

Ladies Calling of this year. It gives us bi}i, revele, Judg, &c., but not the full

distinctive spellini^s of that work—which perhaps indicates that most of the peculiar

orthography of the Calling \s really due to Fell's revision. The first leaf is blank,
and a copy cannot be called imperfect if it is lacking. The piece occurs in the

7^emi Catalogue for Nov. 24, price stitched, 6d, See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1271.

2966 («./).). Bailey, dr. Walter. A briefe Treatise Touching The
. . . Eye Sight. ... By Walter Baley . . .

A close reprint of no. 2253 (1654), with same title and imprint and collation,

except that the text ends on p. 24. and not 23, and that there are two additional rows
of ornaments on the title-page. The variations are small and accidental. The book
was printed in 1672, for it occurs in the Term Catalogue, Nov. 21, 1672 (i. 123). See

D'Arcy Power in the Library, Jan. 1907 = 2nd ser., no. 29 = vol. viii, p. 384: and
no. 216 (1602). R.

2967 {ti.p.). [Benlowes, Edward.] Magia Coelestis.

Impr. 598 as colophon lOxonise, exc. Lichfield) : 1673: obi. fob, two br. s. sheets,

joined : pp. [2] : Pica solid.—An odd large double sheet in two parts, intended to

be pasted so as to form a large sheet about 33x21 inches, of which A is the upper
part, B the lower : the printing is in four columns. At the head is the title Magia
Coelestis, implying the Wonders of the Bible, followed by Latin couplets of elegiac

verse, with marginal scripture references. Col. i contains the Invocatio, Argumentum,
Magnalia e Vet. Test., 1-47 couplets. Col. 2 has couplets 48-100, and Soliloquium.
Col. 3 is headed /Enigmata Evangelica : then follows '

Argumentum
'

(de Novo

Testamento), Incompossibilia Composita, couplets 1-16, and (B) couplets 17-47.
Col. 4, couplets 48-100, and Meditatio. Under the four columns is an oblong

engraving of 'Benevolus' (= Benlowes) in writing-master's style with a border of

similar writing flourishes, 4g-"xif"; eight elegiac lines about Ovid, Horace, and

Martial; and, after a couplet about Errata, the Imprint with date. The invocation

begins
'

Perpetuas Rerum Series', the Magnalia
' Non lidem estis Idem', the ^Enig-

mata '

Salve, Virgo, Tui '. The sheet is peculiar and not of much merit. See Wood's
Fasti Oxon. ii. 359. R.

2968 {Sheld.). *t[
—

,
—

.]
Oxonia elogia, Academicis prsecellentiori-

bus. [&c.]
[No place or date, but Oxford, at the Theatre, 1673] : la. folio broadside : Long

primer.^The sheet is in four columns. Col. i contains the title as above and part of

the eulogy on Oxford, which is in six pieces, (i) the '

Elogia' (i.e. utterances, advice)
as above, in twelve 9-line stanzas of hexameters, l>eg.

' Nympha Europseis illustrior

heroinis', (2)
' Oxonii Elegia' (not a lament over, but a eulogy on, Oxford! in twelve

6-line stanzas of elegiacs, no. 12 with seven lines, beg.
' Forsan ab Ausoniis' :

(3)
' Academicis Serenitatem ' suadet author, twelve 4-line stanzas of hexameters :

(4)
' Academicis Temperantiam ', twelve 2-line stanzas of elegiacs: (5) 'Studiosis
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Cautelam
', as no. 4 : (6)

' Animis erectioribus ',
a prose piece. The last column and

a third of col. 3 is occupied by
' Echo Veridica

'

an antipapal poem in elegiacs,

beginning
' Festa Dies aderat ', with two short introductory poems, one by Petrus

Beauvisus : a favourable couplet is
' Huncne putas Justum ? Ustuin I Tene lisec ustio

tangit? I Attgit. Justitia hsec Te, vafra, Isedit ; edit'' : most of the echo series is very

pooi-. A note in Wood's copy gives the author and date. See Wood's Fasli Oxon
ii. 359, where the wording might seem to imply a separate issue of the ' Echo

',
but I

believe it refers to the above entry. A large
' Dutch bloomer', the letter N, is over-

printed as part of the word Nympha, and appears for the first time in Oxford printing.
See Wood's Fasti Oxo?i. ii. 359.

Boyle, hon. Robert. A new Experiment of the Air's Moisture, and

A Staiical Hydroscope.
Parts of Boyle's Tracts, 1674: see no. 3005. The signatures are continuous

through the three parts.

2969 {Sheld.). Brevint, dr. Daniel. TFie Christian Sacrament and

Sacrifice, By way of Discourse, Meditation, & Prayer, Upon . . . The

Holy Communion. By Dan, Brevint. D.D.

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1673 : (twelves') 16° : pp. [16 ( i, engr. title :

3, printed title: .S-i.'i, ep. dedic. to lady Elizabeth Carteret; dated ' Durham, Jan. 24.

1673' (i.e. i^^?!))] + 129 (the Discourse) + [3 (2, index, i.e. titles of the eight sections)],

signn. [tt]^, a^, A-E^^, F^ : Long primer solid.^The preface notes this as one of

many tracts made at Paris at the instance of ' two princesses' (apparently the viscountess

Turenne and the duchess of Bouillon), before the Kestoiation. The engraved title-

]iage (4-|"x2i') represents the Last Supper, and on a scroll above 'The Christian

Sacrament & Sacrifice', with imprint 596 at foot of page. The second edition is

no. 2970, the third is 1679 (no. 3206) and Lond. 1739: the Wesleys issued an

abridgement of it ( 1751, &c.), and there is a London 182S edition, and an 1847 edition

published at Oxford. On Oct. 7, 1673, twelve copies were bound for tlie Thentre for

3^-. (Bodl. MS. 15316, fol. 154), probably supplementary copies. See Wood's Atk.

Oxon. iv. 427.

2970 {Sheld.).
—

,

—
. The Christian Sacrament . . . [exactly as no.

2969 in every respect, but adding
' The Second Edition.' after the author's

name].
A fairly close reprint of the first edition, not intentionally varying from it; with the

engraved title as before.

2972 {Sheld.).
—

,
—

. Missale Romanum, or the depth and mystery
of Roman Mass. ... By Dan. Brevint D.D. . . . The second edition.

Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater): 1673: 12°: pp. [8 (i, title : 3-6, preface:

7-8, Contents)] + 174 (the work in lourteen chapters), signn. a*, a-g^*, H^ : Pica

solid.—A reprint (paginatim till near the end) of the first edition, 1672. (no. 2921),
in a smaller and handier form. The paginaiion, as before, has gone astray, pp.
112-20 occurring twice. Moreover (2) signn. E 8—E 1 1 are cancels (paged 111-18,
first pagination), due to wrong imposing and to two compositors printing different

parts at the same time, as in the first edition. The second compositor was perhaps
told to begin sign. F with p. ill, itself an error for 121 (?). The cancelled leaves,

as is shown by a copy of the uncorrected issue (no. 2971) in the Bodleian (which has

examples of both issues) contained pp. Iii-i8iu the following order:— iii, 116, 117,

114, 115, 112, 113, ii!S, the cntchwoids being all wrong as well as the text. See

Wood's Aih. Oxon. iv. 427, and no. 2921 (1672).

2973. [bugard, Samuel.] The Marriages of Cousin Germans, Vindi-

cated fiom . . . Censures . . . Being a Letter written to . . . T. D. . . .

Tmpr. 599 (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Bowman) : 1673 : (eights) 12": pp. [16 (i,

title: 2, imprimatur by dr. Barlow, pro- Vice-Chancellor, March 26, 1673 : 3-15, the
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Epistle to the Reader)] + Il6 (i-i i6, the work: ii6, Errata) + [4 {blank)'], signn.

A-H*, I* : Great primer solid.—An argument that the marriage of First Cousins is

neither unlawful nor inexpedient. The author has to deny the validity of Canon
Law, and ignores the Table of Affinity of the Church of England : he lays stress on

the likelihood of cousins knowing each other's real character before marriage and thus

avoiding ill results of incompatibility. Wood ascribes the book in Ath. Oxon. iv. 679
to the rev. Samuel Dugard (</. 1697), but adds that it was said to be mostly taken

from Jeremy Taylor's Ductor Dubitantium. The book occurs in the Term Catalogue
of Nov. 24 (i. 153).

2974 {Sheld.). [Fell, dr. John.] Grammatica Rationis, sive Institutiones

Logicse. . . .

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1673 : (twelves) 16° : pp. [10 (i, engraved title:

3, printed title, as above : 5-10, preface)] +256 (the work, in three parts, dividing
alter pp. 129 and 156^ + one leaf of diagrams, engraved, after p. 60, signn. A*, B-l'^,

M**, and two engraved leaves (title and diagrams) : Long primer solid.— Fell in an

interesting anonymous preface explains that he does not attempt to rival Aristotle,

Bacon, Gassendus, or Descartes, but considers the existing compendia of Logic
uninteresting to students, and so has struck out the idea of building Logic to some
extent on Latin grammar and its terms. In the second part he examines chiefly the

Syllogism : he also refers to the Nominalist Logic shortly to be published by the

Sheldonian Press by a 'vir optimus juxta et eruditissimus, qui . . . bonas literas malit

quam seipsum promoveri', referring to Obadiah Walker's book (no. 2992 below).
And he thinks that his own volume may be regarded as volume I of an Oxford

philosophical series, including political science and theology. The engraved title

reproduces the title and imprint (with
'

Oxoniae', impr. 559 a) and a philosopher and
his assistant introducing a student to a table of syllogisms. The diagrams show the

connexion between Logic and Geometry, anticipating to some extent modern methods.

It required some explanation to account for the issue of two Logics by two Delegates
of the Press in the same year, as well as one by Milton in London in February. On
Sept. 16 six (extra?) copies of the 'Grammatica Rationis' were bound for 2S., and

supplied to the Press (Bodl. MS. 15316, fol. 154''), after some copies of Walker's book.

Other editions of Fell's book were issued in 1675 (no. 3057), 16S5, 1697. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iv. 201, where Wood writes ' This is commonly ascribed to Fell '. There
is no reason to doubt the ascription.

2975. Forneretus, Andreas Fiidericus. Dissertatio Theologica de

Persona et Officio Christi Mediatorio. Authore Andrea Fnderico

Fornereto Hel. Lausannensi S. Sancise Theologiae Studioso, in illustri

Anglorum Universitate Oxoniensi. . . . SjJniversity Arms.\
Impr. 600 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per Authorem) : 1673 : sm. 4° : pp. [4(1, title :

3,dedn. to bp. Peter Mews (Vice-Chancellor) and other patrons)] + 40 (the work,
in tv^enty-seven sections), signn. [tt]^, a—e* : Pica solid.—A solid dissertation which
the author calls

' hasce iugenioli unicolas ', i. e. his only work (?), as if a diminutive of

iinicum, but Forneret, coming from Lausanne, took no degree at Oxfoid, nor was he
a member of the University,

'

Hel.' in the title is of course '

Helveiico', Swiss, and
'
S. Sanctis', Sacro-Sanctas. The only Forneret of whom I find mention is a David

Forneret, minister of a Frc-nch Cliurch at Berlin at this time (Jocher, Fortsetzung).
The occurrence of the University Arms on the title seems to show that the Printers to

the University were still allowed to use their engraving of the Arms, as of old,

whenever they thought fit. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 334.

2976. Hildebrandus, Fridericus. Antiquitates potissimijm Romanse
e Rosino aliisque in Compendium contractas, Et juxta Ordinem Alpiiabeli

disposiiae . , . Opera & Studio M. Friderici Hildebrandi P. Cses. Sch.

Nonhus. p. t. Con, R. Editio tenia auctior & correctior.

Impr. 285^ (Oxon., exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1673 : sm. 8° : pp. [8 (2, impri-

matur, Apr. 28, 1673: 3, title: f,-S. Latin poem 'ad Juventutem')] + 376 (1-335, the

dictionary: 336-76, Formulae aliquot Romau.T;), signn. A-z, Aa* : English solid.—
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The writer, described on the title as
'

P[rDsfectus ?] ', and
'

M[agister] ', and temporary
Con-Rector of the royal school at Nordhausen in Saxony, issued the first edition of

this work in 1657 : the second was in 1663, and the third in 1671 : the present one

may be a reprint of the last-named. It is a dictionary of Roman antiquities, with a

glossary of legal, military, sacrificial, and other formulae. The author died in 1688,
and editions were issued till at least 1 700. The book occurs in the Term Catalogue
of Nov. 24 (i. 157), bound, 2s. 6d.: but as it was issued so late in the year some

copies have the date altered to 1674, with no other change (no. 3012).

2978 {S/ieid.). Journal of the War. A Journal of the War with

Holland, Since His . . . Majesty's departure from Paris . . . With a con-

tinuation . . . Translated out of French.

Impr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theatre) : 1673 : sm. S" : pp. [2 (i,
•

1673' title)] +186
(i, 'M.DC.LXiii' title: 3-21, Lists and Accounts of the French Army: 23-186,
the Journal, ist part 1-85, 2nd part 87-142 : Continuation, 143-86) -I- [iS (blank)],

signn. [n-]!, A-M*^ : Pica solid.— I do not readily find the French treatise of which this

is a translation. Louis xiv declared war on the Dutch on Apr. 6, 1672, and peace
was not restored till 167S. This treatise gives an account of the French army, in

which the Duke of Monmouth commanded three regiments, and of the war from

April 28, 1672, to August i, with a Continuation to Jan. r, 1673. The first sentence

of the Journal is
' The States of Holland were raised in a short time to such a pitch of

Pride, that 'twas impossible they should maintain it long'. It is clear that the

Journal was at first issued without the Continuation, for the original title-page

(sign. Ai) omits all mention of the latter, and copies occur in catalogues with the

original title only, dated 1663, and without the Continuation (no. 2977), presumably
ending with a blank leaf following p. 142. This title, which is similar to the other,
with the omission mentioned, has the date in Roman numerals ' M.DC.LXIII '

(in error

for 1673) and impr. 596 (Theater, Oxford), but it is usually (with the three blank
leaves at the end) torn off. A copy in the Bodleian Library has both title-pages.
Doubtless a copy of the Continuation reached the translator just in time for him to

add to the extent and interest of the book, by a second issue which prints on the

former blank leaf (sign. 18 = pp. 143-4) a preface to the Continuation by the French

author, showing that he served in the campaign of April to August, but not after.

The absence of one of the titles does not make an exemplar imperfect. In the Term

Catalogue of May 6, 167! ('• I33)» the original title occurs (with
'

Majesties' and no
mention of the Continuation), with 'Price, bound, 15. dd. Sold by H. Brome at the

West End of St. Paul's '
: so Brome again may be under the suspicion of having pirated

the first part (only) of the book (see a note about him in no. 2960), and in that case

all the true Oxford issue has both parts. On Feb. 20, 167I, '6 Journalls' were bound
for the Press for 15. 6(/., and on March 10 six more at the same price (Bodl. MS. 15316,
fol. 154^^). The pagination of sign. K, which should be 145-60, is 45, 146-9, 130, 141,

152-3, 140, 145, 156-7, 148, 141, 160.

2979. Juvenal & Persius. Decimus Junius Juvenalis, and Aulus
Persius Flaccus translated and illustrated, As well with Sculpture as

Notes. By Barten Holiday, D.D. and late Arch-Deacon of Oxon.
Impr. 601 (Oxford, by W. Downing for F. Oxlad sen. & jun. and J. Adams) : 1673 :

(fours) folio: pp. [12 (1, title, within double lines : 3, ep. dedic. to Christ Church,
signed W. Dewy: 5-10, Holiday's pref. to the Juvenal: 11-12, two letters and two

poems on the book)] -)- 341 (1-283, the Juvenal with notes: 285, title-page to the

Persius, with impr. 602 : 287-90, Holiday's pref. to the Persius : 292-340, the

Persius with notes: 341, Holiday's Apostrophe in verse to Persius) -(- [3, (3, title-

label)] H- three leaves of plates, signn. [ir], a, b^, B-z, Aa-xx*, -)- three leaves : English
and long primer solid.—In 1616 Holiday issued two editions of his verse translation

of Persius at Oxford in small form, with a few notes and the Apostrophe (see nos.

447-8) : this is the sixth edition, and the third Oxford one. As to Juvenal, sir R.

Stapylton had issued the first six Satires in a verse translation at Oxford in 1644
(no. 1752), making use of Holiday's manuscript version (see Wood's Fasti Oxon.
ii. 40) : otherwise this is the first Oxford translation. The present volume may be
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called sumptuous, for it beasts of three full-page illustrations (Baise and district,

Veronn, and the Circus Maximus at Rome, after pp. 46, 72, 126) and forty-eight
smaller metal or wood engravings in the text, the most noticeable being on pp. 129, 147,

174 (abacus), 221 (Tivoli), 264 (swing\ The subjects are chiefly antiquities. The
metal plates are nearly all by David Loggan, but unsigned. There is a liberal use of

ornaments ('flowers'), in which the Sheldonian Press was markedly deficient at this

time. Dewy was Holiday's executor (and son of his second wife) and wished to do
honour to the writer

;
and the Oxford publishers may have wished to show that they

could hold their own in face of the University Press. The verses are devoid of poetry,
but close translations of the original. The prose testimonia are by Thomas Famaby
(i6i8) and Selden {id i^, altered to 1672, eighteen years after his death!;;, and the

verse by Will. White and Tho. Gomersal, of recent date. Each Satire is first translated

into verse, then annotated in smaller type : the annotations are learned and discursive.

Printing in red occurs lor all the proper names on the first title-page, including the

imprint, and also for 'Sculpture, as Notes', 'Oxford', and 'Anno Dom.'. In the

second title-page (for the Persius) the printer's name is omitted in the imprint (602).
The book occurs in the Term Catalogue of May 2

(i. 134-5). See Wood's Atk.

Oxon. iii. 523. Briiggemann states that this book was also issued in octavo in this

year
—which must be a mistake.

2980. [Leigh, Richard.] The Censure of the Rota. On M^ Driden's

Conquest of Granada.

Impr. 603 (Oxford, by H. H. for F. Oxlad jun.) : 1673 : sm. 4° : pp. [2, (i, title)]

-(-21 (the Censure) -f [l {blank)], signn. a-c* : English solid.—A criticism of the

bombastic style of Dryden's Conquest of Granada (Lond. 1672, two parts, 2nd ed.

1673) which had appeared as Alinanzor and Almatride in 1670, and pretenoed
to record a debate in the '

Coffe-Academy instituted by Apollo '. The Rota was a

definite political Club f >unded in 1659, advocating rotation in Government offices (see
The Censure 0/ the Rota upon A/'' Milton, 1660): here used for any fancy club of

critics. Another similar attack on Dryden's play is The friendly Vindication of
AP'. Dryden from the Censure of the Rota (Cambr. 1673: by sir Robert Howard),
and on Dryden's side Al^ Dryden vindicated . . . with reflections on the Rota. By
Charles Blount (Lond. 1673) and ^A Description of the Academy of the Athenian
Virtuosi . ..against the Author of the Censure' (Lond. 1673). The authorship is

given in Wood's Ath. Oxon, iv. 533.

2981. [
—

,

—
.J

The Transproser Rehears'd : or the fifth Act of

Mr Bayes's Play. Being a Postscript to the Animadversions on the

Preface to . . . Bramhall . . . Shewing What Grounds there are of Fears

... of Popery.
Impr. 604 (Oxford, for Assignes of Hugo Grotius & J. Van Harmine) : 1673 : sm.

8° : pp. [2 (i, title)] -1-149 (1-149, the work : 149, Errata) -(- [3 (blank)'], signn. [7r]\

A-K*, L*: Pica solid.—An anonymous answer to Marvell's Rehearsal transprosed

against bp. Parker's Preface to Bramhall's Vindication of the Episcopal Clergy, and
directed against Toleration (see no. 2988). It is in what Wood (who gives the

author's name) calls a 'a buffooning style'. At p. 137 Leigh apologizes for not

presenting any Fifth Act to Marvell's play, and substituting only the Argument of the

Act, about a prince Pretty-man walking by the Lake Lemane (see p. 120) in love

with Joan, Calvin's widow (i. e. dr. John Owen) at Geneva. The imprint carries this

frigid idea further, by imagining the assigns of Grotius (an Anti-Arminian, if on either

side) and Arminius (Van Harmine = Hermannssen or Arminius) joining to issue this

book against Calvin and against Toleration : all three had been long dead. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 230, 533 : the book is in the Term Catalogue of May 6, 1673
(i. 133), price bound ij-., and simply as ' sold by Thomas Sawbridge in Little Britain ',

London. There is nothing to show the printer's name, and the whole book may well

be a London one, and not Oxonian at all.->

2982 {Sheld.). (Lily, WiUiam.) A Short Introduction of Grammar.

Generally to be used. Compiled and set forth for . . . [learners] of the
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Latine Tongue. To which are added useful Observations [by Thomas

Bennett] . . . [large University Arms\
Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1673: 12°: pp. [76 (i, title: 3-6, preface :

7—11, 12,
' To the Reader' : 13—74, ^^^ Grainmar : 75-6,

' Guilielmi Lilii . . . Carmen
de Moritjus' Latinum)], signn. A-c'^, with two leaves inserted after Ai : Long primer
and brevier, roman and English, solid.— Generally the Latin and English grammars of

Lily were issued together, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. But no. 2929
(the Latin part, 1672) appears to be quite distinct from this issue. The ' Prelace

'

would seem to be by Fell, and the whole issue was called Fell's Grammar. The ' To
the Keader' is the traditional preface : the ' Advertisement to the Reader' is no doubt

by Thomas Bennett, M.A., who edited the edition (see no. 2929). The Latin part has

no preface, and in that way does need the English issue : and the two were often

bound together. The present part is unpaged, for no apparent reason. iSee 1636, 11

(no. 83IJ, 2173-4 (1651), 2345 (1657), 2449 (1659), 2929 (1672) : Wood's Ath.

Oxoii. i. 32 ;
i^asti Oxon. ii. 307. On May 26, fifty Grammars were bound for the

Theatre Press ; on June 13, fifty more : on June 21, twenty-five : on Sept. 16, twelve :

on Nov. 18, twelve: on Aug. jo, 1675, one (usually at 6^/. each, with reduction on a

quantity, see Bodl. MS. 15316, foil. 154-5).

Overbury, sir Thomas : The Illustrious Wife (printed at Oxford in 1672, issued in

London in 1673) : see no. 2931 (1672;,

2983. tOxford—University. [Part of a proclamation by the Vice-

Chancellor that no Boatmen or Fishermen are to hire out their boats on

Sundays, excepting
' such only who are to pass the Rivers upon their

[ordiiiarjy Occasions'. The text begins:
—

[Whereas Com]plaint hath

bin [made . . . concerning divejrs disorders commi[tted on Sundays on

the River]': ends 'Laws in tliis case provided. Oxon. July: 7. 1673.

By the Vice-Chancellor.'

[No place, but Oxford, by L. Lichfield]: (1673): folio broadside: 14 lines of

text : Double small pica solid.—Only known by one imperfect copy in the Bodleian.

The V.-C.'s computus for 1672-3 contains £\ \os. paid to Lichfield for printing

'Programmas and .Schemes for Lent', which may include this notice. The schemes
are the Ordo Baccalaureorum determinantium. Late in this year John Hall received

for
'

printing of programma's ', S.y.

2984. +— ,

—
. A Certificat in order to the Collecting and Reporting

the State of the present English Free-Scliools. \iextfoUows?\
[No place, but Oxford] : (16731: 8° broadside : Long primer solid.—-A testimonial

signed by the Vice-Chancellor and the Regius Pri^fessor of Civil Law (dr. T. Bouchier)
to the reasonableness and worth of Christopher W ase's study of the Free Schools ol

England, and a recommendation of the Queries on the subject,' which are subjoined,
to all whom they may interest or concern. Dated 'Oxon. Aug. 16. 1673'. There
are eight inquiries about founders, endowments, government, libraries, &c., of each

grammar school, Aubrey's copy has his note ' M'' Chr. Wase expected to have great

help and lurtherance in this Designe from the Bishops : but it proved just the

contrary : for they were the maine Obstructors, as being unwilling to disoblige

Gentlemen, who had gott tiie lands given to these Scholes, into their hands and

possession '. W.ise's Considerations concerning Free Sc/iools was published at Oxford

in 1678, see no. 3198, and Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 268. There is a second issue of

this leaflet (no. 29S51, with the eight queries arranged in one series, slightly altered,

and with '

Enquiries
'

in a line by itsell.

Oxford—University
—Sheldonian. Description of the Painting. See no. 2956.

Oxford Almanack : see no. 2957.

2986. Pratt, Daniel. The Life of St. Agnes.
At present only known from a gossipy passage in Hearr.e's Diary for 1719, vol. 70
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(= O.H.S. ed., vi. 319^ It seems that one (Robert) Stafford, of St. John's college,

in order that he might have a dedication to himself, procured Daniel Pratt of the same

college to write this Life, which was printed by John Crosley at Stafford's expense.

1673 is the earliest possible year, for Pratt (described by Hearne as then a Junior
Fellow of St. John's) took his degree in that year, and Stafford matriculated in 1671.
The probable date is about 1675-80,

2987 {tt.p.). S(harrock), R(obert). De Finibus Virtutis Christianae.

The Ends of Christian Religion . . . Justified ... By R. S, LL.D. . . .

Impr. 335 h (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1673 : sm. 4" : pp. [28 (i, title :

2, imprimatur of the V.-C., 'March 18. 1672', i.e. 167I: 3, a Latin quotation : 5-1 1,

ep. dedic. to George Morley, bp. of Winchester, signed 'Robert Sharrocic': 13—16,

preface: 17—26, Contents : 26, Errata: 27, half-title to section i)] + 198 (the work,
in 3 sections, with 2 unpaged leaves after p. 56)+ [2, (2, a title-label, 'Dr. Sharrock's

Sermons')], signn. *-**+*, ****'^, A-G*, Gg'^, H-z, Aa-Bb* : English solid.^Sharrock
was a prebendary of Winchester, and much of the present treatise was delivered as

sermons in the Cathedral there, and is here thrown into three sets of three sermons

each, with one added to the second section. The three Sections or sets are Of
the Fear of God, Of the Rewards of Religion, Of the chiefest Good (with several

half-titles^, and are directed against atheism. LL.D. as .Sharrock's degree is, as

usual, a loose expression for D.C.L., a degree taken by him in 1661. For some
reason signn. G 2 (pp. 51-2) was cancelled, and the copy seen contained a cancel leaf

in its place. The sheet Gg (unpaged) consists of a half-title to section 2, and on

Gg2'' two quotations. The treatise occurs in the Term Catal. of Nov. 24, 1672

(i. 117), as priced, bound, 35-. dd. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 147.

2988. S' too him Bayes. S' too him Bayes : Or Some Observa-

tions Upon the Humour of Writing Rehearsal's Transpros'd . . .

Impr. 219^ (Oxon.): 1673: (eights) 12°: pp. [4 (3, title: 4, a note)] -(-
'

124 ',

really 134 (the work) + [2 (i, Errata)], signn. A-H*, l^, k'^ : English solid.— Part of

a well-known controversv begun by dr. Samuel Parker, F.R.S. ,
afterwards bishop of

Oxford ; who began at Wadham as a Presbyterian, went on at Trinity college, Oxford
and Cambridge, as a Church-man, and at Magdalen college, Oxford, as 'popishly
inclined ', and ended as a champion of the Church of England and a hammer of Non-
conformists. In 1669 he jmblished a Discourse of Ecclesiastical Polity, and in 1672
contributed a long preface against Toleration to bp. Bramhall's Vindication of the Epi-
scopal Clergyfrom the charge of Popery. This prompted Andrew Marvell to a vigorous

reply in 1he Rehearsal Transpros''d (1672 : 2nd ed. 1672 : 2nd part, in answer to the

Reproof see below, 1673). The title of this last is a reference to the Rehearsal (1671,

printed in the next year), a comedy by the duke of Buckingham ridiculing contem-

porary dramatists, the chief character in which is
' M"" Bayes', who in our present

book is a name given to dr. Parl;er, but was in the Rehearsal a nickname of Dryden.
Lastly, the Rehearsal Transpt'os'd evoked at least five answers, one of which is our

present book, the title of which accordingly means 'So, at him, Parker!' The otiier

answers were :
—

ia) Rosemary and Bayes, 1672 : if) A Reproof to the Rehearsal Trans-

prosed, 1673, by dr. Parker: (f) (Richard Leigh's) The Transproser Rehearsed, 1673,
see no. 2981 above : ((/) Gregory Father-Greybeard, 1673 : (e) A Common-plcue Book
out of the Rehearsal Iranspros'd, 1673. Wood wittily describes this literary 'scrum'
in his Ath. Oxon. iv. 230—1, as a '

perfect trial of each others skill and parts in

a jerking, flirting way of writing, entertaining the reader with a great variety of sport
and mirth, in seeing two such right cocks of the game so keenly engaging with sharp
and dangerous weapons', and so on. The turning verse into prose (and vice versa) is

one of Bayes' rules for composing a play in the Rehearsal {ad init.) and his foil

Mr. Johnson remarks ' that should be call'd Transprosing '. Parts of the comedy are

in verse, and much in prose.
The jnesent booklet, the authorship of which is unknown, though by some attributed

to Dryden, is stated to be rare, and a fine copy with the blank leaf preceding the

title was priced ;,{^8 in P. M. Barnard's Catal. 148 (1924), art. 138. It refers to the

second impression of Marvell's book. The style is light and full of quips. Shakespeare
is quoted at pp. 62, 99, 107. R.
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2989 {11. p.). Tarczali, Paulus. Brevis Dissertatio. De Vocatione
Gentium . . . (&c., exactly as no. 2949].

Impr. 605 (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield, pro T. Gilbert) : 1673 : sm. 4° : [&c., exactly
as no. 2949 all through].— A reissue of the sheets of no. 2949 with date 1673, and
the addition of a publisher's name. The only copy recorded is in the Plume library at

Maldon in Essex : the late rev. dr. Andrew Clark sent me a detailed description. See
no. 2949 (1672). RR.

2990. Tully, dr. Thomas. Prgecipuorum Theologise Capitum En-
chiridion didacticum : Cum Appendicula Practica de Coena Domini.

Quibus accessit Symholi Apostoiici, & Precationis Dominicae Expositio.
. . . Authore T. Tullio, Aulae S. Edmundi apud Oxonienses Principali.
Editio Tertia, postremiim nunc recognita, atque aucta. . . .

Impr. 606 fLondini, exc. Guil. Downing, per F. Oxlad sen., Oxon.) : 1673 : sm.
S" : A (Enchiridion) pp. [16 (4, London Imprimatur, Oct. 12, 1664; 5, title, within

double lines : 7-16, Ad Lectorem)] + 153 (the work) + [7 (1-5, Elenchus capitum:
6—7, reff. to Articles and Homilies: 7, Errata)], signn. A-L*. B (Expositio) pp. [4
(i, title within single line,

'

Symboli Apostoiici, et Precationis Dominicae Expositio'
with impr. 607 [Oxonii, exec. L. Lichfield & H. Hall, per F. Oxlad sen.] : 4, Errata)]
+ 194 (' 184', the work, 1-144, i4.'i-94 '• '94' Errata) + [2 (2, title-label

'
D"' Tullies

Enchiridion')], signn. [a]^, B-N^, [o]^ : English solid.—A useful and clearly written

theological manual, chiefly for youthful students, in the form of a dialogue between A
and B. The first edition is Lond. 1665, the second is no. 2813* (r668). This third

London-Oxford edition has a large addition in the Commentary on the Creed and
Lord's Prayer, no doubt supplied specially by Tully and printed not in London but

Oxford, more than doubling the size of the whole. This new piece, though indepen-
dent in title, pagination, and signatures, is demonstrably part of the Enchiridion and
not a separate work, though it is found separately bound in contemporary binding.
The second title omits the author's name, and signn. L i and L 3 are printed

' A ' and
' B 2

',
as if the Lord's Prayer part was intended to be issued separately, at first. The

three sets of Errata are odd : (i) three lines only at end of the first part, referring to

that part, (2) nine lines and note at end of second part, referring {except in the first

erratum) to that part, (3) fifteen lines and note at beginning of second part, also

referring to that part {except in the first erratum). The catchword on sign. N 8^

(Notissimum) is erased in all copies. The press-work is better in the London than
the Oxford part. Subsequent Oxford editions are 1683 (4th), 1700 (5th), 171 3 (6th).
See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. io,^6 ; Tcr7/i Catal. Nov. 24. 1673 (i. 158), where it is

described as 'price, bound, ts. 6d.', and 'Printed for F. Oxlad in Oxford; and sold

by J. Williams in Cross Keys Court, in Little Britain ', London : suggesting that
Williams acted as London agent for the two University printers.
From the second title-page, it might have been surmised that Lichfield and Henry

Hall had begun to print in common, using their ornaments as a common store, but that

is not so : the first part of the second portion (the Creed) is printed by Henry Hall, the

second part (the Lord's Prayer) is by Leonard Lichfield, and there is no intermixture

of ornaments. The latter also printed the title and next leaf (sign. A), putting his

own name first in the imprint.

2991 {Sheld.). [Voss, Isaac] De Poematum cantu. Et viribus Rythmi.
Impr. 608 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld., pro R. Scot, Londini) : 1673: (fours) 8° : pp. [16

(3, title: 5—16, ep. dedic, 'Praefatio', to lord Arlington, dated London, 1671)] 4-136
(the work), signn. [tt], a—S^ : English solid.—This,

'

perhaps the most original work'

{D.N.B.) of Isaac Vossius, dean of Windsor, son of the great antiquary and scholar

Gerardus Johannes Vossius, is anonymous (for no obvious reason) and printed in the

dullest possible way, with no divisions, except occasional paragraphs, no chapters,

marginal helps, list of contents or of matters, and no index : it is simply pitchforked
on to the public. It has, however, two copperplates on pp. 97, 100, illustrating ancient

lyres, and ancient hydraulic organ-bellows.
The treatise is really, though not expressly, part of that vexed question of the day,

the superiority or otherwise of the Ancients over the Moderns, and (here) especially
in poetry, singing {cantus), and rhythm. Voss is on the side of the Ancients. His

subject is, as the title states, singing of poems and the force and influence of rhythm,
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iavolving points of harmony, diction, and metre as well. For contrast, he prints an
Ode of Horace (iv. 13) and a modern French Version (pp. 37, 38) : at p. 51 he

chnracterizes the vowel sounds, using the continental pronunciation: at p. 77 he pro-
nounces against modern singing and (p. 134) dancing. There are hardly any ornaments

(one
'

flower') nor any embellishment, and there are some careless misprints (corrected
in manuscript in some copies before they left the press), e.g. sign, [tt] 4'', 1. penult.,
tolleretur for tolleUir; p. 15, 1. 18, clam for clara; p. 119, 1. q from foot, ehurno for

ebore; p. 136, 1. 5 from iooX., conferatur is omitted before seciilis. The actual printing
is, however, better than Lichfield's or Hall's in their own offices. See Tertn CataL,

May 6, 1673 (i. 136), 'price, bound, 2s.'

2992 {Shehl). [Walker, Obadiah.] Ards Rationis, Maxima ex parte
ad mentem Nominalium, Libri Tres.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1673: (sixes) 12°: pp. [14 (i, engraved title:

3, printed title : 5-8, Prsefatio : 9-1 1, Index Capitum)] + 142 (the work) + [4 (i, large
folded scheme: 3, errata)], signn. a, a-m^ and engr. title and folded scheme: Long
primer solid.—A supplementary Logic for Oxford Students, in preparing which ' vir

admodum Reverendus', dr. Fell, had encouraged and greatly helped the anonymous
writer, see no. 2974 above. He chooses the Nominalist point of view because it was
'natum & nutritum

'

at Oxford, by Occam, Robert Holcot, and others : so that very
little is said about predicaments, propositions and syllogisms, and subjects dealt with

in the common logics. Nevertheless it strikes the present writer as similar to Brerewood
and Smith and the rest, but perhaps less formal : the first book treats of simple terms,
the second of propositions, the third of syllogisms, the subject-matter of logic, and
fallacies. The folding plate illustrates logical subdivision by Morison's Plantpe

Umbe.lliferse, (! : no. 2917), here specially arranged and printed, and occupying about

2o''xi2". The engraved frontispiece is identical with Fell's Grammatica Ratiouis

(no. 2974\ except that the title engraved on the ribbon is now ' Artis Rationis ad

mentem Nominalium libri 3': the imprint as before is no. 559a (Oxonire, e. Th.

Sheld.). As to the relation of the two Logics, the Ars and the Gramtnatica, in

a.ddilion to what is said under no. 2974, it may be supposed that as a fact Obadiah
Walker's Ars was first in the field (not later than July), but that Fell was unwilling to

abandon his own treatise on a new principle, and was generous enough to give help to

the other. The list of books bound for the Theatre in Bodl. MS. i-;3i6, fol. 154,
shows that on July 12 six of 'Walker's Logick

' were bound for 2s., and not till

Sept. 16 were six ' Grammatica Rationis' bound, for the same sum. See Wood's .^4/^,

Oxon. iv. 442.

2993 {Sheld.). [Walker, Obadiah.] Of Edtication Especially of young
gentlemen. In two parts. \U7tiversity Arms.^

Impr. 597^ (Oxon., at the Theater) : 1673 : (fours and eights) 12° : pp. [8 (3, title:

5-6, preface : 7-8, table of the chapters)] + 291 (the work) + [l], signn. [w]*, A-z,

alternately fours and eights, Aa*, Bb^ : Pica solid.^The preface explains that the

province of this book is neither Arts, Sciences, or speculative learning, but Active

Life, and that part i (in fifteen chapters) is
'
in manner of Essaies ',

and part 2 (in seven

chapters) 'in manner of Aphorismes : the stile most free, loose, and unscientificall '.

The first part is practical advice both to the parent or tutor and the pupil, in such

matters as money, health, elocution, judgement, travel, choice of profession : the

second (p. 209) is a miscellany of moral precepts. The book is readable and decked

out with examples and quotations, especially Italian (for Walker knew Rome well).

Roger Bacon (p. 66), Shakespeare (p. 44), and the Classics are quoted. Universities

are praised (p. 116), and Commonplace-books are recommended (p. 129). Thoughts
and phrases suggested by 'a Bee in amber' are drawn out at length (pp. 136-43) and
artificial aids to memory are suggested (p. 129). Religious training is not so

prominent as might be expected (still less Romanizing) ;
nor the special advantages

of a classical education. The book was printed as a duodecimo, but each sheet was
cut in two to form (i) four leaves, (2) eight leaves, throughout, see the signatures.
>rench compositors are perhaps indicated on p. 67 by the division lod-]ging, &c. The
book (which was really issued in October 1672, see below) became popular, and

subsequent Oxford editions were issued both in this year (no. 2994) and in 1677
(3rd ed. : no. 3161), 1683 (4th), 16S7 (5th), and Lond. 1699 (6th). The first edition

occurs in the Term Catal. of Nov. 21, 1672 (i. 118), and '25 Educations' (supple-
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mentary?") were bound- for the Theatre Press on Feb. 20, i67§, for 85. j^d. (Bodl. MS.
15316, fol. 154''). In the Term Catalogue the book is simply recorded as 'sold by
Henry Brome in St. Paul's Churchyard. In Octavo. Price, bound, 2s. 6d.\ with no
mention of Oxford. P)Odl. MS. 15315 (foil. 354, 353) shows that in October 1672

Henry Hall complained without due cause that Robert Scott the great London book-
seller was receiving the work at a cheaper rate than the Oxford booksellers : and .Scott

entirely denies it. Presumably Brome obtained copies for publishing through Scott :

but Brome had asked for the lower prices complained of {ibid., fol. 337) : perhaps being
refused, he issued a counterfeit, see no. 2960. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 442.

In the Oxf. Univ. Archives (S.E.P.-P. 17 [14]) a paper shows that this book cost

£,2\ \\s. 3flf. to produce : the chief facts are :
— 1,000 printed, i2§ sheets : 25 reams of

Lumbard paper_^io \^s. gd. : composing ;^5 2^^. 6d. : press-work ;^3 115., correcting

£1 ^s. Sold at i6d. (in sheets), one book over in a quartern and 7 in 100. Other
books are similarly described.

2994 {Sheld.). [Walker, O.] Of Education. Especially of Young
Gentlemen. In two parts. The Second impression with additions. [^Uni-

versily ArmsJ\
Impr. 597 a (Oxon., at the Theater) : 1673 : 1 2° : pp. [I2 (3, title : 5-7, preface :

g-ii, table of the Chapters")] + 280 (the work, in two parts: pt. 2 beg. p. 210) + [2

(I, Errata)], signn. a^, a-m^^, n" : Long primer solid.—The first edition must have
sold off well. The present edition is a reprint in smaller size and type, with revision

and additions, and some ornaments. The last section of the whole book is a fair

example of the changes.

Wheeler, Maurice. Tlie Oxford Almanack : see no. 2957-8.

2995 {Sheld.). (W[oodroffe], B[enjamin"l.) Somnium Navale sive

Poema in Expeditionem Navalem adversus Belgas Sub Auspiciis Cel-

sissimi Jacobi Ducis Eboracensis Anno Dom. 1672. confectam.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1673 : folio : pp. [4 (i, title : 3-4 Ep. dedic. to

James duke of York, signed
' B. W.') : +35 (the poem) + [I (blank)'], signn. [tJ^,

A— l'^ : Great primer leaded.—A poetical description in Latin hexameter verse of a
' Naval Dream '. Whitehall is described and the tidal canal in St. James's Park ; and
the gathering of omens of war and of naval commanders, who foresee victory. Then
follows the formation of a fleet, with many names mentioned, and the operations up
to and including the engagement off Southwold on May 28, 1672, all mingled wiih

adulation of James duke of York who commanded. The author is known to be
dr. Benjamin Woodroffe, who was chaplain on the duke's ship, the Royal Pri^ice, at

the time, and an eyewitness of the events. We learn that an admiral was saluted

with three ' Cheer hoe 's (p. 18). If any one desires the Latin for streamers, hatntnocks,

lying athwart their hawse, chain-shot, lar-hoard tack and the like, here they are.

Signn. D 2, E I are torn off and a new sheet substituted. The piece is a true folio—
which is not common. P. 7,

= note d., needs ' Londinensi ponti propius adnatant
'

to be

added, and in 1. 14 Balxnm should be Citati p. 26, 1. 6 from foot, Percidi should

be pertcli, &c. The book appears to be not common. See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iv. 642. R.

1674.

Parliament was sitting Jan. 7-Feb. 24, and then prorogued till Nov. 10, and on that

day till Apr. 13, 167,^. Peace with Holland was concluded on Feb. 6, 1674.
Wood notes that square academical caps became general about this time, in place of

round ones {Life, ed. Clark, ii. 300, cf. 164, and see no. 3018). Jan. 16. Sir Christo-

pher Wren, who is stated not to have understood the arts of electioneering, failed in

a contest with Thomas Thynne to be chosen to represent the University in Parliament.

May 18. The Chancellorship was put in commission among the V.-C. (dr. Bathurst)
and drs. AUestree, Fell, James, and Yate, in consequence of the duke of Ormonde

(Chancellor) being in Ireland. June 27. The Swedish ambassador and other Swedes
were given degrees. The Players allowed to be in Oxford at the Act were turbulent

(see H. Pridcanx's Letters to J. Ellis, p. 5). Oct. 3. John Johnson, a barber, was
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discommoned, because, tboiigli a privileged member of the University, he allowed
himself to be elected a Dailiff of the City. On Dec. 19 died Edward Hyde, earl of

Clarendon, at Rouen.

^gg6 {Sheld.). (Wood, Anthony.) HISTORIA
j

et
|| antiquitatesj

UNivKRsiTATis
||
OXONIENSIS

Ij
Duobus Voluminibus Comprehenfae. ||

[efigravuig of Ihe Theatre] \\

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : M. DC. LXXIV. : folio, attd (fours) folio : pp. [10]
+ 414 + [2] and I large plate, which should follow p. 364, and (vol. 2) pp. 447 + [5],

signn. [one leaf of engr. title, then:—] [a], *, B-Z^, Bb-sss*, (vol. 2) A-Nnnnnn*,
000000, Pppppp^ + plate : English solid : all except the author's and Editor's prefaces
is in double columns.—Contents :

—
p. [i] engraved title, see below : [3] title : [5-6]

Ep. dedic. to Charles ii from the ' Procuratores rei Typographicse in Universitate

Oxon.' : 7-10,
' Autor Lectori', signed

' Antonius a Wood. Dabam Oxoniee in Fest.

D. Johan. Bapt. CIDdclxxiv. ', i.e. June 24, 1674: 1-414, the history in the form of

annals, as far as the end of December 1648 : (vol. 2) i-,S3, the Schools, Lectures, and
Institutions of the University, including the Bodleian Library (p. 50) : 53-385, the

Colleges and Halls with their buildings and chiefalumni : 3S6-444,
' Fasti Oxonienses',

lists of officers with notes, to 1674 : 445-7,
' Brevis Appendix' of Errata and Cor-

rections: [i] explanation of symbols denoting volumes used: [2] 'Editor Lectori',
Fell's reply to Hobbes, see no. 2998* below : [4-5] Contents, in the order of the book.
The Delegates of the Press, in dedicating this first adequate History of the University

to the King, remind him of liis connexion with Oxford both in peace and war, and of

his and his predecessors' privileges granted to the University. Wood's own preface
recounts the successive steps taken in composing the work, namely a study of the

University archives, then of College archives, though some colleges refused all access:

then the Bodleian Library, and London records. When the whole was ready in its

English form, the Undertakeis (Redemptores) of the Press made a Latin translation

a condition of publication, in order that it might reach scholars in all parts of the

world. This occasioned \\ ood much annoyance and trouble, partly because he had to

give the exact original wording of the Latin documents he had quoted in abstract or

paraphrase in English. The translation, as \vq know from other sources, was under-

taken by Richard Peers of Christ Church, and Richard Reeves of Magdalen, and
revised by Fell himself (Wood's Aih. Oxon. iv. 199), who allowed himself to be called

Editor, and to make autocratic changes in detail, which Wood violently resented ; as

in the case of Thomas Hobbes the philosopher, who had been praised by Wood ; for

his favourable expressions were all removed by Fell, see no. 299S below. Wood
desired the reader, in using the book, to note (i) that he was not responsible for the

Latin ,^ except such as being in italic are the actual words of a document, (2) that the year

throughout begins at March 25, (3) that Loggan's (forty large) plates of Oxford build-

ings (which Wood assumed would be ready, to be bound by such as might wish for

them, with his History) bore descriptions which are not Wood's (except those of the latest

Colleges and of Halls other than Magdalen and St. Edmund). The Loggan, as a fact,

did not come out till 1675.
The divisions of the work are :

—
A. Chronological annals of the University, from 1066 (!

: p. 45) preceded (p. i) by
an essay on previous literature in England, especially (from at least 1000 B.C.) at

Oxford. Wood accepts, with what conviction we do not know, the old fables of Mempric,
Greek-lade (Cricklade) and the rest : and the evidences, such as they are, are duly and

specifically as throughout the work) set down with references. Into his account of the

University under Alfred Wood introduces an account of the medieval curriculum of

studies, ceremonies, and costumes (pp. 18-28), as well as a vindication of the antiquity

^ The Latin was not of the highest standard, and was much complained of by
accurate scholars. In the first form of the Preface (p. 3 adjin^ Wood defined the

extent of Peers's translation, apparently mentioning him by name, and also denounced
the Dean and Peers as altering his 'copy'. After a fierce discussion the Dean con-

sented to expunge the first part and Wood the second, as a compromise, and the Preface

was reprinted. Peers obtained copies of the early form and distributed them, but I have
not met with any copies of this, or of Peers's printed paper about it. See Prideaux's

Letters to Ellis (1S75) pp. 8-9, 10-12.

3180 U
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of the University against the claims of Cambridge (p. 30). The annals proper fill the

rest of the volume from p. 45 : the list of contents at end show at what points the

various Religious Orders are treated. Wood's account of early Oxford printing is

under the year 1464.
B. The ancient and modern Schools or Lecture rooms (bk. ii, pp. 1-28, including

the Schools Quadrangle [p. 23] and Sheldonian Theatre [p. 24]).
C. (ii, p. 28) The Lectureships and Professorships (with lists and accounts of the

successive occupants of the chairs) and (p. 46) the offices of Public Orator and Keeper
of the Archives,

D. The successive Public Libraries (p. 48), especially the Bodleian (p. 50).
E. (ii, p. 53) The Colleges and Halls, each class in order of foundation (their history,

benefactors, heads, bishops, writers, and buildings, including monuments and inscrip-
tions : not mere lists, but accounts, biographies or transcripts : thus, Christ Church fills

pp. 246-92, with notes of authors and their works, copies of the monumental inscrip-
tions in the Cathedral, and the like).

F. (ii, p. 3S6) 'Fasti Oxonienses', li--.ts of officers, &c., from 1383 to 1673, with

preface.
Addenda and Corrigenda follow (p. 445), and symbols used to denote authorities,

and ' Editor Lectori', Fell's spiteful letter about Hobbes, see no. 2998, below : and

finally a list of contents.

In dr. A. Clark's Life of Wood (Oxf. Hist. Soc. : five vols.) the whole evolution of

this monumental work can be followed. It should always be remembered that the

English form is the original, and that as soon as the Latin edition was out, Wood
revised the English History {Life, ii. 290), paying no attention to the other. The

(revised) English was printed in 1786-96: thus, Colleges and Halls, 1786, with

Appendix, 1790: History of the University, two vols.: vol. i (History to 1509), 1792 :

vol. 2, pt. I (History from 1510 to 1646), 1796 : vol. 2, part 2 (History from 1647 to

1660: Schools, Lectures, Institutions, &c.), 1796, all with valuable additions by the

editor, John Gutch. Much biography and bibliography in the first form (the present

Historia) Wood naturally transferred to his Athena^ Oxonienses (1691, 1721, 1813).
The account of Hobbes, which Wood had written in a laudatory style and which Fell

had altered into abuse, is at p. 376, and may be compared with Ath. Oxon. iii, p. 1 206.

So too Wood left out the reprint of the /udiciiim Universitatis de Solenni Ligd if

Fcedere (no. 1999: 1648) which is in the Latin Hi.-.tory, ii. 372-85. It is a pity that

there is no general index, but the effort of producing the work in its present form was
as great as the Press could sustain, and perhaps the author too.

The printing began on July 13, 1671, the compositor's name being
— Hutchison

(Wood's Life, ii. 226). Wood's stormy interview with Fell about the changes introduced

was on March 17, 167! {ibid. ii. 259-61, cf. 29r-4, and Wood 430 in the Bodleian,
which contains Wood's own notes of Fell's corrections and insertions). 'J'he book was

actually published on July 27, 1674, but an advance copy on '

royal paper ', handsomely
bound, had been sent to the King^ at Windsor on July 17, and sixteen other copies
were richly bound for presentation. A hundred copies were also bought by the

University for ;i^ioo, as a store for future complimentary presents. The book is in the

Term Catalogue of Nov. 25 as 'sold by Robert Claveil at the Peacock in St. Paul's

Churchyard'. ^^50 and 14 copies were given to the author, who had received ;^ioo
in advance, in 1670. The selling price on ordinary paper was one guinea. How
many copies were piinted (1000?), and how many on large and thick paper, is not

precisely known. The whole cost of printing the book, let it never be forgotten, was
borne by dr. Fell himself (Wood's Life, ii. 204).
The engraved copperplate title is in David Loggan's style, though it bears the name

of A. D. PJennin as designer and R(obtrt) White (who was a pujril of Loggan's) as

engraver. The plate measures 14J x 9I in. It depicts on the right Charles ii on a

canopied throne, receiving a book from a kneeling female (the University) with turreted

cap, and presenting in return a charter with a seal depending. A massy colunm lises

at his side. Near the figure of the University thus kneeling are Minerva, and Fame

^ This identical copy seems to be the one offered for_^3 i8j. in W. Ridler's Catalogue
277 (1895) on p. 2. It had been purchased by the Rev. W. E. Buckley for ^15 15^.
and exhibited by him at a Burlington Exhibition in 189T. It was 'in the original

English red morocco binding, the sides covered with elaborate gold tooling, inlaid

with black morocco, gilt edges'.
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blowing a trumpet. Tn the background the Sheldonian Thentre is partly visible.

Below are strewn objects representing Literature and Science. Two cherubs bear
a title scroll with the first five words of the printed title : and at foot are the words :—
'A D Hennin inven.',

' Oxoniae e Theatro Sheldoniano. M. DC. LXXIV.' ' R. White

sculpsit.' : the A D and H are conjoined.
The only large illustration is

'

Ichnographia |

Oxonix
|

una cum Propugnaculis |
et

Munimentis quibus | cingebatur Anno 164S ', a large plate (about 17x22 in.) depicting
the fortifications designed (as is known from other sources) by Richard Rallingson of

Queen's, and, it would appear, actually carried out, surrounding the entire city with
a double line. At the four cardinal points are St. Giles's church, Holywell and
St. Clement's churches, Folly Bridge, and St. Thomas's cliurch, all within the circuit.

The city is only depicted in outline, and only the water courses are fully detailed, but

many names are given. The Old White House beyond Folly Bridge was garrisoned,
and near the south end of what is now Mesopotamia is

' Dorobernensis Specula
'

(Canterbury Watch-tower?). George Street is called Thames Street, and the whole of

St. Aldate's, Fish .Street. The plan should l>e found between pp. 364 and 365 of vol. i.

A second illustration is a small copperplate of the brass medal with inscriptions
described on p. 463 of vol. 2 of Oxford Books, dated 164S, 2^ x 3^ in. : this is in vol. i,

p. 414, col. 2.

But the second volume and the prefatory matter ^ of this work is richly adorned with
a series of special and general copperplate head-pieces and initial letters which mark
a step forward in Oxford decorative work. No name or clue appears on any of them,
and so the work of Loggan, Hennin, and White, respectively, cannot be asceitained.

Every college and every hall has a special oblong head- piece, about 7^ x 2| in., bearing
in general a head of the founder between two cherubs whose bodies end in decorative

branch-and-leaf work, all within an ornamental border. The head-piece of the
dedication bears a portrait of Charles ii. The head-piece of the Author's preface is of
the same type, but bears in the middle the arms (Jtisignia) of the University with
'INSIG. UNIV. UXONIE. ', and the arms of Fell, Yale, Williamson, and Jenkins in the

corners. On the same page is a special C, copperplate, 3| in. square, with Wood's
arms and crest between two trees—this is reproduced in Clarke's Wood's Life, vol. iii,

p. 428 (plate iv). Besides these are decorated alphabets :^ or 2 or if in. high, and

large Dutch bloomer capitals. .See no. 3035 (Loggan's illusirations).

Among the references for this important book are IVood^s Life, ed. (Z\a.rk., passim :

Term Catal. Nov. 25, 1674 (i. 189; ; Upcott's English Topography (1818), p. 1084;
Bohn's Lowndes, p. 29S2, and well-nigh every book on Oxford history or biography.

Minor Pieces.

2997. *tEdwards, George. Reverendis et Eruditis
\

Viris In Theo-

logia, Medi-\cina, eiJure Civili\ doctoribus \
ACADEMIM OXONIENSIS, \

Haec, omnium Ordinium [sic] Habituinnq^ \
Academicorum Exemplaria, j

qua par est Observantia
\

D.D. Gcorgius Edtvards.
\

[No imprint, place, or date, but engraved, probably at Oxford, by George Edwards :

certainly in 1674] : 13 folio engraved plates.—Twelve plates engraved in the Loggan
style by George Edwards, no doubt one of Loggan's pupils, of whom very little is

known, except that he was a wood and copperplate engraver, and in 1673 had cut an

alphabet of 'Dutch bloomers' (ornamental capitals) for dr. Fell. The proper order

undoubtedly is :
—

Title. A title-page in form of a dedication. The words are engraved on one side

of a massive cube of stone on top of which is seated Divine Wisdom (?), with helmet,

holding in her right hand the Bible (with seven seals) on which rests a Iamb; her left

baud grasps a shield bearing a dove : below on the left is a figure of Justice, with
balance and fasces, on the right Human Wisdom, with a serpent (Matt. x. 16), and
a book and laurel wreath at her feet. The engraved part is about 14J" by 7^".

I.
' Academite Procancellarius cum sex Bedellis et Virgifero prseeuntibus, assecla

sequente.' The nine figures are in procession, with parts of the city and hills in the

^ Which of course was printed last of all.

U 2

Cl
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background. Only the Vice-Chancellor wears a square cap. The inaces and staff are

carefully delineated ; the lettering is below, as in all the plates. The printed part is

about 9f"xi7|", including inscription: the re^t are about 9f" x 5|", with similar

background.
2.

'
Ss. Theologiae Doctor . . .

'
in the red gown used on solemn occasions, with

attendant. Sleeves black as now. Only two stones in foreground.

3. 'Ss. Theologia; Doctor . . .' in ordinary gown, with attendant. Several stones in

foreground. Nos. 2, 3, 5-7, 9 wear square caps.

4.
' Doctor in Medicina' or Doctor in Civil Law, in ordinary gown and round cap.

Back view of another doctor.

5. 'Procurator', with attendant.

6.
' Artium Magister', with two others in background.

7. 'Artium Baccalaureus ', an imposing figure, with another in background, to show
the back view.

8.
' Commensalis superioris ordinis', a Fellow-commoner in round cap, with two

others in background.
9.

'

Juris-prudentise Studiosus non-graduatus ', a Student of Civil Law, or Jurista :

two others in background.
10. 'Commensalis inferioris ordinis', with another in background. In round cap.
11.

'

Serviens', a servitor. In round cap.

The series is important as the first representation of academical costume in pictorial
form, and is a careful piece of work. At some time in 1674 Wood {IVood^s Life, ii.

301) gave 2S. f)d. for the set, which fixes the date of issue. Unfortunately for Edwards,
Loggan himself in 1675 issued a single large sheet of Costumes (with smaller figures,
of the same type\ which recognized thirty-four different kinds of costume, and probably
spoilt the sale of Edwards's private effort. For we find a reissue of Edwards's plates
(no. 2997* : anonymous, and of an unknown date) which may l)e fitly described here.

The plates must liave come by some agreement into the hands of John Oliver, a London
glass-painter and engraver (i6i6-i70i\ who reissued them, numbering the plates.
He may have seen the error of Ordiniioii for Ordiniim (see below) and the clumsiness
of a dedication serving as a title-page : and therefore erased the whole dedication from
the plate, and substituted 'Habitus

|

Academicorum
|

oxoniensium A
\
Docioie

ad Servientem^ At the foot he engraved 'Sold by I. Oliver on Lud gate hill at the
Corner of the Old-Baily.' At present Oliver's issues cannot be dated, but perhaps
about 1679-80 would be right, see the Term Catalogues, in which Oliver advertises the
work as late as 1686 (ii. 169). Oliver placed numbers on the lower left corner of
nos. I, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, II, agreeing with the numbers in the above list.

It is to be noted that the -wg in the title of 2997 i^ obscured by some close cross-

hatching by the engraver. The title should no doubt have run Ordinum Habituuntqtte,
but the mistake (' Ordinium ') and the ambiguity together tend to mislead the ordmary
reader. The views are intended to portray the Classes as well as the Costumes of the

University.

2998. *tHobbes, Thomas. Epistola Thomae Hobbes Malmsburiensis

ad Doininum Antonium a Wood Authorem Historiae . . . Universitatis

Oxoniensis; inserenda ad pag. 344, 345 \tiXtfoUows\.
[No place or imprint, but (?) London, July 1 1, 1674] : br. s. iolio : English solid.—

A letter written and signed by Hobbes, to complain of dr. Fell's tampering with Wood's
account of Hobbes in the latter's Hist, et Antiqu. Univ. Oxon. (1674). Fell would
not allow Wood's laudatory account to pass, substituting or altering, to Ilobbes's

discredit. Thus he vxitxttA publico damno of the publication of the Leviathan, and to

Wood's Serifsit Librutn be added ?nonstrosissimum, and so on. The letter, whicli is

dated 'Londini, Apr. 20. 1674', and has several misprints, was printed in London

(Wood's Zz/^, li. 293). The letter begins
' Eruditissime doniine'. The printed account

of Hobbes will be found at pp. 376-7 of book 2 of NVood's Historia : and the '

344, 345
'

of the title above is an error for '444, 445', referring to part ii of the Historia. The
details of this little affair can be read in Wood's Life, ii. 285-6, 28S, and especially

293: H. Prideaux's Z^//^;.?, pp. 3-4 note: Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1213, &c. Fell

managed to get his answer to
'

irritabile illud & vanissimum Malmsburiense animal '

printed in the last sheet of the Historia (ii. 449) : he had been shown the letter before
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it was printed, bnt at first affected to despise it. The J. A. in 1. 2 of the text is John
Aubrey.

2999 {S/ie/d.). Hyde, dr. Thomas. CATALOGUS
|
impressorum

LiBRORUM
I

EIBLIOTHEC^
1 BODLEJAN^E |

in
|

academia
j

OXONIENSI.
I [ru/e] \

Cura & Opeia thomje hyde e Coll. Reginse
Oxon.

I

Prolobibliothecarii.
| \_r7//e, engr. of Shildoniaii\.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.): 1674: (fours) folio: pp. [i 2] +480 + 272 + [2],

signn. *^, **, A-Z, A-Zz, Aaa-Ooo : A-Z, Aa-Ll*, Mm^ : Pica solid.— Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [2] V.-C.'s imprimatur, Nov. 26, 1674 : [3-5] Hyde'sep. dedic. toarchbp.
Sheldon, «E Bibliotheca Public^ dabam Oxonii, VII Calend. X*""'^ [

= Nov. 25],
M. DC. LXXIV '

: [7-12], Hyde's Preface, in Latin : 1-480, the Catalogue, part i, A-M :

a blank leaf (sign. 0004), usually almost entirely removed: 1-272, the Catalogue, part 2,

N-Z : [i] Errata in both parts.—The third Catalogue of the Library, see nos. 264
(1605) and 482 (1620). Each was a pioneer in form, and taken as a model for

imitation, especially abroad. In this third form (which is an Author Catalogue in

alphabetical order) the MSS. are omitted. In his preface Hyde (Librarian from 1665
to 1701) takes the whole credit to himself, not mentioning any help or co-operation.
Nine years were spent in its preparation, six in making, one in revising and adding,
two in printing. Hyde states that he injured his health by excessive labour on it,

especially in cold weather. He claims that the Bodleian has the largest store of

substantial books (excluding trash) in the world, and that this Catalogue is the most

copious and informative in existence, giving shelf-marks of every book. He condemns
the inelegant titles of modern books, and books by

'

authorculi', who try to crowd in.

Hearne on the other hand declares that Hyde
' did not do much in the work besides

writing the Dedication and Preface', and that Emmanuel Pritchard, the janitor, was
the real author! (See Macray's Annals of the Bodleian, 2nd ed., pp. 139-41, for

references.)

Among details that may be noted are :
—one sheet had been printed by Nov. 17, 1672

{Dom. State Papers of that date). Hyde was given ;i^ioo from the ' Schools Account'
for his diligence about the Catalogue, in the course of 1672, as well as ;i^20 in 1673
and in 1674. The University bought 1,000 copies of the Catalogue for;i^4i9 ^s. for

presentation &c. : one copy was given to Cosmo de' Medici in 1676, for instance. The
Term Catalogue contains the book on Feb. 15, 167^ (i. 199). Dissertations are under
the name of the Praeses. Only three entries are under Shakespeare (Works 1664,
Hamlet 1637, Venus and Adonis 1602), with a reference to Fletcher for the Two
Noble Kinsmen. Under Robert Burton is only one reference {Anatomy, 1628). Many
of the head-pieces and ornamental capitals found in Wood's Historia Univ. Oxon.,

above, are found here also, but without the same relevance. See Wood's Atk. Oxon.
iv.

_:;24. The price of a catalogue was 19^., and every one admitted to read at the

Bodleian was expected to purchase a copy (Delegates' Minutes, Dec. 8, 1674).

3000 {Sheld.). Prayer (Book of Common Prayer). LITVRGIAE
|

Ecclesiae Anglicanse,
|

Partes praecipuee :
|

viz.
\

Preces Matutinse &
Vespertinse ;

|

Ordo administrandi coenam Domini
;

|

Ordo Baptismi
Public!

; |
Vna cum

\ Ejusdem Ecclesiae Docirina, triginta \

novem Articulis

comprehensa. \

Nee non
\

Homiliarum Argiimetiiis :
\

In Linguam Arabi-

cam traductae.
| \line\

I Opera Edvardi Pocock S.Th.D.
| Lingg. Hebraic.

<|-
Arab, in

|

Academia Oxon. Piofessoris.
| [//«^] |

Impr. 609 (OxonicC, [exc. H. Hall] per Academiam) : 1 674 : (fours) sm. 8" : pp. [18S],

signn. [ir]2, a-l, a-m* : Double pica solid.— Contents :
—P. [3] title, within line:

[4] V.-C.'s imprimatur, Dec. 21, 1674: 1-187, the parts of the Prayer-book, see

below.—-This work was done, according to Wood, at the request of dr. Robert

Huntington, who was chaplain of the Levant Company 1671-81, professor Edward
Pococke undertaking the translation : most of the copies were sent out to Turkey.
Two compositors weie engaged, as the signatures show, one beginning at Ai, the other

at ai. In the summer Henry Hall, senior, was paid by the University ^^4 8j. 'for

printing the Arabick version of the Liturgy', and ^4 4^', in 1675 for printing the

second part.
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The contents are, in detail

Ai"". Invocation.

Ai'. List of Contents.

Az^. Morning and Evening Prayer com-

bined, the differences being noted,
where necessary.

€3"^. Litany ;
but before the prayer of

St. Chrysostom are inserted :
—

^12^. Prayers for the King, Royal Family,

General Thanksgiving, &c. (a

selection).
Fi''. Communion Service.

Ki"". Baptism of Infants,

ai"". Articles of Religion.
e2\ The Arguments of the 21 Homilies.
m2''. The 98th Psnlm as a substitute for

the Magnificat : and the 51st and

117th Psalms.

The Epistles and Gospels, Psalter, and Minor Offices (except Baptism) are omitted.

This is by a century and a half the earliest edition of any substantial part of the

English Book of Common Prayer in Arabic. It was reprinted in London in 1S26, and
the whole Book of Common Prayer at Calcutta in 1837. The work is also interesting
as a precursor of the Common Prayer Books and Bibles which the Oxford University
Press has poured forth from 1675 to the present time. Pococke's issue of the Church
Catechism in Arabic in 167 1 (no. 2885) is wholly independent of this book, and is not

even reprinted in it. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 321.

Almanacs, &c. This year the great series of illustrated Oxford Sheet Almanacs

starts, a challenge to the Stationers' Company. Only one series of sheet almanacs

precedes it, and that shortlived, without an illustration (except small woodcuts) and

only known from pieces found in bindings, for the years 1652, 1653, and 165-;, when
the Stationers' Company resumed payment for the University resigning its privileges.
See Per. 5 d.

The series of sheet
'

programma's
'

of the Comitia also begin this year (Per. 3 b).

Oxford Press.

3001 {Sheld). [Allestree, dr. Richard.] The Government of the

Tongue. By the Author of The Whole Duty of Man, &c. [motto.~\

Impr. 596 (At the Theater in Oxford) : 1674: (fours) 8°: pp. [18 (2, imprimatur,

July 4, 1674: 4, engraved title, an inserted leaf : 5, title : 7-16, the preface : 17, 'The

Contents'] +224 (the work): signn. a, b, A-Z, Aa-Ee*, engr. title: English solid.—
A well-written moral discourse, in Fell's orthography {edg, crusht, bin = been, vigor,

'(is, &c.), with twelve sections and a close.

The subject is analysed with skill : the first two chapters are on the use and abuse

of speech, then follow such divisions as Atheistical Discourse, Detraction, Flattery,

Querulousness, and Positiveness. About a pirated impression, see no. 2960. The

engraved title shows a woman, standing by a tree, with one foot on a globe, book in

hand, and her finger on her lip : in background are a river, rocks, a house and
a church : below are two cranes holding a ribbon with the title of the book in capitals.
The left arm is coarsely drawn. Other editions are the 2nd (3002), 3rd (1675: no.

3046), 4th (1675 : no. 3047), 5th (1677 : no. 3133),
'

5l'i
'

(1693), 6th (1713), 7th

(1721), all published at Oxtord. Sign, a 3 is misprinted a 2.

3002 {Sheld.). [
—

,

—
.]

The Government of the Tongue . . . [&c.,

exactly as no. 3001, adding after the motto ' The second Impression.']
Impr. &c. precisely as no. 30OI.—A fairly close reprint of the preceding number.

It appears, however, on close examination that a prospective call for a second impression
was received as soon as pp. 1—200 were printed off, and more copies of the remaining
sheets were printed. For pp. 201 (sign, cc 1) to end, and the prefatory matter, are the

old sheets reissued, while pp. 1—200 are reprinted. Pp. 197, 19S, 200 are misprinted

187, 200, 198.

Almanacs. See after no. 3000.

3003 {S/ie/d.). Boccone, Paulus. Icones & Descriptiones rariorum

Plantarum Sicilise, Melilas, Gallise, & Italise. . . . Auctore Paulo Boccone
Panomritano Siculo . . . [S/ie/dom'an device.'\

Impr. 610 (e Th. Sheld.) : 1674 : 4° : pp. [16 (i, title : 3-4, author's preface : 5-8,
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Index Onomasticus : 9-15, editor's ep. dedic. to the hon. Chnrles Hatton, 2nd son of

Christopher lord Hntton, signed
' Robertus ^^orison, Oxonii Datum ex inusreo ro>tro

in Colle5,'io Dicto Universitatis Octobris ,(. 1673 : 15, Errata)] + 96 (the work), signn,
a, *, A-M* : Great primer leaded.—The circumstances are explained in the two

prefaces. Paolo Boccotie or Haccone (as Morison calls him), of Palermo, sought out
the rarer plants growing wild in the area of his travels, and had forty-live plates of them

engraved (not verj' accurately) oi> copper. Morison. to whom an early pupil, the

hon. Charles Hatton, sent the author's descriptions and plates, was willing to print
them at Oxford, and added at Hatton's expense seven new plaies (46-52) engraved, no

doubt, at Oxford, from dried specimens, making 116 plants in all (almost ail never
before described) on fifty-two plates in the text. Morison also corrected the names,
and put learned notes into the dedication. The book occurs in the Term Catalogue
for July 6, 1674 (i. i8o),

'

price bound c,s. Printed for Robert Scot in Little Britain
',

showing that Scott was a London agent for the University Press.

3004. Boethius. Summum Bonum, or an Explication of the Divine

Goodness, In thie Words of the Most Renowned Boetius, Translated by
a Lover of Truth, and Virtue. \_Art?is 0/ University^

Impr. 3i6/(Oxford, H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1674 : 8° : pp. 12 (i, title : 2, Impri-
matur, March 6, 167I : 3-6, ep. dedic. to the Nobility and Gentry of England : 7-1 1,
' To the Reader '

: 11, a prayer: 12, verses to the Reader, beg.
' Abused Mortals!',

signed P. G.'i+207 (1-204, the work: 205-7, t^^^o poems) + [l {blank \ signn. A^,
A-N* : English solid.—The De Cotisolatione Fhilosophise, of Boethius contains five

books of mixed prose and verse. The first four books are here translated by Edmund
Elys, who ends his epistle dedicatory with 'Your Affectionate Humble Servant',

leaving a space which perhaps in all copies (as in the Christie Miller and Bodleian

copies
—the latter given to John Norris, Fellow of All Souls, on March 23, 1684) has

' Edmund Elys' in autograph. Elys issued in London in 1681 another book contain-

ing six Latin dissertations also entitled Summum Bonum {setc vera atque unica
Beatiludo ho7ninibus per Christum com»iunica7idd), so the signature referred to might
be thought a mistake or forgery, due to this second title, but it is not. In three copies
1 have seen pp. 73-6 (sign. E5-6) are cancels. A feature of the style and printing is

the many words in large capitals, as Elys uses to do. A letter of dr. Henry Halliwell
to the translator, June 2, 1672, is in the preface. Dr. Philip Bliss, who owned a faked

copy dated '

1664' points out that Peru and America occur in the translation. R.

3005. Boyle, hon, Robert. Tracts Consisting of Observations About
the Saltness of the Sea : An Account of a Statical Hygroscope . . . : ...
with an Appendi.x about the Force of the Air's Moisture : a Fragment
about the . . . State of Bodies. By . . . Robert Boyle. To all which is

premis'd a Sceptical Dialogue About . . . Cold : With some Experiments
of Mr. Boyl's ... By a Member of the Royal Society.

Impr. 611 (London, by E. Flesher for R. Davis, Oxford) : 1674: 8°: pp. [8 (3,
title : 5-7, publisher's note, with catchword on [tt] 4''

' a ', referring to A Sceptical
Dialogue)] + 51 (the dialogue) + [1] + eight separately paged pieces, a-h, 140 pages :

—
a, (pp. [2] +6) Two problems abt. Cold, by Boyle : b. (pp. [2] + 5 + [i]), Expansive
force ot Freezing Water, by Boyle: c. (pp. [2] + ii+[i]), New Experiment about

Cold, by Bo)le: d. (pp. [2] + 39 + [i]), Saltness : ^. (pp. [2] +5 + [i]), the 4th Section
of the Relations about the Bottom of the Sea : /. (pp. [2] -(- 1 1 + [i]). State of Bodies :

g. (pp. [2] + 27 + [i]), Hygroscope : h. (pp. [2] + 14) Air's Moisture, g and h have
London 1673 title-pages with impr. 612 (London, by E. F., for R. Davis, Oxford).—
This very untidy book is only held together by the signatures (a®, b-N*). After many
delays, apologized for by the publisher, it was issued in Nov. 1673 {Term Catal. i.

154, Nov. 24, 1673). The Sceptical Dialogue is in Boyle's style, and may be by him.

3006 {Sheld.). Brevint, dr. Daniel. Saul and Samuel at Endor, or

the New Wales of Salvation and Service, Which usually temt Men to

Rome, . . . Truly Represented, and Refuted. By Dan. Brevint, D.D.
As also A Brief Account of R. F. his Missale Vindicaium, . . .

\_lexf.]

Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater); 1674: (fours) 8°: pp. [16 (i, imprimatur,
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Oct. 19, 1674: 3, title: 5-14, preface, 15-16, contents; with plate facing the title)]

+ 413 (1-403, the work, in 16 chapters : 405 (half title to the Brief Account of R. F.),

407-413, the Account : 414, Errata), signn. [tt], a, a-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Fff* : English solid.

An invective against the special attractions which lure men to Rome, such as the

worship of the Virgin, Indulgences and Pardons, the miraculous power of relics, and
the legends of saints. These are ridiculed, and compared to the enchantments of the

Witch of Endor ( i Sam. xxviii), who brought up Snmuel to speak with Saul. The

plate facing the title is an engraving of Saul, the Witch, Samuel, and beliind him
the Pope, represented as a goat (?), with horns. Brevint's criticism of R(obert)

F(ullers)'s Missale Vindicatum is brief. The present volume follows up no. 2921
{Alissale Romanum, 1672), and was issued late in 1674 {Tei-m Catal. i. 1S6 : Nov. 25,
'

price, bound, 4^. Sold by Robert Clavel at the Peacock in St. Paul's Churchyard ',

showing that Clavell also (as well as R. Scott) was a London agent for the Theatre

Press. Dr. Humphrey Prideau.x writes slightingly of the book (^Letters to J. Ellis,

1875, p. 15 : Aug. 30, 1674), with some reason, but Brevint gives references with

profusion. At the last date, according to Prideaux, there was '

nothing now printing
there ',

i. e. at the Theatre, except this book.

3007 i^Sheld.). Cole, dr. William. De Secretione Animali Cogitata.
Authore Gulielmo Cole, M.D.

Impr. 559^ (Oxon. e Th. Sheld.) : 1674: (sixes) 12°: pp. [20 (i, imprimatur,
July 8, 1674: 3, title: 5-8, ep. dedic. to the hon. Henry Tracy : 9-17, preface :

18-19, elenchus capitnm)] +275 (the work in sixteen chapters) + [l], signn. a*. A*,

B-Z, Aa^, Bb^ : English solid.^A treatise on the processes of secretion of all kinds in

animal bodies. The author claims novelty in his views, but the Diet. Nat. Biogr.
states that they are now of little value, and '

chiefly physiological, giving an explana-
tion of secretion on mechanical principles, but entiiely deductive or conjectural, not

experimental'. The book was ready for the press in 1672. The form is unusual, the

sheets being of six leaves i.e. of half duodecimo sheets. Some copies are, as not

infiequently at this time, on thicker, not larger, paper. The pagination in the List of

Contents must accidentally be that of the author's MS., not of the printed sheets ! The
book occurs in the Term Catal. (i. 189) for Nov. 25, 1674, 'price, bound, is. ^d.

Printed for Amos Curteyne, Bookseller in Oxford', a fact not betrayed by the imprint.

3008 {Sheld). Coles, dr. Gilbert. Theophilus and Philodoxus, or

several Conferences between two Friends
;
The one A true Son of the

Church of England, The other Fain off to the Church of Rome. Con-

cerning, I. Pfaier in an unknown Tongue. 2. The Half Communion.

3. The Worshipping of Images. 4. The Invocation of Saints. By
Gilbert Coles, D.D., Fellow of Winchester College.

Impr. 596 (At the Theater in Oxford) : 1674 : sm. 4° : pp. [l2 (i, title : 2, im-

primatur, July 10, 1674 : 3—5, ep. dedic. to bp. George Morley : 7-11, preface, signed
' G. C.')] +221 (the work) + [l], signn. [Tr]^, a, A-z, Aa-cc*, Dq''.: Small pica solid.^

Temperate and dull disputations on four points of Roman Catholic doctrine : the

'unknown Tongue' is Latin, as not being vernacular. The saving feature is that

Philodoxus holds out to the end, his last sentence being
' If all be Gospel that you

say, it sufficeth, there needs no more Additions' : after which Theophilus asks him to

dinner. The rest is silence. There is virtue in an ' if. The book is printed on fine

paper. There was a reissue of the sheets of this book in 1679, at Oxford, with a new
title-page (see no. 3207) : the present issue was out by July 28, 1674 (Prideaux's
Letters, p. i). This treatise is regarded by Francis Peck in his Catalogue of Discourses

for and against Popery in the time ofJames II (173.^), reprinted with many additions

and notes by Thomas Jones in 1859-65 (Chetham Soc, vols, xlviii and Ixiv), as the
earliest work by three years on his subject, but he knew nothing of the reissue in

1679, and his editor (who knew it) knew nothing of the third issue at O.xford in [688,
till informed of it by dr. J. H. Todd (xlviii, p. 249). See Wood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 1067. R.

Edwards, George. Habituum Acad. Exemplaria : see nos. 2997-8.

3009. Foulis, Henry. The History of the Wicked Plots and Con-
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spiracles of Our Pretended Saints : representing The Beginning . . . and

Designs of the Jesuite. With the Conspiracies, Rebellions, . . . [&c.] of

some Presbyterians : proved by . . . Examples ... in Great Brittain. . . .

By Henry Foulis, Mr. of Arts, and Fellow of Lincoln-Colledge in Oxford.

The second Edition.
\_7)ioito.'\

Impr. 3i6rt (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1674 : (fours") folio: pp. [18 (i,

title, within double line: 2, imprimatur, Oct. 9, i67.:5 : 3-.(,ep. dedic. to the author's

brother sir David Foulis and lady Catharine Foulis, dated Line. Coll. Oxford,

23 April, 1662: 5-12, preface, Apr. 23,
' 1662 '

: 13-I4, Contents: 15, title-label:

17-1S, Wood's Life of Foulis, in Lat. and English from his Hist. £7* Antiq. Univ.
Oxon. 1674')] + 247 (1-147, 149-247, the work) + [l], signn. A, b, A-z, Aa-ii* +
inserted leaf ' b 4

'

alter the real b 4, which, as a title-label, was intended to be turned

under to precede the title : English solid.^A posthumous edition of a work by
a Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford, who died in 1669 : the first edition was published
in London in 1662. It contains an invective against Jesuits and Presbyterians, in

th.ree books (up to, during, and since, the Civil War). Wood (^Ath. Oxon. iii. 881)
states that some Royalists were so pleased with the book that they presented copies to

country churches for public use : it is written in a lively nnd often humorous style.

This second edition appears to be a reprint of the first, adding a leaf with Wood's
account of the auihor from the Historia printed in the same year \ Eleven words in

the title and imprint are printed in red, as in the former edition. It occurs in the

Term Catalogue (i. 173) of May 26, 1674, 'price, bound, 65.'

3010 {ti. p). Good, dr. Thomas. Firmianus and Dubitantius, or

Certain Dialogues Concerning Atheism, Infidelity, Popery, and other

Heresies and Schisme's . . . VVritten in a plain and easie method ... By
Tho. Good, D.D. Master of Baliol Colledge in Oxon. [mot/o.^

Impr. 613 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, for T. Hancox, Hereford): 1674: sm. 8°:

pp. [8 (2, imprimatur, n.d. : 3, title, within line: 5-8, preface)] + 166 (the work) +
[2 (i. Errata)], signn. a*^ b-L^, M* : Pica solid.— Dr. Good was at one time almost a

Presbyterian, but here is a stout champion of the Church of England. The subjects
of the seven chapters are Atheism, Antiscripturism, Popery, Quakerism, Anabaptism,
Independency,

'

Presbytery' : which are simply treated. Wood {Aih. Oxon. iii. 1154)
mentions an anonymous

' Certain Quseries offer'd as an Appendix to the 3rd Dialogue
in Finniamis^ of about this time, and thinks that it might be by Richard Baxter, but
I have not found the piece. Humphrey Prideaux [Letters, 1875, pp. •12— 13;) is severe

on the author and book ' He is a good honest old to[a]st ... He hath lately, out of
a desire to be a fool in print, set iorth a dialogue . . .', &c. The book occurs in the

Term Catalogue (i. 163) for Feb. 9, 167I,* price i.r. 6rf.' The printing and ornaments
are very poor, being Leonard Lichfield ii's work.

3011 («./>.). Gore, Thomas. Catalogus . . . In . . . Classes, Alpha-
betico Ordine Concinnatus Pleroriimque omnium Authorum, . . . Qui de

Re Heraldica Latine, Gallice, Italic^, Hispanice, Germanic^, Anglice,

Scripserunt : Interspersis . . . qui claruerunt in Re Antiquaria, & Jure

Civili, ea saltern parte quae Heraldrise facem accendit ... A Thoma Gore,

Armig. \_mollos.'\

Impr. 614 (Oxon. exc. L. Lichfield, pro R. Davis): 1674: sm, 4°: pp. [34 (4,

long imprimatur by the Deputy Earl Marshal of England, Dec. 29, 1673 : 5, title,

within Ime : 7, Latin dedn. to heraldic students, especially sir Edw. Walker, sir

Edw. Bisse, (sir) Will. Dugdale, and the Heralds' College: 9-15, praefatio ;
'datum e

Musffiolo meo Aldringtona ... 16 Calendas Mali 1674', i.e. Apr. 16, 1674, but Wood
in his copy corrects it to 1673 : 17-28, Testimonia, Latin and English : 29, Latin

poem by Gore 'Ad Lectorem ', 6eg. 'Si te forte juvet' : 30-2, 'Elenchus Capitum' +
br. s. leaf with Gore's elaborate tripartite arms with crest and motto, engraved,

8yV'x6iV')] + '138' (really 146, see below: the work) -
[4 (3, Errata on inserted

leaf)]: signn. [tt], a-c, a-r^, s'' + two inserted leaves: English solid.—A much
enlarged edition of no. 2802 (1668), with nineteen classes, but all MSS. are passed
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over. Of almost all books the author, title, place of printing, date and size are given.
Wood helped in this book {Life, ed. Clark, ii. 140, cf. 295, and MS. Wood E. 3).

See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 132. Among the Notanda are :
—The last line of the

dedication is to be read 'Lubens meritoque dat dicat dedicat consecratque.' Leonard
Lichfield's careless work is to be seen : uunum (sign, a s"" 1,

Willain (p. 4\ nnd the

Errata, as well as in the omission of sheet C, duplication of sheet D, and the pagination
of sheet K. The sheet of arms was perhaps intended to take the place of the first

(blank) leaf, but is found bound in in various places in the prefatory matter : similarly
the errata leaf might take the place of sign. S 2, blank. There are large-paper copies
in quarto, allowing full size for the plate of Arms. In the Term Catal. (i. 189) on
Nov. 25, 1674, the work occurs '

price, bound, 35.', which is cheap, but Gore was a

man of means.

3012. Hildebrandus, Fridericus. Antiquitates . . .

Identical with no. 2976, except that the date is here 1674, and not 1673.

3013. Hobbes, Thomas.
Tills number was wrongly given to what is now 2998* (Hobbes's Letter : printed

in London).

Hyde, dr. Thomas. Catalogus bibl. Bodleianae.

See no. 2999.

3014 {Sheld.). Justinus. I\I. Juniani Justini Historiarum Ex Trogo
Poiupeio, Libri 44. IMS. Cod. Collatione recogniti. \University Arms.]

Lnpr. 610 (e Th. Sheld.) : 1674: (sixes) 12°: pp. [2 (i, title)] + 353 (the work) +

[i], signn. [7r]\ A-z, Aa-Ee*, Ff* : Long primer solid.—An early Oxford critical edition

of a classic. Tlie text is independent of the Oxford edition of 1669 (no. 2832) and of

the Leipzig edition of 1673. There are some notes and what may fairly be called an

apparatus criticus, with tlie aid of at least four MSS. :—B. = Bodl. Laud. Lat. 57 :

C. = C.C.C. 81 : N. = New Coll. 283 : W. = W^estmonasteriensis, accessible to Fell.

The Oxford edition of 1 684 is a second edition of the present one. There can be little

doubt that this is a Fell New Year book, and that no. 3023 (Scheffer) is not : no

other volume has claims to be one-. The Arms on the title-page bear in the corners

the shields of Jenkins, Williamson, Fell, Yate, the 'Big Four' at the Press. The

compositor as Jar as sign. X marks the first four leaves of the sheet, another from Y
three only.

3015 {Sheld.). Mayow, dr. John. Tractatus quinque medico-physici.
. . . De Sal-nitro . . . De Respiratione . . . De Respiratione foetus in

iitero . . . De I\Iotu musculari, et Spiritibus animalibus . . . De Rhachitide.

Studio Joh. Mayow LL.D. & Medici : Necnon Coll. Omn. Anim. in Univ.

Oxon. Socii.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, eTh. Sheld.) : 1674: (fours) 8° : pp. [42 (2, portrait of author,
a bust with 'Johannes Mayow' : 3, title: 4, imprimatur 'Oxon. Jul. 17. 1673':
5-9, ep. dedic. to lord Henry Coventry : 11-12, Latin verses on the book by C. T.,
fellow of All Souls, beg. 'Dum miser obscuris': 13-41, an elaborate ' Elenchus

Rerum')] + 335 (1-265, first treatise: 267, half-title to second,
' secunda editio':

269-308, second treatise: 309, half-title: 310-35, third treatise) + [l (blank)] + 152
(i, half-title to part 4, 'Pars secunda' tractatuum : 3—106, fourth treatise : 107, half-

title, 'Secunda editio': 109-52, fifth treatise) + 5 tahulfe, each containing several

figures and folded, so arranged that they can be unfolded clear of the ordinary page :

signn. [tt' (2, portrait)], a-e, A-Z, Aa-Tt ;
A-7* + tables —The true value of Mayow's

work has only in this century been fully realized : he was within an ace of discovering

oxygen. Ciia|>. 15 is
' De Thermis Bathoniensibus '. See no. 2834> '^"^ ^^^ ^^^'

extracts from the present work were published by dr. Beddoes at Oxford in 1790,
a Latin ed. of the five treatises at the Hague in 1681, and an English translation at

Edinburgh in 1907, in which the portrait is reproduced. See also ^Vood's Ath. Oxon.
iii. 1199, and Term. Catal. July 5, 1674 ('• ^^S '• 'Price, bound, ^s. Printed for Jo.

Crosley, in Oxford'): rhilosophical Transactions, x\o. \o^,&iC. For a bibliographical

point about signatures, see Books—signatures, in the Index.
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3016 {Sheld.). Oxford—University. Parecbolce sive Excerpta e

Corpore Statutoruni Universitatis Oxoniensis. Accedunt Articuli . . .

nee non Juiamenta ... In usum Juventutis Academicae.

Impr. £59 a (OxoniK, e Th. Sheld. : [pr. by John Hall]): 1674: sm. S° : pp. [16
(t, title 3-16, Elenchus)] + 230 (nlmost as in 1671) + [lO (i, half-title: 3-8, the

Oath : 9, index for p7-xseiiiandi)\ signn. A-Q*, but O is without pagination : Long
primer solid.—A reprint of no. 2875 (1671), with slight alterations of pages and type
(e. g. a correction is now inserted in its place, and the last little index is added).
3,000 were printed at a cost of £S^ "js. 6d., and for 50 Statuta and binding them
^"2 I IS. od. was paid to John Hall the printer (V.-C.'s Accounts). Hlank pages in the

latter part are 194, 203, 208, 210 [2], [10].

3017.
—

,
—

. [A programma altering the prices of wine : beg.
'

Prizes

of Wines set and appointed by the Vice-Chancellor . . . ', dated Feb. 19,

1673, i.e. 167I]:
[No imprint] : 1674 : folio br. 5 : a large type between double pica and double

English.
The changes are commented on in manuscript by Wood in his copy, see Wood's

Life, ed. Clark, ii. 281-2, where Wood's notes are printed. See no. 2776 (1669).

—
,

—
. [V.-C.'s notice about outrages committed on '

Friday last

April 14*^', and dated, according to Hearne's Z'/^rj' (Oxf. Hist. Soc),
iii- 353' 'April 18. 1674'.]
An error for 1676, see no. 3115. In 1674 April 14 was not a Friday: the present

sheet is a proof only.

3018. — ,

—
. [V.-C.'s notice about dress, long hair, and preaching

from memory, dated Nov. 24, 1674: beg. 'Cum Statutum Universitatis',
ends ' datura est

'.]

[No imprint] : (1674) : folio broadside, headed by the University Arms, thirty-eight
lines of print: Double pica leaded.— Dr. Bathurst prohibits long or curled hair, and
the custom of reading from manuscript in declamations, dis[iutations, and sermons :

see Wood's Life, ii. 29S n. Part of this programma is printed in Bathurst's Life
by Thomas Warton (^A'emains, p. 107).

3019. — ,

—
. [V.-C.'s notice about Carriers. Dated Dec. 4. 1674:

beg.
' Whereas the Carriers ',

ends ' Hundred Weight '.]

[No imprint] : (1674) : folio broadside, headed by the University Arms, forty-three
lines of print: Great primer leaded.^Dr. Bathurst's notice raises slightly the prices
of Carriers to and from London, in the matter of parcels and goods : each fare to pay
4J. : as usual, persons delivering letters at a college buttery receive a halfpenny loaf.

Stage coaches must leave Oxford by 9 a.m. by St. Mary's clock, and London by
St. Giles's in the suburbs clock. Carriage by water is is. per cwt., as compared with

road-carriage ^s. in winter, 35. 6d. in summer. Cf. no. 2751 (Sept. i, 1666).

3020 (tt. p.).
—

,
—

, Sheldonian. A Description of the Painting of

the Theater in Oxford. \/ex//b/Iows.^
Impr. i8oy (Oxford, by L. Lichfield): 1674: folio broadside: Great primer italic

solid.—A revised edition of no. 2956 (1673) (which see), in the same form : issued at

the Act in July.

3021. Peers, Richard.

[Dr. Humphrey Prideaux, in \i\s Letters (1875), pp. 8-9, Aug. 18, 1674, states that

Peers, who was the chief translator of Wood's Lfist. Univ. Oxoti. (no. 2996, above),
and was angry that his name was not mentioned in Wood's preface,

'

printed a paper
to inform us of his worke and how much he did of it '. Wood in his Ath. Oxon. iv.

290-1, and Life does not refer to this printed paper, and I have not met with a copy.
The hide-and-seek game played by Wood and Peers over this incident is amusingly
described by Prideaux opere citato, pp. 11-12 : each was mortally afraid of meeting
the other, like Sir Andrew Aguechcek and Sir Toby Belch.]
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3022, *tP[lot], R[obert]. Queer's to be propounded to the most in-

genious of eacii Count}' in my Travels through England.
[No imprint or date, but perhaps printed at Oxford : certainly in 1674] : (two)

sm. 4": pp. [4, 1-3 title and text], sign, [jr]^: Pica solid.— Since dr. Plot was in

residence at Oxford in this year, it seems probable that this poor piece of printing was
done for him by L. Lichfield or H. Hall. The Ashmole copy is dated in manuscript
'

167.^'. Plot only completed the counties of Oxford and Stafford 1,1677 ^^""^ 1686)
These Queries are not literary, but concerned with Natural Science (^anthropology,
minerals, vegetables, animals, water, antiquities, arts). Has is spelt Has. See Plot s

Eftqiiiries (no. 3220 : 1679), an enlarged issue of these queries. The first words are

'Is there any ennaent Mathematitian'.

Prayer. Book of Common Prayer in Arabic: see no. 3000.

3023 {Sheld). Scheffer, Johann. The Histor}' of Lapland . . .

Written By John Scheffer, Professor of Law and Rhetoric at Upsal in

Sweden. \e?igravwg.~\
Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1674: folio: pp. [8 (r, engr. title: 3, pr.

title: 4, imprimatur, July 8, 1674: 5-6, preface: 8, engr. map)] + 147 (th^ work, in

35 chapters) + [I (contents)], signn. [tt], a-Z, Aa-Oo^ + 2 engr. plates : English solid.—

Johann Scheffer, born in Strasburg in 162 1 (died 1679), while a professor at Upsala,
wrote his Lapponia (P'rankfurt, 1673). The present book is an English translation

made by Acton Cremer of Christ Church (B.A. 1674), published again in London 1704,
and in an abridged form in 1751. Hearne, as so often, lets us see the inner history of

this Oxford book {Diary, iii. 318):—'The English translation . . . was made by
Mr. Acton Cremer (who was then Bach, of Arts of X* Church), being an Imposition
set him by Bp. Fell for courting a Mistress at y' Age, which the Bp. dislik'd, yet for

all that he married.' Of course he ditl. The lady was miss Elizabeth Penell, his

cousin, and the mariiage was in 1676. lie seems to have kissed the rod, for he sent

his son Henry to the House. Hearne adds that ' the Hp. was however pleased with the

Translation', in some sense this is theretore a '
Fell book', though not in the New

Year's Day series. It occurs in the Term Catalogue ot Nov. 25 (i. 187), 'price,
bound, 5^.' Some copies (no. 3024) have an amplified imprint, adding a line after
the line containing the year,

' And are to be sold by George West and Amos Curtein
'

(impr. 615), which shows that the Theatre Press and the bookseller-publishers of

Oxford were on amicable terms with each other, and also that the insertion of agents
was an afterthought.
The engravings are noteworthy. The title preceding the printed one is wholly

engraved (9x|"x6f"), and bears almost the same title, with impr. 596 a (at the

Theater in Oxon), on a deer's skin, with a fisherman and skier on each side, magical

objects at top and a boat-maker beneath. The word ' Scheffer' on this title is altered

to ' Schefferi
' and then '

Schefferus
',
and '

bij
'

is engraved for '

by '. The printed title

also has an engraving on it, and the fourth leaf is an engraved map of Lapland and

adjacent parts. Besides these there are twenty-five engravings in the text, one (at

p. 122) being the same as on the title. Every part of the subject is described, natural

history, government, habits, costume, religion, and language. Notable points are,

three documents connected with the school at Uma of 1631 and 1634 ^i" English:

]p. 28-31), a Lapp and Finnish vocabulary (pp. 73-.S), and grammar (p. 78), two

love-songs in Lapp and English (p. 112—15), o"^ *^f which suggested Longfellow's
' A boy's will is the wind's will'. The illustration on p. 42 is reproduced (reduced)
in R. W. Chapman's Some Account of the Oxford Univ. Press, 1468-1921 (1922),

p. 14 : where we are reminded that this is the first anthropological book from the Press.

The book is a not common example of a true folio, and eveiy leaf bears a signature.

3025. ^[Sherlock, bp. Richard.] The Irregularities of a Private

Prayer in a Publick Congregation. In a Letter to a Friend.

Impr. 209/ (' Anno Domini, 1674' : but printed at Oxford by L. Lichfield) : 1674 :

sm. 4** : pp. [2 (i, title)] +21 (the essay) + [l], signn. A-C* : Pica solid.—An essay

against private or extempore prayer in public worship. Bp. Barlow's note in his copy
is

'

By Dr. Rob: Sharrock (as 1 am credibly inform'd), printed by Mr Leichfield in
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Oxon, and it came to him from the D. of C, i.e. Duke of Cumberland, i.e. Prince

Rupert (?). But for once Barlow was wrong : for Sherlock reprinted it as his own in

Several Discourses touching Prayer (Oxford, 1684). See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 261.

3026 {ti. p.). Smith, dr. Thomas. Epistolae Quatuor, quarum duae

de Moribus ac Institutis Turcarum agunt_, Duae Septem Asise Ecclesiarum
et Constantinopoleos Notitiam continent. Authore Tho. Smith Coll. D.
Marine Magdalenoe Oxon. Socio.

Impr. 5360: (Oxonii, exc. H. H. per R. Davis) : 1674 : sm. 8° : pp. [8 (2,
'

Impri-
mantur hse quatuor epistolse . . .', Aug. 2t, 1673 : 3, title: 5, half-title to the first two
letters, with

' Editio secunda priori emendatior
'

: 7, dedn. to sir Joseph Williamson) +
171 (1-99, 1st letter: 101-171, 2nd do.) + [17 (2-10, Index vocabulorum Turc. &
Arab.: 11, Krrata, &c. : 14, title to the 2nd '

Epistola de Moribus . . .' and the

description of Constantinople, with impr. 536a: 16, 2nd dedn. to Williamson)] +
133 (1-64, the Epistola: 65-133, the description) + [7 (2-6, Index vocabb. Turc. &
Arab. : 7, Errata to all four letters)], signn. [a], B-N*

| a-i*, k* : English solid.—
A revised reprint of no. 2948 (1672) with few alterations, but the addition of two
more letters in such a form that the additions could be, and no doubt were, purchasable
separately, as a second part. Each part also now has an Index of Turkish and Arabic

words, in Turkish and Arabic type, as well as transliterated. The new Letter and Descrip-
tion are dated Magdalen College, June 1 1 and July 5, 1673, respectively.

'

D.D.C.Q.'
in first dedn. is Dat Dicat Consecratque,

' E.V.' on the second, p. 133, is presumably
' Eminentise Vestrse '. See Bodl. MSS. 15734, 1 5747 (where, in the Sutnma?y Catalogue,
/brLond. 167S 7cad OxiorA 1674).

3027 (ti. p.). Tully, dr. Thomas. Justificatio Paulina sine Operibus
. . . Asserta . . . Contra nuperos Novatores. Accessit Dissertatiuncula de
sensu Pauli, Rom. 7. a Comm. 14. Authore Tho. Tullio, S.T.P. . , .

[inotlosJ]

Impr. 616 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per F. Oxlad : 'Permissu Superiorum ') : 1674:
sm. 4": pp. [16 (2, title-label: 3, title : 5—15, dedn. and ep. dedic. to bp. George
Morley : 16 bears slip of Errata)] + 179 (the work, in Preface, 12 chapters, and

Auctarium) + [3 (2, title
' Dissertatiuncula de sententia Pauli Rom 7. a Comm. 14 . . .'

with impr. 617 (Oxon., exc. L. Lichfield pro F. Oxlad, 1674, but no author's name) +
36 (the essay) + [2 (i, Syllabus Materiarum in Dissertatiuncula)], signn. [a], a, B-z*,

Aa*, A-E** : English solid.— Part of a controversy about Justification by Works and

by Faith, started at this time chiefly by bp. George Bull's Harmonia Apostolica
(Lond. 1670), of which an account will be found under Bull in the D.N.B. Bull's

Examen Censtirse (Lond. 1676) has a long appendix against TuUy's work entitled

Apologia pro Hartnonia (no. 3099). Tully was also attacked by Richard liaxter

(see no. 3080, 1675). 'Comm.' is used in the title, not for commentarius, but for

comma, a verse. The ' Dicat V
'

in Diss., p. 19, 1. 12, should be deleted.

3028 (//. p). Wallis, dr. John. Johannis Wallis, S.T.D Gram-
matica Linguae Anglicanae. Cui praefigitur, De Loquela . . . tractatus . . .

Et (nunc primum) subjungitur, Pra.^is Grammatica. Editio Quarta,
Prioribus Auction

Impr. 618 (Oxoniae, exc. L. Lichfield"): 1674: sm. S° : pp. [24 (i, title: 3-18,
praefatio : 19—21, 'index', a list of contents : 23, Errata)] +I90 (1-134, ^^^ grammar :

1.^5 [' ^hh ']~I90; ^te Praxis) : signn. a*, [77]*, b-n* : English and pica solid.— In the

account by Wallis (at the end of the preface) of the successive editions, this fourth

is stated to be much augmented, especially in the fourteenth and fifteenth chapters
(De Etymologia and De Poesi), but the latter is still quite inadequate. The first

edition is no. 2238 (1653), which see. The Praxis is an attempt to teach a Syntax by
three exercises, a verbatim explanation of the words of the Lord's Prayer and Apostles'
Creed, and a third singular and elaborate explanation of ' When a Twister, a-twisting,
will twist him a twist', &c. The four original French lines ('Quand un Cordier,
cordant, veult corder une corde', &c.) were put before Wallis in 1653 to show the

exquisite correlation of corJe, accorder, dcscorder, &c. Wallis caps this by translating
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them into equally neat English, and adds eight more lines: and finally contrasts the

English and French with the clumsiness of Latin. Morel's These, mentioned under

no. 2238, does not mention this Praxis. The book is in Lichfield's poor style of

printing. Page 32 is blank.

3029. W.[hitehall], R.[obert], of Merton coll., Oxford. To the No
less Vertuous than Ingenious M"^ Mary More; Upon Her Sending
Sir Thomas More's Picture (of her own drawing) to the Long Gallery at

the Public Schools in Oxon. \textfoUows?\
[No imprint, but printed at the Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford]: (1674): folio

broadside; Double pica leaded— Robert Whitehnll, poetaster, of Ch. Ch., Merton, and

Brasenose, wrote this inferior set of fourteen verses {^beg.
' Madam, Your Benefaction

has bin such ') and signed it
' R. VV. X'"''* 26. 1674'. The picture is in fact of Thomas

Cromwell, earl of Essex {d. 1540), see Mrs. R. Poole's Catalogue of Portraits in

Oxford, i (1912), p. II, no. 27. These poor verses were countered by another set,

purporting to be a reply by mrs. More, see Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 300 «. White-
hall was piaid 2S. 6ii. for carrying the picture to the Bodleian, see Macray's Annals of
the Bodleian, 2nd ed. (1890), p. 143 : and Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 17S. Across the

top of the leaf is a large device with flowery ornament, in centre the Royal Arms
beneath a crown held up by two chernbs. The sheet was issued no doubt very soon
after Dec. 26. 1674, ^^^ ^'^^ ^ fly-sheets or broadsides of this period is decidedly rare.

3030 {ii. p.). Wilkinson, dr. Henry. Characters of a Sincere Heart,
And the Comforts thereof. Collected out of the Word of God, By Hen.

Wilkinson, D.D., Late Principal of Magdalen Hall in . . . Oxford.

[2 textsJ]

Impr. 537a (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for R. Davis): 1674: 8": pp. [16 (i, title:

3-15, ep. (Jedic. to mrs. Hester Honywood, dated ' Sible Henningham in Essex, Jan. i.

1674', i.e. 167!)] +121 (the Characters, in twelve chapters) + [7 (2-7, list of Contents)],

signn. A, A-H* : English solid.—These chapters are tlie substance of sermons on the

characteristics of Sincerity (rather than Characters in the seventeenth-century sense) at

Gosfield, near Sible Hedingham in Essex. The author (called 'Dean Harry', to

distinguish him from another Henry Wilkinson, also of Magdalen Hall, Oxford, called

'Long Harry') was a good disciplinarian, when dean of the hall, but was turned out

as being a Presbyterian at the Restoration, after which he preached in conventicles at

Gosfield, from 1673 on at Sible Henningham or Hedingham, &c. The book occurs

in the Term Catalogue of Nov. 25, 1674 (i. 1S4), 'price, bound, is. 4^/.' See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iii. 285, where for Land, read Oxford. Mrs. Honeywood of Markshall in

Essex had helped Wilkinson, but is chiefly known for having had 351 grandchildren
and great-grandchildren before her death. Some copies (no. 3031) have an Imprimatur
Jan. 26, 1673 (i.e. 167!), on p. [16].

3032 iSheld.). Willis, dr. Thomas. Pharmaceutice Rationalis. Sive

Diatriba de Medicamentorum Operationibus in humano Corpore. [Pars il

Authore Tho. Willis M.D. in Univ. Oxon Prof. Sedleiano, Nee non
Coll. Med. Lond. & Societ. Reg. Socio, [plaie of the Theatre^

Impr. 610 (e Th. Sheld.) : 1674 • s"^^- 4° • PP- [3^ (i, title : 3, dedn. to the London

College of Medicine: 4, an informal and laudatory imprimatur, Oct. 31, 1673, where
for Syvunistn read Syjumysta: 5—12, preface: 13-31,

' Elenchus rerum ')] + 330
(the work in seven sections) + [lO (index alphabeticus)] + six tables, at p. 32 (I), 33 (II),

34 (III, IV), 35 (V, VI), signn. [a], b-d, A-z, Aa-Tt*, Uu^ : English solid.—An

important work, reprinted in 1679 (no. 3^39) with the second part, for which (and for

notes on the editions of both parts) see no. 3083 (1675). At pp. 327-30 the use of

coflee is discussed. An English translation was also issued in London in 1679, and
another in London, 1685. Some copies are on better and larger paper in quarto.
Both are in tlie Term Catalogue of May 26, 1674, price 2^. dd. and 75. respectively:
' both sold by R. Scot at the Prince's Arms in Little Biitain. ' See Wood's Ath. Oxon.

iii. 1052, and D.jV.B.

Wood, Anthony. Historia Univ. Oxon. : see no. 2996
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3033 {u. p.). Wood, Edward. Tvwcttov toO ©eov ... or, That which

may be known of God . . . [&c., nearly as no. 2319, but instead of the

Hne and text which follow ' Merton Coll. Oxon
'

there is substituted 'To
which is added the Authors last Sermon

|

Preach'd 20. j\lar. 165^. ]

The
second Edition!^

Impr. 619 (Oxfori, by H. H. for E. Forrest): 1674: sm. 8°: pp. [4 (i, title:

3, Latin dedn. by 'Antonius a Wood' to dr. J. Goddard : 4, note that the third and
fourth sermons (pp. 113, 153) should have their order inverted)] + 240 (1—151, 153-
240, the five sermons), signn. [a]'*, B-q*, but see note in no. 2319 : Pica solid.—
A reissue of the sheets B-Q of the first edition of 1656, but the preface by Antony
Wood is omitted, and the title reprinted ;

the dedication is altered because Goddard
had been extruded from his Wardenship of Merton at the Restoration, though A. Wood
still calls him '

cnstos
'

;
and a note inserted. The '

last sermon '

occurs in both

editions. The whole of the muddle in signn. G—H ia no. 2319 is of course here

reproduced. See no. 2319, and Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 397, Wood's Life, i. 200.

3034. Xenophon (Cyropaedia).
Briiggemann (in his View of the English Editions of the Classics, 1797, p. 132)

records an octavo edition of the CyropseJia of Xenophon in Greek '

in usum Scholarum
'

issued from the Theatre at Oxford in 1674. I have not seen a copy, or any other note

of its existence, but it may have been one of the school booi<s put out as '

pot-boilers'
at this time at the Press: otherwise the date may be an error for 1679. Thtrre is

a London edition of 1674, with a Latin version, priced ^s. 6J., printed for R. Chiswell

{Term Catologne, May 26, 1674: i. 174), but this is hardly a school book. For
a siniilar mystery see no. 2867.

1675.

Parliament was in session April 13-June 8, Oct. 14-Nov. 22. In Oxford, a great
alteration in the appearance of the quadrangle of New College was finished. The front

wall was built up to a full height, allowing a second-tloor set of rooms, instead of
some garrets only. Wood notices that about this time 'bantering' was in vogue
among graduates in public places and coffee houses, that is,

'

uttering fluentlv romantick

nonsense, unintelligible gil)berish, florishing lyes and nonsense.' (Wood's Life, ii. 334).
Dr. Rashdall {A'ew College, p. 190) puts it in more modern phraseology,

' The age of

learning was succeeded by an age of social life' with a 'newly discovered art of con-
versation': Latin was dropped in Hall and general use, Apr. 5. Stephen Le Moine,
a Rouen preacher resident in Oxford, Professor of Theology at Leyden, was made D.D.
The limitations of Wood are apparent in this year, and were no doubt largely due to

his deafness. He does not mention that William Lilly the King's astrologer early in

March announced that on Wednesday, March 10, one part of the town would be burnt

down, and the other part swallowed up with an earthquake. As Prideaux wrote

{Letters, 1S75, p. 36), 'most of our greezy townsmen that had any love for their

carcases or money took care to remove bcjth from this place', the city set watchmen
in the streets, all of whom were '

clapt into the castle' by the University, in exercise

of its privileges. The country people avoided the market, and there was a general
panic. So, too, Wood has not a word about the extraordinary way in which the successor

of John Holder as keeper of the Schools was appointed.
^ In June 1676 poor Wood

went to Bath for a month to cure his deafness, and pathetically narrates that he endured

9,200
'

pumps on his head ', but all was of no avail. June 1-3. Johann Wilhelm, the

young 'prince of Neuburg', visaed Oxford. Small-pox was rife in the summer and
autumn. More than 200 died, and over fifty members of the University. Nov. 6.

* The disposal of the office lay with the Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor, whichever
first made the appointment. The Chancellor's nominee had his appointment in his

pocket when Holder died, but the V.-C. locked his door that morning until he had
affixed the University seal to his own candidate's appointment. (Prideaux, ut supra,
p. 46.)
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New College lost ;^2oo-\vorth of plate by burglary, but two of the thieves were caught,
and one (Francis Smith) hanged at Oxford on Mar. iq, 1677, but the plate had been
melted down (see Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 371, Magrath's Flemings in Oxford,
i. 219, and Don. St. Papeis, Feb. 167® {Calendar, \>. 544"). Nov. 10. A Charter of

incorporation was given to tlie Barbers' Company by the University, on the ground of

their number and unruly conduct : there were so many more than were needed, that as

the Vice-Chancellor said (Wood's Life, ii. 328),
'

Pisce.=5, aves, lepores sectantur : immo
(quod animal est prse CKteris omnibus opportunum) etiam novitios scholares in laqueos
suos pelliciunt. Imberbium ora, si non smagmate, at certe fucis oblinunt: et quibus

genas nondum possunt, marsupia saltern expilant'. Their records are in thie Bodleian.

Dec. 2. The O)xford bishopric was offered to Fell, who unwillingly accepted it, and
still held in comiiicndatii the Deanery of Christ Church, till his death in 1686.

3035 {Sheld). Loggan, David. ^engr. title]
OXONIA ILLU-

STRATA,
I

sive
\

Omnium CeleberrimseifliusUniveiTitatis
|

Collegio-
RUM,AULARUM,

\

BIBLIOTHECMBODLEIAN^, \ ScHOLARUM PUBLICARUM,
|

Theatri Sheldoniani ;
|

nee non
|

Urbis Totius
| Scenographia. \

De-

lineavit 6^ Sailpfit Dav: Loggan \

Univ. Oxon. Chalcographtis \ [
View

andfigure underneath, see below.]

Impr. 559a (Oxoniee, e Th. Sheld.) : a'" d''^ m.dc.i.-xxv : folio: forty-five double,

single, or treble sheets, on guards, unnumbered : no signatures : for contents see below,

i^avid Loggan's great work, including forty large, accurate, and interesting Illustra-

tions of Oxford, intended partly as a companion volume to Wood's HistoHa et

Antiquitates (no. 2996). The best account of Lfiggan is in John Willis Clark's

1905 edition of Loggan's Cantabrigia Ilhistrata (1690). He was a Dane born at

Dantzig in 1635, antl lived at Nuffield in Oxfordshire under the Cliilteins in 1665,
when he probably began this present work. By 16(19 he was able to exhibit many of

the plates as finished, and was appointed in that year
'

publicus academiae sculptor',
with an annual salary of 20j-. On July q, 1672, he became a 'privileged' tradesman

within the University as '

chalcographus
'

: see the index to the present work for other

details. It is stated by George Vertue (as quoted by Clark) that one Kickers assisted

him, and Robert White, and Bagford adds the names of Michael Burghers and
— VVoodfield. On Jan. 19, i67f. Fell states that the plates were '

in a manner quite
finished' {Dom. St. Papers'): on June 3 'the cuts' were presented to the 'Prince of

Neuburg' at Oxford. One of the plates is of Winchester college, as connected with

New College. As a fact the plates were not printed at the Sheldonian Theatre, but

at L. Lichfield's house in Holywell, where no doubt the rolling press was : see

W^ood's Life, ed. A. Clark, ii. 313 «., iv. 74.

The engraved plates are as follows, and in the present edition are unnumbered :
—

i. The Title, as above, on a sheet held by three cherubs : the scene beneath is

Minerva (with owl and Gorgon shield, and at foot emblems of Science and

Literature), with a panorama of Oxford from New College Chapel to the

Sheldonian, from the fields at the back of Holywell {single sheet, about 15" x 9^').
ii. lingraved English royal licence to Loggan, with privilege lor fifteen years, to issue

the work, dated March 17, i67§ : with engraved seal and signature {single sheet').

iii. Engraved Latin Dedication to the King, by Loggan {single sheet).

iv. F,ngraved Latin preface, 'Spectator! Ingenuo, S.'[alutem], in which Loggan
explains that his work is due to the number of engravings extant of inferior places,

and to his wish to show himself Chalcographer of the University in more than name

{single sheet).

V. Engraved 'Index Tabularum ', giving to each plate a number (i—xl), title, and

reference to Wood's Historia Univ. Oxon. (book and page). This index is

sometimes found bound in after the plates, at the end of the volume {single sheet),

and in the original copy of this book given to the Bodleian (now Arch. Antiq. A.

ii. 13) the order of these plates is i, iii, iv, ii, and (at end) v.

The topographical plates, with one of costumes, follow :
—

I a {upper half).
'The Prospect of Oxford from the East near London Road' or

'Prospectus OxoniiE Orientaiis', a panorama from Friar Bacon's Study to

St. Giles's Church, from about the spot known as Joe Pullen's Tree on Heading-
ton Hill (twenty-three numbered buildings).
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I b {lower half).
' The Prospect Oi" Oxford from the south near Abbington Koad '

or 'Prospectus Oxonire Meridionalis', extending from St. Thomas's Church to

St. Clement's, taken from the hill behind South Hinkse)'. In the front three

rustics are crossing a field ;
the nearer foreground is a bank of flowers and shrubs.

(Twenty numbered buildings.)
' D.L. deli. Cum privil. S.R.M.' Dedn. to

Archibald Areskine, with arms. {Double sheet, about i.^" x iS". )

2. 'Nova & accuratissima celeberrimae Universitatis Civitatisqne Oxoniensis Sceno-

graphia', a fine liird's-eye view of the city from the north, extending from

St. Clement's to St. Thomas and from Friar Bacon's Study to St. Giles's.

Dedicated to bp. Henry Compton.
* Dav. Loggan Delin. et Sculp. . . .' {Double

sheet, about 21" x i6|".) The scale is about 20 inches to the mile. Loggan had

Agas's and Hollar's similar views before him, but is more accurate. Points to be

noiiced are that the lesser river-courses and the remains of the Civil War fortifica-

tions are carefully drawn, and that the view is on a scale large enough to be

useful in supplementing the separate drawings of each college which follow.

Bowling greens are drawn in Magdalen, New College, and near Holywell Church ;

and the number of gardens and open spaces in the city is large. The groups of

houses in what is now Radcliffe Square and about St, Mary Magdalene Church

may be noticed, and the gates of the city, the double wall on the north side of

New College garden, and the enclosure in the Broad in front of Balliol. Black
Hall is prominent in St. Giles's, and the water-courses along the sides of the

street. The name of Gloucester Green is assigned to fields north of Beaumont,
and ' Broken

'

Hayes
'

is the name of our Gloucester Green. There are fifty

numbered buildings, but Loggan omitted to insert
'

49
' on the map, which should

have been inserted between 35 and 48, to represent the Grey Friars. Oseney is

unfortunately obscured by the dedication. The inset view of Oxford is a small

one from the east, clearly made before an enlarged form of it was designed for

plate I. From a note by Wood printed in Wood's Life, ii. 313, we know that

this view was made in 1673 in pencil, and engraved on a copper plate in the next

year. In April 1675 a copy was given by Loggan to Wood, who also notes

(ibid. 313 «.j that 'this [i.e. Oxon. III.'] was not printed in the Theater, but in his

[i. e. the printer's] house in Holywell
'

: so there was a rolling-press at a private

house, as noted before.

3.
'

Frontispicium Scholarum Publicarum . . .', the east side of the Schools Quad-
rangle from outside. Most windows have double transoms, but there is no
buttress at the north corner. A coach and four stands near the gate. A scale of

about II ft. to the inch is given. Dedication to James, duke of Ormonde,
chancellor of the University.

' D. Loggan delin. & Sculp. . . .' {Double sheet,

about 13" X 16^", the usual size.)

4.
' Bibliotheca Publica Bodleiana & Scholse sive Auditoria Artium Liberalium, ut

ad Austrum spectantur.' Dedication as no. 3.
' D. Loggan delin. et sculp. . . .'

A view of the Convocation House, Divinity School, Bodleian, and Schools Quad-
rangle from the south, Exeter garden being reinoved. A sun-dial is on the south

wall of the Schools, high up on the left, dated 1641, and registering from 6 a.m.

to 4 p.m. Bodley's Arms are given, and a short account of the various buildings.

{Double sheet.)

5.
' Scholse Publico Universitatis Oxon.', a view of the north, south, and east inner

walls of the Schools Quadrangle from the west, with short description. Loggan
even notices that the two south doors are different in style from the rest. Dedica-
tion as no. 3.

' D. Loggan Delin. & sculp. , . .' {Double sheet.
j

6.
'

Interior Prospectus Scholae Theologicce ..,',' The Inside of the Divinite

Schoole . . .', with the old wooden furniture. Dedication to dr. Richard Allestree.
' Dav. Loggan delin. et Sculp. . . .

'

{Double sheet.)

7 a {tipper part .
'

Bibliothecse Bodleianse . . . Prospectus interior ab Oriente. The
Inside of the Public or Bodleian Library . . .

'

b {lower part).
'

. . . Prospectus . . . ab Occidente . . .' Dedication to
'

Scientia-

rum Atlas ', dr. Thomas Barlow. ' Dav. Loggan delin. et sculp. . . .' The upper
view is of the east face of the Arts End and the lower is of the west face ot the

'Auctarium Seldeni', the Selden End: both give the Old Reading Room in

perspective. Tne globes, chained books, stools, and ladders in the gallery, and
old wooden staircases may be noticed. There are of course no galleries in the
old part, but Loggan has removed the flat boards which cross the four north and

3180 Y
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south windows. The visitors, old and young, wear swords, except two ladies.

The Selden ceiling has always been uncoloured, as here, but Loggan duly gives
the old labels of the MSS. in the Selden gallery, and indicates five windows at

the Selden End. {Double sheet.)

8.
' Theatri Sheldoniani . . . Prospectus Meridionalis . . .' The Theatre from the

South, on the scale of lo ft. to about I5 in. Dedicated to archbp. Sheldon.
' D. Loggan . . . sculpt. . . .

' The solid bounding walls are shown, with the

Arundel Marbles attached to them, and the bushes in front for the protection of

them. The engraved title (no. i above) gives a view of the Theatre from the

east. One of the great doors is open. The two niches have no figures in them.

9. 'Theatri Sheldoniani . . . Prospectus Septentrionalis . . .' Dedicated as no. 8.

' Dav. Loggan Delin. et Sculp. . . .

' The fourteen ' Roman Emperors
'

(properly
Greek and Roman Philosophers) are given, and the outer walls, and the curious

top windows, now destroyed, but not the 'little Printing House', though a door

is shown, close to the NW. corner of the Schools Quadrangle. A coach and four

is well depicted in the front. {Double sheet.)

10. ' Habitus academici . . .', forty-two figures, numbered 1-34. The three upper
rows of ten each are ordinary members of the University : the fourth is the Vice-

Chancellor's procession with the Virgifer and six Bedells in front, and four

Famuli following. The order is:— i. Servitor, 2. Bateller, 3. Undergraduate on

the foundation, 4. Do. commoner, 5. Fellow Commoner, 6. Student of Civil Law
of four years' standing, 7. Bachelor of Music, 8. Bachelor of Arts, 9. Do., about

to determine in Lent, 10. ' Collector Baccalaureorum ', with velvet sleeves,

II. Bachelor of Law: 12. Doctor of Music, 13. Master of Arts, 14. Do., with

hood, 15. Do., in mourning, 16. Bachelor of Medicine, 17. Proctor, iS, Do.,
with miniver hood, 19. Bachelor of Divinity, 20. Doctor of Medicine, 21. Do.,
with scarlet cape or tippet (capa), 22. Do., with scarlet gown, 23. Doctor of

Laws, 24. Do., with scarlet cape or tippet, 25. Do., with scarlet gown, 26. Doctor

of Divinity, 27. Do., with scarlet cape or tippet, 28. Do., with scarlet gown,
29. Knights and Baronets, 30. Higher orders of nobility, or their sons : 31. the

Vice-Chancellor, 32. the three Superior Bedells, 33. the three Inferior Bedells,

34. the Virgifer : four Famuli or servants of the Vice-Chancellor. The Bedells

bear their maces. Nos. 3, 6-1 1, 13-19, 26-8, 31 wear square caps, all except
no. 3 with a bunch rather than a tassel : the rest, except \.\\tfamtili, wear round

caps.
11.

' Ecclesia B. Marise Virginis ',
from the north

;
the University Church. Dedicated

to Sir Robert Vyner, 1675.
' Dav. Loggan delin. et Sculp. . . .' A low wall

surrounds the precincts, with spiked wooden gates at the (only) south door : near

the latter is a pump in the street. Kratzer's Dial is on (?) the boundary wall

near the SE. corner of the chancel, in front of George Hoveden's monument, 1625.
A blind man and dog, six packhorses, &c., are in front. {Double sheet.)

12.
' Hortus Botanicus The Phisick Garden . .

.',
on a scale of about 33 ft. to i in.,

a bird's-eye view from the NW., with a short account of it in Latin. Dedicated

to Henry Hyde lord Cornbury. The four insets represent the inside and outside

of the Great Gate, the East Gate, and a Conservatory which does not appear in

the view. The lay-out of the various garden plots is given in detail, and Bobart's

two Giants cut in yew are delineated.

The Colleges and Halls.

All the plates which follow are bird's-eye^ views on double sheets, except no. 27,
and bear the arms of the college and of the dedicatee, with a brief Latin history : in

the foreground are usually street scenes, such as coaches, drays, dogs and the like, and

academics or citizens.

13. 'Collegium Vniversitatis ', view from the north. Dedicated to lord Francis

Brudenel. ' D. Loggan delin. et Sculp. . . .' The account relates that Grimbald
founded the house at king Alfred's advice and expense, that John of Beverley was
the first Fellow, and so on. The Master's house, a picturesque building, fronts

on the High, east of the only quadrangle.

14.
'

Collegium Baliolense ',
from the south, with arms (but no lion rampant).

^
Except the interiors and Halls and nos. 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, which are taken nearly from

the ground-level.
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Dedicated to sir Henry Littleton. ' Dav. Loggan Delin. & Sculp. . . .' The
grounds and buildings to the north and west of the only quadrangle are interesting.
The enclosure in front of the college is indicated.

15.
'

Collegium Mertonense', from the north. Dedicated to dr. Edmund Dickinson.
' D. Loggan Delin. & sculp. . . .' Only the west end of the garden is shown,
with a summer-house on the city wall : a fives-court lies west of the north transept
of the chapel. In front of the north door of that transept is a curious grating,
where an open drain ran under the road.

16. 'Collegium Exoniense', from the west. Dedicated to dr. Arthur Bury.
' D.

Loggan delin. et Sculp. . . .' The curious buildings on the NE. are well

depicted.

17. 'Collegium Orielense', from the west. Dedicated to dr. Robert .Say. 'Dav.

Loggan Delin. & Sculp. . . .

'

iS. 'Collegium Reginense', from the east. Dedicated to sir Joseph Williamson.
Of the buildings in this plate not one survives, except the east front of the second

quadrangle.

19.
'

Collegium Novum', from the west. Dedicated to sir Edw. Lowe. ' D. Loggan
Delin. & Sculp. . . .' The artificial lay-out of the garden is interesting, and the

ascent of the moimd. One of the plots is in the form of a sun-dial, others

a compass and the Royal Arms. See the annals of this year.
20.

'

Collegii Novi Prospectus interior ad Boream', from the south, showing the

changes made in adding a second floor ' hoc ipso anno . . . 1674'. Dedicated to

dr. Michael Woodward. ' D. Loggan delin. & Sculp. . . .'

21. 'Collegium B-^. Maria; Winton Prope Winton ', a view of Winchester college in

Hampshire, from the south. Dedicated to dr. William Bury, but without his

arms. ' D. Loggan Delin. et Sculp.'
22. 'Collegium Lincolniense', from the west. Dedicated to Nathaniel lord Crewe.

• D. L. fecit . . .' There is a tree in each quadrangle.

23.
'

Collegium Omnium Animarum ', from the south. Dedicated to sir Thomas

Chicheley.
' D. Loggan Delin. & Sculp. . . .' The cloisters are just visible

beyond the chapel, the projecting study of the warden is on the east, and Wren's
sun-dial in its original place. The postilion in front is on the wrong horse :

see plate 27.

24. 'Collegium B: Marise Magdalenje', from the west. Dedicated to Robert lord

Brooke. ' D. Loggan delin. et sculp. . . .' A quadrangle adjoining the west
side of the cloisters is chiefly the President's Lodgings. The entrance gateway
faces west, and the approach to it is barred in a peculiar way.

25. 'Collegium .^nei Nasi', Brasenose, from the east. Dedicated to dr. Thomas
Yate. ' D. L. fecit . . .' The formal Italian garden is noticeable.

26. 'Collegium Corporis Christi'. Dedicated to sir Coplestone Bampfyld. 'D. Loggan
Delin. et sculp. . . .

' The college fo.x is depicted, chained up.

27. 'Collegium .^dis Christi', from the west. Dedicated to dr. John Fell. ' D.

Loggan fecit . . . 1673.' A fine, large, and elaborate view, on three sheets. The
unfinished tower, Chaplains' quadrangle. Canons' gardens, the old Peckwater
and Canterbury quadrangles, the louvre over the hall, and the globe in Mercury
are noteworthy. The north transept of the Cathedral has two pinnacles, as

in pi. 2.

28. 'Collegium S"^. Trinitatis', from the south. Dedicated to dr. I'ialph Bathurst.
' D Loggan Delin. & Sculp. . . .' The picturesque old stables behind Kettel

Hall are drawn in detail.

29. 'Collegium Diui loannis Baptisise', from the west. Dedicated to bp. Peter

Mews. ' D. Loggan delin. & Sculp. . . . 1673.'

30. '.^diticium Cantuariense', the second quadrangle of St. John's, from the north.

Dedicated to sir John Robinson. ' D. Loggan Delin. & Sculp. . . .

'

31. 'Collegium Jesu ',
from the east. Dedicated to sir Leoline Jenkins. 'Dav:

Loggan delin. et Sculp. ..." The second quadrangle has no western buildings
The Principal's gardens are artificial, as at Brasenose. There is no tower over

the gateway.
32. 'Collegium Wadhamense', from the west. Dedicated to dr. Giles Strangways.

'D. Loggan delin. et Sculp. . . .' The space in front of the gateway is enclosed

with a wall : there is a summer-house in the Warden's garden, and a mound in

the Fellows', surmounted by an Atlas bearing a globe.

X 2
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33. 'Collegium Pembrochiannm ',
from the north. Dedicated to sir John Ben[n]et.

The gateway is in the centre of the north side of the quadrangle. A fives-court

and bowling green are in the garden, and a floral sun-dial, depicted at 9 a.m.
The Chapel and Library were in St. Aldate's church.

34. 'Aula S. Albani', from the north, now wholly demolished. Dedicated to

dr. Narcissus Marsh. ' Dav. Loggan delin. et Sculp. . . .' None of the Halls
has arms. Wooden railings enclose a space in front.

35.
' Aula Cervina ', Hart Hall, from the west. Dedicated to dr. John Lamphire.
The whole has been demolished.

36.
' Aula S''. Edmundi', from the west. Dedicated to sir Robert Clayton.

' Dav.

Loggan delin. et sculp. . . .' The front only is given, with a wooden porch to

the Principal's Lodgings, and on the left the gate into the churchyard of St. Peter's.

37.
' Aula BeatEC Marise Virginis', interior of the quadrangle from the north. Dedi-
cated to dr. Joseph Crowther. ' Dav. Loggan fecit . . .'

38. 'Aula Novi Hospitii ', New Tnn Hall, from the east. A space in front is

marked off by large stones. Now wholly destroyed.

39. 'Aula B. Marire Magdalense', from the south. Dedicated to dr. James Hyde.
' D. Loggan Sculp. . . .' On the right is the gate into the passage separating the

Hall from Magdalen college, marked only by dotted lines in the plate of the

college. The existing Grammar School or Hall is not shown, but only the south

face of the School as it then was.

40.
' Aula Glocestrensis ',

now Worcester college, from the east. Dedicated to

dr. Ralph Sheldon. ' D. L. Fecit'. An interesting bird's-eye view, showing the

separate communities once making up the Hall : in Loggan's time it was in

a state of suspended animation, see Daniel's Worcester College, p. 118. Most of

it, as here shown, has been demolished.

These justly celebrated views, which are better than Williams's in Oxonia Depicta
(17.^3)) were reproduced in various ways, in spite of the Privilege. In James Beeverell's

Delices de la Grande-Brctagne (Leyde, 1707 and 1727) they are found in a smaller

size, and still smaller on a large plate.

Minor Pieces.

3036. [Fulman, William.] notitia
|

OXONIENSIS
|

academije.
|

[2 or7in.~\

Impr. 620 (Londini, typis T. R., per R. Davis [O.xon.]" : 1675 : sm. 4" : pp. [4] -f

112, signn. [a]'^, B-P''.— Contents :
—

p. [i'] title: [3-4] 'Capitula', list of chapters :

I-112, the work.—An extended form of no. 26go (1665), due no doubt to the wealth

of material afforded by Wood's Hisioria Univ. Oxon. published in 1674. Fulman
made use of the opportunity for a new edition of his concise guide-book to the Uni-

versity. It is in larger type, and adds many neYi^ names of writers educated at Oxford,
and some facts, but is after nil a poor and wooden performance, with no life in it or

residual value. Both editions are common. See Wood's Ath, Oxon. iv. 240-1,
where Wood says that he helped Fulman by sending him the sheets of the Historia as

they were printed off. The hook occurs in the Term Catalogue of Nov. 24, 1675
(i. 221% as priced \s. 6d. T. R., the printer, may be Thomas Katcliffe.

3037. Hickes, captain William. ' Oxford Jests Refined and Enlarged.

Being a Collection of witty Jests, merry Tales, and pleasant Joques.

Composed and Collected by Capt William Hickes. In Twelves. Price,

bound, T J. Printed for S. Miller at the Star at the West end of St. Paul's.'

So in the Term Catalogue of Feb. 15, 167I. Wood owned a copy, now lost. It

was the fourth edition (see no. 2815)1 but I do not know any library at present

possessing it. R.

3038. D (Leigh, Richard,)
In his 'Poems Upon several Occasions ... By the Author, of The Censure, of the

Eota'' (London, 1675, i2mo) at pp. 9-15 is a poem 'On the Oxford Theater',

beginning
' Those glorious Heights which Art of old did raise, |

Liv'd uncommended
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in their own first Days '. It refers to the inscriptions which lined the courtyard
walls, and glorifies the donor, architect, and building, in heroic couplets ; but is of

no value.

3039. D Mock Songs.
In 'Mock Songs and Joking Poems ... By the Author of Westminster Drollery

'

(London, 1675, 12" at pp. 56-62 is a poem commemorating an incident at Oxford in

1649, entitled 'Song. iS. Upon the taking down of the Kings Armes in . . . 1649.
when instead of plucking down them, on the Gate of the Physick-garden in O.xford :

they were such excellent Heralds, that they pluckt down the Earl of Danby's Armes,
who was the Founder there'. It begins 'In sixteen hundred forty nine, |

When
Cavaliers were forc'd to dine . . . '. No additional incidents or details are supplied in

this ballad, which is ascribed to capt. William Hickes by J. W. Ebsworth {Bagford
Ballads, ii. S29). A mock song is a parody on the real one.

3040. Oxford—University
—Sheldonian Theatre, •' To my Lord

Arch-Bishop of Canterbury, upon his Famous Erection, the Theater in

Oxford. London, Printed for C. S. . . . 1675.'
The title of a ballad in the Bagford Collection in the British Museum, as given in

the Bagford Ballads, ii. 814, though the words are not printed, except that the song
begins

' My Lord.—
|

Our English stories blush not to present |

A generous Wast,
a Brave Demolishment'. C. S. in the imprint is apparently Charles Smith.

Oxford Press.

3041 {Sheld.). Abudacnus, Josephus. Historia Jacobitarum, Seu

Coptorum, in ^gypto, Libia, Nubia, ^'Ethiopia tota, & parte Cypri
Insulae habitantium. Opera Josephi Abudacni, seu Barbati, nati Memphis
-^gypti INIetropoH. [device^]

Impr. 559 (Oxouii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1675 : 4°: pp. [8 3, title: 5-8, preface)] + 30
(the history, in twenty-three chapters) + [2 (blank)'], signn. a, A-D* : English solid.—
Yusuf abu Dakun (Joseph, father of the Beard, Barbatus 1 lived in the first half of the

seventeenth century, and was Oriental Professor at Erfurt and Louvain. On April 13

Humphrey Prideaux writes to John Ellis (p. 41 of the printed edition),
' We have two

or three pidleing things printeing here
;
on is an account of the Jacobits, another of

the kingdom of Golcondah ', the latter never issued. The book was translated into

English by sir Edw. Sadleir (Lond. 1692 ['Jacobites'], 1693 [' Cophts']), and was

reprinted abroad in the eighteenth century : it is genuine and was at the time useful,
and the author,

'

parum literatus
'

,
was a Jacobite himself, born either at Cairo (preface)

or Memphis (title). The editor and preface-writer is stated to be dr. Thomas
Marshall {D. A^. B.). The Coptic Gospels promised in the preface were not published
till 1716. Sheet a is marked [ttil, till], a, a 2. There is no Coptic printing, though
the University possessed a fount.

3041* {S/ie/d.).
°—

,

—
. Historia Jacobitarum . . . [&c., exactly as

no. 3041].
Impr. 559^/ (' Oxonii e Theatro Sceldoniano ') : 1675: (twelves) 16°: pp. [8

(i, title: 3-8, preface)] +73 (the history) + [l (blank)], signn. **, A-c^^, D^.—An
Amsterdam reprint of no. 3041, presumably of the same year, with no intentional

variation
;
a convenient pocket edition. This counterfeit issue betrays itself at once

in the imprint, see above. There is a copy in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris,
but it appears to be rare in England. The Bodleian was presented with a copy in

1928. K,

3042 {u. p.). (.iElfric.) A Testimony of Antiquity : Shewing The
Ancient Faith of the Church of England, Touching the Sacrament . . .

[of the Lord's Supper] ... in the Saxons time above Seven Hundred

years agoe. [/^ji;/,]

Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield). 1675: sm. 4°: pp. [I3 (i, title: 3-12,

preface)] + 28 (1-19, Sermon of JE\[nc, in English : 20-6, other quotations from him
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in English and Latin, with notes : 27-8, a testimony to the genuineness of the Sermon
and extracts, signed by fifteen archbishops and bishops about 1565), signn. A*, s?,

B-D*, E^ : Great primer.^A reprint of a book first published in London in 1566, and
often reprinted ; with the omission of the Anglo-Saxon text, none of which here occurs.

The title of the Sermon is,
' A Sermon of the Paschal Lamb '

for Easter, and what

may be called Protestant doctrines are upheld, about the year 1000. The preface
refers to MSS. of ^Ifric at Worcester and Exeter. yElfric died in 1005.

3043 {Sheld.). [Allestree, dr. Richard.] The Art of Contentment.

By the Author of The Whole Duty of Man, &c. [text and device.^

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1675 : (fours) sm. 8° : engr. front. + pp. [8

(i, title: 2, imprimatur, Feb. 24,
'

1675', i.e. 167^ : 3-8, preface)] + 214 (the work,
in eleven sections and 'Close') + [2 (i. Contents)], signn. [tt], a-Z, Aa-Dd* : English
solid.—On the way to happiness :

' we cannot be innocently miserable
'

: there are

chapters
' On the Surplusage of our Enjoiments above our Sufferings

'

and ' Of the

Advantage of Afflictions '. This first edition was followed by a second and third in

the same year, two in 1677 (nos. 3131-2), 1689 (stated to be rare, but ?), 1694, J 700,

I705> I7i9> ^11 issued at Oxford : also Lond. 1682 and 1841. The frontispiece

represents Jacob's Dream ('Gen: 28. 12.'), with two angels on the ladder, one bearing
a label ' The Art of Contentment

'

: the moon is in the upper right corner, see under
no. 3131. The spelling is of the Fell kind, 'enjoiments', 'honor',

' mesur'd ',

'

prejudic'd ',
'
tis '. Some copies are rubricated with double red-printed lines on every

page, especially on the title-leaf. The book was issued by or soon after March 30,

1675 (MS. Rawl. D, 398, fol. iss""). See Wood's Ath. Oxoti. iv. 198,

3044 [S/ie/d.). [
—

,

—
.] [Title as no. 3043, but 'The second Impres-

sion.' is inserted above the text, which is placed lower down.]
For this issue the whole of sheets A-Z are reset, but the rest is unchanged, except

as above, and there is one change of ornament.

3045. [
—

,

—
.] [Title as no. 3044, but 'The third Impression' is

substituted.

The whole of slieets a-z, Aa-Bb are reset, but the rest is unchanged, except as

above, and that tvio changes in ornaments are made.]
The differences between these three issues are only in spacing or to a small extent

in spelling : not in text at all. But whereas an engraving of the Sheldonian with
twelve pinnacles only on the boundary wall runs through the first and second impres-
sions, it is changed to one with sixteen pinnacles in some copies of the third (^no. 3045*).

3046 {S/ield.). [Allestree, dr. Richard.] The Government of the

Tongue . . . The third Impression.
Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : [&c., exactly as no. 3002].—A reprint of

the second impression, with no full stop in the title after 'Tongue', and with 'easy'
in top line of a

3'" wrongly for
'

easily '. The Imprimatur is dated here not July 4,

1674, but January 24, 1675, i.e. i67f. The engraving is slightly altered in detail—
a chimney is put on a building, &c. See Wood's At/i. Oxon. iv. 198.

3047. [
—

,

—
.]

The fourth Impression.
Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : [&c., exactly as no. 3046].—A close reprint

of the third impression. The Imprimatur has '

Januarii 24' rightly, instead of the

'January. 24' of the third edition; and the figure is entirely re-engraved, or else

altered in numerous minute details. Some copies have the older plate as in the third

edition (no. 3047*).

3048 {Sheld). [Allestree, dr. Rich,] The Ladies Calling . . . The
third Impression. . , .

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1675 • (fours) 8° : pp. [24 + engr. pi. (engr.

pi.: I, title: 3-6, 7-24, two prefaces)] -)- 270 (1-153, part i : 155-270, part 2) +

[2 (i, list of contents)], signn. a-c, A-Z, /a-Ll* : English solid.—A reprint, perhaps
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from no. 2560 'first impression). The frontispiece is of the later type : the pagination
now runs throur^h both parts. There is no imprimatur. For 1000 copies of this

edition, and of the Government of the Tongue (no. 3133) and of the A^-t of Content-

ment mo. 3131) (3000 in all) messrs. Samuel Heyrick, Samuel Lowndes, and other

London booksellers gave;,^i3i in 1676 i^Univ. Press accounts;.

3049 {Shcld.). Andre"wes, bp. Lancelot. Rev. Patris Lane. Andrews

Episc. Winton. Preces Privatge Grajcb & Latine. [^etigr. of Theatre.]
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1675: (twelves) 16°: pp. [4 (engr. : i, title:

2, imprimatur, Mar. 16, 1673, i.e. 167I : 3-4,
' Lectori Christiano')] + 359 (the work :

1-236, part 1, with inde.\ : 237, 239-359, part 2: + [l (' Emendanda
'

], signn. *2,

A-pi2 + engr. : Gr. & Lat. Long primer solid.^The first edition of the Private

Prayers in Greek and Latin of bishop Andrewes
; though a selection were printed in an

Appendix to David Stokes's Vents Christianus (Oxford, 166S : no. 2813) from the

bishop's Bible and other sources. Tiie present book consists of
( i) Greek pieces from

a MS. copy made by Samuel Wright, the bishop's secretary, and some Latin pieces ;

both contributed by dr. Richard Drake: and (2) a partial reprint of dr. 'William'

(^David) Stokes, the bishop's chaplain's work, with other pieces, as part 2. The
versos of each leaf in part i contain Greek and the rectos a Latin translation with

biblical references : the second part is chiefly Latin, and miscellaneous. The bulk of

the first part is prayers for each day of the week. The authorship of the Latin versions

is uncertain : part may be due to dr. John Lamphire, the editor of the volume : see

Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 235. No other edition of the Preces Frivatx in Greek and
Latin was printed before 1828, but part i was issued in English as early as 1648, and
in 1674, 1692, and 1730. A useful edition is that of the rev. H. Veale, 2nd edition,

1S99. The frontispiece faces the title and represents bp. Andrewes, 'Secundum

Archetypon D. loggan. Sculp. 1675.'. The Term Catalogue of Feb. 10, i67f (i. 229),
announces the book, 'price, bound, 2s. 6d. ... printed for Richard Davis in Oxford'.

The latter expression shows that Davis, who was a bookseller, paid for the printing
and published the book.

3050. Aretino, Pietro. {Engraved Postures.)
Dr. Humphrey Prideaux in his Letters toJohn Ellis 1 Camden Soc, 1875), pp. 30, 32,

tells the following tale, probably a true one, even though those arch-gossips. Wood
and Hearne, seem to know nothing of it.

' The presse hath often furnished me with

something to tell you. You little thinke it hath been imployed about printeing
Aretins postures. I assure you we were like to have had an edition of them from

thence, were it not that last night [i. e. Saturday, Jan. 23, i67f ] the whole worke was
mar'd. The gentlemen of All Souls had got them engraved, and had imployed our

presse to print them of[f]. The time that was chosen for the worke was the eveneing
after 4, Mr. Dean [i.e. dr. John Fell] after that never useing to come to the Theator ;

but last night, beeing imployed the other part of the day, he went not thither till the

work was begun. How he tooke to find his presse workeing at such an imployment,
I leave it to you to immagin. The prints and plates he hath seased, and threatens the

owners of them with expulsion ; and I thinke they would deserve it, were they of any
other colledge then All Souls, but there I will allow them to be vertuous that are

bawdy only in pictures.' So far a letter of Jan. 24 : then on Jan. 31, i67f, he recurs

to the subject :
— '

It was not all Aretine our gentlemen were printeing here, but some
of his more famous cuts for the private use of themselfes and their friends. However,
about 60 of them [the cuts] had gon abroad before the businesse was discovered

;
but

M'' Dean hath made them call them in again and commit them to the fire. I must
desire you to let noe on know from whom you have suchlike intelligence. The
All Souls men from on end to the other have all declared war against me already for

sayeing they had noe famous man since Digs [Dudley Digges, d. 16.43], '"^nd that they
lived on his credit ever since. If they should know this to[o] they would hamstring
me

; therefore you must be sure to keep secret for fear of the worst, for I assure you
they are terrible fellows at some things.' The engravings in question were by Marco
Antonio after designs by Julio Romano ; and Pietro Aretino only wrote sonnets {de
omnibtis Veneris schematibus) to be placed under them. Fell's suppression was
apparently complete, and no copies are known to exist : nor am I aware of any
reference to the Oxford incident outside Prideaux's letters. RRR.
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3051. Boyle, hon. Robert. Experiments and Notes about the

Mechanical Origine or Production of Electricity. By the Honourable
Robert Boyle Esq ;

Fellow of the R. Society.

Impr. 621 (London, by E. Flesher for R. Davis of Oxford) : 1675 : 8° : pp. [2 (i,

title)] + 38 (the work).—The first separate work on Electiicity published in England,
and formally the last of tvvelve tracts issued under a general title-page, Experiments,
Notes, ifc, about the Mechanical Origine or Productioii of divers particular Qualities,
but is separate and separately paged. For some unknown reason the whole series is

stated to be rare, but I doubt it. This and the eleventh tract on Magnetism (1676:
see no. 3098) were privately reprinted by professor Silvanus P. Thompson in 1S98 for

the Sette of Odd Volumes (no. .\lv). Thompson's Preface gives an interesting account

of the treatise. The whole volume of which this is strictly a part is described as

no. 3098, but this is separately noticed from its importance. Most of the other parts
also bear the date 1675. The experiments are of course rudimentary, and are chiefly
connected with the use of rubbed amber. The reprint is not entirely accurate : I have
noticed in the first few pages (p. 22, 1. 2) ^omitted before their : (p. 27, 1. 11) the

intejual parts and in are omitted. R ?

3052. Burgersdicius, Franco. Franconis Burgersdici Institutionum

Metaphysicarum Lib. II. Opus Posthumum. Editio uUima, longe
emendatior. [Arms of the University^

Impr. 533 fexc. H. Hall, per R. Davis) : 1675 : 12° : pp. [I2 (r, title : 3-11, pref.

by A. Heereboord, June i, 1647 : 12, Elogium Burgersdicii, per Petrnm Cunseum)] +

354, the work + [6 (1-3, index : 6, title-label)], signn. *^, A-P*- : Long primer solid.—
This scholastic work on Metaphysics is less known than the same author's Logic and
Idea Philosophix : it is the outcome of horse siibsecivse, as the editor explains. The
known editions (the author died in 1636) are Hagse 1640, Lond. 1653, Lugd. Bat. 1657,
and the present one, but there was probably one of 1647. The second book treats of

the theological side of Metaphysic.

3053. Carpenter, Nathaniel, Philosophia Libera, triplici exercita-

tionum Decade proposita. In qua adversus hujus temporis Philosophos

dogmata quasdam nova discutiuntur. Authore Nathanaele Carpentario
. . . Editio quarta. correctior [motto\

Impr. 337 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1675 : sm. 8° : pp. [20 (i, title :

3-10, ep. dedic. as in ist ed. 1622: 11-17, preface: 18-19, Elenchus)] -I- 386 (the

work) -I- [10 (book catal. of R. Davis)] + 2 folded sheets of diagrams after p. 386 :

signn. ^, A-Z, Aa^ Bb^ : Pica solid.—A reprint of the 1636 edition, no. 822. In the

Term Catalogtie of Feb. 15, i67f (i. 200, 'price, bound, 3^-. 6fl'.'),
and in three places

in the Catalogues of the sale of Richard Davis's books (ii. 76 : iv. 37 : App. p. 12), see

also Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 421. See no. 503 (1622). This is one of those small

school-books which seems to have escaped the larger libraries, but a copy is in

Magdalen college library at Oxford. The thirty essays cover the ground of Natural
and (to some extent) Metaphysical Philosophy. The first essay of the 2nd Decad

proves the impossibility of (theological) transubstantiation by scholastic methods. R.

3054. °[Cooper, Anthony Ashley, earl of Shaftesbury.] Two season-

able Discourses Concerning this present Parliament, \device of double

Eagle.^
Impr. 2 1 9 i? (Oxford) : 1675: sm. 4°: pp. [4 (3, title)] + IO (Debate)+[2 (i, half-

title)] +7 (Letter) 4- [1], signn. A-C*.—The two discourses are (i) 'The Debate or

Arguments for dissolving this present Parliament . . . ', a speech in the House of

Lords, Nov. 20, 1675, beg.
' That it is according to the Constitution ',

and (2) 'A Letter

from a Parliamentman to his Friend, Concerning the Proceedings of the House of

Commons, this last Session, begun the 13th of October, 1675 ', signed at end ' T. E ',

beg.
'

Sir, I see that you are greatly scandalized '. Wood ( Ath Oxon. iv, 77) declares

that both these pieces were known to be by Shaftesbury : but suggests that they were

printed in London. Both are in favour of a New Parliament, and another edition of

the speech was issued entitled Reasonsfor a N'ew Parliament . . . 1676, also anonymous:
and both have been reprinted. The device on tlie title-page shows that the pamphlet
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is not Oxford printing, but either of London or Amsterdam, probably the latter.

Neither piece is related to Shaftesbury's Letterfrom a Person of Quality, 1675, which
was suppressed {Dom. St. Papers 1675-6, pp. 389, 393, 395).

3055. Davies, Rondl, Profiad yr Ysprydion, neu Ddatcuddiad Gau
Athrawon . . . ar i S* Jo. 4. i. O waith Rondl. Davies . . . Ficar Meifod

(A Tryall of the Spirits, or a Discovery of False Prophets ... a Short
Treatise on i John iv. i . .

.)

Impr. 622 (Rhydychen, gan H. Hall): 1675: 16°?: pp. (14 + 7 + 237).
— This

Welsh treatise is not in the British Museum or Bodleian, but is fully described in

William Rowlands's Cambrian Bibliography, ed. D. S. Evans (1869), at p. 203,
of. Moses Williams's Cofrestr, I'ji'j. There are two title-pages, in Welsh and English.
There is no connexion with William Dell's Tria of Spirits, 1652. RR.

3056 {Sheld.). Fell, dr. John. The Character of the last Dales.
A Sermon Preached before the King. By John Fell, D.D. Dean of

Christ-Church, and Chaplain to his Majesty. Printed by Command.
Impr. 596 (Oxford, at the Theater): 1675: sm. 4°: pp. [2 (i, title) + 26 (the

sermon, on 2 Pet. iii. 3) + [2, blank], signn. [ttJI, a-c*, d'^ : English solid.—On those
who scoff at religion. A few of Fell's peculiarities of spelling occur. This sermon
was reprinted in London in 1746. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 198.

3057 {Sheld.). [Fell, dr. John.j Grammatica Rationis, sive, Institu-

tiones Logical. . . .

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.): 1675: (sixes) 16°: pp. [12 (1-2, not seen,

except as a stub: 3, title: 5-12, preface)] +249 (the work) + 3 (blank)] + 2 leaves

(engr. title and diagrams after p. 56), signn. [a], b-Y^ : Long primer solid.—A reprint
of no. 2974 (1673 I with some alterations of type: I have not noticed any change of

matter, and even the preface with its reference to the forthcoming Logic of Obadiah
Walker (no. 2992 in 1673) is not altered, and the engraved title still bears 1673.
Part 2 begins on p. 121, part 3 on p. 148.

3058 {11. p.). Gardiner, dr. Richard. Richardi Gardiner Herefordensi
. . . Specimen Oratorium, Cum Supplemento Novissimo Editio quinta.

[Arms 0/ the Umvtrstt}'.~\

Impr. 337*^ (Oxonias, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis): 1675 : 12": pp. [4 (r, title:

3, dedn. to Hereford public school) + 255 (contents as no. 2800, adding at end
' Carmina Dormitoria

'

on pp. 253-5; + [5 {blank)'], signn. A-L^^ .

English &c. solid.—^

A reprint of no. 2800 with the addition of three pages of Latin verses on sleep, and
the reduction of title-pages to sub-titles. See no. 2337 (1657) and Wood's Atk.
Oxon. iii. 992.

3059. Goode, dr. Thomas, Master of Balliol. To the Right Honor-
able . . . the Lords, Knights, Gentlemen, and Clergy, of the Diocess and

County, of Worcester
;
The humble proposal of a Native of that County

. . .

[the Proposalfollows. ~\

[No imprint or date, but Oxford, pr. by Leonard Lichfield : 1675] • ^''* ^-^ f^l- •

Double small pica italic—A proposal, signed at foot
' Tho. Good, D.D. Master of

Baliol Coll.', asking the worthies of Worcestershire to join in ' the setling of two or
more Fellowships and Scholarships in Baliol Colledge commonly known by the name
of the Worcester Colledge) for the Education of young Schollars, of that County', and

pointing out that the county was significantly destitute of distinguished natives. No
solid result, however, followed, see H. W. C. Davis's Balliol College (1899), p. 165,
where the almost desperate condition of the college is described. Wood's copy of the

Proposal is dated by him 'Oxon. Febr. (16) 1674',!. e. 167I : the first words are
*

Rgiht Hon**'*, worship'"', and Kever"*. I have had many sad thoughts'.
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3060 (S/ield.). Grotius, Hugo. Hugo Grotius De Veriiate Religionis
Christianse. [Arms of University?^

Impr. 559a (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1675 : (sixes) 12° : pp. [12 (i, title : 3-4, dedn.

to Hieronymus Bignonius, dnted Paris, Aug. 27, 1639: 5-ii,list of contents)] + 141
(the work) + [5 {4,

'

Hugonis Grotii Annotationes . . . ', a half-title)] + 162 (the

Notes) + [4 {blank)'], signn. a, A-M, a-o^ : Long primer and brevier solid.— This is

an ordinary reprint of the Oxford edition of 1662, as small details and errors show,
but hereby hangs a tale, told in the Calendar of the Dom. St. Papers 1675-6,

pp. 36-7. In March 1675 Daniel Elzevir wrote (no doubt to Sir Joseph Williamson)
in French a complaint about a coming issue of this book. He states that Jean Maire,
a Leiden publisher, was given the MS. of the De Veritate by Grotius himself, and that

he issued an edition in 1640. That about twenty years ago he (Elzevir) purchased
'
it

'

(the MS. or the right to print it) of Maire, and that a pirated edition was issued at

Oxford by Webb about 1657 (^s a fact it was in 1639 that Webb issued his edition :

he died in 1652, but his widow issued an edition in 1659) : that the 'Curators of the

Sheldonian Theatre' purchased the widow Webb's rights for ^5, and proposed to issue

an edition of their ovv^n. To forestall this, Elzevir printed 2,000 copies of his Grotius,
sold them to John Dunmore, a London bookseller, and sent them ' about six months

ago '. These were, however, with the
' consent

'

of the Oxford Press seized at the

Custom House. On March 24 the bale was released, on payment of Custom dues, at

the request of the Four Undertakers of the Press (of whom Sir Joseph Williamson was
one !), and no more is heard of the matter. As a fact international tights hardly
existed, but the appeal on moral grounds was sufficient. This accounts for the 1675
Elzevir edition succeeding the third of 1674 so quickly : see the full account of editions

in no. 2498 (1660). The fifth was in 16S0. For the Oxford editions see 918 (1639 '•

and note m vol. ii, p. 142), 2032 (1650), especially 2497-8 (1660), 2596 (1662),
and after 2802 (1668).

3061. Grotius, Hugo. Annotationum Selectarum, Ex Hugone Grotio

ad Novum Testamentum, Specimen, .h e. Ad VII. Capita S. Matthsei.

\jnotfo.~\

Impr. 625 (Oxonije, pro J. Barksdale, London): 1675: sm. S** : pp. [4(1, title:

2, dr. Bathurst's Imprimatur, undated : and Barlow's testimony to Grotius : 3, Grotius's

pref., 164I : 4, 'Editor Lectori', signed
' Barksdallus tuus')]+35 (1-35, the notes

and some testimonies) + [l (i, account of Grotius's death by Johannes Quistorpius of

Rostoch : and errata)], signn. [n'f, A-B^ : Long primer solid.—The editor was
Clement Barksdale (according to Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 224), but his relation to

John Barksdale, the London publisher of this book, is not known. The select Notes
cover chs. i-vii of St. Matthew {h. e. is of course hoc est

,,
and the editor promises that,

if encouraged, he will similarly select and publish Grotius's notes on the whole of the

New Testament. But no more was printed. The present book is for general use, not

so much for scholars. In Warton's Life of Dr. Batlmrst (Lond. 1761, p. 158 «.)
a statement by Bathurst (who was Vice-Chancellor in 1675) is quoted :

' Nov. 10.

1673 I licensed M"' Barksdale's Epitome of Grotius in Evang. on condition the dedica-

tion to me should be left out.' R.

3062. Keckermannus, Bartholomsus. ' Keckermanni (Bart.) Syst.

compend. totius Mathemat.—Oxon. 1675.'
So in the Auction Catalogue of Richard Davis, part 3 (1688), p. 46. There was an

Oxford 166 1 edition (see no. 2560) (the author died in 1609) ; but I find no trace of

this 1675 edition in the ordinary sources, and it must be regarded as quite doubtful, or

at least rare. R.

3063 (S/ield.). (Lily, William.) A Short Introduction of Grammar . . .

[&c., as no. 2982, except
' learned

'

instead of '

late
'].

Tlie second

Edition, [ornamenled University Arms?\
Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1675 : 12°: pp. [68 (p. 1, title, a single leaf:

3-6, 'To the Reader' : 7-66, the Grammar: 67-8, Guillielmi Lilii . . . Carmen de

Moribus)] + [269, i. e. '1 '-' 6
', '73

'-'
335 ', Lily's grammar in Latin, with title-page
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' Brevissima Institutio . . . Editio secunda priori longe auctior & emendatior', and

impr. 559 Oxonii, e Th. Sheld. ), 1675;] + [3 \2, engraving of boys gathering fruit,

a single leaf], signn. [tt]^, a-O^'^ : Long primer and brevier, roman and Englisli solid.—
A reprint of the text of nos. 2982 + 2929, with the notes altered and extended.

Among the changes are tlie omission of the preface and Advertisement at end of ' To
the Reader '

: and the Latin ' Carmen '

ialls into its right place before the Latin

grammar. The engraving at end is better drawn than in no. 2929, and improved,
and is signed

' M. Burghers delin. & sculp.' : it is in the main a reverse of the former
one. Signatures A-G are marked on the first five leaves only, but H-O on six, showing
a change of compositor. The book occurs in the Term Catalogue of Nov. 24, 1S75
(i. 222', as 'A Synopsis of Lilies Grammar. The Second Edition corrected and

enlarged by the Author [who died in 1522 !]. Price i,d . . . printed, for R. Davis in

Oxford '

: the editor was Thomas Bennett. The double pagination of the Latin part
is due to a sheet-ending i c), as if the first part were to be inserted after p. 6 of part i !

See nos. 831 (1636), 2982 (1673), &c.

3064 {Sheld.). Lydiat, Thomas. Thomoe Lydiat Canones Chrono-

logici, Nee non Series Summorum INIagistratuum et Triumphorum
Romanorum. Opus poslhumum, ex Autoris autographo fideliter editum.

\engr. of Sheldonian Thealre.'\
Impr. 559 Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1675 : (fours) S° : pp. 8 (3, title : 5-8, preface)] +

126 (the Canones) + [2 (i, title to the Series, impr. 5,591] +200 + 254 (the Series),

signn. a, A-Q, a-z, aa-bb, Aa—zz, Aaa-iii* : Pica solid.^Thomas Lydiat, fellow of

New College, who had suffered hardships in the Civil War, died in 1646, and his

valuable papers were scattered or left to perish : some were rescued by a peasant, and
thrown into a corner of his cottage, where dr. John Lamphire accidentally saw them,
and purchased them. The Canones are a learned attempt to found reasonable chrono-

logy from the Creation to 1600 when the work was written) in the Greek and Roman
world. The rest is official annals of Rome from the foundation to A.D. 566 ('538'),
with notes. Prideaux in his Letters (p. 42) notes that Lydiat was '

lately set forth'
on Aug. 15, 1675, but I have seen no mention of the editor's name. See Wood's Atk.
Oxon. iii. 188. Three compositors seem from the signatures to have been employed,
and each began his part with a nev\f pagination as well as signatures ! The third

pagination and signatures begin with Julius Caesar. On June 10, 1676, Robert Little-

bury, a London bookseller, paid the Press ;,^2 14^. for
' 26 Lydiattes'.

3065. Master, Thomas. The: Master! MaKaptVov Novi Coll:

quondam Socii Iter Boreale. Ad Ipsius patrem Gulielmum Masterum,
Cotise in Agro Glocestrensi Pastorem, \Anns of the Universiiy.^

Impr. 209/ (year only [printed by Henry Hall at Oxford]): sm. 4°: pp. [2 (i,

title)] + 20 (the Latin letter, in prose and verse, dated Sept. 25, 1637) + [^ (blank')\.-^
Thomas Master, who died in 1643, wrote this account to his father, rector of Cote
near Cirencester, of a journey taken by the former to be inducted into the sinecure

living of East Wykeham near Louth in Lincolnshire. His way went from Mont-

gomery b)' Shrewsbury, Lichfield, Nottingham, and Lincoln, where he caught a fever,

and went to an uncle at Stockwith, near Gainsborough, where the Trent, he says, is

tidal. After induction and a short stay he returned, with the fever still on him, to

Montgomery. The whole journey was within the month of August 1637, ^^'^ there

is little or nothing of value in the narrative : it is a sort of exercise in rhetorical prose
and verse. Why George Ent (of the Middle Temple, eldest son of sir George Ent),
whose younger brother Edward matriculated at Wadham in 1678, printed this piece,
for private circulation, is not stated by Wood. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 83,
Gardiner's IVadhavi College Register. The title Iter Boreale had been used by Rich.
Wilde in 1660. MaKaplrrjs means of course 'now with God', as Lamb says of
Mrs. Battle.

3066 {Sheld.). Nepos, Cornelius. Cornelii Nepotis Vitae Excellentium

Imperatorum Collatione quatuor MS. recogniiae. Accessit Aristomenis

Messenii vita ex Pausania.
[^engr. of Sheldonian Theatre.^

Impr. 559 Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1675 : (sixes) 1 2° : pp. [14 (i, title : 3-6, preface

[by Fell] : 7-12, preface by G. J. Vossius)] +192 .;^the Lives, in Latin; + 81 (Aristo-
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menes in Greek, followed at p. 46 by a Latin translation) + [3 (i, a Greek epigram :

3,
'

Syllabus Vitarum ')], signn. [tt]', *, A-Q, B-H^ : Pica solid.—One of Fell's annual

volumes, as we know Irom H. Prideaux's Letters ( 1S75), p. 28, where Prideaux says
of this ' Christmas book '

that he suggested adding the Life of Aristomenes, to supple-
ment Nepos. It is the first English edition of this author, and was reissued at Oxford
with improvements in 1678 (no. 3185), 16S4, 16S7, 1697, 1708 : see Hriiggeman,

p. 477. The Continental editions of this year (Leiden and Leipzig) are bulkier and,
Fell writes, 'purum putum Autorem nostrum exhibeo, necnotarum sarcina oppressum,
nee frigidis conjecturis interpolatum, sed duntaxat ad MSS. codicum fidem diligenter

recognitum '. This refers to the fact that Isaac Voss had supplied him with three

MSS. or their readings, and Westminster School with a fourth : but these MSS. are

not properly distinguished here (nor in the Bodleian volume 8° D. 85 Line). There
is a minimum of notes. The editor exhorts his readers to imitate the qualities of the

Greeks and Romans as evidenced in the volume. ' Macte' in the close of the preface
is corrected by hand to

' macti
'

perhaps in all copies.

3067 {11. p.). Occam, William of. Gulielmi Occhami, Doctoris

Invincibilis et Nominalium Principis, Summa Totius Logicse. In Lucem
denuo Vindicata.

Impr. 623 (Oxoniae, exc. L. L. per J. Crosley) : 1675 : (fours) 8" : pp. [8 (i, title :

3—7, the editor's Latin preface)] + 55^ (t'le work, in three books, the last having four

parts; with two prefaces Quam magnos and Duduni mc) + \V2 (i-ii, 'Index' = list

of chapters: 11, Errata], signn. A-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Cccc^: Long primer solid.—
There can be no doubt that Heame is right in saying (^Diary, ii. 80) that Obadiah
Walker was the editor of this volume, which is a reprint in a form cleared of all

abbreviations, of Occam's Logic. Had this reprint sold well, the editor meant to

follow it up with <ither works of Occam : but he might have seen that 500 closely

printed and uninviting pages were not as appetizing as before the Civil War. It may
be surmised that the Delegates of the Press took this view, and persuaded Walker to

make use of outside printing. The book is recorded in the Term Catalogue of

Nov. 24, 1675 •

'

price, bound, 5^.'

3068. *tOxford—Univ.—Magdalen College. [Commemoration of

Founder: versicles and prayer {beg., under Royal Arms,
'

Priesl. The

Just shall be had . . .

'

and '

Priest. O Lord God, the Resurrecuon . . .

'

:

at foot '

Mag. Coll. Oxon.' and note of Proper Psalms and Lesson.]
[No place or date, but Oxford about 1675] • ^r. s. fol. : Great primer black letter

leaded.—The exact date of this Form is not known at present : it was perhaps printed
by Leonard Lichfield, one of whose ornaments is used : otherwise at the Sheldonian
Press. The College accounts would show which. The Psalms are cxlv-cxlvii : the

Lesson Ecclus. xliv : these do not occur in the 1693 reprint. There are twenty-five
lines in all, not counting the device.

3069 {S/ield.). *t— ,

—
,
Sheldonian Press. A Proposal tending to tlie

advancement of Learning by an unburdensome and practicable encourage-
ment of the Press.

[No imprint or date: but Oxford, at the Slieldonian Press, 1675]: s. sh. folio:

English solid.—The first printed prospectus of the Sheldonian Press; for dr. Fell's

earlier form in 1672 was perhaps not printed or published at the time (see the Library
for Sept. 1925, p. 138). The proposal is that in view of the poor style of the literature

offered to the public, the Undertakers for the Oxford Press offer that in return for an

assurance that 500 copies will be bought, they will produce an edition of some desired

work, well edited and well printed. It begins
' Whereas several Persons'

;
and the

first page ends ' before mentioned.' Suggestions of desirable books are made, some
of which were subsequently issued : and room is left on the second page for signatures
and notes of approvers. A second issue, with modifications and a long list of books

ready or preparing, belongs to 1681. Woods copy is dated in his hand as
'

1675' :

see Wood's Life, ed. Clark, ii. 333; Cat. of Dom. St. Papers^ 1678 (1913), p. 607.
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3070. *tOxford Univ.—University College. [Form of Commemora-
tion of the Founder of University College, consisting of a prayer.]
No imprint or date, but Oxford, about 1675] : br. s. 8° : Great primer solid.—The

prayer begins
' Merciful God and lovint; Father ',

and claims Alfred the Great as

'first Founder of this House', with William of Durham as 'Restorer of it', and
mentions four especial Benefactors : after the prayer is a list of eight

' Set Communion
Days

'

: twenty-nine lines in all. The ornament used in the printing is Henry Hall's :

so he probably printed the piece, see no. 3068.

3071. Pemble, William. A briefe Introduction to Geography . . .

[&c., much as no. 662 (1630), but inserting between 'Science' and
' Written

'

the words :
—

] The fift Edition

Impr. i6oa (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for E. Forrest) : 1675 : sm. 4° : pp. [4 (i, title :

3, preface)] + 41 (the treatise) + [3 (i, blank: 2-3, not seen)], signn. A-F* : Pica

solid.—With diagrams, as in other editions. The sequence of editions will be found
under no. 2839' The author died in 1623. A copy is in Magdalen College Library. R.

3072. Pierce, dr. Thomas. Articles to be enquired of Within the

Peculiar Jurisdiction of Dr. Thomas Pierce Dean of Sarum. In his

Primary Visitation begun Anno Dom. 1675.
Impr. 215^ (Oxford, by H. Hall): 1675: sm. 4°: pp. [2 (i, title: 2, the Church-

wardens' Oath)] +10 ;i-io, the Articles in six titles : 10, warning to churchwardens),
signn. A*, b'^ : Pica black-letter solid.—In tit. Ill, no. 14, it is inquired whether the

Minister has appointed
'

any . . . Prophecyings or Exercises not appointed by Authority :

Or doth he . . . hold any Conventicles ?
' Dr. Pierce, formerly President of Magdalen,

was Dean of Salisbury from 1675 till his death in 1691, see \\'ood's Aik. Oxon. iv. 299.

3073 {Sheld.). Quintilian. M. Fab. Quintiliani Declamadonum liber.

Cum ejusdem (Ut nonnuUis visum) Dialogo de Causis corruptas Elo-

quentiae. Quae omnia Notis illustrantur. \plate of Sheldonian Theatre.^
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1675: (fours) 8° : pp. [8 (3, title: 2, list of

Declamations : 3-7, preface)] -1- 235 (1-206, the nineteen declamations : 207, half-title:

209-35, the Dialogus) -1- [I {blank)'], signn. [tt], a-Z, Aa-Gg^ : Long primer solid.—
The nineteen longer Declamations, or rhetorical exercises, out of the 145 remaining
extant. The first words are:—Si juvenis; Sentio, judices, pudori; Satis dedecoris

;

Positus, Patres
; Quafuvis, Judices, in; Etiamsi, judices \ Sentio, Jttdices, plurimtim ;

Quamvis,judices, phirimnm; Nenmtem unquavi; Quamvis, Judices, i?iter; Expecta-
veratn quidetn ; Quamvis, judices, intiunierabiles ;

Credo ego ; Setttio, Judices, hanc
;

Etsi, Judices, ita
; Etsi Sanctissimi ;

Lassatus per ; Etsi, Judices, callidissimus
;

Debebatur quidem. The Dialogus is usually ascribed to Tacitus as De Oratoribus).
This is the first English edition of any part of the Declamations, and was reissued at

Oxford in 1692. C)n Aug. 15, 1675, Prideaux writes Letters, p. 42): 'We are setteing
forth Quintilians Declamations, to which Altham maketh notes.' This shows that

dr. Roger Altham, of Christ Church, was the editor.

3074. Ridley, sir Thomas. A View of the Civile and Ecclesiastical!

Law . , . [&c., as no. 2606J The Fourth Edition, with the Notes of

|. Gregory late Mr of Arts, of Chr. Ch. Ox.
Impr. 316/ (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 1675: S" : [pp. 12 (i, title,

within line: 3-6, Ridley's ep. dedic. to James i : 7-9, Ridley's preface to the reader):

10-12, Gregory's preface to the reader] H-397 (^"-39^> the work) -j- [32 (1-28, index :

31, title-label)], signn. A-Z, Aa-Dd^ : Pica solid.— Apparently a reprint of the (third)
1662 edition (no. 2606), but the editor's full surname is now on the title-page, with

an acknowledgement of his Notes. Red printing occurs as before on six lines of the

title-page. Some copies have 1676 on the title. In the Term Catalogue for Nov. 24,

1675, this book occurs (i. 222 )

'

price, bound, 3^^. 6(/.' See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 205 ;

and for the 1st and 2nd editions, see 1634 ("o- 789)-
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3075, [Rose, Henry, of Line, coll., Oxford.] A Philosophicall Essay
for the reunion of the Languages, or, the Art of Knowing all by the

Mastery of one.

Impr. 624 (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Good): 1675: sm. 8": pp. [8 (3, title:

5-8,
' The Printer to the Reader', unsigned)] + 79 (the work) + [I {blatikyi, signn. A^,

B-F^ : English solid .^A fanciful theory that by learning Latin you have the key to

all other languages. It breaks down, of course, in the application to existing facts,

but is of interest as showing what the author knew of comparative Philology. Latin

(p. 14) is the daughter of Eastern languages, the mother of Western, and the sister of
the ' more Northerne '. His twenty-four selected languages he reduces to seven groups,
Roman and Greec, Teutonic and Sclavonic, Hebrew, Scythian and Persian. His
sound point is the relation of languages as a means to learning them, but he shirks the

differences of grammar, and other details. The Printer states that he ' met by chance
with this ingenuous offer', i.e. essay, but Henry Hall could not have written the

preface as printed without aid, the style and ideas being too good. The author

according to Wood {Ath. Oxon. iv. 561, Fasti Oxon. ii. 332) was Henry Rose, Fellow
of Lincoln and Vicar of All Saints, who gave up his offices and left Oxford in 1674.
Wood in a note in his copy of the book states that it came out in October 1674, and
that he bought it for 6</.

3076. Rous, Francis. Archseologiae Atticte libri septem . . . [&c.,
as no. 2861 (1670), substituting

'

Eigth
'

for
' Seventh' Edition.]

Impr. 316 a (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1675
' sm. 4°: pp. [I2 (i, title,

within double line : 3-6, Rous's ep. dedic, 1637 : 7-8,
' To the Reader' : 9-12, list of

contents;] + 349 (the work, with Bogan's additions) + [II (epigram and index)],

signn. **, **-, A-Z, Aa-Yy* : Pica solid. -^A reprint of no. 2861 (1670), with fewer

lines in the page. It occurs in the Term Catalogue for Nov. 25, 1674 (i. 191), price,

bound, 35. dd. The book has changed its publisher.

3077 («./.). S.[mith, dr.], T.[homas]. ENOTIKON, sive De Causis

Remediisque Dissidiorum, . . Exercitatio Theologica. Authore T. S.

Sacrse Theologise Baccalaureo, & Collegii B. Marise Magdalenge Oxon:
Socio.

Impr. 337 h (Oxonii, exc. H. Hall, per R. Davis) : 1675 : sm. 4° : pp. [4 (3, title) +
28 (the discourse, on Rom. xiv. 19)], signn. [ir]^, A-C*, D^ : English solid.—A Latin

sermon on a well-worn subject, which need hardly have been printed : presumably it

was part of his exercises for the degree of B.D., which Smith took in 1674. The

arguments are clear and well-put, but not new. The book occurs in the Term

Catalogue of Nov. 24, 1675,
'

price 'ad.''

3078. Smith, dr. Thomas, of Magd. coll., Oxford. A Sermon of the

Credibility of the Mysteries of the Christian Religion, Preached before

a Learned Audience. By Tho. Smith, Fellow of St. Mary Magdalen
College in Oxon.

Impr. 626 (London, by T. Roycroft for R. Davis, Oxford): 1675: sm. 4°

pp. [4 (I, title: 2, imprimatur, Sept. 7, 1674, by C. Smith for bp. of London

3, dedn. to Robert Boyle: 4, Errata)] + 76 (1-56, the sermon, on i Tim. iii. 16

57-76, Appendix, on the authenticity of the passage of the Three Witnesses, i John v. 7,

which dr. Smith supports'.—The dedication shows that this sermon was preached
before the University at Magdalen on Saturday, April 25 (St. Mark's day), 1674. '^^^

Bodleian copy bears the author's corrections for the London edition of 1696.

3079. Synopsis. Synopsis earum rerum quae ad Oratoris Christian!

Rectam institutionem faciunt. In Octavo. Price A,d.

So in the Term Catalogue, i. 221 (Nov. 24, 1675), as printed for R. Davis in

O.xford. I have not met with this little work, which was no doubt issued in 1675 or

1676. R.
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3080*. Tully, dr. Ihomas. A Letter to Mr Richard Baxter Occa-

sioned by . . . Reflexions of His upon . . . Justificaiio Paulina. ... By
Thomas Tully D.D. [text.']

Impr. 627 (Oxford, by H. Hall for J- Wilmot) : 1675 : sm. 4° : pp. [2 (i, title)] +

38 (the Letter, with ' Errata
' on the the last page; + [16 (i-S, a passage belont^ing to

p. 20 : 9-16, a second addition, with title-page
' Animadversions upon . . . M'' Baxters

. . . Appeal to the Light Printed 1674 . . .', with impr. 215a [Oxford, by H. Hall,

1675]: 3-8, the Adimadversions), signn. [tt^, A-G* : English solid.—See no. 3027
for \\\t. Justificaiio Patilitia, to which Baxter replied in three places, (i) a Preface to

Mr. Danvers, (2) his Catholicke Theologic^ (3; his Appeal to the Light. The haste of

this answer can be judged by the two last sheets (signn. F and g), the first being due

to an oversight, and the second being an addition when all three replies had already
been before Tully and referred to in pp. 1-38 : the style throughout is vigorous, though

temperate. Signn. F, and certainly G, may have been issued after the former part had

come out, and the former part is occasionally found without them (no. 3080). See

Woods Ath. 0x011. iii. 1058, where there is much about the controversy. Noted in

the Tervi Catal. (i. 234) for May 5, 1676, without TuUy's name.

3081. {Sheld.). [Walker, Obadiah.] (A Paraphrase and Annotations

upon All the Epistles of St. Paul.)

A.

A Paraphrase and Annotations upon the Epistles of St. Paul written to the Romans,
Corinthians, And Hebrews, \_engy. of Sheld. Theatre.']

— Impr. 596 (At the Theater

in Oxford): 1675: (fours) 8°: pp. [16 (3, title: 5, half-title, for the Romans:

7-16, The Preface: 16, Errata) -t- 168 (1-57, Romans: 59, half-title: 61-124,
I Corinthians, with pref. : 125, half-title: 127-67, 2 Cor., with pref.) + 55 (i, half-

title : 3-55, Hebrews, with pref.) -f [l, blank'], signn. [a], b, A-X*, Aa-Gg* : Small pica
solid.

B.

*t[A second volume, containing the other Epistles.]
—[No impr. or date, but

printed at the Theatre, 1675]: (fours) 8": pp. '169 '-348 (Gal., Eph., Phil., Col.,

I Thess., 2 Thess., 1 & 2 Tim., Tit. & Philem., each with pref., and each part with

half-title: pp. 170, 19S, 200, 204, 232, 234, 252, 270, 272, 2S6, 288, 298, 300, 324

blank), signn. Y-Z*, Aa*-Uu**, X^ : Small pica solid.

This interesting volume appears to be all that ever came out of Fell's plan of

a Bible with Oxford Annotations. Li 1672 (see App. D) he proposed a scheme

under which the whole Bible is allotted to ' several eminent and learned Persons in

the University', who are named in a letter from Fell ^of Apr. 11 in that year as

'Doctors [Edw.] Pococke, [Tho.] Marshall, [Tho.] Tully, [Narcissns] Marsh,

[William] Floyd of Reading {d. 171 7) and [John?] Hall'. Presumably there were

difficulties in arranging for the work, and Fell found Obadiah Walker ready and

willing to make a start with the Pauline Epistles, with Fell as General Editor.

Prideaux refers to the present volume thus (Letters, Dec. 13, 1674, p. 27, cf. 42") :
—

' We are likewise printeing here a comment on the Epistles, writ by Mr. Walker,
which is to be a specimen of what we designe to doe on the whole Bible, severall men

haveing been formerly imployed on the worke and don a great deal in order thereto
'

:

on Aug. 15, 1675, he notes that the book was '

lately set forth ', with Lydiat and the

Greek Testament. The second part seems to have come out after a (short) interval,

but the paging of the first part shows that the second was anticipated and allowed for :

there is no direct evidence on the point. Two of the half-titles in the second part
bear an asterisk. There is no real reason to suppose that any one but Fell and

Walker had any hand in them. The paraphrase is almost entirely done by adding
words : thus i Cor. xiii. 8 reads '

{^Aud tJiis] Charity {is a gift that] never faileth \jtor

ceaseth in us ;] but {other Gifts shall. For] whether there be Prophecies . . .

'

: the

annotations are both marginal (largely references) and at foot : in all cases concise

and reasoned. A second edition came out at Oxford in 1684, with the title which
heads this article, a third with additions in London in 1702, and with variant title in

1703, a ' Third Edition' again in London in 1708, and a final one in 1852 at Oxford,
edited by bp. \\'illiam Jacobson. The bishop believes that several hands were
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employed in the notes, but corrections and additions by Fell would explain every-

thing. The bishop also notices a certain iinevenness of treatment : the Thessaloniatjs

being comparatively neglected ; and the notes in other parts more learned, or more

egotistical, than elsewhere. There is special praise of celibacy, where occasion offers—
which suggests Fell's handiwork. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 442, 444, where Wood
ascribes the whole volume to Walker. The work is not common, and has an uneasy
half-baked appearance. R.

3082. *t[Williams, Nathaniel, of Jesus coll., Oxford.] A Pindarique

Ele.ffy On the most Famous and Learned Physitian D''- Willis \text

follows. ~\

[No place or date, but printed by Leonard Lichfield at Oxford, 1675] • (two) folio :

pp. 4 (i, title: 1-4. the poem'\ sign. A^ : English solid.—What moved an under-

graduate of Jesus college to bemoan the death of the Sedleian Professor of Natural

Philosophy, we know not, except that the first five letters of their names are the same.

Willis died on Nov. 11, and Wood notes in his copy that this piece was 'printed at

Oxon by L. Lichfeild 22 Nov. 1675'. Tliere are no less than twelve stanzas of

eighteen lines each, beginning
' Poor mortal dust ! how we admire

|
The sparkling,

vital fire'. The verse is poor, and full of cacophonies like
' Thou'dst ',

'

flourish'st '.

The sublimest effort is perhaps
' See how each Colledge mourns, the Stones

|

Ev'n

Sympathize with us, sweat teares, & Eccho grones'. Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 353
gives the author, who appended it to his Imago Seatli, 1676 (no. 3128). R.

3083 (S/ie/d.). "Willis, dr. Thomas. Pharmaceutice Rationalis, . . .

Pars secunda. Autore Tho. Willis M.D. in Univ. O.xon. Prof. Sedleiano.

\_engr. of the Theatre.^
Impr. 610 (e Th. .Sheld. [forR. Davis, G. West and J Crosley, see below]) : 1675 •

sm. 4° : pp. [54 (1, title : 3, dedn. to the Univ. of Oxford : 4, imprimatur, Nov. 12,

1675, with the V.-C.'s personal tribute to the author: 5-11, preface: 12-17,
' Post-

scriptum' : 19-22,
' Carmen gratulatorium ', signed

' Gul. Dawkins' : 23-49, 'Elenchus

Rerum ', in detail : 51-3, 'Querela . . . de obitu Autoris', in verse, by Dawkins)] +

eight sheets of Tables, engraved, explained in pp. 33-40 + 496 (the work) + 12 (Index

alphabeticus)], signn. af*,g, c^, A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Iii*, Kkk'^, with eight plates : English
solid.—The preface to this second part (see no. 3032, 1674, for the first) acknow-

ledges the aid of dr. Edmund King as assistant, and states that the work is not com-

plete.
' non Tractatus sed Specimina '. The Postscript gives a Life of the author,

mentioning that he kept up the Prayers of the Church of England throughout in the

Civil War, in his house : it was written no doubt by F'ell, whose sister (Mary) had
married Willis. In the Tetvii Catalogue for Feb. 10, i67§ (i. 229), this book occurs as

'price, bound, \cs. Piinted for R. Davis, G. West and J. Crosley': another proof
that Sheldonian books were freely undertaken at the expense of outside Oxford book-
sellers or publishers : the first part was printed (in 1674) for a London agent. Prideaux

writes on March 20, 1 67^ {Letters, p. 37), that the book was even' then ' in the presse ',

and goes on to say that, except this, 'nothing is to be expected from us that is worth

the publicke vew, M'' Dean at present dealeing in most vile small businesses. I must
confesse most of his designes are shallow, and I am sure will conduce very little to

the advancement of learneing and knowledge. We have scarce as yet set forth any
booke of worth, neither can I perswade M"" Dean to attempt any, his answare to all

my proposals beeing, it will not sell'. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1053.

The bibliography of the two parts of Willis's Pharmaceutice is a little complex.
To judge by the lists in the Term Catalogues, the Surgeon General's Catalogue iNew
York), the Catalogues of the British Museum and Bodleian, and other sources, it

seems to be as follows. Part i was issued at Oxford in 1674, 4" : and at the Hague in

24° in 1674 ;
in iS",

'

editio postrema
'

in 1675-7 and 1 678 : next at Oxford in 1678, 8°.

Part 2 was issued in Oxford in 1675, 4"; at the Hague in 1677, '^""i ^"^ ^^ Oxford

in 1678, 4°. The two parts were issued together at Oxford in 1679-78 (no. 3238s
'editio tertia', 8° : and presumably in the Opera ovinia at Geneva, 1676-80, at Lyons
in 1681, at Amsterdam in 1682, at Geneva in 1695, and at Venice in 1708, all 4".

An English edition of the whole works was published in London in 1679 and 1681-4,
both folio. But I suspect inaccuracies.
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THE 'BIBLE SIDE'

THE PRINTING

OF

BIBLES, PRAYER-BOOKS, AND PSALMS

AT OXFORD.

A
Bibles

From the first printing of any part of the Bible in English to the establishment of

Bible-printing at Oxford was no less than a century and a half, 1525-1675. Of the

English N.T. (as translated by John Tindale and printed at Cologne in 1525) only
a fragment remains. Even of the first English Bible, translated by William Coverdale

(Ziirich?, 1535), no copy is complete: the 1537 (London) edition was the first printed
in England. The version of the Psalms in this edition is practically the same as that

found in the Great Bible (see below), and in our present Prayer-book (where this

early form occurs as having been widely used and euphonious). Next followed
Matthew's Bible '''537: Thomas Matthew was probably a pseudonym of John
Rogers); Cromwell's, known as the Great Bible (1539: edited by Coverdale);
the Geneva Bible (1560: edited by Protestants in Geneva: with notes); and the

Bishops' Bible (156S : with notes : an inferior version). In 1582 came out (at Rheims)
the first Roman Catholic version N.T. only : followed by a complete Bible issued at

Douai in 1609% The various Protestant editions enumerated above were gradually
but decisively superseded by the so-called 'Authorized Version' of 161 1, made by
Committees of Scholars under the patronage of James i. Not fewer than 240 issues

of the English Bible in part or as a whole had come out before the A.V. : not fewer
than 570 before the Oxford Bible of 1675. The Cambridge Bibles will next be con-

sidered, for the only English Bibles printed in Great Britain outside London and

Cambridge before 1675 are thirteen at Edinburgh (1628-73) and two at Glasgow
(1670-2). The considerable number of English Bibles printed at Amsterdam (for use
in England) need not be considered.

Cambridge Bibles.

The exact extent of the Cambridge rights of printing is given in a document of

Sept. 12, 1634, printed in Gutch's Collectanea Curiosa (1781), i. 284, and also in

C. H. Cooper's Annals of Cambridge (1845), iii. 266. They could, by agreement
with the Stationers and King's Printers, print four classes of books to the extent, in all,

of 500 reams in one year (each ream = 500 sheets) : (i) Bibles in folio and quarto, to

any number, with singing Psalms; (2; Grammars up to 3,coo; (3) all other school-

books, as many as one press can produce ; (4) Almanacs, to any number. Prayer
Books appear not to be mentioned, but see p. 323.
The '

jtlagna Charta
'

of Cambridge printing was granted in 1534, when that

University obtained Royal Letters Patent enabling it to print all manner of books (if

approved by the Chancellor or Vice-Chancellor and three Doctors), whether English
or foreign : Oxford had no such power, at that time. One result was that Cambridge
was involved in disputes with the Stationers' Company in London as early as 1591
over a printed Bible and in 1596 over Lily's Grammar: and continual further con-
tentions went on. In 1628 the King endeavoured to end the controversy once for all

by reaffirming the privileges of 1534, but all was in vain : and soon after the Bible of

1629 the University surrendered for three years its right to print Bibles, almanacs,

3180 Y
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and Lily's Grammar, in return for an annual payment from the Stationers' Company :

and did so again in 1 639 for ten years. The first Cambridge Press Syndicate was in

1698, when a general revival of activity had begun.

List of Cainhridge Bibles or parts of Bibles, to ijjo.

1588
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Second B. C.P. and Second Act of Uniformity 1552.

During the reign of Queen Marv (155.1-8 all public use of the book ceased.

Third B. C. P. and Third Act (Qu. Elizabeth's) 1559.
Fourth B. C. P. and first edition of the Canons 1604.
Fifth B. C. P. and New Act 1662.

There are four forms of this standard text of 1662 :

(i) The 'Convocation Copy' (a printed edition of 1636 and (in part) 1639 "^'^^^

manuscript alterations) : in this form the book left the House of Convocation in i66i.

A facsimile was published in 1871.

(2) A formal manuscript copy of the Convocation Copy was made, and sent in

1 66 1 to the King and both Houses of Parliament. When approved by them it was
fastened to the Act of Uniformity and was therefore called the ' Annexed Book '. It

was printed in facsimile in 1S91, having become Statute Law with the Act.

(3) The official printed Book as issued in 1662 (six editions, four in folio, one in

octavo, one in duodecimo). Every church was to possess a copy before Aug. 24,
1662. Cambridge issued an octavo edition after Aug. 24.

(4) Special copies corrected in manuscript were supplied to Cathedrals, Collegiate

Churches, Law Courts, &c. before Dec. 25, 1662, and are good in law. Each was

passed under the hand and seal of Commissioners, and are called the ' Sealed Books '.

None of these four classes agree precisely with each other. The printers of class 3

had no access to the Annexed Book, and paid little attention to the corrections in the

Sealed Books. In fact it is difficult to assert of any published edition of the 1662

Book of Common Prayer that it is authoritative. For ordinary purposes and modern
students the Pickering reprint, made from the Sealed Copy in the Tower of London

(London, 1844, folio), may be adopted, and is here made use of as a standard.

In London the B.C. P. was printed many times in its first four forms from 1549:
and at least six times (foL, 8°, and 12") in 1662, and at least fourteen times again
before 1675, but only twice in 4° (1663 ^nd 1666), so that the Oxford printers were,
as in the Bible, not directly competing with London

;
and not till 1678 was a 4° edition

issued again in the metropolis.
The Cambridge printing began in 1629, but ceased after 1638 until 1662, and no

4° edition occurs after 163S till 1666 : so here again the Oxford printers had a clear

field for a quarto edition.

Editions were issued (before 1675) in Edinburgh in 1633 and 1634, ^'''^ i" Dublin
in 1637 ^t^d 166S. At least seven Latin editions had been printed, five Welsh, four

French, three Greek, and one in Irish and one in Spanish.
In Oxford successive editions of the Liber Preczim Piiblicarum in ttsum ecclesix

Cathedralis Christi. Oxon. were printed in 1615 (no. 423), 1639 ('^°' 906), and 1660

(no. 2474) : but these were special in form and contents, and allowed by the Stationers'

Company. Moreover an Arabic translation of most of the B. C. P., made by dr. Edward
Pococke (no. 3000), was printed for missionary purposes in 1674. But that is all.

3084. Bible {Sheld.). The Holy |
Bible,

| Containing the
j
Old

Testament
|

And the New :
|

Translated out of the Original | Tongues
and with the former Translations

| diligently compared and revised.
| by |

His Majesties special Command.
| Appointed to be read in Churches.

|

Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater): 1675: (eights) sm. 4°: pp. [1156, in all:

Preliminary 4: O.T. 776: Apoc. 136: N.T. 240], signn, [engr. title]i, [pr. title]^,

A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Bbb*, ccc* (Old Testament) : a-h*, l* (Apocrypha : 1 4 is the pr. title

of the N.T., see below, preceded by an engr. title, one leaf), A-P* (the text of the

N.T. : p 8 is blank : p 7^ bears impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) and the date

M. DC. LXXIII.) : Long primer and (Apocrypha') Brevier.

The first Oxford Bible, and the first issue, in which the colophon of the N.T. is

dated 1673. The New Testament was therefore completely set up in type by the end
of that year, or at latest in March 1674. The only business record I have seen of the

actual printing is in MS. Rawl. D. 398 at fol. 152, which shows that between Oct. 17,

1674, and March 28, 1675, a compositor named Buckley set up the inner sheet of

quire 00 of the O.T. (from Isa. xi. 22}, and quires Qq, ss, Uu, Yy, Aaa ; the charge
being 30^. a quire. Clearly two compositors were simultaneously at work, and

Buckley began half-way through a quire. As early as July 28, 1674, Prideaux tells

us {Letters, p. i) that the quarto Bible was in the press : on Feb. 7, 167I,
' M'' Dean's

Y 2
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Bible is now come forth' {ibid., pp. 35, 38) : at the last reference Prideaux bewails

the Dean's 'new way of spelling' in connexion with the Bible (e. g. eies, dates, slaieth,

abolishing the jc). Buckley (B) always marks the first four leaves of the quire, and
his fellow compositor (A) the first seven leaves. It can be decided therefore that B
set up the N.T. at any rate from c i on (in 1673), that the Apocrypha was done next

in a smaller type by A : and that the rate of progress being too slow, B was brought
in to take the place of A, as soon as A had finished the first alphabet of signatures in

the O.T. : lastly they were both at work (on alternate quires) from Gg to the end.

The title of the N.T. is 'The New Testament of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

Newly translated out of the Original Greek : and with the former Translations

diligently compared and revised. By his Majesties special Co.nmand. Appointed to

be read in Churches' ;
with iinpr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theater).

The progress of the printing of the O.T. can be traced. In July 1674 (see above)
it had begun: sheet Kk had just been composed by Stephen Buckley on Sept. 12

^MS. Rawl. D. 317, fol. 165) : from October he was composing alternate sheets from
00 to Aaa, according to a bill sent in on March 28, 1675 (MS. Rawl. D. 39S, fol. 152).
The ordinary text of the Fiible had by 1675 been considerably modified in details of

spelling and tlie like since 161 1, and Fell's spelling, together with his personal super-

vision, makes the Oxford text different even from its contemporaries. A fair example
is in Matt. xii. 23, the 1611 A.V. printing 'Is this', the London and Cambridge
editions of 1673-5 'Is not this', but Fell, having looked into the matter, 'Is not this',

implying that not is not strictly represented in the original Greek (/^t)
ti ovros;). It

would appear also that Fell printed his Bible from the Cambridge tradition, for in

1 Tim. iv. 16 he prints 'thy doctrine' for 'the doctrine', an error introduced by
Cambridge in 1629, though it is not unknown in London editions of 1673, and probably
of other dates. He also omitted in Exod. xv. 25 the wordsT^r thevi

('
made for them

a statute '), following the A.V. of 161 1, but not London or Cambridge : and similarly
he omitted Zcdekiah in Jer. xxxviii. 16.

Fell was of course anxious to avoid direct conflict with the London printers, as far

as possible, and no doubt had noticed that no Quarto edition had Ijeen issued

there of late years. He therefore chose that form, which was in common use for

Cambridge bibles, competition with which was not so serious a matter. In fact it

might have been pleaded that London had of late specialized in the smaller sizes

(8°, 12°, and 24°"^', leaving the quarto form to Cambridge. A folio form was quite
unusual : not one had been issued in London since the Restoration, and at Cambridge
only in 1660 and 1674. But this plan was of no avail. The London Stationers had
done their best to establish a monopoly, and had raised their prices. But as soon as

the Oxford Press entered into the field (according to the account printed in Gutch's

Collectatiea Curiosa [1781], i. 275), say in 1675-80, folio bibles fell from £6 to 30J.,

quartos from 135. 41/. to 5J. 6d., and so on, in order to ruin the new press by under-

selling in London. Dr. John Wallis declares that it was only by dr. Thomas Yate

advancing ;ir3,000 or;,^4,oco that the expenses of printing could at this time be under-

taken (Hooke's Experituents, Lond. 1626, p. 219).
This first Oxford Bible omits all prefatory matter, not having even the epistle

dedicatory to James i. The Apocrypha is without any title-page, and the ordinaiy page
is bare, except for a ifw 'flowers

'

occasionally inserted. But there are two elaborate

engraved titles for the O.T. and N.T., of theLoggan school. In the first THE HOLY
BIBLE is in the centre : the upper part depicts the Transfiguration, and the lower ' M*^

Tabor Matt. 17. i
',
with two female figures at its base, 'The Law', veiled, holding

the table of the Ten Commandments and the Brazen Serpent ;
and ' The Gospell ', in

a halo of light, Irolding a book, with a cross lying on the ground. On the spectator's

right are trees, and on the left the lower part of a column, bearing
' At the Theater

in Oxon '

(impr. 596 a). The engraved part is 7f x 5^ in. The N.T. plate is slightly

larger (Sy'^x 5I- in.), and bears a winged Angel kneeling and writing with an arrow on
the lower part of a (^truncated) obelisk the words The Law of Loue from The hill
OF Sign '. In the upper part three cherubs bear a scroll with THE NEW TESTA-
MENT. In the lower part a pyramid rests on a block of stone on which a dim figure is

cutting The Law ^f fear from mount Sinai. The angel kneels on a smaller block

bearing 'At the Theater in Oxford A" 1675' (impr. 596). Professor E. Nestle has

pointed o\xt(Periodical, nos. xl, xli [1907] and no. Ixii [1911]) that this engraving is

copied and reduced from the large engraved title of the great Mazarin Greek N.T,,
Paris, 1642, folio, mutatis nmtatidis. The original is by

' C. Mellan '.
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Before the first issue was entirely printed off, and before the final colophon was
altered from 1673 to 1675, some alterations were made to imi^rove the first (general)

printed title-page. In the new form (no. 3085, the whole title is set up anew, with a

semicolon (not colon) after A'ew. the 6th line is more crowded, to admit of ending in

Tongues (not Original) : a comma follows Tongues, and the 7th line ends diligently

(not Translations). The two engravings and the N.T. title-page, as well as the entire

text and colophon, are unaltered.

In a revised (3rd) issue i^no 3086), with the colophon altered to 1675, not only is

the title-page of the O.T. in its re-set form, but the O.T. engraved title is altered in

detail. The shading is deepened in several parts : the white ledge of stone and a rock

near the right foot of the Gospel figure are darkened and altered, and the cross is raised

at its upper end so that the long stem is in the air, and so on. The other engraved
title and both the printed titles, as well as the entire text, are unaltered.

In Bodl. MS. Rawl. Q. a. i at fol. 64 is an interesting bill sent in by William

Foster, B.A. of Christ Church, to dr. Yate, for services rendered in correcting some

eighteen misprints in this Bible by methods of erasure, printing letters in, and manu-

script work. Clearly Foster, a Cheshire filius pauperis, was given by Fell the

opportunity of earning something in this way. Six of them are Gen. iv. ult. {them
for then). Gen. ix. ult. {A^oah for of Noah), Levit. ii. 7 (all (or shall), 1 Sam. xxx. 2

{omen for women), i Chron. xxi. 23 {wheat-offering for meat-offering), Eccles. v. 8

{Providence for Province). Some copies of no. 3084 are found partly corrected : all

copies of no. 3085 are corrected : copies of no. 3086 are hardly corrected at all, to

judge by accessible exemplars. The account shows that Foster charged is. 8d. to Ss.

for each misprint to be corrected in about 4,500 copies (no doubt while still in sheets),
so that we may suppose that 5,000 copies were printed, and 500 bound as a first instal-

ment. His account iS;^2 95^. (paid on June 13, 1676), and for that sum he undertook
to make 80,000 alterations ! No doubt he simply kept pace with the demand for the

book. No Bible was printed at Oxford between 1675 and 1680.

Contents of the Bible.

The following list is standardized for reference in future volumes, and corresponding
with it are notes of details 1675-80, in a private notebook, for the use of future editors.

A. Title, printed.
a. Engraved title.

B. Prefatory : a. Ep. Dedic. to James i.

b. The Translators to the Reader.
c. Calendar and tables (incl. Or-

der of Psalms and Lessons,

Holy days, &c.).
d. List of books, and number of

chapters.
e. Kindred, &c.

C. Old Testament. (4 tests.)

D. Apocrypha,
page.

E New Testament.
F. Added matter.

G. a. Head-lines.

d. References (in Gen. i.

c. Dates.

d. Various readings (in Gen. i. 1-20).
e. Apocrypha in list of contents.

f. Lines in each column.

without special title-

(6 tests.)

-20).

3087 {Sheld). Bible.—N.T.—Greek. T^s Kaiv^? \ia6rjK-q<; airavra.

Novi Testamenti Libri Omnes. Accesserunt Parallela Sciipturse Loca,
Nee Non Variantes Lectiones ex plus 100 I\ISS. Codicibus, Et Antiquis
Versionibus Colleclae. [fJ^r. of Sheldonimi Theatre?^

Impr. 610 (e Th. Sheld.) : 1675: (sixes) 8° : pp. [12 (i, title : 3-9, preface : lo-ii,
'Tabella Notarum . . .', a list of abbreviations, letters denoting MSS., &c.)] + 648
(the Greek text) + [12 (i-ii,

'

Appendix' of various readings)], signn. **, A-Z, Aa-
Zz, Aaa-lii^ : Long primer solid.—The first Greek New Testament issued at Oxford.
It was in the press on July 28, 1674, and Prideaux at that date {Letters, p. i) knew that

an Amsterdam rival edition was preparing and would be out first. The editor was
undoubtedly Fell, who wrote the preface, without affixing his name. He prints the
Elzevir text, with parallel passages in the margins, and various readings at the foot. Of
the latter such as were obtained late are added at the end of the book in an Appendix.
The preface points out that the various readings are not really subversive of the
soundness of the text, which is further confirmed by early ver>-ions. Fell states plainly
that his text is that of Curcellaeus (fitienne de Courcelles. 1658. &c.), which was printed

1.1
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by the Elzevirs and is in fact the Textus Receptus. To the apparatus criticus therein

Fell added that of the Walton Polyglot, the Gothic and Coptic versions' readings, and
other material (including the Alexandrine MS. readings) provided by the Editor and
his friends, such as collations of twelve Bodleian MSS., some Oxford college MSS., two

Dublin, i.e. Ussher's, &c. Fell had contemplated adding quotations from the Fathers
as aids to the text, but saw of how little value they would be. In fact the edition be-

longs to that intermediate class which provides an apparatus criticus, but does not

apply it on critical principles to the text. The Greek on the title-page is in capitals,
without breathings or accents : and the text in double columns : some copies are on
thick paper. To apply the various readings to the text is difficult even with the use of

asterisks and inverted commas, as well as + and —
. Hearne writes in \\\s Diary,

May 28, 1733 (Oxf. Hist. Soc. ed., vol. xi, p. 211), 'Dr. Aldrich told me and others

that Bp. Fell's edition of the Greek Testament in 8^° is preferable to others, not ex-

cepting even Dr, Mill's [in 1707], and indeed I do think it in many respects better

than Dr. Mill's'.

At least two continental editions were printed from Fell's, as if it were regarded
as standard (as Mill's and bp. Lloyd's Oxford texts subsequently were regarded), viz.

Utrecht, 1675, and the Leipzig edition of the Greek Bible (1697), for in the N.T.

part it is
'

juxta exemplar Oxoniense, ad amussim recusa '. Fell's was more
convenient in size than Mill's, and Fell's apparatus criticus was the largest that had
ever been printed at that time (1675;. Many scholars have been under the delusion

that either Fell or Mill or both altered the textus receptus,
—which is not the case :

they only supplied materials for criticism and correction. See Le Long, Bibliotheca

Sacra, Pars i (1778), pp. 232-3, where Richard Simon is quoted as describing Fell's

edition as
'

caeteris omnibus anteponenda' in 1689. Reuss {Bihliotkeca Novi Testa-

metiti Grxci (1872)) records that Fell departed from the 1633 Elvezir edition only in

three places (Luke x. 22, Rom. vii. 2, Philem. 7), and rightly describes the Oxford
edition as parum spcciosa : he gives references to further criticisms of the book.

Before many copies of no. 3087 were struck off, Fell stopped the press in order to

insert the word Oxonii in the imprint (no. 3088), making it no. 599, instead of 610.
Most copies are of this corrected issue. Many also have, besides this correction, an

engraved title (no. 3089), which is a reduced form of the New Testament title in no.

3084, but the title is now in Greek (H KAINH AIA0HKH), as is voixoi iponos written

on the column,—which is not (as has been pointed out) a biblical expression, for epojs

does not occur in the N.T. at all. Fell, however, borrowed it from the 1642 Paris

edition, which has Greek and Hebrew inscriptions : see no. 3084. The words on
the block of stone are now in Hebrew, and the (dateless) imprint In Qearpov iy

'O^ovia (no. 628). The size of the engraving is now only 5^ x 3^".
Of these three varieties no. 3089 is ihe commonest : so the corrections were made

early.
Each quire of six leaves appears to be made up of a small quarto sheet and half

a small quarto sheet.

3090 {Sheld.). Prayer, Book of Common. The Book of Common
Praier, and Administration of the Sacraments. And other Rites and
Ceremonies of the Church of England. With the Psalter or Psalms of

David Pointed as they are to be sung or said in Churches.

Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1675 : (eights) 4° : pp. [104], signn. \_eiigr.

title']. A* (Ai'' title: A 1^-4'', table, calendar, tables), (a)-(f)* (text'of the book):
Brevier solid.—This first Oxford Prayer Book presents a disappointing appearance,
with its small type, crowded pages, and unadorned printing : only thrice are ' flowers'

used. The Cambridge quarto of 1670 is in almost every respect superior, though it

may have been copied, in some details, for the present edition.

The Oxford engraved title partly redeems the book. It is a full-page plate depicting
the interior of a large church, with rood-screen (but no rood) and apsidal end : in the

nave are seventeen (or eighteen) figures, moving eastward. Across the top is a title
' The Book of Common Prayer . . . Psalms of David,'. The printed part measures
^ 9 V -3"
/ T5 '^ n? •

The Proper Lesson for the third Sunday in Advent is printed 29, instead of 39. The
(Jycle of movable feasts is from 1675 to 1714, while most other B.C.P.s of tfie time
still retain the 1662-1700 cycle.
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The following list is standardized, as with the Bible (see p. 325), and refers to a
similar notebook.

Collects, Epistles, and Gospels.
Communion.

Baptism (1-3), Catechism (4), Con-
firmation (5), Matrimony (6),

Sickness (7% Burial (8), Child-

birth (9), Commination(io).
Psalter.

Prayers at Sea.

Bishops, Priests, and Deacons.

Occasional forms :
—

a. Nov. 5.

b. Jan. 30.
c. Alay 29.
d.

e.

f. Articles.

g. Table of Affinity.

A. Printed title in full, ending 'Deacons'. D.

a. Engraved title. E.

b. Praver I . . F.

c. Sacraments \promtnent
in

d. Psalter J
^i^^^-

B. Prefatory matter.

a. List of (27) Contents T'imp.', G.
if not in full: '

add.', if added H
to). I

b. Act of Uniformity. J.

c. Pref. (i), Service (2), Cere-

monies ;3), Psalter (4), Scrip-
ture (,5).

d. Proper Lessons and Psalms.

e. Tables for Feasts and Fasts.

f. Calendar, with Lessons.

g. Cycle of Movable Peasts.

C. M. Pr., E. Pr., Creed, Litany;

Prayers, &c. (19).

3091 {Sheld). Bible—O.T.—Psalms—English. The Whole Book of

Psalmes : Collected into English meter, by Thomas Sternhold, John
Hopkins, and others, conferred with the Hebrew. Set forth and allowed

to be sung in all Churches, of all the people together, before and after

Morning and Evening Praier. As also before and after Sermons : and

moreover in private houses, . . . \^iwo iexts.^

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1675 : (eights) 4° : pp. [96], signn. (a)-

(f/ (a I, title : A 2''-A 5'', prefatory metrical pieces : A 5'"-F 5^, the Psalms : F 5^-7^
additional verse : F 7^—8^,

' A Form of Praier to be used in private houses . . .' :

Brevier solid.—The first edition of Sternhold and Hopkins's Version of the Bible

Psalms is 1 549, but no edition was produced by the Oxford Press till the present one.

The commonplace and uninspired style of the Version is well known : nor are the pre-

fatory and supplementary pieces better : good hymns or hymn-books in any modem
sense are hardly found before Wesley. The eleven prefatory hymns include versions

of the Vefii Creator (but not in so fine a form as in the Ordinal), Vetiite, Te Deunt,
Omnia Opera, Benedictus, Nunc Dimitlis, Nicene Creed, the Lord's Prayer zxiA Ten

Commandritents, all hitched into rhyme : the twelve supplementary
'

songs
'

or hymns
are no better. The Family Prayers are long and unadorned. There is frequent use of

initials to show the authorship of the Psalms, and of a few hymns.

1676.

Jan. 8, dr. John Fell elected bishop of Oxford, and consecrated on Feb. 6. Aug. 8,

the clause in the University charter giving the goods of a suicide to the University

brought in over
;,^ 100, in the case of the rev. Richard Immings of C.C.C., who killed

himself near Oseney mill. Sept. A heraldic visitation of Oxfordshire was held, but the

University held aloof from it. Oct. 9, dr. Ralph Bathurst was succeeded as Vice-

Chancellor by dr. Henry Clerk, pres. of Magdalen. St. Mary's Church was repaired.
Francis Junius (Du Jon), an Anglo-Saxon scholar, and benefactor to the Bodleian and
the Sheldonian Press, came to live in Oxford, in October, but left in the August
following, and died at Windsor on Nov. 19, 1677. Nov.—Dec, severe frost after

a very dry summer. A compliment is paid to Oxford culture in the title of ' a English
and Nether-Dutch Dictionary . . . with a most . . . easie method of spelling English,

according to the present proper pronunciation of the Language in Oxford and London ',

1676.
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Minor Piece.

3092 {Sheld.). Oxford—University
—Ashmolean Museum. MAR-

MORA OXONIENSIA, I

EX
I

Arundellianis,
| Seldenianis,

aliisque conflata.
|
Recensuit, & Peipetuo Commentario explicavit, |

HUMPHRIDUS PRIDEAUX
\

MDIS CHRISTI AluiTinUS.
| Appositis . . •

j

SELDENI & LYDIATI Annotationibus.
|

accessit
|

Sertorii Ursati

Patavini De Notis Romanoriim Conwientai'ius.
\ [large device.~\

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld."): 1676: (fours) folio: pp. [20] + 173 (76 mis-

printed 176) + [3] + 3i7 + [i] + 68, signn. A, a^, b^, A-Y, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Qqq, A-H^, l'^ :

English and great primer, partly solid.

Contents:—[i] title: [3-4], ep. dedic. to Henry earl of Norwich, with engraved
arms, but motto Virtutts laus actio instead of sola virtus invicta : [5-16] Praefatio,
Oxonii Apr. 20. 1676; [17-20] Latin poem to the earl by Edvv. Barbour, B.A.,
Ch. Ch. : beg.

'

Siquando insignis '] : [20]
' Monitio

'

about errata : 1-153, pt. i, 120
inscrr. with notes : 155 (pt. 2), 157-173, no. 121 the Parian chronicle, in Greek & Latin :

[2-3], 1-81, Lydiat's notes on it : 82-230, P.rideaux's notes on it: 231-62, further

notes chiefly by Selden : 263-86, inscrr. 122—50, with notes: 287—317, inscrr. misc.

1-6 and Hebr. 1-4 : 1-68 (pt. 3), Ursatus's glossary of Notse Romanorum.
The first catalogue of the Arundel, Selden, and other marbles belonging to the

University. The ' Arundel Marbles
'

were presented in 1667, but only represented
a part of the collection catalogued by Selden in 162S (see no. 600). Selden himself

bequeathed some sculptures : for a general account see A. Michaelis's Ancient Marbles
in Great Britain (1882), p. 538 et sqq. The present work (which involved a great
deal of literary labour) was task-work done by Humphrey Prideaux (Student of Christ

Church, afterwards Dean of Norwich: d. 1724) at the behest of Fell. The editor

groans over his task (see the preface to the Marmora, and his Letters, pp. 22 [1674],

37, 44), and knew his limitations. He industriously prints other scholars' notes and
adds a modicum of his own : but states that both his Latin translations and his notes

were unduly hurried. The second edition in 1732 also found an inferior editor in

Michael Maittaire. Hearne {Diary vii. 6) wrote in 1719,
'
D"' Prideaux's book is

wonderfully defective and what the D"' is now ashamed of
'

: the transcription is very

faulty. There are, especially in the first part, many metal engravings (two in the

preface represent the tablets commemorating the gift to the University of the Arundel
and of the Selden and other marbles), and the inscriptions number 160, chiefly Greek,
some Latin, four Hebrew. The Parian Chronicle itself is of course prominent. The
Ursatus treatise is not the full De Notis Romanorum Commentarius (Patav. 1672), but

only the Breviarium at the end of that work, a short list of Latin abbreviations found
in inscriptions. The later works of Chandler (1763) and modern scholars have super-
seded this edition, except that Prideaux saw the marbles before exposure to weather had
much affected them.
The Parian Chronicle of 263 B. C. is the most famous of the .Oxford Inscriptions :

Selden, Lydiat, and all editors of the Marmora Oxonicnsia give their chief attention to

it, and several monographs on it have since been written. It is no. 2374 in Boeckh's
C.I.G. See Briiggemann s.v. Parian Chronicle. But Prideaux found it already so

worn that he did not even attempt to collate it (^Prssf., signn. 34'"), and relied on
Selden's text !

Three of the engravings are signed by Michael Burghers (pp. 83 [' Burghers
d(elineavit et) sc(ulpsit) in Oxford'], 127, and p. 263, nearly erased). On the title-

page is the first occurrence of a device depicting the University, a female with helmet,

spear, and Gorgon shield seated in front of the Sheldonian and Schools : on the left

are All Souls and Merton, and also a delineation of the picturesque houses between
All Souls and New College lane, including Hart hall (4I x 65 in.) : the figure has on
each side emblems of science, literature, and their rewards. At p. 26 of the first part a

legal decision given at Winchester about the right of asylum enjoyed by the Order of

Templars in 1446 is quoted, in the case of one John Gore. For ten corrections

in manuscript of faults in the Preface (e. g. Ceitneliarchiis corrected from Ceimelia-

chriis) William Foster received ds. on June 13, 1676. On Oct. 25, 1676, the Press

received ;^30 loj-. 'of the Vice-chancelor for Marbles', presumably for presentation

copies. On Dec. 23, 1675, Burghers was paid 30J. for
'
2 Heads for the Marbles

'

: on
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April 3, 1676, George Edwards received 25^. for a 'Coper-plate for Marbles', i.e.

the frontispice (?), and — Woodfield i^s. for a ' device for the Marbles '.

See Wood's Aik. Oxoti. iv. 6;6; also Hearne's Diary (Oxf. Hist. Soc), iii. 84 (dr.

Tho. Smith's copy), 144 (do., and dr. Mill's copy) ;
vii (Mill's copy) ;

xi. 382.

Oxford Press.

3093 {u.p.). Abadie, J. G. d'. A New French Grammar, Contain-

ing . . . The Principles of that tongue, or, . . . exact rules, critical!

observations, and fit examples , . . Composed for the use of the English

Gentry by J. G. d'Abadie Esq; Nouvejle Grammaire Franfoise . . .

Impr. 629 and(French) 630 (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Crosley : 1676 (issued in 1675)):

(fours) 8° : pp. [20 (2, English title : 3, French title : 5-9, Ep. dedic. to lord r)igby,
Dec. 3, 1672, in French : 10-13, pieface, in French and English : 14-15, Table des

matieres : 16-19, verses to the author by J. C. L. (Fr.), T. S. (Engl.), W. G. A.B.,
A. B. A.B., D.P. A.B., T. H. A.B. (afl Lntin : A.B. = Artium Baccalaureus),
Teron (Fr.) : 20, the French letters)] + 227 (the grammar) + [l (list of ' Books printed
for and sold by John Crosley')], signn. *, **', ***-, a-z, Aa-Ee*, Ff^ : Long primer
rom. and ital. solid.—A grammar of French by a Frenchman for English use : every-

thing in French has in a parallel column the English, except the dedication and table

of contents. But the method has not been thought out, and is a mixture of rules,

glossaries, examples, and dialogues under each grammatical division, confusing even for

the grown-up persons for whom it is intended. Tne English is faulty. Ablative cases

and optative moods are allowed. The author, J. G. d'Abadie, I do not find in any
dictionary. In the dedication he states that he had for fifteen or sixteen years lived in

Paris or with the army, and that in six months he taught lord Digby French. The
verses show in addition that he had been ' Marechal des logis dans les Mousquetaires
du Roy', and expelled from that position for refusing to attend Mass. The grammar
was designed for the press in 1672, but was rewritten three times. It seems to have

fallen very flat, and I cannot readily trace any other copy besides that in the Bodleian.

It seems not to be in the British Museum (except the title-pages) or Bibliotheque
Nationale at Paris. It occurs, however, twice in the seventeenth-century Richard

Davis sales (i, p. 143 ; ii, p. 100), and is in the Term Catalogue of Nov. 24, 1675
(i. 219). 'price, bound, 2^.'.

The Crosley List of books contains twenty-seven titles, divided according to sizes.

The type of the book, which is poorly printed, is peculiar : especially in a curved

and looped W, and a conjugate ss. In the preface the author laments that the printer
had not accented m, n, r. RR.

3094 {Sheld.). [Allestree, dr. Richard.] The Ladies Calling in two

parts. By the Author of the Whole Duty of Man, &c. The Fourth

Impression, \jexi,
and engr. 0/ Sheldoma7iJ\

Impr. 596 (At the Theater in Oxford) : 1676 : (fours) 8° : pp. [26 (2, engraved
title; 3, title : 5-26, preface)] + 270 (1-153, 155-270, the work) + [2 (i. The Con-

tents)], signn. (engr. leaf), a-c, B-Z, Aa-LP : English solid.—A verbatim and pagina-
tim reprint of no. 3048 (1675), with the engraved title more worn and slightly
touched up. 3,000 copies were printed : the cost of the composing was ()s. 6d. per sheet

and of the printing 13^-. per sheet, in all ^18 loj-. cd. On July 30 Woodfield was

paid £1
' for graveing the Ladies Calling [i. e. the frontispiece : perhaps for re-touch-

ing it] & litle Theater', i.e. small plate on title-page. Printing the frontispiece
cost 1 5 J. at the rolling-press.

3095 {S/ield.) Archimedes.
'Ap;)(tju,r/Sot's

tov '^vpaKova-iov ^ajxixLTrjii

. . . Archimedis Syracusani Arenarius, Et Dimensio Circuli. Eutocii

Ascalonitse, in hanc Commentarius. Cum Versione & Notis Joh. Wallis,

SS. Th. D. Geometriae Professoris Saviliani.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Tla. Sheld.) : 1676: ('eights')
12°: pp. [6 (i, title: 3-5,

Prsefatio : 6, three elegiac stanzas on the work)] -M59 ^1-79, the Arenarius : So-97,
the Dimensio : 9S-159, Eutocius on the Dimensio : all three in Greek and Latin) + 53
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[(2-36, 37-42, 43-53, \Yallis's Latin notes on the three treatises : =.3, Eirata)] + 4 plates,
stilted : signn. a*, A-K, M-o*, p* + 4 leaves : English, Latin a;id, leaded, Greek : notes,

Long primer solid.—The Areiiariiis is an ingenious system by which very large
numbers can be set down in short form, in this case the number of grains of sand or

atoms in the universe. The Ditnensio Circiili is an attempt to find a triangle equal
in area to a given circle, in short to '

square the circle' : on this Eutocius comments.
None of the three pieces is an editio princeps : but the Latin translation is stated by
Briiggeman to be new. Manuscript notes in the two Bodleian copies show that Fell

wrote the preface, and Bernard the elegiacs. Fell writes of the disappointing recep-
tion of the proposal to issue an edition of the Veteres Mathew.atici, to be headed by
Bernard's Euclid

;
and states that this little volume is a specimen of what might be

done. There are copies on thick and large paper in octavo size. Sheet I, is omitted,
since one compositor began (for the notes) at sign. M, while the other only occupied
A-K in his part (for the text). The first three plates contain five figures relating to the

Dimcnsio, but in the large paper copy in Bodley (in the Savile collection) there is a

fourth, not numbered or figured, which belongs to the Arenarius. Signn. a4, P4 are

blank leaves, not essential to the book, and usually cut off by the binder. In the

Errata, it is noted that the Greek type for goo, 90, and I ran out in the printing. At the

foot of p. 30 through homoeoteleuton a whole line of the Greek text is omitted, namely
\iov 5idfj.(Tpos. ArjKoy ovv, oTi fj.€i^aiv iarlv a tov a— : this was written in by William

Foster, who received 55. for correcting on June 13, 1676. The Cireek text occupies
alternate leaves (not pages) with the Latin. 50 copies were paid for as bound in calf

on Jan. i, 167I (255.), and on Feb. 16 50 more were supplied half bound in calf and
half in sh[eets, i.e. stitched?] (iSj. 9^/.).

3096. Austen, Ralph. A Dialogue, (or Familiar Discourse, and
conference betweene the Husbandman, and Fruit-trees ;

in his Nurseries,

Orchards, and Gardens. Wherein are discovered many . . . Observa-

tions ... for temporall profitt ; Improving also the same to higher
ends . . . Whereby the Wisdome, Power, Bounty, and goodnesse of

God . . . are clearely seen ... By Ra: Austen ;
Practiser (50 years) in

the Art of Planting Fruit-trees [/exfs, 4^.].
Impr. 599 (Oxford, by H. Hall for T. Bowman) : 1676 : sm. 8" : pp. (32 (i, title,

within line: 3-21, Epistle to the Reader: 23-30, Contents, in 25 sections: 31-2,
blank leaf)] + 87 (the wo!k) + [i, blank\ sign. *, a-f', g* : English solid. — A morali-

zation of fruit-trees and their ways. Thus section 12 is about mulberry trees: they
bud late, and the moral of that is that some Christians are less valiant than others.

The gardener asks questions of facts, the trees reply, and the gardener moralizes.
.
See

Austen's former works, and Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 174. He died at Oxford on Oct.

26, 1676, and had no connexion with a Fellow of Magdalen of the same name, who
died in 1632. The book is in the Term Catalogue of Nov. 22, 1676 (i. 256). Wood
by some error appears to imply a 1679 edition of this Dialogue.

3097.
'

B., R. A briefe account of some choice and famous medicines, together
with their virtues and operations in the body. 3 preliminary leaves, 29 pages, i leaf.

sm. 4°. Oxford, L. Lichfield. 1676.' The above is an entry in the Index-catalogue of

the Library of the Surgeon-Geiierars Office. United States Army. 2nd S., vol. ii

(1897), p. I. I do not know of the place of any other copy at present. RRIS..

3098. Boyle, hon. Robert. Experiments, Notes, &c. about the

Mechanical Origine or Production Of divers particular Qualities : Among
which is inserted a Discourse of the Imperfection of the Chymist's Doctrine

of Qualities ; Together with some Reflections upon the Hypothesis of

Alcali and Acidum. By the Honourable Robert Boyle, Esq; Fellow
of the R. Society.

Impr. 621 (Lond. by E. Flesher for R. Davis, Oxford) : 1676 : 8° : pp. [8 (i, title :

3, Directions to the Binder : 4, Errata : 5-8
' The Publisher to the I-ieader ', clearly by

Robert Sharrock, not Richard Davis)] + 17 (paged)
'

i
',

' 6 '-' 2 1

'

:
' Advertisements ',

i. e. a preface to a below) + [i [blankj] + the twelve tracts, see below. The make-up of
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this first part is sign, a (8 leaves, with one leaf inserted after the title) + B (4 leaves, but

the title is a substituted one, so that with the above inserted leaf, three stubs in all

are visible).

The twelve tracts, each of which has a title-page with imprint 621 as above, and

pagination and signatures of its own, is shortly described below, but blank pages are

not mentioned, and the total of pages is given independently of the printed pagination,
which is added in brackets.

1. Heat and Cold: pp. 112 (105):

1675.
2. Tasts: pp. 36 (35): 167s.
3. Odours: pp. 32 (31): 167.^.

4. Qualities : pp. 52 (50) : 1675.

5. Alcali and Acidum : pp. 40
1675-

6. 7. \ olatility : pp.
notes about no. 5

inserted pages,
title-page of no. 6

(38):

56 (56), with

added on eight

following the

1675.
8. Fixtness : pp. 36 (34) : 1675.

9. Corrosiveness and Corrosibility :

pp. 72 (69): 1675.
10. Chymical Precipitation : pp. 52

(46): 1675.
11. E.xperiments and Notes about the

Mechanical Production of Mag-
netism : pp. 24 (20), signn. A^, B* :

1676.
12. Experiments and Notes about Elec-

tricity ; pp. 40 (38), signn. a-b',
c* : 167.=.

The last two treatises are pioneers in their subject and were reprinted as rare by
prof. Silvanus P. Thom]ison in 1898. The latter treatise has been dealt with

separately above as no. 3051. The volume appears in the Term Catalogtie of Nov.

22, 1676 (i. 255), 'price, bound, 5^-.' R?

3099. Bull, bp. George. Examen Censurae : Sive Responsio Ad
quasdam Animadversiones, antehac ineditas, In Librum . . . Hannonia

Apostolica, &c. Per Georgium Bullum Anglicanse Ecclesias Presbyterum.
Accessit Apologia, pro Harmonia ejusque Authore contra Declama-
tionem Thomce Tullii S.T.P. in Libro . . . Jusiificatio Paulina . . . Per

eundem.

Impr. 631 (Londini, exc. Eliz. Flesher, pro. R. Davis, Oxon.) : 1676: sm. 4°:

pp. 20 (i, title, within double lines: 2, Imprimatur by Antony Saunders, Lambeth,
Oct. 16, 1675 : 3-7, Ad Lectorem : 9-19, Index Titulorum & Materiarum (in
Examine et in Harmonia) : 20, a long list of Errata, with excuses and a fresh misprint

(Apol. p. II, 1. vet. for uit.)'\ + 212 (the Examen) + [2 (i, title, with impr. 631

repeated: 2, l>!ani)'] + 166 (the Apologia), signn. A, a*, *'^, B-Z, Aa-Ee2 : Ee3-zz,
Aaa—Bbb*, ccc'^.—The present volume has been mentioned under no. 3027. Bull's

Harmonia had been delated to certain Bishops in 1671, in terms which were com-
municated to the author by bp. William Nicholson. His Responsio, here printed,
was sent to the bishop, who, however, died in the following year. The original reply
thus sent was written in so vile a hand that the author himself could not read it at

a later date without the help of memory, but was persuaded by friends to copy it out

again and issue it with the Apologia, in spite of his opponent's (dr. Tully's) death.

At p. 155 he replies to Joseph Truman's Endeavour to redifie (Lond. 1671). The
Examen appears in the Tertn Catalogue of June 12, 1676 (i. 248), 'price, bound, 6j.'

3100 {ti. p.\ CoAvell, dr. John. Institutiones Juris Anglicani, ad

methodum et seriem Institutionum Imperialium compositae & digestae . . .

Authore Johanne Cowello . . . Cum duplici Indice . . .

Impr. 374fl (Oxoniee, exc. H. Hall per E. Forrest) : 1676 : sm. 8° : pp. [14 (i, title,

within line : 3-8, ep. dedic. to Henry Howard, earl of Northampton : 9-13, prsefatio : 14,

Procemium)] + 248 (the work, in four books) + [22 (the two indexes)], signn. a-r', s* :

Long primer solid.— .\ reprint of no. 2657 1,1664), ''^ rather larger type and size : two
mistakes on the earlier title-page are corrected (from penitus to penititis, and from
accommoduvi to accominodatiwi), but the printing is careless. The book occurs in the

Teriii Catalogue of May 5, 1676. Cowell died in 161 1 : the first edition of the

Institutiones was in 1605 : an English translation was issued in 1 651.
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^101 {Sheld.). [Denham, sir John.] £oopev0 ^iff Latine redditum.

Ad . . . Gulielmum Dii""i Cavendish, . . . Domini Gulielmi Comilis

Devonise Filium Unicum. \engr. of SheIdonian.\
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1676 : 4° : pp. [2 (i, title;] +21 (1-21, the poem,

in Latin hexameters) + [3 (i, blank: 2-3, not seeti)\, signn. [u']', A—C^ : Great primer
italic leaded. Denham's poem which celebrates the beauties of Cooper's Hill, near

Egham in Surre}' on the Thames, was first published, in English verse, in 1642 in

London, and, like the present Latin translation, was anon)'mous : see more in no. 1570
(the Oxford English edition of 1643). The verses (which h^sm Si fiurint Vates) are

correct, and show some command of Latin, but are uninspired. A note in Wood's

copy of the translation runs,
' Given to me by Moses Pengrey, Bac. Div. & Fellow of

Brasenose Coll: who translated this poem from Engl, into Latine, June 15, 1667 ', and
on June 27, 1676, contril)Uted £^ 12s. towards the cost of printing the book. Pengry
was chaplain to the earl of Devon at this time. The last twelve lines of the original
are omitted in the translation, as persuading to a limitation of the King's power. The
first two words of the title are in black-letter. See Wood's Life, ii. 349, Fasti Oxon.
ii- 332.

1,025 copies were printed : at 4^'. per sheet for composing, and 4^-. dd. per sheet for

printing : in all 'zGs : and 55. was paid to the rolling-press man.

3102. Dole. A true relation of the prodigious Battle of Birds, Fought
in the lower Region of the Air, Between the Cities of Dole and Salines,

The 26th of February last i67f. According to the Letters from Besancon,
of the First of this Instant March, 1676.

Impr. 632 (Oxford, for J. Colley : 1676; sm. 4° : pp. [2 (i, title)] + 4 (1-4, the

narrative) + [2 (iwt seeny], sign. A'': Engl, solid.— .\ slight piece, relating a fight
at Dole near Dijon between thousands of birds of various kinds,

' some like Doves,
others like Bats ', several of which are described bxrt not named. After many hours

there were heaps of dead birds. The central facts are obviously decked out with

picturesque detail. A prophecy of Nostradamus is added, with little relevance, that

when birds appear near Dole, holding green branches,
' the Wars shall end '. At the

end of the text is
' Printed in French at Lisle, March 17th. 1676 '. The woodcut on the

title shows clearly by its detail and defects that this piece was printed at Oxford, either

by Leonard Lichfield III or by Henry Hall. There is a contemporary London ballad

on the same subject, entitled ' The Frenchmens Wonder; or The Battle of the Birds',

beg.
' Come give attention '. RR.

3103.t— . [Another issue, identical in every respect throughout, except that the

sole imprint is
' Anno Dotnini 1676' (no. 209/), instead of 'Oxford, Printed for John

Colley, Anno Don. 1676 ',
and that the woodcut on title is slightly lowered. The

last leaf is certainly blank.] This John Colley must be the member of St. John's col-

lege of those names, matr. Apr. 5, 1655, a member of the Middle Temple in 1657.
We may suppose that he was at first struck by the little pamphlet in French, translated

it, and had it printed at Oxford, and then, seeing or having been made to see how poor
a piece it was, removed his name soon after the issue began to be printed off. The only

copy of no. 3102 which I have met is from the Hailstone collection. Colley does not

appear in connexion with any other Oxford book. RR.

3104. Edward, Charles.
' Hanes y Ffydd, gan Charles Edwards.

Rhydychen.'
So in William Rowlands' Cambrian Bibliography (1S69), p. 206. But, since the

4th edition was in 1722, it is probable that some copies of the 3rd (1677) edition

(no. 3140) were printed and dated in 1676 : or 1676 is a mere misprint for 1677, which

see. The ist edition was certainly in 1666 (one copy is known, in the Cardiff Free

Library, without title), and the 2nd in 1671 (Oxford : no. 2886).

3105 (//. p.). Fabricius, Johannes Seobaldus. De Vnitate Ecclesioe

Bntannicae Meditationes sacrae J. Seobaldi FabricI S. Theologize Doctoris,

Professoris Heidelbergensis, Com. Pal. \^An)is of the Univ. of Oxford?^
Impr. 337(5 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall perR. Davis) : 1676 : (fours) sm. 8° : pp. [8 (2,
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imprimatur Nov. 4, 1675: 3, title; 5-6, Syllabus of contents : 7, Errata)] + '

190 ',

see below (the work, in 16 parts, with preface, ]3p. 104, 141 blank) + [2 (an additional

note)], signn. [a],b-S*,T*, v-Z, Aa-Bb* : English solid.^A laudatory essay on the

essential agreement of the Church of England with the Church at large, written by a
Professor of History and Greek at Heidelberg (' Com. Pal.' on the title is presumably
Comitatiis Palatini). Authorities are not often cited, and mentions of the Papacy
(* Romanenses ') are few. The style is rhetorical. The author lived in Oxford from

Jan. 1675 in a necessitous condition, having been driven from Heidelberg in war time :

see Wood's Fasti Oxoti. ii. 247, Life ii. 307. He notes that he celebrated the return

of Charles ii in 1660 with a religious service at Heidelberg. There seems to be

a division after p. 104, where an inserted
'

Irenici Paulini Exegesis', on Eph. x. 1-3,
comes in after Medit. viii (pp. 106-22), perhaps indicating two or more compositors at

work simultaneously. The book is in the Terin Catalogue of Feb. 10, i67f , price
bound, \s. f)d. In sheet T there is sign that the compositors omitted Meditatio7ies xi

and xii, and had to foist in four extra leaves, making a sheet oi eight leaves. Then, in

order to prevent dislocation of the pagination, Xhty foliated the sheet, the pagination
being (after 84^ p. 136, and before vr, p. 145) thus:— 137, 137, 138, 138, 139, 139,

140, 140, 141, blank page, 142, 142, 143, 143, 144, 144.

[This entry belongs to 1679.

3106 {Sheld.). Fell, dr. John. Articles of Visitation & Enquiry
Exhibited to the ]Mini>ters, Churchwardens, and Sidemen Of every Parish

in the primary Episcopal Visitation Of . . . John . . . Lord Bishop of

Oxford.

Impr. 582 (Printed at the Theatre in Oxford)?: (1679): sm. 4°: pp. 8 (i, title:

2, the oath for Churchwardens and Sidemen : 3-8, the Articles), sign. A* ? : Great

primer leaded. ^The only available copy of these Articles (in the Bodleian) is cut
down by the binder, so that, of the imprint and date, only part of ' Printed at the

Theatre' is left, and no signatures survive. The Articles are personal, not diocesan,

though the order and substance of the parts is traditional. A bishop selected a model
of repute, and altered it as he thought proper. Fell's are short, and sensible, with
commonsense ' Advertisements

'

(i. e. notices) at the end. The date is no doubt 1679,
as Fell was consecrated on Feb. 6, 167I. One question (on p. 4) is,

' And have you
a perfect Terror of the Glebe-lands ...?': for terri?>'\ Fell's favourite do's for does

is common : so too ' wenesdaies
' and ' concelements

'

occur. R.]

Gale, Theophili'.s. Court of the Gentiles. Part 2. 2°^ edition.

The ist edition of Part 2 is dated 1671, and was printed at Oxford (no. 2887). The
' Second Edition Enlarged

'

bears the imprint
'

London, Printed by J. Macock for

Thomas Gilbert, 1676', and occurs in the Te>-?n Catalogue for July 5, 1677 (i. 28?).

Now, Part i (edd. i and 2 : 1669, 1672) and Part 2, ed. 1, 1670, were printed
at Oxford for Thomas Gilbert, son of dr. Thomas Gilbert who died in Oxford in 1694.
But this younger Thomas Gilbert who was an Oxford publisher in a small way, 1669-
73, after having been an apprentice of Edward Forrest, died in 1673, and either this

2nd edition of part 2 of Gale's work is (as is more probable) a faulty reprint of the

1670 imprint, or the father allowed his own name to be MstA fro forfnd after his son's

death. In either case the book can hardly be regarded as an Oxford printed or pub-
lished book. All editions of Gale after 1676 were published in London, and Gilbert's

name disappears. See Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii. 11 50.

3107. Heerebord, Adrianus. Adriani Heereboord . . . Philosophia
Naturalis . . . [&c., almost exacdy as no. 2803].

Impr. 633 fOxonise, exc. H. Hall pro J. Wilmot & J. Crosley) ; 1676 : (fours) sm.

S° : pp. [2 (i, title, within line)] +323 (1-4,
'

Precognita
'

: 5-323, the work, in

15 chapters: p. 142 blank) + [7 (r-4,
'

Ejusdem authoris . . . de ratione studendi

philosophise' : 6,
' Index Capitum')], signn. A-Z, Aa-ss'', Tt^ : Long primer solid.—

A close reprint of no. 2803, omitting the epistle dedicatory. The book is in the Term

Catalogue of May 5, 1676 (i. 240).

3108 {u. p.). Holland, Richard. An Explanation of M^ Gunter's

Quadrant, As it is enlarged with an Analemma. By Richard Holland,
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Mathemat. This Book, with all Mathematical Instruments, are Made
and Sold by John Prujean. Mathematick-Instrument-maker, near New
Colledge, in Oxon.

Impr. 1807 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1676 : sm. 8° : pp. [2 (5, title)] 4 14 (the
work, in a series of problems solved by Ihe quadrant), sign, a^ : sm. pica solid.—
A ' rundle

' on the back of Gunter's Quadrant contains the Nocturnal and Analemma
(prop or support), and the addition turns the quadrant into a kind of astrolabe, by
which Holland poses and solves some thirty problems, such as,

' to get the azimuth of
the Sun, to get the time of daybreak or twilight, to find the latitude'. A similar hand-
book was published in London in the second half of 1676, entitled

' The use of a . . .

Quadrant {Term Catal. i. 262, price dd.). For Holland see no. 2804 (1668) : he died
in 1677. The little piece appears to be very rare : I only know of the Bodleian copy.
See Plot's Oxfords^hire (1677), p. 227. RR.

3109 {Sheld^j. Homer. 'O/xr/pou 'IXtas Kai Ets avrrjv o^oXta AlSv/xov.

[engr. of Sheldo7iian?\^

Impr. 628 ('E« ©faTpau \v Ofovia): 1676 (axor) : (fours) 8°: pp. [26 fi, engr.
title : ^, title as above : 5—23, the Greek Life of Homer ascribed to Herodotus : ^e£.

'HpoSoTos . . . 'Eiret yap f) iraXai : 25, Greek vnoOecTis of the ist book)] + '

740
'

\_^~45^j

365-740] (the Iliad of Homer, in Greek with Greek scholia), signn. [t]^, [*], **, ***,
A—Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Lll, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Zzzz, Aaaaa^ : English leaded.—The first Oxford
edition of any part of Homer in Greek, though Cambridge had an Iliad in 1648, and
London in 1591. Cambridge also led in editions of the Odyssey (1664 : Oxford 1702),
and the two together (1710 : Oxford 1743). There is not a word of any language but

Greek in the whole volume, nor any note of the editor. The second edition appeared in

2695 at Oxford. The engraved title exhibits Homer under a tree writing the Iliad, the

stone writing-desk bearing 'Ofxrjpov Ikias avv tois rod AiSvp-ov 2xoA(oi5 : betv^een him
and burning Troy is a piece of water with a rock and part of two war galleys : the

engraving (not plate) is 6i§" x 4f".

William Foster was paid 12s. 6d. on Dec. 6, 1677, for correcting by pen and erasure

thirteen faults in the printing, but was only in time to correct part of the impression.

Examples are E/crop' (wrong, for E«Top( : p. 245), QtoTToiinov (wrong, for Qfunponov :

p. 562) : see MS. Rawl. Q. a. 1, fol. 63. None of the vowel capitals bear a breathing
or accent. A bad calculation was made when a second compositor was told to begin
at book 13 (N) with sign. Aaa and page 365, comprinting : for the first twelve books

occupied up to page 456 and sign. LII4, so there is duplication of pages 365-45(1 and

signn. Aaa-Lll. The book was intended to form fit preferred) two volumes (3109*))
and in some copies a title-page precedes {he^rsi p. 393 (sign. Ddd i). It is precisely
similar to the general title-page, but adds the words Toptos /3' below AtSvpiov, and
at the foot '

(Ddd) 393 '. But this makes confusion worse confounded, for it divides

the whole into vol. I, bks. i-io (A-K), vol. II, bks. 13-24 (A-fl), which is quite

wrong. The signatures show that the true division is between bks. 12 (M) and 13

(N)—which is rational : so the second title-page should have' been marked '(Aaa)

365 ', i. e. the seco7id p. 365. A copy cannot be called imperfect, if it lacks the title

of vol. II, for it was a superfluous leaf, if the book was to be bound as one volume.

The Homer forms 54 sheets, and 1,100 copies were printed, costing 185. a sheet for

composing and Gs. for press-work,
' and for 2 formes printed twice 24.;' : in all ;^66.

3110 {ShelJ.) Hyde, Edward, earl of Clarendon. A brief View and

Survey of the Dangerous and pernicious Errors to Church and State, in

Mr. Hobbes's Book, Entitled Leviathan. By Edward Earl of Clarendon.

[engr. of Sheldojiian.']

Impr. 594 (at the Theater) : 1676 : sm. 4° : pp. [lO (2, engr. frontispiece : 3, title :

4, imprimatur July 1, 1676 : 5-10, Ep. dedic. to Charles ii, dated Moulins, May 10,

1673)] + 322 (the Survey) -I- [2, blank\ signn. [ttJI, *, a-Z, Aa-Rr*, Ss- : English
solid.—Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan, or the Matter, Forme, and Power of a Conituon-

wealth was published in 1651, and the present refutation of it occupied lord Clarendon's

earliest attention after he had finished the History of the Rebellion in exile. In April

1670 the Survey was completed, at Montpelier, but a long delay ensued before the

author could get the King's permission to print it (see two letters in the printed
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Clarendon State Papers (vol. iii [1786J, App. p. xlii) : but in the end (after Claren-
don's death in 1674) even the dedication to the King must have been sanctioned. The
Survey takes passages in the Leviathan for comment in the order of the original. On
Dec. 13, 1674, Humphrey Prideaux {Letters, pp. 27, 50) writes,

' We have got here a

book to print against Hobs, writ by Chancelour Hyde. It is much commended.
When it cometh forth we shall se what it is ', and on Aug. 6, 1676, that it was by then

printed. The frontispiece represents Andromeda chained to a rock, with Perseus and
the sea-monster in the background, and Ov. Melatn. iv. 73S-9 engraved fResoluta—
Laboris). The relevance of the design is not obvious. On p. i are engraved arms of

lord Clarendon with supporters. There are thick-paper copies, but in the Bodleian

exemplar the following sheets are of the thin paper ordinary issue : C-E, H, Q, R, Y,

Dd, li, Kk. There are four 'Parts', see pp. 42, 195, 287. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii.

1019, 1023. The Fell spellings are to some extent used (swai'd, judg, don /<jr done,

bin, &c.).
Of this first impression (41^ sheets), 1050 were printed, costing 4^. per sheet, with a

gift, for composing, and 4^. (id. for press-work. Of the second impression (no. 3m)
1,250 were printed at is. per sheet (4^ sheets were still standing, of the first issue) and

45. respectively: in all ;^i8 I2J. 9^. and £\~ 13J. dd. Six copies were paid for as

bound on July 8, 1676 (4J.), probably a small supplementary order.

3111.
—

,

—
. A brief View . . . [&c., exactly as no, 3100 throughout,

but adding at the end, before the engraving,
' The second Impression '.]

Impr. 594 . . . [&c. ,
as no. 3110].

—This is a verbatim, but not always a lineatim,

reprint of the preceding article, not intentionally varying. The misprint Mobbes ioz

Hobbes (p. 128, 1. 9) is not in the first impression : but in both, pp. 257-64 are mis-

printed 267-74 (sheet Kk) : see under no. 3110.

3112 («. /).). Knatchbull, sir Norton. Animadversiones in libros

Novi Testamenti. Per Nortonum Knatchbull Militem & Baronettum.

Jam Pluribus locis auctse & eniendatas tertia cura Authoris. \orn?\
Impr. 337 z (Oxoniae, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis): 1676: sm. S° : pp. [8 (3, title:

5-7, preface : 8, Errata, ten lines; + 191 (the work) + [l [blank')], signn. [a]*, B-n^ :

Long primer solid.—A Latin commentary on select passages of the New Testament,
exegetical and to some degree critical, and exhibiting a useful knowledge of Hebrew

;

but not a work of importance. Knatchbull was a Cambridge man, and issued the first

edition in 1659, and the second in 1672, both in London : .in English version came out

in 1692 at Cambridge. This third (1676) issue was issued without an imprimatur, and
with an awkward arrangement of clauses in the title, and some infelicities in the preface,
so it was perhaps even called in. Before November 22, 1676, the sheets of the text

were reissued with revised title and preface, an advance date (1677), an imprimatur of

Feb. 6, 167^ ,
and an extended list of Errata, see no. 3143.

3113 (?/. /i.V Mews, dr. Peter, bp. of Bath and Wells. Articles of

Visitation and Enquiry Concerning Matters ecclesiastical, exhibited To
the Ministers, Church-Wardens, and Side-men of the Diocess of Bath and

Wells, At the
[first]

Triennial Visitation of . . . Peter Lord Bishop of the

said Diocess.

Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1676 : sm. 4° : pp. [4 (1-2, not seen : 3, title,

4, oath of Churchwarden)] +12 (the Articles), sign, a-b* (A3 marked A 2) : Pica

solid.— Articles of the longer inquisitorial type, asking a report of any who 'sit, lean,
or lay their Hats on the Communion Table ', or bring Dogs or Hawks into the Church

during a service. The exact mnke-up of the first sheet is not certain : collections of

Visitation Articles are not common, and I have only been able to consult the Bodleian

copy of bp. Mews's set.

3114. Oldisworth, rev. Giles. The Father of the FaithfuU tempted
As was more concisely shewed August 31. 1674. At a solemne Funeral
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in the Church, at Wotton under Edge . . .
[ijiotto] By Giles Oldis-

worth, A.M. and Rector of Burton on the Hill....

Impr. 215 (Oxford, by H. Hall) : 1676 : sm. 4° : pp. [2] (i, title : 2, imprimatur,
Jan. 30,

'

1676 ', i. e. 167!) + 7^ (^"5)
' "^^ the Lady^Crofts ', a genealogy and preface :

6,
' M" Br[i]dget Thorp, Widow ', a note that Mrs. Thorp (a cousin of the writer)

had persuaded him to print the sermon, she having rescued it from destruction in 1674 :

7-8, Gen. xxii. i— 14 [the sacrifice of Isaac] : 9-7S, the sermon, on Hebr. xi. 17), signn.

[tt]', a-K*: English solid.—An expansion of a funeral discourse delivered at Wotton
in Gloucestershire two years before. The preface contains a genealogical account of
the Oldisworth family from 12SS to William Oldisworth who was buried on August 31,

1674, and is here commemorated. The discourse is quaint and clever (see pp. 25-6
for instance), and the style direct and readable. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 95, where

1677 i^ ^"^ error for 1676. The imprint implies that the piece was not published. R.

3115 {Sheld.). Oxford—University. [Notice by the Vice-Chancellor
dated April 18, 1676, in consequence of breaking of windows of Colleges
and private houses, at midnight between Apr. 14 and 15, that all well-

affected persons are called on to bring to light the culprits, with a promise
of 40.f. and concealment of name to all who discover them : beg.

' Whereas
on Friday last'.]

[No imprint, but Oxford, 1676] : folio broadside : Double pica leaded.— See Wood's
Life, ii. 343 : the handbill was, Wood notes in his copy,

' stuck up in all publicke
places in Oxford '. Hearne possessed a copy with the University Arms at the head,
printed in Hearne's Diary, iii. 353 (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) : but it is only a proof from the

printer, having '1674' tor '1676', and ' Accessors
'

for 'Accessories': perhaps the
Arms were omitted in copies intended for city use, and Wood received one of these city

copies (no. 3116). I assume that the normal copy had both the right date and the
Arms.

Oxford—Univ.—Ashmolean Museum. Marmora Oxoniensia, ed. H. Frideaux.
See no. 3092.

3117. Oxford—University
—Sheldonian Press.

A passage in a letter of Humphrey Prideaux dated Sept. 18, 1676 (printed edition,

p. 51), runs thus:
' To contrive the sale of ourbookes, we have set forth a proposal

for subscriptions, wherein we desire not paying any more before hand but only the en-

gageing of promise to buy such bookes as they like when printed. I would put on[e]
of those proposals into this letter, but . . '. This printed leaf I have not yet met

with, if it was issued in 1676, but see no. 3273.

3118 {Sheld.). Rhetores selecti. Rhetores selecti. Demetrius

Phalereus, Tiberius Rhetor, Anonymus Sophista, Severus Alexandrinus.

Grsece & Latine. . . . [engr. 0/ Sheldonian Theairei]
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1676 : (fours) 8" : pp. [24(3, title : 5, contents,

with Gale's name as editor: 7-10: ep. dedic. to sir Richard Ford, Roland Wynne,
and the other Governors of St. Paul's School, London, signed

' Tho. Gale, Londini,
Exjedibus Coletinis

',
i Sept. 1676 : 13—22, Judicia Variorum de [Demetrio Phalereo]])

+ 262 (1-177, Demetrius de Elocutione : 178-97, Tiberius de Schematibus apud
Demosthenem : 198-213, Anonymus de Rhetorica : 215—31, Severi Ethopoeise ;

all

texts in Greek and Latin : 232-53, Latin notes on the four treatises, but 231 (blank) is

not paged, and '

248
'

omitted, to compensate : 246 is also blank : 254-6, lists of the

chapters in all four treatises, the first from MS. Qu. coll. Cambridge : 257-62, indexes of

authors cited and of subjects) + [2 (blanky], signn. [tt],*, **, a-Z, Aa-Kk* : English
Greek and (sometimes leaded) Latin solid.—None of these rhetorical treatises had
before been printed in England, and Tiberius never before, while Severus has an

addition of three chapters to the five previously known. Thomas Gale had been

Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge and was at this time High Master of St.
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Paul's school [' Sc. Co.[letin3e] M.*). He states that he emended Demetrius, edited

the rest, and contributed the Latin translation and notes of all. The Greek title

of Demetrius' work is Iltpl 'Epfjirjvuas, which has the meaning of the expression
of thought by words, and not merely interpretation in general. The 'UOonouai of

Sererus are 'expressions of character
' of such as Hercules, Briseis, and a Painter, who

each deliver appropriate speeches. The preface magnifies the actions of the Mercer's

Company in re-building St. Paul's school after the Fire of London and in similar acts

of benevolence. William Foster was paid is. 6c/. on Oct. 25, 1677, for making a cor-

rection by hand [csedihus for sedibiis). The Greek and Latin are as usual on alternate

leaves. The Notes are poorly printed. This book is in the Term Catalogue for

Nov. 22, 1676, not as an Oxford book, but as 'Printed for Moses Pitt at the Angel in

St. Paul's Churchyard' (i. 258). From an alternative imprint of Pitt's we know that

this Oxford warehouse belonging to him was ' over against the Little North Door of

St. Paul's Church '. It is clear therefore that in this year Pitt was a regular agent or

representative in London of the Theatre Press, for nothing could be more formally
Oxonian than the imprint

'

Oxonii, e Theatre Sheldoniano' of these Rhetores. Of the

17I sheets 750 copies were printed, at 105. per sheet for composing, and /^s. for press-

work, in all 2^12 19^-. See after no. 3158.

3119. Ridley, sir Thomas. A View of the Civile and Ecclesiasticall

Law . . . Written by S^ Thomas Ridley Knight, . . . The Fourth Edition,
with the Notes of J. Gregory late M^' of Arts, Chr. Ch. Ox.

See no. 3074 (1675), of which some copies bear the date 1676, but are otherwise

unchanged.'e.^

3120 {Sheld.). Sail, dr. Andrew. True Catholic and Apostolic Faith

maintain'd in the Church of England. By Andrew Sail, Doctor in

Divinity. Being A Reply to several Books . . . [by] J.E. N.N. and J.S.
. . .

[/d-.v/].

Impr. 582 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1676 : (sixes) sm. 4° (but cut to an 8° form) :

pp. [48 (I, title: 2, imprimatur June 23, 1676) : 3-8, Ep. dedic. to Arthur earl of

Essex: 9-37, preface : 39-47,
' table of chapters ',

22 in part i, 34 in part 2)+l89
(part i) + [3 (2, half-title to part 2)] +234 (part 2) + [2 (blanky\, signn. *, **, **,
****, A-f^, a-u^ : Pica solid.— Andrew Sail (1612-82) was an Irish Jesuit, who rose to

be Rector of the University of Salamanca (1652-5), and Provincial Superior of Irish

Jesuits. In 1674 he announced his conversion to the Church of England, and from

1675 to 1680 lived in Oxford, in Wadham and elsewhere. On June 22, 1676, he was
created D.D. (see Wood's Life, ii. 327, 334, 342, 350). He seems to have become a

Protestant from study and conviction, and was naturally the subject of bitter attac'Ks by
Jesuits, such as a. A soveraigit Coiinterpoison prepaj-edfor the speedy reviviscence of
Andrew Sail, by I. E., 1674 : b. The Bleeding Iphigenia, 1674 (sign. ** 4'') : c. The

Dolefiill Fall of Atidrew Sail, by N. N. (i.e. bp. Nicholas French), 1674: d. The

Unerring and Unerrable Church, by I. S. (i. e. Ignatius Brown), who as J. S. wrote
an answer to the present volume entitled An Unerrable Church or none (1678), 1675.
The preface gives a full account of Sail's proceedings, and the Dolefull Fall quotes
verbatim Sail's Recantation. Part i refutes N. N., and (chapter 22) I. E., Part 2, re-

futes I. S. Dr. Cotton in his Fasti Reel. Hihernicse, (ii. 137) quotes a letter from Sail

to the earl of Essex July 11, 1676,
' The great haste given for having this Book out by

the solemne " Act" here [i. e. at Oxford], 8th July, was a cause they could not print at

present more than 800 copies, all which were taken up here in Oxford suddenly, so as

in two days after finishing the first edition they began the second, which I will endeavour

may be more copious and sent to Dublin and other parts of Ireland.' In consequence
of this contemporary lack of copies and the non-appearance of any second edition, the

book has been described as rare—which it is not. On July 19, 1676, J. Le Loup, one
of the French compositors, received ^i \%s. for setting up signn. p-u of the second part
and 4 pages of the first part (70 pages in all) : Bodl. MS. 15.^14, fol. 307. The 19^
sheets cost 105. \^d. per sheet, with a gift, for composing, and 4^-. for presswork, in all

£16 IS. : and 10 copies were paid for as bound on July 8 (41. 2d.). See Wood's Fasti

Oxon. ii. 357.

8ISO Z
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3121 {^Sheld.). Smith, dr. Thomas. De Graecae Ecclesiae hodierno

statu Epistola. Authore Thoma Smiih Presbytero, Coll. B. Mariae

Magdalense Oxon. Socio, [engr. 0/ Sheldom'an.^
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1676 : (fours) 8° : pp. 12 (i, title : 3, dedn. to

sir Joseph Williamson: 4, imprimatur Jan. 10, '1676', i.e. 167I: 5-10, 3 compli-

mentary Latin poems: 11, errata ['Mend?e']; + 140 (the Epistola) + [2 {blank)],

signn. [a]*, b^ : A-S* : Englishsolid.—This letter is dated Aug. 20, 1675, and recounts

the miserable fortune of the Greek Church under Turkish tyranny. Tlie account of the

Greek liturgy is interesting and at first hand, but augmented in the 2nd edition of this

book in 1678, published in London, where an English translation was also issued in

1680 (no. 3279). The letter is addressed to Williamson, whose chaplain Smith
became for two years in 1678-9. The three complimentary poems are by Thomas
Cradock, M. Delamotte, and R. Russel, Fellows of Magdalen. On Nov. 8, 1675,
Prideaux relates {Letters, p. 47) that this work '

is at present printeinge in our

Theater . . . : else we have nothing new, nor nothing that I know designed, which is

worth setting forth ', but he seems to have forgotten Plot's Oxfordshire, and works by
Pococke and Oughtred. On p. 83 is a wood engraving of two marks put on conse-

crated bread. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 599, Bloxam's Magdalen College Register
iii. 185, D.N.B.

3122. Spelman, sir Thomas. De non temerandis Ecclesiis, Churches
not to be violated . . . Written by Sir Henry Spelman Knight. The fifth

Edition.

Impr. 542 (Oxford, by H. Hall for A. Curteyn) : 1676 : sm. 8° : pp. [16 (2, title-

label : 3, title : 5-15,
' To the Reader', Letter of 1613, Account)] : +128 (1-52,

' To
the Reader', signed Clm. Spelman, the editor, and son of the author: 53-128, the

treatise, &c., as no. 281I), signn. A-1* : Pica solid.—A corrected reprint. Of. no. 2811 :

see no. 1858 (1646). In the Term Catalogue for Feb. 10, 167I (i. 230). On p. 119
Tripologie is a misprint for Tropologie.

3123 {Sheld.). Suetonius Tranquillus, Gaius. C. Suetonii Tran-

quilli Opera omnia Notis illustrata. \e>igr. 0/ Sheldoma?!^
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1676: (fours) 8° : pp. [8 (1-2, ;/o^ Jif^« : 3, title :

5-6, Prcefatio : 7-8, Suetonii Vita)] + ' 286 ', but 221-226 are omitted in the pagina-
tion : so really 2S0 (1-268, De xii Csesaribus. each book with a Brevarium capitum
before it : 269, 271-86, De lUustribus Grammaticis, De Claris Oratoribus, Horatii

Vita, Lucani Vita, Plinii Vita) + [54 (1-20, Inscriptiones antiquae de Coesaribus

Suetonianis : 21-34, Dictionum index : 35-53, Index antiquitatum, &c.)], signn. [tt],

A-Z, Aa-Tt* : Long primer solid.—The three Oxford editions of Suetonius were the

first printed in England : that of 1661 (no. 2575) has no connexion with the present
one, while the third (1690) is little more than a reprint of this second, adding a genea-

logy of the Cresars on a folding plate. The notes are few, for reasons stated in the

preface, and Casaubon's edition has been followed. The twelve Vitas are reckoned as

in eight books. The first page of each division has ' Pag. '

preceding or following the

numeral—which I have not observed elsewhere in the Oxford press. The headline of

sign. Tt suggests that two presses were at work at the printing, taking alternate sheets.

The book is in the Term Catalogue of June 12, 1676 (i. 249),
'

price, bound, 3^. dd.

Sold by R. Davis in Oxford '. This volume has some claim to be considered Fell's

New Year Book for 1676, see note in no. 3124. 1000 copies were printed.

3124 {Sheld^. Tlieocritus. ©co/cptVou Tov ^vpaKova-Lov, to, evpuTKO-

fieva, ^vv Tois tcov HaXaLwv SxoAtots. [engr. of Sheldoman^
Impr. 628 {tK ©earpov kv 'O^oviq.) : 1676 (/OxoT) : (fours) 8° : pp. [lO(2, engraved

scene, see below) : 3, title : 5-8, account of Theocritus from Suidas : 9-10, list of the

30 Idylls : 10, epigram attributed to Theocritus, deg/AWos 6 Xfos)] •+ 2l6 (the Idylls,
wit'n 22 epigrams and 15 lines (beg 'AWa irtpi^) from Casaubon's notes), signn. [t]^,
A-Z, Aa-Dd^ : Great primer solid.—The only words in this volume which are not
Greek are

'

Theocriti Idylliorum Index
' on p. [9I, see no. 3109 (Homer) above.

It is stated to be one of Fell's New Year Books, but I doubt it. Where Wood himself
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failed to obtain a list, no traditional list need be accepted without criticism. Wood
notes {Atk. Oxon. iv. 196) that Fell added to his books '

either an epistle, or running
notes, or corrections', none of which is here. But they are all in Suetonius no. 3123),
which may be Fell's volume, but is open to the objection that it is not noticed in the

Term Catalogues till June in this year. In any case Fell did edit the present volume,

according to the Bodleian and British Museum Catalogues. The edition wns reprinted
at Oxford in 1699 ^^''^'i ^ Latin translation and Greek index, and a supplementary part

containing Latin notes.

The engraved frontispiece represents Thyrsis and a goatherd, seated beneath a tree,

with Etna in eruption and a wide champaign in the background : the two figures are

surrounded by cattle (deprecatory), sheep (stolid), a goat (resigned ,
and a remarkable

dog (awe-struck, and not to be assigned to any known canine species). The goatherd
wears an admirably inane expression, and the whole is obviously in the Oxford style of

Loggan and Burghers. The size is 7g" X4§", including three Greek lines at foot from
Id. i. 1 2-14. 500 copies were printed. Six copies were paid for on July S as bound (3^.)'

3125 {u. p.). Tombes, rev. John. Joannis Tombes Beudleiensis

Angli. Animadversiones in librum Georgii Bulli Cui titulum fecit Harmonia

Apostolica. Seu Binse dissertationes . . . [??ioiio\

Impr. 635 (Oxonire, exc. II. Hall per T. Bowman) : 1676 : sm. 8°: pp. [8 (i, title :

2, Imprimatur, 24 May 1673, of the duke of Ormonde, Chancellor : 3-6, Tombes' ep.
dedic. to bp. George Morley : 7. Errata)] + 226 (1-63, comm. on Bull's Diss, prima :

64-226, do. on Diss, altera) + [6 (1-4, 'Summa
'

contentorum)], signn. **, A-O'^, P* :

Pica solid.— For Bull's treatise (1670 see in no. 3027 (1674). Tombes was a learned

Magdalen Hall man, who deserted the Church of England in the Commonwealth, but,

though an Anabaptist, was allowed to return to it at the Restoration, and died on

May 22, 1676. The dedication gives an account of the author's life. An imprimatur
from the Chancellor is unusual. Tombes seems to have wished to issue this work
before his death, for, though he kept it by him for over two years, it occurs in the Term
Catalogue of Nov. 24, 1675 (i. 221), and so is not posthumous. The List of contents

(sign, p 2-3) is sometimes placed after the dedication, for binding. See Wood's Ath.
Oxon. iii. 1067.

3126. Tozer, rev. Henry. 'Directions for a Godly Life . . . The
Ninth Edition. In Twelves. Price, bound, i^. Printed for Richard
Davis in O.xford.'

So in the Term Catalogue for 10 Feb. 167I. The 9th edition does not seem to be
in the great libraries, and so may be called accidentally rare. See no. 623 (1628),
where all editions are stated to be uncommon. The ist was 1628, 5th 1640, 8th 1671,

9th 1676, loth 16S0, nth 1690, 13th 1706, all published at Oxford. See Wood's
Ath. Oxon. iii. 273 for the author. R.

3127. Wallis, dr. John.
'

Joaniiis Wallis Grammatica linguae Angli-
canae. Oxon. 1676.'

So in the Richard Davis Auction Sale Catalogue, Pars Secunda (16S6), Appendix,
p. 10, no. 54, among the Miscellanea in Octavo, The 4th edition was in 1674 (Oxford,
see no. 3028), the 6th Lond. 1765, but I have not come across any other notice of the

intermediate edition, nor seen a copy of it, nor can I explain why it should be rare.

See no. 2238 (1653) for the ist edition. R.

3128. W.[illiams], N.[athaniel] of Jesus college, Oxford. Imago
Sseculi. The Image of tlie Age, Represented in Four Characters, viz.

The \bracket\ Ambitious Statesman. Insatiable Miser. Atheisticall

Gallant. Factious Schismatick. To which is added a Pindarique Elegie
on the most Learned, and Famous Physitian D^ Willis, By the same
Author. N.W. [versesfrom Aristophanes.]

Impr. 636 (Oxford, by H. H. & L. L. for J. Nixon) : 1676 : 8°: pp. [4 (i, title:

3, Latin dedn. to dr. John Lloyd, princ. of Jesus college, signed
'

N.W.')] +108

Z 2
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(1-97, the characters, in English verse: 9S-10S, the Elegy on Willis), signn. [a]',

B-G*, H^ : English leaded.—The production of an undergraduate of Jesus College,
aged about 19 (B.A. 1676: d. about i679 : see Wood's FasH Oxon. ii. 353). The
verses are of poor quality, but exhibit some smartness. Each Character is followed

by Reflections, also in verse. For the reprinted Elegy, see no. 3082 (1675'. The
Characters have been for some unknown reason ascribed to

' N. \N'est ', but no member
of the University bore that name at this time. The error is in the Heber catalogue,

pt. 4, p. 343, Bohn's Lowndes and Halkett and Laing.
It is rare for both H. Hall ajid Lichfield jointly to undertake a book

;
as there are

no 'flowers', their respective parts cannot be determined, but the type of the head-
lines and signatures shows that probably signn. B-F are by the former and G-H by the

latter, who may have also printed sheet [a].

Xenophon. De Cyri Institutione Graece, e Theatro Oxon., 80. 1676.
In K. Davis's Sale Catal., pt. iv (1692), p. 36. This is probably an error for 1679 :

see notes on nos. 2867 (1670), 3034 (2674).

Bibles, Prayer-books, &c.

Book 0/ Common Prayer.

3129 {Sheld.). Oxford—Christ Church Cathedral. Liber Precum
Ecclesise Cathedralis Christi Oxon. [engr. 0/ Sheldoman^

Impr. 559a (Oxonise, e Th. Sheld.): 1676: (twelves) 16°: pp. [48 (i, title:

3-16, Morning prayer: 16-19, Evening prayer: 19-41, Litany with prayers: 41-5,
the parts of Holy Communion in which the congregation takes part, with collects :

45-7 Graces and prayers : 48, Ps. cxvii in metre)] +312 11-301, the Psalter : 302-12,
the Catechism) signn. [tt], a, A-O^^ : Pica solid.—A shortened form of the Book of

Common Prayer, all in Latin, with additions of Graces before and after meat, and
the like, for use in Christ Church Cathedral. The special versicle and response still

in use is at p. [46] after the Graces : the prayer of thanksgiving for the Founder,
Henry viii, at p. [47]. Piayers mentioning the Royal Family are on sign, [jr] 11",
12^^ : a 3"" 'J\ing Charles, Queen Catharine, James, Duke of York). This edition is

rather shorter than no. 2474 (1660) : for the first edition see no. 423 (1615; and
corrections for it in the present volume. The 15 sheets (500 copies) cost £,6 los., at

6j. per sheet for composing and 2s. Sd. for presswork.

1677.

Parliament was in session, Feb. 15-May 28. On November 4 William Prince of

Orange (afterwards W' illiam iii j married the daughter of James, Duke of York (after-
wards Queen Mary).

In this year New College allowed non-foundation members for the first time. At
Jesus college the library and part of the inner quadrangle were built. Commoners
for the first time wore square caps : Dr. George Clarke {d. 1736) was the first of all.

May 7-S, the archbishop of Rheims, Charles Maurice Le Tellier, visited Oxford, and
is reported by Wood to have treated superciliously the attentions paid to him. The
archbishop of Snmos (Joseph Georgirenes : see Le Quien, Oriens Christianus i. 932;,
who came in July, was concerned with the establishment of a Greek Church in London.
A town-and-gown row on Aug. 4 between George Barber, pro-proctor, and Philip
Dodwell, a city chandler, is narrated at length by Wood [Life ii. 3S1—4, iv. 76): see

no. 3184. In August Francis Junius left Oxford, and died on Nov. 19 near Windsor,
having earlier in that month given his MSS. and type to the University. Aug. 20.

The Chancellor (Ormonde) having been appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, his

office was put in Commission till 1682. On Nov. 9 archbishop Sheldon died.

Charles AUestry (of Ch. Ch., Oxford, and Gray's Inn, d. 1707), in his Calendarhim
Oxoniense (Brit. Mus. MS. Add. 27440), gives some full and interesting details about
this year in Oxford. His account of the trial of John Bradshaw, scholar of C.C.C.,
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for attempting to murder a Fellow of the College, is much fuller than Wood's {Ath.
Oxon. iv. 619). He declares that the Duke of Ormonde was disappointed that no
account of his visit to Oxford in August (see nos. 3150-53 ' was inserted in the London
Gazette, and that an account had been duly sent up, but not printed because Ormonde
was 'out of Favour' at Court. There are anecdotes of the election of Thomas
Cradocke as Public Orator on Nov. 17 (he died in the following March;, of a fire on
Nov. 14, 167S, in the High Street, which was ascribed to the Papists, and of the

ludicrous fright thereat of John Grubb, Master of the Christ Church school.

3130 {She/d.). P(lot), R(obert), the
|
natural history

|

of OX-
FORD-SHIRE,

I Being an Effay toward the Natural Hiftory of

ENGLAND.
| \line\ \ By R.P. LL.D.

| [quo/aiion from Arattis : then

large device, see below : then imprint, then ' The price in sheets at the

Press, nine shillings. To Subscribers, eight shillings.']

Impr. 637 (pr. at the Theater in Oxford, for that Press, and S. Miller, London) :

1677 : (fours) folio: pp. [12] + 358 + [14] with map and 16 plates, signn. [a]^, b,

A-Z, Aa-Yy*, Zz, Aaa-Bbb- : Great Primer leaded.

Contents :
—

[2] full imprimatur, Apr. 13. 1676 : [3] title with large device : [5-6]

Ep. dedic. to Charles ii, signed 'Rob. Plot': [7-11] 'To the Reader': 1-358, the

work, in 10 chapters : [i] Errata, 6 lines : [3-12] Index. With map and 16 plates.
Dr. Robert Plot, afterwards first Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Professor of

Chemistry in that Museum, Editor of the Philosophical Transactions, and finally

Historiographer Royal, (1640-96}, planned a Survey of England by counties, but only
fulfilled it for Oxfordshire and Staffordshire. His work was unlike any of his pre-

decessors', in that his real interests were not historical, hardly antiquarian, least of all

in the direction of family history, but—-scientific. The titles of his work and its

chapters isee below) are sufficient to show this. He belonged to the new scientific

school of which Robert Boyle was the chief exponent (see p. 42). The result is

a singular medley of natural philosophy, palaeology, and the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdoms from man downward, with some diversions and dissenations

;
but

the facts and phenomena described are of permanent value, though the author is

credulous and inclined to believe in astrology. As there is no list of contents, and the

index is chiefly of subjects, the ten chapters will be described at some length.
The dedication calls the King's attention to the need of some such survey of England

and Wales as is here exemplified. The Preface claims that the Map is an advance on
all previous maps, with its ingenious system of marking and references, and that the

volume may advance Trade by its descriptions of ' Nature or Arts ', i. e. geology,
soils, roads, and buildings (such as the seats of the gentry) : and that nearly everything
described has been personally seen by the author, who has adopted the philosophical

principles of dr. Thomas Willis. The Map should in binding precede p. i.

Chapt, I. Of the Heavens and Air (pp. 1-17). Parhelia, lunar rainbows, storms,
and echoes are dealt with. Plot says that in the storm at Oxford of Feb. iS, 166^ he

saw the water of the Cherwell dashed over Magdalen Bridge ;
and tells of two

Wadham men struck by lightning on the river near Medley, May 10, 1666. William
Merle's weather observations in 1337-44 are mentioned. On echoes there is a long
discussion : one was ' at Magdalen College, in the water-walks, near the Bull-work

called Dover's Peer', another in 'New Parks', and in New College and All Souls

cloisters and in the Ball-Court at Corpus. Plate i (at p. 16) depicts the scene of the

Woodstock echo, an engraving of considerable interest, and is dedicated to James
Bertie lord Norreys.

Chapt. 2. Of the Waters (pp. iS-50). The country and city are most healthy;
centenarians are noted, among them Mother George of Oxford then in her looth year.
A list of Oxford Parliaments and Councils is given at p. 20. The rivers are regarded
as abounding in Salts and Sulphurs, and duly commended. The freezing of the

Thames at the bottom is mentioned (p. 27), and petrifying waters, and medicinal

waters (p. 40), such as the wells at St. Cross and St. Clement's in Oxford (p. 49),

Chapt. 3. Of the Earths and Soils (pp. 51-68). The Civil War reduced the

forests. The soils are fully treated.

Chapt, 4. Of Stones (pp. 69-79).
Chapt. 5. Of formed Stones (pp. 80-142) Among these stones, which are not

stratified or shapeless, but assume definite forms, as precious stones, Plot places many
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fossils
; see pp. 111-121, &c.,for a discussion on them. Plate 2 (at p. 92), Plate 3 (at

p. 100), Plate 4 (at p. 105), Plate 5 (at p. 1 11), Plate 6 (at p. 126), Plate 7 (at p. 130),
and Plate 8 (at p. 142) fully illustrate these curiosities, and are dedicated respectively
to sir John Cope, Henry earl of Clarendon, Arthur earl of Anglesey, Thomas Stonor,
sir Thomas Chamberlayne, sir John D'Oyly, and sir Thomas Pennyston. Plot (p. 136)
states that he was much puzzled over a large thigh-bone in stone, 3 ft. 2 in. long, and
at the Act (July) 1676 compared it with a live elephant's, which was being exhibited
in Oxford, cf. p. 13S. The position of Plot has been desciibed at some length in

prof. W. J- Sollas's Infliunce of Oxford on the History of Geology (1898), pp. 7-18.
Chapt. 6. Of Plants (pp. 143-174). This chapter is full of first-hand descriptions

and notes, such as on the introduction of Ray-grass (p. 154), a Glastonbury Thorn at

Rycote (p. 156), large trees, such as that at Kidlington, which was used as a lock-up
(p. 159), and the St. John's elm connected with the foundation of the college (p. 169).
Plate 9 is at p. 147, and dedicated to Sir George Croke.

Chapt. 7. Of Brutes, (pp. 175-191), including fish and insects, in fact the whole
animal creation, below man.

Chapt. 8. Of Men and Women (pp. 192-213), dealing only with curiosities of
' accident ', such as Anne Green's recovery after hanging, in 1630, at Oxford (pp. 197—
199) and Elizabeth's in 1658 (p. 199). But Plot fortunately includes here an account
of ancient customs, sports, fairs, omens of death, and the '

strange passages
'

at Wood-
stock in 1649 (pp. 206-210). Plate 10 (at p. 212) illustrates chh. 7-8, and is dedi-

cated to James Herbert of Tythrop.
Chapt. 9. Of Arts (pp. 214-307), i.e. inventions and improvements of all kinds,

such as Roger Bacon's (pp. 214-221, 231-232), Lydiat's (p. 222), Halley's (p. 226),
Wren's (pp. 226, 232), and Robert Boyle's (p. 228), and various scientific instruments :

locks ('turnpikes', p. 232), a water-dance at Wadham (p. 235),
' Bushell's Rock'

at Enstone (p. 236), are mentioned. Plates 11 and 12 illustrate these, and are dedi-

cated to Edward earl of Lichfield (at p. 237), and the countess (at p. 238). Then
follow agriculture, kilns, glass (p. 253), topiary works at New College, Exeter, and

Brasenose, beehives at Wadham, mills, &c. Architecture begins at p. 265 with lists

of large houses and descriptions of the Stanton Harcourt Kitchen and the Staircase at

Bletchingdon : curiosities at Queen's, Merton, .St. John's, All Souls, Corpus, New
College. The Sheldonian Theatre (ceiling and painting), Schools Gallery, City and

County inventors and University inventors (p. 281), are noted. Plates 13 & 14, at

pp. 272, 274, illustrate the architecture, and are dedicated to Richard Fermor of

Tusmore and sir Francis Wenman.
Chapt. ID. Of Antiquities (pp. 30S-358), treating of Coins, Roads, Barrows, Fortifi-

cations, &c. Plates 15 (at p. 328) and 16 (at p. 356) illustrate chapters 9 and 10, and
are dedicated to John and Carleton Stone and to sir Thomas Spencer.
The Map of (Oxfordshire is 19 X 19^ in. (printed part), in one sheet: the scale is

about 32 miles to the inch. Plot uses signs to indicate the kind of place, and shows
the latitude, but not the longitude. There are 176 plates of arms of colleges, towns,
landowners, and gentry, to form a border: they are in alphabetical order of names,
for the most part, and are numbered, with corresponding numbers at their seats in the

country. The forests, woods, and rivers are marked, but not a single road, except the

British and Roman. The dedication is to bp. p'ell. The engraving throughout the
volume is by Michael Burghers (who usually signs his name), and it is well done.

In the preface Plot notes that three sorts of miles were in use in England, the least

and usual one 8 furlongs, the middle, which Plot here uses, 93- furlongs : the length of

his
'

greater
'

mile he does not give. Among notanda are :—Plot's spelling of ' cize
'

(size) : each chapter is divided into sections : the spelling
' Ozcfort

'

is in the Arabic

Geography of Edrisius (p. 330) : the painted Cat in a Bodleian ceiling-panel described

(p. 277) : artistic work in straw by Robert Wiseman of Oxford (p. 258). In sheet

D d is an addition to sheet B b, too late even then for insertion in the proper place

(pp. 213, 200) : so with the Errata (p. 344) referring to sheet u u.

The second edition (Oxford, 1705) is almost a reprint of the first, with additions at

the end of each chapter. No general revision was undertaken.

The progress of the work is indicated by Plot's words on p. 3 :
' even while I am now

writing, Nov. 23. 1675' : but part was in the press as early as Nov. 8 in that year
Prideaux's Letters, p. 50, cf. 60). It came out in May 1677 (Wood's Life, ii. 376),

priced Sj. to subscribers, 9^'.
to others (in sheets), and \\s. 6d. bound (see Flemings in

Oxford [Oxf. Hist. Soc], i. 227). The fragmentary Press accounts, 1672-9, show that
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750 copies were printed, and that each of its 96 sheets (each folio sheet of two leaves

being counted as a sheet, though the book is in fours) cost 35. for composing, and the

same for printing, ^28 ids. in all. The rolling press men received ;^3 145. for the

map, plates, and other parts requiring their work. The cost of engraving the map is

not known. For the significance of Miller's imprint, see no. 3144.

Minor Pieces.

3130* (?/. /;.). Whitehall, Robert. EHA^TIXON lEPON, ]

sive
|

JCONUM I
Quaiundam extranearum (numero 258) Explicatio |

Breuiuf-

cula & Clara.
| Apprime Epheborum aliquot prmnobilivm

\

in Ufum
exculta, qua, ad SS. Scripturas alliciantur.

j Quibus fingulis fuum accefsit

Synibolum, cum Sententiola concinna
|

ex authoribus
|

GR^CIS &
LATINIS

I Depiompta. | Being an Epigrammatical Explanation of the

most Remark-[able Stories throughout the
|

old & new testament
|

After

each sculpture, or cut.
| [line,

2 motios, line\.

Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. IJchfield) : 'Dat. Cal. Jan. Anno Salutis m.d.c.lxxvii
'

(Jan. i): single leaves (?), folio : pp. [14] + 173 + [i] + 85 + [i], 267 in all : no signa-
tures : Great primer, leaded.

Contents:—p. [2] imprimatur by dr. Henry Gierke, undated, and 10 Latin verses

{beg.
'

Vale, liber, veram ') signed R. W. : [3] engraved title-page
' Historise Sacrse

VeterisetNovi Testamenti. Biblische Figuren . . . Figures de la Bible . . . Bybelsche
Figuren . . . Figures of the Bible in wich almost every History of the holy Scriptures
is discribed.' Amstelsedami, ex Officina Nicolai Visscher (no date), an engraved
inserted leaf : [5] the title, as above : [7-9]

' The Epistle to the Reader ', signed
Robert Whitehall: [11-13] 'The Gontents', short titles and numbers of the 173
O. T. plates : 1-173, the O. T. plates, see below : [i] a leaf with two mottos : 1-85,
the N. T. plates : [i] a leaf of ' The Gontents

'

of the N. T. part.
The above description is from a copy in the British Museum, acquired in the present

century. In 1775 the rev. WoUey JoUand received it from his mother. His widow,
mrs. S. JoUand, gave it to Ann Morley, who died in 1850, as is noted in that year by
the rev. Raymond Samuel Daniell, of Magdalen hall, Oxford.

In Wood's Athenx Oxon. iv. 178, there is an explanation of this curious and very
rare book. Robert Whitehall, of Ghrist Church and Merton, a restless and time-

serving poetaster and doctor, when in Holland, purchased for £\^ a dozen sets of

Matthaeus Merian's Illustrations of Bible History, executed in 1627 and used in a German
Bible printed at Strasbourg in 1630 (Brit. Mus.). 'Each cut [to the number of 258]
he caused to be neatly pasted in the middle of a large quarto paper, on which had
been printed a running title at the top, and six English verses at the bottom to explain
the cut or picture. Which being so done, in twelve copies only, he caused each to be

richly bound, and afterwards presented a very fair copy to the King, and the rest

mostly to persons of quality : of which number was Charles son and heir of John
Wilmot earl of Rochester, for whom he pretended 'twas chiefly compos'd.' The
Greek title refers to the six English verses under each engraving.
The illustrations are described in Nicolaiis Visscher's Preface to the Afbeeldmgen

der vornaamste Historien soo van het Otide ah Niewe Testament (Amsteldam, 1700 ?,

4°), where they occur, as largely by Matthasus Merian, but he adds that the editor's

father of the same names added many more, and the editor some. In this book at

least, the versos bear print, so Whitehall may have had his dozen copies printed
off specially from the plates, as the versos are blank.

For the present volume the Oxford printing was first done, leaving about 5^ inches

interval for the plates, which are usually about i\ inches high by 6 wide. Then the

plates were pasted on, or (sometimes) inlaid : the paste has sometimes discoloured or

tinted the print. Each leaf then bore :
—

i, a title
; 2, a motto ; 3, the illustration

; 4, six

English verses, descriptive. The leaves appear to be single.
As dr. Gierke was Vice-Chancellor only from Oct. 9, 1676, to Oct. 8, 1677, it seems

probable that ' Cal. Jan.' 1677 in the imprint means Jan. i, i67f, not 167I, and that

the book was issued early in 1677, according to our modern reckoning.
See W. C. Hazlitt's Bibliographical Collections 3rd S., Suppl. (1889), P* ^"^i ^"^

the Acadettiy, June 2, 1877, P- 483*
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Other known copies of this book are :
— i. Presented to king Charles II, see above.

2. Owned by Charles Wilmot, earl of Rochester {d. i6Si), see above. 3. A copy
owned by John, earl of Hyndford, sir J. Anstruther, and James T. Gibson Craig (lot

2782 in the Gibson Craig sale at Sotheby's, July 7, 1S87, and sold for ^17 10s. to

'Douglas'; bound in black morocco with gilt edges). 4. A copy exhibited on May 14,

1877, in Cambridge, by mr. A. P. Humphry, see Acadeniy ut stipi-a. 5. A copy is

noted by Bliss in his copy of \^'ood's Aihenx, as 'in the Library of mr. M'^Nab,
a medical man, at Epping in Essex 1852.' RR.

Oxford Press.

3131 {Sheld.). [AUestree, dr. Richard] The Art of Contentment

By the Author of The Whole Duty of Man, &c. [text: engraving of

Theatre^
Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford): 1677 ' (fours) 8°: pp. [10 (2, plate: 3,

title: 4, imprimatur, 1675: 5-10, preface)] + 2I4(the work) + [2 (l, list of the 11

sections and close)], signn. S^plate\ [tt], a-z, Aa-ud^ : English solid.—The fourth

impression (see no. 3043), a reprint of the third without change of text. The differentia
of the present edition is the frontispiece. The older, unsigned form used in the

first three issues is discarded : the design is reversed, and represents a new attempt to

depict the scene of Jacob and his Dream. The chief figure is now on the spectator's

left, and the moon at the right top corner : Jacob is beneath a tree with shrubs and
rocks at his side, and both angels on the ladder are descending, instead of one

ascending and one descending. It is an improvement, and bears ' M Burghers sculp'.
But it is too dark and gloomy. So after the ordinary copies had been struck off, and
before the thick paper copies were printed, the plate was touched up, and many lines

removed on the face, hands, and legs of the figure; the tree and foliage are lightened,
and a light patch like the beginning of a musical stave is introduced near the foot of

the ladder : the face of the lower angel is almost white. But even this did not please,
and for the fifth impression (no. 3132) the whole was recut by Woodfield and again

improved in style and detail, especially in the light behind the upper angel and in the

tree and bushes, but the plate is not signed : presumably Burghers did not take the

corrections well. The spot on which Jacob's left foot is resting is in the first state

light, but cross-hatched : in the second white : in the new plate dark. That this is

the earlier of the two 1677 impressions seems to be proved by the imitation of the new

plate (in no. 3132) in the 16S9 issue. See note in no. 3048 : the Univ. Press accounts

show that of this book and no. 3132 3,000 copies (of each) were printed, at 55. ^d.
2l sheet (fourteen sheets) for composing and 13J. 6d. a sheet for press-work, in all

£26 1$. 4d. On March 3, 1676, a 'cut
'

(engraving) for this work cost ^i 10^., and
one for no. 3133 cost 105. only, on Dec. 2. On Sept. 14 another engraving was made
for no. 3131. The printing of 3,000 cuts and 3,000

' Theatres' cost 15J. each subject.

3132 {Sheld.) [
—

,

—
.]

The Art of Contentment . . . [&c., as no. 313 1,

throughout].
Impr. and contents exactly as no. 3131.—A close reprint of the preceding impres-

sion, forming the fifth. It can easily be distinguished by the engraving of the Theatre

having the weather-cock turning to the spectator's right, as for an East wind : in no.

3131 it is to the left : also the paging of the Contents has reverted to roman numerals,
instead ol italic. Also the date is in larger type. See note about the cost in no. 3131.

3133 (S/ie/d.). [AUestree, dr. Richard.] The Government of the

Tongue. [&c., exactly as no. 3047, but with ' The fifth Impression.'
and the date '

m.dc.lxvii.' by error.]

Impr. 596 [&c., exactly as no. 3047.^This is a close reprint of the 4th edition

of 1675, with an X omitted in the date, as is believed by most to be the case with the

first book printed at Oxford. '

Januarii
'

in the imprimatur is in roman, not italic, and
the first line on a s"" has deceives, not deceaves : as in the 4th edition, the leaf a 4 has

been turned back to form the imprimatur leaf before the title. The plate has been

touched up and the lines deepened throughout. See notes in nos. 3048, S'S* • the

printing of the engraved plate (3000) cost 15J. at the rolling press : and the total cost

of composing and press-work was ^1^14 25. 6d.
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3133* {' Skf/d.'). o[
—

,

—
.]

The Government of the Tongue . . . The
Fifth Impression.

Impr. 596 (as above"! :
'

1667
'

[1677] : (twelves) S° : pp. [12] +108, signn. a, a*,

B-E^".—A counterfeit slavish reprint of no. 3133, made in London : the false date
'

M.DC.LXVii.', omitting an x, is reprinted, though the Imprimatur of 1675 follows

on the next page, and pp. 107-S are in smaller type to get the matter within sheet e—
a device not used by the Oxford Sheldonian Press : the ornament on sign, a 2'' is

unknown at Oxford. No engraved frontispiece is provided. The counterfeit issue

can be distinguished in a moment by
' Fifth

',
not '

fifth ',
in the title, and by

' Vice-

Chancel.' in the imprimatur, as well as by the paging. R,

3134 {Skt/d.). [
—

,

—
.]

The Ladies Calling . . . [&c., as no. 3094, but

with ' The Fifth Impression.', and no full stop after
' Parts

'].

Impr. 596 [&c., exactly as no. 3094].—A close reprint of no. 3094 (1676). The

engraving before the title does not differ from the 4th edition. 3,000 copies were

printed.

3135 {Sheld.). [
—

,

—
.]

The Ladies Calling . . . [&c., exactly as

no. 3134].
Impr. 596 [&c., exactly as no. 3134].—A close reprint of the preceding article, but

the second issue can be distinguished by 'Pro.' (not
'

Prov.') in the title, and by p. 6,

1. II from foot, ending
'

My.' (not
'

My-'). The type is also different, and the device

on the title-page (observe the weather-cock). My impression is that no. 3135 was

reprinted from no. 3134 and not from no. 3094 : if so, there must have been an

unexpected call for a new issue, after the first type had been distributed. The en-

granng in this issue is as in no. 3134.

Aratus.
An entry in the Catalogue of the John Gennadius Sale on March 28, 1895, (lot

228), mentioning an edition of Aratus, edited by Fell, Oxon. 1677, i^ demonstrably
an error for 1672.

3136 Bowman, Henry. Songs, .y^if no. 3172 (1678),

3137 {Sheld.). Charleton, dr. Walter. Gualteri Charletoni Exercita-

tiones de Differentiis & Nominibus Animalium. Quibus accedunt

Mantissa Anatomica, Et quaedam de variis Fossilium generibus, Deque
differentiis & nominibus Colorum. Editio secunda, duplo fere auctior

priori, novisque iconibus ornata. \jfigr. 0/ Sheld. Theatre.^

Impr. 559a (Oxonise, e Th. Sheld.) : 1677 : folio : pp. [20 (i, title: 3-S,ep. dedic.

to Arthur (Annesley), earl of Anglesey, Id. Privy Seal, dated London, June i, 1677,
see below: 9-19, preface, dated June 13, 1667 : 20 (2 tnottoes)y\-\-\\<^ (Animalia—
Quadrnpeda, Serpentes, Insecta, Aves) -1- [i, blank] + 106 (1-69, Pisces, Zoophyta :

71-93, Mantissa anatomica : 94-102, Animalium voces : 103-6, Cuniculus sive Por-

cellus Indians) -t- [4 (3, half-title for the fossils)] + 78 (i-.n7, Fossilia : 59, half-title to

the appendix, 61-78, Colores) + [20 (1-3, 'Addenda', including Errata: 5-19,
Indexes)], signn. a-e^ A-Gg, a*iPisces)-Z*, aa*-dd*, Aa ( Fossilia)-Zz, Aaa^ : English
solid.—The first edition of this work was published in London in 1668 in quarto, and
the sheets (apparently) re-issued with a new title-page in 1671, both issues bearing the

title of Onomasticon Zoicon. The present much enlarged edition is much more than

a set of lists, since descriptive notes are freely added. The dedication and appendix
on colours are new, and every part is improved. The work is substantial and still of

interest, partly for the fine and well-cut illustrations, which were ten in the first edition,
and now raised to fifteen (chiefly of birds and the anatomy of the frog, and chiefly

full-page size). One, contributed by dr. John Lawson, is of a jackal ip. 23). The
author, who was of Magdalen hall and became M.D. when only 22, acknowledges
help from. dr. George Ent, dr. Christopher Merret, and especially bp. Fell. The English
names are always given (e. g. thirteen kinds of horse on p. 3), and the sub-divisions

are scientific, and almost scholastical. The Fossilia are various kinds of earths and
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stones, including precious stones, stones found in animals, and even rust. There are

large paper copies, and one in the Bodleian bears many manuscript notes by the

author.

The date of the dedication is altered in all copies to mdci.xxvii, apparently from

MDCLXXI, but lord Anglesey was not Lord Privy Seal till 1673, so perhaps the 1671

imprint was just reprinted, but the title altered. The 1671 edition does not seem to be
in the great British libraries, but there is a copy in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris.

'

For a catchword, 4f in. from the nearest printing, see the last page of the preface. See
Wood's Ai/i. Oxoii. iv. 753, D. N. B., &c. Of this book in eighty-seven sheets 500
copies were printed, at the rate of 4^. 3^. per sheet for composing, and 2s. 6d. for

press-work : total cost £2^ 2s. gd.

3138 {S/ie/d.). Clement I, pope (Clemens Romanus) ToC ev dytW
Trarpos • . . KAT^/tcvros ITpos J^opLvdcov; EtticttoAt^. S. Patris Clementis

Ad Corinthios Epistola. [prima, et pars secundae.]
Impr. 559 « (Oxonias, e Th. Sheld.) : 1677 : (sixes) 16° : pp. [24 (3, title : 5, iexi,

in Greek: 7-23, prsefatio)] + 125 (Ep. i, in Greek and Latin %vith half-title) + [9
(Testimonia)] + 25 (Ep. 2, in Greek and Latin, with half-title) + [67 (1-54, Notae in

Ep. I, with half-title : 56-62, Not?e in Ep. 2, with half-title : 64-67,
' Loca S. Scrip-

turse '

citata)], signn. a, b, A-T® : Pica (Greek), Long Primer (Latin), solid.—A second
edition of Fell's 1669 edition (no. 2822) revised by the same editor. The so-called

2nd Epistle is now added, with notes, but Junius's text of the ist Epistle (Oxon. 1633,
no 742 1 is not altered. The preface is altered by omission and addition, the chapters
of Cotelerius are marked, and changes are made in the notes. Prideaux notes, in a letter

of Sept. 18, 1676, that 'Our bishop [i.e. Fell] is setteing forth another edition of

Clements Epistle to the Corinthians' (printed ed. p. 51). Of this book in ten sheets

1,000 copies were printed, at the rate of 125. per sheet for composing and 4^-. for press-
work : total cost £s. In Jan. 1677 24 copies were bound by William Ingram, twelve
'

guilt ', twelve * rol'd on the edge '.

3139 {i(. p.). Crackanthorp, dr. Richard. Logicse libri Quinque . . .

[&c., exactly as no. 2852 except that Editio '

Quarta
'

takes the place of
'

Tertia ',
and the imprint and date is varied].

Impr. 639 (Oxonise, exec. L. Lichfield & H. Hall, per J. Williams [Londinensem]) :

1677: sm. 4": pp. [12 (i, title: 3-5, ep. dedic. to Rich. Leveson, 1621 : 7-10,
indexes : 11-12, Prooemium)] + 439 (i-357, the Logic : 359, title-page to the Intro-

ductio in AIetaphysica?n, with impr. 306/ [Oxonise, exc. H. Hall, 1676] : 361-405,
the Introdiictio, as no. 477 • 407; title-page to the De Providentia . . . Editio qtiarta,
with impr. 306/, as above : 409-439, the treatise with Ep. dedic. to dr. John Young,
dean of Winchester, 1622) + [I [blank)'], signn. A^, a'^, B-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Kkk^ : Long
primer solid.—A reprint of the 1670 edition, no. 2852. Lichfield printed as far as

p. 176, Hall from p. 177 on to the end.

3140. (Edwards, Charles) Y Ffydd Ddi-Ffuant. sef, Hanes y Ffydd

Grisiianogol, a'i Rhinwedd. Y trydydd preintiad gyd ag angwanegiad.
The Unfeigned Faith. Containing a brief Historie of the Christian

Religion, and a proof of its verity and efficacie. The third Impression
with Augmentation. \^Arms of the UnwersityJ]

Impr. 640 (Rhydychen, by H. Hall for towns in Wales: 1677: S" : pp. [lO (i,

title : 2, imprimatur by G. Ironside, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Aug. i, 1676, with a testi-

mony by dr. Michael Roberts, July 24, 1676 : this leaj is sign. A i : 3-4, Contents,

headed by an undated (older ?) imprimatur, signed by G. Jane, chaplain to the bp. of

London : 5-10, preface signed
' Charles Edwardes ', London, April 1677 : 10, note on

numeration)] + 421 (the History, in thirty-one chapters, the last giving the interpretation

of Names in Scripture ;
and of Hebrew sentences) + [I (note on reading Welsh)] + 4

folding plates : signn. A (with a* inserted after A i)-Z, Aa-Cc*, D* : Pica solid.—The

present edition differs considerably from the second (1671 : no. 2886) : the text is about

a quarter as long again, with eight added chapters : the Jewel and Davies parts are

omitted, as well as the more elementary parts of Welsh grammar : and it is illustrated
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with four plates, one of the globe, three of forms of torture (before p. i, and after pp. 70,

126, 3S2). The sequence of editions is;—1666 [see note at no. 3104), Oxford 1671
(no. 2886), Oxford 1677 (some copies perhaps dated 1676), Shrewsbury 1722 (' 4th '),

Dolgelly iSii (^'4th') and 1822, Carmarthen 1856. See Moses Williams's Cofrestr,
1 71 7; William Rowlands's Cambrian Bibliogi-aphy, 1869; Cardiff Free Library
Catalogue {\\t\sh], i^S. R.

3141 [Sheld.). Euclid. Eu/cXctSou to. Sw^o'/xcm. Euclidis Geometrae

Opera. Elementorum Geometriae et arithmeticse libri xv, Datorum liber,

Cum Prsefatione IMarini. Introductio iNTusica, Cum Sectione Canonis.

Optica, et Catoptrica, Omnia Grsece & Latine. Edvardus Bernardus
Recensuit. Oxonise, E Theatre Sheldonio a.d. . . . [line cut oflf, leaving

only the top of a ' C
'].

A proof of a title-page of dr. Edward Bernard's projected edition of Euclid in Greek
and Latin, in MS. Bodl. 887, with a specimen page and 24 Tables containing about 600

diagrams, engraved on copper (nos. 1-28, except 17-20, which would have contained
Euclid's ElenietUs xii. i-xiii. 15 : nos. 25-28 are repeated). The Vice-Chancellor's

Computus shows that £2^ was paid to George Edwards for '

cutting the schemes' in

i677) so this proof is placed in that year. The engraved part is about 6 x 3J in.

Other proofs of an octavo page are in Bodl. MS. 8742 at fol. 6, but a folio size was

preferred, and a specimen page is at foil. 9, 64. Some of Bernard's material for the
edition is in the same volume, and in Auct. S. i. 12-14 (Bodleian), but no Oxford
Euclid was published before David Gregory's monumental edition in 1703, which
makes use of Bernard's corrections of Commandinus' Latin version.

Gale, Theophilus. Court of the Gentiles. See after no. 3106 (1676).

3142. [Good, dr. Thomas] A brief English Tract of Logick.
Impr. 209/6 (pr. [by L. Lichfield] Anno Domini 1677J : (eights) 12°; pp. [4 (3,

title)] -I- 40 (1-32, the tract, in four chapters : 33-40,
' Maxims' in English and Latin),

signn. [tt^], a-b*, c* : Pica solid.^A reduction of Brerewood's Logic to the smallest

form, with memorial verses {Barbara, celarent, and the rest). Wood reveals that

dr. Good, the Master of Balliol, was the author: see Wood's Ath, Oxon. iii. 1154.
The maxims are such as ' He that doubts nothing, knows nothing. Qui nil dubitat
nil cognoscit. Woodcut diagrams are at pp. 10, 25, The ornaments show that the

printer was Leonard Lichfield at Oxford. R.

3143 {11. p.). Knatchbull, sir Norton. Animadversiones in Libros

Novi Testamenti jam Tenia cura auctse & emendatse. Authore D. Nortono
Knatchbull Eq. & Bar.

Impr. 3377 (Oxonise, exc. H. Hall per R. Davis) : 1677 : sm. 8 : [&c., exactly as

no. 3112 ( 1676), which see].—The present book is a hasty re-issue of the sheets of

no. 3112, except that the title and two leaves following are improved by alteration,
and the original Errata (10 lines) are, not corrected in the text but, expanded to twenty-
six lines ! An imprimatur also, of Feb. 5. 167I [' 1676 '], is added on the back of the

title-page. It occurs in the Tertn Catalogue of Nov. 22, 1676 (i. 258), 'price, bound,
2s. 6d:

3144 (^Sheld.). Luzancy, Hippolyte Du Chastelet de. Reflexions

On the Council of Trent. By H. C. de Luzancy Deacon of the Church
of England, and Mr. of Arts of Christ-Church in Oxford. [Jexi: then

engr. of Sheldonian Theatre.7\

Impr. 597a (Oxford, at the Theater): 1677: (fours) 8°: pp. 16 (2, imprimatur
Mar. 17, 1677 [i.e. 167^] : 3, title : 5-10, Ep. dedic. to dr. Henry Compton, bp. of

London, signed
' De Luzancy': 11-15, preface)] +213 (really 221, for 113-120 are

omitted, see below), 1-165 (the Reflexions in 3 discourses, 1-55, 57-111, 121-165) :

167-213,
' A Conclusion ...') + [3 (2, a second title-page, see below)], signn. a, b,

B-p, s-z, Aa-Ff* : English solid.—The Council of Trent, a counterblast to the

Reformation, was held at Trent in the Tyrol from Dec. 13, 1545, to Dec. 4, 1563,
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and became the subject of endless discussion. The present vohime is an answer to

Abraham Woodhead's Considerations on the Council of Trent. By R. H. (1671),
The author was a ne'er-do-weel Frenchman of low birth who changed the Roman
Catholic religion for that of the English Cliurch, was much befriended by the bishop
of London, and resided at Oxford from early in 1676 to 1679. By recommendation
of the Chancellor he was given an M.A. degree (on Jan. 26, i67§), as from Christ

Church. The dedication is fulsome flattery. The three discourses are on the irregu-

larity of the Council, its Doctrines, and its futility. The Conclusion deals with the

respective characters of the churches of England and Rome. The style is as good as

could be expected under the circumstances, and the arguments reasoned and moderately
expressed.

It appears that two printers were engaged on the work, the second beginning with

(Discourse III) sign, s at p. 121 : but the first part only occupied signn. B-p, so sheet

R with its pagination is left out. The signatures of the prefatory matter are —
,

—
,

a 2,
—

; b, B3, ! It is interesting to note also that thelast leaf is a second alternative

title, for use in London. Whereas the Oxford title is 'Oxford, At the Theater' the

London one is no. 637a (' Printed at the Theater in Oxford, and are to be had there.

And in London at Mr Simon Millers at the signeof Star near the West End ofS. Pauls

Church'). As Miller was only one out of seventeen London booksellers who in 1677
traded with the Theatre Press, it seems likely that he was in a special sense the London

agent, and perhaps Warehouse-man, of the Oxford Press : especially as his name alone

occurs also in the imprint of so important a work as Plot's Oxfordshire, no. 3130.
From The Flemings in Oxford (Oxf. Hist. Soc. 44), i, pp. 221, 228, we learn that the

book had on March 27, 1677, 'lately come out' at the price of is. 6d. (no doubt

unbound). The man and bis book attracted attention at the time, but he is seldom
even mentioned in modern works. Of this book 1250 copies were printed (14 sheets,

at 55. lod. per sheet for composing and 55. "j^d. for press-work: total cost^^S os. ^d.
William Ingram bound 48 copies for £2 1 55. The rolling press men also received ^s.

for printing off 1 250
' Theatres ', i. e. plates of the Sheldonian. See 1679 C"°' 32^4)'

and Wood's Fasti Oxon, ii. 350-2, Life ii. 337-8.

3145. '*'t[Machell, Thomas] That the Northern Counties which
abound in Antiquities and Ancient Gentry, may no longer be bury'd in

Silence Information is desir'd concerning the following Queries
. . . \textfollows, occupying '^\ pages].
[No impr., or date: but Oxford, pr. by H. Hall: 1677?]: p. [4], folio: Long

primer solid : 3rd page beg. nearest cha/'pell.—Thomas Machell, fellow of Queen's
college, Oxford, F.R.S., became rector of Kirkby Thore in Westmorland in 1677, and
in his first ardour issued the present Queries with a view to a possible history of West-
morland and Cumberland. The writer gives a full account of his aims, ability to do
the work, and methods, in a letter from him of March 26, 1677, printed in dr. J. R.

Magrath's Flevmigs in Oxford, i, 214-17, cf. 225, 229, where he states that these

parochial Queries are an enlargement of those of John Ogilby (1673). They are

divided into three chapters: i. General (soil, church, &c.) ; 2. The Manors, lordships
and customs ; 3. Buildings, fells, quarries, moors, &c. : and are detailed and long. The
details of the ornament on p. 4 make it certain that the Proposals were printed in

Oxford by H. Hall. The Bodleian copy is signed by Machell and dated 'Jan. i,

1676-7.' The letter w in the long primer type gave out about half way through (and
its place was supplied by vv) owing to the recurrence of 'what, who, and the like. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 532 for the author, whose collections are now in the Cathedral

Library at Carlisle. R.

3146 (Sheld). Maximus, Tyrius. Tor Maft'/Aou Tvptou Ao'yot. Maximi

Tyrii Dissertationes. [Accedunt Demophili Similitudines et Sententi^].

\engr. of Sheld. Theatre?^
Impr. 559« (Oxonice, e Th. Sheld.): 1677: (sixes) 16°: pp. [12 (i, title: 3-6

' Lectori . . .

'

: 8-ti, list of the 41 disserations in Greek and Latin : (2, extract from

Suidas)] + 514 (1-499, ^^ dissertations, in parallel columns of Greek and Latin on

each page : 501-514, the Demophilus, similarly Greek and Latin) + [3, blank'], signn.

[tt], a-z, Aa-uu*" : lirevier solid.—Maximus of T5're, a Platonic philosopher, wrote
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these dissertations on theology, ethics, and philosophy, in Greek, perhaps in the second

century of our era. This is the first English edition, except that three of the essays
were printed in Latin by dr. John Rainolds at Oxford in i6i4(no. 420) ;

and is the

only Oxford edition. Of Demophilus, a Pythagorean philosopher, nothing is known,
except these extracts entitled "O/xoia or Similitudines, proverbial ethics (such as TiS

yeXoiw, KaOavip aK\, Tr«p€i(Tfxivoos Set" XP^"'^"') with some general gnomic sentences.

The iirst English edition was in 1671 at Cambridge, in Gale's Opiisaila Mythologica.
The Preface gives the minimum of information, and excuses the anomymous editor's

laziness in omitting all notes and various readings, by pretended anxiety to give a plain
text. Demophilus is not even mentioned. The editor's name is feliciie?- deperditum.

Humphrey Prideaux notes in his Letters (15751, p. 41, that this book was in the press
in August 1675. Of this book of 22 sheets, 1,000 copies were printed at a cost per
sheet of 185. lor composing and 5^. for press-work : total cost ^25 6^^.

3147 {S/ie/d.). Oughtred, William. Gulielmi Oughtred ^Etonensis,

Quondam coUegii Regalis In Cantabrigia Socii,. Opuscula Mathematica

hactenus inedita. [^engr. of Sheld. Theatre^
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1677 : (fours) 8° : pp. [8 (3, title : 5-7, preface:

8, list of contents)] +
' 212

'

(but 159-160 are repeated in the pagination : the 9 treatises)

+ [2 (i, Errata)] + 3 folded plates: sign, [w], a-z, Aa-Ff^ : Pica solid.—William

Oughtred was a mathematical genius, who died in 1660. A friend of his, sir Charles

Scarburgh, a well-known physician (d. 1694!, thought that some of Oughtred's unpub-
lished work ought to be read, and edited this little collection, but his name does not

occur. The treatises are, with titles abbreviated :
—

p. I. Institutiones Mechanicce

55. Varia corpora comparata
56. Automata (i.e. calculating machines)

Quasstiones Diophanti Alexandrini

(in short Latin form)

138. De triangulis

139. De superficiebus

154. Musicae elementa

171. De Munitionibus (fortification)

195. De Sectionibus angularibus
The works are distinguished by brevity and solidity. There are many diagrams in

the text and three folding plates, at pp. 61, 171, 175, outside the pagination. Oughtred
uses the Hebrew alphabet, as well as the Roman, for his diagrams. On July 9, 1677,

payment was made to George Edwards for ' wooden cuts
'

for Oughtred's book.

3148 {Sheld.). Oxford—University. Theatri Oxoniensis Encaenia,
sive Comitia Pliilologica. Julii 6, Anno 1677. celebrata.

[e7igr. of
Sheld. Th]

Impr. 559 c (Oxon : e Th. Sheld.) : 1677 : folio : pp. [60], signn. [a], b-p^ ([a]!"",
title : [a] 2'',

' Ordo commissionum Philologicarum in EncKniis prsedictis', a programme
of 14 pieces, Wroughton's being omitted ; see below : Bi''-p2^, the 14 pieces, S in

verse, italic, 6 in prose, roman : all names of writers are omittedj : Great Primer (italic

and romanj solid.—An interesting account of the 1677 Act is given in a letter from
Thomas Dixon of Queen's, dated Aug. i, 1677 {Tlie Flemings in Oxford, Oxf. Hist.

Soc, i. 227), whereas Wood hardly mentions it. We learn that several foreign ambas-
sadors were present, and that the Chancellor was expected (but he did not come till

August 4). His professional actors were in Oxford at the time and for ten days
after, and were believed to have made ;if6oo-7oo out of their visit. It was because the

ambassadors desired some memento of the Act that this extended Encconia was printed
after the event (see Brit. Mus. M.S. Add. 27440, Allestree's Calendarinvi Oxoniense).
The issue was not belore Aug. 4, as Wood notes, though he seems to have confused
the July and August Comitia, see Wood's Life, ii. 384: and Dixon shows that it was
not published belore August. Mainard's Froloqniu/n testifies to the splendour of this

Act. The exercises, in verse and prose, were delivered on Friday, July 6. The poems
on Oxford Bellositum) and on the Queen's visit to Bath are rhetorical : that on the

Anglo-Saxon tongue refers to the LJfe of Alfred (by Sir John Spelman) coming from
the Press in 1678 : the change of an Atomist into a fly is a humorous conceit : the

verses on Sheldon's recovery were shortlived, for he died on Nov. 9 : the restoration of

St. Mary's Church is connected with Fell's energy and Bathurst's money : the fair on the

frozen Thames at London is described in Tlianiesis Vinctus, referring to the winter of

1676-7. For Wroughton's speech see no. 3149 : see also no. 3160 below (Rotherus).
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The names of the writers and subjects are :
—

Mainard, Edw. (introductory : prose)

*Finch, hon. Charles (Bellositum : The Oxford country : verse)

*Grosvenor, John ( Cainbro-Eritannus : praise of Britain : verse)

*Croke, Wright (Anglo-Saxon : praise of Anglo-Saxon : verse)

Wroughton, Charles (Bodley : here omitted: prose)

Guise, William (Imperii fines proferantur : prose)

Desmaistres, Sam. (Imperii fines ne proferantur : prose)

Lestrange, sir Nicholas (Transactio Philosophica : a burlesque : verse)

Philips, Francis (Sheldonus redivivus : verse)

*rox, William (Templum Academicum instauratum : St. Mary's restored : verse)

*Tracy, hon. Ferdinand i Regina ad thermas Bathonienses : verse)

Hicks, John (Ne peregrinentur juvenes : prose)

Conant, John (Peregrinentur juvenes : prose)

*Clerk, George (Thamesis vinctus : verse)

Wickham, John (Epilogue : prose)
The pieces asterisked were reprinted in the Muscb Oxonienses AnglicancB, 1692, &c. :

all the present volume is in Latin, and all the verse hexameter. For changes in the

signatures in the later copies, see no. 3149.
Of the Encsenia (16 sheets) 200 copies were at first printed: and of the Encaenia -(-

Comitia (i.e. no. 3153, 21 sheets) 700 copies were printed, both at the rate of y. per
sheet for composing and 2^. dd. for press-work : total cost £,(> os. 6d.

3149 \_Sheld.']. *t Oxford—University. [Wroughton, Charles]
Bodleius.

[No imprint, but Oxford Sheldonian printing, 1677] : fol.: pp. [4 (1-4, the speech)],

sign. G^ : Great Primer solid, roman.—A Speech in honour of sir Thomas Bodley,
delivered on Friday July 6, 1667, in the Act at Oxford, but not printed in the extended

Eficcstiia with the rest, probably because the manuscript was not forthcoming at the

time of printing. Wood states that it was ' added after'. The first of the two leaves

is marked ' G
', thus duplicating that sheet, but the catchword on sheet F'^ {Imperii :

which was never altered) shows that the present sheet is really a later addition. The

piece begins 'Si loca Uteris dicata '. If it adds nothing new to our knowledge, it is at

least a testimony to the general appreciation of Bodley's character and work. For the

changes made after the Bodkins was printed, see no. 3152. R.

3150 \Sheld?\. t*— ,

—
. Orders For the Reception of the most

Illustrious James, Duke of Ormond, &c. and Chancellor of the University
of Oxford. Agreed upon by the Vice-Chancellor and Delegates . . .

\textfollows ?[^

[No imprint or date, but Oxford Sheldonian printing: Aug. 1677]: folio br. s. :

Double small pica solid.—Six orders for the visit of the Chancellor, who had been ex-

pected at the Act on July 6, but came on Saturday August 4 to Oxford. On his

approach members of the University are to line up from St. Mary's to Carfax and thence

to
' Christ-Church West-Gale '. In the theatre ceremony on Aug. 6

(' Comitia Philo-

logica') the Area was for Masters, the 'circular Galleries' for strangers and B.A.s, the
'
side Galleries

'

for undergraduates. The Orders were ' stuck up in all Relectories of

colleges & halls 4. Aug. in the morning 1677 ', as Wood notes on his copy. A full

account of the visit is in Wood's Life ii. 3S5-7. The Duke left on Aug. 6. The Orders
are signed at foot by the Vice-Chancellor. The Bodleian has an earlier form in proof
without the Vice-Chancellor's name at foot. An Oxford letter of Aug. 11, and verses,
about the visit, are noticed in the Hist. MSS. Convi. Rcpt. 6, App., p. 458.

3151 \Sheld?\.
—

,

—
. Comitia Philologica In gratulatione solenni

Academiae Oxon : ob honoratissimi Cancellarii Adventum expectatissi-
mum. Aug. 6 A©. 1677. celebrata. [textfollows?^

Impr. 559 c (Oxon., e Th. Sheld.) : 1677 : folio br. s. : English, &c.^A notice of

four speeches, two personal to the Chancellor. Wood notes that there was music for

half an hour in the middle of the programme, and that a further speech concluded all.

The broadside programmes for the Act are Periodical 3 b below.

t

Tft.,.
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3152 \Sh€ld.\ Oxford—University. Comitia Philologica, Habita

Aug. 6. Anno 1677. In gratulatione solenni ob adventum expectatis-
simum illustrissimi Principis Jacobi Ormondiae Ducis, Hibernia

[jzir]

Pro-Regis, et Universitatis Oxoniensis Cancellarii . . . [110/e of the four
speakers and their subjectsfolloivs, introduced by

* In quibus se exercuerunt',

wo/, as in the sheet form,
'

. . . exercent
'j.

[No imprint or date, but Sheldoniaii Press printing of 1677]^: folio : pp. [18 (i, the

programme: 3-16, the poems)], signn. [ir]', S-[x]^ : Great primer solid.—An attempt
to supply a supplement to the £7Uirnia verses and orations published on Aug. 4, 1677
(no. 3148). The sheet of exercises for Aug. 6 is reprinted with variation in title and
no imprint, and a space is left for the missing Bodleiiis of C. Wroughton (no. 3149)
which was supposed to occupy sheet and perhaps half of R—which it never did.

Four poems are printed, two on Ormonde, one on a recent comet, one ' Votum pro
Pace' : the writers were Charles Pindar, William Kingsmill, John Percival, and
Simon Harcourt.

3153.
—

,

—
. Comitia Philologica [a re-issue of no. 3152, with an

added title-page, see below : arranged for issue with, not merely as

a supplement to, no. 3148 (the Encaenia)].
Impr. 559 c (Oxon : e Th. Sheld.) : 1677 : folio: pp. [20 (i, title : 3, programme :

5-18, the poems: 19-20, not seen, no doubt blank)], signn. R-X^ : Great primer
solid.—When the Comitia of August 6 were over, and the 'copy' for Wroughton's
Bodkius obtained, it was determined, not only to issue the Comitia speeches (no. 3152),
but also to re-form the Encania and Comitia into one volume. Accordingly Wrough-
ton's piece (marked sign. G.) was inserted in the Enciniiia in its place, and all the

subsequent signatures to o inclusive were advanced one letter. Then the new title of

the Comitia and the programme leaf following were treated as sheet R, and the

speeches formed s-x, unchanged. The whole set then became signn. [a], b-x^. The
new title of the Comitia repeats litteratiin the heading of the programme down to

'Cancellarii', but the error ' Hibernia' of the heading is now corrected (both on the

programme and in the new title) to
'

Hibernise ',
and ' Ob '

takes the place of ' ob '. A
large engraving of the Theatre follows the title. The entire volume (314S + 3149 +

3153, not 3152) comprising the Enmnia and Comitia Philologica of July 6 (the Act)
and the Comitia Philologica of August 6 (Ormonde), appears to be uncommon. The
three separate parts, except the present article, are found separately; and the two
broadside programmes are as common as can be when all 1 7th century broadsides are

rare. R.

3154 \Sheld.\ *tOxford—Univ.—Sheldonian Press. A Catalogue
of Books, printed at the Theater in Oxford, \jextfollows.^
[No imprint or date, but Oxford, at the Sheldonian Press: early in 1877]: s. sh.

folio: Sm. pica solid.—A list of 52 works, printed between 1670 and 1677, with no

dates, but arranged by size. The series is as printed below, the titles being there put in

short form.^The first List of Oxford University Press publications, containing 55
volumes, as compared with the corresponding list of 192S, which comprises more than

10,000. The present one is, however, far from complete, for the books issued from the

Sheldonian Press in 1669-76 were twice as many, and for instance the official sets of

verses (e.g. nos. 2814, 2869), and the Oxford folio Almanacs (Per. f) are not mentioned.
This first list may have been issued late in 1676, but as one book published in 1677
(3146, Maximus Tyrius), is included, it is safer to place it early in the latter year,
which for the purposes of this book begins on Jan. i. Wood comments adversely on
the absence of all dates from the descriptions. Both lists are very rare. RR.

The First Sheldonian Press Catalogue
Folio [7]

Synodicon, ed. Beverege [2916] 1672
(Hyde's) Bodleian Catal. [2999] 1674
Wood's Plist. Univ. Oxon. [2996] 1674
Loggan's Oxonia Illustrata [3035] 1675

Morrison's Plantse Umbelliferse

[2917]
(Scheffer's) Lapland [3023]
Marmora Oxon. (ed. Prideaux)

[3092]

1672
1674

1676
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Quarto [9 or 10]

English Bible [3086] 1675
„ Liturgy [3090] 1675
,, Apocrypha [which may count

as part of the Bible [3086]
„ Singing Psalms [3091] 1675

Willis, de Aninia Brutorum [2953] 1672
,, Pharmaceutice rationalis pars

I [3032: la. paper] 1674
„ Pharmaceutice rationalis

pars 2 [3083 : la. paper] 1675
Boccone's Icones Plantarum [3003] 1674
Coles' Theophilus [3008] 1675
Allestree's sermon [2965] 1673
Fell's sermon [3056] 1675
Abudacci Historia Jacobitarnm

[3041] 167.5

[* Clarendon on Hobbes [3111] 1676]

Octavo [21 or 23]
Lydiat's Canones [3064] 1675
Vossius,DePoematumCantu [2991] 1673
Mayow's Tractatus quinque [3015] 1674
Bre\'int's Missale Romanum [2971] 1673

,, Saul and Samuel [3006] 1674
(O. Walker's) Paraphrase on St.

Paul's Epistles [3081]
(Allestree's) Ladies Calling [3094

,, Government of the

Tongue [3047]
(Allestree's) Art of Contentment

[3045]
Epicteti Enchiridion [2853]
Whitby's Christian taith [2914]
Parecbolre Univ. Oxon. [3016]
Quintiliani Declamationes [3073]
Arati Phsenomena [2919]

1671

1671

1676
1676
1676
1674

1675
1675

167/D

1675
1670
1671

1674
1675

1672

Nemesius De Natura Hominis

[2891]
Addison's West Barbary [2878]
Homeri Ilias [3109]
Theocritus

Suetonius

Smith, de Ecclesia Grjeca [3026]
Oughtred's Institutiones Mechanicse

L3147] 1677
['^

Plinii EpistolK 1677]

[* Rhetores Select! 1676]

Duodecimo [15 or 17]
Novum Testamentum Grsece [3089] 1675
Cole, De Secretione [3007] 1674
Brevint's Christian Sacrament

[2969-70 : not in no. 3155] 1673
Grotius De Veritate Relig. Christ.

[3060] 1675
Clementis Epistol. ad Cor. [2822,

1669; or 3138] 1677
Cornelius Nepos [3066] 1675
(Fell's) GrammaticaKationis[2974] 1673

(O. Walker's) Ars Rationis [2992] 1673

Lily's Grammatica Latina [3063] 1675

(O. Walker's) Education [2994] 1673
Maximus Tyrius [3146] 1677

Bp. Andrewes' Preces [3049] 1675
Willis, Pharmaceutice Rationalis

pars. I [3032 : sm. paper] 1674
Willis, Pharmaceutice Rationalis pars

2 [3083 : sm. paper] 1675
Archimedis Arenarius [3095] 1676

[* Justini HistoriK [3014] 1674]

[* Sail's Catholic Religion 1676]

[* Liber Precum Ecc. Cath. Christi

[3129] 1676]

(llie books asterisked a7-e in the second, but not in this first, issue.)

3155 [^Sheld.]. *tOxford—University
—Sheldonian Press. A Catalogue

of Books [&c., nearly as no. 3154, but the type is pica] : s. sh.

A second Edition, perhaps of the summer of 1677, with six books, marked with an
asterisk in the preceding list, added, and one omitted (perhaps out. of print). In the

present list there are 59 items.

A list of nineteen lists of books printed for Oxford Booksellers, 1653-72, will be

found after Periodicals, later in this volume.
The Bodleian Catalogue contains '

Proposals for printing a Catalogue of books printed
at the Theater in Oxford. Oxf. (1676-7), fol.', but the reference assigned only brings up
no. 3154.

In the lower part of p. 2 are four ' Books now in the Press' :
—

'Dr Pocok's Commentary on the Lesser Prophets, folio', i.e. nos. 3157-58 (1677).
' Dr. Plot's Naturall History of Oxfordshire, folio', i. e. no 3130 (May 1677).

lamblichus, i.e. no. 3179 (1678).

'Regis Alfredi vita, folio', i.e. no. 3197 (1678).

3156 {SMd.). Pliny the younger. C. Plinii Caecilii Secundi Epistolse
et Panegyricus, notis illustrata. \_engr. of Sheld. Theatre^

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e th. Sheld.) : 1677 : (fours) 8° : pp. [16 (3, title : 5-6, preface :

7-12, Plinii Vita ex Epistolis collecta : 13-15,
' Nomenclaior . . .' index of addressees of

the Letters)] + 309 (1-247, the Epistolse : 249-309, the Panegyricus) + [II (2-8, index :

9, Errata)], signn. [*], **, a-z, Aa-Rr* : Small pica solid.—The unnamed Editor (no
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doubt Fell) is insistent in his preface on behalf of the Press, that Pliny and other classics

should be presented if possible in plain texts, without notes or display of erudition. ' Ideo
nos omnein hoc studium contulinaus ut, additis duntaxat quae ad rem facerent,editio nostra

praJter Plinium nihil exhiberet.' The notes are accordingly short and seldom critical of

the text, but a Westminster School MS. occasionally supplies a reading in the Letters.

The doctrine provides an easy chair equally for over-worked or lazy editors, but the book
is issued in iisum Tironnm. This edition has no formal connexion with no. 2523
(1660), or 2605 (1662), and was again printed at Oxford in i686. The pagination of

sign. Hh, is 241,242, 243, 222, 195, 220, 217, «?7. 1000 copies were printed (21 sheets)
at 13J. dd. per sheet for composing, and ^s. for press-work : total cost ;^ 19 iSj. dd. In

January 1677 iS copies were bound for Fell 'fillited' and 6 '

fillited-double' by
William Ingram for 9^-. and 71. respectively. The rolling press men also received 75. dd.

for printing 600 'Theatres' plates.

Plot, Robert. The Natural History of Oxfordshire : see no. 3130.

3157 (S/ie/d.). Pococke, dr. Edward. A Commentary on the Prophecy
of Micah, By Edward Pocock D.D. . . . [engr. of Sheld. Theatre^^

Impr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theater): 1677: (fours) folio: pp. [16 (i, title: 2,

imprimatur July 16. 1676: 3-4, Ep. dedic. to bp. Seth Ward: 5-6, preface: 16
' Authors cited ...')]+ IIO (The Commentary, in English) -1- [2 (1-2 some extra notes :

2, Errata)], signn. *,**, Aa—Co*: Pica solid.—A learned and valuable work on the Hebrew
text and Authorized Version of the Prophet Micah. The scale and style of the work
make it impossible that it should be part of the Annotated Bible contemplated by dr.

Fell, for Hebrew, Arabic and Syriac are made use of, and the exposition of the text

overlays every other consideration. Each verse or set of verses is taken in turn and

expounded at full length from Hebrew sources. The Commentary is clearly part of a

plan for editing the Minor Prophets.
' We are now goeing to print Notes of Dr. Pococks

on the Minor Prophets', Prideaux, Letteis p. 42 (Aug. 15, 1675), ^"^^ the signatures in

this work and no. 3158 indicate that Pococke contemplated about 1500 folio pages in two
volumes. All that he accomplished was Micah (1677 : in the 1740 edition, 100 pages),
Malachi (1677 : 100 pages), Joel (16S5: 150 pages), and Hosea (1691 : 720 pages).

According to Twells the Micah did not come out till early in 1678. 500 copies were

printed (32 sheets) at 75. 3^. per sheet for composing, and 2s. Sd. for press-work : total

cost;i^i6 I'js. ^d. See Twells's edition (Lond. 1740, folio' vol. i, pp. iv, 72-3 : Wood's
A(/i. Oxon, iv. 320. A 2nd ed. came out in 1692.

3158 i^Sheld).
—

,

—
. A Commentary on the Prophecy of Malachi,

By Edward Pocock D.D. . . .

[e?igr. 0/ Sheld. Theatre?^
Impr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1677 : (fours) folio: pp. [4 (i, title: 3-4, Ep.

dedic. to bp. Thomas Lamplugh)] + 109 (the commentary, in English): +[7 (1-5,

Appendix: 6, Addenda & Errata)], signn. t^, AAaaaa—OOoooo*, PPpppp'^ : Pica

solid.— See no. 3^57- Pococke here is proportionately still more voluminous. In the

dedication he acknowledges Lamplugh's persuasions of him to undertake to comment on
' some of the lesser Prophets'. The Latin Appendix is a dissertation on the Jewish hypo-
thesis that a Nehemiah, son of Joseph of the tribe of Ephraim, was the Messiah. See
Twells's edition of Pococke's Works, i. 73-4 (where it is clear that both the Micah and
Alalachi were at least issued before July 4, 1678), and Wood's Aih. Oxon. iv. 320. Of
this book of 30 sheets 500 copies were primed, at a cost for each sheet of ^s. 2,d. for

composing and 2S. for printing : total cost £12, i*js. 6d.

3158* Rhetores Selecti. In the third Richard Davis auction sale (1686), p. 39,
art. 63 is

'

Selecti Rhetores Gr. Lat. cura & notis Thomae Gale—Oxon. e Theatro 1677',

among the Misc. in 8°. This is either a misprint for 1676 (no. 3118) or an indication

that some copies of no. 3Il8, being issued late in that year, bore an altered date for

reasons well understood by booksellers. I have not met with a copy.

3159. Robinson, Hugh. Annalium Mundi universalium, Origines
Reruni . . . Sacras juxta ac Seculares, ab Orbe Condito tradentium,

3180 A a
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Tomus unicus. . . . Hugo Robinsonus 6 MavapcTT/s, S.T.P. , . . elucu-

bravit
; Jussu Regio recognovit . . . explevit ... in lucem edidit Thomas

.Pierce, S.T.P., Decanus Sarisbuiiensis.

Impr. 631 fl (Londini, exc. E. Flesher pro R. Davis, Oxon.) : 1677 : (fours) folio :

pp. [24 (i, title : 3-6, dedn. to the King: 7-10, preface, with list of authors quoted :

11-20, a full Synopsis of the 14 books : 2 1-22, Elenchus Orationum, a list of speeches :

22, errata: 23, note that this volume ends with the Babylonian capture of Jerusalem :

all in Latin)] +754 (the Annales Mundi) + l6 (Addenda), signn. a
^ a, b, K-z, Aa-

zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Zzzz, Aaaaa-Ddddd*, Eceee^—Dr. Hugh Robinson, headmaster of
'

Winchester School and archdeacon of Gloucester (d. 1655) conceived the idea of a Uni-

versal History in Latin, and began by paraphrasing the Bible history in heavy style, as

far as the Captivity (b. C. 5S8). Dr. Thomas Pierce, ex-president of Nfagdalen college,

Oxford, revised it, added to it, and after 15 years' labour issued it (without an index),
his chief excuse for undertaking the task being that it was '

jussu Regis '. The full title

is in the Term Catalogue for Nov. 22. 1676 li. 258). Perhaps the Oxford printers were

unwilling to take on the work, and Davis had recourse to London. See Wood's Atk.
Oxon. iii. 395.

3160 {Sheld). Rother, M. E. Memoriam Vesperiarum et Comitio-

ru'.p. in Theatro Oxoniensi ... 6, 7, & 9 Jul. . . . habitorum Amico suo

. . . Dn. Paulo Brand . . . [offert Rotherus] [ftig?-. of Sheldonian Theatre :

then verses, author s naj)ie and date?\

[No imprint, but Sheldonian printing]: (1677): folio broadside: Great primer
leaded, &c.—A memorial leaf with verses offered by

' M. E. Rotherus' of Dantzig, when

leaving Oxford for Cambridge, Aug, 12. 1677, to his friend Paul Brand, court physician
to Ernest Giinther duke of Schleswig and Holstein, on Brand's leaving Oxford for

Leyden. The four lines of verse are praise of the Sheldonian as a building, and some
sort of a single grammatical sentence seems to be built up by all the rest of the printed
matter : the glories of the Theatre perhaps dazed our visitor's intellect : soli is here ' of

the land'.

3161 {Sheld.). [Walker, Obadiah] Of Education . . . [&c., exactly as

no. 2994, except
' The Third Impression with Additions

'

: then engr. of

the Sheldonian.]
Impr. 597 a (Oxon. at the Theater) : 1677 : (sixes) 12° : pp. [12 (1-2 not seen : 3,

title: 5-7, preface, as in 1673 : 9-1 1, Table of contents)] +
'

319' (the work, see below)
+ [3 {blank)'], signn. a, A-z, Aa-Cc^ : Small pica solid.^A reprint of no. 2994 : pre-

sumably with some additions. The pagination is all right until the end of sign. X, p.

252 : then sign. Y is pp. 253-263, 294 : z is 295-306 : Aa is 307-313, 324, 325, 316,

317,318: Bb is 289-300 : cc is 311-19 -1-3 pages. This flounder leaves '

319' as an

error for 309.
' 6 Educations' (extra copies?) were bound in 1677, and 2S. charged for

the binding on Oct. 5, 1677. ^^^ "o. 2993. 1000 copies were printed at a cost for

composing and press-work of £() 1 75. 3^.

3162. Ward, bp. Seth. A Philosophical! Essay . . . [on] The Being
... of God . . . The Fifth Edition Write [sic] formerly by Seth now
Lord Bishop of Salisbmy.

Impr. 641 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for T. Bartlet) : 1677 : sm. 8° : pp. [16 (i, title,

within line: 3-8, preface: 9-1 5, Contents)] -1-167 (the work) + [i, blank], s\gnn.'', B-ifi,
M*: English solid.^A reprint of no. 2790(1667), without alteration of text and with the

same apologetic preface by the author, but the first edition with the au-thor's name.
The first edition was published in 1652 (no. 2209). The book appears in the Term
Catalogue of May 28, 1677 (i. 227) 'price, bound, u '. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv.

249.

3163 \SheldX'^ fWool. Reasons
|
for a

|

Limited Exportation I of

Wooll.
I

Impr. 209 ('Printed in the Year, 1677.') : sm. 4° : pp. 24 (i, title : 3-24, the Reasons),
signn. A-c* : English solid.—An entry in the mutilated Sheldonian Press accounts of
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1672-9, among the payments to Compositors in the latter part of 1676 runs,
' Tract for

a Limited transportation [j:V] of Wool,' in quarto, three sheets, for which £1 45. 6d. was

paid for composing and perhaps for press-work as well. This can only be the treatise

given above. There are three similar issues, and after a prolonged investigation I have
come to the following conclusions :

—
1. That the above is the original Oxford issue. The only copy known is in the

Bodleian.

2. That a rather careless reprint was made in London (represented only by 104. m.
53 in the British Museum).

3. That a second London issue is reprinted from the first London issue (represented
only by 712. g. 16. [12] in the British Museum. These issues may be called X. Y. Z.

In X and Y the second line of the title is FOR A : in Z, FOR.
In X sheet B begins were invited : in Y of Edward : in Z City Gentry.
In X the words ' Printed in the Year ' are in roman : in Y and Z in italic.

On p. 23 proposal 8 begins, in X with That the Irish "wooll be : inY and Z That
the Irish would be.

In X the wood-cut letters of WOOLL are |" high : Y |" : in Z |".
The piece is a criticism of W. C's England's Interest and of his other works. The

date of this controversy was the first half of 1677, and Thomas Marley's
' Discourse

showing that the Exportation of Wooll is destructive to this Kingdom
'

is part of it.

The reason for this anonymous provincial issue of the Reasons, and the author's name,
are alike unknown. The Calendar of Domestic State Papers of 1677-8 (pp. 36-7) shows
that a copy of one of the issues was licensed on March 19, 167®, and the pamphlet it-

self is there marked '

Car. II. 392, no. 57
'

; the Calendar gives a long resume of tke

argument. R. R.

Bibles, &c.

Bible—Illustrations (Whitehall) : see 3130*

3164 {u. p.). Bible—N.T.— Gospels and Acts. Jang ampat Evangelia
derri tuan kita Jesu Christi, daan Berboatan derri jang Apostoli Bersacii,
Bersalin dallam Bassa IMalayo. That is, The Four Gospels of our Lord

Jesus Christ, and the Acts of the Holy Apostles, Translated into the

Malayan tongue.
Impr. 249« (Oxford, by H. Hall) : 1677 : sm. 4°: pp. [2 (i, title: 2, imprimatur,

July 27, 1677)] -I- [2 (dedn. to the hon. Robert Boyle, signed 'Thomas Hyde. From
the PublickLibraryin Oxford, Sept. XXVII, 1677')] + 14(1-14

' For the English Reader,'

signed
' Tho. Marshall Lincoln College in Oxon. August 9. M.D.C.LXXVH ') -1-215

(the Malay text", in double columns, roman type -i- [I {blanh}'], signn. *, **, ***, ****2

(-f- ^1, one leaf of dedication inserted between *i and *2), a-z, Aa-Dd* : Small pica
solid.—The present edition is 'chiefly' a reprint of the 1651 Amsterdam edition of the
five books, the first two being in Albert Cornelisz. Ruyl's version, the next two in Jan
van Hasel's, and the Acts in that of Justus Heurnius, who revised the whole. The Dutch
were first in the field, from 1629 on, and there is a considerable admixture of Arabic
words. The High Malay of this version is called in dr. Marshall's learned preface an
East Indian language, and the translation is termed a

'

very foreign
'

one. The entire

cost was borne by the hon. Robert Boyle, who was both a Director of the East-India

Company and also the Governor of the Corporation for propagating the Gospel in New
England : and there are two references to John Eliot's American Bible of 1663, in the
dedication and on p. 9 of the Preface. There is noattempt to use Malayan type, but
there are some rules for pronunciation, at p. 7. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 172 and

524-5, and the Bible Society's Catalogue of Printed Bibles iii. 1039. The dedication
was an afterthought, or delayed, for some copies 'no. 3l65)are without it, but cannot
be called im]:ierfect. Wood's copy of the prefatory part was given to him by dr. Marshall
on Dec. 20 (?), 1677. A reprint of this book was issued at Oxford in 1704.

A a 2
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1678.

Throughout England the dominant interest was in the coming crisis in religious

feeling, the strife between Protestantism and the Papacy. With the Duke of York

(the heir to the throne) a professed Roman Catholic, the Queen attending mass in her

private chapel, and the King detesting Nonconformity, only tolerant of the Church of

England, and having private leanings to the Queen's religion, it only needed evidence,

good or bad, of a plot on the part of the Roman Catholics, to create a blaze of Protes-

tant feeling. This was supplied by Titus Oates and his friends who in August and

September lit and fostered the flame. Parliament met on Oct. 21, and at once took up
the matter. Five Romanist peers were imprisoned, and a secretary of the Duke exe-

cuted on Dec. 3. An Act disabling Romanists from sitting in either House was passed,
before prorogation on Dec. 30.

At Oxford a drawn-out and expensive law-suit followed a punishment inflicted in

August 1677 by a Pro-proctor, George Barber, of Oriel, on Philip Dodwell a citizen.

It was carried up to town and cost the University about £i'^0, before the laudable

judgement was given that the University and City should settle the matter between them-
selves. From May onwards a large number of dragoons were quartered in Oxford, and
fear of conflicts between scholars and soldiers was part of the reason for omitting the

Act in this year. The University purchased (for ^326 95. 6^.) several leases of tene-

ments for the erection of what is now called the Old Ashmolean Museum.

Repercussions of the affair of Titus Oates were felt in Oxford. Obadiah Walker,
master of University college, was accused in Parliament : an effigy of the Pope, stuffed

with crackers, was burnt with special intent on Nov. 5, and Anthony Wood, among
others, was suspected, and made to sign a profession of loyalty and orthodoxy.
On Dec. 2 Wood relates that a '

tall Indian King
' from the Guinea Coast was on

view for the modest sum of ^d. at the Black Bull in Oxford.

Minor Pieces.

3166. Oxford, University. A catalogue of the colleges and halls

in the famous University of OXFORD
;

|

. . ,
| [iexifollows.']

Impr. 'London, Printed by J. M. [presumably John Marlow] for J. Blyth, and are

to be sold at Mr. [John] Playford's Shop near the Temple-Church' : 1678: la. fol.

br. s.—A folio sheet, the printed part being about 17^ x I2in., consisting of a title in

two lines, an ' Advertisement ', and notes of iS Colleges and 7 Halls, with imprint. The
Advertisement begins

' As to the Time ', and states that Ancient Historians mention

Greeklade ( Cricklade) and derive the name of Oxford from '

Ouseford, from the River

Ouse'. '

Vortiger' may have been the founder of the University, but ' most agree, that

Elfred, of some called Alured '

founded it about S72, and so on. A short and value-

less account is given of each college, with the name of the Head : but it may be noted

that Jesus college is still given no Welsh connexion, and that the total number of

graduates and students is reckoned as 'about Four Thousand'. The halls and their

'Surprising numbers are :
—Glocester-hall (nine students : Wood says there were none

at all at this time), Edmund-hall (above ninety), St. Alban-hall (about 100), Hart-

hall (above 100), New Inn (150), St. Mary-hall (above 100), and Magdalen-hall
(above 200). The sheet was issued 'With Allowance. February 21, 1678, Ro.

L'Estrange', and occurs in the Te7-vi Calalogtte oi May 14, 1678 (i. 311) with a corres-

ponding sheet issued at the same time for Cambridge. As has often been noted, all

broadsides and single sheets in the present work are rare and not specially marked as

R, but this awkward sheet is perhaps particularly so : I only know the Bodleian

copy, and that is not mentioned by Wood. RR.

3167. D Oxford, university. Reasons Of the present Judgment of the

University of Oxford . . . Approved . . . June i. 1647. .. . 'London,
Printed for Richard Marriott

'

: 1678: 80.

Signn. L7-8, M-R*, pp. [14] + '

169
'— '

254
'

of The Life of Dr. \^Roheri'] Sanderson,
London, 1678, following p. 168 of that work. After the half-title as above, the Solemn

League and ' The Negatie \_sic\ Oath
'

(7 leaves in all, not paginated) come the
' Reasons

why the University of Oxford cannot submit to the Covenant . . . ', beginning
' Whereas

i
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by an Ordinance '. A reprint ofno. 1926 (vol. ii, p. 446), the well-known repudiation by
the University of the Solemn League and Covenant, Negative Oath and Ordinances con-

cerning Discipline and Worship, issued soon after the First Parliamentarian Visitors
came down to Oxford in May 1647. It is now reprinted as part of Izaac Walton's

Life oi its chief author, among his minor writings. It follows a mixed text, see nos.

1926-1930* : and the omitted pagination is due to an ambiguity in the catchword of
the preceding piece (rea— ,

which could refer to Reasons of or Reasons why). See
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 628, 630.

3168. (Hickes, capt. William] Oxford Drollery; 1678.
This entry in Arber's Term Catalogues, 1668-jjo^ (Lond., 1903, 4°) i. 330 (Dec. 6,

167S) probablv refers to no. 3202 (1679), some copies of which jnay have been dated

1678.

Oxford Press.

3169 {Sheld). [Allestree, dr. Richard] The Lively Oracles given to

us or The Christians Birth-right and Duty, in the custody and use of the

Holy Scripture. By the Author of the Whole Duty of INIan, &c. [/eaV:
and e7igr. of Theatre^

Impr. 596 (At the Theater in Oxford) : 1678 : (fours) 8° : pp. [14 (p. 2, imprima-
tur, June 10, 1678 : 4 or 3, engraved title, see below : 5, title, with engr. of Theatre :

7-14, Preface)] +226 (the work: but sheet M. repeats the pagination of K instead

of its own, which was S9-96) + [2 (p. i, Contents)], signn. a*, b^ A-z, Aa-Ee^, fP +
one plate : English solid.—A treatise on the importance and authority of the Scriptures,
their fitness for their sacred object, and the restrictions on their use by the laity in the
Roman Catholic Church. The running title is

' The Christian's Birthright ', by which
title it was at first known. This first edition was followed by others in 1679 (3rd ed.

no. 3203, privately reprinted in 1832), 16S8 ('3rd edition'), 1696 and 1713, all at

Oxford. For the 2nd edition see below.
There are at least three issues in 1678, one of which must count as the second edition.

After close examination of details, the order appears to be :
—

1. The first issue (3169) can be distinguished by SCRIPTURE, and DutY on the

title, the two others having SCRIPTURE and Duty : and on the last line of p. 3,

Act. 7. 38, the others having Acts 7. 38.
2. The second issue (3170) is a reprint of the first, but is distinguished by having no

italic on p. 11. in the last eight lines. Also on p. 91, 1. 11 from foot ends, man, not God:
and on p. 131 in the penultimate line it has Clerks, not Clarks.

3. (2nd edition ?) The third issue (3171) is also a reprint of the first, not second, issue.

Pages 89-96 are still misprinted '73 '-'So'. The third edition (1679) repeats this

error.

The engraved title also differs in the three issues : in all it represents the scene in

Isaiah vi. 6-7 '• the prophet is standing before an altar with fire on it, and an angel is

on the point of touching his tongue with a live coal. The engraving is 5-JI" by 3^^".
The title (the same as the printed title) is engraved on an oval at the foot, and varies in

the three issues above. In the first, the word ' or
'

is over hri in '

birthright
'

: in the

second over rig, in the third over rt. In the first and second there is a prominent horn
in the flames, modified in the third. The hedge in the first two is all shaded, in the third

partly shaded. The second is in fact the first plate worn and re-touched. The third

is the plate still more altered, the soft outline of the mountain being broken into succes-

sive ridges. In all three the prophet bears a scroll with Ao7ia (ilivra (Lively Oracles)
on it

;
and '

burg sculp.
'

shows that the engraver was Michael Burghers.
The printed titles of the three issues do not intentionally differ, but the Theatre

engravings are all in slight points different, as for instance in the top of the cupola and
the shading of the south wall of the courtyard.
On the whole, it would seem that the first impression was reprinted before it was seen

that the demand would much increase, and that the second reprint no. 3171 is to be
considered as the ' Second Edition ', the words being accidentally omitted. The third

edition (1679 '• ^'^- 3^03) is a reprint of no. 3171. The book was published between

June 10, the date of the imprimatur (see also The Flemings in Oxford, Oxf. Hist. Soc,
vol. i, p. 239) and July 24 {ibid. 249, cf. 247), but is not in the Term Catalogues
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till Dec. 6 (the last preceding catalogue being June 22;, and then as ' Printed at the

Theatre. Sold by M. Pitt, P. Parker, W. Leake and T. Guy, Booksellers in London ',

thus exhibiting the new entrance (on Sept. 26, 1678) of London partners into the

Oxford Press, though they do not as yet occur in the imprints.

3171* Bew, Thomas : see p. 390.

3172. Bowman, Henry. Songs, for one, two & three Voices to the

thorovv bass. With some Short Symphonies. Collected Out of some of

the Select Poems of the Incomparable Mr. Cowley, and Others : and

composed by Henry Bowman, Philo-Musicus. \^Anns of the University^
Impr. 638 (Oxford [by L. Lichfield], for T. Bowman): 1678: folio: pp. [6 (i,

engr. frontispiece : 2, the V. C.'s imprimatur June 12, 1677 : 3, title : 5, 'To all true

Lovers of Musick,' a preface signed
' H. B.')] + 84 (engraved pages of music and words :

on 83-4 is a table of the 28 songs) + [2, blank], no signatures, but forty-two leaves pre-
ceded by two single leaves and followed by one leaf.—Of the composer, Henry Bow-

man, nothing whatever seems to be known, except this book and a MS. Miserere by
him, now at Christ Church, Oxford. The preface' states that the book is his '

first Essay
in Musick '. The Bowmans known in connexion with the Oxford Press are Francis, book-
seller and publisher 1634-6S, believed to have left Oxford for London about 1645, and

Thomas, bookseller and publisher 1662-78, who in 1677 was living in Bulkley hall in

the High Street, and published the present book.

The songs here set to music begin :
—

Awake my Lyre.
Ah Celia.

Adieu my Cornelia.

All my past life.

Morpheus, the humble God.

Stay Shepherd.
Long have I sought.
When shall arrive.

Underneath this myrtle*.

Cast, Clarissa.

Thou art so fair.

Give me leave.

So now the joyful.

Nay, do not blush.

Thou my lad.

By a bold people.
ril sing of Heroes*.

Good folk.

Come forth bright Nymphs.
Sweet Philomel.

How charming.

Enough, my Muse.

Great, good and just.

To plough the wide.

Why, lovely Celia.

Gaze not on swans.

Mourn, all ye Groves.

What Quarrell.

The only two of the above to be found in Grosart's edition of Cowley's Works appear
to be two of his Aiiacreontiqites asterisked above (vol. i, pp. 146, 148). The copper-

plate plates, 84 in number, are well and clearly engraved. The three parts in each

piece are termed Canius primus, Cantus secundtis, and Bassits, each separate and
sometimes with a Ritornello (chorus).
The frontispiece is a large and ambitious engraving, representing Apollo, clothed

chiefly in sandals, seated on a hill, playing the violin : in front nine comely and bedecked

Muses, with wonderful head-dresses, are playing various instruments, all but one being
restrained in their ardour by two sour-faced philosophers behind them : in the distance

a village dance is in progress. Above is a sheet borne up by three cupids and bearing
a calligraphic title in which the composer's name is prominent. The figures are various

and pleasing, and the plate (i 2 x
7-j'g inches) is a fine example of the Oxford style of

that time, though best studied in the large annual sheet almanacs, see Periodicals, further

on in this volume.
There is an early issue of this work (no. 3^36) with no title-page, so thnt the only

date is in the imprimatur, and it is generally escribed as '

1677 '. Probably the need
of a proper title was soon discovered, and the single title-leaf printed and inserted

among the other single leaves of which the volume is made up, before many copies
were bound. The only other difference between the two issues is that in a 1677 Christ
Church copy the ist page bears its number, while the 1678 Bodleian copy omits the

number, as well as 15, and 29-32, which are all five unnumbered in all copies.
The present issue occurs in the Term Catalogue for June 22, 1678 (i. 319) and was

probably issued in May or June : the early issue, without title-page, was probably issued
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within the year 167S, see above, but cannot at present he proved io be later than 1677.
The Te7-m Catalogtte states that the present issue was ' Sold by T. Bowman, Bookseller

in Oxford ; and H. Bonwicke at the Red Lion in S. Paul's Churchyard '. For the 2nd
edition see no. 3205 (1679). Both issues are rare. R.

3173 {u.p.). Du Trieu, Philippus. Manuductio ad Logicarrij Sive

Dialectica . . . [&c. as no. 2589 (1662), except that for
' Nunc denub . . .

recusa
'

is
' Aucta demum & non nihil immutata'.]

Impr. 643 pxonice, typis L. Lichfield pro T. Bowman): 1678 : sm. 8° : pp. [6 (i,

title, within line : 3-6,
' Autor ad Lectorem ', the pref. of 1614)], + 227 (the work) + 34

(' Logica apodictica
'

and Gassendus) + [i, blank'\ with 4 plates, see below, signn. A^
B-S^ Pica solid.—A reprint of no. 2589 (1662), with some additions and changes.
Instead of the

' Tabula Oppositarum ', (p. 80 in 1662) there are four small copper-plate

diagrams of oppositions, inserted after p. 130, in Part 2, Tract i, caput iii, art. 2.

This edition is accidentally rare, and the only copy I know is in the library of All Souls

at Oxford, but it occurred twice in the sale of Richard Davis's books, 1686. See

Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 49S. R.

3174 {Sheld?).^ Faustinus, presbyter. Faustini presbyteri, Scriptoris

seculi quarti; et Fidei Orthodoxas adversus Arianos Vindicis acerrimi,

Opera, \_engr. of Theai)-e.
\

Impr. 559 c (Oxon : e Th. Sheld.) : 167S : sm, 8" : pp. [32 (i, title : 3-8, preface :

9-10, Latin extract de Marcellino : 11-16, Faustini Fides: 17-31, preface to the

Libelhis Preai??i)'] + 161 (
i -6 1

, the Libellus, with the Rescriptum Theodosii : 63,65-161,
De Trinitate, sive de fide contra Arrianos Liber') + [23 (2, 4-23. Annotata ad Fausti-

num)], signn. ^, a, B-L*, M* : Pica solid.—The first English edition of any part of the

works of Faustinus the Presbyter, an almost unknown Father who opposed Arianism.

The Fides is his short profession of faith, to clear his orthodoxy : the Libellus Precum
is a joint work with Marcellinus in favour of the Luciferians, first printed in 1650 : the

better known De Trinitate contra Arianos has been often printed since 152S, and an

English translation appeared in 172 1. The preface is no doubt by dr. John Fell, and

the book appears to be one of the New Year gift series : the notes also appear to be by
him. Since the De Trinitate begins

'

Incipiamus ergo ', and not '

Reginam te ', Fell

is believed to have reprinted a 1644 Paris edition, where the first part of the preface is

similarly omitted. Presumably the book came out on Jan. i, 1678, privately issued

for gifts and so not found in the Tertn Catalogues.

3175. Felix, Marcus Minucius. Marci Minucii Felicis . . . Octavius :

Csecilius Cyprianus De Idolorum vanitate. Cum Observationibus omnibus

Nicolai Rigaltii Habita cum aliis quamplurimis editionibus . . . Collatione,

Excerptisque e Variorum notis. . . . Et Julius Firmicus De Errore pro-
fanarum Religionum Cum notis Joan, a Wower.

Impr. 327 rt (Oxoniae, exc. L. ' Lichfield 'per R. Davis) : 167S : (sixes) 16° : pp. [44
(i ,

title: 3-40, 3 prefaces, as in 1662 : 41-2, Testimonia : 42, Errata : 43, title-label)]

-t-126 (i-iii, Felix: 112-24, Cyprian: 125-6, Auctores citati) + [24(1-23, index)]
+ 83 (Firmicu) 4- [3 (indexes to Firmicus)], signn. A, **, b®, c* : B-V^, x^ : Long
primer solid.—A reprint of the text of no. 2593 (1662), but with augmented notes to

Felix : all notes are here placed underthetext in italic, throughout. See no. 592 (1627)
for the first Oxford edition : and Briiggemann p. 721. The compositor is changed
after sheet G, after which the 4th and 5th leaves are no longer signed.

3176. tGregory, Francis. 'E7rt<^avta, 01 A Discourse upon the

Manifestation of Christ to the Gentiles By the Appearance of a Star.

By Francis Gregory D.D. And Rector of Hambleton in the County of

Bucks. [ornn.~\

Impr. 642 ([Oxford, by L. Lichfield] for T. Bowman) : 1678: sm. 4" : pp. [6(1,
title : 3-6, ep. dedic. to Henry lord Arlington 1]

-f- 46 (really 45, for 1 1 is left out in

the pagination: the sermon, on Matt. ii. 2) + [I, blank], signn. a-fS G-: English
solid.—An Epiphany sermon by a retired master of Woodstock and Witney Grammar
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Schools, chiefly about the Magi. The dedication affords even less than usual informa-

tion about either person concerned. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 25S.

3177 {Sheld.). Herodian, the historian. 'HpwSiavov 'laropLwv /SifSXca

H'. Herodiani Historiarum libri 8. Recogniii & nolis illujlrati. [efigr.

0/ S/ie/dom'an.~\

Impr. 559 a (Oxoniae, e Th. Sheld.) : 1678 : (fours) 8° : pp. [8 (i, title : 3-8, prae-

fatio. Vita, judicia, Index rerum )]
+ 288 (the work, in double columns, Greek and

Latin on each page, notes at foot), signn. a, A-Z, Aa-Nn* : Pica Greek, small pica Latin,
solid.—The first Oxford, and second English, edition of Herodian's history of the Roman
Emperors, a. D. 180-238, by an eye-witness of the events. The Latin translation is by
Angelus Politianus. As for the Greek text, the editor, known to be dr. Thomas
Spark of Christ Church {d. 1692), at this time a B.A., tells us that, in order to save

marginal notes, he placed in the text, without indicating the fact, any emendations

required (in his opinion!) by the sense: the notes are partly from previous editors.

Each book has a Breviarium before it, and Spark attempts a bibliography of the edi-

tions, but does not mention the London edition of 1639. Though this is the first Oxford

edition, he uses the expression
' Cum itaque Herodianum secunda jam vice Oxoniae

impressum exhibeamus . . . ,' apparently in simple error. The subsequent Oxford edi-

tions are 1699 & 1 704 ;

'
1 708

'

is probably a misprint for 1 704. The format and the

fact that the editor was a Christ Church man make it possible that this was a Fell New
Year Book, but the Faustinns has prior claims. See Wood's Atli. Oxon, iv. 368,
Hearne's Diary (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) iv. 331. The cost for composing and press-work was

3178 («. />.). Holland, R.[ichard]. Globe notes By R. Holland.

\device. ]

Impr. 646 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield, for R. Davis) : 1678 : sm. 8° : pp. 32 (i, title :

3--27, the celestial globe: 27, the terrestrial globe), signn. a-B* : Pica solid.—A
practical description and explanation of Globes. On p. 32 is

' All Mathematical! Instru-

ments are Made and Sold by John Prujean living near New Colledge in Oxford '. Holland

taught mathematics in Oxford for many years and died at the age of 81 on May i, 1677 :

see no. 2804 and W'ood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 1109. These notes were reprinted in 16S4
(London) and 1701 (Oxford). The old-fashioned device in this book is one of the
oldest in the Oxford press, having been first used in 1627, but it was even then a wood-
cut reproduction of the greater part of an original metal plate used once (at Oxford) in

1591 : see Oxfo7-d Books i. 289 (dev. B a).

3179 {Sheld.y lamblichus. 'lafxfSXixov XaXKiS&m T-^s KotA-^s Svptas

lUpl Mva-TYjpLwv Aoyos. lamblichi Chalcidensis ex Coele-Sj'iia, . . .

De Mysteriis liber. Prgemittitur Epistola Porphyrii ad Anebonem
^gyptiura, eodem argumento. Thomas Gale Anglu.s Gra^ce nunc

prinium edidit, Latine veriit, & Notas adjecit. [e?/gr. 0/ S/ie/doniafi.]
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1678 : (fours) folio : pp. [40 (i, title, with engr.

of Sheldonian : 3-4, ep. dedic. to sir Joseph Williamson, June i, 1678, signed
' T. G.' :

5-7, preface: g-i^, Lives of lamblichus, Gr.-Lat., from Eunapiusand Suidas : 15-25,
Epistola Porphyrii, Gr.-Lat., and excerpt from Augustine: 26-27, Testimonia : 28-40,
lists of chapters in the 10 sections)] + 316 (1-179, the work, Gr. Lat. : 1S1-316, notes)
+ 8[(i-6, index : 7, Errata)], signn. *, **, a-h'-', a-y*, z, Aa-zz, Aaa-Nnn- : Pica Greek
and Latin, solid.—The first edition, and for nearly two hundred years (till 1S57) the

only edition of the Greek text of the important Neoplatonic work on the Mysteries of

Egypt, Chaldsea and Assyria attributed to lamblichus (d. about A. D. 330). Gale acknow-

ledges indebtedness to Isaac Vossius for a MS., to Edward Bernard and Jean Mabillon
for collation of Paris MSS., and to Sebastian Eeschius for similar help at Bale, but
himself made the Latin translation and the notes. The work is of importance both for

Neoplatonism and for Oriental mysticism. We learn from H. Prideaux's Letters ( 1875 :

p. 51) that the compositors started before Sept. 1676, and from the Term Catalogue of
Dec.6, 1678 (i. 335) that it was by then issued,

'

price, bound, 1 2s. \ Large papers copies
occur. The list of Err.ata has the odd addition:—'Alia nobis Editor, Editori lector,
ut absenti condonabit

'

:
—nobis seems to refer to the compositors—a squeak from then:.
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3180 {«. p.). Innocent XI, Pope. Decrees of our holy Father Pope
Innocent XI Containing The Suppression of an Office of the Immaculate

Conception of the most Holy Virgin ;
And of a Multitude of Indulgences.

According to the Copies at Rome : From the Printing-Press of the most
Reverend Apostolick Chamber. Translated into English out of the

French Copy; to which the Latine was adjoyn'd, as also here it is.

Impr. 180 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield) : 1678 : sm. 8° : pp. 64 (1, title : 3, imprimatur
of the Vice Chancellor, Sept. 18, 1678 : 4-5, quotations on the value of Truth : 6-27,
the two Decrees, in English and Latin; 28-51, rules and quotations bearing on the

usefulness of the Decrees : 52-3, Advertisement : 55, a note explaining that what follows

is from two Bodleian books : 56-64, the Te Deunt &c. as perverted and applied to the

Virgin Mary), signn. A-D* : I'ica solid.—A singular book, to be printed at Oxford at this

time. During a wave of inclination to Roman Catholicism in high quarters and a

counter-wave of Protestantism, decrees are here printed, dated Feb. 17 and March 7,

1678 1 67J), in which Pope Innocent XI, the reformer of the Church, abolishes or

modifies a large number of Indulgences, granted or said to be granted by past popes.
The English Editor is a Protestant, who in a half-hearted way applauds what the Pope
has done, but is careful to show how deeply ingrained in the Roman Catholic mind
is the worship of the Virgin Mary. The French edition stops after p. 53, and is more

guarded in its language than the part which follows, but is also by a Protestant.

The purpose of the little piece is not easy to perceive, nor does it help one to note

that according to the Term Catalogue for Dec. 6, 167S (i. 332) Moses Pitt was selling
it in London (at 4^.), he being the chief London agent, of the University Press. The
imprint is that of a privately printed Ijook.

What is clear is that the University Press Delegates disapproved of the imprint

(Oxford, Printed by Leonard Liclifield, Printer to the University) as suggesting that

they took some responsibility for the booklet, especially as Moses Pitt sold it. So they
must have insisted, after issue, on the real publisher, Richard Davis, appending his name

(see no. 3212, 1679). The position raised the question whether a University printer,
when undertaking private work for an Oxford publisher, could use his official title,

when the publisher's name was not disclosed, as in this instance.

The catchwords are usually from one page to the next page but one, being from

English to English, and Latin to Latin. I have not noticed any contemporary relerence

to this little book in Wood, Prideaux, Luttrell or elsewhere, except in the Term Catalogue
as noted. R.

3181. [Johns, or Jones, William] The Traitor to Himself, or Mans
Heart his greatest Enemy. A Moral Interlude in heroic verse. Repre-

senting, The \brackef\ Careless Hardned Returning Despairing Renewed

\bracket\ Heart. With Intermaskes of Intepretation \sic\
at the close of

each several Act. As it was Acted by the Boys of a Publick School at

a Breaking up, And Published as it may be useful, on like occasion.

Impr. 644 (Oxford, by L. L. for E. Forrest, and H. Keat of Evesham) : 1678 : sm.

4" : pp. [8 (i, title; 3-5, preface : 6-7, Prologue : 8, list of Actors)] + 43 (the play in

5 acts, with '

antimaske', 5 intermasks and an epilogue) + [I, blattk], signn. a-F* G^ :

Pica.—A moral play of little literary merit but of an interesting kind ,
in rhyming verse, with

five acts, but no scenes. Cardian is the governor of the city, his name signifying the

Heart of Man, Idos iddiis,
'

Knowledg') and Sunidos (avveibw, conscience) are coun-

cillors, Kerux {KTJpv^) is the Word of God, and so on. The wild, sad and mysterious
Heart is gradually delivered from its enemy Amartan (dfjiapTia) by the King speaking
through Kerux. In the Antemasque and five Intermasques Scrutator and Interpres,

explain the course of the parable which is being acted.

The play was acted at the breaking-up of the Evesham Grammar School at Mid-
summer 1678, and was composed by William Johns the head master, whose name
nowhere occurs in the book, but to whom Wood gives a niche in his Athenx Oxonienses

(iv. 583). Johns was of Monmouthshire, and became a ' chorister or clerk
'

of All Souls
at Michaelmas 1663, and matriculated on Dec. 11 (B.A. 1667) • he subsequently took
Orders and lived at and near Evesham. Points about the play are that the Governors
of the School were present at its performance, that the use of English, and the study of
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it, are encouraged by Johns (Evesham is where Elizabeth Elstob, the Saxonist, subse-

quently lived), that no women's parts or complexity of plot are introduced, and that

double Echo verses are introduced at p. 28, and other scenic effects.

The play seems to be entirely forgotten in its native town : no mention of it or its

author is to be found in the county or town- histories. The printing is poor, and mis-

prints abound. The piece is not common, but not actually rare. It occurs in the Teriii

Catalogue of June 22, 1678 (i. 320) and is there stated to be sold also by R. Clavel at

the Peacock in St. Paul's Church-yard, London. No Evesham printer occurs till 1791.

3182 {u. p.). La Mothe Le Vayer, Francois de. Notitia Historico-

rum selectorum, or Animadversions upon the Antient and Famous Greek
and Latin Historians. Written in Frencli by the Learned Francis

La Mothe Le Vayer . . . Translated into English, with some Additions.

By Will. D'Avenant. B.A. Of Magd. Hall, Oxon.

'impr. 537 h (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for R. Davis) : 1678 : 8°: pp. [16 (i, title:

3-4 dedn. to James earl of Doncaster by
' W. D.

'

: 5-14, preface by the author : 15-16,
list of 14 Greek and 10 Latin historians : 16, imprimatur, March 29. 167S)] +256 (i-

162, notes on Greek historians : 163, half title to part 2 : 165-256, Latin historians),

signn. A-E^ : Pica solid.^The author was a French writer and philosopher (1588-1672 )

who taught the Dauphin : the translator was William Davenant, fourth son of Shake-

speare's godson, the poet of the same names. As a fact, the translator was M.A., not

only B.A., from 1657. The dedicatee was only three years old at the date of the im-

primatur, though addressed as if grown up. The author omits Diogenes Laertius,

Plutarch, Cornelius Nepos and others as not having written a body of History. The

original bears the t'it\e Jt/gemeni stir les anciens et principaux Historiens (1646) : the

work is a series of short essays or ' Reflections
'

on each historian, displaying learning
and critical faculty, often supplying references. In the Term Catalogue for June 22,

1678 (i. 32 2) the book occurs,
'

price bound, 25. 6fif.' The translator's name is given by
Wood {Fasti Oxon. ii. 372). In some copies (3183) the title is cut off, and another

substituted as a separate leaf, with
'

By W. D.' instead of '

By Will. D'Avenant', but no
other change.

3184. [Langbaine, dr. Gerard] The Answer of the Chancellor,
Masters and Scholars of the University of Oxford, to the Petition,

Articles of Grievance, and Reasons of the City of Oxon. Presented to

the Honourable Committee for Regulating the University of Oxford
the 24. of July 1649. The second Edition. [Ar??is of the University?^

Impr. 3 16/ (Oxford, by R. Hall for R.Davis) : 1678: sm. 4° : pp. 46 (i, title: 3-13,

petition of the City, April 6, 1649 : 15-46, The answer of the University, July 24, 1649,
+ 2 (blank), signn. A-F* : Pica and English solid.—A close reprint of no. 2019 (1649),
where a description will be found. Wood in his copy supplies the reason for the

reprint: 'This edition was published at Oxon. 7 Feb. 1677 [i. e.- 167J] upon certaine

differences then on foot between the University and Towne '. This affair is that of Barber
rnd Dodwell, see the Annals of 1677, above (p. 340). See Wood's Ath. Oxon. i. 3,

iii. 447 ;
The Flemittgs in Oxford (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) i. 26S

;
Wood's Life ii. 400.

[Lily, William] Erevissima Institutio Grammatices, editio tertia (Oxon. 1678). See

no. 3213 (1679), of which this is a part, as the signatures show.

3185 {Sheld.).'^ Nepos, Cornelius. Corn. Nepotis Vitse excellentium

Imperatorum Collatione quatuor MS. recognitae. Accessit Arisiomenis

Messenii Vita, Ex Pausania. [engr. of Theatre.^
Impr. 559 a (Oxonioe, e Th. Sheld.) : 167S : 12° : pp. [14 (i, title : 3-6, preface :

7-14.
' Ger. Johan. Vossius de Corn. Nepote ')] + 272 ( 1-196, the 25 Lives, followed

by an '

Epistola Cornelia matris Gracchorum ', and a list of them : 197-245, Pausanias's

recount of Aristomenes, in Greek: 246-72, a Latin translation of the same) + [4(1, a

Greek epigram by Antipater on an eagle perched on the tomb of Aristomenes : 2-3,

blank)], signn. a-m^^ j^e
. pj^a solid.—A new edition of no. 3066 (1675), edited as be-

fore by bp. Fell. 1000 copies were printed, at a cost, for composing and press-work,
of^9 I I J.
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3186. tOxford—Univ. [Notice by the Oxford Commissioners

requiring their appointed Assessors to collect the money due from each

College for War-tax before May 10
;
and specifying the amounts levied

on each rank and degree, from a Duke or Archbishop giving £^0 to a small

merchant paying 10s.: the first words are
'

Universit. Oxon. To [blanlc]

being by us nominated'.]
[Oxford, at the Sheklonian Press : April] (167S) : folio br. s. : 78 lines, headed by

the royal Arms : Pica English and Roman solid.

3187. t— ,
—

. [Notice in the King's name, dated Apr. 23. 1678,

requiring assessed persons to appear before his Commissioners in the

Convocation House on April 30 : beg.
' Univers. Oxon. These are in

His Majesties Name '.]

(Oxford : 1678) : sm. 4", br. s. : 14 lines.

3188. t—,

—
. [Notice under the seals of the Vice-Chancellor and

three others, Commissioners, requiring their approved and appointed
Collectors to obtain money for the King's use from the assessed persons
in the University : the form is filled up in manuscript with the date
'

May 10 ', 1678 : beg.
' To

[blaiiJi] being by us approved '.]

(Oxford : 1678) : folio br. s. : 47 lines, headed by the Arms of the University.

Commissioners under an Act of Parliament (29 & 30 Car. II, cap. 1) for raising

money by poll for the costs of a prospective war with France were appointed for

Oxford, and the three Oxford printed forms above relate to the Assessment of Colleges
for purposes of the tax. The last two are only known from copies in the Oxford Uni-

versity Archives attached to the assessment of seven of the Colleges.

3189. *t— ,

—
. [The Vice-Chancellor's earnest appeal to Heads

of Houses to co-operate with him in
'

removing the neglect of wearing
the University Habits

'

at statutable times, especially at Sermons and

especially in the matter of wearing of Hoods by B.A's and M.A's at

St. Mary's : beg.
'

Sir, I do most earnestly desire you '.]

[Oxford, by L. Lichfield: October 1678]: folio br. s. : 22 lines: Great primer
italic solid.^The copy in the Archives of the University is dated in manuscript
October 1678 : another undated is in the Bodleian.

3190. t— ,

—
. [The Vice-Chancellor's formal notice about debts of

Undergraduates—which are not to exceed ^s., unless authorized. Trades-

men are to report any breach of the rule to the Tutors before Dec. i :

beg.
'

John Nicholas, Doctor in Divinity . . . Whereas all Undergraduates ',

nearly as no. 2665 (1664).
Oxford : [October] 1678 : folio br. s : 30 lines of text headed by the Arms of the

University : English solid.—Sent to each Head of a House, and paid for by jj. given
to L. Lichfield in August at latest. It is noticeable that the device at the head of the

notice is the oldest owned by the University, having been used in 1585—1635, ^"^

occasionally even after 1650.

3191.— ,

—. Entry in Wood's Life, ed. by A. Clark, vol. ii (O. H. S. XXI), p. 426 :— ' Dec. 6, Friday [1678], programme stuck up in every College hall under the Vice

chancellor's hand that no scholar abuse the soldiers (dragoons under Sir John Talbot's

command) in the night watches which they keep at the Gild hall, Peniless Bench [at

Carfax], and at most inns doores where the officers lye. It was dated 3 Dec.
;
Thurs-

day.' This was probably printed, but I have not found any existing copy.
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3192. Oxford—Ciiy. [ortin.'] Civitas Oxon. The Oath of every
Free-man of the Cily of Oxford. [The textfollows, 44 Ihies + imprint.^

Impr. 152 y (Oxon : by L. Lichfield): 167S : folio br. s. : Steele's tests:—Lord,

power, maintain : Great primer solid.—A long and interesting oath, as nos. 1886

(1646) and 2712 (1665). There is no reference to the University except covertly when
the Freeman is forbidden to take or receive any

'

Incorporation, or fellowship . . .

within this City . . . without . . . special assent', or to
' claim or take the Priviledge

of any other Court or Courts, in any Action or Suite, here commenced ', except as the

Common Laws of the realm allow. The notice is issued by John Paynton
' Clerk of the

Com. of the City of Oxford
'

: perhaps
' Com. '

represents
' Common Coimcil'. The

first words of the oath are ' You shall swear that you shall be faithful.' At foot is a

form of declaration that the Freeman was admitted to the Liberties of the City on a

particular date.

3193 {S/u'ld.). Richardson, Richard. Ric. Richardson! De Stylo

Latino formando ad Thomam Isamum Baroneitum Liber unus.

Impr. 559 a (Oxonice, e Th. Sheld.) : 1678 : sm. 8<^ : pp. 45 (1-2 not seen : 3, title :

5-8, preface : 9-45, the work in 6 chapters, dated '

Brixorthise, Mali 25. 1677 ') + [3 (i,

blank : 2-3 not seen)'], signn. A-D* : Sm. pica solid.^A slight essay by the rev.

Richard Richardson, vicar of Brixworth in Northants, who matriculated at Emmanuel
College, Cambridge, in 1652 (B.D. 1671), and incorporated at Oxford in 1673. Sir

Thomas Isham of Lamport was his neighbour at Brixworth, having been his pupil
before going to Christ Church, Oxford, in 1675. '^'he essay is therefore addressed to

Sir Thomas, wliose brother ultimately placed Richardson in the rectory of Lamport in

1699. The first four chapters are a brief account of Latin literature up to modern times :

the last two contain advice for the acquisition of style. The author is mentioned in

Wood's Atk. Oxon. iii on p. 209. The essay appears to be privately printed and is

rare. R.

3194 {Sheld.). Sail, dr. Andrew. Votum pro Pace Christiana Quo
exponuntur & amoventur prascipua obstacula pacis per Romanse Ecclesias

ministros objecta . . . Authore Andrea Sail, S.T.D. & olim Professore,
nunc Serenis. I\L Britannise Regi a Sacris Domesticis . . . [text, and engr.

0/ Sheld. Th.]
Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th, Sheld.) : 1678 : sm. 4° : pp. [28 (i, title : 2, imprimatur

Apr. 4, 1678: 3-13, ep. dedic. to Charles ii : 15-28, preface)] +164 1-161, the

treatise, in 32 chapters: 162-4, I'leiex Capitum) : signn. a-c*, d'*, A-V^, X^ : Engl,
solid.—The converted Jesuit, dr. Sail, an Irishman by birth, lived in Oxford 1675-80.
The preface contains much autobiographical information. The treatise deals with no

aspect of religious peace except with Rome : and therein both combats the view that

there is no salvation outside Roman Catholicism, and rebuts Suarez's attack on the

English Church : transubstantiation and other doctrines are also considered. The tone

is moderate. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 357. The work is stated in the Diet, of Nat.

Biogr. to be rare. 500 copies were printed, at a cost, for composing and press-work,
of ;^8 I 2S. R.

3195 [Sheld.). Sallust. C. Crispi Sallustii Opera, quae extant, omnia,

Recognita & Notis iilustrata. [engr. 0/ Sheldo7iian.]
Impr. 559 (Oxonii e Th. Sheld.): 1678: (twelves) sm. 8°: pp. [8 (i, title: 3-8,

Vita Sallustii ex Vossio)] +328 (1-75, Bellum Calilinarium : 76—21S, Bellum

Jugurthinum : 219-S8, Fragmenta : 289-313, two Orationes ad C. Ctesarem : 314—28,
Declamatio in Ciceronem, cum responso), signn. a*, a-n'^, o* : Pica solid.—The first

Oxford edition of Sallust : the notes are short, but two MSS. (D & L) are cited with no

explanation of their meaning (probably Digby and Laud MSS.). The 1701 Oxford
edition is similar in form to the present, and was edited by William Ayerst of Univer-

sity College : both are school editions of no critical value. There is no division into

chapters in either edition. The Bodleian copy belonged to ' Leon Gambetta, Rue St.

Honore, Paris', but his only note, on Bellum Jug. 55,
'
diis immortalibus supplicia

decernere ', where he suggesis sitppiicationes, is unnecessary. Each sheet is signed i.
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2, 3, 4, V, vj, indicating that the central four leaves are printed as a separate half

sheet. The book seems to occur, belated, in the Term Catalogue of June 1679 (i. 362).
1000 copies were printed, at a cost, for composing and press-work, oi £10 2,s. 6d.

3196. tSancroft, archbp. William.
Notice from the archbishop of Canterbury to bishops and Vice-Chancellors of Uni-

versities, dated August 23, 1678, about the proper form of Letters Testimonial given
to candidates for the Ministry, and the conditions of issue. A copy is in the Oxford

University Archives, printed as a quarto broadside. It appears to be printed at

Oxford, for Lichfield was paid £1 late in this year for
' The Letter about Testimonials

'

and two programmas. Its object was to safeguard the character and attainments of the

younger clergy for the future. The first words are ' Whereas the easy ', but there is no

imprint or trace of the place of printing.

South, dr. Robert. [Of the six sermons published in Oxford in 1679 (^^^ n*^- 3225),
the title-pages of five bear the date 167S, and'no doubt pp. 1-252 of that volume were

printed, if not printed off, in that year.]

3197 {Sheld.). Spelman, sir John. ^Ifredi Magni Anglorum Regis
Invictissimi Vita tribus libris comprehensa ... A Clarissimo D^^o Johanne
Spelman Henrici F.[ilio] primum Anglice conscripta, dein Latine reddita,
6 Annotationibus illustrata Ab /Elfredi in Collegio Magnee Aulae Uni-
versitatis Oxoniensis Alumnis. [erigr. of Sheldo7iian^

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1678 : folio and (fours) folio : pp. [40 (i, title :

2, imprimatur, Aug. 2 1678 , 3-4, dedn. to Charles ii from University college : 5-7,
preface, unsigned : 9—12, Elenchus Contentorum : 13-23, Annotationes ad Tabulas :

25-39, preface to bk. i : 40, the beginning of bk. i)] +219 (1-60, bk i : 61-125, bk 2 •

126-184, bk. 3: 185, 'Autoris [j?V] ad ^Ifredum suum, 16 elegiac verses : 187, list of

7
'

Appendices' : 189-217, the appendixes : 219, 'Corrigenda & Addenda', ist part) + [13
(i, end of Corrigenda: 2-12, Index)] + 7 plates, signn. A*, b^, c*, d-, B-u' [end of
bk. i], X-Z, Aa-Ri* [end of text], S, T, u^: Great primer leaded.—A fine and interes-

ting production of the Oxford Press. Sir John Spelman (^d. 1643) was a Cambridge
man, who was summoned to Oxford during the Civil War, and died there of the camp
fever. His Life of Alfred was originally dedicated to Charles i, but the new dedication

points out a quite special resemblance between Alfred's life and that of Charles ii, who
had lived so long in exile. Wood declares i^Ath. Oxon. iv. 443, cf. iii. 63) that Obadiah

Walker, Master of University college, who was certainly the chief agent in the under-

taking and preparation of the present work, was also the translator, but Hearne (in his

edition of the English Life, Oxford 1709, p. 225) seems to be right in assigning the
translation to Christopher Wase, at this time architypographus at the Sheldonian Press

;

and the notes and plates to Walker, aided by other members of the college. The
tendency of some of Walker's notes towards Roman Catholicism was brought before the
House of Commons in October.

Both the Life and the Notes are the products of learning and industry, and original
records, Latin and Old English, are freely quoted. For the foundation of the University
of Oxford see bk. ii. 64 and iii. 20-5S, where Spelman acknowledges the falsity of the

interpolation in Asser about Grimbald, but is otherwise persuaded that Alfred founded
the University and three Aulse Universitatis within it, and that there were schools there
before his time. The Annotators (p. 135, &c.) deprecate the whole dissertation about
Oxford (which was an afterthought) as crambe repetita. The old names of Oxford are

considered at p. 138. The main divisions of the history are, the History of England
and of Alfred till he became sole king (bk. i), the public administration of Alfred (bk.
ii), and his social work and private character (bk. iii). Among the Appendixes are
Alfred's Will, in Latin, and the descent of the Kings of England v/ith their families from
Alfred to Charles ii. The seven plates (which are all fully described in the book)
and their position are as follows :

—i. Alfred from a picture at University college, and a
stone head with another of John Scotus Erigena (?), both at Brasenose, opp. sign, b 2" :

2. Alfred from a painting on the wall of the church at St. Albans, and he and his

grandson Athelstan from AH Souls windows, opp. sign, b 2^ : 3-7, plates of about 150
Old English coins, obverse and reverse, never before engraved, chiefly from Sefton in
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Lancashire (1611) and the collections of sir John Gotten, Ashmole and dr. Nicholas

Johnston of Pontefract, (opp. signn. C2'',C3'',C4'', C4'', di^). There are three Oxford devices

(a title and sign. A2'', Bi"', and also two engravings in the text, one (at sign. Ci'')

a Dacian warrior from the Trajan Column, the other (at p. 131) a round Church
of Alfred's time, in conjectural form. The present edition will always retain its value,
for the octavo edition of the original English text (Oxford, 1709: edited by Hearne)
entirely omits the notes and appendixes. In 1722 Francis Wise reprinted the Chrono-

logia (App. v) in his edition of Asser.

The copyright of Spelman's Alfred was bought by the Delegates of the Press on Nov.

11, 1672, with other Spelman M.SS., from .Spelman's executor, for_;^ioo. On August 5,

1678, Fell writes to Williamson that the Life is ready and out, and asks him to com-
mand an advertisement in the London Gazette to remind subscribers (^Dom. St. Papers
1678, calendar p. 345). Accordingly the Gazettes of Oct. 10 and of Oct. 17 state that

the price to subscribers is 75., and that copies can be had from ' Mr John Hall Ware-

house-Keeper to the Theatre Press ', or in London from Moses Pitt at the Angel in

St. Paul's Churchyard. A small number^re printed on '

Royal Paper', but the price is

not given. Li the Term Catalogue of Dec. 6 the book is priced at 105. bound : see also

The Flemings hi Oxford (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) i. 269. The Bodleian possesses one of the

large thick paper copies, which are rare.

It may be noted that the compositor who puts a signature on the first three pages of

a sheet, is supplanted after sheet Oo by one who signs only the first two : also that

frequently both text awi/ notes have a catchword on the same page. Anglo-Saxon type
is freely used. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 62.

3198 (S/ield.). (Wase, Christopher) Considerations concerning Free-

Schools, As settled in England, [^'ftgr. cf Sheld. ThJ]
Impr. 637 a (Sheld. Th. and S. Miller, London): 167S : 8°: pp. [8(1, title: 2,

imprimatur, May 25, 1677 : 3-7, Ep. dedic. to dr. H. Clerke, pres. of Magd. coll. &
to ]3rof. T. Bouchier, signed

'

Christopher Wase
'

: 8,
' The .'Vnalysis ', i. e. List of the 43

sections i] + 112 (the work), signn, a*, A-G* : English solid. —This essay on Free Schools

pleads for their increase in numbers and endowments, and argues against those who
object that there are already sufficient schools for the openings afforded of literary,

legal, or ecclesiastical careers. In 1673 Wase had been encouraged to collect material
for a history of such schools, see no. 2984, but the result in this book is disappointing.
There are few details, and very little attempt at a list of Schools, or notes of actual

curricula, or statistical information of any kind. Moreover Wase who, after being at

Eton, a Feliow of King's College at Cambridge, and headmaster of Tonbridge School,
became a bedel of the University of Oxford, seems never to have achieved literary style.
For instance on p. 14 we find '

Besides, if particulars, however able (for the charge
must be great) might entertain Tutors, who did not employ Chaplains, this would
render the Scholar numerous, and provided,' and most of the Epistle dedicatory is a

rigmarole of infelicitous expressions. The subject deserved more weighty treatment.

Five hundred copies were printed : the cost of composing and pres3-work was .^^3 i^s. yt/.

3199. Willis, dr. Thomas. Pharmaccutice rationalis, pars secunda.

O.Kon. 1678.
This is mentioned in Richard Davis's Sale Catalogue, part 4 (1692), p. 31, art. 207,

among the Miscellanies in quarto, but the reference must be to the octavo issue of this

second part (Oxon. 167S) forming the second part of the entire Pharinacciitice, ed.

tertia, Oxon. 1679 (no. 3238), which see, as well as the bibliographical note in no.

3083. As this^2nd part is entirely independent in pagination, signatures, and even

index, it may be given a number, but is catalogued in its proper place in 1679.

3200 {S/ield.). Wiseman, Robert. Le Blazon Or a short and easie

way to attain to the art of Heraldry.
Iinpr. 645 (Oxford, pr. at the Theatre, for D. Major in London) : (1678) : br. s.,

large folio: engraved throughout.—A large engraved sheet, 233- x 18 in., bearing in the

borders 300 shields, illustrating all the terms and figures of heraldry, and often actual

arms with names attached. The centre block (14^ x 9 in.) bears ' The Explanation
'

;

dedication to Henry Somerset, marquis of Worcester, afterwards duke of Beaufort (<i.
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1699), and to Henry Pierrepont, marquis of Dorchester {d. 1680), differences, crowns

and coronets, &c. The imprimatur of Thomas Jeames, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, dated

1 67S, and the imprint, are at the foot of the central block : at the lower right corner is
' R.

Palmer sculp'. Perhaps the size of the Oxford sheet almanacs attracted attention to

the large rolling presses at Oxford. A Robert Wiseman matriculated at New College
on Oct. 25, 1659, Fellow 1661, afterwards a captain in the navy. A copy of this very

rare sheet has'floated into the Public Record Office (Cal. of Dom. St. Papers, 1678

[1913], p. 598). In the London Gazette of Nov. 4-7, 1678, the sheet is advertised, but

in the number for May 5-S, 1679 it has annexed two more publishers, and agrees with

the first appearance of the sheet in the Term Catalogues (Trin. Term number : June

1679 : i. 360), where it is priced at 18^/., and 'Sold by L. Curtis, on Ludgate Hill, T.

Simmons at the Prince's Arms in St. Paul's Churchyard, and D. Major at the Flying
Horse in Fleet street '. Thomas Simmons was a newcomer in London, but was at the

Prince's Arms by Dec. 6, 1678 at latest (T. C, i. 335). No doubt Major was the

publisher, but, finding that the sale was not progressing well, he after a few weeks de-

posited copies for sale with the other two. RR.

Bible

3201 {Sheld.). Bible—O.T.—Psalms, Gr. Lat. ^aAnypioi/ Psalterium .

Juxta Exemplar Alexandiinum Editio Nova, Graece & Laline.
[ettgi-. of

Sheld. Theatre7\
Impr. 559 a (Oxonise, e Th. Sheld.) : 1678 : (fours) sm. 8° : no pagination : signn.

A^, B-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Lll* : Sm. pica solid.—The Psalter, in Greek from the Codex

Alexandrinus, and in Latin from the Vulgate, on alternate pages. The only additions

are (l) the"T^foj koiQwu'i Greek and Latin (begg. Au£a iv v^piarois
—Gloria in excelsis)

and (2) 'Q.5ri (begg. Ka9' iKaoTrju Tjfiipav
—Per singulos dies), both from the Codex

Alexandrinus with Latin translation. The 13th psalm {Dixit insipiens) is in the full

form. The text has a half title 'Liber Psalmorum' : the only blank leaves are signn.

Ai", Lll3^, Ll^" : on LII4'', is a table of the daily psalms. The Editor is known to be

dr. Thomas Gale {d. 1702), who in his unsigned preface on sign. A2 complains of the

itacism of the Codex. There are large paper copies, for private annotation. In the

Tertn Catalogue for Dec. 6. 167S (i. 335) it is priced, bound, 3^-. 6</. : and it is stated

to be sold by Mr. Pitt at the Angel in St. Paul's Churchyard. The cost for composing
and press-work was ^16 35.

1679.

The Cavalier Parliament (Charles ii's second), which had lasted since May 8, 1661,
was dissolved on Jan. 24, 167I.
The third Parliament of Charles ii sat between March 6 and May 27, and was dis-

solved in July. It was largely occupied with internal dissensions, but the Lower House
in May passed a resolution embodied in an ' Exclusion' Bill that the Duke of York, as

a Roman Catholic, could not succeed to the throne
;
and an important Act (31 Car. 2,

cap. 2) reaffirming the Habeas Corpus Act of 1641. An Insurrection in Scotland, May
-June, was suppressed by the action of Bolhwell Bridge on June 22. Politics were in

a very unsettled condition, and the year closed with contests between the Addressers

(led by lord Shaftesbury), who petitioned for a speedy meeting of Parliament as a check
on the King's Roman Catholic tendency, and the Abhorrers, the Court party. The
fourth Parliament had met on Oct. 17, and had been prorogued on the same day.
Wood notes how the conditon of public affairs reacted on Oxford. The coffee houses

were crowded and study neglected, while trade everywhere suffered. On Feb. 11 and

Aug. 15 Brome Whorwood and William Wright were elected burgesses for the City,
and on Feb. 19 the Solicitor General, (sir Heneage Flinch) and dr. John Edisbury,

burgesses for the University : but ou Aug. 19, sir Leoline Jenkins and dr. Charles Perrott.

May 15, the foundation stone of the Ashmolean Museum was laid, perhaps hastened by
the fire at Ashmole's lodgings in the Middle Temiile on Jan. 27 when he lost many coins

and some curiosities. July 12, the Music School was found to be too small for the

Music Lecture of the Vespers, in the next Act, and the Lecture was transferred to the

Sheldonian. Aug. 5, dr. Timothy Halton, prov. of Queen's, become Vice-Chancellor.

On Aug. 6, John Snell, the founder of the Snell Exhibitions at Balliol, died. Wood
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notes that St. Alban hall declined to a very low state after the departure of Narcissus

Marsh (principal 1673-79, afterwards archbishop of Armagh), and hardly had an occu-

pant. One of the Papists executed in London on June 20, Thomas White, had lived in

Oxford during the Commonwealth, pretending to be a Jew converted to Presbyterianism
and other nonconformist ways, according to a printed Letter from a Minister ... re-

lating to Thomas White ([Lend.] 1679, folio br. s.).

Minor Pieces.

3202. oH.[ickes], VV.[illiam]. Oxford Drollery : Being new Poems,
and Songs. The first Part; composed by W. H. The Second and
Third Parts being . . . made by the most Eminent and Ingenious Wits of

the said University. And Collected by the same Author. The like

never before published.
Impr. 647 (Oxford, by B. G. for D. Major and T. Orrel [London]) : 1679: sm. 8° :

pp. [4(1, title : 3
' To the Reader ', verses signed

' W. Hickes ', beg.
'

Reader, I now

appear a second time in Print,' 25 July, 1670, Shipton on Cherwell; 4, List of 4 face-

tious books * sold by Thomas Palmer at the Sign of the Crown in Westminster-Hall ')]

+ 172, wanting pp. 73—4 = sign. E 5 (a title to Part 2) and perturbed in pagination be-

tween 143 and 157 (1-71, part i : 75—128, part 2 : 129—172, part 3), signn. [tt]^ a-K*,
L^.—ildentical with no. 2872 (1671), except for a new title-leaf, indicating a change of

publisher. This title-leaf bears a counterfeit Oxford imprint. No B. G. was a printer
in Oxford, and in London only Bennet Griflin bore the initials. No doubt the book is

entirely a London edition. See the Heber Sale Catal. 1834, pt. 4, lot 645, and Haz-
litt's Handbook. RR.

3202*. tOxford— Univ.—Sheldonian Press. Catalogus variorum

Librorum apud Theatrum Sheldonianum Novissimis annis impressorum :

et Aliorum multorum Exemplarium propriis sumptibus Mosis Pitt

Bibliopolae Lond. Excusorum. Et Quamplurimorum Diversorum

Aliorum incompactorum. Quorum Auctio habebitur (in gratiam & com-
modum solummodo Bibliopolarum) 24 die Februarii, i67f. in Aula vulgb
vocata Petty-^Canons—Hall, juxta Coemeterium Paulinum. [line, orn.,

line] Catalogi gratis solum Bibliopolis distribuentur ad Insigne Angeli in

Coemeterio Paulino.

[London]: (1679): 4°: pp. [2 (i, title : 2, 'To all booksellers', signed 'Moses
Pitt ')] : +6 (the catalogue and a note), sign. A*.—This is the first Trade Sale Catalogue
of books in England. A note on early English book auctions will be found in the

annals of 1676 : but no one till this (the ninth) book auction in England (see J. Lawier's

Book Auctions in England (1898), sold more than one copy of a book in a lot, or to

booksellers only and not to the general public. Pitt had previously ventured on a book-

auction of the ordinary kind, on Nov. 25, 167S, and in his preface to the present

catalogue describes his new plan, by which he sells two, four, or six copies of a book in one

](jt, and gives credit to the buyer if his purchase is more than ;^5-worth. A buyer ex-

pending more than £,()0 must give security for payment, if required. The sale began daily
at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. The whole preface is reprinted by Lawler at p. 126.

The books sold are chiefly London or foreign books, in spite of the title. The total

number appears to be 186 (20 folio, 43 4", 68 8"^, 55 12°), of which only 29 are clearly
Sheldonian (1674-9), but among the latter are Hyde's Bodleian Catalogue, Wood's
Latin History of the University, the Bible and Prayer Book of 1675, Marmora Oxoni-

ensia, Plot's Oxfordshire, and the Latin New Testament of 1679. Two are Oxford

printed (1651, 1657), but not Sheldonian books. In a note on p. 6 Pitt advertises Grotii

Opera in 4 vols. ^£~, : Amst. 1679), and states that Vol. i of his great Atlas is ready for

the press, and priced \os. to subscribers. R.

Mention maybe made of dr. W[alter] H[arris's] A Faretuell to Popery : ijt a Letter

to Dr. Nicholas, Vice-Chancellor of Oxford, and Warden of A^ew College from W. H.
M. D. lately Fellow ofthe same College . . . (London, 1679, sm. 4° : licenced Jan. 15,

167!). 1 liis hardly concerns Oxford. Harris matriculated from New College in 1667,
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and became a convert to Rome soon after 1675, but here recants and explains with some

naivety his experiences. The '

Uvely memorials of Popery in Statues and Pictures on
the Gates and in the Chapel

'

put him in mind of that Religion : he found that it

had prevailed for at least a thousand years before the Reformation. Then he lighted
on a '

Popish Book in one of our Chambers ', and he berame acquainted with a Mr. R[eeve]
of Magdalen college, and after work in Paris on medical subjects, went over to Rome.
After a few years, wliat with infallibility and the temporal claims of the Pope, and
'
fruitless devotions' and Supplications to the Virgin, he e'en returned to the Church of

England. He became Physician to Charles ii and William iii, and died in 1732. See
Wood's Aih. Oxon. iv. 553 and D. N. B.

Oxford Press.

3203. [AUestree, dr. Richard.] The Lively Oracles given to us. . . .

The Third Edition . . . [the rest as no. 3171, description and
all].

A close reprint of no. 3171, indeed, a few sheets, as M, appear to be identical. This

particular edition was reprinted in 1832 in a modernized spelling and not exactly (the
list of 'Contents' precedes the text, there is no plate, and so on). A note (1832)
states that the book is

'

supposed to have been written by the Honourable Robert

Boyle', and that the printing was executed by the boys of the school in Gower's Walk,
London, founded in 1808, under the superintendence of the Master. The imprint is

'. . . Reprinted 1S32, at the School-Press, Gower's Walk, Whitechapel, London',
The Master, according to a pencil note in the Bodleian copy, was a mr. - French. The

1832 title bears a reproduction of the engraving of the Sheldonian Theatre (2Y^g x 2A

in.). 1500 copies of the present 1679 edition were printed, at a cost for composing and

press-work (partly from standing type) oi £\if 2s.

3204 {S/ie/d.). [Blumerel, Johannes.] Elegantiae Poeticse in Locos
comunes digestse. Editio Novissima. [Jigure ofa globe on

staiidJ] Oxonii,
e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1679. \_an engraved title, see beloiv.^

Impr. 559 (as above) : 1679 : (sixes) 1 2° : pp. (engr. plate) + 346 (the Elegantire) +

[88 (1-19, index : 20-69 Lusuum Sylva)], signn. (plate), A-Z, Aa-Ll^, Mm* : Brevier

solid.^Of the author, Jean Blumerel, nothing seems to be known except that the early
editions of the Elegantish state that he was of Lorraine. The dedication was ' Carolo
de Madrucio, comiti d'Aue ', who was connected with Pont-a-Mousson, where the

L^niversity of Lorraine was situated and the author probably lived. The known
editions are: i. with title Elegantiai-um Poeticanim Flosculi 1625 (Mussiponti), 1637

(3rd ed., Rome), 1640? (4th, Paris), 1643 (5th ed., Paris), 1649 ('3rd' ed., Rouen,
and also a Caen ed.) ; 2. with title Elegantix . . . 1667-8 (2 pts., Rouen), 1667 (7th

ed., London), and finally this anonymous Oxford edition of 1679. The contents are a

Common place Book of poetical tags, forming a kind of Gradus, arranged under sub-

jects. The tags are often single words, usually adjectives. Thus under I\ex we find
'

Magnanimus, purpureus . . . belliger . . . Qui sceptra tenet', &c. It is a book (or

schools and academical versifiers. The second part (first published in 1644), the author

of which was an unknown French Jesuit, is Lusuum Po'etico7-um Sylva, a ' forest of

poetical amusements', miscellaneous in kind and order, comprising anagrams, acrostics,

versus retrogradi et rhopalici, logogriphi, riddles, and centos, with the well-known

Ptigna porcoruin per P. Porciumpo'etam (beginning 'Pandite, Porcelli, porcorum pigra

propago', written by Johannes Leo Placentinus, a long poem in hexameters.

But the Sheldonian Theatre Press got itself into difficulties over the work. For
reasons best known to themselves the Delegates (or the London partners) suppressed
the author's name and all traces of the origin of the volume by substituting an engraved
title-page as above, of which the upper part shows a bust of a poet, on a square
column bearing the title and imprint between Apollo (?) and a Muse (?), and in the

lower part a view of the Theatre within an oval ornamented frame. The upshot of

this title was that the London publishers of this work accused the Press of a surrep-
titious issue, see no. 3252 (1680) : whereas the book, if not the exact title, was half a

century old. The 1667 edition had, however, been entered at Stationers' Hall on June
19, 1666, by Andrew Crook and John Baker. Both of these booksellers lived in St.

Paul's Churchyard, and the Delegates of the Sheldonian Press may have assumed that

the stock perished in the Great Fire. That, however, would not extinguish the rights of

SI80 B b
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Crook and Baker, and though the former died intestate on Sept. 20, 1674, Baker

continued to sell books till 1684. How the matter was settled is not recorded, there

being no Minutes or Accounts of the Delegates of the Press for 1679 or 16S0, except a

few fragments of Accounts, which do not mention the book.

3205. Bowman, Henry, Songs . . . (exactly as no. 3172). The Second

Edilion, Corrected and Amended by the Authour.
[^thenfollows the Impri-

maiur as in ist edition, June 11, 1677,]
Impr. 304 a (Oxford, [by L. Lichfield] for R. Davis) : 1679 '• fo^io '• PP- [4 (i; engr.

frontispiece : 3, title and imprimatur : 4, preface)] + 84 [engraved pages] + [2 ?, not

seeii] : no signatures.^A reissue of the plates of no. 3172, with reset title and other

small changes. The preface is altered only in the last sentence, which now states that
'
all the Errors in the First are diligently corrected in this Second Impression '. Plates

29-32 are still not numbered. The large engraved frontispiece is untouched. The
book is in the Term Catalogue of Feb. 18, i6J§ (i. 345). R.

3206 {SAeld.). Brevint, dr. Daniel. The Christian Sacrament and

Sacrifice. . . [&c., as no. 2970 (1673) ^^i^h
' and Prayer' for

' & Prayer',
and a comma after

'

Blessings '].
The Third Edition.

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1679 : (twelves) 16°: (&c., exactly as no.

2970.) A close reprint of no. 2970 (1673). The engraved title has been retouched

in many places : the shaded parts are darker, and the letterpress slightly improved.
1000 copies were printed, at a cost, for composing and press-work, of ;^3 19^.

Catechism, with Notes : see 710. 3216, below.

3207 {Sheld.). Coles, dr. Gilbert. A Dialogue between a Protestant

and a Papist, Concerning, i. Prayer in an unknown Tongue. 2. The
Half Communion. 3. The Worshipping of Images. 4. The Invocation of

Saints. ... By Gilbert Coles, D.D., Late Fellow of Winchester College.
Impr. 648 (Oxford, at the Theater, for M. Pitt, P. Parker, W. Leak & T. Guy, of Lon-

don) : 1679: sm. 4°: pp. [12 (i, title, a sep. leaf: 3-5, ep. dedic. to bp. G. Morley :

7-1 1, preface)] +221, the four chapters + [l], signn. [tt]^, A-Z, Aa-cc*, Dd^ : Long
primer solid.—The interlocutors are Theophilus (The Protestant) and Philodoxus.

Oxford almost entirely escaped the great flood of No-Popery literature of the Titus

Oates time. But this seems to be an attempt to pass off a treatise of 1674 (^^o- 3008)
asacontributiontothe new No-Popery literature, by the device of anfewtitleand title-page.
The letterpress is identical in the two issues, a mere reissue of sheets. Dr. Coles
himself was guiltless, for he died in 1676. The cat is let out of the bag in at least one

copy which has both title-pages {Chctham Soc, vol. xlviii, p. i).

Even after this treatment the Theophilus and Philodoxtis (1674) =A Dialogue
between a Protestant and a Papist (1679) was found in 1688 to deserve yet another

alias, and when Obadiah Walker set up his Roman Catholic Press in University

college in 1687 the Oxford authorities again issued the well-worn sheets of 1674, this

time without any prefatory matter and without the author's name, but with a new title-

page, as Pour Corife7-ences Concerning, I. Reading the Holy Scriptures in the Vulgar
Tongue. II. Half Com?nunioti [&c.] (Oxford, at the Theater for R. Taylor (in Lon-

don) : 1688 : 4°). This is rare, but mentioned in the Chctham Society, vol. xlviii, p. 249.
This is the first occasion on which the imprint of the Sheldonian is coupled with the

names of the Four London Partners appointed on Sept. 26, 1678, to carry on the print-

ing of books at the Theatre.

3208 {Sheld.). [Cooper, dr. Robert.] Propositions Concerning
Optic-glasses, with their natural Reasons, drawn from Experiments.

\_e71gr. of Theatre?)^
Impr. 597 (Oxford, at the Theater): 1679: sm. 4°: pp. [4 (i, title: 3-4, 'The

Explication of some terms ')] + 46 (the work) + [2 {blank}], signn. [tt]'^,
A-F* : English

solid.^The Propositions are 51 theses, with explanations, on the properties of convex
lenses (41) and (from p. 24) of concave lenses (10), followed (at p. 37) by remarks on
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the resultant position of the image. The treatise is illustrated by 37 wood-cut diagrams
The word lens is not used, but 'glass'. The question of authorship is not easy-

Robert Cooper matriculated from Pembroke college in 1667, became a Fellow in 1670,

went down in 16S1, and died when archdeacon of Dorset in 1733. He is not known to

have claimed the treatise as his own. Abraham Woodhead matriculated from Univer-

sity college in 1626, became Fellow in 1633, and died, a convert to Rome, in 1678.

Obadiah Walker matriculated from the same college in 1631, became Fellow in 1635,

was Master 1676-88, and died in 1699, also a convert to Rome. To all these three

authors separately the optical Propositions are attributed in the Dictionary of National

Biography, and it is probable that each had a hand in it. Walker was a Delegate of

the Press, and undoubtedly caused it to be printed. The Bodleian copy has '

By M'.

Walker' on the title in a hand of about 1700, and in 1707 Hearne was informed

{Diary, i. 323-4: Oxf. Hist. Soc.) by a University college man (William Rogers) that

it 'went under his name', and was printed by him: and both the British Museum

Catalogue and the Bodleian Catalogue attribute it to Walker. But Walker was not

himself a mathematician or a man of scientific training, Woodhead, to whom Rogers

definitely ascribed the book, died in 1678, and his old servitor and pupil Walker might
well have found this little treatise among his papers, and seen it through the press in

1679. Woodhead is known to have taught mathematics. But Anthony Wood
expressly and decisively attributes the treatise to Robert Cooper, who is also known to

have contributed a preface to Moses Pitt's Oxford Atlas (vol. i : 1680). It is hardly

possible that Wood could be mistaken. The Propositions, even as printed, are not a

finished work, and it would seem that Cooper wrote them and put them aside, that

Woodhead heard of them and was struck by the diagrams and the signs of original

work, and put them into some shape before his death. Woodhead never put his name
to any of his works, and Walker seldom, so the ambiguity of the authorship can be

explained. The references to Wood's Athense. are, for Woodhead iii. 1 157, for Walker

iv. 437, for Cooper iv. 749. It may well be that in view of the progress of scientific

research Cooper did not care to claim his immature Propositions, in later life. The
issue is on fine Genoa paper, perhaps to take the diagrams well : and 500 were printed
at a cost per sheet for composing and press-work of;i^2 Sj. 9^. R.

3209 (//./.). Ellis, Clement. The Gentile Sinner . . . [&c., almost exactly

as no. 2926 (1672), with ' The Sixt Edition'].

Impr. 649 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis & E. Forrest) : 1679 ^2°, pp. [16 (i,

title, within bounding-line : 3-14, dedn. & pref. as in no. 2926: 15-16, contents)] + 260
( the work) + [2 (blank : not seen)'], signn. A-L^'-^ m'' : Pica solid.—A close reprint of the

fifth edition (no. 2926) : the first edition was in 1660.

3210. England. To the Nobility of England. (Exemplar Literarum

quas Comites & Barones Anglise miserunt Papas super negotio Scotorum,

Anno Regni Regis, Edwardi Primi, 29. The Coppy of a Letter sent . . .

[104 coats of Arms of the Barojis subscribing], A breif account of the

Pope's pretences of a Civil Right to the Crown of England, and the

Answer thereunto [&c.].)
Impr. 650 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield through R. Davis for M. Pitt & H. Mortlock,

of London) : 1679: la. folio br. s., in two sheets: English and Pica roman and italic

solid.—An anonymous edition of a remarkable document dated Feb. 12, 130^, in which

a Parliament assembled at Lincoln agreed on a reply to a Bull issued by pope Boni-

face viii on June 27, 1300, in which a claim was made of supremacy in Scotland. The
entire body of Earls and Barons of England (104 in number), after the Commons had

been dismissed, write and sign this reply, in which they assert the feudal dependence
of Scotland upon England. The original Latin is here given, with an English trans-

lation : then follow 104 coats of arms of the Barons. Round the lower three sides of

Michael Burghers's engraved Arms is the ' Breif Account' of the claim and the right to

resist it. The names of the subscribers occur both in the document and round the seals.

The editor prefixes and suffixes short notes in which he states that the letter is printed

from a document in Corpus Christi college in Oxford. The Vice-Chancellor's Impri-
matur of Feb. 8, 167S (167!), is in the lower left corner, and the imprint or colophon
in the lower right corner. The engraving is excellently done, and with the

' Breif

B b 2
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Account' fills the lower or second sheet. The npper sheet contains the Latin and

English texts in parallel columns. The size of the two sheets together is 32" x 2 1", at

least. The price was apparently <jd. The Protestant editor's name is unknown, R.

3211. Grotius, Hugo. De Veritate Religionis Christiane. Oxon. 1679.
So both in the auction-sale catalogue of Richard Davis's books at Oxford on April

19, 16S6, pt. I, p. 47, lot 296, and in that of Thomas Bowman's books at Oxford on
Feb. 28, i68f, Libri Omissi, in i2mo, lot 908. I have not found any trace of a copy,
nor is it otherwise mentioned in bibliographies. 1675 and 1700 are the nearest Oxford
editions. RR.

Hickes, William, Oxford Drollery : see no. 3202.

3212 {u. p.). Innocent XI, Pope.
Decrees . . . [&c., as no. 3180, except that there is a full stop after

' XI ', and a semi-

colon sfter
'

it is ', and that after the clause ' to which ... it is ', which is now in round

brackets, the following words are added,
'

By the direction of an Eminent Person of

Honour', the lines of the title-page being slightly altered to allow the addition. The
date is now 1679, ^""^ ^^^ imprint no. 537 f (Oxford, by L. IJchfield for R. Davis)
instead of no. 180. Also the (wrong) catch-word ^/wi-f is added on p. 5, referring to

p. 1 1
, not 6 : and pp. 5 2-4 are rearranged, p. 54 being no longer blank. Otherwise this

is a reissue of the sheets of no 3180, which see. R.

3213 {S/ield.). (Lily, William.) A Short Introduction of Grammar.. .

[&c., as no. 3063, adding 'many' before
use/ii/].

'The Third Edition.'

Impr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1679 : 12° : pp. [70 (2, engr. of boys gathering
fruit : 3, title : 5-8,

' To the Reader '
: 9-68, the Grammar : 69-70,

' Gulielmi Lilii . . .

Carmen de Moribus ')] + [269, i.e.
'

i '-' 6
',

'

73
'-' 335

'

(Lily's Grammar in Latin, with

title-page
' Brevissima Institutio . . . Editio tertia priori longe auctior and emendatior ')]

-I- [l (blank)], signn. [ir]^, a-o'^ : Long primer and Brevier, roman and English solid.

^A reprint of no. 3063 (1675), with no obvious alterations in the text, and continuing
the odd pagination of part 2, and the marking of 5 pages of each sheet in part i, and 6

pages in part 2, with signatures. For the first edition of this Sheldonian series of Lily,
see no. 2982(1673).

3214 {Sheld). Luzancy, Hippolyte Dn C. de : Reflexions [in black

letter: thei{\ On the Council of Trent, In Three Discourses ... [11 lines\.

A Conclusion of the foregoing Discourses. Concerning the State of the

Church of England [4 Iines\ ... By H. C. de Luzancy, Mr. of Arts of

Christ Church in Oxford.

Impr. 648 (Oxford, at the Theater, for Pitt, Parker, Leak and Guy [in London]) :

1679 = "-^'c, exactly as no. 3144].—A reissue of the sheets of no. 3144 (1677), ^^'^h

only a new and longer title-page, in which the author no longer styles himself a Deacon
of the Church of England.

3215 {She/tt.). Maimonides, Moses. R. Moses Maimonides de Jure

Pauperis et Peregrini apud Judseos. Latine vertit & notis illustravit

Humphridus Prideaux, A.M. ^dis Christi Alumnus, [efigr. of Shel-

donian Theatre\.
Impr. 651 (O.xonii, e Th. Sheld. proM. Pit, of London) : 1679: sm. 4°: pp. [32 (i,

title : 2, imprimatur 7 Feb. 167! • 3~^' ^P- dedic. to Heneage Finch, lord Daventry :

7-17, 'Lectori': 18, Errata : 19-32,
'

Index', i. e. list of contents of both parts)] + 168

(1-109,
' Constitutiones de Donis Pauperum

'

in 10 chapters : 1 1 1-68,
' Constitutiones

de Proselytis
'

with half-title, in 5 chapters, both pieces in Hebrew and Latin, with notes

after each chapter, signn. A (blank. A, A2, blank), «-(-, A-x*: Pica and (Hebrew) English
solid.—What induced the Editor of the Marmora Oxoniensia to issue a Hebrew
book on Pauperism is not known. The dedication states that English municipal law
was based on the law of Moses, and that Finch as Lord Chancellor might be said to be

patron of the Poor Law. The preface gives a history of the Talmud, and of Maimo-
nides' work on it. The two parts deal with Alms and Treatment of Strangers. Pri-
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deaiix had recently returned from a Welsh living to be vicar of St. Clements in Oxford.
The Hebrew is unpointed, and in parallel columns with the Latin on the same page,
and the Latin rules the sequence of pages, for convenience. The whole treatise is

rather for junior Hebraists than advanced scholars, and is Maimonides' abridged form.

The book occurs in the Term Catalogue oi Nov. 1679 (i. 471) priced 4^'. For the

editor, see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 656 and the Diet, of Nat. Biogr.

3216 {Sheld.). [Marshall, dr. Thomas.] The Catechism Set forth in

the Book of Common-Prayer, Briefly explained by Short Notes, grounded
upon Holy Scripture, [engr. 0/ Sheldo?2mn Theatre.~\

Impr. 5S2 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1679 • (fours) em. 8° : pp. [16 (r, title : 2,

imprimatur, 20 March 167! : 3-4, 'To the Reader', and text : 5-12, the Catechism :

13-16, Testimonia from archbp. Egbert up to Ussher)] + 48 (the Notes), signn. A, Si,
E—G"* : Pica roman and English solid.—Short practical notes on the Church Catechism :

they. begin 'N. or M.] The Christian Name, which was given in Baptism, calleth to

mind the Christian Faith
'

: the notes are confirmed by numerous marginal references

to the Bible. Wood {Ath. Oxon. iv. 171) testifies that these notes 'were drawn up and

composed by our author [i.e. dr. T. Marshall, rector of Lincoln college] upon the desire

and notion of Dr. John Fell . . . to be used by the ministers of his diocess in the catechising
of the children of their respective parishes '. The preface claims for the book brevity,

plainness, and some delineation of doctrines. All editions of these Notes are anonymous,
though the authorship is undoubted, but they had a long vogue. The known editions,
besides the Welsh version by John Williams of Cambridge published at Oxford in 16S2,
are all printed at Oxford, as below :

(ij-/) 1679 6/'/i 1684 ii/A 1700 1812

{imt) 1680 Ith \2th 1704 181 7

ird S,th 1 831

4/^ ^th 1692 'new' 1790 1835
5//i 1683 loth I'jg'j

At least as early as 1 68 2 an '

Essay of Questions and Answers
'

framed out of the notes

was added to each edition, and occurs in the Welsh translation.

Oxford, Univ., Sheld. press. Catalogus: see no. 3202
*

3217. Perreaud, Francois. The Divell of Mascon . . . [&c., almost

exactly as no. 2841]. The fifth Edition.

Impr. 335 (5 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis) : 1679: sm. 8°: pp. [30 (i, title : 2-6,
2 letters, as no. 2841 : 7-29, the Relation : 29-30, Appendix)] + [2 (Addition and Ap-
probation)], signn. A-B^ : Long primer solid.—A reprint of no. 2841 without inten-

tional variation. In the last line but one of the last page
' Molret

'

is an errror for
' Morlet '. R.

3218. Pierce, dr. Thomas. A Decad of Caveats to the People of

England, of General Use in All Times, but most seasonable in These . . .

To which is added an Appendix ... By Thomas Pierce D.D. Domestick

Chaplain to His Majesty, and Dean of Sarum. Partim Jussu, partim
Permissu Superiorum.

Impr. 593* (London [by E. F(lesher)] for R. Davis, Oxford) : 1679 '• ^na. 4" : pp. [28
(i, title, within double line : 3-24,

' Paraenesis to the Reader
'

: 25-26,
' The General

. . . Contents': 27, title-page: 'A seasonable Caveat against the Dangers of Credu-

lity ... a Sermon before the King at Whitehall, on . . . February [2], 167! • • • Pub-
lished by His Majestie's especial Command', with impr. 652 (London, by E. F. for

R. Davis, Oxfordj] + 449 (1-388, the 10 discourses: 3S9-449, the Appendix) + [5
(2-5, 'The Table of Particulars', an index: 5, Errata)], signn. a-c*, d'-, A-z, Aa-zz,
Aaa-Lll*.—Ten discourses or warnings (Caveats) intended to satisfy malcontent

politicians, settle
' Erraticks in Religion ', and unite Protestant-Dissenters : the Appen-

dix aims at convicting the ' Setter up of Science' against Religion. The first discourse
with its title-page is sometimes found separate (no. 3219), for it was issued a short time
before the Decade, see Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 305. The Decade occurs in the Term
Catalogue for Nov. 1679 K^- 3^6).
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3220. *tP[lot], R[obert]. Enquiries to be propounded to the most

Ingenious of each County in my Travels through England and Wales, in

order to their History of Nature and Arts, [/exifollows^
[Noimprint, place, or date, but Oxford, February, 167I] : folio : pp. [4 (the Enquiries,

signed
' R. P.')], sign. A- : Long primer (?) solid.—A questionnaire in just such matters

as are described- in Plot's Natural History of Oxfordshire (no. 3130, above
; 1677),

including arts and antiquities at greater length than in no. 3022 (1674). It begins
'

I. Concerning the Heavens and Air. Know you of any body '. The note at end states

that the Oxfordshire volume can still be had at the Sheldonian Theatre in Oxford, or in

London at Moses Pitt's or Simon Miller's
;
and winds up

'
all persons [who help him]

shall receive due acknowledgments according to the merits of their informations
;
and

if they shall communicat any secret, shall be gratified with a suitable return of another
'

!

This refers of course to trade mysteries or special inventions. Aslimole's copy in the

Bodleian is dated ' Oxon. 14 Febr. 167I ', in manuscript. Only Staffordshire was issued

(in 16S6) of this proposed series. It is worth recording that a letter to bp. Fell, undated,

beginning
' Reverend Sir, As often as I have reflected ', on a similar project to Plot's,

has been generally attributed to Plot, as for instance by Wood (^Ath. Oxon. iv. 775), but
Wood's editor Bliss, in his copy of the Athcnae, in the Bodleian, proves that the letter

was by Thomas Browne, son of the well-known Sir Thomas Browne (d. 1682).

3221 («. /).). Provinciale. Provinciale, (sen Constitutiones Angliae,)
continens Constitutiones Provinciales quatuordecim Archiepiscoporum
Cantuariensium, viz., a Stephano Langtono ad Henricum Chichleium

;
cum

Summariis atqueeruditisAnnotationibus, summaaccuratione denuo revisum

atque impressum. Auctore Gulielmo Lyndwood. J.U.D. Officiali Curiae

Cantuarise, dein Privati Sigilli Custode, demiam Episcopo Menevensi.
Cui adiciuntur Constitutiones Legatinse D. Othonis, et D. Othoboni,
Cardinalium . . . Cum Profundissimis Annolationibus Johannis de Athona,
Canonici Lincolniensis. Huic Editioni nunc primum accesserunt Consti-

tutiones Provinciales antedictorum Archiepiscoporum, & aliorum, sine

Glossematis in ordinem digestse. Omnia ab . . . erroribus . . . purgata ac

restituta. \riiottofrom Horace?^
Impr. 337 (Oxonire, exc. H. Hall [& L. Lichfield] per R. Davis) : 1679 • (fours) folio :

pp. [64 (I, title: 2, imprimatur, 23 March 167^: 3,
'

prtefatio' anonyraa : 4-6, three

epp. dedicatorice, Lyndwood's to archbp. Chicheley, Jodocus Badius Ascensius's tc

archbp. Warham, Sept. 13, 1506, and the same to the English clergy. May 15, 1506 : 7,
three short Latin accounts of Lyndwood: 9-10, list of authors cited: 11, 'Leges
allegandi methodus' : 12, table of rubrics : 13-44, index of subjects : 44, list of the 14
archbishops : 45-6, chronological list of the Constitutions with their position in the old
Provinciale : 47-8, list of the same in the new order : 49-57, syllabus of contents : i;S-

64, similar syllabuses for the Legatine Constitutions)] + 356 (the Provincial Constitu-

tions) + 155 (the Legatine Constitutions, with title-page :
— ' Constitutiones Lega-

ting. . . D. Othonis et D. Othoboni . .. ', with impr. 337 c, prologue, &c., by Johannes de

Athon, the glossator) + [21 (2-15, index of Athon's notes : 16-19, index of Johannes
Chappusius's marginal notes : 20, index of chapters in the Legatine Constitutions, and
a Latin epigram of Ascensius)] x 77 (supplementary Constitutions and documents 1222-

1510, beginning with the Oxford Council of the former year) + [3 (2, index to marginal
notes in the supplement)], signn. *^, a-o^, A-z, Aa-xx'', Yy^ : (^Constt. Legat.) a-t^, v-z,
Aa-Bb^: (Suppl.) A-K*: Long primer & Pica solid.^An important work, and still the

chief authority on English Canon Law. The editio princeps is that of Oxford in 1483
(no. 14) : this was followed by at least eight more before 1560, and an English trans-

lation in 1534. The only later ones are the Oxford abridgement (text complete, but
notes abridged) in 1664 (no. 2669), and the present one, still regarded as the best. It

appears to be based on the Paris edition of 1506, edited by Ascensius, which, however,
did not include the Legatine or supplementary Constitutions. As in the old editions,
the text is in larger type surrounded on three sides by the glosses. Only the general

title-page shows that the Legatine and supplementary parts belong to the volume, the

second title-page, pagination, and signatures being quite independent. The editor'spreface
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does not mention either of the two previous Oxford editions, nor can the editor's name^
be gathered from the two long old-fashioned colophons on pp. 356 and (3rd pagination)

77 (imprr. 653, 654). John
' de Athona' was John Acton, who died in 1350. The work

has the nnusual distinction of being advertised in the London Gazette of Jan. 30-Feb. 3,

1671, where it is announced that subscribers can apply for their copies (in quires) at the

enhanced price of \2s. at the offices of Richard Davis in Oxford and Moses Pitt in

London, and by paying carrage at John Courtney's shop in Salisbury and George May's
in Exeter. See also the Term Catalogue for Feb. 18, 1679 (i. 345).

'

J.U.D,' in the

title is, of course, Juris Utriusque Doctor.

It is noteworthy that the Theatre Press, which published Beveridge's Synodicon in

1672, did not undertake the present work, but the simple explanation may be that

Richard Davis did not wish to part with his rights in the 1664 edition. One result is

that the present issue is more ornamental than it would have been, since the Press pos-
sessed quite few ornaments or ' flowers

'

at this time, while the University printers held

a large and various stock of them at their own houses.

It appears also that all after p. 356 of the Constitiitiones Provinciales (i.e. the Legatine
and miscellaneous parts) were printed by L. Lichfield, except perhaps the title-page

(only) of the Legatine part. Such at least is the evidence of the device and ornaments :

but as that device (on the title-page of the Legatine part) had not been used by Hall

since 1669 it may have been handed over to Lichfield in the interval.

3222 {Sheld.). Seneca, Lucius Annseus. L. Annsei Senecae Et Ali-

orum Tragoedise serio emendatce Editio prioribus longe Correctior.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1679 : (sixes) 12° : pp. [2 (r, title, engraved)] +
286

(' 285 ', but 238 is doubled : the usual 10 tragedies), signn. [tt]!, a-Z, Aa« : Brevier

solid.—The first and only Oxford edition of the Tragedies of, or attributed to, Lucius

Annseus Seneca (in Latin verse on the Greek model), though the London press had

poured out several editions, with the notes of Thomas Farnaby, between 1613 and 1675.
The ornamental plate of the title-page is identical with that of Blumerel's Ekgantia
(no. 3204 above), except that the title itself and a minute part of Apollo's sceptre are

replaced by a new piece, newly engraved. The book occurs in the Term Catalogue of

Nov. 1679 as priced 25., and sold by the four London partners of the Sheldonian Press.

(T.C.i. 376.)

3225. South, dr. Robert. Sermons preached Upon Several Occasions.

By Robert South, D.D. and Chaplain to His Royall Highness the Duke of

York.

Impr. 646** (Oxford, by PI. Hall for R. Davis and \V. Nott [of London] : 1679:
8°: pp. [22 (i, title: 3, contents: 4, 'Errors', 18 lines: 5, 7-21, title, dedn., and

pref. of 1st sermon)] +300 (1-300, the six sermons, see below), signn. *2^ a-V^ :

English solid.—A made-up volume, as follows:—signn. ai-hS, title-page (with impr,'

646*, as above), dedn. (1660), and pref. to Interest deposed ... in two sermons, 4th ed.

Oxford, 1678, the 2nd being on ' Ecclesiastical Policy', with a title (1678, with impr,

646**) and dedn. (1662) of its own, see no. 2530 ; sign. Bi^ is blank : signn. II—l6^,
* A sermon ... at ... St. Paul['s], 1662, with title (1678) and dedn. (see no. 2651) :

signn. L7-07, 'A sermon . . . before the Court ... in Oxford', with title (1678) and
dedn. (see nos. 2720-22) : signn. 08, P1-R7,

' A sermon ... at Lambeth . ,
., with

title (1678) and dedn, (1666): sign. 08^ is blank, and r8 torn off (a blank leaf):

signn. si-v8,
* A sermon upon the 7, lohn 17', with title (1679) ^'^^ imprimatur, 29

June 1678. The six sub-titles and texts are (i) p. [5], Matth. x. 33: (ii) p. 51, i

Kings xiii. 33-34 : (iii) p. 1 11, Gen. i. 27 : (iv) p, 155, Prov. iii. 17 : (v) p. 205, Titus

ii. ult. : (vi) p, 253, John vii. 17. The last five sermons all bear impr. 646**.
The foregoing is the standard issue, but two others preceded it. No. 3223 contains

only five sermons, and the last page ended with a leaf bearing the title-label
' Dr. South's

Sermons' (pp. 253-4, sign. r8), which was usually torn out when the sixth sermon
came in, causing a break in the signature sequence, but not in the pagination, for the

new title-leaf (si) is pages 253-4. I have not met with a copy with only five sermons,
but the title-label shows that it was at least intended.

No. 3224 differs from the standard issue only in the Contents occupying two pages

1 Dr. Robert Sharrock, the editor of the 1664 edition for R. Davis, was still alive,
a canon of Winchester.
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([3-4]) instead of one, and in the Errata occupying three lines instead of eighteen :

unfortunately the long new list so entirely superseded the former that the Errata in the

former still remain uncorrected !

3226-3235. {Numbers omitted by accident.^

3236. Stierius, Johannes.
'

Joan, Stierii Tabulae Philosophic® . . .

Oxon. 1679.'
So in Richard Davis's Auction Catalogue, part 4 (1692), p. 28 (Misc. in 4°), lot

73. Johann Stier, a German philosopher of Jena (1599-1648), published Pracepta

Logics, PhysiccB and Spkaricce, and several editions of these P^-accpta combined were

published in England (4th ed. Lond. 1652 : 6th ed. Oxford 1667 (no. 2387) : 7th. ed.

Lond. 1671 : Sth ed. Lond. 1678). But no such title as the above occurs as published
in the British Museum or Bodleian

;
nor in Zedler or Jocher or the Term Catalogues.

It is quite possible, however, that a new edition of the 1667 book was printed in Oxford

in 1679, and given the general title Tabula: Philosophica. R.

3237 (^'/^^/a'.). Vossius, Isaac. Isaaci Vossii De Sibyllinis Aliisque

quae Christi natalem pracessere Oraculis. Accedit Ejusdem responsio ad

objectiones nuperae Criticae Sacrae. \engr. 0/ Sheldonian.'\

Impr. 559 a (Oxonije, e Th. Sheldoniano) : 1679 : (fours) 8" : pp. [12 (i, title : 3-8,

ep. dedic. to Thomas Brown (' Bruno '), canon of Windsor, dated mid-December 1672 :

9-1 1, an addition to p. 19 of the text)] + lOl (1-98, the work : 99-101, 'Ad Judceos',
an appeal to the Jews) + [3 (List of books sold by M. Pitt in London)] +56 (i, half-

title to the Responsio: 3-56, the Responsio), signn. [tt]*, *^, A-N, a-g* : English
solid.— Isaac Vos, son of the greater Dutch scholar, Gerardus Johannes Vossius, was
at this time a canon of Windsor, and in this treatise deals with Old Testament prophe-
cies of Christ as well as the Greek Oracles and the later collection of so-called Sibylline

Oracles, with a view to establish Christianity against the Jews, but incidentally evincing
much credulity. Why publication was delayed from 1672 to 1679 is not clear, but

Vossius hunted many hares. The latter part is an answer to the French Oratorian and

polyonymous Hebraist, Richard Simon, who published in 1678 an Histoire critique du
Vieux Testament. The controversy went on for some time, and the Responsio was

reprinted in more than one edition of Vossius's Obset-vatiottes. The list of Pitt's books
contains 13 Oxford books and 29 others, and is the first printed at Oxford to affix the

dates (1660-1679) throughout. For a reissue of the sheets, with slightly different

imprint in 1680, see no. 3282 : the two issues are equally common.

3238. Wallis, dr. John. The Resurrection Asserted : in a Sermon
Preached to the University of Oxford, on Easter-day, 1679. By John
WaUis, D.D. . . .

Impr. 624 (Oxford, by H. Hall for J. Good) : 1679 • s°^- 4° • PP- [4 (^' imprimatur,

June 30, 1679 : 3, title)] -I- 37 (the sermon, on i Cor. xv. 20) + [3 (i, the first Imes of

the Phenomena of Aratus in Greek, with an English verse rendering on the next page
/5e^.

'

Begin we, first of all
'

: i, Errata)], signn. A-E^, [f]^ : English solid.—A clear

and reasoned discourse : at p. 32 he argues that Societies and Nations are punished or

rewarded in the future world in the persons of their members. The passage of Aratus
mentioned above is referred to at p. 3. The word Deaster (a middling or imperfect

Deity) occurs on p. 2 and perhaps nowhere else in literature.

3239 (S/ield.). Willis, dr. Thomas. Pharmaceutice Rationalis. . . .

Authore Tho. Willis M. D. . . . Editio tertia. [engr. 0/Sheldonian Theatre^
Impr. 655 (Oxonian, e Th. Sheld., pro R. Davis) : 1679 • (fours) 8" : pp. [36 (1, title :

3, dedn. : 4, personal imprimatur by the V. C, Oct. 31, 1673 : 5-11, preface : 13-22,

23-36, full list of contents of both parts)] 4-164 (part i : also 6 engr. tables) -f- [20
(i, title of part 2, dated 1678, with impr. 559 a [Oxoniae, e Th. Sheld.] : 2, personal

imprimatur of the V. C, Nov. 12, 1675: 3, dedn. : 5-14, preface and postscript : 15-
19, the two Latin poems by Will. Dawkins)] -I- 2IO (part 2: also 8 engr. tables) +
[14 (1-6, index of pt. i : 7-13, index of pt. 2)], signn. [a]^, b^, c-e, A-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-
Eee* : Brevier solid.—A reprint of nos. 3032 and 3083, and the second part has

already been given a separate number (3199), and as far as form goes could be issued

separately with its index. The two parts are, however, bound together by the general
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title-page, and the signatures of the indexes. The precise meaning of ' Editio tertia
'

on the general title is dubious, unless foreign issues are counted, or the English transla-

tion, and even so it is not an accurate statement. It is recorded in the Terfu Cat. of

Dec. 6, 167S (i. 338^, as '

price, bound, 6j'.

3239. Wiseman, Robert. Le Blazon . . .

For this London issue of no. 3200 (1678) with three London publishers, perhaps
dated 1679 ^""^ perhaps omitting mention of the Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford where
the plate was engraved, see no. 3200 above. I know of no copy of this second issue.

RR.

3240 {Sheld.). Xenophon. Eevot^aJvTos K.vpov TratSetas /3t/3Ata 77'.

\engj'. of Ihe Sheldonian Theatre.~\

Impr. 628 ('E« Qedrpov kv 'O^owa) : kv tu fT(i axo6 (i.e. 1679) : (fours) sm. 8° : pp.
[4 (i, title: 3-4, two accounts of Xenophon from Suidas)] + 258 (the work) + [2,

blank], signn. *2, A-Z, Aa-li*, Kk^ : Long primer solid.— In this volume there is not a
word or letter which is not Greek, except the signatures. This Cyropsedia or Educa-
tion of Cyrus—which is a '

political romance
'

of no value by itself as history
—was a

favourite text-book for schools. The present issue has some claim, at present, to be
considered the first Oxford edition, see nos. 2867, 3034. It was followed by others
in 1703, 1727, and 1772.

3242 {Sheld.). Zosimus. Zwo-t/Aoi; . . . Zosimi Comitis & Exadvo-
cati Fisci Historice nova^ Libri Sex, notis illustrali. [engr. 0/ the Sheldonian
Theatre

P\

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.): 1679: (fours) 8°: pp. [8 (i, title: 3-4 ep.
dedic. to bp. John Dolben and dr. Richard liusby, signed

' T. S.' : 5-6, preface : 7-8,
an account of Zosimus by Photius)] + 384 (the v/ork in Greek and Latin, in parallel
columns, with a short supplementary passage from Baptista Egnatius), signn. a, A-Z, Aa-
Zz, Aaa-Bbb* : Small pica, the Greek leaded, the Latin solid.—The editor of Zosimus
was a Christ Church man, dr. Thomas Sparke (matr. 1672), who in 1680 at Fell's

suggestion edited Lactantius, and there states that the Latin notes in this Zosimus are
his own (see Wood's Ath. Oxen. iv. 368, Hearne's Diary [Oxf. Hist. Soc], ii. 71, iv.

331). Zosimus wasa fifth-century pagan historian of the Decline of the Roman Empire,
and Sparke favours the idea that as a historian he was fair-minded, when not referring
to Christianity. This is the first English edition of Zosimus, and is regarded as one of
Fell's Year Books—which is possible, though Fell's name is nowhere mentioned. The
notes are not numerous, and the edition not of permanent value. The notes (in

English) are appended to a new English translation of Zosimus, Lond. 1684.

Bibles, &c.

3243 {Sheld.). Bible—English. The Holy Bible Containing the Old
Testament and the New Newly translated out of the Originall Tongues
and with the former Translations diligently Compared and Revised

[li'ne^

By His Majesties Command
\_line] Appointed to be Read in Churches.

\_efigr. lille.'\

Impr. 596 (At the Theater in Oxford): 1679: (eights) sm. 4°; pp. [888 (i, engr.
title : 3, dedn. to James i : 4, list of books in O. T., Apocr., N. T. : 5-8S8, O. T.)] +
[160 (Apocrypha)] + [244 (i, pr. title: 2-243, N. T., with impr. 648a (Theater in

Oxford for Pitt, &c., London, as colophon : 244, tables of Kindred and Affinity,

"Weights and Measures, Money and Time)], signn. [w]^. A—Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa*, Bbb*, Ccc^ :

(a)-K^ : [tt]',
^-/* : Bourgeois and Brevier solid.

There are several points and several issues of this Bible.

Points. It is perhaps the first English Bible to print marginal dates as well as

references and notes : they are Anni Mundi, not Anni Christi
;
the first is at Gen. v. 3,

130 : Abraham's birth is 2008, Job is dated 2400 : in i Esdr. i. 29 the battle of Megiddo
is 2394 : the Birth of Christ is 4000 : the Crucifixion 4036.
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The table of Kindred and Affinity is perhaps here first in Bibles
;
and also the

tables of Weights and Measures, Money, and Time, the latter three tables only contain-

ing what are mentioned in Scripture. There are printed headlines. The book is close-

ly printed, with no space before a new book.
T?he General title is engraved, and no printed one is known : it measures 6f in. x

4j-^g in., and represents a platform witii figures of Jeremiah and Isaiah in front
;
behind

them is a stone front with four pillars, and above this an altar with Moses and Aaron
on either side. The centre of the stone front is occupied by the engraved title and

imprint, surmounted by the Royal Arms : below the front is a small engraving of the

Sheldonian Theatre.

The Apocrypha has no title, and is as often wanting as not, in this edition.

The printed title of the New Testament (' The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ ') is in the same form as the general title, adding
'

special
'

(command) ;

and bears 20 small square ornaments (thistles) arranged as an inverted pyramid, and

impr. 648 a, here as well as in the colophon.
This Bible appears to have been reprinted from the Cambridge edition of 1675, not

the Oxford one of that date, to judge by certain text readings.
Issues. The first issue (no. 3243) has been described. As a matter of type, it is in

brevier as far as sign. eS (Ex. xxxix. 7) : the rest of the O. T. and all the N. T. are in

bourgeois, a slightly larger type : the Apocrypha is in all issues in the smaller type,
brevier. In some copies sign. e8 has been reset (on eS", 2nd col., 1. 6 from foot begins

ed, not nianded).
The second issue (no. 3244) is entirely without marginal references, notes, or dates:

a copy is in the Bible Society collection, without the Apocrypha.
The third issue (no. 3245) exhibits three changes. Instead of the ornaments on the

title of the N. T. a rough engraving of the Arms of the University appears, set in a sun :

and the N. T. imprint is reset in 5 lines instead of 4 : the colophon is also reset omit-

ting
' London '.

The fourth issue (no. 3246) shows an important change. The brevier type of the

text from Gen. i. i to Ex. xxxix. 7 is now altered to bourgeois, a slightly larger type,
and thus ranges with the rest of the Bible (60 lines in a column), except the Apocrypha
(still brevier and 62 lines in a column) : the early signatures are now A*, b-e^, [tt]*.

No. 3247 (in the Bodleian) exhibits a curious indication that this Bible was intended

to be issued in six parts (probably without the Apocrypha). It consists of ' The Third
Part of the Holy Bible : containing, The Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,
and the Song of Solomon '. There are no marginal entries at all. With it is bound
the whole of the New Testament, with no title-page or marginal entries, but with the

same colophon as no. 3243. before it was altered. The title takes the place of the type
of the end of Esther, and similarly the beginning of Isaiah is removed (though the name
is left at the top of the page), and ' The End '

is substituted. The binding is contem-

porary, and the volume forms the Poetical Books, with the New Testament : but the

scheme of dividing the Bible into parts was probably given up, and nothing of it

publislied. RR.
It is clear that in the Bible and tlie Prayer Book printing there was a custom of the

compositors employed by the London partners at Oxford to mark % 6^ and 8^ 1 with

one of the following signs, %> ( )» *> or f, for convenience of folding, and there are

signs that each compositor had one of the four signs (see the N. T. marking). But they
were carelessly used, and occur sometimes on $ i"",

2^
, 3'^ and^ , "f, and are sometimes

omitted.

3248 {S/ield.). Bible—N.T.—Latin. Novum Testamentum Domini
nostri lesu Christi Jnterprete Theodoro Beza

\_orji.
: an engraved title.]

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1679 : (sixes) 12° : pp. 377 (i, engr. title : 3-377,
the text: 377, a colophon, impr. 656 (Sheld. Th. for the 4 London publishers) + [i

(list of books)], signn. [tt]!, a-Z, Aa-Hh^, li'^] : Brevier solid.

This appears to be now a rare edition : it was advertised in the London Gazette of

March 24-27, 167I, as
' Of a fair Character in Twelves ',

and (as Term Catalogue of Feb.

18, i67f) to be sold by the four London partners: and two copies were sold in the Davis
Sales I, p. 40 : III, p. 21, but it never reached the Bodleian, and is not in Darlow's Bible

^
$ is the mark proposed by Dr. McKerrow as a symbol loxany sheet used exempli

gratia. So w (see no. 3248) is his mark for z.preli)ninary sheet bearing no signatures.
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Society Catalogue, but the British Museum has a copy. Beza's first edition was issued

in 1556. Perhaps the present edition was meant to be used for academical purposes,
or in the Latin Chapel in the Cathedral. The engraved title bears the words between
floriated pillars. On the last page is a list of nineteen books printed at the Theatre in

and after 1675, and sold by Pitt, Parker, Guy, and Leake. R.

3249 ( S/ie/d.). Prayer, Book of Common. The Book of Common
Prayer, and Administrations of the Sacraments, and Other Rites and
Ceremonies of the Church of England ;

with the Psaher or Psalms of

David Pointed as they are to be sung or said in Churches.

Impr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theater) : 1679 : sm. 4° : pp. [128 (i, title : 2-S, Tables,
Calendar 1675-1714, &c., 9-126, the text : after the Psalms follow forms for use at Sea,

Gunpowder Treason, Nov. 5 ; King Charles Martyr, Jan. 30 ;
and King Charles Birth

and Return, May 29 : 127-S, blank)], signn. A*, A-G*, H* : Brevier solid.

The second Oxford Prayer Book : see no. 3090. The three particular services above
mentioned are enjoined in the rubric after the Tables. There is a note that the sup-

putation of the year in the Church begins on March 25. The Epistles and Gospels are

not printed at full length. The Ornaments rubric occurs in its usual place at the head
of the Order for Morning Prayer : see T/ie Flemings in Oxford (0\{. Hist, Soc.) ii, 3SS.

In some copies (no. 3250) an extra leaf is inserted at end, bearing a Form of Prayer
for the Fire of London, Sept. 2 (sign.' ^ A').
The engraved title is in three parts : the middle exhibits the title between two decor-

ated pillars : above are the Royal Arms with supporters, in front of a broken arch :

beneath are * BURGHE[RS] . . . SCULP. ', an engraving of the Sheldonian from the

north with an oval frame, and the imprint and date at foot. R.

3251 {Sheld>i. Bible—O. T.—Psalms—English. The Whole Book
of Psalms, Collected into English Metre, by Thomas Sternhold, John
Hopkins, and others .... \tivo texts, ornn.'\

Impr. 595 (Oxford, pr. at the Theater) : 1679 : (eights) sm.4° : pp. [2 (i, title: 2,

tables, see below)] + 96 (the Psalms + 2
'

Songs ') + [6 (1-4, additional verses: 4-6,

family prayers, one morning, one evening, in prose)], signn. A-F^, G* : Brevier solid.

The Psalms are preceded by thirteen sets of canticles and verses, including the Atha-
nasian Creed, Ten Commandments, and Lord's Prayer, but the Benedicite omnia Opera
proved too tough even for these rhymesters, and is in blank verse. Ten more sets follow

the Psalms, including a second rendering of the Lord's Prayer
—a list of these, and an

alphabetical list of incipits of the Psalms precede p. i. Among the additional versi-

fiers are T. C, W. K., M. N., R. W., W. W., for whom see the D.N.B.s. v. John
Hopkins.

1680.

Parliament met, after several prorogations, on Oct. 21 at Westminster, and sat till

Jan. 18, i6Sy. The next session was the brief and memorable one at Oxford, March 21
to March 28, i6Sy, on which day the King summarily dissolved it : after which no
Parliament was summoned till May 19, 16S5, in James ii's reign. On Nov. 11 a bill

passed the Commons to exclude James duke of York from succession to the crown, but
the House ofLords threw it out on the 15th. Bishop John Fellabsentedhimself from the
House. One eftect was a temporary rapprochement between Churchmen and Dissenters.
There is a sudden and, as far as I know, unexplained collapse of Registration of

books at Stationers' Hall. The only entries in the year are one in Jan., three in May,
two in July and in Sept., and one in Oct. The Term Catalogues are as full as usual.

Feb. 4, old Jacob Bobart, of Brunswick, the first keeper of the Physic or Botanic
Garden at Oxford (1632—So), died, and was succeeded by his son of the same names.
The elder Bobart was considered '

the best gardiner in England' by Wood. Apr. 8,
after three failures, Great Tom, the Christ Church bell, was successfully recast, and re-

served till Tom Tower was finished, whence it first sounded on Restoration Day, May
29, 16S4. The eight Merton bells were also recast in this year. Apr. 19, the first stone
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of the chapel and library of St. Edmund Hall was laid. June 20, Francis Nicholson

of University college delivered a sermon tending towards Popery, and recanted on July

14. July 1 2, the Music lecture and speech were so popular that they were moved from the

Music School to the Sheldonian, and about 2000 persons attended them. Two royal

visits enlivened Oxford in September. On the 9th prince Charles, a nephew of prince

Rupert, duke of Bavaria and elector Palatine of the Rhine, was made a Doctor of

Medicine : and tlie duke of Monmouth (James Scott, son of Charles ii) from the 16th to

the iSthwas in Oxford. Nov. 29, in consequence of insufficient notice having for some

time past been given of business to be transacted in Convocation by the Vice-Chancel-

lor, what we should call a Non-Placet Society voted against everything on the Agenda.
Dec. ii-Jan. 3, a comet with a large tail was visible at Oxford.

It may be noted that James Salgado's Cojifession of Faith (London, 1680, 4° : pp. [8]

+ 12 + {additioii) [4]; is dedicated to the University of Oxford. Salgado was a Spanish
convert to Protestantism, who had received some 'bounty Liberally bestowed' by the

University.
For the murder of John White, of Balliol, see no. 3254.

Minor Pieces.

3252. [Baker, John :

.?]
Advertisement to Booksellers.

[London, 16S0] : br. s., sm. 4° : pp. [2 (i, title as above : then 14 lines of print, be-

ginning
' WhtrtSiS The Fozir Oxford Cullies', see below)].

—A complaint in ill-natured

terms that the Managers of the Sheldonian Press,
'

finding that their illshap'd Testa-

ments, &c., will not answer their expectation
'

had ' Pirated ' Blumerel's Elcgantia Poetica

(no. 3204, above), offering it for sale at \s. ^d. in quires, whereas the
'
true Proprietors

of the Copy
'

sold an edition with ' three Sheets more of Matter
'

for 1 2d. in quires.

The complaint is printed in full in Wood:s Life, ed. Clark, ii. 483, and in Magrath's

Flemings in Oxford, i. 252, as are also Wood's notes that the Cullies are the Four

Farmers of the Press (i.e. Pitt, Leake, Parker, and Guy), and that copies were '

brought
down to Oxford by a London bookseller, and dispers'd there in stationers shops about

ID March i6|§.' The reference is presumably to the 1667 London edition of Blumerel.

The word cully deserves attention. As used here it signifies a dupe or simpleton, and

is explained by the reference to the '

illshap'd Testaments
'

: the Oxford Cullies were

deceived in their expectation of gain from it. But if Wood is right, the lethal shaft was

aimed at the wrong target, for the London Partners were probably not responsible for

Blumerel, but only for the Bibles and suchlike. It is a coincidence, only, that one Nicholas

Cully owned the barges which brought paper at this time from London to Oxford for

the Press, at least in 1672-77. That John Baker, the London bookseller, issued this

' advertisement
'

or notice, is made very probable by what is said under no. 3204.

3253 {Sheld). Pitt, Moses, the
|j
English

||

ATLAS.
|I

Volume I.
||

CONTAINING A
|

DESCRIPTION
|

OF THE
|

PlaCCS nCXt the North-Pole ;
I
AS ALSO

OF
I Mufcovy, Poland, Sweden, Denmark,

|

And their feveral Depend-

ances.
|

with
j

A General Introduction to Geography, and a Large Index,

containing the Longitudes and Latitudes of all the
|
particular Places. . . .

1|

[engr. 0/ Oxford sealed, wilh background 0/ buildings.'\ [Underdotted words

are in red.]

Impr. 657 (Oxford, at the Theater, for Moses Pitt, London) : 1680 : la. folio : pp_

[10 (2, engr. of Charles ii = plate I : 3, title, partly in red, as are Theater, Moses
Pitt^

and MDCLXXX in the imprint : 5-6, dedn. to the King: 7-10, 'The Proposals for

Printing the English Atlas', beg. 'That whereas Moses Pitt', followed by a list of

nearly 800 subscribers)] + 9 (the Introduction) + [l (Addns. and Corrns. for vol. i)]

+ 52 (Greenland, Muscovy, &c.) + 28 (Poland) -1- 72 (Sweden and Denmark) -1- [68 ( i-

66, Index: 67, 'Directions for the Book-Binder': 68, list of ' Books Printed at the

Theater . . . since 1672. And sold by Moses Pitt . . . London', see below)] +many
engraved plates, numbered 2-5, 6-XLlV, not quite regularly; signn. [engr. plate],

[tt, tt*^ (a) (b)^ ci; A-N, Aa-Gg, Aaa-Ttt: a (vol. i)-z (vol. i), Aa (vol. i)-l1 (vol.

i)2, Mmji + many engraved plates, unmarked : Great primer solid.
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The first volume of a magnificent scheme, too great to be carried out. The English
Atlas of the World was planned for ten or twelve volumes, and four were issued, in

16S0, 16S1, 16S2, and 16S3. Moses Pitt, the London publisher, tells the story of it in

his Cry of the Oppressed {i6()\'), and states that vols. 5-6 were almost finished, when he

fell into difficulty (through failure in building speculations), dropped out of his Oxford

partnership, and was a prisoner in the Fleet Prison for debt in 1689-91 : he died in or

soon after 1696.
The present Atlas is implied by John Bagford (1714) to be a new issue of Blaeu's

Atlas Major sive Cosniographia Blaviaiia (i i vols., 1662 ;
12 vols., 1667 ;

Amst. (1659-

72) and "Janson's Atlas Contractus (2 vols., 1666), with corrections, additions, and

English letterpress, but Blaeu seems not to have been in any way personally connected.

Pitt had bought many Jnnson copper-plates in Holland. In the present volume the

engravers or designers or producers are Robert White (frontispiece, Charles ii), Joannes
a Loon, Johannes Jansonius, Steven Swart, Nicolaus Visscher, Isaacus Massa, Henr.

Hondius, Adamus Olearius, G. F. M., Olaus Joannis Gothus, F. H. Van Houe, and

Pitt himself. Blaeu is not mentioned, but Janson is prominent. Wood tells us i^Ath.

Oxon. iv. 442, 534, 749) thatObadiah Walker, William Nicolson, and Robert Cooper
contributed specified parts of the descriptions. The North Polar Map, the 4th (but un-

numbered', has an engraving of the Theatre and an imprint
' Oxon At the Theater,

MDCLXXX '. Like all the maps (but not the frontispiece) it is a large double sheet,

with ornament, figures, and a dedication.

The Atlas (vol. 1) took at least two and a half years to prepare, and had very high

patronage and a very large list (some Soo or so) of subscribers. The following refer-

ences in order of date give the whole history with many details :

1. [1678, early.] Proposals for printing a New Atlas: s. sh., beginning 'Moses

Pitt ... He the said '.

2. 1678, May 3. Appeal with testimonials to owners of maps to lend them, with

list of nearly 160 subscribers : s. sh. beginning
' Whereas his most Sacred Majesty'.

3. [1679?] Proposals with about 350 subscribers, beginning
' Moses Pitt . . . being

encouraged
'

: br. s., large folio.

4. [16S0, May ?] A Catalogue of the Subscriber [nearly 600], with foreword : 4 pp.,

folio.

5. Advertisements in the London Gazette, 1679, May 13-16, July 3-7 : 1680, Apr. 19,

May 27, June 7, July 8.

6. Term Catalogues, i. 33S (Dec. 6, 1678), 379 (Nov. 1679), 416 (Nov. 1680: when
vol. I was published, priced 40.?. in sheets).

7. Dom. State Papers Calendar, 167S.
See also no. 3202* above; Magrath's /7^;«z«^.f in Oxford, i. 310, 312; H, Pri-

deaux's Letters, p. 81.

The list of 87 books printed at Oxford since 1672 and sold by Pitt adds nothing to

our knowledge : he mentions nine more in preparation.
The Atlas mole ruit sua : the descriptions were up to a good standard, and distin-

guished this Atlas from others, such as William Berry's, but probably could not be

kept up without difficulty. The volumes are still high-priced, but can hardly be
called rare, many being still in colleges and country houses.

Vol. 2 was published at Oxford in 1681, and vol. 3 in 1683, describing the whole of

Germany with letterpress by (bishop) William Nicolson {d. 1727).
Vol. 4 (the Netherlands) came out in 16S2, with letterpress by Richard Peers, M.A.
Of vol. 5 the British Museum possesses pp. i-i 24, without maps.

3254. True Narrative of . . . Murders. A True Narrative Of
Three Wicked and Bloody Murthers Committed in Three Several

Months : The First was at Oxford, Committed by Thomas Hovell, A
Taylor ; Upon the Body of John White, a Scholar of Bealy-Colledge,

through Covetousness for his Money. The Second in London, done by
a Young Lady upon her Lover . . . The Third was done by a Victualler

on Bednal-Green . . . The Reasons of these Murther?, And how they
was Acted. The Book within does more Largelv make Mention.

[London]
' Printed for L, White, in White-Cross-Street

'

: 1680 :
' With Allowance

'

:

sm. 4° : pp. [2 (i, title)] + 6 ^the narrative), signn. A*.—Wood in his Diary (ii. 470,
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482-3) tells the story of this murder. Thomas Hovell, a tailor from Cambridge, had a

shop opposite Balliol, and supplied White, a servitor at Balliol : on Dec. 3 at 10 p.m.
the two were in White's rooms in college, and in the latter's temporary absence Hovell
stole some money, and being surprised in the act by White committed the murder.
He was sentenced on March 5 following, and hanged on March 15 in Broad vStreet, and
the body hanged in chains the next day on Bullingdon Green. The Narrative gives
a longer and more detailed account of the whole affair. White's name seems to have

escaped the University Registers, unless he was formerly at St. Alban Hall. The
Narrative states that he was on the point of taking his degree. This pamphlet clearly

belongs strictly to 1681. R.

Oxford Press.

3255 {ShehL). Andrewes, bp. Lancelot. * Lane. Andrews Preces

Privatce, gr. lat. a Theatro Oxon. 1680' : 'Lane. Epise. Preees Privatse

Quotidianse gr. lat. e Theatro Oxon. 1680.'
These two entries in the 4th part of the Richard Davis book sale, 1692 (p. 20), nos.

3 and 19 among the Libri Theologici, in Duodecimo, are the only two references I can
find to this edition, which seems to have escaped the large libraries and bibliographies,

including the Term Catalogues and the Stationers' Hall Register. Yet the two entries

can hardly be from two separately faked copies. See no. 3049 (1675). ^•

3256 {u. p!). Ashwell, George. De Socino et Socinianismo dissertatio.

AuthoreGeo: Ashwello, S. S. Th: Bace: & Eeclesise Anglieance Presby-
tero. ... [3 quolatmis, then an Imprimatur ofJuly 9, 1679.]

Impr. 337 /i (OxoniK, exc. H. Hall pro R. Davis) : 16S0 : 8°: pp. 14 (i, title : 3-
S, dedn. to bp. Thomas Barlow : 9-13,' Lectori ...')+ 315 (the work, preceded by a

synopsis or argument, in 166 sections) + [5 (2-3, Index Capitum : 4, Errata)], signn. *,

A-U^, wanting Ai torn off : Pica solid.—An essay with the running title
' De sana sive

recta Ralione
'

against the Socinians, who denied the divinity of Christ and therefore

the doctrine of the Trinity. Ashwell was a controversialist, a Fellow of Wadham,
rector of Hanwell from 165S till his death in 1693. The present work is part of a

projected
* De Judice controversiarnm & Catholicje Veritatis Regula', and both the

Socinuses are dealt with. Pp. 1-2 are strictly sign. *8, Ai being always torn off.

The printing is careless: in the Preface to the Reader alone occur 'ohnoxja' and
' Scoinianismo

'

: on p. 2 a whole line
'

proposita . . . Socinianis
'

should be deleted, and
so on. The sheets of the present book with reprinted title-page were reissued in 1693

by J. Adamson, a London publisher, without any corrections. The book occurs in the

Term Catalogue of Nov. 1679. ^^^ Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 396, and Gardiner's

Register of Wadham, i. 96.

3257 {Sheld.). Aurelius Antoninus, Mareus, Roman emperor. MapKov
KvTovLvov AvTOKpdropo?, rwv eis kavrov, ySiySXt'a t/?'.

INIarci Antonini . . .

De seipso & ad seipsum, libri XIL Reeogniti & notis illustrati. [etigr.

of Sheldoniani\
Impr. 559 a (Oxonite, e Th. Sheld.): 16S0: (sixes) 12° : pp. [2 (i, title)] +401 (i,

passage from Herodianus : 2-401, the work in 12 bks., alternate leaves of Greek and

Latin) + [15 (orations and letter of Aurelius)], signn. [77]^, A-Z, Aa-Mm^, Long primer
(Latin), Pica (Greek).—The text and translation of the Thoughts and moral Reflections

of the Stoic emperor are here issued with a few notes chiefly based on Xylander's and
Gataker's editions. The appendix consists of three orations, and one letter ad Fau-

stinam, the last in Latin only, as was natural. The Bodleian copy is from Rawlinson's

library and was a presentation copy from Fell on Jan. i,
' 1680' (i68y), but it is not

known to be edited by him—which is unlikely : it is too long to be one of his Year
books. The Oxford edition of 1704 is independent of the present one.
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3258. Barksdale, Clement. A Sermon preached Vpon the Fifth of

November, 1679, in the Cathedrall Church at Gloucester. By CI. Barks-

dale. \inotto aiid onm.^
Impr. 658 (Oxford [by H. Hall] for J- Barksdale, Cirencester): 1680: sm. 4": pp.

24 (i, title : 3-24, the sermon, on Ps. cxxii. 6
, signn. A-c* : English solid.—An ordi-

nary
'

Gunpowder Plot
'

sermon. Barksdale was born in Gloucestershire, and lived

there most of his life. On p. 15, 6th 1. from foot more is corrected to }i07a, perhaps in

all copies : and so on p. 19 a>id nnruling is deleted. A facsimile of the title-page is in

Roland Austin's Catalogue of the Gloucestershire Collection, 192S, opp. p. 327. See
Wood's Ath. Oxon. iv. 223.

3259 {Sheld.\ Barnes, rev. John. Catholic—Romanus Pacificus.

Auctore Joanne Barnesio, Benedictino Anglo, \engr. of Sheld. T//.]

Impr. 559 a (Oxonise, e Th. Sheld.) : 16S0: (fours) sm. 8°: pp. [8 (i, title: 3-7,

preface : 8,
'

Index', a list of 13 sections) + 171 (the work) + [l], signn. a, a-x', y" : Pica

solid.—A remarkable little book, in which a Roman Catholic and Benedictine monk
endeavoiTrs to elaborate a Via media to reconcile the English and Roman churches.

Barnes is stated by Wood (Ath. Oxon. ii. j;oo) to have been educated at Oxford, but

there appears to be no evidence of it in the Registers of the University. In any case he

became a Roman Catholic in 1604, and after a varied career in England and abroad
was persecuted for heresy, and died in Rome in 1661. In 1627 he is believed to have
been in Oxford at work in the Bodleian. The thirteen sections of the book touch many
matters, and in each a brief statement is followed by

'

paralipomena ', notes and authori-

ties. The attempt was bound to fail, and the treatise was not printed before the

present edition, though parts appeared in 1656 in I. Basire's De antiqua: Ecclesice

Britannicc2 Libertate. The present edition was based on three MSS. supplied by
archbp. Sancroft, lord Anglesey, and dr. Edward Stillingfleet. There is no clue to the

editor, who may have been Obadiah Walker. The piece is reprinted in Edward
Brown's Fascictiliis (1690), vol. ii, pp. 826-70 : and parts of it in English in Richard
Watson's Ancient Liberty of the Bi'itannick Church, 1661.

3260. (Boyle, hon. Robert.) Experiments and Notes. About the

producibleness of Chymicall Principles, Being Parts of an Appendix,
design'd to be added to the Sceptical Chymist. By the Authour of that

Booke.

Impr. 3i6/'rOxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis): 16S0 : sm. 8°: pp. [28 (i, title:

2-16, Author's preface: 17-23, 'The Publisher's Advertisement...' signed
'
I. M.'

25-7,
' The Introduction to the following Notes ')] + 268 (the work in six parts, 1-57,

58-103, 104-38, 139-228, 229-42, 243-6S, but there is 'finis' on p. 201, and p.
2C2 is blank), signn. *^, ***, A-*, B-R^ S^ : Pica solid.— These Experiments are strictly

part of no. 3261, but only loosely attached to it in form. The preface describes the

history of the Sceptical Chymist, and apologizes for the present part of it : so does the
Publisher '

I. M.', who explains that ' some leaves
'

are accidentally omitted ! In fact, as

usual, the work is diffuse and carelessly put together, however valuable in itself. For
other points see the next article.

3261. [Boyle, hon. Robert.] The Sceptical Chymist : or Chymico-
physical Doubts & Paradoxes, Touching the Experiments whereby
vulgar Spagirists Are wont to Endeavour to Evince their Salt, Sulphur
and Mercury, to be The True Principles of Things. To which in this

Edition are subjoyn'd divers Experiments and Notes . . .

Impr. 659 (Oxford, by H. Hall for R. Davis & B. Took, London) : 16S0: sm. S« :

pp. [20 (i, title: 2, imprimatur, May 30, 1677: 3-18, Preface: iS, Errata to the

Appendix : 19-20, List of Contents of the work and the ' Tract annexed ') + 440 (the
work in six parts and a Conclusion), signn. ./", 2?, E-Z, Aa-Ee^ Ff* : English solid.—
Part of a larger work, given in the form, very artificial and undramatic, of a Tetralogue
between Carneades, the chief speaker and critic, Eleutherius, Themistius, and Philoponus,
with the author as auditor and a dim Leucippus. The author's disguise, though
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deliberately adopted, is very thin, the diffuse style and matter at once revealing him.
The title sufficiently describes the subject. The second part or Appendix, which is

covered by the title, is no. 3260.
The first edition, here only slightly altered, was issued in London in 1661 by John

Crooke, and Boyle had legal troubles about the reissue, while he declares that he was
informed of nine Latin impressions of the Chymista Scepticus, as well as one of Geneva
in 1680 : but the only editions in the great libraries are : i. in English, Lond. i66i,Oxf.
1680, Lond. 191 1 ; 2. in Latin, Roterodami 1662, 1668, Geneva 1677, 1680: the Eng-
lish work is reprinted in Boyle's Works, where the prefixed Life gives a full account
of the argument of the treatise. The book occurs in the Term Catalogue of Feb. i6J§
(i, 387) as '

Price, bound, 6^.'. See additional note on p. 390 below.

3262 [Sheld.). Brevint, dr. Daniel. Christian Sacrament.
This occurs twice in the 3rd part of the Sale of Richard Davis's Books (Lond. 1688)

at pp. 140, 143, nos. 379, 551. Probably some copies of no. 3206(1679) had the date

1680 on the title-page. It is exactly the same with Clement Ellis's Gentile Sinner at

p. 142 of the same Sale Catalogue, but as this occurs only once in a catalogue it may be
a mere error for 1679.

3263 {Shcld.). Dalgarno, George. Didascalocophus Or The Deaf
and Dumb mans Tutor, To which is added A Discourse of the Nature

and number of Double Consonants : Both which tracts being the first (for
what the Author knows) that have been published upon either of the

Subjects. By Geo. Dalgarno. {engr. of Sheldonia^i).

Impr. 582 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 16S0 : sm. 8° : pp. [I2,(i, title : 2, Imprima-
tur, undated, and Errata : 3-10,

' The Introduction, with a Key to the . . . Discourse ')]

+ '136' (but 129-32 are omitted in the pagination, with no gap in the text:

1-93, the first part : 95—' 136', the Discourse, entitled 'An Appendix to Cheirology. . .':

136, Post-Script), with a plate, signn. \yf-, A-H^, l^ + plate: English solid.—George
Dalgarno {d. 1687 in Oxford) was a considerable person, as the D.N.B. shows; an

educated Aberdonian, and a real pioneer in his subjects. The plate (bearing 74 and 75,

indicating its position in the book) is the first which illustrates teaching the Deaf by as-

cribing meanings to different parts of the open hand. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 970 ;

Hearne's Diary, iii. 417; and Sir William Hamilton's Discussions on Philosophy,
&c., 2nd ed. (London, 1853) pp. 852-3. The Term Catalogue of June 16S0

(i. 407) states tliat the book was '
to be sold by John Wilmot'. Probably signn. [tt]

and I formed one octavo sheet in printing. R.

3264 {Sheld.). 'Ettiktt/toi; 'Eyx^'ptStoi/ . . . Epicteti Enchiridion, Cebetis

Thebani Tabula, Theophrasti C^^haracteres Ethici, Prodici Hercules, Et M.
T. Ciceronis de Exilio dialogus. Cum versione Latina. Denuo recognita
& notis illustrata.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1680: (sixes) 12°: pp. [12 (i, title : 3-9, preface:

10-12, extracts from Suidas, in Greek with Latin versions)] + lOO (1-57, Epictetus :

59-99, Cebes) +80(1-79, Theophrastus) + 26(1-25, Cicero) + 12 (Prodicus) + I3(' 12':

Cicero) + 9 (notes in Latin), signn. a, B-T^ : Pica Greek, Long primer Latin, solid.—

A reprint, with the addition of Prodicus and Cicero, of no. 2853 (1670), even the mis-

print of vidt-rh for videre (sign, aj^^) being reproduced. This edition of five moral

pieces was probably a Fell New Year Book for 1680, see no. 2853, 3269. The
alternate leaves, not (as in 1670) pages, are in Greek type.

3265 (Erasmus, Desiderius) Julius Secundus. Dialogus Anonymi

j
Julius,

cujusdam Authoris festivus sane ac elegans. Interiocutores \ Genius.

(
S. Petrus.

Lector, risum cohibe. Dialogo prsefixum est ab Editore Colloquium,

Dialogistas, qua fieri potuit Exquirendo destinatum : Quem IMagnum
ilium fuisse Erasmum . . . eflficitur. Julio Secundo accessit Euclides
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Caiholicus, Rom. Ecclesiae Fidem non minus lepide Demonstrans,

quam Mores Artesque Rom. Pontificimi graphice depinxit Erasmus.

Impr. 108** (Oxonii : [by H. Hall]) : i6So : sm. 8° : pp. [l6 (i ,
title : 2-16, pre-

fatory matter, incl. Latin poems and the Colloquium by the rev. Thomas Gilbert)] + 40
(1-39, the dialogue ; 40, 2 Latin poems) + [12 (i, title, with impr. 108** : 3-10, Latin

poems: 11-12 ' Ad Lectorem Prsefatio')] + 76 (1-75, the Euclides : 76, Latin transla-

tion of Italian passages), signn. a' (betw. A^ and A" is sign, a^), B-E* : Long primer solid.

—Two satirical pieces on the Roman Catholic Church. The first piece is described

under the former edition of 1669 (no. 2827). The title-page of the second piece, which
is a pretence of proving the Faith of Rome by mathematical methods, begins

'

Jani Ale-

xandri Ferrarii, Coenobita2 Augustiniani, Euclides Catholicus . . .'. The name of Ferrarius

is a pseudonym for Johannes Ludovicus Fabricius, a German writer (</. 1697), who
here addresses seven letters to Adrianus and Petrus Walenburch in 1666-67 from Paris.

'i"he editions of the Euclides are Paris n. d., London 1673 and 1676 (?), and Oxford 1680 :

in English, London 1673. The author of the Colloquium in the Erasmus part (Julius

Secundus) was, perhaps, father of the London publisher of the 1673 Latin edition,

William Gilbert. These clever Latin satires fall very flat on the ears of a non-classical

age.

3266 {Sheld.). Fell, dr. John. A Sermon Preached Before The House
of Peers on December 22, 1680. Being the Day of Solemn Humiliation.

By . . . ]ohn Lord Bishop of Oxford.

Impr. 582 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 16S0 : sm. 4° : pp. [4(2, order of Parliament,
Dec. 23, 1680, for the printing of the sermon : 3, title)] + 30 (the sermon, on Matth.

xii. 25) + [2], signn. [tt]'^,
b-E* : Great primer solid.—A persuasive to peace with Heaven

and peace on earth. There is a London edition of 1746. See Wood's ^//i. (9;r«7«. iv. 198.

3267-8. Greenwood, rev, Daniel. ' Sermon at Sieeple-Aston in

Oxfordshire, at the Funeral of Mr. Franc. Croke of that Place, 2. Aug.
1672 ;

on Isa. 57. i, 2. Oxon. 1680. qu.[arto]
Serm. at the Funeral of Alex. Croke of Studley in Oxfordsh. Esq ;

buried at Chilton in Bucks 24 Oct. 1672 ;
on 2 Cor. 6, ver. 7, 8. Oxon.

1680. qu.'
5?o in Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 165 : but neither sermon is in the British Museum,

P)odleian, or even Brasenose college library : nor have I come across a copy. See
W. Wing, Annals of Steeple Aston (1875), p. 41. Greenwood was a nephew of the

Principal of Brasenose of the same names, and came to Oxford in 1651 from Christ's

college, Cambridge. Botli RR.

3269 {Sheld.). Lactantius. Lucii Caecilii Firmiani Lactantii De
Mortibus Persecutorum Liber. Accesserunt Passiones SS. Perpetuse &
Feliciiatis. S. Maximilian!. S. Felicis.

Impr. 559 (Oxonii, e Th. Sheld.) : 1680: (sixes) 12": pp. [4 (i, title: 3-4, preface)]
+ 107 (1-95, the treatise : 96, fragm. from Lactantius De Extreino Judicio : 97-107,
S. Baluzius's Chronologia Diocletiana A. D. 284-313) + [I (Emendationes)] + 56 (the

Passiones, with preface), signn. [yi^, a-n^, o* : Long primer solid.—The first English
edition of any part of Lactantius, and edited, with notes and emendations, by bp. John
Fell. Balnze had lately discovered this tract and published it in 1679, as by Lactan-

tius, though his MS. only attributes it to 'Lucius CKcilius'. The three Passiones or

Martyrdoms are from or corrected by a Salisbury MS., and the second at least is the

first edition. Possibly this book is Fell's New Year Book for 1680 : see no. 3264.

3270 {She/d.). [Marshall, dr. Thomas.] The Catechism Set forth in

the Book of Common-Prayer, Briefly explained by short Notes, grounded
upon Holy Scripture, [e'l^r. of Sheld. Thealre.'\

Impr. 582 (at the Theatre in Oxford) : 1680 : (fours) sm. 8° : pp. [16 (i, title : 2, im-

primatur March 20, 1678 : 3-4, preface .md a text : 5-12, the text of the Catechism, in

siso C C
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black letter, with rubrics: 13-16, Canons, &c., 750-1624)] + 48 (the notes), signn.
A, % (or.i), B-G* : l^ica solid.—The second edition of Marshall's Catechism, a reprint of
no. 3216: 1679), which see: but this was a cheaper issue, for the last page, after
' The END.', is

' The Price sticht, two pence.'

Z'i'ji [Sheld.). Morison, dr. Robert. Plantarum Historice Universalis

Oxoniensis Pars Secunda, sen Herl)arum Distribuiio Nova, per tabulas co-

gnationis & affinitaiis Ex Libro Naturas Observata & Detecta. Auctore
Roberto Morison . . . \efigr. ofShcldonian, &c.]

Impr. 559 (Oxonii. e Th. Sheld.) : 1680: (fours) folio: pp. [I2 (3, title: 5-8,
preface, dated Univ. coll., i.:^ Nov, i6So: 9-11, Index Generum : 11, 'Corrigenda,
Addenda & Transferenda ')] + 617 (the Historia, pars 2, in five sections) + [l] + 126

plates, on 65 leaves : signn. [w]*, [ti'*]^, a-Z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-ickkk* + plates :

Great primer solid.^A second part of one of the great Oxford works, see 2917 (1672),
which is generally allowed to take the place of the true first part which was never

printed. The scope of the present part is Herbs (the parts divide at pp. i, 135, 205,

229, 451). The preface claims that the book is the fir.-^t rational arrangement of herbs,
and dwells on their medicinal use. The plates were given by a large number of friends,
not merely (as in no. 2917) at Oxford, but in London and all parts of the kingdom :

the last was contributed by Thomas Thomas, a druggist in Abergavenny. Since in all

cases the heraldic arms are engraved, the plates afford a useful list of English her-

balists and their coats of arms. The third part (Herbs, sections 6-15, with a Life of

Morrison, who died in 1683) appeared in 1699. The cost of the present volume was
shared by the University to the extent of ;^2oo in 1677, and the same in 1679. Sheets
A-n cost (late in 1677) iSi. a sheet for composition and 8^-. a week for press-work, the

total payment being ^20 3.^. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 315.

3272. Mundy, Henry. '^ioyfiri<nokoyi°- seu Commentarii De Acre
Vitali De Ksculentis De Potulentis, Cum Corollario de parergis in

Victu. Authore Hen. Mundy Med:
Impr. 660 (Oxonii. [exc. H. Hall] per J. Crosley) : 16S0: S° : pp. [22 (i, title : 3-

21, Elenchus Capitum)] + 362 (1-S9, 91-362, the work) + [6 (i, list of books, see

below : 2-6, blank, 3-6 torn off)], signn. *, ***, ***^, A-Z^ : Pica solid.—A treatise on
the art of Health viewed as founded on good Air and good Food : of considerable
interest. Mundy was a Henley doctor, and master of the grammar school there from

1656 till his death in 16S2. lie matriculated from Corpus in 1642, and took his only
degree of B.A. from Merton as a postmaster. Climate and food and drink are fully
dealt with, and there are chapters not only on wine but '

Chocolatta',
' CotTa' and

' Thea '.
' Coca ', Bang, and ' Tabacum '

are not forgotten. The singular word Elatus

(gen. Elateris) for lightness, elasticity, is used. In some copies signn. *** i and 2 and
Ai-2 form a single half-sheet, the genuine AI-2 being represented only by stubs.

At end is a list of ' Libb. impiessi per Joh: Crosley & Oxon. a'pud eundem venales,'
20 books, chiefly printed at Oxford. See Wood's A(h. Oxoti. iv. 49.

3273 {Sheld.) *+Oxford—She]donian Press. An Advertisement, con-

cerning the Priming and Publishing of Ancient and other Useful! Books.

{texlfollows.)
[No imprint or date, but printed at the Theater in Sept. 1680] : folio s, sheet :

Great primer, &c. solid.—An official note that, as few publishers venture on useful and

necessary books which cost money and labour to prepare, the Undertakers of the Sheldo-
nian Press are ready to prepare and print any such book if the sale of 500 copies be

guaranteed, and that the guarantors shall have the choice of paper, kind and price of
such books. It begins,

' Whereas diverse Persons of eminent Quality and Learning*.
On the bnck of the sheet is a list of seven books in the press, fourteen ready for it, and

twenty-seven in preparation, in two columns. Wood's copy supplies the date and source
of this leaf.

3274 {SMd.) Parsons, rev. Robert. A Sermon preached At the

Funeral of the R'' Honorable John Earl of Rochester, who died at
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Woodstock-Park, July 26. 1680, and was buried at Spilsbury in Oxford-

shire, Aug. 9. By Robert Parsons M.A. Chaplain to the Right Honorable
Anne Countess-Dowager of Rochester, [engr. of Sheld. TheatreJ]

Impr. 961 (Oxford, at the Theater for R. Davis & Tho. Bowman) : 1680: sm. 4° :

pp. [4 (i title : 3-4, dedn. to the countesses Anne & Elizabeth (mother and widow of

the earl, dated Adderbury, Aug. 30, 16S0)] + 48 (the sermon, on Luke XV. 7), signn. a'^,

B-G* : Great primer, leaded ?—This '

witty and profligate' earl died nt the age of 33,
worn out by alternate attacks of immorality and repentance. Parsons calls him a ' des-

perate Sinner', and recalls his hope that his son
' would never be a Wit' and his provi-

sion that all his writings and pictures should be destroyed, but lays stress on his death-bed

repentance. From i 700 onward this sermon was reprinted at least twenty times, but

this is the only O.xford edition. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 319.

3275. P.[inke], [dr.] R.[obert], warden of New Coll., Oxford.

Qucestiones selectiores in Logica, Ethica, Physica, & Metaphysica, Inter

Authores Celebriores repertse. Collectore R. P. S. Th. D. \7n0it0from I.

Casaiihon &; ornn.^
Impr. 157a (Oxon., exc. L. Lichfield) : 16S0 : sm. 4°: pp. [2 (i, title)] +27 (the

QuKstiones) + [3], signn. A-D^ : Pica solid.^Dr. Pinke died in 1647, ^"^ ^^- 1*^^"

Lamphire found this paper of his, which suggests a number of questions to be disputed
in the Schools and adds numerous references to places in well-known Scholastic

authors where the subjects are discussed. It was in fact a good cram-book for the Oxford

disputants of 16S0. Wood notes in his copy that it was ' ex nono D"' Joh. Lamphiie
editoris, die S. Valentini, 1679', i.e. 14 Feb. i6|§. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 226.

Pitt, Moses : Atlas. See no. 3253. .

3276 {u.p.). Plays. An exact Catalogue of All the [bracket] Comedies,

Tragedies, Tragi-comedies, Operas, Mask?, Pastorals and Interludes that

were ever yet Printed and Published, till this present year 1680, [ornn.]
Impr. 663 (Oxon. by L. Lichfield for N. Cox) : 1680 : 4" : pp. [4 (2,

' Advertisement'

by N. Cox : 3, title)] + 16 (the catalogue), signn. [n^, A-B* : Long primer solid.—The
first issue of this rare Catalogue of English Plays came out in 1656 with the title 'An
exact and ])erfect Catologue of all Playes that are printed ', an alphabetical list on six

small quarto pages, appended to some plays of that j'ear, or (another fuller form)
' An

Exact and perfect Catalogue of all the Plaies that were ever printed', on 16 small quarto

jiages, similarly appended in 16.^6, alphabetical again, but with more authors' names and
them in a separate column, and signs like ' T' for a Tragedy. Next is a better list in

1661, headed ' A True, perfect, and exact Catalogue of all the Comedies, Tragedies.. .

that were ever yet Printed and Published, till . . . 166 1 . . .', and next a new edition of

this, with the same title, but continued to 1671, with a long and interesting 'Advertise-

ment' by Francis Kirkman, who claims authorship of this, and the 1661 edition, but all

appear to be connected by evolution. The present edition is Kivkman's, with additions

by Nicholas Cox, manciple of St. Edmund hall and publisher, who offers to supply most
of the plays, and at first brought the list up to 1673, see p. 15. Gerard Langbaine's
Momus Triiunphans, or A A^czu Catalogue of English Plays (16SS), is based on its

predecessors, but adds much detail, and is a literary work. R,

3277 {u.p.). Sail, dr. Andrew. Ethica, sive Moralis Philosophia Ex
Veterum, & Recentiorum sententiis, ad Disputatioiium juxta ac concio-

num . . . usum . . . concinnata. Opera & Studio Andrese Sallii S. T. D.

Et olim Professoris, . . . Regi a Sacris Domeslicis. [/ex/ and mo//o.]
Impr. 663 (Oxonii, exc. L. Lichfield per R. Davis) : 16S0 : sm. 8" : pp. [18 (i, title :

2, imprimatur, 22 May 1679 • 3~.t> dedn. to bp. Henry Compton : 7-10, index, i.e. list

of contents : 1 1,
' Menda corrigenda' : 13-17,

' Proeomium' {sic)^ + 238 (the work, in

9 Disputations), signn. A®, B-Q^, r'^ : Pica solid.—A synopsis of Moral philosophy
derived from many sources and clearly arranged, for controversial use or for sermons.

C C 2
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It occurs in the Term Catalogue of Nov. 1679 (i. 371), and so no doubt strictly belongs
to 1679. Probably signn. A* and R^ were printed as one octavo sheet. See Wood's Fasti

Oxon. II. 357, and D. A^. B. R.

3278. Sanderson, bp. Robert. Logi^se Artis Compendium. Editio

Nona. Authore Rob. Sandersono. . . .

Impr. 327 b (OxoniK, exc. L. Lichfield per R. Davis) : 16S0 : sm. S° : pp. [8 (3,

title : 5-8, Elenchus capitum")] + 204 (the work, with two appendixes), signn. a*, A-
T^ : Pica solid.—A reprint of the 8th ed. (1672 : no. 2945), which was printed by H.
Hall. The author died in 1663. See Wood's At/i, Oxon, iii. 626.

3279. Smith, dr. Thomas. An Account of the Greek Church, as to

Its Doctrine and Rites of Worship : with . . . An Account of the State

of the Greek Church, under Cyrillus Lucaris Patriarch . . . with a Relation

of his Sufferings and Death. By Tho. Smith, B.D. and Fellow of Magdalen
College Oxon.

Impr. 664 (London, by M. Flesher for R. Davis, Oxford : 16S0 : 8° : pp. [24 (3,

title, within double line: 5-10, dedn. to bp. Henry Compton : 11-24, preface: 24,

Errata)] + 303 (1-238, the work : 239-291 , Cyril Lucar : 292-303, Appendix) + [13 (1-

4, Index : 5-13, list of books printed for and sold by R. Davis.—A translation of the

2nd edition (1678) of Smith's De Grctca Ecclesia hodierno statu : see no. 3121 (1676).
The Appendix contains the Greek morning and evening Hymns from the Codex Ale-

xandrinus. The Bodleian possesses a copy of this book prepaied by the author for a

second edition. See Bloxam's Magd. Coll. Register iii. 185. R.

3280. Tozer, rev. Henry. Directions for a Godly Life . . . [&c., as

no. 2416 (1658). By Henry Tozer, Bachelor in Divinity & late Fellow of

Exeter Coll. in Oxford. The Tenth Edition.

Impr. 579 (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for R. Davis): 1680: (twelves) :6°: pp. [10

(i, title, within line : 3-9 dedn. as in 1658)] + 202 fthe work) + [2 (i,listot the 12

chapters)], signn. A-H^^, I* : Pica solid.-See no. 2416, from which the text appears not

to differ : and Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 2 74.

3281. Twells, John. The Additional Rules in the Oxford Grammar
construed. By John Twells. For the use of his Free-School at Newark

upon Trent, [engr. of Theatrefrom Norlh^
Impr. 304 a (Oxford, for R. Davis) : 1680: 8" : pp. 52 (r, title: 3-52, the text),

signn. Jl, li-c', D^ : Pica roman and English.—A help to understand the Oxford
Latin Grammar, for beginners who cannot construe the Latin framework of no.

3213 (1679). After the 26 rules about the gender of nouns follow the rules of the first

three conjugations of verbs. The second sentence of the text begins 'Vox A WOr&, qua

W^ercBg mas f^c tnafe ^SxCti exprimitur t0 C;i;prc«6c6 '> and so on. An elementary school-

book of no literary importance. R.

3282 (S/ie/d.). Vossius, Isaac. Isaaci Vossii De Sibyllinis . . .

Oraculis . . .

Impr. 559 a, &c., exactly as no. 3237 (1679), but with date 1680.—This is a reissue

of the sheets of no. 3237 with the date 1680. At the foot of the title-page, after the

date, is overprinted
' Venales prostant apud Mosem Pit ad insigne Angeli in Ccemeterio

Divi Pauli Londini', making up impr. no. 65 1«. I find no other alteration: the

Errata are not corrected in the text. See Wood's Fasti Oxon. ii. 323, Term Catal,

(Feb. i6|^) i. 385, London Gazette, Jan. 5, i6g|.

3283 {S/u'Id.). [Walker, Obadiah.] Of the Benefits of our Saviour

Jesus Christ, to Mankind, [i Cor. i, 31—32 : l/wn, eiigr. ofthe Sheldo7iian

Theaire\
Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 16S0 : sm. 4° : pp. [8 (3, title : 5-6, preface :

7, list of contents)] + 237 (the work, in 9 chapters) + [3], sign. [ir], A-Z, Aa-Gg* :
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English solid.—A dull and laboured treatise, undoubtedly by Walker, thoup;h some-
times ascribed to Abraham Woodhead, who may well have had a hand in it. The book
is printed on tine paper, not quite opaque enough. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. i i6o, 1 164 :

iv. 442, which is conclusive : The Flemings in Oxford (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) i. 307,

Bibles, &c.

3284 {Sheld). Bible—English. The Holy Bible.

Impr. 595 (Oxford, at the Theater ; colophon, impr. 648 b (Oxford, at the Theater for

M. Pitt, P. Parker, W. Leake and T. Guy) : 1680 : (sixes) la, folio : pp. [1068 (the

Bible, with Translators' Dedn. and preface and List of books
;
and Apocrypha and inclu-

ding 2 engr. plates)] + [16 (Index)], signn. a-d^, A-z, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, Aaaa-Qqqq^, Rrrr-

'Xxxx'^ : Great primer solid.

The first Oxford folio Bible, for lecterns. The engraved title (there is no printed one)
is I

.S iV' X Q-rf" (engraved part) and displays the tiile borne by three cherubs; then,

beneath, two angels rending the Veil of the Temple, disclosing the Crucifixion in the

distance : at foot, the imprint and date with engraving of the Theatre in ornamental

frame. The New Testament title ( 145" x 9f") represents St. John on Fatmos with eagle :

in the sky is the angel of Rev. xiv. 6, bearing the title
' The New Testament '.

'

Burghers

sculp.
'
is at foot.

' An Index to the Holy Bible' on 8 leaves concludes this large and
fine volume. The N.T. plate is sign. zzz2, so perhaps the O.T. plate is d2, folded

back. O. T. is Al''-Kkk 3", Apocrypha Kkk 4''-Zzz i'', N. T. Zzz 3''-Rrrr 1". The only
blank pages are the verso of the pl.ites and sign. Zzz 1^. The plates are sign, d 2(?) and
Zzz 2. See Term CataL, Nov. i68o (i. 413.)

3285 {Shcld). Bible—English. The Holy Bible Containing the Old
Testament and the New.

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1680: sm. 8" : pp. [382], sign, [tt]', a-Z,

Aa-zz, Aaa-Ggg*, Hhh^ : lii-zzz, Aaaa*, Bbbb^ : Minion solid.—The first Oxford octavo

Bible. The engraved general title i there is no printed one) depicts a figure pointing to

the title, 6"x 35". The printed title of the N. T. is
* The New Testament . . . Newly

translated ... By His Majesties special command. II Appointed to be read in Churches.

\_engraved Arms of the University within ornament, with the arms ofJenkins, IVilliam-

son, Fell and Yate in the corners^ : at foot, impr. 64S c, nearly as in no. 3284, but Guy
precedes Leake. There is no A|iocrypha, as the title states, but at the end is a 'Table
of Offices',

' Kindred and Affinity', Weights &c., Money and Time : in one copy, the

xxxix Articles follow on 8 pages, independently (sign. A^) ; but they may belong to a

Prayer-book.

3286 {Sheld.). Prayer, Book of Common. The Book of Common
Prayer. [e?igr. title.

\

Impr. 596 (at the Theater in Oxford) : 1680 : 8° : pp. [480], sign. A^, B^, c-z, Aa-

Gg^ Hh* : Pica solid.

The title-page represents the interior of an empty church (!) with (engraved) title at

topand imprint below. Fiveformsof Prayer follow the Psalms, and an (independent) Form
of Ordination on 20 pages (sign. Y*, Z^). The usual Act, Preface, and Calendar precede
the text. The peculiarity of this edition is that the Rubric immediately preceding

Morning Prayer, which should be on sign. B 5, is omitted, probably because by its omis-

sion the prefatory matter just fitted into a sheet and a half : see The Flemings in Oxford
(Oxf. Hist. Soc), ii. 388, where it is stated that the omission was regarded as connected

with the wearing of vestments. Some copies (at least) have a set of engraved illustra-

tions bound in, 52 in number, no. i being a portrait of Charles ii
' sold by Thomas Guy

and William Leake
'

: no. 52 belongs to the form of Prayer for May 29. In no. 42 St.

Simon holds a double eye-glass to his eyes.

3287. {Sheld.) Prayer, Book of Common. The Book of Common-
Prayer, and Administration of the Sacraments, and other Rites ... of the
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Church of England ; Together with the Psalter or Psalms . . . Pointed as

they are to be Sung or Said in Churches.

Impr. 648 rf (printed at the Theater in Oxford [for the four agents]) : 1680 : (twelves)

24° : pp. [580], sign. A-'z, Aa'--Iib'^ : Minion solid.

The present edition has the Rubric omitted in no. 3286 : and is well printed.

1678

3171* (p- 358)-

[A promise by Thomas Bew of the University of Oxford, yeoman, that

he will (i) provide four horses ready to go from Oxford to London on

Mondays and Thursdays at 6 a.m., and from London (The Checquer in

Holborn) to Oxford on Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 a.m., (2) provide horses

at any time for the University, (3) charge 8s. per horse per journey.]
[Oxford ?]: 1678 : octavo broadside : surmounted by the Royal Arms with supporters

and motto.
This is dated June 16, 167S, and signed

' Tho. Bew living at the Syne of the Oranges
and Lemmons over against St, Mary Magdalen College ', Oxford. The word '

promise
'

is altered in manuscript to 'proi-ose' m the three known copies, all in the Oxford

University Archives. The Royal Arms are not exactly like any used at Oxford, so the

sheet may be London printing.

Note referred to on p. 384, no. 3261 : the Sceptical Chymist.
A rare 'Advertisment

'

(3261*] is found in some copies printed on the page pre-
ceding the title, calling attention to the imprimatur (May 30, 1677) and stating that

the date on the title-page should be 1679, when the book was '

really printed off', though
not 'publicly expos'd to sale till the beginning of this month of January i6^f '.



OXFORD PERIODICALS

1651-1680.

(in order of first issue).

(Nos. 3288-95.)
I. 3288. Quaestiones.

Every year two soils of Qinestiones (queries) or Theses (statements) were disputed
in the ordinary course of the Oxford degree system by every one who, having satisfied

all the requirements for the degree of M.A. or D.D. or D.Med, or D.C.L., desired to
'

incept ', or take the final formal step. Each disputed three questions
' in Vesperiis

'

on the Saturday before inception in July, and three more 'in Comitiis
'

at the Act on
the following Monday. In the i'aculty of Arts, all Inceptors throughout disputed the
same six questions, but in Theology, Medicine and Law the questions were, in the

Vesperies three special ones for each Inceptor, and only in the Comitia three general
ones for each faculty.

These Qutestiones were sometimes printed on a sheet, which is known for the years
(after 1650, the close of vol. ii) 1651, 1652, 1654, i66i, 1663, 1664, 1669, 1671,
1673-7, 1679-84, 1693, but not afterwards.

For former issues see vol. i, p. 225 (
= no. 963*), where the list can be supplemented

by an exceptional (?) issue in 1597 (vol. i, p. 230 = no. 174), and issues of 1617 (a

fragment in a Bodleian binding) and 1633 (in Corpus Christi college, Oxford). The
1602 issue is described m vol.

ii, p. 41 (no. 214), and that for 1608 in vol. i, p. 69
(no. 305).

See Andrew Clark's Register of the University of Oxford, vol. ii, pt. i, p. 169 (Oxf.
Hist. Soc), for an admirable account of the part taken by QuKstiones in a degree
course.

I*. 3289. The Oxford Gazette. Numbers 1-23. 1665-66.
The first twenty-three numbers of the world-famous LonJott Gazette, the official

organ of the British Government and the oldest newspaper which is still carried on,
were entitled the Oxford Gazette, with good reason.

In consequence of the Plague in London (see pp. 190-1) the King and Court came
to Oxford on Sept. 25, 1665, in preparation for a session of Parliament held there on
Oct. 9-31 ;

but as the Plague was still raging in London, the Court remained at Oxford
when the Pailiament was prorogued, and the King did not leave till Jan. 27, i66|.
In the meantime he wisely determined to issue an official paper containing all kinds of
State announcements, promotions, appointments, and the like, with some Court and

general news, and even advertisements. See Strand Magazine, July, 1903.

Accordingly on Wednesday Nov. 15 the first number came out 'published by
Authority', with news to Nov. 14 and colophon 'Oxford, printed by Leonard Lich-

field, Printer to the University, 1665', but no other date. Every successive issue

covered Thursday to Monday and Monday to Thursday each week, being issued on

Tuesdays and Fridays, on a single sheet in small folio, with double columns, and

printed on both sides, with colophon as above. The dates were :—
No. I (to Wedn. Nov. 15)
No. 2 (Nov. 16-20)
No. 3 (Nov. 20-23)
No. 4 (Nov. 23-27)
No. 5 (Nov. 27-30J
No. 6 (Nov. 30-Dec. 4)
No. 7 (Dec. 4-7)
No. 8 (Dec. 7-1 1)
No. 9 (Dec. 11-14)
No. 10 (Dec. 14-18)
No. II (Dec. 18-21)
No. 12 (Dec. 21-25)

The even numbers were issued on Tuesday, the odd on Friday.

No. 13 (Dec. 25-28)
No. 14 (Dec. 28-Jan. I, i66|)
No. 15 (Tan. 1-4)
No. 16 (Jan. 4-8)
Ko. 17 (Jan. 8-1 1 )

No. 18 (Jan. 11-15)
No. 19 (Jan. 15-18)
No. 20 (Jan. 18-22)
No. 21 (Jan. 22-25)
No. 22 (Jan. 25-29)
No. 23 (Jan. 29-Feb. l)
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Nos. 22-23 bore the imprint 'London, Printed by Tlio. Newcomb over against

Baynards Castle in Thames-street, 1665 '. It may be taken, however, as certain that

the first twenty-one numbers, though no doubt printed in Lichfield's office, were set up
and worked off by the King's printer, for Lichfield is invariably spelt

' Lichfeild ',

which only occurs in counterfeit issues. The series of twenty-one makes upsignn. A-Z*.

Tlie whole Oxford series (nos. 1-21) were reprinted by Newcomb, when the first

stock ran out (no. 3290). The London Gazette is stated to have been issued regularly

ever since on Tuesdays and Fridays, with the exceptions that no. 87, owing to the

Great Fire of 1666, covered a whole week : and once, in 1847, when it was issued every

day m one week, being filled with railway notices: and on Tuesday, April 10, 1923,

when the staff of the Stationery Office struck work for a short time. It has now (1928)

])assed its 33,000th number, its size having normally varied from one to over 450 pages.
The price in 1665-6 was 6rf., see Statione7-s Register, Jan. 8 and Feb. 5, i66|.

The Editor is stated to have been sir Joseph Williamson, afterwards a Secretary of

State, but Wood is probably correct when he records (^Life, ii. 50) that the Gazettes

•were '

written, as 'twas then said, by Henry Muddiman, and about the year 1667 by
Charles Perrot till 1670 ;

and then Sir Joseph Williamson scripsit'. See also Wood's

Ath. Oxon., iii. 1185. As a fact these earliest numbers, in the absence of important
official news, are filled up with miscellaneous foreign news, and intelligence from

English seaports.

2. 3291. Ordo Baccalaureorum deteiminantium.

After all the exercises for the degree of Bachelor of Arts were completed, the

candidates for the degree had to ' determine ',
that is, take part in disputation'^, which

went on throughout Lent, a final step, like incepting in the case of M.A.'s. The list

of the Bachelors ' determinantes in Quadragesima' was annually printed on a broad

sheet (called the Programma or Sciteme for Lent), from at least 1668 till 1855. The
cost of printing it in 1678 was ^s. Printed copies are known for 1668, 1670, 1675-95,
&c. See the Register of the Univ. of Oxford, vol. ii, ed. by A. Clark, pt. i, p. 50,

3. 3292-3. Encaenia (Act) Papers.

a (3292) Orders and Regulations for the Encsenia and Act in the

Sheldonian Theatre.

Folio broadsides addressed to the '

Right Worshipful the Heads '
of Houses, explain-

ing the use of each part of the Theatre, with lists of Curators, Proctors, &c., but

varying in detail. They are known, within our period, for 1669 and 1671-5.

h (3293). Theatri Oxoniensis Encaenia . . . \date\ Celebrata [some-
times termed ' Comitia Philologica ', e.g. in 1677].

Folio broadside, containing (for instance in 1674) the names of the speakers of the

opening and concluding speeches, and notice of three poems, an oration, poems by a

group of five persons of rank, and orations by a group of three ; all in Latin. Usually
with imprint 559 c (Oxon. e Th. Sheld., or the like). Known for .1674*, 1675 (printed

in Wood's Life, ed. A. Clark, ii. 318, with Wood's notes), 1676, 1677 (when there

was also a very extended form, see no. 3148 : the names of the four speakers on

Ormonde's visit, Aug. 6, are here included : for Wroughtoii's speech omitted in the

extended form, see no. 3149), 1679-80, and at intervals thereafter.

4. 3294. Lent Exercises. Programma de Exercitiis peragendis.

Regulations about the order of the Lent Academical Exercises, and the proper
demeanour of the candidates. Folio broadsides, beginning

' Ut Exercitia Academica ',

issued in Jan. Feb. or March. Known for 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1674 (then on

a form dated 167 . (filled up in manuscript) till at least 1678. These are one of

Fell's methods of restoring the Laudian discipline.

5. 3295- . Almanacs.
The story of Oxford printed Almanacs begins in 1507 and ifoS, each only known

in unique copies in the British Museum and Bodleian respectively, see nos. 23, 24

*
Interesting notes on this programme are printed in Wood's Life, ii. 288, showing

that music was interspersed.
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(on p. 8 in Oxford Books, vol. ii). Next come Mounslowe's Almanncke in 1561 and

1579 (see no. 44). In 1637 there were three by John Booker (no. 848 at p. 195 of

Oxford Books, vol. i), Thomas Cowper (no. 842, p. 197 ut sufrd) and John Wyberd
(no. 869, p. 203 ut supra). These were assertions of Oxford's right to print

almanacs, and the right was bought out by the Stationers' Company (see vol. ii,

p. 195) : bnt the attempt stimulated Cambridge to produce at least seven in 1638 (see

Pickering and Chatto's Catal. 224 [1925] nos. 12068 a, cf. 12190.) The three Civil

War Almanacs of ' G. Naworth '

(Sir G. Wharton) and Wharton (nos. 2o5oand 2063),
issued for 1644 and 1645, have been fully described on pp. 497-8.

'^ (3295 : u.p.) Sheet Almanacs 1652-55. An Almanack for the

yeare ot Uur Lord 1653. Being the first alter the Bissextile or Leap-
Yeare. [This title between Arms of the University and a figure of Time
with wings, goat legs, scythe and forelock, holding a winged hour-glass.
The Almanack and notes follow.]

Impr. 316* (Oxford, by L. Lichfield and H. Hall): 1653: la. folio broadside:

Long primer English &c. solid.—A description of the only complete specimen of the

sheet almanacs issued at Oxford in at least 1652 (with impr. 316*), 1653 and 1655.
At present these almanacs have only been found in bindings (St. John's Coll. Library,
1652, and Hertford Coll. Library, 1655). The Bodleian possesses the 1653 copy
pieced together. Other College libraries probably have undetected fragments in their

bindings.
The calendarial information is about the Feast days. Sun, Moon and Tides: the

lower part gives notes of the Quarters, Law Terms, Eclipses, Zodiac and Regnal
tables. Both parts are in six columns, and exhibit some printing in red. At foot is

a woodcut of the parts of a man affected by the signs of the Zodiac, as in W. Burton's

1655 Abnanack: and at top two more, (l) the Arms of the University, (2) Time,
with scythe and hour-glass. This almanack may be by W. Burton, to whose i6mo.
issue for 1655 the present sheet is similar in contents : see no. 2271.

(5(3296: Sheld.). Wheeler's Almanac, 1673 (which is very rare,

though 20,500 copies were printed) is fully described as no. 2957.

<r(32g7: Sheld.). The Oxford Almanack, the large sheet series,

1674 to the present time.

A famous series of large sheet Almanacs issued first in 1674 and continuously from

1676 to the present time. At first the upper part was filled with a more or less

fanciful picture,^ but in 1716 and from 1723 onward it has bopne with a few excep-
tions a fine engraving of an Oxford Building, often with figures in the foreground :

and thereby forms a valuable periodical continuation of Loggan's Oxonia illiistrata

issued in 1675 (no. 3035). What appears to have been a forerunner of this series

may be mentioned, namely a sheet which accompanied, as it seems, Wheeler's Oxford
Almanac of 1673 (see no. 2957); but as no copy has survived, and not even the

design or form is recorded, there is nothing more to be said about it, at present.
The following is a brief description of the series from 1674 to 1680 : all are copper-

plates, sometimes printed on silk as well as paper.
1674. 'The Oxford Almanack 1674'. The copperplate (about 39''x3o'') repre-

sents a vast hollow circular edifice rising from the ocean, pierced by large arched

apertures, the U|3per part bearing the Calendar proper, which is surmounted by the

signs of the Zodiac. In the sky above are the twelve major Roman deities, reclining

imeasily on a circle of cloud, with Ceres and Pomona on higher clouds. Below are

marine deities, and throughout minor fignres are depicted. From the sea-floor within

the edifice rises a column reaching up at the summit to Atlas, bearing the globe : on
the column are the names of the Kings of England from Brute anno mundi 2830 to

Charles IL There are also tables of Marriage (i.e. exempted days), the chief

English Ports, and Interest at 6 p.c.
' Printed at the Theater in Oxford. R. White

^ Some of the figures are reminiscences of Raphael and other Italian masters.
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sculpsit'. Hearne (iv. 252) believed that the design was suggested by Henry Lyte's

Light of Britayne engraved on twenty sheets, 158S.
The size was probatily found to be too great, and the Bodleian possesses a smaller

drawing, modified and simplified, fitted to surmount a Calendar. With this are two
other designs : any one of them may have been intended for 1675, and all are signed

by Michael Burghers, who undoubtedly designed the 1674 Almanac, which was

engraved by Robert White, and is in four pieces. Reproductions of it are in

C. F. Bell's article on the Oxford Almanacs in the Art Jotirnal, August 1904, and
in my Chart of Oxford Printing of the same year, RK,

1675. No Almanac of this year is known.

1676.
' The Oxford Almanack for , . . 1676 ',

' Printed at the Theater in Oxford '.

The plate is 225" x I7f", and the Calendar nearly fills the sheet, but figures and tables

are introduced. This and the following were both designed and engraved by Michael

Burghers,

1677. (21^" X i/l")- The Calendar occupies about half the sheet, for on the left

and be'ow are figures and tables, and in the background a view of Oxford from the

west, Hearne i,ix. 234) is inclined to believe that Obadiah Walker had much to do
with this almanac. Reproduced in the Art Journal ^y.^ above,

1678. (2i''x iS|"). The Calendar forms most of the lower part: above is Ceres

in a car drawn by two lions.

1679. (2i''xi8|"). The Calendar is as next above, surmounted by a figure of

Oxford as Europa on an ox crossing a ford, with a view of Oxford as next but one

above, also from the west,

16S0. (2oi"xi8|"). The Calendar is central in the lower part: above are

figures of the University and Time gazing upward at cherubs bringmg crowns : the

former holds up a book with the motto ' Dominus illumiuatio mea'. Reproduced in

the ArtJownal as above.

Notanda. From 1676 till at least 1776 the sheet Almanacs were printed on silk,

and at least once (in 1832) on cotton. These were handkerchiefs, for Christmas

presents. A copy of the first issue is in existence. On March 8, 167^, the wife of

John Hall, the warehouse keeper at the University Press, paid to the Press ;^3 "js.
6d.

for printing off ' at the Rolling Press upon Cloath 290 Almanackes' at ^d. apiece,
' over and above that was given her'. So on Jan. 22, 167I, she paid £l I4-J. for 163
Almanacs printed off 'upon handkerchers' at 6d. each.

On Aug. II, 1676, Burghers was paid;^9 for 'the figures about the Almanack' of

1677, but some part of the engraving was done by G, Edwards. Of that issue 1,400
were printed, but the figures rose to 9,500 ordinary and 400 large in 1708 (priced 6d.

and lod.), and about 5,coo were annually sold in the i8<ii century, but in the first

quarter of the 19th century about 1,400, as at the outset. In the early days the

Almanac was ready by the end of October in the preceding year, and priced 6d.

Double (or treble) plates are known between 171 7 and 1767. The above details are

chiefly from fragmentary Press Accounts in the Bodleian.

The best general accounts of these slieet almanacs are Mr, C. F. Bell's, noted above,
and an Appendix in Dr. J. R. Magrath's Flanings in Oxford^ vol, ii, p. 527 : see

also the Gentleman's Magazine, March 1791, and the present writer's Oxfoid Odd-
ments (Transactions of the [London] Bibliographical Society, vol, ix (1929), p. 345).
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OXFORD BOOKSELLERS' LISTS OF
BOOKS, 1653-80

It seems worth while to make some notes on the first Lists issued by
Oxford booksellers, partly because they exhibit an early form of advertise-

ment, partly as indicating the kind of book selected by each bookseller

for publication, and partly as showing how much evolution there is in

a simple matter like these lists. At first they are neither in chronological
nor alphabetical nor any other order, and lack all effort to recommend
their contents. The growth of the Sheldonian (University) Press, from

1669 (see index, Oxford, 425), soon lessened the number of outside

publications, and recalled the publishers to their earlier work as book-

sellers.

I. 1653. Richard Davis {\\o. ii^i).

In Bogan's Meditations of Mirth (no. 2227 above) there is, perhaps for the first

time in the Oxford Press, a publisher's list of his publications (if we neglect an
inchoative list in no. 2205?, viz.

' A Catalogue of Books Printed for, and to be sold by
Richard Davis at his shop neare Oriell Colledge in Oxford' , consisting of twenty-five
works. From the following notes it is clear that in some cases Davis was at most an

agent for the sale of London books :
—

1. Hammond, Paraphrase, folio. A London book (Royston, 165.^).
2. Do., Practical Catechisnie, &c., 4°. No. 1847, &c. (Oxford, 1645, &c.).
3. Do., Dissertationes qiiatuor, 4°. No. 2168 (^Oxford, 1651).

4. Do., Letter of Resolution, 12°. A London book (Royston, i653\
5. Mayne, Certain sermons, 4°. A London book (Royston, 1653), see after

no. 2231.
6. Bogan, View 0/ Threats, 8°. No. 2228 (Oxford, 1653).

7. Ashwell, Pides Apostolica, S". No. 2222 (Oxford, 1653).
S. Ailmer, Mitsx Sacrse, S". No. 2189 (Oxford, 1652).

"

9. [White, VV.], Ad Gramviaticen ordinariam supplementa qtiscdam, 'editio 2,

muhis auctior, in S° '. See no. 2209* (Oxford, 1652).
10. Reading, Guide, 4°. No. 2180 (Oxfoid, 1651).
II. Potter, Theses, 12°. No. 2177 (Oxford, 165 1).

12. Ritschel, Contcmplationes, 8". No. 20I0 (Oxford, 1648).

13. [Mayne], Amorous iVar, 4°. This refers to the 1st edition, published in 164S,
with no place of publication. It was not at all certainly printed or published
in Oxford, though re-issued there with a new title-page in 1658.

14. Smith, Logica, 8°. No. 2027 (Oxford, 1649).

15. Brerewood, Logica, 12°. Perhaps the l>ondon 1638 edition. I know of no
Oxford edition till 1657. See no. ^'2,^'J, no. 12. The reference may be to

no. 678 (Oxford, 163 1).

16. Buridanus, Quxstt. in Polit. Aristotelis, 4°. No. 936 (Oxford, 1640).

17. Baronius, Philosophia Jheologix ancillans, 8". Perhaps the 1621 edition issued

at St. Andrews : by prof. Robert Baron : see no. 2242, no. 15.
18. Cheke, Hiirt of Sedition, 4°. No. 995 (Oxford, 1641).

19. Syramons, Scripttire, 4°. No. 1717 (Oxford, 164I).
20. Barton, Christian Race, 4°. No. 1378 (Oxford, 1643).
21. Chillingworth, Sermon, 4°. No. 1655 (^Oxford, 1644).
22. y^\\\t.\., Ftmeral Sermon, \°. No. 2199 (Oxford, 1652).

23. Hauskins, Do., 8°. No. 2169 (Oxford, 1651).

24. YevDexiU, A'omenclator, 12". No. 1289 (Oxford, 1642).

25. Stokes, Vaulting AJasier, 4°. No. 2207 (Oxford, 1652).
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Of the twenty-five, the Oxford books known to be printed for Davis are only eight

(nos. 3, 6, 7, 8, lo, II, 14, 25) : of the remaining seventeen, ten were printed at

Oxford by Turner, Lichfield, or Hall, but not for Davis nor (except no. 12) for any
publisher (nos. 2, 12, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24), five were London books (nos. i,

4) 5) 13 •> '."i ?),one St. Andrews (no. 17 ?), one of unknown origin (no. 9). The dates

are 162 [ ? (one), 1638? (one), 1640-4 (one each year), 1645 (two), 1648 (two), 1649
(one), 1651 (four), 1652 (two). i6-;3 (six), one of unknown date. Davis first appears
as a publisher in 1649. As this list was published about the middle of June, 1653, it

is not surprising that nos. 2231, 2237 are not included, for Davis probably published
them later in the year. But he might have included no. 2227 in which the list occurs,
and no. 2166.

In 1657 (see no. 2338) Davis continued his list by adding 2227 (Bogan, 1653),

2237 (Wall, 1653), 2253 (Bailey, 1654), 2231 (Master's Essays, 1653), 2277
(Maimonides, 1655), 2263 (Ward's Idea, 1654), 2317 (Ward's Exercitatio, 1656),

2274 (Dickinson, 1655 j, 2351 (Sanderson, 1657), Hammond's Parmnesis, Lond.,
1656; Hammond, nine books (Lond,, Royston, 1657 •) ! 2342 (Hyde, Legacy, 1657);
H. Hammond, Review (Lond. & Oxf., 1657), making 38 in all.

2. 1653. Thomas RobinsoJi {v\o. 2,2^2).

Robinson had started publishing in Oxford in 163S, eleven years before Davis, and
so no doubt was mightily stimulated at the sight of the latter's list in June, 1653.

Accordingly with Jeanes's book (no. 222g), issued about Nov. 20 or so, he appended
a still longer list of his publications, making up thirty-three to Davis's twenty-five, as

follows, headed ' A Catalogue of Bookes Printed for, and to be sold by Thomas
Robinson at his .Shop near S. Maries Church in Oxford' :

—
1. Simson, Chronicon, folio. No. 2206 (Oxford, 1652).
2. Twisse, Riches of Goa's Love, folio. No. 2236 (Oxford, 1653).

3 Austen, Emit- Trees, /^°. No. 2223 (Oxford, 161,3).

4. Prideaux, XXII Lectiones, &c., folio. No. 2009 (Oxford, 1648).

5. Do., Easciculus Coiitrov. TheoL, 4°. No. 2205 (Oxford, i6-;2).

6. Do., Syntagma + Synopsis, 4°. Part of no. 2205 (Oxford, 1652).

7. Do., Introd.for Histories, 4°. No. 2038 (Oxford, 1650).
8. Owen, De Justitia, 8". No. 2232 (Oxford, 1653).

9. Do., Sermon {Ezekiel), 4°. No. 2176 (Oxford, 1651).
10. Do., Sermon {Daniel), 4°. No. 2204 (Oxford, 1652).
11. Reading, Guide, \^. No. 21S0 (Oxford, 1651).
12. Wallis, Grammar, 8°. No. 2238 (Oxford, 1653).

13. Dugies, Dialogi, 8°. No. 2194 (Oxford, 1652).

14. Florus, Res a Romanis gestw, 12°. No. 886 (Oxford, 1638''.

15. lia.ronms, Philosophia, 8". Perhaps (see no. 2241, no. 17) the St. Andrews 1621

edition.

16. Puteanus, Stiada, 8°. No. 952 (Oxford, 1640).

17. Do., Hist. Insubrica, 12°. No. 7S8 (Oxford, 1634).
18. Bainbridge, Caniculaiia, 8°. No. 2002 (Oxford, 164S).

19. Oughtred, Clavis, 8°. No. 2203 (Oxford, 1652).
20. Schottus, Adagiaha, 12°. No. 21 Si (Oxford, 1651).
21. Smiglecius, Logica,^". No. 791 (Oxford, 1634).
22. Buridanus, Queestiones, 4". No. S51 (Oxford, 1637).

23. Polycarp, Epistolae, 4°. No. 1739 (Oxford, 164!).

24. Tjouche, Jtcs Eeciale, j^". No. 2041 (Oxford, 1650).

25. Do., Specimen Juris Civilis, 4°. No. 2240 (Oxford, 1653).
26. Do., Ca^es in Civil Law , i," . No. 2210 (Oxford, 1652).

27. Pliny, Panegyric, 4°. No. 1745 (Oxford, 164^).
28. Cartwright, Royal Slave, 4"*. No. 903 (Oxford, 1639).

29. [Osborne], Netherlands, 4°. No. 2202 (Oxford, 1652).

30. [Watkins], Anne Green, 4°. No. 2158 (Oxford, 1651).

31. Hodges, Sermon, [4°]. No. 2195 (Oxford, 1652).

32. Williams, Sermon, [4°]. Nc. 1624 (Oxford, 1644).

33. Prerogative ofMan {Immortality), 4°. No. 1853 (Oxford, 1645).

Of these thirty-three as many as twenty-three are Robinson's ordinary publications

(nos. i-ii, 13, 16, 18-20, 24-26, 28-31), nine were printed at Oxford by Turner,
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Lichfield or Hall, but not for Robinson, and one may have been printed at St. Andrews
as long before as 162 1 (no. 15 ?) : if this be so, we can only conjecture that a stock of

it was distributed between Davis and Robinson, to sell as they could : or there is an

(at present unknown) Oxford edition about 1653 printed for hoih booksellers. None
were London books, but clearly Robinson (like Davis) had purchased the stock of

some older Oxford books. A later list expanded in a natural way is in no. 22gg
(1656). Nos. 21 and 23 of this i6-;3 list are there omitted, but 27 are added, making
a list of 58 in all. Several of the new additions up to 1652 are by transfers from

W. Webbe. Robinson's claim to Thomas Hodges' Treatise concerning Prayer

(Lond., by John Grismond), receivetl by Thomason on May S, i6,^6, is not at present

explained, but may have been a private arrangement of agency. Grismond did print
books both for Royston and Robinson.

3. 1654. Joseph Godwin (no. 2266).

Godwin, encouraged by the examples of Davis and Robinson (nos. 2241-2), pro-
duced at the end of his edition of Hugh Lloyd's Phrases (no. 2256) a list of six books,
entitled

' A Catalogue of Books Printed for, & to be sold by Joseph Godwin at his

Shop neere the New Schooles ',
as follows i not verbatim) :

—
1. Helvici Chronologia, folio. No. 2170 (Oxford, 1651).
2. Scheibleri Topica, 8°. No. 2234 (Oxford, 1653).

3. Ailmer, Ahisaz 6acree, 8". No. 2190 (Oxford, 1652).

4. [Caussin's] Unfortunate Politicke, 8". No. 883 (Oxford, 163S).

5. Ashwell, fides Apostolica, 12°. No. 2222 (Oxford, 1653).
6. Vossms, Piietorice, 12°. No. 2183 (Oxford, 1651).

4. 1654. Edward Forrest {no. 0.0.6']).

Forrest was not to be outdone by his rival booksellers in Oxford, and accordingly
on the leaf next to the title-page of W. Lyford's Three Sermons (no. 2257) we find

his list of publications,
* A Catalogue of Books printed for, and to l)e sold by Edward

I'orrest at his shop over against All-Soules Colledge in Oxford '. He is lo be dis-

tinguished from his father of the same names who sold books in Oxford from 1625-4^,
his son beginning in 1646. Tlie son managed, like Godwin, to rake up a 163S book,
and even some earlier.

1. [Ranchin's] Coitncil of Trent, folio. No. 895 (Oxford, 1638).
2. Scheibleri Topua, 8°. No. 2234 (Oxford, i()53).

3. Helvici Chronologia, folio. No. 2170 (Oxford, 1651).
4. Ritschel, Conteinplationes, S°. No. 20I0 (Oxford, 1648).
I. Dale, Analysis, 8°. No. 2192 (Oxford. 1652).
6. Rous, Air/imoiogia Attica, 4". No. 2262 (Oxford, 1654).
7. Jacob, Pliilologia, oratio, 4°. No. 2184 (Oxford, 1652).
8. Hues, a'6' Globis, 12°. No. 2172 (Oxford, 1651).

9. L)re ai^ainst Baxter, 4°. No. 2255 (Oxford, 1654).
10. 'i'ombs of Scandall ', 12°. No. 1003 (Oxford, 1641).
11. Brerewood, Ethica, 4". No. 935 (Oxford, 1640).
12. Do., Logica. 8". .See note on no. 2241, no. 15.

13. Pemble, Enchiridion, 4°. No 759 i, Oxford, 1633).
1| i^. 'Do.,de Sensil'iis, 12"^. No. 640 (Oxford, 1629).
I'. 1^, "Lyioxd, Sermon, ^'^. No. 2006 (Oxford, 1648).

16. 'A Philosophical lissay' (Ward), 8". No. 2209 (Oxford, 1652).
17. Gardiner, Concio ad Clerum, 4°. No. 688 (Oxford, 1631).
18. Kainolds, Overthrow of Stage Plays, 4°. No. 645 (Oxford, 1629).
19. Grotius, de Satisfactione Christi, 12°. No. 828 (Oxiord, 1636).
20. Do., de Veritate, 8°. No. 2032 (Oxford, 1650).
21.

'

Juelli Apologia g.l. [i.e. Greek-Latin] in 8°.' No 922 (Oxford, 1639).
22. P'lavel, De Demonstratione, 8°. No. 523 (Oxford, 1624).
23. Bartholinus, Enchiridion, 8°. No. 738 (Oxford, 1633).

24. Longinus, TXipl vipovs, 8°. No. 2036 (Oxford, 1650 : where Rhetorica is

Davis's error for Khetoris).

25. Jackson,
' Ninth book on the Creed ', 4°. No. 890 (Oxford, 163S).

26. Mattliew, Concio apologetica, 12°. No. 894 (Oxford, 1638).

i
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27. Lyford, Catechism, 8°. No. 2197 (Oxford, 1652).
28. Stnbbs, HofBB Siibsecivse, 8°. See no. 2377, ^^i^' (The piece was printed

'Londini, Typis Du-Gardianis, Anno Dom. 1651 ').

29. Ferrand, 0/ Love, 8°. No. 942 (Oxford, 1640).

30. Biuidanus, /;; Polilica Aristotelis, 4". No. 936 (Oxford. 1640).
31.

' Harvvood's Sermon in 4°.' Either no. 1621 or no. 1804 (Oxford, 1644 or

1645),

32. Barclay, Pociiiata, 4°. No. 820 (Oxford, 16.^6).

33. Piideaux, Tabulaz, 4°, No. 925 (O-xford, 1639),

5. 1655. Edward Forrest.

The preceding list was reprinted (with the addition of Lyford's Sermons) at the end
of Lyford's Plain Man's Senses (Lond., 1655) as an appendix to Royston's list of his

own publications: and perhaps elsewhere. The imprints of nos. 19, 20, 21, 32 show
that Forrest acquired some of William Webbe's stock, and that nos. 2^ and 30 were

perhaps printed for Forrest /tvv. No. 28 is a London j^iece of Du Card's, but no
doubt Du Gard and Forrest were on friendly terms.

6- (1655). Richard Royston,

In ' A Catalogue of some Books Printed for Richard Royston at the Angel in Ivie-

lane, London. And of some formerly Printed at Oxford'' ,
which occupies the last

leaf of John Spotswood's //iV^rj (?/'///£ Church of Scotland (Lond. 1655, folio), the

following eight are stated to have been ' Printed at Oxford'.

1. A Full Answer to a Declaration of the House of Commons concerning no more
addresses to the King, 164S, in 4°.

2. The Royallists Defence, 1648, in 4°.

3. Mercurius Rusticus, 1648, in 8" (no. 2058).
4. The Regall Apology, 1648, in 4°.

5. Sacrosancta Regia Mnjestas, in 4°,
* written by the Archbishop of Tuum ', i. e.

John Maxwell (164I: no. 1523. This statement makes the authorship
certainX

6. The Royall Slave a Play in 4° (by Will. Cartwright, 1639: no. 903).
7. Judicium Universitatis Oxoniensis, in 8° (1648 : no. 1999).
8.

' Blessed birth-day', in 8" (by C. Fitz-Geffry. 1634 : no. 783).
A few others were printed at Oxford, though not slated to be so in the list : which

in its 1653 form, as attached to Hammond's Of Schisine, only mentions no. 8

as printed at Oxford.

The Full Anstvcr (no. i above) is attributed in a Bodleian copy to lord Clarendon :

it contains an engraving of the King's Arms, a long ornament (iyV'^4'''' two

dragons' heads, two squirrels and two Cupids attacked by snakes), also a long ornament

(ii-s''x4": royal arms, supported), which are all unknown at Oxford. The second
and third occur also in the Royalists Defence (no. 2) [by Charles Dallison], and in

the Regall Apology (no. 4 : by dr. George Bates, but also attributed to lord Clarendon
in a Bodleian copy). The King's Arms are apparently .Steele's no. 6r, not 38 {^Tudor
and Stuart Proclamations, vol. ii, 1910, at end), and have never been found in use at

Oxford. I hesitate, therefore, to accept these three as specimens of Oxford printing,

especially as the long ornament with dragons' heads—a very characteristic woodcut
block—is used by John Grismond, who printed for Royston, in this very year 1655.
The list is reprinted and added to in Lyford's Plain ]\Ian''s Senses (Lond. 1655) and
W. Langley's Persecuted Minister, ist part (Lond. 1656).

Royston's quarto list of books, appended to Rich. Sherlock's Quakers' IVilde

Questions (Lond. 1656), adds nothing to the above list.

7. 1657. Richard Davis : see no. i above.

8. 1658. Thomas Robinson.

His Catalogue of only S books 'recently published' has no separate number, and is

sufficiently described in no. 2389 (Hodges).
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9. 1659. John Adams and Edw. Forrest (no. 2464).

At the end of Yi\c^mz.TC% Justification (no. 2443) is a list of 25 books ' Printed for

John Adams neere Exeter Colledge, and Edward Forrest over against All-Soids

Colledge in Oxon.', showing that they were in partnership or at any rate were not

rivals. This is Adams's first venture on a catalogue, and Forrest had not issued one
since 1654. Among the books are :

—
Pemble, Works, folio. No. 2456 (Oxford, 1659) : Castansens, Distinciiones, S".

No. 2330 (Oxford, 1657): Scheibleri Topica, 8°. No. 2234 (Oxford, 1653):
Helvici, Chroiiologia, folio. No. 2170 (Oxford, 1651) : Rous's Attic antiquities, 4°.

No. 2410 (Oxford, 1658): Jacob's rhiiologia, 4". No. 2184 (Oxford, 1652: no

publisher): Hues, de Glohis, 12°. No, 2172 (Oxford, 1651 : E. Forrest only) :

Lyford, 4 sermons (really 3 ?), . . . No. 2257 (Oxford, 1654: do.) : Do., Faith, 8°.

No. 2394 (Oxford, 165S): Rainolds, Stage Plays, 4°. No. 645 (Oxford, 1629:
E. Forrest only) : Buridaiii Politica, 4°. No. 936 (Oxford, 1640: no publisher, but

in 1653 Richard Davis owned the book, see no. 2241, art. 16) : Juelli Apologia.,

Greek-Latin, S". No. 922 (Oxford, 1639: owned in that year by Webbe, in 1654 bv

J. Godwin, see no. 2267, art. 21) : Longini
'
A'.^d'/o/'/ca

', Greek-Latin, 8°. No. 2036
(Oxford, i'>.;;o, an elusive book : publisher not known : owned in 1654 by E. Forrest,

see no. 2267, art. 24): Jackson's Creed, 9th book, 4°. No. 890 (Oxford, 1638 : no

publisher at thnt time, owned in 1654 by J. Godwin, see no. 2267, art. 25) : Birkhead's

Otitmi,%°. No. 2377 (Oxford, 1658): Ussher's Clironologia, 'now in the Presse'

(4°, No. 2532, Oxiord, 1660). This is perhaps the first Oxford offer of a book
before publication.

The whole forms rather a poor lot, eked out as it is with old pre-Commonwealth
books, for two publishers. Edward Forrest is clearly the predominant partner.

Only two are of 1659 (but the list may have come out early in the year), three of

165S, four of 1657, one of 1656, two of 1654.

10. 1659. Richard Davis (no. ^\6^.
At the end of Hurst's 'AYfoia (no. 2447 above) there are seven pnges of 'A cata-

logue of Bookes printed for, and to be sold by Richard Davis at his shop neer Oriell

Colledge in Oxford '. This is Davis's third catalogue, and instead of the twenty-five
books with which he initiated the custom of printing these lists at Oxford in 1653 (see
no. 2241) he presents filty-eight. The titles are given at some length, but only one is

dated, 1658. But as with his first list, so in this he seems to be in some cases simply
an agent in Oxford, with no personal share in publication, and mention in the list

does not imply printing in Oxford. Among the books are many by Hammond,
Ailmer's liliisit Sacra:, White's Supplcmenta (no. 2209*), Robertus Baronius's
'

Philosophia Theologies Ancillans, Edit. nova. 12"', cf. a mention in no. 2241 and
note in the Corrigenda for no. 990), Verneuil's Nonienclalor, Stokes's Vaulting
Master ' with sixteen brasse figures ', Maimoiiides' Porta iMosis, Mayne's City Match
and Amorous IVarre, 4°, Perreaud's Devil ofAJascon,]^o\t\V<i Etichiridion Botanicuin,
and three described as ' New '

:
—

1. Oughtred's Circles of Proportion (Oxford, 1660: no. 2513").
2. H. Th[urman's] Learned Ministry (OxiotA, 1660: no. 2531),

3. Highmore's Exercitationes (Oxford, 1660 : no. 2499).

These entries show that Hurst's book came out late in 1659, and are perhaps the

second Oxford offers of books before publication (see no. 2464). No prices are as

yet mentioned in any of these Oxford Lists.

In 1675 Davis issued an extended list of the books he published.

1 1. 1660. R. Davis (part of no. 2478, see also nos. 2500, 2531).

12. 1660. T. Robiiison (part of no. 2501).

13. 1660. Joseph Godwin (part of no. 2522).

14. 1660. Z". i?(?3/;/j(?« (part of no. 2528).

15. 1660. A list of archbp. Ussher's works is part of no. 2532.
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i6. 1662 ? R. Davis (one leaf in the Bodleian).

17. 1664. Do. (part of no. 2671).

18. 1665. Do. (3 leaves in no. 2706).

19. 1665. F. Oxfad {8 items in no. 2716).

20. 1669. H. Davis (part of no. 2821).

21. 1672. Do. (part of no. 2947).

22. 1672. Do. (part of no. 2C 53).

23. 1675. Do. (part of no. 3053).

24. 1676. ZI Crc>j/^ (part of no. 3093).

(I have not met with any lists between 1677 and 1680. The Shel-

donian Press seems to have snuffed out these little tapers).
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APPENDIX A.

(See Vol. i, p. 237; ii, p. 501)

In the Library (3rd S. ix. 89 : 19 18) the present writer in the first part
of an article entitled Tkx^o Lost Causes endeavoured to show that, though

every bibliographer of repute assumes that the date 1468 in the Oxford

Jerome is a careless error for 1478, there is still an entire lack of positive
evidence for the assumption. The first known use of signatures printed
close to the lowest line of print is in 1472, and next in 1474, both at

Cologne. But if signatures in that position are impossible in 1468, what

of the 1472 book? It exhibits a similar want of precedent, absence of

imitators, and isolated appearance. The Oxford book is printed in a type
derived from Cologne. In several notable points of printing the first

Oxford book difters from the second, in 1479. A cessation of printing,
after the start, varying from three to twenty years, occurs at Bamberg,
Speier, Liibeck, Reggio and other places. No offset of any copy of the

Jerome has been found in volumes bound with it while it was still damp
from the press. No contemporary correction of the date occurs in any
of the thirteen copies known. The type is similar to Zel's who began in

1466, ter Hoernen's who began in 1470, and especially Gerard ten Raem
de Bercka's whose only dated book is 1478 ; but he may have- begun
earlier. This argument from type is only just not decisive by itself.

But two new sources of information unexpectedly came to light in 19 15
and 1 91 7, and, strange to say, neither is decisive. The Rev. Dr. P. H.
Aitken was at work on early books in Oxford College Libraries in 19 15,

and found time to look closely at the watermarks of the Jerome paper

compared with the works and facsimiles of Briquet and Likagev. Every
one of the seven he found in or before 1468, including three not

found in other Oxford prindng. The second new source is the existing
records of the old Hospital of St. John the Baptist at Oxford, printed by
the Oxford Historical Society. The Hospital owned some houses in the

High Street, and in the muniments of Magdalen College are rentals of

1453, 1478, 1480-82, concerning what is now nos. 35 and 36 High
Street, half-way between All Souls and Queen's. The entries show that

(i) on Sept. 29. 1478 a 'Dutchman' named John had recently vacated

the house, (2) not later than Sept. 29. 1480 a 'Dutchman' named
Theoderic Rood, see Oxford Books, vol. i, pp. 238, 242-3, 262, and the

present volume, p. 451 (corrections), occupied the house till at least Sept. 29.

1482, and perhaps till 1484. This is all consistent with a hypothesis that

a John of Cologne printed in Oxford in 1468, ceased to print for about

ten years, and handed over his materials to Theoderic Rood in the

autumn of 1478, after a re-start with the Aretiniis of 1479 and the j^gidius
of 1480.
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The conclusion at present is tliat, though the cumulative evidence

against 1468 is sufficient to convince bibliographers, it does not yet
amount to positive proof.
The ordinary corrections and additions on the Oxford Early Presses

will be found later on, before the Index.

APPENDIX B.

Nothing of importance has been discovered since the publication of

vol. ii in 191 2, but see the Additions and Corrections later on.

APPENDIX C.

Jl fi^^ronofo^tcaP JSief of (pereotte connec^c6 \mi^
*

Q^ooR^j^ro^uc^ioit at 0;ffor5/ 1 180-1650.

(See Vol. i, pp. 266-278; ii, pp. 502-515)

The following notices are supplementary or corrective of the two lists

in Vols, i-ii, and are largely due to publications of the Oxford Historical

Society since 191 2, especially to the three volumes of the Cartulary of
the Hospital of St. fohn the Baptist at Oxford, 19 14-17, referred to as

Hosp., and to other volumes, sucli as Medieval Archives of the University

{Med. Arch.), edited by the Rev. H. E. Salter. The numbering is adapted

(by the use, for instance, of 20 a, 20 b, 20c, &c., as a series between 20
and 21) to the 373 items in vol. ii, loc. cit. The same abbreviations are

used as in vol. ii.

No.
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[15. 1237. A definite date (1237) can now be assigned

{Hasp)]
Bartholomseus, parchm. (Med. Arch.)

Roger, copyist \Hosp.)
58.

Simon Scot, parchm. {Hosp., Med. Arch., &c.)

Geoffrey (Galfridus), scribe {^Hosp., Med.

Arch., &c.).

Philip, scribe {Hasp.)
Can be carried back to 1248 {Hosp.)

Reginald, bkb. [Hosp.)
Mathew de Thornton, scribe {Hasp.)

William, ilium. (Hasp.)

Philip, notary [Hosp.)
Richard de Epwell, scribe {Bosp.)

Roger, scribe {ffosp.)

The four Simons of this period were Simon,

parchment seller (no. 21: c. 1230-37):
Simon Scot, parchment seller (no. 3 1 <7 :

1 258-1 302): Simon Ball, parchment seller

(no. 41: 1275-r. 1280): and Simon,
bookbinder (no. 38: 1275-88).

Hugh de Edington, stat. {Nosp.)
Nicholas de La Gare, scribe (Bodl. MS. 37 1 2).

Matilda la Bocbynder occurs as a seller of

ale {Med. Arch.)
A Bale MS. of Ockham de Logica was

written at Oxford in this year.

John le Peyntour (ilium. ? : Hosp.)
William le lymnour (ilium. : the dates may
be extended to 1374-1426 : Hosp.)

\_A/ter the year 1400]

Thomas Ade
(.? Adams), parchm. {ffosp.)

Philip Marreys or Narreys copied Duns
Scotus at Oxford (Camb. Univ. Libr. MS.
Ff. 3. 27).

John Pole occurs as a scribe in 1458-65
{Oriel Records).

George Bokebynder {ffosp.)
William Bookbinder {Oriel Records).
Richard Mynne and Gabriell Bedell, both

of London, published a book printed by
Lichfield.

364. 1646-88. Richard Davis did not begin to sell books till

1649.

[This list is not continued after 1650: but see the tables of printers
&c. in App. F, and the General Index under London—Printers, &c.]

20 a.
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APPENDIX D.

®ocumen^0 Jfffuefrative of t2^t Ojefor^ (pre0e.

I. Delegates of the Press, 1633-80.
II. Payments by the Stationers' Company, 1636-72.

III. The Domus Typographical 1652 (decree).

IV. Comparative Outputs of Books, 1657-59.
V. Press rights in the Sheldonian Theatre, 1669 {deed).

VI. Early Papers of 1672 (First Prospectus, Accounts, &c.)
VII. The Committee of Four, 1674 {deed).
VIII. The Four London Partners, 1678 {deed).

I.

Delegates of the Press.

16j^-1680.

^

f^\ AT
*

rthe Charters enlarging the Oxford Privileges of Printing.

(See Vol.
i, pp. 281, 283)

1633. March. The Proctors nominated as Delegates of the Press :
—

1. Dr. Samuel Fell, dean ^ of Ch. Ch., expelled 1648.
2. Dr. Robert Pink, warden of New Coll., d. 3 Nov. 1647.

3. Dr. Accepted Frewin, pres. of Magd. till 1644 (bp.)

4. Dr. Richard Zouche, of New Coll., d. i Mar. 1 66f .

5. Mr. Richard Baylie, pres. of St.
J., exp. 1648- 1660.

6. Mr. John Rouse (Protobibl. Bodl.), Oriel, d. Apr. 1652.

7. Mr. Peter Turner, of Merton, exp. 1648.
8. Mr. Henry Hammond, of Magd., exp. 1648.

9. Mr. William Hippisley, of Ch. Ch.

10. Mr. Walter Morgan, of Wadh.
+ V.C. & Proctors.

1653. March 26. The Proctors nominated for a fresh Delegacy:
—

11. Mr. John Owen, dean of Ch. Ch., exp. 1660.

12. Dr. John Wilkins, warden of Wadh. till 1659.

13. Dr. Jonathan Goddard, warden of Merton, exp. 1660.

14. Dr. Joshua Crosse, of Magd., exp. 1660.

15. Mr. Ralph Bathurst, pres.^ of Trin.

16. Mr. Thomas Tully, of Queen's.
1 7. Mr. John Bunkley, sup. bedel of Div.

+ V.C, Proctors, Professors, Public Orator, Bodley's Librarian,

Keeper of the Archives.

^ Not in that office at the time of his becoming Delegate.
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1662. Dec. 22. The Proctors nominated for a fresh Delegacy:

—
18. Dr. Richard Baylie, pres. of St. J., d. July 27. i667.

19. Dr. Thomas Yate/ princ. of Brasen., d. Apr. 22. 1681.

20. Dr. Thomas Barlow, prov.^ of Qu. till 1675.
21. Dr. Robert Say, prov. of Or., d. Oct. 24. 1691.
22. Dr. Edward Pococke, of Ch. Ch., d. Sept. 10. 1691.

23. Dr. John Fell,^ dean of Ch. Ch., d. July 10. 1686.

24. Dr. Leoline Jenkins,^ princ. of Jesus till 1673.
The V.C. and Proctors were subsequently added.

1668. Oct. 5. The Proctors nominated, in place of Dr. Baylie :
—

25. Mr. Obadiah Walker, master ^ of Univ. till 1688.

1673-4. Feb. 8. The Proctors nominated :
—

26. Dr. Richard Allestree, of Ch. Ch., d. Jan. 28. 168^.

27. Dr. Thomas Marshall, rector of Line, d. Apr. 19. 1685.

1678. The four London Partners who took over the printing from 1678
were Moses Pitt, William Leake, Peter Parker and Thomas Guy, for

whom see H, R. Plomer's Diet. 0/Printers ^-c, 1668— 1725, and the

Annals of Printing at end of Preface, above.

For the succession of Delegates see (dr. George Huddesford's)
Obscrvatiofis relating to the Delegates of the Press (Oxf. 1756).

Minutes of meetings.

The Minutes of Meetings of the Delegates of the Press begin on

7 September 1668, when the completion of the Sheldonian Theatre was
in sight. There follow minutes of meetings on 17 October, 12 December

;

13 March 1668/9; 8 April, 22 October 1669; 18 January, 7 February,

15 March 1669/70; 26 October, 16 November, &c., 1670 to i756(?);
with a gap from after 25 February 1674/5 ^i'' 24 July 1677, and after

that till 17 December 1678; then a still wider gap till 16 June 1694.
The annual Accounts begin in 1690.

IL

The Stationers' Company.

Payments to the University, 1636-16 7 2.

The Letters Patent obtained from Charles i by archbp. Laud, in favour

of printing at the University, dated Nov. 12. 1632 and March 16. i63f

(printed in Vol. i of Oxford Books, pp. 281, 283), gave extensive, but not

precise, powers ;
and questions soon arose whether the monopoly of

Bibles, Prayer books. Grammars, Almanacks, &c., enjoyed by the

Stationers' Company in London from an earlier date, was over-ridden by
the new grants to Oxford. They were settled at last by the Great

^ The Delegates who with Sir Joseph Williamson formed a Syndicate or Committee
who took over the management of the Press and paid the University ;if20o a year
from Lady Day 1672,

'^ Not in that office at the time of his becoming Delegate.
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Charter of Charles i to the University dated March 3. 163I, and settled in

favour of Oxford {Oxford Books ii. 526).
Upon this the Stationers' Company by an Indenture dated March 12.

1 63 1 agreed to pay the University £200 a year for three years from
Feb. 16. 163^, the University ceding its right to print Bibles, &c., for that

period {Oxf. Bks. i. 285). Payments of £100 were to be made every
March 25 and Sept. 29 for the six months past. This indenture was
renewed in identical terms on Aug. 12. 1639, as from Feb. 17. i6|§, and
came to an end during the Civil War on Feb. 16. 164I.

Apparently in the course of 1656 the University and the Company
came to an informal agreement about resuming some payment, but the
amounts are irregular until an Indenture dated Nov. 29. 1664 restored

fully the old conditions once more, for the usual three years. No inden-
tures of 1656 or 1 66 1 seem to be known; nor any after the 1664 agree-
ment expired at Michaelmas 1667, until 1669, when the last one was
made for three years ending at Lady Day 1672. As from Lady Day
1672 the Oxford syndicate of Fell, Jenkins, Yate and Williamson took
over all Oxford rights, and itself paid £200 yearly to the University : see
no. vii (p. 415) : and for the first London Partners, no. viii (p. 418).
The actual payments during this unsettled period, as recorded in the

Vice- Chancellor's annual Computus, are on p. 408, a new element

appearing in 1656, namely the Typographi Londmenses, the Stationers'

Company being always represented by the term Bibh'opolae Londmenses.
The Typographi were the King's Printers, who from the first, by a

private agreement, shared the payment of the Company in a certain pro-
portion. It is known that, also from the first, there was a third element

namely Norton, probably Bonham Norton's son John {d. 1645) and after

that no doubt Bonham's second son Roger (</. 1662, Apr. i) and Roger's
son of the same name {d. 1686), but their share in these matters is

not precisely known. The two Rogers worked at the King's Printing
Office, and the elder Roger claimed at the Restoration the office of King's
Printer, but his claim was disallowed.
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Payer.

Typ. Lond.

and so

»•

Bibl.

Typ.
Bibl.

Typ.
l^ibl.

Typ.
»

Bibl.

Typ.
Bibl.

Bibl.

I)

Sll/H

paid,

on till

;^200
nil

nil

nil

nil

nil

nil

nil

nil

£zo

£60
£60
£80
£60

£80
£So

£80

£200
£^00
£^00
£20°

£200
;^200

;^200

^200
;(^200

For year
ending.

Mar. 25, 1637
1638

Mar. 25, 1643^
»

'

1644
» 1645
,, 1646

1647
„ 1648

1649.

1650, 1651
Mar. 25, 1652,

1653? 1654
Mar. 25, 1655

16562

Noles

i^bl

\
1658

Mar, 25, 1659

June 24, 1659
t66o

Mar. 25, 1661

June 24, 1661

Mar. 25, 1662

Mar. 25, 1663

„ 1664

„ 1665

,, 1666

May I, 1667
„ 1668
7tot staled

Mar. 25, 1670
.,

"

1671

1672

For a half-year.

Arrears counted as ;^20o.

., „ .^400-

,, „ ^600.
„ ,, ^800.

^1000.

^1600.

„ „ ;^l600.

„ ., ;^l600.
For three-quarters of the year ending June 24,

1657.

For a payment of;f50 extra by the Bibl. Lond.,
the arrears were remitted, and apparently
also their next year's payment.

They also paid;i^6o as part arrears of ;^ 100,
and the Typ. Lond. were excused £40,
and paid nothing thereafter.

The end of the Agreements.

1 Wallis in 1661 states that the last ;^ioo of the Agreement of 17 Feb. i6|f was not

paid. (O.U. Archives, as below.)
- A memorandum by John Wallis in the University Archives, of 1661, states that

(i) about 1652 (1656?) the Univ. agreed not to print anything except Bibles,
if the Stat. Co. paid £()0, and this was renewed till 1661.

(2) that (in 1657) Field and Hill agreed with the Univ. to pay ;^8o for the

privilege of printing .5/3/ej- 1656-9, and (by renewal) for 3 years from Xmas 1659.
He states that they paid till Xmas 1660 and no more. (O.U. Archives, S.P,, pyxis D,
fasc. 4.)
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III.

The 'Domus Typographica ', 1652

{Regisirum Convocationis T, p. 164)

30 Junij 1652

1652, June 3. Cum per statutum Vniversitatis Titulo 180 Sectione

quinta de domo aliqua publicse Typographiae instruendae vsibus specialiter

deputanda cautum sit
; cumque supellex typographica Academiae publica

(quae in malleolis matricibus et typis, Hebraicis, Arabicis, Syriacis et

Graecis consistit) partim priuatis typographorum vsibus mutub data,

partim in locis baud ita commodis disposita, dispendij nonnihil anteactis

temporibus passa sit
; cumque praesto sit Academiae tenementum Ecclesiae

S=^ Mariae annexum, vbi congregationes antiquitus haberi consueverant,

quodque impraesentiarum \sic\ tantum non vacuum, plan^ nullis vel baud
ita magni momenti vsibus inseruit, vbi tamen et tutb satis et commode
materia ista omnis typographica disponi, et sicubi vsus postulaverit

praelum inaedificari, poterit:
Idcirco visum est Delegatis ad Convocationem referendum, quatenus

tenementum illud Academiae, quod Domus Congregationis antiquitus
audiebat, pro domo Typographica Vniversitatis pubHca deinceps habeatur.

Conceditur.

IV.

Comparative Output of Books

7^/7-9.

With the help of William London's Supplement and Catalogue of New
Books (1658, 1660)' we can compare the output of books, omitting fly-
sheets and mmima, for 1657-9 ii^ all England and in Oxford respectively.
The dates in London are Aug. i. 1657-June i. 1658 and June i. 1658
to Easter Term 1660: and in Oxford March 25. 1657 to Dec. 31. 1659.
The result is

England
Oxlord

287

.=i9

rco
16

28

3

<1
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V.

Sheldonian Theatre.

Deed ofgift to the University establishing printing within it.

July 9. 1669.

{Registnnn Convocationis Ta, p. 264)

Gilbertus [Sheldon] . . . omnibus . . . Salutem. Cum nos ^dificium

quoddam Theatrum vulgb vocatum . . . sumptibus nostris propriis . . .

extruxerimus : idemque . . . Antemuralibus, Apothecis, Sedilibus variaque

Supellectile et apparatu muniri, instrui, et ornari curaverimus, ea quidem
intentione ut Comitijs atque Exercitijs . . . commodior in posterum
haberetur locus . . . Jnsuper ut Res Typographica, a cujus incrementis

bon» Literge uberrimos profectus merito speraverint, idoneis conclavibus,

forulis, & Officinis, deinceps instiueretur, Sciatis Nos dedisse . . . Cancel-

lario, Magistris et Scholaribus Universitatis Oxoniensis totum illud . . .

Theatrum . . . [May 25. 1669].
A deed of May 28. 1669 follows at p. 266 of the Register, by which

archbp. Sheldon presents £2,000 for the repair of the Theatre, with

which lands are to be purchased, and provides that ' What shall every

year be remaining of the Rents, over and above the Charge of Repayres,
I desire may be imployed for the best advantage and encouragement of

the Learned Presse there designed, and allready sett at Worke, which I

pray God prosper'.
In the letter of thanks from the University July 9. 1669 the Press is

twice mentioned with gratitude to the Archbishop. (Register of Convo-

cation, ut supra, p. 267).

VI.

Early Sheldonian Press Papers, 1672.

{a) The First Prospectus.

Issued by the Oxford University Press, early in January 1672.
In Fell's hand (in All Souls MS. 239, fol. 641).

Books begwi to he pj'inted at the Theater in Oxford.

\_published in :—
The Councils gr: 1. 2 Vol: fol: [1672
The history of the Uniuersity in Latin fol; with cults. "1674

Catalogue of the Bodley-librarv fol: [Pr. Bks. 1674

Catalogue of the MS. fol: [Bernard's] [MSS. 1697
D'': Morisons herbal in latin fol: with cults. [1672, &c.

The Arundel Marbles with their Explication in fol: together with a

Discourse of M"": Lidiats vpon the Epocha, and others of like nature

with cutts. [1732 !

A treatise concerning the Soul, Latin in 4° by D"": Willis. [1672
Aratus with the Scholia of Theon. Eratasthen: &c. gr: 8". [1672
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We purpose to Print, ifive may be encouraged.

1. The greek Bible in a royal folio, to \\'^\ purpose we haue procurd
the vse of the Alexandrian IMS. out of his Mamies; library, with others of

good note from diuerse Places; & haue of our own seueral copies of

Venerable Antiquity neuer yet collated.

2. The Targum on the books of Chronicles, as also the Comments of

R. Tanchum & other learned Rabbins on seueral parts of the Old Testa-

ment neuer yet printed, both in Heb: & Arab.

3. The Coptick Gospels neuer yet extant, out of a copy of Venerable

antiquity in the hands of D^': Marshall, & by him fitted for the presse.

[1716]
4. The Coptick Psalter from a MS. in the Same hands, together with

the Ancient Latin Psalter of the Western church.

5. The liturgicks & homilies of the Ancient English-saxons church,
from MS. of venerable Antiquity, neuer yet Extant.

6. The Canons of the English Saxon church, far more perfect &
correct, then the Edition of S^: H. Spelman.

7. The Greek & Latin fathers in their order. Especially those of the

first Ages Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp &c. as also Epiphanius Gr: Lat:

with annot: Cyprian according to the very many excellent vncollated

Copies we haue by vs. Euthymius vpon the Psalmes, not yet extant

in Gr:

8. Ephrem Syrus & other eastern fathers in Syriack. especially those

parts of them which are not extant in Greek.

9. Josephus Gr: L. with the Annot: of S. Petit & others.

10. Maimonides, More noaichim, as written by himself in Arab:, Arab:
Lat:

11. The history of Tamerlain in Arab: & Persian, with the Lat:

12. A history of Insects, more perfect than any yet Extant.

13. A Description of Coins & Medals, such as haue not hitherto bin

describd ; from the Uniuersitys, & other priuate collections.

14. The Classical authors both greek & Latin
; Historians, Philosophers,

Orators, & Poets, with new & more vsefuU annotations, then haue bin

hitherto publisht.

15. The ancient Mathematicians Greek & Latin in one and twenty
Volumes

; part not yet Extant, the rest collated with MS. perfected from
the Arabick versions, where the originals are lost, with their Scholia &
comments : & all illustrated with Annotations, if this proposal shall be

thought too vast, we shall enter vpon such authors, & publish them in

such formes as shall be desird.

16. The authors of the Middle age from our Sauiours birth, in seuerall

faculties, that merit publick light, but as yet are not extant.

We shall farther adde Subsidiary books in seueral parts of learning ;
&

treatises of learned men now lining both in Latine & English.
Whereas a designe of this nature neither euer was, nor can be carried

on without a publick assistance, for thus the Imprimeries of Aldus, Bom-
bergus, f>oben, Stephens were heretofore, and at present the Loiiure

presse is supported : with due respect it is offerd to such Persons of

honour & Piety who haue a concern for the Advancement of learning as
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also the emprouement of trade, & repute of the Nation, that they would

afford in such manner as seems fittest to them their Assistance
;
which

may be don by some one of the following ways.
1. Voluntary benefactions.

2. Loan of mony gratis.

3. Loan of mony vpon interest.

4. Subscriptions vpon books.

5. Joyning in partnership in expectation of proportionate gain.

First whosoeuer shall be pleasd to contribute as a benefactor whither

in Matrices, Letters, paper or to the edition of an Author, shall be

publickly acknowledgd for that his benefaction.

Secondly whosoeuer shall lend mony shall haue vnquestionable personal

security, or such proportions of books printed as shall double the loan.

Thirdly whosoeuer shall deposite mony by way of Subscription for

a book to be printed, shall haue vnquestionable security for punctual

performance of conditions
;
And 300 copies of any work being subscribd

for, we immediatly will be obligd to set vpon it.

Fourthly whosoeuer shall engage in partnership, shall be assurd of as

good advantage & gain, as could be expected from mony layd out at

interest, or other common way of trade.

ijj) Draft Staternejit, 1672.

In Fell's hand (in All Souls MS. 239, fol. 666).

Since our undertaking the Affair of Printing we haue layd out aboue

fourteen hundred pound, particularly are furnisht with Arabick, Hebrew,

Greek, Latin & English matrices, as also letters in the Aforesaid languages
to the value of fiue hundred & fifty pounds.
We are furnisht with aboue a thousand Rhems of Paper part thereof

printed, the remainder in store to the value of about Qoo^i.

We haue aduanced of our rent before hand aboue two hundred pound.
We haue constantly at work aboue twenty [allered from thirt)']

Compositors Pressemen &c.

We are furnisht with a founder [Herman Hermansen, who arrived in

August 1672], Grauers, Rolling pressemen, and all other workmen that

any way relate to the Affair of printing.
We haue paper made within two miles of the town [at Wolvercote],

that is useful! in printing.

Besides books formerly printed we are now in hand with the History
of the Uniuersity in fol: the Catalogue of the Uniuersity Library in folio :

the Grammar with additions that take in Vossius, the Jansenists Grammar,
& all the late Grammarians. M*': Isaac Vossius his treatise of Musick

[1673]. the history of the Masse [1672, Brevint]. a tract of

Logick.
We haue printed Schole books

part of the History of the Uniuersity
of the Catalogue [of the Bodleian]

a tract of Education [by Obadiah Walker : and] of the Masse [by
Brevint

?].
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j
470

55

30

Dr. Marshall &
Mr. Butler

Mr. Leigh
Fifield & Founder

Schole books [

already printed \

History
Almanack [1673]
Educacion

Morlaix [?] Paper
Demy Paper
Post Paper
Lumbard [?] Paper 52

175
60

106

40
20

(f) Accounts, late in 16"]2.

(In All Souls MS. 239, fol. 667.)

(1S6 3
Disbursed . . . 4S8 9

.729 19

Received for Bookes already sold

Wee have Matrices, both Greek and

Latin, Letters, tooles mettall provided
for the Founder to the Vniversity

So much Paper now impresed &
Printed for Schoole Bookes and Hist.

j

of the Vniversity & Almanack .

5 o

o o

15 o

250 o o

200

75

o

o
o

13
o
o

o

Paper remaining in the tower house in

store to the value of .

The rent due to the Vniversity at our

Lady next 1673 is already payd &
part of the rent due at Michm. 1673,

being in all payd beforehand

1,404 II II

81

546 o

[stc]

6S:

21S 13 4

225 o o

I 1,755 15 10 I

1 J

And wee liaue Oyle Ink wool for the

Pelter and diverse other necessarys
that will last the whole yeare. provided
and by vs.

Notwithstanding by reason of the Warr with Holland [1672-4] our Matrices

Pounder and Letters were long detayned, and neither they nor the Founder came to

vs before the middle of August last [1672]. So late that as yet wee have not printed

any thing vpon them, nor the Founder hath cast hitherto only to make the imperfection.

{d) Dr. John Felts Proposalsfqr an Annotated Oxford Bible, 1672.

In Fell's hand. (In Bodl. MS. Rawl. D. 398, fol. 127. It has

already been printed as far as hitherto occasiond, from a copy by
Dr. Thomas Smith, in Dr. J. R. Magrath's Fleinings in Oxford [Oxf.
Hist. Soc], i. 362-3.) One printed page in folio, showing Gen. i. 1-23
in the proposed form, with notes, is at fol. 81 of Bodl. MS. Smith 22

(15629). But the scheme was never carried out.

It is designd to print an Edition of the H. Scriptures in the Uniuersity
of Oxford, with all possible care & accuratenesse in reference both to the

correctnesse of the Text, & beauty of the Character & all other exlrinsick

ornaments : with Annotations also plainly & practically rendring the

mind of the Text, so as to be understood by the unlearned reader : to

which will be added Arguments to the seueral books. Chronological

observations, Geographical tables &c as seem necessary to the illustrating

the whole.
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For the performance of which, with the caution due to so sacred

a work
;
the Annotations being drawn up by seueral eminent & learned

Persons in the said Uniuersity, will before their being committed to the

presse, be reuiewd by diuerse of the right reuerend Fathers in God the

bishops of the Church, as also the professorsof Diuinity in the Uniuersity.
The expediting of this work will be diligently endeauord by the

assignes of the Uniuersity, for the affair of Printing ;
who will take care

not only for the performance of the particulars aboue mentiond, but also

that a moderate price may be set upon the book when finisht.

And if for the support of the expence of the Edition, & the encourage-
ment of it, well disposed & religious Persons shall think fit to advance

any Summs of mony ; security will be giuen by the said Assignes for the

returning to the seueral contributers, a book or books according to the

proportion of the Summe advanced by them, so as to be of greater value

by at least a Sixth part, then the mony by them deposited.
No particular price is now set upon the book, to auoid those known

& great inconueniences, which such distant designations, haue hitherto

occasiond.

Concerning the annotations on the H. Scriptures, intended to be drawn

vp in the Uniuersity of Oxford. \_/ol. 127*]
^

[Assurjance
that there be such care of breuity, that the text and [commenjt, swell not

beyond the bulk of a moderate folio book.

[In the] work it self twill be desirable.

1. to cleer the translation.

2. illustrate the sense when obscure.

3. reconcile seeming contradictions.

4. vindicate passages peruerted by Heterodoxe writers, as Papists,

Socinians, Anabaptists &c.

5. enforce the meaning of such Texts, as establish the Orthodoxe

truth.

6. remark such texts as giue ground, for the resoluing of cases of

conscience. & found obligation to duty.

[Point]s to be obserud.

[i.] to be sparing in heaping vp diuerse readings.
•

2. introducing original or exotick words.

3. citing humane Authors.

4. alleging diuerse opinions.

5. but on the contrary to Proue most by parallel places.
6. always referre to parallels.

[Necessjary books.

Catalogues of writers on the H. Scriptures. Crow.

Catalogues of places seemingly contrary. JNIanasse ben Is: the

harmonies &c.

Catalogues of controuerted Scriptures. Edit: of the new test: in Gr.

by Elsiu: 1631.

1 [MS torn.']
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(c) Tellerfrom Dr. John Fell, about his proposed Bible, 11 April 1672.

[From the Calendar of Domestic State Papers, 1897.]

II April 1672. Dr. Fell to Sir Leoline feiihns. I am very glad you
made good speed as well as good haste in your journey, and found his

lordship
* in such good health. Since you tell me he approves of an

attempt at an edition of the Bible, we shall think on it with more courage.
Mr. Principal

^ and myself have had long debates about it, for as it is

certain we can never carry on our expensive business of printing without

subscriptions, so it seems evident that nothing can be so useful as, besides

classical authors, wherein scholars are concerned, to propose also such

an universal book as will be acceptable not only to all conditions of men,
but of women; and doubtless what you recommended, the setting out an

English Bible with all the advantages of print and paper and exterior

ornaments, with practical annotations fitted for the use of every Christian

reader, had advantages be3'ond any other design we can think of. The

difficulty was to have it creditably done, and then owned by such a

character and approbation as would give it countenance. To obviate

this we have thought of six Doctors, men of learning and reputation,
whom we think we can engage to share in making the notes, and have

persuaded the Doctor of the Chair ^
to undertake to review the whole,

which is a point gained so much beyond expectation, for you know with

what unwillingness he is brought to work, that I hope we shall meet with

no insuperable obstruction. Pray consider whether this cast we have

made be advisable, or what may be altered from or added to it. The

persons we have in designation are Doctors Pocock, Marshall, Tully,

Marsh, Floyd of Reading, and Hall. On my Lord's and your direction,

we shall go on to model the affair. This afternoon I shall be at a meeting
of the Heads, where I shall see what may be done about your course at

St. Mary's. \_x^ pages. S.P. Dam., Car. II, 305, no. 117.]
^
Archbp. Sheldon. ^ Yate. ^ AUestree.

VII.

The Committee of Four, 1675.

J 5^4 This Itidenlure made the Five & Twentieth day of February in the

Feb^. 2^ Seven and Twentieth year of the Raigne of our Soveraigne Lord
Charles the second by the Grace of God of England Scotland

Granters France and Ireland King Defender of the Faith &c Annoque
Domini 1674. Betdueeti the Chancellor Masters & Scholars of

Grantees the University of Oxon of the one part And the Right honorable

Sir Joseph Williamson Knight, one of the principal Secretaries of

State
;
of his Majesties most honorable privie Council and Fellow of

Queens College in the said University : Sir Leoline Jenkins Knight
Doctor of Lawes, and Judge of the Courts of Admiralty and Prerogative ;

Thomas Yate Doctor of Divinity and Principal of Brasen-nose College in

the said University, and John Fell Doctor of Divinity and Dean

Preamble of Christ Church in the said University of the other part
Witnesseih That the said Chancellor Masters and Scholars con-

sidering that Printing and the full use and exercise thereof in the said

University may redound to the great honour renowne and benefitt of the
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same, And that it cannot be managed with better advantage to the

publique, then when it is committed to some select Persons, who not only
haue an interest common with the rest of the said Universit}^^ that so

publique a work may be promoted : but who also shall of their owne
accord undergoe a hazard and expence in the management thereof, and
will be sure to bring upon themselues a considerable losse, if the work be

not carryed on, and improved to the best aduantage In considera-

tion whereof, and of the yearly Rent of Two Hundred pounds herein

after reserved, and of the Covenants herein after mentioned, and for

diverse other good causes and considerations them thereunto

Grant movinge Have giuen and granted and by these presents do giue
and grant unto the said Sir Joseph Williamson, Sir Leoline

Jenkins, Thomas Yate, and John Fell their Executors Administrators

& Assignes full power licence and authority to Print Comprint
Printing Utter and sell, or cause to be printed comprinted uttered and
rights sold All and all manner of Bookes Bibles Testaments Psalters

Almanacks, Lilly's Grammar and all other Schoole Bookes,
And all other Bookes Charts Pourtatures [jzV ]

and things in what Letters

or volumes, and to what number they shall thinke meet, and to enjoy
and possesse all Privileges benefitts and advantages touching and

concerning the printing comprinting uttering and selling of all or any the

said Bookes in as large and ample manner as the said Chancellor Masters

and Scholars haue or might haue printed comprinted uttered or sold, and
haue or might haue enjoyed and possessed by force and vertue of any
Prescription usage and custome, or of any Act or Acts of Parliament

Charter or Charters of any Letters Patents to them now granted or

hereafter to be granted or of any other matter or thing whatsover And
the said Chancellor Masters and Scholars for the considerations

mdiiding aforesaid Have also giuen and granted and by these presents

tytT&c.
^°^ S'"^ ^'^^ grant unto the said Sir Joseph Williamson,
Sir Leoline Jenkins, Thomas Yate, and John Fell their

Executors Administrators and Assignes the Government & Management
of Printing within the said University and of all persons and things

appertaining unto the same, and the use of all their Houses, Cellars,
Roomes and places that now are, haue been or shall be employed and
used for Printing composing, the custody and drying of Paper, together
with the use of all their Presses, Frames, Cases, Letters, Characters, and

all other Utensills for Printing, or in any wise touching and

for three concerning the same To have and to hold the said Powers
years and authoritys and all and singular the before granted or

mentioned to be granted premisses with all and singular their

appurtenances unto them the said Sir Joseph Williamson, Sir Leoline

Jenkins, Thamas Yate and John Fell their Executors Administrators and

Assif?nes from the Feast of the Annunciation of the blessed Virofin Marie
next ensueing the Date hereof unto the full end and terme of Three

Yeares from thence next and immediatly ensueing fully to be
the grantees compleat and ended Yielding and paying therefore yearly

per^annu°° <^"'''"o ^^e said Terme unto the said Chancellor jNIasters and
Scholars and their Successors the Summe of Two Hundred

pounds of lawfull Money of England at the two most usuall Feasts and
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Dayes of Payment (That is to say) The Feast of St. Michael the Arch-

angell and of the Annunciation of the blessed Virgin Marie by
Warranty even and equal! portions Arid the said Chancellor Masters

for 6 years & Scholars for themselves and their Successors doe Covenant

promise grant and agree to and with the said Sir Joseph
Williamson, Sir Leoline Jenkins, Thomas Yate & John Fell their

Executors Administrators and Assignes by these presents That neither

they the said Chancellor Masters & Scholars nor their Successors, nor

any other Person or persons, Body politique or Corporate whatsoever by
Authority derived from them (other then the said Sir Joseph Williamson,
Sir Leoline Jenkins, Thomas Yate and John Fell their Executors Adminis-

trators or Assignes) during the said Terme of Three years hereby

granted shall Print comprint, utter or sell any Booke, Chart, Pourtraiture

or thing, or any part or parcell of any Booke, Chart, Pourtaiture or

thing, by and in these presents granted or mentioned to be granted And
that at the end and expiration of the said terme hereby granted, they the

said Chancellor Masters and Scholars and their Successors shall and will

make and renew a like grant of all and singular the premisses hereby

granted or herein mentioned to be granted for the like terme, and under

the same Rent and Covenants in these presents contained unto them the

said Sir Joseph Williamson, Sir Leoline Jenkins, Thomas Yate, and

John Fell their Executors Administrators & Assignes, or to

Arrangements gQ many of them as shall request and desire the same And

1/lease'^

^°"
^^^ ^'^^^ ^^"^ Joseph Williamson, Sir Leoline Jenkins, Thomas
Yate, and John Fell for themselues their Executors Admini-

strators and Assignes do Covenant and promise to and with the said

Chancellor Masters and Scholars by these presents, that they will yearly

during the Terme hereby granted pay unto the said Chancellor Masters
and Scholars or to their Successors the said summe of Two Hundred

pounds of lawfuU Money of England at the times and dayes aforesaid

And in the end of the said terme shall and will peaceably and quietly

yeild and giue up the said Houses, Cellars Roomes and places, together
with the Presses Frames, Cases, Letters, Characters and other Utensills

for Printing of them received from the said Chancellor Masters & Scholars

whole and undefaced unto the said Chancellor Masters and
Three copies Scholars or to their Successors And lastly that the said

to be delivered
^^"^ ^'^^^^^^^^^^^''^^^'^^ ^^"^ Leoline Jenkins, Thomas Yate

and John Fell their Executors Administrators or Assignes or

some of them shall & will deliver or cause to be delivered Three Copies
of the best & largest Paper of every Booke printed or reprinted by them
in the said University; The one of which Copies to the Keeper of his

Majesties Library ;
and to the Vicechancellor of the University of Oxford

;

and to the Vicechancellor of the University of Cambridge for the time

being; The other two copies for the use of the publique Librarys
Witness of the said Universitys respectiuely In wilnesse whereof to the
clause one part of these present Indentures remaining with the said

Sir Joseph Williamson, Sir Leoline Jenkins, Thomas Yate &
John Fell the said Chancellor Masters & Scholars of the said Univer-

sity of Oxford haue sett their Common Seal And to the other part
of these present Indentures remaining with the said Chancellor Masters

31S0 E e
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& Scholars of the said University of Oxford, the said Sir Joseph William-

son, Sir Leoline Jenkins, Thomas Yate & John Fell haue sett their hands

and Scales the day and year first above written.

[ With the signatures and seals of Williamson, Jenkins, Vote and Fell.

Printedfrom the original in the Oxford University Archives.
^

VIII.

The Four London Partners.

1678 This Indenture Wade the six and Twentithday of September
Sept. 26 In the Thirtieth yeare of the Raigne of our Soveraigne Lord

Charles the Second by the grace of God of England Scotland

France and Ireland King Defender of the Faith &c. Annoque
Grantors Domini 1678 Betweene the Right Reverend Father in God John

Lord Bishopp of Oxon, the Right honorable Sir Joseph
Williamson Knight, one of the Principall Secretaries of State and one of

his Majesties most honorable Pryvy Councell, Sir Leolin Jenkins Knight

Judge of the Court of Admiralty and Prerogative, and Thomas Yate D''

of Divinity and Principall of Brazen Nose Colledge in Oxon of
Grantees th' one part and Moses Pitt Cittizen and Habberdasher of

London, William Leake Peter Parker and Thomas Guy Citnzens
Preamble and Stationers of London of th' other part Whereas the Chan-

cellor Masters and Schollers of the said Vniversity of Oxon

by their Indenture bearing date the Nineteenth Day of Aprill last

past before the date of these presents. Have among other things given
and graunted vnto the said Lord Bishopp, by the name of John Lord

Bishopp of Oxon and Deane of Christchurch in the said vniversity,

vnto the said Sir Joseph Williamson by the name of Sir Joseph
Williamson Knight one of the Principall Secretaries of State, of

his Majesties most honorable Privy Councell and Fellow of Queenes
Colledge in the said Vniversity, the said Sir Leolin Jenkins Knight and

the said Thomas Yate their executors administrators and
{^Former Assignes Full Power Lycense and Authorrity to Comprint vtter

Grant of and sell or cause to bee Printed Comprinted vttered and sold,

i(>14) All and all manner of Bookes Bibles Testaments Psalters

Almanacks Lillies Grammer and all other Schoole Bookes
Charts Portratures or Things in what Letter or volume and to what
number they shall thinke meete and to enjoy and possesse all privi-

ledges benefitts and advantages touching or concerning the Printing com-

printing vttering or selling of all or any of the said Bookes in as large

and ample manner as the said Chancellor Masters and Schollers have or

might have Printed Comprinted vttered or sold and haue or might haue

enjoyed and possessed by force or vertue of any Prescription vsage or

custom or of any Act or Acts of Parliament Charter or Charters or of any
Letters Pattents to them now graunted or hereafter to bee graunted or of

any other matter or thing whatsoever. And also the vse of all their

Howses Cellars Roomes and Places that then were or had bin or should

bee employed and vsed for Printing, Composing, the custody & drying of
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Paper, Together with the vse of their Presses Frames Cases Letters

Charecters & all other their vtensiles for printing or in any wise touching
or concerning the same. To haue and to hold vnto the said Lord Bishopp
S^ Joseph Williamson S"" Leolin Jenkins and Thomas Yate their executors

administrators and Assignes For and during the Terme of Three yeares,
To Commence from our Lady day last past before the date of these

presents, vnder the Rents and Covenants therein contained as in and by
the said Indenture may appeare. Now this Indenture witnesseth that the

said Lord Bishopp S'' Joseph Williamson Si" Leolin Jenkynsand Thomas
Yate (in consideracion that the said Mosses Pitt William

Grantees Leake Peter Parker & Thomas Guy Have vndertaken to con-

tinue and carry on the Art and Mistery of Printing att the

Theater in the said Vniversity to the Honour of the said Vniversity and
of the Rents and Covenants hereinafter reserved and mencioned and foi

divers other Causes and Consideracions them therevnto moving)
Grant Haiie Bargained Sold Leased and to Farme lett and Assigned

and by these presents doe bargaine sell Lease and to Farme
Lett and Assigne vnto the said IVIoses Pitt William Leake Peter Parker

& Thomas Guy their executors administrators and Assignes All

Printing their Power License Liberty and Authority to Print and Com-
rights print all Bookes which by any Letters Pattents haue bin

graunted to the Master and Keepers or Wardens and Common-
alty of the Art or Mistery of the Stationers of the Cittyof London vnto the

Kings Printer or to Roger Norton, And which the said Chancellor Masters

and Schollers by force or Vertue of any Charters Graunts Acts of Parlia-

ment orders and Agreements or otherwise howsoever have bin

Except Authorized to Print or comprint (Except and alhvaies reserved

Almanacks the Power to Print a Sheet Almanack every yeare to be
^grammar engraven vppon a Copper Plate and to be wrought off att the

Rowling Presse And Lillies Grammar with Notes as it

includin<r use hath bin Printed heretofore att the Theater aforesaid) And
ofpremises, also the vse of the large Gallery or Roome in the Circuler

tjfpe, trc. part of the Theater aforesaid where the Formes and Cases
for composing are now placed, And also the vse of all the

Lower Roomes vnder the Theater aforesaid where the Presses for Printing
are now placed and which are now vsed for the Custody and Drying of

Paper together with the vse of the said Frames Presses and Cases afore-

said, To bee vsed by the said Moses Pitt, William Leake Peter Parker

and Thomas Guy their executors administrators and Assignes in such

manner and with the same Reference to the Stattutes and Lawes of the

said Vniversity and to the Orders of the officers of the Theater aforesaid

as the said Lord Bishopp Sir Joseph Williamson Sir Leolin Jenkins and
Thomas Yate have exercised and vsed the same, To haue and

for nearly to hold all the Said Power License Liberty and Authority and all

three years other things hereby bargained sold Leased to Farme letten and

Assigned (Except as before is excepted) vnto the said Moses
Pitt William Leake Peter Parker and Thomas Guy their executors

administrators and Assignes From the Feast of th'annuntiacion of the

Blessed virgin Mary now last past for and during and vnto the full end
and Terme of Two yeares Eleaven Monthes and Five and Twenty daies

E e 2
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from thence next ensuing fully to bee compleate and ended

/he qrantees Veilding and paying therefor yearely during the said Terme
payhio £200 vnto the said Lord Bishopp Sir Joseph Wilhamson Sir

pel- annum Leolin Jenkins and Thomas Yate their Executors Admini-
strators and Assignes att or in the Theater aforesaid the

summe of Two Hundred Pounds of lavvfull money of England att the two
most vsuall Feasts or daies of payment (that is to say) the Feast of

St. Michaell the Archangell and of thannuntiacion of the blessed Virgin

Mary by even & equall porcions or within Fifteene daies next after either

of the said Feasts or daies of payment aforesaid, The first payment thereof

to bee made att the Feast of St. Michaell th' Arch Angell next ensuing
the date hereof, and the last payment to bee made att the Feast of th'

Annuntiacion of the Blessed virgin Mary which shalbee in the yeare of

our Lord One Thousand Six Hundred Eighty and one. And the said

Moses Pitt William Leake Peter Parker and Thomas Guy for themselves

& every of them their heires executors administrators and Assignes and
for every of them doe covenant graunt & agree to and with the said Lord

Bishopp Sir Joseph Williamson Sir Leolin Jenkins and Thomas Yate
their executors administrators and Assignes by these presents in manner
and forme following (viz* That the said Moses Pitt William Leake Peter

Parker and Thomas Guy their executors administrators & Assignes shall

«fe will from time to time & att all times hereafter during the said terme

well and truely pay or cause to bee paid vnto the said Lord Bishopp Sir

Joseph Williamson Sir Leolin Jenkins and Thomas Yate their executors

administrators or Assignes yearely the Summe of Two Hundred Pounds
of lawfuU money of England in such manner & att such times

The grantees
as before expressed, And further that the said Moses Pitt

will duly William Leake Peier Parker & Thomas Guy their executors

print administrators and Assignes shall & will from time to time

during the Terme aforesaid keepe & mainetaine Fovver

Presses continually going and employed att the Theater aforesaid, And
shall imprint such Bookes and procure such Artists both for working att

'he Presse & composing that what shalbee done there may bee for the

Honour of the vniversity. And further that the said Moses Pitt William

Leake Peter Parker & Thomas Guy their executors administrators or

Assignes shall not Print or cause or permitt to bee printed att or in the

Theater aforesaid any haereticall schismaticail seditious scan-

Thrce copie<;
dalous or vnlicensed Booke or Bookes. And further that the

of every said Moses Pitt William Leake Peter Parker & Thomas Guy
book to he their Executors administrators or Assignes shall deliver or
delivered cause to be delivered Three Coppies of the best & largest

Paper of every Booke Printed or reprinted by them or any of

ihem in the said Vniversity, one of which Coppies to bee delivered to the

Keeper of his Maiesties Library, the other Two Coppies to the Vice

Chancellors of the Two vniversities for the time being for the vse of the

publique Library of the said vniversities respectively. And

Arrangement further that the said Moses Pitt William Leake Peter Parker
at expiration & Thomas Guy their executors administrators & Assignes
of lease

^\y^\\ ^^^ {hgij- or some of their owne proper costs & charges

repaire keepe & mainetaine the said Roomes Particions
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Benches & shelves & Presses Frames Cases & other vtensiles for printing in

good order & reparacions, [&] in the end of the said Terme the

Warranty said Roomes Particions Benches Shelves and the Frames Cases

& other vtensyles for Printing soe well & sufficiently repaired
shall quietly & peacefully yeild vpp. And the said Lord Bishopp Sir

Joseph Williamson Sir Leolin Jenkins & Thomas Yate for themselves

their Executors administrators & Assignes doe covenant & promise & with

the said Moses Pitt William Leake Peter Parker & Thomas Guy their

Executors administrators & Assignes by these presents That neither they
the said Lord Bishopp Sir Joseph Williamson Sir Leolin Jenkins nor

Thomas Yate nor their Executors administrators or Assignes nor any
other Person or persons whatsoever by any Authority derived from them

(other then the said Moses Pitt William Leake Peter Parker & Thomas

Guy their executors administrators & Assignes) during the said Terme

hereby bargained Sold & Assigned shall print or comprint any of the

Bookes hereby bargained & Assigned (except before excepted)
Witness In Witness whereof the said Parties to these Indentures Inter-

clause changeably haue sett their hands and Scales the day and yeare
first above written.

\Seals and signatures of Piit,

Leake, Parker and Guyfollow.
Printedfrom the original in the

Oxford University Archives^

APPENDIX E.

DEVICES, ORNAMENTS, ETC.

(See vol. i, p. 288 : ii, p. 531.)

The subject of the larger Devices and smaller ' Flowers' or Ornaments,
is too wide to be dealt with here in detail, although the writer has full

accounts of them in manuscript, in a form convenient for reference, but
too bulky to print. The following notes are all for which room can

reasonably be found. The letters A-Zz and numbers 1-278 refer to

two manuscript lists which contain a
'

life-history ', to use a scientific

term, of each of the 330 or so pieces. Some are reproduced in H. Hart's

Century of Oxford Typography (1900), and in R. W. Chapman's Account

of the Oxford University Press (1926).
The general stream or devolution of the Devices and Ornaments was as

follows :
—

I. Joseph Barnes printed from 1585 to 1617, and used Dev. A-G and Orn. 1-32 :

his successor John Lichfield (1617-35) too'^ ^^^^ these and carried the series on to
Dev. K and Orn. 139. John's brief partnerships with William Wrench (161 7) and
James Short (1618-24) '^ere unimportant, but when William Turner succeeded Short

(1624-40) important developments followed, for in 1627 the two agreed to print
separately, and two streams were formed, which became three when the Sheldonian
Press began its woric in 1669. In 1627 Lichfield and Turner divided the Ornaments,
and presumably the type, and their printing ofifices became entirely separate. Tims
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LichfielJ retained all the Devices and about half the Ornaments, while Turner soon

produced Devices of his own.
2. The devolution after 1627 was normally for the two classes :

—a. John Lichfield,
Leonard Lichfield I (1635-57), and Leonard Lichfield II (1657-86) with his mother
Anne (1657-65) : and />. William Turner (1624-43), Henry Hall (1643-80) with his

son William (1657-72). The fire of December 1644 at Lichfield's office was a serious

one, but both printers were active throughout the Civil War. On the other hand
hardly a new Device or Ornament is found during the years 1651-58. With the
Restoration came a time of careless printing with little enterprise or progress, \intil

through archbp. Sheldon's munificence the University Press found a home in the
Sheldonian Theatre in 1669. Thereafter though the University Printers worked in

and for the Sheldonian Press and even lent their ornaments, they owned separate
presses of their own in the city, and undertook books on their own account. At the
Restoration the series of Devices ended with T, and the ornaments with no. 235 : and
in 1669 with X and no. 241.

3. From 1669 ^° 1680 the University printers exhibit no new Devices, and only six

new ' flowers
'

: while the Sheldonian Devices run on to Zz ; and Ornaments to no. 278.
Two of the Devices are the Royal Arms, four the University Arms, and fifteen engrav-
ings of the Sheldonian Theatre, almost always taken from the north. There is also
a set of Devices (Bb : 1674-80) consisting of head-pieces for each college &c. (about
2|"x7A"): used in Wood's History of the University (no. 2996). Throughout its

early days the Sheldonian Press was very poorly furnished with ' flowers ', and upon
occasion borrowed some from the Printers. Type it bought freely from Amsterdam
and London.

The notes on Type and the Notanda which figure in vols, i and ii,

would be too long and elaborate, if continued after 1650, to be here

printed, but the General Index under Oxford 425-8, and Books will be
found to supply much material.

^ol. i
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Henry Hall

— R. Davis

—
J. Godwin

— Do., J. Adams, E. Forrest

— T. Robinson & R. Davis

— W. Webbe
— Nopublisher s name
— No printer's name . .

— A itthor

— H. Cripps
— T. Robinson

— R. Blagrave
—

J. Crook of London . .

— E. Forrest

— R. Blagrave & J. Forrest

— No pr.'s or fubl.'s name
— R. Blagrave . . . . .

— E. & J. Forrest ...
—

J. Forrest ,

—
J. Godwin & E. Forrest
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London Printing for Oxf. Publ.
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R. White
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
for vols, i and ii

(See vol. i, p. 227 : ii, p. xiv : but references to these lists are incor-

porated in the present list. The length of the list is accounted for by the

long interval of time between the publication of vol. ii (in 191 2) and

vol. iii. The numbers in thick type refer to books assigned a number in

the second \o\\Jime ;
books in vol. i (895) were not at that time given a

long running number at
all.)

Vol. i.

Pp. 1-4.
'

T468'-86, nos. i-ig (Fifteenth Century Press).
See vol. i, pp. 227, 237-62 ; vol. ii, pp. 2-5, 501 ; vol. iii, App. A.

P. 2. 1481, no. 2 = no. 8 (Latin Grammar).
A second set of the two leaves which are in the British Museum is now (1927) in

the Harvard College Library, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

P. 3. 1483, no. I* = no. 12 (Augustine).
See vol. i, p. 227.

P. 3. 1483, no. 3 = no. 13 (Logic).
See vol. i, p. 227.

P. 3. 1483, no. 4 = no. 14 (Lyndewoode).
See vol. i, p. 227.

P. 4. 1485, no. r = no. 17 (Alexander).
See vol. i, p. 227.

P. 4. i486, no. I = no. 19 (Mirk).
See vol. i, p. 227.

Pp. 5-7. 151 7-1 9, nos. 26-37 (Early Sixteenth Century Press).
See vol. i, pp. 227, 263-5 ; vol. ii, pp. 9-12, 502 ;

vol. iii, App. B,

P. 7. 1518, no. 5 = no. 32 (Whittington).
See vol. i, p. 227.

Pp. S-9. (Pliny and Listrius.)
See vol. i, p. 227.

P. II. f. 1513, no. 26 (Syrretus).
Add the account of the Formalitates of Antonius Syrretus, to be found at p. 2^7

of vol. i, and (as no. 26) vol. ii, p. 9. A copy with most of the title-page torn off,

but complete in the text (22 leaves, 4°), is in the British Museum. The book was

printed by Wynkyn de Worde in London, and published by Henricus Jacobi in 0.\ford

about 1513. The proper name of the author is Syrrectus.

P. 13. 1581.
Bohn's Lowndes follows Wood's Athenm Oxon in giving the the date of no. 122

^Savile's Tacitus) as 1581, instead of 1591, mistaking
' MDLXXXXI '.

P. 14, 1585, no. I = no. 60 (Bilson).
See vol. i, p. 228.

P. 15. 1585, no. 4 = no. 58 (Dudley).
Another argument for this being Barnes's first production is that the Rector of

1-incoln (dr. Underbill) ceased to be Vice-Chancellor on July 16, 1585, so that in

Jan. 1586 there was no reason for the Chancellor staying at that college," as the piece
in question implies that he did.

F f 2
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P. 1 6. 1585, no. 4* = no. 61* (Parens). Add:—

Pareus, David. [orn.'\ \

PAREVS.
| [ornn.']

Impr. 4* (by J. Barnes) : 1585 : (eight) 12": sign. A*, pp. [16] : p. [i] title: [2]
'ad lectorem '

: [3-16], the poem.
David Wangler (who graecized his name into Pareus, 'Cheeker'), of Heidelberg,

held the view that resistance to royal and other authority was in some cases justifiable.

The present poem is in Latin hexameters, and attempts
' ssevam Parei deducere fraudem

Reginam immeritaqi contra gentemqne Britannam '.

The first words are '

Qui Phrygio quondam ',
and show that the unknown author had

previously written a poem on the Fall of Troy. In 1622, the year of Pareus's death,
the University of Oxford condemned his works to be burnt. The only copy known is

in the library of mr. Henry E. Huntington, of San Gabriel, California, and particulars
of this work and nos. 61*, 61**, 70*, 76*, 103*, were kindly sent to me by his librarian,
dr. George Watson Cole, in Nov. 1917. The volume containing them was formerly
in the Bridgewater collection.

It would appear from Wood's History of the Univasity, ii (1796% 222, that the

loyal outbursts in these four pieces may have been the result of various '

printed
Libels' agninst Queen Elizabeth, which were spread in the University from some secret

source in 1584, and indeed that the start of the University Press in 1585 was not

unconnected with a desire of the University to disseminate some answers to the libels.

It is possible, therefore, that these little works were willingly printed by Joseph
Barnes, but were after all regarded as too strong in language and too political in

colour to be proper productions of a nascent Academical press. For to judge by their

great rarity these pieces seem to have been suppressed or withdrawn, though that is

mere conjecture, and it must be confessed that several of Barnes's early books of an

ordinary kind are also very rare. RRR.

P. 16. 1585, no. 4** = 61** (Parry). Add -.—

Parry, dr. William. IN
[
gvil. parry proditorem

|

Odde ^- Epi-

grammata. \ device].

Impr. i** (by J. Barnes) : 15S5 : (six) 12°: sign, a", pp. [12] : p. [i] title : [2] 'Ad
Lectorem Typographus

'

: [3-12] thiee Odes.
Dr. William Parry, Member of Parliament for Queenborough, pleaded guilty to

conspiring to assassinate the Queen, and was executed on March 2, 15S-J. These
three Odes and four Epigrams, all in Latin, execrate his memory. The elegiac

couplet 'ad lectorem' suggests that the author or autliors did not consent to pul)-
licalion. The only copies known are in the Huntington library at San Gabriel:
see no. 61* (above), and at Winchester. A fragment of the title-page, including the

unique imprint, was given to the Bodleian in 1926 by mr. M. J. Ryan, of Dublin. RR.

P. 16. 1585, no. 6 =62 (Parsons).
See vol. i, p. 2 28.

P- 17- 1585. = no. 69 (Brasbridge).
See vol. i, p. 228.

P. 17. 1585, nos. 5 and 6 = 62 and 63 (Parsons).
See vol. i. p. 16, and especially p. 22S, where it is shown that the London publisher

of Edmund Bunny's Protestantized edition of Parsons's Christian Exercise in 1 585 (John
Wight) tried to suppress Barnes's Oxford edition of the same year by buying it up,
and that Barnes issued in revenge two more impressions. But there are five, not three,
(-)xford editions of Parsons, all dated 1585. The order may be supposed to be :

—
The London edition, printed by N. Newton for John Wight (chief pagings 412

and 126).
A. (no. 64* : 390 and 1 13). This is similar in size to the London edition.

B. (no. 63: 491 and 140). Liice A in size: probably the first of Barnes's new

impressions after the suppression of A.
C. (no. 64: 493 and 140: [twelves] 16°). A smaller issue, probably Barnes's

second new impression.
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D. (no. 62 : 493 and 140 : [twelves] 16°). Apparently a revised reprint of C :

possibly C ran out of print quickly. In pt. I, ch i, § 17 (' I9*)> beginning :

'

priuildege [_sic']
of freedome', as E: not as A-C '

priuiledge of internall

consolation '.

E. (no. 64**: 493 and 140: [twelves] 16"). Apparently a reprint of D : or vice

versa.

The following details will serve to separate the issues, though the order of pub-
lication is not proved :

In title.

A {64*J I
we should resolue . . .

Pacijication : by

B (63) I wee shoulde resolue . .

Paiijication, By
C 164) . . . wee shoulde I resolue . . ,

. . . Fcuificatixon . . .

D (62) ... we should re!solue . . .

E (64**) . . . pacif.cati\on . . .

Rxercise.

p. II.

thou (my

what man

ons, or

ons, or

p. III.

of his

Gospell, which

confidence, wil

confidence, will

Pacification.

p. II.

(almost) as

nonnce all,

helpes whatsoeuer

helpes whatsoeuer

p. III.

eternal and

it they

bel should neuer

hel should never

(E, neuer)

The contents are similar except that the folded table of contents in C and D is in

A (and in the London original) part of the text (signn. C c 8, D d i) and is wanting in

the copy seen of B. A, C, D, E are in the Bodleian, A and B in the British Museum
(S T.C 19360), but B (S.T.C. 19361) is not in the Bodleian, so correct the S.T.C, in

this point. Two more issues slightly modifying B and D are known.

P. 18. 1586, no. 2 = 70 (Catilinarise proditioiies). The full description
is:—

Catilinariae Proditiones. IN CATILINA-|RIAS PRODITIO-|
NES, AC PRODITO-|res domesticos. Odce 6.

| [device\
Impr. 9 a (Oxoniae, by J. Barnes) : 1586 : (eight) 12° : pp. [16], sign, a' ; p. [i]

* A '
: [3] title : [4] dedication in Latin to the Dean (dr. William James), subdean

(dr. Martin Heton) and all other members of Christ Church : [5-15] the six Latin
Odes: p. [11] beg. Quid quod; pica italic.

Six odes against plotters of sedition in the kingdom, with laudation of queen Eliza-

beth. The author (or authors), who was no doubt a Christ Church man, is unknown.

Only three copies are known, in the British Museum and Bodleian, and at Winchester

College. RR.

P. 18. 1586, no. 2* = 70* (Catilinariae proditiones, Odas 9).

Catilinariae Proditiones. IN
|

CATILINARIAS PRO-Iditiones,
AC PRO-|niTORES DOMESTICOS,

I
Odse 9.

| [device.]
Impr. 5 (Oxoniae: by J. Barnes: see below'): 1586: (eight) 12": pp. [18], sign.

A*, preceded by a leaf: p. [i] title : [2], dedication in Latin to the Dean (dr. William

James), the subdean (dr. Martin Heton) and all other members of Christ Church :

[3-17] the nine Latin Odes : p. [i i] beg. : pica italic.

A corrected issue of the preceding piece, with three additional Odes on the same

subject. The nine Odes, of which the first six are in no. 70 also, begin :
—Nunc est

per auras, Ergone si quid, Quis mihi centum, Quo Proditorwn. Qiiisquamne credat,
Patre forti, Miretur mtas, Sahiete Rcges, luce dulci. Eight are Alcaic, one

(no. 3) Sapphic. Among the corrections in this later issue are mode for cito (i. 18),

solutus for Medex (iii. 60) : but the type is identical in both, and one correction

{Proditorum for malignorum, iii. 37) makes havoc of the metre, as is occasionally the

case elsewhere. This second issue is very rare, the only known copy being in the

Huntington library at San Gabriel. RRR.

P. 19. 1586 = no. 76* (D., H.) Add:—
D., H. \orn^ \

ANGLIA [qvebens. | [ornn.]
Impr. 5 (Oxoniae: by J. Barnes): 1586: pp. [16], sign. A*: p. [i] title: [2] a

poem of 20 lines, ingeniously arranged in the shape of an altar : [3-5] dedicatory

epistle to George Summaster, princ. of Broadgates, by H, D. : [6]
'

Prosopopoeia ad
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Lectorem', a poelical acrostic on the title of the piece: [7-15] the poem 'Anglia

queiens de clandestina prauorum subditorum in patriam natiuam & Reginam de illis

bene meritam perfidia ', beg.
* Ilia ego quae quondam fidis stipata catervis '

: [16] three

Latin distichs.

This was the first literary attempt of H. D.,
' admodum juvenis ', according to the

dedication. He was presumably of Broadgates Hall, and the only names which

satisfy the description are Henry Dennis, of Devon, and Henry Duland, of Devon,
who both matriculated on Nov. 3, 1581 (the former became B.C.L. in 1589), but of

whom nothing is otherwise known.
The only copy known is in the Huntington library at San Gabriel. RRR.

P. 20, 1586, no, 10 = 81 (Music).
I^or Impr. 6 reacl impr. 4*^.

P. 20. 1586, no. 12 = 67 (Philosophy).
In the title

' DVAE ' and ' OXONII
|
HABITS '

are the correct readings.

P. 22. 1586, no. 16 = 74 (Spanish).
In the title read GRA|MATICALES.

P. 27. I.(^89, no. o = 103* (Henry III). Add:—
103* Henry III, king of France. DE CAEDE ET IN

|

TERITV
GALLORVM

|
regis, henrici tertii, va-|lesiorvm vltimi, epigrammata.

[large device, with Univ. Arms, then Greek motto?^
Impr. i^ (Oxonias, exc. J. Barnes): 1589: sm. 4°: pp. [8], sign, a*: small pica

italic. Contents:—p. [i] title: [2] 4-line dedn. in verse to Sir Fulke Greville

(' Domino Fulconi Grivillo') : [3-7] 22 Epigrams, 21 in Latin, i in English.
Short Latin and English poems on or connected with the murder of Henry III, king

of France, by a Dominican named Jaques Clement on Aug. 2, 1589. The dedication

refers to sir Fulke Greville's forthcoming first issue of his friend sir Philip Sidney's
Arcadia (1590). Three epigrams are signed

' Stellatus
'

(the one English poem of

twelve lines : beg. 'Confesse and be hangde man
|
In English some saie'), 'Philolaus'

and '

Misophonus*'. The Latin is mediocre. The whole piece belongs to the same
class as the /'(7;r«j' and Odx of 1584, and the Catilina7ix Froditiones and Anglia
querens of 15S6. The University did not choose to have such pieces published at its

Press, and probably stopped the issue. Only two copies are known, one in Larobeih

Library and one in the Huntington Library at San Gabriel in California. A photostat

reproduction of the latter copy was kindly presented to the Bodleian by its owner in

1922. RR.

P. 28. 1589, no. 4 = 107 (Shelton). Add:—
A copy of the Oxford issue of the Skeltonicall Salutation occurred in the Powys

Sale at Sotheby's in March 1923. The title is in Roman capitals (one fount only),
and represents exactly what is printed from the Bright sale catalogue (with V for u),

except in 1. i omit comma, but in 11. 2,5,6 irisert a comma at end, and in last line

insert a full stop after invado, Impr. dc (Oxford, by J. Barnes, for Tiger's Head,
London): 1589: [sm. ?] 4°: pp. [20], signn. A*, **, b* : black letter and roman.
Contents :

—
p. [1] title : [3-S] the Salutation ; [9-12]

' A Question annexed, touching
our sea-fishe, nourished with Spanish bloud.' : [13] half-title

' Ad Regum Hispanum.
Cum tua non fuerint heroica facta Philippe, Risu digna cano carmine ridiculo.' :

[15—19] Ad Hispanum [a Latin poem similar to the Salutation]. The above

description was obtained through the good offices of dr. R. W. Chapman, of the

Clarendon Press : and mr. E. Gordon Duff gave me in 1895 an accurate description
of the Farmer, now Rylands, copy : which shows that the English text begins

' O
King of Spaine |

Is it not a paine ',
and the Latin 'Qui regis Hispanos | Superbos et

vanos' : the former is in black-letter, the latter in roman, each 37 lines. A copy also

occurred in the Mostyn sale, Apr. 16, IQ20. The pieces are rhyming pasquinades on
the failure of the Spanish Armada, and dr. John Aylmer, bishop of London, wrote
about it on Apr. 29, 1589, in the following terms, in a letter to Lord Burghley :

— ' Yt

may please your good Lordship to understand, that upon inquiry made for the setting
forth of this foolish rime I find that it was first printed at Oxford by Joseph Barnes
and after here by Toby Cooke without licence, who is nowe out oftowne, but assoone
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as he returneth I will talke with him about it. I marvell that they of Oxford will

suffer such toyes to be sett forth by their authority, for in my opinion it had been
better to have thanked God [for the defeat of the Armada] then to have insulted upon
men, & especially upon princes. And so I tak my lea%e.' RR.

P« 3°- 1591. rio. 1= no. 118 (Barne). Add:—
An imperfect copy has turned up in the library of the Union Theological Seminary,

Broadway, New York, in a volume of tracts bought in Manchester in 1914. It wants
all after p. 26, comprising in its present condition signn. A-D*, 32 pages. The title is

on A 1
; A 2 (-3 ?) contains a dedication to George Rotherham, Esq., High Sheriff of

Bedfordshire. The sermon and pagination begin on sign. A'*, the text being 2 Pet. ii.

1-3, and the running title 'A Sermon preached at Pauls Crosse'. I am indebted for

these details to mr. C. R. Gillett, of the above Seminary, 192 1.

P. 31. 1 59 1, no. 5 = 122 (Tacitus).
See vol. i, p. 229.

P. 32. 1592, nos. 1-2 = 129-30 (Barlaamus, Brasbiidge).
See vol. i, p. 229.

P- 3.1- 1592, no. 6 = 134 (Elizabeth).
See vol. i, p. 229.

P- 33- 1592, no. 7 = 127 (Gagei).
See vol. i, p. 229, but the correction should run ' The author of the Bellum

Gramniaticale was Leonard Hutten, who based it on a previous play of the same name

by Andreas Guarna.

P. 34. 1592, no. 8 = 128 (Gager).
See vol. i, p. 229.

P- 35- 1593. no. 4* = 144 (Oxford).
See vol. i, p. 229.

P. 36. 1.594, no. I = 146 (Beacon).
See vol. i, p. 229.

P- 37- 1594, no- 5 = 150 (Powel).
See vol. i, p. 229.

P. 42. 1597, no. I = 169 (Agatharchides).
See vol.

i, p. 229.

P. 42. 1597, no. I* = 170 (Brett).
See vol. i, p. 230.

P. 43. 1597, no. 4* = 174 (King).
See voi. i, p. 230.

P. 43. 1.597, no. 7
= 179 (Williams). Add:—

(Williams, rev. John) \orn.:\ \

DE CHRISTI
|
IVSTITIA, ET

|

IN REGNO spi-|ritvali fccle-|si^ pastorvm
|

officio.
i
CoNCio

I

Ad Acadenii-

cos Oxonienfes. \ [/ex/, & orfifi.]

Impr. 5 (Oxonise, ex off. I. Barnes), 1597 : sm. 4° : pp. [4] + 23 + [i], signn. a^,

A-c* : English solid.

Contents:— p. [i] title: [3] dedn. to archbp. John Whitgift: [3-4] preface,

signed
'

Johannes Williams' : 1-23, the sermon, on Rev. x. i).

The only copy of this rare sermon is appropriately in the Lambeth archiepiscopal

Library. The dedication states that this is the author's priviitisR ;
the archbishop is

beseeched to extend his care to the Welsh Church. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. ii. 132.

P. 44. 1598, no. I* = 181 (Beza).
See vol. ii, p. 37.

P. 44. 1598, no. I** = 182 (Butler).
See vol.

i, p. 230, where '

after Butler
'

is an error for '

after Abbot
*
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P. 44. 1598, no. 4* = 185 (Lomazzo).
See vol. i, p. 2.^0.

P. 45. 1599, no. 3 = 190 (Holland).
The first line of the title is ORATIO SA-].

P. 46. 1599, no. 7 = 185 (Lomazzo).
See vol. i, p. 230.

P. 47. 1599, no. 8 = 193 (Richard).
See vol. i, p. 2;'0.

P. 48. 1600, no. 4* = 197 (Oxford).
See vol. ii, p. 39.

P. 51. 1601, no. 2* = 208 (Overton).
See vol. ii, p. 39.

P. 51. 1602, no. 2* = 216* (Bunny).
Bunny, Frances—An Exposition of the Lordes Praier, wherein

are delivered necessary lessons for all Christians to learne and practise
when they will pray. Impr. 24*. (^Ai Oxford, Printed byJoseph Barnes,
and are to be sold in Pauls Churchyard by lohn Barries, 1602.) Sm. sq.

Svo., text mostly in black letter^ wants the first blank leaf but has the

second with 2 printer^s ornaments upon it, fine large copy with several uncut

leaves, origi7ial limp vellum, hole in back and holes for tie-strings, £6 6s

So in Messrs. Myers' Catalogue 246 (1924"), who add: * An unknown book from
the third Oxford press. Not recorded by Madan in his bibliography of Oxford printed
books or elsewhere. Formerly belonged to Herbert, and has his private mark on the

title. Collation : title, dedication and two blank leaves with printer's ornaments, ia

all 8 leaves, then A to O 4 in 8s.'

P. 54. 1602, no. 14 = 226 (Smith). Add:—
See vol. ii, p. xvi.

P. 5^. 1603, no. 4 = 242 (Davies).
See vol. i, p. 230.

P. 57. 1603, no. 9* = 228* (R., R.). Add:—
R., R. POST NVBiLA svDVM. [two mottoes : device A, Arms of the

University ?[ Impr. 18 (Oxoniae, Apud Josephum Barnesium) : 1603:
sm. 4" : pp. [36], signn. a-d*, e". Contents :

—
sign, a i^, tide : a 2^-2^,

dedicatory poem to sir Henry Bromley, 30 lines, signed
" R. R." : a 3'",

" Invocatio cum propositione", 10 lines of verse: a 4'"-c i'^, two Latin

poems
" In obilum Elisabethae nuper Reginae : c 2'"-d 4^,

" Gratulationis

Carmen in adventum . . . Regis lacobi exoptatissimum
"

: D4^-ei^,
"
Epitome totius ", Latin poem.
The above description is taken from a careful collation kindly sent me by mr. W. A.

Horrox, ofWarnham, Sussex ('Willie Hartill' of former years), who noticed it as

lot 560 in the Christie-Miller sale at Sotheby's, Feb. 1922, when it was sold for £io.^
I have not come across a notice of any other copy. RRR.

P. 57. 1603, no. 10 = 245 (Storre).
A copy was in the Britwell sale, Feb. 1921, lot 459: apparently now in the

Huntington library in California.

P. 59. 1604, no. 4 = 253 (Hubbocke).
This is not extremely rare : copies are in the British Museum, the Cambridge

University Library, and (1923; in Quaritch's Catalogue 369, for £,\^.
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P. 60. 1604, no. II = 259 (Theophrastus).
See vol. ii, p. 51.

P. 60. 1605, no. o = 266 (Brimeld).
See vol. ii, p. 54.

P. 63. 1605, no. 10, 10* = 272, 273'(Sanford).
See vol. ii, p. 54.

P. 64. 1606, no. I* = 281 (Gentilis).
See vol. ii, p. 56.

P. 65. 1606, no. 4 = 277 (Oxford).
For GU-

I
read Gu-].

P. 65. 1606, no. 7 = 285 (Trelcatius).
See vol. ii, p. 56. There are copies in the Bodleian and in Hertford College

library. This and the Vorstius are Protestant attacks on the works of card.

Bellarniine.

P. 65. 1606, no. 7* = 286 (Vorstius).
See vol. ii, p. 56.

P. 66. 1607, 2 = no. 292 (Cleland). Add at end :
—

' There is another re-issne of the sheets, in 161 1, with a new title as follows :
—The

Scottish Academic, or. Institution of a Young Noble-Man, Describing first, Who are

truly Noble, or Gentlemen . . . Printed at London for Edward White . . . i6ii.'

There is no copy in the S.T.C., but there is one in the Chapin Library, Williams

College, Williamstown, Mass., U.S.A., and the Custodian, miss Lucy E. Osborne (to

whom I owe the note) reasonably suggests that Barnes persuaded White to take some

copies off his hands. The title is of course fraudulent, as if the treatise were a new
one. RR.

P. 70. 1608, no. 5 = 308 (James).
For new Church ;ra/ now Church.

P. 70. 1608, no. 6 = 309-10 (King).
See vol. ii, p. 59.

P. 71. 1608, no. 7 = 312 (Panke). Add:—
See 161 3, below.

P. 73. 1608, no. 17 (Wells).
For William read Edward.

P. 77. 16 10, no. 5* = 334 (Kino;).
See vol. ii, p. 61. There is a copy in the library of Sidney Sussex college

Cambridge.

P. 77. 1610, no. 5** = 328* (Oath). Add:—
*Oath of Supremacy. 5. Elizabeth.

|

The Oath of Supremacy to

be taken by every one that is
\

Matriculated beingfixteen Years of Age or

more.
\ [the oath follows].

[Oxford, 1610?] : (one) sm. 40 : broad side.

The first clause is the ordinary Oath against all foreign jurisdiction in England : the

second and third are forms of declaration to observe the '

Statutes, Privileges and
Customes' of the University, and not to sue in the Town Courts, administered to the
matriculated person. The word '

Judg
'
is so spelt, without a final e. The date 1610

seems probable, that being the only year when Wood's History of the University
mentions such an oath being generally administered in Oxford, see Oxford Books ii. 60,
and 107, where this broadside is no. 565, doubtfully ascribed to ' about 1625 '.

P. 77. 1610, no. 7 = 336 (Rainolds).
See vol. i, p. 231.
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P. 78. 16 10, no. 7* = 336* (Smith). Add -.—

336*
" Smith (Richard, Bishop of Chalcedoii) Munition against Mans

Misery & Mortality. A Treatise containing the most effectual remedies

against the miserable state of man. First edition, original vellum, Brand-
Heber copy (xii. 842). iimo. At Oxford^ Printed by Joseph Barnes,
1 6 10. Apparently the only copy known".
So in the Catalogue of the Britwell Sale at Sotheby's, April 7, 1927, See the 2nd

edition, 1612 (no. 366) and the 3rd, 1634 (no. 792), where the author styles himself
' Preacher of Gods word in Bar[n]stable in Devonshire ', and his name is usually
written Smyth, It may safely be affirmed that he is not the same as the Richard

Smith, titular bishop of Chalcedon, who died in Paris in 1655. RR.

P. 78. 1610, no. 7** = 337 (Sozinger).
See vol. ii, p. 61. There is a copy at Sidney Sussex college, Cambridge.

P. 78. 1610, no. 7*** = 338 (Wintter).
See vol. ii, p. 61.

P. 78. 161 1, no. 2 = 339* (Davies). A copy of the 161 1 edition

of the Microcosmos is in Quaritch's Catalogue 436 (1930), with a fac-

simile of the title page. It appears to differ from nos. 242 (1603) and

267 (1605) in the title only: the imprint is no. 28*, see p. 422 above.

Quaritch points out loco citato an early Shakespearian reference at p. 215,
which is found in the 1603 edition. RR.

P. 80. 161 2, no. 7* = 351 (Holyoke).
See vol, ii, p. 66.

Pp. 82, 85. 16 1 2, nos. 2 2, 23 = 360, 361 (Rawlinson_, Reinolds).
See vol. i, p. 321.

P, 85. 16 12, no, 21 = 366 (Smyth).
See vol. i, p. 231.

P. 86. 1 61 2, no. 27 = 370 (VVakeman).
See vol. ii, p. 67. Sir R. L. Harmsvvorth owns a copy.

P. 87. 1612, no. I = 395 (Answer).
See vol. i, p. 231.

P. 88. 161 2, no. 4* = 381* (Benefield). Add:—
381* Benefield, Sebastian. A Sermon preached in St. Maries

Church in Oxford, March xxiv. MDCXII. at the solemnizing of the happy
inauguration of our gracious Souereign King James. Wherein is prooued,
that Kinges doe hold their Kingdomes immediately from God. By
Sebastian Benefield D. of Diuinitie, Fellow of Corpus Christi College.

Impr. 29 (Oxford, by Joseph Barnes for John Barnes of London) : 1613 : sm. 4°:

pp. [4] + 18 + [2], signn. A-c^. Contents :
—

p. [i] title, within line : [3-4] ded, epistle

to John King bp. of London : 1-18, the sermon on Ps. xxi. 6.

The only copy at present known is in the John Rylands Library at Manchester, and
I owe the knowledge of it, and the description, to mr. W. A. Horrox of London (April

1921). The reason of its rarity is not known: it escaped the notice of Wood and all

bibliographers, and is not even in the library of Benefield's own college, Corpus. The
text is the same as that of a former sermon on the same subject by the same preacher

(no. 339 : 1610). RR.

P. 91. 1613, no. 18 = 372 (Oxford). In title read Writtle, as correctly

in vol. ii, p. 67.
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P. 92. 1613, no. 20 = 375 (Oxford). Amend the title by comparison
with vol ii, p. 69, which is correct.

P. 92. 1613, no. 21 = 377 (Oxford).
See vol. i, p 231.

P. 92. 16 1 3, no. 21* = 394 (Panke).
See vol. i, p. 231.

P. 94. 1613, no. 27* = 401*.
Rainolds, dr. John. [orn.'\ j

lOHANNIS RAI-
|

noldi glim gr^-
|

cae Hnguae prselectoris in
| CoUegio Corporis

j

Christi apud | Oxonienfes
o-

I

rationes
| Quinq[z/^']. | [(?/'«.]

Impr. II (Oxonias : by J. Barnes): 1613 : twelves) 16": pp. [24] + 258 + [6] :

pp. II, III begg. a vohis, rabiliter varice: Pica Roman. Contents:—p. [3] title:

[5-21] epistle dedicatory to George Summaster, princ. of Broadgates Hall, by Henry
Jackson, Sept. 29, 1613 : 1-258, the five orations as in the London 1619 ed. {Oxf.
Bks., i. 100 : B. sect. a\.

The only copy at present available is one preserved in the Cathedral library at

Chichester kindly brought to my notice in 1918 by the Librarian, Prebendary Cecil
Deedes.

It would seem from the preface that these five Orations were Rainolds's earliest

orations (1573-4, with one of 1577 and one undated) and that the twelve orations of
the 16 14 edition (no. 420) were intended to be the seven there printed (1574-6) and
the five before us. Then the alia opusctda of the 1614 title would naturally refer to

the Letters, translations, &c. which are there. But why the five were dropped out,

leaving only a titlepage (no. 403) stating they are nunc pi-imtini edita, and why this

little collection of five is rare, and why Henry Jackson's elaborate preface was not
inserted in the 1614 issue, are problems. RR.

P. 95. 161 3, no. 29 = 403 (Rainolds).
In the description, col. 2, all 1. 6 should be in italics.

P. 95. 1613, no. 30 (Smith).
1684 S. should be 1617 S.

P. 96. 1614, no. 2, 1. I (Benefield).
The date of the book is 1614, not 1613.

P. 97. 1614, no. 9 = 421 (N., S.).
See vol. i, p. 232 ; vol. ii, p. 78.

P. 9Q. 1614, no. 15 =: 420 (Rainolds).
See vol. i, p. 232 ;

vol. ii, p. 78.

P. 1 01. 16 1 5, no. 3 = 428 (Brasbridge).
See vol. i, p. 232.

P. 104. 161 S, no. 17* = 439* (Smith). Add:—
A copy of the 2nd edition of Samuel Smith's Adilus ad Logicam was lot 102 in

Sotheby's Sale Catalogue on Dec. 14, 1925, where the following description is given :
—

'Smith (Samuel) Aditus ad Logicam . . . Editio secunda(A-I^ in (welves), two folding
tables, sewed, leafofoldp7-iniingusedas wrapper. i2mo. Oxoniae, Exctidebat losephus
Barncsitis . . . 1615.' This entry settles the date, and supersedes the notices of the
2nd edition in Oxfoj-d Books, vol. i, p. 95 (1613, no. 30) and p. 100 (1614, no. 17 =
422), both which entries may be regarded as cancelled. I owe the references to this

copy to mr. F. Needham, of the Bodleian Library. For the sequence of editions, see

p. 448. RR.

P. 106. 1 61 6, no. 6* = 447 (Persius).
See vol. ii. p. 30. In the title HIS should be roman type, in both ist and 2nd

impression. A copy of the ist impression is in the British Museum.
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Pp. 107, 109; 1617, nos. 1-2=452-53; 1618, nos. 1-2 = 462-63
(Angelus).
Of these pieces mere is a full account with long extracts in E. Legrand's Biblio-

grapkie hellhtiqiie, i. (1894), ni-18 (nos. 91-2), where a Latin translation (modern,
in manuscript) of no. 92, is mentioned.

P. 109. 161 7, no. II (W., R.).
See vol. ii, pp. 78, 82.

P. no. 1 6 18, no. 6 = 468 (Sanderson).
See vol. i, p. 232.

P. III. 16 19, no. 2* = 472 (Psalms).
See vol. ii, p. 87.

P. III. 161 9, no. 4 = 478 (Flavel).
See vol. i, p. 232.

P. 113. 1620, no. 2 = 486 (Du Moulin).
The late mr. George Chawner, Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, has made

it very probable that the Bodleian copy containing Verneuil's dedication to the

Curators of the Bodleian is either unique or one of a very few copies designed for

presentation to the Curators. Most copies (perhaps all but one) of this early issue

i486*) liave sheet A set up differently, A i being blank, a 2 the title, A 3-4 as in no.

4^6, but with the ornament on a 3 upside down. A later impression (486**) has the

ornament on A 3 correctly placed. The Bodleian has 486 and 486** : mr. Chawner
had 486* in 1912.

P. 114. 1 62 1, no. 5* = 490 (Rainolds).
See vol. ii, p. 89.

P. 115. 16 2 1, no. 2 = 493 (Burton).
See vol. i, p. 232 ; vol. ii, p. 90; and for Burton and all editions of the Anatomy

see the Proceedings of the Oxford Bibliographical Society, vol. i, pp. 159-246.

P. 116. 1622, no. 2 = 503 (Carpenter).
See vol. i, p. 232.

P. 118. 1622, no. 9 = 507 (Rawlinson).
See vol. i, p. 232. £1 los. was paid to Lichfield for printing this book, and

£^ 145. 9^/. for binding 40 copies.

P. 123. 1625, no. 3*, = 523-548 (Charles i).

For the Proclamations of 1625 prmted at Oxford, see vol. ii, pp. xiv, 103-6.

P. 126. 1625, nos. 15-16 = 528-531 (Oxford).
See vol. ii, pp. 99-103. William Turner was paid £(j los. for printing these two

sets of verses.

P. 126. 1625, no. 16* = 565 (Oxford).
See vol. ii, p. 107,

P. 127. 1625, no. 18 = 567 (Prideaux).
Copies are now in the Bodleian, Merton College, and Emmanuel College, Cam-

bridge; see vol. ii, p. 107.

P. 128. 1625, no. 23 = 571 (Terry).
See vol. ii, p. 107.

P. 130. 1626, nos. 4*, 5* = 579, 581 (Gumbleden, Huish).
See vol. ii, p. 108.

P. 141. 1628, no. 17* = 620 (Scheibler).
See vol. ii, p. no.
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P. 144. 1629, no. 4 = 635 (Butler).
See vol. i, p. 233.

P. 144. 1629, no. 4* = 635* (Camden). Add:—
635*. (Camden, William). Tomus Alter, & Jdem : Or The Historic

of the Life and Reigne of . . . Elizabeth : . , . Whereunto also is annexed
an Appendi.x . . .

Inipr. loi* (London, by T. Harper, for W. Web, Oxford) : 1629: 4° : pp. [36] +
3S4 + [i04], signn. [a leaf on its side, with stalk], a-c, A-z, Aa-zz, Aaa-ooo*.

Contents :
—

p. [3] title, within double lines : [4] engraving of Elizabeth, 4I x 2J in. :

[5-6] Ep. dedic. to Charles i, signed 'Tho: Browne. From my study at Ch. Ch. in

Oxon.' : [7-8] preface : [8] errata : [9-35] Table of Contents : [1-35] Index: [37-
104] Appendix.
The second volume of Camden's Annals of the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The first

volume (1558-88) was first published in London in Latin, 1615 (& 1625), and owing
to criticisms on it Camden would not allow his Continuation to be published in his

lifetime (he died 1623). The first volume was translated into French by Paul de

Bellegent (Lond. 1624), and this translated into English by Abraham Darcie

(Lond. 1625). The second volume (1589-1603) was published in Latin in 1627
(London), and is here translated into English by Thomas Browne, of Christ Church,
Oxford : another English translation by R. N(orton) followed in 1630 and went

through several editions. In the present work the title, dedication and preface
mav be read through without creating any other impression than that the Annals here

printed were the work of Browne. Only in the Appendix, which follows the Index,
and corrects and augments Camden's text, does lie save his face by referring to Camden
as author (e.g. sign. Hhh 2') ! And this is probably the cause of the ambiguous title

(Tomus alter et idem) : which on the one hand states truly that it is a second volume,
and on the other obscures its relation to the first volume by suggesting that it is

' The
Annals of Elizabeth

'

as much as any other work with that title
; referring in fact to

vol. i, which is equally anonymous and does not in its title suggest its limitation of

date, or incompleteness. The whole trouble was due to the short time which had

passed since Elizabeth's reign, which made a clearer statement of authorship un-

desirable, even after Camden's death.

P. 144. 1629, no. 4* = 635** (Case).
See vol. ii, p. xiy.

P. 144. 1629, no. 5*^
= 636* (Catechism). Add:—

636* Catechism. A
\
catechisme

|

in briefe Questions and
|

Answeres.
\
containing such

| Things as are to be knowne or had by |

all such as would partake the Sa-
|
crament of the Lords Sup- \ per with

comfort I [(?r«.].

Impr. 93 (Oxford, by I. L.) : 1639 : (eight) 16° : pp. [16], sign, a': Pica solid.

The only known copy of this Catechism is in the Huntington Library at San Gabriel,
California. The first question and answer are :

— ' Doe you purpose to come to the

Sacrament ? A. Yes, for why should I disobey Christ, and depriue my soule of

benefit . . .' This is not an ordinary public Catechism, such as was claimed as a

monopoly by the King's Printers in London, so it is difficult to understand why the

book is rare. A photostat of the entire work was presented by mr. Henry E.

Huntington to the Bodleian in 1921, through mr. Chester March Cate. RR.

P. 147. 1629, no. 17 = 632 (' T., B
').

This should of course be

no. 1*, under B, not under T.

P. 147. 1629, no. 17* = 647 (Sparke).
See vol. ii, p. 112.

P. 148. 16.^0, no. 2 = 656 (B., E., The Curse of Sacriledge).
Dr. George P. Winship, of the Harvard College Library, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.,

writes COct. 1929) that the author was '1). E. Broucard ', and that a copy of the book
in the library' of the American Antiquarian Society at Worcester, Mass., bears inscrip-
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tions '

By D. E. B[roiicarcl] ', and at foot of title
' This book was given by M'

Broucard sister of D. E. Broucard to me Abraham Coltes 1653.' No rev. dr.

E. Broucard is in the Oxford or Cambridge lists, and the name l^roucard does not occur

in the Catalogue of the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris or of the British Museum. R.

P. 150. 1630, no. 6 = 660 (Hakewill).
See vol. i, p. 233.

P. 151. 1630, nos. 9, II, 12* = 662, 663, 665 (Pemble, Pinke,

Stanley).
See vol. i, p. 233,

P. 152. 1631, no. 2 = 675 (Bible).
See vol. i, p. 233, and add :

—
( King James''s Psalter. )

This book should have received a larger notice : it is rare and interesting, and the

omission was accidental. As early as 1591 King James I referred (in his Poetical

Exercises') to the fact that he had translated various Psalms into English verse, and
would probably complete the Psalter. He invited sir William Alexander, afterwards
earl of Stirling and tutor to prince Henry, to assist him, and when at last, six years
after the authors death, the Psalter was published in the present volume, the earl was

granted a copyright for thirty-one yeais, and a royal letter of June 14, 1631 ordered

the introduction of this new version into all schools. A copy with the headings to

three books printed in gold was in Catal. 843 (July 1921) of Tregaskis : the earliest

gold-printing at Oxford before known is in no. 726 (Soteria). There was a new edition

printed in London by Thomas Harper in 1636, with variations, and it was issued in

folio in order to be bound up with the new Scotch Prayer-book of 1637. Harper also

issued (in 1637) ^ i2mo. edition, and the Ps dter was reprinted in Edinburgh in 171 2.

David Calderwood, the King's old opponent, seems to have unkindly written Reasons

against the reception of the King's Version in Scotland (Bannatyne Club, 1827), and
it was as a fact not brought into general use there.

P. 154. 1631, no. 7 = 680 (Burgersdicius), For but not at Oxford
read with one (1667) at O.xford.

P. 154. 1 63 1, no. 12 = 687 (Florus). An edition was issued at Oxford
in 1650 (no. 2C35**).

P. 154. 1 63 1, no. 16 = 671 (Oxford). Fead magnificvm and Accep-
lum.

P. 155. 1631, no. 10 = 683 (F., A.).
See vol. i, p. 233; vol. ii, p. 117.

P. 156. 1 63 1, no. 14* = 690 (Goodman).
See vol. ii, p. 117.

P. 156. 1631, no. 15* = 691 (Markham). Add:—
Markham, Gervase. Markham's faithfull farrier, wherein the depth

of his Skill is laid open in all those principall and approved secrets of

horsemanship . . . [small oblong- woodcut of a tethered horse, saddled].
Impr. 115 (Oxford, by W. Turner for M. Sparke) : 1631 : small octavo.

The above description is from mr. A. G. E. Phillips as in messrs. Sotheby's hands
for cataloguing in Nov. 1919. This is clearly one of Turner's and Sparkes's concerted

piracies, see vol. ii, p. 117. Either Markham's IMethod there mentioned is a careless

description of this book, or they pirated both. The stock of books seized were no
doubt ordered to be destroyed, and the copy here described must be very rare. R R.

P. 160. 1631, nos. 17 & 29 = 692 & 706 (Page & Vossius).
In a copy of the Theses in King's College Library at Cambridge, there appears to

be inserted a leaf before p. i of the text, on the recto of which is a set of ten irrelevant

Errata ((5^^.
'

Page 17 in the margent for synosis read synopsis'), printed five times
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over. These are clearly some supplementary Errata for W. Paq;es's Justifuation of

Bowing {162,1, no. 17 : = 692) which already has its own Errata. These new ones
were intended to be cut out and pasted in copies of Page.

P. 158. 1 63 1, no. 20 = 696 (Pinke).
For '

it is fragmentary
'

read ' The four sermons are only parts of a longer (in-

tended) discourse*.

P. 1 5 8. 1631, no. 21 = 697 (Powel).
See vol. i, p. 234.

P. 159. 163 1, no. 27 = 704 (Vincentius).
The 5th line of the title should be in italic, not roman, caps.

P. 160. 1 63 1, no. 28 = 705 (Vossius).
To the Oxford editions add those of 1640, 1651, and 1664.

P. 162. 1632, no. 5 = 717 (Daye)o
The eldest son's name was John.

P. 163. 1632, no. 7 = 719 (Ovid).
Sandys's translation of Ovid claims to be * the first great poetical composition of

America. Sandys sailed to Virginia in April 161 9, and the last ten books were
translated in that colony, and two of them '

amongst the roaring of the seas '. Sign. E*,

presumably a blank leaf, is wanting in the three copies I have met with, but all copies
should have the engraved title. Pope admired this translation, but tried his hand on
a new translation, and subsequently ridiculed Garth's similar effort, in a ballad entitled
'

Sandys's Ghost '.

P. 163. 1632, no. 9* = 722-24 (Greek Testament).
For this Testament printed at Cambridge with Oxford type, see vol. ii, pp. 1 19,

P. 168, 1633, no. 17 = 749 (Gerhardus).
See vol. i, p. 234.

P. 169. 1633, no. 23 = 755 (Holyda^')-
Opposite p. 44 is a metal plate with six figures (a small quarto printe<l on one

side only) referred to on p. 44 and bearing
' Lib: j. qusest. 7° Pag: 44

'

: the object

engraved is the eye.

P. 172. 1633, no. 31 = 759 (Pemble).
See vol. ii, p. 126.

P. 172. 1633, no. 32 = 760 (Potter).
There are tliree issues, differing in imprint: (i) as here, a copy in Bra?enose

college (760) : (2) with 'printed by the Printers to the University', a copy in the

Bodleian, impr. 133* (760*) : (3) with '

for William Webbe', a copy in the Cambr.
Univ. Library, impr. 133** (760**).

P. 172. 1633, no. 33 = 761 (Reusner).
.See vol. i, p. 234; vol. ii, p. 126.

P. 174. 1634, no. I = 772 (Allen).
For the real author, Aprobert, see vol. i, p. 234, vol. ii. 128.

P. 175. 1634, no. 2 = 773 (Barclay).
Alitophilus is the pseudonym of Claude Bartholome Morisot (d. 1661).

P. 177. 1634, no. 8 = 780 (Butler).
The imprint is no. 125 (Oxford, by W. Turner for the author), and not 126.

Correct also in vol. ii, page 128.

P. 179. 1634, no. 17 = 768 (Oxford). Add:—
It may be noted that the book was printed in two parts, dividing between Tit. XV

and Tit. XVL The former part including all the prefatory matter was printed by
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Lichfield and extends to the end of sheet Kk : the whole of the remainder, beginning
with sheet a, by Turner. The importance of this work is that the University was governed
under it from June 1636 to July 10, 1856, a period of 220 years. It was generally

regarded as an immutable Royal Charter, though attempts to amend it were made in

1759 and 1836: see C. L, Shadwell's Introduction to the 1888 edition, and vol. ii,

p. 127 of Oxford Books.

P. 182. 1634, no. 24* = 792* (Smith). Add:—
Smith, Samuel aditvs

|

ad
|

logicam-
| Jn u/um eorum qui | primo

AcADFMis
I AM Salutant.

| \line\ \Autore Samvele Smith,
|

Artium Magi-
stro.

I \line\ \

Editio quinta. \ \_orn.'\

Impr. 109 a (Oxoniae. exc. Gul. Turner) : 1634: (twelves) 16° : pp. [14] + 204 + [2],
with two folded tables between pp. 32 and 33 and pp. 42 and 43 : signn. [t]*, A-h''^,

i*+2 folded leaves: p. [i] 'a': [5] title, within double line: 7-11
' De nupera

Londinensi editione . . .' : 1-204, the treatise: [i] 'Lectoribus . . .', an apology for

errors: pp. 11, iii begg. Proximum est, nan autern : Long Primer solid.

Samuel Smith, Fellow of Magdalen College, died while Proctor in 1620. The

present edition was due to a London piracy, which may have borne an Oxford (false)

imprint, and is no doubt Wood's 1633 edition {Ath. Oxon. ii. 283), of which no copy
is at present known to exist. The complaint about the piracy is reprinted in the 1639
and 1649 editions without alteration. Of small (16") handbooks of Logic used at

Oxford in the I7lh century there were three:—'$,vm.'([\% Aditus ad Logicam, Brerewood's

Elementa Logical, and Robert Sanderson's Logicse. Artis Compendium. Their biblio-

graphy is so impt-rfect in Wood and elsewhere that the following list may be of use,

showing what editions are in the British Museum and Bodleian or otherwise known.
Smith's are marked with an asterisk. The list supersedes the case in no. 458 (1617) :

iibrnries, edition. libraries, edition.

1613 [Lnnd.]
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Contents:—p. (3) title: C5-7) 'To the Reader
', signed 'William Evans': (8) six

' Errata
'

: 1-70, the sermon, on Eph. vi. 1 2-13.

Only one copy is known of this sermon, and it escaped the notice of Wood and all

subsequent bibliographers. William Evans, of St. Mary Hall, Oxford, came from

Monmouth, matriculated on Apr. 24, 1618, aged 19, and took the degrees of B.A.

(1619). M.A. (1622), and B.D. (June 6, 1631;). See 1633, 16 (= no. 748), Wood's
Fasti Oxon. i. 479, Foster's Alumni Oxon. This Paul's Cross sermon is of an ordinary
kind and quite inoffensive, yet no public library seems to possess it. Perhaps modesty
overcame the author at the last moment, and he did not send it out freely. The only
peculiarity of any kind which I have noticed is the form ' A. i). 1636'; '1636',
' MDCXXXVI ', or ' Ann. {07' Anno) 1636' being the usual forms in imprints. I have to

thank Mr. Frank Lord, of Middleton Road West, near Manchester, the owner of the

book, for calling my attention to it in Nov. 1913. R R.

P. 192. 1636, no. II = 831 (Lilly).
On I. 5 of p. 192 yi^r Restoration readQ.W\\. War. There were Oxford editions of

1657-9-

P. 193. 1636, no. 15 = 840-41 (Oxford).
For three more varieties of the Flos Britannicus (

= 840*, 840**, 840***, 840**'''*),
see vol. ii, pp. xiv, 135.

P. 194. 1636, no. 18 (Prideaux).
See vol. i, p. 235.

P. 195. 1636, no. 3 = 848 (Booker).
In 1. 3 from foot, for Booker 7-ead Cowper.

P. 198. 1637, no. II = 843-44 (Deliciae).
See vol. ii, p. 136.

P. 200. 1637, no. 17 =859 (Prideaux).
See vol. i, p. 235.

P. 201. 1637, no. 18 = 860 (Rous).
For 1651 read 1658, a«^add 1667.

P. 201. 1637, no. 20 = 862 (Scheibler).
See vol, ii, pp. xv, 137. A copy is also in Hertford college library.

P. 203. 1638, no. I = 879 (Achilles).
In B. Quaritch's Catal. 369, p. 3, there is a copy which shows that the engraved

title is the original second leaf of the first sheet. Mention is also made of an earlier

English translation of this piece printed in 1597, only known from one imperfect copy
(S. T. C, no. 90).

P. 204. 1638, no. 3 = 881 (Burton).
This peculiar fifth edition of Burton's Anatomy has been specially studied by

E. Gordon Duff, the main results of which are printed at some length in the

Bodleian Quarterly Record, vol. ii, no. 16 (1918), p. loi. See also theOxf. Bibliogr.
Soc.'s Proceedings , vol. i. In short, pp. I-346 were the first part of a pirated edition

printed at Edinburgh by Robert Young, the King's Printer there, who apparently
hoped that Edinburgh was outside the scope of English licencing. But it was not,
and Henry Cripps, the owner of the Oxford copyright, stopped the work. By
amicable arrangement, however. Young, who in J63S moved to London, obtained
leave to go on with the printing in his new office, and for some reason started with

p. 591, and 591 to the end are his London work. Finally, the prefatory matter and

pp. 347-590 were printed at Oxford, completing this tripartite book. There remains
however a real mess at pp. 259-262 due to the employment of two printers at the

same time : a consequence of which is that sign. LI i (pp. '259'—'260 'j is usually

wanting. Also sheet S is six leaves, two of which are passed over (after p. 140) in

the pagination. It may be noted that the engraved title has been altered to give
Burton the black cap of an old man. Quaritch's Catalogue 369, p. 50 (1922),

gives a still more elaborate account of the printing, assuming many cancel sheets.

See also vol. i, p. 235.

siso G g
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P. 208. 1638, no. 17 = 873 (Statuta).
There is a bibliographical point about this book whicli occasions differences in the

collation of the work. In the ExplicatioJwamenti on p. 208, the misprint of a double
vel on signn. O 8'' was discovered before sheet P—which only consists of four leaves—
was printed off. P4 would naturally have been a blank leaf, so it was decided to re-

print pp. 207-20S (sign. O 8) on P 4, and in binding the book to tear off O 8 and turn

back P4 so as to precede P i. The result is four states of 0-P :
—

(i) the proper cor-

rection is made, O 8 being torn off, while P 8 is turned back to take its place : I have
seen four copies of this: (2) stupidly the binder left O and P exactly as printed, so

that the old U 8 is left, and the new corrected P 4 is also left un-turned (one copy) :

(3) the same, but P 4 is torn off, instead of O 8 ! (two copies) : (4) in one copy P4
has been turned back, but O 8 has not been torn off, so that pp. 207-8 appear to be

duplicated. Where P 4 is (properly) turned back, it will be noted that sheet P requires
two threads, one after P i, one after P 2. Also, the editions after 1S46 are 184S,
1850, 1852, 1854: an issue for 1S32 is also found. After the First Commission the

full Statutes were given to undergraduates at matriculation : the first (octavo) edition

being of 1857. See vol. i, p. 235 : vol. ii, p. 1^0.

P. 212. 1639, no. 2* = 909* (^\x^ Add:—
In Maggs's Catal. 423 (1922) no. 1703 is a copy (priced £,\ 4J-.) of Bird's Grammer

with the imprint (no. 1S7*)
' Printed at O.Kford and are to bee sold by William Hope

'

of London. The printer was no doubt Leonard Lichfield, who found the need of

a London agent, although the printing of Grammars in the provinces was a sore point
with the London Stationers' Company, cf. no. 991. The present issue should be

quoted as 909*.

P. 213. 1639, no. 6 = 914 (Foxle).
In the Cambridge Univ. library is an issue pr. by L. Lichfield, 'and are to be sold

by George Hutton at the Turnestile in Ilolborne '

(London) : impr. 188*.

P. 214. 1639, no. 10 = 918 (Grolius).
See vol.

i, p. 235 : vol. ii, p. 142.

P. 216. 1639, no. 18* = 926 (Ruth).
See vol. ii, p. 143.

I'. 216. 1639, no. 18** = 927 (Scheibler),
See vol.

ii, p. 143.

P. 217. 1640, no. I = 934 (Bacon).
See vol. ii, p. 145. E. G. Duff informed me that tiiere are two forms of the

dedication, differing typographically.

P. 219. 1640, no. 7 = 940 (Clain).
Thomas Hearne (Diarj', Oxf. Hist. Soc, viii. 409-10) gives the full title and other

details of the Amberg edition. The Bynneman (London) edition of 1582 (S.T.C.
2 1488) ascribes the authorship to E. S., which has been even conjectured to be Edmund
Spenser.

P. 220. 1640, no. 8 = 942 (Ferrand).
There is no doubt that Burton never saw Ferrand's book until tlie 3rd edition of his

Anat07ny was out. He expressly says so, as Professor E. Bensly points out to me
(1926), in III. 2. 2. I : he then, in 1628, came across the Paris 1623 edition for the
first time. So the two authors were entirely independent of each other, Ferrand's first

edition (which Burton never saw) being 1612 and Burton's first in 1621.

P 220. 1640, no. 10 = 944 (Fletcher).
This book contains two of Shakespeare's songs (' Take, O lake': Meas. for Meas,

iv. I : and '

Hide, O hide
'

: Foetus, 1640).

P. 2 21. 1640, no. 12* = 932 (Marshall).
For this keepsake see vol. ii, u, 445.

P 221. 1640, no. 13* = 947-49 (legal forms).
See vol. ii, \y. 1^6.
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P. 223. 1640, no. 18 = 941 (Saints Legacies).
See vol. i, p. 235.

P. 223. 1640, no. 19 = 955 (Sanderson).
A copy is now in tlie IJodleian : the two appendixes cover 124 pages: p. 88 is

blank : signn. Z 7—S are blaiilc.

P. 223. 1640, no, 21 = 957.
See vol. ii, p. 146. The ¥ak6jv is now in the Bodleian.

P. 224. 1640, no. 24* = 961 (Vossius).
See vol. ii, p. 146.

P. 225. (Periodicals— Quaestiones = no. 963*).
See Per. i (no. 3288) in the present volume.

P. 237. The Fifteenth Century Press. (App. A).
See vol. ii, p. 501, =App. A. The identification of Theodoricus Rood, the Oxford

Printer in 1481—85, with Theodoricus, the Cologne printer in 1485—88, has been long

given up, for the name of the latter was Dietrich ^Nlolner, a stepson of Arnold Ter

Hoernen, see R. G. C. Proctor's Bibliographical Essays (1905), p. 124, in a review of

E, VouUieme's Btuhdruck Kolns (1903).

P. 247.

P, 252. Jerome
"
1468

"
(= no. i).

For a 13th copy see vol.
ii, p. 2. In 1914 a copy was offered by Messrs. Ellis for

P. 253 Aretinus. 1479 (no. 3).
See vol. ii, p. 3.

P. 254 (Cicero. i48o( = no. 5)).

Signn. b 3—4, e (not c) 3-4 are in the Bodleian, and d 1-2, 5-6 are in Merton

College Librarj'. Correct by this note the description in vol. ii, p. 4 (Cicero).

P. 254. (Latin grammar in English = no. 8).
See H. Varnhagen's Dissertation on this book (Erlangte, 1906, 4°), with facsimiles.

P. 255 (Ales, 1481 : = no. 6).
A 17th copy was at Wilton House, Lord Pembroke's seat, till sold. Parts of sign,

k 3 are in Magdalen College Library at Oxford.

P. 256 (Latteburius, 1482 : = no. 9).
It is part of sign, r 6 which is in the Signet Library at Edinburgh, and parts of O 7

and O 8 which are at Faruborough Hall, near Banbury. No. 2 (the Bodleian copy)
was presented in 1603 by Rich. Farmor or Fermor of Somerton (Reg. Benef., informa-

tion from dr. Craster, 192 1). Six not quite complete leaves (f. 4, 5 : g. 3, 6 : o. 5,

6) aie in Balliol college library (515. e. 1-2). 22 copies or fragments are known.

P. 259 (Lyndewoode, 1483: = no. 14.
A 23rd copy belonged to the rev. canon Harford, till sold in 1899. No. 4 (the

Bodleian copy) was presented in 1603 by Rich. Farmor or Fermor of Somerton (Reg.
Benef., information from dr. Craster, 192 1).

For notes referring to nos. 8 (Latin grammar in English, 1481),
II, 16 (Latin grammar in Latin, 1483, with Vulgaria Terentii), 13 (Logic),

15 (Job), 17 (Alexander), see the Bodleian Quarterly Record V, pp. 131,

139-
.

P. 263. The Early Sixteenth Century Press (App. B).

P. 263.
" Cum Privilegio."

See vol. ii, p. 10, no. 29.

G s: 2
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P. 264 (Dedicus: = no. 29).
A fragment was found in the Bodleian in 191S.

P. 264 (Whittington, 1518): = no. 32).
A copy was in the Pittar sale in 1918. There is 7io copy in Jesus College, Oxford.

Pp. 266-313. App. C-F. See the corresponding Appendixes in the

present volume.

P. 317.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO VOL. II.

P. xiii. To no. 3 add :
—

°=
counterfeit Oxford imprint ; ^ implies an extract from a longer work. So also in

vol. iii.

P. 3. 1479, no, 3 (Aristotle).
Read M.^ccc. Ixxix.

P. 3. 1479, "o- 4 (Aegidius).
Head M. cccc. Ixxix.

P. 5. 1482, no. 9 (Latteburius).
Six nearly perfect leaves are in Balliol college library (515. e. 1-2). The leaves

are signn. f 4-5, g 3-6, o 5-6.

Pp. 7, II. 1498, 1519, nos. 20, 34.
The Covipiitiis maniialis was designed to facilitate oalendarial calculations for the

ecclesiastical year. No. 34 is reprinted with facsimiles and a copious commentary in

Christopher Wordsworth's Ancient Kalendar of the Univ. of Oxford (1904 : Oxf.
Hist. Soc).

P. 8. 151 2, no. 25 (Libellus).
In Quaritch's Catal. 369 (1922), no. 1003, is a 'Sophistarum libellus ad vsum

Oxoniensiii ', apparently of earlier date than 1512, printed by Pynson, with a i

(title?) missing, priced ;^200. A page is reproduced in facsimile in the Catalogue.
The colophon gives the title quoted above.

P. 9. 15 13, no. 26 (Syrretus).
See vol. i, p. 227 ;

vol. ii, p. 9 = no. 26; vol. iii, p. 435 above.

P. 15. 1561, no. 45 (Thersites).
Dr. Frederick Samuel Boas in his University Drama in the Tudor Age (1914)

showed that Thersytes is the earliest extant English play which can be shown to have
been acted at Oxford, having been written apparently in 1537.

Considerable attention was called to it in 1919 when the third known copy was sold

for ;io5io at the Mostyn sale. Until 1907 the only known copy was in the Devonshire
collection at Chatsworth, but in that year a copy was offered at a Sotheby sale on June i

,

1907, which is now known to have been Lord Mostyn's, and was '

bought in
'

for £\ 30.

by a Mr. Daly. Next the Devonshire copy (probably identical with the one owned
by Richard Heber) was sold privately about 1917 and is in America. Then on

June 26, 1917, at Puttick's a copy was purchased by Messrs. Pickering for ;^2io.

Finally, on March 21, 1919, the Mostyn copy was again offered, and reached ;!^5io,

being bought by Mr. Sabin ' for stock '. An effort was made on this occasion to

secure the treasure for the Bodleian by
'

private subscription '.

P. 17. 1568, no. 47 (Caius).
In the last line of p. 17 delete Irish and. All the references given exhibit

Anglo-Saxon type, and its occurrence in 1568 is noticeable, for only twice is it found
at an earlier date. For the Testimonie of Antiquitie 1566-7 archbp. Parker supplied
the printer, John Daye, with a new fount, and in 1567 Parker's Defence of Priests'

Marriages contains sporadic Old English type which the printer, Richard Jugge, no
doubt borrowed from Daye. The same happened, no doubt, in the present case (John
Caius, De antiquitate Cantahrigiensis Academix, London, by Hen. Bynneman, 1568),
and Bynneman borrowed in the same way from Daye, who also in this year issued

Lambarde's Archaionomia with the type in question. See E. N. Adams, Old

English Scholarship (191 7), pp. 23, 158, 173.

P. 18. 1572, no. 48* (Humphrey). After no. 48 add: —
No. 48* (Humphrey). Mr. W. Hartill has pointed out another edition of this speech

(48*), the collation of which is :
—

A-c*, d'. The only difference between the two issues
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is the insertion of a two-leaf preface '. . . Lectori', dated '

29 Octob.', as signn, A 2'"-

A3'. This insertion accounts for the signn. D^ extra at the end. This is in fact

a reissue with additions, and is both in the British Museum and Bodleian. In spite
of the plain speaking in the preface, in which dr. Humphrey (after a complaint that

the Speech was hurried through tlie press without an opportunity of revision) says
much (possibly too much) of the duties of sovereigns to their subjects, it is -clear that

the edition with preface is later than the other, not vice versa : it is also rarer. The
earlier edition was no doubt issued in September.

P. 18. 1572, no. 49* (Hill). After no. 49 add:—
49*.

'

H)ll (Thomas). A True Almanack for the yeare of our Lord God
M. D. LXXII. Calculated for the Meridian of Oxenforde, printed in red and black

with a small woodcut at the head of each month in 7-ed and black alternately, woodcut

of the moon, and of the anatomical tnan atfoot . . . No place or name [1572].' So in

the Catalogue of the Heber Collection of Broadsides, part of the Christie-Miller library
at Britwell, sold at Sotheby's on Dec. 16, 191 9, lot 16, art. 47. There are fragments
of this in the British Museum (MS. Harl. 5937, no. 56) and Merton college library at

Oxford (75. b. 5-6). It is clear that Hazlitt {^Collections, ist S., p. 229) is (incorrectly)

describing this sheet, and not no. 49. See Eustace F. Bosanquet's Early Printed
Almanacks (1917), p. 56, where he slates that one edition of this Almanack (no. 49**)
has the woodcuts over the months all in black (Brit. Mus. MS. Harl. 5937, no. 3S5).

P. 23. 1586, no. 68 (Bodin).
The Bodin (no date, c. 1586, Oxford) is now in the Library of Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., as dr. G. P. Winship kindly informs me (1927). The
title IS an insertion, mutilated, of the title-page of Case's Lapis Philosophicus (Oxon.
1599, no. 189) : there is no Oxford edition of Bodin at all.

P. 24. 1586, no. 74 (Corro). C[orro, or Corranus], A.[ntonio D.[el]
REGLAS GRA-|maticales para a-|prender la lengva ESPA-|nola

y Francefa, confiriendo la
|

vna con la otra, fegun el or-
|

den de

las partes de la
o-|

ration Latinas.
|

"x*
j [ornn.],

Impr. 9* (Oxford, by J. Barnes: in Spanish): 1586: (eights) 12°: pp. [16] + 126,

signn. *, A-U*, but sign. E contains only 7 leaves : Small pica solid. Contents :
—

p. [i], 4 //. of ornn. : [3] title: [5-10] Ep. dedic. to sehor Horatio Pa lavicino, signed
' A. D. C : [13-14]

' El Corrector de la imprimeria al prudente Lector': [15-16]
list of contents: 1-126, the work.

P. 24. 1586, no. 76 [Corro, or Corranus, Antonio del]. Reglas gra-

MATicALES . . . [&c., cxactly as no. 74, ornn. and all, but with differ-

ent imprint].
Impr. 9** (• Impressas en Paris, en el aiio de salud. T586') : (eights) 12° : pp. [6]

+ 1 26, signn. *^, A-h', but sign. E contains only 7 leaves : Small pica solid. Contents :
—

p. [i] title : [3-4] 'El Corrector. . .', as above: [5-6] list of contents: 1-126, the

work.
A reissue of no. 74, with a new imprint (Paris), and the preface, signed A. D. C,

cut out. Barnes has endeavoured to make the book appear to be anonymous and

printed in Paris, though as a fact wholly printed in Oxford. Except the imprint and

preface, this piece is identical witli no. 74-

P. 27. 1588, no, 96 (Agab).
See vol. ii, p. xiv. The Vice-Chancellor's Computus for 1577—8 shows that £^o

was given to Agas for this map, by the University.

P. 30. 1590, no. Ill (Windsor).
It may be mentioned that Jacobus Middendorpius in his Academiartim orhis

Christiani libti (various edd., 1572-1602) contributes nothing original in his notice of

the University of Oxford.

P. 31. 1 59 1, no. 122 (Tacitus).
A. B., the writer of the preface, is proved by a copy belonging to dr. I. Gollancz in

1916 to be Anne Barnes, the daughter of the printer.
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P. 38. 1600, no. 195 (James).
The Eclogd was btill saleable in 1673, see a transfer of it in the Stationers' Register,

Sept. 17, 1675.

P. 39. 1600, no. 197 (Oxford).
For Buckurst read Uuckhurst.

P. 40. 1602, no. 210 (Bibye).
D The sheet here referred to is properly a folded broadside illustration of Erhard

Cellius's VVarhaffte Beschreibung Zweyer Raisen . . . (des) Fiirst\eii) FriJerichi^s)

Herzogiens) ztt iViiritemberg vnnd Teckh . . . in Engelland, Ifc. im Jahr 1592 . , .

(Tiibingen, In der Cellischen Truckerey, 1603, sm. 4°), and should occur between
leaves 19 and 20 of the first part. The Duke left London to visit the two Universities

of ' Ocbsenfurt und Cantobergey
' on Aug. 26, i.i;92, saw a sheep with five feet at

Ocksenbritsch (Uxbridge), passed through Stocquinchurcke (Stokenchurch), and
arrived at Oxford on the same evening, Saturday. Simon Bibye provides an account

of the University and College in German on foil. 20-5, but the Duke left on the next

day, for Cambridge. The printed part of the present sheet is about i8Jx 15 in., con-

sisting of an elaborate engraved border and divisions (in each lower corner a hand

grasps a vase from which issues a stem with leaves and fruit, and up the middle runs

a similar stem from a vase. The general title is
' Oxoniensis Academice : et Colle-

giorum . . . compendiosa & dilucida descriptio . . .', with a dedication to dr. John
Whitgift, archbp. of Canterbury. The sixteen divisions contain Latin descriptions of
the University (founded in A. D. 872) and fifteen colleges: the former beginning
' Academia sine Vniuersitas (vt appellant) Oxonij diuino optimi Regis Aluredi bene-
ficio cjepit'. At foot is a note, followed by

'

Collegit & prsescripsit Sym. Bibeus
Lambhittensis. Excudi f. Tubingae Erhardus Cellius, 1602': beneath the central

vase is 'I. T. L. F.', indicating the engraver. The arms of all sixteen bodies are

engraved : the University motto is given as Sapietitix et Fslicitatis. This is a rare

piece. R.

P. 52. 1605, no. 262 (Oxford).
See vol. ii, p. xiv.

P. 53. 1605, "o. 264 (James).
The book was issued between June 27 and July 11, 1605.

P. 56. 1606, no. 286 (Vorstius).
The Bodleian now possesses a copy. Correct una to vna, a«</ studiosae /^studiosK.

P. 57. 1607, no. 288 (Wak(r).
At etuifor 1663 ;-£fa(/and sub anno 1663, no. 2628.

P. 63. 161 2, no. 343 (Oxford).
John Hampden's verses (no. 52) are stated to be his first publication.

P. 66. 161 2, no. 351 (Holyoke).
An imperfect copy is at Clare college, Cambridge.

P. 74. 1613, no. 377 (Oxford).
In no. 51 delete he compares— 106.

P. 92. 1622, no. 501 (Scot). A copy is in the British Museum, as

follows:—
Scot, John. FVNDATio ACADEMI/E oxonieNsis.

|
Cum Catalogo prcecipuorum

Fnndatorum, Benefactorumque vniufcuiufque Collegii, & totali numero Studentium,

Magi-|ftratunm, & Officiariorum ibidem exiftentium. Anno 1622.
|

Honoratijsimo Cj*

fingulari Juo Dotnino, thom^e. Domino Windsor de Bradenham; lohannes .Scot

increinenlnin ovine ter-\rejtris , coelestif(jj fceliciiatis exoptat. \ [Latin text follows].
'

Imprimfi fecit] Cant[rellus] leg[gej pro [Io]h[anne] Scot permissu . . . Thomas
Comitis Arundelliae . . . [Ve]neunt in vico (Caput Papse dicto) ad insigne albi Equi.' :

1622 : folio broadside.

Perhaps the only remaining copy of this interesting broadside is one in the Harleian

collection at the British Museum, marked Harl. Roll Q. 3, which seems to have
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escaped all notice in bibliographies, and was only entered in the Brit. Mas. Catalogue
of Printed Books in 191 9. Several MSS. of this and of no. 771 seem to exist, but

even Mr. Bowes knew of no printed copy, and in the Harleian one the imprint is im-

perfect. The printer appears to be Cantrell Legg of Cambridge, but the publisher was

clearly George Humble, bookseller and printseller, who lived at the White Horse,

Pope's Head Alley, London, from iGioto 1627 (McKerrow, Dictionary of Printers,

&c., 1557-1640, 1910, p. 146). The whole sheet is in Latin.

After the five lines of title follow twelve lines of text containing a short description
of the University {bes;. De tempore quo Academise, ends foelicitateq, fruuntur).
Beneath is a kind of table of eighteen Colleges in a double column, each with its

Arms in a compartment on the left of the description. The University is regarded as

founded in a. d. 872, and is stated to contain 2,850 students, not counting some poor
scholars. On this sheet was based Gerard Langbaine's Foundation of the Univ. of
Oxford, 1651 (no. 2150) : and is itself based, at least in form, on S. Bib3e's broadside
of 1602 (no. 210 ;

: see p. 455 above.

The sheet is much be-painied, and counting in the double lines which enclose the

text, the printed part measures 25gX 17 in,

P. 102. 1625, no. 531 (18) (Burton).
Burton's autograph original of this poem (with quaeso for maeste in the first line) is

in the Bodleian (4°. o. 14 Art), as Dr. Craster pointed out in 1916.

Pp. 103-6. 1625, nos. 532-548 (Proclamations).
See vol. ii, p. xiv. No. 549 (do.) is in two pieces.

P. 115, 1630, no. 668 (Widdovves).
For schismaticall read schismatical.

P. 117. 1631, no. 672.
This engraved title-page is clearly a rejected one : the '

Oxonij
'

is really
' OXONY '

on the plate, an error for 'oxONli' and due to a lower-case form 'Oxonij
' misread

by the engraver. A copy of this rejected title is in the Bodleian.

P. 118. 1631, no. 693.
A copy of this issue is now also in the Bodleian.

P. 1 20. 1633, no. 725 (Oxford).
See vol. ii, p. xiv.

P. 123. 1633, no. 730 (Oxford).
See vol. ii, p. xiv.

P. 125. 1633. no. 740 (Butler).
For sheet read sheets.

P. 127. 1634, no. 771 (Scot).
For Scot, Robert read Scot, John.

P. 128. 1634, no. 780.
For\m\jr. 126 rcad\m\)X. 1 25.

P. 129. 1635, -Annals.

See vol. ii, p. xiv.

P. 132. 1636, Annals. Add:—
In this year we first hear of Arabic type at Oxford. In the Vice-Chancellor's

Computus for 1836-7, apparently late in 1636, we find the following:
—'Item to

Samuel Browne, for Matrices, mony disbursed by him in his journey to Leyden & for

the small Arabic letter vt per billam ;£^293 ii.f. dd^ These Oriental types were part of
Laud's gift, and are referred to in a letter of John Greaves in 1637 quoted by Talbot
B. Reed {Old English Letter Foundries, 1887, p. 144). Reed suggests that the

Leyden purchase was from the Elzevirs, who had bought in 1626 the Oriental matrices
of Erpenius. And Laud himself on May 5, 1637, refers to the type and writes :

' You
are now upon a very good way towards the setting up of a learned press.' It may be
added that dr. Thomas Browne of Christ Church, a brother of Samuel Browne men-
tioned above, was Proctor in 1636-7, and domestic chaplain to Laud.
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P. 133. 1636, no 840 (Oxford).
See vol. ii, p. xiv for another variety, 840****.

P. 134. 1637, -Annals. Add:—
In John Taylor, the Water Poet's, Carriers Cosmographie (Lend. 1637, sm. 4°,

sign. B 4^) is a note,
' The Carriers of Oxfoord doe lodge at the Saracens head without

Newgate (^without Saint Sepulchers Church) they are there on Wednesdaies or almost

any day '.

P. 134. 1637, Annals.
In this year Samuel Browne, afterwards a well-known bookseller in London and at

the Hague, endeavoured to establish a London bookselling agency in Oxford. After

disputes with the Oxford stationers the University on July 23, 1637, sanctioned an

arrangement, by which (i) Browne agreed to supply the books he had to the stationers

as cheaply as in London plus carriage, and would sell, himself, to no one except the

Oxford stationers, except to his brother Thomas at Christ Church; (2) the Oxford
stationers agreed to buy from Browne alone all the books which he was able to supply.
It is doubtful whether the plan was carried out, for a letter from archbp. Laud of

July 28 is against it.

P. 137. 1637. no- 862 (Scheibleius).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 140. 1638, no. 873 (Statuta Selecta).
See notes on p. 450.

P. 142. 1639, "O- 918 (Grotius).
The size is (eights) 12°, not sm. 4° : see vol. iii, no. 2497.

P. 144. 1640, no. 931 (Oxford).
The Keeper of the Archives has shown me a receipt by Leonard Lichfield relating to

this Horti Carolini Rosa Altera. He received £2 los. for 50 copies on a '

large
Dutch Paper' and 28 ordinary, and ;^3 for 100 ordinary copies. These are evidently
the '

176
'

sent to Lambeth for distribution by Laud. But no doubt Lichfield printed

(say) 200 more for his own purposes
—which shows that these payments by the

University do not necessarily represent the entire cost cf production.

P. 147. Afler no. 963 add;—
PERIODICAL, before 164 1.

963* (Quaestiones Academicae).
See vol. i, p. 225, and no. 3288 in the present volume.

\_End of 1640, and of Vol, 1].

P. 151. 1641, no. 965 (Eucharistica), no. 85 (Anderson).
Mr. P. M. Barnard of lunbridge Wells (Catal. 165, art. 295) points out a rq^erence

to Shakespeare's Coriolanus, V. iii. 68-70 ('Epitome', &c).

P. 155. 1641, no. 990. Add'.—
Baron, prof. Robert. PHILOSO-|phia theolo-[gi^ anxillans

; |

hoc eft
I
Pia &= /obria explicalio ^«si3-|ftionum philosophicarum in

j

Difputationibus theologi-Jcis fubinde occurrentium,
| \line\ \

auctore
\

rob: baronio,
\

philosophic professore,
|

in illuftri Collegio S. Sal-|
vatoris.

I \line\.

Impr. 211* (Oxonise, exc. L. Lichfield, per Gul. Davis et T. Robinson, 'cum privi-

legio'): 1641: (eights)i2°: pp. [20] + 284, signn. a-T^ : p. i, title, in border of ornn. :

[3-5]
' Candido Lectori

'

: [6-9] two Latin poems by H. Danskin* and James Gleg
*

:

^ Danskin and Gleg profess to be professors, but had no claim to their titles, even
in 162 1 !
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[10-14]

' Elenchus [xv] exercitationum ', with notes: [15-20], 1-58, Exerci-

tatio prima, dedicated to archbp. John Spottiswood : 59-138, Ex. 2, dedic. to

dr. Alexander Gladstone, rector of the Univ. of St. Andrews: 139-284, Ex. 3, dedic.

to sir John Scott: Ex. 4-15 are in the Elenchus, but omitted in this edition.—See
notes at p. 155 of vol. ii. The copy seen, on Feb. 3, 1920, belonged to mr. L.

Chaundy, bookseller at Oxford, and is now in the Bodleian. The preface explains
that students from the Netherlands at the University of St. Andrews begged Baron

(about 1617 or so) to prepare this treatise, first published in 1621. The motives of

issuing parts 1-3 only at St. Andrews in 1621, now reprinted at Oxford, are not

explained. The subjects (i. De Ente et Essentia, 2. De origine animae, et propaga-
tione peccati, 3. De Fide, Scientia et Opinione) no doubt served as an introduction to

both '1 heology and Philosophy. No more was at any time printed. The title-page

(only) is in the British Museum (463 h. 3, no. 1669).

P. 157. 1641, no, 995 (Cheke).
At end add 'See Oxf. Hist. Soc, Hearne's Collections, iii. 18, iv. 381 '.

P. 159. 1642, no. 1004 (Zeal over-heated).
This poem is reprinted in T. W.[eaver's] royalist Songs and Foetus of Love and

Drollery, 1654, p. 21. Wood states that the Religious Brother was Thomas
Williams, a milliner, and Cornish was dr. Henry Cornish, Canon of Christ Church :

see Ath. Oxon. iii. 422, and no. 287a and Bodl. MS. 14702, fol. 80''.

P. 160. 1642, no. 1006 (Answer to Remonstrance).
The original warrant for the printing and publication of this piece signed by the

king at York, June 14, 1642, with some similar warrants, is at Worcester {Hist. AISS.
Comm. Report, xiv, app. pt. 8 (Worcester Cathedral MSS.), 1895, p. 202, no. -xii).

P. 162. 1642, no. lOio (Vindication).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

Pp. 163, 171, 172. 1642 (annals), nos. 1038 and 1042.
See vol. ii, p. xv, about the capture of dr. Pinck.

P. 169. 1642, no. 1032 (Potter).
Mr. F. Lord, of Middleton Junction near Manchester, possesses a 1647 Oxford edition

of this book, see no. 1965* vp. 464 below) ; it was reprmted at Worcester in 1808.

P, 181. 1642, no. 1078.
Bodley possesses another (undated) edition of the Observalions (pp. 32, 4°) : and

a 7th treatise The Animadversions animadverted (1642).

P. 186. 1642 (annals).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 188. 1642, no. 1106 (Parliament).
See vol. ii, p. xv, for no. iio6*.

P. 190. 1642, no. illl (Charles i).

See vol. ii, p. xv, for no. 11 11*.

P. 194. 1642, no. 1127 (Lilburne).
There is a Declaration of the Lords and Commons about reprisals in case of Lil-

burne's execution, Dec. 17, 1642 : printed in London Dec. 19.

P. 195. 1642, no. 1130.
In the last line but two, for 1 130 7-ead n 29.

P. 199. 1642, no. 1148 (London).
Correct the supposed date of issue in margin and in description from Dec. 31 to

Dec. 30. A copy in the Bodleian is definitely dated in manuscript Dec. 30.

P. 203. i64§, no. 1161 (Digby).
Sec vol.

ii, p. xv.
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P. 204. i64§, no. 1164 (London).
There is a London reprint (1164*), which can be identified by the 4th line of the

title being | MAIOR, ALDERMEN, |.

P. 214. i64f, no. 1201 (Garway).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 216. i64f, no. 1208 (Williams).
The edition described in the text as no. 1208 is an Oxford reprint of the original

Oxford edition, which latter can be identified at once by the 3rd line of the title being
'The Grand Rebellion', not 'THE GRAND', by 'Lords of the Coun-lsell', not
' Lo. of the Councel ', &c., &c. The reprint is a fairly close one, but the ornaments
are different : it would appear to be a rather hasty reproduction, probably in 164.^.

Thomason received the original edition, which should be described as no. 1208*.
mr. Henry Farr, of Cardiff, in Feb. 191 7, and mr. F. Lord of Middleton near Man-
chester in Sept. 1919, kindly pointed out that there are two issues of this treatise.

Both are in the Bodleian, and neither uncommon.

P. 217. i64f, no. I2IO (Military Orders).
1210* is as no. 12 10, except that 4th line of title is roman, 6th italic, in loth line

bitying, in imprint
' Leonorah [!] Lichfield', p. 11 beg. in the quality. Dated 1644.

P. 219. i64f, no. 1215 (annals).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 219. i64f, no. 1219 (Parliament).
See vol. ii, p. xv, for no. 1220*.

P. 220. i64§, no. 1222. Add'.—*ti222**. Parliament. The
Humble

|
PETITION

|

and
|

propositions
|

of the
|
Lords and Com-

mons affembled in Parliament.
|
Prefented to the Kings moft Ex-

cellent Majefty |

at Oxford, by foure Lords, and eight Members of

the
I

Houfe of Commons, February 3. 1642. |

With His Majefties
Gracious Anfwer thereun-|to, and fi.\ Propositions propounded by
Him to both

|
Houfes, to be debated upon with the reft, at the

Treaty. |
Ordered by the Lords and Commons that ihe/e bepriiitedand

publifhed. \ John Browne Cler. Pari.
| \royal ar}^^ \

[No imprint, but London 164I] : sm. 4°: pp. [8], sign. A^ : (sign. A i"", title : 1^-3^,
The Desires, &c. : 3^-4^, the King's Answer and Propositions) : p. 3 beg. of those

Co7iunissions.

The present issue is only known from a copy in the Eton College Library, and

presents some peculiar features. The word Petition (and not Desires) on the title

connects it with no. I22I, the London (counterfeit) Royalist edition, but it has the

words ^gracious answer', and yet the order of Parliament for its printing. Now no

Royalist issue would quote the order, nor would any Parliamentarian print the word

gracious. So it seems to be the production of a neutral, unauthorized by either parly.
It also has peculiar royal arms on the title (with

' C. R.' tivice), and no imprint.
Another issue of the true London Royalist edition has turned up in the Bodleian

(1222*) which differs from no. 1222 in having royal arms without supporters and the

date in arable numerals '

1642 ').

There are therefore no less than eight issues of this pamphlet, the Oxford Royalist,
the London Parliamentary (two), the London Royalist (two), the London counterfeit

Royalist, and the Neutral, all of 1642 : and one an Oxford Royalist of 1643 ! This
enumeration does not count the reprints as parts of larger works. It is worth while

therefore to tabulate some points in which the eight title-pages differ.
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P. 225. i64§, no. 1239 (Oxford).
The Bodleian now possesses two copies.

P. 228. i64f , no. 1251 (J).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 240. 1642, no. 1285 (F).
In two copies now in the iiodleian the writer's signature

' F '
is omitted, as in the

reprint.

P. 247. 1643, no. 1304 (True Informer).
See vol. ii, p. xv,

P. 248. 1643, no. 1308^. Add:—
1308*. t Walsall. A

I

LETTER
|

Written from
]

WALSHALL
|

By I

A Worthy Gentleman to his
|

Friend in Oxford, concerning |

BURMINGHAM.
| [line, orn., line]

Impr. 209 [Oxford, by H. Hall] : 1643 : sm. 4°, pp. [2] + 6 (p. [i], title : 1-6, the

Letter, dated Apr. 5, 1643;.
An apology by a Royalist for prince Rupert's rough treatment of Birmingham,

which was set on fire in places on Apr. 3-4, while a minister was killed at the entry
of the Royalist soldiers. The pamplilet was no doubt caused by the publication on

April i oi A true relation of Prince Rupert''s barbarous crtielty against . . . Birming-
Jiam and Prince Ruperts burning love . . . discovered in Birminghams flames. The

apology is feeble and unconvincing, and avoids detail. Thomason seems to have
received the tract, which is rare, about April 15. This with the two others on the

same subject {True Relation of Prince Riiperfs cruelty and Prince Rupert's Burning
Love) were reprinted at Birmingham by Thomas Knott jun. in 18 15.

P. 262. 1643, no. 1353 (Symmons).
In 1. II of the pagCj^br daised read daXned,

P. 266. 1643, no. 1369* (Hollar).
See vol. ii, p. xv,

P. 277. 1643, no. 1408 (Charles i).

There are two copies of this known. Besides no. 1995 the Bodleian possesses
another London edition, last line of text beginning for sliort forbearance (1408*).
A copy has also been noted which bears on it in a contemporary hand ' On Whit

Sunday 2 r May 43
'

: so the incident probably really occurred on that dale.

P. 281. 1643, no. 1422 (Historical).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 287. 1643, no. 1439 (Charles i).

There is a London reprint of the whole Oxford edition, imprint and all (1439*),
which inserts late before gratious message,

P. 290. 1643, no. 1448 (Hall).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 292. 1643, no. 1454 (Digby).
At end of title cuid '

1. 14 Lord '.

P. 293. 1643, no. 1459* (Humble).
After single leaf aa'rf

' with imprint 162 d'' .

P. 308. 164I, no, 1508 (Digges).
A copy in the British Museum has an engraved title-page, the title, being on a tablet

in the centre of a pictorial design. The Cardiff Public Library has a copy with no
Errata on p. 170.

P. 312. i64f, no. 1523 (A.).
The LA. of the Epistle dedicatory may be lacobus Armachanus, i.e. archbp.

Ussher. The authorship of the book as by archbp. Maxwell is certain : see note in

no. 6 (p. 39S;.
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P. 313. 164I, no. 1526 (Parliament).

In title, after 1. 8 ' To the ', add
'
1. 9 Essex :' ; and in the description for January

read lannary.

P. 316. 164I-, no. 1537 (Charles i).

See vol, ii, p. xv.

P. 318. 164I, no. 1543 (Heylin).
/<?r Impr. 209 a read Impr. 2092: and add at end of article:—There is also a

London Tf^nn\.from the Oxford edition, bnt to be distinguished by
'

familiar ' on the

title-page, not • Familiar'. The" only copy I know is in the Bodleian.

P. 324. 164I, no. 1563 (Parliament).
I have seen a Dublin reprint by W. Bladen, dated March 1 7 !

P. 326. 1643, no. 1569 (Cowley).
This piece is stated by messrs. Dobell (Catal. 43, art. 36S : 1925) not to be by

Cowley.

P. 328. 1643, no. 1577. After this insert \
—

Quarles, F. : Loyal Convert 1643, see no. I594.

P- 333- 1643, no. 1594 (Quarles).
In the collation,/(7r [4J + 29 read [4] + 20. In the Widener Library, Cambridge,

Mass., and in the Univ. of Texas Library, Austin, Texas, U.S.A., is another reprint of

1594, with Oxford (Lichfield) 1643 imprint, in which for instance on p. 2 the 3rd line

from foot ends, not '

His', but 'His Ma-', and on p. 16 3rd line from foot there is,

not 'charge;' but 'charge?'. This new issue is 1594*. I owe this note to mr.

George P. Winship and prof. R. H. Griffith, of Texas, 1926.

P. 337. 1644, no. 1608 (Barwick).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 346. 1644, no. 1639 (Excise).
See vol. ii, p. xv.

P. 347. 1644, no. 1640 (Fuller).
The only copy then known of YvWtr:^ Jacob''s Vow was acquired by the Bodleian in

1919, but a second copy turned up in 1920 in the library of H. E. Huntington at San
Gabriel. See also 1646 Annals (vol. ii, p. 418) and the Bodleian Qnarterly Record,
vol. ii, p. 208 (1919).

P. 356. 1644, no. 1665 (Featley).
In 1. 13 from end of article /c?;- plegades ;-^(Z</ pleyades : and in 1. 10 from end after

flapper, insert and by : and in 1. ()for lash read leash.

P. 358. 1644, "O- 1673 (King's Commissioners).
See vol. li, p. xv.

P. 378. 1644, no. 1726 (Taylor).
Add:—A study of this piece and of no. 1820, both in MS. and, as printed, by Miss

Marjorie Rushforth, is in the Library, N.S. xi (1930), M. 179-92.

P- 383* 1« 25- i64f, no. 1739 (Polycarp, &c.).
The engravmg of Ussher, which was too late for this Oxford pnblicntion, was issued

as the frontisjiiece of the archbishop's treatise De Romanse Ecclesix Sytnbolo Apostolico

(London, 1647, sm. 4"). It represents Ussher seated at a table with a book in his

right hand : 'Joh: Stafford excudit. \V. M[arshall] sculpsit.' Beneath the figure is

a laudatory Latin inscription by Robert Pinck, the Vice-Chancellor Nov. 1643-

July 1645. The plate as used by subsequent publishers has a skull beneath the left

hand, and is otherwise slightly altered.

P. 389. 1645, no. 1762 (Proclamation).
A copy was at Woolley Park, and sold in the 1922 sale, lot 514 (69). Now in the

Bodleian, this is no. 1586, wrongly placed as 1643.
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P. 395. 1645, no. 1779 (Whaiton).
In 1. 5 of the page a/?<?;- June 12 adJ:—, and publishing it on June 14, the tlay of

Naseby, cf. William Lilly's Hist, of his Life (1774), pp. 67-71.

P. 407. 1645, no. 1820 (Taylor).
See note on no. 1726, above.

P. 409. 1645, "o- 1825'. Charles i, King. [ {^Royal Arms\ \

by the

KING.
I

A Proclamation Commanding the
|

use of the Book of

Common-Prayer | according to Law, notwithstanding the pretended |

Ordinances for the New Directory. \

Impr. i8or (Oxford, by L. Lichfield): 1645: (two) sm. 4°. Contents :—p. [i]

title as above : [1-4] the Proclamation.

This appears to be a reprint, made about Nov. 20 (?), 1645, of no. 1825 (the sheet

form), and the only known copy is owned by mr. J. P. R. Lyell, of Hampstead, from

whose description, sent me in April 1922, the above entry is derived.

P. 414. 1645, no. 1842 (Boughen).
See Hearne's Diary i, pp. 79-80 (Oxf. Hist. Soc).

P. 418. 1646 an7i.

Hearne's Diary (Oxf. Hist. Soc), xi. 303 points out that the Vow is printed in

Robt. Nelson's Address to Persons of Quality (1715), app. vi. See also no. 1640.

P. 420. 1642, no. 1859 (Taylor).
See vol. ii, p. xvi.

P. 422. 1646, no. 1865 (Basire).
In a Bodleian volume marked 4" L. 62 Art. two binder's leaves at the end contain

most of a proof of the title and epistle dedicatory of Basire's Sacriledge Arraigned
(Oxford, 1646) on a half sheet (4 pages only). This trial title omits the head motto
' Deo et Ecclesiie Sacrum ', and inserts after ' Treatise

'

the words ' The substance

whereof, was at first Pre[ached] in Lent last, before the King, at Christ Church in

Oxford, And is since, upon Request, Inlarged' . The Epistle is in a shorter form and
in parts differently arranged. This proof was pointed out to me by mr. F. R. 1).

Needham, of the Bodleian staff, in 1923.

P. 427. 1646, no. 1881 (Passport from Fairfax).
A copy of this passport is in the Oxford Univ. Archives (\V. P. 7. 27).

P. 428. 1646, no. 1885 (Boughen).
Between 1657 and 1662 Anne Lichfield as relict of Leonard Lichfield transferred

lier interest in this book to Timothy Garthwait, who entered a new edition (' A short

Exposition of the Catechism ... in English & Lati:ie', Lond. 1663, at end 1662) in

the Stationers' Hall Register on Feb. 18. iCG^.

P. 429. 1646, no. 1888. ^r/^:— i888*.o
[
—

,

—
].

a view of the
|
new

DiRECTORiE,
| [&c., as HO. 1888, c.xcept that this has

|

liturgie
|

of
THE

I

Church of England. |,
and similar slight variations] The Third

Edition.

Impr. 249 (by H. Hall) : 1646 : sm. 4" : pp. [12] + 106 (p. + [2, not seen, probably
blank\ p. [1] title : [3-6] The King's Proclm. of Nov. 13, 1645 against, the Directory
= no 1825 : [7-12] the preface : 1-106, the View) : p. 1 1 btg. 6. Tlie observation.

T/iis, as well as no. 1888, is the London counterfeit edition, which adds the Pro-

clamation, not found in nos. 1797, 1887-8, but is otherwise a reprint.

P. 447. 1647, no. 1928 (Reasons),
A small paper in the Oxford University Archives (seen on Dec. 3, 192S) shows that

on June 28, 1647, Leonard Lichfield received from the University;;^ 14 140 for printing
1,000 copies of these Reasons, at the rate of 3^1^. a copy, with 2s. 6d. given by Lich-
field to his men.

P, 449 after no. 1930*.
For a possible London 1654 edition of the Reasons, see no. 2248.
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Pp. 449, 452. 1647, "o^- 1932, 1941 (two pieces by J. Mayne) form

parts of Certaine Sermons by J. May?ie, Lond. 1653, 4*'.

P. 454. 1647. After no. 1945 (James ii)
Add:—

1945*-
° James ii, king—2nd issue], an excellent

|

SPEECH
|

Spoken by His Highneffe | JAMES |

duke of
|

YORKE
[ [&c. exactly

as no. 1945 throughout the piece, even to the misprints and imperfec-
tions of type]. The words 'gallant speech' in no. 1945. we may
suppose, were regarded as not well chosen, and were softened to 'excel-

lent speech ',
while the piece was passing through the press. The only

copy recorded is in the Bodleian.

P. 460. 164^, no. 1961 (Waring).
In 1. 12, for of mistaking read s.nA mistaking.

P. 461. 1647. After no. 1965 (Pemble) add:—
1965*. Potter, Francis. An Interpretation of the number 666.

Impr. 273* (Oxford, by L. Lichfield for R. Mynne & G. Bedell, Londoti)'. 1647.
A copy (in private hands) of this edition of no. 1032 was brought to my notice in

Sept. 1 91 9. There is also a Worcester 1808 reprint.

P. 462. 1647, no. 1967*. Sanderson, bp. Robert.
Sermons and Lectures are not included in the scope of this work merely because they

were delivered in Oxford : if they are also printed or published in Oxford they are of

course described on that account. But an exception is made when the sermons or

lectures are of importance, as is the case with bp. Sanderson's lectures De Jtirafnenti
Protnisso7-ii Obligatione (seven lectures delivered in Mich. T. 1646), and his ten lectures

De Obligatione Conscientiae delivered in 1647. Both are in Latin, but both were
translated into English.

A. De Juramenti Promissorii Obligatione Prcelectiones Septem. Habitse in Schola

Theologic^ Oxon. Termino Michaelis Ann. Dom. Mdcxlvi. A Roberto Sandersono
. . . Prsemissa Oratione ab eodem habita ... 26 Octobr. 1646 (London, 1647, S°).^
This able treatise on the binding nature of a promissory oath (i.e. an oath vvhicii

concerns the future, as opposed to an assertory oath about a past fact) had much
repute, and other editions were issued in Latin in 1670, 1676 (ace. to Wood), 1683,
16S6, 1710, 1719, 1722 (in 'Ltwis's Preservative), i8-;4. The original MS. is in the

Cambridge University Library (Mm. vi. 6). The English translation is positively
stated by Wood {Ath. Oxon. iii. 627) and Izaac Walton {Life of Sanderson) to be by
Charles i himself, and there can be no doubt that he at least revised the translation.

It was entered at Stationers' Hall on Apr. 4. 1654, but not published till 1655 ('
De

Juramento. Seven lectures concerning the Obligation of Promissory Oathes . . .',

London, 1655, 8°), and (abridged) in 17 16. Another translation by the rev. Thomas
Dawson was published in 1775 at Dublin : all other editions in Latin or English were
issued at London, except the IVo'ks (Oxford, 1854).

B. De Obligatione Conscientia; Prcelectiones Decern: Oxonii In ScholE, Theologica
Ilabita?. Anno Dom. MUC.KLVII. A Roberto Sandersono . . . (London, 1660, 8°).
A companion to the lectures on Oaths, and equally popular, other editions being
issued (at London) in 1661, 1671 (ace. to dr. Jacobson), 1682, 1686, 1696, 1710, 1719,

1851 (ed. with abridged translation by Whewell), and (at Oxford in the IVorks) 1854.
The English translation by Robert Codrington (London, 1660, 8") has two title-pages

(' Ten Lectures on the Obligation of Humane Conscience . . . By . . . Robert Sanderson

. . . Translated by Robert Codrington . . .' and ' Several Cases of Conscience Dis-

cussed in Ten Lectures . . • By . . . Robert Sanderson . . .'). Another translation by
bp. Christopher Wordsworth came out in 1877 at Lincoln.

P. 463. 1648, Annals.
The brass medal described is figured in Wood's Historia Univ, Oxo7i, (1674), vol. i,

p. 414.

' Dr. Jacobson states that there are two issues in 1647, one smaller in type and size

paged up to 246, and another corrected paged up to 221.
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P. 464. 1648, no. 1972 (Pinke).
A second copy was in the Christie-Miller sale 1925 (lot 472), purchased by

messrs. Ellis of New Bond Street, London (Catal. 230, art, 221 : ;,^5 55.).

P. 468. 1648, no. 1987 (Win) aid). At end add:—
A Latin version 1987*; is mentioned by Hearne (Collns., vol. i, p. 174, Oxf. Hist.

Soc.) as Noctua Athenis, in one sheet 4**, beginning Cavcte vos, Togati.

P. 468. 1648, no. 1989 (Littleton).
The authorship is attributed to Edward Cradocke in Wood 615 (21), where also the

reference to a mr. Smith in the last line is explained. Hearne believed it to be
Littleton's work (Collns. i. 174, Oxf. Hist. Soc). In Collns. i. 86, however, he says,
' The author Mr. John Carricke, of Christ Church

',
no doubt from the note printed in

no. 1989.

P. 469. 1648, no. 1992 (Case of University).
For a reissue (unchanged) see vol. iii after no. 2183 (1652).

P. 470. 1648, no. 1994 (Allibond). After the yd ed. add:—
Redmayne issued also at the same time (about 1700) another (4th) edition (March 4,

1720) in small S" size (pp. 12, whereas the 3rd edition fills 20 pp.) a close reprint ot

the 3rd, with similar title and imprint, but entirely reset in smaller type, with a few
additional notes of the English names of the colleges. In 1. i of p. 2 it allows the

misprint Oxoniensis for Oxonienses. The Bodleian now (1923) possesses a copy.
Strictly it should be a 4th edition, but it may pass as 3* to avoid altering figures

already published. In the description of the 3rd edition evenirit should be evenivit.

P. 471. 1648. At end of no. igQ^.
A similar expression (' Lloydi Phrases in Phrasibus Lloydi qusereres ') occurs in the

preface to Hugh Lloyd's Phrases elegantiores (Oxon. 1654), by the editor, Joseph
Godwin.

P. 472. 1648, no. 1999 (judicium Universitatis).
This is reprinted in full in Anthony Wood's Historia Univ. Oxon. (1674 : no. 2996),

vol. ii, pp. 372-85-

P. 475. 1648, no. 2003 (Bobart).
For 1622-33 read 1621-33.

P. 482. 1649, no. 2020 (Brown).
Entered at Stationers' Hall Oct. 30, 1649.

P. 485. 1650. Annals.
In connexion with the introduction of coffee into Oxford it should have been men-

tioned that one of the first private persons to drink it was Nathaniel Conopius a Cretan,
afterwards bishop of Smyrna, who when he was at Balliol made his own coffee, about
the year 1636 (Wood's Life, ed. Clark ii. 334). Wood (ibid. p. 201) notes that in

1655 Arthur Tillyard, an apothecary, was encouraged to sell coffee publicly in his

house opposite All Souls.

P. 487. 1650, no. 2032 (Grotius).
The size is sm. 4°. A copy is now in the Bodleian which illustrates the make-up of

this 1650 edition, and also throws some light on the missing 1639 edition (no. 918).
A. The title-page is

'

Hugo Grotius. De veritate Religionis Christianse. Editio

Quinta . . . Quibus accessit. Ejusdem Tractatus de unitate . . . Ecclesije ',
'

Lugduni
Batavorum. Ex officina loannis Maire, An. Dom. 1639'. Before this a leaf, perhaps
blank, has been torn out, and after it are two leaves of prefatory matter, and then

(pp.
'

7
'

to
'

iSo') the text of the six books, and lastly four leaves of '

Anacephalceosis
'

(list of contents), and one blank leaf (signn. A, B, c-M*). B. Then follow (sign. *^)
a title-page

'

Hugo Grotius de veritate Religionis Christianoe . . .' &c., 1650, as
no. 2032, with the three leaves of '

Typographus Lectori', 1650, signed G. W. i.e.

Gulielmus Webb, though he was «^/ the printer, and (C) the annotations (signn. n',

O-Z,
'

Aaa,-Dd^ : but the last 25 leaves are wanting in this copy, being all after p. 366).
What has happened is fairly clear. A is the whole of the 1639 edition, as pritited

3180 H h
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at Oxford, with two exceptions, namely the ' Leiden

'

title-page has not been torn off,

and its place taken by a title-page with a 1639 Oxford imprint, and secondly the

Tractatus de Unitate (promised in 1639) ^^^ been torn off, if it was ever printed. B is

the new 1650 title-page and prefatory matter, intended to take the place of the 1639

title-page and prefatory matter. C is the promised Annotations, in this copy imperfect.
The rarity of these 1639 '^'^^ 1650 editions has still to be explained, and I know of

no solution. The 1639 Oxford edition certainly exists, see vol. i, p. 214, no. 10. The

1650 Oxford edition is only known in C.C.C. Library at Oxford, and in the Bodleian

(imperfect) copy. Neither was known to Joh. Christ. Koecher (Dissertatio historiam

libelli De Veritate complectens, Jense, 1725), and only one reference is given in Petrns

Ambrosius Lehmannus's Grotii Maizes vindicati (Delft, 1727), at p. S04, to the 1639
edition, as in the library of Petrus Scauenius at Copenhagen in 1665. It is at any rate

clear that neither edition was issued in the usual way. The treatise so presents the

evidence on its subject as to form a code of common Christianity irrespective of sect,

and this seems to have brought on these two editions the fate of the bat in the fight

between beasts and birds, though during the eighieenth century its popularity steadily
increased. In vol. ii, p. 487 (no. 2032),

' Paris 1643
'

is an error for
' Paris 1640'.

See a comparison of editions under no. 2498.

P. 488. 1650, no. 2034. Add:—
Early in 1650, as the Vice-Chancellor's Computus shows, ^1 15J. o^. was paid

' For
Arabicke Letters cast for the vse of the Vniversity

'

and;/^i
' For Matrices belonginge

to the same '. These are noted under no. 2002 (cf. 2007), but evidently refer to the

present work (Abul Farajius). The complete book, of which this is a specimen, was
issued at Oxford in 1663 (no. 2629).

P. 488. 1650, no. 2035*. Dury, John.
The Reformed Librarie-keeper With a Supplement to the Reformed-School, As sub-

ordinate to Colleges in Universities. By John Durie . . . London, Printed by William

Du-Gard, and are to bee sold by Rob. Littleberrie at the sign of the Unicorn in Little

Britain: 1650: 24° (twelves): pp. [4] -^ 65 + [3].^Contents :
—

p. [1] title: [3-4]
'To the Reader', signed Samuel Hartlib : 1-12, the Supplement : 13-31, the work,
with a separate title on p. 13 : 33-46,

' An Idea of Mathematics . . . by . . . Joh. Pell

. . .' : 47-65, a Latin description of the Library at Wolfenbiittel.—John Dury, the inde-

fatigable
'

Peace-maker', was in 1650 in London, and appointed deputy keeper of the

Royal library at St. James's, under Whitelocke. Samuel Hartlib, Milton's friend, had
induced him (in 1649?) to issue The Reforincd School, and being greatly interested in

educational matters at Oxford and elsewhere, obtained also two letters from him on
the principles of library administration, here printed ; and no doubt paid for the

edition. The two treatises were also reissued (not reprinted) with a general title-page

{The Reformed-School : and the ReformedLibrarie-keefer') in 1 651, and the second was

reprinted at Chicago in 1906. The writer often refers to the Bodleian and seems to

have had it in his mind throughout : in fact the treatise may perhaps be regarded as

an invitation to the Parliament to reform that institution. There is an interesting
account of the Bibliotheca Augusta founded in 1604 at ^^"olfenbiittel. In 1649 it con-

tained 19,713 volumes, of which 764 were MSS., compared with about 16,000
volumes in the Bodleian. Dury's orthography is receiv, coin, knowledg, themselvs, and
the like.

P. 488. 1650, no. 2035**. Florus, Lucius Anigeus. L. Julii Flori

rerum a Romanis gestarum, libri IV. A Johanne Stadio emendati.

Editio nova . . . [&c., almost exactly as 2556 (1661); with the same
collation as no. 886 (1638), but no printing in red]. A close re-

print of the 1638 edition.

2035***. Harmar, prof. John, oratio
|
OXONI^

|
Habita,

|

In

Schola publica Lin-|gu£e Graecse afi-ignata ; |

Die i\Ie7-curn \^ Kalendas

Au-\gufti CIJ .IDC.L.
I [/?'v/j I

A
I JOANNE HARMARO

| ejufdem Linguae
ibidem

|
Piselectore publico.

| [7/;/^].
' Londini Excus. Typis Gnil. du Gardi. V'eneunt ad Insigne Equi albi in Coemeterio

Paulino': 1650: (eights) 12": pp. [16] +61 +[3], signn. a-e* : (p. [i] title: [3-15]
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Epistola dedicatoria to sir Francis Rons and the rest of the Parliamentary Committee,
dated from Oxford, Sept. 20, 1650 : 1-61, the Oration : 61, an erratum) : p. ii beg.
cellarius asserit.

In the dedication Harmar claims that the University is beginning to flourish again
after the War. The Bodleian is termed '

ingens ilia Librorum Metropolis (cujus vel

ipsa Vaticana [Bibliotheca] est aemula'. Harmer was appointed Greek Professor in

April, and delivered this fulsome inaugural oration on July 18, four days after the Act—which had been omitted for ten years (integrum Decennium), and a year and nine

months since Greek had been silent in Oxford. The speech is chiefly an attempt to

show how dependent other languages are on Greek, but Harmar was not learned

enough to do this effectively : least of all in etymology, though he does prefer a Greek

origin for Fi-esbyler, in preference to its rival derivation from prae aliis bibens ter

(p. 14). An erratum on the same sheet as the original error is a curiosity (see pp. 51,

61): the erratum itself happens to be incorrect. See Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii. 919.

P. 489. 1650, no. 2037*. t M., M. V. Satyra |

Manneiana
|
in

|

Jejunos quosdam Philologos | qui limites suos egressi literas & mores ad

no-|vam disciplinam revocare, Regum & Subdiioium Ar-|bitros se

sistere, de modernis turbis Britannis sa-|gaciter praedicere, proterve pras-|

sumunt.
I Conscripta |

a
j

M. V. M.
| Legum Stud, in Acad. Oxoniensi.

|

\line\ I

Anno. M. DC. L.
|

[Printed in Amsterdam X\ : 1650 : sm. 4° : pp. [i] +
'

63
'

(64, for 8 is omitted) +

[1]. Contents :
—

p. [i] title, 2-' 63 ', the Satire, in Latin.

An obscure satire on the intellectual and political tendencies of the day in England,
as expressed in the title. The author with much diffuseness, curious phraseology,
indifferent Latinity, and many quotations, tells how he met his Genius (he turns out on

p. 38 to be sir Thomas More !) who discussed affairs, and after inveighing against the

new kinds of learning, education, and politics, hales him to the nether regions, where the

Roman Senate is in session, with speeches from Cicero, Caesar and the like, about

English affairs. It finally passes a decree constituting Cicero, Caesar, and Charles i

' triumviri Majestatis ordinandae'. Cromwell appears to be represented by Gracchus.

On the whole the writer seems to want an enforced suppression of the present warlike

disposition of the nation, and a peace between Royalists and Parliamentarians, to be

obtained by organizing an overwhelming force, largely from abroad, to impose a modi-
fied monarchy again. In the end a mysterious bishop (Pontifex) consults the future

by black arts and by astrology, and when the writer objects, Saturn sets upon him
with a rabble of Philologists and their friends, and he being by them turned out of the

theatre (excuneatus) ends 'a quibus excuneatus Mannejus nomen & finem inveni

SATYR.^'. The i-rinting appears to be Dutch, with many misprints, and the relation

to the University and to law little beyond the title page. The title is a puzzle (Richard
Manne of Balliol and Trinity, matr. 16 15, was a clergyman : Mannetje is Dutch for

a mannikin : but the clue seems to be lost). The tract is rare.

P. 491. Periodicals. The first periodical is now the Qudestiones in sheet

form (no. 2041*), for which see references at p. 391 of vol. iii.

P. 491. Periodicals, no. 2043 (Mercurius Aulicus, ist week).
There is another form of the title-page, which adds (after

'

Kingdome ')

*

, beginning
the first day oijanuaryj The same ornament follows, but the imprint (no. 220 b^ is
'

Oxford, I

Printed by H. Hall, for W. Webb Book |seller, neere to Queenes College.

1942.' I [error for 1642]. See Sotheby's Catalogue July 30, 1926, lot 497, and (with
a facsimile) Messrs Ellis's Catalogue 276, art. 95 (1930).

P. 492. Periodicals, no. 2043 (Mercurius Aulicus, 2nd week).
See vol. ii, p. xvi and p. 469, below.

P. 497. Periodicals, no. 2057 (Oxford Diurnal).
A copy of this work is in Lord Crawford's Library, nnd is independent of Mercurius

Aulicus. Only No. i is known
; and only this one copy of it, and one in the Cashel

Cathedral Library, deposited in the Marsh Library in Dublin (reported to me by
mr. N. B. Wright in 1926), and one at Yale University Library, U.S.A., are known.

Hh2
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My apologies are due, for unbelief. A photostat of this number is now in the Bodleian,

presented by Yale University. It is clearly a corrected reprint of no. i (e.g. Saturday
for Sunday in 1. 1 6 of p. 3 ; proffery^r prefer in the last line of p. 8), and is London

printing. There are 8 pages. The last line of p. 8 begins 'a profer' in the original,
but ' to his Majesty

'
in the reprint.

P. 499. 1645, no. 2065, last line.

I^or 1 64 1 read 1648.

P. 501. App. A.
For the date of the first Oxford book (Rufinus) see The Library 3rd S., no. 34

(vol. ix), April 191 8; pp. 90-7.

P. 504. App. C, no. 47.
The Godstow William Ball was a parchment seller, not bookbinder.

P. 508, no. 171*. Shortly before 1507? Hieronymus de Sancto Marco,
an Italian Franciscan, compiled a *

Compendium preclarum quod
Parva Logica seu Summulce dicitur

'

at Oxford : printed at Cologne
in 1507.

P. 518. App. D.
In 1. 10for Boate read Beale.

P. 523. App. D.
In 11. 16-17. i?^^r coram dictis personis pnt' read coram doctore Sams, praesente.

(The two corrections above are from the late mr. Chawner, Fellow of King's College,

Cambridge, July 23, 1913. Habuit confitentem reum.)

P. 548. Col. 2. Index (Arabic).
Insert See Greaves, Thomas, 1637.

P 552. Col. I. Index (Barlow).
J^or 1515 read 15 16.

P- 553- Col. I. Index.
Insert Basilius Philomusus, pseud, of Robert Waring in 164S, ig6z.

Pp- 554-5- Index.

Transfer Berkhead to Birkhead.

P. 593. Col. 2. Index (after Epernon).
Insert Epibateria, 1643. 1418.

P. 597. Col. 2.

Insert Fortification, 1891.

P 608. Col. I. Index (Henrietta Maria).
Insert Musarum Oxon. Epibateria, July 1643. 1418.

P. 612. Col. I. Index (Howe, Joseph).
Transfer the sermon to the next name, Josias Howe.

P. 633. Col. I. Index (Mercurius Academicus).
Alter 1641 to 164S.

P. 638. Col. 1. Index (Oaths).
^a'(/ Oath of Supremacy 1610? 565.

P. 641. Col. 2. Index (Oxford, Inns, Star Inn).
For 975 read 975-6.

P. 646. Col. I. Index (Oxford, Printing).
Traces of an independent press at Oxford, 1643. 1226.
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P. 646. Col. r. Index (Oxford, Printing).
A small quarto book in twos, 1644. 1751.

P. 659. Col. I. Index (Oxford, University).
Insert Musarum Oxon. Epibateria Marise, 1643. 1418.

P. 666. Col. I. Index (Prideaux, M.).
For 1638 read 1648.

P. 666. Col. 2. Index (Printing).
Add:—Weird signatures, 1444, &c. : also Signatures independent of the title-page,

1713-

P. 674. Col. 2, ad fin.

The entry under Schutz should be on p. 675, col. i.

P. 675. Col. I. Index (Scot, Robert)
For Scot, Robert read Scot, John, of Cambridge : and after 1634 add the reference

771.

P. 677. Col. I.

Add:—Siege, 1891 : a/jo Signatures. See Oxford ^21 and VxvaSxag.

P. 677. Col. I. Index (Shropshire).
For I120 read I121.

P. 679. Col. 2. Index (after Soper).
Insert Sophistarum libellus : see Logic.

P. 683. Col. I. Index (Supremacy).
For 1625? read 1610?

P. 686. Col. 2. Index.
Insert Tragi-coracedia Oxoniensis, 1648 : see Littleton, Adam.

P. 699. Col. I. Index II.

After Account given insert Account of Mr. Pryn, Feb. i64§.

P. 699. Col. I. Index II (Answer of the Chancellor).
For h\x^. 1649 ^'ead'iiiow 1649.

P. 706. Col. 2. Index (Ingagement).
For Dec. 10, 1646 rea^ early Dec. 1642.

P. 707. Col. I. Index.

After 'Le\.\.eT to a Noble Lord, insert (see p. 461) Letter written from Walshall—
April 10, 1643.

P. 707 Col. 2. Index.

After Marrow «(/i^May 22, 1648—Sept. late 1648 (no. 2000*).

P, 707. Col. 2. Index.

In Mercurins Academicus add ste also no. 1977 (1648).

3205*. Boyle, Hon. Robert : Experimentorum Novorum Physico-
mechanicorum Coutinuatio Secunda . . . Una cum Descriptione IMachina-

rum . . . Authore Roberto Boyleo, Nobili Anglo, Regiag Societatis Socio.

Londini, Excndebat Milo Flesher, pro Ricbardo Davis, Bibliopola Oxoniensi : 1680 :

8° : pp. [20] + 223 + [9], with five plates (iconismi), signn. A*, a^, B-p*, Q^.

See 2820 and references there. The present second Continuation was reprinted at

Geneva in 1682. Some similar editions with a London imprint, but issued for an
-Oxford bookseller may, I fear, have escaped me.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
for the present Vol. iii.

P. 3. 1 65 1, no. 2153 (Greene).
In the penultimate line oi the o.xX.\c\Qfor 2156-60 r^atf 2158-62.

Pp. 12-13. 1652, nos. 2184-6 (Jacob and Du Moulin).
The last sentence in the account of Du Moulin's Oratio (' In Tanner 934

'— '

by
Lichfield ') should be transferred with slight amendment to no. 2184 (Jacob). The
'Oratio Inauguralis' in question in that account is Jacob's (no, 2184, not no. 2l86.
Tanner 934 is Thomas Gravius (or Greaves's) edition of John Bainbridge's Canicularia

(Oxon. 164S : no. 2002). Tanner's copy of this book belonged to Henry Jacob. In

Jacob's last year of life (1652), his friends subscribed about ;^ 10 towards the paper
and printing of his Oratio (no. 2184), to be edited by Henry Birkhead. What Tanner

634 contains seems to be Jacob's own estimate of the cost of paper and printing for an
edition of 1,000 copies. From the details we may gather that a ream of paper (500
sheets) cost ^s., and about 5^. for carriage from London : Hall's printing would cost

for press-work 85. a sheet. The whole cost (apparently exclusive of composing) may
have been about £,\2-\}„ and the paper used about 26 reams, for 13 quires of 8 pages
each, small quarto. But the details are to some extent confusing.

P. 25. 1653, ^^-^^ ^^'''^> si^ike out or Bodleian.

P. 41. 1654. adfill.

Vilvain's Epitome of Essais (also London 1654) bears the same engraved arms of the

University.

P. 64. 1657, no. 2334 (Dale).
A copy is now in the Bodleian.

P. 70. 1657, no. 2352 (Scheibler).
The 9th ed. is no. 2908 (Oxf. 1671).

P. 84. 1658, no. 2395 (IMayne).
In 1. 21 for List . . . 1900 read siMdy of these two plays (Oxf. Bibliogr. Soc, vol.i,

1927).

P. 84. 1658, no. 2395 (Mayne).
In 1. \^from foot, after 1648 add This shows, as Dr. Greg points out, that some

remainder copies of the 1648 issue were thus used up (no. 2395*}.

P. 91. 1658, no. 2416 (Tozer).
In 1. '?>for 1685 read 1658.

P. 118. 1660. 2472* (Oxford
—

City
— St. Clement's). Add at end:—

A catchpenny London edition, with the title
' The Surprising Wonder of Dr. Watts

. . .*, n.d. (but perhaps about 1770), printed by 'Howard and Evans, Printers,

42 Long-lane, West-Smithfield
'

is in my possession. Henry Watts has been promoted,
it will be seen, to a Doctorate, and there are verbal differences in this most inaccurate

and vilely printed issue. It is still 8 pages, sni. 4°, with woodcuts on title and nt end,
but no portrait (no. 2472**). RR.

I possess yet a third similar edition, printed by
'

J. Pitts
'

of London, with the

Surprising IVondertille, issued about 1750 (no. 2472***). RR.

134. 1660, no. 2517*. *t (Oxford
—

Univ.) [A form of Letters of

Administration in Latin, in which an Administrator in Intestacy is

bound in £100 to administer the estate properly in the University

Court.]
A folio broadside, with 10 + 27+2 lines of print: deg.

' Noverint Vniversi
'

: last

line of the condition is
' in full force and Virtue '. Examples occur in the Oxford
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University Archives, but I have not observed one before 1671. It was reprinted about

every twenty years, and its first issue may have been some years later than 1660.

P. 156. 1 61 2. Annals.
In 11. ^-10for which is . . . says that read see Plot's Oxfordshire (Oxf. 1677), ch. i :

and Wood says that.

P. 161. 1662, no, 2586 (Boyle).
In this edition first occurs 'Boyle's Law' about proportional relation between

elasticity and pressure.

P. 163. 1662, no. 2593 (Felix).
In 1. 'i for 3172 read 3175.

P. 177. (1663), no. 2634 (Boyle).
I have seen a copy in which sheet a is reprinted:

—at p. 6 a Greek quotation is

inserted in the margin, and there are small differences as well.

Pp. 182-3 (1663), no. 2646 (Pierce).
Dr. Pierce's sermon on Primitive Reformation in defence of the Church of England

excited much attention. The British Museum possesses the 7th and 8th editions, both

printed at Oxford, varying from the 6th (in which the title in some copies (no. 2646*)
bears '

Sixt ', not as no. 2646
' Sixth ') as follows :

—
2646** Pierce, dr. Thomas. The Primitive Rule . . . The Seventh

Edition . . .

Impr. 486 fl (by H. Hall for R. Royston & R. Davis): 1663: 120 : pp. [24 (5,

title, within double lines: 7-24, preface)] + 119 + [i], signn. A—F^^: English solid.

A reprint of no. 2646, omitting in '

Tho.', and '

special '.

2646***. —
,

—
. The Primitive Rule ... The Eighth Edi-

tion . . .

Impr. 4S6 (by H. H. for R. Royston & R. Davis) : 1663 : sm. 4° : pp. [8 (i, title

within double lines: 3-8. preface)] +37 (the sermon) + [3],* signn. A—D* : Great

primer solid. A reprint of the 6th edition.

The Answers, besides nos. 2624-5, were :
—

S(erenus) C(ressy's) Roman Catholic

Doctrines, 1663 (to whom dr. Daniel Whitby replied in Kotnish Doctrines, 1664):
(J. Dobson's) Queries iifon que7-ies, 1663 (no. 2637*) • ^^'^ J(ohn) S(ergeant's;

Answer, 1663, and Sure-footing in Christianity, 1665.

P. 198. 1665, no. 2702 (Hammond). At e?id add:—
Perhaps quite rare : it appears not to be in the British Museum, Trin. Coll. Dublin,

or Edinbuii^h National Library. In Hammond's IVorhs (1684) it is reprinted as
'

Oxford, 1664, 120', see after no. 2661. R.

P. 229. 1669. Annals. Add:—
The Oxford Gazette. In the Oxford University Archives among some unbound

papers relating to the Chancellor's Court (Curia Cancei/arii) is a paper showing that

on August 18, i66q, Richard Plant, accused of writing
' a scandalous libell ', denied it,

but ultimately confessed that at the request of Thomas Hodson, typographer, he had
written the '

paper entitled The Oxford Gazette '. Others implicated were Thomas
Seal, William Downing, John Weeden, William Halliard (?), and Richard Carter.

Plant was imprisoned for four days (?) : the question of the punishment of the others

was adjourned. Wood appears to know nothing of this affair, and the libel was prob-

ably never printed.

P. 245. 1670, no. 2856. Add:—
For a similar form, see the Stationers' Ha// Register nndeT da.tes Jxxne 3 and 8, 1678.

P. 255. no. 2886 (Edwards).
I am assured by Sir John Ballinger and by Mr. Farr, Chief Librarian of the Cardiff

Free Library that the 1666 edition of C. Edwards's Hanes y Ffydd, referred to on p. 255,
was printed at Oxford by Henry Hall. It should therefore be numbered 2740* on

p. 207.

* In the collation of no. 2646, the pages should be pp. [8] + 37 + [3].
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P. 255. no. 2889 (Jewel).

Kyffin's translation of bp. jewel's into Welsh was printed in 1595 at London by
Richard Field. In the 4th line from the end of the article delete one • as '.

P. 308. 1675, no. 3035. Addatend:—
The Loggan views were also issued at Amsterdam by Gerrit Tielenburg (no date,

about 1730?) in oblong 4", with the title
' Oxonia Illnstrata, of het Verheerlykt

Oxford, verwattende de Gezichten ... In 48 zeer naawkeurige Prenten afgebeeld'.
The (reduced) plates bear French titles, and there is a list of contents.

P. 354- 1677, no 3163.
Several treatises on the Wool industry about this date, including an abstract (printed

as though a complete reproduction) of the present piece, with notes, are in John
Sm'iiW'i Aletnoiis 0/ Wool, I'J^'J.

P. 356. 1678, no. 3165*, preceding no. 3166 (Bew).
In the Oxford Univeisity Archives there is an 8° leaf, printed on one side only, in

which Thomas Bew of the University of Oxford, yeoman, promises (i) to provide four

horses ready to go from Oxford to London on Mondays and Thursdays at 6 a.m., and
from the Chequer in Holborn, London, to Oxford on Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 a.m.,
and other horses when needed

; (2) to charge 85. per horse per journey. This is dated

June 16, 1678, and Bew was living at the sign of the Oranges and Lemons over against

Magdalen College. Probably, from the Royal Arms at head, printed in London.

P. 386. 3272* (Sheld.). tOxford— Sheldonian Press. An account of

the state of the Press in the Vniversity of Oxford
|

as it now stands,

January 9, 1679 [i.e. i6fg] .
| [^texl/ollows\

[No imprint, but printed at the Sheldonian Press on Jan. 14. 1680] : br. s., folio

(18 X lof in.) : Great primer roman and italic solid.—A notice that in 1672 (as a fact

1671) Fell, Williamson, Jenkins and Yate (see pp. xix, xxxvi) undertook the charge
of the University Press and at a cost of ;i{,5,ooo furnished an 'imprimery' with
materials bought in Germany, France and Holland, and moreover spent upwards of

;i^io,ooo more in carrying on the work. Then follows a list of 77 works published or

in the press (93 volumes), and 9 more ready to print. The notice begins
' In the year

1672, several persons', and ends '

many consideiable books such as are
'

: then follows

the list, which begins with Mxcs'ini'' s Synodic on ,
and ends with a promise of 'Jo. Antioch.

Gr. & Lat. iiever yet Piinted. With many others almost fitted for the Press'. There
are 16 folios, 11 quartos, 30 octavos and 20 duodecimos, representing, as stated,

93 volumes.
The notice differs after the first fevi' sentences irom a longer and earlier statement on

behalf of the Press, dated 'Jan. 6, 1679', i.e. i6|g, which is printed in Gutch's
Collectanea Curiosa (Oxford, 1781, vol. i, p. 271, no xxviii, and in Letters oj

HtiJiiphrcy I'ndeaiix (Camden Soc, 1875, pp. 75-79), but has no list of books and
turns off to a controversial discussion of the privileges of the University in the matter

of printing, so that the two pieces niay be regarded as quite distinct from each other,

though beginning with the same words and sentences. The longer statement bears the

title
' The State of the Affair of Printing in the University of Ox.'ord ', and occurs in

manuscript in Bodl. MS. ioi6j (Tanner 33S), fol. 183, and in Lambeth MS.
674, art. 31.

Only two copies of this interesting notice are recorded. One was once in Narcissus

Luttrell's possession, who altered '

1679
'

in the title to
'

i6^§ |

Print. 14 Jan.'. This

copy occurred in the Britwell Sale (Cbristie-Miller) on April 5, 1927, lot 1407, and
soon after in Mr. James Tre!.,'askis & Son's Catalogue. The other copy is in the

British Museum. It is difficult to account for the rarity of this broadside—which is

not an appeal for assistance or subscriptions : yet it must have been called in, if ever

issued; perhaps as, for some reason, inopportune. R.R.
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(Numbers in thick type refer to the long running book-numbers, in this volume l-

3297, not to pages. Books are under their authors, or if anonymous under their

catch-litles. Oxford Printers, Publishers, Binders, &c., are in the general alphabet,
but see Appendix F : those of other places are under the place, e. g. London, Bristol.

For special groups, see Books, Oxford, Lo7idon—Printers, &c.)

A., C.
,
1660. See Airay, dr. Christopher.

A., I.. 1645. ^^^ Ussher, archbp. James.
A., J., 1 67 1. See Aprobert, J.

A., J., 1674. See Aubrey, John.
A., T., fellow of Ball, coll., Oxford

Verses, 1662. 2578.
A.V. = Amplitudo Vestra, 1653. 2232.
Abadie, J. G. d'. New P"reach grammar.

Nouvelle grammaire fran9oise, 1676.

3093-
Aberdeen. Dedicn. to the University,

165S. 2376.— Appeal from Marischal college to the

University of Oxford for pecuniary
help, 1660. 2515.

Abergavenny. Mentioned, 16S0. 3271.
Abhorrers. Mentioned, 1679. 1679 <7w«.

Abingdon. No. 2275 is
' for the use of

Abingdon School', 1655.— Tickell's Church-rules proposed to the

Church in Abingdon, 1656. 2314.— Account of riots there, Oct. 1656.

2340.— Assize sermon there by J. Hinckley,
printed in 1657. 2338.— Mentioned, 1658. 2364.— A merry device for spelling the name
('the first letter of our Forefather,
the worker of wax, N. G., and the

colour of an Asse '), 1659. 2445.— A pretended prophecy picked up there

early in 1666. 2725-6.— Sermon there, 1669. 2gi2.
Abingdon, earl of, i.e. James Bertie, lord

Norrejs, d. 1699. Dedn. to him,
with arms, 1677. 3130.

Abu Bakr ibn al-Tufail (Abu Ja'far). See
next item.

Abu Jaalar (Abu Bakr ibn al-Tufail),

Philosophus autodidactus, epistola,
Arabice et Laline, ed. per E. Pococke,
1671. 2877.

Abudacnus, Josephus. Historia Jacobi-
tarum (sen Coptorum), 1675. 3041.— Historia Jacobitarum, 'Oxonii' (Am-
stelodami), 1675. 3041*.

Abul Faragius, Gregorius, Bar-Hebrseus,
d. 1286. His Historia Dynastiarum
in Arabic stated to be soon forth-

coming, 1 66 1. 2576.— Historia (in Arabic and Latin, ed. by
E. Pococke), 1663. 2629.— Historia Orientalis, 1672 (= Hist.

Dynastiarum, 1663, vol. 2). 2gi8.
Abu-1-Ola, of Maara Carmen, proverbia,

epigramma (in Arabic), 1673.

2959-
Abul-Pharajius. See Abul Farajius.
Abuse of God's Grace, 1659. See Clagett,

Nicholas.

AcademiaeOxonien>isnotilia, 1665, 1675.
See Fulman, William.

Academiarum Examen, 1654. See Web-
ster, John.

Academy. Reference to a London 'English

Academy', founded in 1657, or

shortly before. 2353.
Accordance, 1665. See Hammond, dr.

Henry.
Achilles Tatius. Mention of a 1597

English translation. P. 449.

Acland, Hugh, of Ex. coll., Oxford Verses,

1654. 2243.
Acrostics, 1654. 2252.— Carmen onomasticon (i.

e. acrosti-

chum), 1657. 2326.— 1660. 2466, no. 61 : 2476, at end:

2534-— 1661. 2544.— 1662. 2578.— See Blumerel, Johannes, 1679.

Acton, John (Joh. de Athona), d. 1350.
Edited the Constitutiones Legatinae
of Otho and Othobonus, with Latin

notes, &c., 1679. 3221.

Acworth, T., of Ch. Ch
,
Oxford. Verses,

1662. 2578.
Adages, Adagia. See Proverbs.

Adagialia sacra. See Schottus, Andreas,

1651.
Adam. Sermon on him (' Adam came

into the world a Philosopher'), 1663.
See South, dr. Robert.

Adams. See also Ade.
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Adams, miss Eleanor N. Mentioned,

1917. 2458: p. 458.

Adams, John, Oxford publisher, &c.

Occurs 1652-73. App. F.— Note of his address in Oxford, 1658.

2417.— List of his and E. Forrest's books,

1659. 2464.
Addenbrooke, Edw., of Magd. hall,

Oxford. Verses, 1670. 2845.
Addenda et Corrigenda. The expression

perhaps first used in the Oxford press
in 1653 {Twisse, no. 2236).

Addison, Lancelot, d. 1703. West Bar-

bary (Fez and Morocco, 1505-1670),
1671. 2878.

Addressers. Mentioned, 1679. iG'jg ann.

Ade (Adams?), Thomas, Oxford parch-
mentseller, 1426. App. C, no.

122 a.

Aditus ad Logicam. See Smith, Samuel.

Adkins, William, butcher of Oxford.
Case between him and Christ Church,
Oxford, about a lease, 1667. 2777.

Adland, Charles, of St. J. coll., Oxlord.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Advertisement to Booksellers. Notice so

headed issued in London and Oxford,

by John Baker (?), 16S0. 3252.
Advertisements from the dell, of Convn.

(fzo date). See Oxford—Univ.—Royal
Visits (930), 1(163.

Advertisements. See Books.
Advice to a son, 1656, &c. See Osborne,

Francis.

Aedificium Cantuariense. Used of the

2nd quadrangle of St. John's College,
Oxford, 1675. 3035> no. 30.

Aegidius de Columna. De peccato ori-

ginali : corrn. of date at vol. ii, p. 4.

Aegidius, Petrus. Latin letter, Nov. i,

1 5 16. 2643*.
iElfric, of Winchester, d. 1005. Gram-

matica et Glossarium Latino-

Saxonica, 1659. 2458.— Easter sermon by him, in English
('Testimony of Antiquity'), &c.,

1675. 3042.
Aenigmata Evangelica, 1673. See Ben-

lowes, Edwr.

Aerius Redivivus, 1670. See Heylyn,
Peter.

Aesop. Aesopi Phrygis Fabulae, una cum
nonnullis variorum authorum fabulis,

1655. 2270.
Affectuum decidua, 1656. See Capell,

hon. Charles.

Affinity. See Kindred and Affinity.

Against disloyalty, 166 1. See Holyday,
dr. Barten.

Agas, Daniel, fellow of C.C.C, Oxford.

Edited Z. Bogan's Help to Prayer,
1660. 2483.

Agas, Ralph. Note that he was paid .1^20

for his Map of Oxford by the Univer-

sity, 1577-78. P. 454-

Agnes, St. Life of St. Agnes by D. Pratt

(17th cent.). 2986.
Agnoia, 1659. See Hurst, Henry.
Ahmad ibn Abd Allah al Maarri. See

Abu-1-Ola.

Ailmer, John, fellow of New college,

Oxford, (/. 1672. Verses, 1651. 2158.— Musae Sacrae, Greek verse translations

by him of Jonah, the Lamentations,
Daniel, and David's song over Jona-
than, 1652. 2189-90.— Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2466.— A Latin letter to Robert Sharrock on
the De Officiis of the latter, 1660.

2529.
Ailsworth, dr. See Aylworth, dr. Henry.
Airay, dr. Christopher. Fasciculus prae-

ceptorum Logicorum,
' ed. altera',

1660 (really the 4th ed.). 2477.
Aitken, dr. P. H. Mentioned, 1915.

App. A.

Alabaster, dr. William. Poem by him,
turned into Greek by H. Stubbe,

1658. 2414.
Albemarle, duke of. See Monck, gen.

George, d, 1670.
Alcinoiis. In Platonicam Philosophiam

Introductio, Gr. Lat., 1667. I'jQ'i.— Copies of Fell's edition taken by R.

Davis, bookseller, in or bef. 1675.
P. xliii.

Alderton, or Aldrington, Wilts. Men-

tioned, 1667. 2768.
Aldrich,dr. Henr}', dean of ChristChurch,

Oxford. Composed music for Fell's

Latin Ode, 1672. 2927.— Mentioned. 2822.

Aldworth, Charles, of Magd. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1670, 1671. 2844,
2869.

Aldworth, Rich., of St. J. coll., O.xford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Ales, Alexander de. See Alexander de

Ales.

Alexander, sir William, earl of Stirling,
d. 1640. Assisted king James i in

a translation of the Psalter. P. 446.
Alexander de Ales. Note of a copy of

the Oxford 1481 edition. P. 451.
Alexander the Great. See Curtius Rufus,

Quintus.
Alexius Aristenus. Synopsis Epistt.

Canon., 1672. 2916.
Aleyn, John. See Allen, John.
Alfachi Mahumed eba Akmed Alchab.

Arabic work by him
(' Mustadarif),

mentioned, 2878.
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Alfred
, king. Commemorated as Founder

of Univ. coll., O.xford (1660?). 2521.— Vita ejus, per J. Spelman : see Spel-

man, sir John, 1678.— His Will, in Latin. 3197.— Portraits of him. 3197-

Alitophilus, 1634. The pseudonym of

C. B. Morisot, in Barclay's Etiphor-
mio: see vol. i, p. 175 (= no. 773).
P. 447-

Alkali. Some reflections upon the hypo-
thesis of Alcali and Acidum, by R.

Boyle, 1676. 3098.
All's lost by lust, play. See Rowley,

William.

AUam, Thomas, Oxford publisher, &c.

Occurs in 1655, as well as 1636-39.
2281 : A pp. F.

Allanson, John, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Allein, Marie. See Allen, Marie.

Allen, Flias, London instrument-maker.

Mentioned, 1630 and 1660. 2513.

Allen, John. Verses by John Aieyn,

published at Leyden in the year

1664, but not here reprinted in 1668.

2797-
Allen, Marie, wife of Toby Allen, of

Exeter. Mentioned, 1654. 2455*.
Allen, Thomas, of Gloucester hall, Ox-

ford. Mentioned. 2321.

AUestree, dr. Richard, of Ch. Ch., Ox-
ford : d. 1681. Verses, 1660. 2467.— The Whole Duty of Man {anon.)

mentioned, 1660. 2492.— Called a red-herring, 1664. 1664 ann.
— Sermon before the King at Oxford,

Dec. 31, 1665. 2736.— Mentioned, 1667. 2760-I.— The Government of the Tongue, 5th

impression,
'

1667
'

(error for 1677) :

{anon.) see no. 3131- P. 214-— Verses, 1669. 2814.— Verses, 1670. 2844, 2845.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— The Lndies Calling {anon.), 1673.

2960-2.— — 2nd impression, 1673. 2963,
2963*, 2964.
3rd inipr., 1675. 3048.

•

4th impr., 1676. 3094.
The Ladies Calling, 5th ed., 1677.

{anon.) 3134-
5th ed., another issue, 1677. 3135.— The Divine authority of Scripture,

a sermon on 2 Tim. iii. 15 (1673?,.

2965-— The Government of the Tongue, 1674 :

{anon. >. 3001.
2nd impr., 1674. 3002.
3rd impr. 1675. 3046.
4th impr., 1675. 3047.

AUestree, The Government of the Tongue,
5th impr., 1677 {'

M. DC. LXVII')-
3133-
5th impr. (London counterfeit, dated

1^667). 3133*.— Mentioned, 1674. App. D. I.

— The Art of Contentment, 1675 {anon.).

3043-
2nd impr., 1675. 3044.
3rd impr., 1675. 3045.
4th impr., 1677. 3131.

,Sth impression, 1677. 3132.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035.— Note of >ales of some of his works in

1676. P. xli.— The Lively Oracles, or the Christian's

Birthright and Duty. 1678 {anon.).

3169-71.
2nd impr. (?). 3171.

3rd ed., 1679. 3203._— Mentioned, 1679. P. xliii.

AUestry, Charles, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Notes from his Calendarittm Oxo-

niense, 1677-8. 1677 ann., p. xliii.

Allington, East, in Devonshire. Men-
tioned, 1659. 2439.

Alma mater, 1658. See Oxford, 402.
Almanacs. See Burton, \Y., 1655 : Hardy,

George, pseud., 1671 : Hill, Thomas,
1572 : and for a general account tios.

3295-97-— Almanack, 1572, by T. Hill. 49*,
49**. P. 454.— Note about the Stationers' Company
and Oxford Almanacs in 1655. 2271.— Hue and cry after Good Friday lost

in the Oxford Almanack (1673).

2955-— Reference to a supposed Oxford sheet

almanac of 1673. 2957.— The Stationers' and Universities'

monopoly mentioned, 1673. 2957.— Oxford sheet almanack for 1(173.

2957-58.— Note on the various sheet almanacs :

see after no. 3000.— Note on almanacs printed on silk,

1676-1776. 3295.— Two or three separate copperplates for

each year, 1717-67. 3295.
Alsop, Nathaniel, fellow of Brasen. coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814,
2844.

Alston, sir Joseph, of Bradwell, Bucks.
Dedn. to him, 1671. 2890.

Altham, lord. ^t'£ Annesley, Altham {d.

1699). See Annesley, Richard {d,

1701).

Altham, dr. Roger, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,
d. 1714. Verses, 1670. 2845.— Edited Quintilian's Declamations,

1675- 3073-
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Alumnus, of Christ Church men, Oxford.
This means a Student, on the founda-

tion.

Alvey, Thomas, of Merton coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Alworth, dr. Henry. See Aylvvorth, dr.

Henry.
Ambassadors. Question about the rights

of Ambassadors to be inviolable,

1657. 2362.
America. See United States of America.

Ames, prof. William, d. 1633, De Con-

scientia, ed. nova, cum Paraenesi

habita Franekerae, i6j,9. 2431.
Amicitia, 1662. See Ellis, Edmund.
Amidei, Alessandro, of Florence. Verses

by him, in Italian, 1658. 2363.
Amorous War. See Mayne, Jasper, 1648.

Ampelius, Lucius. Liber memorialis,
1661. 2556.
1669. 2828.

Amsterdam. No. 2037* (p. 467 : Satyra
Manneiana) was proljably printed
there, 1650.

•— Old English type used there in 16^5.

2458.— Note about a sale of Dutch type and
'
flowers' in Aug. 1666. P. xxxii.

•—
Printers, ifc. Elzevir, Daniel, 1675
(his editions of Grotius's /?*; Vcritate

Rclig. Christ.) 3060.— — — Oxford books sold by him,
1676-7. P. xl.— — Maire, Jean, 1639-40. 2498,
3060.
Tielenburg, Gerrit, 1730?. P. 471.
Visscher, Nicolaus (n. d.) 3130*.

Anabaptists. Essay by John 'I'ickell agst.

Anabaptists at Abingdon, 1656.
2314-— Account of riots in connexion with
them at Munster (i .:;35)andAbingdon
(1656), 1657. 2340.— A word ol Exhortation to Anabaptists
by G. P., 1663. 2645.

Anachronism. Peru and America occur
in an English translation of iJoethius,

1674. 3004.
Anagrams. See Blumerel, Johannes, 1679.—

1656-72. 2292, 2359, 2466,
2538, 2915.

Analemma. See Holland, Richard.

Analysis of all the Epistles, 1657. See

Dale, John.
Anatomy of Melancholy. See Burton,

Robert.

Ancalitae inhabited Oxfordshire ! 2332.
Anchin (Aquicinctum), near Douai.

Mentioned. 2589.
Ancients and Moderns, controversy. The

controversy mentioned, 1670, 1673.
2866, 2991.

Anderson, William. Allusion by him to

Shakesp. Coriol. V. iii. 68-70, in 1641.
P- 457.

Anderton, Thomas, alias Barton, alias

Nordtanus. Concordia Scientije cum
Fide, anthore Thoma Bonarte Nord-
tano, 1665. 2691*.

Andrelinus, PubliusFaustus. Mentioned.

2827.
Andrewes, bp. Lancelot. Account of him,

1662. 2585.—
Prayers and Meditations, in English,
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, never
before printed, 1668, 2813.— Preces privatse, Gr. et Eat. (ed. J.

Lampiiire), 1675 (with portrait).

3049-
16S0. 3255.

Andromeda. Engraved frontispiece of

Andromeda and Perseus, 1676. 3110-
II.

Angelus, Christophonis, a Greek. Men-
tioned. 2321 and p. 444 ad init.

Anglesey, earl ot, d. 1686. See Annesley,
Arthur.

Anglia querens. Anglia querens (poema,
per H.D.), 1586. P. 437.

Anglia rediviva, 1662. See Ellis, Edmund.
AngliK Notilia, 1667, &c. See Champer-

layne, Edward.

Anglo-Saxon language. See English,
Old.

Anima Brutorum, de, 1672. See Willis,
dr. Thomas.

Animadversions on Fiat Lux, 1662, See

Owen, dr. John.
Animadversions upon Historians, 1678.

See La Mothe Le Vayer, Y . de.

Animals. History of Animals (including
Man;, 1661 : see Lovell, Robert.

Annales Mundi, 1677. See Robinson, dr.

Hugh.
Anne, duchess of York, daughter of Id.

Clarendon, d. 1671. See Hyde,
Anne.

Annesley, Altham, Id. Altham, d. 1699.
Verses, 1669. 2814.
1670. 2844, 2845.
1671. 2869.

Annesley, Arthur, earl of Anglesey, d.

1686. Dedn. to him, with arms, 1677.
3130, 3137-— Mentioned, 16S0. 3259.

Annesley, James, earl ol Anglesey, d. 1690.
Verses, 1662. 2578.

Annesley, Richard, lord Altham, d. 1701.
Verses, 1670. 2844, 2845.—

1671. 2869.
Annesley, dr. Samuel. Prayers by him

(' Anesley ') and others, 1662. 2614.
Annexed Book of Common Prayer. See

3084.
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Annulus. See Ring,
Anstriither, sir J. Owned Whitehall's

Bible Illustrations. 3130*.
Answer, 1663. See Sergeint, John.
Anthropology. The first anthropological

book issued from the Oxford Press

(Scheffer's Lapland, 1674). 3023.
Antichrist. De Antichristo. See tlam-

mond, Hen., 165 r.

Antimony. See Valentinus, Basilius,
1660.

Antipater. Greek epigram by him on

Aristomenes, 1678. 3185.
Antique Historice Synopsis ([660?). See

Robinson, Hugh.
Antiquary. Character of an Antiquary,

by S. Austin, 1658. 2363.— Title of the Keeper of the Archives at

Oxford, 165S. 2371.

Anti-queries. 1656. See no. 2300 (Ley).

Antiquitates Romans, 1673. See Hilde-

brandus, Joh. Frid.

Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius, emperor.
See Aurelius Antoninus, Marcus.

Antonio, Marco, engraver. Mentioned.

3050.
Antwerp. Dedication to the senate and

people, 1663. 2641.— Mentioned, 1673. P. xxxix.

Anwyl, Catherine, nee Owen, wife of
Robert Anwyl ,

of Parke in Merioneth-
shire. Dedn. to her (as a widow),
1661. 2552.

Anwyl, Elis. Welsh verses by him, j66i.

2552.
Anwyl, Owen, of Oriel coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1661. 2552.
Apollo. Engraving of Apollo and the

Muses, 1678. 3172.

Apologia, 1676. See Bull, bp. George,
1676.

Apostolical Canons. See Canons.

Apparatus Criticus. An early ex. in the

Oxford Press ( Justinus), 1674. 30I4-
Appendix notarum. .S^i? Pococke, Edw.,

1654.

Apprentices in the University of Oxford.
See Oxford, 654.

Aprobert, J. The Younger Brother's

apology, by J. A., 1671. 2879.
Aquicinctum. See Anchin.
Arabic language. See Schnurrer, Chr.

Frid. de {Bihliotheca Arahica).— Arabic treati.'^e in Hebrew type (Mai-
monides), 1655. 2277.

Arabic. De Veritate Christianse Re-

ligionis, in Arabic, 1660. 2498.— Sententije et proverbia Arabica (in

Latin), 1661. 2576.— Tractatus de prosodia Arabica, opera
S. Clerici, 1661. 2549.

Arabic printing. First mention of Arabic

type at Oxford, 1636. P. 456.— For substitutes for Arabic type at

Oxford in 1637 ^^^ ^°^- 9045 (i'l

vol. ii).— Mention of type and matrixes bought
early in 1650 for use in no. 2034.
P. 466.—

Eutychius, the 2nd substantial work in

Arabic issued at Oxford (in 1656).

2297.— Purchase of type, 1656. P. xxviii.— Note on coffee, in Arabic, 1 659. 2438.— Type and matrixes purchased, 1660.

2498.—
Verses, 1660, i66t. 2466,2543.— See Abul-Farajius, Gregorius, 1663,— Arabic type in 166S. 2794.— Abu Jaafar, Philosophus Autodidactus,
Arab.-Lat.. 1671. 2877.— See no. 2885 (Church Catechism,
1671).— Poem, 1671. 2869.— Verses and proverbs by Abu-1-Ola al

Maari, in Arabic (ed. by E. Pococke,
father or son?), 1673. 2959.— Arabic poem on a dove or pigeon,
1673. 2959.— 1674 (Smith;. 3026.

•— The chief parts of the English Book of
Common Prayer, in Arabic, 1674.
3000.

Aratus of Soli. Phsenomena et Diosemia,
Gr., cum scholiis, 1672. 2919.— Note of a fictitious 1677 Oxford edition.

after no. 3136.— A passage of the Phcenomena quoted,
with English translation, 1679.

3238.
Arausionensisprinceps. .SVg Orange, Mary

princess of.

ArchEEologia Attica. See Rous, Francis,

jun.
Archimedes. Theorematum ejus de

Sphaera &c. declaratio per Gul.

Oughtred, 16.^2. 2203.— Arenarius et (cum Entocii commen-
tario) Dimensio circuli, Gr.-Lat.,ed.

J. Wallis, 1676. 3095.
Architypographus at Oxford. See Oxford,

526.
Arenarius. See Archimedes.

Areskine, Archibald. Dedn. to him, 1675.

3035, no. I.

Aretiiio, Pietro. Note about engravings
connected with him printed at Oxford
in 1675, but suppressed. 3050'

Aristenus, Alexius. See Alexius Aris-

tenus.

Aristomenes. Vita ejus, ex Pausania,

1675. 3066.—
1678. 3185.
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Aristotle. Ethica, 1479: corrn. of date

in vol. ii, p. 3. P. 453.—
Joh. Buridani Quaestt. in Ethica Aris-

totelis, 1637 '''• P- 4.52-— Tractatus Topicornm, 1651. 2167.— 'An Aristotle was but the rubbish of

an Adam,' in a sermon by South,

1663. 2651.— G. Powell's Analysis libb. Aristotelis

de Soph. Elenchis, 1664. 2666.
— Georgii Pachymeras Epitome Logices

Aristotelis, Gr.-Lat., 1666. 2753.
Arithmetic. See Gemma, Reinerus.

Arlington, earl of, d. 16S5. See Bennet,
sir Henry.

Arminianism. See Twisse, dr. William,

1653-— Preface about it by H. Hickman, 1659.

2443-
Arminius

(i. e. Hermannssen, van Har-

mine), Jacob. Name (Jacob Van

Harmine) in a fictitious imprint,

1673. 2981.
Arms, heraldic. King David's arms (!),

1665. 2700.— 104 coats of arms of English Barons in

1302 (engraved, 1679). 3210.
Arnobius. Adversus Gentes, mentioned.

2593-
Arnoliius, Nicolaiis. Edited Maccovius's

Distinctiones in 1652. 2301.
Arrow, river in Radnorshire. Mentioned,

16,^6. 2321.
ArsRationis, 1673. .S^^ Walker, Obadiah.
Ars signorum, 1661. See Dalgarno,

George.
Art of Contentment, 1675. 6^e Allestree,

dr. Richard.

Arthur, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2l6o.

Articles, the Thirty Nine. Printed in

various editions of the Oxford Parec-

bohe, 167 1 -1 854.— In Arabic, tr, by Edw. Pococke, 1674.

3000.— The xxxix Articles, apparently attached
to a Bible, 1680. 3285.

Articles of Visitation. See the Diocese
or Archdeaconry.

Artificial Embellishments, 1665. See

Jeamson, dr. Thomas.

Arundel, Thomas, lord Arundel of War-

dour, d. 1639. Latin recommenda-
tion of him by qu. Elizabeth, 15S0.

2920.— Mentioned, 1622. P. 455.
Arundel, earl of, d. 16S4. See Howard,

Henry.
Arundel Marbles at Oxford. See Ox-

ford, 416.
Ascensius, Jodocus Badius, of Paris. See

Badius, Jodocus.

Ashbourne, in Derbyshire. A wonder
from Ashburn (about a child born in

a coffin), 1 65 1. 2153.
Ashburnham, Bertram, of Ch. Ch., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1661, 1662. 2543,
2578.

Ashburnham, John, of St. M. hall, Oxford.

Latin verses, 1670. 2844.
Ashburnham, col. William, M.P. for

Ludgershall. Dedn. to him, 167 1.

2912.
Ashmole, Elias. Mentioned, 1659. 2458.— Mentioned, as acquiring the Tradescant

collection (1674), and giving it to

the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford

(1683). 2292.— Mentioned, 1678. 3197.
Ashton, E., of St. Edm. hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Ashton, sir Ralph, of Brasen. coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1670. 2844.
Ashton, rev. William. Toleration dis-

approved and condemned, 1670

(anonymous). 2848.— (London anonymous edition), 1670.

2849.— and ed. 1670. 2850.— 3rd ed. 1671. 2880.

Asliwell, George, fellow of Wadham coll.,

Oxford, d. 1693. Fides Apostolica,
a discourse on the Apostles Creed

(and other creeds), 1633. 2222.
— Gestus Euchansticus, concerning the

gesture at Communion, 1663.

2630.— De Socino et Socinianismo, 1680.

3256.
Asia Muior. De vii Asias Eccleshs, 1672,

1674. See Smith, dr. Thomas.

Assheton, sir Ralph, of Brasen. coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1669. 2814.

Assheton, William. See Ashton, William.

Assistance to a traveller, 1665. See

Gerbier, sir Balthazar.

Astronomy. See Keckermannus, B. :

Ulugh Beg.

Astrop, near King's Sutton, Northants.

The Wells mentioned, 1666. 2745.
Athanasian Creed, See Creeds.

Atheistical Politician, 1642. ,S'i?i? Osborne,
Francis.

Athelstan, king,*/. 940. His image in an

All Souls window at Oxford, 1678.

3197-
Athenian Virtuosi. A Description of the

Academy of the Athenian Virtuosi,

mentioned, 1673. 2980.
Athens. Mentioned, 1660. 2536.
Athona, Johannes de. See Acton, John,

d. 1350.
Atkins, lady, wife of sir Edw. Atkins.

Dedn. to her, 1660. 2496.
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Atkins, Edwfird. Dedns. to him, 1660.

24953 2530.
Atkyns, lady, 1660. See Atkins, lady.

Atkyns, Richard. Original and Growth
of Printing, 166.1, mentioned. P.

xxxii.

Atlas. The English Atlas: see Pitt,
Moses.

Atterbury, Lewis, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Aubery, Benjamin, of Maurier, d. 1636.

Dedicn. to him, 1621. 2183, ^^^

P- 343-

Aubrey, John, d. 1697. Referred to as

J. A., 1674. 2998*.
Aubrey, sir John, d. 1700. Verses

('Awhrey'). 2844.
Auction ot books. See Books—Cata-

logues.

Aue, count d', 1679. See Madrucins,
Carolus.

Augusta Trinobantum. See London.

Augustine, st.
, bp. of Hippo. Sermon on

tithes, in Latin. 2811.

Anrelianensis ducissa. See Orleans,
duchess of.

Aurelius Antoninus, Marcus, Roman
emperor, d. 180. De seipso et ad

seipsum, in Greek and Latin, with

3 orations and one letter, 1680.

3257-
Austen, Ralph, d. 1676. Treatise of

Fmit-trees, togeather with the Spi-
rituall use of an Orchard, 1653.

2223-4.— 2nd ed., 1657. 2327,—
3rd ed., with the Observations on Sir

Francis Bacon, 1665 2692.— The Spiritual use of an Orchard, 2nd

ed., 1657. 2328.— Observations upon sir Francis Bacon's
Natural History, 165S. 2374, ^'•''^

2389-
Austen, Ralph, Oxford gardener, d. 1676.

A Dialogue between the Husband-
man and Fruit-trees, 1676. 3096.

Austin, Samuel, ofWadham coll.,Oxlord.

Naps upon Parnassus (some of his

verse and prose pieces, characters,

&c., edited satirically by his critics),

1658. 2363.
Automata. See Calculating machines.
Axia Theou Krisis, 1665. See Hammond,

dr. Henry.
Ayerst, William, of Univ. coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1701. 3195.
Aylesbury, co. Bucks. Assize sermon by

A. Littleton, 1671. 2890.
Aylmer, John, of New coll., Oxford. See

Ailmer, John.

Aylmer, dr. John, bp. of London. Extract
from a letter by him Apr. 29, 1589,

abt. a poem bv John Skelton. P.

438.

Aylworth, dr. Henry, of New coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1662. 2578.— Mentioned, 1666 (' Ailsworth '

)

2725.
Ayres, Thomas, 1669. i^e Pun, Thomas.

B.

B., A., 1591. See Barnes, Anne.

B., A. Verses, 1676. 3093.
B., C, 1649. See Brookes, Christopher,
B., C, 16.^1. See Barksdale, Clement.

B., E., 1630. See Broucard, D. E.

B,, F., esq. No. 2693 was printed by
command for him, 1665.

B., G., of Magil. coll., Oxford. Verses,
1660. 2465.— Letter from Oxford about Lntitude-

men at Cambridge, 1662. 2583.
B., H., 1651. See Beeston, Henry.
B., H., 1 65 1 -4. See Birkhead, Henry.
B., H. ' H. B.' with a vignette, 1660.

2525-
B., I. Verses, 1666. 2742.
B., K., 1657. See Bellingham, lady K.

B., N., 1666. See Bisbie, Nathaniel.

B., R., 1653. 6'^^Boreman, rev. Robert.
B. , R., 1653-4. See Bathurst, dr. Ralph.
B., R., 1655. .9i?^ Baxter, Richard.

B., R. Edited a set of prayers, 1662.

2614.
B., R. Briefe account of medicines, 1676.

3097-
B., S.

'

S. B.' on a seal of 1660 (i.e.
Samuel BoguslniisChylinski). 2423.

B., T., 1629. A Preservative from be-

coming a Papist, 1629 T. (vol. i, p.

318). P. 452.

B., T., 1660, 1662. See Brancker, Thomas.

B., T., 1672. See Blount, Thomas.

B., W., of St. J. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
B.C.L. Described as ' LL.B.' in 1670 by

J. Cox, 2844.
Baat, baron Servidus, of Sweden. Dedicn,

to him, 1656. 2311.

Baber, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1670. 2845.
Baccone, Pauius. See lioccone, Paulus.

Bacon. iT^^ Porci encomium, 1657.

Bacon, sir Francis, viscount Verulam.
Observ. tions on his Natural History

by R. Austen, 1658. 2374.
1665. 2692.

Bacon, rev. James, of Bnrgate, Plain

catechism, with a sermon (The .Sin-

fulness of compliance), ed. by \l. W.,
1660. 2478.

Bacon, Roger. Quoted, 1673. 2993.— Note of his inventions, 1677. 3130.
Badius, Jodocus, Ascensins, printer at
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Paris. Ep. dedic. by him, 1506.

2669, 3221.

Bagford Ballads. Quoted. 3040.
Bagshaw, Edward, the elder, of Brasenose

coll., 0.^cford,rt'. 1662. De Monarchia
absoluta (et mixta), 1659 [anon.']

2432
Bagshaw, Edward, the younger, ot Ch,

Ch., Oxford,^. 1671. Verses, 1654.

2243.— A practical discourse concerning God's

Decrees, 1659. 2433.—
Saintship no ground of sovereignty,
1660. 2479.— Mentioned, 1660. After no. 2512.

Bagshaw, Henry, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.— 1660. 246(5, 2467.
Bailey, dr. Walter. See Bayley, dr. Walter.

Bainbridge, prof. John. Canicularia

(1648), mentioned. 2242.
Baker, sir Richard. Animadversions on

his Chronicles of England, 1672.

2920.
Baker, William, of St. Alban hall, Oxford.

Editor of Brerewood's Elementa

Logicae, 1614, 1657. 2329.
Balbi, bp. Girolamo. Mentioned. 2827.
Balduinus, Franciscus. Prefaces to Felix's

Octavius, 1662. 2593.
Bale. A MS. of the Greek Councils

there, mentioned. 2916.— A Bale MS. of Ockham mentioned.

App. C, no. 66 a.

Baley, dr. Walter. See Bayley, dr. Walter.

Ball, John, d. 1640. A short Catechism
to prepare for the Sacrament {anon. :

by or out of his Catechism ?), 1657.

2331-— His Catechism tr. into Turkish, i66d.

2480, cf. 2498 (p. 128).

Ball, Simon. See Simon.
Ballad. See Bloody Bede-roU, 1660.— Cheerful Ayres or Ballads, 1660 : see

Wilson, dr. John.— See Jones, Henry, 1660.— Ballad on the Gyants in the Physick
Garden in Oxford, 1662 : ^^eGayton,
Edmund.— See Chelmsford, 1663.— See Hue and cry, 1673.

Ballinger, John, librarian of the National

Library of Wales, Aberystwyth.
Mentioned. 2417 and p. 471.

Balliofergus, 1668. .5^'^ Savage, Henry.
Balliol, John de, founder of Balliol coll.,

Oxford, d. I 269. Pedigree of him,

&c., 1668. 2794,
Balthasar, Thomas, Violinist. Visits

Oxford, 1658. 1658 ann.

Baluzius, Stephanus, Chronologia Dio-

cletiana, 1680. 3269.

Bampfield, sir Copleston. Dedns. to him,
1662, 1675. 2600, 3035 (no. 26).

Bampton, James, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Bands. Mourning bands of black ; see

Books—Borders.

Banstittle, Adoniram, pseud. Edited no.

2363 (165S).
Banter. Its vogue in Oxford, 1675.

1675 ann.

Baptism. Controversy between dr. H.

Savage and John Tombes about

Psedohaptism, 1652-5. 2233,2281.— See Savage, dr. Henry, 1653.

Barbary. Account of West Barbary (Fez
and Morocco) by L. Addison, 1671.

2878.
Barber, George, of Oriel coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1677-8. 1677 ann.,

1678 ann.

Barbon, rev. John. Aeirovpyia . . .

Liturgie a most Divine Service, with
a Defence of Episcopacy, 1662.

2584.
Barbour, Edward, Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1676. 3092.
Barclay, John. Mentioned, 1636. 2267.
Barhebrteus. See Abul-Farajius, Gre-

gorius.

Barksdale, Clement, of Glouc. hall,

Oxford, d. 1689. Schotti Adagialia
sacra, compendifacta opera C.

B(arksdale), 165 1. 2i8l.—
Disputation at Winchcombs, Nov. 9,

1653. 2225.— Noctes HibernK. Winternights Exer-
cises, vii decads of Sacred Sentences,

1653 {anon.') •2'2'iQ.— An (Jxlord Conference of two young
Scholars touching their Studies, 1659.

2422.— In defence of the Liturgy, 1661. 2546.— Verses, 1662,. 2578.— Memorials of Worthy Persons, third

Decad, 1662. 2585.
fourth Decad, 1663. 2631.— Ed. Grotii Annotationes in N. T.

(Matth. i-vii), 1675. 3061.— Gunpowder plot sermon at Gloucester

(5 Nov. 1679), 1680. 3258.— Carmen ad Hilarium Verum, i. e.

Degoreum Whear, 1662. 2619-20.
Barksdale, John. See Cirencester—

Printers, &c., 1680.

Barlee, William. Mentioned, 1671.

2905-
Barlow, Francis, draftsman. Mentioned,

1680. P. xlvii.

Barlow, bp. Thomas, Bodley's Librarian,
d. 1691. Succeeds Rouse as Bodley's
Librarian, 1652 ann.— Mentioned, 1654. 2265.
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Sacia,

1666.

Barlow, His opinion of Francis Osborne,
1656. 2304.— Wrote Lichfield's Latin preface to

VnAe^LXw^sAIamidiiciio, 1657. 2350.— Dubious entry of his Exercitationes

metaphysicae de Deo, 1657? after
no. 2328.— Dedn. to him, 1658. 2414.— On common and saving Grace, against
Baxter, 165S. 2412.— Exercitationes de Deo, ed. 2da., 1658.

2375-— Edited a volume intended to raise the

tone of the Lichfield press at Oxford.

1658. 2369.— Dedicn. to him, 165S. 2364.— Mentioned, i6;8, 1659. 2368,2458.— Dedn. to him, 1660. 2499.— Edited Ussher's Chronologic
1660. 2532.—

Mentioned, 1660. 2469.—
Mentioned, 1662. App. D. I.— Mentioned, 1663, 1664, 1665,

2634*, 2691*', 2723, 2742".— Dedn. to him, 166S, 2794.—
Mentioned, 1670. 1671, 1674. 2864;
pp. XX, xxxvii

; 3025.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035.
Barnard,?. M. Mentioned, 1928. P. 457.
Barne, rev. Thomas. Sermon at Paul's

Cross, 1591. P. 439.
Barnes, Anne. Wrote the preface to a

Tacitus (1591), as 'A. B.' P. 454.
Barnes, John, son of Roger. Referred to

at vol. i, p. 277 (correction of Index,
vol. i, p. 31S, not 317). P. 452,

Barnes, John, a Benedictine, d. i66i.

Catholico-Romanus Pacificus, 1680.

3259-
Barnes, John, bookseller and bookbinder

at Oxford, d. 1674. Paid for binding
copies of Epicedia Univ. Oxon.,
1670. 2844-5.

Barnes, Joseph, Oxford printer. Question
of his first printed production in 1585.
P. 435-— Some notes concerning the devolu-
tion of his type and ornaments.

App. E.

Barnstaple. Mentioned, 1634. P. 442.
Baron, James, fellow of ^Iagd. coll.,

Oxford. Quaestiones theologicae in

usum Coll. Magd., 1657. 2320.
Baron, John, of St. John's coll., ( )xford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2844.
Baron, prof. Robert. Philosophia

Theologiae ancillans (1621?) men-
tioned and (no. 990) 1641. 2241-2,
see pp. 395, 396, and especially

4.S7-

Dispntatio de

veniali, 1658.

Peccato

2376.

mortali et

Bartholinus, Casparus. Mentioned, 1633.

2267.— Enchiridion Ethicum, seu Epitome
Philosophise Moralis (Ethica Juveni-

lis), 1665. 2697.
Bartholomew, Oxford parchmentseller,

1244. App. C. no. 20 a.

Bartlet, Edward, carrier at Oxford. The
Vice-Chancellor's prohibition of

Baitlet's coach, 1670. 2857.— Mentioned, 1672. 2935.
Bartlett, Thomas, Oxford publisher.

Occurs 1677. App. F.

Bartolus, Daniel. The Learned Man de-

fended, 1660, mentioned. 1659 aww.

Barton, Thomas. Sermon (1643), men-
tioned. 2241.

Barton, Thomas, 1665. See Anderton,
Thomas.

Bash, Edw., of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Basil. St. Prayer by him, in Greek, 1662.

.2597-
Basileus, 1660. See Eentall, Edward.
Basilius Philomusus, 1648. Pseudonym

of Robert Waring, 1648. 1961, see

p. 46S.

Basire, Isaac. Note of a proof of the
title and preface of his Sacriledge
arraipted (1646 : no. 1865). P.

463-

Basse, William. Pastorals and other
works [intended to be printed at

Oxford in i6j;3) after 2226.
Bassets Down Hill. Verses on it by Anne

Kemp, i6j;S ? 2392.
Bastwick, dr. John. Latin letter to him

from H. Wilkinson, i6^ci. 2420.
Batchell, S., of C.C.C, Oxford. Verses,

1671. 2869.
Bateman, John, of Merton coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Bates, dr. George. The Regal Apology

(1648) mentioned. 2289.
Bates, dr. William. I'rayers by him and

others, 1662. 2614.
Bath. Poem on it, by H. Jacob (pr. in

1652). 2184-5.— De Therm is Bathoniensibus (auctore
J. Mayow), 1674. 3015.— How doctors professed to cure deaf
men there in 1676. 1675 ann.— Latin verses on the Queen at Bath, 1677.
3148.

Bath and Wells, diocese. Visitation

Articles, 1676. 3113.
Bathurst, dr. Ralph, pres. of Trin. coll.,

Oxford. Mentioned, 1651. 2158.— Verses by him, signed
' R. B.', 1653,

mentioned, after 2226.— Mentioned, 1653. App. D. I.—
Verses, 1654 (one as ' R. B.'). 2243.

3180 I 1
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Bathurst, Dedn. to him, 1660. 2499.
Verses, 1660, 1662. 2466, 2467;

2578.— Ep. dedic. to him, 1666. 2754.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— Elected Vice- Chancellor, 1673. 1673
ajm.—

Rejects a proposed dedication to him-

self, 1675. 3061.— Speech on renewal of lease of printing,

mentioned, 1675. P. xliii.

— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 28.

— Personal imprimatur by him, 1675.

3083.— Mentioned, 1677. 3148.
Battle of Birds. See Dole, 1676.

Bauhinus, Gasparus. Hallucinationes G.

Bauhini, per R. Morison, 1672.

2917.
Bavaria, Charles duke of. See Charles,

prince.

Baxter, Richard, d. 1691. Mentioned,

1654. 2255.— Treatise agst. R. B(axter), 1655. 2279.— Exhortation to subscribe to Poole's

Model, 1658 (2 edd.). 2367-8.— Of saving Faith, against bp. Barlow,

1655, mentioned. 2412.— Mentioned, 1658, 1659. 2408,2433.— Possible author of Certain Qtixres,

1674. 3010.— Letter to him from T. Tully, 1675,
referred to, 1674. 3027.—

Tully's Replies to his attacks on

Tully's Justificatio Pmilina, 1675.

3080.
Bayes, nickname of Dryden and of bp.

Parker. Note about it, 1673.

2988.
Bayley, John, fellow of New coll., Oxford,

d. 1653. Dedcn. to him (1654).

2253.'

Bayley, dr. Walter, d. 1592. The preser-
vation of the Eye Sight, by W. Baley,

1654. 2253.— 167.^ 2966.
Baylie, Gabriel, of St. John's coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1670. 2845.
Baylie, Nicholas, of C.C.C., Oxford.

Mentioned as Proctor in 1621. 1656
ann.

Baylie, dr. Richard. Verses, 1662. 2578.— Mentioned, 1633, 1662. App. D. 1.

— Elected Vice - Chancellor. 1661

ann.— Licensed papal book, 1663. 2634*.— Edited Laud's Devotions, 1667. 2770.
Bayly, Thomas, of Magd. coll., Oxlord.

Veises, 1662, 1669. 2578, 2814.

Beale, Hierom, 1629 : see p. 468.

Bealy College. ]5alliol college, Oxford,
so called in 1680. 3254.

Beaufort, duke of
(^/. 1699). .S^e Somerset,

Henry.
Beaumont, George, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Beauvisus, Petrus (Beavis ? Bevis ?).

Verses by him, 1673. 2968.
Beavis, Peter. See Beauvisus, Petrus,

1673. 2968.
Becci or Vecci, patriarch. Acta cone.

QLcumen. octavi (a. D. 869), 1672.

2916.
Bechius, Philippus. Translated Pachy-

meres into Latin. 2753.
Becket, Thomas, archbp. of Canterbury,

d. 117c. Pretended prophecy by
him, 1666. 2725-6.

Beckford sale, 18S3. Mentioned (part of

the Hamilton Palace sales). 2473.
Beddoes, dr. Thomas, d. 1S08. Mentioned.

3015-
Bedell, bp. William. Account of him,

1663. 2631.
Bedlam, countess of. See Fisher, Joane.
Bee in amber. 2993.
Bee, E., widow of James Fletcher. See

London—Printers, &c.—Fletcher, E.

Beeston, Henrv, of New College, Ox-
ford.

2 Poems, 165 1. 2158.— Poem, 1654. 2243.
Beeverell, James. His DSlices referred to.

3035 adfin.
Belgium. See Holland.

Bell, William. Verses, 1651, 1652.
2160

; 2189-90.
Bellarmine, card. Robert, d. 1621. For

criticisms of his works see Trelcatius,

Lucas, and Vorstius, Conrad, both
1606.

Bellegent, Paul de. Mentioned, 1624.

635* CP- 44.S)-

Bellingham, lady Katherine. Matrimonial
instructions' to her (K. B.), by J.

Hinckley, 1652. 2338.
Bellositum Doburorum, i. e. Oxford. See

Oxford, 102.

Bells. See Oxford, 459, 467.
Bellum Grammaticale. See Hutten,

Leonard.

Benefield, dr. Sebastian. Sermon at St.

Mary's Mar. 24, 161 2 ('inauguration
'

of James i), on Ps. xxi. 6. 381*,

p. 442.

Benefits, 1680. See Walker, Obadiah.

Benevolus, 1672. See Benlowes, Edward.
Benlowes Edward. Oxonii Encomium

[by Benevolus, i.e. Benlowes], 1672.

2915-— Oxonii Elogia, et Echo veridica, 1673
{anon.) 2968.— Magia Coelestis (the wonders of the

Bible, Magnalia, /Enigmata, Incom-
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possibilia, &c.) ;
in Latin verse, by

Kenevolus, 1673. 2967.
Bennet, sir Henry, earl of Arlington, d.

16S5. DeHns. to him, 1673, 1678.

2991, 3176.
Bennet, sir John. Dedn. to him, 1675.

3035, no- 33-

Bennett, Peter, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Bennet, Thomas, M.A., of Ch. Ch.,

Oxford. See Bennett, Thomas.
Bennett, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1669 ami.— Translated Blastares into Latin, 1670.

2916.— Mentioned, 1671. P. xxxvii.— Paid for binding the Parecbolm, 1671.

2875-— Notes to Lily's Latin grammar, 1672.

2929.— Edited Lily's Grammar, 1673 and

1675. 2982, 3063.
Bennyon, sir George. See Binnion, sir

George.

Bensly, prof. Edward. Mentioned. P. 450.

Benson, Hen., of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Benson, Samuel, of Ch. Ch., Oxfoid.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2845.
Bentall, Edward, of Qu. coll., Cambridge.

BacTfXti;? '^aaiKkaiv, the Regality of

Christ, a sermon on Ps. ii. 6, 1660.

2481.
Bentley, Edw.,of St. John's coll. Oxford,

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Beracoth. See Mishna.

Berkeley of Stratton, lord, d. 1682. See

Berkeley, Charles.

Berkeley, hon. Charles; lord Berkeley of

Stratton, d. 1682. Verses, 1662.

2578.
Berkeley, George, lord Berkeley. Dedicn.

to him, 165 1. 2164.
Berkeley, George, ist earl Berkeley, d.

1698. Dedn. to him, 1660. 2536.— Verses, 1670. 2845.
Berkeley, Robert, of Ch. Ch., O.^ford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Berkeley, William, of Brasenose, Oxford.

Verses, 165 1. 2160.

Berkhead, Henry, of Trin. and All S. coll.,

Oxford. See Birkhead, Henry (and
correct in index to vol. ii).

Berlin. Lithuanian bible (1661) there.

2423.
Bernard, dr. Edward, </. 1696. Mentioned.

1652. 2203.— Verses, 1 66 1. 2543.— Probably edited Pachymeres, 1666.

2753-— Latin elegiacs on Archimedes, 1676.

3095-

Bernard, His intended edition of Euclid,

1677. 3141, cf. p. xliv.— mentioned, 167S. 3179.
Berne. Dedn. to Bernese doctors, 1672.

2930.
Bertie, James, d. 1699, .5"^^ Abingdon,

earl of.

Berlins, Petrus, d. 1629. Breviarium
totius orbis terrarum cum serie

Romanorum Imperatornm, 195 1.

2172.—
1657. 2332.—
1663. 2640.

Besan9on. Mentioned, 1676. 3102.
Betteris, Richard, surgeon and quaker.

Mentioned, 1654. 2250.
Beveregius, Gul. See Beveridge, bp.

William.

Beveridge, bp. William (Beveregius). For
his Synodicon (Councils), 1672, see

Canons.— His Codex Canonumvindicatns, 1678.
Mentioned. 2916.

Bevis, Peter. .5"^^ Beauvisus Petrus, 1673.

Bew, Thomas, of Oxford, carrier. His

promise to provide horses for journeys
between Oxford and London, 1678.

3171* (p. 390) = 3165* (p. 472).
Beza, Theodorus. Novum Testamentum,

Lat.. interpreteT. Beza, 1679. 3248.
Bible. Holy Bible (ist Oxford edition,

1st issue) 1675 (colophon 1673 : two

engraved titles : with Apocrypha).
3084.— 1st Oxford ed. ,2nd issue, with corrected

1st title-page : colophon 1673), 1675.

3085.— 1st Oxtord ed., 3rd issue, with colophon
1675), 1675. 3086.— Bible (with Apocr.), 1679. 3243-37.— Folio Bible (with Apocrypha), 16S0,

3284.—
Bible, without Apocrypha, but with
added tables (8°), 16S0. 3285.

— Notes on early English Bibles, esp.
London and Cambridge editions, bef.

3084.— Notes of the alterations in the Bible,

1611-75. 3084 (p. 324).— Note of sporadic Oxford printing of

parts of the Bible before 1675. bef.

3084.— Gemma Cambri (a Welsh verse

abridgement, byRichard Jones), 1652.

2196.— English Concordance by R. W(ickens),
1655. 2287.— Dr. John Owen on the Divine Original
of the Scriptures, with Considerations
on Walton's Polyglot, 1659. 2455.— Account of the translation of the Bible

I 1 2
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into Lithuanian, by S. B. Chylinski :

with a testimonial from the University
of Oxford, Nov. 15, 1659. 2423.
— Brief in aid of the translation,

1661, mentioned. 2423.

- Texts arranged as a help to prayer, by
Z. Bogan, 1660. 2483.

- Cogitationes de S. Scripture stylo,

1665. See Boyle, hon. Robert.
- Example of misprint in a London

Bible (167 1 ?i. P. xxxvii.

- Dr. Fell's proposals for an annotated

English Bible, 1672. App. D. VI

{d, e).

Specimen of Fell's intended Oxford
annotated Bible, 1672 ; with his

directions for the contributors. P. xl.

- Magia ccelestis (the wonders of the

Bible), by Benevolus, 1673. See

Benlowes, Edw.
- The only part of dr. John Fell's pro-

posed Oxford annotated Bible which
was published (Pauline Epistles),

1675. 3081.
- Prices in 1675-80 in England. 3084.
- Welsh interpretation of Hebrew names,

&c., 1677. 3140.
-Biblicse Icones explicatae per R. White-

hall, 1677. 3130*-
- The Lively Oracles ... in Holy Scrip-

ture (by R. Allestree), 1678, &c.

3169-71. &c.
-
Projected Oxford Bible, in six parts,

1679. 3247.
• Note of the long dispute between the

Oxford Press and the King's Printer's,

chiefly about Hible-printuig, 1679-
1705. 1680 ajui.; see also Oxford,
428.

• Old Testament.— Ruth revived, a paraphrase in verse

of the Book of Ruth by S. R., 1639.

926.
Jonah, in Greek verse (with Latin

text), by H. Stubbe, 165 1 and 1658.

2377-
• — Jonah, Lamentations and Daniel,

in Greek verse by J. Ailmer, 1652.

2189-90.
• —

Essay on Daniel's '

seventy weeks ',

by E. Simson, 1652, in Latin. 2206.
Greek verse tr. of 2 Sam. i. 19-27

(David's lamentation over Jona-
than), by J. Ailmer, 1652. 2189-90.
Comm. on 2 Sam. by W. Guild,

1659. 2442.— Proofs of a few pages of a Latin tr.

by S. Clarke of a Chaldean paraphrase
of 1-2 Chron., about 1663. 2763*.— Commentary on Micah, by dr. Edw.
Pococke, 1677. 3^57-

Bible, Old Testament. Commentary on

Malachi, by dr. Edw. Pococke, 1677.

3158.
Note about King James i's Psalter

in English, 1631. P. 446.
A comm. on Ps. Ixxiii, by bp. Edw.

Parry, 1660. 2522.
Psalmi aliquot Davidici in metrum

Latinum traducti, in usum Acad.

Oxon.; 1660. 2468.
Psalmialiquot Davidici, 1670. 2846.
The whole book of Psalms, collected

into English meter by Thomas Stern-

hold, John Hopkins, &c.,withsupple-
ments, 1675. 3091.
Annales Mundi ad ann. A. C. 588,

1677 : See Robinson, Hugh.— — The Psalms in Gr. and Lat., from
the Codex Alexandrinns, with two

hymns, 1678. 3201.
Sternhold and Hopkins' verse trans-

lation of the Psalms, with additional

verses, and two prose prayers, 1679.

3251-
Susanna, in Greek verse (with Latin

text) by H. Stubbe, 1651 and 1658.
2377-— A'^Tc Testament.

The first Oxford Greek New Testa-
ment ed. by dr. John p'ell; 1675 •

with notes of its place among other
editions. 3087-89.— — N.T. interprete Theodoro Beza,

1679. 3248.
Testamentum Novum Turcice red-

ditum opera Gul. Seaman, 1666.

(The first Oxford New Testament).

2727.

Notes on early Greek N.T.s, and
the Oxford edition of 1675. 3084.
The Mazarin edition (Paris, 1642).

Mentioned. 3084.
Adagialia sacra Novi Testamenti' :

See Schottus, Andreas, 1651.— —
Analysis of the Epistles, by John

Dale, 1652, 1657. 2192. 2334.
Expositio Epistolos Pauli ad Titum,

per Joh. Wallis, 1657. 2356.— — Grotii Annotationes seiectse in

Evang. Matth. Capita i-vii, ed. C.

Barksdale, 1675. 3061.
Paraphrase and Annotations on the

Pauline Epistles, by O. Walker, 1675.

3081.
Diss, on the authenticity of i John

V. 7 (the Three Witnesses), by T,

Smith, 1675. 3078.
Animadversiones in Novum Testa-

mentum, per N. KnatchbuU, ed. 3'^,

1676. 3112.

(another issue) 1677. 3143.
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Bible, New Testament. Gospels and Acts,
in Malayan, 1677. 3164-65.

Bible Society, London. Mentioned. 3244.
Bibliography. 'I'he proper scope ot it

and Bibliology. P. viii.— Plan of the technical descriptions in

this boolc, scale of sizes, &c. P. xxv.— The first Ox.'ord-printed bibliography

(Thomas Gore, de Re Heraldica),
1668. 2802.

Bibliology. See Bibliography.
Bibliotheca Augusta. See W'olfenbiitlel.

Bibliotheca Guelpherbytana. See Wolfen-
buttel.

Bibye, Simon, of Lambeth. Account of

the University and Colleges of Ox-

ford, 1592, in German, 1602, men-
tioned. P. 455.— Oxoniensis Academise et Collegiorum
descriptio, 1602 (a printed sheet).

Bickley, Thomas, of Brasen. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Bidding Prajer. As used in the Convo-

cation of the Church of England, in

Latin, 1661. 2904.
Biddle, Hester, a Quakeress. (Address

to Oxford, beginning
' Wo to thee.

City of Oxford ', agst. its sins and
treatment of the Quakers, Land.

1655). 2268.

Biddle, John, (^. 1662. Treatise agst. his

Catechism, 1655. 2279.
Bignon, Jerome. Dedn. to him, 1639.

2596. Mentioned, 1675. 3060.
Bill, major John (?), of London. Ordered

to restore 47 Oxford Books of

Common Prayer, seized by him from
R. Koyston, 16&1. 2474.

Bills of Mortality (in London) 1665. See

Graunt, capt. John.

Binding. See Books.

Bindley, James. The sale of his library
mentioned. 2283.

Binnion, sir George. Dedn. to him

(' l^ennyon'}, 1660. 2492.
Biochrestologia, 16S0. See Mundy,

Henry.
Birchedus, H., 1656. See Birkhead,

Henry.
Bird, John. Grounds of Grammar (issued

for a London publisher), 1839. 909*
(p. 450).— Invented colouring marble, 1657.

1657 ann.

Bird, William, of Holywell, Oxford. His
' model '

of the Sheldonian Theatre,

1663. 1663 iJWW.

Birds. See Dole, 1676.—
Engraving of birds (in dr. W.
Charleton'sAjr^;r?Va//c«fj,i677).3i37.

Birkenhead, sir John. Paul's Church-

yard. I^ibri theologici . . . centuria

prima, et secunda [1651] ;
two mock

lists of books. AJter no. 2221.— Two centuries of Paul's Churchyard,
1653. After 2^^l.

Birkhead, Henry, of All Soul's coll.,
Oxtord. Verses, 1651. 2158-62.— Edited (as

' H. B.') Jacob's Philologia,

1652. 2184-5.— Probably the writer of a Latin poem
by

' PL B.', 1652. 2206.—
Verses, by

' H. B.', 1654. 2243.— A poem of his piinted under S. Rowe's

name, 1654. 2243.— Mention of a supposed 1656 ed. of
Otiuni Literaium. 2295.— Poematia (2nd ed.), 1656. 2295.— Latin poem on Rome, i6.:,6. 2313.— Otium literatum, 16,^8. 2377.

Birkhead, Henry. Poematia (^as part of

Otium literattitn, 1658. 2377.
Birmingham. Letter concerning Burming-

ham, 1643. 1308* (p. 461).
Bisbie, dr. Nathaniel. Twoletters to him,

by bp. Samuel Parker, 1666. 2754-5.— 2nd ed., 1667. 2779.
Bishop, George, Quaker. A tender Visi-

tation of Love to Oxford and Cam-
bridge, 1600. 2469.

Bispham, Thomas. Iter Boreale, a Latin

poem describing a Queen's college

2364.
Dedn. to him, 1674.

Verse, 1658.

(Oxford) progress, 1658.
Bisse, sir Edward.

~

3011.

Bitefig, Adoniram, pseud.
2363.

Black Motley, in Essex. Mentioned, 1670.
2852.

Blackslone, sir William. Mentioned as

a reviver of the Oxford Univ. Press
in the iSlh cent. Pp. xxiv, xxxiii

;

1660 anit.

Bladud. Mentioned. 2212.

Blaeu, Jan. Mentioned, 1680. 3253.
Blaeu, VVillemJ. Instilutio astronomica

de usu Globorum et Sphterarum,
Latine reddita a M. Hortensio, 1663.

2632.— Insiituiio astronomica deusu Globorum,
1665. 2694.

Blagrave, Robert, Oxford publisher
Occurs, 1657-61. App. F.

Blake, Nicholas, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Blandford, co. Dorset. Mentioned, 1640.

2611.

Blandford, Walter, bp. of Oxford. Verses,

1060, 1661, 1662. 2466, 2543,
2578.— Articles in his first visitation, i666.

2737-
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Blandford. Dedn. to him, 1670. 2865.
Blastaris, Matthreus. Syntagma alphabeti-

cum siue Nomocanon, Gr.-Lat.,

1672. 2916.
Blazon, le, 1678. ^^e Wiseman, Robert.

Bletchingdoii. Note of the Staircase at

Bletchingdon Park, 1677. S^SO-
Blincowe, John. Verses, i65o. 2540.
Bliss, dr. Philip. Mentioned. 2525,

3220.— His sale (185,8), mentioned, 2860.

Blockley, in Worcestershire. Dedn. to

the parishioners, with a funeral ser-

mon by the rev. G. Collier, 1661.

2550.
Blondel, David, d. 1655. H. Hammondi

dissertationes contra euni, 1651.
2168.

Blood for blood, 1661. See M., T.

Bloody bede-roll. The Bloody Bed-roll,
on Treason displayed, a Restoration

Ballad, 1660. 2482.
Bloody news from Chelmsford, 1663. See

Chelmsford.

Blootling, Abraham, engraver. Mentioned,
1680. P. xlvii.

Blount, Charles. Mr. Dryden vindicated.

Mentiontd, 1673. 2g8o.
Blonnt, Thomas. Animadversions on

Baker's Chronicle of England, and
its continuation, by T. B., 1672.

2920.
Bloxam, dr. John Rouse. Cited. 2153.
Blumerel, Johannes, of Lorraine. Ele-

gantiae poeticse (sine Eleg. poet.

Flosculi), et Lusuum sylva. Ed.

novissima, 1679. 3204.
Blunt, rev. John Henry, d. 1884. Men-

tioned in this Index under Rational-
istic Chicken.

Boas, dr. Frederick Samuel. Mentioned.

Boate, Hierom, 1629. Error for Beale,
Hierom : see p. 468.

Bobart, Jacob, the elder, of Brunswick,
d. 16S0. Keeper of the Physic
Garden at Oxford, 1623-80. 1680
ann.— Correction of the account of his

Catalogus Plantariuit, 1648. P. 465.— Helped in the 2nd ed. of the Catalogus
Horti Botanici Oxoniensis, 1658.

2370-— Ballads on his yew-tree giants in the

Physic Garden in Oxford, 1662.

2579-80.— View of his two yew-tree giants, 1675.

3035.no. 12.

Bobart, Jacob, the younger, d. 1719.
Helped in the 2nd ed. of the Cata-

logus Horti Botanici Oxoniensis,
1658. 2370.

Boccone, Paulus, of Palermo, d. 1704.
Icones et descriptiones rariorum

plantarum Sicilise, Melitas Gallise et

Italia; (ed. R. Morison), 1674. 3003.
Bodin, Jean. Demonomanie (1580, &c.),

mentioned. P. 454.
Bodleian Library, Oxford. See Oxford,

Univ. Institutions, 417.

Bodley, Prothasie, sister of sir Thomas
Bodley. Mentioned. 2227.— sir Thomas. Letter to him from the

University, in Latin, 16 1|. 2369.— His autobiography, printed in 1661,
referred to. 2585.— Bodleius (Latin Verses at the Act,

1677). 3149.
Boethius. De Consolatione Philoso-

phise, cum Vita Boethii per Jul.
Mart. Rotam, 1663. 2633.— Summum Bonum (English translation),

i6'i4 {e7-ror for 1674). Before no.

2655-— Summum Bonum or an explication of

the Divine Goodness (an Engl. tr. of

the De Consolatione Philosophise,
bks. 1-4) by Edm. Elys, 1674.

3004.
Bogan, mrs. Joan. Dedn. to her, 1653.

2227.— William, of Gatcombe house, Devon.
Dedns. to him, 1653, 1660. 2228,
2483.— Zachary. Additions (books 4-7) to

Rous's ArchcEologia Attica (1649 on).
2262.— Meditationsof the Mirth of a Christian

life, 1653. 2227.— View of the Threats in the Scriptures,

1653. 2228.
— De i'yphone, &c., 165-;. 2274.— Addition to Rous's Archceologia Attica

5th ed. (Hall). 1658. 2410.— '

jth
'

ed. (Lichfield), 1658. 2411.— Homerus k^pai^ojv, et Hesiodus 'O/jltj-

pi^ctiv, 1658. 2378.— A Help to Prayer, 1660. 2483.-— Additions to Rous's Archxologia
Attica, 6th ed., 1662. 2609.
'6th' ed. 1667. 2784.— —
7th ed. 1670. 2861.

Bohun, Ralph, Fellow of New coll.,

Oxford. Verses 1662. 2578.— Discourse concerning Wind, 1671.
2881.

Bold, Henry, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660, 1662. 2243,
2467, 2578.

Bold, Norton. Elected architypographus,
1669, 1669 ann.. p. xxxvi.— Mentioned, 1671, p. xxxvii.

Bolton, rev. Robert. His opinion abt.

Cock-fighting (1660). 2494.
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Bolton, Stephen, Oxford publisher.
Occurs 166S. App. F.

Bonarte, Thomas, 1665. See Anderton,
Thomas.

Boniface viii, pope. Mentioned (1301),

1679. 3210.
Book of Common Prayer. See Prayer,

Book of Common.
Bookbinder, Geore;e, at Oxford, 14S7.

App. C, no. 167 a.

Bookbinder, Matilda. See Matilda la

Bocbynder.

Bookplates. See Oxford—New coll.

(2902).

Books— General.

{Thefollowing lists of references are not

in all cases complete).

All 17th century broadsides and single
leaves may be pronounced rare.

P. xxvi.

Reasons of rarity in certain cases.

2416.
Groups of mmiature books in 1663.

2633.
No. 3130* is leaves on which engrav-

ings have been laid down, after parts
had been printed leaving a space

(Whitehall's Bible Plates), 1677.

Books—Advertiseinents.

See Oxford, 427.
Tentative list of an author's other

works, 1652. 2205.
List, in a work, of the Author's other

works, 1656. 2308.
An early Oxford advertisement, 1673.

2957-

Books—Binding.

Silver binding mentioned, 1656. 2298.
Difference of size between an uncut and

close-cut book, 1667. 2786.
A book overcast, and chiefly made up

of single leaves, 1672-3. 2931.
Notes of the binding of the Ladies

Calling, 1673. 2960.
Prices of binding for the Theatre Press

at Oxford, 1673. 2982 et alibi.

Directions to the binder, 1676. 3098.
Cost of binding, 1677. 3161.

Books—Borders and Bands.
Broad mourning border, 1660. 2485.
Mourning borders, 1660. 2504.
Mourning band (across a page), 1661.

2550.—
, 1662, 1666. 2594, 2747.

Books—Cancels.

1673, 1674. 2987, 3004.

Books—Catalogues and Sales.

Notes of those issued in Oxford between
1 653 and 1676. Pp. 395-400. Some
transfers of books will be found
in these Oxford Publishers' lists from

1653 : and mentions of books before

publication, in the same lists, from

1659 on.

Some books printed at Oxford for

R. Royston of London, 1655. 2289.
Lists of books pr. for Bedell and

Collins, of London, 1656. 2290.
Early elaborate bookseller's catalogue

with title page, classification and

notts, 1658. 2363.
Method of forming the catalogue of

the Magdalen hall library at Oxford,
1661. 2545.

1st English lottery of books, 1668.

1 66 s ann.

The Term Catalogues (1668-1709)
mentioned, 1668 ann.

Note of the first auction in England,
1676, 1676 ann.

Catalogue of the first Trade sale of

books, by M. Pitt in London, 1679.
3202*.

Books— Catchwords.

No catchwords (to each page)
—an un-

usual circumstance in 1661. 2563.
One printed 4f in. from the nearest

printed line, 1677. 3137.
Ambiguous catchword a source of

error, 167S. 3167.
From a page to the next but one page,

1678. 3180.
Both for text and notes, on the same

page, 1678. 3197.

Books—Colophons.

Occurs in no. 2915 (Benlowes, 1672).
Two long old-fashioned Latin colo-

phons, 1679. 3221.

Books—Colour printing.

(All in red, unless otherwise specified.)

Printing in red, 1479, ^b^^y 1628, at

Oxford. P. 452.
Gold printing at Oxford in 1631 (no.

675 : Bible, Psalms). P. 446.

1651. 2170, 2172.
In 1652-55 almanacs. 3295.
1653, i65(). 1660, i66r, 1662. 2234,
2458,"2529. 2564, 2606.

Title-page ot IJurton's Almanac, 1655.

2271.
Li 1665, 1666, 1672. 2703-4, 2724;
2738. 2741 : 2916.

1673 (Oxford Alman.ic). 2957.
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Books—Colour Printing.

In 1673, 1674. 2979, 3009.
In 1675-6. 3074.

Books—Cotnpositors.

See Books— Cost, Printing, Signatures
below.

Spacing between words to make up for

omissions, instead of leading the

lines (solid type being almost uni-

versal in Oxford), 1658. 2379.
Printing across both pages of an open-

ing, 1658. 2414.
Careless printing, partly in dividing

words, 1662. 2600.
Evidence of co-composing, 1672-3.
2928, 2960.

Signatures 1-2 and 1-3 in an 8° sheet,

showing change of compositors, 1678.

3197-
Four marks used by Oxford compositors,

usually on % 6^, 8^, in 1679. 3243.

Books—Comprinting.
See also Books—S/gnt7tures, below.
The Laudian Statutes an example,

1634. Pp. 447-8.
A tripartite book printed at Edinburgh,
London, and Oxford (Burton's

Anatomy, 1638). P. 449.

1651 (Watkins), 2158.

165 1 (Hues), 2172.

1653 (Jeanes), 2229.
Two compositors at work at different

points of a treatise, 1653 (Austen).
2223-4.

1654 (Owen). 2258.
The two University printers comprint,

1654 (Rous), and 1655 (Owen).
2262, 2279.

Two compositors overlapping, one

having begun at sheet B and one at

sheet M, 1657. 2333.
Comprinting (A. Lichfield and H.

Hall), 1658. 2410-II.
1658 (Wilkinson). 2420.
Henry and William Hall comprint

(Pemble, 1659). 2456.
Two compositors working at two parts of

a book simultaneously, 1660. 2466.
Henry Hall and Anne Lichfield, j66o.

2501.
Thiee compositors, each beginning

with sign. A, worked at no. 2539
(Wilkinson, 1660), to expedite the

work. 2539.
Book partly printed in Oxford, partly

in London, 1661-2. 2557, 2585.
See also p. 449, as above (Burton's

Anatomy).
A book partly printed in London, 1662.

2586.

A book partly printed in Oxford partly
in London for the same Oxford

publisher, 1663. 2642.
Example of a book with Oxford

imprint partly printed in London

1664). 2655*.
L. Lichfield and Henry Hall, 1664

(Sanderson). 2673.
No. 2655 (Boyle: 1665) was printed

on several presses, for expedition's
sake.

Two sheets (only) of a Lichfield-

printed book, supplied by Hall,

1670. 2845.
Faults due to wrong imposing, and to

two compositors taking difterent

parts of a work, 1673. 2971-2.
The two Univ. Printers (H. Hall and

L. Lichfield) printed each one part
of a book, only the title-page con-

necting the two paits, 1674. 3027.
Error causing the omission of sheet L,

not needed, 1676. 3095.
Bad calculation of space required by

the first compositor, when a second

was set to work at the same time,

and resultant confusion of pagination
and signatures, 1676. 3109.

Shown by the Signn. A-Q, a-u, and 2

paginations : a sign of haste, 1676.

3120.
Sign that two presses took alternate

sheets (headlines wrongly carried

on), 1676. 3123.
Two printers leave a gap of sheet and

paging, 1677. 3144.
L. Lichfield and H. Hall, 1677. 3139.
Lichfield piinted part of the Pro-

vinciate 1679, in spite of two title-

pages affirming that Henry Hall

printed the volume throughout.
3221.

Books—Copyright.

Sec Oxford, 418.

Copyright in Sir John Spelman's MSS.

purchased by the Sheldonian Press

Delegates, 1672. 3197.
Expiry of the Act m 1679, not re-

newed till 16S5. P. xlvi.

Books— Correctors.

See F"oster, Robert.

Books—Corrigenda.

See Books—Errata,

Books—Cost and price (examples').

Prices of Horti Carolini Rosa Altera,

1640. P. 457.
Cost of paper (and printing) in 1652

(Jacob : no. 21841. ^" Al°-
Details of cost of Grotius' l)e Vei'itate
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for 1652.

Rd. Christ., in Latin and Arabic,
1660. 2498.

Details of tlie cost of the Turkish N.T.

(Oxford, 1666). 2727.
1673-79. P. xli.

1676 Ladies Calling). 3094.
1676 (Cooper's Hill . 3101.

1676 (Homer). 3109.
1676 (Clarendon . 3110.
Prices per sheet for composing and for

printing, and cost of engraving, 1676.
3131, 3133-—
1677- 3156, 3157-

Note ot the cost ot Plot's Oxfordshire
per sheet, 1677. 3130.

Cost of producing O. Walker's Educa-

tion, 16So. 2993.
Books—Dates.

The equation of English with Belgian
day-dates, 1646-7, clearly stated.

2533-
A date apparently '1052

2202.
Error of MDCLIV for MDCCLIV

after no. 2261.
Feb. 20. i6;| called i6^~,stilo Anglico

and 1656 stilo veteri, by John Wallis,

'657- 2356.
Roman and Arabic numerals used in-

differently for the date on a titlepage
in 1657 and that period. 2361.

An Oxford book of 1656 dated 1456
(M.CD.LVL). 2311.

'Anno salutis 1659', an unusual form
in Oxford printing. 2442.

The year is taken to begm on Jan. i

from 1 660 ( in the present volume),
1660 ann.

'Anno Recreationis 1660.' 2522.
'Anno reparatae Salutis 1660, restitutse

Libertatis 1.' 2537.
A '1673' Oxford book was issued in

October 1672. 2993.
Error in title-page ot 1663 for 1673.

2977.
An imprimatur of Feb. '

1676
'

is 167^,
not 167^ : the Vice-Chancellor's

name proves this. 3143.
Omission of an X (1667 lor 1677) : see

Allestree, Richard (^Govt. of Tongue).
' Dat. Cal. Jan. Anno Salutis

'

1677, in

English imprint. 3130*.
X omitted in a date, 1677. 3133.
First marginal dates in Oxford Bibles,

1679. 3243-47-
Books— Duplicates.

Example of the duplicity of Dupli-
cates, 1670. 2866.

Books—Editions (piracies, &c.).

See Oxford, 428 (^Elegantix, 1679).

Non-existence of edd. i and 2 : only

3rd and 4th exist. (Pemble 1635-
59). 2456.

No. 2477 vAiray) is by the titlepage
the 2nd edition, by the preface the

3rd, and actually the 4th; 1660.

2477.
Instances of pirated issues of Oxford

University Press Books, 1673—4.
P. xlii : 2960, 3001.

A '

piracy '(?) of 1679 (Blumerel) de-

scribed. 3204, 3252.
Re-issue of sheets with new titlepage

for deceitful purpose, 1679. 3207.

Books—Engravings (noteworthy, in

Oxford printing).

For the numerous engravings of the

Sheldon ian Theatre : see Oxford,

See Bible-Illustrations, 1677.
See Books— Costs.

See Loggan, David.
Six engravings of the Eye, 1633.

P. 447.
Title, i6ji2 Dale). 2192.
Diagrams, &c. (Oughtred), 1652.
2203.

Portrait (Simson), title, &c., 1652.
2206.

Stokes, 1652 (16 fine plates). 2207.
Many occur in the series of Oxford
Almanacs : see no, 3295 (1652—55),
3297 1674 on).

Rowe, 1653. 2221.

Engr. title-page, 1653. 2223 (Austen).
Ward, 1653. 2239.
A man as affected by the sign of the

Zodiac ; University Arms, and Time,
1653- 3295-

^^ oodcut diagrams, 165S. 2375,2380.
Diagrams of the eye, &c. ; i6,^y. 2435.
Diagrams (Wallis), 1659. 2461.
Ryff's Quaestiones, 1665. 2716.
Diagr.nms, 166S. 2804.
The vortices of Descartes, 1669.
2826.

Title (Justinus). 1669. 2832.
Metal plates, 1669. 2834, 2842-3.
A labarum, i66o. 2501.
1660 (Jones). 2502.
Woodcut dJngranis, 1662. 2618.

Engraved plate to illustrate a point of

Arabic prosody, 1661. 2549.
Woodcut and metal engravings and

plates, 1661. 2560.
Metal engravings from woodcuts, 1663.

2640.
Funeral hatchment of the See of Lin-

coln, 1663. 2648.
Metal-plate engravings, 167 1. 2881.
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Books—Engravings.

Ichno_i,'raphia Templorum, &c., 1672.

2916.
Botanical plates, 1672. 2917.
First engr. title-page of the Sheldonian

style (with star-maps, &c.), 1672.

2919-
Two celestial hemispheres, 1672. 2919.
Two engraved title-pnges to Q.Cur-

tius Kufus, 1672. 2923-4.
Boys and appletree (Lily's Grammar;,

1672. 2929.
Diagram (Barbara, Celarent See),

1672. 2945.
8 medical copper-jilates, 1671 (Witlis).

2953-
Lady seated, two forms (The Ladies

Calling), 1673. 2961, 2963-4.
Arms of the University, and of Jenkins,

Williamson, Fell and Yate, 1673.

2963-4-
Beiicvoliis in writing-master's style

(= Edw. Benlowes), 1673. 2967.
The Last Supper, 1673. 2969-70.
Diagrams connecting logic with geo-

metry, 1673. 2974.
\\o\idis.y'sJuvenal and Persiiis with 51

engravings, 1673. 2979.
Lyre and organ-blower (copper-plate),

1673. 2991.
Title (Ars Kationis), 1673. 2992.
Engraved title and frontispiece, 1674.

2996.
Large engraving of the Oxford Forti-

fications (in 1648), 1674. 2996.
Engraved title of Oxford personified,
and of College founders, &c.. 1674.

2996.
Books wholly engraved, 1674, &c.

2997-8.
Woman with finger on lip, 1674.

3001-2.
7 engravings of plants, 1674. 3003-
The Witch of Endor, with Saul,

Samuel, and the pope, 1674. 3006.
Arms of Ihomas Gore, 1674. 3011.

Tables, and portrait of John Mayow,
1674. 3015.

Many engravings in Schefier's Lapland,
1674. 3023-4.

Six medical plates (Willis), 1674. 3032.
Loggan's Oxonia Lllustrata, 1675.

3035-
Jacob's dream, 1675. 3043-5.
Boys gathering fruit, by M. Burghers,

1675. 3063.
Medical plates (Willis), 1675. 3083.
Two title-pages of the ist Oxiord

Bible, 1675. 3084.
Arms of Lord Clarendon, 1676. 3110.
Homer writing his Iliad under a tree,

1676. 3109.

Frontispiece of Andromeda and Per-

seus, 1676. 3110-II.
Marks on consecrated bread in the

Greek Church, 1676. 3121.

Thyrsis, goatherd, &c. (Theocritus),

1676. 3124.
In tiie Ai't of Contentment, 1677, two

states of a plate, and also a new

plate (on the same subject) are

found. 3131-32.

15 cuts of birds, frogs, &c., 1677.

3137-
Diagrams and plates (mathematical),

1677- 3147-
Title to the Lively Oracles (Isaiah), in

three states, 1678. 3169-71.
Apollo and the Muses, 1677. 3172.

Opposition fin Logic), 4 copper-plates,

1678. 3173-
In Spelman's Vita Ailfredi, 1678.

3197
Title-page with titles altered, 1679.

3204 (Eleganti:e), 3222 (Seneca)-

84 plates of music and words engraved

(Bowman's Songs) 1679. 3205.
37 woodcut diagrams of optical lenses,

1679. 3208.
Arms (104) of the nobility of England

in 1301, 1679. 3210.
Medical Tables (Willis), 1679. 3239.
FVontisinece to Bible, with Jeremiah,

Moses, &c., 1679. 3243-6.
Title to a Latin N.T., with Royal
Arms and Sheldonian Theatre, 1679.

3248.
Open hand, with literal values attached,

16S0. 3263.
Many large Maps, and engr. ofCharles

ii, &c., 1680. 3253.
Many engravings of plants, 1680. 3271.
An empty church interior, i6,so.

3286.
Set of 52 illustrations of the B. C. P.,

1680. 3286.
Bible, O.T. (rending the veil of the

Temple), N.T. (St. John in Patmos),
1680. 3284.

Books—Errata (misprints, &c.).

An (incorrect) erratum on the same
sheet as the error, 1650. 2035***
(p. 467).

Example of an erratum in the Errata,

1652. 2210.
'Addenda and corrigenda', 1653.

2236.
Called Sphahnata graviora, 1654.

2263.
Called 2(pd\txaTa, 1657. 2321.

Including two only two pages back on

the same sheet ! 1657. 2321.
'Erratas '

!, 1657. 2336.
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Books—Errata.

An apology for no list of errata !, i6;7.
2338.

Called 'emendations', 1657 a"^ idti.

.2339, 2558-9.
List with a pitiful apology, 1658.
2420.

Called '

Correctiones
', 1658. 2378.An erratum pointed out but not cor-

rected, in one and the same sheet,
1659. 2/J44.

Called 'Escapes', 1660. 2501.
Assenint for Accesserimt on a title-

page, 1660. 2533.A printer's apology for 'disordered

proofs' as a sign of mental grief,
1 66 1. 2543.

A portentous list, and its condemna-
tion, ]66i. 2566.

There would have been Errata 'if

Homer himself had been corrector ',

1664. 2674.
Odd excuse for Errata, t666. 2756.
Notable misprints, 1666. 2759
Called '

sphalmata
'
in no. 2828 (

1 669).
The error of Hetirietia Maria for

Henrietta Anna runs through the
whole of no. 2845 (an official'Oxford
Univ. publication), 1670, uncor-
rected.

List omitted because a Greek text and
Latin version mutually correct each

other, 167 1. 2891.
Statement abt, their being inevitable,

1672. 2930.
'

Holy' for '

unholy', 1673. 2960.
Latin couplet about them, 1673. 2967,
Three sets, in one book, 1673. 2990.
Account for correcting errata in the

Oxford 1675 Bible, 1675-6. 3086.
List, with excuses and a fresh misprint,

1676. 3099.
Misprint, Terror for Terrier, 1676.
3106.

Errata corrected in the Iliad, by pen
and erasure, 1676. 3109.

See Foster, \\illiam, 1676.
Called Alendsa in 1676. 3121.
An erratum in sheet Yy referring to

sheet Uu, 1677. S^SO-
Compositors apologize to the Editor,

1678. 3179.
A list superseded, but not attended to,

1679. 3224.
Called ' Menda corrigenda ', 1680.

3277-

Book s—Imprints.

Meaning of exc, per, pro, by, through,
for. &c. in this book. P. xxv.

The first imprint combining Oxford and
Cambridge, 1652 (Downame). 2193.

Fictitious imprints,Roman, 1652 : Lake
Leman, 1673. P. 423.

' For '

perhnps used for '

by
'

(' printed
for'), 1654. 2260.—
1664. 2668.

' Oxon." occurs in no. 2383 (1658).
Fictitious (' Oxon

'

for London), 1660.

2512.
Ghastly errors in them, from ignorance

of Latin, in i66o-i. 2524.
Theatre ' Sceldoniano

',
in an Amster-

dam reorint of an Oxford book, 1675.
3041*.*

Made necessary by proclamation, 1679.
P. xlv.

Fictitious Oxford imprint, 1679. 3202.
Book to be sold in Westminster Hall

(London), Oxford and Cambridge
(first occurrence of this vague refer-

ence to Oxford ?), 1662. 2583.

Books—Licensing (imprimaturs, &c.).

'6.50 (J. Reading: a licence for print-

ing). 2180.
Extended complimentary form of im-

primatur, 1652. 2206.
A book issued with a Pro-Vice-Chan-

cellor's license, 1653. 2225.
Extract from the State Council's Regis-

ter, authorizing the publication of a

book, 1654. 2287.

Imprimaturs, cr'c.

1656. 2295, 2318, 2328.
i6,S7. 2362 (prolix form).
1660. 2537 (informal).
1661. 2557.
1662. Note on the Licensing Act.

P. xvi. 2593.
1663. 2634* (note about licensing

without printed licence), 2648-9,
2651.

1664. 2692.
1663. 2702, 2720-2, 2724, 2692

(full), 2695, 2699.
1666. 2736, 2738-9, 2748,2754-7,
2759-

1667. 2764, 2770, 2793.
1669. 2816, 2823-4 (with and with-

out imprimatur), 2830, 2842-3.
1670. 2848, 2850-1, 2859 2862,
2882.

1671. 2914.
1672. 2925, 2930. 2947, 2953-4-
1673. 2931, 2976, 2987, 3009,
3125 (from the Chr.ncellor).

1674. 2999-3002, 3004, 3006-8,
3010-11 i informal, from the Deputy
Earl Marshal), 3015, 3023-4,
3026-7,3032.

1675. 3043-7, 3049, 3061, 3083,
3105, 3131-2.
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Books—Iniprimattirs.

1676. 3"o-".- 3120-1, 3130, 3143,

3157-
1677. 3114, 3130*. 3140, 3144,

3164-5, 3172 3205, 3221.

167S. 3166,3169,3180,3194,3197,
3198, 3200.

1679. 3210.3215-16,3238,3261.
16S0. 3256, 3277.

Books—Nttmbers printed. See Books—
Stock.

Books— Ornatnents (devices, 'flowers'.

&c.).

Note of the lack of ' flowers
'

at the

Sheldonian press, 1679. 3221.
See App. E.

Books—Pagination and foliation.

Wild pagination. 2184, 2227, 2256,
2319 (concealed excision), 2595,
2978, 3156.

Two paginations, 2344.
Careless pagination, 2565, 2964,
3063,3156.

'Fell's Grammar' unpaged, 1673.

2982.
Pagniation of the author's MS. carried

into print. 3007.
Each of three compositors paginates

independently. 3064.
Foliation to conceal added pages. 3^05.
Erroneous paging compensated for.

3118.
'

Pag.
' inserted. 3123.

Books—Paper (Watermarks, &c.).

Watermarks in early books. App. A.
Note about prices of paper at Oxford

(1650-2?). 2186.
Cost ol paper in 1652 (Jacob). 2184.

P. 470.
List of pnpers with size, mark, name

and price. P. xlii.

The Wolvercote mill mentioned, 1669,
1672. Pp. xix, XXXV, App. D. VI (I)).

Difiiculty of getting it at Oxford, 1673.
P. xh.

Fine paper issues. 3008, 3209, 3283.
Large Paper issues. 2529, 2875,

3032, 3095, 3137, 3179 3197.
Thick paper issues. 2845, 3032,
3087, 3095, 3110, 3197.

Books—Printing (_the process).

See also Books— Colour-printing :

Oxford, 427.
For a note on books neither printed

nor p7-imarily published at Oxford,
but bearing the name of an Oxford

publisher in a subsidiary position,
see alter no. 2275.

A Latin (fii;titious) petition of the

Societas Typographorum to poets,

1617. 2615.
' In the praise of typography ', verses

by F. Vaux, about 1658. 2373.
Example of changes at the Restoration,

1660. 2786.
Note on the Act to prevent abuses in

Printing, 1662. Pp. xvi, xxxi.

See Atkyns, R. (Original and Growth
of Printing, i66,< ;.

Depicted as a figure in the Sheldonian
Theatre ceiling, at Oxford, 1669.
2818.—
Description of the figure, 1673, 1674.
2956, 3020.

One page left unnecessarily blank

(sign. D 2'-), 1672. 2923-4.
A book printed along the page, not

across, 1672. 2931.
A folio sheet printed off before the next

but one was in type, 1677. 3130.
Printing

—Ornaments. Note on Devices
and ' Flowers ', see App. E.

Book s—Proofs.

1671 (Arab.-Lat.). 2877.

Books—Publication.

Comparative output of London, &c.,
books and Oxford books, 1657-9.
App. D. IV.

Reasons lor publication, 1667. 2780.

Books—Publisher.

Use of the word in one sense, not be-

fore 1740. P. xxxi.

Books—Sheets (folding, &c.).

The title-page and next leaf of no. 2257
are properly the middle part of the

final sheet, 1654.
Blank leaf, meant to be turned up in

folding to precede a title, 1659, 1662.

2462, 2608.
Cases ot the last two leaves of sheets

being intended to be torn off and

placed elsewhere in binding, 1660.

2522.
Curious shifting of text between two

sheets (signn. b2 and B i), 1660.

2528.
Curious arrangement of title-page and

part of Index, 1661. 2561.
Book in sixes, 1662, 1674. 2599,
3007.

Half a first sheet intended to be doubled
under the other sheets, and form the

last pages, 1667. 2779.
The 16th leaf folded back to form the

title, 1655, 1671. 2274.
Omitted sheet, 167 1. 2869.
Sign. % I intended to be turned back to

follow % 4, 1671. 2904.
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Books—Sheets.

Cnriosity of device after an Index had
been omitted, 1672. 2953.

Note about printing in duodecimo, 1673.
2993.

A true folio, 1673. 2995.
Sm. 4" sheet + \ sheet, 1675. 3087.A sm. 40 cut to 8" shape, 1676. 3120.
Mixture of twos and fours folio, 1679.

3221.

Signn. [tt]« and 1
2

probably one

sheet, 16S0. 3263.
Sign. A° and k~ probably one sheet,

16S0. 3277.

Books—Signatures.

See also Books—Compositors, Corn-

printing.
A signature, repeated, with its explana-

tion, i6_tI. 2158.
Weird sitjnatures in a piece of one

sheet. 1 65 1. 2166.
Sheet k' is K I, K 2, K 3, K 2, K 3, K 4,

&c. (the two intrusive leaves being
marked K 2, K 3), 1653, 2229.

A sheet marked GH, in conpequence of
an excision of sheet H, 1656. 2319.

A list of Errata on sign. H
7'" include

two on sign. H 6"", 1657. 2321.
Two leaves (sign. 05, 06) printed as

sign. A 4, A 5, and causing confusion,
1659. 2447.

A-C, d-m^ : A-O', P, q2: a-z^, aa^

(partly Arabic : 1660). 2498.
Curious arrangement linking prefatory

matter and text, 1660. 2528, 2529.
Sign. B (pp. 17-32) entirely omitted t,

1661. 2563.
At foot of text, but above the notes on

the page, 1661. 2575.
Placed between the text and the com-

mentary, on each page, 1662. 2605.
Irregular signatures, 1666. 2759.
C (a half-sheet) placed in the middle of

B (a whole sheet), 1667. 2771.
Odd arrangements in prefatory matter,

1671. 2881.
200 pages pitchforked into a book

after sign. K i (signed k-x;, 1672.

2920*.
Confusion due to miscalculation of

copy (sheet R reduced in size, and

pagination wrong), 1672. 2921.
Change from eights to fours in a book,

1672. 2948.
A book in sixes (The Ladies Calling),

1673. 2961.
Alternately fours and eights, 1673. 2993.
Change in middle of book, showing two

compositors, 1674. 2999, 3000.
Change in a book from true folio to

the usual {fours)folio, 1674. 2996.
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middle ofChange of style in the

book, 1674. 30^4-
In 3015 (M.ayow) the first 3 leaves of

a 4° are signed in sheets A-G : all
the rest on first 2 only, 1674.

Duplication of signatures in the same
volume, 1674.' 3015.3027,3030.

A true folio book, 1674. 3023-4.
Sign. A repeated (a,a-h*), 1674. 3030.
Sheet a not marked on the first two

leaves, and a, a 2 on the last two,
1675. 3041.

Showing 3 compositors engaged, each

taking a pagination and signatures
for himself, 1675 (Lydiat). 3064.

Leaves 1-5 of a 12°, and 1-6 marked,
in the same book, 1675. 3063.

In Bible O.T.. Apocr., N.T. the signn.
are respectively A, &c., (a), &c.,
(a, &c. : 1675. 3084.

Mixture of signn. on a 1-4 and a 1-7
in eights, 1675, 3084-6.

Omission of sign, l, owing to com-
printing, 1676. 3095-

Freak errors, 1677. 3H4-
An added sheet causes trouble, 1677.
3i49> 3153-

Confusion, 1677. 3161.
Sheets marked i, 2, 3, 4, v, vj : indi-

cating a central separate half sheet
in a duodecimo Sallust, 1678. 3195.A true folio, with admixture of sheets
of four leaves, 1678. 3197.

Books—Sizes and Size-notation.

Plan of describing them, in this book.
P. XXV.

Quartos turned into octavos by a re-

setting of the type, 1658-9. 2395,
2951-3;

Comparative numbers in R. Davis's
List of his publications, 1665. 2706.

Books—Stock.

Edition of 500 copies of an Arabic-
Latin volume, 1636. 2297.

415 copies, 1660. 2502.
Indication of number printed? 1672.

2939
5,000 of the first Oxford Bible, printed,

1675. 3084-6.
Number printed, 1676. 3101, 3110.
800 less than desired, 1676. 3120.

Books—Subscribers.

First Oxford book containing a list,

1659 (Somner). 2458.

Books— Title-labels.

Mentioned as part of the collation of

books, 1656. 2299, 2317.

1656. 2319.
1657. 2351,2358.
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Stat. Hall Register, Feb. iS.

1664%
Bouillon, duchess de. Mentioned, 1679.

2969.
Bonn, Ralph. See Boone, Ralph.
Bowman, family in Oxford. Note about

them, 1677. 3172.
Bowman, Francis, Oxford publisher.

Occurs 1665-8. App. F.

Bowman, Henry. Songs composed by
H. Bowman, 1677 or 1678. 3172.— 2nd ed., 1679. 3205.

Bowman, Thomas, Oxford publisher.
Occurs 1678-80. App. F.

Bowyer, sir James. Verses, 1662. 2578.
Bowyer, John, of Wadh. Coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Boxhornius, Marcus Zuerius. Edited

Pliny's Epistolae and Panegyricus,
1660. 2523.

Boyle of Broghill, lord. See Boyle, Roger,
d. 1679.

Boyle, Charles, vise. Dungarvan, Id.

Clifford of Lanesborough, d. 1694.
Dedns. to him, 1660, 1661. 2484,
2547-

Boyle, hon. Robert, d. 1691. Mentioned.
P. xvii.— His scientific work at Oxford, 1659
ann.— Note about his preparation of books
for the Press. 2920*.— Dedicn. to him, 1658. 2374.— Letter from him to Peter l)u Moulin

(165S?) and dedicn. to him, 1658.

2407.
2nd ed. 2408.— Dedn. to him. 1659. 2461.— Mentioned, 1660. 2480.— New experiments physico-mechanical,

1660. 2484.— Dedn. to him, 1660 (he paid for an
Arabic version of Grotius De Veritate

Christ. Relig.). 2498.— Dedn. to him, 1660. 2528, 2529.— Nova experimenta physico-mechanica
(a tr. of no. 2484) by, and edited

by, R. Sharrock, 1661. 2547.— New Experiments physico-mechanical,
2nd ed., with Defence and Examen,
1662. 2586.— Treatise of dr. John Wallis addressed
to him, 1662. 2618.— Some Considerations touching the
Usefulness of Experimental Natural

Philosophy, parts i, and 2 (sect, i),

1663 [a«ow.], 2634 and p. 471.— 2nd ed., 1664 (with author's name).
2655-— Dedn. to him, 1665. 2692.—

Cogitationes de S. Scriplurse stylo,

1665. 2695.

Boyle. Mentioned, 1665. 2703-4.
. about 1665. 2711.— Aided the Turkish tr. of the N.T.
1666. 2727.—

Hydrostatical paradoxes, 1666. 2738.— The Origin of Forms and Qualities,
1666. 2739.
2nd ed., augmented, 1667. 2764-5.— Notes upon an Essay about Nitre,

mentioned, 1666. 2739.— Letter to him by H. Stubbe, about
V. Greatrakes's Cures, 1666. 2758.— Mentioned, 1668-9. 2825, 2826.— Considerationes et Experimenta de

oiigine Formarum et Qualitatum,
16O9. 2819.— Continuation of New Experiments
physico-mechanical, 1669. 2820.— Paradoxa Hydrostatica, 1669. 2821.— Mentioned. 1669, 1670, 1671. 2829,
2863, 2881.— Tracts about cosmical qualities, &c.,
1670. 2851.— Considerations touching Experimental
Natural Philosophy, part 2, section 2,

1671. 2882.— Tracts about cosmical qualities, &c.

167 1 (two issues). 2883-4.— Tracts containing New Experiments
(touching F'lame, Explosions, Hydro-
statics, Levity, &c.), 1672. 2920.*— Tracts (abt. Saltness of Sea, Hygro-
scope. Cold, &c.\ and a Sceptical

Dialogue, 1674. 3°°5-— Experiments and Notes about Electri-

city, 1675. 3051-— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3078.— Experiments, notes, &c., about divers

Qualities, 1676. 3098.— Mentioned, 1677. 3130.— Dedn. to him, 1677. 3164.— The Lively Oracles (1679) attributed

to him. 3203.—
Experiments and Notes about the

producibleness of Chymical Princi-

ples, 1680. 3260.— The sceptical Chymist, with Experi-
ments and Notes, 1680. 3261.— — Chymista scepticus, mentioned,
1680. 3261.

Experimenta, 1680. 3205* (p. 469^
Boyle's Law. First enunciated in 1662

(no. 2586). P. 471.

Boyle, Roger, lord Boyle of Broghill,
afterw. ist earl of Orrery, d. 1679.
Story told by him about the Devil of

Maxon, 1658. 2408.— Dedn. to him, 1665. 2695.
Boys, John (Joh. de Bosco). Two poems,

Engl, and Lat., 1659. 2458.
Brace, Thomas, fell, of St. J., Oxford,

Verses, 1654. 2243.
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Brackets. Use of square and round

brackets, in this book. P. xxv.

Brackley, Northants. Mentioned, 1669
ann.

Brackley, co. Northants. Dedicn. to the

Lecturers there, 1659. 2443.
Bradbury, George, of St. Edm. hall,

Oxford. Verses, 1662. 2578.
Bradford, John, the martyr, </. 1555. The

good old way, or a treatise of re-

pentance, 1652. 2igi.
Bradshaw, John, the regicide, d. 1659,

Dedn. to him, 1659. 2433.— Bradshaw's Ultimum Vale, by J. O.,
i66o. 2512.

Bradshaw, John, of C.C.C., Oxford.
Note of his trial for attempted
murder, 1677. '^77 (ifm-

Bradshaw, William, of Cambridge, d.

161S. Dissertatio de Justificationis

doctrina, 165S. 2379.
Bradwell, co. Bucks. Mentioned. 2890.
Braganza, Catharine of. See Catharine

of Braganza, queen.
Bramhall, archbp. John, d. 1663. His

Vindication of the cV^;;^ mentioned,
1673. 2988.

Brancker, Thomas, of Ex. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660 (' T.B.'). 2466.— Doctrinse Sphsericte adumbratio, cum
usu Globorum, per T. B., 1662.

2587.
Brand, Paul, court physician in Sclileswig

Holstein. Mentioned, 1667. 3160.
Brasier, dr. John, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1669, 1670. 2466,
2814, 2844-5.

Brassintjton, William Salt. Mentioned.

2306.
Bredelo, Bartholomseus, of Konigsberg

and Leipzig. Latin verses, 1670.
2844.

Breech. The breech . . . (verses on the

Rump Parliament, 1660). 2434.
Brent, Margaret. See Corbet, mrs. Mar-

garet.

Brent, sir Nicholas, warden of Merton
coll., Oxford. Dedicn. to him, 1637.
2262.

Brerewood, Edward. List of editions of
his Elemenla Logicce. 792* (p. 448).— His I.oi;ic, 1657. 2329.
1668 {dubious) after no. 2795.— His Logic mentioned, 1638. 2241,

2267, 2329.— Tractatus logici et de Meteoris et de

Oculo, 1659. 2435.— mentioned 1640, 1677. 2267,3142.
Brett, Arthur, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Threnodia (an English elegy on the
death of prince Henry), 1660.

2485.

Brett. Verses, 1660, 1661. 2466, 2543.
Breviarium. Breviarium totius orbis

terrarum : see Bertius, Petrus.

Brevint, dr. Daniel. Missale Romanum
(in English, agst. Transubstantia-

tion), 1672. 2921.
2nd ed., 1673. 2971-2.— The Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice,

1673-
2nd ed., 1673. 2970.
3rd ed., 1679. 3206.
16S0. 3262.— His Saul and Samuel, 1674, men-

tioned. 2921.— Saul and Samuel at Endor, with a
brief account of R. F. his Missale

Vijidicatuin, 167-1. 3006.
Brevissima Listitiitio. See Lily, William.

Brewing. See Excise.

Brian, Rich., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Bridges, Gabriel, of Corpus coll., Oxford.

Account of his Recantation of a ser-

mon at Oxford, 1623. 2443.
Bridgewater collection. Mentioned.

P. 4.^^'-

Brief account, 1679. See England, 1301.
Brief account of . . . Creed, 1663. See

Towerson, Gabriel.

BriefSum of Divinity. See Downame, bp.
George.

Briefs. See Oxford 144 (St. Mary
Magd.).— Brief in aid of the Lithuanian bible,

1661, mentioned. 2423.
Brieg, in Silesia. Mentioned, 166S.

2923.
Briervvood, Edw., 1659. ^^^ Brerewood,

Edw.
Bristol. Mentioned, 1660. 2536.— Proclamations prohibiting St. J.nmes's

and St. Paul's Fairs, 1665. 2688.— Printers, &c.' Moon, Richard, 1660.

2469.
Oxford books sold there, 1674-7.

Pp. xl, xli.

Bristol, earl of. See Digby, lord George.
Bristow, James, fellow of All Souls coll.,

Oxford. Elegy on his death, by
E. Palmer, 1667. 2778.

Britain, Great. Nomenclator Geogra-
phicus, 1667 : see Gore, Thomas.

Britannia Magna, i66r. See Herman-

nides, Rutgerus.
Britannia rediviva, 1660. See Oxford,

97S.
British Annals. See Caradoc.
British antiquities revived, 1662. See

Vaughan, Robert.
British Gem. See Jones, Richard, 1652.
Britwell. The Britwell Library men-

tioned. Pp. 440, 442, 454, 472.
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Broadley, A. M. His Royal Miracle

(191 2) referred to. 1660 nn/t.

Broad Sides. Note on their rarity. 3166.
Broderwicke, John, of Or. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Broghill, lord Boyle of. See Boyle,

Roger, d. 1679.

Brome, Richard. T/ie City Wit, played
at Oxford, 166 r. 2620*.

Bromley, sir Henry. Poem dedicatory to

him, in Latin, 1603. 228* (p. 440).

Brook, sir Richard. Dedn. in 1628 to

him, 1659. 2435.
Brooke, Robert lord, c/. 1676. iV^? Greville,

Robert.

Brookes, Christopher, manciple of Wad-
ham coll., Oxford. Author of a work
on the Quadrant, by C. B., 1649.

2175-— Edited Oughtred's Sphcerical triangles,

1651. 2175.
Brookes, Nicholas, princ. of St. Mary

hall, Oxford. Verses, 1654. 2243.
Broucard, D. E. The curse of sacrilege,

by E. B., 1630. P. 445.

Brouncker, sir William, 2nd lord Brounck-

er, d. 1684. Dedns. to him, 1657,

1669. 2357, 2843.— II letters from hmi, 1657-8. 2380.
Brouneus, Gulielmus, 1658. .S>« Browne,

Will.

Brown, Ignatius, S. J. The unerring and
unerrable Church by I. S. (1675),

mentioned, 1676. 3120.— An unerrable Church or none (an
answer to Dr. Sail's True Catholic

Faith (1676, pr. in 1678) mentioned.

3120.
Brown, dr. John. Mentioned, 1857. 2825.
Brown, dr. Thomas (' Bruno'), canon of

Windsor. Dedn. to him, 1672. 3237.
Brown, sir Richard, clerk of the Privy

Council. Dedn. to him, 166 :. 2558.
Browne, Anne. See Croft, mrs., 1676.

Browne, Samuel, Oxford and London
bookseller employed by Laud to

purchase Oriental type in Leyden in

1636. P. 456. See also London—
Printers, &c.—Browne, Samuel.

Browne, dr. Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,
d. 1673. Translated into English
Camden, Annals of Elizabeth, 1629,

635* (P- A^h)-— Mentioned, 1636. P. 456.

Browne, Thomas, 2nd son of sir Thomas
Browne. Note on a letter from him
to bp. Fell about projected county
histories (<r. 1675 ?). 3220.

Browne, William, fell, of Magd, coll.,

Oxford. Part author of the Catalogus
Horti Botanici Oxoniensis, 1658.

2370.
3180 K

Brownrig, bp. Ralph. Account of him,
1662. 2585.

Brudenel, lord Francis. Dedn. to him,
1675. 3035- no. 13.

Briiggemann, L. VV. Doubtful entry in

his English Editions of Greek and
Latin Authors, 2708.

Bruno, rev. Thomas. See Browne,
Thomas.

Brussenius, C. See Erasmus, Des., 1666.

Bruton, George, of Ex. coll., Oxiord.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Buckerdo. Sec Oxford, 246 (Bocardo).

Buckingham, duke of, d. 1628. See

Villiers, George.
Buckingham, 2nd duke of, d. 1687. See

Villiers, George.
Buckler, 1656, See Ley, rev. William.

Buckley, Stephen, Oxford compositor,

1675. Mentioned, 1675. 3084.— Composed part of the Oxford 1675
Bible. 3084.

Buckley, rev. William E., of Brasen. coll.,

Oxford. Mentioned. 2996.
BudiEus, Guilielmus. Latin letter, July 31

(1516I). 2643*.
Budden, dr. John. Latin funeral oration

on him, by R. Gardiner, 1620, 2337*
Bull, bp. George, Harmonia Apostolica

(1670) and Exainen Censune +

Apologia pro Harmonia (contra T.

TuUium), 1676, referred to, 1674.

3027.— Examen Censurse. Accessit Apologia
pro harmonia, 1676. 3099.

BuUialdus, Ismael. See W'ard, bp. Seth,

1654-5.

Bullingdon Green, near Oxford. De-

scribed, 1667. 2760-I.— Mention of the gibbet there, 1681.

3254.
Bullock, Robert. A true relation of a

notorious cheater (in Oxford), one
R. Bullock, 1663. 2627.

Bulteel, John. His New Collection of
Poems (1674), referred to. 1665 ann.

Bunkley, John, Oxford bedell. Men-
tioned, 1653. App. D, I.

Bunny. Edmund. Institutionis Chri-

stiana; Religionis a Joanne Calvino

conscripts compendium, simul ac

methodi enarratio per Edm. Bun-

nium, 1576. 2272.— Notes on the five Oxford 1585 editions

of his protestantized issue of Par-

sons's Christian Exercise. Pp.

4.36-7.

Bunny, Fraunces, fell, of Magd. Coll.,

Oxford. Exposition of the Lordes

Praier, 1602. 2l6* (p. 440).

Burd, Robert, of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
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Burdet, W. A Wonder of Wonders

(Anne Green's execution and re-

covery), 1 65 1. 2151.
Burford, co. Oxon. Preface to Christians

at Burford, by J. Tickell (with his

sermon preached there in 1651), 1651.
2182.

Burgersdicius, Franco, d. 1629. Idea

Philosophiae, turn moralis turn

naturalis ;
accessit Idea Oeconomiae

et Polilicae doctriuae, 1654-5.

2254.— Collegium Physicum (de Natural!

Philosophia), 1664. 2656.— Idea Philosophiae, turn Moralis, tum

Natnralis, (item) Idea CEconomicse
et Politicse Doctrinae, 1667. 2766.— Institutiones Metaphysicse, 1675.

3052
Burgess, dr. Anthony, of Cambridge.

Dedn. to him, 1656. 2316.

Burghers, Michael, engraver at Oxford,
d. 1727. Mentioned, 1672. 2gig.— Designed (and engraved) many Oxford
sheet almanacs from 1674. 3295.— Stated to have assisted Loggan in his

Oxonia lllustrata, 1675. 3°35*— Mentioned, 1676. 3092.— Engr. of boys gathering fruit, signed

by him, 1675. 3063.— Signs engravings in the Mai'tnora

Oxofticnsia, 1676. 3092.— Mentioned, 1676. 3131.— Note of his fine engravings in Plot's

Oxfordshire, 1677. 3130.— Signs the engraved title of the Lively
Oracles (1678), as '

burg sculp.'

3169-71.— Engravings of 104 coats of Arms,
1679. 3210.— Mentioned. P. xlvii.

Buridanus, Johannes. Quaestiones in

decern libros Ethicorum ad Nicoma-
chum Aristotelis. 1637 ^ ("O- 851 1.

P. 452.— Mentioned. 2242, 2267.—
Quaestiones in Politica Aristotelis

(1640), mentioned. 2241.
Burleigh, lord, d. 1598. See Cecil,

William.

Burmingham. See Birmingham.
Burrhus, Johannes. See Borough, sir John.
Burrows, prof. Montagu. Mentioned.

P. xiii.

Burt, dr. William, warden of Winchester

college. Concio Oxoniae pro gradu
Doctoris, Jul. 13, 1658. 2436.

Burton, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Oxford, d.

1640. Full account of him and the

Anatomy. See reference at p. 444.— Collation by signatures of all the

Oxford edd. of his Anatomy. 2164.

Burton. Never saw Ferrand's Erotomania
before 1628. P. 440.— Note on a poem of his, 1625. P. 456.— Anatomy of Melancholy : notes on the

peculiarities of the 5th edition, 1638.
P. 449.— Anatomv of Melancholy, 6th ed., 1651-
2. 2164-5.— Note by Hcarne of the disregard of

the Anatomy in 1734. 2164.
Burton, William, d. 1657. Oxford sheet

almanacs, perhaps by him, 1652-55.

3295-— Graecae linguae historia, oratio, 1631.

2321.— Veteris linguae PersicaeAftYaca, 1657.

2321.— Almanac for 1655 (suppressed by
agreement). 2271.

Bury, dr. Arthur. Dedn. to him, 1675.

3035, no. 16.

Bury, dr. William. Dedn. to him, 1675.

3035, no. 21.

Bury St. Edmunds, co. Suffolk. Treatise

founded on sermons delivered there,

1659. 2437.
Busbequius, Augerius Gislenius, d. 1592.

(Opera) omnia quae extant, cum
vita, 1660. 2486.

Busby, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Busby, Rich., headmaster of Westminster

school. Dedicn. to him, 1651.

2377-— Mentioned, 1659. 2433.— Verses to him by R. Peers, 1667.

2781.— Dedn. to him, 1679, 3242.
Bushell's Rock. See Enstone.

Buslidius, Hieronymus. Latin letter,

15 16. 2643*.
Bussieres, Jean, de, d. 1679. Flosculi

historici, sive historia universalis, ed.

5^, 1663. 2634*.— Flosculi Historici, ed. 6% 1668.

2796.
Butler, James, 1st duke of Ormonde, </.

1688. Dedn. to him, 1660. 2522.— Made Cliancellor of the Univ. of

Oxford, 1669 ann.— Dedn. to him, 1669. 2818.— Dedn. to him, 1672. 2917.— Imprimatur from him as Chancellor,

1673- 3125.— Dedns. to him, 1675. 3035.— Note of his visit to Oxford, 1677.

1677 ann.— Comitia Philologica (Latin verses on
his visit to Oxford as chancellor,

Aug. 6, 1677). 3152-3-
Butler, Samuel. Early reterence to his

Hudibras, 1663, 2636.
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Butler, Thomas, earl of Ossory, d. i68o.

Dedn. to him, 1670. 2859.
Button, Ralph, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2466.
Button, sir William, of Tockenham

Court, Wilts. Dedn. to him, 1657.

2339-
Buxtoit, Johannes. Note of a supposed

edition of his Introduction to the

Hebrew Tongue, in English, Oxford,

1657. After no. i^^Q.
Byfield, Samuel, of C.C.C., Oxford.

Mentioned, as Proctor, 1657. 1656
anil.

Bysshe, sir Edward, Clarencieux. Men-
tioned. 1669 aim.

C, A. Verses, 1660. 2476.
C, A., 1667. See Cowley, Abraham.

C, A. D., 1586. See Corro, Antonio del.

C, D.T. A poem signed D.T.C. is

in no. 2154 (1651).

C, E., 1660. See Corbet, dr. Edward.

C, G., 1674. ^^^ Coles, dr. Gilbert.

C, G., 1658. See Castle, George.
C, I. Two ?nerry Milkmaids by I. C. (or

J. C), played at Oxford, 1661.

2620*.

C, I., 1665. See Casa, Giovanni della.

C, I., 1665. See Chytrffius, Nathan.

C, J. See also C, I.

C, J. Verses by him, 1654. 2252.
C, J. v., 1661, 1666. See Canes, (John)

Vincent.

C, M. Verses, 1666. 2746.
C.,N. ,

i66o. 6"^^ Crewe, b|). Nathaniel.

C, S., 1663. See Cressy, Screnus.

C, T. Verses by him, 1658. 2363.
C, T., of Bridgewater. Mentioned, 1657.

2501.
C, W., 1659. See Carpender, William.

C, W. Verses by him, 165S. 2372.
C, W. England's Interest 'about wool),

1677, referred to. 3164.
Ccccilius, Lucius. De mortibus Persecu-

torum (probably by Lactantius),
1680. 3269.

Calamy, rev. Edmund. Prayers by him
and others, 1662. 2614.

Calamy, Edmund, the elder, d. 1666.

Sermon preached at Aldermanbury
Church, Dec. 28, 1662. 2635.

Calculating machines. Automata, per
Guil. Oughtred, 1677. 3147.

Caldenius, 1666. See Selden, John.
Calderwood, David, d. 1650. Wrote

against king James i's version of the

Psalms, about 1631. P. 446.
Calendar. See Dates.

Calendarium Oxoniense. See Allestry,
Charles.

Calvinism. Calvinism defended in several

treatises by G. Kendall, 16,^7. 2344.
Calvinus, Johannes. Compendium Chri-

stianse Religionis (per Edm. Bunny?),
1655. 2272.— Compendium Calvini Institutionum
Christianas Religionis, 1665. 2696.— ' Calvin's widow Joan

'

(i. e. dr. John
Ov\en), 1673. 2981.

Cambridge. Spelt
'

Cantobergey,' 1602.

P. 455-— Translation by C. Barksdale of the

Latin Letter fr. the Univ. of Cam-
bridge to Oxford, Oct. 7, 1603, about
Church Reformation, 1662. 2585.— G. Duques taught French there in 1636.

2194.— Large number of Cambridge sheet

almanacs in 163S. 3295.— Acts of Parliament, &c., for main-
tenance of Heads of Houses, &c., at

Oxford and Cambridge, 1646-57.
2324.— Gerard Langbaine's Foundation of the

University, 1651, referred to. 2150.— Controversy there about the use of

Universities, about 1653. Before
no. 22II.— S. Austin migrated thither from Ox-

ford, prob. in 1657. 2363.— Note of University {Miisaru/n Luctus
et Gratulatio), 1658. 1658 ann.— M. Poole's Model for maintaining
students, esp. at Cambridge, 1658
(' 1648 '),

2 edd. of the '

Cambridge
Model '. 2367-8.— A sermon of Thomas Hodges preached
before the Universities of Oxford and

Cambridge, 1659. 2446.— 14 Colleges subscribe for Somner's Old

English dictionary, 1659. 2458.— Briet account of Latitude-men (at

Cambridge), byS. P., 1662. 2583.— Affected by the Plague in 1665. 1665
ann.— Oxford Press books sold there, 1675-7.
P. xli.— Position of Cambridge men in the
Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford, 1669.
2836-7.— Mention of a Catalogue of the Colleges
and Hall:, 167S. 3166.

Cambridge— Colleges. Note of a book in

Clare College library. P. 455.
Dedn. to Emmanuel College, 1652.

2825.
Emmanuel College library men-

tioned. P. 444.
Hook in King's College library

mentioned. P. 446.
A MS. at Queens' college men-

tioned, 1676. 3118.

k 2
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Cambridge— Colleges. Sidney Sussex col-

lege library mentioned. Pp. 441-42.
Trinity college instituted a Common
Room in 1650. 1661 ann.

Cambridge— University Lib7-ary. Men-
tioned. Pp. 440, 447.— Mention of a Sanderson MS. there

(Mm. vi. 6). P. 464.

Cambridge— University Press. Note on
the Cambridge printing privileges in

1534, and disputes about them, to

1675. Bef. 710. 3084.— Note on Cambridge Bibles, i (588-1675.

Bef. 3084.— Note on Cambridge Greek New Testa-

ments, i62c;-65. 3084.— Note on early Cambridge B. C. Ps.,
from 1629. 3084.— Made use of Old English type in

1643. 2458.
Cambridge— Prititers,ifc. Graves, W.,

1652. 2193.— Legge, Cantrell, 1622. 501
(p. 456I

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. The Harvard

library mentioned. Pp. 435, 454,

462.

Cambridge, earl of, d. 1660. .See Henry,
prince.

Cambridge Model, 1658. See M., E.

Cambridge Platonists. See, Platonists.

Camden, William, d. 1623. Tomus Alter

& Idem, or the Historie of the Reigne
of Elizabeth, 1629. 635* (p. 445).— Laudatio ejus, auctore Lud. Molinseo,

1652. 2186.— Poema in laudem ejus auctore Joh.
\Vallis(i652?). 2186.

Campagnac, E. T., of Univ. coll., Oxford.
Edited Culverwell's Light of Nature,
19c I. 2825.

Campanella revived, 1670. Mentioned.
2866.

Campeggio, card. Lorenzo, d. 1539.
Anecdote of him. 2600.

Campion, Edward, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses. 1654. 2243.
Cancels. See Books—Cancels.

Canes (John) Vincent. Mentioned, 1661-

4 (J. V. C). /Ifter no. 2603.— Fiat Lux referred to, 1666. 2759.
Canon-Commoner. Term used for com-

moners at Christ Church, Oxford,
who ranked with the Canons, 166 1

(e. g. Edw. Hyde, a son of the chan-

cellor). 2543.
Canons of the Greek Church. Sunodikon

sive PandectDe Canonum Apostolorum
et Conciliorum ab eccl. Grjeca re-

ceptorum, &c., ed. Gul. Beveregius,
Gr.-Lat., 1672. 2916.— Mentioned, 2814.

Canterbury. A Somner MS. in the
Cathedral Library mentioned. 2458.

Canterbury, province. Provinciale Can-
tuariense (1222-1415), 1664: see

Provinciale.

Capel, Arthur, earl of Essex, d. 1683..
Dedn. to him, 1676. 3120.

Capell, hon. Charles, of New college,
Oxford. Verses, 165 1 (the author,,
however, never matriculated)..
2160.— Affectuum Decidua (English poems on
his death), 1656. 2296.

Capell, hon. Henry, of New college, Ox-
ford. Verses, 165 1. 2i6o.— Dedn. to him, 1656, 2296.

Capitals, See Hooks— Type.
Caradoc, of Lancarvan, His History of

Wales mentioned, 1662. 2616, cf,

2212.— Part of his British Annals, translated

into English, 1663. 2647.
Carbery, earl of, Id. pres. of the Marches

of Wales, d. 16S6. Sec Vaughan, sir

Richard.

Carbonnel, William, of London. Supplies
paper to' the Oxford press, 1672.
Pp. xxxix, xlii.

Cardian. Character in a play, 167S.
3181.

Cardiff. The Public Library mentioned,
P. 461,

Cardiff, lord. See corrn. of vol. i, p. 323.
P.

452;
Careless, 'Ihomas, of Ball., Oxford.

Terrae Filius in 1651. 2163.
Carey, hon. Elizabeth, d. 1679. See

Mordaunt of Ryegate, Elizabeth
viscountess.

Carlisle. Cathedral Library mentioned.

3145-
Carlisle, Lodowick. Verses, 1666. 2746.
Carmen gratulatorium, 1660 or 166 1 . See

Whitehall, Robert (p. 121).
Carmen Pindaricum, 1669. See Owen,

Corbet.

Carmichael, John, earl of llyndford.
Owned Whitehall's Bible illustrations

(1677). 3130*.
Carmina Grreca, 1660. See Rhodo-

canakis, C.

Carol o gyngor. See Owen, Mathew.
Carolus. Forms of the word in the

Restoration verses, 1660. 2466.
Carpender or Carpenter, William, of Ch.

Ch., Oxford. Verses, 1654, i659>
1660, 2243, 2459, 2466,— Jura Cleri, or an Apology ior the rights
of the Clergy, by Philo-basileus

Philo-clerus, 1661, 2548.
Carpenter, Nathaniel, Philosophia libera,

ed, 4th, 1675, 3053,
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Carrio, L. Latin preface by him, 1633.

2486.
Carter, Richard, of Oxford. Mentioned,

1669. P. 471.
Carteret, lady, i. e. Elizabeth Carteret.

Dedn. to her, 1673. 2969-70.
Carteret, James de, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1661. 2543.
Carteret, P., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1661. 2543.
Cartwright, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,

(/. 1643. Verses on the Oxford frost

of 1634. 2872.— The Royal Slave (1639), mentioned.

2242.— Mentioned, 1641 (1652). 2207.— Verses, 1650. 2195*.
Cary, Lorenzo, son of Id. Falkland who

d. 1633. Dedn. to him, 1658.

2416.
Caryl, rev. Joseph, of London. Prayers

by him and others, 1662. 2614.
Casa, Giovanni della. I. C. de moribus

(Galateus), 1665. 2697.
Casaubon, Isaac. Mentioned, 1670.

2853.
Casaubon, Meric. Mentioned, 1670.

2853-
Case, dr. John. The titlepage of his

Lapis Philosophicus (CJxon. 1599,
no. 189) mutilated, and inserted

in another book (by Bodin). P.

454-
Cashel. The Cashel Cathedral Library,

referred to, 1926. P. 467.

Castanaeus, Henr. Ludov., bp. of Poitiers,

d. 1651. Celebriorum Distinctionum

philosophicarum synopsis, 1657.

2330-
Castle, George, fell, of All Souls coll.,

Oxford. Verses by him, 1658, 1662.

2363, 2578.
Cat. Note ol the painting of a Cat in the

Bodleian Picture Gallery ceiling at

Oxford, 1677. 3130-

Catalogues of books. See Books— Cata-

logues.
Catchwords. See Books— Catchwords.

Cate, Chester March, librarian. Men-
tioned. 636*.

Catechism. See Bacon, rev. James
(1660).— See Ball, John.— See Smalcius, Val. (Racovian Cate-

chism).— A Catechism . . . (for) the Lord's

Supper, 1629. 636* (p. 445).
Catechism. Arabic version of the Church

catechism, by dr. Edw.Pococke, 1671.

2885.— The Catechism briefly explained (by
dr. T. Marshall), 1679. 3216.

Cathedral Service. Directions for its pei-

formance, (with musical notes), by E.

Li^owe), 1661. 2563.— 2nd ed. (Review of directions), 1664.
2662.

Catherine of Braganza, queen, d. 1705.
Her marriage with Charles ii, 1662.

1662 a7in.

Catholico-Romanus Pacificus, 1680. See

Barnes, John.
Catilinariae proditiones. In Catilinarias

proditiones, Odse 6, 1586. P. 437.— Odse 9, 1586. P. 437.
Caussin, N. Unfortunate Politique, 1638.

2266.
Cavee. See Coffee.

Cavendish, William, duke of Newcastle,
d. 1676. Dedns. to him, 1661, 1663.

2555> 2642.—
Regulations for his new race-course

near VVelbeck, 1662. 2587*.
Cavendish, William, ist duke of Devon-

shire, ^. 1707. Dedn. to him, 1676.

3101.

Cawdrey, rev. Daniel. Latin letter to

him fr. H. Wilkinson, 1653. 2420.— Mentioned, 1657. 2348.— Owen's Review of Scnism, agst. Caw-
drey, 1657. 2349.— Cotton's Defence agst. Cawdrey, 1658.

2403.
Cawley, dr. John, archdn. of Lincoln.

Letter from him, June 7, 1670.

2864.
Cawton, Thomas, of Mert. coll., Oxford.

Verses, i66o. 2466.
Cebes. Tabula, Gr.-Lat., 1670. 2853.— 1680. 3264.
Cecil, William, lord Burleigh, d. 1598.

Extract from a letter to him, Apr. 29,

1589. P. 43S.
Celebriorum distinctionum synopsis. See

Castanaeus, Henr. Ludov.
Celeusma. Celeusma metricum, 1654.

2243.
Cellius, Erhard. Warhaffte Beschreibung

zweyer Raisen dcr Furst Friderich

Herzog zu Wiirttemberg 1 592 (Tubin-
gen, 1603), referred to. P. 455.

Censure, 1670. See Stubbe, Henry.
Censure of the Rota, 1673. Sec Leigh,

Rich.

Centos. Set. Blumerel, Johannes, 1679.
Certain necessary directions, 1665. Set

Plague.
Certain Queries . . . Firmianus. ' Certain

QuEcries, an Appendix to Firmianus ',

mentioned, 1674. 3010.
Certamen epistolare, 1659. See Heylin,

Peter.

Chadlington, co. Oxon. Mentioned, 1660.

2470-1.
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Chamberlain, John, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Chamberlayne, Edward. AnglicB Notitia,

1667, &c., mentioned. 1667 ami.

Chamberlayne, John. Magna Britannia

Notitia, 1 708, &c., mentioned. 1667
ann.

Chamberlayne, sir Thomas. Dedn. to

him, with arms, 1677. 3130.
Chambers, Humphrey. His Animadver-

sions on Dell mentioned, 1653. 2213.

Champion, Caleb, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Champion, John, of C3r. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Chapman, Henry, M.A. Mentioned, as

compiling an index, 1655. 2277.

Chapman, dr. Robert William, of Oriel

coll., Oxford. Mentioned. 3023-4.
P. 438.

Chappusius, Johannes. Notes on the

Legatine Constitutions, by him, in

Latin. 3221.
Character of the last Dales, 1675. See

Fell, dr John.
Characters. Sec Theophraslus.— See Austin, Samuel, 1658.— .S"^:^ Ellis, Clement, 1660.
— See Magnnnimity, 1658.— See Wilkinson, dr. Henry, 1674.— See Williams, Nathaniel, 1676.

Charity Commissioners. Notice of Ox-
fordshire meeting on Oct. 3, 1667.

2774.
Charles i, king. Sec Eik5n Basilike.
—

Epulse Oxonienses, a song on his enter-

tainment at St. John's coll., Oxford,

1636. 2544.— Dedn. to him and the queen, 1639.

2395-— Note of his warrant for publishing his

Answer to A Remonstrance (no.

1006), June 14, 1642. P. 458.— Latin oration to him alter Edgehill,by
R. Gardiner, 1642. 2337.— Humble Petition or Desires of Par-

liament, Feb. 1, 164!, '^^'^ the King's
Answer (with table of eight issues,

&c.) 1222** (p. 220).— His Majesties late Protestation, 1643.
Note about other copies of it, and
the date of the Protestation (1408).
P. 461.— H.M.'s gracious Message, 1643. Note
of another edition (1439). P. 461.—

Original dedn. of Spelman's Vita

ALlfredi to him (164.^ ?). 3197.— Proclamation for payment of duties.
Mar. 25, i64£; : mentioned (1762).
P. 462.— Reprmt of no. 1825 in sm. 4° form

(two leaves : a Proclamation agst.

the New Directory, Nov. 13, 1645).
1825* (p. 463).— His Vow of Apr. 13, 1646, mentioned.
P. 463.— Supposed to have translated bp. San-
derson's De jnramenti obligatione,

1647. P. 464.— Poem on his martyrdom, by F.Gregory,
1649. 2540.— Account ot his death (in 1649), 1661.

2564.— Letter of col. Henry Marten justifying
the execution of King Charles, 1662.

2602.—
1663. 2643.— Verses on a written picture of him
at .St. John's coll., Oxford, 1667.

2791-2.— Oxford notices about the observance
of Jan. 30 (his Execution), 1670.

2892-3.— Oxford notices abt. Jan. 30, 1672,
a fast day for the death of the king.

2932-3-
Charles ii, king. Crowned, Jan. i, 165^,

at Scone, &c. 1651 ann.— Dedicn. to him, 1652. 2194.— Even in 1656 it was safe to print at

Oxford a royalist Latin poem. 2298.— Proclaimed, 1660. 1659 ann.— The Royal Patient Traveller a ballad

on his fortunes after the battle of

Worcester, by Hen. Jones, 1660.

1660 ann.— Conduct at the Restoration. 1660
ann.— Britannia rediviva, Oxford verses to

celebrate the Restoration, 1660.

2466.— Dedn. to him, 1660. 2473, 2493.— Dedn. to him as Prince of Wales (!) in

1660, in French. 2490.— Restoration sermon by F. Gregory,
1660. 2495.— He caused no. 2525 (Carmina Grseca

de Reditu Caroli ii per C. Rhodo-
canakidem, 1660), to be printed and
distributed gratis, 1660.— Votivum Carolo (Woodstock school
verses on the Restoration), 1660.

2540.— Coronation celebrated at Oxford,

Apr. 23, 1 66 1. 1 66 1 ann.— Dedns. to him, 1661. 2548, 2559,
2562.— Domiduca Oxoniensis (verses on his

marriage). 1662. 2578.— Visit to Oxford, 1663. 1663 ann.— Dedns. to him, 1663. 2629, 2646.— Oratio panegyrica in honorem Caroli

Secundi, a Joanne Harmaro (1660),

1663. 2639.
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Charles ii, king. Proclamation proroguing
Parliament to Oxford, Aug. 30, 1665.
2680-1.— Proclamation forbidding Wantage fair,

Sept. 21, 1665. 2682.— Proclamation altering date of General

Fast, Sept. 26, 1665. 2683.— Procln. adjourning Michaelmas Term
to Oxford, Sept. 26, 1665. 2684.— Decln. by the King in Council, about

certificates allowmg residence in Ox-
ford, Oct. 6, 1665.* 2685.— Speech to Parliament at Oxford at its

opening, Oct. 10, 1665. 2678-9.— Proclamation prohibiting Boston I'air,

Nov. 10, 1665. 2686.— Proclamation against fraud in the

Excise of beer, Nov. 25, 1 665. 2687.— Proclamation prohibiting St. Paul's

fair at Bristol, Dec. 21, 1665. 2688.— London's Complaint to Oxford, about
the King's presence in Oxford, 1666.

2734*.— Verses to him by E. Gayton, 1666.

2744.— Engraved frontispiece, and head-piece,

representing him, 1674. 2996.— Dedn. to him, 1674 (with engr. of him

receiving the book). 2996.— Royal licence to D. Loggan to publish
his Oxonia Illustrata, 1675; also

Loggan's dedication to him, 1675, in

Latin. 3035.— Dedicn. to him, 1676. 3110-II.— Dedn. to him, 1677. 3130, 3159.— Owned Whitehall's Bible illustrations,

1677. 3130*.— Dedn. to him, 1678. 3194, 3197-— Engr. of him, and dedn., ibho. 3253.
Charles, duke of Bavaria, Elector Palatme.

Created D.Med, at Oxford, 1680.

1680 ann.

Charleton, dr. Walter, d. 1707. Exerci-

tationes de Animalibus, Mantissa

anatomica, de Fossilibus, de Colori-

bus, ^olim Onomasticon Zoicoii),i(i'j'j .

3137-
Charlett, dr. Arthur, master of Univ. coll.,

Oxford, a'. 1722. Mentioned. P. 521.

Chamock, Stephen, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Chasteigner de la Roche-Pozay, bp. Henri

Louis. 6'e^Castanaeus, Henr.Ludov.
Chatsworth. Thersytes in the library,

mentioned. P. 453.

Chaucer, Edmund. Quoted by dr. John
Owen, 1661. 2566,

Chauncey, Toby. Verses, 1660. 2540.
Chawner, George, fell, of King's coll.,

Cambridge. Note on Verneuil's Du
Motilin, 1620. P. 444.— Mentioned. P. 468.

Cheerful Airs, 1660. See Wilson, dr.

John.
Cheke, sir John. The true subject (Hurt

of sedition), 1641, mentioned. 2241,
& p. 458.— Account of him, 1662. 2585.

Chelmsford. Bloody News from Chelms-

ford, 1663. 2636,
Chelsea. See London— Chelsea.

Cherbury. »Sffi Herbert of Chirbury, lord.

Chess. Note on its origin, in Persian and
Latin. 2357.

Chester, Henry, of Litlington, co. Bucks.

Dedn. to him, 1657. 2333.
Chesterfield, ist earl of. See Stanhope,

Philip.

Chicheley, archbp. Henry, d. 1443. Dedn.
to him, 1679. 3221.

Chicheley, sir Thomas. Dedn. to him,

167.S. 3035. no- 23-
Chichester. Oxiord book of 1613 in the

Cathedral library. P. 443.— Dedn. to it, 1660. 250I.
Chichester, Arthur, earl of Donegall, d.

1675. Dedn. to him, 1666. 2756-7.
Child, Anne, Mary, and Thomas, of

Blockley. Funeral sermon on mrs.

Mary, wife of Thomas Child, dedi-

cated to their daughter Anne, 1661.

2550.
Childrey, Joshua. Verses, 1659. 2458.
Chillingworth, William. Sermon (1644),

mentioned. 2241.
Chilmead, Edmund. Latin notes on Greek

Music and the Hymni of Dionysius,
&c. 1672. 2919.

Chilmead, John. Mentioned, 1638. 2172.— Translated Hues de Globis, 1638 (per-

haps error for Edmund C). 2640.
Chipping Norton. Epistle to the church

there, with Church Rules, by S. Ford,
1657- 2336.— Mentioned, 1660. 2470.

Chirbury. See Herbert ot Chirbury, lord.

Chocolate. The vertues of Chocolate

(1660). 2487.
Choice of Meats. See Downame, bp.

George.
Cholmondeley, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1670. 2845.
Chowne, Edward, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Christ and his Church, 1658. See Hyde,

rev. Edward.
Christian v, king of Denmark. Visits

Oxford, 1662. 1662 ann.
Christian conflict, 1636. See Evans,

William.
Christian Legacy, 1657. ^^^ Hyde, dr.

Edward.
Christian Liberty, 1662. See Roe,

William.
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Christian Magnanimity, 1658. See Ellis,

Edmund.
Christian Reconcilement, 1658. See'^&W,

dr. John.
Christian Sacrament, 1673. See Brevint,

dr. D.
Christian Vindication, 1659. ^^^ Hyde,

dr. Edward.
Christian's Birthright, 1677, ^^' ^^^

Allestree, Rich.

Christie-Miller, S. R. See Miller, S. R.

Christie. P. 440.
Christmas Book. Term applied by H.

Prideaux to Fell's New Year Books,

1674. 3066.
Christopher, Samuel, of St. John's, Ox-

ford. Verses, 1651. 2160.
Christ's Preeminence, 1668. See Gawen,

Nicholas.

Chronicle, Parian. See Parian chronicle.

Chronicon catholicum. See Simson,
Edward.

Chronograms. 1652 (two). 2189, sign.
A2''.— Two, in Greek, 1652. 2189-90.— On 1654 (R., and E.). 2243.— On 1656. 2296.— On 1662. 2578.— On 1660. 2466.

Chronologia sacra, 1660. See Ussher,

archbp. James.
Chronology. Canones chronologici a

Creatione ad A. D. 1600, per Thomam
Lydiat, 1675. 3064.

Chrysostom, st. John. Homiliae in Mat-

thaeum,
' Oxon. 1537

'

: and ' Oxonii

1565'. Both are errors for 1586
(no. 73 =1586 C. no. 5.)

Church. Conjectural plan of a round
church of king Alfred's time, 1678.

3197-
Church, the Christian. History, in WeLh,

by C. Edwards, 1671. 2886.

Churchman, Theophilus, pseud., 1659.
See Hickman, Plenry.

Churchwardens. Oath of Churchwardens
at the Bishop's Visitation (Oxford
diocese, 1666). 2737.

Chylinski, Samuel Boguslaw. Account
of the Lithuanian Bible, with testi-

monial to him, Nov. 15, 1659.
2423.— Letter from him to H. Wilkinson,
Feb. 7, i6||, mentioned. 2423.

Chymista scepticus, 1 66 2
, &c. See Boyle,

hon. Robert.

Chytrseus, Nathan. His Latin translation

of Casa's Galateus, 1665 ('I. C).
2697.

Cicero, Marcus Tullius. Pro Milone :

note on the Oxford edition of 1480.
P. 45'.

Cicero. M. T. Ciceronis Vita, per J.

Harmar, 1662. 2598.— De Exilio, Gr.-Lat., 1680. 3264.
Cinque-Ports, 1666. See Gayton, Ed-

mund.
Circle. See Squaring the Circle.— De dimensione Circuli : see Archi-

medes.
Circles of Proportion, 1660. See Ought-

red, Will.

Cirencester. No. 3258 was printed for

John Barksdale, bookseller of ' Cices-

ter', 1680: see also App. F.

Cissoid, 1659. ^^^ Wallis, dr. John.

City Match. See Mayne, Jasper.

City Wit, play. See Brome, Richard.

Civil Law, Roman and other. See Lav.'—
Civil.

Claget, Nicholas. The Abuse of God's

Grace, 1659. 2437.
Claget, William. Dedn. to him and his

wife, nee Southcote, 1659. 2437.
Clarendon, earl of, d. 1674. ^'^ Hyde,

sir Edward.

Clarendon, earl of, d. 1709. See Hyde,
Henry.

Clarendon Press. See Oxford, 425.

Clark, rev. dr. Andrew. Mentioned.

2849.
Clarke, dr. George, d. 1736. Mentioned,

1677. 1677 ann.

Clarke, John, of Ch. Ch. Oxon. Verses,

1670. 2844.
Clarke, Philip, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Clarke, Samuel, M.A., of Merton coll.,

Oxford. Elected first Architypo-

graphus, 1658. 1658 ami.— Mentioned, 1658, 1660, 166S, 1669.

2420, 2498, pp. xxxii, xxxiv.— Edited Pococke's Carmen Togra'i, 1661.

2576.— Testimony to his Oriental work, by E.

Pococke, 1663. 2629.— Mentioned 1664-6, in connexion with
a Turkish N.T. 2727.—

(S. Clericus, in Latin). Tractatus de

prosodia Arabica (Scientia metrica at

rhythmica), 1661. 2549.— Latin tr. of a Chaldean paraphrase of

the Book of Chronicles (a few speci-
men pages in proof), perhaps about

1663. 2763*.— Edited no. 2763 (Beracoth), 1667.— His death. 1669 ann.

Clarke, Samuel, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2844.
Clarke, Will., of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Class Lists, 1802 on. See afterno.^%o^.
Claussonius, Petrns. Dedn. to him, 1669.

2829.
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Clavell, Robert. His General Catalogue
of Books, mentioned, 16S0. P. xlvii,

Clavis mathematicae. See Oughtred,
William, 1652, &c.

Clayton, dr. John. Burgess for the Univ.
of Oxford, 1660. 1660 «««.

Clayton, sir Robert. Dedn. to him, 1675.

3035, no. 36.

Clayton, sir Thomas. Elected warden of

Merton, 1661. 1661 ann,

Cleaveland, John. Elegy on his death

(by F. Vaux), 1658. 2418.
Cleland, James. (Institn. of a Nobleman,

1607.) The Scottish Academy (Lon-
don, for Edw. White, 161 1) is a
fraudulent re-issue of the sheets with
new title-page. P. 441.

Clement i, pope of Rome (Clemens Ro-

manus). Mentioned, 1651. 2i68.—
Epistola I ad Corinthios, ed. et anno-
tavit J. Fell, 1669. 2822.— Copies of Fell's eilition taken by R.

Davis, in or bef. 1675. P- xliii.—
Epistolae i et 2, ed. J. Fell (2nd edi-

tion), 1677. 3138.
Clement, Jacques, a Dominican. Men-

tioned, 1589. 103* (p. 438).
Clements, Richard, printer, of Oxford.

Printed a book in 1754, misprinted

1654. A/terxio. ^^Ql.

Clergy. Jura Cleri, 1661 : j^^ Carpenter,
rev. William.

Clergy's Dignity, 1669. See Conant, M.
Clericns, Samuel. See Clarke, Samuel.

Clerk, George, of Brasen. coll., Oxford.
Thamesis vinctus (Latin verses),

1677. 3148.
Gierke, dr. Henry, pres. of Magdalen,

Oxford. Mentioned, 1651. 2158.— Elected Vice-Chancellor. 1676 ann.— Dedn. to him, 1678. 3198.
Clifford of Lanesborough, lord, d. 1694.

See Boyle, Charles.

Clifford, Thomas, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814 ; 2844,
2845.

Clocks. Allegory with details about

clocks, 1662. 2583.
Clutterbuck, John, of Magd. hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 2814.
Cluverius, Philippus, of Dantzig, o^. 1623.

Introductio in universam Geogra-
phiam, 1657. 2332.— Introduction into geography (tr. by
H. S.), 1657. 2333.

Coccysme = a cuckoo's cry, 1653. Word
perhaps only found in no. 222g, from

KOKKVafXOS.

Cockfighting. See Ellis, Edmimd, 1660,

Cocks, Charles. Verses in English, Latin,
and Greek, i66o. 2540.

Codrington, John, of Merton coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814,
2845.

Codrington, Robert. Translated Sander-

son on Conscience, 1660. P. 464.
Coffee. See Conopius, Nathaniel.
•— See Oxford, 243, 904.— The nature of the drink Kauhi or CofTe

(in Arabic by Da'ud . . . al Antaki,
and tr. into English by Edw.Pococke),
1659. 2438.— The properties of Cavee (1660).

2487.— The vertue of the Coffee Drink (1660).

2488.— Dr. Willis's favourable opinion of it,

1674. 3032.
Coffers. See Oxford, 289.

Cofton, near Exeter. Mentioned, 1657.

2344-
Cogitationes de S. Scripturse stylo, 1665.

See Boyle, hon. Robert.

Cole, dr. George Watson, of Pasadena.

Mentioned. P. 436.

Cole, Thomas, ofCh.Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Cole, dr. Will., of Glouc. hall, Oxford,

d. 1716. Desecretioneanimali, 1674.

3007.
Cole, William, the Cambridge antiquary,

d. 1782. Mentioned. 2839.
Coles, dr. Gilbert. Theophilus and Philo-

doxus, 1674. Dialogue l)etween a

Protestant and a Papist, 1679. Four

Conferences, 168S (anon.). 3008,
3207.

Colet, dean John. Account of him, 1663.

2631.
CoUard, Joan. Mentioned, 1648. 2199-

2200.

CoUard, Robert, Greek Reader at Oxford,
rector of Chilton Foliatt, Wilts.

Funeral sermon on him, 1648, by
J. Millet, 1652. 2199-2200.

Collegium Physicum, 1664. i'^^ Burgers-
dicius, Franco.

Colley, Edw., of New coll., Oxford,

Verses, 1660, 1662. 2467, 2578.
Colley, John, of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Published, and probably translated,
the Trtie relation of the Battle of
Birds, 1676. 3102.

Collier, rev. Giles. The taking away of

Righteous Persons (funeral sermon at

Blockley, on mrs. Child), 1661.

2550-
Cologne. Cologne printing, 1466-78,

mentioned. App. A.—
Printers, ^c. Molner, Dietrich (Theo-
dericus). Mentioned. P. 451.

Colombes near Paris. Mentioned, 1669.
2814.

Colophons. See Books— Colophons,
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Colour printing. See Books—Colour

printing.
Colours. Appendicula de Coloribus,

1677. See Charleton, dr. Walter.

Coltes, Abraham, 1653. Mentioned.
P. 446.

Combachius, Johannes, of Marburg.
Metaphysicorum libri duo, ed. 4,

1662. 2588.
Combat of Love. See Mead, Robert,

1654.
Comedies. See Plays.

Comet, 1668. See Holland, Richard.

Comets. See Ward, dr. Seth, 1653.
Comitia Philologica. See Per. ib : 3148,

3152 (both 1677).
Comma = verse. 1674. 3027.
Commentarii topic:. See Scheiblerus,

Christophorus, 1653.
Commercmm epistolicum. Coinmercium

epistolicum de quaestionibus niathe-

maticis, ed. J. Wallis, 1658. 2380.
Common Prayer, Book of. See Prayer,

Book of Common.

Commonplace Book out of the Rehearsal

Transpros'd, 1673. Mentioned.

2988.
Common Place books. Recommended as

a means of education, 1673. 2993.
Communion, Holy. .Sis^ fl/fo Catechism.— Of receiving the Communion (in com-

pany with the unworthy), 1651.
2166.

— Disputation on giving the Sacrament to

a mixed congregation, 1653. 2225.— For a Short Catechism to prepare for

the Sacrament, 1657 : see Ball,

John.— Gestus Eucharisticus, 1663: see Ash-

well, George.— See Brevint, dr. D., 1673.
Communion with God. See Owen, dr.

John, 1657.

Comparison . . . Demosthenes, 1672. See

kapin, Rene.

Compendium Theologias Christianae. See

Wollebius, Joh., 1655, 1657.

Compositors. See Books—Compositors.

Compotus mannalis, 1498, 1519. Note
on its proper use. P. 453.

Comprinting. See Books—Cotnprinting.

Compton, dr. Henry, bp. of London. His
Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— Dedns. to him, 1675, 1677, 1680.

3035, 3144, 3277. and 3279.
Conant, dr. John, Rector ot Lx. coll.,

Oxford. Made Vice-Chancellor, vice

dr. John Owen, Oct. 1657. 1657
ann.— Resigns the Vice-Chancellorship.
1660 ann.—

Verses, 1660. 2466.

Conant. Dedn. to him, 1660. 2481.— Resigned the headship of Exeter coll.,
1662. 1662 ann,

Conant, John, of Merton coll., Oxford.
Latin speech, 1677. 3148.

Conant, Malachi. Urim and Thummim
or the Clergies Dignity, a Visitation

sermon at Lewes (on Matt. v. 16),

1669. 2823.
Concilia. See Councils.

Conciliorum Synopsis. See Prideaux, dr.

John.
Conciones Latinse. See Speeches.
Conciones sex, 1658. See Wilkinson,

Henry.
Concordance. See Bible.

Concordia Scientiae, 1665. See Anderton,
Thomas.

Conduit, Samuel, of Line, coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Conferences. For Four Conferences, 1688,

see Coles, dr. Gilbert.

Confirmation. De confirmatione, 1661.

See Hammond, Henry.
Congregationalists, 1654. ^^^ Exeter.

Conopius, bp. Nathaniel, a Cretan. First

drank coffee in Oxford, about 1636.
P. 465.— Notes about him, 1668. 2794.

Conscience. See Ames, William : San-

derson, bp. Robert.

Consensu vet. et nov?e Philosophise, 1669.
See Du Hamel, J. B.

Considerationes, 1669. See Boyle, hon.
Robert.

Consilium de ratione . .
., 1665. S<^^

Heereboord, Adr.

Consolatione Philosophias, de. See Boe-
thius.

Constantia, de, 1663. See Lipsius, Justus.

Constantinople. Copies of the glass win-
dows in St. Sophia mentioned, 1656,
2292.— Notitia urbis, per T. Smith, 1674.
3026.

Constitutiones Legating. See Otho, car-

dinal : Provinciale.

Contemplation on Bassets Down Hill

(1658 ?). &e Kemp, Anne.

Contentment, 1675. See AUestree, dr.

Richard.
Contextio Gemmarum. See Eutychius.
Continuation of new experiments, 1669.

See Boyle, hon. Robert.
Conventicles. Suppressed by Act of Par-

liament, 1664. 1664 ann.— Letter of archbp. Sheldon agst. them,
1670. 2864.— Stated to be as old as Wycliffe's time,.

1672. 2920.
Convocation of the Church of England.

See England—Church of England.
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'Convocation copy' of the B.C.P. See

3084.
Cooke, John. Tu quoque played in Ox-

ford, 1661. 2620*.

Cook, Jonathan, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Cooper, Anthony Ashley, earl of Shaftes-

bury, (/. 16S3. Two seasonable Dis-

courses concerning this Parliament

(a speech Nov. 20, 1675, and a Let-

ter from a Parliamentarian signed
'T.E.'), 1675. 3054.— His Reasons for a A'eiu Parliament
and Letterfrom a Person of Quality,

1675, mentioned. 3054.
Cooper, Rich., of Magd. hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Cooper, dr. Robert, d. 1733. Propositions

concerning Optic glasses, 1679
{anon.). 3208.—

Mentioned, 1680. 3253.
Cooper's Hill, near Egham. See Denham,

sir John.

Cope, sir Anthony, of Hanwell. Dedn.
to him, 1663. 2630.

Cope, Henry. Verses, 1660. 2540.
Cope, sir John. Dedn. to him, with

arms, 1677. 3130.
Copp, Abiezer, ranter. Discourse on his

recantation, by J. Tickell, 1651.
2182.

Coptic. Coptic type, abt. 1667. P-xxxii.

Copts. See Jacobites.

Copyright in books. Sec Books— Copy-

right.

Corbet, dr. Edward, of Merton coll., Ox-
ford. Poem by him, on his deceased

wife. 2359.— Dedn. to him, 1657 and 1660. 2359,
2538.

Corbet, mrs. Margaret. Funeral sermon
on her by dr. H. Wilkinson, with life

of her, poems and anagrams, 1657,

2359-— 2nd ed., 1660. 2538.
Corbet, bp. Richard. His Iter Boreale

(c. 1620) referred to. 2364.
Corderoy, William, of London. Owned

an Arabic MS. of Eutychius. 2297.
Cordewell, Luke, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Cordial. See Hodges, Thomas.

Cornbury, viscount, d. 1709. See Hyde,
Henry.

Cornish, dr. Henry, canon of Ch. Ch.,
Oxford. Mentioned, 1642. P. 458.

Cornelia, mother of the Gracchi. Epistola

ejus, 167S. 3185.
Corranus, Antonius. See Corro, Antonio

del.

Correct Copy, 1671. See Pierce, dr.

Thomas.

Correction of Proofs. See Books—
Proofs.

Corrigenda. See Books—Errata.

Corro, Antonio del (Corranus). Full title

of nos. 74, 76 (Reglas, 1586), with
notes. P. 454.

Corser sale, 1869. Mentioned. After
no. 2226.

Cortehoevius, Theodericus. See Erasmus,
Des., 1666.

Cosens sale, 1890. Mentioned. After
no. 2226.

Cosmetics. See Jeamson, dr. Thomas.
Cosmical qualities, 1670. See Boyle, hon.

Robert.

Cosmo, de' Medici. See Medici, Cosmo
de'.

Cosmography. Five reasons why cosmo-

graphy is scientiarum prsestantissima

(1614). 2660.
Cost and price of books. See Books—

Costs.

Costumes of the University of Oxford.
See Oxfoid, 902.

Cotterstock or Cotherstock, near Oundle.

Mentioned, 1658. 2389.
Cottle, Elizabeth, aftwds. mrs. Giffard

(c. 1600). Mentioned, 1659. 2459.
Cotton, Charles. Scarronides, 1664, men-

tioned. 2674.
Cotton, rev. John, of New England, d.

1652. Mentioned, 1657. 2349.— Defence from Cawdrey's imputation of

self-contradiction, 1658. 2403.
Cotton, sir John, d. 1701. Mentioned,

167S. 3197.
Cotton, sir Robert. Speech in Parliament

at Oxford, Aug. 1625. 2152.
Cotton, sir Thomas. Mentioned, 1659.

2458.
Councils. See Canons,
Councils of the Church. Sec Trent, council

of.

Courageous Turk, 1656. See Goffe,
Thomas.

Coursing in the Schools. See Oxford. 708.
Court of the Gentiles, 1669, &c. See

Gale, Theophilus.
Courtney, John, publisher, of Salisbury.

See Salisbury. 3221.

Cousins, german. See Dugard, Sam.,
1673.

Coventry. Mayor's Feast sermon there,
dedicated to the town, 1662. 2607.

Coventry, lord Henry, d, 1686. Dedn. to

him, 1674. 3015.
Coventry, John, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1661. 2543.
Coventry, Thomas, of Ch, Ch., Oxford.

Verse, 1661. 2543.
Coventry, William de. See William de

Coventry.
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Cowell, dr. John. Institutiones Juris

Anglicani, 1650 (an imaginary edi-

tion). After no. 2/^8g.— 1664. 2657.—
1676. 3100.

Cowley, Abraham. Satyre by A. C.

(1643 : no. 1569). There is how-
ever some doubt about the author-

ship. P. 462.— English tr. by him of an Ode on the

Crucifixion, 1658. 2369.— The Gimrdian (or Cutter of Coleman

Street), a comedy, played at O.xford,
1660. 2472.— Elegy on him by R. Peers, 1667.

27'8o-i.— The Garden, 1667. 2791.— Poems, set to music by W. King, 1668.

2805.— Poem possibly by him, pr. in 1669.

2830.— Poems adduced by H. Stubbe, 1670.
2866.—

1671. 2911.— Two of his songs, set to music by H.

Bowman, 1677 or 1678. 3172.

Cowper, William, of London. Auctioneer

of books, 1676. P. xliii.

Cox, G., 1660. See Cox, William,

Cox, George Valentine. His Recollections

of Oxford (1870) cited. 2153.
Cox, Joseph, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Cox, Nicholas, Oxford publisher, &c.

Edited a list of Plays, 16S0, 3276.— Occurs 1680. App. F.

Cox, William, fell, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1663 (' G[ul.] Cox').

2467.— 1662. 2578.
Coxe, Tho., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1660. 2466.— 1662. 2578.
Crackanthorp, Richard. See Crakanthorp,

Rich.

Cradock, Edward. Mentioned, 1648.
P. 465.

Cradock, rev. Nathaniel, of London.

Prayers by him (

' Cradackot ') and

others, 1662. 2614.
Cradock or Cradocke Thomas, fell, of

Magd. coll., Oxford. Verses, 1676.

3I2I.— Note of his election as Public Orator,

1677. 1677 antt.

Craig, James Thomson Gibson, d. 1886.

Owned Whitehall's Bible Illustra-

tions. 3130*.
Crakanthorp, Rich. Logica, ed. 3, with

Introductio ad Metaphysicam and De
Providentia, 1670. 2852.— ed. 4, 1677. 3139.

Cranford, James. Mentioned, 1654,

2255-
Cranmer, archbp. Thomas, d. 1556.

Dithyramb to him by H. Birkhead

(Cranmer's name being substituted

for Laud's!), 1656. 2295.
Craster, dr. H. H. E, Mentioned, 192 1.

Pp. 451 {bis), 456.
Crawford, lord. See Lindsay, James

Ludovic.

Credibility of Mysteries of Religion, 1675.
See Smith, dr. Thomas, of Magd.
coll., Oxford.

Creed, dr. William, d. 1663. Mentioned,

1656. 2299.
Creeds. See Ashwell, George.— See Pearson, bp. J.— See Tully, dr. Thomas.— See Ussher, archbp. James.
Creeds—Athanasian Creed. In Gr. and

Lat., with Ussher's Latin notes, 1660.

2533-— Brief account of some expressions in it,

1663 : see Towerson, Gabriel.

Crellius, Johannes. Two letters to him
from Hugo Grotius, 1626—32, in

Latin. 2309.
Cremer, Acton, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Translated Scheffer's Lappoiiia as a

College punishment, 1674. 3023-4.
Crenius, Thomas. His Fasciculus Dis-

sertationum mentioned. 2274.
Cressey, Edw. Verses, 1661. 2543.
Cressy. Serenus (i. e. Hugh). Roman

Catholic doctrines, by S. C, 1663,
mentioned. 2646*** (p. 471).

Cressey or Cressy, Serenus or Hugh.
His Exomologesis (1647), &c., con-

troverted, 1666. 2756.
Creswell, Robert, of 1 rin. coll., Cam-

bridge. Verses, 1652. 22o6.

Crewe, Nathaniel, of Line, coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2466
('N. C).

Crewe, Nathaniel, lord Crewe, d. 1721.
Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 23.

Cricklade in Wilts. Eancifully called

Greeklade, 1678. 3166.
Cripps, Henry, printer, &c., at Oxford

and London. Note abt. his printing
in 1638. P. 449.— Still called 'of Oxford' in 165 1 and

1655. 2164, 2275.— Owned half the copyright of Burton's

Anatomy. 2164.— Occurs 1653, &'^' ^PP" ^•

Crisp, Nicholas, of St. John's coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1662. 2578.

Crispe, Andrew, of C. C. C, Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2466.
Critopoulos, Metrophanes. Notes about

him, 1668. 2794.
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Croft, Anne, nee Browne, wife of the bp.
of Hereford. Ep. dedic. toher, 1676.

3"4-
Croft, bp. Herbert. Dedii. to him, 1666.

2748.
Croft, sir Herbert, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844, 2845.
Crofton, Zechariah. 1 wo works by him

in defence of the Solemn League,
1660, mentioned. 2475.

Crofts, Anne, 1676. See Croft, Anne.

Croke, Alexander, d. 1672. Funeral ser-

mon on him, 1672. 3268.
Croke, Francis, d. 1672. Funeral sermon

on him, 1672. 3267.
Croke, sir George. Dedn. to him, with

arms, 1677. 3I30-
Croke, Henry, of VVadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, ib6o. 2466.
Croke, major Unton. Mentioned, 1658.

1658 aim.

Croke, Wright, of Line, coll., Oxford.
Latin verse on the Anglo-Saxon
language, 1677. 3148.

Cromwell, Oliver. Chancellor of the

University, 1651. 1651 aim.
— Congratulatory address to him from

prof. J. Harmar (1653). 22l8.— Dedns. to him, 1653. 2232, 2237.— Presents MSS. to the Bodleian. 1654
ann.— Musarum Oxon. 'E\aio(popia, ob foedera

(inter Britanniam et Belgium) sta-

bilita (per O. Cromwell), 1654.

2243.— Latin Oration in his honour, by J.

Harmar, Apr. 27, 1654. 2244.— Dedns. to him, 1654, 1656. 2258,
2307.— Constitutes a court for the trial of don
Pantaleon de Saa, 16-:, 7. 2362.— Resigns his Chancellorship, July 1657.

1657 ann.
— Scheme for a new Theological college

in St. Mary hall, 1658. 1658 aftn.— Note of his death, 1658. 1658 ann.

Cromwell, Richard. Made Chancellor
of the University, July 1657. 1657
ann.— Oratio gratulatoria, inauguralioni Ric.

Cromwell destinata a Joh. Harmar,
July 28, 1657. 2323.— De ejus cancellariatu Oxoniensi carmen

gratulatorium, per K. Whitehall,

1657. 2326.— Oxford congratulations to him, 1658.

1658 ann.— His deposition (' Queen Dick '), 1659.

1659 <?''"•— Dedn. to him, 1659. 2436.— Resigned the Chancellorship, 1660.

1660 a/in.

Cromwell, Thomas, lord, d. 1540. See

Essex, earl of.

Croome, Valentine, of St. J. coll., Oxford,

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Crosley, John, Oxford publisher, &c.

Occurs 1667-80. App. F.— Mentioned, 1673-74. 2986, 3015.— List of his publications, 1676. 3093,
and p. 400.— List of books sold by him, 1680,

3272.
Cross, Francis, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Disputatio medica de febre inter-

mittente, habita in Lugd. Bat. aca-

demia, 1664: cum diss, epistolica,
1668. 2797.

Crosse. Charles, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Crosse, dr. Joshua. Mentioned, 1653.

App. D. L
Crosse, dr. (Joshua or Robert), of Oxford.

Mentioned, 1669. 2827.
Crosse, rev. Robert. Approbation of a

book, by him, 1650. 2229.— A6yov d\oyia, exercitatio theologica,

1655. 2273.
Crowther, dr. Joseph. Mentioned, 1660.

2581.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035- no. 37.
Crumbs of Bread. See Tickell, rev. John,

1651.

Cry ot the Just, 1660. See Goodaire,
Thomas.

Cudworth, John, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Cudworth, Ralph. Mentioned, 1658.

2368.
Cullen, sir John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844, 2845.
Cully. Note on the use of the word in

16S0. 3252.
Cully, Nicholas, London bargeman. Men-

tioned, 1677, 1680. P. xli,

3252.
Culverwell, Nathanael. Discourse of the

Light of Nature with other treatises,

1669. 2825.
Culverwell, Richard. Preface by him to

his brother's Light of N^atiire (1652).

2825.
Cumberland. Projected history, 1677 :

see Machell, Thomas.

Cumberland, uuke of. See Rupert, prince.

Cunseus, Petrus. Mentioned. 3052.
Cune in Arden. See Gun Hill, co. Warw.
Curcellseus, Stephanus. His edd. of the

Greek N. T. (1658, &c.) mentioned

3087.
Curie, John, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670, 1671. 2844, 2869.
Curteyne, Amos, Oxford publisher. Occurs

1652-74. App. F.
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Curteyne, Amos, bookseller in Oxford.

No. 3007 (Cole, 1674) was printed
for him, though the only imprint is e

Theatro Sheldoniano.

Curtius Rufns, Quintus. De rebus gestis
Alexandri Ma<^ni cum indice Job.

Loccenii, 1672. 2923-4.
Cutler, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Cutler of Coleman Street. See Cowley,

Abraham.

Cycloid, 1659. -^^^ Wallis, dr. John.

Cyprian. De Idolorum Vanitate, 1662.

2593-—
1678. 3175.

D.

D., E., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses, 1660.

2476.
D., G., Oxford printer, 1671. 3'^<? Down-

ing, William.

D., H., of Broadgates hall, Oxford. An-

glia querens [poema, per Henricum
Dennis sive Duland ?], 1586. P. 437.

D., H., 1654. See Ward, bp. Seth.

D., J., of Wadham coll., Oxford. Verses,

1655, 1658. 2269, 2363.
D., LL., a Cambridge degree. Some

D.C.Ls of Oxford called themselves

LL.D. from 1670 onward : see Ox-

ford, 784. 2844.
D.,R. Edited Stahl's Regtdce Philoso-

phica, 1658, &c. 2652.
D., T. Letter to him, from S. Dugard,

1673 (marriage of cousin germans).
2973-

D., W., 1678. See Davenant, William.

D., W., 1651. See Dillingham, William.

Daborne, Robert. Poor Mail's Comfort,

played at Oxford, 1661. 2620*.
Dale, rev. John, jun., fell, of Magd. coll.,

Oxford. Analysis of the Epistles of

the N.T., 1652. 2192.— 1657. 2384.
Dalgarno, George, d. 1687. Tables of

the Universal Character, and Gram-
matical observations (1657) ; leading
up to his Ars Signoriim, 1 66 1 . 2335.— His lease of Tom Pun's house given
up, 1669. P. xxxii.— Note on his invention of a universal

language, in Plot's Oxfordshire
(1677), p. 282. 3130.—

Didascalocophus or the Deaf and
Dumb Man's Tutor, with a Discourse
on Double Consonants, 1680. 3263.

Dalkeith, earl of, d. 1705. See Scott,

James.
Dallseus, Johannes, d. 1690. Mentioned,

1661. 2557.
Dallison, Charles. The Royalists' De-

fence (1648) mentioned. 2289.

Daly, mr. Mentioned, 1907.

Danby, earl of, d. 1644. See Danvers,
Henry.

Dancing. Modern dancing inferior to

ancient, 1673. 2991.
Daniell, rev. Raymond Samuel, of Magd.

hall, Oxford. Owned Whitehall's

Bible Plates (19th cent.). 3130*.
Danskin, H., of St. Andrews. Latin

poem, 1621 (1641). 990 (p. 457).

Dantzig. Ep. dedic. to the Justices of

Dantzig, bv P. Janichius, in Latin,
1611. 2560.

Danvers, Daniel, of Trinity coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1651, 1654, t66o. 1662.

2158, 2243, 2467,' 2578.
Danvers, Henry, d. 1644. Note about

his Arms in the Botanical Garden at

Oxford, 1649. 3039.
Danvers, sir Pope, d. 1712. Verses, 1662

('D'Avers'). 2578.
Darcie, Abraham. Mentioned, 1625.

635* (P- 445)-
Dates in books. See Books—Dates.

Da'ud . . . al Antaki, called al-Hasir.

Notes on coffee, in Arabic (and

English), 1659. 2438.
Davenjint, Geo., of Queen's and Oriel

coll., Oxford. Verses, 1651, 1660.

2158, 2466.
Davenant, Hugh, of Queen's coll. and

Hart hall, Oxford. Verses, 1651,
1660. 2158, 2466.

Davenant, James, of Or. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670: 2814, 2844.
Davenant, William of Queen's and Magd.

hall, Oxford. Poem by him on

mrs. Margaret Corbet, 1657. 2359.— ' W.D.' translated F. de La Mothe Le

Yayer's Jugement,i()-]^. 3182.

Daventry, lord Finch of. See Finch,

Heneage, earl of Nottingham, d.

J6S2.

D'Avers, Pope. See Danvers, sir Pope.
David, king of Israel. David restored,

1660. See Parry, bp. Edw.
— His heraldic arms (!). 2700.
David Antiochenus, See Da'ud, called

al-Basir.

David's Return, 1660. See Gregory,
Francis.

Davies, Henry, of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1661. 2543.
Davies, John. Microcosmos, 1611. See

p. 442.
Davies, Richard, bp. of St. David's. His

Epistol at y Cembrii, in Welsh, 1671.

2889.
Davies, Rondl. Profiad yr Ysprydion

(Trial of Spirits), 1675. 3055.
Davis, Hugh, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses by him, 1652. 2189-90.
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Davis, John. Translated Buxtorf's
Hebrew Grammar (Lond. 1656).

After no. 2329.
Davis or Davies, Nicholas, Oxford pub-

lisher. Occurs i6-;7-64. App. F.

Davis, Richard, Oxford publisher. Occurs

1653-80. App. F, cf. p. 404 (no.
364).— His Lists of his publications :— 1653,
2241. p. 395 : 1657, 2338, p. 396 :

1659,2447: (p. 399 ,2465,2500:
1660, 2478, 2531 : 1662 ?, p. 400 :

1664, 2671: 1665, 2706: 1669,
2821 : 1672, 2947, 2953: 1675,
3053: 1680, 3279 and p. xlvii.— Rented the Old Congregation House
as a book-store, 1663-76. 166^ aun.,
p. xxxii.— Took copies of Akinoiis, Clemens
Roinanus and Nemesmso^ Ax. Fell's

hands for sale, in or before 1675.
P. xliii.— Acts as agent or seller for the Shel-

donian Press, 1675-6. 3063, 3123.— Employed R. Clavel and a London
agent, 1678. 3181.— References to the auction sales of his

books, 1686-92 : 2272, 2632, after
no. 2642, 2654, 2691, 2867,
2868.

Davison, Alexander, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Dawkins, William. 2 Latin poems on

dr. T. Willis by him, 1675. 3083.
Dawson, rev. Thomas. Mentioned, 1775.

P. 464.

Dawtrey, Thomas, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2844,
and 2845.

Daye, John, son of Lionel Daye. Men-
tioned 1632. P. 447.

De caede et interitu. See Henry iii, king
of France.

De Christi justitia. See W'illiams, rev.

John, 1597.
Deafness. See Dalgarno, George, 16S0.

Dean, Henry, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Dean Harry. This was dr. Henry Wil-

kinson, d. 1690. 2539.
Deaster. Rare word used in no. 3238

(1679).
Decad of Careats, 1679. See Pierce, dr.

Thomas.
Declamations. See Quintilian.
Declaration from Oxford. See Greene,

Anne, 1651.
Dedication. On a title-page, 1667. 2788.— To an infant of three, 1678. 3182.
Dedicus, Johannes. Note of a fragment

of his Qusestiones (Oxon. 1518J in

the Bodleian. P. 452.

Deedes, rev. Cecil. Mentioned. P. 443.

Deely, Jolin, master of the King's Head
Inn, Oxford. Brought to the bar of

the House of Lords for detaining a

Peer's waggon, Oct. 21, 1665.

1665 ann.

Defence, 1662. See Boyle, hon. Robert.

Defence of humane learning, 1660. See

Thurman, Henry.
Delamotte, Matthew, Fellow of Magd.

coll., Oxford. Latin verses by him,

1676. 3121.

Dele, — . See Dell,
—

.

Delegates of the Press. See Oxford, 425,
and the Preface passim, and lists at

p. 405.
Deliciae poetarum, 1658. See Stubbe,

Henry.
Dell or Dele, French compositor at the

Sheldonian Press. Mentioned, 1672.

2916.
Dell, rev. William, m.TSter of Caius coll.,

Cambridge. The Tryal of Spirits

(incl. a Testimony from the Word
agst. Divinity degrees), 1653. 2215.— The .Stumbling-Stone (reproving Cam-
bridge: an answer to Chambers's
Animadversions on Dell's Crucified

Christian), 1653. 2213.
Sermon by J. Sedgwick agst. Dell's

Stumbling-Stone, 1653. 2214.— His Tryal of Spirits criticized by Seth

Ward, 1654. 2251.

Delphi Phoenicizantes. See Dickinson,

Edm., 1655.

Delrio, Martinus, d. 1608. Adagialia
sacra, mentioned. 2181.

Demetrius Phalereus. De elocutione,

Gr.-Lat., 1676. 3118.

Demophilus. Similitudines et Sententiae,

Gr.-Lat., 1677. SHS.
Demosthenes. See Tiberius, Rhetor.

Demosthenes and Cicero, 1672. See

Rapin, Rene.

Denham, sir John, Cooper's Hill, tr.

into Latin verse by M. Pengry, 1676.

3101.
Denmark. See Christian v, king of Den-

mark.

Dennis, Henry. See D. H., 1586.
Denton, Henry, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Deptford. Mentioned 1,17th cent.). 2815.
Derham, dr. William. Mentioned, 17 13.

2158.
Dervorguilla de BalHol, d. 1289. Pedi-

gree of her. 2794.
Descartes, Ren6, d. 1650. Proposal for

a Professor of Cartesian philosophy
at Oxford, 1659. 2430.

Desmaitres, Samuel, of Or. coll., Oxford.
Latin speech, 1677. 3148.
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Dethick, Gerard, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Poem, 1662. 2578.
Detur pulchriori, 1658. See Vaux,

Francis.

Devices. See Books—Orna7nents.

Devil incarnate. The Devill incarnate,
or a satyr on a satyr TJoane Fisher of

Oxford), 1 66 1. 2551.
Devil of Mascon. 6'^i?Perreaud, Fran9ois.

1658.
Devil's handwriting. See Oxford, 471.
Devonshire, ist duke of, d. 1707. See

Cavendish, William.

D'Ewes, sir Willoughby. Verses, 1660.

2540.
Dewy, William. Dedication by him, as

editor of B. Holiday's Juvenal, 1673.

2979-
Dial. Engraving of a dial, 1660. 2512.
Dialogi GallicoAnglico-Latini, 1660.

See Diigres, Gabriel.

Dialogue (about fruit-trees), 1676. See

Austen, Ralph.

Dialogue between a Protestant and a

Papist, 1679. .i'f^ Coles, dr. Gilbert.

Dialogus de Oratoribus, 1675. See Taci-
tus.

Diatriba Fidei, 1657. See Warner, John.
Dickinson, dr. Edm., of Merton coll.,

Oxford. Delphi Phcenicizantes, cum
Oratiuncula, &c., 1655. 2274.— Dedn. to him, 1675, 3035, no. 15.

Dickson. Jo., engraver. Engraved title

by him, 1660. 2502.
Dictionarium historicum . . ., 1670-I.

See .Stephanus, Carolus.

Didascalocophus, 1680. See Dalgarno,
George.

Diegerticon, 1666. See Gayton, Edmund.
Dies Irae. See Hymns—Latin.

Differential Calculus. Mentioned, 1656.
2316 {note).

Digby, lord, d. 1677. See Digby, Robert.

Digby, lord George, afterw. earl of

Bristol, d. 1676. Dedn. to him, 1630.

2457-— Dedn. to him, 1657. 2310,— Correction of no. 1454. P. 461.

Digby, sir Kenelm, d. 1665. S letters

from him, 1657-S. 2380.— Mentioned, 1659. 2461.— Mentioned, as '
le chevalier d'lgby ',

1666. 2735.
Digby, Robert, Id. Digby of Geashill, d.

1677. Verses by him, 1 67 1. 2869.— Dedn. to him, 1676. 3093.
Digges, Dudley, son of sir D. Digges,

d. 1643. Note of other copies of his

Unlawfulness., 164I (no. 1508).
P. 461.— Mentioned, 1675. 3050.

Dillingen. See Reeb, Georgius.

Dillingham, William, of Emman. coll.,

Cambridge. Edited Culverwell's

treatises, 1652. 2825.
Dionysius. Hymiii, Gr., cum annott.,

1672. 2919.
Diophaiitus, of Alexandria. Quaestiones

(libri 3, Latine : abridged by W.
Oughtred), 1677. 3147.

Directions for a goodly life, 165S, &c.

See Tozer, Henry.
Directions for Private Devotions, 166S.

See Stokes, David.

Discourses. Two seasonable discourses,

1675. ^^^ Cooper, Anthony Ashley.

Dispensatory. Dynaniilogia pharma-
ceutica, or the use of the London

Dispensatory, by R. Lovell, 1661.

2562.
*

Disprivileging '. Used in 1664. 2665.
Disputatio medica, 1668. See Cross,

Francis.

Dissenters. For a Sober enquiry about
the new Oath for Non-Conformists,

1665 : see Tickell, John.
Dissenters. Licences to them in Oxford,

1672. 1672 ami.

Dissertatiuncula de sententia Paulina,

1674. See Tully, dr. Thomas.
Distinctiones. See Cnstanaeus, Henr.

Ludov. : Reeb, Georgius.
Distinctiones theologicae, 1656. See

Maccovius, Johannes.
Divine authority, 1673. See AUestree,

dr. Richard.

Divine Dominion, 1666. See Parker, bp.
Samuel.

Divine original, 1659. See Owen, dr.

John.
Divine poems, 1658. See Ellis, Edmund.
Divine Theatre, 1662. See Wall, John.

Dixey, dr. F. A., of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 165 1 ann.

Dixon, Thomas; of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.— Mentioned, 1677. 3148.
Doble, Charles E. Mentioned, 2960.
Dobrey, Will., of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Dobson, John, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Dr. Pierce his preaching confuted, by
N. G., 1663. 2624.— Queries upon que7-ics (anon.), 1663.
Mentioned. 2646*** (p. 471).— His expulsion from the University,

Sept. 10, 1663. 2644.
Doctors. List of the cognomina of the

Scholastic Doctors
(,
Doctor Subtilis,

&c.\ 1664. 2673.
Doctrina Propositionum, 1663. See

Stahl, Daniel.

Doctrinas Sphgericce adnmbratio, 1662.

See Brancker, Thomas.
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Dod, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,
1660. 2466, 2467.

Dodo. Mentioned, 1656. 2292.
Dodwell, Philip, Oxford chandler. Men-

tioned, 1677. 1677 ami., 1678
ajtn.

Dolben, bp. John. Verses, 1660, 1661.

2467, 2543.— Called a chuob, 1664. 1664 aiin.— Dedn. to him, 1679. 3242.
Dole, near Dijon. A true relation of the

Battle of Birds (near) Dole, 167-I-.

3102.— another issue. 3103.— The Frenchmen's Wonder (on the

same), mentioned. 3102.
Dolling, Edmund, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Domiduca Oxoniensis. See Oxford, 978

(1662 .

Dominis, dean Antonio de. Account of

him, 1663. 2631.
Domus Typo,<,'raphica, 1652. See 1652

ann. and Oxford, 430.

Doncaster, earl of, d. 1705. See Scott,

James.

Donegall, earl of, d. 1675. See Chiches-

ter, Arthur.

Dorchester, marquis of, d. 1680. See

Pierrepont, Henry.
Dordrecht (Dort). Mentioned, 1672.

P. xxxix.

Dormer, John, M.P. Dedn. to him,
1660. 2479.

Dorobernensis specula. See Oxford,
240.

Dorpius, Mnrtinus. Two Latin letters of
Erasmus to him, 1663. 2638.

Dos pou sto, 1666. See Whitby, Daniel.

Douglas,
—

. Owned Whitehall's Bible
Illustrations in 1S87, 3130*.

Dover, treaty of, 1670. Mentioned.

2845.
Dover's I'ier, a bulwark in Magdalen

Walks, Oxford. Mentioned, 1677.
3130 : see Oxford, 240.

Downame, bp. George, d. 1634. Brief

sum of divinity (on Christian Li-

berty), by G. Downham, 1652.
2193-— Sermon on Col. iv. 8 on self-examina-

tion, 1652. 2193.— Of choice of meats, 1652.

Downame, John, d. 1652. Licence to

print by him, l64a. 2180.— His Stirn of Sacred Divinity men-
tioned. 2193.

Downham, John, (/. 1652. .Se^ Downame,
John.

Downing, William, printer &c. at Oxford
and London. Mentioned, 1669.
P. 471.

3180 L 1

Downing, William. Occurs 1670. App. F.— Note about his printing, 167 1—3.

2909, and p. 432.

Doyly, Bray, of Adderbury. Mentioned,
1660. 2441.

D'Oyly, sir John. Dedn. to him, with

arms, 1677. 3130.
Drake, dr. Richard. Mentioned, 1675.

3049-
Draper, Edward, of Netherworton, Ox-

fordshire. Dedication to him, 1658.

2398.
Draper, col. William, Governor of Ox-

ford. Fortified the castle in 1650-1.
1 65 1 ann.

Dredge, Joim Ingle. Mentioned. 2193.
Drexelius, Hieremias, d. 1638. Ystyri-

aelhau Drexelius ar Dragywyddol-
bed, 1661, 2552.

Driehuysen, C. Edited Heereboord's

Philosophia A^aluralis, 1663, 1665,
&c. 2703-4.

Drolleries. Notes on the Oxford Drol-

lery and others, 1671-4. "i^l'i.

Drope, Edward. Edited F. Drope's
fruit trees, 1672. 2925.

Drope, Francis, d. 1671. Verses, 1661.

2543.— The raising and ordering of Fruit

Trees, 1672. 2925.
Drope, John, fellow of Magd. Coll.,

Oxford. Upon the Sprouts of Val-

our, the Centrys of the Physick
Garden, 1664 \anon.\ 2658.— 1666. 2740.

Drops of Myrrh. See Master, William,

.1653.
Druids. De origine Druidura, per E.

Dickinson, 1655. 2274.
Dryden, John. The Censure of the

Rota on his Conquest of Granada,
1673 : and notes of other criticisms

of it. 2980.— His nickname Bayes, mentioned, 1673.
2988.

Du Chastelet de Luzancy, H. de. See

Luzancy, Hippolyte du C. de.

Du Hamel, Jean Baptiste. De consensu
veteris et novas Philosophiee, 1669.
2826.

Du Jon, Francis, d. 1677. See Junius,
Francis.

Du Moulin, Louis (Ludovicus Moli-

naeus), Camden professor at Oxford,
d. 1680. Oratio auspicalis (1648) et

Laudatio Guil. Camdeni (1652).
2186.— Correction of the latter part of the

description of his Oratio auspicalis,

1652. P. 470.— Verses, 1660. 2466.—
(Appeal to Convocation and the Ox-
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ford Visitors for kindly treatment,

1660, in Latin). 2491.
Du Moulin, Louis. Mentioned, 1662.

2581.
Du Moulin, Pierre, sen. (Petrus Moli-

nseus), d. 1658. Note on various

issues of his Sermon at Greenwich,
161 5. P. 445.— Mentioned, 1658. 2407.— An account of the last hours of dr.

Peter du Moulin at Sedan. 2381.
Du Moulin, Pierre, jun., d. 16S4. The

Devill of Mascon (his tr. of

Perreaud's Denionographie), 1658.

2407.— 2nd ed.. 165S. 2408.— Mentioned, i6(>2. 2581.
Du Trieu, Philippus, </. 1645. Manu-

ductio ad Logicam, 1662. 2589.—
1678. 3173.

Dublin. Sermon there, 1669. 2859.— Fruiters, C/r. Bladen, W., 1644.
P. 462.

Due Correction, 1656. See Wallis, John.
Duff, Kdw. Gordon. His ijth cent.

English Books, mentioned. P. viii.— Possessed a silver binding. 2298.— Mentioned. 2164. Pp. 438, 450.

Dugard, rev. Samuel, of Trin, coll., Ox-
ford, d. 1697. Verses, 1669, 1670.

2814, 2844.— The marriages of Cousin germans
vindicated, 1673 {anon.). 2973.

Dugard, William. Mentioned, 1651.

2267.
Dugdale. sir William. Mentioned, 1659.

2458.— Dedn. to him, 1674. 3011.

Dugres, Gabriel, of Saumur. Dialog!
Gallico-Anglico-Latini, ed. 2da,
cum regulis et paradigmatibus, 1652.
2194.— Dialogi Gallico-Anglico-Latini, ed. 3,

1660. 2490.
Duke, Richard, of Ex. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Duke, Robert, scholar, of All Souls col-

lege, Oxford. Punished for playing
football, 1666. 1665 ami.

Duland, Henry. See D., H.

Dumaresque, dr. John. Latin letter to

him from H. Jacob, May 24, 1642.

^184-5.
Dumbness. See Dalgarno, George (Dida-

scalocophus), 1680.

Dunch, Hungerford, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Duncumb, Thomas, of C.C.C., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Dungarvan, viscount, d. 1694. See

Boyle, Charles.

Duplicates. See Books—Duplicates.

Duppa, bp. Brian. Verses, i6-;o. 2195*.— Recommendation of dr. H. Savage's
Qtiaestiones, 1653. 2233.— Dedns. to him, 1660. 2502, 2505.

Durham. The proposed University there,

1657-9. i^.'i? '"'''•— Fate of the College, 1659. 1659 ann.

Durie, John. See Dury, John.
Dury, John. The Reformed Librarie-

keeper, with an account of the

Bibliotheca Augusta at Wolfenbiittel,

1650. 2035* (p. 466).
Dutch. See Holland.
Dutch bloomer, 1673. .S"^^' Books— Type.
Dwight, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.

Dye, Thomas, of Oxtord, carrier. His
coach to London banned, 1671.

2897.— Mentioned, 1672. 2934, 2936.
Dymock, Henry, Oxford publisher. Oc-

curs 1669. App. F.

Dynamilogia pharmaceutica, 1661. See

Dispensatory,

E.

E,, hon, A. Dedn. to her, 1665. 2705,
E., C, 1660. See Ellis, Clement.

E., E., 1658. See Ellis, Edmund.

E., I. Soveraign Counterpoison (1674)
mentioned, 1676. 3120.

E., M. Hymn in Welsh by her, 1658.

2417.
E., T. Letter from a Parliament man,

1675. See Cooper, Anthony Ashley.
E, V. = Excellentia Vestra, 1653. 2232.
E., W„ 1636. See Evans, William.

East Indies. Trees, shrubs, &c., there,

1659. 2450.
Easter sermons at Oxford. Note about

them, 1659. 2425.
Eastgate(?), Robert, 1658. Possiblename

in no. 2383.
Easton Neston, in Northants. Poem

about the vicar, 1662. 2595.
Ecclesiastical policy, 1660. See South,

dr. Robert.

Echo. Dissertation on echoes in Oxford-

shire, 1677. 3130.
Echo veridica, 1673. (Latin Echo verses,

antipapal, by Edw. Benlowes), 1673.

2968,
Echo verses, A series of them, 1678.

3181.
Edds, R., of Jes. coll., Oxford. Poem,

1662, 2578,
Edgerly,

—
,
Oxford carrier, 1651, Men-

tioned. 2163.
Edinburgh. Note of a Latteburius (Oxon

1482) in the Signet Library. P 451— Note on Edinliurgh Bibles, 1628-75
Bef. no. 3084.
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Edinburgh—Printers, &c. Tyler, Evan,
before 1661. 2423.— Young, Robert. Notes about his

printing in 1638. P. 449.
Edington (Headington?), Hugh de. See

Hugh de Edington.
Edisbury, dr. John. Mentioned, 1679.

1679 a««.
Editions. See Books—Editions.

Edmundson, Henry, of Queen's coll.,

Oxford. Homonyma et Synonyma
lingUEe Latinse, pars, prior (Homo-
nyma), 1661. 2553.

Edrisius, Arabic geographer. Mentioned

(1677)- 3130.
Education. Of education, 1673: see

Walker, Obadiah. 2993-4, ^^•
Edward vi, king of England. Account of

him, 1662. 2585.
Edwardes, Charles. See Edwards, Charles.

Edwardes, George. His paper mill at

Wolvercote, 1669. P. xxxv.

Edwards, Charles. Y Ffydd ddiffuant

(Hanes y Ffydd). The unfeigned
Faith, a Church history: in Welsh,
1666. 2740* (p. 471) ; 1671,2886.—

[.',rd ed. ?] 1676. 3104.— 3rded., 1677. 3140.
Edwards, Charles. Edited Jewel's Apo-

logia and Davies' Epistol. in Welsh,
1671. 2889.

Edwards, George, Oxford engraver.
Omnium Ordinium {sic) Habituum
academicorum Exemplaria (1674).

2997-8.— Mentioned, 1676. 3092.— Engraved part of the Oxford sheet

almanac of 1677. 3295-— Note of his
'

cutting the schemes
'

for

dr. Edw. Bernard's projected edition

of Euclid, 1677. 3141.— Engraved woodcut diagrams, 1677.

3147-
Eede, I'rancis, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661. 2467, 2543.
Eedes, John. Mentioned, 1654. 2255.
Egan, Anthony, converted friar. Letters

testimonial to him from Oxford

divines, 1673. 1673 ami.

Egg Saturday. See Oxford, 708.

Egnatius, liaptista. Latin passage from
his works, 1679. 3242.

Eikon Basilike. Poem on it, by F.

Gregory, 1649. 2540.— Poem on a copy stained with Charles I's

blood, 1656. 2294.
Elatus = lightness, elasticity. A strange

Latin word used by H. Mundy, 1680.

3272
Eldred, John, fell, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2467,
2543, 2578-

Electricity. Experiments and notes about

Electricity, by R. Boyle, 1675. 3051.—
1676. 3098.'

ElegantiK poeticse. See Blumerel, Jo-
hannes.

Elegantiarum poeticarum flosculi, 1625.
See Blumerel, Johannes.

Elementa Geometrize Hobbianse. See

Wallis, dr. John, 1655.
Elementa Logicae, 1657. ^^^ Brerewood,

Edward.

Eleutheria, 1662. See Roe, William.

Elias, Oxford scribe, c. 1225. App. C,
no. 12b.

Elias the second, 1662. See Ryland,
John.

Eliot, rev. John. His American Bible of

1663, mentioned, 1677. 3^64-65.
Eliot, dr. Peter. His Arms engraved,

1672. 2917.
Elis, Edmund. See Ellis, Edmund.
Elizabeth — . Account of her resuscita-

tion after hanging, at Oxford, 1658.
3130.

Elizabeth, Queen. Latin letter recom-

mending Thomas Arundel, Feb. 10,

i5i^- 2920.— Answers to libels agst. her, 1585-6.

P..436.— Latin poems on her death, by R, R.,

1603, 228* {not 238* : p. 440).— Engraved portrait of her, in Camden's
Annals of Elizabeth, 1629. 635*
(p- 44.=; )•— A brief survey of her and James i's

reign, in Latin, by T. Master, 1642.

2565-— Reputed Verses of hers about the Real
Presence. 2166.— Memoirs of her reign [by F, Osbornel,
with engr. portrait, 1658. 2401.

Ellebodius, Nicasius. Mentioned. 2891.
Ellis, messrs., of Bond street, London.

Mentioned. After no. 2226 and

P- 451-

Ellis, Clement, d. 1700. Pise juventuti
sacrum. An Elegie on George Pitt,

1658. 2382.
Ellis, Clement, of Qu. coll., Oxford. The

Gentile Sinner or England's Brave
Gentleman characterized, by C. E.,
1660. 2492.
2nd ed., 1661. 2554.
3rd ed., 1664. 2659.
4th ed., 1668. 2798.
5th ed., 1672. 2926.
6th ed., 1679. 3209.
16S0. Perhaps an error for 1679 :

see no. 3262.— Sermon at Welbeck, on Ps. cxviii.

22-4, 1661. 2555.
Ellis or Elys, Edmund, of Balliol coll.,

1 2
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Oxford. Divine poems, by E. E.,

1658 (with a character of Christian

Magnanimity). 2383-
Ellis or Elys, Edmund. Miscellanea, sive

Meditationes, 1658. 2384.
(2nd ed. : inch 'Amicitia'), 1662.

2591-— The Quiet soul, two sermons, 1659.

2439-— Verses, 1660. 2466.— Anglia rediviva (English verses on the

Restoration, and to gen. Monck),
1660. 2493.— The opinion of Mr. Perkins and others

concerning Cock-fighting, 1660.

2494-— Anglia rediviva (Latin poem on the

Restoration), 1662. 2590.— Omnes qui audiunt Evangelium . . .

Thesis, 1662. 2592.— Translated Boethius De Consolatione

Philosophire bks. 1-4 (with title

Sujutiitifji Bonutii), 1674. 3004-
Ellis, Richard, of Jesus coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1907. 2406.
Ellis, Tliomas, of Jes. coll

,
Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1671. 2467, 2869.— Issued pait of Caradoc's British

Annals, 1663. 2647-8.
Ellis, sir William. Latin verses, 1671.

2869.
Eloquence. See Rapin, Rene, 1672.— Dialogus de Causis corruptas Elo-

quentire : see Tacitus.

Eloquentia bipartita, 1662. See Strada,
Famianus.

Elstob, Elizabeth. Mentioned. 3181.
Eltham. Mentioned, 1651. 2157.
Elwes, John, of Hart hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2844.
Elys, Edmund, of Balliol coll., Oxford.

See Ellis, Edmund.
Elzevir, printing family of Leyden and

Amsterdam. See also Leyden, 1636.— Note on the Elzevir edd. of Pliny the

younger, 1640, 1653, and 1659.
2523-

Elzevir, Daniel. See Amsterdam—Prin-
ters.

Emendations. See Books—Errata.

Emperors. See Leigh, Edward, 1670.
Encsenia celebrata, 1674 on. See after

no. 2805.
Enchiridion. See Epictetus.

Enchiridion, 1673, &c. See Tully, dr.

Thomas.
Enchiridion botanicum, 1659, 1665. See

Lovell, Robert.

linchiridion ethicum, 1665. See Bartho-

linus, Caspar.
Enchiridion Sphsericum, 1664. -^^^ Gigas,

Johannes.

Encyclopaedia. The chart of studies in

page form, 1661. 2568.
Endeavour to evince . . ., 1671. See

Whitby, dr. Daniel. 2914.
Enderbie, Percy. Mentioned, 1663.

2647.
Endor. The W itch of Endor, engraved.

3006.
Ends of Christian Religion, 1673. See

Sharrock, Robert.

Engeliindische Wahrsager, 1671. See

Hardy, Gtorge, pseud.

England. List of kings from Egbert to

Charles ii, 1674. 3295.— Royal pedigrees from Alfred to

Charles ii, 1678, by sir John Spel-
man. 3197.— Exemplar literarum quas Barones

Anglia; miserunt Papas, 1301 (about
the dependence of Scotland on Eng-
land : with English tr. and a ' Brief

account' of the Pope's claim, 1679.
3210.— Annals of Elizabeth's reign ; see Cam-
den, William, 1629. 1'. 445.—

Satyra Manneiana (a political pamph-
let\ 1650. 2037* (p. 467).— Persuasive to a mutual Compliance,
and a Plea for a Free State, 1652, by
F. Osborne. 220I.

— Dedicn. to the council, 1655. 2279.— A Restoration ballad, entitled the

Bloody Bede-roll, 1660. 2482.— Latin poem on the Restoration by
Edm. Ellis {Anglia rediviva), 1662.

2590: cf. 2493.— Dedn. to the Privy Council, 1661?.

2714.— The first historical Register (of Officials

and dignitaries), 1667. 1667 ann.—
Represented by a Mastiff, in a 1671
prognostication, in German. 2870-I.— Animadversions on R. Baker's Chron.
of the Kings of England, 1672.

2920.— Dedn. to the nobility arid gentry, 1674.

3004.—
Qujeres to be propounded to each

County, by R. Plot, 1674. 3022.—
Queries relating the Northern Counties,

1677 (by T. Machell). 3145.
Enquiries (with a view to County

histories) by R. P(lot), 1679. 3220.
Letter to bp. Fell, about projected

county histories (c. 1675?): see

Browne, lieut. Thomas.— Bill to exclude the duke of York from
the throne proposed and rejected,
1680. 1680 ann.— Army.
Note of another issue of some Mili-

tary Orders, 1643. P. 459.
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England—Army. Dragoons quartered
in Oxford, May-Dec. 167S. 1678
ann.— Church of England.
For the Church Catechism see Cate-

chism
Provinciale vetus provincise Can-

tuariensis, cum notis G. Lindwodi at

Constitutionibus legatinis Othonis et

Othoboni (1222-1415) : ed. R. Shar-

rock, 1664. 2669-70.
—

1679. 3221.
Latin oration to the Convocation ot

Canterbury by R. Gardiner, intro-

ducing the Prolocutor, 1640. 2337.
Convocation Latin Bidding Prayer,

1661 : see Bidding Prayer.
Letter from archbp. Sheldon to the

bishops of the province of Canterbury
abt. conventicles, 1670. 2864.
Notice from the archbp. of Canter-

bury about the proper form of Letters

Testimonial, 1678. 3^96.
Dedn. to the clergy (.1506), 1679.

3221.— Law Courts.

Proclamation about the Exchequer,
1666. 2728.— Navy.
Proclamation about deserters, 1666.

2730.
Verses to the sailors and soldiers in

the navy, by E. Gayton, 1666. 2744.— Parliament.
Lists of the Parliaments of 1640,

1644 (Oxford), 1653, 1654, 1656,

1659 (publ. in 1659) (two editions).

2427, 2427*.
Names of the Lords and Commons

assembled at Oxford, Jan. 1643

(Lond., 1656). 2293.
Note of a Declaration about Lil-

burne, Dec. 17, 1642. P. 458.
Humble Petition or Desires, Feb. i,

164I, with the King's Answer (with
table of eight issues, &c.). 1222**

(P- 459)-
Names of the Lords and Commons

of the Parliament assembled at Ox-
ford Jan. 164I (1656). 2293.— — Corrections to no. 1526 (i64|).
P. 462.— — Sermon before the Oxford Par-

liament, May 19, 1644, by B. Holy-
day. 2559.
Acts, Ordinances, &c., for mainte-

nance of Heads of Houses, &c. at

Oxford and Cambridge, 1646—57-
2324.— — Declaration of the Lords (1644 :

no. 1563). There is a Dublin reprint.
P. 462.

England
—Parliamenl. Full answer to a

Declaration of the H. of Commons
concerning addresses to the King
(1648 : attributed to lord Clarendon),
mentioned. 2289.
Ley's Exceptions to two petitions to

Parliament, July 16 and Aug. 4, 1653.

2230.
Names of members of the Little or

Barebone's Parliament, 1653. 2249.
Dedicn. to it, 1654. 2255.
Meeting of 3rd Cromwellian Par-

liament, 1656. 1656 ann.
— Sermon at the opening of Par-

liament, Sept. 17, 1656, by dr. J.
Owen. 2307.
The breech (verses on the Rump

Parliament, Jan. i6§§). 2434.
New Year's Gift for the Rump (Par-

liament), Jan. i6||. 2511.
The Parliament at the Restoration.

1660 ann.
The Pension Parliament, 1661-79.

1661 amt.

Testimony agst. Toleration, 1662.

2848-50.
Procln. proroguing it to Oxford,

Aug. 30, 1665. 2680-1.
The King's Speech to Parliament

at its opening at Oxford, Oct. 10,

1665. 2678-9.
Speech at the prorogation at Oxford,

by sir E. Tumor, Speaker, Oct. 31,

1665. 2691.
Acts of Parliament passed at Ox-

ford, 1665. 2698.
Proclamations about its adjourn-

ment, &c., 1666. 2731, 2733.
Dedn. to it, 1670. 2855.
Pamphlets by the earl ol Shaftesbury

about a New Parliament, 1675.

3054-
Bill for exclusion of the duke of

Monmouth from the throne, rejected,
1680. 16S0 ann.— Schools. See Schools.

England's Interest, 1677. See C, W.
Engl ish—Gramma r.

• See Lily, William : Wallis, John.
Its study encouraged at Evesham in

167S. 3181.
See corrn. of vol. i, p. 330. P. 452.—

(9/ii(= Anglo-Saxon). Interest in the

study of the language moves from

Cambridge to Oxford, 1659. 2458.— Latin verse on Anglo-Saxon, 1677.

3148.— Dictionarium, 1659 : see Somner,
William.— Glossarium, 1659 : see /Elfric.— Grammatica, 1659 : see Somner,
William.
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English. Notes about the use of Anglo-
Saxon type in 156.S. P. 453.— Purchase of type, 1656. j6f,6 ann.— 1st Oxford book in Old English type

(Somner, 1659). 2458.— In 1662. 2606.— Freely used in 1678 (Spelman). 3197.

English Atlas, 1680-3. -^^^ ^^^^> Moses.

English Orthography, 1665, 1668. See

Price, Owen.

Engravings (noteworthy, in Oxford

Books). See Books—Engi-avings.
Eniautos . .

., 1660. See Mirabilis Annus.

Enquiries to be propounded, 1679. ^^^

Plot, Robert.

Enstone, Illustrated description of

Bushell's Rock, 1677. 3130.
Ent, sir George. Mentioned, 1677. 3137.
Ent, George (and Edward : sons of sir

George Ent, d. 16S9). Mentioned,
as an editor. 3065.

Epicedia. .S"^^ Oxford, 978 (1661-70).

Epictetus. Enchiridion, Gr.-Lat., 1670.

2853-— 16S0. 3264.
Epinomis sen Explanatio Juramentorum.

See Oxford, 706 (various editions of

the Oxford Parecbolce, from 1671
on).

Epiphania, 1678. See Gregory, Francis.

Episcopacy. See Barbon, John, and

Sherley, Will., 1662.

Epitaphs. Two epitaphs by R. Peers,

1667. 2780-1.
Epitome Naturalis Scientiae, et Physicae.

See Sennertus, Daniel, 1653.

Epitome Philosopliire Moralis, 1665. See

Bartholinus, Caspar.
Epping in Essex. Mentioned. 2265.
Epulae Oxonienses, 1636 (1661?). See

Gayton, Edmund.

Epwell, Richard de. See Richard de

Epwell.
-Er. J. Penkherst known as ' Penker ',

1672. 2927.
Erasmus, Desiderius. Latin letter,

Au.?- 25, I6I7- 2643*.— Morise tncoraium, cum Listrii com-
mentariis. Epistolre ad M. Dorpium.
Purgatio adversus Martinum Lu-

therum, 1663 (' 1633')- 2638.— Adagiorum Epitome (per T. Corte-

hoevium, E. Tappium, and C. Brus-

senium), 1666. 2741.— Morije Encomium, 1668. 2799.—
Julius Secundus. Dialogus (antipa-
palis, anonymiis), 1669. 2827.

• 1680. 3265.
Eratosthenes. Catasterismi, Gr., cum

annott., 1672. 2919.
Erfurt. Dedication

2787.

to the city, 162S.

Erigena, Johannes Scotus. See John
Scotus Erigena.

Erpenius, Thomas, d. 1624. Mentioned.
P. 456.

Errata. See Books—Errata.
Eruditionis ingenuae specimina, 1657.

See Zouche, dr. Richard.

Esdaile, Arundell, of the British Museum.
Mentioned, 1922. After ViO. 2620.

Escapes. See Books—Errata.

Essays and Observations. See Master,
William, 1653.

Essay of Questions. See Marshall, dr.

Tho., 1679.

Essex, earl of, i. e. Thomas Cromwell,
lord Cromwell, (/. 1540. Note of a

picture of liim by Mary More, 1674.

3029.
Essex, earl of, d. 1683. See Capel,

Arthur.

Estienne, Charles. See Stephanus,
Carolus.

Ethica, 1680. See .Sail, Andrew.

Ethopoeice. See Severus, Alexandrinus.

Eton. Note of the Petition and Proposi-
tions of Parliament, i64§, in the

Eton College library. 1222**.
— Sermon there by D. Stokes, 1667.

2788.
Euclid. Elementi Xi™' declaratio per Gul.

Oughtred, 1652. 2203.— QuKstiones in Euclidem, per P. Ryff,

1665. 2716.— Note of dr. Edw. Bernard's intended

edition, 1677. 3^4^-
Euclides Catholicus, 1680. ^.^t' Fabricius,

Joh. Ludovicus.

Europe. Handbook for travellers in

Holland, Germany, France, Italy,
and Spain, by sir B. Gerbier, 1665.

2700.
Euro-Portell-Ostiensis, Robertus, LL.D.

Poem by him, 1658 (?Eastgate).

2383.
Eutocuis. Comm. in Archimedis Dimen-

sionem Circuli, ed. Ji Wallis, 1676.

. 3095-
Eutychius, patriarch of Alexandria, d. 938.

Annales ad ann. 936 (called Contextio

Gemmariiin, Arab.-Lat., 1654-6, ed.

by E. Pococke). 2297.—
(2nd issue), 1656. 2397,—
(3rd issue), 1658 or 1659, 2385,
2440.— His Annales quoted as early as 1655.

2274.
Evans, William. The Christian Conflict,

a sermon by W. E., 1636 (no. 823*).

(p. 448).

Evelyn, Joim Thanks of the Univ. of

Oxford given to him, 1667. 1667
ann.
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Everard, capt. Robert. Epistle to Non-

conformii^ts, 1 664, referred to. 2756-
7-

Everard, Samuel, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.— Verses, 1660, 1670. 2466, 2845.
Evesham in Worcestershire. The Traitor

to himself, a play acted at the Gram-
mar School and written by the Master,

1678. 3181.— Hugh Keat, bookseller there, 1678,
mentioned. 3181 : App. F.

Exact Catalogue, 16S0. See Plays.
Examen, 1662. See Boyle, hon. Robert.

Examen Censura;, 1676. See Bull, bp.

George.
Examen quotidianum, 1658. See Ussher,

archbp. James.
Examiner exammed. See Jeanes, Henry,

1653.
Excellence of the Order, 1662. See Sher-

ley, Will.

Excellency of Praise. See Jeanes, Henry.
Excise. Procln. agst. fraud in the Excise

of beer, Nov. 25, 1665. 2687.
Exclusion Bill, 1679. Mentioned. 1679

ami.

Exemplar Literarum. See England, 1301.
Exercitationes. Exx. de Animalibus,

1677. See Charleton, dr. Walter.

Exercitationes de Deo, 1658. See Barlow,

bp. Thomas.
Exercitationes duse, 1660. See Kighmore,

Nath.

Exeter. Narrative of Susanna Parr (about
the Congregationalists at Exeter,

1654)- 2455*-
Exeter—Prititers, See.

May, George, publisher, 1679.

3221.
Exoche, 1668. See Gawen, Nicholas.

Experiments and Notes, 1675, 1680. See

Boyle, Robert.

Extraordinary days, 1671. See Torbuck,

John.

Eye-glass. Double eye-glass, 1680.

3286.
Eyesight. See Bailey, dr. Walter.

Eyre, rev. \N'illiam, of Salisbury. Vin-

diciae Justificationis gratuitae. Justi-

fication without conditions (in Eng-
lish), 1654. 2255.

F. Letter sent, 1642 (1285). Note on
the omission of the writer's initial.

P. 461.

F., D. Remarques of the Life of dr.

(Robert) Sanderson, 1663. 2648-
50.

F., E. Verses, 1666. 2746.
F.

,
I. T. L., engraver ? See T. I., L.

F"., J., of Ex. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
F., J., minister, 1656. Preface by J. F.

2328.
F., J., 1663. ^'^^ Pierce, dr. Thomas.
F., N., 1658. See Floyd, Nicholas.

F., R. Verses, 1658. '2363.
F., R., 1674. ^^^ Fuller, Robert.

F., S., 1657. See Ford, Stephen.

F., T., 1658. See FJatman, Thomas.

F., W^., 1630 and 1660. See Forster,
William.

Fabricius, Johannes Ludovicus, d. 1697.
Euclides Catholicus, per Janura
Alexandrum Ferrarium {pseud.),
1680. 3265.

Fabricius, J oh. Seobaldus. De unitate

Eccl. BritannicEe, 1676. 3105.
Fabulae, 1655. See Aesop.
Fsecacious. Used in 1661. 2594.
Fairford. 2 poems on the windows, 1656.

2294.
Fairs in England. List of them in 1673.

.
^957-

Faith. Diatriba Fidei, or a discourse of

Faith, 1657. See Warner, John.
Faith and Works, 1665. See Hammond,

dr. Henry.
Faithful Farrier. See Markham, Gervase.

Faithorne, William, engraver, d. 1691.

Engraved portrait of Lucian, 1664
(and 1663 ?). 2642, 2664.— Mentioned, 1680. P. xlvii.

Familiar Letters, 1662-3. See Marten,
col. Henry.

Families. Family names of Great Britain,

Lat.-Angl., by T. G(ore), 1667.
2768.— Note of a lady who had 351 living
descendants in her life-time, 1674.
3030.

Familism. See Tickell, John,
Familistical. First occurrence of the

word, 1651. 2182.

Fanning, — , ventriloquist in Oxford,
1643. Known as the King's
Whisperer. 2274.

Farewell to Popery, 1679. See Harris,
dr. Walter.

Farmor, Richard, 1603. See Fermor,
Richard.

Famaby, Thomas. Mentioned, 16 18.

2979
Farnborough hall, near Banbury. Note

of a Latteburius (Oxon. 1482) there.

P. 451.

Farr, Henry, of Cardiff. Mentioned.

Pp-459, 47'-

Farrars, Edward, 1660. See Ferrers,
Edward.

Fasciculus Controversiarum. See Pri-

deaux, John.
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Fasciculus piaeceptorum Logicorum,

1660. See Airay, dr. Christ.

Fasts. Procln. altering the date of the

General Fast, Sept. 26, 1665. 2683.
Father of the Faithful, 1676. See Oldis-

worth, Giles.

Faustinus presbyter. Opera (Fides,

Libellus Precum Faustini at Marcel-

lini, De Trinitate sive de fide contra

Arianos), ed. J. Fell, 1678. 3174.

Featley, Daniel. Corrections of the

account of his Sacra Nemesis, 1644.
P. 462.— The League illegal, 1660, mentioned.

2475-
Feild, archdn. Robeit, d. loSo. Verses,

1660. 2467.
Felix, martyr. Passio ejus, 1680. 3269.
Felix, Marcus Minucius. Octavius, cum

notis N. Rigaltii, 1662. 2593.— 1668. 3175-

Fell, dr. John, dean of Ch. Ch., Oxford,
d. 1680. Short account of his acti-

vities in connexion with the 0.\ford

Press, 1660-80. Pp. xviii-xxiv.— See Fell's New Year Books.— His influence on the Oxford Press,
1660 ann.

— Made Dean of Ch, Ch., 1660. 1660
ann.

— Verses, 1660, 1661. 2467, 2543.— Delegate of the Press, 1662-S6. App.
D.I.— Perhaps instigated the issue of some
miniature books in 1663. 2641.— Verses on his return Irom the West-
minster Election to Ch. Ch., 1663.

2780-1.— Mentioned, 1664. 2666.
— Encourages play-acting in the Uni-

versity, 1664. 1664 (2««.— Called a Jack (= pike), 1664. 1664
ann.

— Mentioned, 1666. 2753.— Note of Fell's gifts of type, 1667-72(1).
P. xxxii.— Mentioned, 1667. 2760-I, 2763.— Elected Vice-Chancellor by decree of

Convocation, Oct. 5, 1668. 1667
ann.—
Negotiates about Dutch type, &c.,
1667. P. xxxiv.— Mentioned as a chief director of the
Oxford Univ. Press, 1669. P- xxxiv.— End of his Vice-Chancellorship, 1669.
1669 ami.— Verses, 1669, 1670, 1671. 2814,
2844, 2869.— Praibcd for his energy in connexion
with the building of the Sheldonian,
by C. Owen, 1669. 2816.— Edited and annotated Clemeniis Ro-

mani Epist. i ad Corhiihios
, 1669.

2822.
2nd ed., 1677. 3138.— Disbursed ^^64 for the use of the Ox-

ford Press, in 1670. P. xxxvi.— Dedn. to him, 1670. 2866,— Edited Epictetus, Cebes and Theo-

phrastus, 1670. 2853.— Mentioned, 1670. 3294.— Will not allow Chr. W'ase to exercise

the duties of architypographus, 1671.
P. xxxvii.— One of the Oxford Press Committee
of Four, 1671. P. xxxvi.—
Prospectus of the Press, 1672.
P. xxxix.— Statement of the condition and ac-

counts of the Press at Oxford, 1672.

App. D. ^\{b,c,a,e).— His arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— In laudem Musices, 1672. 2927.— Mentioned, 1672. 2931.— His notes about Rapin's Eloquence,
1672. 2941.— His connexion with the Ladies Calling,
and works of the author of the Whole
Duty of Man : his peculiarities of

spelling in them, &c., 1673. 2960.— Grammatica Rationis sive In>titu-

tiones logicae {anon.), 1673, 2974.— [2nd ed.], 1675. 3057-— ' Fell's Grammar
', i.e. Lily's Latin

grammar in English with pref. pro-
bably by Fell, 1673. 2982.— Helps and recommends Walker's Ars
Ralionis, 1673. 2992.— Deed making him one of a Committee
for Oxford Printing, 1674. App.
D VII.

-— Edited Wood's Hi^toria Univ. Oxon.,
altering and adding to it ; and bore
the whole cost, 1674. 2996.— Latin letter of Thomas Hobbes about
Fell's alterations in Wood's Hi-

s(oria, 1674. 2998^^.
Latin reply to Hobbes' Letter,

1674 2996.— An example of Fell being disliked,

1674. 3023.— A '

P'ell book ', not of the New Year

series, 1674. 3023.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 27.—
Suppresses some Aretino engravings
at Oxford, 1675. 3050.— The character of the last Daies, ser-

mon on 2 Pet. iii. 3, 1675. 3056.— Superintended O. Walker's notes on
tiie Pauline Epistles, 1675. 3081.— Life of dr. Thomas Willis, in Latin,

1675. 3083—
Dispraise of his management of the

Press by H. Prideaux, 1675. 3083.
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Fell, dr. John. His connexion as editor

with the Oxford Bible of 1675. 3084.— Elected bp. of Oxford, 1676 ann.— His courageous view of the prospects
of the Oxford Press in 1676. P. xliii.— Incited H. Prideaux to edit the Mar-
mora Oxo7iicnsia, 1676. 3092.— Preface to Archimedes' Arenariiis,
&c., in Latin, 1676. 3095.— Articles of Visitation in his primary
Visitation as bishop, 1676. 3106.— Edited Suetonius in 1676. 3123.— Dedn. to him, with arms, 1677. 3130.— Mentioned, 1677. 3137— Mentioned, 1677. 3148.— Edited Pliny's Letters, 1677. 3156.— Said to have objected to the introduc-
tion of many partners in the Oxford

Press, 1678. P. xlv.— Edited the Vit(Z of Cornelius Nepos.
1678. 3185.—

Instigated dr. Thomas Marshall to

write his Notes on the Catechism,
1679. 3216.— Absent from the voting in the House
of Lords on the Exclusion Bill, 16S0.
1680 anti.— Sermon before the Lords on Matth.
xii. 25, 1680. 3266.— Edited Lactantius de 7nortibus Perse-

ciUoruvi, &c., 16S0. 3269.
Fell's New Year Books. The theory and

reason of his series of New Year

Books, 1669. 2822.

[The following list is the best which
can at present be suggested. No.
2575 may be regarded as a fore-

runner in 1 661].

1666. Pachymeres. 2753,
1667. Alcinous. 2762.
166S.

1669. Clemens Romanus, 2822.

1670. Epictetus, 2853.
167 1. Nemesius, 2891.
1672. Aratus, 2919.
1673-

1674. Justinus, 3014.
1675. Cornelius Nepos, 3066.
1676. Theocritus, 3124, or Suetonius,

3123.

1677. Pliny, 3156.
1678. Faustinus, 3174, or Herodian,

3177-

1679. Zosimus ?, 3242.
1680. Epictetus, 3264.
1681. Cypiian.
1652. Athenagoras.
1653. Clemens Alexnndrinus.

1684. Lactantius or Theophilus.
16S5, Barnabas.
1686. Origen.

Fell's successor as Dean of Christ

Chuich (after Massey), was dr. Henry
Aldrich, who continued the series :

—
1690. Xenophon (Memorabilia).
1691. „ (Agesilaiis).

1692. Aristeas.

1693. Xenophon (De re equestri).

1695. Phalaris.

1698. ^sop.
I7°3- Justinus or Eutropius.
1704. Antoninus?

1705. Odyssey.
1707. Epictetus.

1708. Ignatius.

1709. Palladio.

17 1 1. Plato (Symposium).

Dr. Arthur Charlett, Master of Uni-

versity College 1692-1722, is stated

to have carried on the plan, after

Aldrich's death in 1710.

Fell, Philip, of All Souls coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2467,
2543, 2578.— Verses, 1670. 2844,2845.

Fell, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1661, 1662. 2543, 2578.
Fell, dr. Samuel, dean of Ch. Ch,, Ox-

ford. Mentioned, 1633. Ap|i. D. I.

Fenn, James, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,
1660, 1662, 1670. 2467, 2578,
2845

Fenwick, R., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,
1660. 2466.

Fergus, first prince of Galloway. Men-
tioned, 166S. 2794.

Fermat, Pierre de, of I'oulouse. 7 letters

from him, 1657-8. 2380.
Fermor, or Farmor, Richard, of Somer-

ton. Presented the Bodleian copies
of Lattebziritis (Oxon. 1482), and of

Lyndewoode (Oxon. 1483), in 1603.
P. 451.— Dedn. to him, with arms, 1677. 3130.

Feme, dr. Henry. Of the division be-

tween the English and the Romish
Church (1652) : referred to. 2l88.

Ferrand, Jacques. Mentioned, 1640.

2267.— Note that Burton never saw Ferrand's

Love Melancholy till the 3rd ed. of

the Anatomy in 1628. P. 450.

Ferrarius, Janus Alexander, pseud. See

Fabricius, Johannes Ludovicus.

Ferrarius, Johannes Baptista. Orationes

'Oxon. 1668' (error for London
1668 ?), after no. 2799.— Orationes, referred to, 1660.

Ferrers, Edward, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660 (' Farrars'). 2466.
Feschius, Sebastianus. Mentioned, 1678.

3179-
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Fescue for a Home-book. See Kendall,

rev. George, 1654.
Festum Ovorum. See Oxford, 715.

Fettiplace, Edward, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2466.
Fez. See Barbary, 1671.

Ffydd diffuant. See Edwards, Charles,

1666, &c.

Fides Apostolica. See Ashwell, George,
1653.

Field, jolin, London and Cambridge
printer. See London—Printers, &c.

Field, Robert, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.— Apology by him as Terras Filius,
1661. 1661 a7iii.

Fiennes, William lord Saye and Sele,
d. 1662. Folly and Madness made
manifest {atioit.), 1659. 2441.— The Quaker's darkness (anon.), 1659.

2441.— The Quaker's Reply manifested to be

railing (anon.) 1660. 2441.— Answer to his Po/(y and Madness, by
John Whitehead (Manifestation of
'Truth), 1662. 2441

Figuring .= pagination. Used in 1656.

2299.
Finch, hon. Charles, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Bellositum (Latin verses on Oxford),

1677. 3148.
Finch, sir Heneage, earl of Nottingham,

d. 1682. Elected M.P. for the

University of Oxford, 1661. 1661
ann.— Dedn. to him, 1679. 3215.— Mentioned, 1679. ^679 ann.

Finch, Matthew, of New coll., Oxford,
d. 1665. Verses, 1662. 2578.

Finibus Virtutis, de, 1673. Sec Shar-

rock, Robert.

Finmore, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.
Music Lecturer at Oxford in 1651.
2163.

Finn, language. Grammar and vocabu-

lary, in Finnish and English, 1674.
3023-4.

Fire ot London. See London—Fire of
London.

Firmianus, 1674. See Good, dr. Thomas.
Firmicus Maternus, Julius. De Reli-

gionum profanarum errore, cum notis

[. W^ouweri, 1662. 2593.—
167S. 3175.

tirmin, rev. Giles. Mentioned, 1658.
2348.

Fisher, Edward, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Fisher, Joane wife of rienry, of Oxford.

The Devil Incarnate, or a satyr on . . .

(her, as) countess of Bedlam, 1661.

2551-

Fitzgerald, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.
Fitzwilliam, John, of Magd. coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1662, i66r, 1662,

1670. 2466 and 2467, 2543, 2578,
2844

Five-mile Act. Passed at Oxford (clergy

prohibited from being within five

miles of a corporate town), 1665.

1665 a7in.

Flatman, Thomas, fell, of New coll.,

Oxford, d. 168S. Verses, 16^6, 1658
(' T. F '). 2296, 2363.

Flavel, John, of Wadli. coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1624. 2267.— De demonstratione (et) Tractatus

Topicorum (Aristotelis), 1651. 2167.
Fleetwood, Bertie. English poem, 1660.

2540.
Fleetwood, hon. George. English poem,

1660. 2540.
Fletcher, Elizabeth. Quakeress ill-treated

at Oxford, 1654. 2245.
Fletcher, sir George. Dedicn. to him,

1652. 2184-5.
Fletcher, Giles. Reprint of a preface by

him, 1 658. 2409.
Flexney, Ralph, owner of the Bear Inn,

Oxford. Mentioned, 1667. 2774.
Floating Island. See Strode, William.
Flora's Vagaries, a plav. See Rhodes,

Rich.

Florence. View of Oxford at Florence,

1669 anti.

Florus, Annreus. Res a Romanis gestae

(1638), mentioned. 2242.—
1650. 2035** (p. 466).— Rerum a Romanis gestarum, cum
conim. J. Stadii, &c., Editio nova,
1 66 1. 2556.
1669. 2828.

Flosculi historici, 1663, 1668. Sec Bus-

siferes, Jeande.
Flowers, engraved ornaments. Sec Print-

ing
—Ornaments.

Floyd of Reading, 1672. See Lloyd, bp.
William.

Floyd, sir John, of Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Floyd, Nicholas, 1661. See Lloyd,

Nicholas.

Floyd, William. See Lloyd, William.

Folly and Madness, 1659. ^^^ Fiennes,
William.

Ford, John, fell, of C.C.C, Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Ford, sir Richard. Dedn. to him, 1676.

3118.
Ford. dr. Simon, d. 1699. Qavfxaaia . . .

The Lord's Wonders in the Deep, a

sermon at Northampton on Ps. cvii.

24. 2699.
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Ford, rev. Stephen, pastor at Chipping
Norton. Preface by liim, 1657. 2328.—
Epistle to the church in Chipping
Norton, with Church Rules by S. F.,

1657. 2336.
Forde, rev. —

, Congregationalist at

Exeter. Mentioned, 1654. 2455*.
Forms and Qualities, 1666-7. See\joy\e,

Robert.

Formulae Romanoe. Glossary of legal,

military, sacrilicial and other Roman
formulae, in Latin : by F. Hilde-

brandus, 1673. 2976.
Forneretus, Andreas Fndericus, of Lau-

sanne. Diss, de Persona et Officio

Christi mediatorio, 1673. 2975.
Forrest, Edward, Oxford publisher.

Occurs 1654-79. •'^PP* F.— List of his publications, 1654 and

1655. 2267.— List of his and John Adams's books,

1659. 2464.— Fraudulent issue by him (Kornman-
nus), 1669. 2833.

Forrest, John, Oxford publisher. Occurs

1655-72. App. F.

Forster, hon. Charles, of Trinity, Oxford.
2 poems, 1 65 1. 2158.

Forster, S., of Qu. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Forster, William. Translated (as W. F.)

a Latin treatise of Oughtred into

English, 1630. 2513.
Fortescue, sir Edmund, of Ball, coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1660. 2466.— Dedn. to him, and commendatory
letter by him, 1660. 2494.— Dedn. to him, 1662. 2591.

Fortification. See Oughtred, William,
1677.

Fosset, John, carrier in Oxford. Men-

tioned, 1672. 2934, 2936.— Attempted to start a one-day coach
from Oxford to London, Apr. 17,

1671. 2910.— His coach to London banned, 1671.

2897.
Fossils. A dissertation on fossils found

in rocks, by R. Plot, 1677. 3130.
Foster, John, of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1661, 1662. 2543, 2578.
Foster, Robert, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Foster, William, of Christ Church, Ox-

ford. Corrected the errata in the

Oxford 1675 Bible. 3086.— in the Iliad, 1676. 3109.— Wrote in a Greek line, omitted in the

pnnting, 1676. 3095.— Corrected misprints with his pen for

the Sheldonian Press, 1676-7. 3092,
&c.

Foster, William. Paid for correcting a
mistake in printing, by hand, 1677.
3"8.

Fouke, dr. T., of Glouc. hall, Oxford

(?
= Thomas Fowkes of New coll.,

Oxon., d. 1694). Verses, 1669.
2814.

Foulis. sir David and lady Catharine.

Dedn. to them, 1674. 3009.
Foulis, Henry. The history of the wicked

plots of Jesuites and Presbyterians in

Great Britam, 2nd ed.
, 1674 3009.

Founder of type. .S'^^ Books— Type.
Four Conferences, 1688. See Coles, dr.

Gilbert.

Fowkes, Thomas, B.D., of New coll.,

Oxford. Mentioned, 166.;. 2814
Fowkes, Thomas, of Glouc. hall, Oxford.

Latin and Greek verses, 1670. 2845.
Fox. See Oxford, 460.

Fox, George, founder of the Society of
Friends. A Primer for the Schollers

and Doctors of Europe, especially to

Oxford and Cambridge, 1659. 2424
and 1659 ami.

Fox, William, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Teraplum Academicum instauratum

(Latin verse), 1677. 3148.
Foxcroft, E., of King's coll., Cambridge.

Cases of Greatrakes's Cures, attested

by E. Fo.xcroft, 1666. 2758.
Framework Knitters. See London—Cily

Companies—Frameworkers' Com-
pany.

France. The French compositors at the

Sheldonian Press complained of,

1670. P. xxxvi.

1673. 2960.— See Journal of the War, 1673,

Franeker, in Holland. The author,
editor and dedicatees of no. 2301
(1656) were all Poles connected with

Franeker.— Discourse delivered there in 1623 by
W. Ames, in Latin, 1659. 2431.

Frankland, Thomas, of Brasen. coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1660, 1662. 2466
2578.

Fratres in Malo, 1660. See after no.

2512.

1673. See Wase, Christo-Pree Schools,

pher.

Freke, John,
2 poems,

Oxford.of Wadh. coll.

1660. 2466.
French. French grammar, by H. Leigh-

ton, 1659. 2448.— See Dugres, Gabriel (Dialogi, 1660).— Verses. 2466, &c.— A new French grammar by J. G.

d'Abadie, 1676.

'

3093.
French,—, schoolmaster in London, 1832.

Mentioned. 3203.
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French, Nicholas. The doleful! fall of

Andrew Sail, by N. N. (1674) men-

tioned, 1676. 3120.
Frenchmen's Wonder, a ballad. See

Dole, 1676.
Frenide de liressy, B. de. 5 letters from

him, 1658, 2380.
Frewin, dr. Accepted. Mentioned, 1633.

App. D. I.

Frewin hall, Oxford. See Oxford, 495
(St. Mary's college).

Friend, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,
d. i6Sq. Verses, 1662. 2578.

Friendly Vindication, 1673. See How-
ard, sir Robert.

Frisius, Gemma. See Gemma, Reinerus.

Frogley, Richard, Mentioned, 1672.
P. xxxix.

Frogs. Anatomical engravings (in W.
Charleton's Exercitationes, 1677).

3137-
Frommenius, Andreas, prof, at Coburg,

d. 1666. Synopsis Metaphysica,
1669. 2829.

Fromondus, Libertus. Meteorologica,
1670. 2853*.

Fruit-trees, See Austen, Ralph, 1653:
Drope, Francis, 1672.

Full Answer to a Declaration. See Eng-
land—Parliament, 1648.

Fuller, Robert. Missale Romanum vin-

dicatum, by R, F., 1674, mentioned.

2921.— Criticism of his Missale Vindicatum,
by dr. D. Brevint, 1674. 3006.

Fuller, dr. Thomas. Note about his very
rare sermon Jacob's Vo'm (Oxford,
1644). P. 462.— Life of doctor Thomas Fuller, 1662.

2594-
Fullwood, Francis. Reply to him by

H. Jeanes, 1653. 2229.
Fulman, William, d. 1688. Academiae

Oxoniensis notitia (2 issues), 1665.
2689-90.— Notitia Oxoniensis academise (2nd ed.,

anonymous), 1675. 3036.
Fur praedestinatus. 6>ijSlatius, Henricus.
Fur pro tribunali, 1657. See Kendall,

dr. George.

G.

G., B., supposed printer at Oxford. See
London— Printers, ifc. Griffin,

Bennet, 1679.
G., E., 1666. Are Gayton, Edmund.
G., F., minister of St. Nicholas, London.

Edited I'ur pradestinatus , 1651.
2344-

G., G., fell, of E.xeter coll., O.xford. See

Gooddall, George.
G., J., 1654. ^^^ Godwin, Joseph, jun.

G., J., 1662. See Gregory, John.
G., N., 1663. .SV.'^ Oxford—Univ.—Magd.

coll.

G., P. Verses by him, 1674. 3004.
G., S. Poem on W. Stokes, vaulting

master at Oxford, 1641 (1652).

2207.
G., T. , of Wadh. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1660. 2466.— Verses on dr. John Owen's Vera Theo-

logia, 1 66 1. 2566.
G., T., 1666. .S"*"^ Gore, Thomas.

G., T,, 1667. See Families (T. Gore).

G., T., 1669. See Gale, Theophilus :

Gilbert, rev. Thomas.

G., W., of Wadham coll., Oxford. Poem,
1653- 2363.

G., W. Latin verses, 1676. 3093.
Gadbury, John. UpoyvcoaTtKuv, an astro-

logical prediction, 1658. After no.

3373-.— His Brief Examination, 1 660, referred

to. 2472.
Gage, George. Owned an Arabic MS. of

Eutychius. 2297.
Galateus, 1665. See Casa, Giovanni

della.

Gale, Theophilus. The true idea of Jan-
senism, 1669. 2831.— The Court of the Gentiles, pt. i (Philo-

logy). ByT. G., 1669. 2830.
Part I, 2nd ed., with author's name,

1672. 2928.
Pt. 2, 1670. 2854.
Part 2 (second issue, dated 1671).

2887.
Pt. 2, ed. 2, 1676 {itot an Oxford

book). After no. 3106.
Gale, dr. Thomas, d. 1702. Rhetores

Selecti (Grccci), Gr.-Lat., ed. T. Gale,

1676. 3118.— Edited YzxabWoh-Q.?, De Mysteriis , 1678.

3179-— Edited a Gr.-Lat. Psalter, 1678. 3201.
Galen, Christopher Bernhard von, prince-

bishop of Miinster. A Letter sent to

the States General of the United

Netherlands, 1665. 2693.
Galfridus. See Geoffrey.

Gallus, Evaldus, i6thcent. His Dialogi
referred to. 2742.

Gambetta, Leon. Owned a copy of no.

3195-
Gardiner, dr. Richard, canon of Ch. Ch.,

Oxford. Specimen oratorium (Latin
orations by him, 1620-42 ;

Latin

poems, essays, &c., to him), 2nd ed.,

1657- 2337.— 3rd ed., 1662. 2595.— 4thed., 166S. 2800.—
5th ed., 1675. 3058.—
Mentioned, 1631. 2267.
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Gardiner, dr. Richard. Verses, 1660.

2467.
Gardner, Tho., of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Latin verses, 1670. 2845.
Garrard, Richard, of St. John's, Oxford.

Poem, 1 65 1. 2160.

Garsington. Mentioned, 1667 (Gaza).
2760-1.

Garth, sir Samuel. His translation of
Ovid's Aletamorphoses mentioned.
P. 447.

Gascoigne, Robert, Oxford publisher.
Occurs 1665. App. F.

Gassendus, Petrns. De natura demon-
strationis, 1662. 2589.

Gataker, Thomas, the scholar. Account
of him, 1662. 2585.

Gatherings of a book. See Books—
Sheets.

Gauden, bp. John. Loosing of St. Peter's

Bonds, 1660, mentioned. 2475.
Gawen, rev. Nicholas, of Qu. coll., Ox-

ford, d. 1682. 'E^ox?? . . . Christ's

Pre-eminence, i668. 2801.

Gayton, Edmund. Epulae Oxonienses

(1661?) 2544.— Probably w^rote the Ballad on the

Gyants in the Phyiick Garden in

Oxford, 1662. 2579.— Wrote the ballad on Mr. Bobard's
Yew-men of the Guards to the Physic
Garden, 1662. 2580.— Edited Marten's Letters as ' Edm. de

Speciosa Villa
', and probably wrote

an Answer to one of them, 1662.
2602.

1663. 2643.—
Diegerticon in Britanniam, 1666.

2743-— Glorious Cinque-ports, on the naval
victories (verses), 1666 2744.— To R. Whitehall at Astrop inverses),
1666. 2745.

Gaza. See Garsington.
Gazentona, 1667. 3"^^ Yarnton.

Gazette, the. See London Gazette.

Gellibrand, Hen., of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Poem, 1660. 2466.
Gemma, Reinerus, Frisius. Methodus

Arithmeticce, 1661. 2560.
Gemma Cambri. See Jones, Richard,

1652.

Genealogy. See also Families.

Geneva, city and lake. Referred to, 1673.
2981.

Geneva, lake of. See also Leman,
"lake.

Gennadius, iSannes. The Gennadius sale

catalogue (1895), referred to. After
no. 3135.

Gentile Sinner, 1660, &c. See Ellis,
Clement.

Gentleman's Calling. Mentioned, 1660.

2492.
Geodaesia, 1665. See Ryff, P.

Geoffrey (Galfridus), Oxford scribe, 1259-
79. App. C, no. 31^.

Geography. See Bertius, Petrus : Clu-

verius, Philippus : Keckermannus,
B. : Navigators : Pemble, William.

Geometry. See Keckermannus, B. : Ryff,
Petrus.— Logic diagrams connected with geo-
metry, 1673. 2974.

George. Letter to 'George' by J. Dob-
son, 1663. 2624.

George, Mother, of Oxford. In her looth

year, 1677. 3130.
George, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2160.—
1654. 2243.

Georgirenes, Joseph, archbp. of Samos.
Visited Oxford, 1677. 1677 ami.

Georgius Pachymeres. See Pachymeres,
Georgius.

Gerard, hon. Charles. Verses, 1671.
2869.

Gerbier, sir Balthazar, d. 1667. Sub-
sidium peregrinantibus, or an Assist-

ance to a Traveller . . . written to
a Princely Traveller for a Vade Me-
cuni, 1665. 2700.

Gerhardus, Johannes, of Jena. Medita-
tiones sacrae, postrema editio, i6;6.

2298.
Germany. Maps and description, 1681-3.

3253.
Gestus tucharisticus, 1663. See Ashwell,

George.
Getsius, or Goetz, Johannes Daniel . Tears

shed in the behalf of the Church of

England, i6.:i8. 2386.
Giants in the Physick Garden, 1662. See

Gayton, Edmund.
Gibbons, William, of St. John's coll.,

Oxford. Latin verses, 1 670. 2845.
Gibbs, mrs. Anne, actress. Poems about

her acting at Oxford, 1661, by R.
Walden. 2620*, sqq.

Gifford, Anthony and Elizabeth, of Devon
(about 1600). Mentioned, 16^9.

2459-
Gigas, Johannes (Johann Riese or Reus ?).

Enchiridion Sphasricum, id est .Sy-
stema Cosmographicum, with plate,

1664. 2660.

Gilbert, rev. Thomas, sen., of St. Edm.
hall, Oxford, d. 1694. Letter from

him, 1669, quoted. 2827.— Mentioned, 1669. 2831.— Edited Erasmus's Julius Seeitndus

(adding a preface) and Frommenius's

Synopsis Aletaphysica, both 1669.
2827, 2829.
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Gilbert, rev. Thomas, sen., Gale's Court

of the Gentiles, pt. 2, ed. 2 (1676)
bears his name as publisher (an
error ?). After no. 3106.— Colloquium, 16S0. 3265.

Gilbert, Thomas, jun., Oxford publisher,
d. 1673. Occurs 1669-72. App. F,

cf. no. '2951.— No. 2827 (Erasmus"! was the firstfruits

of his printing at Oxford, 1669.

Gillett, Charles R., of New York. Men-

tioned, 192 1. 118. P. 439.
Giraldus, Lilius Gregorius, d. 1552.

Mentioned, 1658. 2378.
Gise, William. See Guise, William.

Gissing, in Wilts, or Hants. Mentioned,

1658. 2364.
Gladstone, dr. Alexander. Dedicn. to

him, 162 1 (1641). 990 (p. 458).

Glanvill, Joseph, of Ex. coll., Oxford, d.

1680. Mentioned, 1669, &c. 2273,
2831.— Plus ultra, mentioned, 1670. 2866.— Reply unto Ecebolius Glanvill (by
Hen. Stubbes), 1671. 2911.

Glapthorne, Henry. Wit in a Constable,

played at Oxford, 1664. 1664 ann.

Glass-blowing. Advt. of an itinerant

glassblower at Oxford, abt. 1665.

2711.

Glastonbury Thorn. OneatRycote, 1677.

3130.
Gleg, James, of Dundee. Latin poem by

him, 1621 (1641). 990 (p. 457).

Glid, Richard. See Glyd, Richard.

Globes. De globis : see Hues, Robert.— De usu Globorum, per T. B(rancker),
1662. 2587.— De usu globorum, 1663 : see Blaeu,
Will. J.

Gloucester. Note from a Cathedral

Library book, about dr. Baylie, 1667,

2770.
Gloucester, duke of, d. 1660. See Henry,

prince.

Glyd, Rich., of New college, Oxford.

Verses, 1651, 1652, 1660. 2158,
2189-90, 2466.

Glyn, John, lord chief justice. Dedn. to

him, 1657. 2338.
Glynne, John, of Ch. Ch.

,
Oxford. Verses,

1662. 2578.
Glynne, Thomas, of Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661. 2467, 2543.
Gnoston tou Theou, 1656. See Wood,

Edward.

Goddard, John, engraver at Oxford.

Engraved titlepage by him, 1653.
2223.— Diagrams engraved by him, 1660.

2513.
Goddard, dr. Jonathan, warden of Merton

coll., Oxford. Dedicns. to him, 1653,

1655, 1656, 1657, 1674. 2239,
2274, 2319, 2357, 3033-

Goddard, dr. Jonathan. Mentioned,
1633. App. D, I.

Godfrey, Richard. Poem on W. Stokes,

vaulting master, 1641 (1652). 2207.
Godolphin, Francis, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Godolphin, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
God's Absolute Election, 1659. ^^^ ^^g-

shavve, Edw., the younger.
God's Decrees, 1659. See Bagshawe,

Edw., the younger.
God's Decrees, 1671. See Pierce, dr. T.
God's Work in founding Zion, 1656, See

Owen, dr. John.

Godwin, Joseph, sen., Oxford publisher.
Mentioned, 1654. P. 465.

Godwin, Joseph, /?<«., Oxford publisher,
son of Joseph. Occurs, 1652-68.

App. F.
— Presumably edited Lloyd's Phrases,

1654 (as' J. G.'). 2256.— List of books printed ior him, 1660.

2522.
Godwin, Thomas. His Rom. Hist. An-

thologia. Synopsis Antiqu. Hcbr. and
Moses and Aaron mentioned, 1654.
2262.— Romanae Historiae Anthologia, 1658.

2387.
Goetz, J. D. See Getsius, Joh. Daniel.

Goffe, Stephen, of Magd. coll., Oxford.
Latin address to dr. E. Simson, 1652.
2206.

Goffe, Thomas. Three plays by him.

acted at Oxford. 1631-3, reprinted

(Raging Turk, Courageous Turk,

Orestes). 2290.
Golconda. Mentioned, 1675. 3041.
Gold printing. See Books—Colourprint-

ing.

Gold, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1670. 2844.
Golden Topaz. Sec Whiddon, Francis.

Goldsmith, Oliver. Vicar of Wakefield
quoted. 2843.

Golius, Jacobus, d. 1667. Mentioned,
1661. 2549.

Gollancz, sir Israel. Mentioned. P. 454.

Gomersal, Thomas. Verses by him, 1673.

2979
Good old way, 1652. See Bradford, John.
Good, James, Oxford publisher. Occurs

1672-75. App. F.

Goode, dr. Thomas, master of Ball, coll.,

Oxford. Firmianus and Dubitantius,
or dialogues concerning Heresies and

Schisms, 1674. 30I0-—
Proposal to the gentry of Worcester-
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shire that they should found county
Fellowships, &c., at Balliol, 167:;.

3059
Goode, dr. Thomas. A brief English tract

of Logick, 1677 (a«<9w.) 3142.
Good Friday. See Hue and cry, 1673.
Goodaire, Thomas, a Quaker. Cry of the

Just agst. oppression (i. e. imprison-
ment at Oxford), 1660. 2470.— True Relation of the Sentence passed
(abt. the same affair), 1660. 2471.

Goodall, George, fell, of Ex. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses by 'G. G.', 1662.

2578.— Verses, 1670. 2844.
Goodere, Thomas, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Goodman, George. Verses, 1660. 2540.
Goodwin, John, of Qu. coll., Cambridge.

His Redemption reJeeined (1651)
referred to, 1655. 2273.— Mentioned, 1651. 22l6.— Vindication of W. Twisse agst. Good-
win, by H. Jeanes, 1653. 2236.— Dr. Owen's attack on Goodwin's Re-

demption Redeemed, 1654. 2258.— Attacked as a Neo-Pelagian by G.

Kendall, 1657. 2344.
Goodwin, Thomas, a'. 1643. See Godwin,

Thomas.
Goodwin, dr. Thomas, pres. of Magd.

coll., Oxford. Mentioned. 1654
ann.

Gore, John. Accused of theft in 1446
(note of a legal decision about the

Templars' right of asylum, in Latin).
3092.

Gore, Thomas, of Alderton, Wilts. Men
tioned ('T. G.'), 1666. 2726.— Nomenclator geographicus (Magnje
Brit, and Hibernize), Lat.-Angl. and

Angl.-Lat., 1667. 2768.— Catalogus authorum de Re Heraldica,
1 668. 2802.— Catalogus authorum de re Heraldica

(with engraved arms of the author),

1674. 3011.
Gosfield in Essex. Mentioned, 1674.

3030-
Gorges, R., of St. J. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Gosford, Oxfordshire. Louse Hall near

Gosford, described, 1667. 2760-I.
Gospel Embassy, 1658. See Wilkinson,

Henry.
Gothus, Olaiis Joannis. Mentioned, 16S0.

3253
Gough, James. Sold chocolate and coffee

in Oxford in 1660. 2487, 2488.
Gourney, T. , 1 660. See Gurney, Thomas.
Government of the Tongue. See Allestree,

dr. Richard.

Gradus ad Parnassum. See Blumerel,
Johannes, 1679.

Graeca cum Latinis. See Wickens, Robert,
1654.

Grseca Ecclesia, 1676. See Smith, dr.

Thomas.
Graecae linguae historia, 1657. See Bur-

ton, William, d. 1657.
Graham, James, marquis of Montrose,

d. 1650. Account of his death, 1661.

2564.
Graile, John. Mentioned, 1655. 2255.
Grammatica Rationis, 1673. See Fell,

John.
Grammar. A discourse on double con-

sonants, by G. Dalgarno, 1680.

3263.
Grammatical miscellanies, 1660. .5"^^

Merriott, Thomas.
Grantham in Lincolnshire. Visitation

sermon there (1641), 1670. 2862.

Grasserus.Joh. Jac. Latin poem (f. 1625).
2288.

Graunt, capt. John, F.R.S., d. 1674.
Natural and political observations

upon the Bills of Mortality (in Lon-

don, 1603-61), 1665. 2701.
Gray, William. See Grev of Werke, 1st

lord.

Great Britain. See Britain, Great.

Greatarick, Valentine. See Greatrakes,
Valentine.

Greatrakes, Valentine. The miraculous
Conformist, an account of Cures by
V. Greatarick (by H. Stubbe), 1666.

2758.
Greaves, John. Letter from him (1637),

quoted. P. 456.— Mentioned, 1665. 2724.
Greek. For the study of Greek at Oxford

see Oxford, 583.— See Marmora Oxoniensia : Rhodo-
canakis, C. : Smith, W. (2948).— Harmar's Oratio about the language
when appointed Professor at Oxford,
July 18, 1650. 2035*** (p. 466).— List of first words of Greek authors
much read in Oxford in 16152.

2189.— 6 Greek poems by H. Stubbe, 1656.

2313-— Greek poems, 1658. 2370.— See Stubbc's Delieiae Poetarum,
16.58.

Greek. Poems, 1660. 1661, 1662, 1669,
1670,1671. 2466, 2543. 2578 and

2591, 2814, 2844-45, 2869.
Greek Church. For Canons of Councils

see Canons.— Mentioned, 1677. 1677 ann.— A sham Greek patriarch at Oxford,
1659. 1659 ann.
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Greek Church. De statu Grrecse Ec-

clesise, 1676: see Smith, dr.

Thomas.
An account of the Greek Church

1680, see Smith, dr. Thomas.
Greek-lade. See Cricklade.

Green, Anne. Description of her hanging
and resuscitation at Oxford, 1650.

3130.— A Wonder of Wonders (about her

execution and recovery), 1651. 2151.— A declaration from Oxford of Anne
Greene that was hanged, but since

recovered, 1651. 2153.— Newes from the dead (about her

recovery after being hung), by R.

Watkins, with poems, 1651 (five

issues, with variations of contents

and printing, including a second

edition). 2158-62.— Reference to her hanging, 1651. After
no. 2221.

— Poem on her revival after being hung,
tr. into Latin by H. Birkhead, 1656.

2295.
Greene, Robert, d. 1592. Mentioned,

1653. 2221.

Greenway, Margret, a Quakeress. A
Lamentation against Oxford [c. 1657).
2322.

Greenwood, dr. Daniel, d. 1679. Dedicn.
to him, 1651. 2181.— Mentioned, 1651. 2163.— Funeral sermon on Francis Croke (on
Isa. Ivii. 1-2), 7672. 3267.— on A. Croke (on 2 Cor. vi. 7-8), 1672.
3268.

Greg, dr. W. W. Mentioned. P. 470.

Gregory of Nyssa. Nemesius's TltpX

^uaioi's dvOpwirov was attributed to

him. 2891.
Gregory, Abraham. 2 English and Latin

poems, 1660. 2540.
Gregory, rev. Francis, master of Wood-

stock Grammar School. Votivum
Cardo (verses in Latin and English
by himself and his scholars, 1660:
inch 2 by himself printed in 1648).
2540.— David's return, a thanksgiving ser-

mon, 1660. 2495.— Teares and bloud, two sermons, 1660.

2496.—
'ETTKpavta, a discourse on the Mani-
festation of Christ, 1678. 3176.

Gregory, John, d. 1647. Edited with
notes Ridley's Ficw of ike Lazu

(1662: 'T. G.'). 2606.
Gregory, Father Greybeard, 1673. Men-

tioned. 2988.
Grenvile, Denis, of Ex. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.

Grenvile, Denis, of Ex. coll., Oxford.
Dedn. to him, 1660. 2494.

Grenville, hon. Algernon, d. 1662. Ser-

mon and poems on him, mentioned.

1663 ann.

Greville, sir Fulke, d. 1628. Dedn. to him,
1589 ('Grivilhis'i. 103* (p. 438).

Greville, Robert, lord Brooke, d. 1676.
Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 24.

Grey, lady Jane. Account of her, 1662.

2585.
Grey, William, 1st lord. Grey of Werke.

Dedicn. to him, 1654. 2265
Griffin, Roger, of Oxford. Mentioned as

deputy mayor, 1671. 2896.
Griffith, John, of Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Griffith, prof. R. H., of Texas University,

Austin, Texas, U.S.A. Mentioned,
1926. P. 462.

Griffiths, dr. John, warden of W^adh. coll.,
Oxford. Exposed a forged Oxford

diploma of 1 655, in 1876. 1 655 ann.

Grigg, Thomas, of Triii. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Grivillus, Fulco. See Greville, sir Fulke.

Gronovius, Jacobus. In Oxford, 1670.

1670 arm.

Grossius, Joh. Latin poem (c. 1625).
2288.

Grosvenor, John, of Brasen. coll., Oxford.

Cambro-Britannus (Latin verses),

1677. 3148.
Grotius, Hugo. Opera (Amst. 1679),

mentioned. 3202*.— Owen's Review of the Annotations of

Hugo Grotius, 1656, with two letters

of Grotius to Crellius, 1626-32.
2309.— Mentioned, 1636-50. 2267.— De Vert/ate Religionis Chnstiancz :

—
Comparisons and lists of editions of

it. 2498.
Note on the Oxford 1639 and 1650

editions. Pp. 465-66.
ed. 10, 1660 (with bibliographical

notes). 2497.
ed. nova, cum versione Arabica,

1660. 2498 (with bibliographical

notes, details of cost, &c.).
1662 (with new arrangement of

notes). 2596.
Note on the ownerships of this

book, 1639-62. 2596.
Reference to a supposed Oxford

1668 edition. After ViO. 2802.
De Veritate Religionis Chribtianae,

1675. 3060.
De Veritate religionis Christianae,

\(>1() {doiibtftil edition). 3211-— Treatise agst. his Bible Annotations,

1655. 2279.
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Grotius, Hugo. Poem on his imprison-
ment, tr. into Latin by H. Birkhead,

1656. 2295.— His opinion ahout the rights of Am-
bassadors, 1657. 2362.— De hffireticis judicium, cum anno-

tationibus, 1660. 2537.— Name in a fictitious imprint, 1673.

2981— Annotationum selectarum ad N.T.

(Matt, i-vii 1 specimen, ed. C. Barks-

dale, 1675. 3061.— Account of his death, by Joh. Quis-

torpius, 1675. 3061.
Grove, Robert, fell, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Grubb, John, master of the Ch. Ch. school,

Oxford. Mentioned, 1678. 16"]"] nnn.

Gruchy, Joshua, of Pemb, coll., Oxford.

French poems, 1654. 2243.
Guardian, a comedy. See Cowley, Abra-

ham.

Guarna, Andreas. His Bellum gram-
7naticale mentioned. P. 439.

Guggenheim, Jules, Oxford photographer.
Reproduction by him of Lowe's
Cathedral Service, 1661, made in

1S82 : mentioned, 2563.
Guide to the Holy City. See Reading,

John, 165 I.

Guild, dr. William, d. 16^'j. The Throne
of David, a comm. on 2 Samuel,

1659. 2442.
Guillym. See Gwillim.

Guinea Coast. Exhibition of an Indian

King from there, in Oxford. 1678
anfi.

Guise, John (not Christopher), of Ch.Ch.,
Oxford. Verses, 1670 (Christopher
altered to John). 2845.

Guise, William, of Or. and All Souls coll.,

Oxford. Latin verses by \V. Gise,

1671. 2869.— Latin speech, 1677. 3148.
Gun Hill, near Nuneaton. Perhaps

referred to as Ctene in 166 1. 2620*.

Gunpowder Plot, 1605. Short Latin

accounts of it, in prose and verse,

1656. 2298.
Gunter, Edmund, d. 1626. His Table of

the Meridian, 1660. 2513.—
Explanation of his quadrant, by R.

Holland, 1676. 3108.
Gurney, Thomas, of Brazen, coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1660. 2466.
Guy, Thomas, of London, d. 1724. See

London—Printers, Ifc.— Partner in the Oxford Press, 1678-91.
P. xliv.

Gwillim, Joseph, of Brasen. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1662, 1669 ('Guillym').

2578, 2814.

Gwillym, John, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845,
Gwynne, Nathaniel, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1660 (' Gwinne''. 2467.
Gwyniie, Roland, of Merton coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1654. 2243.
Gyraldns. See Giraldus.

H.

H., A., 1660. See Haughton, Arthur.

H., D. Twisse's Answer to him, 1653.
2236.

H., E., 1659. ^^^ Hall, Edmund.
H., F. Verses, 1654. 2243.
H., G. Mappe of England &c., enlarged

by G. H., t66o. After no. 2476.
H., G., publisher at Oxford. No, 2511

was printed for him, 1660.

H., H. See Hammond, Henry, 1654.
H., I., 1660. See Harding, dr. John.
H.

, J., 1651. See Howell, James.
H., J. Greek Verses, 1666. 2742.
H., [., of Or. coll., Oxford. Verses, 1660.

2476.
H., J., fellow of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Poem, 7662. 2578.
H., L., 1823. See Howard, Luke.

H., N. Poem on W. Stokes, vaulting
master, 1641 (1652 \ 2207.

H., N., 1662. See Horsman, Nicolas.

H., R., 1652. See Harris, dr. Robert.

H., R. Verses by him, 1654. 22^2.
H., R., of Mert. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1660. 2466.
H., R., 1677. See Woodhead, Abraham.
H., T. Verses, 1676. 3093.
PL, W., 1657. See Hughes, William.

H., W. (' Gu. H.'), 1662. Recommends
no. 2592.

H., W., 1671. See Hickes, W'illiam.

H., W., 1679. See Harris, dr. Walter.
Habeas Corpus Act, 1679. Mentioned,

1679 ann.
Haberfield coffer at Oxford. Mentioned,

1665. 2712.
Habitus Academicorum . . . {jio date).

See no. 2997*.
Hague, the. A Hague book of i6>;4

palmed oft' as printed at Oxford in

1669 (Kornmann). 2833,
Hailstone, Edvard. Owned the only

known copy of no. 3102 (Battle of

Birds), 1676.

Hale, John, of Bowringsleigh. Dedicn.
to him, 1658. 2386.

Hale, sir Matthew. Mentioned, 1660.

2532.
Hales, dr. John, of Eton, d. 1656. Men-

tioned, 1634. 2879.
Hales, Rowland, high-sheriff of Hertford-

shire. Mentioned, 1667. 2789.
SIJO M m
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Hall, Edmund, of Pemb. coll., Oxford.

Verses by E. H., 1659. 2459.
Hall, rev. Edmund, d. 1687. Funeral

Sermon and Speech at Stanton Har-

court over lady Ann Harcourt, 1664.
2661.

Hall, Francis, S. J. See Linus, Fran-

ciscus.

Hall, Henry, printer. Mentioned as

printer to the University, 1644-69.
P. xxxiv.— Devolution of his type and ornaments.

App. E.
-- Reference to an unidentified Oratio

Inauguralis with Verses, jirinted by
him (about 1650-2 ?). 2i86.

— Occurs 1651-80. App. F.
— Borrowed Hebrew type from the

University, 1652. 1651 aiin., p.
xxvii.— Mentioned. P. xii.

— Note on his relations with his brother

William, 1658. 2413.— His petition for aid, c. 1661. P.xxxi.
— Mentioned, 1662. 2587*.— Prints 2 sheets (only) of a book, 1670.

2845.— Preface professedly written by him,

1675. 3075-— Uses a peculiar type, 1676. 3093.— Accounts of money received by him
from Oxford publishers of books

printed at the Sheldonian press,

1676-9. In the papers on p. xli.

Hall, John, of Queen's coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1 65 1. 2160.

Hall, bp. John, of Pembr. coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1672. App. D. VI

Hall, John, binder, printer (?) and ware-
house keeper at Oxford.— Paid for binding 700 or 800 Parecholce

and printing an Order, 1672 (he

possibly printed at least in 1672-4).

2875.— Mentioned as printer, 1672. 2927,
2937-— Paid lor printing and binding Parec-

bola, 1674. 3016.— His wife has sheet Almanacs printed
for her on silk, 1677-8. 3295.— Mentioned, 1678. 3197.

Hall, dr. John, bp. of Bristol, d. 17 10.

Mentioned, 1675. 3o8l-
Hall, bp. Joseph. Account of him, 1663.

2631.
Hall, Thomas. See King's Norton

(library).

Hall, Thomas. Vindicia: Literariiin and
IJistfio JMastyx 1654, mentioned.

2252.
Hall, Thomas, of Durham. English

poems by him, turned into Greek by
H. Stubbes. 2414.

Hall, William, printer and publisher
at Oxford. Mentioned, 1644-72.
P. xxxiv, App. E, F.— Borrowed Saxon type from the Uni-

versity, Aug. 22, 1657. 1656 ann.— Probably helped Leonard Lichfield I,

when the latter fell ill, 1657. 2320.— Notes on his printing, 1657-8. 1657
ann., 2413.— His piracy of an edition of Pliny the

younger, 1660. 2523.—• Preface by him, 1663. 2647.
Halley, Edmund, the astronomer. Note

about him, 1677. 3I30-— Mentioned, 1694. 2203.
Halliard (?), William, of Oxford. Men-

tioned, 1669. P. 471.

Halliwell, Henry. Dcus justificatus,
1668. Mentioned, 1666. 2755.— Letter from him about Boethius,June 2,

1674. 3004.
Halton, CO. Bucks. Mentioned, 1671.

2872.
Llalton, dr. Timothy, prov. of Queen's

coll., Oxford. Becomes Vice-Chan-

cellor, Aug. 1679. ^^79 o.^^-

Ilaltoun. See Hatton.

Hamilton Palace sale. See Beckford sale.

Hammond, Henry. Mentioned, 1633.

App. D. I.— View of the New Directory, 3rd ed.

(another edition, with Procln.), 1646.
1888* (p. 463).— Dissertationes iv, de Antichristo, &c.,

165 1. 2168.—
Paraphrase on the N.T. (1653) : Prac-

tical catechism (1645, &c.) : Disser-

tationes iv, &c. (1651) : Letter of

Resolution (16.^3), mentioned. 2241.— Dr. Owen's attack on Hammond's

Dissertationes, 1654. 2258.— Second defence of Hugo Grotius, noted

(1655). After no. 2275.— Note of his Defences of Hugo Grotius,

I6.S5-7- 2309.— Mentioned, 1656. 2299.— His 'FjKTfViOTtpov replied to by
Jeanes, 1657. 2343.— Attacked as a Neo-Pelagian by G.

Kendall, 1657. 2344.— His Vindication of Uniformity re-

ferred to, 1660. 2501.— De Coiifirmatione, 1661. 2557.— Account of him, 1662. 2585.— Practical Catechism, 7th ed., 1662.

2597.— 'Afm ^iov Hpiats. Judgment worthy
of God . . . Hell Torments, 1665 (or

1664). 2702.— An accordance of St. Paul with St.
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James, in Faith and Works, 1665.

2702.
Hammond, dr. Henry. Note on the

rarity of his Jtidginent (no. 2702),
1665. P. 471.

Hammond, John. Verses, 1660. 2467.
Hammond, John, of St. Edm. hall, O.x-

ford. Verses, 1660. 2466.
Hamnet, John, father and son. Funeral

Sermon on the father, 1643, dedicated

to the son : by dr. E. Hinton.

2171.

Hampden, John. His first publication,
1612 (Luctus posthumus). P. 455.

Hancox, Thomas, bookseller of Hereford.

See Hereford—Printers, ^c.
Hanes y Ffydd, 1671, &c. See Edwards,

Charles.

Hanwell, near Banbury. Mentioned,

1653. 2222.

Harby, Henry, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Harconrt, lady Ann, nee Waller. Funeral

sermon and speech over her, by E.

Hall, 1664. 2661.

Harconrt, sir Philip. Ep. dedic. to him,

1664. 2661.

Harcourt, Simon, of Pembr. coll., Oxford.

Latin verses, 1677. 3152.

Harding, dr. John, of Magd. coll., Ox-
ford. Translated Valentinus's Anii-

mony (as
'
1. H.'), 1660. 2534.

Haidv, prof George, pseud. Der auffrich-

tige unverfalschte Wahrsager, dasist,
ein Prognosticon iiber 1671, von

George Hardy, prof, der Astrologie
zu Oxfort, 1670-1. 2870-1.

Har-el. See Hailey.
Harford, rev. F. R. K. Note of an old

book in the Harford sale, 1899.
P. 451- , ^

Harley, near Nuneaton. Perhaps referred

to as Har-el (Mount of God), 1662.

2620*.

Harmar, prof. John. Mentioned. P. xiv.

— Oratio Oxoniae habita, 1650. 2035***
(p. 466).— Three pieces by him, in Greek and

Latin, one abt. the name of Oxford,

1652, 2189.— Congratulatory address, as professor
of Greek at Oxford, to Cromwell

(1653). 2218.
— Verses, 1654. 2243.— Oratio Protectoris Elogium com-

plectens, cum versibus, Apr. 27.

1654. 2244.— Note of his projected work on Jamaica,

1657. 2323.— Oratio steliteutica in Terrae Filios

(1657), 1658. 2365-— Oratio gratulatoria inau"urationi Ric.

Cromwell destinata, July 28, 1657.

2323.
Harmar, prof. John. 6 poems on the

Botanical Garden at Oxford (3 Latin,

3 Greek), 1658. 2370.— Mentioned. 1659 ('nn.

— Vindicias Academije Oxoniensis, sive

oratio apologetica (de vacatione tri-

raestri), 1662. 2581.— M. T. Ciceronis Vita, 1662. 2598.— Oratio panegyrica in honorem Caroli

Secundi (1660), 1663. 2639.
Harmine, Jacob van. See Arminius,

Jacob.
Harmsworth, sir R. L. Mentioned.

P. 442.

Harper, rev. John. Latin letter to him
fr. H. Wilkinson, 1653. 2420.

Harrington. James. Monarchy asserted

(by M. Wren) agst. Harrington's
Oceaiia, 1659. 2463.

Harris, dr. John, warden of Winchester

College. Dedicn. to him, 1654. 2256.
Harris, sir Richard, of tlie Inner Temple,

London. Edited W. Sherley's Ex-
cellence of the Order, 1662. 2611.

Harris, dr. Robert, pres. of Trin. coll.,

Oxford, d. 1658. Preface (by
' R. H.' )

to Bradford's Repentance, 1652.

2191.— Epistle about Mrs. Wilkinson, 1654.

2459-
Harris, W., of Ex. coll. (?), Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Harris, dr. Walter, d. 1732. A Farewell

to Popery, by W. H., 1679. After
3202.

Harris, William, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Harrison, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Latin letter to him fr. H. Wilkinson,

1654. 2420.
Harrow on the hill. Elegy on George

Pitt of Harrow, by C. Ellis, 1658.

2382.
Harsanvi, Jacobus. Dedn. to him, 1672.

2949
Hart, Horace. Mentioned. 2476.
Hartford, Daniel, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Latin verses, 1670. 2845.
Hartill, Willie, /j<??<^. See Horrox, W. A.

Hartlib, Samuel. Preface by him, 1650.

2035* (p. 466).— Dedicn. to him, 1653. 2223.
Harvard college. See Cambridge, U.S.A.

Harwood, Richard. Mentioned, 1644-5.
2267.

Hasel, Jan van. Translated two Gospels
into Malayan, 1677. 3164-5.

Hatley, William, fell, of St. John's, Ox-
ford. Verses, 1651, 1654. 2160,
2243.
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Hatton (Haltoun), near Edinburgh.

Mentioned, 1670. 2845 (R. Lauder).
Hatton, hon. Charles. Dedn. to him,

1674. 3003.
Hatzfeld, Georgius ab. Dedn. to him,

1 610. 2833.

Haughton, Arthur. Perhaps as A. F.,
edited a treatise of Oughtred, 1660.

2513-
Hauskins, rev. Thomas. P uneral sermon

on Edm. Warneford, 1649. 2169.
Haward, Jeremiah, a qiiaker. Mentioned,

1654. 2250.
Hawkins, sir Thomas, d. 1640. His

translation of selected Odes and

Epodes of Horace, 1652. 2195*.
Hawkins, Will., of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, '658. 2243, 2370.
Hawkins, Will., of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Hayter, William, of Exeter, Devon.

Letter of approbation of Ellis's

Miscellanea, 165,7. 2384.
Headington, Hugh de. Sec Edington.

Headington. The stocks there mentioned,

1651. 2163
Health. Treatise on health (Biochresto-

logia), in Latin, by H. Mundy, 1680.

3272.
Hearne, Thomas. Note on an omitted

Article, and on Clain's Historia

Bri/aiiiiua. Pp. 44S, 450.— Remarks on the disregard of Burton's

Anatomy in I7?,4. 2164.— Owned no. 2320 in 1720.

Heather, Thomas, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 167 1. 2869.
Heavens, or Homes, Elizabeth. Quaker-

ess ill-treated at Oxford, 16-54. 2245.
Heber, Richard. Mentioned. P. 453.
Hebrew. See Biixtorf, Johannes.— See Marmora Oxoniensia.— Notes: see corrn. of vol. i, p. 335

(3603). P. 452.— Purchase of Hebrew type and matrices

by the University, i6si. 1651 ann.— Mentioned, 1652. P. xxvii.
-— The first work in Hebrew type issued

from the Oxford Press, 1655. 2277.— Purchase of type, 1656. 1656 ann.— A. Amidei taught Hebrew in Oxford
in 1658. 2363.— Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2466,
2543, 2578.— Engraving of supposed old forms of

Hebrew letters from Mount Horeb,
1661. 2566.— Two treatises of Moses Maiuonides,
Hebr.-Lat., 1679. 3215.— The alphabet used, to supplement the

Roman, in mathematical diagrams,
1677. 3147

Heerebood, Adrianus. Edited Burgers-
diciui's Institt. Metaphysics, 1647,
3052.—

Philosophia Naturnlis cum commen-
tariis, 1665. 2703-4.

, 1668. 2803.
,1676. 3107.— Consilium de ratione studendi Philo-

sophise, 1665. 2703-4.
HeideU)erg. Mentioned, i66c. 3105.
Heinsius, Daniel. Complimentary Latin

poem by him. 2183.
Plele, sir Henry, kt. Dedn. to him, 1636.

2269.
Hell Torments, 1665. See Hammond,

dr. Henry.
Hellier, George, of Magd. hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Help to Prayiei'. See Bogan, Zachary.
Helvicus, Christophonis. Theatrum his-

toricum. ed. .sta, 165 1. 2170.— ed. 6ta, 1662. 2599.
Heivoetsluys. Mentioned, 1672. P.

xxxix.

Helyas. See Elias.

Hemerai . . ., 1672. See Torbuck, John.
Henchman, dr. Humphrey, bp. of Salis-

bury and London. Edited Ham-
mond De Confirmatione, with a dis-

sertation, 1661. 2557.— Dedn. to him, 1662. 2610.

Henden, lord, 1660 (i.e. Hindon). See

Hyde, Edward, earl of Clarendon.

Henley. The grammar school mentioned,
16S0. 3272.

Henly, col. Henry. Dedn. to him, 1656.

2299.
Hennin, A. d(e?), painter, perhaps of

Oxford. Drew a frontispiece for

Wood's Historia Univ. Oxo7i., 1674.

2996.
Hennings, M. His JMcvioriae Philo-

sophorum decas ii, cited. 2186.
HenStikon, 1675. .S^"*; Smith, dr. 'J'homas,

of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Henrietta Anna. See Orleans, Henr.

Anne duchess of.

Henrietta Maria, queen. Poem to her,

1661. 2543.
•—

(Verses). Epicedia Univ. Oxon. in

obitum ejus, 1669. 2814.— Confused with her daughter, Hen-
rietta Anna, 1669. P. xxi.

Henrion, D. Translated Hues de Clobis

into French. 2640.
Henry, prince of Wales, ^. 161 2. Dedn.

to him, 1607. 2628.

Henry, prince, duke of Gloucester, d.

1660. Mentions of him in the Resto-

ration verses, i 660. 2466.—
Epicedia Acad. Oxon. in obitum ejus,

1660. 2467.
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Henry, prince, duke of Gloucester. Thre-
nodia (an English elegy) by A. Brett,
on the Prince's death, 1660. 2485-—

Elei;y on his death, by M, J.luellin,

1660. 2504.
Henry iii, king of France, De csede et

interitu Gallorum regis Henrici tertii

epigrammata, 1589. 103* (p. 438).

Henry, Philip, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Poem,
1654. 2243.

Henshaw, T., fell, of All S., Oxford.

Poem, 1662. 2578.
Heraldry. See also Arms, heraldic.— See Gore, Thomas.— Dedn. to the Heralds' Office, in T.

Gore's Calalogus de re Heraldica,
which was licensed by the Deputy
Earl Marshal, 1674. 3011.— Le Blazon, or . . . the art of Herald-

ry (by Robert Wiseman), 167S.

3200.
Herbal. Sec Lovell, Robert, i6,-;9, 1665.
Herbert of Chirbuiy, lord. ^^6' Herbert,

Edward, d. 1648.

Herbert, Edward, lord Herbert of Chir-

burv, d. 1648. Mentioned, 1636.

2154-
Herbert, George, of Bemerton. Account

of him, 1663. 2631.
Herbert, William, earl of Pembroke. See

corrn. of vol. i, p. 336. P. 452.

Herbert, William, bibliographer, d. 1795.
Mentioned. P. 440,

Hereford. See Jones, John, M.A.— No. 2226 may contain Hereford Gram-
mar School Exercises, 1653. 2226.— Dedns. to the school there, 1657, 1662.

2337. 2595— Oxford books sold there, 1675-7.
P. xli.— Publisher there : Hancox, Thomas,
1674. 3010, App. F.

Hering, Dan., of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1654. 2243.
Hermannides, Rntgerus. His Britannia

Magna (Amst. 1661) mentioned.

1661 ann.

Hermansen, Herman, Oxford type-
founder. Mentioned, 1672. P, xxxix.

App. D. VI. (3, c).

Heme, George. Owns a lease of All

SoitIs land at WMieatley, co. Oxon.,
1656. 2291.

Herodian, the historian. Historiarum
libri 8, Gr. Lat. (ed. T. Spark), 1678.

3177 : p. xlv.

Hertford, marquis of, d. 1660. See Sey-
mour, William.

Hesiod. Hesiodus 'OnTjpi^wv, 1658. See

Bogan, Zachary.

Heton, dr. Martin, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.
Dedicns. to him, 1586. P. 437.

Heurnius, Justus. Translated the Acts
into Malayan, 1 677. 3164-5.

Hevelius. Johannes. Dedn. to him, 1656.
2316,

Hexastichon Hieron, 1677. See White-

hall, Robert.

Hey then up go we. 1653 atm.

Heydon, John, astrologer. His Advice
to a Daughter (1658) mentioned.

2278 (p. 54).

Heylin, dr. Peter. Rebells' Catechisme,

1644. Note on another edition, &c.
P. 462.— Referred to, 1659. 2443.— Review of his Certainen Epistolare, hy
H. Hickman, 1659. 2445.—

Verses, 1669. 2814.— Aerius Redivivus, a history of Presby-
terianism, 1670. 2855.

Heywood, Thomas. The Rape of Lu-

crece, played at Oxford, 1661. 2620*.

Hickes, Francis. Translation of parts of

Lucian into English (1634), '663.

2642.—
1664. 2664.

Hickes, dr. George, d. 1715. Latin

verses, 167 1. 2869.
Hickes, Thomas, of Balliol and Ch. Ch.,

Oxford. Life of Lucian by him

(1634), 1663. 2642.— 1664. 2664.
Hickes, capt. William. Oxford Jests

(with list of edd., note of verses

mentioning the book, &c.), 1669.

2815.— Oxford Drollery, being new poems
and songs, collected by W. H., 1671.

2872.— 1678. 3168.—
1679. 3202.— Oxford Jests (3rd ed.), 1671. 2873.

4th ed., 1675. 3037.— Supposed author of Mock Songs, 1675.

3039-
Hickman, Henry. Tiarpo-axoXaaTiKO-

diKaiwcns, or a Justification of the

Fathers (about) Sin, with his account
of the division of Magdalen college

(Oxford) gold spur-royals in 1649.

2443-— naTpo-(T\o\aaTiKo-5iKaiwcns, or a Justi-
fication of the Fathers and School-

men, 1658. 2388.
2nd ed., 1659. 2443.—

Signs a testimonial, 1659. 2423.— Tl69(v ^i^avia, sive Concio de Hseresium

origine ad Academicos Oxonienses,

Apr. 12, 1659. 2444.— Review of the Certamen Epistolare
between him and dr. Heylin. By
Theophilus Churchman

; also a

Reply to mr. Pierce, 1659. 2445.
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Hickman, Henry. Mentioned, 1660.

After no. 2512.— Mentioned, 1671. 2905.
Hicks, John, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Latin speech, 1677. 3148.
Hide, Edward. See Hyde, dr. Edward :

Hyde, sir Edward.

Hide, Robert. See Hyde, Robert.

Hide, Thomas, orientalist. See Hyde,
Thomas.

Hieronymus de Sancto Marco. See

Sancto Marco, Hier. de.

Hieworth. See Highworth.
High Wycombe. See Wycombe, High.
Highmore, Nathanael. d. 1685. Exerci-

tationes dure (medicse), 1660. 2499,
cf. no. 2465.

Highworth, co. W^ilts. See Wameford,
Edmund.

Hildebertus Cenomanensis. Hymni duo,
cum notis Usserii, 1660. 2533.

Hildebrandus (Johannes), Fridericus, d.

1688. Antiquitates Romance, cum
formulis, ed. 3ia, 1673. 2976.— (another issue), 1674. 3012.

Hill, Daniel, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1670. 2844.
Hill, John. Poemto J. Jones, 1658. 2402.
Hill, dr. John, fellow of All S. coll., Ox-

ford. Poem, 1662. 2578.
Hill, Joseph. Verses, 1664. 2797.
Hill, Thomas. A true Almanack for

1572, for the meridian of Oxford.

49*, 49** (P- 4.M)-

Hilton, John, of Qu. coll.. Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Hinckley, rev. John. Two sermons,

with two other sermons, and Matri-

monial instructions, 1657. 2338.
Hindon, lord Hyde of, 1660. ^'tv Hyde,

sir Edward, earl of Clarendon.

Hinson, William, 1656. See Powell,
William.

Hinton, dr. Edward, of Maldon in Surrey.

Vanity of self-boasters, a funeral

sermon, 1643. 2171.

Hippisley, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1633. App. D. I.

Historia compendiosa Dynastiarum, 1 663.
See Abul-Farajius, Gregorius.

Historia Plantarum Oxoniensis. R. Mori-
son's plan of this work described,

1672. 2917.
Historias Philippics. See Trogus Pom-

peius, 1669.
Historise Sacrje, c. 1675. See no. 3130*.
Historians of Greece and Rome. See La

Mothe Le Vayer, F. de, 1678.
Historical essays, 1664. See Puleston,

Hamlet.
Historical memoirs, 165S. See Osborne,

Francis.

Historical reflections, 1660. See Wag-
staff, John.

History. Flosculi historici sive historia

universalis, 1663, 1668. See Bus-

sieres, Jean de.— De method© legendi Historias, 1662.

See Whear, Degory.
History of the wicked plots, 1674. See

Foulis, Henry.
Histrio Mastyx, i6ti4. See Hall, John.
Hitchcock, George, of Lincoln coll., Ox-

ford. Violently opposed ejection,
and arrested the Vice-Chancellor,
1660. 1660 ann.

Hoard, Samuel (Hord). Twisse's Riches

(agst. Hoard's God's Love), 1653.

2236.
Hoary head crowned. See Hodges, rev.

Thomas, 1652.

Hobbes, Thomas. His Leviathan men-

tioned, 1652. 2209.— His Leviathan criticized by Seth Ward,
1654. 2251.—

Johannis \\ allisii Elenchus geometrise
Hobbiante, 1655. 2285.— Due correction tor Hobbes, in answer
to his Six Lessons, by John Wallis,

1656. 2315.— In T. Hobbii philosophiam exercitatio

Sethi Ward, 1656. 2317.— Hobbiani Puncti dispunctio, by John
Wallis, 1657. 2355.— De Officiis (contra Hobbesium), auc-

tore R. Sharrock, 1660. 2529.— An Examen of Mr. T. Hobbes, by
R. Boyle, 1662. 2586.— Hobbius Heauton-timorumenos (Wal-
lis's attack on Hobbes's Dialogues),
1662. 2618.

— His Quadratu?a Circuli, &c., refuted

by dr. John Wallis, 1669, in Latin.

2842.— His defence ofthe Quadratura refuted

by the same, 1669, in Latin. 2843.—
Epistola Thomae Hobbes ad Ant. a

Wood, 1674. 2998*.— Dr. Fell's answer to his Letter, in

Latin, 1674. 2996.— Lord Clarendon's Survey of Hobbes's

Leviathan, 1676. 3110-II.

Hodges, Nath., of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2466.
Hodges, rev. Thomas, of Emman. and

St. John's coll., Cambridge. The

Hoary Head crowned, a funeral

sermon, 1652. 2195.
Hodges, Thomas. Treatise concerning

prayer, London, 1656, referred to.

2242.
Hodges, rev. Thomas, of Souldem. A

Scripture Catechism, 1658, 2389.
Hodges, Thomas, of St. John's coll.,
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Cambridge. A Cordial agst. the

fear of Death, a sermon on Heb. ii.

15, 1659. 2446.
Hodges, Thomas, of Ball, coll., Oxford,

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Hodges, William. Dedication to him

and others, 1652. 2205.
Hodson, Thomas, printer at Oxford.

Mentioned, 1669. P. 471.

Hoghton, lady Sarah. See Houghton,
lady Sarah.

Holbein, Hans. Mention of carvings by
him, 1656. 2292.

Holder, John, keeper of the Schools at

Oxford, d. 1675. Mentioned 1675
ann.

Hole, Matthew, of Ex. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Holiday, Barten. .5"^^ Holyday, dr.

Barten.

Holland. Students therefrom at St.

Andrews, abt. 161 7. ggo (p. 458).— Vossius's Rhetorice (1621) was de-

signed for use in Holland. 2183.—
(Osborne's) Seasf>nable expostulation
with the Netherlands, 1652. 2202.— University verses on the peace between

England and Holland ('Belgium'),
1654. 2243.— Journal of the War with Holland, 1663

{errorfor 1673). After nos. 2653,
and 2978.— War with the Dutch, 1665, mentioned.

1665 ann.— Letter from the bp. of MUnster to the

States General, threatening revenge,

1665. 2693.— The Dutch fleet in the Thames, 1667.

1667 ann.— War with Holland, 1672-4. 1672 ann.,

1673 ann.— Peace concluded between England and

Holland, Feb. 9, 167!. 1674 a««.— Maps and description, 1682. 3253.
Holland, Richard, of Oxford, d. 1677.

Notes showing how to get the Paral-

lax of a Comet, &c., 1668. 2804.— An explanation of Gunter's Quadrant,
as enlarged with an Analemma, 1676.

3108.— Globe notes, 1678. 3178.
Hollar, Wenceslas. Engravings of the

two Tradescants by him, 1656.
2292.— View of Oxford reduced from his 1643
view or plan, 1660. After no. 2476.

Holloway, Charles. Plea by him, for

All Souls, 1656. 2291.
Holmes, rev. Barnham. Latin letter to

him fr. H. Wilkinson, 1658. 2420.
Holt, Charles, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.

Holy Communion. See Communion,
Holy.

Holyday, archdn. Barten, d. 1661. En-

gravings of the Eye in his Philo-

sophicB . . . Specimen, 1633. P.

447-— His translation of Persius (and ode to

him), with a suggestion that he also

translated Horace's Odes and

Epodes, 1652. 2195*.— Motives to a good life, in ten sermons,
1657- 2339.— Accident to him at Oxford, 1660.

2472.— A Survey of the World (in verse),
1661. 2558.—

4 Sermons agst. disloyalty (1640-44),
1661. 2559.—

Juvenal and Persius tr. and illustrated

by B. Holiday, 1673. 2979.
Homer. Homerus k^pat^mv, 1658. See

Bogan, Zachary.—
Iliad, in Greek with the scholia of

Didymus, 1676. 3109.
Mentioned. P. xliv.

Homer A la Mode, 1664-5. Sec Scuda-

more, James.
Homes, Eliz. See Heavens, Eliz.

Homonyma et Synonyma, 1661. .SV^

Edmundson, Henry.
Hondius, Henricus. Mentioned, 1680.

3253-
Honywood, Hester, of Markshall, Essex.

Dedn. to her, 1674, 3030.
Hood, dr. Paul. Dedicn. to him, 1651.-

2181.— Mentioned, 1660. 2466.—
Verses, 1660, i66i. 2466 and 2467 :

2543.— Made Vice-Chancellor, 1 660, 1 660 ann.— Arrested in London, 1660, 'i 660 ann.

Hooker, Richard. Account of him, 1662.

2585-
Hooper, George, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, i66o, 1661. 2466 and

2467: 2543.
Hope of Glory, 1657. See Wilkinson,

dr. Henry.
Hopkins, bp. Ezekiel. A funeral sermon

by him, mentioned. 1663 ann.

Hopkins, John. For Sternhold and

Hopkins' Version of the Psalms in

English. See Bible—O.T.—Psalms—
English.

Hopkins, William, of St. Mary hall, Ox-
ford. Verses, 1670. 2845.

Horace. Selected Odes and Epodes, tr.

by sir T. Hawkins, 1652 (apparently
here attributed to Barten Holyday).
2195*.— Vita ejus, per Suetonium (?), 1661.

2575-
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Horae Subsecivae, 1651 and 1658. See

Stubbe, Henry.
Hord, mr. See Hoard, Samuel, 1653.

Home, John. Mentioned, 1654. 22l6.

Hornius, Georgius, professor at Leyden.
Mentioned, 1660. 2532.

Horologia scioterica. See Sundials.

Horologiura ambulatorium. See Watch.

Horrox, W, A., of Warnham. Aid from
him acknowledged, 1 92 1 -2. Pp.442,
440.

(as
< W. Hartill ')• P. 453-

Horse Racing. See Racing.
Horsman, Nicholas, of C.C C, Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1662, 1670. 2466,
2578, 2845.— Mantissa de Historicis per N. H.,
1662. 2419-20.— The Spiritual Bee (anon.), 1662,

2600.
2nd ed., 1667. 2769.— The Soul's Valediction to the World,

1662 (in verse). 2600.
Hortensius, M. Translated Blaeu's De

usii globorum into Latin. 2632.
Horton, dr. Thomas, of Cambridge.

Dedn. to him, 1656. 2316.
Hosannah, 1660. See Martin, rev. John.
Hosingius, Jacobus. Dedn. to him, 1665.

2703-4.
Hoskins, J., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1660. 2466.
Houe, F. H. van. See Hove, Frederick

Hendrick van.

Houghton, lady Sarah. Dedn. to her,

1658. 2419.
Hove, Frederick Hendiick van den, en-

graver. Mentioned. P. xlvii. 3253.
Hoveden, George. View of his monu-

ment at St. Mary's, Oxford, 1675.

3035-
Hovell, I'homas, tailor. Hanged at Ox-

ford for murder. 1 68 1. 3254.
How, Josias. See Howe, Josias.

Howard, Henry, earl of Northampton,
d. 1614. Dedn. to him, 1605. 2657,
3100.— Presented the Arundel Marbles in

1667. 1667 ann.— Made D.C.L., 166S. 1668 ann.— Dedn. to him, as presenter of the
Arundel Marbles to Oxford (with

engr. of his arms), 1676. 3092.
Howard, Luke. Mentioned, 1823. 2600.
Howard, sir Robert. The friendly Vin-

dication of Mr. Dryden, mentioned

1673. 2980.
Howe, Josias, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1661, 1671. 2543, ^'869.
Howell, George, of Trin. and All Souls

coll., Oxford. Verses, 1660, 1662.

2466, 2578.

Howell, James. Mentioned ('J. H.'),
1 65 1. 2152.— Mentioned, 1652. 2196.— Note about coffee in London, 1657.

2438.
Howell, Thomas, of New coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1656. 2296.
Hoyle, dr. Joshua, master of Univ. coll.,

Oxford. Reference to him, 1651.

After no. 2221.— Verses, 1654. 2243.
Hnbberthorne, Richard. A true testi-

mony of the zeal of Oxford Pro-

fessors, against Quakers, 1654.

2245.
Hudden. Johann. Letter from him, 1658.

2380.
Huddesford, William. His error about

Louse Hall, mentioned. 2760-I.
Hudson, Thomas. Held a lease from

Christ Church, Oxford, 1667. 2777.
Hue and cry. A hue and cry after Good

Friday lost in the Oxford Almanack

(1673: a ballad). 2955.
Hues, Robert, of Brasen. coll., Oxford,

d. 1632. Tractatus de Globis (pt. 2

of Tractatusduo Mathematici), 1651.

2172.— Tractatus de globis, ed. J. I. Pontanus,

1663. 2640.
Hugenius, Christianus. See Huyghens,

Christian.

Hugford, Henry. Verses, 1659. 2458.
Hugh de Edington, Oxford stationer,

1284. App. C, no. 41 a.

Hughes, rev. George, of Plymouth.
Dedicn. to him, 1651. 2182.

Hughes, Robert, of Brasen. coll., Oxford,
d. 1632. See Hues, Robert.

Hughes, William, chaplain of New coll.,

Oxford. Munster and Abingdon (a
translation by Hughes of Sleidanus,
and an account of several riots),

1675. 2346.
Humbarston, Edward, of St. John's coll.,

Oxford. Poem, 1654. 2243.
Humphrey, dr. Lawrence. Oratio Wood-

stochios habita, 1572 (a second issue

with preface). P. 453.

Humphry, A. P. . Mentioned, 1877.

3130*.
Hungary. See Szilagyi, Georgius ; Tarc-

zali, Paulus.

Hunt, Robert. Dedn. to him, 1660. 2501.

Huntington Library, in California. Men-
tioned. Pp. 436 {pis), 437, 440, 445,

438, 462.

Huntington, bp. Robert. Mentioned,

1671, 1674, 2885, 3000.
Huperaspistes, 1656. See Ley, rev. Wil-

liam.

Hurst, Henry, of Brasen. coll., Oxford.
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Dedn. to him, 1659 and 1660. 2447,
2500.

Hurst, Henry, of Merton coll., Oxford.

(/. 1699. "Ayvoia . . . the Inability
of the Natural Man ; 3 sermons,

1659 and 1660. 2447, 2500.
Husain ibn Ali, called al-Tughrai. See

Tograi.

Husey, Thomas. See Hussey, Thomas.

Hussey, Thomas, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1656. 2296.
Hutchison, —, compositor at Oxford.

Set up part of Wood's HistorLa

Univ. Oxon., 1671. 2996.
Huth library. Mentioned. 2620**.

Hutten, Leonard. The author oi Bellum
Grainmaticale, based on Guarna's

play of the same name. P. 439.

Hutten, Ulric von. Mentioned. 'i%'21.

Hutton, John, of New College, Oxford,
d. 1652. Verses, 1651. 2158.

Hutton, William Holden, dean of Win-
chester. His History of St. John's

college, Oxford, mentioned. 2544.
Huyghens, Christian (Hugenius), d. 1695.

Letter from him (1657). 2380.—
Mentioned, 1659. 2461.

Hyde, Anne, duchess ot York, d. 1671.

Epicedia in obitum ejus, 1671.

2869.— Her death. 1671 ann.

Hyde, dr. Edward, of Trin. coll., Cam-
bridge. A Christian legacy, 1657.

2342.— Christ and his Church, with a Justifi-
cation of the Church of England,
1658. 2390.— A Christian Vindication of Truth by
E. Hide, 1659. 2447*.

Hyde, sir Edw., ist earl of Clarendon,
d. 1674. Two treatises attributed to

him, mentioned. 2289.— Made Chancellor of the Univ. of Ox-

ford, 1660. 1660 ami.— Latin and English acrostic ode to him,
i66o (' Hide '). After no. 2476.— Carmen gratulatorinm (Lat. and Eng-
lish"), addressed to him as Chan-
cellor of the University of Oxford, by
R. Whitehall (1661). 2544.— Dedns. to him, 1662, 1665. 2581,
2720-2 and 2724.— With the King at Oxford, 1663.

1663 ann.

\
— Speech at the opening of the Oxford

Parliament, Oct. 10, 1665. 2678-9.— His fall, and resignation of the Chan-

cellorship of the Univ. of Oxford,

1667. 1667 ann.— Note of his death, Dec. 19, 1674.

1674 atin.— Brief View and Survey of Hobbes's

Leviathan, 1676 (with Clarendon's

arrns^ 3110 II.

Hyde, Edward, 3rd son of the earl of

Clarendon, d. 1664. Verses by him,
1661. 2543.— Dedicn. to him, 1662, 2585.

Hyde, Henry, vise. Cornbury, earl ot

Clarendon, d'. 1709.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 12.

— Dedn. to him, with arms, by dr. Plot,

1677. 3130.
Hyde, dr. James, princ. of Magd. hall,

Oxford. Verses, 1670, 1671. 2845,
2869.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035. "o. 39.

Hyde, Lawrence. Elected M.P. for the

University of Oxford, 1661. 1661

ann.

Hyde, Robert, of Magd. hall, Oxford,
(/. 1722. Dedn. to him, 1662

('Hide'). 2598.
Hyde, Thomas, orientalist, Bodley's

Librarian. Dedn. to him, 1657. 2321.— A lampoon falsely fathered on him,
1661. 2551.— Persian poem, 1662. 2578.— Edited Ulugh Peg's Tahulx Stellarutn,

et Elenchns nomimitn Stellanim,

1665. 2724.— Persian Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814:
2844-5.— Arabic verses, 1671. 2869.— Wrote a dedication of the Malayan
Gospels and Acts to Robert Boyle,

1677. 3164.

Hydrostatics. Hydro.statical paradoxes,
1666. See Boyle, Robert.

Hyll, Thomas. See Hill, Thomas, [572.

Hymns. See E., M., 1658 (Welsh).
•— University hymn-book, 1660. See

Oxford, 836.— The old Morning and Evening hymns,
Gr.-Lat., with Ussher's notes in

Latin, 1660. 2533.— Dies Irae, with Engl, translation, 3rd

ed., 1 67 1. 2888.^— The Morning and Evening hymns
from the Codex Alexandrinus

(Greek), ed. by dr. Tho. Smith,
1680. 3279.

Hymns, non-re)igious. Dionysii Hymni ;

Grsece, cum annott., 1672. 2919.

Hyndford, earl uf, i.e. John Carmichael.

Owned Whitehall's Bible illustra-

tions (1677). 3130*.

Hypothesis ethice, 1660. See Sharrock,
Robert.

I., G., 1658. See Ironside, Gilbert.

I., R. Verses, 1658. 2370.
I., T., 1652. See Tonge, Israel.
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lamblichus Chalcidensis, Neoplatonista,

De Mysteriis, Gr.-Lat., ed. T. Gale,

1678, 3179.
Ibrackan, lord. See O'Brien, Henry.
Icones, 1674. See Boccone, Paulus.

Idea Oeconomicae et Politicae doctrinae.

See Burgersdicius, Franco, 1654.
Idea Philosophiae. See Burgersdicius,

Franco, 1654.
Idea Trigonometriae. See Ward, bp.

Seth, 1654.

Igby, le chevalier d', 1666. See Digby,
sir Kenelm.

Ignatius, St. Mentioned, 1651. 2168.
Illustrious wife, 1672-3. See Overbury,

sir Thomas.

Imago Sseculi, 1676. See Williams,
Nathaniel.

Immings, rev. Richard, of C.C.C., Ox-
ford. His death mentioned, 1676.

i6j6 anti.

Impetus juveniles. See Borough, sir John.

Impresa. See Mottos.

Imprimaturs. See Licensing.

Imprints. See Books—Imprints.
In defence of the Liturgy, i66r. See

Barksdale, Clement.
In laudem Musices, 1672. See Fell, dr.

John.

Inability of the Natural Man, 1659. See

Hurst, Henry.
Incompossibilia composita, 1673. See

Benlowes, Edw.
Incontinence. See Sharrock, Robt. (Ju-

dicia), 1662.

Incunabula Oxoniensia. See Oxford, 426,
Index. For corrections in the Index of

vol. i and vol. ii see pp. 452, 468-9.— An index in which the new headings
are distinguished by being part in

roman, part in italic, in the same

word, 1656. 2304.
Indies. See East Indies, West Indies.

Infallibility, 1666. See Poole, Matthew.

Infinity. The symbol 00 is used in 1656.

2316.

Ingram, William, bookbinder at Oxford.

Mentioned, 1677. 3138, 3144,
3156.

Innocent xi, pope. Decrees suppressing
an Office of the Immaculate Con-

ception and some Indulgences, tr.

into English, 1678. 3180,— re-issued with slight changes, 1679.
3212.

Inscriptions. See the language.
Institutiones Juris Anglicani, 1664, 1674.

See Cowell, John.
Institutiones logicse, 1673. See Fell,

John.
Institutiones metaphysicse, 1675. See

Burgersdicius, Franco.

Instruments, mathematical. John Prujean
was a maker of such in Oxford, 1678.

3178.
Interest deposed, 1660. See South, dr.

Robert.

Interludes. See Plays.
Introductio in universam geographiam.

See Ciuverius, Philippus, 1657 (Latin
and English).

lo ruminans, 1662. See Walden, Richard.

Ireland. Called Jerna (= lerna) in a Latin

poem of 1660. 2466, no. 48.

Ireland, Tho., of Ch. Ch. and St. Mary
Hall, Oxford, rf. 1676. Poem, 1651.

2158.— Momus elencticus [anon.: a skit on

University verses], 1654. 2246.—
Speeches spoken to the King, Queen,
and duke and duchess of York in

Christ Church hall, Oxford, Sept. 29,

1663 {anon.). 2621.

Verses spoken {as above). 2622.
Irish type. An error about the occurrence

of Irish type in 1568 is corrected.

P. 453-
Ironside, dr. Gilbert, warden of Wadh.

coll., Oxford, d. 1701. Verses by
him, as ' G. I.', 1658, 2363.— Mentioned, 1659, 1669. 1659 ami. :

2836.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.

Irregularity of a private Prayer, 1674.
See Sherlock, bp. Richard.

Isagoge phytologica, 1659, 1665. See

Lovell, Robert.

Isamus, Thomas. See Isham, sir Thomas.

Isendoorn,
,

GisDertus Guilielmus^ ab.

Mentioned, 1654. 2263.— Cursus logicus, 1658. 2391.
Isham, sir Justinian, of Lamport, d. 1730.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Isham, sir Thomas, of Lamport. Dedn.

to him (Isamus), 1678. 3193.

Islip. Mentioned. 2171.
Italian. See Amidei, Alessandro, 1658,— Lingua: Italicse compendiosa institutio

(Ital.-Lat.) perCar. Mulerium, 1677.

2771.
Italic type, for emphasis. See Books—

Type.
Iter Boreale, c. 1620. See Corbet, bp.

Richard.

Iter Boreale, 1658. See Bispham, Thomas.
Iter Boreale, 1675. See Master, Thomas.
Iter Orientale, 1667. See Wells, Jeremiah.

(2791-2).
Izard, Anthony, printer at Oxford. Men-

tioned, 1669. P. XXXV.— Receives ;i^5 as printer at the Press in

1670. P. xxxvi.— Mentioned, 1672. 2916.
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J.

I
J., G., of Wadh. coll., Oxford. Verses,

I

1660. 2466.
J., H., 1660. See Jessey, Henry.
J., Th., 1660. See Jeanes, dr. Thomas.

J., W., 1666. See Jackson, William.

Jackson, Henry, of C.C.C., Oxford.

Epistle dedicatory to dr. G. Sum-
master, 1613. P. 443.— Mentioned, 1660. 2392.

Jackson, Thomas. Mentioned, 1638.

2267.
Jackson, rev. Thomas. Latin letter to

him fr. 11. Wilkinson, 165S. 2420.
Jackson, William. Verses, 1660. 2467.
Jackson, William, of Magdalen and

Brasen. colleges, Oxford. IlaiSo-

\o-yiai . . . Pueriles confahulatiun-

culae, per W. J., 1666. 2742.
mention of a doubtful edition in

1672. 2742.
Jacob, the patriarch. Essay on his pro-

phecy, by E. Simson, 1652, in Latin.

2206.

Jacob, Henry (Jacobins), of Merton coll.,

Oxford, d. 1652. Philologiae dva-

KaKvnTr}f)i.ov ,
oratio quem habuit H.

Jacobius, 1636, cum aliis opusculis

(pr. in 1652). 2184-5.— His estimate for paper and printing
of his Oratio inattguralis, 1652.
P. 470.— Delphi PhcBHictzantes attributed to

him. 2274.— Latin tr. by him of a Greek ode on the

Crucifixion, 1658. 2369.
Jacob, William. Poem, 16:9. 2458.
Jacobi, Henricus, Oxford publisher.

Mentioned, 15 13. P. 435.

Jacobites, Historia Jacobitarum (sen

Coptorum) per Jos. Abudacnum,
1675- 3041-

Jacobson, bp. William. Edited O.

"Walker's notes on the Pauline Epistles

(1675), in 1852. 3081.

Jacomb, dr. Thomas. Prayers by him
and others, 1662. 2614.

Jamaica. Note of a projected work on

the island by J. Harmar, 1657.

2323.
James i, king. Latin poem on his acces-

sion, by R. R., 1603. 238* (,p. 440).— Judgement agst. Toleration, 1604.

2848-50.— RexPlaionicus, abIsaacoWake(i6o5),
ed. 6% 1663. 2628.— Sermon at the solemnizing of his in-

auguration, 161 2. 381* (p. 442).— Latin oration to him wlien he presented
his works to the Bodleian, by R.

Gardiner, 1620. 2337.

James i, king. Note about his Psalter in

English, 1631. 675 (p. 446).— Memoirs of his reign [by Y . Osborne],
with engr. portrait, 165S. 2401.— Dedn. to him (repr. in 1662, 1675).
2606, 3074.— Ep. dedic. to him, 1679. 3243-
46.

James ii, king of Great Britain. An
excellent speech to sir Thomas Fair-

fax, July 1647 [no. 1945 is
'

^.gallmit

speech . . .']. 1945* vp. 464)-— Mentions ot him in the Restoration

verses, 1660. 2466.— Verses to him, 1660. 2467.— Visit to Oxford, when duke of York,
1663. 1663 anil.—

Victory over the Dutch navy, and

presence at Oxford, 1665. 1665 ann.— Dedns. to him, 1665, 1673. 2699,
2995-— Verses addressed to him, 1665. 2709-
10.— Verses to him by E. Gayton, 1666.

2744-
James, Charles, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466, 2467.
James, John, of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
James, dr. Thomas, Bodley's Librarian.

His Ecloga (1600) still saleable in

1673. P. 455.

James, dr. Thomas, warden of All S. coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814,
2844.

James, dr. William, dean of Ch. Ch.,
Oxford. Dedicn. to him, 1586.
P- 437.

James, Will., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Jameson, dr. Thomas, of Wadham coll.,

Oxford. See Jeamson, dr. Thomas.

Jane, G., 1677. See Jane, rev. William.

Jane, rev. William. Imprimatur {c. 1677).

3140-
Janichius, Petnis, d. 1609. Epistola

dedicatoria, i6n (1661). 2560.
Jansenism, 1669. See Gale, Theophilus.
Jansonius, Johannes. Mentioned, 1680.

3253-
Jeames, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1670. 2844.
Jeamson, or Jameson, dr. Thomas, fellow

of Wadham coll., Oxford. Arti-

ficial Embellishments (cosmetics for

ladies), 1665. 2705.
Jeanes, rev. Henry. Want of Church

Government no warrant for omission
ot the Lord's Supper, 1653. 2229.— The Examiner examined, a reply unto
mr. Francis FuUwood, 1653. 2229.— Edited Twisse's Riches of God's Love,
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adding a Vindication of Twisse,i653.
2236.

Jeanes, rev. Henry. Mixture of scholas-

tical Divinity withi practical, pt. i

(incl. the Fulness of Chirist), 1656.

2299.
2nd part of a Mixture of scholastical

Divinity v.'ith Practical, i66o. 2501.— Of the Excellency of Praise and Thanlcs-

giving, 1649, mentioned (1656).

2299.— Dr. Hammond his 'EKTfvearepov

refuted, 1657. 2343.
Jeanes, dr. Thomas. Verses, 1660. 2466.
Jenkins, rev. — , of London. Prayers by

him and others, 1662. 2614.

Jenkins, judge David, d. 1663. Latin

letter from him in prison, May 2,

1656. 2800.

Jenkin, sir Leoline. Mentioned, 1662.

App. D. L— One of the Oxford Press Committee,
1671. P. xxxvii.— Letter to him from dr. John Fell,

Apr. II, 1672. App. D. VI {e).— Deed making him one of a Committee
for Oxford printing, 1664. App. D.
VIL— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 31.— Mentioned, 1679, 1679 '^'^"-— Note of his Secretaryship of State,

1680-4. 1680 a>i7t.

Jennens, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.
Latin verses, 1670. 2S45.

Jerna. See Leland.

Jerome, st. For the Expositio symboli
apostolorum see Rufinus of Aqui-
leia.

Jessey, Henry. The Lord's Loud Call to

England, by H. J., 1660. 2472.
Jessop, Constantine, of Wadh. and iVlagd.

coll. Oxford, Verses, 1662. 2578.
Jessop, Thomas. Form of Commemora-

tion at Merton college, Oxford, intro-

ducing the name of Thomas Jessop
(<r. 1660). 2520.

Jest books. Mention of London Jests,

Cambridge Jests, England's Jests,
&c. (For Oxford Jests see Hickes,
Willi 2815.

Jesuitical verses, 1656. 2294.
Jesuits. Poem .nddressed 'ad Loyolitas',

1660. 2466.— .S^fi Foulis, Henry, 1674.

Jesus Christ. Diss, de Persona et Officio

Christi, 1673: 5e£ Forneretus, Andr.
Fiid.— Of the benefits of our Saviour to man-
kind (anon.: by O. Walker}, 1680.

3283.
Jewel, bp. John, </. 1571. His Apologia

Eccl. Angl., in ^^ elsh, 1671. 2889.

Jev/cVs Apologia. Mentioned, 1639, '660.

2267 and 2498 : 2497: p. 471.

Jews. The Court of the (Jentiles by T.
Gale (to prove all literature derived

from the Jews), 1669, &c. 2830.
Joan, 'Calvin's widow*, i.e. dr. John

Owen. See Owen, dr. John, 1673.

Joco-seria, 1659. See Hickman, Henry.
John, Oxford scribe, c. 1225-70. App. C,

no. 1 2C.

John de Balliol. See Balliol, John de.

John, a Dutchman in Oxford, 1478.
Mentioned. App. A.

John of Northampton, Oxford parchment-
seller, e. 1230. App. C, no. 12^.

John le Peyntour, Oxford illuminator,

1347. App. C., no. 66<J.

John Rylands Library. See Manchester.

John Scotus Erigena. Bust of him at

Brasenose coll., Oxford, 1678. 3197.

Johns or Jones, rev. William, of All Souls

coll., Oxford. The Traitor to him-

self, a moral interlude or play at

Evesham, 167S. 3181

Johnson, John, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Johnson, John, barber of Oxford. Dis-

commoned, 1674. 1674 ann.

Johnson, R. 'J'wo .Shakespearian songs
set to music by him and dr. John
Wilson, 1660. 2476.

Johnson, Ralph, .schoolmaster. The
Scholar's Guide from the Accidence

to the University, 1665 (mentioned).

After no. 2690.
Johnson, dr. S.imuel. Quoted about

Pindarism. 2816.

Johnston, dr. Nicholas, of Pontefract.

Mentioned, 1678. 3197.

Jolland, rev. WoUey. He and his widow,
S. Jolland, owned Whitehall's Bible

plates (O.xf. 1677), from 1775.

3130*.

Jones, Plenry, ballad singer of Oxford.

The Royal Patient Traveller
,
a ballad,

1660. 1660 an/i.

Jones, J., of Cardiganshire. Latin verses

by him, t66o. 2502.
Jones, John, M.A., schoolmaster at Here-

ford. Translation of, and comm. on

Ovid's /Sis ;
and short poems by him,

1658. 2402.— Text of Ovid's 7n Ibin, with Jones's
tr. and commentary, 2nd ed,, 1667.

2773-

Jones, John, of Ch.Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1670. 2844.
Jones, Nathaniel, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2844-5.
Jones, Richard. Gemma Cambii (a Welsh

verse abridgement of the Bible), 1652.

2196.
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Jones, fir. Robert, pseud., 1659. See

Lushington, dr. Thomas.

Jones. Thomas, of Univ. coll., Oxford.

Vita, ed. Simsoii, 1652. 22o6.

Jones, dr. Thomas, of Merton coll., Ox-
ford, d. 1665. Verses, 1654, 1662.

2243. 2578.— Prolusiones Academical (juridicse), de

Judice et de Oriq;ine Dominii et

Servitutis, 1660. 2502-3.— Prolusiones academicse (note of a sup-

posed edition of 1663). After no.

2640.
Jones, Thomas. Editor of Peck's Popery

Tracts, mentioned, 3008.
Jones, dr. Walter. Dedn. to him, i66.^.

2662-3.
Jones, William, of All Souls coll., Oxford.

See Johns, William, 1678.

Jordnn, William, of Whitley. Dedn. to

him, 166S. 2802.

Jorevin de Rocheford. See Rocheford,

Jorevin de.

Josephus ^gyptius. Arabic paraphrase
of the Canons, 1672. 2gi6.

Josephus Barbatus. See Abudacnus,
Josephus.

Joshua. Attempt to connect Joshua with
the Delphic Oracle, by E. Dickinson,

1655. 2274.
Journal des Savants. Mentioned. 1665

ann.

Journal of the War. Journal of the

(French) War with Holland, tr. from
the French, 1673 (' 1663'). 2977.— with a continuation, 1673. 2978.

Judge. Spelt 'judg' in 1610. P. 441.

Judgement for settling the Church, 1663.
See Sanderson, bp. Robert.

Judgement worthy of God, 1665. See

Hammond, dr. Henry.
Judicia, 1662. See Sharrock, dr. Robert.

Judicium Universitatis, 1 648. See Oxford,

506.

Juditba, 1660. Sec Schonjeus, Corn.

Julius ii, pope. See Erasmus, D., 1669.

Junius, dean of Winchester, 1622. See

Young, dr. John.
Junius, Franciscus, d. 16'j'j. Mentioned,

1633. 2822.
— Note about his Old English type in

1654. 2458.— Lived in Oxford, 1676-7. 1676
ann.

— His gift of type to Oxford mentioned,

1677. 1677 ann., p. xliii.— Arrival of his 'letters', i.e. type, at

Oxford, 1679. i6]() ann pr.

Jura Cleri, 1661. See Carpenter, rev.

William.

Jus Anglicanum, 1 664. See Cowell, John.
Jus Civile. See Law—Civil Law.

Justel, Henri, the King's Librarian, d.

1693. ^Tentioned, 1679. P- "Iv.

Justificatio Paulina, See Tully, dr.

Thomas.

Justification. See Bradshaw, William,
1658: Eyre, William. 16.^4.

Justification of the Ciuirch of England,
1658. Sec Hyde, rev. Edward.

Justification of the F'athers, 1659. See

Hickman, Henry.
Justinus, the historian. Historiarum ex

Trogo Pompeio libri 44, cum notis

Is. Vossii, 1669. 2832 :
]).

xlv.— Historise (ed. J. Fell?}, 1674. 3014.
Justitia divina, diatriba de. See Owen,

dr. John, 1653.

Juvenal, Decimus Junius. Vita ejus, per
Suetonium (? >, i66i. 2575,—

Juvenal and Persius, tr. and illustrated

by B. Holiday, 1673. 2979.
Juventute, de. See Youth.

Juxon, archbp. William, His public
funeral at Oxford, 1663. 1663 ««;;.

K.

K,, A. (1658?). See Kemp, Anne.
Katharine, queen, of l^raganza. Verses

on her marriage to Charles ii, 1662.

2578.— Latin verses on her visit to Bath, 1677.
3148.

Kauhi. See Coffee.

Kawasha, an American-Indian deity.
Mentioned. 1660. 2476.

Keat, Hugh, 1678. See Evesham.

Keckermannus, Hailholomreus, d. 1609.

Systema totiu-; Mathematicje (Geo-
metria. Optica, Astronomia, Geo-

graphia, ars Nautica, Arithmetica),
1661. 2560.— 1675 (a doubtful edition). 3062.

Kelsay, It.-col. Tho., governor of Oxford.

Two flagons presented to him by the

University as an honorary at his

departure, 1652. 1652 arm.

Kelter. Flarly occurrence of the word,
1662. 2583.

Kemp, Anne. Verses by
' A. K.' on

Bassets Down Hill, ab't. 165S. 2392.
Ken, bp. Thomas. Poem by him on the

death of the hon. Charles Capell,

1656. 2296.— Verses, 1662. 2578.
Kendall, dr. George, d. 1663. A Fescue

for a Horne-book (agst.John Home):
part of Kendall's Sancti Sanciti,

1654. 2216
— Fur pro Tribunali : Oratio de doctrina

Neo-Pelagiana : Twissii Vita et vic-

toria : De novis actibus immanenti-

bus, 1657. 2344.
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Kendall, dr. George. His approval of

a work by John Warner, 1657.

2358.— Latin letter to him fr. H. Wilkinson,

1654. 2420.
Kent, capt. John, of New college, Oxford,

d, 1659. Led a troop of scholars at

Oxford, 1651. 1651 aw«.

Kerswell, John. Verses, 1662. 2578.— Verses, 1660. 2466.
Kickers, — . Stated to have assisted

Loggan in his Oxonia Jlhtstrata,

1675- 3035
Kidlington. Oak there used as a lock-up,

1677. 3130.

Killigrew, Peter, of Queen's, Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.

Killigrew, sir William. Four new plays,

Siege of Urbin, Selindra, Love and

Friendship ( = Ormasdes), Pandora,
1666. 2746.

Kindred and Affinity. Tables of pro-
hibited degrees, for marriage, 1662,
in Latin. 2610.

— Table of prohibited degrees, 1679.

3243-6.— Tables inserted in the Bible, 1680.

3285.
King, dr. sir Edmund, d. 1709. Men-

tioned, 1675. 3083.
King, George, organist of Winchester

cathedral. Poem set to music by
him, 1668. 2805.

King, dr. Henry, bp. of Chichester. Dedn.
to him, 1661. 2571.

King, John, bp. of London, d. 1621.

Dedn. to him, 1613. 381* (p. 442).

King, dr. John, son of bp. John King.
6'f£ corrn. of vol. i, p. 340. P. 452.

King, William, organist of New coll.,

Oxford, d. 1680. Poems of Cowley,
&c., set to music, 1668. 2805.

King's Evil. Touching for the King's
Evil at Oxford, 1663. 1663 ami.

King's Norton. The Thomas Hall library
referred to. 2306.

King's Whisperer. See Fanning,
—

,

1643.

Kingsley,Thomas,of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2845.

Kingsmill, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1677. 3152.

Kingston on Thames (Kegiovicus). Men-

tioned, 1657. 2321.

Kirkman, Francis, London publisher.
Notes of his Lists of Plays, 1680.

3276.
Knatchbull, sir Norton, (/. 1685. Animad-

versiones in Novum Te.stamentum,
ed. 3ia, 1676, 3112.

C2nd iosue of 3rd ed.), 1677.

3143.

Knight, John, London apprentice.
Account of his death, 1661. 2564.

Knighthood. Short account of 52 Orders

of Knighthood in Great Britain and

Europe, 1665. 2700.
Knightley, Richard. Verses, 1660. 2466.
Koecher, Joh. Christ. Mentioned, 1725,

P. 466.

Konigsberg. Mentioned, 1670. 2844.
Kornmannus, Henricus. Sibylla Tri-

gandriana, sen de Virginitate (de
Linea Amoris, de Annulo), 1669

(fraudulent edition). 2833.
Kratzer, Nicholas. View of his dial at

St. Mary's Church mentioned, 1675.

3035-
Kyffin, M(aurice?). Translated Jewel's

Apologia into Welsh, 1594. 2889.
Kynaston,

—
,

of London. Personates

a Greek patriarch at Oxford. 1659
ann.

L., D., 1672, &c. See Loggan, David.

L., E., 1661, 1664. See'Lovie, Edward.

L., G., 1654. See Langbaine, dr. Gerard.

L., G. Engraved portrait of John Sel-

den, signed
' G. L, p.' 1658. 2385.

L., H., 1658. See Langley, Henry.

L., J. C. Verses in French, 1676. 3093.

L., P. (?
= Presbyter Lincolniensis), 1663.

Occurs in 1663. 2648,
L., S., of Magd. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1660. 2466.
L., T. Verses, 1666. 2746.
Lactantius. De mortibus Persecutorum,

ed. J. Fell, 1680. 3269.— Fragmentum ex libro de Extremo

Judicio, 16S0. 3269.
Ladies Calling. See Allestree, dr. Rich-

ard.

La Gare, Nicholas de. See Nicholas de

La Gare.

Lake, Lancelot, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814: 2844-5.
Lake Leman. See Leman, lake.

Lambert, major gen. John. Dedn. to

him, i6-;4. 2252.
Lamentation against . . . Oxford, <:. 1657.

See Greenway, Margret.
Lamialo '1 Ajam. See Tograi.
La Mothe Le Vayer, Fran9ois de, d. 1672.

Notitia historicorum selectorum (an

English tr. of his Jugement sur les

historiens) by W. Davenant, 1678.

3182-3.
Lamphire, dr. John. Perhaps edited an

edition of Lloyd's Phrases. 2256.— Verses, 1661, 1662, 1660, 1670, 1671.

2543, 2578, 2814, 2844-5, 2869.
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Lamphire. Edited Master's Alonarchia,
1661. 2565.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 35.— Edited Andrewes's Prcces Privatix,

1675. 3049.— Owned MSS. of T. Lydiat, 1675.

3064.— Edited Pinke's Qiiastiones, 16S0.

3275
Lamplu^h, dr. Thomas, archbp. of York.

Dediis. to him, 166S, 1669, 1677.
2801, 2814, 3158.—

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2944-5.
Lane, sir James. Verses, 1669, 1670.

2814, 2844.
Langbaine, dr. Gerard, prov. of Queen's

coll., t)xford, d. 1658. Contract by
him about type. 1631 ann.— The Foundation of the University of
Oxford (brief account of the Univ.
and colleges, with some

statistics),

1651. 2150.— His Foundation of the Univ. 0/ Cam-
bridge, 1 65 1, referred to. 2150.— Dedicn. to him, 1651. 2177.—

3 Latin poems on Quaestioiies in the

Vesperies, 1651. 2369.— Mentioned as licensing a book (as
Pro-Vice-Chancellor

!, 1653. 2225.— Verses, 1654. 2243.— Connected with Pococke's ed. of

Eutychius, 1654-6. 2297.— Mentioned, 1655. in connexion with
Hebrew type. 2277.— Dedicn. to him, 1657. 2357.— Latin letter to William Burton, 1657.
2321.— The Answer of the University of Ox-
ford to the Petition of the City,

1649. 2nd ed., 1678. 3184.— Note of his death, Feb. 10,

1657 ann.

Langbaine, dr. Gerard, junr., d. 1692.
Lists of Greek and Latin Platonic

philosophers, with notes, 1667.
2762.— Note on his Alotnus triitf)iphans or
List of Flays, 16S8. 3276.

Langford, Robert, of Gray's Inn, London.
Dedn. to him, 1660. 2529.

Langham, sir James. Mentioned, 1669.
2827.

Langley, dr. Henry, master of Pembr.
coll., Oxford. Dedicn. to him, 1653.
2224.— Verses, 1654. 2243.—

Perhaps wrote 2 poems, one in French,
as H. L., in 1658. 2363.— Mentioned, 1659. 2430.

Langley, John, (/. 1657. Account ofhim,
1663. 2631.

165I.

Langley, William. His Fersecuted

/Minister, mentioned. 2289.
Languages. See Rose, Henry, 1675.
Laniere, Nicholas, Italian musician.

Song setto music by him, 1660. 2476
La Penha, A. E., de. See Penha, A. E.

de La.

Lapland. .5"^^ Scheffer, Johann.
Lapp, language. Grammar, vocabulary

and songs, in Lapp and English,
1674. 3023-4.

Large Paper copies. See Books—Faper.
Larroque, Matthieu de. Mentioned,

1672. 2916.
Lasher, Joshua, reg. prof of Medicine at

Oxford. Verses, 1670, 1671. 2845,
2869.

Lasouchius. i.e. La Zouche : dr. Zouche's
name in Latin, 1657. 2362.

Lathbury, John. Fragments of the

Lattebiirius (1482) in Balliol coll.

library at Oxford. P. 451.— In Threnos Hieremiae, per Joh.
Latteburium, Oxon., 1482. The
Bodleian copy was presented in 1603
by Rich. Fermor. P. 451.

Latin. Essay on Latin as a centre for

the reunion of languages, 1675.
3075-— The use of the language dropping out,

1675 ann.— De stylo Latino formando, per R.

Richardson, 167S. 3193.— Grammars. See Lily, William.
Ad Grammaticam ordinariam sup-

plementa, ed. 2, per W. White (Gul.
Phalerium), 1652. 2209*; 2241,
no. 9 (p. 395).
See Lloyd, rev. Rich., 1658.
Grammatical miscellanies by T. M.

(T. Merriott), 1660. 2507.
Homonyma, per H. Edmundson,

1 66 1. 2553.
Lily's Bievissima Institutio, 1672

(with Bennett's notes). 2929.
Latin—Inscriptions. See no. 2948

(Smith's Turkey, 1672).
See Marmora Oxoniensia, &c.
Inscrr. bearing on the early Roman

Empire, to illustrate Suetonius, 1676.
3123.

Latitude-Men. Brief account of the new
sect of Latiiade-men, by S. P., 1662.

2583.
Latitudinarian. 1st occurrence of the

word, 1662. 2583.
Latium et Lyceum. See Wickens, Robert,

1654.

Latteburius, Johannes. See Lathbury,
John.

Latton, William, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
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Laud, archbp. William. Mentioned as

a founder of the Oxford Univ. Press.

Pp. xxiv, xxxiii.

— His gift of Oriental type to the Uni-

versity, 1636-7. P. 456.— Account of his dinner given to Charles i

at St. John's coll., Oxford, in 1636

(in verse by E. Gayton). 2544.— His final burial at St. John's coll.,

Oxford, 1663. 1663 ami.
— Summnrie of Devotions (2nd ed. of the

Officium Quotidinnum, 1650), ed. by
dr. R. Baylie, 1667. 2770.

Lauder, Richard, 1670. See Maitland,
Richard.

Lauderdale, duke of, d. 1682. See Mait-

land, John.
Lauderdale, earl of, d. 1695. See Mait-.

land, Richard.

Laudian Statutes. Sec Oxford, 505.

Laugharne, near Carmarthen. Men-
tioned, 1662. 2620**.

Laugharne, Roland, of Trin. coll., Ox-
ford Verses, 1660, 1662. 2466,
2578.

Laurence, Thomas, \erses spoken to the

King, &c.. in St. John's coll., Ox-

ford, Sept. 29, 1663. 2621, 2623.
Lausanne. Mentioned, 1673. 2975.
Lawrence, Thomas, of St. John's coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1662. 2578.
Law—Canon Law. Provincinle Cantua-

riense (1222-1415^ 1664. See

England—Church of England.
Law—Civil Law. Cases and Questions

resolved in the (Roman) Civil Law.

by R. Zouche, 1652. 22IO.

Specimen qurcsiionum Juris Civilis,

1653 (by R- Zouche). 2240.— —
Quffistionum Juris Civilis centuria.

See Zouche, Richard, 1660.

Law—English. Institutiones Juris Angli-
cani, 1664. See Cowell, John.

Law—Jewish. See Maimonides, Moses,
1679.

Law Terms. See London—Law Courts.

Lawes, Henry, musician. Mentioned,
1636. 2269.

Lawson, dr. John. His engraving of a

jackal, 1677. 3137.
Lay.*ield, Charles, of St. John's coll.,

Oxford. Verses by him
(,?

' G. Lay-
field '), 1670. 2844.

Layheld, G., 1670. Sec Layfield, Charles.

Leach, North. Gloucestershire. The
grammar school mentioned. 2553.

Leake, William, of London. See also

London—Prijiters, ifc.

Leake, William, d. 1691. Partner in the

Oxford Pre>s, 1678-82. P. xliv.

Learned Man defended, 1660. See Bar-

tolus, Daniel.

Le Blazon, 1678. See Wisemnn, Robert.

Lectures. Note on Oxford Lectures noi

printed at Oxford. P. 464.

Lee, Anne, countess of Rochester. Dedn.
to her, 1680. 3274.

Lee, George, of Queen's, Oxford. Verses,
1 65 1. 2158.

Lee, sir Henry Edward, earl of Lichfield,
d. 1 716. Dedn. with Arms to him,
and to the countess, 1677. 3130.

Lee, John, of Qu. coll., Oxford. Verses,
1 66 1. 2543.

Lee, Samuel, fellow of Wadham college,
Oxford. Edited, and wrote addi-

tions to, the Theatrum of Helvicus,

165 1. 2170.

Legends no Histories, 1670. Mentioned,
2866.

Legg, William. Master of the Armory
(at Oxford and elsewhere) to

Charles i, 1643. P. x.xxv n.

Legrand, fimile. The Bibliographie

hellenique mentioned. P. 444 :

no. 2525.
Lehmannus, Petrus Ambrosius. Men-

tioned. P. 466.

Leicester, earl of, d. 1698. See Sydney,

Philip.
Leiden, See Leyden.

Leigh, Edward. Latin letter to him fr.

H. Wilkinson, i6;3. 2420.— Treatise of Religion and Learning,

1656. 2217.— Observations concerning the Roman
and Greek Emperors, 1670. After
no. 2855.

Leigh. Francis, of St. J- coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.— Observations concerning the Roman
and Greek Emperors, 1670. After
no. 2855.

Leigh, Joseph, type-founder, of London

Type purchased from him, 1669-72.

Pp. XXXV—xxxvii

Leigh, Richard. The Ct-nsure of the

Rola on Mr. Driden's Cotiqiiest of

Granada, 1673 (anon.). 2980.— The Transproser Rehears'd (an anon.

satire on Marvell's Rehearsal Trans-

prosed), 1673. 2981.
His Transproser rehears'd, men-

tioned, 1673. 2988.
Leigh, Richard. Poem on the Shel-

donian Theatre, 1675. 3038.
Leighton, Barbara, of Beoly, co. Wore.

Mentioned, 1662. 2620**.

Leighton, Henry, 1SL.'\. Mentioned,

i6i;9-62. 2194.
Leighton, Henry. Linguse Gallicas addi-

scenda: regulse, 1659. 2448.—
(ed. altera) 1662, 2601.

Leipzig. Mentioned, 1670. 2844.
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Leitouigia, 1662. See Barbon, John.
Le Loup, J., French compositor at the

Sheldonian Press, 1676. Mentioned.

3120.
Leman, Lake. In a fictitious imprint,

1673. App. F.— See also Geneva, city and lake.

Le Moine, rev. Stephen, of Rouen and

Leyden. Made a D.D. at Oxford,
while a resident there, Apr. 5, 1676.

1676 ann.
Lent. Form of licence to eat flesh in

Lent, Oxford (abt. 1660) in Latin.

2514-
Lenlhall, William, the Speaker. Men-

tioned, 1660. 1660 ann.— Recommendation of him to the Con-
vocation at Oxford by gen. Monck,
Apr. 5, 1660. 2509-10.

Lesley, Tho.. of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Lestrange, sir Nicholas, of Ch. Ch., Ox-

ford. Latin verse burlesque, 1677.

3148.
Lestrange, sir Roger. Appointed Sur-

veyor of the Imprimery, 1663.
P. xxxi.— His Considerations {abotif) the Regu-
lations of the Press (1663), quoted.
2432.

Le Telher, archbp. Charles M. Visited

Oxford, 1677. 1677 ann.

Letter, about a prophecy, 1666. See

TuUy, dr. Thomas.
Letter from a Minister, 1679. Men-

tioned. 1679 ann.
Letter from a Parliamentman, 1675.

See Cooper, Anthony Ashley.
Letter from a Person of Quality, 1675.

See Cooper, Anthony Ashley.
Letter to mr. Henry Stubs. Letter . . .

by a Virtuoso, 1671. 2911.
Letters of Marque. Proclamation about

them, 1666. 2729.
Levant, Company of the. Undertook to

pay for a Turkish tr. of the N.T.,
1666. 2727.

Le Vayer, de la Mothe, Fran. See La
Mothe Le Vayer, Fren9ois de.

Leveson or Lewson, sir Richard. Dedns.
to him, 1622, &c. 2608. 2852.

Levett, William, princ. of Magd. hall,
Oxford. Verses, 1669. 2814.

Levins, dr. Baptist, d. 1693. Latin

verses, 1670. 2844.
-Levinz, dr. William, pres. of St. John's,

Oxford. Terrae Filius in 165 1.

2163.— Appendicula de rebus Britannicis,

1663. 2634*.— Verses, i66q. 2814.
Lews, lilis. His translation into Welsh

SI80 N

of Drexelius's Considerations on

Eternity, 1661. 2552.
Lewson, sir Richard. .See Leveson, sir

Richard.

Ley, rev. Henry. Exceptions against
two Petitions to Parliament about

Tithes, by Theophilus Philadelphus,
1653. 2230.

Ley, rev. William, of Wantage. 'Tirtp-

aaTTiaTrjs or a Buckler for the Church
of England, agst. J. Pendarves, 1656.
2300.

Leyden. Oriental type &c. purchased
there in 1636, probably from the
Elzevirs. P. 456.— Mentioned, 1654 (Ward's poem).
2243.—

Disputatio medica Francisci Cross ibi

habita, 1664. 2797.—
Disputatio medica (Leidensis) per
F. Cross, 1668. 2797.

Leyden, John of. Mentioned, 1535.
2340.

Libellus Sophistarum. See Logic.

Library. The Library, April, 1918, re-

ferred to. P. 468.

Licensing (imprimaturs, &c.). .See

Books—L icensing.
Lichfield. Mention of a rare Short

Catechism (1657) in the Chapter
library. 2331.

Lichfield family. The three Leonards
and Anne, mentioned. P. xxix, &c.

Lichfield, earl of {d. 1716). See Lee, sir

Henry Edward.

Lichfield, Anne, printer at Oxford. Made
printer to the University, May 1657.
1657 (^nn.— Mentioned as printer to the University,

1657-72. . Pp. XV, xxxiv, App,
E., F.—

Appears as '

AcademiaeTypograph^^j''.
1657- 2323.— Notes on her printing in 1657-8.

1657 ann.— Note on her relations with the brothers

Hall, 1658. 2413.— Received £20 for printing the Restora-

tion verses, &c., 1660. 2466.— Transferred no. 1885 (Boughen) to

T. Garthwaite, abt. 1660. P. 428.— Uses ' excudebat A. and L. Lichfield
',

in an imprint, 1660. 2466.— Petition for further payments due
from the King to Leonard Lichfield,
1661. P. xxxi.— Some of her infelicities in printing,
1662. 2600.

Lichfield, John, Oxford printer. Devo-
lution of his type and ornaments,

1627. App. E.

Lichfield, Leonard I, Oxford printer,

n
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1635-57. Devolution of his type
and ornaments, 1635, &c. App. E.

Lichfield, Leonard L Mentioned,

1642-3. 1222** (p. 460).— Elected Superior Bedel in Divinity,
Oct. 19, 1653, after ejectment in

1651 (?) 1653 ann.
His successor v/as appointed, after

his recent death, on April 17, 1657,
confirmed by Convocation May 14.

1657 '2=""'— Payments to him for Verses, &c., and
Latin poems by him, 1654. 2243.— Verses on him and his portly figure,

quoted, 1634. 2246.— Proofs of his declining powers, 1656.

2311.—
Signs of his illness in the printing,

1656-7. 2295, 2331.— Note of his death in 1657. 1657 a««.

Lichfield, Leonard II, printer at Oxford,

1657-86. Appointed printer to the

University, May 14, 1657. 1657
ann.— Mentioned as printer to the University,

1657-69. P. xxxiv.— Devolution of his type and ornaments,
1657, '^'''- App. E.— Occurs 1657-80. App. F.— Preface in Latin, stated to be by him,

1657 2350.— Paid for printing Orders for the Uni-

versity, 1658. 1658 atm.— Preface about his press in 1658, in

Latin (written by bp. Barlow).
2369.— Verses in his name, i6fo, 1661, 1662.

2466-7. 2543, 2578.— The King's debt to him for printing

during the Civil War, 166 1. P. xxxi.— Paid for University printing, 1663.
P. xxxi.— Exx. of his careless printing, 1674.
3011.

Lichfield, Leonard, III, printer at Oxford,

1689-1749. Mentioned. 1657 ami.

Lichfield, Lconorah. Error for Leonard

Lichfield, 1644. ^- 459-
Lichfield, Solodell. Arrested, 1668.

1668 ann.

Lierqnes, le sieur de. Edited Monconys's
Jozimal de ses Voyages, 1665-6.

2735-
Light of Nature, 1669. See Culvervvell, N.

Light shining, 1659. 6"^^ Stubbe, Henry.
Lilburne, John. Note about reprisals, if

he were executed, 1642. P. 458.
Lille in France. Printing in ' Lisle'

mentioned, 1676. 3102.
Lilly, William, astrologer, d. 1681. Pro-

phecy about the fate of Oxford in

1675. 1675 ann.

Lily, William, grammarian, d. 1522.
Short introduction of Grammar,
Brevissima Institutio, 1651. 2173,
cf. p. xxvii.

Lily, \Villiam. Brevissima institutio

(grammaticae), 1657. 2345.— Short introduction of Grammar, 1659.
2449.— Brevissima Institutio, 1672 (with
Bennett's notes). 2929.— Short Introduction of (Latin), Gram-

mar, in English, ed. T. Bennett,

1673. 2982.— Short Introduction of Grammar.
Brevissima Institutio, 1675. 3063.— Short Introduction of Grammar.
Brevis Institutio, 1679. 3213-

Lincoln diocese. Funeral hatchment of

the see, 1663. 2648.— Letter of archbp. Sheldon to the bp.
of Lincoln abt. conventicles, 1670,

2864.
Lindewoode, William. See Lyndewoode,

William.

Lindsay, James Ludovic, lord Crawford.

Mentioned. P. 467.
Linea Amoris, 1669. See Kornmannus,

Henricus.

Linus, or Hall, Franciscus, S. J. De-
fence (by R. Boyle) touching the

Spring of the Air, agst. Y. Linus,
1662. 2586.

Lipsius, Justus. Commentarius in Plinii

Panegyricum, 1662. 2605.— Dissertatiuncula (1599^ 1662. 2605.— De constantia, ed. ultima, 1663. 2641.
Lisle. See Lille.

Lisle, lord, d. 1698. See Sydney, hon.

Philip.

Listrius, Gerardus. Commentarii in

Morise Encomium, 1663. 2638.
Lithuania. .See Bible—Lithuanian : Chy-

linski, Samuel B.

Little Printing House at Oxford. Men-
tioned. Pp. XXXV, xxxix, xlii.

Littleton, Adam. Note about the au-

thorship of 7ragicomocdia Oxoni-

ensis (1648), ascribed to him. P.

465.— Assize sermon at Aylesbury, 1671.

2890.
Littleton, Edward, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2466,
2543, 2578.— De juventute oratio, Lond., 1664.

1664 ann.

Littleton, sir Henry. Dedn. to him,

1675. 3035. "o- M-
Littleton, W., minister, /j«/rt'. 1),

1666.

See Tinker, W.

Liturgy. In defence of the Liturgy,
]66i : see Barksdale, Clement.
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Liturgy a most divine Service, 1662. See

Barbon, John.

Lively Oracles, 1677. &c. See Allestree,
Rich.

LL.D. Used of an Oxford degree of

D.C.L., 1673. 2987.— See also Oxford, 7S4.
LL.L. = Legiim licentiatus ? 2321.

Llanyllin. Mentioned, 1671. 2886,
2889.

Lloyd, Daniel. His attack on V. Great-

rakes referred to, 1666. 2758.
Lloyd, Frank. Owned a rare pamphlet

in 1913 (Christian Conflict). 823*
(p. 448-9)-

Lloyd, dr. Hugh, headmaster of Win-
chester College, d. 1601. Phrases

elegantiores cum Dictatis (2 edd.,
the 2nd of 1654). 2256.
Mentioned. P. 465.

Lloyd, dr. Humphrey. Translated Cara-
doc's British Annals and edited

part of Prise's Description of IVales.

2647.
Lloyd, dr. John, princ. of Jes. coll.,

Oxford. Dedn. to him, 1676. 3128.
Lloyd, sir John. Mentioned, 1622. 2616.

Lloyd or Floyd, Nicholas, fell, of Wad-
ham coll., Oxford, (I. 1680. Verses

by him, as N. F., 1658. 2363.— Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2466-7,
2543, 2578.— Edited (almost re-wrote) Stephanus's
Diet. hist, geogr. poeticum, 1670,

1671. 2865, 2909.
Lloyd, rev Rich., of Oriel and Jesus coll.,

Oxford. Latin grammar, 3rd ed.,

1658 (prob. part of his Schoolmaster's

Auxiliaries). 2393.
Lloyd, bp. William, a'. 171 7. Mentioned.

1659 ann.— Mentioned, 1672 (as Floyd of Read-

ing). App. D. VI {e).— Mentioned, 1675. 3081.
Lluellin, dr. Martin, d. 16S2. Verses,

1660, 1661. 2467, 2543.— An Elegie on the death of Prince

Henry, 1660. 2504.— Supposed to have written a ballad

entitled IVickham wakened, 1672.

2952.
Loccenius, Johannes. Index Philologicus

in Q. Curtium Rufum (two issues),

1672. 2923-4.
Locke, John, the philosopher. Verses,

i6:;4, 1660, 1662. 2243, 2466,
2578-

Lockey, Thomas, Bodley's Librarian.

Verses, 1654, 1660, 1661, 1662,

1669, 1671. 2243, 2466-7, 2543,
2578, 2814, 2869.

Latin poem on their inven-Logariihms

tion, by H. Jacob (pr. in 1652).

2184-5.
Logarithms. Chapter on them in John

Wallis's AfaM^m, 1657. 2357.
Loggan, David, Oxford engraver. En-

graved portrait of dr. T. Willis,

1667. 2793.— Made Fubliciis Academix Sculptor.

{Only a Jetv of his numei-ozis en-

gravings are here indexed). P. xxxv.— Botanical engravings by him, 1672.

2917.— His engraving of Aratus (' D. L. sc.'),

1672. 2919.— Engraving probably by him {Lady's
Callitig), 1673. 2961.— 50 engravings by him of antiquities,

&c., in Holiday's Juvenal and Per-

sius, unsigned, 1673. 2979.— His Oxonia Illustrata expected in

1674 : with note of the authorship of

the letter-press. 2996.— His plate of academical costumes re-

ferred to, 1674. 2997.— Oxonia Illustrata (40 engraved views
of the university, city (2) and Win-
chester College (1), &c., 1675.

3035-
Note on a Dutch edition of his

Views of Oxford, about 1730.
P. 471.— Engraving of bp. Andrewes, 1675.

3049-— Mentioned. P. xlvii.

Logic. See Airay, Christ. ; Brerewood,
Edw.

; Crackanthorp, Rich.; Good,
Thomas; Sanderson, Robert; Schei-

blerus, Chiistophorus ; Smith,
Samuel.— Sophistarum libellus ad usum Oxoni-
ensium (London, pr. by R. Pynson,
early 16th cent.). P. 453.— Lists of small manuals of Logic used
at Oxford in the 17th cent. (Smith,

Brerewood, Sanderson). 792*
(p. 448).— Cursus logicus, 1658 : see Isendoorn,
Gisb. Gull. ab.

— Tractatus quidam logici, 1659: see

Brerewood, Edw.
— Manuductio ad Logicam, per Phil.

Du Trieu, 1662. 2589.— Grammatica Rationis, 1673 : see Fell,

John.
Logical diagrams connected with,

geometry, 1673. 2974.— Summa totius Logicsc, 1675 : sec

Occam, William of.

Logicse et physicre Artis Compendium,
1672. See Sanderson, bp. Robert.

Logogriphs. See Blumercl, Johannes,

1679.

N n 2
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Logoi eukairoi. See Master, William,

1653-

Logoi panegurikoi, 1661. See Master,
Thomas.

Logos tes Pisteos, 1671. See Whitby, dr.

Daniel.

Logon alogia. JV^ Crosse, Robert, 1655.

London.

London. Note on London Bibles, 1537-
1675, bef. no. 3084.

.— Called Augusta Tiinobantum, 1657.

2321.— Reference to an English Academy
there founded in 1657, or shortly be-

fore. 2353.— Note about a murder at the New Ex-

change, 1657. 2362.— Dedn. to the Mayor and Corpora-
tion by dr. R. South, 1663 (* We go
from the Universities to London

').

2651.— Observations on the Bills of Mortality,

1603-61, by J. (Traunt, 1665. 2701.— Note of brawls there, Jan. 5, 166^.
2564.— Prayers by ejected London ministers,
1662. 2614.— T^lention of the Plague in London,
1665. 1665 ann.— Effect of the Plague of 1665 on the

hon. Robert Boyle's work. 2738.— Note of the Great Fire of London,
Sept. 2-6, 1666. 1666 am:.— Form of Prayer concerning the Fire of

London, 1679. 3249-50.— See London's Complaint, 1666.— Character of a London scrivener, by
J. Wells, 1667. 2791-2.— Latin verses on the Thames frozen in

London, 1677. 3148.— Note of two murders in London (one
in ' Bednal Green'), 1680. 3254.

London—Alderjnanbtiry.
See Calamy, Edmund, 1663.

London—Bethnal Green.

Mentioned, 1680 ('Bednal Green').
3254-

London—Blackfriars.

Prologue and epilogue at the theatre,

1639. 2395.
London—British Mtiseum.

Fragments of Thomas Hyll's almanack

(1572) there. 49* (p. 454).

John Scot's Ftindatio Acad. Oxon.

(1622) described. 501 (p. 455).
Greek psalter from the Codex Alex-

andrinus, 1678. 3201.
Poems of R. Walden (1662-4) there,

mentioned. 2620**.
Lithuanian bible (1661) there. 2423.

London—British Museum {continued) :

Among other mentions are :

1604, p. 440: 1644, p. 461: 1659,
no. 2460 : MS. .\dd. 14047 men-
tioneil {after no. 2269) : MS. Harl.

c;995 mentioned (2711).
London—Chelsea.

Mentioned, 1671. 2890.
London— City Companies (except Sta-

tioners, see below). The annual
Oxfordshire dinner was held in the

Grocers' Hall, 1662. 2582.
Proclamation about the Framework

Knitters Company, mentioned, 1666.

2732.
Sermon before the Mercers' Company,

1666. 2748.
Mercers' Companv mentioned, 1676.

3118.
Frameworkers' Company, mentioned,

1663 ann.

London—College of Medicine.

Dedn. to it, 1674. 3032.
London— College of Physiciatis.

Dedn. to it, 1656. 2292.
Directions (and recipes) for the Plague,

1665. 2714.
London—Dutch Church.

Mentioned, 1662. 2423.
London—Hammersmith .

Laud's prayer when the new Chapel
was begun, 1629. 2770.

London—Inns.

The Saracen's Head without Newgate,
mentioned, 1637 P. 457.

London—Inns of Court.

Reference to two Ci lobes in the Middle

Temple. 2640.
Sermon preached in Lincoln's Inn by

dr. South, 1660. 2530.
New Inn, mentioned, 1671. 2903.

London—Lambeth.
The archiepis'copal library mentioned,

1589. 103* (P- 438)-

Unique copy of an Oxford book in

the Library (Williams, 1597). P.

439-
Tradescant's house in South Lambeth

mentioned, 1656. 2292.
London-T-Zaw Courts.

Held at Oxford in 1665. 1665 ann.

Term adjourned by procln. to Oxford,

1665. 2684.
London—Printers, Vc. See below.

London—Privy Council.

For Declaration at Oxford by the King
in Council, 1665. See Charles ii,

king.
London—Public Record Office.

Mentioned. 2680.
London—St. Clctnenfs, Eastcheap.

Dedn. to it, 1669. 2838.
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London {continued) :

London—St. AlichaeVs, Cornhill.

The Oxfordshire annual sermon

preached there, 1662. 2582.
London—St. Pancras.
The Church clock dial mentioned,

1660 (' Pankridge'). 2512.
London—St. Paul's Cathedral.

Account of daily meetmgs in it, temp.
Eliz. and James i. 2401.

London—St. Paul's {^Colet'st school.

Dedn. to the Governors, 1676. 3118.
Lond on—Stationers' Company.

Wilde's Love's Hospital entered there

but not printed, 1655. After no.

2269.
No. 2460 (Ravisius) was printed for

it in 1659, and no. 2527 (Schonseus)
in 1660.

Gap in the Registers for 16S0. i6Soa««.
An instance in which, in 1660, a hook
was registered after issue. 2537.

London— lower of London.
Letters from col. Henry Marten, a

prisoner there, throwing light on the

conditions of life, 1662. 2602.
—

1663. 2643.
London— Westminster.

Scheme by which Westminster School
should provide Christ Church with

students, and the School should

govern the College, 1659. 2430.
Poem relating to Fell and a West-

minster School Election to Ch. Ch.,
1666. 2780-1.

A codex [scholoe] W'estmonasteriensis

of Justinus the historian, cited, 1674.

3014-
The School Library supplies dr. Fell

with a MS. of Cornelius Nepos,
1674. 3066.

A Westminster School MS. of Pliny's
Letters mentioned, 1677. 3156.

London— IVIiitchall.

A Whitehall sermon by B. Holyday,
1644. 2559-

London Gazette.

Notes on the London Gazette in 1666.

3289-90.
Mentioned, 1679. 3221.
Advertisements of Oxford books in it,

1678, &c. 3197.
London's Complaint. Note about the

date of its issue, 1642. P. 458 {ad

finent),— London's Complaint against Oxford,
1666 (a ballad). 2734*.

London's Humble Petition, 164! • "°'^

of another edition. P. 459 \ad ini-

iium).
London—Printers, Ifc. (up to 1700).

{See also App. F. for their connexion

London—Printers, &c. {continuecT) :

with Oxford. If the references in

the following list are accidentally

imperfect. Appendix F. will correct

them).

Comparative output of London, &c.,
books and Oxford books, 1657-9.

App. D. IV.

Oxford books sold there, 1672-7.

Pp. xl, xli.

No printers named, 1668, 1673. 2808,
2931-

AUestree, James {d. 1670) (2900
(p. 276 «.)).— 1657 (2321): 1660 (2541) :

1665 (2701): 1666 (2736): 1667

12793)-
Anderson, James, 1693 (3256;.
B., H. : see Bell, Henry i^?),

below.

Back, J., 1698 (2815).

Baker, John. Advertisement by him,
1680. 3252.

1679 (2304).
Baldwin, R., 1754 (.misprinted 1654)

{after no. 2261).

Barker, Christopher, 1660, 1665-6.
See iJill, John, below.

Barker, Robert, 164! (1222** p.

459)-
Barksdale, John. 1675 (3061).
Barnes, John, 1602 (^2i6*, p. 440) :

1613(381*, p. 442).
Basset, Thomas, 1670 (2855).

Battersby, Samuel, 1673 (2960).
Bedell, Gabrieil, 1647 (1965*, p. 464) :

App. F. : 1654 (2247): 1656
(2290).

Bee, Cornelius, 1672 (2954).
Bell, Plenry (' H. B.' ?), 1661 (2594).
Bill, John and Christopher Barker.

Printed Proclamations in 1660,

1665-6, with Oxford imprint.

Blyth,"^John, 1678 (3166).
Bonwicke, H., 1678. (3172).
Booksellers (more than two together).

1661 (2564): 1676(3048): App.F.
Bowman, Francis, 1664. ^2672;.

Brewster, Thomas (Bruster), 1660

(2534), App. F.

Brome, Henry, 1672 (2921) : 1673

(2960, 2978, 2993).
Brooke, Na'haniel, 1655 (2269):

1656 (2292) : 1658 (.2363, a list of

books, &c.).

Browne, Samuel, d. 1665. 1637 (agree-
ment about his London agency in

Oxford) : see also Browne, Samuel

(Oxford stationer) in the main Index.

Bynneman, Henry, 156S (p. 453).

C, J., 1663 : see below (Cottrell).

Calvert, Giles, 1651 (2157) : 1654
(2252).
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London—Printers, ifc. (continued) :

Chapman, Livewell, 1660. 2472.
Chiswell, Richard, 1672 (2930) :

1674 (3034)-
Clavel, Robert, 1674. 1678. 2gg6,
3006 : 3181.

Clowes, John, 1651. 2151, 2153.
Collins, James. 1669 (2823).
Collins, Thomas, 1654-6 (2247,
2269, 2290;.

Cooke, Toby, 1389 (p. 4,^8^.

Cotes, Ellen, 1662 (after ^Qo^^K
Cottrell, Tames (? : f. C), 1663 2648-

9^: 1668 (2813*).
Creake, Thomas, 1659 (2430).
Cripps, Henry, 1662 (after 2603).— See also Cripps, Henry (in the main

Index \
Crook, Andrew, 1658 (2371) : d. 1674

(3204).
Crook, Tohn, 1654 (App. F.", 1655

(2285;.
Curtis, Langly, 167S or 1679 !'3200).
D., R., 1666 (2726).
Daniel. Roger, 1657 (2522), 1658

(2365), 1659 (2486).
Daniell, Thomas, 1669 ' 2818).

Daye, John, 1566 (2458 and p. 453).
Dicas, Thomas, i66o. 2541.
Downing, William, 1673 2990).
Dring. Thomas, not belore 1655

(2269).
Du-gard, William, 1650 '^2035*

p. 466), 2035*** (p. 466;, 1 65 1

('G. D.', 2344, 2377;-
Edwin, Jonathan, 1672-3 '2941).
Eversden, George, 1656 ^2294).

F., E. (prob. E. Fletcher), 1672 (2954),
1673 (3005).

Field, John, 1660 (p. xxx).
Fletcher or Flesher, mrs. Elizabeth,

nee Bee, 1673-4 (3005.
' E. F.'),

167.=; (3051), 1676 (3098-9;, 1677

(3159), 1680(3205*, p. 469 .

Fletcher or Flesher, James, 1651

(2168), 1662(2597, 'J. F.'),&c.
Freeman, G. (probably fictitious),

1666 (2725).
G., J., 1663: see Grismond, John,

belonj.

G., J., 1671 (2872\
Garthwaite, 1 imothy (a?. 1669) (2960

p. 463).

Gilbert, William, 1680 (3265^.
Godbid, William, e. 1657 (2476).
Goddard, John, engraver, 1653. 2223.
Greatorex, Ralph, 1651 (2175).

Grismond, John, 16;; i (2163', 1655
(after no. 2269, 2289 , 1656(2242,
2292, 2305), 1658 (2401, 2402,
'J. G.') : 1662 (2586, 'J. G.'),

1663 (2621, 265I;.

London—Printers, ^c. (continued) :

Gustavus, Charles, 16^ (2434).
Guy, Thomas : see also Guy, Thomas,

in the main Index.— Deed making him a partner in the
Oxford Press. (App. D. VIH).—
1678 (3169), &c.

H., J., 1658 (2368).
Harper. Thomas, 1629 (635*, p. 445),

1636-7 (p. 446). 1655 (2476).
Haviland, John, 1634 (2476J.
Hayes, Walter, 1651 ( 2175 i.

Hezrick, Samuel, 1676. 3048 and

p. xli.

Hills, Henry, 1660 (p. xxx).
Hindmarsh, John, with a dedication

by him, 16S5 (2602).
Hitch, C. (c. r75o) (2815).

Hope, William, 1639 (QOQ*; P- 45°).

Humble, George, 1622 (501, p. 456).
Hutton, George, 1639 (909*, p. 450).
Ibbitson, Robert, 16^4 (2255,

'R.L').

Jenner, Thomas, 1651 (2150).

Jugge. Richard, 1567 (p. 453).

Kirkman, Francis, 1680 (3276).
Leake, William : see also Leake,

W^illiam in the main Index.— Deed making him Parmer of the

Oxford Press, 167S. App. D. VHL— 167S (3169).
Littlebury, Robert. 1650 (2035*,

p. 446), 1676 (3064).
Lloyd, Lodowick, 1651-2 (2164).
I,ocke, Thomas, 1657 (2333).
Lowndes, Richard, 1659 (^2425).
Lowndes, Samuel, 1676 (p. xli and

3048).
M., A., 1654 (2249).
M., H. See Mortlock, Henry, below.

M., L, 1680 (3260).
M., J. (John Macocke or Jos. Moxon,

jun.?), 1655 (2275).
M., J., 167S : see Marlow, John,

belotv.

Macock, John, 167 1 (2890), 1676
(after no. 3106).

Major, Daniel, 1678 (3168, 3200,
3202).

Marlow, John ('J. M.'), 1678 (3166).
Marriott, Richard, 1678 (3167).
Marsh, Henry, 1663 (2648-9)'.
Martin, John, 1657 (2321), App. F. :

1660 (2541) : 1665 (2701).

Meighen, Mercy, 1654 (2247, 2290).
Meighen, Richard (2290).
Millar, Abraham, 1654 (2249).
Millar, Simon, 1670 12815).— 167 1 (2873).— 1675 (3037)-— 1677- 3130 and 3144.—

1679. 3220.

^

u
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London— Printers, ifc. {continued) :

Millington, Edward, 1670 (2863:
App. F.).

Moitlock, Henry, 1661 (2594
Ml. M.' : 1 679 '(3210;, App. ¥.

Mynne, Richard, 1647 C^Q^S*, p. 464).
N., R., 1671. See below Norton,

Roger, jun.

Newcombe, Thomas, 1656 (2293),
1665 (2720 ,

1666 (3289-go).
Newton, Ninian, 1585 i^p. 436^.

Norton, John {d. 1645). Mentioned.

App. D. II.

Norton, Roger (son of John: (/. 1662).
Mentioned. App. D. II.

Norton, Roger (son of Roger, </. 1686),

1671 (2874, 'R. N.';.

Nott, William, 1665 (2720-2).
Oliver, John {k. 1701), c. 1680 (2998 .

Orrell, Thomas, 1678 or 1679 (3168,
3202 .

Palmer, Thomas, 1671 (2872, 3202).
Parker, Peter : see also Parker, Peter,

in the main Index.— Deed making him Partner of the

Oxford Press, 1678 (App. D. VIII :

3169).
Pawley, Robert, 1660 (2975*).
Pitt, Moses : see also Pitt, ^Ioses, in

the main Index.— Deed making him Partner of the

Oxford Press, 1678. App. D. VIII.— 1676 (3118;, 1678 (3169, 3201,
3180, 3197 and 3201 (London

agentV, 1679 (3220, 3237, list of

booksy.

Pitts, J., c. i7.:^o :2472*, p. 470).

Place, John, 1655 ;2269 .

Plavford, John, 1653 ^^2476, 167S
(3166;.

Preston, Rich., 1672 (2941).
Pynson, Richard. Early xvi (p. 453).
R., I. or J., 1666. See Redmayne,

John, below.

R., T., i66o, 1675 (App. F.) : see

also Roycroft, Thomas, below.

R., W. (? William Roybould?;, 1652
12195*)-

Ratchffe, Thomas, 1669 (2818).
Redmayne, John, 1659 (2486;, 1666

(2787;, 1670 (2853*), c. 1700
(P- 465)-

Robinson, Humphrey, 1651 «««.,

App. F Tp. 428).

Rothwell, John, the younger, 1658
(2368.

Roycroft, Thomas ('T. R.'), 1657
(2321;-, i66o 2541), 1675 (3036,
' T. R.' : 3078;.

Royston, Richard, 165 1 (2163. 2168),
1653 {after no. 223l;,\654 (2248^,
^655 (2306, list of books), 1656

London—Printers, tfc. 'continued) :

(2305), 1658 (2398, 2400-1),
1660 (2475\ 1661 (2474, books

seized, 2544, 2557), 1662(2582),
1663 (2621, 2646;, 1665 (2702),
1 67 1 (2874, 2904-5).

S., C, 1675 : see Smith, Charles,
below.

S., J., 1657 (2353, App. F.).

Sawbridge, Thomas, 1673 (2981).
School- press, Gower's Walk, White-

chapel, 1832 (3203).
Scott, Robert. Mentioned as con-

nected with the Oxford Press, 1669
(p. xxxiv

; 1672 (2916), 1673
(2991, 2993 , 1674 (3003, 3032).

Seymour, John, 167S. P. xliv.

Simmons, Mathew (' M. S.'), 1651.
2150.

Simmons, Thomas, 1659 (2424), 1660

(2470-1), 1678-9 (3200).
Smith, Charles (' C. .S. '), 1675 (3040).
Smith, Francis, 1 660 (2472).
Sparke, Michael (Markham's Faithfull

Farrier, a piracy by him, 1631),
691*, p. 446.

Stafford, John, 1647 (p. 462).
Stationer's Company, 1659 (2460),

1660 (2527).
Stevens, or Stephens, Philemon, 1657.

2347-
T.,J., 1658(2371).
Thompson, Samuel, 1662 (2618).
Titon, F. See Tyton, F"., below.

Took, Benjamin, 1680 (3261J.
Twiford, Henry, 1655 (2269).
Tyler, Evan, 1661 (2423).
Tyton, Francis {" Titon

'j,
166S (2807).

W'., J., 1652 (2i95*j.
W'., J., 1662 : see White, John, below.

W'., R., 1651, 1652, 1658 : see White,
Robert, below.

Walton, Robert, i66d (after no. 2476).
Wairen, Thomas, 16; 3 (2226;.
W^ells, William, 1672 (2916).
White, Daniel, 1659 (2458).'
White, Edward, 1611 (p. 441).

White, John (' J. W.'), 1661 (.2594).

White, J^awrence, x68o (3254 .

White, Robert. Probably the R. W' . who
printed Burton's Anatomy in 1651,
and for R. Davis in 1652-3 (2164,
2209*, 2231).—
• 1659 ,2447').

Wight, John, 1585 (p. 436J.
Wilkinson, Christopher, 1670 (2855).
Wilks, R., printer (tictitious name?),

1660 {after no. 2512).
Williams, John, 1666-7 (2787).
Williams, John, 1670 (2849, 2852,

after x\Q. 2855J, 1671 (2909), 1673
(2990)-
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London—Printers, ifc. {continued') :

Williams, Thomas, 1669 (2825).
Wilson, Robert, 1660 (2469).
"Wood, Robert : mentioned, 1653

(2231).
Worde, Wynkyn de, 1513 (p. 435).

Wright, John, 164! (1222** (p.

460)).

Young, Robert. Note abt. his printing
in 1638 (p. 449).

Long, Barnabas, of Magd. coll
,
Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. Men-

tioned. 3023-4.
Long Harry. This was dr. Henry Wil-

kinson, d. 1675. 2539.
Longinus. De Sublimitate, referred to,

'i'i&l, 2522.
Loon, Joannes a. Mentioned, 16S0.

3253-
Loquela, de. See Wallis, dr. John,

1653-

Lord, F., of Middleton, near Manchester.

Mentioned, 1919. P. 459.
Lord's Loud Call, 1660. See Jessey,

Henry.
Lord's Prayer, 1602. See Bunny,

Fraunces : Tully, dr. Thomas.
Lord's Supper. See Communion, Holy.
Lord's Wonders, 1665. See Ford,

Simon.

Lottery. Lottery of books : see Books—
Catalogues.

Loup, J. Le. See Le Loup, J.

Louse, Mother, and Louse Hall, Oxford.

Described, 1667. 2760-I.
Love, Christopher, executed 1651. Men

tioned, 1654. 2243.
Love and Friendship, 1666. See Killi-

grew, William.
Love's Hospital, or Lovers' Hospital.

See Wilde, bp. George, 1636.

Lovelace, Richard. Song by him set to

music, 1660. 2476.
Lovell, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

nafiPoravoXoyia, sive Enchiridion

Botanicum, or a complete Herbal

(with an Isagoge phytologica or

Introduction to Herbarism), 1659.
2450.
2nd ed., 1665. 2706.—

riaix^wopvicTo\oyia . . . History of

animals and minerals, 1 661. 2562.
2nd ed

, 1665. 2707.— His Animals and Minerals men-

tioned, 1660. 2522.
Lowe, sir Edw., fell, of New coll., Ox-

ford, d. 1684. Verses. 1656, 1662,
167 1. 2296, 2578, 2869'.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 19.

Lowe, Edward, organist of Ch. Ch., Ox-

ford, d. 1682.
' Lowe's Lamenta-

tion
', 1661, a ballad (by Thomas

Smith ?). 1661 ami.— A Short Direction for the performance
of Cathedrall Service, by E. L. (with
musical notes), 166 1. 2563.
2nd ed., by E. L. (Review of Direc-

tions for Cathedral Service, 1664 :

two issues. 2662-3.
Lucan. Vita ejus, per Suetonium (?),

1661. 2575.
Lucas, Cyril, patriarch. Account of

him by dr. Tho. Smith, 1680.

3279-
Lucas, M. Sec Cavendish, Margaret.
Lucian. Part of Lucian made English,

by Jasper Mayne (with) other Dia-

logues of Lucian translated by F.
Hickes (and a Life by T. Hickes,
and portrait by Faithorne), 1663.

2642.—
1664. 2664.

Lucidation. Used in 1661. 2594.
Lucilius, pseud. Dedn. to him, 1658.

2401.
Lucius, Ludovicus. Latin verses by him

(1600), 1665. 2716.
Luctus. See Mourning.
Lucrece, play. See Heywood, Thomas.

Lucy, Kingsmill, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.
Lucy, R., of ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses.

1654. 2243.
Ludgershall, co. W'ilts. Mentioned,

1671. 2912.
Lushington, dr. Thomas. The Resur-

rection rescued, in two sermons (one
a Recantation sermon) at St. Mary's,
Oxford, 1624,

'

by dr. Robert Jones',

1659. 2425.
Lusuum poeticorum sylva, 1679. ^^^

Bhimerel, Johannes.
Luther, Martin. Erasmi Purgatio ad-

versus M. Lutheriim, 1663. 2638.
Luttrell, Francis, of Dunster. Dedn. to

him, 1660. 2501.
Luttrell, Narcissus. Mentioned. P. 472.

Luzancy, Hippolyte du Chastelet de. Re-
flexions on the Council of Trent,

1677. 3144.
2nd ed., 1679. 3214.

Lydiat, Thomas, d. 1646. Canones

chronologici. Series magistratuum,
&c., Romaiiorum, 1675. 3064.—

Mentioned, 1679. P- ^'^ (where cor-

rect the entry).— Latin notes on the Parian Chronicle,
at Oxford, 1676. 3092.— Note about him, 1677. 3130.

Lye, rev. Thomas, of London. Prayers

by him and others, 1662. 2614.
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Lyford, William. Mentioned. 2267.—
Principles of Faith, 3rd ed. , 1652.

2197.
4th ed., 1655. 2276.
5th ed., 1658. 2394.— Three sermons, being his last, 1654.

2257.— The Plain mans Senses, noted (1655).

After no 2275.— Edited W. Pinlce's Triall of a Ckns-
tians Love, 1657. 2310.— His Plain Mans Senses mentioned.

2289.
Lyndwoode, William, d. 1446. Note of

a 23rd copy of the Constitutiones

provinciales (Oxon., 1483). P.

451-— Latin notes on the Provinciale Can-

iuariense, 1664. 2669.
-— Edited the Provinciale, wrote dedn.,

&c., 1679. 3221.

Lyons in France, Horace T^oissat and

George Remeus, publishers there,

mentioned 1666). 2735.
Lyre. Engraving of two ancient lyres,

1673. 2991.
Lyte, Henry, d. 1607. His Light oj

Britayne mentioned. 3295.

M.

M., E., a Quaker. Brief answer to the

Cambridge Model (1658) mentioned.

2367.
M., G. t., engraver. Mentioned, 16S0.

3253.
M., J., 1658-9. .5"^^ Mayne, dr. Jasper.

M., J., 1660. See Martin, rev. John.
M., M. V. Satyra Manneiana (a political

pamphlet in Latin), 1650. 2037*
(p. 467).

M., N. Verses, 1660. 2476.
M., T., 1651. See Masters, Thomas.

M., T., 1652, i66o. See Merriott,
Thomas.

M., T., esq. Blood for blood, or Mur-
thers revenged (an abridgement of

J. Reynolds's Triumphs'), 1661.

2564.
M., T. Verses, 1661. 2543.
M., V. Verses, 165S. 2363.
Mabillon, Jean. Mentioned, 1678. 3179.
Macchiavelli, Nicolo. Essay on him,

1642 and 1656, the latter certainly

by F. Osborne, the former probably
so. 2305.

Maccovius (Mai<owsky), Johannes, prof.
at Franeker, d. 1644. Distinctiones

et reguiae theologicae, ed. per N.

Arnoldum, 1656. 2301.

Machell, Thomas, of Qu. coll., Oxford.
Latin verses, 1671. 2869.—

Queries relating to the Northern Coun-
ties of England, 1677. 3145.

Machon, Thomas, of Hart hall, Oxford.

Greek verses, 1662. 2578.
Mackerrovv, dr. R. B. Mentioned. P.

XXV.

Macnab, — ,
a doctor at Epping. Owned

Whitehall's Bible Illustrations in

1852. 3130*.
MS.con in Burgundy. The Devill of Mas-

con, a relation of an unclean spirit
at Mascon (by F. Perreaud), 1658.

2407.
2ncl ed.

, 1658. 2408.
Macrobius, Aurelius. Opera, ed. I. I.

Pontanus, cum notis 1. Meursii, 1665.

2708.
Mad World, play. See Middleton,

Thomas.
Madam. Name for Henriette, duchess of

Orleans, 1670. 2845.
Madan, Falconer. Note on his Oxford

Bocks, vols, i-iii. Pp. ix, xxiv.

Madurcio, Carolus de, comes d'Aue. Ep.
dedic. to him, in Latin, 1679. 3204.

Magia ccelestis, 1673. See Benlowes,
Edw., 1673.

Magnse BritanniseNotitia, 1708, &c. See

Chamberlayne, John.
Magnalia, 1673. See Benlowes, Edw.

Magnanimity. A Character, by E. Ellis,

1658. 2383.
Magnetism. Experiments and notes about

Magnetism, by R. Boyle, 1676.

3098.
Mahomet. Note about him, by W.

Hughes, 1657. 2340.
Maimonides, Moses. Pococke's Notes on

the Porta Mosis, 1654. 2259.— Porta Mosis (dissns. by Maimonides),
ed. and tr. from the Arabic by E.

Pococke, 1655. 2277.— De jure Pauperis et de Proselytis,

Hebr.-Lat., ed. H. Prideaux, 1679.

3215
Mainard, Edward. See Maynard, Edward.

Mainard, John, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2i6o.

Maire, Jean, bookseller of Amsterdam.
See Amsterdam.

Maitland, John, duke of Lauderdale,
d. 1682. Dedn. to him, 166S. 2794.

Maitland, Richard, earl of Lauderdale,
d. 1695. Verses ('Rich. Lauder'),
1670. '2845.

Maittaire, Michael. His edition of Pri-

deaux's Marmora Oxonicnsia (1732)
mentioned. 3^92.

Make-up of books. See Books—Sheets.

Makowsky. See Maccovius.
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Malachias, 1 2th cent. Prophetia de Papis.

2634*.
Malayan. The Four Gospels and Acts in

Malayan, 1677. 3104-5.
Maldon in Surrey. Mentioned. 2171.— The Plume library there referred to.

2849.
Malet, hhznbeth, countess of Rochester.

Dedn. to her, 1680. 3274.
Man. Engraving of a man as affected

by tlie signs of the Zodiac, 1653.

3295-
Manchester. John Rylands Library men-

tioned. 381* (p. 442).
Manifestation of Truth, 1662. .5"^^ White-

head, John.
Manley, Thomas. Discourse . . . Expor-

tation of Wooll (1677) referred to.

3163.
Manneius. See M., M. V.

Manningham, T., of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Mantissa anatomica, 1677. Sec Charleton,

dr. Walter.

Manton, rev. Thomas. Prayers by him
and others, 1662. 2614.

Manuductio ad Logicam, 1662. See Du
Trieu, Philippus.

Manuductio ad Theologiam, 1657. See

Prideaux, dr. John.

Maplet, dr. John, of (ilouc. hall and Ch.

Ch., Oxford. Veises, 1654. 2243.— Verses on him, quoted, 1654. 2246.
Maps. Dr. Plot claims that his Map of

Oxfordshire is an advance on all

previous maps, 1677. 3130.
Marbeck, John, d, 1585. Mentioned.

2563-
Marble. The way to paint or stain marble

invented at Oxford by W. Bird, 1657.

1657 '^^^"•

Marcellinus, 4th cent. Father. See

Faustiuus, presbyter.

March, John, of St. Edm. hall, Oxford,
d. 1692. Verses, 1667, 1669, 1671.

2768, 2814, 2869.
Marco, Hieronymus de Sancto. See

Sancto Marco, Hier. de.

Marischal College. See Aberdeen.

Markham, Francis, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2466.
Markham, Geivase. Maikham s Faithiull

Farrier (Oxford, 1631), a piracy by
Turner and Sparkes. 691 (p. 446).

Markham, Robert, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Marlborough. St. Mary's Vicarage library

mentioned. 2168, 2526.
Marmora Oxoniensia. Sec Uxfoid, 416.

Marreys(orNarreys), Philip. Transcribed
Duns Scotus at Oxford, 1429.
App. C, no. 125 a.

Marriage. List of days exempted from

marriage, 1674. 3295.— Tables of prohibited degrees : see Kin-
dred and Affinity.

Marringe of Arms and Arts. See White-

head, Robert.

Marriages of Cousins german, 1673. See

Dugard, Samuel.

Marsh, bp. Narcissus. Mentioned, 1672,

1675, 1679. App. D. VI (e), 3081,

1679 aftn.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no.

34.— Notes of his solutions of musical pro-
blems of chords, &c. : in Plot's Ox-

fordshire (1677), p. 289. 3130.
Marshall, dr. Thomas, rector of Lincoln

coll., Oxford. His printed keepsake,

1640, mentioned. P. 450.— Mentioned, 1668, 1672, 1674. 1675.
P. xix, App. D. VI {c), App. D. I,

3081.— Helps Fell to get type in Amsterdam,
1668-72. P. xxxiv.

— Letters to Fell, about Dutch type,

mentioned, 1670. P. xxxvi.
— Edited the Malayan Gospels and Acts,

1677. 3164-5.— The Catechism . . . briefly explained.

[2nd ed.], 1680. 3270.— Mentioned, 1681. P. xliii.

Marshall, William, engraver. Portrait

engraved by him, 1647. P. 462.

Marten, col., Henry, regicide. Familiar

letters to Mary Ward, and one justify-

ing the death of Charles i, 1662.

2602.
reissue of the 1662 sheets, with

addition on title-page, 1663. 2643.
Martin, rev. John. Hosannah, a sermon

by J. M., 1660. 2505-6.
Martin, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2466,
2543. 2578.

Marvell, Andrew. Wis Rehearsal Trans-

/;-05£a? mentioned, 1673. 2988.— Satire on his Rehearsal transprosed, by
Rich. Leigh ( Transproser rehearsed),

1673. 2981.

Mary, St., the Virgin. The Te Deiim

adapted to the worship of her, in

Latin and English, 1678. 3180.— —
1679. 3212.

Mascon. Sec Macon.
Mason, rev. Henry. Twisse's Examina-

tion of passages by H. Mason, 1653.

2236.
Massa, Isaacus. Mentioned, 1680. 3253.
Masseceth Beracoth, 1667. See Mishna.

Massinger, Philip. The Young Admiral,

played at Oxford in 1661. 2620*.
— His yoy IVoman or Spanish Vice-
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roy, was perhaps playel at Oxford
with the title Spanish Lady, 1661.
2620*.

Master, Thomas, of New coll., Oxford,
«'. 1643. Iter Boreale (a narrative of
a journey from Gloucestershire to

near Lincoln, 1637, in Latin prose
and verse). 3065.— Monarchia Britannica sub Elizabetha

(et) lacobo. Auyot rravrj-^vpiKoi

(habita in capella Novi Collegii,

1642), 1661. 2565.
Master, \\ illiam, of Merton coll., Oxford,

d. 1684. Essays and Observations

{Aoyoi (VKaipoi), 1653 {anon: the

second part is entitled Drops of
Myrrli). 2231.

Master, William, rector of Cote. Men-
tioned, 1637. SO^S-

Masters. List of the cognomina of the
Scholastic Masters (Mai^ister Sum-
mularum, &c.), 1664. 2673.

Masters, Thomas, of New coll., O.vford.

Mensa lubrica (a Latin poem on the

game of shovel-board, abt. 1636) by
T. M., 1651. 2154.
With English translation (Shovel-

board), 1658. 2369.— Greek ode on the Crucifixion, with
Latin and English translations, i6^S.

2369.
Mathematics. See Commercium epistoli-

cum, 1658 : Keckermannus, iJ., 1661 :

Oughtred, W., 1677: Wallis, John.— Abortive scheme of editing the Veteres

Maihetnatici at Oxford, mentioned,
1676. 3095.

Mathew de Thornton, Oxford scribe, 1 267,

App. C, no. 35a.
Mathew, Robert, ot New college, Oxford.

Verses, 1651, 1652, 1654, 2158,
2189-90, 2243.

Mathew, archbp. Toby. Mentioned, 1638.

2267.
Mathews, Henry J., of Brighton. Men-

tioned, 1S84. y^/^rno. 2329.
Matilda la Bocbynder, 131 1-38. App. C,

no. 49 a.

Matrimonial instructions. See Hinckley,
John, 1657.

Maund, Clinton, of Mert. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Maurer, Benjamin Auber. .S"^^ Aubery,

Benjamin, of Maurier.

Maximilianus, martyr. Passio ejus, 16S0.

3269.
Maxims. See Proverbs.

Maximus, Tyrius. Dissertationes, Gr.

Lat., 1663 (probably an error, for

1677 ?). After no. 2642.
1677. 3146.— — Mentioned, 1678. P. xlv.

Maxwell, bp. John. His authorship of
Sacrosanda Regtim Aiajestas made
certain. 2289.

May, George, publisher, of Exeter. See
Exeter.

Maynard, Edward, of Magd. coll.. Ox-
ford. Latin speech at the Act, 1677.
3148.

Mayne, dr. Jasper, d. 16^2. The Amorous
War (1648} mentioned. 2241.— Certaine Sermons and Letters, 1653.
^/ter no. 2231.
Note about them, 1653. P. 464.— Two plaies, the Ct/y Match and the

Amorous IVarre, by J. M., 1658-9.
2395-— The Amorous W'ar (2nd ed.), 1659.
2451-
(3rd ed.), 1659. 2452.— The City Match (3rd ed.), 1659.

2453-— Verges, 1660. 2467.— Translation of part of Lucian into

English, 1663. 2642.
1664. 2664.— To His Royal Highnesse the Duke of

York on our late Sea-fight, 1665
[anon.). 2709-10.

Mayow, dr. John. Tractatus duo, de

Respiratione et de Rachitide, 1669.
2834.— Tractatus quinquemedico-physici, 1674
(with portrait). 3015.

Maypole. Set up at Oxford in 1660 to

vex the Puritans. 1660 ann.

Mazarin, card. Jules, d. 1661. The
entrance of Mazzarini, by T. Tanner,
1657- 2354.

Mead, Robert. fhe combat of Love and

Friendship, 1654. 2247.
Mearne, Samuel. Mentioned m connexion

with a pirated book, 1673. 2960.
Medal. Engraving of a 1648 Oxford

medal. 2996.
Medici, Cosmo 111 de', gr. duke of Tus-

cany. Visited Oxford in 1669. 1669
ann.

Medicines. Some recipes by the hon.
Robert Boyle, 1663. 2634.— Briefe account of some medicines, by
R. B., 1676. 3097.

Meditationes sacrae. See Gerhardus,
Johannes.

Meditations of mirth. See Bogan, Z.,

1653.

Meetkerk, Adolphus, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 2243.
Meibomius, Marcus, d. 1711. Criticism

of his De proportionihus, by dr. J.

Wallis, in Latin, 1657. 2357.
Mellan, Claude, artist. Mentioned, 1642.

3084.
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Memorials of Worthy Persons, 1662. See

Barksdale, Clement.

Menezius, Paulus. See Menzies, Paul.

Mens sobria, 1657. See Wallis, John.
Mensa lubrica. See Masters, Thomas.

Menzies, Paul, of Kinmundy. Mentioned,

1658, in connexion with Aberdeen

University. 2376.
Mercer, Lawrence, of London. Men-

tioned, 1660. 2515.
Mercers' Company. See London—City

Companies.
Mercurius Aulicus. Mentioned, <r. 1661.

Pp. xxxi, 467.

Meredith, William. Dedn. to him, 1671.

2889.
Marian, Matthaeus. 258 icones Biblicae

per eum exsculptae (1627), editae

1677. 3130*.
Merle, William. His observations men-

tioned, 1677. 3130-

Merreall, Alexander, paper-seller in Lon-
don. Supplies paper to the Oxford

Press, 1672, 1674. Pp. xxxix, xlii.

Merrett, dr. Christopher. Short Reply
to the Postscript of Henry Stubbe

(1670), mentioned. 2866.— Mentioned, 1677. 3137.
Merriott, rev. Thomas, of New coll.,

Oxford. Vulgaria sive miscellanea

prosaica (proverbs, &c.), 1652.

2198.— Grammatical miscellanies by T. M.,
1660. 2507.

Merry, Richard, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Merry Milkmaids, play. See Two Merry

Milkmaids, by I. C.

Mersennus, Marinus. Note on a mathe-
matical passage in his works, by John
Wallis, in Latin, 1657. 2357.

Meryfield, George, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Messina. Mentioned, 1672. 2919.
Metaphysica, 1662. See Combachius,

Johannes.

Metaphysica, 1665. See Scheibler,
Christ.

Metaphysics. See Burgersdicius, Franco,
167,:^: Crackarthorp, Richard, 1670,
1677.

Meteorologica, 1670. See Fromondiis,
Libertus.

Meteorology. See Bohun, R. (Wind),
1671.

Metham, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Poem, 1654. 2243.
Meursius, Tohannes. Not?e in Opera

Macrobii, 1665. 2708.
Mew, Mathew, of C.C.C, Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Mewe, Nathaniel, of C.C.C, Oxford.

Verses, 1662, 1669, 1670, 1671.

2578, 2814, 2844, 2869.
Mews, bp, Peter, pres. of St. John's coll.,

Oxford, d. 1706. Verses, 1662, 1669,

1670, 1671. 2578, 2814, 2844-5,
2869.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 29.— Visitation Articles, 1676. 3113.

Middendorpius, Jacobus. His Academiae
mentioned (1572-1602). P. 454.

Middleton, Thomas. A AJad World, my
Masters, played at Oxford, 1661.

2620*.
Miles. See W'eights and Measures.

Miles, Emmanuel. Verses by him, 1652.

2189-90.
Miles. William, of New college, Oxford.

Verses, 1651, 1652, 1656. 2158,
2189-90, 2296.

Mill, John, of Qu. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1669, 1670. 2814, 2845.
Miller,

— Christie-. No. 238* was
in the Christie-Miller sale, 1922.
P. 440.

Miller, Humphrey, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Milles, dr. John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Burgess for the Univ. of Oxford, 1660.

1660 ann.

Millet, rev. John, vicar of Aldbourn,
Wilts. Funeral sermon on Robt.

Collard, 1648, publd. in 1652. 2199-
200.

Millington, dr. Thomas. Verses, 1661,
1662. 2543, 2578.

Milton, John. His books taken out of

the Bodleian and burnt, 1660. 1660
aim.

Minerals. See Lovell, Robert.
Miniature Books. See Books.

Minns, sir Christopher. See Myngs, sir

Christopher;
Minshull, Christopher, fell, of New coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1662. 2578.
Minucius Felix, Marcus. See Felix,

Marcus Minucius.
Mirabilis Annus. 'Ewai/roy Tepatrrioy,

Mirabilis Anmts, 1660, referred to.

2472.
Miraculous Conformist, 1666. See Stubbe,

Henry.
Mirth. See Bogan, Z., 1653.
Miscellanea. See Ellis, Edmund, 165S,

1662.

Mishna. Masseceth Beracoth, tractatus

Talmudicus, Hebr. Lat., ed. S.

Clarke, 1667. 2763.— Historia doctorum Misnicorum, 1672.
See Otho, Joh. tlenr.

Misophonus. Pseudonym in no. 103*
(1589). P. 438.
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Misprints. See Books—Errata.

Missale Romanum, 1672. See Brevint,
Daniel.

Mixture of scholastical Divinity, 1656,
1660. See Jeanes. Menry.

Mock Songs, 1675. See Songs.
Model, 1658. See Poole, Matthew.
Modest Plea, 1659. See Sprigge,

William.
Modest Reply in answer to the Modest

Plea, 1659. Mentioned. i6^g ann.

Modyford, John, of Cli, Ch., Oxford.

Verses, i66o. 2466.
Mohammed Tizinus. See Tizinus, Mo-

hammed.
Moine, S. le. See Le Moine, Stephen.

Moir, William, of Aberdeen. Mentioned,
1660. 2515.

Molina, Antonio Messia conde de, Spanish
Ambassador to England. Dedn. to

him, 1665. 2689-90.
Molinaens, Ludovicus, d. 1680. See Du

Moulin, Louis.

Molner, Dietrich. See Cologne.—printers,

Molyneux, Emery. Reference to his

Globes. 2640.
Momus elencticus. See Ireland, Thomas,

1654.
Monarchia Britannica, 1661. See Master,

Thomas.

Monarchy. De Monarchia, 1659 • ^^^

Bagshawe, Edward.

Monarchy asserted, 1659. See Wren,
Matthew.

Monck, gen. George, duke of Albemarle,
d. 1670. Mentioned, 1654. 2249.— His march on London, 1659. 1659
ann.— Letter to Convocation at Oxford recom-

mending Lenthall as a burgess, Apr. 5,

1660 (two issues). 2509-10.— For his excellency Gen. Monck (a letter

of advice), 1660. 2508.— Verses to him, by E. Ellis, 1660.

2493-
•— Conduct at the Restoration. 1660

ann.— Mentions of him in the Restoration

verses, i66o. 2466.— Dedn. to him, 1660. 2540.— Mentioned, 1660. 2525.— Verses to him by E. Gayton, 1666.

2744.— Epicedia Univ. Oxon. in obitum ejus,

1670. 2844.
Monck, Henry, of Magd. hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Monconys, Balthasar de, d. 1665. Visited

Oxford in June 1663. 2735.
Money. Tables of (Hebrew) money,

1679. 3243-7-

Monk, gen. George, d. 1670. See Monck,
gen. G.

Monmouth, duke of, executed 16S5. See

Scott, sir James.

Montaigne, Michel de. Note of a pro-

jected edition of his Essays at Oxford,

1676. P. xliii.

Montgomery. A Latin poem on Shovel-

board as played at Montgomery
castle, abt. 1636, by T. Masters.

Montrose, marquis of, d. 1650. See Gra-

ham, James.
Moon. Thesis on the habitability of the

Moon, in Latin, by C. Potter, 165 1.

2177.

Moore, — . Perhaps a printer at the

Sheldonian Press, 1672. 2940.
Moore, George, of Ch. Ch. and Oriel

coll., Oxford. Verses, 1654, 1660,
1662. 2243, 2466, 2578.

Moore, George, of ^lert. coll.; Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Moore, Thomas. Dedn. to him, 1657.

2501.
Moore, Thomas, Oxford carrier. Men-

tioned, 1669, 1672. 2835, 2935.— Notices of his one-day coach to Lon-

don, 167 r. 2894, 2898.
Moorhead, Will., of New coll., Oxford.

See Morehead, William.

Moray, sir Robert, d. 1673. See Murray,
sir Robert.

Mordaunt of Ryegate, Elizabeth vis-

countess, d. 1679. Mentioned, 1666.

1666 a}i}t.

More, dr. Henry. Reply to him (by H.

Stubbe), 1671. 2911.

More, Mary. Verses to her on her pre-

senting a picture by herself of ' Sir

Thomas More ', really Thomas Crom-
well, by R. \V(hitehaU), 1674. 3029.

More, sir Thomas. Mentioned. 2037*
(P- 467;-— Account of him, 1663. 2631.— Latin letter from Erasmus to him

(1663). 2638.— Latin letter from him to M. Dorpius
(1663^ 2638.—

Utopia, 1663. 2643*.— Mention of a supposed picture of him,
reallv of Thomas Cromwell, 1674.

3029.
Morehead, William, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1670. 2466, 2844.
Morel, Leo. Mentioned. 2238.
Moreton, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford

Verses, 1661. 2543.
Morgan, Francis, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Morgan, J. His Phcenix B7-itannicus

(1732) mentioned. 2158.
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Morgan, Walter, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1633. App. D. I.

Morise Encomium. See Erasmus, De-
siderius.

Moribus, de, 1665. See Casa, Giovanni
della.

Morison, Robert, prof, of Botany. His
Prahidia Botanica (Hortus Ble-

sensis, 1669), referred to. 2917.— Plantarum umbelliferarum distributio

nova, 1672. 2917
Referred to, 1673. 2992.— Edited P. Boccone's Icones plantarum,

1674. 3003.— Plantarum Historise Universalis

Oxoniensis Pars secunda, 1680.

3271.
Morisot, Claude Barthelemy, d. 1661.

His Alitophili Veritatis Lachrymce,
mentioned. P. 447.

Morley, Ann, d. 1850. Owned White-
hall's Bible Prints (Oxf. 1677).

3130*.
Morley, Charles, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2844-5.
Morley, bp. George, i/. 16S4. Made Dean

of Ch. Ch., Oxford, 1660. 1660 ami.
— Dedns. to him, 1662. 2611, 2617.— Visitation by him of his four colleges

at Oxford, 1664. 1664 aim.— Dedns. to him, 1673, 1674, 1676.

2987 : 3008, 3027, 3207 : 3125.
Morley, John. Mentioned, 1652. 2195.
Morocco. See Barbary, 1671.
Morris. Edward. Welsh verse by him,

1661. 2552.
Morris, Reece. Poem to J. Jones, 1658.

2402.
Morris, Rich., of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Latin verses, 1670. 2845.
Mortification of sin, 1656. See Owen, dr.

John.
Morton, bp. Thomas. Accoimt of him,

1663. 2631.
Moses Maimonides. See Maimonides,

Moses.
Moses mis-us'd, 1672. See Torbuck,

John.
Mostyn sales, 1907, &c. Mentioned.

Pp. 438, 453.

Mothe, F. de la. See La Mothe . . .

Motives to a good life, 1657. See Holy-
day, Barten.

Mottos. Non arte, sed Marte (an impresa
at Oxford;. 1651 ann.

Mourning. De Luctu Talmudico, per
J. H. Othonem, 1672. 2930.

Mucedorus. Account of an accident while
the play was being acted at Witney,
1653. 2221.

Muddiman, Henry. Probably edited the

Oxford Gazette in 16G5-6. 3289.

Mudiford,—. Introduced coffee-drinking
into London. 2438.

Miinster in Westphalia. Account of the

riots there in 1532-5, tr. from Slei-

danus, 1657 2340.— Mentioned, 1658. 2386.— See also Munster.

Miinster, bp. of. See Galen, Chr. Bernh.

von.

Mulerius, Carolus, of the Hague. Lingure
Italicae compendiosa institutio, 1667.

2771.
Muncer, Thomas, Anabaptist. Mentioned,

iSS."^- 2340.
Mundy, Henry, of Henley. Biochresto-

logia (a treatise on Health, in Latin),
1680. 3272.

Mundy, Thomas, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Munition against Man's misery, 16 10. See

Smyth, rev. Rich.

Munster and Abingdon, 1657. See

Hughes, William.

Murders. See M., T., 1661.— True Narrative of three Murthers, the

first at Oxford, 1680. 3254.
Murray, sir Robert, P.R.S., d. 1673.

Dedn. to him, 1665, 2701.
Musse Anglicanse. Mentioned. 2816-

Musae Sacrae, 1652. A'tf^ Ailmer, John.
Musseum Tradescantianum, 1656. See

Tradescant, John, the younger.
Musarum Oxon. 'Ekaio<popia. See Oxford,

978.

Musgrave, sir Philip. Dedn. to him, 1660.

2492.
Musgrave, Thomas, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1661. 2543.
Music. A corm. of vol. i, p. 344. P. 452.— First real music priming in Oxford

(Wilson's Cheerful Ayres), 1660.

2476.— Musical type used (166 1 ?). 2544.— Musical type in E. L(owe's) Directions

for Cathedral Service, 1661. 2563.— Note about Greek Church music, with

specimen, 166S. 2794.— Printed upside down, for convenience

of use, 1668. 2805.— Used freely in no. 2805 (1668).— De Musica antiqua Grseca, by E. Chil-

mead, 1672. 2919.— In laudem Musices (Latin ode by dr.

John Fell), 1672. 2927.— Musicre elementa (mathematica), per
Guil. Oughtred, 1677. 3147.— Songs set to music by H. Bowman,
1677 or 1678. 3172.

Musica incantans. See South, dr. Robert,

1655.

Musprat, Thomas, fell, of New coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1656. 2296.
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Mustadarif, Arabic work. See Alfachi

Mahumed.

Myers, messrs., booksellers in London.
Mentioned. P. 440.

Mylon,—. Letter from him, 1658. 2380.

Myngs, sir Christopher, d. 1666. Klegy
on his death, in verse, 1666. 2747.

Mysteries. De Mysteriis : see Lamblichus.

Mystery of the Gospel. See Owen, John,

1655-

N.

N., M. H. Poem to M. H. N., 165S.

2383-
N., N., 1674. See French, Nicholas.

N., R., 1630. See Norton, Robert.

Nalton, rev. James. Prayers by him and

others, 1662. 2614.

Napleton, dr. John, of Urasen. coll., Ox-

ford, ^/. 1817. Mentioned, 1660 ann.

Naps upon Parnassus, 165S. See Austin,
Samuel.

Narreys, Philip. See Marreys, Philip,

Naseby tight. Mentioned, P. 463.
Nassau, prince John Maurice of. Visits

Oxford, 1 66 1, 1661 ann.

Nassau, Louis of (Lodewijk van Nassau
van der Lek). Dedn. to him, 1667.

2771.

Nassau, William Lewis, count of. Dedn.
to him, 161 3. 2660.

Natura Hominis, de, 167 1, See Neme-
sius.

Natural and political Observations, 1665.
See Graunt, capt, John.

Natural History. See Charleton, dr.

Walter (FJxercitationes, 1677 '.

Natural Man's blindness, 1659. See

Hurst, Henry.
Natural Science. See Boyle, hon. Robert.

Nautica ars. See Keckermannus, B.

Navigators. Notes on early English navi-

gators, by R. Hues, 1651. 2172.

Navy. Naval terms in Latin verse (Wood-
roffe's Somnitwi Navale), 1673.

2995-
Neale, Edmund, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Neale, William, of Wadh, coll., Oxford,

Mentioned, 1659, 2461.
Necessity of a learned Ministry, 1660.

See Thurman, Henry.
Needham, F. R. D, Mentioned, Pp. 443,

Nehemiah, 1670. See Parry, bp. John.
Nehemiah, ven. Joseph, Latin disserta-

tion on him by dr, Edw, Pococke,

1677. 3158-
Nelson, Robert. Hi?, Address to Persons

of Quality (1715), referred to.

P. 463.

Nemesius, De Natura Hominis, Gr.

Lat., ed. J. Fell, 1671. 2891.— Copies of Fell's edition taken off his

hands by R. Davis, in or bef. 1675.
P. xliii.

Neo-Pelagianism, 1657. See Kendall,
dr. George.

Neoplatonisra. See lamblichus.

Nepos, Cornelius. Vitre excellentium

Imperatorum : accessit Aristomenis

Vita ex PausaniS,, 1675. 3066 .

Mentioned. P, xlv.— VitK : accessit Vita Aristomenis : ed.

J. Fell, 1678, 3185.
Netherlands, See Holland,

Nethway, J. Verses, 1654. 2243.
Neubauer, dr. Adolf. Mentioned, 1S76-

86. 1655 ann.

Neuburg, Prince Joh. Wilhelm of Neu-

burg, afterw. Count Palatine of the

Rhine, visited Oxford, June 1-3,

1675. 1675 ann.

Neville, George, d. 1476. Mentioned,
1668. 2794.

New Experiments, 1660, 1662. See

Boyle, hon. Robert,

New Year Books. See Fell's New Year
Books.

New Year's Gift, A New-years-gift for

the Rump, 1660, 2511,
New York. Union Theological Semi-

nary mentioned. I18 (p. 439).

Newburgh Priory. Mentioned. 2312.

Newcastle, duchess of. See Cavendish,

Margaret (nee Lucas).

Newcastle, duke of. d. 1676. i'^e Caven-

dish, sir William.

Newlin, dr. Robert, pres. of C.C.C., Ox-
ford, Mentioned, 1660. 2466,— Verses, 1660, 1677. 2467, 2844.

Newman, — , dancing school master at

Oxford. Mentioned, i66o. 2472.

Newport, hon. Richard. Verses, 1662.

2578.
News from the Dead, 1651. See Watkms,

Richard.

Nicholas, dr. John, warden of New coll.,

Oxford. Letter addressed to him,

1679. After ^2,02.
Nicholas de La Gare, Oxford scribe,

1304. App. C, no. 48 «.

NichoUs, Nicholas, London type-founder.
Purchase of Hebrew type and ma-
trixes from him by the University,
1 65 1. 165 1 a7in.— Purchases of type from him, in 1656.

1656 afin.

— Sells Old English type to the Oxford

Press, 1656. 2458.— Provides puncheons, &c., 1668, P.

xxxii.— Mentioned, 1669. P, xxxv.
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Nicholls, Nicholas. Payment to him for

type, 1670. i6']o ami. pr.— Type purchased from him, P.

xxxvii.

Nicholson, Francis, of Univ. coll., Ox-
ford. Recants a sermon tending to

Popery, 1680. 1680 ann.

Nicholson, Otho. For his conduit at

Carfax see Oxford, 222.

Nicholson, bp. William, d. 1672. Men-

tioned, 1671. 3099-— Mentioned, 1680. 3253.
Nixon, John, Oxford publisher. Men-

tioned, 165S. i6^S arm.—
1676. App. F.

Nixon, Richard, bookbinder at Oxford.

Mentioned, 1670. 2845.
Noah. Dissertatio de Noae in Italiam

adventu, per E. Dickinson, 1655.

2274.
Noctes hibernse. See Barksdale, Clement,

1653.
Noctua Athenis, 164S. See Winyard,

Thomas.
Nomenclator geographicus, 1667. See

Gore, Thomas.
Nominalists. A Nominalist Logic, in

Latin, 1673 : see Walker, Obadiah.

Non-conformity. See Dissenters.

Nondescript. First occurrence of the

word, 1658. 2370.
Non-placet Society. In Convocation at

Oxford, 1680. 1680 ann.
Nonsuch palace, in Surrey. Mentioned,

1665. 2684.
Nordtanus, Thomas Bonarte, 1665. See

Anderton, Thomas.

Norfolk, 6th duke of, d. 1684. -^'^^

Howard, lord Henry.
Norman, — ,

of London. Sells a Press to

the Univ. of Oxford, 1669. P.

XXXV.

Norreys, lord, d. 1699. See Abingdon,
earl of.

Norreys, hon. Edw., of Queen's, Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.
Northmoor. Mentioned, 1653. 2221.

Norton, John, of Cotterstock, Northants.
Dedn. to him, 165S. 2389.

Norton, Robert, d. 1635. Mentioned,
1630. 635* (p. 445).

Norman, Robert, of Brasen. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Northampton. A sermon there by dr. S.

Ford. 1665. 2699.
Northampton, earl of, d. 16 14, See

Howard, Henry.
Northampton, John of. See John of

Northampton.
Northampton Road, Oxfordshire. The

road from Kidlington to Bicester so

called, 1667. 2760-1,

Northern coffer, at Oxford. Mentioned,
1665. 2712.

Northern Counties of England, 1677,
See Machell, Thomas.

Northleach, co. Glouc, (School-book
for the use of the school there, by
W. J[ackson], 1666). 2742.

Norwich, earl of, d. 1684. See Howard,
Henry.

Nostradamus. Prophecy by him, men-
tioned. 3102.

Notitia Oxoniensis academise, 1675. See

Fulman, William.
Notitia Historicorum, 1678. See La

Mothe Le Vayer, F. de.

Notley. See Black Notley.

Nottingham, earl of, d. 1682. .^ee Finch,

Heneage.
Nourse, George, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,

Verses, 1660 (' Nurse'). 2466.
Nova Experimenta, 1661, 1680. See

Boyle, hon. Robert.

Noye, Hester. Mentioned, 1659. 2439.
Nuffield in Oxfordshire. Mentioned,

1665. 3035.
Nullity of the Romish failh, 1666. See

Poole, Matthew.
Numbers of books printed. See Books—

Stock.

Numismatics. Plates of 150 old English
coins, 1678. 3197.

Nurse, George, 1660. See Nourse,

George.
Nutt, Leonard, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Latin verses, 1670. 2844.

O,

O., G. Verses, 1654. 2243.
O., H., 1670. See Oldenburg, Henry.
^•> !•> 1^58- S^e Owen, dr. John, 1659.— Bradshaw's Ultimum Vale by J. O. (a

satire foisted on dr. John Owen),
1660. 2512.

O., M.
,
Fratres in maio, 1660, referred

to. 2445 ; after no. 2511.

O,, N., publisher at Oxforfl. No. 2508
was printed for him, 1660.

O., W., 1651. See Oughtred, rev. W.
Oak, see Kidlington.

Oakeley, Jer., of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Oates, Titus. His Plot mentioned. 1678

ann.
Oaths. See Sanderson, bp. Robert.— Oath of Supremacy, 1610. 328*

(p. 441).— Oaths of Obedience and Supremacy to

be taken by Oxford city officers,

1664. 1664 ann.— Of an Oxford Freeman, 1665. 2712.— The oaths of fealty and the King's

Supremacy are printed in various
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editions of the Oxford Pareabolce,
from 1 67 1 on.

Obligations. Dissertatio juridica de obli-

gationibus, 16 = 6. See Queckfeldt,
Benedict.

O'Brien, Henry, lord Ibrackan. Dedn.
to him, 1659 and 1662, in French.

2448, 2601.

Occam, William of. .Summa totius

l.ogicse (ed. O. Walker), 1675.

3067.— Mentioned. App. C, no. 66 a.

Octavius, 1662. See Felix, Marcus Minu-
cius.

Octavos. See Books—Sizes,

O.D.D., 1659. See no. 2444.
Of the Lord's strange hand at Oxford,

1660. See Jessey, Henry (The
Lord's Lond Call).

Offlciis, de, 1660. See Sharrock, Robert.

Officiura Quotidiannm, 1650. See Laud,

archbp. William.

Ogilby, John, d. 1676. His lottery of

books mentioned, 1668. 1668 ann.— Mentioned, 1677. 3145.
Old English. See English

—Old English.

Oldenburg, Henry, d. 1677. Prefatory
note to Boyle's Tracts, i67o,by LLO.

(Oldenburg ?). 2851.
Oldisworth, rev. Giles, d. 1678. The

Race set before us, a sermon, 1666.

2748.— Edited Overbury's Wife, 1672-3.

2931-— The Father of the Faithful tempted (a
funeral discourse on Heb. xi. 17 ;

at

Wotton under Edge). 3114-

Oldisworth, William, of Wotton under

Edge, d. 1674. Funeral discourse

on him, 1676. 3114.

Oldys, William, fell, of New coll., Ox-
ford. Poem, 1656. 2296.

Olearius, Adamus. Mentioned, t68o.

3253-
Omnes qui audiunt . . ., 1662. See Ellis,

Edmund.

Onely, N., 1662. See Only, Nicholas.

Only, Nicholas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, by N. Onely. 1662. 2578.
Onomasticon Zoicon, 166S, 1671. See

Charleton, dr. Walter.

Ookey Hole. See Wookey Hole.

Optic-Glasses. Propositions concerning

optic-glasses, 1679: see Cooper,
Robert.

Optics. See Keckermannus, B.— Arcamim Opticiim obtained for the

Univ. of Oxford, 1654. 2244.
Opuscnla mathematica, 1677. See Ough-

tred, William.
Oracles. See Vossius, Isaac, 1679.

Orange, princess Mary of, d. 166a. Verses

SlfO O

on her death (Latin, English, &c.),
1 66 1. 2543.

Orange, William Henry, prince of. See

William HI, king of England.
Oratio Inauguralis (5 or 6 sheets, printed

by H. Hall about 1660-70 : see note
in no. 2186;.

Oratio steliteutica, 1658. .See Harmar,
John.

Orationes Latinse. See Speeches.
Orator Christianus, 1675. Sec Synopsis.
Orators. Dialogus de Oratoribus : see

Tacitus.

Orchard, spiritual use of an. 6'tv Austen,

Ralph, 1653.
Ordo Baccalaureorum. See 3291, and

Oxford, 708.
Ordo Baccalaureorum . . ., 1668 on. See

after no. 2805.
Ordo Examinandorum, 1808 on. See

after no. 2805.
Ordo Respondentium, 1809 on. See after

no. 2805.
Orestes, 1 6f 6. 6'^if Goffe, Thomas.

Organs. Engraving of ancient hydraulic

organ blower. 2991.
Origin of Forms, 1666-7. ^^'^ Boyle,

Robert.

Origine Dominii, de, 1660. Sec Jones,
dr. Thomas.

Orleans, Henrietta Anne, duchess of.

Epicedia Univ. Oxon. in obitum ejus,

1670. 2845.
Ormasdes, 1666. .f^c Killigrew, William.

Ormonde, ist duke of, d. 16S8. See

Butler, James.
Ornaments (' flowers ', &c.). See Books—

0; naments.

Orrery, ist earl of, d. 1679. -^^^ Boyle,

Roger.

Orthography. John Dury's i-eceiv, com,

knowledg, themselvs, &c., 1650.

2035*.— Accademia in an imprint of i6-;5.

2281.— Commas represent slurred-over vowel,
1660. 2485.— Peculiar spellings (French and other)

in the works of the author of the

Whole Duty of Man, esp. the Ladies

Calling, 1673 : due to Fell. P. xxi,

no. 2960, 3965.— Dr. Plot spells cize (size), 1677. 3130.— SeeY\\c^, Owen, 1668.

Osborne, Francis. The Atheistical Poli-

tician, 1 642, probably by F. Osborne,
referred to. 2305.— A Persuasive to a mutual Compliance,
with a Pica for a Free Stnte, 1652

{anon.). 220I.— A seasonable expostulation with the

Netherlands (a;w«.), 1652. 2202.

O
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Osborne, F. The Private Christian s Non

Vlt7-a, by Philolaoclerus, 1656, may
be by him. 2306.— Advice to a Son {anon., isted.), 1656.

2278 (p. 53).
• 2nd ed., 1656. 2302.
• 3rd ed., 1656. 2303.

4th ed., 1656. 2304.
5th ed., 1656. 2304*.
Kth ed. (1657 ?^. 2346.
6th ed. (which was suppressed),

1658. 2396.
(London reprint, for Royston ?),

1658. 2397.— Advice to a Son. Second part, 1658.

2398.
(,
London reprint for Royston), 1658.

2399-— — (another London reprint), 1658.

2400.— Political Reflections iipon the Turks

(and other Essavs) [anon.), 1656.

2305-
2nd ed. (1659 ?). 2454.
3rd ed,, 1662. 2603.

•— Historical (or, Traditional) Memoires
on qu. Elizabeth and king James i

[anofi.'], 1658. 2401.
• Mentioned. 2389.
Osborne, miss Lucy E. ,of Williamstown,

U.S.A. Mentioned, 1927. P. 441.

Osgood, Richard, fell, of New coll., Ox-
ford. Verses by him, 1652. 2189-90.

Osier, sir William. Mentioned in con-

nexion with Burton's Anatomy.
2164.

Ossory, earl of. See Butler, Thomas, d.

1680.

Otho, papal legate. Constitutiones lega-
tinse. 2670.

Otho, Johannes Henricus, of Berne, d.

1 719. Historia doctorum Misni-

corum, 1672. 2930.
Otho and Othobonus, cardinals. Con-

stitutiones legatinse, ed. Gul. Lynd-
wood, 1679. 3221.

Othobonus. See Ottobonus.
Otium literatum, 1638. See Eirkhead,

Henry : Stubbe, Henry.
Ottobonus, papal legate, afterwards pope.

Constitutiones legatinoe, A. D, 1268.

2670.
•— See also Otho, cardinal.

Otteren, Hubert van, of Liege, engraver.

Mentioned, 1680. P. xlvii.

Oughtred, rev. Will., of King's coll.,

Cambridge, d. 1660. Solution of

spherical triangles, by W. O.
, 1651.

2175— Clavis mathematicse cum quibusdam
commentationibns, ed. 3'% 1652.
2203.

(Oughtred) Clavis mathematics cum qui-
busdam commentationibus, 4lh ed.,

1667. 2772.— Dedn. and note to him, 1653. 2316.— The Circles of Proportion, Horizontal

Instrument, Considerations touching
Navigation, Use of two Rulers, &c.,
ed. by A. H aughton ?), 1660. 2513.
Mentioned in 1659. 2465.— Elementi Decimi Euclidis declaratio,

1662. 2772.— Theorematum Archimedis declaratio,

1663. 2772.— Horologiorum Sciotericorum deline-

andorum Modus, 1663. 2772.— Opuscula mathematica, 1677. 3147.

Output of Oxford Books. See Books—
Publication.

Overbury, sir Thomas, d. 1613. Account
of his death, 1661. 2564.— The illustrious Wife, ed. by G. Oldis-

worth, Lond. 1673 (Oxford, 1672).

2931-
Ovid. See also Sandys, George.— Ovid's Invective agst. Ibis, tr. and

comm. by John Jones, 1658. 2402.
2nd ed., 1667. 2773.

Owen, Corbet, M.A., of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Poem on the heat of May-June
1665. 1665 ann.

— Carmen Pmdaricum in Theatrum

Sheldonianum, 1669. 2816.

Owen, G., 1670. See Owen, William.

Owen, sir Hugh, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1661, 1662. 2543, 2578.
Owen, dr. John, dean of Ch. Ch., Oxford,

d. 1683. Mentioned. P. xiii.

— Sermon on Ezek. xvii. 24 (to Parlia-

ment, thanksgiving for battle of

Worcester), 1651. 2176.
Possible edition of his 165 1 Thanks-

giving sermon, noted. After no.

2258.— Becomes Vice-Chancellor, Sept. 9,

1652. 1652 ann.— Dedicns. to him, 165Z, 1654, ^^SS-

2186, 2244, 2285, 2287.— Sermon before the l^irliament on Oct.

13, 1652. 2204.— Mentioned, 1653. App. D. I.— Diatriba de Justitia divina (agst.

Socinianism), 1653. 2232.— Approbation of a work by dr. W.
Twisse, 1653. 2236.— Mentioned. 1654 ^«'2-— Dedicn. to Cromwell, and poem, by
him, in Latin, 1654. 2243.— Cross-examines quakeresses, 1654.

2245.— Commendatory note by him, 1654.

2255-— Doctrine of the Saints' Perseverance,
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rgst. Goodwin and Hammond, 1654.

2258.
(Owen; His activities as vice-chancellor,

1655. 1655 aim.— Vindiciee Evangelicre, or the Mystery
of the Gospel vindicated 'agst. Soci-

nianism, Biddle, Smalcius, Grotius,
and Baxter), 1655. 2279.— Mentioned, 1656. 1656 ann.

— Recommendation of the Private Chris-

tian''s Noii Ultra, 1656. 2306.— God's Work in founding Zion, sermon
at the opening of Parliament, Sept.

17, 1656. 2307.— Of the Mortification of sin, 1656.

2308.
2nd ed., 1658. 2405.

^rentioned, 1658. 2389.— Review of the Annotations of Hugo
Grotius, 1656. 2309.— Commendatory letter to G. Kendall, in

Latin, 1657. 2344.— Of Commimion with God, or the

Saints' Fellowship unfolded, 1657.

2347-— Of Schism ^with notes on the contro-

versy which it excited), 1657. 2348.— Review of the true nature of Schism,

against D. Cawdrey, 1657. 2349.— Answer to a late treatise of D. Caw-

drey about Schism (with Cotton's

Defence), 165S. 2403.— Of temptation, 1658. 2404.— Edited Guild's Comm. on 2 Sam.,
1659. •i^\'2.— Pro Sacris Scripluris, 1658. 2455.— Of the Divine Original of the Scrip-

tures, with some Latin Exercita-

tiones by J. O., 1659. 2455.— Ejected from the Deanery of Ch. Ch.,
March i6|§. 1659 ann., 1660 ann.

— Bradshaw's Ultimum Vale, by J. O.

(foisted on Owen), 1660. 2512.
-^ @(o\ofov^eva vnvToda-na. sive de vera

Theologia, 1661. 2566.— Animadversions on Fiat Ltix, by a

Protestant {anon!), 1662. After
2603.— Preface to a book about Jansenism,
1669. 2831.— Referred to, facetiously, as Calvin's

widow, 'Joan', J 673. 2981.
Owen, Sir John. Mentioned, 166 1. 2552.
Owen, Matthew. Carol o gryngor, 1(158.

2406.
Owen, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814,2844-5.
Oxford. For the City and University

see p. 564.
Oxford— County. See Oxfordshire.
Oxford—Diocese. For Visitation articles,

see the name of each bishop :

Skinner, Robert, 1640-6.^,; Paul,

William, 1663-5; BlnnHford, Walter,

1665-71 ; Crewe, Nathaniel, 1671-
4; Compton, Henry, 1674-5 ; Fell,

John, 1676-86.
Oxford almanacs. See Oxford, 971.
Oxford Conference. Sec Barksdale, Cle-

ment, 1659.
Oxford Diurnal, i64§. Coirection of the

account of it. 2057 (p. 467^
Oxford Drollery, 1671, 1678, 1679. See

Hickes, capt. William.
Oxford Gazette. The Oxford Gazette

founded in 1665 (23 numbers).
1665 ann., 3289-90.— Note of an unknown libel of 1669 so

entitled. P. 471.
Oxford Jests. Sec Hickes, capt. William.
Oxford Medal. Engraving of a 1648

Oxford Medal. 2996.
Oxford Philosophical Society- See Philo-

sophical Society of Oxford.
Oxford Printing. See Oxford, 425-S.
Oxford Riddle. Correction of no. 1459*.

P. 461.
Oxford Wonder (1660 ?). Sec Watts, rev.

Henry.
Oxfordshire. Declaration of the county

to gen. Monck, Feb. i6|f, noticed.

1659 ann.— Ticket for the annual Oxfordshire
sermon and feast in London, 1662.

2582.— Rules and Orders in view of the

Plague, Aug. 23, 1665. 2713.— Notice of Charity Commrs.' meeting
at Oxford on Oct. 3, 1667. 2774.— First Oxfordshire feast at Oxford,

1669 ann.— Natural History of Oxfordshire, by
R. P(lot), with Map and Plates,

1677. 3130.

Oxlad, Francis, sen., bookseller of Ox-
ford. Short list of books published
by him, 1665. 2716.

Oxlad, Francis, jun. Oxford publisher.
Occurs 1673. App. F.

Oxonia lllustrata, 1675. See Loggan,
David.

Oxonii Elogia, 1673. See Benlowes,
Edward.

Oxonii Encomium, 1672. See Benlowes,
Edward.

Oxoniis. Strange form for
'

at Oxford
',

1657. 2321.
Oxonium, poema, 1667. See Vernon,

Francis.

Oxonium Quare. See Oxford, 467 (Mer-
ton college).

C O 2
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Oxford.

TThe subject is divided in accordance

with the numbered headings in A rough

List of Manuscripts relating to Oxford in

the Bodleian, by F. Madan (Oxford,

1887, 8°). Matters relating to both City

and University and their mutual relations

are generally placed under the Univer-

sity.)

General Notes, 101-19.

City.

General Notes, 12 1-9.
Local Divisions (parishes, old insti-

tutions, &c.). 130-266.
Government, 270-90.
Classes of Citizens, 300-29.
Life and Manners, 331-58.
External Relations, 360-71.

History, 3S0-9.

Records, &c., 39C-8.

University.

General Notes, 401-9.
Local Divisions (institutions, col-

leges, &c.), 411-9S,
Government, 500-29.
Classes of Members, 530-689.
Course of Studies, 701-830.
Life and Manners, 831-907.
External Relations, 911-48.

Histor)', 950-63.
Records and Miscellanea, 970-9.

Oxford—General Notes (101-19).

Name, 102.

Auxonne, Auxonia (= Oxon., Oxonia),

1558. 1672 ann.
' Ozcfort '

in Edrisi's Arabic geography.
3130-

Spelt
'

Oxony
'

by error, from '

Oxonij ',

1631. P. 456.
In Oxonio in a London imprint, where

an Oxford printer would have used

Oxonia, 1651. 2168.

Note by prof. J. Harmar on the deriva-

tion and names of Oxford, 1652.

2189.
Oxoniis used for ' at Oxford ', 1657.

2321.
'Oxon.' in an imprint, 165S. 2383.
Bellositum Dobunorum, i.e. Oxford,

occurs in an imprint, 1662. 2602.
' Bellositum ', 1677. SH^.
* Ouzonian

'

for Oxonian, 1662.

2620**.
Oxonice and Oxonii occur in the same
book on two titles, in the imprints,

1664. 2675.
Misprinted

' Oxoford ', 1669. 2836.

Oxford: General (102-1 e^).

Ouse-ford, 1678. 3166.
Bellositum (Latin verses on Oxford
and the neighbourhood), 1677.

3148.
Discussion of old names of Oxford,

167S. 3197.
Air, &c., 105. William Merle's meteoro-

logical observations, 1337-44) men-
tioned in 1677. 3130.

Mention of a great frost at Oxford, in

1634. 2872.
The comet of 1652 observed in Oxford,

1652 a««., 2239.
Excessive rain in spring of 1654.

2243.
Observations of the solar eclipse of

Aug. 1654, by John Wallis, 1655.

2316.
Storm, Dec. 8, 1660. 2472.
Note of the storm of Feb. iS, iG6|.

1662 ann., 3130.
Intense heat, May-June, 1665. 1665

ann.

Slight earthquake, Jan. 19, 166J.
1666 ann.

The sky darkened by the Fire of Lon-

don, Sept. 1666. 1666 ann.

Great heat in the summer of 1667.

1667 ann.

Flood of rain in Oxford, 1672. 1672
an72.

Latin verses on a recent comet, Aug.
T677. 3152-

Comet in 1680. 1680 an7i.

Water, 107-9. Great drought in the sum-
mer of 1667. 1667 ann.

Flood at Oxford, 1673. 1673 ann.

Dry summer followed by a severe

winter, 1676. i6-;6 ann.

Health, 113. Watch set at the Gates to

prevent the entry of persons infected

with the plague, 1665. 1665 ann.

Rules and Orders for the University,

City, and County of Oxford, in view

of the Plague, Aug. 23, 1665. 2713.
Declaration by the King in Council

about certificates allowing residence

in Oxford, on accoimt of the Plague
elsewhere, Oct. 6, 1665. 2685.

Small-pox in Oxford. 1675 attn.

Views, &c., 115-16. Agas's Map, 1588 :

see A gas, Ralph.
Plan of the fortifications, 1648 (by R.

Rallingson). 2996.
Fanciful engraving of the city (1658).

After no. 2373.
View, 1660, reduced from Hollar's of

1643. ^y?£r no. 2476.
Short account of Oxford by R. Her-

mannides, with plan, 1661. 1661

ann.
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Oxford: General [11 ^-^j,.

Description of O.tford and the neigh-
bourhood in Latin verse

('
Oxonium

poema ') by F. Vernon, 1667.

2760-1.
View in 1669. 1669 om.
Description of Oxford by J. de Roche-

ford, 1672. 1672 ann.
Oxonia illustrata (engraved views of the

city and university), 1675. 3035.
Views of the city from the west, 1677,

1679- 3295-

City.

General Notes, 12 1-9. Denunciation of

the City, by Hester Biddle, a quaker-
ess, 1655. 2268.

Device of the City Arms, engraved,
1665. 2712.

Local Divisions, 130-266—All Saints,

133. Violent sermon in the church,
1657, by V. Powell. 1657 ann.

Holywell, 135. Sermons partly preached
in Holywell Church (St. Cross),
1661. 2571.

Dispute about Holywell Manor be-

tween Merton College and the City
of Oxford, 1667. 2777.

At L. Lichfield's house in Holywell
Loggan's Oxonia Illustrata was
printed in 16715. 3035.

St. Cross Well described, 1677. 3I30'
St. Aldate's, 136. Fire in St. Aldate's

parish, 1671 ann.
Fire in the parish, 1671 (notices).

2896.
St. Clement's, 138. The Oxford Wonder:

the rev. H. Watts's trance and re-

covery, in St. Clement's parish

(1660?). 2472*, 2472**, 2472***
(p. 470).

St. Clement's Well described, 1677.
3130.

St. Giles, 141. Tradition ol the old

University being in the parish, 1662.

2599.
Paving from the Broad to St. John's

and on to St. Giles's Church, 1673-5.
1673 ann.

St. John Baptist, 142. Survey of the

parish by A. Wood, 1662. 1662
ann.

St. Margaret's, 142*. Execution at

Greenditch (now St. Margaret's
Road), 1658. 1651 ann.

St. Martin's (Carfax), 143. Alarm of
fire in the Church, Sept. 5, 1666.
1666 ann.

St. Mary Magdalen, 144. Execution at

Broken Hayes (now Gloucester

Green), 1658. 1651 ann.

Oxford: City—Local Divisions (144-

.
74).

Services in the church, 1660. 1660 ann.
Briefs after a fire in the parish, 1661-2

and 1663-4. 1661 ann.
St. Mary the Virgin, 1465-6. Transfer-

ence of academical ceremonies to the
Sheldonian. 1669 ann.

View of Kratzer's dial and Hoveden's

Monument, 1675. 3035. no- i^-

Latin verse on the church repairs,

1677. 3148.
Cathedral, 154. Note on the versicle and

response peculiar to Ch. Ch. Cathe-
dral. 2474.

Poem on the Cathedral, 1656. 2294.
Statement in 1659 '^hat the organs were

given to Oliver Cromwell. 2430.
The services at the Restoration. 1660

ann.
Liber precum publicarum in usum eccl.

Cath. Christi Oxon., 1660 (with
tables of differences in editions).

2474-— Note of the illegal seizure in London
of the Latin Book of Common
Prayer, printed in Oxford in 1660.

2474.— 1670 ('1660'). 2847.—
1676. 3129.

Accident in the Cathedral, 1660.

2472.
Direction for the performance of the

service, by E. L(owe), 1661 (with a
• Christ Church tune

'). 2563.— 2nd ed. (Review of Directions),
1664. 2662.

Wood's Latin account of it, 1674,
2996.

Oseney, 162. Suicide near Oseney Mill,

1676. 1676 ann.

Wolvercote, 162**. For Wolvercote
Paper Mill see Books—Paper.

Mill erected for grinding swords, 1643-
4. P. XXXV.

Castle, 167. The Castle strongly forti-

fied, 1650-1. 1651 amz.

Inns, 174. List oi i6'Lins (not Taverns)
in Oxford in 1671. 2899.

Antelope Inn. Mentioned, as an old

name, in 1662. 2620*.
Bear Inn, 1667. 2774.
The Black Bull, mentioned. 1678 ann.
Crown Inn, 1669. 1669 ann.
The King's Arms in Holywell men-

tioned, 1661. i66ifl/w. After r\o.

2620.— Poems about plays acted at the

King's Arms, Holywell, 1661, by
R. Walden. 2620', sqq.

King's Head inn mentioned, 1665.
166: ann.
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OxFOKi) : City

—Local Divisions (174-
232).

Louse Hall (really near Gosford) de-

scribed, 1607. 2760-1.
The Mitre mentioned, 1661. 1661 ami.

Oranges and Lemons Inn. Mentioned,
1678. 3171* (vol. iii, p. 390).

Red Lion rcterred to abt. 1665. 2711.
Market, 178-S4. Proclamation for the

market (Nov.?), 1652. 2187*.
Procln. that carcases taken out of the

city are to be properly buried, 1661,

2567.
Prices of \\ ines fixed by the University,

for Oxford, 1667. 2776.
Prices of wine, fixed Dy the Vice-

Chancellor, 1674. 3017.
Prison, 191. Henry Thorpe was the

keeper in 1660. 2470.
Schools, 197-205. Foundation ofNixon's

School, 1658. 1658 ami.
Verses on the burning of the Grammar

School (before 1671). 2872.
Carriers, &c., 209-11. Note of the Lon-

don house of the Oxford Carriers,

1637. P- Ail-

Edgerly was a carrier in 1651. 2163.
Privileges of the University in the

matter of carriers, &c., reserved to

it in 12 Ch. 2 and 9 Ann. \66o afin.

Orders concerning the rates of carriers'

charges, between the University and

London, 1666. 2751.
The first Oxford flying coach. i66() ami.
Vice-chancellor's Orders and Rules abt.

coaches and carriers to London in

one day, Apr. 5, 1669. 2835.
V.C.'s notice prohibiting the use of

E. P)artlet's unlicensed coach, 1670.

2857-
Notices of Moor's one-day coach to

London, 1671. 2894, 2898.
Notices suppressing unlicensed coaches,

1671. 2895, 2897.
Stonehill's and Fosset's proposed one-

day coach from Oxford to London,
Apr. 1671. 2910.

V.C.'s notices about certain Oxford

Carriers, 1672. 2934-6.
Advertisement of the coaches to and

from London, 1673. 2957.
V.C.'s notice, regulating their prices

for goods and persons, &c., Dec. 4,

1674. 3019.
Thomas liew's promise to provide

horses for the journeys between Ox-
ford and London, 1678. 3171*

^ (P- 390) =
3165=^- (p. 472).

Sti-eets, rivers, &c., 215-35, Aristotle's

Well mentioned, 1651. 2163.
Quakeresses ducked in '

Giles's pool ',

1654. 2245.

Oxford : City
—Local Divisions, 232-

66 : Government (270-2;.
Nicholson's Conduit runs with claret,

1661. 1661 ami.
Note of the water of the Cherwell

being dashed over Magdalen Bridge,
1662. 3130.

Penniless Bench erected, 1667. 1667
ann.

Penniless Bench at Carfax, 1678. 3191.
Merton pool and Scholar's pool men-

tioned, 1667. 2760.
Cat Street, 1668 ann.—

Engraving of the houses in Cat
Street between All Souls and New
College Lane, 1676. 3092,

Fire in Broad Street, near the Turi,

1671. 1671 ann.
Plans for making Long Wall Street,

1671, 1671 ann.
Ikoad Street (Canditch) first paved,

1673. 1673 ann.

Engraving of the East end of Broad

btreet, Irom the north, 1676. 3092.
Notes of Wells in Oxford, 1677. 3130.
The Thames fieezing at the bottom,

1677. 3130.
A man hanged in Broad Street, i6St.

3254
Old City Buildings, 240-66. Beaumont

palace called Bellosituni. 2602.
The rentals of St. John's Hospital,

1453-82, mentioned. App. A.
The old \\ hite House mentioned, 164S.

2996.
The Dover \^ atch-tower (Dorobernensis

SpeculaJ, 1648. 2996, see p. 575.
P'ish Street mentioned, 1648. 2996.
Thames Street mentioned, 164S. 2996.
Quakeresses put in 'Buckerdo', 1654.

2245.
Seven Deadly Sins lane. 1654 ann.

Tillyard's coffee-house, 1655. P.

465-

Question about widening Smith Gate,
165S. 1658 ann.

Short's Coffee-house mentioned, 1668.
1668 a7in.

Godstow nunnery described, 1667.

2760-1.
Debtors in Bocardo, 1667. 2760-I.
Tom Pun's House, 1669. P. xxxv.

Canditch paved, 1673. 1673 ann.
The double city wall in Holywell,

1675. 3035-
Government, 270-90. Lt.-col. Kelsay,

governor, 1652. 1652 ann.
Three Coffers of the City mentioned,

1665. 2712.

Mayor's notice about observance of

Jan. 30 (Charles i's Execution), 167 1.

2893.
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Oxford: City
— Gnvernvtent, 272-90:

C/aj-JSj-, 300-29 : Z?/;?, 331-58, &c.

(V.C.'s and) Mayor's notice abt. Jan.

30, 1 67 1, a Fast day. 2932-3.
Hoax played on the Mayor and Coun-

cil, 1672. 1672 ann.
Orders for the public Scavenger, 1672.

2937-
Account of two hangings and resuscita-

tions at Oxford, 1650, 1658. 3130.
Execution (and recovery) of Anne

Greene, 1650. 2151, 2153, 2158-
62.

Execution of a woman at Greenditch,

May 4, 1658 (she was revived, but

again hung). 165 1 ann.
True relation of a rogue in Oxford

(R. Bullock), 1663. 2627.
Murder at Oxtord, 16S0. 3254.

City, Classes of the Community, 300-29.
Heraldic visitation, 1669 ann.

Heraldic visitation, 1676. 1676 ann.
For Printers, Publishers, and Book-

sellers see App. A, B, C, and Ox-

ford, 654 in this index : individual

printers are under their names.
For Type-founding see Oxford, 426.
William Bird's staining of marble men-

tioned, 1657. 1657 o,ii'i-

Organized relief of the poor, in 1662-3.
1662 ann.

Advt. of a glass-blower at Oxford, abt.

1665. 2711.
Oath (and duties) of a Freeman, 1665.

2712.
Form of indenture for Apprentices,

167-. (Perhaps these printed forms
were the monopoly of a London

printer : see Stationers' Register for

May 14, 1672.) 2856.
Oath of the Freemen of the City, 167S.

3192.
See Quakers, 1654, &c.
A rising of Anabaptists expected, 1658.

1658 ann.
Toleration of Nonconformists with-

drawn (Test Act), 1673. 1673 attn.

Life and Planners, 331-5S. Ventrilo-

quism in Oxford, 1643. 2274.
Plays acted in Oxford, 1661. 1661 ann.
Note of the annual Oxford feasts in

London and Oxford, 1662. 2582.
Oxfordshire feast in Oxford instituted,

1670. 1670 ann.

Scenes of street life (coaches, carts,

dogs, &c.), 1675. 3035.
Elephant exhibited in Oxford, 1676.

3130.
Professional actors at Oxford, July,

1677. 3148.
Exhibition of an Indian King. 1678

ann.

Oxford : City
—

Life, 3,^3-8, &c. :

University
—General Notes (401-

External Relations, 360-71. See also

930 (Royal Visits to the University)
and 938 (relations of City and Uni-

versity).
List of Councils and Parliaments held

at Oxford, to 1665. 3130.

Speech of sir Robert Cotton in Parlia-

ment at Oxford, Aug. 1625. 2152.
List of the Oxford Parliament which
met on Jan. 22, 164I. 2427.

Charter to the city, 1664. 1664 ann.
Proclamation proroguing Parliament to

Oxford, Aug. 30, 1665. 2680-1.
Parliament at Oxford, Oct. 9-31, 1665.

1665 ann., 3289.
Note of the King and Court at Oxford

in 1665. 3289.
London's Complaint to Oxford (that

the King is at ( )xford and absent

ffom London), 1666. 2734"'.
Note of the Oxford Parliament, Jan.

i68f. 1680 ann.

History (incidents, &c.), 380-9. Narra-

tive of a fire in 1641, 2872.
Destruction of royalist emblems, glass

windows, &c., 165 1. 1651 ann.
The City at the Restoration. 1660 ann.
Swords ground at Wolvercote, and

forged in Gloucester college, 1643-4.
P. XXXV.

Fires in St. Aldate's, and the Broad,

1671. 1671 ann., 2896.
Orders of Oxford Justices of the Peace

for the prevention of fires, 1671.

2899.
Engraving of the Civil War fortifications

(in 1648), 1674. 2996.
Fire at Oxford in 1675 prophesied.

1675 ann.
Note of a fire in the High Street, 167S.

1677 onn.

University.

General Notes (401-9). Dedns. to it,

1657,1658. 2357,2365.
Fanciful portrait ol a scholar of Ox-

ford, 1658. r{/?^^ no. 2373.
Dedns. to the bniverbity, 1660, 1662.

2499, 2539, 2588.
An Oxiord student is a supporter of

the Arms of the London Frame-
workers' Company. 1663 antt.

Dedns. to the University, 1672, 1674.

2917, 2949, 2953-4; 2997.— 1680 (in return for help), 16S0.
1680 ann.

Name, 402. 'Alma Mater academia
Oxoniensis

'

occurs in 1658. 2421.
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Oxford : University— Genera! Notes

(403-9), Local Divisions (411-17).

Numbers, 403. In 1622. 501 (p. 456).

In 1 65 1. 2150.
Graduates and Students reckoned at

4,000 in 1678. 3166.
General Character (laudations, &c.), 405.

See also 978.
Short descriptions of the Univ. and

Colleges by S. Bibye, in German
and Latin, 1592 and 1602. 2IO

(p. 4=5).
Denunciation of the City and Univer-

sity by Hester Biddle, a quakeress,
1 65 5. 2268.

The Universities called 'dens of formal

droanes', 1657. 1657 ann.

Detur pulchriori, a poem in praise of

the University of Oxford, 1658.

2372.
Acrostichon in laudem Univ. Oxon.,

auctore G. Szilagyi, 1671. 2876.

4 poems (Lat. and English) on Oxford,

by E. Benlowes, 1672. 2915.
Oxonii Elogia, 1673 (per Edw. Ben-

lowes). 2968.
Arms (heraldic), motto, &c., 409. Arms

and motto, 1602. P. 455.

Arms, 1652. 3295.
Arms n^ed on a London title-page

without good reason, 1653. After
no. 2221.

Notes on the arms, 1654, &c. Pp. 41,

470. App. E.

Local Divisions, 411-9S.
Ashmolean Museum (Marbles, &c ).

Musaeum Tradescantianum, a cata-

logue by John Tradescant the

younger, i6.^6. 2292.— new ed., 1660. 2473.
The Pomfret Marbles mentioned.

1667 ann.

The Arundel Marbles received at Ox-

ford, 1667. 1667 ann.— Gift of the Marbles. 1668 ann.
— Note about the Marbles by C.

Owen, 1669. 2816.— Marmora Oxoniensia, ed. H. Pri-

deaux, 1676. 3092.
First sign of the Ashmolean Museum.

1678 ann.

Foundation stone laid, 1679. 1679
ann.

Bodleian Library, 417. Bodleian books
to be regarded as standard copies.

2700, adJin.
Cicero Pro Milone TOxon. 1479) there.

P. 451.
Note of a fragment of the Dedicus

(Oxon., 1518) there. P. 452.
Two commendations of the Library in

161 3, by Joh. Combachius. 2588.

Oxford : University
—Loral Divisions

(417)-
Two orations in Latin by dr. R. Gar-

diner, when James i presented his

Works to the Bodleian, 1620. 2337.
Latin note about, and poem on, the

Bodleian, by H. Jacob, 1636 (pr. in

1652). The poem mentions its suc-

cessive shapes I, T, H. 2184-5-
Mentioned, 1641 (1652). 2207.
A possible attempt to reform the Bod-

leian administration, by John Dury,

1650. 2035*. (P. 466).
The Bodleian called ingens libroruin

metropolis, 1650. 2035*** (P- 467)-
The Cromwell MSS. arrive. 16^^ ann.

-
]. Harmar's sharing in obtaining

the Cromwell MSS., 1654. 2244.
Stubbe mentioned as Under-Keeper,

1657-9. 2428-9.
Books taken out and burnt at the

Restoration. 1660 ann.

B.B.P. (
= Bibliothecae Bodleianae

Protobibliothecarius;, 1660. 2532.

Mentioned, 1661. 2544.
Statuta Bodleiana, 1661. 2568.
Letters and figures printed for it, 1661.

2570.
Right to a copy of every book, by Act

of Parliament, 1662. P. xxxi.

Pinnacles on the Selden End blown

down, 1662. 1662 ann.

Laudation of the Library in 1662, in

Latin. 2599.
Royal visit to, and banquet in, the

Bodleian, 1663. 1663 a««.

The Bodleian described by Monconys
in 1663. 2735.

Short Latin account of the Bodleian,

bv W. Fulman, 1665 and 1675.

2(589-90.
Described in Latin verse, 1667.

2760-1.
Notes of Bodleian MSS. of Platonic

philosophers, by dr. G. Langbaine,

1667. 2762.
Excerpts from the Library Statutes are

printed in various editions of the

Parecbohc, i'rom 1671 on.

Reference to chained books, 1672.

2915-
Anecdota Bodleiana de Canonibus

Conciliorum, 1672. 2916.
The 1674 Catalogue mentioned.

P. xlii.

Account of the Library, by Ant. Wood,
in Latin, 1674. 2996.

MS. ofJustinus there cited, 1674. 3014.
Note of a picture by Mary More, pre-

sented to the Bodleian (subject,

Thomas Cromwell), 1674. 3029.
Sun-dial on the Bodleian, 1675. 3035.
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(419-25)-
Note of the Cat panel in the ceiling,

1677. 3130.

Copyright privileges mentioned, 1662
and 1665. Pp. xxxi, xxxii.

Schools Qundrangle, 421. Wood's ac-

count of it, in Latin, 1674. 2gg6.
Keeper of the Schools : see Oxford, 526.
Notice repressing disturbance in the

old Music School, 1671. 2900.
The Schools' door labels mentioned,

1656. 2294.
The surplus on the Schools Account

was to be employed on setting up a

learned press, May 16, 1660. Pp. xv,
XXX.

Schools occupied by the House of

Lords, 1665. 1665 aim.
The Proscholium used as a refresh-

ment room, 1665. 1665 ann.
The Anatomy School described, 1667.

2760-1.

Old libraries. Wood's account of the
old public libraries in Oxford, in

Latin, 1674. 2996.
A small chained libiary formed in a

Coffee-house, i66S. 166S ann.
Botanical Garden, 423. Song on the pull-

ing down of the Danby arms, instead

of the King's, in 1649. 3039.
Catalogus Horti Botanici, 2nd ed., by

P. Stephens and W. Brovifne, 1658.

2370- •

Mentioned, 165,9. 2450.
Arrangement for boggy plants, 1660.

2528.
Ballad on the Gyants there (by Edm.
Gayton ?), 1662. 2579.

Ballad upon
' Mr. Bobard's Yew-men

of the Guards '

there (by Edm. Gay-
ton), 1662. 2580.

Upon the Sprouts of Valour, the

Centrys of the Physick Garden [by
J. Drope], 1664. 2658.— 1666. 2740.

Described, 1667. 2760-I.
Plantarum Umbelliferarum distributio

nova (as arranged at the Physic
Garden by Robt. Morison), 1672.
2917.

View of the two yew-tree giants, 1675.
3035

Death of first keeper, 1680. 1680 ann.

Oxford Printing.

University Printers and Presses (425-8).
A. To 1669 (426).

Notes on the Oxford i5th-cent. press.
A pp. A.

Oxford : University
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Printing (426J.
General survey of tlie Oxford Press

before i6!;i. Pp. x-xiii.

Do., ] 651-80. Pp. xiii-xxiv.

Wood's account of early Oxford print-

ing, 1674. 2996.
General sketch of Oxford printing and

privileges up to 1669. P. xxxiii.

Use of the term ' Printer to the Uni-

versity '. Preface (passim).
Use of '

University Piess
'

or ' Prelum

Academicum', 17th and i8th cent.

P. xii.

Three presses allowed to the Oxf.

Univ. Press in 1632-3. P. xxxiii.

Acquisition of Hebrew type from N.
Nicholls, 1651. 1651 ann.

The Domus Typographica, 1652.
P. xiv.— Text of the decree of Convocation

concerning the Donms Typographical
in Latin, 1652. App. D. IH.

The Delegates' work, 1653-7. P. xiv

first use of the expressions Architypo-

grapkics, Pnblica Universitatis Typo-

graphia, Typographeiun Oxoniense.

1655 ann.
An imprint

'

Oxford, by the Printers to

the University ', 1657. P- 4^7 «•

The (non-existent) surplus money on
the Schools account was granted to

establish a learned press, May 16,
1660. Pp. xv-xvi, XXX.

New delegacy of the Press, 1662.

P. xvii, App. D.
Note of Fell's gifts of type, 1667-72.

1667 ann. pr.
Dr. John Fell begins his negotiations

for Dutch type, &c., 1667. P. xxxii.

Signs of printing activity, 1668. 1668

ann.

The earliest minutes of the Delegates,
1668. P. xxi.

B. Sheldonian Press, 1669-1713 (426).
Sketch of Oxford printing, 165 1 -So,

Preface.

Delegates of the Oxford Press, 1633-
80. App. D. See also Preface.

Note of the Minutes and Accounts of

the Delegates of the Press, 1668-94.

App. D. L
Note of the Sheldonian Press, by C.

Owen, 1669. 2816.
There are no such terms as ' Univer-

sity Press
'

or ' Prelum Academicum'
before about 1700: but *

Typis
Academicis' and (once)

*

Typo-
grapheum Oxoniense

'

(perhaps =
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(426).
Domus Typographica) occur. P)-e-

face.
The assignment of a place in the Shel-

donian Theatre lor printing, 1669.

App. D. V.
The start of the Sheldonian Press, 1669.

P. xxi.

The exact arrangements in the Shel-

donian for the presses, compositors,

printed sheets, &c., in 1669 on :

hence correct text of p. xxxv.

P. xxxv ;/.

The first boolc begun to be printed at

the Slieldonian Press in 1S69 (Beve-

ridge's Synodicon, 1672). 2916.
The first book issued by the Sheldonian

Theatre press, 1669. 2814.
Note on the devices and ornaments of the

Sheldonian press, 1669-80. App. E.
Tom Pun's house comes into the occu-

pation of the University, 4 Aug.,
1669. P. xxxii.

Number of fire-hearths in the Shel-

donian and Little Print-house, 1670.
P. xxxvi.

Complaint that the Frenchmen at the

Press were negligent, 1670. P. xxxvi.

The Press Committee of Four, 1671.
P. xix sqq.

Payments by the new Committee,
1671-9. Pp. xxxviii, xl.

Suggestions 'concerning the vending
the books printed by the University ',

including a suggested warehouse in

London, and conditions for agents or

factors and booksellers (1671 ?).

P. xxxviii.

Type, matrixes, and founder inquired
for in Holland, 1671. P. xxxvii.

The Great Works produced in 1672-5.
Pp. xxii-xxiii.

The New Printing House, north of

Tom Pun's or the Tower House,
built 1672-4. P. xxxv n.

Difficulties at the Press, 1672, Pp.
xxxviii-xxxix.

Note of the difficulty of supplying
work for the Sheldonian compositors,

1672. 2953.
School-books taken up by the Oxford

press, 1672. 2929.
The first of the small engraved title-

pages by Loggan, 1672. 2919.
Account of some Press Accounts (show-

ing the Oxford booksellers who dealt

in Press books, &c.), 1672-9.
Pp. xl-xli.

Reference to the earliest minutes of the

Delegates, about Beveridge's Canons,
1672. 2916.
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(426).
The first prospectus and proposals of

the Sheldonian Press, 1672. Pp. xx-
xxii. App. D. VI

(<?).

The first considerable medical work
from the Sheldonian Press, 1672

(Willis).
^

2953.
Type- founding at Oxford, 1672.

P. xxxix.

Herman Hermansen perhaps the first

type-founder there, 1672. P. xxxix.

Influence of the French compositors,

1673. 2960, 2993.
H. Brome perhaps tlie first London

publishing agent of the Sheldonian

Press, 1673. 2960.
Unadorned and unattractive issue

(Vossius), 1673. 2991.
The Little Printing House and Tom

Pun's House,distinguished. Pp. xxxix,
xlii.

Dedication by the Procuratores Rei

typographic, 1674. 2996.
A Sheldonian Press book (Mayow)

stated to be printed for John Crosley
of Oxford, 1674. 3015.

Dismal account of the Press in March

167! by H. Prideaux. 3083.
Lease of printing to Fell and others

renewed in 1675. P. xliii.

The I St Oxford Bible, B.C.P. and
Greek N.T., 1675. 3084-90.

Note on the first O.xford B.C. P., 1675.

3084.
Note on the first Oxford Greek N.T.,

1675. 3084.
Sheldonian book printed for Oxford

booksellers, 1675. 3083.
Loggan's Oxonia Illustrata (1675) was

printed at L. Lichfield's house in

Holywell (riot actually in the Shel-

donian). No doubt the rolling press
was there. 3035.

e Thcatro Sceldoniano in a counterfeit

imprint, 1675. 3041*.
State of printing in 1676. P. xliii.

The Little Printing House is called the
' Worke-house ',

as distinguished
from the ' Presse ', 1676. MS. Rawl.
D. 397, fol. 4242.

Proposal for obtaining promises, but

not money, for books to be pub-
lished, 1676. 3117.

Gift of type (Runic, Saxon, &c.) by
F. Junius, 1677. P. xliii.

The first list of Sheldonian Press books

(56)^ ^^11 {printed infull). 3154.— 2nd list (59), 1677. 3155.

John Hall, warehouse keeper (in Oxford)
to the Theatre Press, 1678. 3197.

Question of the responsibility of the
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(426-7;.
Press for books printed by the Uni-

versity printers for Oxlord book-

sellers, 1678. 3180.
List of School-books printed at the

Sheldonian, published by Parker and

Guy, 1678. P. xliv.

The Committee of Four given a new
lease in 167S : and partners taken in.

P. xliv.

The price of Bibles, &c., lowered in

167S-80 by Oxford competition in

London. P. xliv : 3084.
Value of books sold in 1679

' ^^ ^^
House '. P. xli.

Arrival of Junius type, 1679. P. xlv.

Catalogue of Sheldonian and other

books to be sold to the trade by
Moses Pitt, 1679. 3202*.

List of bks. pr. at Oxford, 1672-80,
and in preparation, at the Sheldonian

Press, sold by M. Pitt, 1680. 3253.
Advertisement concerning the printing

and publishing of ancient and other

useful books (^at the Theatrej, Sept.
16S0 (with list of books in prepara-
tion). 3273.

State of the Press,
'

1679'. -P- 472'
Three lists of Oxford books, 1680.

P. xlvii.

The decline of the University Press in

the 1 8th cent. P. xxiii, 1660 ann.
Small engr. of the Sheldonian Theatre,

in a London book of 1832. 3203.
Dedn.to the Clarendon Press, 1931. P. v.

C. Printing itt Oxford generally

(427 : conditions, style, &c.).

See Books—Colour-printing, and other

subdivisions, such as Co7nprinting.
Sketch of printing in Oxford,

'

1468'
to 1650. Preface.

Earliest Oxford press : see App. A.

Early sixteenth-cent. Oxford press : see

App. B.

The devolution of ornaments, 15S5-
1680. App. E.

Book issued in 1641 'cum privilegio'.

990 (P- 457 •

Fadure of type, even on a title-page,
1 65 1. 2160.

Signs of the zodiac (in symbol) are

used in 1651. 2175.
G runs out of stock, 1O51. 2182.
Hall borrows Hebrew type from the

University, 1652. P. xxvii.

Privileges reserved to Oxford by Act of

Parliament, Jan. 7, i6.=i§. 16^2 ann.
Convocation makes the Old House of

Congregation the Domus Typogra-
phica. 1652 ann.
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(427).
An Oxford book pretends to be printed

at Kouen, 1652. 2188.

Appointment of Delegates about Uni-

versity printing, i6j;3. 1653 atin.

Signs of a need of more type at Oxford,
in the summer of 1654. 2243, no. 25.

Change of type from italic to roman
in the middle of a treatise, 1654.
2244.

Double columns in a small quarto
play, 1655. 2269.

Difficulties about type, &c., 1655.
2316.

Notes abt. purciiase of type, abt. 1656.
1656 atin.

Causes of delay in printing, 1 657 . 2357.
Roman L gives out, and italic used in-

stead, 1657. 2362.
General opinion that the Oxford Press

in 1658 was at a low level. P. xv :

2369.
First occurrence of the expression

' and
are to be sold by the booksellers of

London and Oxford', 1660. After
no. 2511.

Cost and dates of printing a Turkish

N.T., 1664-6. 2727.
University printers placed specially

under the Act for regulating the Press,

1665. P. xxxii.

The first Oxford N.T. (1666, in Turk-

ish). 2727.
Pretended list of books printed in Ox-

ford in 1666, a pasquinade. 1666 ann.
A book half printed in London, half at

Oxford, 1668. 2808.

Title-page and imprimatur alone

printed in Oxford : the rest in Lon-

don, 1669 (Conant;. 2823.
Want of '

flowers
'

and ornaments in

the first years of the Sheldonian

Press, 1669-72. P. xxxvi.

Infelicities in the Sheldonian Press

printing of 1671. 2914.
Confused arrangement of a book

(Boyle's treatises), 1671. 2882-4.
Statement of the condition, assets, and
work of the Press, 1672. App. D.
VI [b).

Spelling at t^e Sheldonian Press, under
Fell's influence, 1672. P. xxi.

Use of the engraved Univ. Arms in

1673- 2975.
Book with Lond.-Oxf. title-page,

partly printed in London, partly
in Oxford

; and of the Oxford

part, part is by Lichfield, part by
Hall (Tully;, 1673. 2990.

Printing engravings for the Theatre at

a house in Holywell, 1675. 3035.
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(427-8).

Suppressed Oxford engravings (Are-

tino), 1675. 3050.
Sheldonian book printed for Oxford

booksellers, 1675. 3083.
Dr. Humphrey Prideaux's opinion in

Nov. 1676 that no new or important
work was on hand at the Sheldonian

Press. 3121.

Accounts of money received from Ox-

ford publishers lor Sheldonian books,

1676-9. P. xli.

'Plain texts' as an aim of the Press,

1677- 3156.

Style of printing, &c., said to have

deteriorated alter the introduction of

partners in the Oxford Press in 1678.

iP. xlv.

The nadir of the Press, about 1757.

Pp. xxiii, XXX.

D. External relations (428 : London

agents, competitors, &c.).

Note of the special privileges of printing

omnimodos libros, 1632-3. P. xxxiii.

Full account of the payments by the

Stationers' Company {Bibliopola:

Lomiinenses) and the King's Printers

{Typographi Londinenses) to the

University, 1636-72. App. D. II.

Arrears of payment for the surrender oi

Univ. privileges, 1644-58. 1652 ann.

The Stationers' Company refuse to re-

new their triennial agreement about

Bibles, &c., ami the University re-

sumes its privileges, Jan. i65f.

P. xxvii.

Note about privileges of printing

Grammars, &c., 1651. 2173.
Book published both at Oxford and

Cambridge, 1652. 2193.

Privileges of the University reserved

untouched, 1649, i65§. 1652 ann.

Note about the Stationers' Company
and Oxford Almanacs, 1655. 2271.

A grammar printed in 1657-9 ^'^ ^^'

lord, by way of challenge to the

London jmblishers. 2345, 2449.
' Cum privilegio', 1658. 2413.
Lease of Bible printing to Hills and

Field for 4 years from Mich., 1659.
P. XXX.

Question of printing Forms of Prayer,
1660-2. 2474.

Indenture about printing Bibles, &c.,
1 66 1. P. xxxi.

Act causing all books to be licenced,

1662. P. xxxi.

Note about a sale of Dutch type and
'flowers' of the kind used later in

Oxford, 1 66 1. P. xxxii.
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(428).
Fell's relations to Oxford printers, 1669,

&c. Pp. xix, xxxv-xxxvi : 3023-4.
The Stationers' Company and the Ox-

iord Bibles, &c. P. xxxvii.

Tl»e Stat. Company agreements come
to an end, 1672. P. xxxviii.

Henry Brome is London agent for

Brevint's Missale Romanum, 1672,

printed at the Theatre at Oxford.

2921.
Note of Oxford books sold in London,

Cambridge, York, &c., in 1672-7.
P. xli.

Caution about design to print Bibles,

1672. P. xl.

Robert Scott acts as agent or publisher
for the Oxford Theatre Press, and

Henry Brome is mentioned in con-

nexion with him, 1672-3. 2993.
The Almanac monopoly mentioned,

1673- 2957-
H. Brome London agent for the Shel-

donian Press, 1673, or else an issuer

of counterfeits. 2960, 2977-8.

John Williams (Cross Keys, Little

Britain) may have been the London

agent for the two University printers

(not the Sheldonian), in 1673.

2990.
Piracy of Oxford editions, 1673-4.

P. xlii.

Indenture between the University and

Williamson, Jenkins, Yate, and Fell,

constituting the four a Committee
for Printing, 1674. App. D. VII.

Help given to the Press by having two

Secretaries of State (Williamson and

Jenkins) among its delegates, 1674-
80. 1680 a««.

Robert Clavell appears to be an

agent in London for publishing,

1674. 2996, 3006.
Robert Scott appears as London agent

for a book ' e Theatro Sheldoniano ',

1674- 3003.
Amicable relations betw. the Sheldonian

Press and Oxford bookseller-pub-

lishers, 1674. (Sheldonian book sold

by G. VVest and A. Curteyne.)

3023-4-
R. Scot ot London acting as agent to

sell Oxford books, 1674. 3032.
Action in a matter of international

copyright (.Hugo Grotins), 1675.

3060.
R. Davis sells a Sheldonian book as

agent (?), 1675. 3063.
Evidence that the Sheldonian Press was

used by Oxford publishers in 1675.

3083.
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(428-31).
Endeavour by the London printers to

ruin the Oxford Press, 1676. P.

xliii.

The London warehouse ' removed ',

1676. P. xli.

Moses Pitt was clearly an accredited

London agent of the Theatre Press

in 1676. 3118.
Rich. Davis acts as agent or seller (at

Oxford) of a Sheldonian Press book,

1676. 3123.
Simon Miller may have been the Lon-

don agent (and Warehouse-keeper)
of the Sheldonian Press, 1677.

3144-
In 167S 4 London Partners were

brought into the Press, to print and
sell Bibles. P. xliv.

Deed appointing four London printers
Partners to carry on the Sheldonian

printing, 1678. App. D. VIIL
London booksellers authorized to stock

and sell Sheldonian books in London
as agents for the Press, 1678. P. xliv.

The new London partners are agents of

the Oxford Press in London, though
not on the imprint, 1678. 3169.

M. Pitt as seller of Oxford books,

1678. 3180.
The struggle between the Sheldonian

Press and the King's Printers begun,

1679. P. xlvi.

Catalogue of Sheldonian and other

books to be sold to the trade in

by Moses Pitt, 1679.London
,

3202*.
A supposed

described,

Oxford piracy rBlumerel)
1679, 3204, 3252.

The first book with the Sheldonian

imprint and names of the four Lon-
don Partners, 1679. 3207.

Note of the long dispute between the

Press and the London Printers, about

Bible-printing, &c., 1679-1705.
i68o ann.

Old Congregation House, 430, Agree-
ment about it between Oriel and the

Univ., in Latin, Mar. 17,

2817.
Text of the decree of Convocation for

its use as a Damns Typographica,
1652. App. D. Ill, see 1652 a««.,

1669 ami.
Let to a schoolmaster for six months
from Mich. 1659. 1659 aim.

The Old Congregation Ilouse rented

by Rich. Davis, bookseller, 1663-
76. 1663 ann., 1665 <^"". : P- xxx.

Divinity School, 431. Archbp. Juxon's

Oxford : University
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C43I-9)-
coffin lay there in state, 1663. 1663
ann.

The House of Commons in the Divinity

School, 166;. 166? ann.

North door made. 1669 ann.

The Parks, 436. Anne Greene probably
executed ' in the Parks ', 1650.

2153-
A College fight in the ' New Parks ,

1665. 1665 ann.

Nova Fz't'arzrt described, 1667. 2760-
I.

Echo in the ' New Parks ', 1677. 3130.
Sheldonian Theatre. The coming erec-

tion, 1663. 1663 ann.

Plate of Wallis's wooden ceiling for

the Sheldonian, 1663. 2735.
Orders for the dedn. of the Theatre,

1669. 2836-7.
Opening of the Theatre in 1699, with

notes about the occasion. Pp. xvi-

xvii : 1 669 an7i.

Whitehall's verses on the Sheldonian

ceiling piece (Urania), 1669. 2818.

Carmen Pindaricum in Th. Sheld.,

auctore Corbetto Owen, 1669. 2816.

Use made of it for printing. P. xxxv.

The deed showing the right of the

Press to print in the Sheldonian

Theatre, 1669. App. D. V.

New organ in the Sheldonian. 1671
ann.

Wood's account of it, in Latin, 1674.

2996.
Description of the painting (ceiling),

1673- 2956.— revised, 1674. 3020.
View of the marbles in the Theatre

yard, 1675. 3035, no. 8.

Poem on the Sheldonian, by Rich.

Leigh, 1675. 3038.
Ballad on the Theatre, 1675. 3040.
Notes of curious work there, 1677.

3130.

Disposition of the seats when the

Chancellor came to Oxford, Aug.
1677- 3150.

(EncKnia, Act, &c.), 439. Explanation
of Act, Encjenia, Commemoration,
&c. 1669 ann.

Qurestiones in Comitiis. 3288.
Latin (undelivered) oration terminating

the Comitia, by R. Gardiner, 1632.

2337.
The Act resumed in 165 1. 1651 ann.

Account of the Act, 1651, in verse, by
R. Whitehall. 2163.

Proposal to abolish it. 16:

No Act in 1656, 1660, 1662. 1656
ann.. 1660 ann., 1662 ann.
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(439-56}.
The Act intermitted, because of the

Plague in London, 1665. 1665 ann.

No Act in 1667, 1668, 167S. 1667

ann., 166S ann., 1678 ann.

Orders for the Act, 1669. 2836-7.
Encaenia (Act) Papers, 1669-80. 3292-

3-

Act remitted, 1670. 1670 ann.

Enccenia celebrata, 1674 (notes). After
no. 2805.

Theatri Oxon. EncKnia celebrata (a

periodical), 1674, &c. 3293-
Theatri Oxoniensis Encania sive Co-

mitia Philologica, Jul. 6, 1677 (full

Latin text of speeches and verses).

1677. 3148.
A keepsake of the Act of 1677 i" the

Theatre, by M. E. Rothenis, in

Latin. 3160.

Colleges, &c. (444-82). Arms of all the

colleges, 1602. 210, p. 455.
'

CoUe.L'e
'

represented in Greek by
^povrifTTrjpioi', in 1638. 0.x/. Bks.
ii. 139, col. I (871, no. 7).

Account of the colleges, with iheir

numbers, &c., by G. Langbaine,
1651. 2150.

Colleges called '

cages of unclean

birds', c. 1657. 2322.
College stamps mentioned. 1660 ann.

The earliest Common Room, i66r.

1 66 1 ann.
The first catalogue of the library of a

college or hall (Magdalen hall, 1661).

2545.
Orders for prevention of Fires in col-

leges and halls, 1671. 2901.
Account of Colleges and Halls, by

Ant. Wood, in Latin, 1674. 2996.
Special engraved head pieces for each

college and hall, 1674. 2996.
Enclosures (forecourts, in front of Col-

leiies, 1675. 3035-
A Catalogue 'with notes) of the Col-

ledges and Halls, 1678. 3166.
Members of a college co-operating to

annotate a book, 1678. 3197.
All Souls, 546. Mock title of a book,

1651. .4/?ifr no. 2221.

Pleadings in a case of Powell v. All

Souls (a renewed lease), 1656. 2291.
Royal visit, 1663. 1663 an>i.

Effects of rain in All Souls, 1672.

1672 atm.
All Souls men connected with some

suppressed Aretino engravings, 1675.

3050.
Echo in the cloisters, 1677. 3130.
Note of the Sun-dial, 1677. 3130.

Oxford : University
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(456-9)
Picture of king Athelstan in a window

there, 1678. 3197.
Rare book in the library fDu Trieu,

1678). 3173.

Balliol, 457. Coffee first made and
drunk there abt. 1636. P. 465.

Balliol's election of a proctor, 166S.

1668 ann.

History of the college, by H. Savage,
1668. 2794-5

The Master's appeal to Worcestershire

Gentry that they should found

county F"ellowships, &c., at
' the

Worcester Colledge ', i.e. Balliol,

1675. 3059-
Murder of John ^^ hite, servitor of

'

Bealy Colledge', 1680, narrated.

3254-
Called Bealy college, in 16S0. 3254.
Fragments of tlie Oxford Laiteburiiis

(14S2) in the library. Pp. 451,453.
Brasenose, 458. The College accused of

superstitious services, 1659. 2428.
Reference to the supposed devotion

of the College to Oliver Cromwell,
1659. .4/?£r no. 2430.

Dedicn. in 1631 to the college, 1659.

2435-
Topiary work there, 1677. 3130.
Busts of king Alfred and Johannes

Scotns Erigena there, 1678, 3197-
Books in the library mentioned. 2312,

2329-
Christ Church, 459. Liber Precum : see

City
— Cathedral, 154, above.

Nos. 70, 70* were written by a Ch. Ch.
man in 1586. P. 437.

Strode's Floating Lsland, played before

the King in Ch. Ch., 1636. 2269.
Destruction of glass, i&c, there, 1651.

165 1 ann.
Three plays by T. Goffe acted at

Ch. Ch., reprinted, 1656. 2290.
College exercises, e.g. Latin letters to

the Subdean, verses, short essays,

&c., printed in 1657. 2337.
Called Christ Church College by its

Dean, 1657. 2349.
Mention of the Ch. Ch. bowling green,

1659. 2430.
Dedn. to the Theologians of Ch. Ch.,

1659- 2455.
A model for a College reformation fa

scheme for reforming Christ Church;
Dean and Canons to be abolished,
Westminster School to govern, sixty

Fellows, College Professors, &c.),

1659. 2430.
Dr. Owen ejected from the Deanery,

March, i6g9- 1659 ^""-
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459-61).
Ch. Ch. had four Deans in 1660. 1660

anil.

Ballad about an incident at Ch. Ch.,

1661, mentioned (perhaps not

printed). 1661 ann.
'Canon Commoner' there, 1661,

2543-
I- ormal letters to the suh-dean, and to

the governing body, 1662. 2595.
Royal visit, 1663. 1663 ajin.

Speeches (or Verses) to the King,
Queen, &c., in Ch. Ch. hall, Sept. 29,

1663. 2621-2.

Glapthorne's IVii in a Constable

played there, Jan. S, i66f. 1664
ann.

The great quadrangle completed, 1665.

1665 ann.

King's S]3eech to Parliament in the

Hall, 1665. 1665 a7in.

.Speeches by the King and Lord Chan-
cellor there, at the opening of the

Oxford Parliament, Oct. lo, 1665.

2678-9.
Tractatus Talmudicus in usum studio-

sorum in ^de Christi, 1667. 2763.
Dispute about a lease of St. Frides-

wide's Meadow, 1667. 2777.
Verses on Busbv's benefaction to Ch.

Ch., 1667. 2781.
Christ Church men form a small

library at a Coffee-house, 1668.
J 668 an7i.

Fire at Ch. Ch., where Fell's Buildings
used to be. 1669 ann.

The Broad walk made, 1670. 1670
ann.

Description of ' Christdchoidh ' in

1672. 1672 ann.

Dispute about Ch. Ch. preachers be-

fore the University, preaching at

Ch. Ch., 1673. ^673 afin.

Dedn. to it, 1673. 2979.
Great Tom recast, 1680. 1680 ann.

Corpus, 460. Visitation of the college,

1664. 1664 ann.

Corpus placed on the Cycle for the

election of Proctors, 165^. 1656 ann.

Engraving of the College fox, 1675.
3035, no. 26.

Echo in the Ball Court, 1677. 3130.
Note of the Dial, 1677. 3130.
Declaration of the Lords in a .Scots

Parliament in 1301, printed from a

Corpus MS., 1679. 3210.
Books in the College library, men-

tioned. 2271, 2588, 2614, 3014.
P. 391-

Exeter, 461. Latin verses to Exeter col-

lege, by H. Petrseus (1613 ?). 2588.
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'461-7)-

Disagreement with Queen's, 1665.

1665 ann.

Topiary work there, 1677. 3130
Herttord, 462. The library mentioned.

Pp. 441. 449.

Jesus, 463. The Library does nol possess
a copy of the IVhittington, Oxon.,
151S (= no. 32).

The Library built, 1677. 1677 <?"''•

Described as unconnected with Wales,
1678. 3166.

Lincoln, 465. Tractatus de demonstra-

tione, in usum collegii, a J. Flavel,

16.:; I. 2167.

Magdalen, 466. A Civil War incident in

the college. 2445.
Account of the division of a college

hoard of money among the intruded

Fellows, &c., 1649 • by H. Hick-

man, i6,f9. 2443.— Note about the spur-royal affair,

1649. 2445.
Quffistiones theologicae in usum coll.

Magd., Oxon., per J. Baronium, 1657.
2320.

Ghost of a Bishop seen, 1660. 2472.
Form of Commemoration of Founder

and Bsnefactors, in English 'i66o?j.

2519-
Sermon and verses on the hon. Alger-

non Grenville who died in Magdalen
in 1662. 1663 ann.

Royal visit. 1663. 1663 ann.

Account of the affair of dr. Thomas
Pierce the president. John Dobson
and dr. Henry Yerbury, 1663 (^Dr.
Pierce confuted, Dr. Pierce exempli-
fied, A true acconipt of the Proceed-

ings'). 2624-6.
Visitation of the college, 1664. 1664

ann.

Form of service for Commemoration of

Founder {abt. 1675 •. 3068.
Echo in Magdalen walks near ' Dover's

Peer', mentioned, 1677. 3130.
Books in the library mentioned. 2172,

2272. 2292, p. 451.
Merton, 467. Excerpts from the Statutes,

and an account of the college, by H.
Jacob, 1652, in Latin. 2184-5.

Notes about the College by H. Birk-

head, 1652. 2184.
Oratiuncula in eo habita, per Edra.

Dickinson, 1653. 2274.
Part of south transept of chapel fell in.

1655 '^I^M.

Form of Commemoration of founder

and benefactors, esp. Thomas Jessop,
in Latin and English {c. 1660).

2520.
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(467-71),
Restoration prayers referred to, 1660.

2472.
Election of Clayton as warden, 1661.

1 66 1 anil.

Instituted the first Common Room,
1661. J 66 1 a}i>t.

Oxoniam quarc room, 1667. 2760-I.
Dispute with the City about Holywell
manor, 1667. 2777.

Eftects of rain in Merton, 1672. 1672
a?in.

Note of the Treasury there, 1677.

3130.
The bells recast, 1680. 16S0 a;?;?.

Books in the Library mentioned.

Pp- 444. 45'. 454-
New College, 468. Monarchia Britan-

nica, oratio habita in capella Novi,
1642, per T. Master. 2565.

The college fortified with fort and

tower, 1651. 1651 ann.
Poems chiefly by New College men, on

the death of the hon. Charles Capell,
1656. 2296.

Services at the Restoration. 1660 ann.
Dedn. to law students of Winchester
and New college, 1660. 2542.

Royal visit, 1663. 1663 anii.

Visitation of .the college, 1664. 1664
ann.

Note of a New College bookplate, abt.

1671. 2902.
Plate lost by burglary, 1675. 1675

ann.

3rd story added. 1675 «"«•
Non-foundation members allowed,

1677. 1677 ann.
Echo at New College, 1677. 3130.
Notes ot topiary work, &c., there,

1677. 3130.
MSS. there mentioned. 2853, 3014.

Oriel, 469. Agreement betw. Oriel and
the Univ. abt. the Old Congregation
House, in Latin, i^io. 2817.

Fives or 'ball' court built, 1653
1653 ann.

Note on ' O.C, for Oriel College
1660. 2535.

Pembroke, 470. Natalitia CoUegii Pem
brochiani (account of Aug. 5, 1624)
2794-

Dedn. to it, 1659. 2444.
Queen's, 471. The' Devil's handwriting

at Queen's coll., Oxford. 1663 ann.

2363-
Iter Anstrale (description of a College

progress), by T. Bispham, 1658.
2364.

Mention of Henry Fisher, manciple of

Queen's in 1661. 2551.

Oxford: University
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(471-5).

Royal visit (the Devil's hand, the

College Horn, &c.), 1663. 1663 ann.

Disagreement with Exeter, 1665. 1665
ann.

Curiosities at Queen's, 1677. 3130.
Proclamations in the Library, referred

to. 2680, 2682-4, 2686-8, 2728-
34-

St. John's, 472. Verses on St. Johns
College, 1635-6. 2294.

Epulos Oxonienses, Gayton's English

song on an entertainment there, given
to the King, 1636. 2544.

Wilde's Loves Hospital acted at St.

John's before the King, 1636. After
no. 2269.

Mock title of a book, 1651. Aftcrno.
2221.

Quakeresses ill-treated at St. John's,

1654. 2245, 2250.
Mentioned, 1639. 2448.
Royal visit, 1663. 1663 ann.

Juxon's and Laud's burial there, 1663.

1663 an7t.

Verses spoken to the King, inc., in St.

John's coll. library, Sept. 29, 1663.

2621, 2623.
Verses intended to welcome the Queen

at St. John's by J. Wells, 1665.

2791-2.
Verses on the written picture of Charles i

there, 1667. 2791-2.
Elm at St. John's, 1677. 3130.

Curiosity there, 1677. 3130.

College MS. of Laud's Devotions, re-

ferred to. 2770.
Trinity, 473. Visitation of the college,

1664. 1664 ann.

University, 474. The name cannot be

got into Latin hexameters, 1667.

2760.
Prayer commemorating the Founder

(Alfred) and Benefactors, with list of

set Communion days (1660?). 2521.

Glapthorne's IVitina Coftstable p\a.yed

there, 1664. 1664 ann.

Form of Founder's Commemoration

(about 1675). 3070-
Spelman's Fi(a Ailfredi (1678), trans-

lated and annotated by members of

the College. 3197.

Wadham, 475. Early connexion with

the Royal Society. 1651 ann,

Christopher Brookes {q.v.') was manci-

ple there in 1651. 2175.
Fides Apostolica by G. Ashwell (1653),

based on some Wadham coll. lec-

tures. 2222.
Poems chiefly by Wadham men, on

S. Austin, 1658. 2363.
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475-9S
— Government (500-2).

Restoration prayers referred to, 1660.

2472.
Royal visit, 1663. 1663 a««.
Two Wadham men struck by lightning,

1666. 3130.
Water-device at Wadham, 1677. 3130.
Beehives there, 1677. 3130.

Worcester, 476. Books ia the library
mentioned. 1222** (p. 460), after
no. 2221, 2577.

Halls, 477-82. Brief account of the

Halls, with their numbers, &c., by
G. Lanj^baine, 1651. 2150.

The numbers at the 1 1 alls in ] 678. 3166.
Cromwell's scheme for turning St. Mary

hall into a Theological college,

1658. 1658 ann.

Foundation of chapel and library, at

St. Edmund hall, 1680. 1680 ann.

St. Alban hall in a low condition,

1679. 1679 ann.

St. Alban hall mentioned, 1680. 3254.
Old Institutions, 483-98. Oratio in col-

legio Gloucestrensi habita a Gul.

Burton, 1631. 2321.
Swords forged in Glouctster college for

the King, in 1643-4. P. xxxv.

Quaker meetings, perhaps held in what
is now Frewin hall, 1654. 2250.

List of some worthies of Magdalen
hall, by the Principal, 16 = 8. 2420,
cf. 2437.

Deep hall, i66d, mentioned. 2484.
Dr. Henry Wilkinson's Catalogus

librorum in bibliotheca Aulse Magda-
lense, 166 1, with notes about the

library. 2545.
Account of the old Schools and

Lectures, by Ant. Wood, in Latin,

1674. 2996.
View of Black Hall, in St. Giles, 1675.

3035-
Engr. of the buildings of Hart hall,

1676. 3092.

Government, 500-29.

Convocation, 502. An act of Convoca-

tion, June t
,
1 64 1

,
occasions a conver-

sion to Roman Catholicism. 2188.
Reasons of the present judgement of

the Univ. of Oxford concerning the

Solemn League and Covenant, ap-

proved by Convocation, 1647, (1660}.

2475, 2475*-— 1654 edition. 2248.— 1674 edition, in Latin, '674. P. 465.

Disagreement between the V.C. and

Convocation, 1656. 1656 ann.
A violent scene by candle-light in Con-

vocation, Feb. 17, 165I. 2325.

SI80 p
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475-98— Government (502-6).
Reasons of the present judgement of

the University, 1660 (Pav/ley's re-

print). 2475*.
Appeal to Convocation, &c., by Lud.

Molineeus, 1660, in Latin. 2491.
A non-placet society in 1 680. 1 680 ann.

Congregation, 503. Dedn. to it, 1655.
2281.

Statutes, &c., 505. Notes on the Laudian
Statutes or 1634 (its printing and its

supposed immutability). P. 447.
The full list of editions of the Parec-

bolse or Excerpts of Statutes will be
found in no. 873 (1638, O), com-
bined with p. 450.

Oath to observe the Statutes (i6to?).
P. 441.

Note on the Laudian Statutes, and re-

laxations of them. i66o a««.
Statuta selecta, 1661. 2568-9.
The Cromwellian Statutes (1648-60)

deleted, Jan. i66y. 1666 aim.

Parecbolse, 1671. 2875.
Parecbolse, 1674. 3016.

Letters, acts, &c., 506. Disputed Literae
Testimoniales in favour of Wycliff,

1406. 2445.
Latin letter to sir Thomas Bodley,

Jan. 17, i6if. 2369.
Account of G. Bridge's Recantation of

a sermon, 1623. 2443.
Procln. by the V.C. against riotous

behaviour in public, Jan. 29, 1655
(i.e. 165I). 2268*.

Osborne's Advice to a Son suppressed,
1658. 2396.

V.C.'s notice against tumult and noise,
in Latin, Feb. 22, 165!. 2366.

Testimonial to S. B. Chylinski, trans-

lator of the Bible into Lithuanian,

1659. 2423.
Recantation sermon, by T. Lushington,

1624, with note on Easter and Repe-
tition sermons at Oxford, 1659.

2425.
University licence to eat flesh in Lent

(a form, abt. 1660). 2514.
V.C.'s notice abt. wearing academical

costume, 1660. 2516.
Expulsion of John Dol>son, M.A., and

discommoning of Edmund Thorne,
bookseller, Sept. 10, 1663. 2624-6,
2644.

Thanks to archbp. Sheldon for ^.^i,000
for the Sheldonian Theatre, 1664.
1664 ann.

Rules and Orders, in view of the

Plague, Aug. 23, 1665. 2713.

Judicium Univ. Oxon. de Solenui Liga
et Poedere, &c. (1647), 1671. 2874.
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V.C.'s notice about observance of Jan.

30 (Charles i's Execution), i67f.

2892.
V.C.'s (and Mayor's) notice abt. Jan.

30, 167I, a Fast day. 2932-3.
Punishment of 3 townsmen, 1672.

1672 ann.
Blount's Animadversions suppressed

by the Vice-Chancellor for a state-

ment about Conventicles, 1672.

2920.
Suppression of Overbury's Wife by the

V.C. at O.xford, 1672. 2931.
Carriers discommoned, 1672. 2934,
2936.

Letters testimonial to Anthony Egan,
Aug. 29, 1673. 1673 ann.

Recommendation of Chr. Wase and his

Enquiries about Free Schools, 1673.

2984-5.-A barber discommoned, 1 674. i674a««.
Judicium Universitatis de Solenni Liga

et Fcedere, 1648, repr. 1674. 2996.
F, Osborne's Advice to a son suppressed,

1676. 2278 (p. 53).
Vice-Chancellor's notice about break-

ing College windows, Apr. iS, 1676.

3"5-6.
Reasons of the present Judgment of

the University, approved June i,

1647 (repr. 1678, among bp. Sander-
son's Works). 3167.

The Answer of the Univ. to the Petition

of the City, 1649, 2nded., 1678. 3184.
Courts, privileges, &c., 507-1 2. Charters

of Privileges, 1334-77, &c. 2817.
Pleadings in a case Powell v. All Souls

in the University Court, 1656. 2291.
Privilegia Acad. Oxon. in unum col-

lecta a Ric. Zouche, 1659, referred

to. 1659 <^w.

Proposal for a Professor of Geography
at Oxford, 1659. 2430.

Form of appointing an Administrator
in a case of intestacy (1660?). 2517.

Form of Letters of Administration of

Estates of Intestates in the University
Court (f. 1660-70). 2517* (p. 470).

Public funeral of archbp. Juxon, 1663.

1663 a7in.

Torches purchased by the University
for ceremonial use, 1670. 1670 amt.

A suicide's goods went to the Univer-

sity, 1676 ann.

Ofificers, 513. Accounts of Officers and

offices, by Ant. Wood, in Latin,

1674. 2996.
Chancellor, 514. Richard Cromwell

chosen Chancellor, July, 1657, ^i^e

Oliver Cromwell. 1657 ann.

Oxford : University
—Government {i^x^—

26).
Clarendon succeeded by Sheldon, 1667.

1667 ann.

The Chancellorship put in Commission,
1674. 1674 anti.

The office put in Commission, 1677-
82. 1677 ann.

Disposal of the keepership of the

Schools. 1675 ann.

Orders for the reception of the Chan-

cellor, August, 1677. 3150.
Comitia Philologica ob adventum Can-

cellarii Aug. 6, 1677 (programme
only). 3151-—
(full text of verses), 1677. 3152-3.

Vice-Chancellor, 516. The Vice-Chan-

cellor arrested in London, 1660.

1660 an7i.

Dr. Rich. Baylie elected V.C, 166 1.

i66t ann.
A Vice-Chancellor is elected to office

by a decree of Convocation, 1668.

1667 ann.

Disposal of the keepership of the

Schools. 1675 ann.

Proctors, 518. Corpus placed on the

Cycle for the election of Proctors,

i65f. i6£;6 ann.

Disputed election, March, 1659. 1659
ann.

The cycle of Proctors, 1629-17 20, with

explanation, in Latin, 1661. 2568.
Dispute about Proctorships and the

Cycle, 1662. 1662 ann.

Dispute about an election. 1671 ann.

(The Cyclus Procuratorum is printed
in various editions of the Parecbolce,

from 1671 on).
Other offices, 521-7. L. Lichfield ap-

pointed bedel, 1653. 1653 ami.

Contest about an election of Keeper of

the Archives, 165I, with Wallis's

apologia. 2325.
Architypographus mentioned. Pp. xv,

xxix, xxxiii-iv.

S. Clarke elected first architypographus,

1658. 1658 a7in., 2420.
Election of burgesses, 1661. 1661 anjt.

N. Bold elected architypographus.

1669 ann.
Contest for post of Architypographus

(C. Wase elected). 1671 ann. pr.
Orders for the public Scavenger, 1672.

2937-
Election of burgess, 1674. 1674 amm.
Wood's Latin account of the offices of

Public Orator and Keeper of the

Archives, 1674. 2996.
Maces of the bedels, carefully en-

graved, 1674. 2997-8.
John Holden, Keeper of the School,
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(5.^0-689 ^

(= Clerk of the Schools), died 1675.

1675 aim.

Three notices relating to the assess-

ment of the University for a war-tax,

1678. 3186-8.

Classes, 530-689.

Graduates, 531-619. Ordinance of

archbp. Chicheley about the promo-
tion of Graduates, in Latin, 142 1.

2817.

Dugres and Leighton as teachers of

French in Oxford, abt. 1639-50.
2194.

Inaugural lecture, 1648, by Lord
Molinaeus, in Latin. 2186.

Note abt. Wilkinson's election in 1649,
as Professor of Moral Philosophy.
2462.

The Music Lecturer in 1651 was W.
Finmore. 2163.

Note by prof. J. Harmar on the revival

of classical studies (esp. Greek) in

Oxford, 1652. 2189.
Arguments about the Savilian Statute,

with ref. to the Keepership of the

Archives, by J. Wallis, 165I. 2325.
Signs in 1658 that Greek was less

studied than before. 2365.
Dedn. to the Savilian trustees, 165S.

2371.
Oratio prof. Hen. Wilkinson in Schola

Mor. Philos. (1651), 1658. 2420.
Interest in Old English moves from

Cambridge to Oxford, 1659. 2458.
Places of various classes in the Stiel-

donian Theatre, 1669. 2836-7.
Professor of Astrology. See Hardy,

Geo\ge,psetid., 1671.
De Praelectore Botanices, 1671. 2875.
Wood's Latin account of Professorships

and Lectureships, 1674. 2996.
Descriptions of University and City

inventors (notable literary and other

performances) : in Plot's Oxfordshire
h(>-ii), pp- 26S-307. 3130.

Undergraduates (Terrx Filius, &c.),620-
6. Dedicn. to junior members of the

University, 1657. 2344.
The Terrm Filii'xn 165 1. 2163.
Harmar's Oratio in Terrse Filios

(1657), 1658. 2365.
Question of abolishing the Terrce

Filii, 1658. 1658 ann.

Apology of a Ten-ce Filius, 1661.

1 66 1 ann.
The Terrce Filii of 1663 mentioned.
2626.

The Terrce Filii give offence, 1664.

1664 ann.

Oxford: University—Classes, 630-89:
Course of Studies (701-16).

Members of Colleges
—Heads of Houses,

&c., 630-53. Acts of Parliament,
&c., providing for the maintenance
of Heads of Houses, 1646-57.
2324.

Act for increasing stipends of Heads of

Houses, 1649: mentioned. 2324.
Dedicn. to Heads of Houses, 1654,

1655. 2258,2279.
Bill agst. non-residence of Heads of

Houses, 1657. 1657 ann.

Interpretation of a prophecy by Heads
of Houses, 1666. 2725-6.

Privileged persons, 654. For carriers and
coaches, see Oxf. 209.

Agreement with Samuel Browne, book-

seller, about his London Agency in

Oxford, 1637. P. 457.
Notes on early Oxford booksellers'

lists, 1653-80. Pp. 395-400.
Form of apprenticeship to privileged

tradesmen (^abt. 1660). 2518.
Booksellers in Oxford on friendly

terms with the Sheldonian Press,

1672. 2941.
A barber discommoned, because elected

bailiff of the city, 1674. 1674 ann.
Barbers' Company receive a new

Charter from the University. 1675
an7t.

Religions Orders, 660-S8. Forged di-

ploma of 1655 conferring an hon.

degree on a Jew. 1655 ann.
Nonconformists in Oxford, licenced

1672. 1672 ann.
Toleration of Nonconformists with-

drawn (Test Act;, 1673. 1673 ann.
See also England, church of: Quakers:
Rome, church of : &c.

Course of Studies, 701-830.

See also Logic.
Notes on the Qiiastiones printed at

Oxford, 1597-1693. 963* (pp.451,
457) : after no. 2805, 3288.

H. Leighton created M.A. by error,

1642. 2448.
Theses quadragesimales, i6|| : see

Potter, Charles. 2177.
Unseemly '

coursing
'

in the Schools

forbidaen, 1651, 1654. 2156,2220.
Latin poems on the Quajstiones of the

Vesperies of 1651. 2369.
References for a description of Ves-

peries, 1653. 2233, cf. 3288.
Thesis discussed in the Vesperies, July

9, 1653, cf no. 2281(1652). 2265.
Order of Delegates abt. expenses of

Determining Bachelors, Feb. 27,

165I. 2219.

P p 2
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—Course of Studies

(7i4-S3o\
Petition to Parliament about the study

of Civil Law. 1654 a««.

Forged diploma of an hon. degree,
1655. i655tf;;«.

Orders abt. Degrees, :656. 16^6 ann.
Orders abt. Examinations, 1656. 1656

ann.
Concio in die Cinerum 165^, Praelec-

tiones, 1654 ; Quaestiones theolo-

gicae in Vesperiis, 1654; a Job.
Wallis, 1657. 2356.

A new theological college proposed by
Cromwell, 1658. 165S avn.

An Oxford conference of two scholars

touching their Studies, by C. Barks-

dale, 1659. 2422.
George Fox's Primer for SchoUers, esp.

of Oxford and Cambridge, 1659.
2424.

The Chancellor petitioned to grant
fewer degrees, 1661. 1661 ann.

Epinomis, sive explicatio juramenti,
1661. 2568.

Two terms granted to such as were dis-

turbed by the presence of the Court,
1665-6. 1666 ajtn.

V.C.'s notice to B.A.'s to attend the

Festum Ovorum (Egg Saturda\)
ceremony, in spite of dispensations,

Sept. I, 1666. 2752.
V.C.'s notice limiting the effect of dis-

pensations in the case of determinant

B.A.s, 1666. 2752.
Programme de Exercitiis Academicis,

Feb. 16, 166^. 2775.
Ordo baccalaureornm determinantium,

i66| (notes). After no. 2%o^.
Ordo baccalaureorum determinantium,

1668-1855. 3291.
Programma de Exercitiis peragendis,

1670-8. 3294.
Some D.C.L.s called themselves, as

did Dr. Samuel Johnson, LL.D.,
from 1669 onward. 2844.

' LL.B.' used by an Oxford man (Cox),
1670. 2844.

The University oaths of fealty and the

King's Supremacy are printed in

various editions of the Parecbolse,
from 167 1 on.

Degree regulations relaxed, 1673.
1673 aim.

Wood's Latin account of mediaeval

studies, 1674. 2996.
Notice agst. reading disputations, &c.,

from a manuscript, 1674. 301S.
Dr. Plott uses LL.D. on his title-page

of the Hist, of Oxfordsliire, 1677,
though he was renlly D.C.L. 3130.

The Music and Music Lecture moved

Oxford : University
—

Life and Manners
(831-907).

from the Schools to the Sheldonian,
1679. 1679 ann., 16S0 ami.

Quaestiones selectiores, per R. Pinke,
16S0. 3275.

Life and Manners, 831-907 (religious,

dramatic, social, &c.).

Oxford as a standard of culture, 1676.
1676 ann.

Coffee first drunk in Oxford, about

1636. P. 465.
Advances in stage management at

Oxford, 16.^,6. 2269.
Notes about the Philosophical Society

of Oxford, 1648-59. 1651 ann.
The Church of England Prayers kept
up throughout the Commonwealth in

dr. Tlionias Willis's house in Oxford.

3083.
Unseemly

'

coursing
'

in the Schools

forbidden, 1651. 2156.
V.C.'s proclamation against disorder,

1652, 1654. 2155, 2156 : 2220.
Notice agst. 'humming' and noise at

the Act, July 5, 1652. 2187.
The old Vaulting School near the

North Gate mentioned, 1652. 2207.
Oriel fives or 'ball' court built, 1653.

1653 ann.
Ward's Vindiciis Academiarnm (1654)

throws light on Oxford studies at the

time. 2251, cf. 2252.
Proposal to abolish academical cos-

tume, 1655 ann.

Wood's notes about music in Oxford,
abt. 1656. 16.56 ann.

Three Ch. Ch. plays by T. Goffe,

1631-3, reprinted, 1656. 2290.
Robert Boyle and Peter Sthael's work
m Oxford, mentioned. 1659 ann.

Note of the weekly Music meetings,

1658. 1658 ann.
Note about Easter and Repetition ser-

mons, 1659. 2425,
Note on the early scientific work of the

club at Oxford which became the

Royal Society, 1659. 2463.
The bowling green at Ch. Ch. in 1659.

2430.
The first University psalm-book, in

Latin (Psalmi aliquot Davidici),
1660. 2468.

The restoration of the old Services in

1660. 1660 ann., 2472.
The decline of Classics at the Restora-

tion. 1660 ann.

V.C.'s notice abt. wearing academical

costume, 1660. 2516.
Form of licence to eat ties in Lent

{abt. 1660). 2514.
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—

Life and Manners

(831-907).

Night-watch instituted, 1661. 1661 an n.

V.C.'s notice agst. disturbances, March
20, 166^, in Latin. 2426.

Poems abt. plays acted at Oxford, 1661,

by K. Walden. 2620*, sc^c/.

Proclamn. agst. riotous behaviour,
1662. 2604.

Effect of the Act of Uniformity on Ox-

ford, 1662. 1662 linn.

Play-acting encouraged by dr. Fell,

1664. 1664 a««.

V.C.'s notice about tradesmen allowing
credit to undergraduates, Jan. 26,

i66|. 2665.
Football a forbidden game, in 1666.

1665 anil.

Orders about academical costume,
1666. 1666 ann.

Ordinationes de vestitu academico,

Aug. 27, 1666. 2750.
V.C.'s notice about wearing proper

costume, 1666. 2749.
Expenditure on a movement for Volun-

teers (?), 1667. 1667 onn.

Games in theNew Parks, 1667. 2760-I.
Walks and talks, 1667. 2760-I.
Professional play-actmg allowed at the

Act. 1669 ann.

Dispute about University preachers at

Lh. Ch., 1673. 1673 ann.

Simday hiring of boats lorbidden, 1673.

2983-
Players allowed at the Act are turbu-

lent, 1674. 1674 ann.

.Square caps supplant round, a/>i.

1674-77. 1674 «W'> 1677 ann.

Wood's Latin account ol mediceval

academical costume, 1674. 2996.
Omnium Ordinum Habituumque aca-

deniicorum exemplaria, per G.
Edwards (1674, and n.d.). 2997-8.

Notice agst. curled hair, &c., 1674.

3018.
Notice agst. reading sermons from a

manuscript, 1674. 30^8-
A man set to translate a foreign work

as an imposition, at Ch. Ch., Oxford,

1674. 3023-4.
The new art ot conversation, and Ox-

ford becoming social rather than

learned. 1675 antt.

Oxford '

bantering
' m 1 675. 1675 atm.

Bowling greens at Oxford, 1675. 3035.
Sun-dials on the Bodleian, 1675, and

elsewhere. 3035.
Habitus academici (large plate by
Loggan), 1675. 3035. no. 9.

Engraving of fivescourts at Oxford,

i67.=i- 3035. "OS. 15, 33.
Vice-Chancellor's notice about break-

OxFORD : University
—External Rela-

tions (911-4S).

ing windows of private houses, Apr.
18, 1676 (' 1674 •) 3"5-6-

Professional actors at Oxlord, at the

Act, 1677. 3148.
V.C.'s notice about wearing academical

costume, especially hoods at St.

Mary's, Oct. 1678.
V.C.'s notice respecting debts of under-

graduates not exceeding 55., Oct.,

167S. 3190.
Scholars not to abuse dragoons in the

city, 1678. 3191.
The excited political state of England

in 1679 re-acts on Oxford. 1679 a««.

External Relations, 911-48,

To foreign lands and Papacy, 91 2-17.
Bulls of Popes, relating to the Univ.,

1378, &c. 2817.
Visit of Joh. Combachius in 1613,

mentioned. 2588.
An Act of Convocation, June 1, 1641,

occasions a conversion to Roman
Catholicism. 2188.

Money raised under a Brief for Protest-

ants in Savoy. 1655 ann.

Peter Sthael, 1659. id^f) attn.

Visit of prince Maurice of Nassau,
1661. 1 66 1 ann.

Visit of the king of Denmark, 1662.

1662 ann.

^10 given to two Hungarian students

a.t Oxford, 1662. 1662 ann.

Moncoiiyss visit to Oxford, June, 1663.

2735-
Visit of Will. Henry pr. of Orange,

1670. 1670 ann.
.S"^<? Szilagyi, Georgius, Ungarus, 1671.

Degrees bestowed on Swedes, 1674.

1674 ann.

Johann Wilhelm, of Neuburg, afterw.

Count Palatine of the Rhine, visited

Oxford, 1675. 1675 ann.

Effigy of the Pope burnt in Oxford.

1678 ann.

To the country at large, 918-22. Tany's

Challenge to Oxlord and Cambridge,

1651. 2157.
Hubberthorne's vague attack on the

Universities, 16.^4. 2245.
Seth Wa.d's Vindiciae Academiarum,

1654. 2251.
M. Poole's Model for maintaining

students at the University, 1658

(' 1648 ') (2 edd.). 2367-8.
Recrudescence of opposition to Uni-

versity learning. 1659 an7i.

Stubbes's Light shining, against the

Universities, 1659. 2428-9.
A Quaker attempt to convert the Uni-
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—External Rela-

tions (911-48).

versity, 1660 (' A tender Visitation ').

2469.
To the Crown, 925-30. See also Charles

II, King, and annals of 1660.

A book commanded by the King to be

printed, at Oxford, and distributed

gratis, 1660. 2525.
Notice from Delegates of Convocation

about marshalling undergraduates

during a Royal Visit (undated ; beg.

Advertisements from the Delegates),

Sept., 1663. 2644.
Visit of the King, Queen, and duke and

duchess of York to O.xford, Sept.,

1663. 1663 ann.

Speeches (or Verses) to the King,

Queen, &c., in Ch. Ch., Sept. 29,

1663. 2621-2.— To'the King, &c. ,
in St. John's coll.

library, Sept. 29, 1663. 2621, 2623.
The King, Queen, Court, Parliament,

and Law Courts (with the Dukes of

York and Monmouth), at Oxford,

1665. 1665 ann.

The king lelt Oxford Jan. 27, i66|,
and the Queen and Court on Feb. 16.

1666 anfi.

A pretended list of books printed at

O.xford, 1666-7: written to amuse
the Court. 1666 ann.

Regulations for the visit of the Prince

of Orange, 1670. 2858.
The King and Court at Oxford, 16S1.

16S0 ann.
To Parliament, 933-6. Case of the Uni-

versity, 1648 (1652 ?). After no. 2183.
Parliament ends the Committee for the

Universities, and appoints new

Visitors, 1652. 1652 aftn.

The work of the 2nd Commission,
1653. 1653 ann.

Debates in Parliament about the use of

Universities, 1653. Before no. 2'2\l.

Members of Parliament favourable I0

the Universities, 1653. 2249.
3rd set of Visitors appointed. 16^^ ann.
The Visitors' reform in 1657. 1657
ann.

Petitions to Parliament about resident

Visitors, 165S. 1658 a/in.

Petition to Parliament in favour of a

Commonwealth, June, 1659. 2430.
The precedence of the two Universities

left doubtful in Parliament, 1660.

1660 ann.

University Commission appointed,
1660. i66o oun.

To the City. 938. The city held to its

old obligations to the University,
1 66 1. 1661 an/t.

O.XFORD : University
—History (950-63).

Disputes between Univ. and City, 1668

1668 ann.

Quarrel between a Pro-proctor and a

chandler, 1677. 1677 an7i.

Law-suit (Barber and Dodwell) men-
tioned. 1678 ann., 3184.

V.C.'s notice that no undergraduates
should abuse, or interfere with, the

dragoons stationed in the city, Dec,
1678. 3191.

Guarded language in the Oath of a

Freeman of the city, 1678. 3192.
To other Universities, 939-45. 32 Cam-

bridge graduates incorporated. 1654
ann.

Opposition to the proposed Durham
University. 1659 ann.

Opposition to the Royal Society's de-

sire to confer degrees, 1O60. 1660

anti.

Appeal from Marischall college, Aber-

deen, for pecuniary help, 1660. 2515.
Cambridge degree regulations easier

than at Oxford, 1673. 1673 ann.

History, 950-63 {afew notes).

See the Annals prefixed to each year,
in all three volumes.

Academia; Oxoniensis notitia (a Latin

Handbook to the University, by W.
Fulman) 1665 {anon.). 2689-90.— 2nd ed., 1675 {anon.). 3036.

Historia et antiquitates Univ., Oxon.,
ab Ant. Wood, 1674. 2996.

The relative claims of Oxford and Cam-

bridge to antiquity, considered, by
A. Wood, in Latin, 1674. 2996.

De antiquitate Acad. Oxoniensis dis-

sertatio, 1662. 2599.
Greeklade and Cricklade, 1678. 3166.

Question of Alfred's foundation of the

University discussed, 1678. 3197-
Scot's Fundatio acad. Oxon., 1622.

501 (p. 455).
Materials lor the constitutional history

of the University, printed by Prynne.
fe. g. Act of Incorporation, 1571,

&c., &c.). 2817.
Note of the use of Latin breaking down

after the Civil War. 2337.
Foundation of the University, by Gerard

Langbaine, 1651. 2150.
Scheme to suppress all Universities,

1653-4. 1653 atin. : before no. 22II.

University troop raised in view of a

royalist rising in Wiltshire, 1655.

1655 ^'"'•

References to a general account of the

state of the University at the Restora-

tion (1660). 1660 ann., adfin.
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—Records and Mis-

cellanea (970-9^.
The Restoration in Oxford, 1660. 1660

ami.
Revival of studies under dr. John Fell,

1666. 1666 ann.

Literary Pieces, 9 78 (a selection).

For plays acted at Ch. Ch., see Oxford,

459-
For some other plays, j^^ Oxford—Life
and Manners.

For some laudations of Oxford see Ox-

ford, 405, above.

Notes about Thersytes, an Oxford Inter-

lude, printed about 1561. P. 453.

Epithalamia and Parentalia, 1625.
P. 444.

Strode's Floating Island, played before

the King in 1636. 2269.
Wilde's Love's Hospital acted at Ox-

ford in 1636. Afterno. 2269.
Horti Carolini Rosa Altera, 1640 (no.

931). Additional details about

money paid to L. Lichfield, and his

extra copies. P. 457.

Heywood's Rape of Lucrece acted at

Oxford, 1 66 1. After x^Q. 2620.

Oxford Jests, 1640?—c. 1750. See

Hickes, William.

Mock titles of books relating to the

Univ. of Oxford {Paufs Church-

yard), 1651. After iw. 2221.

Musarum Oxoniensiu/n 'EKaiofpufjia

(poems on Cromwell's Peace with

the Low Countries), 1 654. 2243.
Dr. Jasper Mayne's City Match and

Amorous War, reprinted, 1658-9.

2395-
Britannia redivzva (verses to welcome

Charles ii), 1660. 2466.
Epicedia Acad. Oxon. in obitum

princ. Henrici, 1660. 2467.
Cowley's Guardian (or Cutter of Cole-

man Street), a comedy, played at

Oxford, 1660. 2472.

Epicedia Acad. Oxon. in obitum Ma-
rine princ. Arausionensis, 1 66 1. 2543-

Domiduca Oxoniensis (Verses on the

marriage of Charles ii, in Latin,

English, &c.), 1662. 2578.
R. Rhodes's THcks or Flora s Vagaries,

1 664 ann.

Glapthorne's Wit in a Constable, 1664.

1664 ami.

Epicedia Univ. Oxon. in Obitum Hen-
rietta Marise, reginse matris, 1669.

2814.

Epicedia Univ. Oxon. in obitum

Georgii ducis Albemarlite, 1670.

2844.
Epicedia Univ. Oxon. in obitum Hen-

OXFORD : University
—Records and Mis-

cellanea (970-9).
riettre Annce ('Marire') ducissse

Aurelianensis, 1670. 2845.
Epicedia in obitum Annse ducissse

Eboracensis, 167 1. 2869.
Oxford Drollery, 1671, 1679 (pt. 3 is

' Old songs made at Oxford). 2872,
3202.

See Benlowes, Edward [Oxonii En-
comium, 1672: Oxonii Elogia, 1673).

Transactio philosophica (an Atomist
turned into a fly, in Latin verse),

1677. 3148.

P. [tt] used as a general symbol for

a prefixed sheet, unsigned, in a book.

P. xxv.— Hexameter poem in Latin, in which

every word begins with P, 1679.

3204.
P., B., 1670. See Parry, bp. Benjamin.

P., D. Latin verses, 1676. 3093.
P., E ,

1660. See Pococke, dr. Edw.

P., G., 1657. See Purefoy, George.
P., G., 1663. A word of Exhortation

to . . . Anabaptists, 1663. 2645.
P., J., 1669-70. i'^e Parry, bp. John.

P., N., 1658. See Pownoll, Nathaniel.

P., O., 1665. See Price, Owen.

P., R., 1667. See Peers, Richard.

P., R., 1674, 1677, 1679. See Plot,
Robert.

P., R., 1680. See Pinke, dr. Robert.

P., R., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses, 1669.

2814.

P., S., of Cambridge. Brief account of

Latitude-men, 1662. 2583.
P., T., 1655. See Pierce, dr. Thomas.

P., T., 1666. See Porter, Thomas.

P., W., 1658. See Pope, Walter.

P. P. Explained as, perpetuus. 2605.
P. P. A. G. F, L, 1665. See Pctt, sir

Peter.

Pachymeres, Georgius. Epitome Logices
Aristotelis (cura Ed. Bernardi?),

Gr.-Lat., 1666. 2753.
Packer, Matthew, of St. John's coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1660. 2466.
Packington, John, of Ch. Ch., O.xford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Padua. It? form of diploma mentioned,

1655 ann.

Psedobaptism. See Baptism.

Page, Edw., fell, of St. John's coll.. Ox-
ford. Verses, 1662. 2578.

Page, W. Errata to his Bowing at the

Name, 1631. P. 446.

Pagination. See Books—Paginatioti,
Paideia-thriambos. See Boremau, Robert,

1653.
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Paidologiai Galli, 1666. See Jackson,
William.

Paige, Rich., of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Palindrome. 2915.
Palinodia, 1662. See Waldeii, Richard.

Palmer, A., of Bourton on the Water.

Mentioned, 1653. 2225.
Palmer, Edward, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Elegy on the death of J. Bristow,

1667 {anonymous). 2778.
Palmer, prof. Francis. Verses, 1661.

2543-
Palmer, James, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Palmer, Percy, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Palmer, R., Oxford engraver. Engraved

a heraldic sheet, 1678. 3200.
Paludanns, Johannes. Latin letter, Dec. I

(1516?). 2643*.
Pambotanologia, 1659, ^^^h- ^^^ Lovell,

Robert.

Pammineralogicon, 1661. See Lovell,
Robert.

Panaletha, 1662. See Walden, Richard.

Pandectse Canonum Grasecorum, 1672.
See Canons.

Pandora, 1666. See Killigrew, William.

Pankhurst, John. See Penkherst, John.

Pankridge. See London—St. Pancras.

Panoruktologia, 1661. See Lovell,
Robert.

Panvinius, Onuphrius, d. 1568. Excerpt
from him about PHny the younger,
in Latin. 2523.

Panzoologicomineralogia, i66r. See

Lovell, Robert.

Panzooruktologia, 1661. See Lovell,
Robert.

Paper (Oxford watermarks, large and
thick paper copies, &c.). See Books—
Paper.

Paradoxa hydrostatica, 1669. See Boyle,
Robert.

Parallax of a Comet, &c., 1668. See

Holland, Richard.

Parecbolas. See Oxford, 505.

Parens, David (Wangler), of Heidelberg.
Parens (a Latin poem against his

doctrine that resistance to royal and
other authority was justifiable), 1585.
P. 436.

Parian Chronicle. Edited by H. Prideaux,
in his Marj?iora Oxoniensia, 1676.

3092.
Paris. Reference to the Bibliotheque

Nationale. 2272, 2632, 3137.
Parker, archbp. Matthew, d. 1575. For

his Tables of prohibited degrees see

Kindred and Affinity.

Parker, Peter, d. 1703. Partner in the

Oxford Press, 1678-86. P. xliv,

App. D. VHL
Parker, Pettr, of London. See also Lon-

don—Prin/crs, ifc.

Parker, dr. Samuel, bp. of Oxford, </. 1688.

A censure of the Platonic philosophy,
a letter to N. B(isbie), 1666. 2754.
2nd ed., 1667.— The Nature of the Divine Dominion

and Goodness, esp. concerning the

Pre-existence of Souls, a second letter

to N. Bisbie, 1666. 2755.
2nd ed., 1667.— Censure of the Platonic philosophy

(Nature of the Divine Dominion, and)
Pre-existence of Souls, 2nd ed., 1667.

2779.— Reterences to ins Preface to bp. Bram-
ball's Vindication, his nickname of

Bayes, and his Reproof to the Re-
hearsal 7'ranspros'd, 1673. 2988.

Parker, William, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2528,
2543, 2578.

Parnassus aboriens, 1664. See Walden,
Richard.

Parnassus Biceps. Parnasstts Biceps,

poetry by Wits of both Universities,
ed. by Abr. Wright, 1636. 2294.

Parr, Susanna. Susanna's Apologie
against the Elders, a vindication of

herself, 1659. 2455*.
Parry, bp. Benjamin. Edited John Parry's

"sermon, 1670 (' B. P.'). 2859.
Parry, David, of Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Pair}', bp. Edward. David restored, a

comm. on Ps. Ixxiii, 1660. 2522.
Pariy, John, of Jesus coll., Oxford. Edited

his father's David restored, 1660.

2522.— A Resolution of a Case of Conscience,
1660. 2522.

Parry, bp. lotm. Nehemiah, a sermon at

Dublin by J. P., 1669. 2859.
Parry, dr. William. In Guil. Parry pro-

ditorem Odse et Epigrammata, 1585.
P. 4.^6.

Parsons, John, Mentioned, 1664. 2662.

Parsons, Richard, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, &c., 1660, 1662. 2466,
2578.

Parsons, Robert, Jesuit. Notes on the

five Oxford 1585 edd. of Bunny's

protestantized issue of Parsons's

Christian Exercise. P. 436.

Parsons, rev. Robert. Funeral sermon on

the earl of Rochester, 1680. 3274.
Pascal, Blaise. His Eqtdlibre des Li-

qiieiirs re'erred to, 1666. 2738-

Pasigraphy. See Writing.
Passions calmed. See Strode, William.
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Pastorals. See Basse, William, 1653.

Pathologije cerebri specimen, 1667. See

Willis, dr. Thomas.

Patro-scholastiko-dikaiosis, 1658-9. See

Hickman, Henry.
Paul, St. Justificatio Paulina, 1674. See

Tnlly, dr. Tiiomas.

Paul, St. See Bible—A^.T.—Pauline

Epistles,

Paul, Robert, of Wadh. coll., 0.\ford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Paul's Churchyard, 1651. See Birkenhead,

sir John.— Two centuries of Paul's Churchyard.
See Birkenhead, sir John, 1653.

Pausanias. Aristomenis Vita, Grasce,
e.\ Pausania, 1675, 1678. 3066,
3185.

Pauw family, of the Netherlands. Dedicn.
to 4 members of it, 1654. 2391.

Pavonius, Franciscus, Italian Jesuit.
Summa Kthicre, j668. 2806.

Paynton, John, town clerk of Oxford.
d. ]6Si. Mentioned, 1665, 1669,
1672. 2712, 1669 a7iti., 2937.—

Signs a notice in 1678. 3192.
Pearson, bp. John. Exposition of the

Creed, 3rd ed., 1669. 2838.
Peccatum. See Sin.

Peck, Francis. His Catalogue of Popery
Tracts, mentioned. 3008.

Peers, Richard, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Pour
small copies of Verses, 1667. 2780.— Poems by R. P., 1667. 2781.— Verses, 1670. 2844.— Translated part ot Wood's History of

the University of Oxford into Latin,

1674. 2996.— Printed paper by him about the omis-
sion of his name in Wood's Hist.
Univ. O.xon., 1674. 302I.

Peirce, dr. Thomas. See Pierce, dr.

Thomas.

Pelham, dr. Herbert, fell, of Magd, coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1660. 2467.
Pelham, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1670, 1671. 2845, 2869.
Pell, John. Idea ol Mathematics, men-

tioned, 1650. 2035* (p. 466).
Pell, Walter, of Aldermanbury, London.

Dedn. to him, 1659. 2446.
Pemble, William. Mentioned, 1629-33.

2267,— Works, 4th ed., 1659 ('st and 2nd edd.

probably non-existent). 2456.— Brief introduction to Geography, 1669.
2839-— Tractatus tres (de Sensibus Internis,

&c.), 1669. 2840.— Introduction to Geography, 5th ed.,

1675. 3071.
Pendarves, John, a Baptist. Ley's treatise

agst. Pendarves's Arrows against

Baby/on, 1656. 2300.
Pendarves, John. Anti-qiiasres to his

Quceres in Arrows against Babylon,
by John Tichell, 1656. 2314.— Mentioned, 1656. 2340.

Pencil, miss Elizabeth. Mentioned, 1674.

3023-4.
Pengry, Moses. Verses, 1662, 1669, 1670.

2578, 2814, 2845.— His Latin verse Ir. of Denham's

Cooper's Hill, 1676. 3101.
Penha, Alfred Eugene de La, of Univ.

coll., Oxford. Mentioned, 1910.
2334-

Penkhurst, John ('Penker'), of Ch. Ch.,
Oxford. Recited an ode at Oxford,
1672. 2927.

Penn, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Penn, William, founder of Pennsylvania.

Mentioned in connexion with the

Spiritual Bee, 1662. 2600.

Penny, James, of Ch. Ch,, Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Pennyston, sir John. Dedn. to him, with

arms, 1677. 3130.
Penruddock, sir John, lady Aiundella, and

their son col. John. Mentioned, i66o.

2506.
Penton, Stephen, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, t66o, 1662. 2467, 2578.
Pepys, John. Name in a fictitious list of

books, 1667. 1666 a7m.

Percival, George, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Percival, John, of Ch. Ch., O.xford,

Verses, 1677, 3152,

Percy, Henry, lord Percy, d. 1658, Men-

tioned, 1641 (1652). 2207,
Perefixe, Hardouin de, archbp. of Paris.

Dedn. to him, 1663. 2826.

Perin, Hen., of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.

Perkins, rev. William, J. 1602. Men-

tioned, 1660. 2478.— His opinion abt. Cock-fighting (1660).

2494-
Perkinson, Noah, of Hnrt hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Perl y Cymro. See Jones, Richard, 1652.

Perlin, Stephen. Calls Oxford Auxonne,

1558. 1672 ann.

Permissu Superiorum. See Licensing.

Peipetua & Felicitas, martyrs. Passiones

earum, 16S0. 3269.
Perreand, Fran9ois, d. 165,7. •^'^^ Perreaud,

Fran9ois.

Perreaud, Fran9ois, d. 1637. The Devill

ot Mascon (,an Engl. tr. of part of his

DciHonographie), 1658. 2407.
2nd ed., 1658. 2408.
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Perreaud, Fran9ois. The Devill of Mas-
con. 3rd ed. (f. 1665??). 2713*.

4th ed., 1669. 2841.

5th ed., 1679. 3217.

Perrot, Charles. Mentioned, 1667-79.

3289, 1679 ann.

Persian. Veteris linguae Persicae \(i^ava,
a Gul. Burton, 1657. 2321.— Woodcut of Persian type (Lond. 1657).

2321.— Passage on Chess, in Persian type,

1657. 2357-— Verses, 1662, 1669, 1670. 2578;
2814 ; 2844, 2845.

Persius. The Satires, tr. by B, Holyday,
1650. 2195*.— Vita ejus, per Suetonium (?), 1661.

2575-—
Juvenal and Persius, tr. and illustrated

by B. Holiday, 1673. 2979.
Perspective (= Optics), 1665. S^£ Ryff>

P.

Persuasive to a mutual Compliance. See

Osborne, Francii, 1652.
Peseia, i.e. Pusey in Berkshire. See

White, Will., 1660.

Petrseus, Henricus, of Marburg. Verses

to Exeter coll., Oxford, in Latin

(1613I). 1588.
Petrograd. Lithuanian bible (1661) there.

2423.
Pett, sir Peter, Agent General for Ireland.

Edited Boyle's De S. Scripturae stylo,

1665, as P. P. A. G. F. I. 2695.
Pettingall, Richard. Heroical Epistles to

Mary Ward, 1662. 2602.—
1663. 2643.

Petty, sir William. Mentioned, 1648,

1651,1665. ib^iann.; 2151,2158,
2701.

Peyto, Edward, of Chesterton, co. War-
wick, a?. 165S. Funeral sermon, and
note of his family, by dr. T. Pierce

(1659), 1671. 2904.
Peyto, Elizabeth, nee Verney. Dedn. to

her, 1659. 2904.
Phalerius, Guilielmus. See White,

William.
Pharmaceutice rationalis, 1674-5. See

Willis, dr. Thomas.

Philip, Oxford scribe, <•. 1260-80. App. C,
no. 3 If.

Philip, Oxford notary, 1274-7. App. C,
_

no. 37a.

Philipp, (jriiffydd. Welsh verses by
Gruffydd Phylip, 1661. 2552.

Philipp, William. Welsh verses by
William Phylipp, 1661. 2552.

Philips, Fabian. The Reforming Registry,

1671, mentioned. 2903.
Philips, Francis. Sheldonns redivivus

(Latin verse), 1677. SH^-

Philips, Stephen, of Brasen. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2587.
Phillips, A. G. E. Mentioned, 1919.

691*. P. 446.

Phillips, Ambrose, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Phillips, Edward, Milton's nephew. New-

World of English words (1658) men-
tioned. A/te7- no. 2373.— Animadversions on his Continuation

of sir Richard Baker's Chronicles,

1672. 2920.
Philo-basileus Philo-clerus, 1661. See

Carpenter, rev. William.

Philolaoclerus, pseud., 1 656. See Osborne,
Francis.

Philolaus. Pseudonym in no. 103*

(p. 438)- 1589- ^ ^
Philologiae anacalyplerion. See Jacob,

Henry.
Philology. Wallis's English grammar, of

interest for English philology of the

17th cent. 2238.
Philomusus Philoponus, 165S. See Vaux,

Francis.

Philoponus. See Philomusus Philo-

ponus.

Philosophia libera, 1675. See Carpenter,
Nathaniel.

Philosophia Naturalis, 1665. See Heere-

boord, Adr.

Philosophia Pia (agst. H. Stubbe), 1670.

Mentioned. 2866.

Philosophia Theologiae ancillans. See

Baron, prof. Robert.

Philosophical Essay, 1652. See Ward,

bp. Seth.

Philosophical Essay, 1675. See Rose,

Henry.
Philosophical Essays. See Sprigge,

William.

Philosophical Society of Oxford. Notes

on its early history, 1648-59. 1651

ann.

Philosophical Transactions. Mentioned,

1665 ann.

Philosophy. Philosophia compendiosa:
see Scheiblerus, Christophorus,

1657.— Epitome Philosophic Moralis, 1665 :

see Bartholinus, Caspar.

Philotheologiatronomos, 1659. See Lo-

vell, Robert.

Philpott, Nicholas, of New Inn, London.

Reasons and Proposals for a Registry

of deeds, 1671. 2903.
Phloidios, Nikolaos, 1661. See Lloyd,

Nicholas.

Phrases elegantiores. See Lloyd, dr.

Hugh, 1654.
Phrontisterion (^= College). See Oxford,

444.
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Phylipp, Pliylip. See Philipp, Philip.

Physicse ScientiDS compendium, 1671. See

Sanderson, Robert.

Physicians. See London—Royal College

of Physicians.
Pi. Use of the Greek letter n in this

book, P. XXV.

Piae juventnti sacrum, 1658, See Ellis,
Clement.

Pickard, Nicolas, of C.C.C., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Pickering, messrs., London booksellers.

Mentioned, 191 7. P. 453.

Pierce, Robert, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1671. 2814, 2869.
Pierce, dr. Thomas, pres. of Magd. coll.,

Oxford, d. 1691. Mentioned, 1659.

2433-— Reply to his New Discoverer dis-

covered, by H. Hickman, 1659.

2445-— Hickman's controversy with him about

Sin, 1659. 2443.— The primitive Rule of Reformation,

1663. 2646.
referred to, 1663. 2626.

7th ed., 1663 (p. 471).
8ih ed., 1663 (p. 471).

9th ed., 1 67 1. 2904.— Dr. Pierce, his preaching confuted,

1663. 2624.— Dr. Pierce, his preaching exemplified,

by J. F., 1663. 2625.— A true accompt of the proceedings of

Magdalen college, Oxford, against
dr. Yerbury, by J. F., 1663. 2626.— Mentioned, 1666. 2759.—

Verses, 1669. 2814.— Collection of Sermons (1659-65), 1671.

2904.— Correct copy of notes concerning God's
Decrees (4th ed.), 167 1. 2905.
another ed., 1672. 2938.— Articles of Visitation as dean of Sarum,

1675. 3072,— Edited Robmson's Annales Mundi,
1677- 3159-— A Decad ol Caveats to the people ot

England, 1679. 3218.— A seasonable Caveat against Credulity

(part of the above), 1679. 3219.

Pierrepont, Henry, marquis of Dorchester,
d. 1680. Dedns. to him, 1656, 1657,

167S. 2315, 2317; 2355, 2362;
3200.

Pincke. See Pinke.

Pindar, Charles, of Brasen. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1677, 3152.
Pindar. A fragment set to music, 1672.

2919.
Pindaric Elegy, 1675. See Williams,

Nathaniel.

Pindarism. Example of Pindarism, 1669.
2816.

Pinke, dr. Robert. Mentioned, 1633.

App. D. L— Note on the capture of him, 1641.
P. 458.—

Inscription by him, 1645. P. 462.
'— QuKstiones selectiores in logica, &c.,

per R. P., 1680. 3275.
Pinke, William, Tryall of a Christian's

Love, 163 1. P. 447.
1656 ('1657'). 2310.— — 5th ed., 1659. 2457.

Piracies. See Books—Editions.

Pisly. Poem about the incumbent, by R.

Gardiner, in Latin, 1662. 2595.
Pitfield, Henry, of St. John's coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Pitt, Alice, of Harrow. Dedicn. to her,

1658. 2382.
Pitt, George, of Harrow. Elegy on his

death, by C. Ellis, 1658. 2382.
Pitt, Moses. Advt. of his English Atlas,

vol. I, 1679. 3202*.—
Proposals for his English Atlas, 1678-
80. 3253— Catalogus libronim apud Th. Sheld.

impressorum, &c., quorum auctio

habebitur 24 Feb. 1679, per M. Pitt.

3202*.— The Oxford Atlas mentioned, 1680.

3208.— The English Atlas, vols. 1-5, 1680-3.

3253-
Partner in the Oxford Press, 1678-83.
P. xliv : App. D. VHL— See also London—Printers, Ifc.

Pittar,
—. The Pittar sale, 19 18, men-

tioned. P. 452.

Placentinus, Johannes Leo. Pugna por-

corum, per Portium, 1679. 3204.
Plague. Certain necessary directions (and

recipes) for the Plague, set down by
the College ofPhysicians, 1 665. 2714.

Plain Man's Map, 1660. Mentioned.

After no. 2476.
Plant, Richard. Author of the Oxford

Gazette, 1669. P. 471.
Plants. See Botany : Mcrison, Robert.

Plato. Censure of the Platonic philo-

sophy, 1666, 1667 : see Parker, bp.
Samuel.

— Alcinoi in Platonicam Philosophiam
Introductio, Gr.-Lat., 1667. 2762.

Platonists. Lists of over 100 Greek and
Latin Platonic philosophers, with

notes, in Latin, by G. Langbaine,
1667. 2762.— The Cambridge Platonists mentioned,

1669. 2825.
Playford, John, the elder. Select Ayres

(1653) mentioned. 2654.
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Playford, John, the elder. See also Lon-
don—Printers, Ifc.

Plays. A exact catalogue of all the

(English) Comedies, Tragedies, &c.,
till 1680 (by F. Kirkman and N.Cox),
1680: with notes on edd. of 1656,
1661, 1671, 16S8. 3276.— For plays acted at Oxford : see Oxford,

978, 459, &c.— See Schonseus, Corn., 1660.— Four new plays, 1666 : see Killigrevv,
sir William.— Traitor to himself, 1678. See Johns,
William.

Plea for a Free State. See Osborne,
Francis, 1652.

Plerophorize, verb. Used in 1658. 2389.
Pliny the elder. Vita ejus per Sueto-

nium(?), 1661. 2575.
Pliny the younger. Pancgyricus (1645)

mentioned. 2242.—
Epistolae, et Panegyricus, cum Vita,
ed. M. Z. Poxhoriiius, 1660. 2523.
ed. J. Fell, 1677. 3156 : p. xliv.—

Panegyricus, ed. J. Lipsius, 1662.

2605.
Plot, dr. Robert. Queer's to be pro-

pounded to each County, 1674.
3022.— Note of a letter to bp. Fell, wrongly
attributed to him (c. 1675 ?). 3220.— Natural History of Oxfordshire, by R.

P(,lot), 1677. 3130.— Note of London agents for the sale of
his Oxfordshire, 1679. 3220.—

Enquiries to be propounded (with
a view to county histories of England
and Wales), by R. P. (1679). 3220.

Plus Ultra, 1670. See Gianville, rev.

Joseph.
Plus Ultra reduced, 1670. Mentioned.

2866.
Pococke, prof. Edward. Oratio cum

praelectiones in Poema Tograi auspi-
caietur, cum excerpto ex alia oratione
de poetis Arabicis 10 Aug. 1636
habita. 2576.— Appendix notarum miscellanea, 1654
{anon.). 2259.— Edited Eulychius's Annals in Arabic,
and furnished a Latin tr. and notes,

1654-6. 2297.— Porta Mosis (Dissertations by Mai-

monides), ed. and tr. from the Arabic

by Pococke, 1655. 2277.— His version of Grotius' Ue Veritate in

Arabic, with dedicn. signed
' E. P.',

1660. 2498.—
Verses, 1660. 2466, 2467.— Dedn. to him, 1661. 2549.— Translated and annotated the Carmen
Tograi, 1661. 2576.

Pococke, Edward. Edited and translated

Abul-Farajius, adding a continuation
or supplement, 1663. 2629.— Mentioned, 1662, 1663, 1665, 1670,

1672,1675. App. D. I, 2735, 2724,
2863, App. D. VI ie), 3081.—

Perhaps translated the Hebrew Bera-
coth into Latin, 1667. 2763.— Edited Abu Jaafar's Philosophus Auto-

didactus, Arab.-Lat., 1671. 2877.— Translated the Church Catechism mto
Arabic, 1671. 2885.—

Perhaps edited no. 2959 (Abu-1-Ola),
1673.— His translation into Arabic of the chief

parts of the Book of Common Prayer,

1674. 3000.— Commentary on the prophet Micah,
1677. 3157-
iMalachi, 1677. 3158.

Pococke, Edward, son of dr. Edw.
Pococke. Perhaps edited no. 2959
(Abu-l-0!a), 1673.

Pococke, Samuel, Oxford publisher.
Occurs 1659-65. App. F.

Poematia, 1656. See Birkhead, Henry.
Poematum Cantu, de, 1673. 6"^^ Vossius,

Isaac.

Poems, 1667. S^'^ Peers, Richard.
Poems upon divers occasions, 1667. See

Wells, Jeremiah.

Poetry—Latin. See Blumerel, Johannes.
Poland. The author, editor, and dedi-

catees of no. 2301 (1656) were all

Poles connected with Franeker.

Pole, John, Oxford scribe, 1458-65.

App. C, no. 153.

Politianus, Angelus. Translated Hero-
dian into Latin. 3177.— De vita et scriptis Suetonii (excerpta),
i66i. 2575.

Political Reflections, 1656. See Osborne,
Francis.

Polycarp, st. Epistolae (164!) mentioned.

2242.
Pomfret Marbles. See Oxford, 416.
Pontanus, Johannes Isaac, d. 1640. Anno-

tated Hues de Gloins, 1611, &c.

2640.— Mentioned, 1665, 2708.
Poole, sir Edward, of Oaksey, Dedn. to

him, 1666. 2742.
Poole, Matthew. Model for the main-

taming of Students at the University

1658 ('1648'). 2367.
[2nd ed.], 165S. 2368.— The Nullity of the Romish Faith con-

cerning the Church's Infallibility,

1666. 2756-7.
2nd ed., 1667. 2782.
3rd ed., 1667. 2783.
4th ed., 1671. 2906.
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Poor Man's Comfort, play, See Daborne,
Robert.

Pope, Alexander. Mentioned. P. 447.

Pope, Walter, of Wadham coll., Oxford.

Verses, 165 1. 2160.
— Verses by him, as ' W. P.', 165S.

2363.— Verses, 1662. 2578.
Porci encomium. Latin rhythmic poem

so styled {peg. Habeto levideuse

munus), 1657. 2337.
Porcius, 1679. .S"e£ Placentiiius, Johannes

Leo.

Porphyrins, Epistola ad Anebonem,
1678. 3179-

Porta Mosis. See Maimonides, Moses,

1655.

Porter, Thomas. His Table of to'wns in

a map of England, &c. (1660 ?), men-
tioned. After no. 2476.— Verses by T. P. (T. Porter?), i665.

2746.
Portmaii, sir William. 6th baronet.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Ports. List of the chief sea ports in

England, 1674. 3295-
Portugal. Note about the right of the

Portuguese ambassador in London to

be inviolable. 1657. 2362.
Pory, dr. Robert. Issues an Imprimatur,

J 66 1. 2557.
Post nubila sudum, 1603. See R., R.
Potan. American-Indian word (V), 1660.

2476.
Potenger, John. See Pottinger, John.
Pothen zizania, 1659. ^^^ Hickman,

Henry.
Potter, Charles, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Xlv&a-^opa's niriix'~pv\os, sive Theses

Quadragesimales, i6g§. 2177.

Potter, Christopher, Want of Charity,

1633. 760 (p. 447).
another issue, omitting the pub-

lisher's name. 760* (p. 447).
another issue, with W. \\'ebbe as

publisher. 760** i p. 447 '.

Potter, Francis, B.D., of Trin. coll.,

Oxford. Interpretation of the num-
ber 666. (Note of edd. of 1647

[no. 1965*] and of i8o8, as well as

1642. j Pp. 45S, 464.

Potter, dr. Hannibal, pres. of Trin. coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1660, i66i. 2467,
2543-

Pottinger, dr. John, headmaster of Win-
chester. Dedicn. to him, 1652.

2189-90.
Powell, David. Mentioned, 1663. 2647.
Powell, sir Edward. Mentioned as

deceased in or before 1656. 2291.

Powell, Griffith. Analysis libri [52V]

Aristotelis de Sophisticis Elenchis,

per G. P., 11598 Trepr. 1664).
2666.

Powell, Vavasor. His Common Prayer
Book no divine service, answered,
1662. 2584.

Powell alias Ilinson, William. Pleadings

inhiscaseagst. All.Souls, 1656. 2291.
Powell, Vavasour. Preached a violent

sermon at All .Saints', Oxford, July 15,

1657. '6,^7 aim.

Pownoll, Nathaniel, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,
d. 1610. The Young Divine's Apo-
logy, with a meditation, 1 658. 2409,
cf. 2389.

Powys, E., of Magd. hall, Oxford. Verses,

1671. 2869.
Powys sale, 1923. Mentioned. P. 438.

Prsecepta doctrinse, 1667. See Stierius,

Johannes.
Praise and thanksgiving. See Jeanes,

Henry.
Pratt, Daniel. Life of St. Agnes (17th

cent.). 2986.
Praxis Grammatica, 1674. See Wallis,

dr. John.

Prayer. Treatise concerning Prayer, 1656 :

see Hodges, Thomas.— Treatise on Extempore prayer, by Z.

Bogan (a preface), i66d. 2483.— The Spirit of Supplication (prayers

by ejected London ministers), 1662.

2614.— For Irregularity of a private Prayer,

1674: 5iS^ Sherlock, bp. Richard.— See also Bidding Prayer.

Prayer, book of Common. See also Ox-

ford, 154 (Christ Church Cathedral,
Liber Precum), 1660, i&c.—

47 copies seized from R. Royston in

London, 1661. 2474.—
(Adefenceof it, by John Barbon, 1662).

2584.— Morning service with Litany and Com-
munion (the parts for music only),
ed. by L. Lowe, 2nd ed., 1664 (two
issues). 2662-3.— M. & E. Prayer, with Communion and

Baptismal Services and the xxxix

Articles, tr. into Arabic by dr. Edw.

Pococke, 1674. 3000.— Note on early editions up to and in-

cluding 1675. 3084.— The first Oxford B. C. P., 1675, with

notes. 3090.—
1679. 3249-50.— Set of 52 illustrations, 1680. 3286.—
1680(8°). 3286.— 1680(12"). 3287.— Omission of a rubric before Morning
Prayer, 16S0. 3286.

Prayer Book. See Prayer, Book of Com-
mon.
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Preces Privatfe, 1675. i'^g Andrewes, bp.

Lancelot.

Preface. Called irpoarjftdcuais, by bp.

Barlow, 1657. 2350,
Prerogative of Man. Book so entitled

(1645) mentioned. 2242.
Presbyter. Derived from prcs aliis bibens

ter. 2035*** (? 467;-

Presbyterians. Testimony agst. Tolera-

tion, 1645. 2848-50.— Dedn. to them, 1659. 2445.— See Heylyn, Peter, 1670.— Mention of a rumour that bp. San-
derson died a Presbyterian, 1670.
2862.— See Foulis, Henry, 1674.

Prettyman, prince. Name in Leigh's

Transproser, 1673. 2g8l.
Price, prof. Bartholomew. Mentioned as

a pillar of the Oxford University
Press in the 19th cent. P. xxiv.

Price, rev. John, M.A., of Univ. coll.,

minister of Holywell, Oxford. Four
sermons preached in Oxford, c. 1660.

2571.
Price, John, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Price, sir John, d. 1573. See Prise, sir

John.
Price, Owen, (f. 1671. The Vocal Organ. . .

the English Orthographie, by O. P.,

1665. 2715.— English Orthographie, 1668. 2807.
2nd ed., 1670. 2860.

Price, Thomas, fellow of Balliol coll.,
Oxford. Poems on Ellis's Mis-

cellatiea, 1658. 2384.— Verses, 1662. 2591.
Prices of books. See Books—Cost.

Prichard, Rhys (Prychard). Mentioned,
1670. 2417.

Prideaux,dr. Humphrey. Suggested part
ofa FellNew Year Book, 1674. 3066.— His Letters quoted, 1674, <^c. 3010,
&c.—

Dispraise of Fell's management of the
Oxford Press, 1674. 3083.— His notes about Aretine engravings
suppressed at Oxford, 1675. 3050-— Edited two treatises of Moses Maimo-
nides, 1679. 3215-— Edited Marmora Oxoniensia, 1676.
3092.— Quoted, on the subject of printing at

Oxford, 1676. P. xliii.

Prideaux, dr. John, d. 1650. Dedn. to

him, 1613. 2588.—
Mentioned, 1639. 2267.— XX Lectiones, &c. (,1648), mentioned.

2242.— Conciliorum synopsis, 1651. 2178
(2205).

Prideaux, dr. John. Scholasticae theo-

logiae syntagma mnemonicum, 1651.

2179 (2205).— Fasciculus Controversiarum theologi-
carum, cum Theologiae syntagmate
et Conciliorum Synopsi, ed. 2''*,

1652. 2205.
1664. 2667.— List of his works on sale, 1652.

2205.— Synopsis of Councils, in English, 1654
or 1655, 1661, 1672. 2261

; 2668 ;

2939-40.— Manudnctio ad Theologiam polemi-
cam, 1657. 2350.— Scholasticje Theologice Synopsis, 1660

(strictly part of no. 2667, 1664).

2524.
Prideaux, Matthias. Introduction for

histories (1650), mentioned. 2242.
3rd ed., 1654. 2260.
•

3rd ed.', 1655. 2280.

4th ed., 1664. 2668.
5th ed., 1672. 2939-40.— Of political history, 1669 (part of

no. 2939 (1672).
Prideaux, Richard, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Primer for the Scholars, 1659. See Fox,

George.
Primitive Rule, 1663. See Pierce, dr.

Thomas.
Prince, Daniel, city sergeant. Mentioned,

1668. 1668 ann.

Princely Traveller's Vade Mecnm, 1665.
See Gerbier, sir Balthazar.

Principles of faith. See Lyford, Will.

Printing, the process. .Ji?^ Books—Print-

ing.

Prise, sir John, d. 1573. Description of

Wales, 1663. 2647-8.
Private Christian's Non Ultra, 1656. See

Osborne, Francis.

Privilege in printing at Oxford. See Ox-

ford, 427.
Pro forma (exercises). Its meaning, 1651.

2177.
Pro Sacris Scripturis, 1658. See Owen,

dr. John.
Proast, Jonas, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1661. 2543.
Proclamations. General note about the

Oxford Proclamations of 1665-6.
2681.

Procter, John, fell, of Ex. coll., Oxon.
Verses, 1670. 2844.

Proctor, Robert G. C, of the British

Museum. Mentioned. 2902.
Prodicus. Hercules, Gr.-Lat., 1680.

3264.
Profiad yr Ysprydion, 1675. See Davies,

Rondl.
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Prognostication, 1671. See Hardy,

George.
Prognostikon, 1658. See Gadbury, John.

Programma de Exercitiis, 1670-8. See

Oxford, 708.
Prohibited degrees. See Kindred and

Affinity.

Proikophilomastix. Word used by R.

Walden in 1662, 2620*.

Prolusiones academicas, 1660. 6"^^ Jones,
dr. Thomas.

Pronunciation. Philological remarks on

certain letters, 1668. 2794.
Proofs. See Books—Proofs.

Prophecy. A pretended prophecv by
Thomas Becket, 1666. 2725-6.

Proposal. A proposal for subscriptions

to the Oxford Sheldonian books,

1676. 3117.

Proposal tending to the advancement . . .

A prospectus of the Sheldonian,

beginnuig as above, 1675. 3069.

Proposals. Proposals for a Catalogue of

books printed at the Theater in

Oxford (1676-7). See in no.

3155-
. ,

Propositions concerning optic-glasses,

1679. See Cooper, Robert.

Protestant, a, 1662. See Owen, dr. John.
Proverbs. See also Adagia.— Vulgaria sive miscellanea prosaica, per

T. Merriot, 1652. 2198.— See Erasmus, Desiderius (Adagia),
1666.— Choice French Proverbs, 1670. After
no. 2855.— Some Arabic proverbs, 1673. 2959.— Maxims in English and Latin, 1677.

3142.
Providentia Dei, de. See Crakanthorp,

Rich.

Provinciale. See England—Chunk of

England.
Prujean, John, instrument maker in Ox-

ford. Published R. Holland's Ex-

planation ofGunter's Quadrant, 1676.

3108.— Notice about him, 1678. 3178.

Prychard. See Prichard.

Prynne, William. Mentioned, 1643.

2770.— Brief Animadversions on the 4th part
oi Cost's Instilutes, 1669. 2817.

Psalter, and Psalms of David. See Bible—
0. T.—Psalms.

Pseud ostratiotes, 1660. See Schonseus,

Cornelius.

Publication and Publishers. See Books—
Ptiblication.

Pudsey, Alexander, of Magd. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1662, 1670, 1671.

2578 ; 2844, 2845 ; 2869.

Pudsey, William, of Line, coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Pueriles confabulatiunculoe, 1666. See

Jackson, W.
Pugna porcorum, 1679. ^^^ Placentinus,

Johannes Leo.

Puleston, Hamlet, ot Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660. 2243, 2467.— Historical Essaies and Observations,

proving God's especial providence
over the British Monarchy, 1664.

2671.
Pun, Thomas (alias T. Ayres), of Oxford.

' Tom Pun's house ', Pp. xxxiv, xxxv,

xxxix, &c.

Puntaeus, don John, pseud. Verses, 1658.

2363.
Purefoy, George, of Wadley. Matri-

monial instructions to him (G. P.),

by J. Hinckley, 1652. 2338.
Purgatio adversus M, Lutherum, 1663.

See Erasmus, Desiderius.

Puteanus, Erycius. Suada Attica (1640)
and Hist. Insubrica (1634) men-
tioned. 2242.

Pye, lady Mary. Funeral sermon on her

by dr. E. Staunton (c. 1650 ?). 2459.
Pyne, col. John. Dedicn. to him, 1653.

2229.
Pythagoras. Ti\}da.y6(ia% ^xiriixrpvxos, 165 1 .

See Potter, Charles.

Q., K. Two epistles by K. Q., 1658.

2363.
'

Quadragesimal Collector.' Mentioned,
165 1. 2177.

Quadrants. See Gunter, Edmund.

Quadratura circuti. The chart of studies

in page form, 1 66 1. 2568.
Qusestiones. See Oxford, 708 : (periodi-

cal) 3288.

Qusestiones Geometricse, 1665. See

Ryff, Petrus.

Qusestiones selectiores, 1680. SeeVinke,
dr. Robert.

Quaestiones theologicae. See Baron,

James, 1657.

Quaestiones tres . . . See Savage, dr.

Henry, 1653.

Quakers. See Goodaire, Thomas.
— Quakers c^me to Oxford. 1654 ann,— Hubberthorne's True testimony (agst.

the Univ. in the matter of Quakers),

1654. 2245.— True relation of the sufferings of the

Quakers in Oxford, 1 654. 2250.— Denunciation of the treatment of

Quakers in Oxford, 1655, by Hester

Biddle. 2268.
— Defence of them, perhaps by sir Henry

Vane, 1659. 2429,
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Quakers. Two pieces abt. the imprison-
ment of Goodaire and Staples,

Quakers, Oxford, i66o. 2470-I.— Meeting of Quakers at Oxford, May,
1662. 1662 aim.— An unruly meeiinij of Quakers in Ox-

ford, 1662. 1662 aim.
— See Wickham wakened, 1672.

Quaker's darkness, 1659. See Fiennes,
William.

Quaker's Reply . . ., 1660. See Fiennes,
William.

Qualities, 1676, See Boyle, hon. Robert.

Quand un cordier . . . See no. 3028
(Wallis).

Quaritch, messrs. B. Mentioned. 2395 •

pp. 440, 453, &c.

Quarles, Francis. The Loyall Convert.

Correction of the collation of no.

1594 ('1643'). P. 462.

Quartos. See Books—Sizes.

Queckfeldt, Benedictns, son of Gustav, a

Swede. Disputatio juridica de Obli-

gationibus, Oxoniae Dec, 1655, ex-

hibita, pro gradu D.C.L. 2311.

Queckfeldt, Gustavus. Mentioned, 1653.

23".
'

Queen Dick ', i. e. Richard Cromwell.

1659 anil.

Queries, 1663, 1677. See Dobson, J. :

Machell, Thomas.

Queries. Queries concerning Oxford,

1659. 2430.
Quiet soul, 3659. See Elys, Edmund.

Quin, James, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Quintilian. Declamationum (xix) liber,

ed. R. Altham, 1675. 3073> P- xlv.

Quires of a book. See Jiooks—Sheets.

Quistorpius, Johannes. Latin account of

the death of Hugo Grotius, 1675.
3061.

R.

R. Use of R, RR, RRR, in this book.
P. xxvi.

R., of Magd. coll., Oxford, 1679, ^^^

Reeve, Richard.

R., G., of Ex. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
R., I., 1656. See Rushworth, John.
R., Maurice. No. 2417 was undertaken

in 1658 by him and S. S.

R., R. Post Nubila Sudum i Latin poems
on qu. Elizabetli and king James i),

160?,. 228* (p. 440).

R., R. Verses, 1660. 2476.
R., W, Poem on W. Stokes, vaulting

master, 164I (1652). 2207.
R., W., 1652. See Rowland, William.

Rabelais, Francis. Mentioned, 166S.

1668 ann.

Race set before us, 1666. See Oldis-

worth, Giles.

Rachitis. See Rickets.

Racing. Regulations for the duke of
Newcastle's new race-course near

Welbeck, 1662. 2587*.
Racovian Catechism. See Smalcius,

Valentinus.

Radcliffe, Anthony, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Radnor, earl of, d. 16S5. See Robartes,

John.

Raging Turk, 1656. See Goffe, Thomas.
Rainolds, dr. John. Orationes quinque,

1613. P. 443.— Oratio funebris de eo, per Is. Wake,
1607. 2628.— Mentioned, 1629. 2267.

Rainsford, John, of Oxford. Mentioned,
166S-9. Pp. xxxii, XXXV.

Rainsford, sir Richard. Dedn. to him,
1662. 2584.

Raleigh, sir Walter. Dedn. to him,

1594. 2640.
Rallingson, Richard, of Qu. coll.,

Oxon. His plan for the fortifica-

tions of Oxford {engr., 1648). 2996.
Ralph, Oxford scribe, c. 1215-2S, App.

C, no. 12 a.

Ramus, Petrus. Qurestiones in Rami
Geometriam, 1665, per P. Ryff,

1665. 2716.
Ramus olivae. See W^all, dr. John (and

Thomas Warmstrey in vol. ii, index).

Randall, Thomas, 1651. See Randolph,
Thomas, the poet.

Randill, Morgan, of Wadh. coll., Oxford,
Verses by M. Randull, 1670. 2844.

Randolph, Thomas, the poet. Men-
tioned as Thomas ' Randall ', 1651.

2163.— Poems, 5th edition, Oxford, 1664 (a

title-page only, used with the Lon-
don 1664 edition). 2672.
'5th ed.', 166S, 2808.
'

5th ed.', 1668. 2809.
Randull, M., 1670. 6"^^ Randill, Morgan.
Rape of Lucrece, play. See Heywood,

Thomas.

Rapin, Rene, d. 1687. Reflections upon
the use of the Eloquence of these

times, 1672 (anon.). 2941-2, 2944.— Comparison between the Eloquence of

Demosthenes and Cicero, 1672

{anon.). 2943-4.— (Other treatises by him mentioned,

1672-3. 2941).
Rare books. How marked in this

volume. P. xxvi.

Rationalistic Chicken, the. Mentioned.

[It was written by the Rev. John
Henry Blunt, rf. 1 8S4.] 2600.
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Ravenscroft, Thomas. Mentioned, 1664.
2662.

Ravisius, Johannes, Textor. Epistolae,
1 6=; 9. 2460.

Rawlinson, John. The Bridegroom and

Bride, 1622. P. 444.
Rawlinson, Richard. Engraved a plate

in no. 3516 (1636).

Rawson, Joseph. Owned a copy of

no. 2710 in 1665.

Ray-grass. See Rye-grass.
Read, sir Thomas, of Duns Tew. Men-

tioned, 165 1. 2158.
Reade, Robert, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Reading. Assize sermon there by J.

Hinckley, printed in 1657. 2338.

Reading, John. Guide to the Holy City

(a devotional mnnuar. 2180.
Real Presence. Qu. Elizabeth's reputed

verses about it. 2166.— See Brevint, Daniel, 1672. 2921.
Reason and Judgement, i66,'?. See San-

derson, bp. Robert.

Reasons and proposals, 1671. See Phil-

pott, Nicholas.

Reasons for . . . Exportation of \\'ool,

1677. ^^^ Wool.
Reasons for a new Parliament, 1675. See

Cooper, Anthony Ashley.
Reasons of the present Judgement, 167S.

See Sanderson, bp. Robert.

Reasons of the present judgement. See

Solemn League.
Reasons shewing a consistency, 1675. See

Wallis, dr. John.

Recipes. See Medicine.
Red })rinting. See Books—Colour print-

ing.
Red Herring. See Allestree, dr. Rich.

Reeb, Georgius, prof, at Dillingen, d.

1662. Distinctiones philosophicae,

i6.:;7. 2330.
Reed, Talbot Baines. Mentioned, 18S7.

2458.
Reeve, Richard, master of Magd. coll.

School, Oxford, d. 1693. Trans-
lated part of Wood's History of the

University of Oxford, into Latin,

1674. 2996.— Mentioned (as
'

R.'), 1679. AJter
3202.

References. First references in Oxford

Bibles, 1679. 3243-6.
Reflections on Eloquence, 1672. See

Rapin, Rene.
Reformed Librarie-keeper. See Dury,

John.
Regal Apology. See Bates, dr. George,

1648.

Reginald, Oxford bookbinder, 1265.

App. C, no. 33 a.

3180

Regiovicus. See Kingston on Thames.

Registry of deeds, 1671. See Philpott,
Nicholas.

Regulte Philosophiciis, 1663. See Stahl,
Daniel.

Rehearsal transprosed. See Marvel!,
Andrew.

Relectiones. Used as heading to a list of
Errata with short notes, 1656. 2295.

Relectiones hiemales, 1662. See Whear,
Degory.

Renes, — ,
1666. See Wren, sir Christo-

pher.

Repetition Sermons at Oxford. Note
about them, 1659. 2425.

Reproof to the Rehearsal Transpros'd,
1673. See Parker, bp. Samuel.

Resolution of a case of conscience, 1660.

See Parry, John.

Respiration. See Mayow, John, 1669.
Restoration, t66o. See Charles ii : and

1660 atin.

Resurrection asserted, 1679. ^^^ Wallis,
dr. John.

Resurrection rescued. See Lusliington,
dr. Thomas, 1624.

Reus, Jan. .S'^^ Gigas, Johannes.
Reverendis et Eruditis . . ., 1674. See

2997-
Review of some directions, 1664. See

Lowe, Edward.
Review of the Annotations, 1656. See

Owen, dr. John.
Review of the Certamen, 1659. See

Hickman, Henry.
Review of the true nature, 1657. See

Owen, dr. John.

Reynolds, dr. Edward, warden of Merlon
coll. and dean of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Vice-Chancellorship ended, Sept. 9,

1652. 1 652 ann.
— Dedn. to him, 16.^9. 2462.— Made Dean of Ch. Ch., i65o. 1660

ann.— Verses, 1660. 2467.— Commendation of a book, by him,
1660. 2539.

Reynolds, John, merchant of Exeter.

Abridgement of his Triumphs of
God's Revenge, by T. M., esq., 1661.

2564.
Rheede, Geraidus de. Dedn. to him,

1652. 2605.
Khetoric. See Vossius, Ger. Job.— Rhetores selecti, ed. T. Gale (De-

metrius, Tiberius, Anonymus, Seve-

rus), 1676. 3118.— Rhetores selecti, 1677. Sec after no.

3158.
Rhodes, Richard. His Tricks or Floraes

Vagaries, played at Ch. Ch., 1664.

1664 ann.

Qq
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Rhodocanakis, prince Constantine, d.

1689. Carmina Grseca de reditu

Caroli ii, 1660. 2525.
Rhythm. See Vossius, Isaac, 1673.
Richard de Epwell, Oxford scribe, 1274-

8. App. C, no. 37 b.

Richards, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Richardson, rev. Richard. De stylo

Latino formando, 1678. 3193-
Richardson, William. Edited Crakan-

thorp's Metaphysica, 1619. 2852.
Riches of God's Love. Sec Tvvisse, dr.

William, 1653.
Rickets (rachitis). See Mayow, John,

1669.
Riddles. See Blumerel, Johannes, 1679.

Ridley, sir Thomas. View of the Civil

and Ecclesiastical Law, 3rd ed.,

1662. 2606.

4th ed., 1675 (no. 3074), or 1676
(no. 3119).

Riese, Johann. See Gifjas, Johannes.

Rigaltius, Nicolaus. Edited the Octavius
of Felix, 1662. 2593.

Riland, archdn. John, 1662. See Ryland,
John.

Rimbault, Edward F. Mentioned. 2563.
Ring. De Annulo, 1669. See Korn-

mannus, Ilenricus.

Ritschel, Georgius. Contemplationes
metaphysicae (1648), mentioned.

2241, cf. 2267.
Roane, William, of New coll

,
Oxford

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Robartes, John, earl of Radnor, d. 1685.

Dedn. to him, 1665, as baron Truro.

2701.
Roberts, George, of Mert. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Roberts, John, 1665. See Robartes,

John.
Roberts, Michael, princ. of Jes. coll ,

Oxford. Verses, 1654 (some in

Welsh), 1660, 1662. 2243, 2466,
2578.— Testimony abt. a Welsh book, 1676.
3140.

Robinson, dr. Hugh, d. 1655. Antiquse
Historian Synopsis, cui accedit Geo-

graphia et Rhetorice, in usum
scholse Winton (1660). 2526.— Annalium Mundi universalium tomus
i (Historia Biblica ad ann. A.C.

588), ed. T. Pierce, 1677. 3159-
Robinson, Humphrey. See London—

Printers, Ifc.

Robinson, sir John. Dedn. to him, 1675.
3035. no. 30.

Robinson, Thomas, Oxford publisher.
Occurs 1651-63. App. F.— List of his publications, 1653, 1656,

1660. 2229, 2242 ; 2299 ; 2501,
2528 : pp. 396, 398-.

Robinson, Thomas. List of S books
'

lately published', 1658. 2389.— Preface by him ('the Stationer'),

1658. 2398.— ' The .Stationer to the reader ', a note,
1660. 2501.

Robinson, William (of Gloucester?).
Mentioned, 1667. 2770.

Robotham, Charles, of Magd. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1670. 2844.

Rocheford, Jorevin de. Description of

Oxford, 1673. 1672 a7in.

Rochester, countess of. See Lee, Anne :

Malet, Elizabeth.

Rochester, earl of, ^. 16S1. See Wilmot,
Charles {d. 1681), and John {d.

16S0).

Rodd, Thomas, the elder, London book-

seller. Mentioned, 1820. 2283.
Rodocanakis, Const., 1660. See Rhodo-

canakis, Constantine.

Roe, William. 'EAeu^epia . .
., Christian

Liberty rightly stated, 1662. 2608.

Roger, Oxford illuminator, c. 1190.

App. C, no. 9 a.

Roger, Oxford copyist, 1246-8. App. C,
no. 20 b.

Roger, Oxford scribe, c. 1275. App. C,
no. 37 c.

Rogers, Christopher, princ. of N.I.H.,
Oxford. Resigned his headship,
1662. 1662 ann.

Rogers, John. Verses, 1660. 2540.
Rogers, William, of Univ, coll., Oxford.

Mentioned in 1707. 3208.
Rogers, John, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2845.
RoUe, Francis. Dedn. to him, 1656.

2297
RoUeston, John. Issued the duke of

Newcastle's Regulations for racing,
1662. 2587*.

Romanae Ecclesiae synibolo, de, 1660.

See Ussher, archbp. J.Tmes.
Romanae Historiae Anthologia. See

Godwin, Thomas, 1655.

Romano, Julio. Mention of designs by
him, engraved. 305'-*-

Rome. Series Romanorum Imperatorum :

see Bertius, Petrus.— Series magistratuum, triumphorum,
&c., ab Urbe condita ad A. D. 566,

per Tho. Lydiat, i67.'i. 3064.— Poems on Rome and Venice, in Latin

and Greek, 1656. 2313.— Elogium Romae, per H. Stubbe,

1658. 2414.— Engraving of a Dacian, from Trajan's

Column, 1678. 3197.
Rome—Church of Rome. Answer of the
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Barons of England to the Pope's
claim of supremacy over Scotland,

130 1 (in Lat. and English). 3210.
Rome—Church of Rome. Historical

reflections on the bishop of Rome,
1660 : see Wagstaff, John.— —
Antipapal Latin echo verses, en-

titled Echo vcridica (by Edw. Beii-

lowes\ 1673. 2968.
Dr. Brevint's Saul and Samuel

(1674), agst. the Church of Rome.

3006.
Tlieophilus and Philodoxus, or

several Conferences (abt. the Ch. of

Rome), by G. Coles, 1674. 3008.
Condition of England in 1678,

when the Titus Oates Plot was dis-

cussed. 1678 ann.
r)ecrees of pope Innocent XI, sup-

pressing an Office of the Immaculate

Conception, &c., 1678. 3180.
re-issued with slight changes,

1679. 3212.
Votum pro pace Christiana (inter

Rom.et Angl. ecclesias), 1678. 3194.
A Farewell to Popery by W.

H(arris), 1679. After 3202.
Dialogue betw. a Protestant and a

Papist, by G. Coles, 1679. 3207.
Catholico-Romanus Pacificus (an

attempt to reconcile the churches of

Rome and England, by John Barnes),
1680. 3259-
Two Latin satires on it {Julius II,

and Euclides CaihoHcus), 1680.

3265.
tor Four Conferences (1688), see

Coles, dr. Gilbert.

Rood, Theoderic, Oxford printer, 1481-

5. Mentioned, 1480-4. App. A.
— Not to be identified with Theodericus

of Cologne (1485-8). P. 451.
Rook, prof. Lawrence. Dedn. to him,

1656. 2316.
Rook, W illiam (Gulielmus). Verses by

(;. Rook, 167 1. 2869.
Rosamond, Pair. Her tomb mentioned,

1667. 2760-1.
Rose, Henry, of Line, coll., Oxford. A

philosophical essay on the re-union

of Languages, 1675 {anon.). 3075.
Rosemary and Bayes, 1673. Mentioned,

1673. 2988.
Rosewell, John, of C.C.C., Oxford.

Veises, 1654. 2243.
Rosewell, rev. John, of C.C.C., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1669. 2862.

Rosinus, Johannes, d. 1619. Mentioned.

2976.
Rota, Julianus Martianus. Vita Boethii,

1663. 2633.
Rota club. Mentioned, 1673. 2980.

Rother, M. E., of Dantzig. [A keepsake
of the Act of 1677 in the Theatre at

Oxford, in Latin, by him]. 3160.
Rotheram, rev. John. Sketch of the

Argument for the truth of Christi-

anity, MDCLIV (an error for

MDCCLIV). After no. 2261.

Rotheram, George. IJedn. to him, 1591.
118 (p. 439).

Rotheram, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Rouen. A book by W. Rowland, Ox-

ford, 1652, pretends to be printed at

Rouen.
"

2188, App. F., p. 423.

Rous, sir Francis, provost of Eton, d.

1659. Dedns. to him. 1650, 1658.

2035** (p. 466), 2386.— Mentioned, 1654. 2249.
Rous, Francis, jnn., of Merton coll., Ox-

ford, d. c. 1643. Archseologia
Attica, 4th ed., 1654. 2262.

5th ed., 1658. 2410 and 2411.—• — 6th ed., 1662. 2609.
'6th ed.', 1667. 2784.
7th ed., 1670. 2861.
8th ed., 1675. 3076.

Rouse, John. Mentioned, 1633. App. D.I.

Routh, dr. Martin Joseph. Cited about

Anne Greene's execution. 2153.
Rowe, John, fellow of C.C.C., Oxford,

d. i^TJ- Tragicomcedia, a relation

of the Hand of God discovered at

Witney in the Comedy acted there,

1653 (with the substance of 3 ser-

mons on Rom. i. 18). 2221.

Rowe, J., of Ex. coll., Oxford. Verses,
1662. 2578.

Rowe, Samuel, fell, of All S. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1654 (probably by
H. Birkhead, his tutor). 2243.

Rowland, William, of Ex. coll., Oxford.

The late Act of Convocation, occa-

sioning the conversion of W. R(ow-
land) to Catholique union, 1652.
2188.

Rowley, William. All's lost by lust

played at Oxford, 1661. 2620*.

Royal Patient Traveller. See Jones,

Henry.

Royal Society. See Philosophical Tran-

sactions.— Notes on its early history, 1648-60.
1 65 1 ann.— Ridiculed in Harrington's Oceana,

1656. 2463.— Oxford opposition to its desire to con-

fer degrees, 1660. 1660 ann.
— 6"^!? Sprat, bp. Thomas (History, 1663);

Stubbe, dr. Henry (^Ce7tsure, 1670).

Royalists' Defence. See Dallison, 1648.

Royston, Richard. See London—
Printers, ifc, (1655).

Q q 2
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Rubens, Peter Paul, the painter, d, 1640.
Mentioned. 2458.

Rufinus of Aquileia. Note of a copy of

the Rufinus (or Jerome), Oxford,

'1468'. Pp. 451,46s.
Rump, a play. See Tatham, John.

Rumsey, Walter. His Ors^anon Salutis

(1657), quoted. 2438.
Rupert, prince. An apology for his

rough treatment of Birmingham in

April 1643. 1308* Cp. 461).— Verses to him, by E. Gayton, 1666.

2744.— Mentioned as in Oxford, 1665. 2685.— Mentioned, 1674. 3025.
Rushforth, Marjorie. Essay on John

Taylor's AquamiiscE and Causes of
Diseases (1(145 : nos. 1726, 1820),
1930. P. 462.

Rushworth, John. Latin poem on I.

R(ushworth) as editor of the Mona-
sticon Angi'uamim, 1656. 2295-

Russell, R., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Russell, Rich., of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670, 1671, 1676. 2845,
2869, 3121.

Russell, Samuel, of Magd coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2844.
Russell, William, of Magd. coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1669, 1670, 1671.
2814, 2844, 2869.

Russia. Maps and description, 1680.

3253-
Rutgersius, James. Emendationes Q.

Curtii Rufi, 1672. 2923.
Ruyl, Albert Cornelisz. Translated two

Gospels into Malayan, 1677. 31^4-
5-

Ryan, M. J., of Dublin. Mentioned,
1926. P. 436.

Rycote. Mentioned, 1676. 3130.
Rye-grass. Note about '

Ray-grass ',

1677- 3130.
Ryff, Andreas. Dedn. to him (1600),

1665. 2716.
Ryff, prof. Petrus, of Bale, d. 1629.

Qusestiones geometricse in Euclidem
et Ramum : item Geodresia : et Per-

spectiva, 1665. 2716.
Ryland, archdn. John. Two sermons by

J. Riland, 1662. 2607.

S.

S. Use of the symbol $ in this book.
P. XXV, 3243.

S., H. (Henry Stubbe ?). Translated
Cluverius's Geography into English,
165 7: 2333.

S., H. Edited Robinson's Antiquas Hi-
storise Synopsis, 1660. 2526.

S., H. , 1661. See Henchman, bp. Hum-
phrey.

S., I. Map of England, &c., by I. S.,

1660. After no. 2476.
S., I., 1675. See Brown, Ignatius.

S., J., of St. John's coll., Oxford. Verses,
166-'. 2578.

S., J., 1666. See Serjeant, John.
S., J.. 1678. See Brown, Ignatius.

S., M., 1665. See Jeamson, Thomas.

S., N., 1654 See Wilkins, dr. John.

S., S. Translated an abstract of a sermon

by archbp. Ussher into Welsh (?),

1658. 2417.
S., T. Poem by him, 165S. 2372.
S., T., 1658. See Spratt, bp. Thomas.

S., T., 16.^9. See Sixsmith. Thomas.

S., T. , 1675. See Smith, dr. Thomas, of

Magd. coll., Oxford.

S., T. Verses, 1676. 3093.
S., T., 1679. See Sparke, dr. Thomas.

S., W., 1658. See .Slieppnrd, William.

S' too him Bayes. S' too him Bayes, or

Observations upon the humour of

Rehearsals Transpros'd. 1673. 2988.
Saa, don Pontaleon de, of Portugal. Con-

cerned in a murder in London, 1657.

2362.
Sabin, mr., London bookseller. Men-

tioned, 1 919. P. 453.
Sacrament. For a Short Catechism to

prepare for the Sacrament, 1657, ^^^

Ball, John.
Sacred Sentences. See Barksdale, Clement,

1653.

Sadleir, sir Edward. Mentioned, 1692-3.

3041.
St. Albans. Mentioned, 1678. 3197.
St. Andrews in Scotland. Robert Baron's

Pkilosophia, 1641, is connected with

the University. 990 ',pp. 45 7-8).
St. Lambert's priory (in France 1). Men-

tioned, 1663. 2826.
St. Paul's school. See London—St. Paulas

school.

St. Petersburg. See Petrograd.
St. Sophia, church. See Constantinople.

Saintship, 1660. See Bagshaw, Edw.,
jun.

Saints' Perseverance. See Owen, dr. John,

1654.
Sales of books. See Books—Catalogues.

Salgado, James, a Spaniard. His Con-

fession of Faith (Lond. 1680) men-
tioned. 1680 ann.

Salisbury. Preface to the parishioners of

St. Edmund's, Salisbury, by W. Eyre,
their minister, 1654. 2255.— Mentioned, 1658. 2364.— Oxford books sold there, 1672-5.
P. xli.— A MS. of Passiones Martyrum in the
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Cathedral library, mentioned, 1680.

3269.
Salisbury

—Printers, Ifc. John Court-

ney, publisher, mentioned, 1679.

3221.

Salisbury, deanery. Articles of Visitation

(by dr. Thomas Pierce), 1675. 3072.
Sail, dr. Andrew. True Catholic faith

maintained in the Church of England,
1676. 3120.— Votum pro pace Christiana (inter

Anglicam et Romanam ecclesias),

1678. 3194-— Ethica sive Moralis Philosophia, i68o.

3277-
Sallust. Opera quae extant, cum notis,

1678. 3195, cf. p. xlv.

Salmasius, Claudius. Chronologicse ex-

cerptiones, 1669. 2828.

Salter, James, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Salusbury, Thomas. The Learned Man

defended (a tr. by T. Salusbury, 1660),
mentioned. 1659 ann.

Salwey, A., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,
1 660. 2466.

Samarcand. Mentioned. 2724.
Samos, archbp. of. See Georgirenes,

Joseph.
Samothea. A name for Britain. 2212.

Sams, dr. William, of Cambridge, 1631.
Mentioned. P. 468.

Samuel ben Manasseh ben Israel. Sup-
posed to have received a degree at

Oxford in 1655. 1655 ann.

San Gabriel, California. See Huntington
Library.

Sancroft, archbp. William. Translated

and published Fur Frczdestinatus
,

1 65 1. 2344.— Notice to bishops, &c., about the

proper form of Letters Testimonial,

1678. 3196.— Mentioned, 1680. 3259.
Sancto Marco, Hieronymus de. Com-

piled a Parva Logica at Oxford (early

xvi;. P. 468.
Sanderson

, bp. Robert. Wrote the "Etti-

von'is in the Farecbola (Excerpts from

the Oxford University Statutes, 1638

on). 2875— Reasons ol the Judgment of the Uni-

versity of Oxford, 1647, repr. 1654.

2248.
1678. 3167.— Judicium Univ, Oxen, de Solenni Liga

et Foedere, &c. (tr. by him), 1671.

2874.— De Juraraenti promissorii obligatione
(Lat. and English), 1647, &c. 1967*
(p. 464).

Sanderson, Robt. List of edd. of his

Logica artis Compendium. 792*
(p. 448).

Sanderson, Robt. Logica, 1640, men-
tioned. P. 451.

5th ed., 1657. 2351.
6th ed., 1664. 2673.
7th ed., 1668 ?. 2809*.
8th ed., 1672. 2945.
9th ed., 1680. 3278.— De obligatione Conscientiae (Lat. and

English), 1660, &c. 1967* (p. 464).— Reason and Judgement, or Rcmarques
of (his) Life, by F. D, and his Judge-
ment for settlmg the Church (with
an extract from a sermon by him),

1663. 2648-50.— Visitation sermon at Grantham against

Presbyterianism (1641), 1670. 2862.—
Physicje Scientiae compendium, 1671.

2907.
1690, mentioned. 2907.—

Logicte et physicce Artis Compendium,
16'j 2 {title only). 2946.

Sandius, Fredericus. Dedn. to him, 1617.

2640.
Sandys, George. His translation of Ovid's

Metamorphoses, 1632, n;entioned.

P. 447.

Sandys, 'Ihomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, J 670. 2844.
Sandys de Vine, lord. See Sandys,

William, d. 166S.

Sandys, William, lord Sandys de Vine,
t/. 166S. Dedn. to him, 1657. 2323.

Sandys' Ghost. A ballad by Pope, men-
tioned. P. 447.

Sannazarius, Jacobus. Latin poem by
him, on Venice. 2313.

Sargeant, John, 1666. See Serjeant,

John.
Satyra Manneiana. See M., M. V.

Saul and Samuel, 1674. See Brevint, dr.

Daniel.

Saumur. &e Dugres, Gabriel, 1652.

Saunders, rev. Antony, chaplain to the

archbp. of Canterbury. Imprimatur
from him, 1676. 3099.

Savage, dr. Henry, master of Ball, coll.,

Oxford. Thesis suae confirmatio

contra mag. Tombes, 16S5. 2281.
— Quaestiones tres (de paedobaptisnio,

&c.) in Ve;periisOxon., 1652 ; 1653.

2233.— Veises, i6.;4, 1662, 1669, 1670. 2243,
2578, 2814, 2844.—

I'aliiofergus, a history of Balliol

college, 1668. 2794-5.
Savage, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1661, 1662. 2543, 2578.
Savage, Thomas, son of Thomas, of

Elmley Castle, co. Were. Dedn. to

him, 1663. 2631.
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Savants. See Journal des Savants.

Savile, sir Henry, warden of Merton coll.,

Oxford. Oratio coram regina Eliza-

betha, 1592 (printed in 1658). 2369.— Mentioned. P. xii.

Savilian Professor's Case, 1658. See

Stubbe, Henry,

Savoy. Brief for Protestants in Savoy.

1655 ann.

Saxon, language. See English
—Old

Kfjglish.

Say, dr. Robert, prov. of Oriel coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1654, 1660, 1662.

2243, 2466, 2578.— Mentioned, 1662. App. D. I.— Made Vice-Chancellor, Sept. 1664.

1664 ann.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 17. .

Saye and Sele, lord. See Fiennes,
William.

Scaliger, Jos. Justus. Mentioned, 1672.

2923.
Scandinavia. Maps and description of,

16S0. 3253.
Scarborough, dr. Charles. Mentioned,

1652. 2203.— Edited Oughtred's Opuscula, 1677.

3147-
Scarron, Paul. Mentioned. 2674.
Scauenius, Petrus, of Copenhagen. Owned

a copy of the Oxford 1639 Grotius, in

1665. P. 466.

Sceptical Chymist, )6So. See Boyle, hon.

Robert.

Schato, Severinus, Boliemian doctor.

Dedicn. to him, 1618. 2235.
Scheffer, Johann. History of Lapland

(Lapponia, i673),tr. into English by
A. Cremer, 1674. 3023-4.

Scheiblerus, Christophorus. Liber Com-
mentariorum Topicorum : ed. nova,
1653. 2234.—

Metaphysica, 1665. 2717.—
Philosophia compendiosa, 8th ed.,

'657. 2352.
9th ed., 1671. 2908, cf. p. 470,

Schism, 1657. See Owen, dr. John.
Schleswig and Holstein, duke Ernst Giin-

ther, of. Mentioned, 1677, 3160.
Schnurrer. Christianus Fridericus de. His

Bibliotheca Arabica (1811) men-
tioned. 2877.

Scholar's Guide, 1665. See Johnson,
Ralph.

Scholasticae Theologiae Syntagma. See

Prideaux, dr. John,
chonseus, Cornelius. Terentins Chri-

stianus, slve comoediae duae, Tobaeus,
Juditha : his accessit Pseudostratiotes,
1660. 2527.

School-books. List of school-books pr.
at Sheldonian Theatre. 1 67S. P. xliv.

Schoolmaster's Auxiliaries. See Lloyd,
Richard.

Schools, in England. Recommendation

by the Univ. of Oxford of Chr. Wase
and his Enquiries about Free Schools,

1673. 2984-5.— Considerations concerning Free Schools
in England by C. Wase, 1678. 3198.

Schooten, Fianciscus van. Letter from

him, 1658. 2380.
Schottus, Andreas. Adagialia sacra Novi

Testamenti, compendifacta operi C.

B(arksdale), 1651. 2l8l.

Schuppius, Joh. Balthasar, of Marburg.
Edited Helvicus's 'fheatrum hi-

storicum in 163S, 1651, 1662, &c.

2170.
Schutz, J. Friderich. This entry in Vol. ii

is out of place on p. 674, col. 2, ad
fin. : it should be on p. 67=;, col. i.

P. 469.
Science. See Boyle, hon. Robert.— Epitome naturalis scientiae : see Sen-

nertus, Daniel, 1653.
Scientia inetrica, 1661. See Clarke,

Samuel.

Sclater, F., of C.C.C., Oxford. Verses,

1671. 2869.
Scot, John. Fundatio academiae Oxo-

niensis, 1622. 501 (p. 455, cf. p.

456).— Mentioned. 2150.
Scot, Simon. See Simon.
Scotland. I,etter ofthe Barons ofEngland

about the Pope's claim to supremacy
over Scotland, 1301 (in Lat. and

English;. 3210.
Scott, sir James, 1st duke of Monmouth,

executed 1685. Dedn. to him, 1665.

2700.— Mentioned, 1672. 2978.— Visits Oxford. 16S0. 1680 ann.

Scott, James, earl of Doncaster and Dal-

keith, *<f. 1705. Dedn. to him, 1678.

3182."
Scott, sir John. Dedicn. to him, 1621

(1641). 990 (p. ^48).
Scott, Peter, of Or. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1660. 2466.
Scott, Robert, London publisher. Dedn.

to archbp. by him, 1672. 2916.
Scottish Academy, 161 1. See Cleland,

James.
Scotus, Johannes, Erigena. See John

Scotus Erigena.

Scripture catechism, 1658. See Hodges,
Thomas.

Scrivener, Character of a London scri-

vener, by J. Wells, 1667. 2791-2.

Scrope, S., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Scudamore, James. Homer a la Mode
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(a travesty of II. i-ii, in English
verse), 1664. 2674.

Scudamore, James. Homer a la Mode
(re-issued), 1665. 2718.

(reprinted), 1665. 2719.
Seal. Seal of S. B. (Samuel Boguslaus

Chylinski), 1660, referred to. 2423.
Seal, Thomas, of Oxford. Mentioned,

1669. l'-47i-
Sealed Book of Common Prayer. See

3084.
Seabright, sir Edward. See Sebright, sir

Edward.

Seaman, Lazarus. Mentioned, i6s8.

2368.— Auction of his books mentioned, 1676.
P. xliii.

Seaman, William. His Turkish version

of a Catechism referred to, 1660.

2498.—
Probably the translator of Ball's Cate-
chism into Turkish, 1660. 2480.— Translated the N.T. into Turkish,
1666. 2727.— Note about his Turkish N.T, (1666),

giving his address in London in 1670.
2863*.— Grammatica linguae Turcicae, 1670.
2863.

Seamore, John. Mentioned, 1671. 2872.
Seasonable Caveat. See Pierce, dr.

Thomas.
Seasonable expostulation. See Osborne,

Francis.

Sebright, sir Edward. Verses, 1662

('Seabright'). 2578.
Secretion. De secretione animali : see

Cole, dr. Will.

Sections, of a book. See Books—Sheets.

Sects and heresies. See Good, Thomas,
1674.

Sedgwick, rev. Joseph. Sermon at Cam-
bridge, with Appendix agst. W. Dell,

1653. 2214.
Sefton in Lancashire. Mentioned, 1678.

3197.
Selden, John. Mentioned, 161 S. 2979.— Presentation copy to him of H. Jacob's

Philologia, 1652. 2185.— May have helped to provide Oxford
with Old English type, 1654. 2458.— Connected with Pococke's ed. of Euty-
chius, 1654-6. 2297.—

Engraved portrait of him by G. L.,

165S. 2385.— Mentioned as ' Caldenius ', 1666.

2735-— The Selden Marbles mentioned. 1667
ann.— His Marbles catalogued in H. Pri-

deaux's Marmora Oxoniensia, 1676,
with the Latin notes of both. 3902.

Self Examination. See Downame, bp.

George, 1652.

Selindia, 1666. See Killigrew, William.

Selleck, Nathaniel, of Hart hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus. 'I'ragoedise decern.

3222.
Sennertus, Daniel. Epitome Naturalis

Scientiae, cum Epitoma Physicae,

1653. 2235.
Cum Auctario, ed. ultima, 1664.

2675
Sentences. A long sentence of 412 words,

1652. 2199-200.— One of 316 words, 1656. 2305.
Sergeant, John. His Answer, 1663, and

Stire-footing in Christianity, 1665

(both anon.), mentioned. 2646***
(p. 471).—

Sure-tooting, by J. S., referred to,

1666. 2759.
Sermons. Note on Oxford Sermons not

printed at Oxford, how dealt with.

P. 464.— A sermon at Grantham (1641), 1670.
See Sanderson, bp. Robert.— A good excuse for not preaching a ser-

mon, 1660. 2505.
Seven Churches of Asia. See Smith, dr.

Thomas, 2672.
Severn, Thomas, d. 169S. Wrote C,

Potter's Theses in 1650. 2177.
Severus Alexandrinus. Ethopoeise, Gr.-

Lal., 1676. 3118.

Severus, ("ornelius. Short Latin poem on
Cicero. 2598.

Seymour, lord, d. 1664. See Seymour,
sir Francis.

Seymour, sir Francis, 1st lord Seymour,
fl', 1664. Dedn.tohim, 1660. 2525.

Seymour, William, marquis of liertlord,
duke of Somerset, d. 1660. Made
Chancellor of the Univ. of Oxford,
1660. 1660 ann.

— Dedn. to him, 1660. 2506.
Sh., R., 1660. See Sharrock, dr. Robt.

Shaftesbury, earl of, i. e. A. A. Cooper,
d. 1683. See Cooper, Anthony
Ashley.

Shakespeare, William. A reference to

him in 1603. P. 442.— Reference to two songs by him, re-

printed in 1640. P. 450.— Allusion to Coriol. V. iii. 68-70, in

1641. P. 457.— Passage in i Hen. 4 (Pegasus) eluci-

dated, 1652. 2207.— ' Full fathom five
'

and ' Where the bee

sucks', set to music, 1660. 2476.— A reference to Alidsiunmer Nighfs
Dream, 1662. 2602.

— Mentioned, 1673. 2988, 2993.
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Shakespeare, William. Only three entries

under his name in the Bodleian

catalogue of 1674. 2ggg.
Sharrock, dr. Robert, of New college,

Oxford, d. 1684. Verses, 1651, 1652,

1656, 1660. 2158, 2189-90, 2296,
2466.— Testimony from him tu R. Austen's

Observations , 1658. 2374.— Robert ]3oyle's
' learned friend

' and

editor, 1660, &c. 2484.— "Tnudeaii i/OtKr) de Officiis (contra Hob-

besium), 1660. 2529.— History of the propagation and im-

provement of Vegetables, 1660.

2528.
2nd ed., 1672. 2947.— Editor and translator into Latin of

Jjoyle's JVezv Experiments^ 1661.

2547-— Edited no. 2586 (^1662).—
Judicia de Incontinentije speciebus,
addita explicatione, 1662. 2610.— Edited Boyle's Some Consideiations

touching the Usefulness of Experi-
mental Natural Philosophy^ '663,

1664. 2634.
2nd ed., 1664. 2655.— Edited the Provinciale Cantuariense^

1664, and Constitutiones Legating,
1663. 2669-70.— Edited R.Austen's Observations, 1665.

2692.— De Finibus Virtulis, Ends of Christian

Religion, by R. S., 1673. 2987.— Mentioned, 1674, 1676. 3025, 3098.— Possible editor of the larger Lynd-
wood's Frocwciale, 1679. 3221.

Shaw, George, of Antwerp. Mentioned,

1672. P. xxxix.

Shearman, Jo. Poem on W. Stokes,

vaulting master, 1641 (1652). 2207.
Sheets (foldings, &c.). See Books—

Sheets,

Sheldon, archbp. Gilbert. His connexion
with the Sheldonian Theatre at Ox-
ford, 1663-9. 1663^9 <^>i'^-— Dedns. to him, 1663, 1667, 1668, 1672,

1675. 2629; 2788, 2793; 2794,
2812-13; 2916, 2953-4; 3035,
nos. 8, 9, 40.— Thanks 10 him from the Univ. of Ox-
ford in connexion with the Sheldonian

Theatre, 1664. 166^ ami.— Dedn. to him and plate of his Arms,
1664. 2669.— Elected Chancellor, 1667. 1667 ann.—

Resigns the Chancellorship of the Univ.
of Oxford. 1 66<) ann.— Praises ol him as founder of the Shel-
donian Theatre, by C. Owen, 1669.
2816.

Sheldon, arcbph. Gilbert. Act of transfer-

ence of the Sheldonian Theatre from
him to the University, 1669. 2836-7.— Extract from his deed of gift of the

Sheldonian , concerning printing, 1 669.

App. D. V.
— Letter to the bp. of Lincoln against

Conventicles, 1670. 2864.— Arabic MS. owned by him, 1671.

2878.— Ballad to him, 1675. 3040.— Latin verses on his recovery, July 1677.

3148.— His death mentioned. 1677 anft.

Sheldonian Press. See Oxford, 435.
Sheldonian Theatre. See Oxford, 438.

Shenton, Francis, apothecary of Oxford.

A true relation of a notorious cheater,
one Robt. Bullock, 1663 {anon.).

2627.
Sheppard, Thomas, of Or. coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1660. 2466.
Sheppard, William, of St. John's coll.,

Oxford, and Lincoln's Inn. Sincerity
and Hypocrisy, 165S. 2412.

Sherley, rev. William. The excellence of

the Order of the Church of England
under episcopal government, 1662.

2611.

Sherlock, rev. Richard. His Quahers'
Wilde Questions (1656) mentioned.

2289.— The irregularitie of a private prayer in

a piiblick congregation, 1674 (a«OM,).

3025.
Sherlock, dr. William, dean of St. Paul's.

Mentioned, 1657. 2347.
Shipton on Cherwell. Mentioned, 1670.

2872.
Shirley, James. Young Ad?niral played

at Oxford in 1661. 2620*.

Shirlev, sir Seymour. Verses, 1662.

2578.
Short Catechism. See Catechism.
iShort Direction, 1661. See Lowe, Edw.
Short, James, Oxford printer. Men-

tioned. App. E.

Short, Thomas. His coffee house men-

tioned, 1668. 1668 ann.

Shovel-board, a game. See Masters,

Thomas, 1651.

Sibylla Trig-andriana, 1669. See Korn-

mannus, Henricus.

Sibyllinis oraculis, de, 1679. See Vossius,
Isaac.

Sibyls. Essay on the Sibyls' prophecies,

by E. Simson, 1652, in Latin. 2206.

Sidenham, col., 1656. See Sydenham,
col. William.

Sidney, sir Pliilip. Note about the first

issue of the Arcadia in i ^90. 103*

(P- 43S).
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Siege of Urbin, 1666. See Killigrew,
William.

Signatures. See Books—Signatures.
Silk. Oxford sheet almanacs printed on

silk, 1676-1766. 3295.
Similes. Vulgaria (similitudines, adagia,

Ac), per T. Marriott collecta, 1652.

2198.
Simon, Oxford tradesmen, 1 3th cent. For

Simon
, parchment seller : Simon Scot,

do. : Simon Ball, do. : Simon, book-
binder : see note in App. C, no. 38.

Simon, pere Richard. His Histoire

critique mentioned, 1679. 3237-
Simpson, rev. Sydrach, of Cambridge.

Mentioned, 1653. 2215.

Simson, Edward, fellow ot Trin. coll.,

Cambridge, d. 1651. Chronicon
Catholicum usque ad A. D. 71, ed. I.

Tonge, cum Vita auctoris, per T.

Jones, 1652. 2206.— Latin essays by him on three pro-

phecies, 1652. 2206.
Sin. Disputatio de peccato, 1658: see

Baron, Robert.

Sincerity and Hypocrisy, 1658. See

Sheppard, William.
Sinfulness of Compliance, 1660. See

Bacon, rev. James.
Singing. See Vossius, Isaac, 1673.

Single Sheets. All considered as rare.

P. xxvi, 3166.
Singleton, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Six hundred and sixty six. The number

of the Beast proved to refer to Rome,
in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and English
numeration, 1656. 2300.

Sixsmith, Thomas. Edited Brerewood's

Logic('T. S.'), 1659. 2435-
Sizes and Size notation. See Books—

Sizes.

Skelton, John. Notes abt. his Skeltonical

Salutation, 1589. P. 438.
Skinner, dr. Robert, bp. of Oxford.

Accident to him at Oxford, 1660.

2472.— Articles of Visitation, 1662. 2612.

Skinner, Stephen. Poem on W. Stokes,

vaulting master, 1641 (1652). 2207.
Skinner, Will., of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466, 2467.
Skrymsher, Edwin, of 'Irinity, Oxford.

Poem, 1651. 2158.
Sleidanus, Christianus. Tr. of part of

bk. 10 of his Commentarii, 1657.
2340.

Slide Rule. Mentioned. 2513.
Slingsby, Henry, Master of the Mint.

Mentioned, 1666. i666 amt.

Smalcius, Valentinus. Treatise agst. his
' Racovian Catechism ', 1655. 2279.

Smart, William, Oxford publisher. Occurs

167 1. App. F.

Smethwick, Francis. Gave an arcanum

opticum to the Univ. of Oxford, 1654.

2244.
Smetius, Henricus. His Prosody men-

tioned, 1651. 2173.

Smiglecius, Martinus. Logica (1634)
mentioned. 2242.
1658. 2413.

Smith, mr. — . Mentioned. P. 465.

Smith, rev. C, chaplain to the bp. of

London. Mentioned, 1675. 3078.
Smith, Francis. Hanged at Oxford,

March 19, 1677, for stealing New
college plate. 1675 ami.

Smith, Henry, of Ch.Ch., Oxford,^. 1702.

\erses, 1660, 1662, 1670, 1671.

2466, 2578, 2845, 2869.
Smith, John, of Or. coll., Oxford, d. 1660.

Poem, 1660. 2466.
Smith, John. His Memoirs of Wool{ji 757)

mentioned. P. 472.

Smith, Josias, of St. J. col!., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Smith, bp. Miles. Account of him, 1662.

2585-
Smith, rev. Richard. See Smyth, Rich.

Smith, Samuel. Aditus ad Logicam, 2nd

ed., 161 5. Pp. 438, 439* (p. 443).

1634 (with list of editions). 792*
(p. 448)-

1649. 2241.

1656, 7th ed. 2312.

1667. 2785.
1668 (?). After no. 2795.

Smith, dr. Sebastian. Verses, 1662.

2578.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.
Smith, Thomas, Cambridge University

Librarian. Mentioned, 1659. 2458.
Smith, Tho.,of Qu. coll., Oxford. Verses,

1660. 2466.
Smith, dr. Thomas, of Qu. and Magd.

coll., Oxford, a?. 1710. Verses, 1661,
1662 (in Hebrew). 2543, 2578.—

Epistolce dure (de Turcis, de vii Asise

Ecclesiis), 1672. 2948.—
Epistolffi iv (de moribus Turcarum

duse, de vii Asise Eccl., de Constanti-

nopoli), 1674. 3026.— 'EvajTiKuv. sive de causis dissidiorum,

per T. S., 1675. 3077.— Sermon on the credibility of the mys-
teries of the Christian Religion, with

an Appendix on the authenticity of

I John V. 7 (the Three Witnesses),

1675- 3078.— An account ol the Greek Church and
of Cyril Lucar, 1680. 3279.— De Grsecse Ecclesise hodierno statu

epistola, 1676. 3121.
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Smith, Thomas, B.A. of Ch. Ch., Oxford

(</. 1664). Ballad by him(?), 1661,

mentioned. 1661 ann.

Smyth, or Smith, rev. Richard, of Barn-

staple. Munition against Man's

Misery, 1610. 336* (p. 442).

Smythe, Lucius, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.

Snell, John. His death noticed, 1679.

1679 ann.

Sober enquiry, 1665. See Tickell, John.

Socinianism. Treatise agst. it, in Latin,

bv dr. John Owen, 1653. 2232.

'1653. 2279.
Socinus, Faustus and Laslins. De Socino

et Socinianismo, per G. Ashwell,
1680. 3256.

Sodermannland, in Sweden. Mentioned,

1656 (Sudermania). 2311.

Solemn League and Covenant, 1643.

Ordered by Parliament to be burnt,

1661. 1661 afin.

— The Oxford Reasons against it (1647),

with pieces for and agst. them vi66o),

2475. See Sanderson, dr. Robert,
1660 (2475).
Judicium Univ. Oxon. de Solenni

Liga et Fcedere, &c., 167 1. 2874.

1674. 2996.— See also Oxford, 506.

Sollas, prof. W. J. Mentioned, 1S98.

3130.
Solomon in solio, 1660. See Wall, dr.

John.
Solutio quaestionis . . . 1657. See Zouche,

dr. Richard.

Some Considerations, 1663-4, ^S'^e Boyle,
hon. Robert.

Somerset, duke of, d. 1660. See Seymour,
William.

Somerset, Henry, duke of Beaufort,

d?. 1699. Dedn. tohim, 1678. 3200.
Somervile. Somervile statutes at Bnlliol

coll., Oxford, mentioned, 1668. 2794.
Somner, William. Dictionarium Saxoni-

co-Latino-Anglicum, cum observa-

tionibus et ^Ifrici Grammatica et

Glossario, 1659. 2458.
Somnium navale, 1673. See Woodroffe,

Benj .

Sonds, George. Account of his death,

1661. 2564.
Songs. Mock Songs qaott^,\6'jS). 3039.
•— Songs for one, two, and three voices,

from A. Cowley and others, com-

posed by H. Bowman, 1677 or 167S.

3172.
Sonmans (or Sunman), Willem, d'^afts-

man. Mentioned, 1680. P. xlvii.

Sophistarum libellus. See Logic.
Soul's Valediction, 1662. See Horsman,

Nicholas.

Sounds. Dr. John Wallis's treatise de

Loquela (on the physical formation

of sounds), 1653. 2238.
South, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654, 1660, 1661, 1669.

2243 ; 2466-7 ; 2543 ; 2814.— Musicaincantans, poema, 1655. 2282.
2nd ed.

, 1667. 2786.— Interest deposed, (and) Ecclesiastical

policy, two sermons, 1660. 2530.
2nd ed., 1668. 2810.

4th ed., 1678. 3223-5^— Sermon at St. Paul's (on Gen. i. 17),

1663. 2651.— Sermon before the Court at Christ

Church chappel in Oxford, 1665.

2720-2.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— Sermons preached on several occasions

[five], 1679. 3223.— Do. [six], 1679. 3224-5.
South Leigh. Mentioned, 1653. 2221.

Southcote, lady
—

. Dedicn. to her when
wife of William Claget, 1659.

2437-
Southwold. Latin poem on the naval

fight off Southwold, May 28, 1672,

(Somnium navale), 1673. 2995.
Sowton, William, of St. Edm. hall, Ox-

ford. Latin verses, 1670. 2844.

Spacing. See Books—Co7npositors.

Spagirists. Mentioned, 1680. 3261.

Spain. A Skeltonical Salutation, in Lngl.
and Lat., abt. the defeat of the

Spanish Armada, 1589. P. 43S.

Spanish Lady, play. See Massinger,

Philip.

Spanish Viceroy, play. See Massinger,

Philip.

Spark, dr. Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford,
d. 1692. Edited Herodian, 1678.

3177-— Edited Zosimus, 1679. 3242.

Sparton Hill, co. Notts. Mentioned,
1662.

Specimen oratorium, 1657. .5"^^ Gardiner,

dr. Richard.

Specimen quaestionum. See Law— Civil

Law, 1653.

Specimens of Roman oratory. Condones

et Orationes, 1663. 2637.

Speciosa Villa, Edmundus de, 1662. See

Gayton, Edmund.

Speculum academicum. The chart in

page form ,
1 66 1 . 2568.

Speeches, Latin. Conciones et orationes

ex historicis Latinis excerptae, 1660.

2489.
1667. 2767.
1672. 2922.

Speed, John, of St. J. coll, Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1662. 2467, 2578.
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Speed, Samnel, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1661. 2543.
Spelling. See Orthography.
Spelman, Clement. Edited Sir H. Spel-

man's De non temerandis Ecclesiis,

4th ed., 166S. 2811.

and 5th ed., 1676. 31^2.
Spelman, sir Henry. De noii temerandis

Ecclesiis, 4th ed., 166S. 2811.

5th ed., 1676. 3122.

Spelman, sir John, d. 1643. Founds
a Saxon Lectureship at Cambridge,
1639. 2458.— Vita Alfred i, mentioned, 1677. 3148.— yElfredi Magni Anglorum regis Vita, . . .

primum Anglice conscripta, dein

(hie) Latine reddita et annotationibus

illustrata ab /Elfredi in coUegio . . .

Universitatis alumnis, 167 S. 3197.

Spelman, Roger. Dedn. to him, 1659.

2458.
Spence, A., of St. John's, Oxford. Verses,

1 65 1. 2160.

Spencer, Edward, fellow of New coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1660. 2528.
Spencer, sir Thomas. Dedns. to him,

1660, 1663,1677 ^ with arms). 2495,
2639, 3130.

Spenser, Edmund, the poet. Conjectured
to be the E. S. of Clain's Historia

Britannica, 1640. P. 450.

Sphalmata. See Books—Errata.

Spirit of Supplication. The Spirit of Sup-

plication (prayers by ejected London

ministers), 1662. 2614.

Spirits. Trial of Spirits, in Welsh, 1675.
See Davies, Rondl.

Spiritual Bee, 1662. See Horsman,
Nicholas.

Spotswood : see Spottiswood.

Spottiswood,John,archbp. of St. Andrews.
Dedicn. to him, 1621 (1641). 990
(P- 458)-—

History of the Church of Scotland

(1655), mentioned. 2289.
Spratt, bp. Thomas. Verses by him, as

T. S., 1658. 2363.— Censure, by H. Stubbe, on Sprat's Hist.

of the Royal Society, 1670. 2688.

Sprigge, William. Philosophical essays,
with brief adviso's, 1657 {anon.).

2353-— Mociest Plea for a Commonwealth,
mentioned. 1659 ^^f^-

Sprouts of Valour, 1664. •S'^^Drope, John.

Squaring the Circle. Dr. John Wallis's

formula, 1655. 2316.

Squire, Will,, of Univ. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
SS. As a paragraph mark (§). 2712.

Stadius, Johannes. Commentarius in L.

Ann. Flortim, 1661. 2556.

Stadius, Johannes. Edited Florus's Res

Romanoe, 1669. 2828.
Stafford, Robert, of Bradfield and

St. John's coll., Oxford. Mentioned,

1673. 2986.
Stafford, William, of St. John's coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1670. 2845.
Stahl, Daniel, prof, at Jena, a. 1654.

RegulcC philosophic^ ;
accessere Dis-

putationes ii, item Doctrina Pro-

positionum, 1663. 2652.
Stamford. Mentioned. 2212.

Standlake. Mentioned, 16.:; 3. 2221.'

Stanhope, Philip, ist earl of Chesterfield,

d. 1656. Mentioned, 1658, 2419.
Stanley, James, of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1634. 2243,
Stanley, Joseph, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Stanton. See Staunton.

Stanton Harcourt, in Oxfordshire, A
playing company there who acted

Mticedorus, 1653. 2221.— Funeral sermon there over lady Ann
Harcourt, 1664. 2661.— Note of the Kitchen there, 1677.

3130.

Staples, Benjamin, Quaker, of Chadling-
ton. Imprisoned at Oxford, 1660.

2471.

Stapylton, Robert, of St. Alban hall,
Oxford. Verses, 1666. 2746.

Stapylton, sir Robert. His Juvenal
(1644) mentioned. 2979.

fcitarkey, George. Plea by him, for All

Souls, 1656. 2291.
Stationers' Company, London. Prin-

ters, tfc. For the payments made by
the Stationers' Company {Bihliopola

Londinenses) and the King's Printers

( Typographi Londinenses) to Oxford,

1636-72, see Oxford, 42S.
See also London—Printers, Ifc.—
Stationers' Company.

Staunton, or Stanton, dr. Edmund,
Funeral sermon on i Thess. iv. 14,

1654. 2459.— Verses, 1660. 2466.
Stedman, Francis, of Ch. Ch,, Oxford.

Veises, 1654. 2243.
Steele, Robert. His tests for proclama-

tions, &c. P. xxvi.

Stellatus. Pseudonym in no. 103* (1589).
P. 4.^8.

Stephanus, Carolus (Charles Estienne).
Dictionarium historicum, geographi-

cum, poeticum, ed, Nic, Lloyd, 1670.

2865.
1671. 2909.

Stephanus, Henricus. His ed. of Con-

dones sive Orationes (1570), men-
tioned. 2489.
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Stephanus,Philippu3, 1658. i'e<f Stephens,

Philip.

Stephens, Philip, princ. of Hart hall,

Oxford. Verses, 1654. 2243.— Mentioned, 1655. 1655 ^«"'
— Part author of the Catalogus Horti

Botanici Oxoniensis, 1658 (2nd ed.).

2370.
Sternhold, Thomas. For his and Hop-

kins' Version of the Psalms in English
see Bible—O.T.—Aa/w^—English.

Sterry, Nathaniel, fell, of Mert. coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1660. 2467.
Steventon in Berkshire. Mentioned, 1 663.

2639.
Steynings, Charles. Dedn. to him, 1660.

2501.
Sthael, Peter, a German. Mentioned,

1659. 1660. 1659 «««•, 2484.
Stierius, Johannes, d. 1648. Pracepta

doctrinse Logicce, Ethicse, PhysicK,

&c., ed. 6% 1667. 2787.— Tabulae Philosophicee {}.
= Prsecepta),

1679. 3236.
Stillingfleet, dr. Edward. Mentioned,

1680. 3259-
Stirling, earl of, (/. 1640. See Alexander,

sir William.

Stock of books. See Books—Stock.

Stocks, a form of punishment. See Head-

ington, 165 1.

Stokenchurch. Spelt
'

Stocqninchurke
'

in 1602. P. 455.

Stokes, dr. David, d. 1669. Two ancient

patterns of Goodness (Job, and the

Widow of Sarepta), two sermons,

1667. 2788-9.— Verus Christianus, or Directions for

Private Devotions, 1668. 2812.

With an Appendix, 1668. 2813.

Mentioned, 1675 (' William ').

3049-
Stokes, William, of Oxford, d. 1643. His

Vatdting Master
' wixh Sixteen brasse

figures' mentioned, 1659. 2465.
1652. 2207.
3rd ed., 1655. 2283.— —1665? See after no. 2722 and

no. 2283.
Stokes, di. William. See Stokes, dr.

David.

Stone, Carlton and John. Dedn. to them,
with arms, 1677. 3130.

Stoneham, rev. —
, Congregationalist at

Exeter. Mentioned, 1654. 2455*.
Stonehill, Robert, Univ. carrier. Men-

tioned, 1669. 2835.
Stonehill, widow. Attempted to start

a one-day coach from Oxford to

London, Apr. 1671. 2910.
Stonehouse, sir Hluet. Verses, 1669, 1670,

1671. 2814 ; 2844-5 ; 2869.

Stonehouse, \\' alter. Verses, 1656.

2292.
Stone of Fire, i.e. stibnite, 1660. Men-

tioned. 2534.
Stonor, Thomas. Dedn. to him, with

arms, 1677. 3130.
Storre, William. Note of a 2nd copy of

the Mu7-ther of IVilliam Storre {Oxi.

1603). P. 440.

Stoughton, Nicholas. Verses, 1660.

2467.
Stow-ball, a game. Mentioned, 1667.

2760-1.
Strada, F^amianus, of Rome, d. 1649.

Eloquentia bipartita (Prolusiones et

parauigmata excepta), 1662. 2615.

Stradling, dr. George. Mentioned, 1663.

2648 9, 2651.

Strangwa>s, dr. Giles. Dedn. to him,

1675- 3035> no. 32.

Stratford, Henry. Verses, 1660. 2540.
Stratford, Nicholas, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Straw. Note on Oxford straw-work,

1677. 3130.
Streater, Robert. Praised as painter of

the Sheldonian Theatre ceiling, by
C. Owen, 1669. 2816.

by Robert Whitehall, 1669. 2818.

Streeter, Robert, 1669. See Streater,

Robert.

Stretch, Joseph, of Ball, coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Stringer, George, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662. 2466-7;
2543 ; 2578.

Strode, William. 1 he Floating Island,

a tragi-comedy, 1636, publd. in i6-;5 :

also entitled, Passions calmed. 2269.

Stuart, dean Richard. Latin oration pre-

senting him as Prolocutor to the

Westminster Convocation, by R.

Gardiner, 1646. 2337.
Stnbbe, Henry. Horse Subseciva, Lond.

1651, mentioned, 1654. 2267.— Horae Subsecivae, 1651 (and part of

Otiiun literattim, 165S). 2377.— Verses, 1652.
'

2189-90.— Complimentary Laiiu letter to sir

Henry Vane, with Greek and Latin

verses, 1656. 2313.— Mention of a supposed 1656 ed. of

Otium Literatum.— Perhaps the H. S. who translated

Cluverius's Geography into English,

1657- 2333.
—^ The Savilian Professor's Case stated,

1658. 2371.— Otium literatum, 1658. 2377.— Deliciae poetarum (as part of Otium

iiieratum, 1658). 2377.— Delicise Poetarum Anglicanorum in
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Grrecum versse, quibns accedunt

Elogia Romffi et Venetiarum, 1658.

2414.
Stubbe, Henry. The miraculous Conform-

ist, au account of cures by Valentine

Greatariclc (Greatrakes), 1666.

2758.— Light shining out of darkness, 1659.

2428.
2nd ed., 1659. 2429.— Criticizes the Royal Society, 1660.

1660 ann.— Censure upon (Sprat's) History of the

Royal Society (with notice of the

other books in the controversy), 1670.
2866.
3nd ed., 1671. 2911.— Reply to a Letter by a Virtuoso, 1671.

2911.— Reply to Ecebolius Glanvill, 1671.

2911.— Reply to dr. H. More, 167 1. 2911.— Reply to George Thomson, 1671, men-
tioned. 2911.

Stubbes, Robert, of Wadh. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
.Stucley, Lewis. See Stukeley, Lewis.

Stukeley, rev. Lewis, of Exeter. Men-

tioned, 1654. 2455*.
Stumbling-Stone. See Dell, rev. William.

Suarez, Francisco, Spanish Jesuit, a'. 1617.
Mentioned. 3194-

Subscribers. See Books—Subscribers.

Subsidium peregrinantibus, 1665. See

Gerbier, sir Balthazar.

Suckling, sir John.
' Out upon it ! I have

loved,' &c. 2872, p. 139.

Sudeley Castle, Gloucestershire. Men-
tioned, i6.:;3. 2225.

Sudermania. See Soderraannland.

Suetonius Tranquillus, Gains. (XII
Cassares, De illustribus grammaticis,
De Claris rhetoribus, Vitae Juvenalis,

Persii, Horatii, Lujani, Plinii

senioris, cum annotationibus diver-

sorum), 1661. 2575.— Opera omnia, 1676. 3123.
Suicide. A suicide's goods went to the

University, at Oxford, if he were
a member. 1676 ann.

Sum of Divinity. See Downame, bp.
George.

Sum of Sacred Divinity. See Downame,
John.

Summa Ethicse, 166S. See Pavonius,
Franciscus.

Summary of Devotions, 1667. See Laud,
archbp. William.

Summaster, dr. George, princ. of Broad-

gates hall, Oxford. Dedicn. to him,
1586. P. 437.

1613. P. 443.

Summum Itonum. 1672 and 168 1. See

Elys, Edmund.

Sundays. See Oxford, S35.
Sundials. Latin treatise on Horologia

scioterica, by W. Oughtred, 1652.

2203.
Sun-dials at Oxford. See Oxford,

847.

Sundry things concerning Oxford. Sundry
things . . . concerning Oxford (Peti-

tion, College Model, Queries). 1659.

2430.
Sunman, William. See Sonmans, Willem.

Sunodikon, 1672. See Canons.

Suppressed Books. See Oxford, 506.

Sure-footing, 1665. -^^^ Sergeant, John.

Surprising \Vonder (c. 1 770 ?). See Watts,
rev. Henry.

Survey of the World, 1661. .See Holyday,
dr. Barten.

Sury,
—

. An Oxford tailor near East

Gate, at Queen's coll. corner (1660).

2487, 2488.
Swart, Steven. Mentioned, t68o. 3253.
Sweden. Benedict Queckfeldt, a Swede,

wrote a dissertation at Oxford, 1656.

2311.— Degrees given to Swedes, 1674. 1674
ann.

Sydenham, col. William, r/. 1661. Dedicn.
to col. Sidenham, 1656. 2300.

Sydney, hon. Philip, lord Lisle, earl of

Leicester, d. 1698. Dedns. to him,

1657- 2354,2358.
Symbols. Use of

'*, f, °, 3, in this book.
P. xxv.

Symmons, Ldw. Scripture vindicated

(164^) mentioned. 2241.

Synodicon. See Canons.

Synopsis. Synopsis earum rerum quse
ad Oratons Chrisliani institutionem

faciunt, 1675 or i6;6. 3079.
Synopsis Metaphysica, 1669. '^^^ From-

menius.

Synopsis of Councils. See Prideaux, dr.

John, 1654.

Syntagma, 1672. See Blastaris, Matth.

Syriac. The first use of Syriac type at

Oxford, 1661. 2576.— Syriac printing, in 1665. 2724.— Verses, 1671. 2869.—
Syriac type used, 1677. 3157-

Syrretus, Atitonius. Formalitates de
mente Johaniiis (Duns) Scoti, 1513.

Pp- 4.^5, 45.V

Systema Cosmographicum, 1664. See

Gigas, Johannes.

Systema Mathematices, 1661. 6"^^? Kecker-

mannus, B.

Szidagyi, Georgius, a Hungarian. Acro-
stichon in laudem Univ. Oxon., &c.,

1671. 2876.
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T., C, Fellow of All Souls. Verses by
him, 1674. 3015.

T., G., 1660. See Turner, William.

T. I., L. Engraved a border in 1602

CI.T. L. F., i.e. I. T., L., F[ecit?]).

P- 455-

T., J., 1651. See Tickell, John.

T.,J. Verses, 1654. 2243.

T., J., 1656. See Tradescant, John, the

younger.

T., T-) 1671. See Torbuck, John.

T., R. Verses, 1666. 2746.
T., S., 1658. See Taylor, Silvanus.

T., S. Verses, 1666. 2746.

T., T„ 1666. See Tully, dr. Thomas.
Tabula. See Cebes.

Tabula Stellarum, 1665. See Ulugh Beg.
Tabul^^ philosophicse, 1679. See Stie-

rius, Johannes.
Tacitus. End of Nero,

'

1581 '. P. 43.'i-— Dialogus de Oratoribus sive de Causis

corrupta; Eloquentise, ed. R. Altham,

1675- 3073.
^ ^ ^

Talbot, sir John. In command of the

dragoons stationed at Oxford, 1678.

3191-
Talmud. Masseceth Berachoth, tractatus

Tahnudicus, 1667. 2763.
Tancke, Martinus, a Saxon. Dedn. to

him,
' 1660 '. 2523.

Tangier. Mentioned, 1671. 2878.

Tanner, Thomas, of New coll., Oxford,
(/. 1682. Verses, 1660, 1661. 2466,
2467; 2543.— The Entrance of Mazzarini, 1657.

2354- ^. ^.

Tany, Thomas. Theauraujohn his dis-

putive challenge to . . . Oxford and

Cambridge, 1651. 2157.

Tappius, E. See Erasmus, Des., 1666.

Tarczadi, Paulus, a Hungarian. De
vocatione Gentium, et Conversione

Judasorum, dissertationes, 1672.

2949-
1673. 2989.

Tathajus. Mentioned. 2212.

Tatham, John. The Rump, played at

Oxford, 1 66 1. 2620*.
Taunton. Resolution of preachers there,

1650. 2229.
Taylor, dr. Jeremy. Correspondence be-

tween him and Hen. Jeanes, 1657.

2501.— His Ductor Dubitantimn mentioned.

2973-
Taylor, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1670. 2845.
Taylor, John, the Water-poet. Essay

on his Aqua-musce and Causes of
Diseases (,1645: nos. 1726, 1820),

by miss M. Rushforth, 1930. P.

463.

Taylor, Joseph, of St. J. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 1661. 2466, 2543.

Taylor, Joseph, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.

Taylor, Silas. Poem to J. Jones, 1658.

2402.
Taylor, Silvanus, of Wadham coll., Ox-

ford. Poem by him, as S. T., 1658.

2363.
Taylor, William, of Magd. hall, Oxford.

Latin letter to him fr. H. Wilkinson,

1658. 2420.
Tea. Folia Thee, 165,6. 2292.
Tears and blood, 1660. See Gregory,

Francis.

Tears shed, 1658. See Getsius, J. D.

Technepolemogamia. See Whitehall,

Robert, 1651.

Telegraph, and Telephone. A prophecy
of them by F. Strada, 1617. 2615.

Telescopes. Note of the first good ones

made in England, 1653. 2239.
Tellier, archbp. C. M. Le. See Le

Tellier, archbp. C. L.

Templars, order. Legal decision given
at Winchester in 1446 about their

right of asylum, in Latin. 3092.
Temporizer. Character of a Temporizer,

by S. Austin, 1658. 2363.

Temptation. See Owen, dr. John,
i6;S.

Tender Visitation, 1660. See Bishop,

George.
Terence. Terentius Christianus : see

Schonseus, Corn., 1660.

Term Catalogues, 1668-1709. 6'^£ Books
— Catalogues.

Terms, Law. See London—Zrtw Courts.

Teron, —. French sonnet by him, 1676.

3093-
Terrell, Robert, of St. John's coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1669 (' Tyrril'), 1670.

2814, 2844.
Terrent, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Tesdale. William. Mentioned, 1624.

2794-
^ ^

Test Act, 1673. Mentioned, 1073
ann.

Testimony from the Word agst. Divinity

degrees. See Dell, rev. William,

1653.

Testimony of Antiquity, 1675. See

.^Ifric, Grammaticus. 3042.
Texas university. Mention ot its library

at Austin. P. 462.

Textor, Johannes Ravisius, dictus. See

Ravisius, Johannes.
Th., H., 1660. See Thurman, Henry.

Thackham, Thomas, of New coll., Ox-

1
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ford. Poem and anagram, in Greek,
1660. 2466.

Thames. Invaded by the Dutch fleet,

1667. 1667 ann.

Tharpe, Henry, keeper of the Oxford

gaol. Mentioned, i66o- 2470.
Thaumasia, 1665. See Ford, Simon.

Theatri Oxoniensis Encsenia. See 3293
and Oxford, 439.

The.-itrum Historicum. See Helvicus,

Chr.

Theaiiraujohn. See Tany, Thomas, 1651.

Thelwall, Will., of Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Theocritus. (The Idylls, Epigrams, &c.,

in Greek with scholia, edited by dr.

John Fell), 1676. 3124, cf. p. xlv,

Theodericus, printer at Oxford, 148 1-5.
See Rood, Theoderic.

Theodosius I, Roman Emperor, Re-

scriptum pro Marcellino et Faustino.

3174-
Theologoumena, i66r. See Owen, John.

Theology. Manuductio ad theologiam

polemicam, 1657: see Prideaux, dr.

John.
Theon. Greek scholia on Aratus, 1672.

2919-
Theophilus and Philodoxus, 1674. See

Coles, dr. Gilbert.

Theophilus Philadelphus, See Ley, John,

1653.

Theophrastus. Characters, Gr.-Lat.,

1670. 2853-— Characteres, Gr.-Lat., 16S0. 3264.
Thersites. Notes on the known copies of

this Interlude. P. 453.
Theses. See Oxford, 708 : (periodical).

3288.
Theyer, John, of Magd. hall, Oxford.

Verses, 1671. 2869.
Thick paper. See Books—Paper.
Thistlethwaite, Peregrine, of New coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1670. 2844.
Thistlethwayte. Gabriel, fell, ofNew coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 16,^6. 2296.
Thomas, Oxford inkseller, c. 1230-40.

App. C, no. 13 b.

Thomas, Thomas, of Abergavenny. Men-

tioned, 1680. 3271.
Thomason, George. Example of his re-

ceiving a book some months after

issue, in 1657. 2348.
Thomason, George, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1662. 2578.
Thompson, prof. Sylvanus P. Men-

tioned. 3051, 3098.
Thomson, George. Reply to him by H.

Stubbe, 1671, mentioned. 2911.

Thome, Edmund, Oxford bookseller and
bookbinder. His name given as
* Edward ' Thome. 2331.

Thome, Edmund. Occurs i6-;3-7. App. F.
•— Discommoned, 166;,. 2626, 2644.
Thome, William, fictitious Oxford (?)

printer. Occurs, 1663 ,no. 2648).
Thornton, Matthew de. See Matthew de

Thornton.

Thorp, mrs. Bridget. Note addressed to

her, 1676. 3114.
Threats. See Bogan, Z., 1653.
Three decads, 1660. See Wilkinson,

Henry.
Three Witnesses, 1675. ^^^ Bible—

N.T.—I John.

Threnodia, 1660. See Brett, Arthur.

Throne of David, 1659. See Guild, Wil-

liam.

Thurman, Henry. Defence of humane

learning (1660) mentioned. 1659
ann.— His Learned Ministry (1660) men-
tioned in 1659. 2465.— Verses, 1660. 2466.— A Defence of humane learning (the

Necessity of a learned Ministry), by
H. Th., 1660. 2531.

Thynne, Thomas. Dedn. to him, 1675.

2321.— Elected burgess of the University,

1674. 1674 ''"'*

Tiberius Rhetor. De schematibus apud
Demosthenem, Gr.-Lat. , 1676. 3118.

Tickell, John. Crums of Bread, by J. T.,

1651 (perhaps Oxford printing).
2182 adfin.— Church-rules proposed to the Church

in Abingdon (with testimonies, an

essay agst. Anabaptists, and anti-

-quseres to Pendarves), 1656. 2314.— Crums of bread for the Dove, by T- T.

(probably J. Tickell: 1651?). 2182.
— The BottomlesPitsmoaking in Famil-

isme. (Sermon, and discourse agst.

A. Copp, at Rurford), 1651 or 1652.

2182 or 2208.
— A sober enquiry about the new Oath

for Non-Conformists, 1665. 2723.
Tides. Brerewood's Tractatus de Mari,

(1637 and 1659) deals with tides.

2435-
Tigurium. See Zurich.

Tilenus, Daniel, prof, at Sedan, d. 1633.

Brevis refutatio Tileni (redivivi), per
H. Hickman, 1659. 2444.

Tillyard, Arthur. Sold coffee in Oxford

in 1655. P. 465.
Time. Tables of (Hebrew) times, 1679.

3243-7-
Tinderbox, Timothy, of Jamaica, pseud.

Contributed verses to no. 2363 in

1658.

Tinker, W. Published a prophecy as-

cribed to archbp. Thomas Becket,
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1666. under the name of Littleton.

2725-6.
Tipping, William. Return of Thankful-

ness, 1640 {fragm. only). P. 451

(no. 957).
Title-labels. See \iodki,— Title-labels.

Titles, title-pages. See Books— Titles.

Tizinus, Mohammed. Tabulae Stellarum,

1533- 2724-
To His Royal Highness, 1665. See

Mayne, Jasper.
Toast. Very early example of the word,

as meaning a man whose health was
to be drunk, 1674. 3010.

Tobacco. Mentioned, 1660. 2476.
TobKus, 1660. See Schonseus, Corn.

Todd, dr. James Henthorn. Mentioned.

3008.
Tograi (Husain ibn Ali, called al-Tugh-

rai). Lamiato '1 Ajam, cum ver-

sione Latina et notis E. Pocockii, ed.

S. Clarke clericus), 1661. 2576.
Toleration. Note of controversy about

Toleration, 167.V 2988.
Toleration disapproved, 1670-1. See

Ashton, William.

Tom Pun's House in Oxford. Mentioned,
1661. P. xxxiv, &c.

Tombes, John. Mentioned, 1641. 2267.— Controversy with dr. H. Savage on
Infant baptism, 1653-5. 2233.— Doctoris 1:1 .Snvage confirmatio thesis

suae contra J. Tombes, 1655. 2281.— Animadversiones in G. BuUi Har-
moniam Apostolicam, 1676. 3125.

Tomkins, Thomas, fellow of All S. coll.,

Oxford. Short Strictures on Z.

Crofton, 1661, mentioned. 2475.— Issues an imprimatur, 1673. 2931.
Tomus alter et idem. See Camden,

William, 1629.

Tonge, Israel or Ezerel. of Trin. coll.,

Cambridge. Edited Simson's Chro-

nicon, 1652. 2206.

Tongue, Government of the. See Alles-

tree, dr. Richard.

Topping, Timothy, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Torbuck, rev. John. Hemerai . . . Ex-

traordinary Dayes (8 sermons, one

anonymous, one by
' T. B.'), 167 1-2.

2912.
To the nobility . . .

, 1679. S^^ England,
1301.

Tourneur, Timothy. Plea by him, for

All Souls, 1656. 2291.
Towerson, Gabriel, of All S. coll.. Ox-

ford. Verses, 1660, 1661. 2466,
2543.

Towerson, Gabriel. A brief account of
some expressions in St. Athanasius
his Creed {anon.), 1663. 2653.

Tozer, rev. Henry, of Ex. coll., Oxford.

Directions for a godly life, 6th ed.,

1658. 2416.
7th ed. (1655??). 2723*.
8thed., 1671. 2913.

9th ed., 1676. 3126.
Tractatus quidam logici, 1659. See

Brerevvood, Edw.
Tractatus quinque, 1674. See Mayow,

dr. John.
Tractatus tres, 1669. See Pemble,

Willinm.

Tracts {scientific), 1670. See Boyle, hon.

Robert.

Tracy, hon. Ferdinand, of Queen's coll.,

Oxford. Latin verses, 1677. 3148.

Tracy, hon. Henry. Dedn. to him, 1674.

3007.
Tradescant, John, the elder, d. 1638.

Catalogus plantarum, 1634, rnen-

tioned. 2292.— Musceum Tradescantianum, a cata-

logue of his collections at South

Lambeth, by his son John : with en-

graving of him by Hollar, 1656.

2292.
Tradescant, John, the younger, d. 1662.

Mentioned, 1658. '2363.— Musseum Tradescantianum (a cata-

logue, with portrait of him, &c.),

1656. 2292.
(new ed.), 1660. 2473.

Tradescant's Ark. Name of the house

which housed the Tradescant collec-

tions at South Lambeth, 1656.

2292.
Traditional Memoirs, 1658. .SV^ Osborne,

Francis.

Tragi-comcedia. See Rowe, John, 1653.

Traitor to himself, 167S. See Johns,
William.

Trajan's Column. See Rome.
Trance. Story of a trance and recovery

(1660?). 2472*.

Transproser rehears'd, 1673. See Leigh,
Rich.

Transubstantiation. See Real Presence.

Trapps, Edward. Verses, 1661. 2543.
Trees. One used as a lock-up, at Kid-

liiigton, near Oxford, 1677. 3130.

Trelcatius, Lucas. See p. 441.

Trent, council of, 1545-63. Reflexions

on it, by H. du C. de Luzancy, 1677.

3144- , .

Trent, river. Said to be tidal near Gams-

borough, 1637. 3065.
Trevelyan, George. Uedn. to him, 1660.

2501.
Trevor, sir John, kt. Dedicn. to him,

1653. 2239.
Trevor, John, of Merton coll., Oxford

Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814, 2845.
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Trevor, canon Thomas W., rector of

Llanfaelog. Mentioned. 2417.
Trial of a Christian's Love, 1657. ^^^

Pinke, William.
Trial of Spirits, 1653. See Dell, rev.

William.
Trial of Spirits, 1675. ^^^ Davies,

Rondl.

Tricks, a play. See Rhodes, Rich.

Trigander. See Kornmannus, Henricus.

Triphook, Robert, London bookseller.

Mentioned, 1819. 2283.
Trist, Will., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1670. 2845.
Triumph of Learning. See Boreman,

Robert, 1653.

Triumphant Chaiiot, 1660. See Valen-

tinus, Basilius.

Trivium and Quadrivium. Described in

one hexameter, beg,
*

Lingua, tro-

pus '. 2352.
Trogus Pompeius. Justini Historise ex

Trogo Pompeio, cum notis Is.

Vossii, 1669. 2832.
True Catholic . . . Faith, 1676. SeeSsW,

dr. Andrew.
True idea of Jansenism, 1669. See Gale,

Theophilus.
True Narrative, 16S0. See Murders.
True Relation, 1676. See Dole.
True Relation of . . . Sentence, 1660. See

Goodaire, Thomas.
Truman, rev. Joseph. His Endeavour to

r^ir//^ mentioned, 1676. 3099.
Trumbull, Charles, of Ch. Ch. and All

Souls coll., Oxford. Verses, 1669,
1671. 2814, 2869.

Trumbull, Ralph, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1661, 1662. 2543, 2578.
Trumbull, Will., of All Souls coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1660, 1662. 2467,
2578.

Truro, baron, d. 16S5. See Robartes,
John.

Tu quoque, play. See Cooke, John.
Tuissius, G. See Twisse, dr. William.

Tullie, dr. Thomas. See TuUy, dr. Tho-
mas.

TuUius, Thomas. See Tully, dr. Thoma?.
TuUy, dr. Thomas, princ. of St. Edm.

hall, Oxford. Mentioned,
App. D. I.— Verses, 1660, 1662, 1669. 2466,
2467; 2578, 2814.— Logica apodictica, sive tractatus de

Demonstratione, 1662 {ation.). 2589.— A Letter (about a supposed prophecy _),

1660: by T.T. 2726.— Dedn. to him, 1667. 2768.—
Praecipuorum Theologise capitum En-

chiridion, ed. altera, 166S. 28l3'\—
Mentioned, 1672. App. D. VI {e).

3180 R

1653-

Tully, dr. Thomas. Enchiridion didacti-

cum. . . Symboli Apostt. and Preca-
tionis Dominicffi Expositio. ed. 3^*,

1673. 2990.—
Justificatio Paulina sine operibus (con-
tra Georgium Bull), Dissertatiun-

cula de Sententia Paulina Rom. vii.

14 (usque ad finem), 1674. 3027.— Letter to Rich. Baxter occasioned by
Reflexions on Justificatio Paulina,
1675. 3080.— Amimadversions upon Baxter's Appeal
to the Light, 1675. 3080.— Mentioned, 1675. 3081.— Apologia Georgii BuUi conixa. Jtistiji-
cationem Paulinam T. Tullii, 1676.
3099-

Tunbridge. The school mentioned. 2553.
Turenne, viscountess. Mentioned, 1673.

2969.
Turkey. Political Reflections on the

Turks, 1656 : see Osborne, Francis.—
Busbequii relationes variae de rebus

Turcicis, 1660. 2486.— De moribus Turcarum, 1672, 1674 :

see Smith, dr. Thomas.
Turkish. Dialogue and vocabulary, in

roman type, 1659. 2486.— First Turkish treatise produced at Ox-
ford, 1660 (in Arabic characters).

2480.— See Bible—N.T.— Turkish, 1666.— Grammatica Linguae Turcica;, authore
Gul. Seaman, 1670. 2863.

Turkish printing. 1674 (Smithj. 3026.
Turner, Francis, of New coll., Oxford.

Verses as editor of Affectuum Deci-

dua, 1656. 2296.— Verses, 1660. 1662. 2467, 2578.
Turner, Peter. Mentioned, 1633. App. D. I.

Turner, William, printer at Oxford. Pre-
face to a Logic, 162S. 2477.— Markham's Faithful Farrier (a piracy
by him, Oxford, 1631). 691* (p.

446).— Devolution of his type and ornaments.

App. E.

Tumor, sir Edw., Speaker of the House
of Commons. Speech to the King
and Parliament on prorogation, at

Oxford, Oct. 31, 1665. 2691.
Tuscany, g. and duke of. See Medici,

Cosmo III de'.

Twisse, dr. William. The Riches of

God's Love agst. S. Hoard's Armi-

nianism, H. Mason and D.H.\ with
a Vindication of him by H. Jeanes,

1653. 2236.— G. Tuissii Vita et victoria, per G.
Kendall, 1657. 2344.

Twist. See ' When a twister a-twisting ',

3028.
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Two centuries. See Birkenhead, sir John,

1653-
Two Merry Milkmaids, play. See C, I.

Two seasonable discourses. See Cooper,

Anthony Ashley.

Type. See Books— Type.

Type-founding. See Books— Type-

founding.

Typographeum Oxoniense. First occa-

sions of the expression, 1655. 2285,
2316.

Typography. See Books—Printhtg.

Tyrrell, Timothy, son-in-law of archhp.
Ussher. Dedn. to him, 1660. 2532.

Tyrill, R. See Terrell, Robert.

U.

Udall, O. Mentioned, 1663. 2635.
Ulugh Beg, ibn Shahrukh. Tabulae

Stellarum Fixarum, 1437: Pers.-

Lat., ed. T. Hyde, 1665. 2724.
Uma in Lapland. Documents relating to

the school there, 163 1-4, in English.

3023-4-
Umbelliferae plantae, 1672. See Morison,

Robert.

Umbrella. A curiosity in the Tradescant

collection, 1656. 2292.
Underdown, Thomas, translator of Ovid.

Mentioned. 2402.
Underhill, dr. John, rector of Lincoln

college, Oxford. Mentioned, 1585.
P. 435-

Unfeigned Faith, 167 1. See Edwards,
Charles.

Unicola. Word used in 1673, perhaps
= unicula. 2975.

Unicorn. Mention of a horn of it, in

Tradescant's collection, 1656. 2292.— Full description of its colour, weight,

appearance, &c., by R. Lovell, 1661.

2562.
Uniformity, act of. Passed May 19,

1662. 1662 ann.
United Netherlands. See Holland.
United States of America. The '

first

great poetical composition of Ame-
rica

'

(Sandys' Ovid, 1632). P. 447.
Universal Character, 1657. ^^^ Dal-

garno, George.
Universal Writing. See Writing.
Universities. Dedication to the two

Universities. 1652. 2206.— List of European Universities, 1653.
22II.

University Queries, 1659. See after no.

2430.
Upton, Arthur, of Liipton. Dedicn. to

him, 1658. 2386.
Upton Scudamnre, in Wilts. Mentioned,

1670. 2863.

Urim and Thummim, 1669. See Conant,
M.

Ursatus, Sertorius. (Breviarium) De
Notis Romanorum, 1676. 3092.

Ursinus, card. Alexander, d. 1626. Dedn,
to him. 2615.

Ussher, archbp. James. May be the I.

A(rmachanus) of no. 1523 (164I).
P. 461.— Note of an engraving of him, 1647.
P. 462.— Examen quotidianum. Ymholiad

beunyddiol (tr. into Welsh by S. S. ?),

1658. 2417.— His Chronologia (1660) mentioned in

1659. 2464.— Chronologia Sacra, 1660 (with list of

his v/orks). 2532.— De Romanae Ecclesice Symbolo aposto-

lico, aliisque Fidei formulis, cum

epistola ad G. J. Vossium, 1660.

2533-— Mentioned. 2762, 2919.
Utopia. See More, sir Thomas.
Utrecht—Printers, t^c. Gisbertus a

Zyll, 1652. 2605: Theodorus ab

Ackersdijck, 1652. 2605.
Uvedale, Will., of All S. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660, 166 1. 2466, 2543.
Uxbridge. Spelt

' Ocksenbritsch
'

in

1602. P. 455.

V.

v., B. = Bene vale, or initials of an

editor, 1664. 2660.
v., F., son of I. v., 1658. See Vaux,

P"rancis.

v., F., 1667. 6'f£ Vernon, Francis.

v., G., of Ex. coll., Oxford. Verses,
i66o. 2466.

v., G., 1660. See Verman, George.
Vade Mecum, 1665. See Gerbier, sir

Balthazar.

Valentinus, Basilius. The Triumphant
Chariot of Antimony, tr. by J.

H(arding), i66d. 2534.
Van Dijk, type founders in Amsterdam.

Mentioned, 166S-70. P. xxxiv.

Vane, sir Henry Vane, d. 1662. Com-

plimentary Latin letter (with verses)

to liim from H. Stubbe. 1656. 2313.— Helped in Stuhbe's Light shining,

1659, especially in the matter of

Quakers. 2428-9.
Vanghan, James, of Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, i6-;4, 1660. 2243, 2466.
Vaughan, John. Welsh verses by him,

1 66 1. 2552.
Vaughan, Richard, earl of Carbery, d.

16S6. Notes on his pedigree, 1662.

2616.
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Vanghan, Robert, of Hengwrt, d. 1666.
British antiquities revived (about the
old Princes of Wales, and lord Car-

bery's pedigree), 1662. 2616.— Corrigenda to his British Antiquities,
1663. 2647.— Annotated Caradoc's British Annals,
1663. 2647.

Vaughan, William (?), engraver. Men-
tioned. 16S0. P. xlvii.

Vaulting Master. See Stokes, Will.,

1652.
Vaux, Francis, of Queen's coll., Oxford.

In the praise of Typography, verses,
about 1658. 2373.— Klegy on the death of John Cleave-
land by Philomnsus Philoponus,
1658. 2418.

Vayer, F. de La Mothe Le. See La
Mothe . . .

Veale, rev. Henry. Mentioned. 3049.
Vecci, patriarch. See Becci.

Verney, Elizabeth. See Peyto, Eliza-

beth.

Vegetables, 1660. See Sharrock, Robert.
Venice. Poems on Venice and Rome, in

Latin and Greek, 1656. 2313.— Elogium Venetiarum per H. Stubbe,
165S. 2414.

Venning, rev. Ralph, of London. Prayers
by him and others, 1662. 2614.

Venti. See Winds.

Ventriloquism. Mentioned, 1655. 2274.
Veratius, Jobus, d. 1571. Latin pref. to

Condones Latinae. 1660. 2489.
Veritate Christianse Religionis, de . . .

See Grotius, Hugo.
Verman, George, of Ex. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660 (' G. V.'). 2466.
Verneuil, John. Nomenclator (1642),

mentioned. 2241.— See p. 444.

Vernon, Francis, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Mentioned, 165S. 2372.— Oxonium poema, authore F. V., 1667.

2760.
v\'ith Errata. 2761.

Vernon, James, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1667. 2760-I.
Verses, 1667. See Peers, Richard.
Versus retrogradi et rhopalici. See Blu-

merel, Johannes, 1679.

Venis, Hilarius = Degory Whear. See

Barksdale, Clement, 1662.

Verus Christianus, 1668. See Stokes,
David.

Very Woman. See Massinger, Philip.
Vestments. Omission of a rubric about

them, in an Oxford Prayer Book,
16S0. 3286.

Via ad pacem, i66d. See White, Wil-
liam.

View of the Civil . . . Law, 1662. See

Ridley, sir Thomas.

Villiers, George, duke of Buckingham,
d. 1628. Laud's prayer for him.

2770.
Villiers, George, duke of Buckingham,

d. 1687. His Rehearsal (.1671; men-

tioned, 1673. 2988.
Vilvain, Robert. Cotnpend of Chrono-

graph)/ mentioned, 1654. After no.

2265. P. 470.— Note on the University arms which
he used in printing, 1654 {f^ft^f no.

2265). P. 470.

Vincent, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466-7.
Vindiciae Academiarum, 1654. See

Ward, bp. Seth.

Vindicix' Academiae Oxon., 1662. See

Harmar, John.
Vindiciae Evangelicse. See Owen, John,

1655-
Vindiciae Justificationis. See Eyre, Wil-

liam, 1654.
Vindiciae Literarum, 1654. ^^^ Hall,

Thomas.

Violet, Thomas. Note of his being
master-worker of the Mint at Ox-
ford in 1643, &c. After no. 2430.

Virginia, U.S.A. Mentioned, 1632. P.

447-

Virginitate, de, 1669. See Kornmannns,
Henricus.

Visitation Articles. See the Diocese or

Archdeaconry.
Visscher, Nicholas, father and son. Bible

illustiations, engraved by them, 1677.

3130*.
Visscher, Nicolaiis. Mentioned, 16S0.

3253-
Vocal Organ, 1665. See Price, Owen.
Volunteers, 1667. See Oxford, 894.
Volvelle. Example in 2203 (1652).

Vorstius, Conrad. See p. 4-;5.

Voistius, Josephus. Praefatio ad Geo-

graphiam Cluverii, 1624. 2332.
Vortigern. Founded Oxford (!), 1678.

3166.
Voskyns, type-founders in Amsterdam.

Mentioned, 166S-70. P. xxxiv.

Vossius, G. J. Theses theologicae, 1631

(Errat-^ discussed). Pp. 446-7.— Latin letter to him from archbp.
Ussher, 1647. 2533.— Rhetorices coiitraclse libri, 5, 1651.
2183.

1655. 2284.
1664. 2676.
1672. 2951.— Pra?fatio a<i Vitas Corn. Nepotis,

1675. 3066.— De Cornelio Nepote, 1678. 3185.

R r 2
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Vossius, G.J. VitaSallustii, 167S. 3195.

Vossius, Isaacus. Argumenta mag.
Tombes contra Vossium refelluntur

per H. Savage, 1655. 2281.
— Latin notes on Jnstinus, 1669. 2832.— In Oxford, 1670. 1670 ann.— De poematiim Cantu, et viribus

Rythmi, 1673. 2991.— Lends three MSS, to dr. Fell, 1674.

3066.— Mentioned, 1677, 1678, 1679. P.

xliii
;
no. 3179 ; p. xlv.— De Sibyllinis aliisqne Oraculis : acce-

dit Responsio ad Objectiones, 1679.

3237.— De Sibyllinis Oraculis, 1680. 3282.
Votivum Carolo, 1660. See Woodstock.
Votum pro pace, 1678. See Sail, An-

drew.

Vulgaria. See Merriot, Thomas.

Vyner, sir Robert. Dedn. to him, 1675.

3035, no. II.

W.

W. Perhaps a printer at the Sheldonian

Press, 1672. 2939.
W., B., 1673. See Woodroffe, dr. Ben-

jamin.
W., G. No prae-cxistence of Souls, 1667,

mentioned, 1666. 2755.
W., H., 1652. See Wilkinson, dr. H.

W,, H., of Wadham coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1658. 2363.
W., H. Edited his father-in-law James

Bacon's Catechism. &c., 1660. 2478.
W., J., fictitious Oxford printer. Occurs,

1663. 2648.
W., J., b.D., P.L. Letter addressed to

him, by D. F., 1663. 2648.
W., N., 1676. See Williams, Nathaniel.

W., R., i6ni. See Whitehall, Robert.

W., R., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
W., R., of Line, coll., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
W., R., 1655. See Wickens, Robert.

W., R., 1662. See Walden, Richard.

W., R., 1674, See Whitehall, Robert.

W., S.
, 165S. See Woodford, Samuel.

W., T., 1654. ^^^ Weaver, Thomas.
W., T. 4 Latin verses about Latin

grammar, on an engraving, 1672.
2929.

Wangler, David. See Parens, David.

Waferer, Will., of New coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Wagstaffe, John, of Oriel coll., Oxford.

No. 2430 (1659) was wrongly attii-

buted to him.— Verses, 1660. 2466.— Historical reflections on the Bishop of

Rome, 1660. 2535.

Wahrsager, 1671. See Hardy, George.
Wake, Isaac. Rex Platonicus, sive de

Jacobi Regis ad Acad. Oxon. ad-

ventu narratio (1605) ed. 6", 1663:
cum oratione ejusdem de Joh. Rai-
noldo (1607). 2628.

Walbank, Frances, of Souldern. Funeral
sermon on her by T. Hodges, 1652.

2195-
Walden, Richard, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660 (by
' Robert' Walden).

2466.— lo ruminans, by R. W., 1662. 2620*.— Panaletha, by K. W., 1662. 2620**.— Palinodia, by R. W., 1662. 2620***.— His Parnassus aboriens, 1664, re-

ferred to. 2620***.

Walden, Robert. See Walden, Richard.

Walenburch, Adrianus and Petrus. Latin

letters to them, 1676-7. 3265.
Wales. The sovereignty of the three

Princes of Wales in ancient times,
&c. : .f£^ Vaughan, Robert, 1662.— British Annals, 1663. See Caradoc.—

Description of Wales, 1663. See
Prise, sir John.—

Printers, &c. Welsh publishers for

Oxford-printed books, 1671. App.
F.

Walker, sir Edward. Dedn. to him,

1674. 3011.
Walker, dr. Obadiah. Mentioned, 1668,

1669. App. D. I. ; p. xxxv.— His Logic referred to, 1673. 2974.— Ars Rationis ad mentem Nominalium
(an anonymous Logic), 1673. 2992.— Of Education {anon.'), 1673. 2993.
2nd ed., 1673. 2994.—-— 3rd ed., 1677. 3161.— Edited Occam's Logica, 1675. 3067.— Paraphrase and Aimotations upon all

the Epistles of. St. Paul (m two

parts), 1675. 3081.— Mentioned, 1677. 3295.— Accused in Parliament. 1678 ann.— His part in Spelman's Vita Ailfredi,

1678. 3197.— A treatise on Optic-glasaes attributed

to him, 1679. 3208.— Mentioned, 16S0. 3253.— Possibly editor of Catholico-Romanus

Pacifieus by J. Barnes, 16S0.

3259-— Of the Benefits of Our Saviour to

Mankind, 1680. 3283.
Walker, dr. Thomas, master of Univ.

coll., Oxford. Verses, 1660. 2467.
Wall, dr. John, canon of Ch. Ch., Ox-

ford. 3 poems (English, Latin and

Greek), 1650. Verses 1650, 1654,

1660, 1661, 1662. 2195*, 2243;
2466 ; 2467 ; 2543 ; 2578.
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Wall, dr. John. Ramus olivae, a Latin

sermon, 1653. 2237.— Christian Reconcilement, a sermon on
Rom. V. II, 1658. 2419.— Dedn. to him, 1660. 2531.— Solomon in solio, concio Oxoniae

habita. May i, 1660. 2536.— A divine Theatre (sermon), 1662.

2617.
\Vall, William, of Qu. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1670. 2844.
Waller, Ann, d. 1664. See Harcourt,

lady Ann.

Waller, Edmund. Verses, i666. 2746.— Reference to his
' Gloriana '. 2869.

Waller, sir William. Mentioned, 1660.

2470-1.
John, d. 1703. Cited, 1651Wallis, dr.

aim.— Verses in praise of Camden (1652 1).

2186,— Edited Oughtred's Clavis in 1652.

2203.— Granimatica lingiias Anglicans, 1653.

2238.
2nd ed., 1664. '2,%1'J.

4th ed., 1674. 3028.
5th ed., 1676. 3127,— Mens sobria, concio in die Cinernm,

165 1 cum Expositione Epistolae
Pauli ad Titum (1654) et quaestioni-
bus theologicis (1654). 2356.— Elenchus Geometrise Hobbianse, 1655.

2285.— Due correction for Hobbes, in answer
to the Six Lessons, 1656. 2315.— Opera mathemalica (duo partes),

1656-7. 2357, 2316.— Reasons showing the consistency of

the place of Custos Archivorum with

that of a Savilian professor, 1657

{anon.). 2325.— Hobbiani Puncti dispunctio (in Eng-
lish), 1657. 2355.— Operum Mathematicorum pars prima,

1657- 2357.— Poem by him on mrs. Margaret Cor-

bet, with anagrams, 1657. 2359.— Mentioned, 1658. 2368.— The Savilian Professor's (i. e. Wallis's)
Case stated (and refuted) by H.

Stubbe, 1658. 2371.— Edited Conwierciiim epistolicum (which
contains 17 of his letters, 1657-9),

1658. 2380.— Verses on mrs. Wilkinson,"i659. 2459.— Traclatus duo, De cycloide et cissoide,

1659. 2461.— Greek poem, peculiarly arranged,
1662. 2578.— Hobbius fleauton-timorumenos (on
Hobbes's Dialogues), 1662. 2618.

Wallis, dr. John. Mentioned (with plate
of his ceiling for the Sheldonian),
1663. 2735.— Mentioned, 1665. 2724.—

Designed flat ceiling of Sheldonian
Theatre. 2816.— T. Hobbes Quadratura circuli, &c.,

confutata, authore J. Wallis, 1669.

2842.
denuo refutata, eodem authore,

1669. 2843.— Edited treatises of Archimedes and

Eutocius, 1675. 3095.— The Resurrection asserted, a Sermon
on I Cor. XY. 20, 1679. 3238.

Walls, George, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 167c. 2844.
Walpergen, Peter, letter-founder. Pro-

bably arrived in Oxford in Eeb.

i67§ ('Walburg'). P. xl.

Walsall. Letter written from Walshall

(Apr. 10, 16^3). 1308*. P. 461.

Walton, bp. Brian. Dr. John Owen's
Considerations on the Prolegomena
and Appendix of Walton's Polyglot,

1659. 2455.
\^allon, Isaac. His Life of Sanderson

referred to, 1678. 3167.
Want of Church Government. See

Jeanes, Henry, ] 653.

Wantage, co. Berks. Theological dis-

pute there, 1656. 2300.— Proclamation prohibiting Wantage
fair, Sept. 21, 1665. 2682.

Waple, Edward, of St. John's coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1669, 1670. 2814,
2844.

Ward, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654, 1660. 2243, 2466.
Ward, Mary. Love letters to her from

H. Marten and R. Pettingall, with

three of her replies, 1662. 2602.—
1663. 2643.

Ward, Philip, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Ward , bp. Seth.

2203.— A philosopliical essay on the Being of

God, &c., 1652 [anon.]. 2209.
2nd ed., 1655. 2286.

3rd ed., 1667.

4th ed., 1667. 2790.
5th ed., 1677. 3162.— De Comelis, 1652. See after no.

22og.— De Cometis, et in I. BulHaldi Astro-

nomiam inquisitio, 1653. 2239.— Vindiciae Academiarum, 1654. 2251.— A philosophical Essay, by S. W., 2nd

impression, 1655. 2286.— Idea Trigonometriae, in usum juventu-
tis Oxoniensis. Item de Cometis et

Mentioned, 1652.
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Inquisitio in Bullialdi Astronomiam,

1654. 2263.
Ward, bp. Seth. Dedn. to him, 1656.

2316.
In T. Hobbii Philosophiam exercitatio

epistolica ad Joh. Wilkinsium, 16.^6.

2317.— Pedn. to him. 1657. 2335.— Mentioned, 1658. 2368.— Verses, 1660. 2466.— Mentioned, 1665, J 667. 2724 ; 2760-
I.— Dedns. to him, 1671, 1677. 2914,

3157.
Warham, archbp. William, d. 1532.

Dedn. to him, 1679. 3221.

Warmstrey, Thomas. Mentioned. 2237
{cataL').

Waring, Robert. For his pseudonym
Basilius Fhilomusus (1648), see p.

468.

Warneford, Edmund, of Highworth, co.

Wilts. Funeral sermon on him, by
T. Hauskins, 1649. 2169.

Warner, rev. John. Diatriba Fidei, or a

Discourse of Faith, 1657. 2358.
Warre, Richard, of C.C.C, Oxford.

Three Greek epigrams by him, in

'^owii.Archxologia Attica (1649 on).
2262.

— Verses, 1658. 2410-11.
Warren, Richard, of St. John's coll., Ox-

ford. Verses, 1670. 2844.
.Warwick. Assize sermon at Warwick,

dedicated to the County, 1662. 2607.
Wase, Christopher, d. 1690. Elected

architypographus at Oxford, but not

allowed to perform his duties as

such, 1671. P. xxxvii.— Recommendation by the Univ. of

Oxford of him and his enquiries
about Free Schools, 1673. 2984-5.— Translated sir John Spelman's Life of

^^r£^ into Latin, 1678. 3197.— Considerations concerning Free-

Schools, as settled in England, 1678.

3198.
Washington, U.S.A. The Surgeon

General's Office Index Catalogue
mentioned. 3097.

Watch. Use of a horologinm amlntla-

toriuin in 165431 Oxford, for scienti-

fic purposes. 2316.
Waterhouse, Edward, F.R.S. Humble

apology for Learning, 1653. 2212.

Watermarks. See Books—Paper.
Watkins, Catharine, afterw. lady Foulis.

See Foulis, sir David and lady Catha-

rine, 1674.

Watkins, John, of Queen's, Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.
Watkins, Richard. Newes from the dead

(Anne Green's recovery after being

hung), 1651. 2158.
Watkins, Richard. Newes from the dead.

2nd impression with addns. 2159-61.
2nd impression enlarged. 2162.

Watson, rev. ,
of London. Prayers

by him and others, 1662. 2614.
Watson, Richard. His Liberty in the

Britannick Church (1661) referred

to, 16S0. 3259.
Watts, rev. Henry, of St. Clement's,

Oxford. The Oxford Wonder, an

account of his trance and recovery

(1660?}. 2472* (p. 470).— another ed., London {c. 1770?), with

title
' The Surprising Wonder of

Dr. Watts'. 2472** (p. 470).
London (iSth cent). 2472***

fp. 470).

Weaver, Thomas. Songs and foems, by
T. W., 1654, mentioned. P. 458.

Webbe, Joan, widow of William Webbe.

Mentioned, 1660. 2498.— Owned the Excerpta Statutorum,

Oxon., till 1669-70. 2875 (see

App. F).

Webbe, William, Oxford bookseller and

publisher, d. 1652. See App. F.

— Mentioned, 1639. 3060.— Verses, 1650. 2195*.— Some of his books were apparently
taken over by T. Robinson, after

1652. 2242.
Webbe, William, Oxford publisher, d.

1652. Mentioned as having owned
editions of Grotius de Veritate Christ.

Relig., 1660. 2498.
Webster, John. Academiarum Examen

(an invective agst. Universities), 1654.

2252.
His Acade?>iiarum Exatnejt criti-

cised by Seth Ward, 1654. 2251.

Weeden, John, of Oxford. Mentioned,

1669. P. 471.

Weedon, William. Name in a fictitious

list of 1667. 1666 ann.

Weights and Measures. Note of three

kinds of mile used in Oxfordshire,

1677. 3130.— Table of (Hebrew) weights and

measures, 1679. 3243-7-
Welbeck, co. Notts. Regulations for

horse-racing near Welbeck, 1662.

2587*-
Weldon, Robert, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1650. 2195*.

Wells, rev. Edward. Corrected name in

index of Vol. i. P. 4.S2.

Wells, Jeremiah, of St. John's coll., Ox-

ford. Poems upon divers occasions,

1667 {anonymous). 2791-2.— Verses, 1669. 2814.
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Welsh. See Jones, Richard, 1652.— Carol o gryngor by M. Owen (the
second Welsh printing at Oxford),
1658. 2406.— See Drexelius, 166 1.— Short grammatical pieces, 167 1.

2886, 2889.— Y Ffvdd, by C. Edwards, 1671.
2886, 2889.— Profiad yr Ysprydion, by R. Davies,

1675. 3055.— A Welsh version of the Church Cate-

chism, with notes (1682), mentioned,

1679. 3216.
Wenman, Ferdinando, of Mngd. coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1670. 2844,2845.
Wenman, sir Francis. Dedn. to him,

with arms, 1677. 3130.
Wenman, Philip, lord Wenman, d. 16S6.

Dedn. to him, 1672. 2925.
Wenman, Thomas, lord Wenman, d.

1665. Dedn. to him, 1653. 2222.
Wentworlh Proclamations. These are

now in the Bodleian.

Wesley, John. Mentioned, 1750. 2600.

Wesley, John and Charles. Mentioned.

2969.
Wesseling, Peter. Edited Simson's

Chronicon in 1752. 2206.

West, George, Oxford publisher. Occurs

1669-74. A pp. 1'.— 1662. See after 2Go^.
West, N. Supposed author of Imago

Sveculi, by N. W., 1676. 3128.
West Barbary, 1671. See Addison,

Lancelot,

West Indies. Trees, shrubs, &c., there,

1659. 2450.
Westminster School. See London—

Westminster,

Westmorland. Projected history, 1677 :

see Machell, Thomas.

Weston, John, of Ch. Ch., Oxford..

Verses, 1670. 2845.
Westrow, Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Wharton, George. Correction of the

account of his A strologicall judge-
ment, 1645. P- 463-

Wharton, Philip, lord, d. 1696. Men-

tioned, 1669. 2827.
Wharton, Philip, of St. Edm. hall, Ox-

ford. Verses, 1671. 2869.
Wharton, dr. Thomas, d. 1673. Men-

tioned, 1656. 2292.
Whatley. See Wheatley, co. Oxon.

Whear, Degory. Relectiones hyemales
de ratione et methodo legendi hi-

storias, ed. 4*, 1662. 2619-20.
Wheatley, co. Oxon. Case of Powell v.

All Souls about land at
'

Whatley',
1656. 2291.

1726. Poem,

Wheeler, rev. Maurice. Designed some

Coptic type, for dr. Fell, abt. 1667.
P. xxxii.— The Oxford Almanack for 1673.

2957.— Oxtord sheet almanack for 1673.

2958-
Wheelock, Abraham. Account of him,

1663. 2631.
When a twister . . . See no. 3028

(Wallis).

Whewell, dr. William, d. i?66. Edited

and translated Sanderson on Con-

science, 185 1. P. 464.

Whichcote, dr. Benjamin, of Cambridge.
Dedn. to him, 1656. 2316.

Whiddon, Francis, d. 1657. -^ golden

Topaz, sermon on Heb. xiii, 18,

1656. 2318.
Whitby, dr. Daniel, d.

i66o. 2466.— Romish doctrines, 1664, mentioned.

2646** (P- 470-— Aos irov aiw, or an Answer to Si/re

Footing [by J. S(erjeant)] and Fiat
Z«.ar [by J. V. C(ane)], 1666. 2759.—

A070S T^9 tlicTfais or an Endeavour to

evince the certainty of the Christian

Faith, 1671. 2914.
White, rev. Alexander, of Aberdeen.

Mentioned, 1660. 2515.
White, Anthony, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1650. 2195*.
White, Blase, of Ch.Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
White, Gilbert, d. 1728. Verses, 1669,

1671. 2814, 2869.
White, John, of Dordrecht. Mentioned,

1672. P. xxxix.

White, Rich., of St. John's and St. Mary
hall, Oxford. Verses, 1662. 2578.— Elected proctor, 1668. 1668 fl««.

White, Robert, engraver at Oxford. En-

graved a large frontispiece for

Wood's Historia Univ. Oxon., 1674.
2996.— Engraved the Oxford sheet almanac of

1674- 3295-— Stated to have assisted Loggan in his

Oxonia Illustrata, \(i1i^. 3035.— Engraved botanical plates, 1680.

P. xlvii.— Made l^r

trait of

3253-
White, Sampson, mayor of Oxford in

1661. Shares in a proclamation,
with the Vice-Chancellor, 1661.

2567.
\\ hite, Thomas. Letter from him, 1657 .

2380.
White, Thomas, Jesuit, (/. 1679. Lived

Pitt's English Atlas, Por-

King Charles ii, 1680.
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in Oxford under the Commonwealth.

1679 ann.

White, \Vill.,ofCh.Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
White, William, rector of Pusey, d. 1678.

Gulielmi Phalerii (i.
e W. White) ad

Grammaticen Ordinariam Supple-

menta, ed. 2, 2209*.— Via ad pacem ecclesiasticam, mon-
stratore beato Paulo ; accessit de

Hoereticis Grotii judicium auctore

Gul. Phalerius (i.
e. W. White), 1660.

2537-
White, William. Verses, 1673. 2979.
Whitehall. See London— IVkiieka//.

Whitehall, dr. Robert, fell, of Merton

coll., Oxford, d. 1683. Tex^V^o^^-

fMoya/jiia, or the Marringe of Arms
and Arts, 1651. 2163.

Whitehall, Robert, of Merton coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1654, i65o, 1661,
1662. 2243; 2466-7, 2543,
2578.— Richardo Cromwell cancellarioOxoni-

ensi carmen gratulatorium, 1657.

2326.— Carmen gratulatorium Edvardo Hyde,
Cancellario Oxon., (1660). After
no. 2476 (the same as next item).— Viro honoratissimo Edv. Hyde Can-
cellario Carmen gratulatorium . . .

R. Whitehall (Lat. and English,
1 661). 2544.— Verses to him at Astrop Wells, by
E. Gayton (with reply in MS.), 1666.

2745-— Verses to Mary More by
' R. W.', on

her giving a picture of Sir Thomas
More (really of Thomas Cromwell),
1674. 3029.— Urania, a description of the painting
(in the) Sheldonian Theater at

Oxon., in verse, 1669. 2818.

Whitehall, Robert. 'E^ddnxov lepov.
Iconum (Biblicarum) Explicatio
(cum 258 iconibus), 1677. S^SO*-

Whitehead, John, Quaker. Afam/esta-
tion of Tntth (1662), mentioned.

2441.
Henry. Mentioned, 167 1.Whitefield,

2905.
Whilford, David.

2543, 2578.
Whitgift, archbp. John.

1602. P. 455.— Account of him, 1662.

Whitley, Thomas, of Ch.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Whittington, Robert. Note ofa copy of his

De heteroclitis nominibus. P. 452.
Whole Duty of Man. See AUestree, dr.

Richard.

Verses, i66r, 1662,

Dedn. to him,

2585-
Ch., Oxford.

Whorwood, Brome. Mentioned, 1679*
1679 ann.

Whyte, Thomas, of C.C.C, Oxford.

Mentioned, as Proctor in 1633.

1656 ann.

Wiat, Gulielmus, See Wyatt, Wil-
liam.

Wicchamico-Albanum musseum. Dr.
Richard Zouche's description of his

study, he being a Wykehamist and
Princ. of St. Alban hall, Oxford,

1657. 2361.
Wickens, Robert. Latium et Lyceum.

Graeca cum Latmis (a grammar),
1654. 2264.— Complete concordance of the English
Bible, by R. W., 1655. 2287.

Wickham wakened. Wickham wakened,
or the Quaker's Madrigal, 1672.

2952.
Wickham, John, of Univ. coll., Oxford.

Latin speech, 1677. 3148.
Widdowes, G. Note on his Schismatical

Puiitan, 1630. P. 456.
Wife, 1672-3, See Overbury, sir

Thomas.

Wigan, William. Verses, 1661. 2543.
Wild, John. Verses, 1660. 2540.
Wild, Robert. Verses, 1660. 2540.
Wilde, bp. George. Love's Hospital (or

Lovers' Hospital) played l^efore the

King, 1636. Afterno. 2269.
Wilkins, dr. John, warden of Wadham

coll., Oxford. Mentioned. 1651
ann.— Mentioned, 1653. App. D. I.— Letter from liim (' N. S.') to Seth

Ward, 1654. 2251.— Ad eum Sethi Ward exercitatio in

T. Hobbii philosophiam, 1656.
2317.— Dedns. to him, 1657, 1659. 2335,
2357; 2463.— Reference to his quest for a Universal
character for writing and translitera-

tion, 1659. 2455.
Wilkinson, mrs. Elizabeth, d. 1654.

Autobiography, and funeral sermon
with verses, 1659. 2459.

Wilkinson, dr. Henry, priiic. of Magd.
hall, Oxford,

'

Long Harry ',
d. 1675.

Preface (by
' H. W.') to Bradford's

Repentance, 1652. 2191.— Condones tres, cum tractatu de Die

Dominico, 1654. 2265.— Dedicn. to him, 1657. 2357.— The hope of Glory, a funeral sermon
on mrs. Margaret Corbet, with poem,
1657- 2359.
2nd ed., i66o. 2538.— Condones sex . . . tractatus duo . . .

Epistolarum decas . . . Oratio in
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Schola Moralis Philoscphiae, 1658.

2420.
Wilkinson, dr. Henry. The Gospel-Em-

bassy, an Act sermon, 1658. 2421.— Condones duse apnd Academicos

habitas, 1658-9. 2462.— Letter commendatory from him, with

list of worthies of his Hall, 1659.

2437-— Recommendation of H. Hurst's Ser-

mons, 1659 and i66o. 2447,2500.— Narrative of his wife's Life, and verses

on her(?„ 1659. 2459.— Mentioned, 1660. 2472*.— Letter to him from S. B. Chylinski,

i6|§, mentioned. 2423.— Verses, 1660, 1661. 2466-7, 2543.— Mentioned, 1660. 2478.— Three decads of (University) sermons,
1660. 2539.— Preface by him, 1660. 2481.— Catalogus librorum in bibliotheca

Aulae Magdalenje, 1661. 2545.— Resigned his headship, 1662. 1662

atin.

Wilkinson, dr. Henr\', of Magd. hall and

coll., Oxford. ' Dean Henry ', d.

1690. Mentioned, 1660. 2472*.— Characters of a Sincere Heart, 1674.

3030-
Wilkinson, dr. John, pres. of Magdalen,

Oxford, d. 1650. Mentioned.

2545-
Wilkinson, dr. John, princ. of Magd. hall,

Oxford. Latin letter to hini fr. H.

Wilkinson, 1653. 2420.
William iii, king of England (William,

Henry, prince of Orange). Men-
tioned. 2543.— Visited Oxford, Dec. 1670. 16'jo ann.— Regulations for his visit to Oxford as

Prince of Orange, 1670. 2858.— Mentioned, 1672. 1672 aun.— Note of his marriage, 1677. 1677
ann.

William, Oxford illuminator, 126S.

App. C, no. 35 c.

William, Oxford illuminator, 1374-1426.

App. C, no. 91.
William de Coventry, Oxford scribe, c.

1210-20. App. C, no. 10 ?'.

William Henry, prince of Orange. See

William iii, king of England.
Williams, bp. Griffith. Note of a 2nd

issue of his Viiidicise, Jxegum, i64§.
P. 459.— Sermon (1644), mentioned. 2242.

Williams, rev. John. Concio (Rev. x. i),

1597- 179 (P- 439)-

Williams, sir John, of St. J. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1660, 1661, 1662.

2467, 2543, 2578.

Williams, John, of Jes. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669. 2814.
Williams, dr. John, princ. of Jesus col-

lege, Oxford. See corrn. of vol. i,

p. 364 (p. 452).
Williams, John, of Cambridge. Men-

tioned, 1679. 3216.
Williams, Lettice. Her foundation at

New college, Oxford, mentioned,

1642. 2565.
Williams, Nathaniel, of Jes. coll., Oxon.

A Pindarique Elegy on Dr. Willis,

1675 {ano}2.}. 3082.
Appended to the Imago Seculi,

1676. 3128.— Imago Soeculi . - . Four characters (in

verse), by N. W., 1676. 3128.
Williams, Roger. Dedicn. to him, 1651.

2175.
Williams, Thomas, a milliner in Oxfor

A fire occurred in his shop in 1642.
P. 458.

Williams, Thomas, mayor of Oxford,

1653-4. Refuses to sign order for

punishment of quakeresses, 1654.
2245.

W illiams, Thomas, son of David, of

Corndon. Dedn. to him, 1663.

2631.
Williams, sir Walter, d. 1695. Dedicn.

to him, 1658. 2383.
Williams College, Williamstown, U.S.A.

Mentioned, 1927. P. 441.
Williamson, sir Joseph, of Queen's, Ox-

ford, Secretary of State, d. 1701.
French poem, 1651. 2158.— Anglo-Saxon and French poems, 1654.
2243.— Verses, 1660. 2466.— Letter to him from D. Elzevir, 1660,
mentioned. 3060.— Edited for a time the London Gazette,

1670. 3289.— One of the Oxford Press Committee,
167 1. P. xxxvi.— Dedns. to him, 1671, 1674, 1675, 1676,
1678. 2878, 3026, 3035, no. 18,

3121, 3179.— Letters to him from dr. Thomas Smith,
in Latin, 1672. 2948.—

Mentioned, 1674. P. xlii.— Note c*" his Secretaryship of State,

1674-9, 16S0 an7i., p. xxxvi.— Deed making him one of a Committee
for Oxford printing, 1674. App. D,
VH.— General account of his connexion with
the Oxford Press. Pp. xxxvii, xlv,
xlvi.

Willis, Hugh, of New coll., Oxford.
Latin rhythmical piece, by hifn, 1652.
2189.
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Willis, dr. Thomas, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1651. 2158.— Verses, 1662. 2578.— Dedn. to him, 1666. 2758.— Mentioned, 1667. 2760-I.—
Pathologise cerebri specimen, 1667.

2793— Portrait of him, by Loggan. 2793.— His Arms engraved, 1672. 2917.— De anima Brutorum, 1672. 2953 (4°),

2954 (8°).— Pharmaceutice rationalis (pars i),

1674. 3032.
Pars secunda, 1675 (with Latin Life

of the author by Fell). 3083.
1678. 3199.— Pharmaceutice rationalis, ed. tertia

(both parts), 1679-8). 3239.— A Pindarique elegy on him (by N.

Williams), 1675. 3082.— Mentioned, 1677. 3130.
Willis, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2158.
Willis, William, of Line, coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Willis, Will., of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1660. 2467.
Willoughby, Charles, fellow of Merton

coll., Oxford. Mentioned, 1664.
2691.—

Verses, 1660. 2466.
Wilmot, Charles, eail of Rochester,

d. 1681. Owned Whitehall's Bible

illustrations, 1677. 3130*, .

Wilmot, John, earl of liochester, d. 1680.

English poem written by him at the

age of 12, 1660. 2466.— Verses by him, 1661. 2543.— Funeral sermon on him, by K. Parsons,
1680. 3274.

Wilmot, John, Oxford bookseller. Men-
tioned, 16S0. 3263.— As Oxford publisher. Occurs 1664-76.

App. F.

Wilson, Grindal, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Wilson, dr. John, d. 1674. Cheerful

Ayres or Ballads (Cantus primus,
Cantus secundus, Bassus), 1660.

2476.— 1663. 2654.
Wilton house, near Salisbury. The house,

&c., described in Latin verse, 1658.

2364.— The library mentioned. P. 451.
Winchcombe in Gloucestershire. Dis-

putation there, 1653. 2225.
Winchester College. See Robinson,

Hugh.— Mentioned. 2212.— Itt Catilinarias proditiones Odes 6

(1585 : no. 70), and In Guil. Parry

Odce (1585: 61**), mentioned as in

the College Library. Pp. 436-7.
Winchester College. Nos. 2189-90

(1652) are a Wykehamist book.— Hugonis Lloyd Phrases elegantiores,
in usum Scholae Winton, 1654.

2256.— Poems by Wykehamists on the death
of the hon. Charles Capell, 1656.

2296.— Mentioned, 1658. 2364.— Dedn. to law students of Winchester
and New collej^e, 1660. 2542.— Much of dr. Sharrock's De Finibus
Virtutis are sermons preached in the

Cathedral, 1673. 2987.—
Engraving of the College by D. Log-
gan, 1675. 3035. no- 21.

Winds. Schema omnium ventorum, 1653.

2235-— See Bohun, R., 1671.

Windsor, Thomas, lord Windsor de Stan-

well, d. 1642. Dedication to him,
1622. 501 (p. 45?)-

Wines. Proclamation about the prizing
of Wines, 1666. 2734.
1667. 2776.

Winnard, dr. Thomas, of St. J. coll., Ox-
ford. Verses, 1660, 1661. 2467,
2543-

Winship, dr. George P. Pp. 445, 454,

462,

Winterton, dr. Ralph. His English trans-

lation of Drexelius on Eternity, men-
tioned. 2552.

Winyard, Thomas. Note of a Latin tr.

of his Owl at At/iens {16^8), entitled

Noctua Athenis. P. 465.

Wise, Francis. Mentioned, 1722. 3197.
Wiseman, bp. Capell. Poem, 1658.

2370.
Wiseman, Robert, of Oxford. Note of

his straw-work, 1677. 3130.— Le Blazon, or . . . the art of Heraldry,

1678. 3200.
(1679?). 3239, 3240.

Wit in a Constable. See Glapthorne,

Henry.
Wither, Anthony. Verses by him, 1652.

2189-90.
Withins, Francis, of St. John's, Oxford.

Poem, 1651. 2160.

Witney. Rowe's Tragicomoedia, a rela-

tion of an accident there during the

playing oi Rlucedortis, 1653. 2221,
cf. 2237.

Witsen, Nicolas, burgomaster of Amster-

dam. Presented some Coptic type
to the University, abt. 1690. Pp. xix,

xxxii.

Wolfenblittel. Description of the Bibl.

Augusta sive Guelpherbytana there,
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by John Dury, 1650. 2035* (p.

466).

WoUebius, Johannes, d. 1629. Com-
pendium Theoiogire Christiance, ed.

novissima, 1655. 2288.

1657. 2360.
1661. 2577.

Wolvercote. See Oxford, 162**.

Womock, dr. Lawrence. His Arcana

Dogmattim (1659) referred to. 2433.— His Examination of Tilenus (1658)
and Arcana Dogfualum (1659), tioth

anonymous, mentioned. 2444.— The Solemn League arraigned, 1660,
mentioned. 2475.

Wonder of Wonders. See Burdet, W.,
1651.

Wood, Anthony. An English poem,
1 65 1, under his name: probably by
Edw. Wood. 2160.— Published 5 sermons of his brother

Edward, with preface, 1656. 2319.
2nd ed., 1674. 3033.— Honoured in 1669 as author of the

Hist. Univ. Oxon. 1669 a««.— Announcement of his forthcoming Hist.

of the Univ. of Oxford, 1670. 2865.— Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis

Oxoniensis, 1674 (with an account of

the contents and the compilation of

it). 2996.
The University buys 100 copies of

his Historia Univ. Oxon., 1675 ;
and

pays him ;^50 (in addition to £,\oo

in 1670). Pp. xlii, xliii, and 2996.—
Special engraved C, with his arms and

crest, 1674. 2996.—
Epistola Thomae Hobbes ad eum,
1674. 2998*.— Printed paper by R. Peers about Wood
omitting Peers' name in his Hist.

Univ. Oxon., 1674. 3021.— Went to Bath in 1676 to cure his deaf-

ness. 1675 atnt.

— Made to sign a Protestant declaration.

1678 ann.

Wood, Edward, of Merton coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1651. 2160.
— Yvo:aTi}v Tov Qecv . . . That which may

be known of God, &c. (5 sermons),

1656. 2319.
2nd ed., 1674. 3033-

Wood, mrs. Mary, of Oxford. Men-

tioned, 1669. P. xxxii.

Wood, Robert, of Lincoln coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1647. 2203.
Woodbridge, Benjamin. Mentioned,

1654. 2255.
Woodiield, — . Stated to have assisted

Loggan in his Oxonia Illustraia,

1675- 3035- cf. 3092. 3131.

Woodford, Samuel. Verses, 165S. 2363.

Woodhead, Abraham. His Considera-

tions on the Council of Trent, by
R. H., 1671, mentioned 1677.

3144.— A treatise on Optic-glasses, attributed

to him, 1679. 3208.— Mentioned, 1880. 3283.
Woodroffe, dr. Benjamin, d-i^ii. Verses,

1660, 1662, 1670, 1671. 2466,
2578, 2844, 2869.— Elected proctor, 1668. 166S ami.

— Somnium Navale (Latin poem, by
'B. W.'), 1673. 2995.

Woodstock. The Oxford Scholars going
to see the King at Woodstock (early

xvii). 2872.— Votivum Carolo (Greek, Latin, and

English verses on the Restoration,

1660: by the master and boys of

the Woodstock Grammar School).

2540.— Scene of an echo there, 1677. 3130.
Woodward, rev. Hezekiah, vicar of Bray.

Perhaps author of the Private Chris-

tiaiis A-on Ultra, 1656. 2306.
Woodward, dr. Michael, warden of New

coll., Oxford. Verses, 1661, 1662.

2543, 2578.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 20.

Woodward, Richard. Veises, 1660.

2540.
Wookey Hole, in .Somerset. Poem on it,

by H. Jacob, 1632. 2184-5.
Wool. Reasons for a limited Exportation

of Wool, 1677. 3163.—
Exportation of Wool, 1677: see C,
W. : Manley, Thomas.— See Smith, John, i7=;7.

Wcolley, John, of Trin. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1669, 1671. 2814, 2869.
Woolley Park, Wakefield. The Went-

worth Proclamations are now in the

Bodleian.— Proclamation of 1645 once there, men-
tioned. P. 462.

Worcester. Battle of Worcester, Sept. 3,

165 1. 1 65 1 ann., 2l']6 (a sermon).
Worcester—Printers, Vc. Oxford Press

books sold there, 1673-7. Pp. xl,

xli.

Worcester, Mass., U.S..'\. The Library
of the American Antiquarian Society
mentioned. P. 445.

Worcester, marquis of, i.e. Henry Somer-
set (of. 1699). See Somerset, Henry,
duke of Beaufort.

Worcestershire. Appeal from the Master
of Balliol college, Oxford, to the

gentry of Worcestershire to found

Fellowships in 'the Worcester Col-

ledge', i.e. Balliol, 1675. 3059-
Word of Exhortation, 1663, See P., G.
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Words. Strange words used in 1662-4.

2620*.

Wordsworth, bp. Christopher. Trans-

lated Sanderson on Conscience, 1877.
P. 464.

Wordsworth, rev. Christopher. His

Antieitt Kalendar mentioned. P. 453.

Workman, James, of Merton coll., Oxford.

Mentioned, 1672. 1672 a«w.

World. Atlas : see Pitt, Moses.

Worshipful, right. Title of Heads of

Houses at Oxford, 1669. 2836.
Worth, S., of Ch. Ch., Oxford. Verses,

1654. 2243.
Wotton, sir Henry. Account of him,

1663. 2631.
'

Wotton under Kdge, co. Glouc. See

Oldisworth, Giles.

Woudanus, Johannes. Dedn. to him,

1665. 2703-4.
Wouwerus, Johannes. Edited the De

Errore of Pirmicus, 1662. 2593.
Wren, sir Christopher. Verses, 1651,

1662. 2158, 2578.— Mentioned, 1663. P. xvi.

•— Erection of the Sheldonian Theatre at

Oxford, 1663-9. 1663-9 «««.
— Entertains Monconys at Oxford, 1663,

as
' Mr. Renes '. 2735.— Mentioned, 1665. 2724.— Praised as architect of the Sheldonian

Theatre, by C. Owen, 1669. 2816.— Mentioned, 1674. ^^74 ^'"''

— Note of his inventions, 1677. 313°
(P- 342).

Wren, Matthew. Monarchy asserted,

1659. 2463.— 2nd ed., 1660. 2541.— His Parentalia mentioned. 2816.

Wrench, William, Oxford printer. Men-
tioned, App. E.

Wrexham. Mentioned, 1671. 2886,
2889.

Wrigglesworth, Edw., of St. John's coll.,

Oxford. Verses, 1670. 2845.
Wright, Abraham. Verses by him, 1636,

mentioned. 2544.— Edited Parnassus Biceps, 1656.

2294.
Wright, Newport B., of archbp. Marsh's

Library, Dublin. Mentioned, 1926.
P. 467.

Wright, Richard, printer and publisher in

Oxford, 1 59 1. Mentioned. App. P'

(see p. 452 for a correction).

Wright, rev. Samuel. Referred to, 1675.

3049-
Wright, William. Mentioned, 1679.

1679 ^f^n.

Writing. Scheme for a universal writing,
or pasigraphy, by G. Dalgarno, 1657.

2335'

Writing. Quest for a universal character

for writing and transliterating, by dr.

John Wilkins, referred to, 1659.

2455-
Wroth, Will., of Magd. coll., Oxford.

Verses, 1654. 2243.
Wroughton, Charles, of Merton coll.,

Oxford. Bodleius (Latin speech on
sir Thomas Bodley), 1677. 3149,
of. 3148, 3152-3-

Wiirtemburg. Acta IViriembergensia

(15S4) mentioned. P. xlv.

Wiirtemberg, Eriderich, duke of. Note
of his visit to Oxford in August,

1592- P-
4.=i5-

Wyatt, William. Verses, 1660 (' Guliel-

mus Wiat ';. 2467.
Wyatt, William, of Ch. Ch., Oxford.

Verses, 1661. 2543.
W^yatt, William, of St. John's coll., Ox-

ford. Mentioned, 1663. 2634*.
Wycliffe, John, d. 13S4. Disputed Oxford

Literae Testimoniales in his favour,

1406. 2445.— Mentioned, 166S. 2794.
Wycombe, High. Ballad on the quakers

there (' Wickham wakened'), 1672.

2952.
Wykeham, East, near Louth. Iter Boreale

(a journey to Wykeham in 1637, in

Latin), by T. Master. 3065.
Wyndham, sir William. Dedns. to him,

1660. 2501.

Wynne, sir Richard, of Gwedir. Dedn.
to him, 1662. 2616.

Wynne, Roland. Dedn. to him, 1676.

3"8.
Wynne, Theodore, of Jesus coll., Oxford.

Poem, 1 65 1. 2160.

Wyse, Edward, gunsmith in Oxford.

Mentioned, 1655. 1655 ann.

X.

Xenophon. Cyropsedia, Grssce, 1670.

2867.
1674 c?)- 3034-
1676 (?). AJier no. 3128.

1679. 3241.

Y., E. Poem set to music by E. Y. (E.

Young?), 1668. 2805.
Y., J. ,

1 66 1. See Younger, John.
Yale university, Newhaven, U.S.A. Note

of a copy of the Oxford Diurnal

(no. 2057) in the Library. P. 467.
Yarnton. Mentioned, 1667 (Gazentona).

2760-1.
Yate, dr. Thomas. Mentioned, 1662,

1666. App. D. I; 2725,
Yate, dr. Thomas. One of the Oxford

Press Committee, 1671. P. xxxvi.
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Yate, dr. Thomas. His Arms engraved,
1672. 2917.— Mentioned, 1672. 2953.— Deed making him one of a Committee
for Oxford Printing, 1674., App. D.
VII.— Dedn. to him, 1675. 3035, no. 25.— Mentioned, 1669. 2836.— His advance of a large sum of money
alone enabled the printing of Oxford

Bibles, &c., to be taken up, 1675.

3084.
Yates,—, B.D., 1666. Referred to, 1666.

2725 6.

Year. Beginning of the year on Jan. i

or March 25. See Dates.

Yerbury, dr. Henry, of Magd. coll., Ox-
ford. A true accompt of the pro-

ceedings of Magd. coll. agst. him,
1663. 2626.

Ymholiad beunyddiol, 1658. .S^fiUssher,

archbp. James.
York—Printers, &c. Allowed to have

a press in 1662. P. xxxi.— Oxford press books sold there, 1674-7.
P. xli.

York, duchess of, i.e. Anne Hyde, ^.1671.
See Hyde, Anne.

Young, Edward, dean of Salisbury, d. 1 705.
Verses, 1662, 1669. 2578, 2814.— Verses set to music by E. Y. (E.

Young?), 1668. 2805.
Young, dr. John (Junius), dean of Win-

chester. Dedns. tohim, 1622. 2852,
3139-

Young Admiral, play. See Shirley,

James.
Young Divine's apology, 165S. See

Pownoll, Nathaniel.

Younger, John. Verses by 'J. W.', i66r.

2543-
Younger Brother's apology, 1671. See

Aprobert, J.
Youth. De juventute oratio, 1664. ^^^

Littleton, Edw.

Ystyriaethau, 1661.

Hieremias.
Yilsuf abii Dakun.

Josephus.

See Drexelius,

See Abudacnus,

Zeeland. Dedn. to the dignitaries of

Zeeland, 1630, by W. Ames, 1659.
2431-

Zocni or Zoeni. Inhabited Norfolk !

2332--3.
Zodiac. Engraving of a man as affected

by the signs of the Zodiac, 1653.
3295-

Zosimus. Historia Nova, cum notis,

1670. 2868.— ed. nova (ed. T. Sparke), Gr.-Lat.,

1679. 3242.
Zouche, dr. Richard. Note on a poem of

his, 1613. 377 (p. 455).— Mentioned, 1633. App. D. I.— Jus Feciale (1650) mentioned. 2242.— Cases and Questions resolved in the

(Roman) Civil Law, 1652. 22IO.— Specimen quaestionum Juris Civilis,

1653 lanon.). 2240.— Verses, 1654. 2243.— Dedn. to him, 1657. 2338.— Eruditionis ingenure specimina (anon.'),

1657. 2361.— Solutio quaestionis de Legati delin-

quentis judice competente, 1657.

2362.— Candidate for the olifice of Keeper of
the Archives, i65f. 2325.—

Privilegia Acad. Oxon. in unum col-

lecta ab eo, 1659. 1659 ann.— Verses, 1660. 2466.— Quastionum Juris Civilis ceiituria,
1660. 2542.

Zuerius. Marcus, d. 1653. See Box-

hornius, Marcus Zuerius.

Zurich. Psalteiium juxta versionem Ti-

gurinam, 16S9. 2474.
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